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Foreword
In World War II, radiology was an organic part of every hospital, from
those far in the rear to those far in the front, and radiology teams were also
an organic component of the auxiliary surgical groups that performed frontline surgery. Radiologic service, as the editor of this volume comments
rather ruefully in his preface, seems almost to have been taken for granted.
It was quite generally taken for granted, though the editor cannot properly
say, as I can, that the real reason why it often seemed little more than part
of the hospital background, so to speak, was the efficiency with which it was
usually provided.
On the other hand, provision for radiologic service was not always as
simple and effortless as it might seem. Once given the basic equipment without which they could not function at all, radiologists and their technicians
kept it operational, often under almost incredible difficulties, and, very frequently, improvised essential accessory equipment also. Behind this near
miracle were two other equally remarkable achievements. The first was the
production, in adequate quantities, of items of equipment that had sometimes
just been devised. The second was the training, as practicing radiologists, of
medical officers with little or no formal radiologic training and the creation
of competent radiologic technicians out of recently inducted soldiers who,
most of them, had never seen an X-ray machine or been in an X-ray darkroom before.
The major radiologic achievement of World War II was the routine
diagnostic use of this modality in disease and in combat and noncombat
trauma. It also, however, played an important part in many of the medical
advances of World War II, notably advances in chest surgery. The development of the concept of the so-called captive lung, for instance, and the revival
of decortication in its management would have been impossible without expert
radiologic support. The same holds true of removal of foreign bodies from
the heart, a procedure in which my own hospital, the 160th General Hospital,
made so brilliant a record.
I am pleased to note that in this volume, as in practically all the volumes
in this historical series, the Aditor and the authors are all former medical
officers, all of whom saw service in World War II and all of whom write out
of their own radiologic knowledge and experience. I am in hearty agreement
with the reviewer of a volume of the British World War II medical service
history who remarked that the great value of the volume in question was that
it was written by a medical officer "who served and is competent to form a
reasonable judgment concerning the permanent worth of the work done."
Many reviewers and other readers have expressed their approval of the U.S.
x]ll
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Army Medical Department histories for just this reason. There is, naturally,
no possible objection to documentation as such, but blind reliance upon it, as
Bernard DeVoto, himself a Pulitzer Prize winner in history, once put it, can
indeed destroy the spirit that alone giveth life. We have, I think, avoided
this fallacy in these historical volumes.
I have always insisted, as have my predecessors in this office, that the
story of the Medical Department. in World War II shall be told without any
attempt at censorship on any level. I am therefore gratified to note that the
story of radiology is told with the complete candor and frankness characterizing all preceding volumes of the history. I have lost no opportunity to insist
that practical medicomilitary use be made of all of these books and to
recommend them to physicians and others in civilian practice. One of my
major justifications for this policy is that in them the record of past mistakes
is so written that. these errors, if properly analyzed and digested, will never
occur again. Many of the World War II mistakes would not have occurred
if the World War I medical history, which was also written with complete
honesty, had been put to practical use.
The editor of this volume, Dr. Kenneth D. A. Allen, has my special
thanks because of the circumstances under which he assumed this heavy
responsibility after the death of the original editor, Dr. Byrl R. Kirklin, when
the work was scarcely begun. The most cursory survey of the book makes
clear that this is a job that has been well done. I am also grateful to the
authors of the various chapters who answered Dr. Allen's and my Macedonian
cries for help and prepared material of so much interest and value.
It was our particular good fortune to secure Dr. Stafford L. Warren as
author of the final chapter in this volume, on the role of radiology in the
development of the atomic bomb. The health and safety aspects of the entire
Manhattan Project and of Operation CROSSROADS in 1946 were his responsibility and, with very few exceptions, the facts are recorded only in his own
papers and recollections.
Finally, as in all previous forewords I have prepared in this historical
series, I express my grateful appreciation to my associates, particularly the
D)irector and his staff of The Historical Unit, U.S. Army Medical Service,
who are performing the prodigious task of preparing and producing these
volumes.
LEONARD D. HIATo,

Lieutenant General.
The Surgeon General.

Preface
The use of X-rays in military medicine by the United States began during
the Spanish-American War, only 3 years after they were discovered. In his
report concerning their use, Capt. William C. Borden, MC, Assistant to The
Surgeon General, expatiated on the wartime advantages of this new modality,
though the radiographs that illustrate his remarks testify to the crudities of
the machines then available, all of which were of the static or coil type, with
gas tubes and low power. This technique, Captain Borden emphasized, could
be properly used only in base and general hospitals and on hospital ships.
It 'Was not suited for what he termed "movable" hospitals, nor did he consider it needed in them. To provide X-ray facilities in the field would, in
his opinion, simply furnish an incentive to surgeons to operate on casualties
under circumstances in which "adequate asepsis" did not exist. The radiolcgic
experience in subsequent wars wrs to prove him rather a poor prophet.
When the United States entered World War I, almost 20 years later, the
use of X-rays in military medicine was still limited for three fundamental
reasons:
1. Radiology as a medical specialty was still in the early stages of
development as compared with its status at the beginning of World War II.
2. Equipment and supplies did not lend themselves to the mass use of
radiography or the mass production of radiographs of high quality. In fact,
the glass plates in use at the beginning of the war and during the major
period of U.S. participation in it were sufficient, in themselves, to restrict any
very extensive use of diagnostic radiology. It was for entirely practical
reasons that fluoroscopy was so widely used in World War I, particularly in
the gross evaluation of traumatic problems and the localization of foreign
bodies.
3. The number of radiologists was small, for at that time (1917), there
were only a few physicians whose practice was limited solely to this specialty.
In World War I, most radiologic officers were clinicians who had begun to
utilize radiology in civilian practice as a diagnostic adjunct in the limited
areas of their special needs.
Between World War I and World War II. tremendous strides were made
in the evolution of radiology as a specialty, in the perfection of radiologic
equipment, in the development of special techniques and their clinical application, and in the formal training of radiologists.
In other words, at the outbreak of World War II, the X-ray was a wellestablished diagnostic and therapeutic tool, and radiology was a well-recognized medical specialty. Equipment suitable for military use had received a
great deal of study and attention in the preceding decale, and it became availXv
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able in time to be useful, though it was procured on what amounted to a crash
basis. It is unfortunate that it was not developed earlier.
When the United States entered World War II in December 1941, many
radiologists in the Reserve and in the National Guard were already in service.
During the war, these radiologists and others who followed them into the
Armed Forces helped to develop new clinical concepts. Also, as the potentialities of this specialty and its relation to other specialties became clear,
radiologic officers aided materially in the solution of a number of grave
clinical problems, such as penetrating injuries of the brain, extensive
thoracoabdominal injuries, and-one of the greatest advances ever made in
traumatic chest surgery-the elucidation and management of the so-called
captive lung after thoracic injuries associated with organizing hemothorax.
In spite of the advances in radiologic training between the World Wars,
radiologists were always in short supply during World War II, and radiologic
needs could not have been met without the training provided by the courses
for medical oflkers at the Army School of Roentgenology and elsewhere. It
is an interesting and heartening commentary on the excellence of these
courses and :he importance of radiology as a specialty that so many of the
officers who received such training remained in this field after the war.
Any ihept;cn of radiologic personnel would be incomplete without special
commendation of the technicians, the majority of them without any experience in radiology before the war. The training they received at the various
schools for technicians, at various hospitals, and, very often, on the job, made
possible the quality and quantity of the X-ray service which they rendered.
Every radiologic officer would pay tribute to their capability, their industry,
and their devotion to their tasks.
The purpose of this volume, like that of every other volume of the history
of the U.S. Army Medical Department in World War II, is twofold, (1) to
record the events of this war as they concern radiology particularly, and (2)
to relate these events so fully and so candidly that the radiologic errors made
during it will not be made again. Of these two objectives, the second, negative
though it may seem, is perhaps the more important. In World War II,
radiology was only one of a number of branches of medicine that proved again
the truth of the adage that the lesson of history is never learned.
In World War I, the story of radiology was not told in a separate
volume. That it is so told in the history of World War II indicates both its
wartime and its postwar place as a major medical specialty. Nonetheless, if
even the brief account of radiology in World War I in the official history of
that war had been consulted before Wnrld War II, a great many wartime
lessons could have been derived from ii. The supplemental historical notes
on radiology in the First World War, prepared by Col. George C. Johnston,
MC (they are cited at length in this volume), were not identified and digested
until after World War II had ended, when their existence was pointed out by
the late Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel, MC) James T. Case, who had
served in World War I. Other information concerning radiology in that war
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was also in the files of the Office of The Surgeon General, but it was then
widely dispersed and poorly indexed, and the medicomilitary generation
responsible for the radiologic planning of World War II was not aware of it
until too late. The chief reason why so much of the World War I experience
was unknown was that almost no effort had been made to publicize the existence of the volumes of the official history.
Certain comparisons between the radiologic events of World War I and
World War II make this clear:
1. In World War I, in July 1918, radiology was made a division of the
Surgeon General's Office, and the head of the division reported directly to
The Surgeon General. In World War II, there was no radiologic consultant
in this office until May 1943, and he then served only part time.
Had the World War I precedent been known and followed in World
War II, much time and effort would have been spared that were expended in
removing radiology from the surgical and other sections under which it was
first placed. At the beginning of U.S. participation in World War II,
radiology was a subsection in both headquarters and hospitals. It usually
operated under surgery. Less often it operated under medicine. Either
arrangement was totally illogical, since radiology serves all specialties equally.
Radiologic efficiency was greatly increased when, as in ETOUSA (European
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), it was placed under the Chief of Professional Services and when, in hospitals, it was similarly placed under the
commanding officer, with the independence of action that it needed.
2. In World War I, a consultant in radiology (first called a division
chief) was appointed in the American Expeditionary Forces in 1917, but this
fact was not generally known until after World War II had ended.
In that war, however, largely because of the remarkable ability of Brig.
Gen. (later Maj. Gen.) Paul R. Hawley, Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, to predict
professional needs, a consultant was promptly appointed in the European
theater for every specialty, including radiology. Later, regional consultants
were appointed. Full-time consultants in radiology were never appointed
for the Mediterranean theater, the China-Burma-India theater, or the Pacific
theater. These theaters had only acting consultants who, while they served
with great competence, were without the authority and the continuity of
action that permanent appointment would have given them. The lack of a
full-time consultant in radiology was particularly felt in the Pacific theater
which, because of its enormous expanse and its shortages of trained radiologic officers and technicians, had special problems and difficulties. The experience in these theaters, as compared with the experience in the European
theater, made it clear that consultants in this specialty should be appointed
promptly in all theaters and that they should be assisted by regional consultants wherever, as in the Pacific, the theater is too large for a single consultant
to cover it effectively or whenever, as in the European and Pacific theaters,
workload is too heavy for him to carry it alone.
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3. In World War II, in the European theater, mobile X-ray units
mounted on trucks were developed, and the forward radiology that Captain
Borden had disparaged in the Spanish-American War thus became a reality.
It was not until World War II had ended that it was learned that this
important and useful advance was not the "first" it had been supposed to be:
In World War I, the French used X-ray units mounted on camions, and the
radiologic division chief, Headquarters, American Expeditionary Forces,
purchased a number of them for U.S. use. Similar units were devised and
tested in the United States and were sent to France although, unfortunately,
they were not put into workable condition or properly distributed until after
the armistice.
4. A completely portable, hand-carry, knockdown bedside X-ray unit
existed before the United States entered World War I, and in spite of its
crudities it had much to commend it. A similar piece of equipment was
never developed during World War II, and the need for it was keenly felt.
5. Incredible as it may seem, with equipment so precise and so delicate
as basic X-ray units, no provision was made in World War II for maintaining and servicing it either in the Zone of Interior or in oversea theaters
until hard experience showed the necessity for maintenance and service. Then
central depots were established to receive, inspect, and repair broken equipment before it was distributed and to provide maintenance service for it.
Precisely the same cycle had occurred in World War I, but the experience was
not known, and was therefore not utilized, in the planning for World War II.
6. Schools for the training of both radiologists and X-ray technicians
were established in World War II, and their graduates in both categories, as
already mentioned, rendered service that was generally excellent and was
often superior. A great deal of the trial and error that went into the planning
and implementation of these schools in World War II might have been avoided
had the similar training experience in World War I been utilized.
7. Ironically, one of the concepts of World War I that did carry over
into World War II, from the experience of radiologists who had served in
the First World War, was that fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies
would be an essential technique. Elaborate equipment was designed for this
purpose in the period just before World War II, but the time, effort, and
expense that went into its planning and procurement were practically all
wasted. Radiographic localization proved less hazardous and more satisfactory and had the added advantage of providing permanent records.
Therapeutic concepts before World War II included the provision of
radiation therapy in the management of infections. This technique proved
unnecessary, partly because, with the expert initial wound surgery performed
in World War II, infection was never the problem that it had been in World
War I and partly because the sulfonamides and penicillin were available and
proved capable of controlling the infections that did occur. Gas gangrene
was also never a significant problem, and the Kelly technique developed for
it was scarcely used after Pearl Harbor.
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Radiologists need not be reminded that theirs is a unique specialty. Nonradiologic personnel perhaps need the reminder:
1. Alone among all other specialties, radiology is one in which even the
most competent practitioners can render no service at all without a minimum
of equipment. Certain accessory equipment can be improvised, and U.S.
ingenuity never showed to better advantage than in the improvisations created
in World War II. But basic equipment cannot be improvised. It must be
provided.
2. The provision of X-ray equipment in World War II was no simple
matter. Every single piece of it was constructed of critical materials, for
which there were dozens of other priority demands. X-ray equipment is
bulky and space occupying, and it had to compete for transportation with
other essential equipment that occupied much less space. Also, in spite of its
bulk, X-ray equipment is exceedingly delicate, and it therefore had to be
handled with great care. Breakage, when equipment was not so handled, was
a serious problem.
3. X-ray equipment requires specialized technical personnel to operate
it, and spec)ally trained professional personnel to make its products-that is,
radiographs--useful by interpretation. Radiographs of good quality were
hard to produce in the circumstances that often prevailed in oversea
theaters, with vagaries of current, inadequate water supply, and other shortages and difficulties to contend with.
4. Replacement of parts of basic equipment was another major problem.
When, for instance, a cable or a tube blew out and replacement was necessary
through normal channels in World War II, a badly needed X-ray machine
was often rendered useless for many weeks. Even in the Zone of Interior it
sometimes took from 3 to 6 weeks to replace a cable or a tube. Hospital
report after hospital report carried the urgent recommendation that extra
tubes and cables be supplied with all units, to provide against emergencies,
and that supply depots keep these items in stock in generous numbers, particularly in areas in which resupply was likely to be difficult.
5. Finally, and again uniquely, X-ray equipment is hazardous to use, and
protective measures require special mate-ials.
In retrospect, radiologists, like many others, were slow to appreciate the
imminence of World War II, in spite of the march of events that should have
carried their own warnings. In September 1939, the President declared a
Limited National Emergency and authorized the Army to recruit to its full
statutory strength. In August 1940, the National Guard and Reserve Corps
were called to active service. The following month the Selective Service Act
was passed, and the authorized strength of the Army was increased from
242,000 to 1,400,000 men. In August 1941, Selective Service was extended
and the President was authorized to recall retired Regular Army personnel
to active duty. The official M-day that had been planned for was never
formally invoked, but Pearl Harbor, on 7 December 1941, left no doubt that
it had, in substance, been reached and passed.
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The Radiological Society of North America met in the Fairmont Hotel
in San Francisco, Calif., 1-5 December 1941. The program, of course, had been
made up months in advance, but at this distance in time, in view of the events
just listed, it seems entirely unrealistic that not a single item on it concerned
medicomilitary matters or the relation of radiology to military medicine.
There was soon to be a dramatic awakening for three of the Society members
who traveled together from the West Coast to Denver, Colo., Dr. James
Kelly of Omaha, Nebr., particularly known for his work on radiation therapy
in nonneoplastic diseases; Dr. Warren W. Fury of Chicago, ]II., who had
played an important role in the development of the American College of
Radiology and the Section on Radiology of the American Medical Association; and the undersigned (Dr. Kenneth D. A. Allen of Denver).
Dr. Kelly and Dr. Fury were to be Dr. Allen's luncheon guests at the
Denver Country Club, Sunday, 7 December 1941, during their stopover in
Denver between trains. As the three physicians entered the Club, at 1 o'clock,
mountain time, the doorman called out to them, "The Japs are bombing Pearl
Harbor!"
On the trip from the coast to Denver there had been some conversation
about the war in Europe, but it had been almost casual, and without personal
application. Now everything was changed. The luncheon at the Club was
hurried and somber, and the talk concerned oniy the war and its national and
personal effects. All three radiologists knew that the events of that day
marked a turn in the national road and that no lives would ever be the
same again.
For Dr. Kelly and Dr. Fury, the war was to mean a continuation of
civilian practice, with all the modifications, perplexities, and added responsibilities imposed by wartime circumstances. For Dr. Allen, the war was to
mean a long, busy, stimulating 4 years, beginning with duty as instructor at
the Enlisted Technicians School, Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo.,
continuing with the duties of Senior Consultant in Radiology, in the European
theater. Finally-long after the war-came the responsibility of editing the
history of radiology in World War II.
Enough has been said about failure to utilize the World War I experience in World War II to make clear why there should be an official medical
history of every war; why there is a historical note dealing with the experience of previous wars in this volume and in many other volumes of the medical
history of World War II; and why every effort should be made, as the
present Surgeon General has particularly directed, to make known the existence of this history and to see to it that its contents are read, digested, and
applied. Much time, many tribulations, and an incalculable waste of effort
and money would have been saved in World War II if the lessons of World
War I had been utilized. Radiology, as already pointed out, was not the only
specialty in which these lessons had to be learned over again.
The preparation of the history of radiology in World War Ii from 13 to
17 years after the event has had both advantages and disadvantages. One's
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outlook becomes more objective with the passage of time, but on the other
hand the image is sometimes blurred by presbyopic vision. This history, of
course, should have been prepared earlier, but for many reasons, it could not
be. Be this as it may, when the editor and associate editors of this volume,
as well as the contributors to it, assumed the responsibility for it, they were
confronted with a fact, not with a theory, and had to proceed accordingly.
It is hoped that those who read this volume will bear in mind that it is
basically a chronicle of events prepared chiefly by those who participated in
them. It is not historiography. The source material was extremely limited,
being chiefly official hospital reports, in most of which the radiologic record
was perfunctory and uninformative, apparently because radiology was a
service that was taken for granted. Statistical data were singularly lacking.
It would be interesting to know the total volume of X-ray work in relation to
total hospital admissions and outpatient dispensary visits, but these data do
not exist, and the best that could be done was to use occasional reports of individual hospitals in the belief-probably correct-that they were typical of the
total experience.
The hospital records and all other sources used in this volume are on file
in the General Reference and Research Branch, The Historical Unit, U.S.
Army Medical Service, Washington, D.C., where they can be consulted by
those who are interested in such details as exist. The hospital records are, as
a rule, clearly identified in the text and the information is therefore not
repeated formally in the reference lists appended to each chapter.
Many reports of special techniques and many clinical observations were
published in the literature during and immediately after the war. They have
been used freely.
In spite of these sources, it would have been impossible to prepare this
volume without the generous assistance of the many radiologists who served
in World War II and who took the time, after a long lapse of years, from
their busy peacetime practices to search out their personal records and write
out their recollections of their Army radiologic service. All of them contributed to the composite story of radiology in World War II, and special
acknowledgment of their invaluable assistance is made elsewhere.
The authors of, and the contributors to, the various chapters in this
volume are all of them, it should be emphasized again, radiologists who served
actively, in one capacity or another, in World War II. The former Editorin-Chief of the official history of the U.S. Army Medical Department in World
War 11, Col. John Boyd Coates, Jr.. MC. and his successor, Col. Arnold
Lorentz Ahnfeldt, MC, took the position, with the warm support of The Surgeon General, that the medical officers who served in the war are the persons
best qualified to write about what happened medically during it. Their
accounts were, on the whole, remarkably objective, and in substance they have
been little changed.
The chapters on training and equipment, prepared by Col. Alfred A. de
Lorimier, MC, were essentially complete when he died. He worked from his
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own notes, and his endeavors on this history during the last months of his
life represent his final service to his country and to the specialty to which he
was so devoted.
The chapter on consultant service in the Zone of Interior, to be prepared
by Dr. Byrl R. Kirklin, who served during part of the war as Consultant in
Radiology, Office of The Surgeon General, had barely been started at the time
of his death. His method of operating, with his files chiefly in his head, has
resulted in gaps and discrepancies that cannot now be corrected. Dr. Kirklin
was Secretary of the American Board of Radiology when the United States
entered World War II, and his position gave him a wide knowledge of radiologists and their training and ability that enabled him to render invaluable
service in the assignment of personnel.
After much deliberation, it was decided that the only practical way to
prepare this history of radiology in World War II was by theaters. No other
scheme seemed workable. This method, however, inevitably has resulted in a
certain amount of repetition. It is hoped that those who read this volume will
bear in mind that such repetition was impossible to avoid if the story of each
theater was to be told in full. It does not represent careless writing. War
itself is both repetitious and monotonous.
It is regrettable that more illustrations were not available to demonstrate
the clinical entities, especially the tropical diseases, studied radiographically
during the war. The films were often of very poor quality to begin with,
because of the circumstances under which they were made, and most of them
simply did not lend themselves to reproduction.
World War III, if it is to occur, will not necessarily be a nuclear war.
The effort to ban nuclear weapons, with their power to destroy the whole
world, still continues. The final chapter in this volume makes clear why it
must continue. Gas was used in World War I but was banned in World War
II. It may be, should a third World War come to pass, that nuclear weapons
will be similarly banned in it. Meantime, radiologic service must be provided
for the brush-fire wars that have occurred, and are likely to continue to occur,
all over the world.
Details of radiologic technique may change in the future, but from one
combat experience to another fundamentals of radiology are unlikely to
change. For this and many other reasons, the time and effort spent in the
preparation o! this history of radiology in World War II must be considered
well spent. The volume has been prepared for exactly the reason that Andrew
Smith, Director General, British Army Medical Service, prepared the medical
history of the Crimean War, which was the first formal medicomilitary history. He had suffered, he wrote, "in the absence of all details calculated to
instruct," and he was determined that the "doubts and indescribable perplexities" that had been his lot should not be the lot of those who came after him.
That has been the aim of those of us who served as radiologists in
World War II and who have prepared this history of radiology in it.
KZNNErH D. A. ALLZN, M.D.
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Part I

MILITARY ROENTGENOLOGY
BEFORE WORLD WAR II

CHAPTER I

Historical Note
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
MILITARY ROENTGENOLOGY BEFORE WORLD WAR 1I
Ethiopian Campaign, 1896.-In May 1896, just 6 months after Roentgen
had announced his epochal discovery, the first military radiographs were
made at the Military Hospital in Naples, at the end of Italy's disastrous
campaign in Ethiopia. By this time, Roentgen's primitive apparatus had
already been modified and improved, and the two cases, both injuries of the
forearm, in which the new modality was used proved its value: Previous
attempts to remove the retained bullets had been unsuccessful; after their
X-ray localization, both were readily removed. Lt. Col. Giuseppe Alvaro,
who made the examinations, predicted that this new method would also be
useful in diagnosing bone disease, determining the forms of fractures, and
studying skeletal deformities and the formation of internal concretions. His
remarks were to prove prophetic.
Greco-Turkish War, 1897.-The first use of military roentgenology, as
such, was, as just indicated, in a hospital well to the rear. A year later, in
the Greco-Turkish War of 1897, this new modality was used in hospitals
much nearer the front. KUttner, who used it in a hospital in Constantinople,
provided by the Central Committee of the German Red Cross, found it very
helpful in establishing the presence or absence of foreign bodies and their
position and in facilitating their removal, in osteomyelitis and draining
wounds, and in injuries to the nervous system (especially those associated
with severe paralysis). He concluded, however, that, with the bulky type of
machine then necessary, this method would not be useful in the current equivalent of modern field or evacuation hospitals.
Medical officers who operated the two hospitals set up in Greece by the
British Red Cross arrived at much the same conclusions. In addition to the
mechanical difficulties connected with the weight of the apparatus, the fragility of the tubes and the plates, and the unreliability of the current, they
were handicapped by the superstition of the natives, who " * * looked on the
1 Unless otherwise indicated, the material in this chapter dealing with the use of X-ray before
World War I is summarized from the excellent, well-documented Caldwell-Carman Lecture delivered
by Dr. Lawrence Reynolds in September 1944 before the joint meeting of the American Roentgen
Ray Soecety and the Radiological Society of North America (1).
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whole affair as the work of the Devil which made it difficult to take a skiagram when the subject was constantly crossing himself unless strictly
watched."
British medical officers also feared that the use of X-ray at the front.
might be an incentive to surgeons to operate prematurely in bad surroundings, a fear later expressed by U.S. radiologists (p. 4).
Tirah Campaign, 1896.-The Tirah Campaign was precipitated by the
uprising of native tribes and the necessity for safeguarding British access to
India from Afghanistan by way of the Khyber Pass. No white men, and no
troops other than native troops, had set foot on the high-lying Tirah Plateau
until General Sir William Lockhart brought his armies into the region in
October 1897, supported by 23 field hospitals. The X-ray facilities provided
-and used for the first time on the actual field of battle-were brought out,
entirely at his own expense, and operated by Surg. Maj. W. C. Beevor (2).
Major Beevor found roentgenographs of the greatest value in locating bullets
and lead splinters, and he made many important practical observations:
1. X-ray apparatus for military work should be "get-at-able," so that the
inevitable defects of wear and tear could be promptly remedied.
2. Every portion of the apparatus (coils, condensers, connections, etc.)
should be packed in cases that could be opened and inspected at a moment's
notice, without special instruments.
3. The X-ray operator should be "independent of help."
Major Beevor had only three tubes, which he used more than 200 times,
but at the end of the campaign they were in as good working order as when
they were taken out. Transport of equipment, however, was a major problem; after trying all kinds, including mules, camels, and wheeled vehicles,
he found human transportation the most efficient. An even greater problem
was the generation of electricity. The heavy, cumbersome primary battery,
worked by a mixture of bichromate of potash and sulfuric acid, was too
dangerous for military transport unless a special courier went along to look
after the acid. Major Beevor condemned this method for field use and recommended the employment of a hand dynamo and portable accumulator.
Glass plates proved exceedingly satisfactory. As in earlier experiences, the
fluorescent screen, the surface of which was protected with a layer of celanite,
seemed the most important part of the Apparatus.
From his experience in the Tirah Campaign, Major Beevor concluded
"* *** it is now the duty of every civilized nation to supply its wounded in
war with an X-ray apparatus, amongst other surgical aids, not only at base
hospitals, but close at hand, wherever they may be fighting and exposing
themselves to injury in the performance of their hazardous duty."
River War, 1896--98.--The war of the Soudan, generally known as the
River War, was fought between 1896 and 1898, to put down the tribes in the
Soudan, by British and Egyptian military units under Lord Kitchener.
After numerous engagements had been fought as the invading troops pursued
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the natives up the Nile, the Dervishes were crushingly defeated at Omdurman, "in the most signal triumph ever gained by the arms of science over
barbarians."
Among the "arms of science" was a roentgen ray apparatus, in charge of
Maj. J. Battersby (3). It consisted of two 10-inch and one 6-inch coils,
which, with other necessary electrical instruments, were enclosed in a strong
oak box. The apparatus was too heavy for transport by camel or mule, and
a device of ropes and poles was rigged up so that it could be carried on the
shoulders of four men. Additional apparatus consisted of a storage battery
with separate cells; if a cell was injured or a plate buckled, a spare could be
substituted.
Major Battersby also brought with him four 10-inch ordinary bianodic
focus tubes, which he personally tested before he left with the troops. Two
of these tubes did excellent work, one being better for screenwork and the
other for roentgenography. The fluorescent screen was most useful at night
but unsatisfactory during the day because no darkroom was available and the
intense sunlight penetrated the thickest wood. The surface of the screen was
protected by a layer of celluloid, a matter of great importance in the warm
and dusty climate. Only glass plates gave satisfactory results.
The temperature varied from 100' to 122° F. in the shade, and at one
time the apparatus had to travel for 2 days and a night in an open truck,
exposed during the day to the fierce heat of a blazing sun. Before he left
Cairo, Major Battersby had had very thick felt covers made to surround the
outer boxes containing the coils and storage batteries. By keeping the felt
wet-it required wetting every 2 hours-the apparatus arrived at its destination without damage.
Generation of the primary electrical current for charging the storage batteries or working the coils directly was accomplished by the use of a small,
easily transportable dynamo driven by a tandem bicycle.
Of the 175 British casualties at the Battle of Omdurman. 121 were
brought to the surgical hospital at Abadieh. In bullet wounds of the extremities, anteroposterior and lateral views provided satisfactory localizing
data. In the deeper structures, the best results were obtained by a modification of the Mackenzie-Davidson localizing apparatus. In 20 of 21 cases in
which the presence or absence of a bullet could not be determined by ordinary
methods, an accurate diagnosis was arrived at by roentgenologic techniques.
Boer War, 1899.-When the Boer War began, the War of the Soudan
had ended, and the medical units there, with the X-ray equipment which had
been used in them, were ordered to South Africa. Here, at the Siege of Ladysmith, roentgenography was carried out under shelifire for a considerable
period (4). Lt. F. Bruce, who was in charge of roentgenology, had not considered the provision of current in the Soudan by means of the dynamobicycle arrangement entirely satisfactory. He therefore had the batteries of
the X-ray apparatus charged before he left Cairo, and when he reached his
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destination, he was able to arrange with a flour mill in the vicinity to have
the dynamo he had brought along driven from the mill shafting. The arrangement
extremely efficient.
Roentgenographs were made on about half the casualties, and large numbers were also examined by fluoroscopy. The techniques employed were of
great clinical value in respect to the localization of bullets and the demonstration of fractures. Some modifications of the usual methods were necessary because of the patients' movements when shells were heard in the immediate vicinity; exposures were made as short as possible, lasting from 10 to
15 minutes instead of the usual 20 to 30 minutes, with correspondingly long
developments.
By the time of the Boer War, the usefulness of X-rays in military practice had become so evident that all general hospitals were provided with
equipment and many smaller hospitals were similarly equipped.
Spanish-American War, 1898.-Roentgenology had only a limited use in
the Spanish-American War, partly because of the type of warfare and partly
because typhoid fever, rather than battle wounds, occupied the attention
of the Medical Corps (5). The more important of the general hospitals were
supplied with the type of equipment used in earlier wars; that is, coil apparatus and storage batteries. Three hospital ships were similarly equipped.
The recently constructed static apparatus was so heavy that its use was
confined to fixed hospitals and hospital ships. Capt. (later Maj.) William C.
Borden, MC, who recorded the experience, did not believe it would be wise to
place X-ray apparatus any farther forward, on the ground that provision of
these facilities would encourage surgeons to try to remove bullets under less
than optimum conditions.
ROENTGENOLOGY IN WORLD WAR
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Administrative Considerations
In April 1917, when the United States entered World War I, only the
larger of the military hospitals were equipped with X-ray apparatus. No
effort had been made to maintain a selected group of officers who specialized
in roentgenology. It was uncommon, in fact, to have any medical officer,
even in the largest hospitals, devote his full time to radiology, which was
usually assigned as an additional duty. A certain amount of theoretical and
practical instruction in radiology was included in the curriculum of the
Army Medical School, Washington, D.C., but it was intended primarily as
a "broadening educational feature rather than * * * creation of specialists."
Supply and equipment of X-ray departments were handled as part of finances
and supply in general.
2 The material dealing with World War I, unless otherwise Indicated, is derived from the oScial
history of that war (6-P) and from reports by Col. Arthur C. Christie, MC. and Col. George C.
Johnston, MC (1o, ii). Helpful Information was also furnished by Dr. Fred 0. Coe (12) and Dr.
James T. Case (15).
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Specialization in radiology was thus fortuitous, dependent almost entirely on the initiative and interest displayed by individual officers. As a
result, there was only one radiologist in the Army in April 1917, Col. Philip
Huntington, MC, and he was almost immediately placed in an administrative position (12), not connected with radiology.
The first radiologists assigned to the Surgeon General's Office in World
War I were in the Supply Division. When a Division of Roentgenology was
created in that office on 10 July 1918, a former medical officer who had specialized in this field, Maj. (later Col.) Arthur C. Christie, MC, was called
back into service to head it (10). When he was ordered overseas in September 1918, to take charge of all X-ray work on the Western Front, Lt. Col.
(later Col.) George C. Johnston, MC, was his replacement.
The Division of Roentgenology in the Surgeon General's Office was
established on the recommendation of the officer in charge of the Supply
Division in that office, who had recognized from the beginning the peculiar
problems of roentgenologic supply and had handled it as a separate function
in his office. When the special Division of Roentgenology was established,
arrangements were made for the officers assigned to it to maintain close liaison
with the Supply Division, to expedite procurement of equipment. When all
procurement was consolidated under the War Production Board in 1918, the
privilege of purchasing X-ray equipment was left with the Supply Division
of the Surgeon General's Office after its highly specialized character was
pointed out.
Roentgenology continued as a separate division in the Surgeon General's
Office throughout the war and until 1 December 1918, when it became the
Section of Roentgenology under the Division of Surgery. Close liaison,
however, was still maintained with the Finance and Supply Division (then
operating under the Purchase, Storage, and Traffic Division), apparently on
a personal basis. The result of these contacts was that X-ray material was
received much sooner than the 30 to 90 days usually required when requests
went through channels (10).
Procurement and Supply
At the beginning of World War I, X-ray equipment consisted of stationary apparatus at general hospitals and larger post hospitals and a few
portable sets with motor generators and high-tension transformers. This
equipment had served satisfactorily on the Mexican border and at Veracruz
but was too cumbersome and unreliable for general military use.
On 15 April 1917, at the invitation of the Council of National Defense,
a number of leading physicians, surgeons, chemists, and instrument makers
met in Washington, with the idea of standardizing drugs, equipment, and
other items for military use (10). Dr. George C. Johnston served as chairman of a committee on X-ray equipment, on which Dr. Arthur C. Christie
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also served. Prof. Arthur W. Goodspeed, of the University of Pennsylvania,
was appointed to the committee but withdrew because of the highly practical nature of its functions and his own academic interests.
This committee prepared specifications covering all types of X-ray apparatus, making them broad enough to permit the use of the output of all manufacturers. The members of the committee realized that a great quantity of
apparatus would be required, more than any single manufacturer could
possibly produce. They also realized that there had not yet been sufficient
experience in military roentgenology to justify specifying any single type of
equipment to the exclusion of other types.
After conferences with the Committee on Preparedness of the American
Roentgen Ray Society (p. 19) and other experienced radiologists, it was
decided to ask all manufacturers to submit samples of transformers for investigation and testing. Few radiologists were familiar enough with all types
of equipment to warrant individual evaluations, and group investigation and
comparison seemed the fairest plan. It would have been ideal to select a
single type of equipment for general manufacture, with interchangeable parts;
but the need was immediate, and no delay in production could be permitted.
The investigation was carried out at the Cornell Medical College. Some
manufacturers, misunderstanding the purpose of the inspection, which they
regarded as a competitive test, did not submit samples. All five samples which
were submitted were approved, some with minor alterations for military reasons, after the plants in qiiestion had been inspected by Major Christie, to
secure information concerning their capacities.
Planning was on the basis of X-ray laboratories suitable for 500-bed base
hospitals in camps to house 10,000 troops each, on the basis of an Army of half
a million men (10). As the size of the Army increased-it reached 3,634,000
at the end of the war-the size of the base hospitals was successively increased.
In some instances, the originai 500 beds became several thousand, and the overload was often 300 to 400 percent. The original planning, however, had been
soundly done and required practically no basic changes in spite of the enormous expansion that occurred. Similarly, few changes, except numerically,
were necessary in the X-ray supply tables prepared by the committee and
adopted by the Hospital Division, the Surgeon General's Office, on the recommendation of the Council of National Defense in 1917.
The supply of X-ray equipment to hospitals in camps and cantonments
proceeded rapidly, and the aim of the Division of Roentgenology, to have
complete X-ray equipment installed, in operation, and in charge of competent
radiologists, by the opening date of each installation, was generally achieved.
Production of radiologic equipment had reached full capacity when the
armistice was signed on 11 November 1918. Whenever practical, contracts
were terminated without waiting for formal authorization; and many thousands of dollars were thus saved (10).
Oversea supply.-When the first contingent of the American Expeditionary Forces went to France, several shipments of equipment were diverted
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from the Medical Supply Depot in Washington and sent overseas. Two
shipments arrived in good condition, were ultimately installed in base hospitals, and gave good service in them throughout the war. The first U.S. hospitals which went to France served with the British Expeditionary Force, and
Base Hospital No. 18, the Johns Hopkins Hospital Unit, was the first to begin
work with U.S. equipment in November 1917 (14). 1st Lt. Charles A. Waters,
MC, used the old Gaiffe coil and mercury interrupter left at the French
hospital in Bazoilles which this unit occupied. Current was supplied by an
electrogenic set of such small capacity and located so far from the X-ray
machine that he was happy when he secured 1 ma. (milliampere) of current
through his tube. This hospital later received one of the machines just
mentioned, which arrived in good condition.
Most of the hospitals which arrived in the theater in the first months of
U.S. participation in the war secured localizing devices, hand fluoroscopes
and similar equipment, and plates from French sources. They took over other
apparatus in French hospitals in which they worked. The basic French
equipment was rather primitive to American eyes; it consisted of 8- or 10-inch
coils; mercury interrupters; wooden tables with, to Americans, a startling
lack of protection; and, at the most, 2-3 ma. of current and a usable spark
gap.
It continued to be necessary to purchase large quantities of French equipment, which was decidedly inferior to American equipment, until well into
1918. By the time the armistice was signed, however, there had been shipped
to oversea installations 150 complete sets of equipment for base hospitals, 264
portable machines, 250 bedside machines, 55 X-ray ambulances, and hundreds
of accessory items.,3 Shipments were often delayed because the tonnage and
bulk of X-ray equipment gave it a low priority in comparison with other
military material. Also, in the winter of 1917-18, there were often considerable accumulations of freight because of the unprecedented cold.
Distribution overseas, however, was by no means as good as it should have
been. French sources, as noted, often had to be used for that reason. In
October 1918, for instance, it was learned that none of the X-ray ambulances
shipped over during the previous months had been placed in action (p. 51).
They had remained in one area for so long, in fact, that they had sunk into the
ground and had to be moved by caterpillar tractors. On a number of occasions, requests for additional equipment, such as X-ray tables and bedside
units, were not honored in the United States because of the realization that
poor distribution overseas rather than lack of supplies had inspired them.
Breakage and Repair
The mortality of Coolidge tubes was initially high, partly because of
attempts to pass very heavy currents through them and partly because of
3In August 1918, the Siberian Expeditionary Forces were equipped with X-ray apparatus and
other supplies estimated to last for a year (10).
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breakage. When these tubes were shipped overseas in carefully constructed
packing cases, with spring-supported interior cages, about half were broken.
When they were shipped in very light, open-type birdcage crates, 409 of the
first 490 shipped arrived undamaged, and there was no breakage at all in the
next 400 tubes shipped in this manner. Special handling was necessary. The
crates were hand-carried aboard ship (last of all cargo), were carefully
packed with mattresses and other dunnage, and were hand-carried off the
ship first of all cargo.
Instructions, which were not always followed, were issued that all apparatus received overseas must be inspected at the Supply Depot before distribution, to detect and correct breakages.
In March 1918, on the recommendation of Maj. Preston M. Hickey, MC,
who had relieved Major Christie when the latter was recalled to the United
States in February 1918, an X-ray section was set up in the Medical Department Repair Shop in Europe, and a number of Sanitary Corps officers (technicians) were trained to service and repair equipment. Later that year
(1918), similarly trained Sanitary Corps officers were assigned to various
medical supply depots throughout the United States, to be available for
repairs and also to supervise the installation of equipment.
After the armistice, when camps and hospitals began to be closed, a great
deal of X-ray equipment was received in the New York Medical Supply Depot
in badly damaged condition because of improper packing. The difficulty
ended when orders were issued that all equipment must be packed under the
supervision of an experienced radiologist, who would certify that it had been
correctly packed. In May 1919, it was recommended that a repair shop be
established at the New York Medical Supply Depot, for the repair, salvage,
and testing of all returned equipment before it was reissued or placed in
storage.
During the war, testing of apparatus and other items offered to the Roentgenology Division, Surgeon General's Office, was carried out in a variety of
places until August 1918, when it was concentrated in space provided at the
Army Medical School.
X-Ray Manual
In 1917, plans were made for the preparation and publication of a small
X-ray manual, with Maj. William F. Manges, MC, as editor and with contributions by a number of medical officers and civilian radiologists (15). The
material concerned chiefly electrophysics, localization techniques, and descriptions of the special apparatus employed by the U.S. Army. The second edition of the manual, prepared and published in 1919, contained all of the
material in the first edition, supplemented by an extensive and comprehensive
section on X-ray diagnosis.
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Hospital Inspections
In November 1918, formal inspections of X-ray laboratories in hospitals
in the Zone of Interior were set up by the Surgeon General's Office (16). The
"Circular of Information for Supervising Inspectors of X-ray Laboratories,
Concerning the Method of Preparing Inspection Forms" required data on
buildings and floor space (space, ventilation, lighting, heating, power supply,
neatness, recommendations); apparatus and supplies; general care of apparatus; personnel; volume and quality of work; and administration.
These inspections (10) revealed that "taken as a whole and on the average" the departments investigated "had little or nothing to be ashamed of"
and were "delivering the goods as it were." On the other hand, the summarized reports continued:
None of the departments were working up to full capacity, although a few thought
they were. During the influenza, as far as could be ascertained, departments made good,
doing all, and more than, they were called upon to do. There was a decided lack of
conferences with other departments. Reports sent out could be so sent at an earlier date
with better regime. The clinical history was not made use of. No cross-indexing was
observed. There is a need of trained enlisted personnel to do the work in small departments. There was a decided lack of cleanliness. More 5 x 7 plates and films could be
used. There was some overstock noticed especially in tubes. There was a lack of
administrative qualifications. Form 55 L is not properly filled out in most instances.

Detailed reports of inspections expanded on these various points and
made recommendations for correction and improvement.

It was also noted that it was a pity, in view of the great amount of
valuable material available, that more articles had not been prepared for publication. Part of the explanation was considered to be preoccupation with
professional duties, but inertia was stated to be the chief cause.
NorE.--For convenience, as well as for ease of comparison, details of
World War I personnel and training and of equipment are discussed in the
chapters dealing with these subjects in World War II (pp. 19 and 45).
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Part II

ZONE OF INTERIOR

CHAPTER HI

The Consultant in Radiology,
Office of The Surgeon General
Colonel John A. Isherwood, MC (Ret.)
APPOINTMENT OF THE CONSULTANT
The Radiation (later Radiology) Branch, Office of The Surgeon General,
was established on 12 July 1942 in the Surgery (later Surgical Consultants)
Division, where it was under the direction of Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Michael E.
DeBakey, MC, until 8 May 1943 (1). On this date, Lt. Col. (later Col.)
Byrl R. Kirklin, MC (fig. 1), was appointed Consultant in Radiology (2),
a position he occupied until 3 June 1946. Colonel Kirklin had a desk in the
Personnel Division, Office of The Surgeon General, for several months before
he was moved to the Surgical Consultants Division.
Colonel Kirklin served on active duty only part of the time. When he
was not on active duty, as well as during a period of illness from 15 March
until 1 June 1945, he handled many of his consultant functions from his
private office at the Mayo Clinic. In particular, during these periods, he
advised on qualifications and assignment of personnel and on the selection of
X-ray equipment. He also reviewed papers and reports on radiology which
had been submitted for approval before publication.
There could scarcely have been a better choice for this position. The late
Colonel Kirklin, in addition to his clinical and technical eminence in his
specialty, had a wide circle of friends among radiologists, and, as Secretary
of the American Board of Radiology, Inc., had a wide knowledge of the
qualifications of many other radiologists. These advantages, combined with
his encyclopedic memory, fitted him admirably for one of his major responsibilities as consultant, Office of The Surgeon Ceneral; that is, the evaluation
and assignment of radiologists to hospital and other duties. Conversely, his
extraordinary memory has created difficulties in the preparation of the administrative history of radiology in the Zone of Interior in World War H:
Colonel Kirklin had no assistants, he did not keep many records except in his
head, and the circumstances in which he served meant that few files were
kept for him. He died before he had begun to write the history of his tour
of duty as Consultant in Radiology to The Surgeon General, and there are
necessarily many gaps in the brief account of that mission in this chapter.
Most of the material for it, in fact, is derived from his tours of inspection of
13
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FrGuRE 1.-Col. 13yrl R. Kirklin, MC, Consultant in Radiology, Office of The Surgeon
General.

the Second and Third Service Commands in November 1943 and of the
Second, Fourth, Sixth, and Seventh Service Commands in December 1944
and January 1945, for which records do exist (3). Some of his associates
have also kindly supplied certain details from their recollections. Their
names are listed elsewhere.
Another difficulty in the preparation of this chapter concerns the reports
from radiology departments of the various hospitals in the Zone of Interior.
It was Colonel Kirklin's custom, on his visits, to ask for copies of the last
monthly reports and of the average daily census. These concise data saved
his time and the time of the hospital radiologists and other medical officers
and permitted an intelligent discussion of many subjects. No uniform method
of reporting radiologic data, however, was required, and in some hospitals no
reports at all were made. Colonel Kirklin always suggested that these
monthly reports be made up, on the basis of the sample form he circulated,
but while the situation improved, the optimum was not achieved, and there are
therefore gaps in this chapter which could not be overcome from these sources.
TOURS OF INSPECTION
Some confusion, never entirely clarified, existed concerning the responsibility for inspection of departments (sections) of radiology. As one of the
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hospital professional services, these sections were also inspected by the surgical
consultants in the various service commands, who also made reports on their
efficiency and other matters. While he had no objection to these additional
inspections, it. was Colonel Kirklin's strong conviction that only a radiologist
was properly qualified to evaluate the qualifications of other radiologists and
that surgical consultants did not possess the specialized knowledge required
for this function.
Colonel Kirklin's tours of duty covered a great deal of territory. In
1944-45. for instance, in his tour of the Second, Fourth, Sixth, and Seventh
Service Commands, he visited 35 stations, including 18 general hospitals, 13
Army Service Forces regional hospitals, and 4 Army Air Forces regional
hospitals.
Before his visits to the Second and Seventh Service Commands, Colonel
Kirklin suggested to the command surgeons that a conference be arranged in
each command, to be attended by as many radiologists as could be spared from
their hospital duties. The Army Air Forces were invited to send their
radiologists. Special subjects were assigned to special personnel before the
conference, and the groundwork was thus laid for a free and thoughtful
exchange of professional ideas. The discussions proved informative and
stimulating.
These conferences were so successful that it was Colonel Kirklin's idea to
use the same plan in all future tours. He could not put it into practice
because of his illness in the spring of 1945, and the end of the war made
other tours unnecessary.
He did not, however, regard conferences as a substitute for personal
visits to individual hospitals. lie regarded such visits as the only sound
method of evaluating the total situation in respect to personnel, facilities,
equipment, and type and amount of work.
Many of Colonel Kirklin's comments and recommendations are incorporated elsewhere in this book, particularly in the chapter on named general
hospitals in the Zone of Interior (p. 119).
At the request of the commanding officers and 'radiologists in some of the
hospitals he visited, Colonel Kirklin instituted the practice of sending information copies of his reports to them as well as to the surgeons of the service
commands. His comments and recommendations were thus available for
action.
EVALUATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL
When mobilization began in earnest in 1941, many National Guard officers
who were radiologists were not immediately assigned to hospital units. When
the assignments were eventually made. they were not always as judicious as
they might have been: Officers of unusual qualifications were sometimes
placed in positions which did not make full use of their capabilities, while in
other hospitals the reverse was true and officers of limited qualifications werc
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in charge of departments which demanded performances beyond their capabilities. On Colonel Kirklin's advice, all these officers were reclassified and
reassigned to more appropriate positions.
As in other specialties, affiliated hospital units frequently had too much
radiologic talent to be justified. Early in the war, some of these units had as
many as three Board-certified radiologists, while some large station hospitals
or nonaffiliated units had none at all. At first, since affiliated hospitals had
been promised that their integrity would be maintained, no action could be
taken to alter these inequalities. Later, in the interests of efficiency, the
concentration of radiologic and other talent was dispersed, sometimes in the
Zone of Interior, and, if not, when the hospitals were sent overseas, as all
affiliated hospitals eventually were.
The staffing of induction centers, which was an extremely important
matter, was also extremely difficult (p. 108). These were responsible positions,
but many of the officers assigned to them lacked experience. The "Atlas of
Chest X-Ray Films" prepared under the direction of Col. Esmond R. Long,
MC (p. 109), was very helpful to these officers, and its existence somewhat
simplified Colonel Kirklin's tasks.
Colonel Kirklin, as already mentioned, sometimes found that the radiologists of small station or other small hospital installations had qualifications
better suited to general or large station hospitals. Mere size, however, did not
sway his decisions and recommendations. Thus, in his report of his tour in
the Second Service Command in November 1943, he noted that the radiologist
at the Station Hospital, Fort Jay, N.Y., was too well qualified for a hospital
of 360 beds, but he recommended that he be left in this position because the
hospital served the personnel of Headquarters, Second Service Command, and
its workload was heavy, 1,371 X-ray examinations in October 1943, 852 of
which were in outpatients. At Tilton General Hospital, on the contrary, the
amount of work did not warrant the retention of two radiologists, one Board
certified and the other with very good training, especially as the hospital at
nearby Fort Dix, Wrightstown, N.J., needed a second radiologist; the former
had 2,400 beds, and 2,626 examinations had been carried out the preceding
month.
Rank and promotion created the same difficulties in Zone of Interior
installations as they did overseas. Colonel Kirklin called attention to many
inequities. When Reserve officers were called to service, many of them well
qualified, some of them Board certified, most of them with considerable time
in the Reserve to their credit, they came in as lieutenants and captains, while
other radiologists who came into the service later, with no previous military
service, were inducted as majors. Such inequalities naturally generated discontent and ill will. Colonel Kirklin called attention to many of these
inequalities and recommended that they be corrected.
Radiologists were usually correctly assigned and their duties were usually
limited to radiology. There were occasional exceptions. At Thomas M.
England General Hospital, Atlantic City, N.J., for instance, in 1943, Col.
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James P. Cooney, MC, a Regular Army officer and a Board-certified radiologist, was serving as executive officer and lending a hand in radiology when his
duties permitted, which was not very often. At an occasional station, such as
the U.S. Army Dispensary at the New York- Port of Embarkation, the
radiologist combined his duties in that field with work in pathology and electrocardiography. This was a small station-only 176 examinations were made
in October 1943--and his combined duties were simply a realistic approach
to the situation.
Colonel Kirklin had a sympathetic understanding of the responsibilities
and difficulties of medical officers who were serving as radiologists simply
because there were not enough radiologists to fill all the positions.
Like all experienced radiologists, he also recognized the extremely important role of X-ray technicians. Careful investigation of their work and
conferences with them were always part of his visits to hospital and other
units.
Col. Paul A. Paden, MC, who served as Assistant to the Chief, Personnel
Division, Office of The Surgeon General, during most of the war, has commented on the value of Colonel Kirklin's services in respect to personnel.
With his remarkable memory, he said, and his knowledge of radiologic personnel all over the country, he was invariably able to place radiologists in positions commensurate with their ability. One of his first tasks when he
inspected a medical unit was an evaluation of personnel from the standpoints
of training, experience, propriety of assignment, and performance. His comments on personnel were always fair and generous but entirely frank. He was
as willing to recommend assistance when it was needed, Colonel Paden concluded, as he was quick to advise transfer of personnel when he considered a
department overstaffed.
GENERAL COMMENTS
Colonel Kirklin's comments (like those of the surgical consultants who
also made visits of inspection) on the work of the departments of radiology
in Zone of Interior hospitals and other installations were generally favorable
and often highly favorable. Adverse comments, as a rule, dealt with details
that could readily be corrected. In one general hospital, for instance, he
found that definitive treatment of casualties was being delayed, sometimes as
long as 14 days, because of the backlog of examinations in the X-ray department. More efficient methods were at once worked out. In a number of
hospitals, he found that fluoroscopic machines were installed on medical
wards and were being used by personnel without radiologic training. He
always recommended that these machines be removed to the radiology department (or declared excess) and that, for medicolegal and other reasons, neither
radiologic nor fluoroscopic units should be operated except by personnel with
radiologic training.
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Colonel Kirklin investigated the equipment provided in each installation
and often made recommendations for supplemental items. He identified technicians capable of servicing X-ray machines and recommended their location
where they would be most useful. When medical equipmernt maintenance
officers were later stationed at supply depots, he was careful to make that fact
known to the departments he visited.
He also noted that some general and regional hospitals were -,. '•l.ularly
well suited, because of equipment and personnel, to serve as trainag enters
for inexperienced officers assigned to radiology or for officers who had
expressed an interest in this field. In this report to The Surgeon General on
his tour of inspection in November 1944 and January 1945 of hospitals in the
Fourth Service Command, he recommended that all applications of officers
appointed zo the Army School of Roentgenology in Memphis, Tenn., thereafter be approved in the Office of The Surgeon General. The reason was his
finding that one student then at the school was a diplomate of the American
Board of Internal Medicine and another had been serving as internist and
cardiologist at a named general hospital. To him, this was a waste of specialized personnel and of space in the school.'
I Could a roll be taken, It would certainly be the unanimous opinion of those radiologists who
were visited by Colonel Kirklin during World War ii that In any future war, as in part of World
War I, there should always be a full-time Consultant In Radiology in the Office of The Surgeon
General.---L D. A. A.
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Colonel Alfred A. de Lorimier,MC
HISTORICAL NOTE
Training in the United States
Once the matter of X-ray equipment and supplies had been attacked, at
least in its broad outlines in World War I, there arose what Col. George C.
Johnston, MC, well called the graver problem of obtaining roentgenologists
(1). Roentgenology, it must be remembered, was still a very limited specialty.
Before the United States entered the war in April 1917, the American
Roentgen Ray Society had set up a Committee on Preparedness, and this
committee, meeting in New York in the late spring of 1917, decided to call a
meeting of leading roentgenologists in June at the Cornell University Medical
College, New York, N.Y., to consider supplying radiologic personnel for the
Army (1-4). At this meeting it was decided to establish a number of schools
of roentgenology, all under the control of the War Department and each under
the direction of an experienced roentgenologist who must be an officer in the
Reserve Corps and on active duty. Medical officers would be assigned to the
schools in groups of 10, and would receive instruction for periods of 2 weeks
each before they assumed their duties. There would thus be uniformity in the
teaching of all phases of radiology. After the officers had completed their
courses of instruction, they would be ordered to New York for final examination and further instruction before being sent overseas.
Schools were promptly put into operation at Boston, Mass., New York,
N.Y., Philadelphia, Pa., Baltimore, Md., Richmond, Va., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
Chicago, Ill., Kansas City, Mo., and Los Angeles, Calif. The courses given
at them supplemented the course in radiology given at the Army Medical
School, Washington, D.C., to all physicians who entered the Army. Training
of enlisted men as "manipulators" (the technicians of a later day) was begun
at the Army Medical School.
Six months after their establishment, these schools, having fulfilled their
function, were closed, with the exception of the New York school. The teaching staff and facilities of the New York School of Roentgenology were augmented, and training of Reserve medical officers proceeded rapidly there.
Technicians experienced in the installation and repair of X-ray apparatus,
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who held commissions in the Sanitary Corps, were also given short courses of
instruction at the New York school.
Part of the equipment of this school was the interrupterless X-ray unit
designed by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) John S. Shearer, MC, which was so arranged
that all wiring except that of the transformers was exposed (4). Student
officers were required to familiarize themselves with the scheme of wiring and
to become proficient in dismantling and reassembling the unit.
Meantime, after the closing of the first schools, other schools were established at the medical officers' training camps at Camp Greenleaf, Ga., and Fort
Riley, Kans., for preliminary instruction in radiology. In May 1918, arrangements were completed for concentrating all X-ray instruction at Camp Greenleaf, and its staff and facilities were augmented for this purpose. The New
York School was then closed and its apparatus was sent to the Camp Greenleaf School, which, it was planned, would turn out a minimum of 25 trained
roentgenologists a month. A school for the instruction of manipulators was
also established at Camp Greenleaf, two enlisted men being trained for each
roentgenologist trained.
In September 1918, an alarming shortage of roentgenologists developed
because hospitals were being sent overseas at twice the expected rate. At one
time, there was not a single roentgenologist in the United States who could
be ordered overseas. Plans were therefore made for the Camp Greenleaf
School to train 120 roentgenologists and 150 manipulators a month, and the
Personnel Division, the Surgeon General's Office, was asked to designate a
certain proportion of medical officers for training in radiology.
Arrangements were also made to reopen the New York School of Roentgenology, under the command of Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Leon T. Le Wald, MC.
A number of experienced radiologists were given short courses in the use of
Army types of apparatus and in the localization of foreign bodies, then considered the chief concern of radiologists, after which they were employed as
chiefs of section in the base hospitals in the Zone of Interior, the personnel of
which had been depleted to supply oversea needs. After September 1918,
base and evacuation hospitals under orders for overseas were each assigned
one roentgenologist and two trained enlisted manipulators. Roentgenologists
were no longer ordered overseas as casuals.
After the armistice was signed, the Camp Greenleaf School continued at
full capacity, since hospitals in the Zone of Interior were still in need of
radiologists (3). The original plan was to operate it until February 1919.
Actually, it ceased to function at the end of 1918, when most of its equipment
was sent to the Army Medical School. The New York School of Roentgenology was officially closed on 21 January 1919. In all, it had trained 214
nonradiologic officers in its regular courses and 58 in supplementary courses,
as well as 11 experienced roentgenologists in certain phases of military
roentgenology.
The course of instruction at Camp Greenleaf, which lasted 6 months was
devoted entirely to military radiology. It included wiring of equipment;
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processing of films and plates; training in exposure and development; and
lectures and demonstrations concerning all aspects of X-ray diagnosis, with
particular emphasis on the localization of foreign bodies. Instruction covered
all types of units, including British, French, and German as well as U.S.
types, so that officers and manipulators would be prepared for whatever they
might encounter. In the summer of 1918, 57 student officers and twice as
many manipulators were in training, and a darkroom was installed in which,
using tray developers, 64 persons could work at one time.
When the Camp Greenleaf School closed, Lt. Col. William F. Manges,
MC, who commanded it, was instructed by the Division of Roentgenology, the
Surgeon General's Office, to prepare a very complete statement of the activities
of the school, with photographs, drawings, digests of lectures, and abstracts of
curriculums, "so complete that it will be possible if necessary to arrange for its
reproduction, for any medical officer trained in Roentgenology to reerect this
institution complete in every detail" (2).
In the confusion that followed the armistice, many officers were discharged by their commanding officers at various camps and hospitals; personal
pressures had much to do with the discharges. In many instances, radiology
departments were left without competent supervision. All commanding officers were therefore notified by the Office of The Surgeon General to discharge
no more radiologists without authority of the Division of Roentgenology.
Shortages were overcome when radiologists began to arrive from overseas,
and by 1 March 1919, 201 were on duty in U.S. military hospitals of all types.
At this time, 325 were still on duty overseas, 136 had been discharged, and 82
student radiologists had been released, a total of 744 (2).
A circular letter was sent to all roentgenologists requesting a statement of
their desires as to discharge. Of those who had served only 3 months, 100
percent requested immediate discharge; of those who had served 6 months,
52 percent requested discharge; but of those who had served 20 months, only
20 percent wished to leave the service at once.
It was Colonel Manges' conclusion that, in the event of another war,
special instruction in military roentgenology should be provided by Regular
Army officers rather than by the Reserve officers, by whom it was given in
World War I.
Oversea Training
All roentgenologic officers, even those who had had special training in the
schools in the United States, were given additional instruction in France, at
first in the X-ray repair shop in Paris, later at a school at the hospital center
in Bazoilles (2). Some groups were instructed at Tours, by medical officers
of the French Army. In all, 10 teams were assigned to thi Trench Army for
temporary duty for training in practical techniques. Some .,omen assistants
(manipulatrices) were taught by Madame Curie.
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THE INTERIM BETWEEN THE WORLD WARS
In the early 1920's, the Army instituted a 9-month training program for
officers newly commissioned in the Medical Corps, the Dental Corps, and the
Veterinary Corps. Shortly after they were commissioned, and always before
they were eligible for promotion to captain, these officers were sent to the
Army Medical School in Washington for a comprehensive 4-month professional review course in medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medicine, followed
by a 5-month period of training and indoctrination at the Medical Field
Service School newly established at Carlisle Barracks, Pa.
The professional review course in medicine conducted in Washington,
which was exceptionally comprehensive, provided training in subjects not
available in many medical schools. From 50 to 80 student officers attended
each course. The course in radiology, depending upon a number of factors,
varied from 18 to 36 hours. Some instructors believed-and taught accordingly-that the X-ray curriculum should be limited to the use of field X-ray
equipment, the diagnosis of fractures, and the localization of foreign bodies.
Other instructors favored a far more comprehensive coverage.
In addition to the courses for officers, the Army Medical School also
provided instruction for enlisted technicians of the Medical, Dental, and
Veterinary Services. Between 30 and 60 technicians attended the courses,
which were often of longer duration than those for officers; some of them
lasted for a full year.
Many very competent enlisted technicians were graduated from the school.
Unfortunately, however, the screening process for admission was not uniform,
and as a result, men with no more than grammar school backgrounds were
sometimes enrolled in classes in mathematics, physics, and chemistry for
which, even though the instruction was elementary, they were totally unfitted.
These men were soon eliminated. Other instruction included anatomy,
physiology, the use of X-ray machines and related apparatus, and analysis of
the wiring of the apparatus. A portion of the course was devoted to practical instruction at. Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C.; here
the technicians served apprenticeships and received training in the roentgenologic care of patients.
Technicians were also taught typing (fig. 2), with the objective of aiding
radiologic officers in keeping clinical records and relieving them of some of
their paperwork. The motivation was laudable, but once higher authority
learned that medical technicians had been taught this skill, they were often
spirited off to full-time typing assignments and never again saw an X-ray
machine.

THE MOBILIZATION PERIOD
During the first stages of planning for large-scale mobilization in 1939
and 1940, requests for special lectures and .presentations on radiology in a
worldwide war were received almost weekly in the Department of Roentgen-
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It soon became clear that efforts such as these would not. be adequate for
the task that 1,1% ;tllea(1. 1Ma11v triainledl rad iolo(rists were volii iiteeii uig their
I
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STATEMENT OF' THEI P~ERSONNEL
AND TRIAINING PROBLHEMS
The sit uat lonl.as, it was thlen developincg, was sliniiiietl 1ll) c'on 1prellelsivelV
by Lt. Col. (biter. Col. ) Al fred A. de Lor1.imier, M(C (figr.3). at- the twelfthl
annual con ferenice of thle AmlericanI College of IRadliologv., meet ing with clinical teachers of radiology, in Chlicago onl 15 February 1942, as follows:1
I Colonel de Lorlmier's remarks at this meeting (5 1. while summarized, are presented at some
length. not only because they indicate the. requireimenhts for radiologists at thuis t inie but also beeause they are a clear exposition of the tluoughis of the man who was io direct the Army training
programr for radiologists andI techniclians tlurouughmit the~ war years and of the principles that guided
him in that task. As a mat ter of conIvenienve. Colonel de Lorinfler's description of the courses
.alre-ady underway at the Ar-my Medical School is presented elsewhere (p. 26).-K. D. A. A.
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1. The Army has need for more roerttgenologists at this time. The need, which
appears to be in excess of the number now recognized as qualified and available, can be
explained by the fact that when medical and surgical services must be accomplished under
conditions of stress that prevail in a combat zone, the roentgenologist, in addition to
strictly roentgenologic duties, must assume a large measure of the diagnostic duties
ordinarily handled by the general practitioner and by the internist and other specialists.
During combat, casualties will be received in large numbers, and diagnoses must be made
within a minimum of time.
2. What cannot be seen by external viewing will be sought by roentgenologic examination, which will be used even more than during World War I: Today, in addition to
general fluoroscopic procedures for study of the skeleton, X-ray examinations are
accepted as the most reliable means of diagnosing abnormalities in the abdomen, the
chest, and the skull.
3. Localization of foreign bodies perhaps may not be required as frequently as in
World War I because the science of ballistics has so changed that today missiles have
greater penetrating characteristics, and many wounds will probably be handled at once
by surgical debridement, chemotherapy, and closure, without roentgenologic assistance.
Nonetheless, a considerable demand for fluoroscopy is to be expected, and no doubt there
will be some foreign body localization. It needs no more than one case to emphasize the
fallacy of the policy of Initiating surgery without X-ray assistance. 2
4. Roentgenology will probably be utilized to an extent proportionately greater than
is required in general civilian care. For this reason, the number of radiologists is disproportionately less than the number of other specialists. The shortage which exists
must be met by special training. For certain assignments, however, this training need
not be as complete as would be considered essential for a well-rounded radiologist, or
sufficient to meet the requirements of the American Board of Radiology.
5. Certain fundamentals, nonetheless, must be Insisted upon. They are based on a
consideration of the functions to be expected of the roentgenologists assigned to special
medical installations, with specialized missions, which may vary from time to time or
from day to day. The rapidity of troop movements, the frequent changes in the battle
front, and the alterations of offensive and defensive tactics make it impossible to consider any hospital assignment as permanent.
6. Roentgenologic units are not included in a combat division. The most forward
medical installation at which roentgenologic assistance can be utilized effectively is the
field (surgical) hospital, in which nontransportable casualties are handled. 3 These
hospitals are expected to perform as many as 80 major surgical operations each 24 hours.
Present plans call for the assignment of two roentgenologists (a lieutenant and possibly
a captain), assisted by thre• enlisted X-ray technicians. During periods of considerable
stress, both roentgenologists will probably be engaged in fluoroscopy. Some of this work
may be accomplished in a closed truck, but in many units and installations, some, or
perhaps all, of it will be accomplished in fluoroscopic tents.
When the operating section of a surgical hospital moves forward, the holding section
left behind is equipped with a fluoroscopic tent, an X-ray machine unit, and a field table
2 Colonel de Lorimier's prewar analyses and predictions were quite remarkable and generally
correct. The foreign body localization table, however, was used very little in World War 11 for its
intended purposes. In retrospect, it would have been more useful if it had been equipped with a
light Bucky and if it had been adaptable to upright use. Most foreign body localization overseas
was accomplished by 90° radiographs, which could be carried into the operating room. Another
incorrect prewar prediction concerned the expected use of radiation therapy; it was practically
never used for infection, even for gas gangrene, being supplanted by surgery, the sulfonamides, and,
later, penicillin.-K. D. A. A.

3 Space does not permit the Inclusion of the detailed description Colonel de Lorlmler gave of
the special missions of each of the hospital installations whose radiologic functions he described.
His whole presentation was very useful to an audience of radiologists who knew little or nothing
of military medlicne, Including military roentgenology.-K. D. A. A.
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FIxuuz 3.--Col. Alfred A. de Lorimler, MC,
Commandant, Army School of Roentgenology,
University of Tennessee, Memphis, Tenn.

unit. The roentgenologist who accompanies the operating section will usually confine
his activities to general fluoroscopy and foreign body localizations. The one who remains
with the hospitalization platoon will be called on for fluoroscopy, or possibly roentgen
ray therapy for infection& 4
7. The evacuation hospital, which Is expected to be from 30 to 70 miles behind the
frontline, will accommodate as many as 750 casualties. Two roentgenologists (a captain
and a lieutenant) and as many as 10 technicians (three sergeants and seven privates)
are assigned to it. Fluoroscopy will be employed in perhaps 90 percent of the casualties
and roentgenography in perhaps 10 percent. Equipment for the evacuation hospital therefore must include some films, a film processing unit, and a film dryer unit. The darkroom tent used for fluoroscopy at the field hospital can be adapted for film processing,
and several of them will be supplied. Roentgenologists at the evacuation hospital must
be competent to handle general fluoroscopic procedures, foreign body localizations, diagnostic radiology, and superficial radiation therapy. In both the field and the evacuation
hospital they must be self-reliant and resourceful and prepared to render quick judgments.
& A convalescent hospital set up near an evacuation hospital may accommodate as
many as 3,000 patients, but will require less active roentgenologic support than field and
evacuation hospitals. Only one roentgenologist (captain) and 5 technicians are assigned
to this installation: the assistance of the more senior roentgenologlst of the nearby
evacuation hospital is utilized for serious problems.
9. A general hospital, which provides definitive care, is completely equipped, usually
with from four to eight portable and mobile units and 1 or 2 high-mllliamperage-capacity
machine units (a 2-tube, 300-ma. unit and a 1-tube, 200-ma. unit) complete with tables
4 of footnote 2, p. 24.
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and various auxiliary items. For each thousand patients, three roentgenologists and nine
X-ray technicians are allotted: they are expected to provide practically any service
required in a well-organized civilian hospital. At least two of the roentgenologists must
be well qualified; if the hospital is isolated, both should be able to meet the requirements
of the American Board of Radiology, Inc. Additional radiologists would be required In
an aggregation of general hospitals forming a hospital center, but not all of them need
possess the range of qualifications just stated. Some of them might be assigned limited
activities, such as are performed by fellows in radiology in teaching institutions.
10. One radiologist would be assigned to each station hospital with a bed capacity
in excess of 250. He would have diverse responsibilities. For a 500-bed or larger Installatic , a well-qualified roentgenologist, with the rank of captain or major, would be
assigned.
At this time (February 1942), 2- and 3-month courses in roentgenography were being
given for technicians at the Army Medical Center, with a monthly quota of 40; at Fort
!am Houston, San Antonio, Tex., and at the Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo.,
and at William Beaumont General Hospital, El Paso, Tex., with a monthly quota of 15;
at the Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., with a monthly quota of
10; and at Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Calif., with a monthly quota of 6.
Provision was thus made for the training of X-ray technicians at the rate of 101 per
month. Accommodations were being increased, and it was expected that increments of
1,500 technicians could be provided annually. In addition, a school for training Women's
Army Corps technicians had been established at Wakeman General Hospital, Fort
Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
The course at the Army Medical School, formerly recognized by the National Registry
of X-Ray Technicians, had recently lost this recognition, but in Colonel de Lorimier's
opinion, the decision to withdraw accreditation could not be criticized. At the present
time, training was necessarily hurried and of a didactic character. It was not possible
to develop fully competent technicians, with a wide range of practical experience, in these
circumstances. For this reason, the military roentgenologist must be prepared to train
and supervise his own technicians and must be prepared, because of his own transfer or
their transfer, to lose them once they were trained.

TRAINING IN ROENTGENOLOGY AT THE
ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL
At the twelfth annual conference of the American College of Radiology,
meeting with clinical teachers of radiology, in Chicago on 15 February 1942,
Colonel de Lorimier also outlined the training in radiology then being pro-

vided for medical officers at the Army Medical School.
given in alternate months:

Two courses were

1. The shorter of the courses, which lasted 2 weeks, concerned the special examinations conducted at induction centers (p. 110). It was intended for qualified roentgenologists and dealt entirely with particular applications to photoroentgenology and to
induction regulations.
2. The longer course, which occupied 192 hours over a 4-week period, provided
emergency training for the approximately 500 radiologists who, it was believed, would
not require a wide range of roentgenologlc knowledge or experience but who would have
important duties as assistants in theaters of operations. From 40 to 80 medical officers
attended each of these courses. At this time it was thought that most of the necessary
training could be accomplished within the Army itself, though it might later be found
that the Army Medical School could not carry the total load.
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This course (appendix A, p. 923) consisted of 133 hours of didactic lectures; 12 hours
of conferences; 44 hours of investigations of special problems; and 3 hours of examinations. Instruction was Intensive, occupying 8 hours a day for 6 days a week.
During the course, 6 hours were spent In identification of controls (7 types) for
both mobile and stationary units. All instruction was supplemented by demonstrations,
and presentations were designed to provoke discussion. Attentiveness on the part of
the students was enforced by frequent questions.
No time was allotted for positioning of patients or for actual roentgenography.
These phases of the subject were covered by TM (War Department Technical Manual)
8-240 (6).

When the training courses were instituted, several older roentgenologists,
who had had experience in World War I, argued that the teaching material
should include only fundamental physics, the design and functioning features
of field X-ray equipment, foreign body localization, and fractures, on the
ground that this material was all the student officers could be expected to
assimilate. Colonel de Lorimier, however, who had the responsibility for the
course, did not agree. He had had training under Col. William LeR. Thompson, MC, in a refresher course at the Army Medical School in 1931, and it
seemed to him far more prudent to follow the principles and policies currently
in use at the Medical Field Service School. Here, teaching consisted of lectures, demonstrations, and practical instruction, plus scanning of the entire
field of radiology. This teaching method stimulated medical officers in their
studies and imbued them with a respect for the scope of the specialty, a
respect which otherwise was likely to be lacking. Colonel de Lorimier remembered particularly Colonel Thompson's portrayal of what he called "scientific
criteria."
In the diagnostic teaching at the Army Medical School, general procedures were described and demonstrated and roentgenographic studies were
presented by means of lantern slides. Both direct and indirect roentgenologic
evidence was described. It was emphasized that the roentgenologist should
analyze the film:
1. By an orderly study of the evidence shown by it, with a listing of
roentgenologic criteria.
2. By a consideration of what collaborative evidence might be obtained by
roentgenologic studies of other portions of the body.
3. By a consideration of the implications of such factors as the age, sex,
nationality, and race of the patient in relation to the general incidence of the
suspected conditions.
4. By a review of the clinical history, the physical findings, and the
laboratory data.
Instruction at the Army Medical School stressed the scientific aspects of
roentgenology; cases were never presented for diagnosis on the basis of what
a condition "looked like." Instead, detailed diagnostic criteria were described
and demcrnstrated by films or slides. The emphasis on diagnostic criteria was
enhanced by the conferences at the Army Medical School every Saturday
afternoon from 2 to 5 o'clock. At them, Colonel Thompson, then Chief,
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Radiology Section, pointed out the discernible roentgen criteria which lead to
diagnosis, and he correlated clinical, laboratory, and, when available, histopathologic findings with the roentgen findings. It was always emphasized
that the roentgenologist was a consultant and as such must not limit his observations to films. The best roentgenologists were investigative scientists in
their own right.

CIVILIAN CRITICISM OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM
Almost from the beginning, rumblings of dissatisfaction with the Army's
training program for radiologists began to be heard. Some radiologists
thought the program too modest in terms of output. Some thought the time
allotted to the course too brief to produce trained radiologists and were highly
critical of what they called "de Lorimier's 8-week wonders." Some thought
that the training task could be performed better in civilian medical schools.
One eminent radiologist, writing to another professor of radiology, expressed
these criticisms in the the form of questions and answers, which, in substance,
covered the following points:
1. It is expected that the medical officers assigned to 28-day courses in radiology at
the Army Medical School will continue their training under diplomates of the American
Board of Radiology, Inc., serving as chief radiologists at the hospitals to which they
will be assigned. There are several objections to this plan, although fundamentally it is
sound: The majority of diplomates of the Board have had little or no teaching experience. Army hospitals are not ideal places for such training, even under the finest quality
teachers. The total number of radiologists who can be trained by this means will probably be inadequate.
2. Civilian centers, with the vigorous support and cooperation of the Government
(but not without it), could do much to augment the supply of radiologists In training
for the Army. The first step would be to persuade Selective Service and the Procurement and Assignment Board to make it possible for able-bodied young male physicians to
continue in radiology for 2 years after completion of their internships. The usual 3-year
course in radiology could be reduced to 2 years if therapy, pediatrics, obstetrics, and gynecology were deemphasized and if hours were lengthened and other means of speeding up
instruction were employed.
At his own university, the writer continued, the oitput of radiologists could soon be
150 percent of the men being turned out before the war emergency instead of 16 percent
as at present. Moreover, 12 or 14 men could be in training at one time at this university,
instead of the present 6, if the Government would provide radiologlc fellowships, or some
other form of subsidy, for any number accepted beyond these 6. Another plan, perhaps
preferable from the Army standpoint, would be to assign 6 to 8 medical officers for
2-year periods to this Institution. Since it was unlikely that medical officers would ever
be assigned for 2-year periods of training, a compromise of 9 months might be worked out.
3. Training should be practical, not didactic. The men In training should be put to
work in a busy X-ray department, under civilian radiologists, and should be given responsibility as fast as they could assume it. They could participate in the formal work
organized for other trainees, but their real training would be in daily contact with X-ray
work. There Is a fundamental difference between training In the X-ray department of a
newly organized and understaffed Army hospital and an apprenticeship In the X-ray department of a long-established teaching center.
4. To the writer, two objectives were important:
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A. Existing subsidized training positions in radiology should be occupied by
young male physicians who were looking forward to a commission in the Army rather
than utilized by militarily unacceptable candidates.
B. The Army should be induced to provide intensive training in civilian institutions for at least 9 months for subsidized and exempted male civilian physicians or
commissioned medical officers.
5. The greatest difficulty in the way of such a program is the wholly unjustified fear
that there might be a plethora of radiologists after the war. This is, of course, a fear
that deserves no consideration during the war. Regulations can be changed and new
traditions established if once Army authorities could be convinced of the acute need for
radiologists in Army hospitals.

Although the letter just summarized represented a viewpoint held by
some civilian radiologists at this time, The Surgeon General did not agree
with them, and the Army School of Roentgenology, Memphis, Tenn., continued to function according to the scheduled program during the remainder
of the war.
RELOCATION OF SCHOOL
Selection of New Location
During the latter part of 1942, with increasing mobilization, the teaching
requirements of the Department of Roentgenology expanded well beyond the
physical capacities for their accommodation at the Army Medical School in
Washington. Furthermore, the city had become so congested that housing of
officers and enlisted students had become a difficult problem. Decentralization
was clearly necessary, and the Director of the Department of Radiology at
the school was therefore ordered to investigate the possibility of moving the
radiologic section out of Washington, bearing in mind the following requirements:
1. Adequate classroom space for lectures and demonstrations, Including sufficient
leadlined areas.
2. Adequate housing facilities for officers and enlisted students as well as for the
cadre.
3. Nearby hospital facilities for clinical observations, study, and training. It was
regarded as most Important that clinical facilities be available for case studies and
roentgenoscopic practice for officer trainees and for practical work by enlisted trainees.
4. A reasonably favorable climate, to facilitate such outdoor training as might be
necessary.

The most promising locations available at this time, or to be available
shortly, were at Boston College, Boston, Mass.; Woodrow Wilson General
Hospital, then under construction at Staunton, Va.; Nichols General Hospital,
then under construction at Louisville, Ky., Kennedy General Hospital, then
under construction at Memphis, Tenn.; Thayer General Hospital, still in the

blueprint stage of planning at Nashville, Tenn.; and Ashford General Hospital, then being converted from the Greenbrier Hotel at White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Of these locations, Ashford General Hospital seemed the most practical
from every standpoint. Its 7,000 acres suggested that the Army School of
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Roentgenology, if once established, might remain permanently in this location
and that other elements of the Professional Service Schools program, and
even of the Medical Field Training School, might later be added. Little
reconstruction of outlying buildings would be required for the accommodation
of teaching personnel and trainees. Moreover, the location was only 6 or 8
hours' travel from Washington, D.C., and the transportation of heavy X-ray
equipment from the present school would thus be greatly simplified.
These plans were blocked by the commanding officer of Ashford General
Hospital, who considered that all the facilities available would be needed for
battle casualties. When the possibility of locating the Army School of
Roentgenology at Kennedy General Hospital was next explored, its commanding officer took the same position.
It was very much by accident that the Army School of Roentgenology
was finally located on the campus of the University of Tennessee College of
Medicine in Memphis, Tenn. Because of a delay of some 6 hours in train
connections while he was on an inspection tour, Colonel de Lorimier visited
the X-Ray Department of the John Gaston Hospital, in charge of Dr. Hillyer
Rudisill. Dr. Rudisill became much interested in the possibility of locating
the School of Roentgenology at the University and promptly arranged for
Colonel de Lorimier to meet with the Dean of the Medical School, Orren W.
Hyman, Ph. D., who displayed an equal amount of interest. Interest by other
University authorities was considerable, and the Army was encouraged to
investigate the matter thoroughly.
A second inspection tour by Colonel de Lorimier and Lt. Col. (later Col.)
Daniel J. Sheehan, MC, Deputy Director, Training Division, Office of The
Surgeon General, showed that the campus of the University of Tennessee
College of Medicine had practically all the features of other locations considered, and it was decided to locate the Army School of Roentgenology at
the University (fig. 4) under the following conditions:
The school would be located at Eve Hall at the nominal rental of $100 per month,
heat to be provided under the terms of the lease. Since this building was on lease by
the city to the University, negotiations for its use had to be conducted with the mayor of
Memphis and the city and county commissioners.
The building to be used as a barracks was rented for $1,250 per month, all utilities
being furnished. The University was at first most unwilling to release this building, but
other buildings, located almost as conveniently, were unacceptable for one reason or
another (chiefly high rentals and the cost of repairs of damage caused by termites), and
the dormitory was secured only after the whole project was about to founder.
Mess facilities would be provided in the cafeteria of the university center. Adjacent
ground would be available for drill and recreational facilities. Climatic conditions in
Memphis were favorable for these activities during practically all the year.
Army personnel would have the use of the University Library. Hospital training
facilities would be provided at the John Gaston Hospital, at a nominal rental of $1.00
per year, with the understanding that Army X-ray equipment would be used and Army
personnel would provide diagnostic and other roentgenologic services. Since this was a
municipal hospital, negotiations for Its use had to be conducted with the city authorities.
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Colonel de ILorimier served as commandant of the Army School of
Roentgenology, assisted by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Ilenr"y G. Moehring, MC, as
director of the officers' course in diagmostic radiology: Maj. (later Lt. Col.)
Joe C. Rude, MC, as director of the X-ray course for enlisted technicians;
and Capt. (later Maj.) Carl E. Nurnberger, SnC, as chief of the Research and
Development Laboratory for Field Service X-Ray Equipment (p. 89).
True activation of the school was, of course, not as simple as publishing
orders for it, and the first days were taken up with the myriad of details, the
large and small decisions. and the physical labor involved in any new organization. Undler the stinimluis of a great war and the known urgent need for
radiologists and technicians, all concerned in the l)roject worked with unstinted effort, and in a surprisingly short time the school was a smoothly
working unit.
Physical Plant
School.--Eve llall (fig. 5), which housed the school proper, was a rather
old 4-story building containing about 12,(000 sq. ft. of floor space. The first
floor was devoted to a laboratory with eight headlined cul)icles for mobile
W(uibicles and two separate rooms for high milX-ray machines (fig. 6). two
liamperage units. a niini processing room, a film storage room, and the person-
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FIGURE 6.-X-ray laboratory, divided into protected cubicles

nel and transportation offices. The second floor housed offices, lecture rooms,
and a war room for enlisted students. The third floor contained a large
lecture hall, an art section, a photographic section, and additional offices. The
fourth floor contained another large lecture room, a library and seminar area,
"aroentgenographic section. a film interpretation section, a stereoscopic section,
"amaintenance and repair shop, a darkroom tent for foreign body localization,
"atesting and research laboratory, and an officers' war room.
The physical arrangement of the school indicates the diversity of facilities
required and makes clear the practical nature of the instruction. It should be
emphasized that all possible protective measures were taken. Each of the
panels of the cubicles on the first floor contained 1 mm. thickness of lead. The
working area of each cubicle, exclusive of aisle space, was 10 by 15 feet. All
controls were provided with lead protection anteriorly.
Barracks.-The dormitory adjacent to Eve Hall, which served as a
barracks (fig. 7) was a large (20,000-sq. ft.) building, rather more modern
than the school. It. was used for housing enlisted students and the cadre, and
for supply and detachment headquarters and other housekeeping necessities.
Its population ranged between 100 and 260 enlisted men as the school population ebbed and flowed.
No housing was provided for student officers or officers on the school
staff, but local civilian housing proved entirely satisfactory.
Messing facilities.-The mess for students and staff, located in the university center building (fig. 8), was operated by the university dining service
under contract with the U.S. Government.
Hospital facilities. -About a thousand square feet of space recently
vacated by the Department of Bacteriology, was leased in the east wing of the
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8.--Urnver~ity center, xvh~ere messing facihities were provided~.

Kennedy General Hospital, conducted similar conferences, as did other visiting radiologists.
It. is impossible to overestimate the value of the cooperation of all of these
physicians and officers in the instruction ait the School of Roentgenology.
Library facilities. -Students at. the school hand unlimited access to the
Library of the U'niversity of Tennessee College of Medicine (fig. 10), which
contained1 over 3•0,000 volumes. Books couild he usedl in the library or signed
out for as desired.
Drill and recreational facilities.--In front of the dormitory (barracks)
was a large plot of land, where reveille and retreat ceremonies were held. It
is doubtful that local citizenry fully" appreciated the sounding of the bugle at
reveille at 0600 hours 7 days a week, but their attitude toward retreat was quite
different, and very often groups of citizens joined in the ceremony of honoring
the flag at the close of day.5
The school also had the use of F.)rrest Park, a c.ity square of land less
than a block away, for drill and other field exercises. This square is the
$ The professional staff of the University of Tennessee

Cotflege of Medicine, the municipal lead-

ers. andl the~citizens of Memphis generally received the personnel of the school with the greatest
cordiality. There was scarcely a community gathering at which the school was not represented,
and officers and enlisted men were also welcomed Into local homes.
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FIGURE 10.--Library, University of Tennessee College of Medicine.

Visiting speakers were utilized to the utmost, particularly professional
men of the community and medical officers who had returned to the lTnited
States after tours of duty in theaters of operations.
Written examinations served three purl)oses.
They stinmlated the
student to review the m'lterial he had studied. They were a means of evaluating his COml)rehension of it. Finally, they helped to evaluate the quality of
the teaching. Each examination consi,,ted of 10 to '2_0 questions, not more than
9 or 3 of which were sill)mitred 1)y any single lecturer. If the majority of
students answered his ques!ions correctly, it was ol)vions that the teacher had
made the sul)ject clear. If most of them could not answer his questions, the
teacher w:is likely to be at fault.
Each student was treated as an individual and after graduation was
recognized as an alumnus (if the school. This attitude paid off. Many enlisted
students, as well as many officers, corresl)onded with the •hool after they had
left it and often sent interesting :lnd useful material from distant places, as
well as many helpful suggestions.
Courses for Medical Officers
The principal course in roentgenology for medical officers, entitled "The
Basic Course in Roentgenolok,5,," was air intensive, comprehensive course, lasting 19 weeks and ranging in subject matter from a review of basic physics and
electricity through highly complex radiologic diagnostic techniques. In substance, the material was much the same as that taught at the Army Medical
Schoo]• but the longer courses permitted more intensive instruction.
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Fmoupz 11.-Didactic instruction in Army School of Roentgenology. A. Seminar in diagnostic roentgenology being
conducted by Lt. Col. Henry G. Moehring, MC, Chief, Clinical Section, Diagnostic Radiology.
Note student officer
pointing out radiologic criteria. B. Class of enlisted students receiving instruction on roentgenologic aspects of osteology. Maj. Maxwell Dauer, MSC, Senior Instructor In
Clinical Roentgenography, is conducting the class, assisted
by S. Sgt. William L. Schwerzler.

This schedule, of course, did not produce trained radiologists.

At the

very best, it simply provided a sound introduction to radiology for men with

minds already trained in medicine. Upon this foundation, supplemented by
the training given by the experienced radiologists with whom these officers
later worked, a good understanding of radiology was built. One proof of the
success of the school is the number of men trained at it who went on to careers
in radiology after the war. In all, 887 medical officers were trained in the
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Army schools of roentgenology, 581 at the school in Memphis and 306 at the
Army Medical School.
The teaching staff, whose spirit was always remarkably high, had many
obstacles to overcome. When one of the larger groups of officers was admitted,
for instance, information was received from Washington that 34 of the group
were pediatricians. The commandant challenged his staff to convert their
pediatric interests to roentgenology, and in his introductory welcoming remarks, with his staff on the platform with him, he defied these pediatricians
not to become interested -in the X-ray course. For the next week or 10 days
several of them performed their duties in a very desultory manner. Then,
gradually, their %ttitudeschanged, and they did their work with wholehearted
effort and application. After the course was ended and all the ratings were
compiled, fully half of the pediatricians dropped by the commandant's office
to say their farewells and to comment that they had heard his opening remarks
with a high degree of skepticism but were surprised to find how interesting
and profitable their work had been. There is little doubt that they carried
their new zeal into their assignments.

Courses for Enlisted Technicians
The curriculum for enlisted technicians included an introduction to the
course; basic arithmetic; basic physics related to electricity and X-rays; production of X-ray equipment; component parts and functioning of military
X-ray equipment; wiring diagrams; packing, loading, and setting up of equipment (fig. 12); processing of X-ray films; introduction to anatomy; introduction to osteology; positioning of patients for radiologic examinations; fluoroscopy; foreign body localization; gastrointestinal examination; and barium
enemas. In addition to the radiologic subjects just listed, the course for
enlisted men included ethics of medicine and of radiology; the organization
and operation of the Army Medical Department; and military training.
A sample weekly schedule (appendix B, p. 926), indicates the scope and
intensity of the course for enlisted men. By and large, they did very well,
though their degree of success was related to the amount of their prior education. In a sample of 297 students, 100 percent of those with less than 8 years
of education failed the course; high school graduates, generally speaking,
did quite well; and there were no failures in students with 2 years or more
of college education.
In all, 1,429 enlisted technicians were trained in the Army schools of
roentgenology, 988 at the school in Memphis and 441 at the school in
Washington, D.C.
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We were duly impressed with the school. Colonel de Lorimier approached the business of teaching us as much as possible in a four week period in a distinctly serious vein.
At 0800 on the first Monday morning we assembled in the main lecture room. It was at
basement level, austere; quite crowded. Seats were assigned; from the roll the Colonel
wanted to be able to identify us. Within a few days we found out why.
During the first week the Washington weather was mild for November and then It
turned cold. There must have been some steam radiators In that room but there was no
steam. The heavy class A uniform over heavy duty underwear maintained warmth for
all parts except hands and feet. They stayed cold for the rest of the month.
In the first lecture, the Colonel reviewed the experience of the October class; the
one immediately before us. It seemed that they were a fine lot of men, but not to be
considered as serious students and the Colonel was nettled. About half of them had not
performed satisfactorily, as demonstrated in the oral and written examinations, and their
commanding officers had been notified. This was not a cause for disciplinary action, but
it obviously was a cause for embarrassment and certainly contributed nothing toward
that advance in grade which was such a desirable thing. He made it clear to us that
anyone not applying himself to a point of total diligence would forthwith be returned to
his unit. The Colonel pointed out that we were at war, and our sacrifice In time and
energy must be accelerated in every detail or we would fail In our effort; witness the
fall of France! At about this point the Colonel diverged completely from the subject of
roentgenology and delivered what we later came to call the classic lecture on "the fall of
France." (Clemenceau or Foch could not have orated better; none of the more recent
French leaders could have come close. The Colonel held to the proposition that every
citizen of the United States must be willing to make a total effort to win the war.
None of us could argue against that, and we loved him for it; and no one in that group
failed!
For the most part the lectures were of fifty minutes duration with a ten minute
break. Or was it five? From 0800 to 1200 and from 1300 to to 1700. Many evenings
there were special sessions of two hours; these were a little later in the course. Once
each week we attended an afternoon diagnostic conference presided over by Major
Moehring, chief of the diagnostic radlologlc department of Walter Reed at that time.
There were also a few periods during which small groups of us were Introduced to the
film reading sessions and the fluoroscopic procedures at Walter Reed. These periods
were interesting and Informal, and In fact recreational in character compared with the
formal, rapid fire lectures of Colonel de Lorimier. His material was so beautifully organized and pvesented in such clear, definite form, that one could not help being interested; certainly we had no choice but to register Interest and to pay strict attention!
About the first ten days were devoted to X-ray engineering physics. In these lectures and demonstrations a Sgt. Herbert E. Fox participated prominently. He was
young and enthusiastic and his knowledge of electricity impressed us. Recalling now,
almost eighteen years later, how all of us--and most of us had been out practicing
medicine for a number of years--hung on the words of a young sergeant and followed
his blackboard calculations and diagrams, with the avidity of a high school physics class
-I am impressed with the adaptability of the human race. There was a certain grim
determination in everyone to learn as much about those X-ray generstors as possible;
and time was short. The subject matter reviewed basic principles of electricity, definitions, circuits, transformers, motors, etc. The concept of an auto transformer was new
to most of us; comprehension of this device came rather slowly but we went on to
reproduce the circuit drawings In satisfactory form. Before too long we had a working
knowledge of basic X-ray physics.
Early In the course a long list of subjects, most of which were disease entities, was
posted or, the bulletin board and we were advised to select one for a research project.
This was an aside, although an integral part of the course. Preparation consisted mainly
of a review of the literature and other pertinent Information all of which had to be
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boiled down and described on a 6 inch x 8 inch card. Late in the course there were
evening sessi'ns at which we presented these "contributions." About ten were dealt with
per hour. But it was a worthwhile effort, and these cards went into the files of the
department. There were a couple of short sessions dealifig with the foreign body localizer; the one that mounted on the Picker field unit. The use of this device proved easy
to learn, else there would have been a loss of some precious time. It turned out that
these bi-plane antiseptic (colored) daubing devices were not of real practical value in
the field. I recall one session of about two hours on the Sweet localizer. Lt. John
Hannon demonstrated this instrument and as usual made a commendable effort. His
ability to lecture and explain interestingly and concisely was developed to a high degree.
The Sweet localizer used in the lecture was the only one I saw for another two years
and it must be admitted that I had forgotten everything but its name and what it was
used for. Fortunately I was near a man who had had a considerable experience with
the instrument when the occasion for its use arose.
After about the tenth day of the course, Colonel de Lorimier spent about four full
days of lectures on the skeletal system. A reflector type machine was set well back in
the lecture room which he controlled with a switch and the film projections were considerably magnified. He covered everything from development anomalies to melorheostosis.
He went on from this to diseases of the chest; some of the lectures on chest were given
by Major Moehring. The head was dealt with by the Colonel. The digestive tract was
covered in some general lectures, and then if I recall correctly we were divided into
small groups of eight or ten and tutored by members of the staff. The urinary tract was
covered in a series of about six lectures. The teaching films were, of course, very good
material, and I am sure there were examples of almost all of the known entities.
Part of a day was spent in the radiation therapy section at Walter Reed. Major
Friedman was the chief, and in addition to showing us something of the workings of the
therapy department he delivered several lectures on the theory of radiation therapy.
This was truly new material to most of us.
Altogether the course was a real challenge, at its conclusion most of us left the
school with feelings that were a mixture of relief and regret; everyone felt that the
month had been one of the most enlightening and stimulating of his life. Many lasting
friendships began there. It seems far beyond a reasonable doubt that anyone left without a sincere appreciation and a real admiration for Colonel de Lorimier and his staff.
They were making a contribution to the war effort that in our minds ranged well above
and beyond the ordinary concept of "line of duty."
For the next nineteen months of field duty with a semi-mobile evacuation hospital
I benefited very greatly from what was taught at the school at Walter Reed, and after
another interval it was my good fortune to be assigned as a student to the school in
Memphis, Tenn., where it had been moved from Washington, D.C. in early 1943. This
was a tremendous experience. The course had been lengthened to twelve weeks; it was
near the end of the war, and there were only thirteen of us as students. Colonel de
Lorimier was commanding officer, and though his staff had been reduced somewhat in
size, the teaching procedures had, if possible, been improved. Colonel de Lorimier was
somewhat more relaxed, as we all were with the end of the war in sight, but no time
was wasted. We covered the same material as was dealt with some two and one-half
years before, but in more detail and In more informal manner, probably because of the
small size of the class. On a couple of occasions we had evening dinner parties at the
Union Club and at these affairs the Colonel and the charming Mrs. de Lorimier participated with as much enthusiasm as the youngest lieutenant there, and in this group
there were several really young men who had just completed internships. This course
was practically their first assignment in the Army and they admitted to being lucky.
Just how lucky they were was more fully appreciated by some of us who were older and
had seen some foreign service. Interestingly enough, I know of three other men In this
class of thirteen who went on after completion of army service to become radiologists.
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At Memphis Col. de Lorlmier made use of an orthopedic surgical group for evening
conferences on bone lesions. These civilian surgeons were very able men, and contributed a great deal to our knowledge. Dr. Whiteleather of Memphis met with us a number of times on Saturdays, and his lectures and demonstrations on chest diagnostic
problems were of excellent quality. Once or twice a week we attended a C.P.C. at one
of the civilian hospitals In Memphis, the John Gaston, I believe, and these meetings were
profitable.
It is my opinion, and many men have shared It with me, that the schools in medical
subjects which the Army developed during the war were tremendous
The top flight
physicians, army and civilian, who ran these schools and taught the subject matter made
a very great contribution, but the greatest of them all in the opinion of everyone who
attended the Army's "Basic School of Roentgenology" was our own Col. Alfred A. de
Lorimier I
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CHAPTER IV

Equipment and Supply
Colonel Alfred A. de Lorimier, MC
HISTORICAL NOTE
General Considerations
In August 1959, in response to a request for information concerning
X-ray equipment in World War I, Dr. Fred A. Coe 1 wrote that when the
United States entered the war, the hot filament Coolidge tube, which had
been introduced in 1913, had come into general use in both military and
civilian hospitals (1). The interrupterless X-ray unit, equipped with a closed
coil transformer with a disk or cross arm rectification, had almost completely
replaced the induction coil, mercury interrupter, and static machines that had
been the only sources of X-ray until the invention of the transformer. The
military hospital at Columbus Barracks, Ohio, was equipped with a Wappler
unit with a Coolidge tube with crossarms and a synchronous motor. The
Army Medical School had a Waite & Bartlett transformer type of X-ray
apparatus with disk rectification activated by a rotary converter with a
synchronous motor.
At the Army Medical School, Dr. Coe continuedThe milliamperemeter was hot, reading 0 to 5 and 0 to 50 milliamps. It was mounted
above the instrument panel and on more than one occasion the operator, a student doctor,
was seen to attempt to turn the button on the milliamperemeter with the high-tension
current on. This resulted in near but never complete electrocution. The fluoroscope on
this same unit had the Coolidge tube enclosed in a 15 x 15 x 36 inch lead box. The reels

for the wires supplying the tube had the unfortunate habit of not functioning properly,
allowing the high-tension wire to touch the frame of the table and thus shorting to the
hand of the operator and by way of his body and foot to the foot switch. Why did anyone continue In roentgenology I

Obviously, while the equipment available at the beginning of World War
I might serve for fixed hospitals, it did not lend itself to military uses overseas. It is remarkable how rapidly better and more useful equipment was
devised (2-7).

1 Dr. Coe, now (1968) a distinguished practicing radiologist, entered World War I as a private in the Medical Corps and ended his service as a lieutenant in the Sanitary Corps. One of his
former associates was Dr. (formerly Colonel, MC) Arthur C. Christie, who served as head of the
Division of Roentgenology, Office of The Burgeon General, during World War 1.
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EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

end to end of the table and could be made to move synchronously with the
tube in its protective box beneath the table.
The whole apparatus could be knocked down for transportation within
3 minutes.
Portable Unit
The portable X-ray unit adopted by the Medical Department in World
War I (figs. 13 and 14) was, as Colonel Johnston expressed it, "the product
of the inventive genius of Dr. Coolidge," who also invented the tungsten wire Coolidge tube. The Delco engine, which made a portable unit
practical, was modified for that purpose by a chance and very fortunate
observation made by Maj. (later Col.) Arthur C. Christie, MC, shortly after
his appointment as head of the Division of Roentgenology in the Office of
The Surgeon General (1). When he rode out with his father, a country
doctor, to a distant farm, he observed a farmer using a small Delco engine to
furnish light for his home and barn and to power several machines, including
a milk separator, a churn, and a circular saw. It occurred to Major Christie
that this engine, which ctculd easily be carried by two men, would be ideal
for a portable X-ray appai'atus. Within a few days after he had suggested
the possibility to him, Dr. Coolidge reported that while the engine was built
to deliver direct current of law voltage, it could be modified by a simple
device, a slit ring on the commutator, to supply alternating current at 110 to
118 v., quite suitable for the production of X-rays. Dr. Coolidge was immediately authorized to proceed with the development of a portable X-ray
apparatus for military use and within a few months had accomplished all
the work necessary for full production.
The air-cooled, finely focused, small-bulb tube which Dr. Coolidge
devised for this purpose possessed the unique property of continuously rectifying high-voltage alternating currents, suppressing one phase and utilizing
the admitted phase for the production of X-rays.
The portable X-ray unit was self-contained, and its parts were extremely
simple: a gas-electric generator, a step-up transformer, a Coolidge filament
control, and a Coolidge tube. The introduction of this tube at once eliminated
the need for the cumbersome synchronous motors and mechanical rotating
rectifying switches previously considered indispensable. The most important point of the new apparatus was that it was so constructed that it rectified
its own current. Its total weight was less than a thousand pounds.
In September 1918, information was received that the high-tension
soundings on portable transformers had shown a tendency to shift laterally
under the strain of transportation. The manufacturers immediately opened
all transformers in stock and in depot and blocked the secondary coils in
such a way that the shift could no longer occur.
Coolidge tubes, which were used in both portable and bedside X-ray
units, were never in short supply because, when the need for them was real-
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FIGURE 14.--Diagram of wiring for World War I portable X-ray unit.
Dotted lines show connections for machines with special control (2).

ized in 1917, the General Electric Co. at once enlarged its facilities for their
manufacture. It was possible, in fact, to release large numbers of tubes to
our Allies.

Bedside Unit
The bedside X-ray unit used in World War I was devised by Colonel
Shearer.

A very complete tube-holding device, capable of movement in all
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directions and maintenance in any given position, was attached to a small
cabinet, 36 inches high and 24 inches wide and mounted on rubber-tired
wheels. Within the cabinet was a small high-tension transformer of 50,000 v.,
and a small inverted rotary converter with a double throw switch could be
placed in the base. This apparatus was freely movable. It could be attached
to any ordinary socket. If alternating current were supplied, a simple pushbutton switch, without controls, turned the X-ray on and off. The tube was
excited by a current of 5 ma. with 50,000 v. If the current were direct, the
switch was thrown to the other side and the inverted rotary converted it into
alternating current. In France, Colonel Shearer made a simple modification
of the unit to permit its operation from current supplied by the Delco engine
of the portable unit. The only factors under control of the operator were
time of exposure and distance from tube to plate.
The output of the bedside unit was small and its capacity limited but it
rendered remarkably effective service. Some of the machines that had been
placed in large hospitals for testing purposes were left there on the entreaties
of the staff. Serial examinations in pleurisy and pneumonia and serial studies
of fractures were all possible with it. During the influenza epidemic, more
than 2,000 radiographs of the chest were made with it at Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C.
Mobile Unit
A mobile X-ray unit (fig. 15) was devised by Colonel Johnston, by
modifying a standard ambulance body, mounted on a 3/4-ton chassis, so that it
would serve as an X-ray laboratory (3-7). Seating arrangements and devices
for carrying litters were removed. Across the front of the interior of the
vehicle there was built a platform of 2-inch oak plank, upon which was
securely bolted a complete Delco gas-electric set with its switchboard. The
mounting acted as a spring support for the engine and reduced vibration to a
minimum. Dustproof receptacles stowed away in various parts of the body
contained the parts of the knockdown X-ray table (p. 46), a tube box with
shutters, and a portable darkroom. With their radiators removed, the
Coolidge tubes rode safely in canvas hammocks, which served as nests. Water
and gasoline were transported in 71/ 2 -gal. tanks. A bedside X-ray unit was
carried as a spare. Also carried in the body of the trunk was a light-tight
canopy with a gas pipe frame, which could be erected in the open, or in any
building at hand, for fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies.
Three Bakelite tabletops were fastened with hinges to the sides of the
truck (fig. 15A). One of them, placed on the apparatus in the body of the
truck, served as a bed for the officer in charge of the unit. When the other
tabletops were dropped to the level of the inside bed and covered with the
ambulance curtains, which were longer than usual and were provided with
end flies, the housing of the crew was provided for, a matter of considerable
importance whenever billeting was the customary method.
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FIGURE 15.--Camion used for mobile X-ray operations in World War I (7). A. Exterior of vehicle.
Note tabletops, which were used for beds. B. Interior
of vehicle, showing equipment.
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These mobile units were extensively tested in the United States in the
spring and summer of 1918. They were driven over rough roads in record
time with highly satisfactory results. The ambulance was not overloaded,
the center of gravity was not unduly high, and the load was properly distributed. All apparatus rode safely, and at the end of the trip, it was ready
for operation in 4 minutes and 50 seconds against the specified 30 minutes.
In late August, when the X-ray apparatus at Camp Meade broke down,
a mobile unit, with its portable equipment, took over the total hospital work,
averaging 60 to 70 exposures daily for 3 days.
It was a great pity that because of errors of distribution (p. 7), these
mobile units did not fulfill their potentialities. Not one of the 17 mobile units
that reached France was placed in service before the armistice. Five of them,
however, accompanied the Third U.S. Army into Germany, where their usefulness was thoroughly demonstrated.
Similar mobile units were used in the European theater in World War
II (p. 405).
Tubes
Although the Coolidge X-ray tube was in general use in 1917, many of
the radiologists called into service in World War I were accustomed to using
the so-called gas tube, and a considerable number were purchased for that
reason, as well as because several firms were manufacturing this tube and the
Coolidge tube was being made by only a single firm (8). At this time, only
the large Coolidge tube was being manufactured, and it had the disadvantage
that devices for rectifying the direction of the current must be used with it.
Shortly after the United States entered the war, small tubes, capable of
rectifying their own current, were developed (p. 47).
Platinum was required in varying amounts in the manufacture of all
types of tubes in 1917. A .shortage of this element soon made it necessary to
modify the tubes furnished, and tungsten, of which there was no shortage,
waý substituted for it. The quantity of platinum used in all makes of tubes
was eventually greatly reduced, it being found that even the platinum wire
used, anode and cathode, could be materially reduced and still give satisfactory results. Meantime, all broken X-ray tubes, especially those of the
platinum target type, were salvaged and their metal parts turned in to the
New York Medical Supply Depot for recovery of the platinum they contained. In March 1918, the manufacture of all platinum target tubes and
air-cooled tubes was discontinued and the entire production effort was devoted
to tungsten target tubes. Even when priorities had to be obtained for the
platinum necessary for X-ray tubes, no material difficulties or undue delays
had been experienced.
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Current
It was difficult to provide machines sufficiently universal in capacities to
adapt to the varieties of electrical current encountered overseas. The large
interrupterless type of X-ray machine was not suited to French conditions
and only bedside units and modified bedside transformers were useful; this
equipment could be operated on practically any type current and used so little
of it that it could be attached to any electric outlet.
When the problem of current became evident, the practice was adopted
of having all transformers wound for both 110- and 220-v. current. With
each unit, an autotransformer was supplied capable of varying alternating
currents through a wide range. Synchronous motors employed on the basehospital type of transformers were 50 cycle but would work on a very considerable range above and below this point. When only direct current was
available, inverted rotary converters were provided capable of delivering
alternating current from the direct current. Through an unfortunate error,
however, the converters first sent overseas were for 220- rather than 110-v.
direct current, the type usually encountered.
Problems connected with current seldom arose in the United States.
Plates and Films
Up to 1917, most X-ray work, except for dental X-ray was carried out
with glass plates. Developments were in progress, however, for the production of films, and shortly after the United States entered the war, samples
submitted by manufacturers were found to be entirely satisfactory for
stomach and gallbladder work and for certain other examinations. Films
were therefore used in increasing numbers as the war progressed, though early
shipments to France consisted mostly of plates. By the end of April 1918
films of all sizes were being shipped.
Workload
No precise figures are available for the roentgenologic workload in
World War I. Colonel Johnston recorded, in his administrative history (3)
that, from February to June 1919, 258,988 patients were admitted to the military hospitals in the United States, 140,205 of whom were examined by X-ray,
with the use of 164,061 plates, 60,653 dental films, and 62,252 other films.
Fluoroscopic examinations during this same period numbered 24,501. An
average of 142 roentgenologists were on duty, each of whom served an average
of 364 patients. Of all patients admitted to Army hospitals, 54.1 percent
were examined by X-ray; of those thus examined, 15 percent were also
examined with the fluoroscope.
According to the official history of the Medical Department in World
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War I (9), " * * The proportion of patients X-rayed was 80 percent in the
field hospitals for nontransferable cases and 90 to 95 percent in evacuation
and mobile hospitals."
It was noted that, to keep up with the work in times of emergency, it was
necessary to employ two shifts and to work continuously.
The Johns Hopkins Hospital Unit (Base Hospital No. 18), whose
roentgenologic experience covered almost 14 months, found that it could
make between 11 and 12 observations per hour, a rate that was sufficient to
keep up with, and even ahead of, the demands of the operating surgeons (10).
Clinical Considerations
In World War I (11), the French attempted to X-ray all surgical
patients and almost accomplished their goal by the use of "reinforcing"
teams, each provided with its own equipment, which was usually permanently
mounted on its own transport, so that reinforcements could be quickly sent
to any "point of pressure." The British, during periods of stress, X-rayed
about 40 to 50 percent of their casualties.
U.S. Army radiologists used X-ray techniques for the diagnosis and
control of fractures and dislocations; for diagnosis of chest wounds and
diseases; and, for the first time in military practice, for the early diagnosis
of gas gangrene. The recommendation to The Surgeon General of the Committee for the Organization of Schools and Teachii.g of Roentgenology (12)
that a chest examination be made on every Army and Navy inductee was not
implemented until World War II (p. 110).
During World War I, X-ray found its most extensive use in the localization of foreign bodies. The methods employed included the double-tube shift,
the parallel wire methods, the parallax method, the single-shift cross-thread
method, the profondometer method, the Hirtz compass with fluoroscopic
localization, and the trocar-cannula-harpoon method. Speed and exactitude
were the criteria of efficiency, and speed was the more important. At Lt. Col.
James T. Case, MC, wrote in the official history (13):
From the surgical standpoint * * * it is more important for the surgeon to be informed of the anatomical situation of a foreign body than of the mathematical distance
it lies perpendicularly below a given point of the skin.
* * . It was exceedingly difficult for those who had not actually participated in
forward area surgery under battle conditions to realize how simple, direct, and quick the
localizing methods had to be * * *

When 1st Lt. Charles A. Waters, MC, of the Hopkins Unit returned from
overseas, he emphasized the need for the most extreme simplicity in methods
of localization (10). Major Christie (6, 7) who served in several forward
French, British, and Belgian hospitals, under Pierre Duval among others,
a!so emphasized the importance of simplified techniques of localization "en
route from the reception room to operating table." He stressed the practical
value of fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies in expediting debridement.
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In spite of the advice of these two officers, born of their practical experience,
the plan was continued of instructing all student officers in the schools of
roentgenology in more complicated techniques. In forward areas overseas.
however, it was the practice to discard all methods of localization that
required any equipment other than the fluoroscope.
Experience of Base Hospital No. 18.-The clinical experience of the
Johns Hopkins Unit, Base Hospital No. 18 (10), extended from 1 November
1917 to 25 December 1918 and included 5,084 examinations, of which 960 were
negative. All casualties passed through the X-ray department before being
sent to the preoperative wards. While numerous examinations, as just indicated, were negative, the presence of multiple foreign bodies was the rule in
battle casualties. Foreign bodies in the eye were localized by the Sweet
technique. Fractures were common and usually compound. Osteomyelitis
and periostitis were infrequent. Three instances of sarcoma of the bone were
observed. Tuberculous lesions were extremely uncommon in U.S. Army personnel but relatively common in French civilians, especially among children.
Numerous dental radiographs were made, "the teeth of the men in the A.E.F.
being none too good."
Two types of bronchopneumonia were observed in the spring, and again
in the fall, of 1918, the ordinary type and another variety which was not
difficult to diagnose at the end of 48 hours after the onset of the illness but
which, before that time, was confusing: It was difficult, and often impossible,
to say accurately that any pulmonary involvement was present or, if it was
present, whether it was tuberculous. Later, irregular, coalescing infiltrations,
more often observed near the hilus than the periphery, might well have been
mistaken for an early malignant condition. Section of the lung at autopsy
revealed that these areas represented almost true abscess formation. Empyema was infrequent in these cases, probably because the patients did not
live long enough to develop it.
THE INTERIM BETWEEN WORLD WARS I AND 112
General Considerations
The impetus that World War I had provided for the development of
both fixed and field X-ray equipment did not extend to the period immediately following the armistice of November 1918. For one thing, the energies
of the Medical Department were then concentrated on caring for the numbers of disabled veterans who constituted from 40 to 60 percent of the patient
load in the larger Army hospitals. For another, in the general and fatuous
2 Most of the material in the following pages concerning the development of X-ray equipment
for military purposes between the World Wars and during World War II was supplied by MaJ.
(later Col.) Alfred A. de Lorimier, MC, from his intimate personal knowledge of these activities.
A great deal of useful information was obtained from the article on the subject which he and
Colonel Dauer prepared for publication in 1945 (14).
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belief that the "war to end wars" had just been fought, the need for further
development of X-ray equipment for military use seemed academic.
As time passed, it became the policy to funnel patients with complicated
and puzzling conditions to certain hospitals which served, in effect, as hospital
centers. In the continental United States, these hospitals included Walter
Reed General Hospital; Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Calif.;
Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo., to which patients with tuberculosis were sent; the Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.,
to which patients with joint conditions were sent, William Beaumont General
Hospital, El Paso, Tex.; and Fort Sam Houston Hospital, San Antonio, Tex.,
which, although a station hospital, operated on a scale roughly equivalent to
that of a general hospital. Outside the United States, the largest hospitals
were Gorgas Hospital in the Panama Canal Zone; Tripler General Hospital in
Hawaii; and Sternberg General Hospital in the Philippine Islands.
Conventional commercial X-ray equipment was used in all the larger
hospitals, each of which had, in addition, one or more of the portable bedside
units developed in World War I (p. 48). The smaller station hospitals
depended almost entirely upon this unit, which was designed to operate on
alternating current of standard frequency and which contained an X-ray tube
that utilized a development new for the time; namely, the thermionic principle
of rectification with a radiator for increased efficiency of dissipation of heat
into the air. With only slight modification, the same X-ray tube operating
principles were applied to the development of an Army portable X-ray unit
as opposed to a fixed, stationary unit. It had required only slight modifications (fig. 15) to adapt the operating principles of the X-ray tube used in
fixed apparatus to the portable X-ray unit.
It was not until the early 1930's that the need for more efficient military
X-ray equipment became evident, after the Manchurian incident in 1931 and'
the subsequent rising tide of nationalism in Europe.
Development of Field X-Ray Unit
First pilot model. -The first steps in the development of a field X-ray
unit were taken by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) John J. Moore, MC, after his assignment, in 1930, as Director of the Department of Roentgenology, Army Medical
School. In spite of his manifold teaching duties, he realized that Army X-ray
equipment was lagging well behind commercial equipment in at least two
respects: It did not incorporate either the shockproofing of high-tension
cables or the rayproofing of X-ray tubes, both of which features were incorporated in commercial equipment. After he had discussed these deficiencies
with various manufacturers, Major Moore finally persuaded the General
Electric X-Ray Corp. to undertake the development of an Army field unit
that would be shockproof and rayproof and that would be usable in a theater
of operations as well as in smaller station hospitals and other small stationary
medical installations in the Zone of Interior.
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FIGURE 16.-Shockproof, oil-immnersedl tube for portable X-ray unit dlevised by Gleneral Electric X-Ray Corp. in 1934.. A. Unit, set up for opieration, is equipped with portable table, fluoroscope, andl special stretcher which can lie used for foreign body localization without niov-ing- patient fromn litter on which hie wvas originally placed. Picture was
furnishled by 'M. Sg-t. Lawrence It. Black M et. I, at righlt, codesigner NA-ith Col. Alfred A.
deC Lorinfier. 31C. (if localizing, equipment used in W~orld War 11.

subite'a194, after almost 3 year~s of effort, a pilot mkodel (fig. 16) was
submited b the General Electric X-Ray Corp. to the Army. The machine
was a, tribute both to 'Major 'Moore's foresighit and to the cooperativ-e spirit of
the corporation. The approximately s$15,000 that it ('ost was a far miore
substantial sum inl 19:34 than it is Iin 196,5. Unfortunately, the model was
delivered just, before Major Moore's assignment 'va, changred. inl accordance
with the so-called Manchii regulat ion, still inl effect. which rest ricts the tour
of duty of anl officer inl metrop~olitan Washington and nearby Virginia to not
more than 4 years at any one time (1-5).
The General Kt tric pilot modlel. designled cut irelv for uise inl mobile
forward medical installations, p)rovidled I he dlesiredl shockproof and rayproof
characteristics, but this achiev-ement gave rise to another pr'oblem: The
currently available field X-r'ay linit, as we]ll as inn1I)v ('oivent ional commiercial
units, permitted faiil-N efieient heat dissipation lbecatise b)oth X-ray tubes and
high tension lead-, were exposedl to the air. Siock-prooting all(l rayproofing
(by the env-elopment of the tube in oil and provision of a rtuyproof shield)
reduced heat dissipat ion considerably, and1( the inevitable result was chronic,
serious, overheating of the X-ray tube.' When the factors then inl common use
(settings of 70-80 kvp. and 3-4 ma.) w-ere utilized, fluoroscopic performance
was limited to 10-minuite periods. The time limit lpresenltedl no insuperable
problem in fixed military hospitals inl which, as inl civilian hospitals, interv-als
between fluoroscopic observations were possible, but it was a grave drawback
in a field hospital, inl a combat situation, in which large numbers of casualties
had to be handled within short periods.
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Fioun- 16.--Continued. D. Post-World-War-Il revision of unit shown In views A-C, which had some
use in Korea.

In a rather cumbersome attempt to solve this problem, the pilot model
was provided with two tube heads, the idea being to submerge ("dunk") the
hot head in a tube of cold water after it had been used for 10 minutes, the
second head being used until the first was sufficiently cooled to permit its
substitution.
Second pilot model.-Happily, Maj. William W. McCaw, MC, who replaced Major Moore as Director of the Department of Radiology at the Army
Medical School and at Walter Reed General Hospital in 1934, shared his
predecessor's concern about the deficiencies of military X-ray equipment.
His efforts in the design and development of a field unit resulted, in 1936, in
the production of a second pilot model by the Kelly-Koett Manufacturing Co.
This model was a considerable improvement over the first, but it did not solve
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the serious problem of alternating the use of tube heads and dunking the one
that had just been used, at 10-minute intervals.
Further developments. -In the middle of 1938, Capt. (later Col.)
Alfred A. de Lorimier, MC, succeeded Major McCaw at the Army Medical
School and Walter Reed General Hospital. Since he had served as Major
Moore's assistant in the early 1930's, he was familiar with the developmental
problems that had arisen in connection with the first pilot model of the field
unit. He was aware of the interruption of programs inevitably caused by
the Manchu regulation (p). 56) and realized the necessity for promlpt work
in the present model. He was even more aware of the necessity for haste
because of the mounting crisis in Europe and because his last assignment had
been in the Canal Zone, where he had observed the countless shiploads of scrap
metal moving through the Canal on their way to Japan.
Captain de Lorimier's first activity was an evaluation of the existing pilot
models, with particular respect to their deficiencies. A shop was set up in the
basement of the Army Medical School and X-ray personnel were assigned
to construct pilot models of the field unit and also to construct table units and
various accessory items.
At this time (1938), it was thought that most roentgenologic activity in
forward medical installations would be fluoroscopic, particularly for the
localization of foreign bodies. It was also recognized that, in the event of
war, movement of troops would be rapid and casualties often heavy, so that
it would be manifestly impractical for a roentgenologist and his assistant to
interrupt. the observation of casualties to remove a tube head, dunk it, and
substitute another for it. High priority was therefore attached to the provision of continuous operations at fluoroscopic capacities.
Captain de Lorimier discussed this essential requirement with various
manufacturers, whose engineers were uniformly pessimistic as to its possible
accomplishment. Comments to this effect were directed from various sources
to the Office of The Surgeon General, which in one instance was bluntly informed, that "de Lorimier is crazy." Meantime, Captain de Lorimier and his
assistants continued to work with pilot models in the basement of the Army
Medical School, making some progress in their objective by the use of small
fans to direct air on the anode terminal of the tube head to enhance heat
dissipation. When The Surgeon General conveyed to Captain de Lorimier the
manufacturers' evaluation of the latter's work and advised him to cease being
"impractical," Captain de Lorimier replied that the Army required the
features being developed and asked him to be patient.
One point, in which manufacturers were naturally interested was the
number of tube units which might be purchased ultimately, and several
requests were submitted for this information. After careful consideration of
possible tactical situations that might develop worldwide, and after what later
proved to be very liberal allowances were made for contingencies, a figure of
93,000 units was arrived at. This estimate later proved to be very much too
high. The earlier figure, however, was not without logic: The extent of a
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possible war was extremely uncertain in 1938, when World War II had not
yet begun, and it was still 3 years before the United States was to enter it.
Moreover, tube-life in 1938 was much shorter than it was later during the war.
Obsolete specifications.-At about this time, a production difficulty, arising from specifications provided to manufacturers, exploded, with ultimately
important results in the development of military X-ray equipment:
Early in 1938, the Army had ordered a commercial high milliamperage
X-ray machine unit, a table unit, and a cassette changer from the Standard
X-Ray Co., Inc., of Chicago, based upon Medical Department Tentative
Specifications, NYGD (New York General Depot) 415 & 416, dated 23
February 1938. In the fall of 1938, when the compi~ny attempted to make
delivery to Letterman General Hospital, Lt. Col. L. R. Moore, MC, in charge
of the Department of Radiology there, rejected the equipment as obsolete.
Two naval radiologists, Cdr. Walter A. Fort, MC, USN, and Cdr. Frederick
W. Muller, MC, USN, inspected the equipment and concurred in Colonel
Moore's finding, as did the Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General,
after a detailed investigation.
The Standard X-Ray Co., Inc., as might have been expected, reacted
rather violently, and on 10 December 1938, the company lawyer sent to the
Honorable Louis Johnson, then Assistant Secretary of War, a communication
which read, in part, as follows:
We will not sit idly by while this discrimination takes place, to some extent due to
our refusal to join with a price fixing combination under a plan to split government busi-

ness equally among those who would participate In this scheme.
I desire to present to you evidence of the unjust and unfair treatment of the Standard X-Ray Co. by Colonel Moore, and to show by evidence that the equipment * * * Is
wholly in conformity with the specifications and has operated satisfactorily.

It is the

intention of the Standard X-Ray Co. to pursue its complaint determinedly and I request
that a hearing be had by the War Department in conformity with the complaint of the
Standard X-Ray Co. as set forth in this letter.

At a conferexie between representatives of the company and the Army
on 29 and 30 Dece.tiber 1938, certain important facts emerged:
1. Certain minor deficiencies and discrepancies were apparent in the
equipment, arising from the interpretation of the intent, if not of the actual
wording, of the specifications. The company, for example, granted that line
voltage adjustments had to be accomplished after removal of the control panel
and changing of wire connections rather than by utilization of a hand-operated
switch on the front of the panel, as was desired. The Army also objected to
the use of a leaded glass bowl about the X-ray tube for rayproofing.
2. When the company engineer, Mr. C. B. Turner, was asked whether
he considered these and other features of the equipment of modern (that is,
1938) design, he replied, "No, I don't think that is modern equipment and I
don't think your specifications are modern in any way."
3. During a recess in the hearing, Captain de Lorimier, who was representing Colonel Moore, radiologist at Letterman General Hospital, was asked
by Col. R. D. Harden, MC, Chief, Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon
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General, whether there was any basis for Mr. Turner's remarks. His reply
was, "Yes, unfortunately, our specifications are at least eight years obsolete."
Establishment of liaison with manufacturers.-The facts brought out
at the hearing just outlined laid the groundwork for the constructive activities
that followed.
All through 1938, planning and experimentation continued in the basement workshop at the Army Medical School, and at an increasingly feverish
rate as world conditions worsened. Numerous experimental models of a field
X-ray unit were constructed, but all were limited by the existing state of the
art and by the known limitations of manufacturing capabilities. During the
later months of the year, representatives of several manufacturers visited the
Army Medical School, more or less casually but not infrequently with a
notably supercilious attitude, based on the belief-often stated frankly-that
company engineers could do a better job.
Gradually, however, this attitude underwent a change, as it became apparent that the devoted group at the Army Medical School was working
earnestly and with scrupulous attention to the necessary requirements for a
field X-ray unit. More serious and more meaningful discussions with manufacturers then began to take place.
After the difficulties with the equipment made by the Standard X-Ray
Co., Inc., according to Army specifications, the Director of the Department of
Radiology, Army Medical School, became more clearly an ex officio consultant
to The Surgeon General in radiologic matters, including the preparation of
specifications. He also traveled to various factories manufacturing X-ray
equipment, in order to become thoroughly conversant with commercial developments and capacities. Among his trips were those to the following firms:
1. The (then) Long Island X-Ray Co., New York City.
2. The Machlett Laboratories, Inc., Springdale, Conn.
3. The Picker X-Ray Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, where he became acquainted
with John Victoreen and his work in the development of ionization measuring
devices.
4. The Kelly-Koett Manufacturing Co., Covington, Ky.
5. The General Electric X-Ray Corp., the Standard X-Ray Co., Inc., the
Mattern Co., and H. G. Fischer and Co., all of Chicago.
6. The Buck X-Ograph Co., St. Louis, Mo., which manufactured accessory
X-ray equipment.
These visits were of great value in establishing direct contact with leading
manufacturers of X-ray equipment. They permitted the discussion of the
features essential in military equipment and also an understanding of the
manufacturing problems involved. Out of them came a firsthand acquaintance
with the manufacturers and also a liberal education in the preparation of
specifications for X-ray equipment for the use of the Supply Division, Office
of The Surgeon General.
With clear recollection of the difficulties that had arisen over the specifications used by the Standard X-Ray Co. in 1938, an attempt was made to write
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into future specifications the most desirable features found in the products
of all the manufacturers visited, so that the best and most modern equipment
could be provided for the U.S. Army. Attention was also paid to the records
of the Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General, which contained
numerous letters from hospitals and posts all over the country about deficiencies and inadequacies of various types of equipment supplied by various
manufacturers. Correspondence with physicists and radiologists all over the
country revealed that the provision of specifications so complete as to cover
every possible desirable feature was almost impossible. It was therefore considered entirely justifiable to draw up specifications that would be sufficiently
comprehensive to allow contracting officers adequate grounds for rejection
of equipment when this would be necessary. Each purchase specification
covered 10 to 12 pages of highly detailed requirements. The overcomprehensiveness of these specifications soon became evident to manufacturers, and
rumblings of complaints and suggestions that the requirements were impractical again began to reach the ears of The Surgeon General.
The solution of the problem.-The basic limitation of the X-ray tube
itself, overheating, continued to hamper the development of the field X-ray
unit at the Army Medical School. Meantime, the Picker X-Ray Corp. had
also been working on the problem, at first independently and, after September
1939, in cooperation with the Army. By this time World War II had erupted,
and it was essential that usable and efficient equipment be developed as rapidly
as possible.
The problem of prolonged fluoroscopy was finally solved by Mr. E. R.
Goldfield of the Picker X-Ray Corp.8 He not only utilized an outer shield,
within which air cooling was accomplished by means of a small fan, but also
included an oil-impeller within the main housing of the X-ray tube to provide
for continuous oil circulation (figs. 17 and 18). With provision for adequate
dissipation of heat, other manufacturers soon realized that a tube capable of
continuous operation at fluoroscopic capacities was both possible and desirable.
Numerous problems remained to be solved, but with the difficulties connected
with the tube overcome, development continued rapidly, and when the United
States entered World War II, it had an efficient, practical field X-ray unit
already in production (figs. 19 and 20).

CRITERIA OF EQUIPMENT
The concept of ro'ntgenologic service underwent an evolution between
the end of World War I and the end of World War II, the most notable
changes occurring during the early months of the Second World War:
1. The demands for roentgenography were much greater than had been
anticipated, either by radiologic personnel in the Army or by manufacturers
SDetails of the work of the Picker X-Ray Corp. In the development of the airflow tube and
later phases of the development of other parts of the field unit appear in the communication by
Mr. Goldfield (appendix A, p. 923) In which the story is told from the point of view of the company.
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FIGURE 17.-Army airflow (oil-impeller) X-ray tube with continuous rating of
94) kv.. 5 ma. A. View of tube with housing cut away. B. Transportation chest
open to sliw spring suspension type of cradle that supported tube unit and
rel•wc•d ,anuiage fronm impacts. Note exceptiomally long terminals on shockproof
cables.
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"mo
IFiousF 18.-Light airflow Army unit. A. Ta-1
ble and control. Note lead shielding to protect
fluoroscopist's legs and feet. B. Unit with control and cables In case for transportation. C.
Complete unit packed for transportation.
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FIG•RE 19.-Picker portable basic field X-ray unit. A. Early model, with -.Mail
wheels. B. Later model, with larger wheels. C. Later model packed for tranportation
(see fig. 18).
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AA

20.- Iicker basic field unit packed for transportation. A.
Tube unit and high-tension cables. Note spring suspension provided for
tube, and device to keep chest upright. B. Support mechanism. C.
Controls of unit, with compartments for accessories. 1). Localization
and fluoroscopic attachments. E. Transformer component.
]FIGURE
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of equipment and films. Roentgenologic examinations were required before
induction of all personnel into the service and were also required at the conclusion of service. They were also extensively employed in forward installations, in which it had been thought only roentgenoscopy would be required,
and serial examinations were numerous.
2. It had been believed before the war, as just intimated, that roentgenoscopy would be the most important phase of X-ray service and that
provision should be made for a rapid method of foreign body localization
(16). As a matter of fact, roentgenography was used far more often than
roentgenoscopy (fluoroscopy), and the elaborate apparatus devised for the
localization of foreign bodies (p. 72) was scarcely used at all.
3. It was also believed that some provision should be made for X-ray
therapy, at least in the management of infections and dermatoses. The provivision of radiation therapy in a theater of operations represented a considerable departure from established concepts, but its desirability had been established by studies conducted by Kelly of Omaha, Nebr. (17), and others. The
antibiotics had not yet been introduced, and it was thought that radiation
therapy might be useful in the control of cellulitis, abscesses, peritonitis, and
gas gangrene. With the introduction of the sulfonamides and penicillin, this
modality became unnecessary in infections, the incidence of which was very
much smaller than had been anticipated.
4. Before World War II, radiologists with World War I experience believed that for field service it would be necessary to provide only for horizontal
roentgenoscopy and for foreign body localization. The group working at the
Army Medical School did not accept this concept. It was their belief that
Army equipment should be both versatile and adaptable, usable in time of
peace and in time of war, and also usable in fixed and in field locations.
The equipment envisaged by the group at the Army Medical School embodied the following requirements:
1. It would permit roentgenoscopy with the casualty lying on the litter on
which he had been placed when he was removed from the combat area and
could be accomplished in the recumbent, the sitting, or the upright position
(fig. 16C).
2. It would permit roentgenography in fixed hospitals as well as in mobile
hospitals.

3. It was considered important that every item of equipment be serviceable in any echelon of medical care, that the handling of this equipment should
be largely reflex, and that it should not be necessary for the operator to make
a detailed study of the operation of the control before using the equipment.
It was considered particularly important that equipment utilized in forward
echelons should be familiar to personnel serving in rear echelons, who might
suddenly be moved to the front. Transfer of personnel to other areas could
thus be accomplished expeditiously, with a minimum period of time required
for adjustment to a fluid combat situation.
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4. These criteria implied the provision of a single type of equipment to
serve the needs of all hospital installations and also implied a high degree of
interchangeability of basic units to meet the changing requirements of fluid
situations rather than dependence upon special equipment for each function.
5. The equipment should be designed to permit easy assembly and disassembly. It should be simple to operate and maintain. For military reasons
it should be both rugged and dependable. Small detachable parts should be
avoided. For convenience, each item should be designed as two or more
components. Each component should be packed separately, with bulk and
weight so limited that the item could be carried by two men. Two hundred
pounds was set as the goal for any single component (packed).
The X-ray machine was ordinarily utilized in connection with the field
table (fig. 20A). A mobile chassis was later designed, to permit the use of
the unit for ward work (fig. 19). The first such chassis was equipped with
small caster-type wheels which proved unsatisfactory in theaters of operations
(pp. 261 and 380) in which the machine had to be moved over rough ground
and used in improvised buildings. Later, the chassis was modified and
equipped with large pneumatic rubber tires.
Various adaptations of the field unit were worked out co allow for
different uses and different positionings. Much credit for the construction of
the preliminary models is due to T. Sgt. Lawrence F. Black and S. Sgts. Roy
Day and Herbert Fox, of the Army Medical School. Among these uses and
positions were the following:
1. Horizontal roentgenography with tube above table (fig. 21).
2. Horizontal roentgenoscopy, with the tube unit adapted to an arm
support beneath the patient (fig. 22A).
3. Roentgenoscopy in sitting position.
4. Horizontal roentgenography with focal film distances up to 6 feet.
The patient is positioned on a litter at floor level (fig. 22B).
5. Vertical roentgenography also using long focal film distances.
6. Bedside roentgenography, with utilization of mobile arrangement of
X-ray machine.
Production Problemas
All manufacturers were invited to cooperate with the Army in the development of both basic and accessory equipment. Some manifested particular
interest in one item, some in another. Contract awards were predicated upon
special facilities and competitive bids. It was advantageous to have a single
manufacturer obtain contracts for the construction of all units of one particular type. The arrangement provided definite assurance of easy and complete interchangeability of parts. At the same time, it was practical and
desirable that the greatest possible number of qualified manufacturers be
engaged in the overall procurement program, not only because this policy was
equitable but also because it insured expeditious and continuous supplies of
all necessary items.
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F'i(uRE 21.-Itoentgenography with field table of Picker unit.

The mnann lfactiurers cooperat ed entiitiuiast ica lly, andl( practical lv all pro(Ictict 111Sclledlules were' voipilet ed oi liiin (fig. 23). 'Ile111w
ii)Ih
ell'lpfiel-1in(v
skill was exercisetl. anid iuany ingenious innovations were inicorp)orated into
tile variouls iteu'uS fiuiall'v produced. UI'lfortiiiia.tel ,V. lijl didU
(111ot jperiliit thet
testing of pilot models undi(er actual or field Conditions, but by informal
i:11,111t'"Viieiit . iiiaui1V of tile
I111,g1
atjlaguule all new~ eyluiplilleit Wel(
(letected'( and1( elli iiiliatet dulrinig the early st ages of coilst riict ]oll. In addlit ion.
a1coiisi( eral le .:iuibonnt of valuiable const riict iye crit icismn pernitilt et correct ionis
of defects that b~ecami~e apparent as tile first few unit s were put into0 olerat ion
(.93).
One of th elclie
ic lro(luict oll d ifli(icllit ICS (i()il(edu(( thle a lp)ox i iia t e qai
tities of each iteml that wouldl be required. The precise infornuationi Nvotld
ha yýe 1weli of grea-;t %va
1uu to tilie inaiiliii fact iireu's, but ti1le1best that could 1le
jprovi(le(1 Was eIst I Ina Ies ba Sedl Oil p~robabiilit ies.
wais devoteid to0 esigui and1( to pract icail
nsideratioii. At this time, materials
of Ill Sort s wvere a va i bble. A ulni inil and~ light weight alloys were ulsedl
extenlsivelv, and1( weighits (coul1d be held to a niiilinimunm.
Aliiiost 115 s0011 as
1a roe- calu Ic ot Iict ion starited'(. 1however, tilie p)rogla ill wats Ila uiled withI short ages of muat erial, and~ tile -Medical IDepartmen('ut was 110 loiiger allocated1 alumi-
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FIGuRE 22.-Various positions for roentgenoscopy
(16). A. Horizontal roentgenoscopy. B. Positioning
on litter on floor for 6-foot radiography.
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FIGURE 23.-Scenes at Picker X-Ray Corp. factory during World War
II. A. Production of equipment. B. Basic field equipment ready for
packing.

num. At the height of the production schedule, the supply of many important items became critical, particularly electrical components, including
meters, special switches and relays, power cables, and wiring.
When the lightweight materials originally used were no longer available,
retooling was frequently necessary, and in some instances, changes of design
were required. Equally disturbing was the increase in weights; several items
which previously had weighed below the desirable 200-pound limit were
increased in weight by 25 or 30 percent.
Mr. Goldfield of the Picker X-Ray Corp. promptly recognized the seriousness of this problem and, without any direct motivation from the Army,
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A. Modification of Xwray table.

independently designed and constructed the iightweight combination machine
and table unit that came to be known as the airflow unit (U.S. Army item
9621500). This unit (fig. 18) proved a highly practical piece of equipment
in forward hospitals and mobile installations.

EQUIPMENT FOR LOCALIZATION OF FOREIGN BODIES
Basic Apparatus
The methods of foreign body localization used in World War 1, while
basically sound, were cumbersome and time consuming and were unlikely to
be practical in the type of rapid action which was expected to characterize
World War Ii. Major de Lormier and his assistants devoted considerable
time and attention to this problem, and eventually the design of the table
unit was modified to incorporate equipment for foreign body localization
(fig. 24). The essential features of the modification were that croeslines were
etched into the fluoroscopic screen and a depth scale was provided on its arm
support. The work was done with the special cooperation of the Westinghouse X-Ray Co.
With the modification of the field table unit devised by Major de
Lorimier and his assistants, it was possible, by fluoroscopy, to locate the
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foreign body and to determine its distance beneath the skin by simple triangulation (16). This method, however, became highly inaccurate once the
patient's position was changed; then the vertical relation between the skin
marking and the foreign body also changed. The change was of no great
significance when the object was sizable and near the skin surface. When it
was small and deep, further guidance was necessary.
Another source of error arose from the necessity of changing X-ray
tubes from time to time, with resulting variations in the position of the focal
spot in respect to the fluoroscopic screen. It would have been impractical to
adjust the fluoroscopic screen or each tube every time a tube was changed,
and a method was devised to overcome this potential error by determining its
extent and compensating for it.
Further trials of the new apparatus disclosed other possible sources of
error in addition to those already mentioned. During hot and humid weather,
the Bakelite support of the fluoroscopic screen sometimes buckled and the
screen itself sometimes developed surface corrugations. Parallax had to be
considered, since one examiner might make his alinements by perpendicular
viewing while another might make them more tangentially. Thought also
was given to the possibility of the difference in effect of penumbra, with consideration of the effective focal spot dimensions concerned with the two
alinements.
Errors due to these various factors were relatively small, amounting to
not more than 5 mm. in the depth calculations, but it seemed important, nonetheless, to attempt to compensate for them if only to prevent operators from
becoming careless in technical procedures, in the knowledge that the equipment itself was not capable of accuracy. Accordingly, an adjustable reading
level for the depth scale marker was incorporated in the apparatus (fig. 24B).
Although careful testing and adjustment of the apparatus were carried
out at the factories before it was shipped, instructions were given in the Army
manual for radiologists (TM 8-275) to make a preliminary test of adjustment before the equipment was used. Testing was accomplished by a simple
procedure involving the use of a depth phantom. The preliminary testing
had two purposes: It oriented the radiologist in the procedure, and it permitted further compensation for variables that might have arisen in shipment
or with changes of climate.
After he had become acquainted with the technique, the radiologist could
localize a foreign body in 30 to 45 seconds, with minimal exposure of the
patient. At most, exposure did not exceed 140 ma.-sec. The most unfavorable conditions were encountered when the shortest focal skin distance was
used (about 10 inches, allowing for a 4-inch sag of the litter), but, even then,
the exposure of the patient did not exceed 15 r.
Biplane roentgenoseopy. -Biplane roentgenoscopy was advocated by
some roentgenologists, and some surgeons expressed the desire for an indication of foreign bodies in two planes. This technique, however, was not considered practical with the unit developed for several reasons:
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1. It would have required either the use of two tubes and two fluoroscopic
screens or readjustments of one tube or screens. Either arrangement would
have been costly in terms of weight, money, and time.
2. Small foreign bodies could not be adequately visualized through the
thicker portions of the body, such as the chest and trunk.
3. If many fragments were present, double markings would be iikely to
lead to confusion.
4. Biplane roentgenoscopy would have required double or more than
double the radiation exposure of the patient and a concurrent increase in the
secondary exposure of the operator.
Biplane Marker
The biplane marker developed to minimize fluoroscopic exposure of the
patient and the secondary exposure of the operator was an accessory item of
the table X-ray unit, not an integral component. 4 Its virtue was that it
provided information without additional roentgenoscopic visualization.
The biplane marker consisted of a horizontal leveling arm with an adjustable marker that moved on a vertical supporting arm. Centimeter gradations
were etched on the leveling arm to provide for positioning the marker to the
depth level indicated by the basic localizing procedure. If the horizontal
arm rested upon a level higher than the level at which the object had been
localized, the marker could first be used to measure the distance between these
two levels; this difference, when added to the depth calculation value, showed
the proper level for positioning the spotter of the marker. This second
marking (that is, the marking in the vertical plane) was accomplished by
simply sliding the horizontal arm, with the adjustable marker properly positioned, until the marker came into contact with the skin surface. Then, the
depth of the foreign body beneath the new marking could be calculated by
reading on the horizontal arm the value of the gradation scale superimposed
in alinement with the first spotting accomplished on the skin surface of the
horizontal plane.
The biplane marker was a sturdy, well-built unit, with no small detachable parts to be lost. It was also an ingenious instrument, and when it was
used with the reorientation device (a probe for pointing out the foreign body)
could be carried into the operating room. The device could be adapted to the
fluoroscopic screen, and its value was enchanced by the use of a Lucite conductor which provided dim illumination from pilot lights, so that spotting
could be accomplished by the operator without loss of dark adaptation.
This piece of equipment, however, was used only occasionally. The
order placed for 125 units early in the war by the Senior Consultant in
Radiology in the European theater did not prove justified. So far as is
4 The biplane marker was developed and manufactured by the Westinghouse X-Ray Co., Baltimore, Md. Special credit for its development it due to the company engineer, Mr. 0. C. Hollstein.
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known, only one foreign body was located by this means which might not
otherwise have been located.
Reorienting Device
The precise localization of foreign bodies, as already mentioned, had an
inherent fallacy in that the position of the patient was necessarily changed
while he was moved from the fluoroscopic room to the operating room. In
addition, skin markings were often removed during preoperative preparation.
As a result, precision localization was largely negated. It was to overcome
this difficulty that a reorienting (reorientating) device (U.S. Army item
96191) was developed, also by the Westinghouse X-Ray Co. The device provided for adjustment of three probes in relation to a fixed platform. One of
the probes was directed to spotting in the uppermost horizontal plane; that is,
with localization by way of the roentgenoscopic procedure itself. The second
probe was then extended to the spotting provided by the biplane marker, the
relations of the roentgenoscopic and biplane localizations thus being restored.
The third probe was intended to guide the surgeon along the plane of his
theoretical incision. The probes and their accessory components could be
sterilized and handled under aseptic conditions.

OTHER ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT
Lightproof Tent
If daylight fluoroscopy could have been made practical, it would have
been ideal. On the surface, it seemed possible to develop a bonnet to provide
for it, but the idea was rejected for several reasons:
1. It was highly probable, if this equipment had existed, that the roentgenologist would be under pressure to proceed with his observations before
he became fully accommodated to the darkness and that diagnostic errors and
deficiencies would result.
2. The hazard of overexposure of both patient and operator would exist
by oversettings of milliamperes to compensate for the lack of total dark
adaptation.
3. Unnecessary exposure of both patient and operator would also result
from the use of abnormally large fields.
Since the bonnet for daylight fluoroscopy was considered both unwise
and impractical, a special lightproof, multiple-purpose tent (fig. 25) was
developed, to be used for roentgenoscopy or film processing. The entrance
and exit flaps were adjusted according to the current use of the tent. When
the tent was used for roentgenoscopy, the front curtains were arranged to
permit easy ingress or egress. When it was used for film processing, they
were arranged in labyrinth fashion. The supporting structure was so de-
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FIGUnE 25.-Darkroom tent. A. Frame. B. Exterior of tent. C. Interior of tent,
ready for fluoroscopy. D. Darkroom tent set up within another tent, ready for fluoroscopy.

signed that the tent could be set up by itself or used inside a room, a larger
hospital tent, or an underground tunnel.
Since the tent had to be lightproof, even under a midday tropical sun,
very fine mesh canvas was required. The Capital Awning Co., Washington,
D.C., displayed special interest in the preparation of specifications and pro-
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duction of pilot models, and the tent finally produced was lightproof, fireproof, mildewproof, and highly versatile.
With its advantages, however, the tent was not heatproof. Radiologists
and technicians who served in the tropics and other hot and humid areas can
vividly recall the horrors of the tent on a hot day when operator, patient,
attendants, technicians, and equipment were all crowded together into its
small confines.
The tent also had another defect, that after repeated foldings, unfoldings,
and shipments, it began to leak light, which sometimes made it necessary to
erect one tent within another. This situation occurred in both the Pacific
Ocean Areas (p. 618) and the European theater (p. 364).
Film Processing Unit
The development of an adequate film processing unit went through three
phases:
1. A basic tank of lightweight material was planned and constructed,
consisting of separate tanks for developing and washing the film. These
tanks had internal baffles and were so constructed that there was continuous
circulation of water from top to bottom to top, where it was used for
washing. When this model was tested, a bottleneck was at once revealed, in
that the fixing (hypo) tank was not large enough to handle the production
capacity of the developing tank.
2. In the second phase of development, a separate tank, of different
design, was provided for the washing-fixing operation. The bottleneck
described was thus overcome, and processing could be accomplished simply
and rapidly.
3. Almost as soon as these designs were worked out and specifications for
them prepared, the materials originally used became unavailable. As a result,
the tanks had to be redesigned for use of redwood, which thereafter was
employed in their construction.
The final film processing unit (U.S. Army items 9611500 and 9611700)
consisted of a master chemical section and an auxiliary wash section, each of
which contained a tank and a pedestal (fig. 26). The master chemical section was large enough to permit the use of insert tanks, the size of which
depended upon the type of hospital installation involved. The pedestal section served to circulate water from the main tank into the heating or cooling
compartment or both (the elements of both were thermostatically controlled).
The auxiliary wash section resembled the master chemical section in appearance and had the same physical dimensions and capacity, but its pedestal unit
lacked the components for water circulation, refrigeration, and heating.
These tanks could be connected to the community water supply, or, if this
was not possible, continuous circulation of a bucket supply of water was
satisfactory.
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FiouBz 26.-Final model of film procesiug unit. A. Tank chemical section, partly packed for transportation. B. Pedestal
section (partly packed), designed to circulate water into cooling or heating compartment.

Stereoscopic Cassette Changer
With the assistance of H. G. Fischer and Co., Chicago, a stereoscopic
cassette changer of the field type was developed. This device could be set
up in a few seconds and could be used with either field or standard equipment. The cassettes could be released by remote electrical control.
Combination Film Drier and Loading Bin
A satisfactory film drier and loading bin combination for field use
(fig. 27) was obtained from the Buck X-Ograph Co. by slight modification
of an existing commercial unit. The apparatus (U.S. Army Unit No.
9605500) was designed in two sections, for ease of handling, and was so
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FIGuRE 28.-Portable gasoline generator, capable of supplying 2,500 watts continuously for

4 hours. A. Closeup of generator. B. Generator set up to power light airflow table unit.

was selected (U.S. Army item 96060)0). This generator (fig. 28), which
weighed 357 pounds packed, served as a dependable source of 60-cycle, singlephase, alternating current; it delivered 2,500 watts for 4 hours on 2 gallons of
gasoline and, from reports received from the field (p. 378 and p. 527), it
proved a sturdy and practical machine when it was consistently and correctly
cared for.
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Conventional commercial equipment was, of course, supplied to installations in the Zone of Interior.
Portable Transformer Unit
Naturally, whenever possible, it was desirable to utilize local electrical
current rather than the field generator to cperate electrical equipment.
There were, however, two problems to be overcome:
1. Some means had to be devised to utilize currents ranging from 100 to
260 volts at both 50 and 60 cycles, such as would be encountered at various
places over the world.
2. Many foreign sources provided 3-phase rather than single-phase
current.
To build each individual item of equipment to accommodate such a range
of inputs would have increased bulk, weight, and costs to an unreasonable
degree. A better solution was the development of a portable transformer
(fig. 29) which could reduce voltages up to 260 v. to 110 v. and could convert
3-phase to single-phase current. This transformer weighed 80 pounds and
contained 70 feet of line cable to plug into existing power supplies.
If the frequency of the available currint was less than 50 cycles
(frequencies of 25 to 30 cycles were not uncommon in various locations), the field generator had to be used, as the portable equipment was
designed only for 50- and 60-cycle operation.
PACKING OF EQUIPMENT
Packing chests were provided for all items originally intended for use in
mobile installations. Such equipment as the combination film loading bin
and drier and film processing units were shipped by the manufacturer in
ordinary packing crates. Later, at the Army School of Roentgenology, a
chest was constructed to permit accommodation of all such items, which were
secured by internal bracings, fixation straps, and supporting panels (fig. 30).
Usually space remained for additional items such as films, chemicals, and
linens. The chest, when emptied, could be used as a desk, table, storage
cabinet, or clothesrack. There was also provision for plumbing connections,
so that it could be used as a 90-gallon water tank or an auxiliary wash tank
(fig. 30F).
PROTECTION AGAINST RADIATION
Critical Comments
Interest in radiation hazards was perhaps not so widespread in the
prewar and early war years as it is at this time (1963), but. at that, proteetinn was an important, and frequently controversial, consideration among
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A

FxGURE 29.-Portable autotransformer.
A.
Transportation chest. B. Chest opened, to show
70-ft. cable ready for fixation to open leads,
such as are available In distribution box. Note
meter for indicating voltage applied to electrical apparatus connected with secondary circuit
of autotransformer winder.

radiologists. At the 26th annual meeting of the Radiological Society of
North America in Cleveland in December 1940, a combination field X-ray unit
(manufactured by the Picker X-Ray Corp.) and a table unit (manufactured
by the Westinghouse X-Ray Co.) were displayed and comments were invited.
The same equipment was also sent to various general hospitals for comments
by military radiologists. Testing of equipment and surveys of radiation
hazards were conducted in a number of civilian institutions. In August 1941,
Drs. Leonard A. Scheele and Dean B. Cowie published an analysis of radiation protection in 45 civilian hospitals (18).
Almost as soon as this article was published, a nationally prominent
roentgenologist wrote to the senior author: "May I ask Dr. Scheele if the
newly designed fluoroscopic unit for the Army has been checked for the effect
of radiation on the operator? It looks to me to be the most flagrant violation
of the rules of fluoroscopy that I have ever seen."
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Meantime, more objective criticisms of the Army equipment and a number of picayune complaints had been received, many of which were sent
directly to The Surgeon General. Others were sent to the Army Medical
School. A well-qualified roentgenologist in active service wrote as follows:
had just reported that an Army field x-ray unit
"I understand that Dr. scatters considerable radiation and that the amount radiating to the head and
neck is greater than the daily tolerance dose. Because of this I am extremely
anxious to protect my men and myself from excessive exposure. I would
rather have just one or two x-ray machines and be adequately protected than
to have a display of eight or nine machines and have no protection." In
fact, the writer of this letter concluded, he would prefer one conventional
X-ray to five or six field units.
Another typical letter read: "What are the needs for roentgenolographic
technicians in the service? I understand there is a considerable hazard associated with this work in the Army. A friend told me that one is likely to
become sterile in the course of such an assignment; is this true?"
Obviously, the implications of these communications, that commercial
X-ray equipment was safe and Army field equipment was not, could not be
allowed to stand. The efficient use of Army equipment, as well as the morale
of those using it, would be seriously affected if action were not taken at once.
Something stronger than mere rebuttal of the charges was needed; therefore,
whenever it was possible, the critics of the equipment were invited to participate in further testing of the Army equipment and in experimental studies
on it.
Results of Special Studies
The results of these tests and experiments were presented at the 43d
annual meeting of the American Roentgen Ray Society in Chicago on 15-18
September 1942 (19, 20), the following main points being developed:
1. A fixed focal-roentgenoscopic screen alinement and distance have been
set for roentgenoscopy. This requirement obviates malalinements of the
primary beam or changes in its coverage by the roentgenoscopic screen such
as might apply if the screen were allowed -to move independently in relation
to the roentgen tube. Many roentgenologists have advocated the use of a
bonnet type roentgenoscope, so that observations might be made in a lighted
room, but this plan, and others similar to it, have been rejected by the Medical
Department because they would entail too great a hazard to the operator.
2. The roentgenoscopic screen is 12 by 16 inches. This is a large field,
which provides a large measure of protection against secondary radiation
from the patient. Many roentgenologists recommended, in order to reduce
weight and to facilitate exchange of patients, that the dimensions of the
screen be reduced to 10 by 10 inches, the size of the screen used in World
War I. These advantages have been sacrificed in favor of protection.
3. During foreign body localization, the skin surface is marked by a
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special device that can be manipulated beneath the roentgenoscopic screen
without exposure of the operator's hands to the primary beam. This arrangement is possible because the distance between the roentgenoscopic image and
the skin surface is subtracted in the final adjustment of the depth scale, and
it is not necessary to position the roentgenoscopic screen directly upon the
skin surface.5
4. Stops are provided to limit the opening of the roentgenoscopic shutter,
so that the border of the primary beam is restricted to at least 1 inch within
the protective limits of the roentgenoscopic screen. Even with the most careless operation of the shutter controls it is therefore not possible for any part
of the primary beam to escape beyond the limits of the protection afforded by
the screen and its lead glass, which is equivalent to not less than 1.5 mm. of
lead.
5. The roentgenoscopic screen and the roentgen tube are mounted on a
C-shaped support that is adjustable in the vertical plane. This arrangement
permits variation of the focal skin distance and utilization of the greatest
possible focal skin distance during localizations. Roentgen radiation exposure
of the patient is thus minimized and secondary radiation from the tissues is
concurrently reduced. It is advantageous to utilize this arrangement for
another reason, that it provides optimum visualization by improving contrast
and sharpening detail.
6. Except for the portal for exit of the primary beam, the roentgen tube
housing is impregnated with material possessing a protective equivalence of
no less than 1.5 mm. of lead.
7. The combined inherent filtration through the portal intended for the
primary beam is equivalent to 0.5 mm. of aluminum. This filtration consists
of the wall of the insert tube (1.0 mm. of Pyrex glass), a thin (1.5 mm.) layer
of oil, a transparent Bakelite wall (1.5 mm.), and an added fixed filter of
0.25 mm. of aluminum. Unnecessary soft irradiation is thus eliminated, but
intensity sufficient for roentgenography is preserved.
8. For roentgenoscopy, in addition to the filtration just described, a
second fixed filter of 0.5 mm. of aluminum is provided. This filter is fixed into
the housing of the roentgenoscopic shutters. The total filtration during
fluoroscopy is thus consistent with the stipulation in paragraph 2.03 of "Handbook HB-20," as compiled by the Advisory Committee on X-ray Protection
and as published by the National Bureau of Standards.
9. The shutter controls are contained in the vertical portion of the Cshaped supporting member just mentioned, at, a liberal distance from the
primary beam and the sources of secondary radiation. This feature minimizes
exposure of the examiner's forearm and lessens the tendency for him to lean
sIn World War I, a perforation was provided in the center of the fluoroscopic screen to permit Insertion of a screen marker. A very conscientious roentgenologist, who made his alinements
by viewing as nearly as possible directly over the perforation, would be rewarded for his pains by
receiving primary or secondary radiation. A less conscientious operator would be spared the exposure.
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closely toward the side of the patient, where he would receive more extensive
exposure.
10. The technique adopted for foreign body localization (p. 74) requires only three short exposures for alinements and can be accomplished
within 30 to 45 seconds. Even with the shortest focal skin distance (10
inches, which allows for a heavy patient and the sag of a very old litter) and
using 85 kv. (peak) and 5 ma., the dose at the skin would be approximately
15 r. The depth scale can be read only while the roentgen ray exposure is
interrupted, in contrast to many other techniques that provide for reading of
measurements by means of fluorescence from the roentgenoscopy screen.
11. An adjustable limiting resistance is incorporated into the control, so
that when the thumb switch or foot switch is used, one or the other being
required for roentgenoscopy, the maximum milliamperage load can be limited
to 5 ma. or any lesser value.
12. The fastest possible type of roentgenoscopic screen is provided, and
exposure requirements are thus reduced.
13. The tabletop is a standard U.S. Army litter, constructed of canvas and
aluminum, both materials of low atomic number. The secondary roentgen
radiation emitted from a litter tabletop is considerably less than that emitted
from conventional tops, and another source of secondary radiation is thus
reduced.
14. The field chest which accommodates the control unit of the X-ray
machine contains a lead-impregnated apron and a pair of lead-impregnated
gloves. It is thus certain that at least one apron and at least one pair of gloves
will be part of the equipment of every installation in which an X-ray machine
is operated. Moreover, the use of the apron and gloves is not permissive; it
is required that this equipment be worn while the field X-ray machine is
being operated. The supporting straps of the apron provide for suspension
from the shoulder to the opposite hip, not from the neck, so that the operator
wears this rather cumbersome protective article with maximum comfort. The
standard gloves have a length of 37 cm., which is somewhat longer than that
of gloves in use in many civilian clinics. All aprons and gloves are tested at
the Army School of Roentgenology, and unless they meet all requirements,
including the requirement that a single thickness of both aprons and gloves
shall provide protection equivalence of no less than 0.5 mm. of lead, they are
rejected.
15. The auxiliary lead-impregnated shield supplied as a separate item can
be adapted to either end or either side of the table unit. It is designed to
protect the legs of the operator below the bottom of the lead rubber apron.
He, his assistants, and the observers present are thus protected throughout the
arc of greatest intensities of scattered radiation; that is, the lateral and downward trajectories with respect to the roentgen tube and screen.
16. Apron, gloves, and shield are carried as separate items, so that they
can be reordered as necessary, for all tend to deteriorate.
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17. Longer cables than those ordinarily used are provided, to give the
operator maximum protection.
18. Several types of instruction manuals are provided, issued by the
manufacturers as well as by the Army. Technical Manual 8-275 (p. 574)
includes a chapter dealing with roentgen-ray hazards and stressing the
possibilities of injury and the limitation of protection that can be expected.
The various studies made of radiation hazards showed that when apparatus such as the Army field unit was used for horizontal fluoroscopy, the
distribution of stray radiation above the tabletop was essentially the same as
with conventional X-ray equipment. Since the medical officer was required
to wear a lead-impregnated apron, it was only below this apron that he could
possibly receive excessive radiation.
In this area below the apron three important components had to be considered: (1) Leakage of primary and stray radiation from within the tube
housing itself, (2) secondary radiation from the shutters and their housing,
and (3) secondary radiation from the patient. It was the function of the
auxiliary lead-impregnated shield, as just pointed out, to protect the knees,
legs, and feet of the operator from these components. This shield, in conjunction with the lower part of the lead-impregnated apron, served in much the
same way as the metal side panels on a totally enclosed heavy-duty roentgenoscopic table.
Representative Ionization Measurements
The data contained in table 1 are representative of ionization measurements made with the Army field table, without the protection of the leadimpregnated apron. They were selected from extensive testings carried out
by several observers. All measurements were made with the tube in the middle
T*BL 1.-Ionization measurements tvith standard ArmV field table unit
(Roentgens per hour measured at knee and foot for operators not wearing aprons]
Observer

Knee

Glasser I ---------------0.048
Picker 2 ----------------------------Wintker 8 --------------0.023
de Lorimler, Cowie,
0.020

Foot

0.048
0.036
0.008
0.020

Size of phantom

25
25
20
20

x
x
x
x

25
25
31
31

x
x
x
x

25
25
21
21

cm.
cm.
cm.
cm.

Field at screen

25 x
25 x
25 x
20 x

25 cm.
25 cm.
25 cm.
20 cm.

and White.

I Dr. Otto

Glasser, Cleveland Clinic Foundation.
2 Picker X-Ray Corp. (Mr. E. R. Goldfield and Mr. Tom Callaghan).
3 lot Lt. (later MaJ.) Franklin R. Wintker. SnC, Department of Roentgenology, Army Medical
School.
Source: de Lorimier, A. A., Cowie, D. B., and White, T. N.: Protective Features Provided
With the United States Army Field Roentgenoseopic Equipment. Am. 3. Roentgenol. 49: 658-661,
May 1948.
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position of table width and in the far and near positions. All data are maximum values and are based upon the outer limits of roentgenoscopic factors;
that is, 85 kv. (peak) and 5 ma. All concern continuous exposures. It was
estimated that, allowing for the exchange of patients, the marking and making
of adjustments between exposures, and the intermittent interruptions of
common occurrence, the equipment was actually energized for about 25 percent
of the time; 2½ hours of continuous operation might therefore be considered
the equivalent of a 10-hour day of roentgenoscopic activity. If the exposure
values presented in table 1 were adjusted for a 10-hour day (multiplying by
the factor of 2.5), the summation values would be well under the recognized
permissible dose.
Official Approval
The findings just reported were later corroborated by the Subcommittee
on Radiology of the Committee on Surgery of the National Research Council,
whose membership consisted of Dr. Arthur C. Christie, chairman, Dr. Byrl R.
Kirklin, Dr. Urnus V. Portmann, Dr. W. Edward Chamberlain, and Dr.
Eugene P. Pendergrass (21). After reviewing the structural features of the
field unit, examining it, and analyzing the radiation tests that had been conducted, this Subcommittee" * * * moved and carried that it is the considered
opinion of this committee that all fluoroscopic equipment furnished by the
Army has ample protection for those working with it if the equipment and
accessory apparatus furnished is used according to instructions."
Up to this time (November 1942) the Office of The Surgeon General had
made no official inquiry concerning the reliability of the protection features
incorporated in the field X-ray table and the field X-ray machine unit. The
expression of the Subcommittee on Radiology was therefore doubly appreciated for it undoubtedly helped to forestall the inquiry which would otherwise have been inevitable later.
TESTING OF EQUIPMENT
It has always been part of the responsibility of personnel in the Medical
Department concerned with teaching to advise The Surgeon General concerning items of equipment, including defects and deficiencies. This function was
especially important during the war years, when supplies and equipment
sometimes had to be purchased from suppliers with whom there had been no
previous contact. All items were tested from the standpoint of their possible
military use. This work was carried out at the Army School of Roentgenology (p. 30). The items tested and reported on during 1943-44, as
listed in the annual report for that period, included:
1. The Berman locator, which was not considered practical for general
military application.
2. Plastic cassettes. The samples tested possessed serious defects. Had
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plastic proved practical for this purpose, its use would have reduced the
weight of the cassettes and saved critical material.
3. Morgan X-ray exposure meter (p. 162). This meter was useful but.
had only a limited military applicability.
4. Shockproof cables, developed by the Picker X-Ray Corp. They were
reported as satisfactory for field X-ray units.
5. Hangers for photoroentgen films, developed by the Westinghouse XRay Co., for simultaneous processing of large numbers of films. The design
was tentatively approved pending slight modification in size, to make the
hangers adaptable to Army field X-ray driers.
6. Extension cables for Army field X-ray units, developed by the Picker
X-Ray Corp. for increasing the distance between the control unit and the
X-ray tube, to provide greater protection to X-ray personnel. These cables,
which were approved and for which specifications were written, were intended
chiefly for permanent X-ray installations in general hospitals overseas.
7. Aster X-ray solutionS. These chemicals were found to develop more
film surface per unit of solution, and in a shorter time, than other brands, but
assurance of uniform quaiity was doubtful and they were not approved.
8. Radar. Extensive tests on radar equipment were carried out by personnel of the School at the Anti-Aircraft Artillery School, Camp Stewart, Ga.,
and an official report of the findings was made.
RESEARCH AT THE ARMY SCHOOL OF ROENTGENOLOGY
Even thou,'. 1'sic designs of X-ray equipment had been approved and
production was in high gear when the Army School of Roentgenology was
moved to Munphis. Tenn. (p. 30), research was considered an important
function' of the school. Comments on the apparatus in use were received in a
steady stream and stimulated further investigation and development. It had
always been hoped that an X-ray unit could be developed with such components that, with the least coupling, its performance would satisfy the needs
of the smaller stations and that, with increments of its working parts, it
would become more versatile. It was even planned that, by interconnecting a
valve tube component, the capacity of this unit would be so increased that it
would satisfy the needs of a large station hospital and the secondary needs
of a general hospital. In short, the objective was to develop an X-ray machine for military use which would also be serviceable in times of peace, so
that, if war came again, radiologists and technicians would not be abruptly
called upon to deal with strange equipment.
The following research projects were conducted at the Army School of
Roentgenology in 1943-44, a year when the chief emphasis was on teaching,
and in 1944-45, when greater emphasis on research and development was
possible:
1. Film life. Studies were made on residual hypo and its effect on film
life and on photoroentgen films.
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FiGuRs 31.-Tunnel for changing cassette without disturbing patient was particularly useful at bedside.

2. Calibration of intensifying screens.
3. Fluoroscopic screens. The purpose of this project was to ascertain the
causes of breakage of the screens and to devise corrective means. Poor packing
was invariably found to be the cause. New methods of packing screen units
were devised and were proved satisfactory on rigorous tests.
4. Serialographic attachment for fluoroscopic screens. The final design
could function as:
A. A spot-fim device, utilizing an 8- by 10-inch film, applied either
horizontally or vertically, and providing for automatic changeover of the
milliamperage from that of a fluoroscopic load (2-5 ma.) to that practical
for roentgenography (15-30 ma.).
B. A serialographic device, with a modification to permit two 4- by
5-inch exposures on an 8- by 10-inch film.
5. A tunnel-changer, which might be used at the bedside (fig. 31) or on
an X-ray table under the patient, to provide for shifting of cassettes and for
making a stereoscopic pair of roentgenograms.
6. An angle board, to permit angulation of the film and of the part under
investigation. This board was particularly useful in studies of the skull and
paranasal sinuses.
7. A cradle (fig. 32), to suspend the head of the patient beneath a cassette,
so that roentgenography could be accomplished with the X-ray tube under
the table. This cradle was particularly useful in maxillofacial fractures, in
which weight upon the injured area could not be tolerated.
8. A kymograph. A cassette-moving mechanism and a special kymographic device was built into 5 of the 10 pilot models, to provide for roent-
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genographic tracings of amplitude changes during various I)hases of functioning of such an organ as the heart.
9. Motor mechanism for operation of tube and screen in vertical position.
This item was devised to facilitate up-and-down movement of the C-shaped
tendlber fif the ap).:1raatus use l for vertic'al roentgenoscopy ( item 9614500).
The working model proved easily adaptable to the table unit and was found
to be entirely practical, but. wartime shortages precluded obtaining a suitable
motor to complete the project.
10. Transformer for field X-ray unit. This project was not completed
during the war but the I)hasic principles of the design were utilized later.
11. Functional packing. This plroject has been described elsewhere (p.
82).
12. Stereoscopic unit. The objective of this project was the development
of a lightweight. collapsible unit to provide for stereoscopic viewing in the
field. The apparatus, including two standard filn viewing boxes, was to be
accommodated in tile standard Medical l)epartment field chest. A preliminary
model was constructed but the war elided before t lie l)roject was completed.
13. Combination unit. The objective of this project was to answer the
demands of roentgenologists in the field for a rigid tabletop, a moving grid, a
support for vertical roentgenography with provision for Bucky diminution
of secondarv radiation, and a field stereoscopic cassette changer. The basic
design was completed, and a manufacturer's model was constructed before research activities at the School of Roentgenology ended with the end of the war.
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14. Film marker. The aim of this project was to provide a means of
uniform identification for films. It was finally decided, after a number of
other plans had been tested and discarded, that a flasher system was most
practical and shou.d be used in conjunction with the usual X-ray request slip
after the slip had been slightly modified. The system was accepted officially,
and four models were constructed in the school workshop before the war
ended.
15. Four-valve rectification component for field X-ray unit. The objective of this project was to enlarge the roentgenographic capacity of the field
X-ray machine. Information was received from every theater that conventional commercial equipment was impractical because of excessive breakages.
On the other hand, equipment with high milliamperage capacity was needed
in general hospitals. Since the field X-ray unit, once initial difficulties had
been overcome, withstood transportation and use in wartime conditions, it was
thought practical to develop an sdditional chest containing four-valve tubes
and their respective step-down transformers. These components were to be
identified as separate items and used as auxiliaries to the machine unit. They
would provide for full-wave utilization and thus permit loads as great as 100
ma., such as were desirable in general hospitals, at the same time utilizing
self-rectifications with limitation of loads to 30 ma., such as were practical
in forward hospitals. The basic design of this item was accomplished.
Termination of testing and research functions.-At the end of the war,
when the Army School of Roentgenology at the University of Tennessee
College of Medicine was closed, its equipment was moved to Brooke Army
Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, Tex. Here, the school continued to function in its teaching capacity but was shorn of its research and testing functions. This can be regarded only as extremely unfortunate, for all experience
shows that the combination of testing, research, and teaching in a single
institution assures cross-fertilization of ideas and progressive development of
teaching philosophies and their practical implementation.
EVALUATION OF FIELD EQUIPMENT
Obviously, in spite of every effort on the part of all concerned, universally
satisfactory X-ray equipment could not be developed during the war, particularly under the circumstances in which the work had to be doi.e. Equally
obviously, the equipment developed was not so versatile that it was completely
adaptable to all military situations, which ranged from fast-moving combat, as
in the European theater or amphibious and tropical warfare to civilian-type
care in a stationary installation in the Arctic area. Under these strains,
deficiencies did develop and were duly reported to The Surgeon General.
Some of the criticisms were trivial and of little substance; others were
thoughtful and well worth careful consideration.
A meeting was convened at Carlisle Barracks, Pa., in March 1945, to
discuss these criticisms, to hear direct reports from radiologists in the field,
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and to evaluate the field equipment from all points of view. It was attended
by radiologists from various theaters of operations, the commandant and other
representatives of the Army School of Roentgenology, and representatives
of X-ray manufacturing companies.
This meeting confirmed what had been suspected for some time concerning
the use of roentgenoscopy as a diagnostic tool in the field. Before the war, it
had been the general opinion that roentgenoscopy rather than roentgenography
would predominate in forward areas, just as in World War I. The reverse
was true. The surgeons of World War II, who were roentgenologically conscious because of their civilian experience, wanted to see roentgenographs
before proceeding with surgery. Even for foreign body localization, many
physicians preferred anterior and lateral film studies, regardless of the distorted anatomic relations, to more accurate and more rapid fluoroscopic
localization. The localizing device was simply not used.
Another reason for the popularity of, and the demand for, radiographs
was the desire to have them for inspection in the operating room and also to
have them for permanent incorporation in the patient's file.
The demand for roentgenography instead of roentgenoscopy in forward
areas required films, film-processing and storage facilities, chemicals, and
darkroom equipment in the highly mobile field and evacuation hospitals in
these forward areas.
The field equipment was regarded as generally satisfactory, but requests
were made at the meeting for numerous types of accessory equipment and for
modifications in the present equipment. Among the items requested were the
following:
1. Tunnel changer.
2. Spot film and serialographic devices.
3. Angulation boards.
4. A rigid tabletop, in place of the litter currently in use.
5. Equipment that would permit easier handling of the patient for
roentgenography.
6. A moving Bucky-Potter diaphragm, on the ground that the factor of
movement of the grid (versus grid ratio) was all important in relation to
cleanup of scattered radiation and fogging.
7. A standard type of stereoscopic cassette changer (pp. 379 and 615).
8. A field stereoscope.
9. A field unit with an output of 100 ma., as compared with the 30 ma.
provided at the time.
10. More rugged equipment. Several radiologists told of seeing delicate
X-ray equipment dumped from rope loading baskets of ships onto docks and
of the serious damage that resulted.
These various demands were later studied at the Army School of Roentgenology and some equipment was modified (p. 89). Many of the requests,
however, were simply not practical. It was an easy matter, for instance, to
state the merits of the high amperage of commercial equipment without taking
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into consideration the difficulties of providing it in the field, where simplicity
of operation and assembly, limitations of weight, and variable sources of
power all were factors to be reckoned with. Ruggedness of equipment could
not be accomplished without increases in weight, which were, of course, undesirable. What many of these requests amounted to was the provision of
capabilities in field units that would match those of permanent commercial
installations, and in the field which was simply not possible.
CONCLUSIONS
The roentgenologic experience of World War II suggests certain conclusions in respect to equipment:
1. The imperative importance of having concepts, designs, and specifications in being at all times and ready for expansion.
2. The imperative importance of keeping specifications current; that is,
not only abreast of the current status of radiology but, if possible, ahead of it.
3. The necessity for equipment that is light, sturdy, adequately powered,
and easily transportable.
Observance of these requirements would reduce, if not eliminate, confusion and delay in the early stages of rapid mobilization and would help to
assure prompt attainment of production goals. The situation that prevailed
at the beginning of World War II should not be permitted to come to pass
again.
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CHAPTER V

Personnel Centers
Richard E. Kinzer, M.D.
The story of radiology in induction centers in the Zone of Interior in
World War II is chiefly the story of chest radiology for the detection of
pulmonary tuberculosis, so that men with this condition, as well as with other
significant pulmonary lesions, would be excluded from the Armed Forces.
The production of satisfactory chest roentgenograms and their interpretation
were the prime duty of the radiologists assigned to them. X-ray examinations of other parts of the body were carried out as indicated, but not
originally at induction centers, because of the lack of equipment.
The attention paid to pulmonary tuberculosis in World War II was a
natural outcome of the experience in France in World War I (1). There was
a high incidence of this disease in British and French troops there, and it
was occasionally found in newly arrived U.S. soldiers. Regulations designed
to exclude tuberculous subjects from service were rigid, but the stress was on
physical signs of the disease. The finding of moist rales on inspiration following cough, for instance, was in itself a sufficient cause for rejection. Little
use was made of X-rays, because radiographs were not then being produced
on a mass basis, and the interpretation of the films and the reliability of
radiologic diagnosis had not yet been fully established. Little was known
about clinically silent lesions, and no stress was placed on them, probably
because, on the poor roentgenograms then produced, minimal lesions were
not recognized.
The emphasis on physical findings in the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis that prevailed during World War I was continued after the war, and
the criteria then employed were repeated in MR (Mobilization Regulations)
1-5, issued in December 1932 (2).

DEVELOPMENTS BEFORE WORLD WAR H
Meantime, a different point of view was developing, and in the decade
before the United States entered World War II there was a notable increase
in the understanding of pulmonary tuberculosis, chiefly because of the development of refined radiologic equipment and techniques.' The Office of The
1 The account of the development of policies relating to pulmonary tuberculosis is told In detail
in volume II of the Internal Medicine Series in the history of the U.S. Army Medical Department
In World War 11 (S).
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Surgeon General was quite aware of these advances, and by 1935, chest X-rays
were required for all Regular Army troops going overseas as replacements,
for all officers entering the service, and for all enlisted men and officers on
their separation from service (4). By 1939, all Reserve officers reporting
for extended active duty were also given chest X-ray examinations (5).
Before describing official actions that led to the institution of chest
X-rays before induction in World War II, the activities of nonmilitary
groups might be mentioned. The National Tuberculosis Association, for
instance, conducted numerous discussions on the subject, and on 2 June 1941.
the managing director sent to The Surgeon General a resolution adopted by
the board of directors advocating universal chest X-rays for all recruited
personnel. The Committee on Military Affairs of the American College of
Chest Physicians advocated the same policy. The matter was frequently mentioned in the lay press, and on 14 April 1941, Time published an item captioned "TB Warning," stressing the great importance of chest X-rays of all
registrants to prevent induction of men with pulmonary tuberculosis.
OFFICIAL ACTIONS
On 8 September 1939, a week after the outbreak of World War II, the
President declared a Limited National Emergency. On 16 September 1940,
he approved Public Law 783, 76th Congress, the Selective Training and
Service Act of 1940. On 27 May 1941, he declared an Unlimited National
Emergency. On 18 August 1941, he approved Public Law 213, 77th Congress,
the extension of the Selective Service Act of the previous year. These dates
should be borne in mind in the account of radiologic activities that follows.
1939
The Professional Services Division, Office of The Surgeon General, of
which Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Charles C. Hillman, MC, was Director, had
interested itself, for a considerable time, in routine X-rays of the chest for
military personnel. In April 1939, on the recommendation of The Surgeon
General, The Adjutant General directed that chest X-rays be part of the
examination of all Reserve Corps officers to be commissioned in the Army
(5). Similar directions were again given for Regular Army officers in September 1940 (6). Physical standards were somewhat relaxed for officers
accepted for limited service, but there was no relaxation in connection with
pulmonary tuberculosis: The chest X-ray must be negative, and any other
chronic disease of the chest must be excluded. The same restrictions were
repeated in March 1942 (7).
During mobilization activities in November 1939, Colonel Hillman called
to the attention of the Executive Officer, Office of The Surgeon General, the
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inadequacy of ordinary physical examination of the chest to detect early
tuberculosis, as shown by the Army experience during and since World War I.
He mentioned the limited use of chest X-rays at the present time and the
possibility of the extension of the plan to include all recruits and draftees in
the event of the general mobilization of the Armed Forces already under
consideration. He also recommended that a board be appointed to investigate this possibility, and, if the plan was considered practical, to report on
the best method of implementing it and on the estimated cost.
As the result of this communication, Office Order No. 140, Office of The
Surgeon General, was issued on 14 November 1939, implementing the suggestion that a board be appointed (8). It was to consist of Colonel Hillman,
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Martin E. Griffin, MC, and Capt. (later Col.) Alfred
A. de Lorimier, MC. The report of the board, made on 14 August 1940, will
be summarized in its proper chronologic place (p. 105).
1940
In May of 1940, when the need for defensive mobilization of the
Armed Forces seemed imminent, the advice and assistance of the NRC
(National Research Council) was requested. Specifically, advice was sought
from the Subcommittee on Tuberculosis, Committee on Medicine, D)ivision of
Medical Sciences, which consisted of Dr. (later Colonel, MC) Esmond R.
Long, Chairman; Dr. J. Burns Amberson, later Chairman; Dr. Bruce H.
Douglas; Dr. Herbert R. Edwards; Dr. Paul P. McCain; and Dr. James J.
Waring.
This subcommittee, at the request of Colonel Hillman, met on 23 July
1940, to make immediate recommendations for revision of the criteria used in
the Army for the diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis (9). The meeting was
attended by representatives of the Medical Corps of the Army and the Navy
and of the U.S. Public Health Service.
The committee urgently recommended that chest X-rays be required for
all registrants under the Selective Service Act then under discussion in
Congress, the films to be supplemented by physical examination and laboratory studies as indicated. The rationale of the recommendation was the fact
that at least 75 percent of early tuberculosis could be diagnosed only by
X-ray examination. It was the opinion of those present that at least 1 percent of the male population of military age had the disease and that a high
proportion of the lesions detectable only by X-ray would break down under
the strain of military duty, making the hosts incapable of further service and
a menace to their comrades.
The committee -further pointed out that routine chest X-rays had other
advantages. They were more expeditious than physical examination. They
would detect conditions in the chest other than tuberculosis that would make
registrants unfit for military service. They would amply repay their cost by
the conservation of effective military manpower and the reduction of ultimate
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pension costs. Finally, they would furnish permanent and authoritative
records which might be useful in subsequent medicolegal adjustments.
The report of the board appointed by The Surgeon General in November
1939 to investigate the policy of routine chest X-rays was made on 14 August
1940, by Captain de Lorimier (10). It was concerned chiefly with ways and
means of implementing the plan. It was the opinion of the board that the
method adopted must be accurate and cheap and must be based on a longrange program, utilizing equipment owned by the Medical Department and
operated by its inherent personnel. The method must permit rapid production of roentgenograms, as well as rapid interpretation. The films must be
easy to file.
It seemed to the board that the photofluorographic methods recently
developed (p. 105) and utilizing 4- by 5-inch films best met these requirementfs (table 2). It therefore recommended that, as soon as the necessary
approval of the War Department could be secured and the necessary equipment provided, chest roentgenograms should be made routine for all military
personnel and for all Selective Service registrants.
TABLE

2.-Comparison of methods of conducting roentgenologic studies of the
cheat on a large 8calk (10)
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On 19 August 1940, The Surgeon General pointed out to The Adjutant
General that a large proportion of early cases of pulmonary tuberculosis
could be demonstrated only by X-ray (11). For this reason, he recommended
that a survey be made of all military personnel to identify those with the
disease and, further, that a method be developed to include chest X-ray as a
routine part of the preinduction medical examination.
The Adjutant General, in his reply, granted the desirability of universal
chest X-rays but did not consider it feasible to make the practice mandatory
at this time. On 25 October 1940, however, he issued a directive to the commanding generals of all corps areas and departments to the effect that chest
X-rays should be made on all Selective Service registrants when "underweight, pallor, abnormal chest findings, or suggestive personal or family
history" pointed to an increased likelihood of pulmonary disease (12). It was
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further directed that, when facilities were available and the practice would
not retard the flow of registrants through induction stations, X-rays of the
chest should be made routinely on all the men examined. If induction took
place ? -her than Army stations, arrangements for chest X-rays should be
made with state and civilian laboratories.
On 14 November 1940, The Adjutant General directed that medical
facilities of other Federal agencies be utilized as far as practical in preinduction X-ray examinations of the chest. On 9 January 1941 (13), it was directed
that X-ray examinations of the chest be part of the routine of examination
for all voluntary enlistments and reenlistments in the Regular Army and the
National Guard. The examinations were to be made at Army stations when
facilities were available, and otherwise at the first station of assignment.
1941
On 3 June 1941, The Adjutant General directed that X-rays of the chest
be routine in preinduction examinations for all Selective Service registrants,
so as to "exclude from induction those with pulmonary tuberculosis and other
significant intrathoracic defects (14)."
MOBILIZATION REGULATIONS
The new edition of "Standards of Physical Examination During Mobilization" (MR 1-9) that was issued on 31 August 1940 (15) contained many
of the recommendations of various subcommittees and committees of the
Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, including the Subcommittee on Tuberculosis. The same standards of physical examination during mobilization,
prescribed by Executive Order No. 8570 and signed by the President on .18
October 1940, which were contained in these regulations, continued in effect
throughout the war, though they were modified and reinterpreted in the
regulations successively issued on 15 March 1942 (16) ; 15 October 1942 (17) ;
and 19 April 1944 (18). The regulations of 15 March 1942 made the unqualified statement, "The chest examination will include a roentgenogram as well
as the usual methods of physical examination."
Criteria of Rejection
During World War II and in the period of mobilization immediately
before the United States entered the war, just as it had been in World War I,
active pulmonary tuberculosis (fig. 33) of whatever degree and whether
generalized or localized was an unqualified cause for rejection of the registrant, as was tuberculosis of the tracheobronchial lymph nodes. There were,
however, certain lesions about which some discretion was permitted and about
which there were some changes of opinion as the war progressed. They
included:
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FJiuG-z 33.-Moderately advanced pulmonary tuberculosis detected in routine roentgenogram of chest at Induction center, a
photoroentgen film of chest as originally produced on 4- x 5-inch film.

1. Fibroidle8io,.
These lesions were at first described as "small fibroid
lesions," and later as "scarred fibroid or fibrocalcific infiltrative tuberculous
lesions." Registrants with such lesions could be accepted tentatively if the
infiltrative lesion did not exceed a total area of 5 square centimeters. They
could be accepted without qualification if during a 6-month period the lesions
did not progress or regress. Unless, however, the lesions had a sharply defined
linear or nodular appearance on X-ray, the applicant was not accepted, even
if the measurements were within the criteria specified and were stable over
the 6-month period of observation. Much was left to the discretion of the
examiner, who was warned that lesions in men under 25 years of age were
more likely to be reactivated than similar lesions in subjects over this age.
It was realized that 6 months was an undesirably short period of observation,
but in the circumstances of war, a longer period was not considered practical.
A man with cavitation was never accepted.
2. Califed leaion.
Theoretically, a competent examining physician,
assisted by a competent radiologist, should have been able to determine the
status of registrants with calcified pulmonary lesions, but practically, in the
conditions that existed in induction stations, this was not true. Well-trained
professional personnel were not always available. Rapid examination was
necessary. Finally, all grades of calcification were encountered, from barely
perceptible nodules to huge, incompletely calcified masses. Personnel serving
at induction stations frankly confessed their inability to determine the status
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of these lesions and asked for guidance from the Office of The Surgeon
General. Colonel Hillman, in turn, asked the assistance of the Subcommittee
on Tuberculosis, NRC, and a meeting to discuss the matter was held on 17
May 1941 (19).
At this meeting it was pointed out that the experience of the first 6
months of operation under the Selective Service Act indicated the necessity
for arbitrary, rigid standards, and the decisions made were based on that
necessity, although several of the members present objected to what seemed
the subordination of clinical judgment to purely objective data.
The decisions arrived at represented a practical compromise. It was
agreed that large lesions and numerous lesions were more likely to present
hazards, since tubercle bacilli might remain viable in them and, under wartime circumstances, serve as a source for endogenous spread of the disease.
It was therefore decided that men with calcified lesions could be accepted for
service if (1) the residual lesions in intrathoracic lymph nodes did not exceed
an arbitrary limit of 1.5 cm. (measured on a single 14- by 17-inch film) and
(2) the total number present did not exceed 5. Those with calcified lesions
of the pulmonary parenchyma could be accepted if the number of lesions
present did not exceed 10. The diameter of any one of them might be, but
must not exceed, 1 cm., but all of the others must be under 0.5 cm. in diameter.
On the film, the lesions must appear isolated, sharply circumscribed, homogenous, and dense.
In many induction stations these criteria were applied with great
rigidity, and so much criticism arose that they were slightly liberalized
in MR 1-9, 15 October 1942 (17). The source of the difficulty, it was
believed, was that examining physicians and radiologists had failed to
use the "Standards of Physicial Examination During Mobilization" as "a
guide to their discretion," not to be construed too strictly or too arbitrarily,
as set forth in Section I. In the October 1942 regulations, therefore, a paragraph was added calling attention to this provision and stating that consideration be given to accepting registrants whose calcified lesions were apparently
well healed, who were otherwise in good health, who had a favorable past
history, and who were over 25 years of age. If necessary, the opinion of an
expert in pulmonary conditions should be sought. MR 1-9, 19 April 1944
(18), repeated these criteria, pointing out that well-calcified masses in adult
white subjects usually represented lesions that were entirely healed, but that
partly caseous masses in younger subjects, particularly nonwhite subjects,
were potentially hazardous.
There was no evidence during the war that calcified lesions were a significant source of morbidity, and the criteria employed during those years were
continued afterward.
Pleurisy.-Pleurisy, particularly pleurisy with effusion, is recognized as
possibly related to tuberculosis, and MR 1-9, 31 August 1940 (15), recognized
this possibility and cautioned against it but did not definitely list pleurisy
with effusion as a cause for rejection. The March and October 1942 issues of
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MR 1-9 (16, 17), however, were more specific, listing fibrinous or serofibrinous
pleurisy of both tuberculous and unknown origin as disqualifying. Registrants with a previous history of pleurisy were to be studied with particular
care, and those with chronic fibrous pleurisy of such a degree as to cause
retraction of the chest wall and mediastinum were to be rejected, as were
those whose roentgenograms showed densities sufficient to obscure completely
a considerable section of the pulmonary markings.
These same issues of MR 1-9 and the April 1944 issue (18) stated that a
registrant with an authenticated history of pleural effusion of unknown origin
within 5 years of the examination should not be accepted. Similarly, a history of acute or subacute fibrinous pleurisy known to be nontuberculous in
omigin was also disqualifying until a final examination showed recovery
without disqualifying sequelae.
Other pulmonary lesions.-Registrants with nontuberculous lesions of
the chest were frequently aware of them, but in numerous instances they were
first revealed by X-ray at the induction station. Specific instructions were
given to reject registrants with spontaneous pneumothorax (fig. 34), chronic
bronchitis, bronchiectasis, bronchial asthma, bullous and generalized pulmonary emphysema, cystic disease, silicosis, other forms of pulmonary fibrosis, tbscess, mycotic disease, foreign bodies, and tumors of the lung and upper
respiratory system. Many interesting and unusual anomalies were noted at
the induction centers, and radiology played an important diagnostic role in
all of them.

FACILITIES
The early induction stations were set up in National Guard armories,
converted warehouses, and other buildings that could be utilized for the
purpose. Radiologic equipment was set up according to the conditions.
Eventually, better physical facilities were provided, in buildings specially
constructed or reconstructed for the purpose. Water supplies for the X-ray
departments were then greatly improved, and facilities were provided to dry
films more rapidly.
A limited use was made of traveling teams sent out to examine registrants in concentrations near their homes, instead of having them come to
the induction stations. Any building available was used, and some of them
proved admirably suited for the necessary examinations. In one area, the
fourth floor of a hospital was used, together with the hospital X-ray equipment. In another area, a state prison was used (fig. 35). An X-ray department was available here, and chest roentgenograms were made and were ready
for interpretation before the examining team arrived.

METHODS
Up to 1940, the technique employed in mass surveys of the chest chiefly
involved the roll paper method of Power X-Ray Products, Inc., Glen Cove,
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34.-Photoroentgen stereo films of chest produced on 4- by 10-inch
films. A. Massive bilateral pneumothorax. B. Normal-appearing chest.

FIGURE

N.Y. (20). This technique had been used extensively in civilian surveys, in
Civilian Conservation Camps, and in certain Army installations.
In 1939, just when the question of mass surveys in the Army was beginning to be seriously debated, de Abreu (21) introduced a method of fluorography (roentgen photography) by which a photograph of the fluoroscopic
image of the chest could be made on a 35-ram. film. Lindberg (22) introduced
a modification of the method. The following year, Potter and his associates
(23), in collaboration with the General Electric X-Ray Corp., Chicago, Ill.,
introduced another method of photographing the fluoroscopic image of the
chest, by a technique that involved the use of 4- by 5-inch films.
It was the last of these methods that was recommended by the board
appointed by The Surgeon General in November 1939 when it made its report
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FIGURE

35.- - Tnductioni station tenam in action, Illinois State Prison.
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(p. 111). It is interesting, too, that even the medical officers most critical of
the decision of the board gave Major de Lorimier solid backing when they
attended his course at the Army Medical School at Walter Reed General
Hospital, Washington, D.C., and received instruction in the correct use of this
technique. Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel, MC) Frederick K. Herpel
wrote in 1961:
The writer early in 1942 became convinced that examination of the chest by the

photoroentgen method was superior to the examination by flat film study. Many comparisons between photoroentgen films lead you to the Inescapable conclusion that time
and efficiency would be served by relying on the photoroentgenographic film findings
alone, recommending rejection of inductees where indicated without time-consuming hospitalization and reference to already overworked base and station hospitals. I believe
this was justified at the time, and that a review of the cases of tuberculosis which developed in the Army after induction will bear this out.

The first mass X-rays of the chest in induction stations had to be made
with the equipment and films available, and for a time the Power roll paptr
films continued to be widely used. City and county health departments, units
of the National Tuberculosis Association, and other organizations were
extremely helpful in supplying equipment until the equipment for the new
technique could be produced. By the spring of 1941, 45 induction stations
were supplied with the necessary equipment, and by the end of the war
practically every station was using photoroentgenography; 14- by 17-inch
films were used for conveidtional X-ray study to supplement 4- by 5-inch
films whenever the latter were not definitive.
The only difficulties that arose with any films occurred in certain parts
of the South, when damage from excessive heat sometimes made them
unusable.

EQUIPMENT
As Captain de Lorimier pointed out in the report of the board appointed
by The Surgeon General in November 1939 (10), the problem was to provide
a screening or case-finding procedure, not an essentially diagnostic procedure.
For this purpose, small films were practical and efficient. Large film studies
(stereoscopic, oblique, and lateral views) should be obtained whenever preliminary findings were in any way doubtful.
The screening procedure adopted (and variously termed reduction roentgenography, photofluorography, and photoroentgenography) was based upon
recording photographically the image produced upon a fluoroscopic screen.
With the candidate standing in front of the fluoroscopic screen and positioned
in the conventional manner, the X-rays were directed through him and
became effective upon the fluoroscopic screen. A lens or camera arrangement,
incorporated on the fluorescent side of the screen and properly protected
against extraneous light, provided for recording the image.
The apparatus required for this procedure consisted of:
1. A fluorescent screen, several types of which were available when the
program was begun.
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2. A lens with a uniform refractory power of approximately F 1.5.
When lenses of slower refractory powers or speed were used, the exposure
requirements were more than doubled, which meant that considerably greater
punishment was inflicted upon the X-ray tube, whose life was concomitantly
shorter.
3. Films of the smallest grain size possible, to enhance clarity of detail.
Since recording of the fluorescent image was essentially a photographic and
not a radiographic procedure, only the principles and practices of photography were involved. It was therefore the practice to use sensitized film with
an emulsion coated only on one side of the transparent support rather than
the duplitized filn used conventionally in X-ray work. It was considered
advisable, to meet the "requirements of almost automatic coordination with
the other members of the technical examining team," to include on a single
film the two projections made of each candidate. This plan had several
advantages. It lessened possible confusion in the darkroom and prevented
the bottleneck which could have occurred if the two exposures made of each
man had to be matched with each other. The plan also saved the services
of one technician.
4. A film holder, which, to provide for true stereoscopic projections, permitted automatic shifting of the film.
5. An X-ray unit of high milliamperage capacity, so that exposure time
could be reduced to values whereby movements of the pulmonary vessels and
voluntary movements would not introduce difficulties. Units of smaller milliamperages could be used and were, but with them the exposure time had to
be increased.
The most desirable tube was a stationary anode tube, with an effective
focal spot dimension of not less than 5 mm. square as projected. Since it was
necessary to make two exposures per minute, a tube of smaller focal spot
dimensions could not be expected to withstand the rapidity of the heavy loads
required, particularly when stereoscopic pairs were to be obtained.
The standard U.S. Army portable grid was satisfactory. With it, it was
merely necessary to increase the milliampere-second value to twice that which
would be used without it, though this technique meant a considerable increase
in the punishment of the X-ray tube. The use of a grid was considered
necessary only in candidates with chest measurements of 23 cm. or more.
6. Standard film processing equipment, to provide for the use of large
roentgenograms when they were indicated. The time-temperature method of
processing was recommended, to insure uniformity of results.

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
Officers.-Once routine X-ray examinations in induction stations were
decided upon, the problem of personnel and their training arose. The task of
interpreting the films was not, of course, as simple a matter as some of the
discussion concerning it might suggest. Until enough Army personnel could
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be secured, radiologists in induction stations frequently consisted of local
personnel who worked part time, usually part of the day for a certain number
of days each month. Some of these radiologists were distinguished members
of the profession. In Baltimore, Md., films were interpreted by a group of
radiologists selected by the Committee on Medical Defense of the Medical and
Chirurgical Faculty of Medicine at the University of Maryland School of
Medicine, and other plans were used in other large cities. In smaller communities, the responsibility could be carried by one or two civilian radiologists. The Subcommittee on Tuberculosis, NRC, furnished the Office of The
Surgeon General with lists of qualified experts in tuberculosis, graded in four
categories on an arbitrary scale, and the lists were distributed to corps area
commanders according to localities.
The Army personnel who eventually staffed most of the induction centers
were young radiologists recently out of training, or still in training, or men
without any radiologic training who had accepted commissions in the Reserve
on graduation. The American Board of Radiology permitted those called up
before completion of their residency to obtain credit for up to a year of their
military service.
Most of these radiologists were trained in the Army School of Roentgenology, at first at Walter Reed General Hospital and later at Memphis,
Tenn. (p. 30), under Colonel de Lorimier. For officers with good radiologic
training, the course was limited to 2 to 12 weeks, but the training was conducted so vigorously that a great deal was accomplished. Courses were
longer for radiologists with little or no training. Many of the men trained
in these courses remained at the induction centers in the Zone of Interior for
2 and 3 years, and there was general testimony to the excellence of their work.
During their training, the medical officers were taught the use of 4- by
5-inch films and the equipment for them, as well as the standards of interpretation in MR 1-9, War Department TM (Technical Manual) 12-221 (26),
and other Army and civilian publications. One of the most useful of these
publications was "Diagnostic Standards and Classification of Tuberculosis,"
published by the National Tuberculosis Association (27).
When Colonel Long was appointed Chief, Tuberculosis Section, Office of
The Surgeon General, in July 1942, he spent a considerable part of his time
in visits to induction stations and in coordinating the work in this field. His
visits proved highly effective in improving X-ray examinations and the interpretation of films. The atlas on chest radiology (28) which he was instrumental in producing was an extremely useful publication; it contained
examples of every lesion mentioned in the section on lungs and chest wall in
MR 1-9.
The turnover of military roentgenologists later in the war made it difficult to maintain consistently high standards of interpretation of films, especially after V-E Day and V-J Day, when the work was done by officers who
were assigned to separation centers and about to be separated themselves
(p. 115).
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Technicians.-Enlisted technicians were an essential part of the operation of X-ray sections in induction centers, and the turnover among them was
always a problem. Eventually, some limited service personnel were trained
for this work and proved very satisfactory. Until then, radiologic teams were
constantly losing physically fit, well-trained technicians for oversea service.
Before the war ended, civilian personnel were also employed in many induction centers.
Induction station X-ray sections were originally set up, as already mentioned, to handle only chest work. Those who needed X-rays of the gastrointestinal tract, spine, skull, and other parts of the body were sent to other
Federal facilities or to civilian clinics. Radiologists assigned to these stations
therefore had the onerous task of examining chest films, and nothing but
chest films, for many hours each day. The monotony of their work was their
chief complaint, as a number of personal accounts indicate (p. 115).

RADIOLOGIC ROUTINE
While the routine of examination varied from induction station to induction station, most preferred to have the chest X-ray taken as the first, or
almost the first, procedure, so that the films would be ready for interpretation by the time the registrant had completed the remainder of his examination. There had been no previous X-ray examination at the Selective Service
Board. Registrants were examined there, but only to weed out those with
obvious deformities or advanced diseases, who could not possibly be considered for military service. Those sent to induction centers were presumably fit
for service. The preliminary screening by the local board was reasonably
accurate early in the war. Later, when the demands for manpower grew
increasingly urgent, it ceased to be of value because the boards began to send
to the induction stations personnel who could not possibly be considered for
service (fig. 34). It was not uncommon for men to arrive in wheelchairs, and
at least one induction station reported examining a man in the third stage
of silicotuberculosis with such dyspnea it was difficult to secure a satisfactory
radiograph of his chest.
Examination of registrants was on an assembly line basis; the numbers
permitted nothing else. The usual routine called for 50 radiographs per hour,
and 300 per day was considered an optimum load. When the calls were
urgent, however, more than 500 stereoscopic films were made per day, and
occasionally a thousand exposures were recorded. In the larger induction
centers, several X-ray units were often operated at the same time.
It was considered desirable to read dry rather than wet films, and many
ingenious plans were instituted to reduce the drying time. Wet films were never
examined stereoscopically. It was not considered mandatory that films be
studied by third-dimensional projection, but it was considered highly important that the tube be shifted between the two exposures, in order to
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reveal the topographical relations of any suspicious densities that might be
visualized.
Handling of Films
The processing of the X-rays was regarded as the critical part of the
procedure, since films were to become part of the man's permanent record.
The aim was to process them so that they would be available for at least
40 years. Since poorly washed films are likely to turn brown within 6 months,
information on proper methods of processing was continuously disseminated
during the war.
The method of identifying films and the container in which they were
placed was standard in all induction stations (fig. 36). All of the data were
on the film when the exposure was made and all that was necessary later was
the addition of the serial number.
By previous agreement with the Medical Director of the VA (Veterans'
Administration), films made on induction of all personnel, as well as the films
made on their discharge (p. 114) , were sent to the VA where they were filed
serially by Army serial number (29). These films eventually constituted the
largest collection of the kind in the world.
The VA depository has proved its worth since the war. On numerous
occasions, the use of these films has supplemented studies made of pulmonary
disease in civilian life. Private physicians have also found these films most
useful in comparative studies of their patients. The routine of procurement
was at first somewhat slow and cumbersome, but later became swift and
efficient.
Rejections and deferments.-At the beginning of the X-ray program,
the films of individuals who had been rejected (and about whose rejection
there was no question) were sent to the State headquarters of Selective
Service. Films of men deferred for borderline conditions were retained at
Army examining stations for comparison with films to be made later. In
practice, this plan did not work very well, and the plan was then adopted of
sending these films back to local boards, where they were held until the
registrant returned for further examination.
CRITIQUE OF PROGRAM
Estimates vary as to the number of persons who underwent radiographic
examination of the chest in the Zone of Interior during World War II. Exact
figures are not available. In September 1941, it was estimated from a survey
that had been made that 50 percent of the men inducted into the Army up to
1 March 1941 had had chest X-rays (30). Col. Arden Freer, MC, in 1944,
set it at 10 percent of the total population of the country (31). Dr. Long set
it at 20 million persons, his estimate including Army enlistment stations and
the joint Army-Navy induction stations (3).
The program, of course, was not all inclusive. For a variety of reasons,
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chiefly lack of proper equipment and personnel, the percentage of examinations varied widely in different corps areas early in the war, though after
the first of April 1942, very few candidates for induction escaped examination. Dr. Long estimated that perhaps a million enlisted men were accepted
for service without chest X-rays, though many-perhaps most-of these were
later examined at reception or basic training centers.
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In World War I, when, as already noted, exclusion from service was
based almost entirely on the results of physical examination, the rejection rate
for tuberculosis, actual or suspected, among men examined by local boards
and at camps was 2.3 percent. In World War II, when exclusion was chiefly
on roentgenographic evidence, it averaged less than 1 percent during the
entire period of mobilization. In World War I, tuberculosis led the list of
causes of separations for disability, accounting for 11.1 percent of the total
number and 13.5 percent of the separations due to disease. In World War II,
it accounted for only 1.9 percent of all discharges for disability from disease.
The decrease is to be explained in part by the lowered incidence of tuberculosis when the United States entered World War II, but it is chiefly to be
explained by the greatly improved procedure of excluding candidates at
induction centers (3).
The reliance on X-ray examination in World War II is in striking contrast to the low estate in which this modality was held during World War I.
Matson's comment was typical (32): "As compared with the physical examination, the roentgenological examination, even when done by an expert,
occupies a place of secondary importance in the diagnosis of tuberculosis of
clinical significance."
The principal criticism of routine X-ray examination in World War II
was that too much reliance was placed upon it. Myers (33), one of the
critics of the program, considered it a major error not to have employed
tuberculin tests also. Theoretically, the criticism is perhaps sound. Practically, it would have been impossible to employ this test in the conditions in
which men passed through the induction stations. It would have been necessary, in addition to the time required to read the tests, to hold possibly 4
million men with positive tests for special observation, re-X-rays, and other
procedures that would have choked the channels of induction and further
complicated procedures at separation centers after the war.
There were undoubtedly errors of both acceptance and rejection to be
charged against the X-ray program. Certain postwar investigations (34)
show that about half of the men discharged for tuberculosis in the course of
the war had the disease in a radiographically detectable form when they were
accepted for service and that their lesions had been overlooked in error. Presumably, some of the remaining men who were discharged had old lesions, not
detectable by X-ray, which broke down under the strain of military service.
This study bore out a fact recognized when the program was instituted, that a
certain human fallibility in the interpretation of films will always occur;
radiologists do not always agree with each other, nor on rereading the same
films after intervals do they always agree with themselves.
The principal error of the X-ray program was that too many men with
lesions of doubtful stability were accepted. On the other hand, probably too
many were rejected for lesions visible in films but clinically of no consequence.
The error in this respect was generally considered excusable in view of the
uncertain prognosis of infiltrative (calcified) lesions in young men. The
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regional differences in rejections for these lesions became clearer when postwar studies suggested that histoplasmosis rather than pulmonary tuberculosis
might have been responsible for a certain percentage of them (35).
The imperfections and possible risks of mass X-ray survey of the chest in
candidates for the Armed Forces was fully recognized when the program was
instituted. Quite aside from the defects inherent in the techirique employed,
errors were due to the necessity for speed; the constant sh,
- es of fully
qualified personnel; and the fatigue incident to overwork in
v led induction stations. On the other hand, the screening method adopted i,as the only
one practical under the program instituted by the Medical Department. It
eliminated the majority of active cases of tuberculosis and provided a body
of troops as nearly free from the disease as was possible in the circumstances.
It should be pointed out again that the X-ray survey of candidates for
induction demonstrated pulmonary diseases other than tuberculosis and
abnormalities and on several occasions revealed metastatic pulmonary lesions
from primary malignancies not previously recognized.

SEPARATION CENTERS
To complete the record, a few words might be said about the role of
X-ray examination in separation centers, though the story is much the same
as it was in induction centers. In many instances, in fact, the separation
centers were in the same location as induction centers, the facilities of which
were simply transferred to the new mission.
Even before the United States entered World War II, provision had been
made, in July 1941, for roentgenography as part of the terminal examination
of both officers and enlisted men. The precise procedures were later outlined
in other War Department publications (TM 8-255, 10 September 1945 (36);
and TM 12-222, 15 October 1944 and 20 September 1945 (37)). The examinations were to be made on stereoscopic films 4- by 5-inch, and larger films (14by 17-inch) were to be used if the smaller films were not fully diagnostic.
Whenever borderline lesions were discovered, in which stability could not
be determined clinically and radiologically, the men were sent to hospitals for
observation, and the films made on their induction were obtained from the
VA files and studied comparatively. This practice was of great value, particularly when the routine began to operate so smoothly that no time was lost
in the procurement of the earlier films.
Further details of the disposition of men with chest lesions discovered in
separation centers are not part of the story of radiology in World War II;
but it might be mentioned that, though the majority of the lesions were minimal and the numbers of men involved were not great, the VA was not then
prepared to handle the patients and the Army had to expand its facilities to
take care of them.
Unfortunately, many of the errors made at induction centers early in the
war were repeated at separation centers after the war was over, and for the
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same reasons, the need for haste and the shortages of qualified personnel to
handle the workload. Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel, MC) Dionisie M.
Sirca recollected in 1961 that at Camp McCoy, Wis., as many as 3,300 men
were sometimes processed each 24 hours, and the four radiologists who were
on duty worked from 8 o'clock in the morning until the work was finished,
which was often late at night. In other separation centers, processing was
conducted in three shifts, around the clock, which required radiologists to be
on duty around the ul•uck; because of shortages of personnel, an 8-hour shift
on duty was often extended to 12 hours and sometimes more.
Another reason for errors has already been mentioned, that radiologists
who were handling the examinations were many of them due for prompt
separation themselves. The result was frequent changes of personnel, and,
regrettably, a frequent lack of interest in anything but their own separation.
If a similar situation should arise in the future, provision should be made
for better control of such centers, and the radiologic department should be
staffed, as the World War II separation centers usually were not, for the
maximum workloads likely to be encountered.
X-ray service necessary at ports of embarkation was usually provided by
adjacent station or general hospitals. The Station Hospital, Fort Hamilton,
Brooklyn, N.Y., for instance, served the New York Port of Embarkation in
this capacity, and the same situation prevailed at other ports of embarkation.
SPECIAL EXPERIENCES
Service at induction centers always had elements of monotony, but the
work had to be done, and medical officers who took advantage of their
opportunities derived positive values from it, as the following summarized
experiences show:
Dr. (formerly Major, MC) Burton L. Williams wrote in 1961:
I served at Fort Bragg, N.C., for about a year, approximately half of which was
spent at the induction and separation center. There were usually four or five of us on
this duty. The others, like myself, were on 8-hour shifts and rotated through both day
and night. The films were all photofluorograms on the selectees. They were read wet
and I'm sure were subject to many errors. We did approximately 100 of these an hour.
The films of the inductees and officers being separated were on 14- x 17-inch films and
were read dry. There were about 300 of these and there should have been very little
error in this group. I would say that this was the low point of my Army career. None
of the radiologists were pleased with the tremendous number of wet readings and all of
us felt that normal errors were unavoidable.

Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel, MC) Richard Schatzki, also in 1961,
wrote as follows:
I spent 3 months in the induction station at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.. and another 3 months
at the induction station at Baltimore. In both places, civilian radiologists had appointments to read films although an Army radiologist was present full time at the stations.
In other words, I found myself confronted with a large number of civilian consultants,
some of them excellent, others not so good. If I had intended to-and apparently some
of my predecessors did so--I could have confined myself to the supervision of the admlnis-
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trative aspects of the station. For this, someone with radiological knowledge would
not have been necessary. On the other hand, as soon as I started to work actively at
these stations the consultants really became superfluous. I believe that there are two
ways in which this could be handled in the future. There could either be an Army
radiologist at the station, who would run the station administratively and professionally,
or if not enough Army radiologists should be available for such an arrangement, the
civilian radiologist could do the professional work and the nonradiological officer could
run the administrative side. The assignment to such an induction station is professionally
obviously not so desirable as one to a hospital. However, it need not be quite so boring
as it might appear. A younger man may learn quite a bit about the broad spectrum of
normal variations. I have even found that one does not have to be really that young in
radiology to get a certain stimulation from such a cross section examination of the
population.

Finally, Dr. (formerly Colonel, MC) Joseph Levitin, again in 1961.
wrote:
I, as a major in the Medical Reserve, was called to active duty the 17th of December,
1941, and assigned to recruiting and inductive service, Ninth Corps Area. This was
located in San Francisco, which was also the headquarters of the Ninth Corps Area.
This was to be a temporary assignment and I was to establish a photoroentgen unit
which was to be installed in all the induction stations. At the time I reported, physical
examinations for induction were taking place at the State armory, but plans were already
underway for the moving to a central location of their own. Until the photoroentgen
equipment arrived, chest X-rays were being made in private laboratories. Arrangements
had been made with private radiologists to take chest films on the Inductees. Fifteen to
twenty men at a time were transported by truck (supplied by the Quartermaster Corps)
to the various private offices. Reports were submitted that day.
I busied myself with plans of the new installation, although information as to what
to expect was minimal * * 0. In the new installation, it was decided that the inductees
would first visit the laboratory, leave a specimen of urine, have their blood drawn, then
have the chest X-ray. From there they would proceed along the usual routine of their
physical examination. By the time they arrived for the final evaluation, the chest films
would be processed and I would read them wet unless further study was needed.
In the construction of the X-ray room, no provision was made for insulating the
radiographic room. No lead for the walls was included in the construction plans. The
Ninth Corps Area Headquarters was still in San Francisco, but was in the process of
moving to Salt Lake City. "There was nobody at Ninth Corps Area aware of the problem
of the Installation of radiographic equipment. After being turned down by Medical
Supply, and by the Quartermaster (as an item, lead was not on their list), I finally
landed at Engineer Corps. There I was told to go ahead and purchase some lead on the
market and submit the bill to the surgeon of the Ninth Corps Area. Fortunately, I
had been in private practice in San Francisco and had had the experience of installing
X-ray equipment In my own office and hospitals and I knew at once where it could be
purchased, so without further delay the walls were properly leaded * * 0
When the equipment arrived, we had a General Electric photoroentgen unit, a
Picker tube stand, a Westinghouse transformer, and a Machlett tube. There were about
a dozen hangers of a slot type, the type used with lantern slides, which would hold
three 4 x 5 films. Our films were taken stereo, with two exposures to a 4 x 10 film.
There was no dryer.
The greatest problem we had was the wear on the tube. Even though we kept
within the ratings of the tube the heat dissipation was not rapid enough. A rotating
anode tube was required. We were processing up to 400 men a day and completing the
examination by 1:00 P.M. At the rate we were going the tube would not last for
10,000 exposures and more likely only 5,000. I wrote to the surgeon of the Ninth Corps
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Area requesting a rotating anode tube and brought the
officer. The train left for the reception center at Monterey
not processed In time for that train it meant a hotel
Francisco, which was a greater cost than a new tube per
the processing through and replace X-ray tubes.

situation to my commanding
at 1:00 P.M. If the men were
room and two meals in San
day. It was decided to rush
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CHAPTER VI

Named General Hospitals in the Zone of Interior
A. Bradley Soule, M.D., and Benjamin Copleman, M.D.

Section I. Administrative Considerations
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The history of radiology in the named general hospitals in the Zone of
Interior during World War II has not been easy to prepare. Annual reports
were required from all these hospitals, it is true, but it is perhaps a tribute
to the taken-for-granted excellence of the radiologic service in them that in
many respects the account of the service in the reports was almost perfunctory.
Many times, the report of the succeeding year was little more than a repetition
of the report of the preceding year.
Complimentary as this situation may be to radiology, it is not conducive
to the preparation of a detailed history. In addition, the death of Col. Byrl
R. Kirklin, MC, Consultant in Radiology, Office of The Surgeon General,
while this volume was still in the planning stage, removed an invaluable source
of information on general hospitals in the Zone of Interior (and on a great
many other subjects). It has been possible for the authors of this chapter to
prepare it only because of the generous help they received from many of their
confreres who served in these hospitals during the war and who took the
time to search out their personal papers and to write their personal recollections. Their names are listed elsewhere (p. xxiii).
By Army regulations, general hospitals had the mission of studying, observing, and treating the more obscure and complicated cases. The mission of
their departments of radiology is implicit in that statement. It would not
be possible to care for such patients without the aid of diagnostic radiology.
The 66 general hospitals in the Zone of Interior during World War II
operated for varying periods of time (1). Barnes General Hospital, Vancouver, Wash., received its first patient on 16 April 1941, 8 months before the
United States entered the war, and disposed of its last patient on 14 December
1945. Ream General Hospital, Palm Beach, Fla., became operational on 10
September 1943 and received its last patient on 21 July 1944. It had been
an Army Air Forces station hospital before it began to operate as a general
hospital. A few other general hospitals had also served as Army Air Forces
119
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station hospitals. Four general hospitals served camps in the Zone of Interior: U.S. Army General Hospital, Camp Butner, N.C., U.S. Army General
Hospital, Camp Carson, Colo., U.S. Army General Hospital, Camp Edwards,
Mass., and U.S. Army General Hospital, Camp Pickett, Va. These hospitals,
formerly Army Service Forces station hospitals, began to function as general
hospitals on 30 January 1945, and all reverted to the camps they were serving
between December 1945 and April 1946.
The bed capacity of the named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior
ranged from 921 beds at Darnall General Hospital, Danville, Ky., to 5,350
beds at Halloran General Hospital on Staten Island, N.Y.
Practically every general hospital served as a center for one or more
specialties. Kennedy General Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., served as a center
for neurology, general and orthopedic surgery, thoracic surgery, neurosurgery,
and psychiatry. Halloran General Hospital served as a center for neurology,
general and orthopedic surgery, and neurosurgery, and several hundred patients were under definitive specialized treatment there at all times. Its principal function, however, was the reception of casualties from overseas, who
were retained only long enough for triage, to be certain that they were in
condition to be moved to other hospitals throughout the country for further
care. DeWitt General Hospital, Auburn, Calif., which was a center for
general medicine, neurology, neurosurgery, vascular surgery, and psychiatry,
made, at the peak of its operation, from 3,000 to 3,600 diagnostic roentgenograms per month and had from 700 to 800 orthopedic patients in its wards at
all times. The hospital at Camp Forrest, Tullahoma, Tenn., Prisoner of War
Hospital No. 2, was, as its name implies, operated entirely for prisoners of
war. It was formerly an Army Service Forces station hospital. It had a bed
capacity of 2,500 and operated from 21 October 1944 to 15 December 1945.
It must also be remembered that, while most of the population of the
general hospitals in the Zone of Interior was military, some of these installations also served dependents of officers and servicemen, maternity patients, and
retired officers and their wives and dependents. The ages of the patients thus
ranged from pediatric to geriatric. Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., had a notably wide range of patients.
The organization of the radiologic department in any general hospital
depended upon the volume of its work and its specialized mission. The services which radiology was called upon to supply are obvious in the statements
just made about general hospitals and will be pointed out in detail later in
this chapter.
General hospitals in the Zone of Interior had opportunities for special
studies and research projects which were difficult or actually impossible in
general hospitals overseas. These studies are also discussed later in this
chapter (p. 166).
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ORGANIZATION AND ROUTINE
In most general hospitals, at the beginning of U.S. participation in World
War II, the X-ray department was a subsection of the surgical service. In
many hospitals, before the war ended, it was a separate service, reporting
directly to the commanding officer.
In newly constructed hospitals, radiologic personnel had to develop their
own organization and routine. In hospitals which had previously operated,
the existing organization could usually be continued, though often with some
modifications. In an occasional hospital, such as Walter Reed General Hospital, organization and routines were so efficient that practically no modification
was necessary in them during the entire war, beyond such changes as were
required by the increasing workload. Col. William LeR. Thompson, MC,
had been chief of the radiologic service until September 1942, when he was
succeeded by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Aubrey 0. Hampton, MC.
Each hospital devised its own working routine, based upon requisitions
sent in the day before the examination was desired. The requisition on
standard form WD MD 55K, Radiologic Report, specified the part of the
body to be examined and the provisional diagnosis. Emergency and bedside
examinations were clearly indicated. Films were numbered in sequence. A
simple daybook was kept, which contained essential data (usually the patient's
serial number and name, the type of examination, the provisional diagnosis,
the number of films used and their size, and special notes when they were
warranted). Reports and films were filed by whatever plan the individual
hospital devised. Films were usually filed numerically and reports, by the
patient's serial number or name or, occasionally, under both categories.
Many hospitals made it a practice to keep special records of interesting
or unusual cases, for use at conferences, for later analyses, or for other
reasons. Such a record, handwritten, was carefully kept at Walter Reed
General Hospital, and the book in which the material was entered had become
of great value when it disappeared, whether by careless handling or pilferage
was never discovered.
It was most important, from every standpoint, that when special examinations were ordered, such as gastrointestinal studies, barium enemas, and
cholecystograms and similar procedures, the patients should be properly prepared for them. Each ward officer was provided with the precise details to be
followed for each study. As a rule, the routine of preparation was essentially
the same as that used in civilian departments of radiology. The instructions
used at Bruns General Hospital, Santa Fe, N.Mex., were incorporated in the
"Professional Manual" adapted for use there by Maj. George J. Kastler, MC,
Chief, Medical Service, from the standing operating procedures used at
Lovell General Hospital, Ayers, Mass.
The efficiency of an X-ray department was largely judged by the speed
with which it produced films and reported them. At Thayer General Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn., the chief of the service, Maj. Joseph McK. Ivie, MC, required
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that films be read three times daily and that the dictation be given directly
to the typist. This plan permitted the majority of reports to be placed on
the patients' charts the day of the examination, thus expediting their treatment and, in turn, expediting the turnover of hospital beds. It required,
however, what a good many hospitals did not have, typists capable of taking
dictation directly on the machine.
PERSONNEL
Medical Officers
The subject of radiologic officers is fully covered elsewhere in this volume
(p. 19) and not much need be said about it in this chapter.
The chiefs of service in named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior
were usually qualified radiologists, many of them teachers in medical schools
and most of them already certified by the American Board of Radiology. The
others had sufficient, or almost sufficient, qualifications for certification. It was
entirely logical that well-qualified men should head these radiologic services,
for, as already pointed out, the most difficult and most obscure cases found
their way to general hospitals, particularly to those in which multiple specialty centers were located. Each named general hospital was by its very
nature a center for diagnostic radiology. Moreover, all specialty centers were
cooperative endeavors. Their success was in large measure due to that fact,
and in all of them, there was obvious need for skilled radiologic service.
A few of the smaller general hospitals had only one radiologist. The
larger hospitals had two or, occasionally, three, though the assistants were
frequently less well trained than the chief and were occasionally officers who,
with little or no radiologic experience, were, however, able to work competently under proper supervision.
It was not possible, of course, particularly as the war progressed and the
need for radiologists increased, to permit officers to select their own assignments, but the staffing of the service at Walter Reed General Hospital presents
an interesting illustration of how far, when circumstances permitted, the
Office of The Surgeon General would go to secure radiologists of the highest
standing and experience. Dr. Hampton, Radiologist in Chief at Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, and Associate in Radiology at the Harvard Medical
School, was eager to volunteer for service, but neither the hospital nor the
school would release him unless he were given rank and position equivalent to
his civilian rank and position. The Surgeon General initiated the fulfillment
of these requirements by offering him a colonelcy and the position of Chief,
Radiology Service, Walter Reed General Hospital. He was also given the
privilege of choosing his assistant. He named for this position Capt. George
M. Wyatt, MC, also a diplomate of the American Board of Radiology. The
workload at this hospital was always heavy, and during most of the war, the
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diagnostic X-ray section operated with 3 radiologists, 18 noncommi-sioned
and enlisted technicians, a civilian stenographer, and 4 civilian file clerks.
In a few of the general hospitals in the Zone of Interior, Medical Administrative Corps officers were assigned to X-ray services and were .able to
handle a great deal of the routine of administration, leaving the chief of
service more time for his professional responsibilities.
Circumstances at times militated against the most efficient use of both
personnel and equipment. At Tilton General Hospital, Wrightstown, N.J.,
for instance, two radiology sections were operated, one at the hospital proper
and the other at Fort Dix, a mile away. Both departments were well equipped,
but the division required more personnel than a single service would have
required.
Enlisted Personnel
In hospitals of the Zone of Interior, as in hospitals overseas, enlisted
technicians performed invaluable work both qualitatively and quantitatively.
At Fitzsimons General Hospital in Denver, Colo., for instance, seven enlisted
and seven civilian technicians carried out 61,303 examinations in 1945. The
training of technicians is discussed in detail elsewhere (p. 40), but it should
be pointed out here that many technicians who assumed their duties after
only limited theoretical training, and with little or no practical experience, by
energy and devotion developed into highly competent personnel. More than
one hospital report mentioned that, as time passed, a greatly increased workload was carried by fewer technicians than had been required for smaller
loads, the explanation being increased experience, hard work, long hours, and
the men's desire to do their part in helping to win the war.
Radiology departments in general hospitals had to provide 24-hour service, and night and Sunday calls were always the responsibility of enlisted
personnel, since civil service, under which all civilian employees worked, made
no provision for on-call status. This problem was nicely solved at Battey
General Hospital, Rome, Ga., and Halloran General Hospital, where Seventh
Day Adventists, who for religious reasons wished to be off duty on Saturdays,
willingly took over the Sunday duties.
Technicians were always in short supply, and many competent men were
lost to named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior when they received
oversea assignments. In the early days of the war, enlisted men were replaced by Wacs. Later, as Wacs were also sent overseas, the departments
were largely manned by civilians and enlisted personnel who had been
physically disqualified for oversea service. In 1944 and 1945, a number of
enlisted men and Wacs, returned from overseas, were assigned to radiology
services in Zone of Interior general hospitals. Prisoners of war were often
utilized as darkroom technicians and for other duties that did not involve
handling U.S. Army patients (p. 148).
Technicians were usually permitted to remain in the positions for which
they had been trained, but there were occasional exceptions. In December
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1944, when a complete X-ray department was opened at Edgewood, 2 miles
from Mason General Hospital, Brentwood, Long Island, N.Y., the need for
technicians was considerably increased. This hospital, however, served as a
debarkation center for neuropsychiatric casualties entering the port of New
York, and so many of these patients required personal escort that it was
frequently necessary to use X-ray technicians for this purpose. At times, as
a result, the X-ray service was so undermanned that it had to be closed for
all except emergency work. The situation was paradoxical: The larger the
number of patients admitted to the hospital, the less work could be done in
the X-ray department because its technicians were on escort detail. At the
same time, the need for radiologic services was increased because many of the
returning casualties also required definitive care. The dilemma was unresolved when the war in Europe ended.
Experienced Regular Army enlisted personnel were also of great help to
newly inducted radiologic officers. When Colonel Hampton and Captain
Wyatt assumed their duties at Walter Reed General Hospital, the only Regular Army technician in the department was Sgt. Walter P. Miller, who had
worked for some time under Colonel Thompson, the former chief of the
X-ray Section. Sergeant Miller served as head technician, instructing the
rest of the technical staff, enlisted men, and Wacs, most of whom had had no
previous technical experience. He also handled the paperwork and initiated
his new superiors, who were totally inexperienced in Army matters, in the
administrative side of their duties. Captain Wyatt, in 1960, wrote of the
assistance Sergeant Miller had furnished him (Captain Wyatt) in his capacity
as property officer, with the responsibility for close to $200,000 of Governmentissue property: The day before Captain Wyatt was separated from service,
the property inventory was short only one bucket, and Sergeant Miller found
that early next morning.
Civilian Personnel
Before the war ended, there was scarcely a general hospital in which
civilian employees were not working as technicians as well as clerical and
secretarial personnel, who were required in large numbers in all X-ray departments. At Fitzsimons General Hospital, for instance, in 1945, there were 7
civilian technicians and 11 civilian typists and clerks.
Of inestimable value in many of the named general hospitals were the
volunteer workers, such as the Gray Ladies and the nurses' aides supplied by
the American Red Cross and other organizations. At Walter Reed General
Hospital, where most of the Gray Ladies were wives of officers, their devoted,
intelligent, and interested service resulted in an appreciable saving of manpower. Nurses were not assigned to the diagnostic section of the X-ray
service. Nurses' aides, however, assisted in some gastrointestinal examinations
of all female patients and provided other help of a nontechnical nature. One
of them, Mrs. Carl Pforzheimer, worked many hours in the fluoroscopic room
and developed such split-second timing in passing spot-film cassettes to the
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radiologists that some of the Army line officers examined commented that she
would have made a good member of a guncrew.
TRAINING
Medical Officers
When the Army School of Roentgenology was located at Walter Reed
General Hospital (p. 26), Captain Wyatt and Capt. (later Lt. Col.) Charles
L. Hinkel, MC, assisted with some of the teaching and found it, Captain
Wyatt recalls, a most stimulating experience. When the school was moved to
Memphis, the loss of this stimulus was keenly felt, Captain Wyatt comments,
and was the only really serious deficiency in the operation of the radiologic
service. In his opinion, the young officers assigned to the X-ray service were
deprived, by the relocation of the school, of experiences by which they might
well have profited, in view of the wealth of teaching material and teaching
talent available. The diagnostic load, moreover, was so heavy that while
student officers were gaining practical experience they could also have been
very helpful in the department.
Radiologic training was available at medical schools located near general
hospitals. Halloran General Hospital was particularly fortunate in this
respect because of its location in a borough of New York City. Advanced
training was also given at a number of general hospitals, including Bushnell
General Hospital, Brigham City, Utah, Lawson General Hospital, Atlanta,
Ga., McGuire General Hospital, Richmond, Va., Schick General Hospital,
Clinton, Iowa, and Thayer General Hospital. Medical Department technicians schools were in operation at some of these hospitals, and the school
instructors were most cooperative. The number of officers who received training at them was quite large. For example, 12 were trained at Lawson General
Hospital in 1942, and 18 were trained at Schick General Hospital in 1944.
When hospital units destined for oversea service were stationed on the
post with genoral hospitals•, their indoctrination for oversea duties was part
of the teaching function of the general hospital. The training was most
successful when, as at Bushnell General Hospital, officer personnel were, in
effect, made an integral part of the department activities.
Practices in regard to radiologists in replacement pools differed from
hospital to hospital. In some hospitals, officers were made an integral part of
the X-ray service, though, since most of them had not had adequate previous
training, they were, at least in the beginning, a hindrance rather than a help
on a busy service. At O'Reilly General Hospital, Springfield, Mo., for
instance, only 2 of the 11 officers assigned to the X-ray department from the
replacement pool had had sufficient previous training to be of any radiologic
help. At some hospitals, officers assigned to the X-ray service for training
simply observed.
At Lovell General Hospital, replacement pools contained large numbers
of officers in 1942-43, when they were awaiting assignment, and later in the
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war, when they were returning from oversea duties. It was the practice of
the X-ray service to offer work to the officers who wanted it. Many of them
did not: Early in the war, a number of them had just left busy private
practices and preferred to relax. Later, when they had returned from overseas, some did not want work either, because reunion with their families and
preparations for return to civilian life were of greater interest.
Technicians
In all hospitals, enlisted technicians received a great deal of informal
on-the-job training. At DeWitt General Hospital in 1944, the radiologic
personnel gave 3,842 hours of this kind of training to enlisted personnel and
to some civilian personnel. At Schick General Hospital in 1943, 29 technicians, including 7 without previous X-ray technical experience, were trained,
or given additional training, for the 8th and 91st General Hospitals temporarily on the post. The training included lectures, demonstrations, positioning for all types of examinations, darkroom technique, office routine, and
operation of the mobile field unit. A number of radiologic technicians were
also trained at Newton D. Baker General Hospital, Martinsburg, W. Va.,
Billings General Hospital, Indianapolis, Ind., Brooke General Hospital, San
Antonio, Tex., Deshon General Hospital, Butler, Pa., Thomas M. England
General Hospital, Atlantic City, N.J., Fletcher General Hospital, Cambridge,
Ohio, Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Calif., Moore General
Hospital, Swannanoa, N.C., and Nichols General Hospital, Louisville, Ky.
These hospitals were especially suited for this work by reason of their facilities and staffs.
Hospitals varied in their teaching methods. At Fletcher General Hospital,
each new student was assigned to an experienced technician, who taught him
the practical aspects of his work. All students attended two lectures each
week on the basic principles of X-ray physics and techniques. After 3 to 6
months, depending upon progress and aptitude, the student was given the
responsibility, under supervision, for some of the departmental work. Since
trained technicians were difficult to hold, it was the policy to have two or
three men in training at all times; otherwise, the department might be suddenly depleted of skilled personnel and its efficiency greatly impaired.
Formal Medical Department schools for enlisted technicians were conducted at Fitzsimons General Hospital, Lawson General Hospital, O'Reilly
General Hospital, and William Beaumont General Hospital, El Paso, Tex.
The medical officers who staffed these schools and other courses for technicians
rendered a most important and noteworthy service.'
I Radiologists fully appreciated the work of these instructors, whether it was formal or informal,
The officers who served under the editor of this volume. Dr. (then Colonel, MC) Kenneth D. A.
Allen, still hold him in fond and affectionate regard. When they gather every year or two at a
luncheon meeting in his honor, at the annual sessions of the Radiological Society of North America,
they never fall to recall his ability to take farm boys and factory workers and, within a few weeks.
turn them into competent technicians. The plaque honoring him for his work as Consultant in
Radiology, European theater, was presented to him at one of these meetings (fig. 37).-A. B. a. and
B.C.
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The school at O'Reilly General Hospital, which was opened on 6

July 1942, had 367 students in its first group, 51 of whom were training as
X-ray technicians.

All but 2 of the 51 completed the course satisfactorily and

were graduated with the first (complete)

class of 341 technicians at the end

of September 1942. The capacity of the school, originally set at 1,000, was
shortly increased to 1,750, and the X-ray, dental, and laboratory sections were
obliged to conduct day and night classes to carry the load.
In September 1944, the school at O'Reilly General Hospital received four
women from nearby Drury and Northeast Missouri State Teachers Colleges to
train as X-ray technicians.
Medical Department Technicians School
Lawson General Hospital
The technicians school at Lawson General Hospital ( was r)activated on
1 July 1942, and the following data, from the annual report of the X-ray
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section for the fiscal year ending on 30 June 1944, are indicative of its growth

and activities:
On 1 July 1943, 12 months after activation of the school, teaching personnel had
expanded from an initial strength of 20 officers and 35 enlisted men to 54 officers and
163 enlisted men. During the first year, 5,390 technicians had been graduated. The
accelerated program in operation during this year required two shifts a day, the trainIng day beginning at 0600 hours and ending at 2200 hours. Effective September 1943,
the authorized allotment of trainees was reduced to 1,000 and the last night class was
graduated in November 1943. In March 1944, however, the authorized allotment had to
be raised to 2,000 and In April 1944, teaching in two shifts a day had to be resumed.
The teaching staff of the school was entirely separate from the Lawson Gýneral
Hospital staff. During the accelerated courses given in the first year of operation, the
radiologie Instructional staff consisted of 6 medical officers and 12 enlisted men. During
1943-44, it consisted of three medical officers (one major and two captains), eight
enlisted men, and one Wac.
Course of study.-The stated mission of the X-ray section of the school was to
develop enlisted men with "an Intelligent understanding of the operation and maintenance of X-ray equipment and an efficient degree of manipulative skill for all types of
radiographic procedures so that they can properly function in fixed and mobile installations of the Medical Department." X-ray, dental, and laboratory technicians were also
given enough instruction in emergency medical care, malaria control, and intravenous
therapy for them to perform efficiently, In emergencies, as medical corpsmen.
The course at Lawson General Hospital, originally 3 months in length, was increased
on 29 August 1943 to 4 months and was varied, as time passed, to meet the needs of
individual students and the contingencies which arose overseas, as evident in comments
received from theaters of operations. On one occasion, for instance, the Consultant in
Radiology, Office of The Surgeon General, acting on such information, recommended that
the technicians schools emphasize the importance of developing, fixing, and washing of
films and the recognition of wornout solutions.
The first 4 weeks of the 3-month course were devoted to basic theoretical principles
and to practical aspects of electricity and the production of X-rays. to the construction
and use of X-ray units and the accessory equipment, and to various phases of darkroom
construction and technique. Both routine and specialized procedures were covered, and
much time was devoted to radiography of simulated casualties under field conditions.
Clinical experience was provided by patients hospitalized in the school infirmary, as
well as at local hospitals.
The Increased time for the course authorized in August 1943 was devoted to practical
work. Ten days were devoted to maintenance and repairs of all types of field equipment;
5 days to field duty, Including foreign body localization, use of the biplane marker and
orienting devices (p. 75), and packing, assembly, and use of field equipment; and 15
days to hospital training, which provided practical experience in the use of equipment
and the handling of patients. The added time proved to be of great value, for the practical experience engendered self-confidence in the new technicians and enhanced their
ability to handle both machines and patients.
During the fourth month, the students were divided into two groups, one for hospital practice and the other for the so-called troubleshooting course and field practice:
the groups were interchanged at the middle of each month.
In the troubleshooting class, the approach was entirely through conferences and
practical exercises, with great emphasis on the latter phase of instruction. A simplified.
systematic procedure was carried out for the isolation of trouble in the field unit. Specific operating difficulties were created in the equipment, and each student was required
to diagnose and isolate them and to correct them if possible.
Clinical experience, as already noted, was secured at the school Infirmary, at Lawson
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General Hospital, and at five hospitals in Atlanta, which cooperated in the program.
School military personnel were also examined. and routine roentgenograms were made of
345 civilian hospital employees. For hospital practice, students were divided into small
groups, never more than four, an(d were sent to the moiiniuinity hospitals, where they
received individual attention and considerable practical experience, since all hospitals,
being short of manpower, utilized the technicians to thl
fullest. The proximity of all
the hospitals to the school permitted close supervision of the trainees by the school
faculty.
As time passed, more and more emphasis was placed upon individualized instruction.
A reduction in the number of trainees in 1943-44, as well as an increase in equipment,
made this possible. Fine cooperation was received fromti all sections of Lawson General
Hospital, particularly from the surgical section.
At the end of his tour of hospital duty, each student submitted a comprehensive
report of the work he had performed. Examinations given at the end of each course
were comprehensive and designed to test the student's knowledge of both theory and
practice. Much time and thought were put into developing examinations which would
instruct as well as test, and eventually, an extensive file of questions was created.
Equipment.-The school began with certain basic equipment and soon acquired whatever additional Items were necessary. Some of it was secured by salvage from the
station hospital at Fort McPherson, and some was donated by the General Electric
X-Ray Corp. from a nearby civilian hospital. In 1944, new and improved visual aid
material was secured, Including models; boards illustrating machine circuits; demonstration material for foreign body localization with the field unit; and other diagrams,
charts, and slides. Appropriate films produced by the Signal Corps and by commercial
film libraries were also used.
A classroom in a building near the main X-ray section was converted to a demonstration workshop for the maintenance phase of the course, and grounds near the
section were utilized for field classes.
Statistical data.-Of the 255 students enrolled in the Medical Department Technicians School at Lawson General Hospital for X-ray training in 1943-44, 116 came from
replacement training centers; 117 from the Fourth Service Command; 5 each from the
Army Ground Forces and the Army Service Forces Unit Training Command; 11 from
the Office of the Chief of Transportation; and 1 each from the Eastern Defense Command and First U.S. Army. In general, students from the replacement training centers
presented the best educational background. Students from other sources often did not
have the correct requirements, though an improvement was noted after 5 April 1944,
when the Office of The Suf:geon General directed specific compliance with all specified
educational requirements. It is only fair to add that a number of students without the
proper educational background were able, by hard work and intensive desire, to pass the
course and become excellent technicians.
Of the 341 students graduated as X-ray technicians during fiscal 1944, 31 had college
degrees and 10 had less than 2 years of high school. Of the remainder, 97 had attended
college from I to 4 years, 16A were high school graduates, and 35 had attended high
school for 2 years or more. The extent of their previous education and their Army
('lassification Test Scores were generally reflected in the final ratings the students
r•eeived. Titus, 27 of the 31 college graduates had excellent or superior ratings, but only
I of the 10 students with less than 2 years of high school was in the group.
Between 1 July 1943 and 30 June 1944, the students at the school at Lawson General
tlospital were able to examine 2,075 indivi(lual patients at the school infirmary in 2,294
separate studies. Of these, 1,581 examinations were of the chest, and 374 of the
extremities. The more complicated examinations, such as gastrointestinal studies, barium
enemas, bronchograms, and cholecystograms, were usually made at Lawson General
Hospital.
During 1943-44, the admissions in the X-ray section of the school varied from 59 in
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May 1944 to none in April and in June of that year. It would have been desirable, in
order to make the best use of teaching personnel and equipment, to keep the admissions
fairly constant, at an average of about 20 per month, but it was realized that this was
probably not possible.

CONFERENCES
One of the important functions of an X-ray department was to present
radiographs of their patients to medical officers and discuss the findings with
them. It was equally important to devise some sort of system by which this
function could be carried out without the duplications of showing the same
films to different officers several times a day, as well as without constant
interruption of the work of the department. No hospital ever solved the
problem completely, but departmental efficiency was increased when serious
efforts were made to solve it, chiefly by the use of conferences, which were
variously employed:
1. Some X-ray departments scheduled daily conferences, at specified
hours, for reviewing the films taken the previous day, both for their own
personnel and for representatives of the medical and surgical sections.
2. Some departments scheduled weekly conferences, or conferences several
times a week, with the staffs of other sections. At Halloran and Nichols
General Hospitals, for instance, conferences were held daily at 0800 hours
with the surgical and orthopedic staffs and once weekly with the medical
staff. At Newton D. Baker and Fletcher General Hospitals, where conferences were held twice weekly, all the films made since the last conference
were demonstrated and discussed in connection with the clinical history in
each case. All of these hospitals found that one indirect result of this policy
was a considerable reduction in indiscriminate requests for radiographs, presumably because the officers who were requesting them were impressed by the
large number of negative films shown at each conference.
3. No matter what the departmental policy was concerning them, these
conferences were always an integral part of the teaching and training program. At Percy Jones General Hospital, Battle Creek, Mich., they were
designed for this purpose. Conferences were held once a week for the medical
and surgical services, with all members of the X-ray section present, including
such technicians as could be spared. Another conference, held every Saturday
from 1300 to 1400 hours, served as a forum to acquaint memb--rs of the staff
of all departments with the most interesting and challenging cases encountered. When the films were interpreted daily in the department, the
interesting cases were listed, and in the middle of the week, about six, representing all services, were selected for presentation the following Saturday.
The ward officers presented the findings in their own cases, after which a
general discussion ensued, guided by members of the X-ray staff so that
younger men on the various services would be encouraged to ask questions
and otherwise participate. The greatest interest was always expressed in the
cases in which the diagnosis had not been established at the time they were
originally presented and which were brought up again at later conferences,
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after the diagnosis had been made. The time spent on each case depended
upon the interest of the conferees in it, but it was only occasionally that all
six cases listed for each meeting were discussed.
At Bushnell General Hospital, where medical students from Vanderbilt
University School of Medicine received part of their training, weekly X-ray
conferences were held for them during their 6 weeks of intership and were
also attended by a number of staff officers and technicians.
FACILITIES
Named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior had three types of X-ray
facilities, depending upon the structure of the hospitals in which the sections
were located:
1. The multistory permanent structures, such as Letterman, Fitzsimons,
Brooke, and Walter Reed General Hospitals, which had been in operation
long before World War II.
2. Converted buildings originally intended for civilian hospitals and
sanatoriums or for schools and hotels. In this category were such named
general hospitals as Ream, which occupied The Breakers, Palm Beach, Fla.;
Thomas M. England, which occupied Chalfonte-Hadden Hall, the Traymore,
and several other hotels in Atlantic City, N.J.; Ashford, which occupied the
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.; Torney, which occupied El
Mirador, Palm Springs, Calif.; and Gardiner, which occupied the Chicago
Beach Hotel, Chicago, Ill. As a rule, hotels could be readily adapted to
hospital use, and they were highly desirable from the point of view of the
X-ray department because their elevators permitted the transfer of patients
from and to wards with reasonable speed.
3. Cantonment hospitals, of wood, brick, stucco, or tile, built expressly
for the war emergency, such as Thayer and Battey General Hospitals, Cushing
General Hospital, Framingham, Mass., Dibble General Hospital, Menlo Park,
Calif., Finney General Hospital, Thomasville, Ga., and Lawson General
Hospital.
X-ray facilities in the large military hospitals in existence before the war
were generally well planned, though the increased workload often required
that they be expanded. In many converted hospitals, and in some of the
newly built hospitals, the facilities often left much to be desired. It was not
always practical to consult the radiologist to be assigned to the hospital before
radiologic facilities were allotted and constructed, but it was an unwise and
expensive error not to seek such consultation in advance whenever it was
2
possible.
The changes necessary in facilities set up without radiologic consultation
are well illustrated by the situation at DeWitt General Hospital. When Capt.
SNot very helpful was the query received by one radiologist, while awaiting orders to proceed
to hi. permanent assignment, from his future commanding officer, asking if he would indicate on the
plans of the hospital where he wanted his "shadow box" located, so that an electric outlet could
be installed for it.
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(later Lt. Col.) Walter E. Scribner, MC, saw the plans for the X-ray department, lie protested but was told that matters of construction were not his
affair. When the building was completed, the facilities were found inadequate
in every respect. The space allotted for control booths was too small.
Radiators were placed directly in front of the exit from each of these booths
into the diagnostic room which the booth serviced. No sp'ce had been provided in the office for viewing boxes. The area intended for finm storage had
obviously been planned in ignorance that safety X-ray film was presently
available. The room, 12 by 14 feet, had thick concrete walls, a concrete
ceiling, a heavy concrete floor, a metal-covered door, and a ceiling fan. There
were no shelves, and no other facilities had been provided for storing film.
When the chief of the orthopedic section saw the room designated for
orthopedic radiology (it. had one sink and no electric outlets), he. flatly refused
to use it.

There was only one tank in the darkroom, with two inserts, one for 10
gallons and one for 15 gallons. The only washing space available was between
the tanks, and the 36-inch wash tank finally inserted into it was not satisfactory because there was no outflow arrangement and the water could not
be kept flowing freely.
A major reconstruction job had to be carried out in this department, at
great expenditure of time and money. When it. was found that, even after
the radiators in front of the doors of the control booths were removed, the
space was still too small to contain the controls, the walls were torn out and
the whole space was reconstructed into three diagnostic rooms, a small room
for superficial therapy, an office, and darkroom space. The rejected orthopedic room was converted into a secretary's office and space for filing films.
The orthopedic radiologic section was moved to another barracks-type
building, where a cast room was created, equipped with a Picker portable
unit. Part of the solarium was converted into a fully equipped darkroom.
Two X-ray technicians were detailed to this section, and all orthopedic
radiologic work (from 700 to 800 examinations per month, 50 to 60 checks
daily) was done in it. The orthopedic surgeons saw the wet films in their
own darkroom, determined whether the results were satisfactory, and proceeded to the next case with no loss of time. All radiographs made in this
separate facility were held for the weekly orthopedic-radiologic conference.
At Fletcher General Hospital, many structural changes were necessary to
provide adequate X-ray facilities, and additional wiring was required for
both the machines and the auxiliary lighting. Since neither the fluoroscopic
room nor the darkrooms were adequately lightproofed, all shades and window
casings in both rooms had to be changed and lightproof shutters installed.
Light leaks in the walls and ceilings of these rooms were difficult to control
because of settling of the building, and shrinkage of the building material.
They were finally overcome by the use of caulking compound and quarter
round at all angles and joints, and by painting the rooms dark green, to avoid
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reflected light. Cabinets for supplies and shelves for filing films had not been
provided and had to be built.
At Torney General Hospital, a number of basic changes were necessary.
Another control booth was required. The orthopedic room was much too
small. The darkroom had to be remodeled and rearranged, so that film
driers could be moved into it from the hallway. The maze and the dressing
room of one fluoroscopic room were removed and incorporated in the darkroom, and a more lightproof entrance was provided by an anteroom and a
two-door arrangement, with electrical locks. The floor was covered with
asphalt tile. A lightproof pass box was installed. Air conditioning was installed in the three fluoroscopic rooms and the darkroom, and dampers were
placed on the exhaust mechanisms of the driers to remove air from the
darkroom.
In contrast to the situation at the hospitals mentioned, as well as at many
other hospitals, was the situation at Lawson General Hospital. Here, the
advice of the radiologist, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) John L. Barner, MC, was
requested before the hospital was completed, and authority was obtained from
the War Department to alter the plans to meet his suggestions. The basic
result was satisfactory in every respect, though many additions were later
necessary, including a supplementary darkroom, as the workload increased
(from 22,000 examinations in 1942 to over 30,000 in 1943).
There were two general complaints about X-ray facilities. One was the
waiting space, which was frequently totally inadequate and sometimes had
not been provided for at all. Colonel Kirklin, as well as the surgical consultants who inspected the X-ray departments in the service commands, repeatedly commented on this lack, which at times required as many as 50 to 60
patients to sprawl out on the ha. I floor.
The second complaint was the distance of the X-ray service from other
departments, chiefly orthopedic surgery and urology, which in many ways
needed it most. Whenever possible, this difficulty was solved, as already indicated, by the construction of separate facilities for the orthopedic section
and sometimes for urology. At Kennedy General Hospital, separate X-ray
facilities were set up for medicine and for surgery, chiefly urologic surgery.
Later, separate facilities were also set up for the orthopedic section.
At varying times during the war, air conditioning was installed in a
number of X-ray departments.
Protection.-Protection of persomile was generally adequate in named
general hospitals in the Zone of Interior. It was better, of course, in some
hospitals than in others. At Schick General Hospital, a newly built, semipermanent brick structure, all the machine rooms in the department had
leadlined walls and leadlined control booths, which gave adequate protection
against stray radiation. The use of aprons and gloves was mandatory at all
installations.
The chief potential hazard occurred during fluoroscopy, when the cassette
had to be held against the fluoroscopic screen during spot-film radiography.
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The field was made as small as possible by the use of lead shutters. Dental
films placed inside the fingers of gloves sho-:ed no exposure, but it was
realized that as the patient load increased, so would the risk. An attachment
to the fluoroscopic screen to hold the cassette was not provided with the
equipment then in use, but a number of hospitals developed their own spotfilm devices that worked reasonably well and that minimized the radiation
hazard to the operator.
EQUIPMENT
Heavy-Duty Equipment
The basic equipment of all X-ray departments in named general hospitals
was the heavy-duty combined radiographic-fluoroscopic unit. When the
United States entered the war, some hospitals were equipped with Philips
Metalix machines, of Dutch manufacture. Since replacement parts were in
short supply, all these machines were replaced as rapidly as possible with
machines of domestic manufacture. The domestic machines were of rugged
design, withstood hard usage, were seldom out of order, and were easy to
operate. Technicians with only brief training were able to produce uniformly good radiographs with them.
At least two of these stationary units were provided for the X-ray
department of each named general hospital. Some departments had three
machines originally, and many acquired additional units during the course of
the war. Some hospitals had five or more. When the load was heavy, three
machines were not sufficient; Wakeman General Hospital, Camp Atterbury,
Ind., had three machines, but the workload was so heavy that at intervals
work had to be suspended for half an hour or more, to permit them to cool off.
Some of the equipment in use at the beginning of U.S. participation in
the war, particularly in some of the older hospitals, was obsolete and nonshockproof. Equipment of this kind could be dangerous, as an incident at
Walter Reed General Hospital illustrated: A mother was helping to place
her 8-year-old son on the table when a concealed metal stiffener in the feather
of her hat either came into contact with, or came near to, a bare wire of the
machine. When Captain Wyatt arrived, in response to a frantic call from
the technician, the mother was in one corner of the room, and the boy, who
had swallowed his tongue and was turning blue, was in another. He was
quickly restored to normal status by pulling his tongue out of his throat.
The speed with which this machine and the other obsolete equipment at the
hospital were then replaced probably set an Army record.
Most hospitals were adequately equipped when their X-ray departments
were activated, but in a few instances, this was not true. Torney General
Hospital, in 1942, had no equipment, and its first patients had to be sent to
Camp Haan, in Los Angeles, for X-ray examination. The first equipment
to arrive consisted of three portable field units, without fluoroscopic attachments, so it was still impossible to carry out gastrointestinal studies or fluoro-
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scopic chest examinations. At this time, the hospital required about 1,100
radiographic examinations a month.
Mason General Hospital, when it was activated, had the basic heavy-duty
machine, but the equipment, was incomplete, and from July to September
1943, patients had to be transported to Camp Upton two or three times a week
for X-ray examinations. In September 1943, several rooms were equipped for
temporary use, and the X-ray service was supplied with a 30-ma. Picker
field unit.
In contrast to these early deficiencies, some X-ray departments were
adequately equipped from the beginning. Ashford General Hospital, for
instance, had two single-tube fluoroscopic-radiographic heavy-duty machines,
later replaced by two-tube 200-ma. machines, two 30-ma. bedside units, one
Army field unit with table, one 150-ma. urologic unit, and one 30-ma. machine
inherited from the Greenbrier Hotel medical equipment.
Percy Jones General Hospital had a centrally located, well planned, completely equipped X-ray department covering 6,000 square feet, with all the
necessary basic equipment, including tilt tables, quick changeover switches,
and spot-film tunnels for compression exposures for gastrointestinal and
myelographic studies. There were two cystoscopic tables in the urologic section, with a single transformer and high-tension switch, which permitted the
use of either table. The department had a separate orthopedic X-ray section.
It also had one of the first Morgan-Hodges phototimers to be put into use
(p. 162), which was personally installed by Dr. Paul C. Hodges of Billings
Memorial Hospital, Chicago, Ill.
At Thayer General Hospital, a Westinghouse head Bucky with attached
tube was installed in one of the radiographic rooms; this sturdy and useful
accessory permitted sinus examinations in the upright position, encephalography, and difficult examinations of extremities.
Specialty centers were provided with special equipment to meet their
individual requirements. Such equipment was particularly needed in neurosurgical and orthopedic centers. Mason General Hospital, which was a neuropsychiatric center, needed a machine which permitted rapid exposures, but the
500-ma. machine asked for was not procurable.
Tubes.-Eventually, all X-ray departments in general hospitals in the
Zone of Interior were equipped with rotating anode tubes, but this did not
happen at once. Originally, requisitions for these tubes, even when recommended by the Consultant in Radiology, were not, or could not be, honored by
the Supply Division. The original stationary anode tubes held up quite well;
at Schick General Hospital, for instance, one tube was used for 7,066 exposures
before it punctured. Rotating tubes, however, were far better. At DeWitt
General Hospital, the tube installed in April 1945 had been used for 15,090
exposures by the end of December, with no trouble at all. The life of these
tubes was so long and the quality of work done with them was so fine that
it was generally believed that their original installation in all busy X-ray
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departments would have yielded savings in retakes and tube replacements
that would have more than compensated for their original higher cost.
It was unfortunate that tables of equipment did not provide for spare
valve tubes and spare X-ray tubes. When these essential components of the
unit, wore out or became defective, the machine was useless until the replacement arrived, which was sometimes a matter of weeks. No tubes were stocked
on the west coast, and when one burned out at DeWitt General Hospital, it
had to be shipped from the East and did not arrive for 6 weeks.
Portable Equipment
The Picker portable field unit (p. 925), although designed primarily for
field use overseas, served admirably in Zone of Interior hospitals for bedside
radiography. 't was too heavy and unwieldy to be rolled for long distances,
especially if steep grades were encountered, but its simplicity of construction
and operation and the overall fine engineering that went into it produced a
machine which gave long service without breakdowns. Technicians who had
used it overseas declared that no tube in a field unit had ever burned out, and
equally enthusiastic paratroopers declared that this unit could be dropped by
parachute and be in operation within a matter of minutes.
Large hospitals, such as Fitzsimons General Hospital, had as many as 15
field units. When machines were available in such numbers, they were
installed in the orthopedic and urologic clinics and wards and also spotted
around the hospital, to avoid long hauls to the patient's bedside.
The attachmcnt for the localization of foreign bodies, into which so much
effort had gone (p. 72), was as infrequently used in the United States as it
was overseas.
Current
The difficulties with current that plagued so many hospitals overseas were
seldom experienced in the United States. At Thayer General Hospital,
however, in 1943, the 220-volt separate incoming line provided about 250
volts, and a stepdown transformer had to be installed. Radiologic technique
suffered considerably before the installation was completed. At Newton D.
Baker General Hospital, line fluctuations and variations in milliamperage
affected the quality of the films, and though the situation was greatly improved, the cause of the difficulty was never discovered.
Accessory Equipment
It is not always easy to draw the line between essential accessory X-ray
equipment and devices that are useful, save time, and improve film quality
but that are not absolutely necessary to radiologic performance. The intercommunications systems finally installed in some X-ray departments increased
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efficiency and were a great convenience, but they were il the class of luxuries.
The department at O'Reilly General Hospital had a humnan skeleton and an
electric typewriter as well as all of the accessory equipment it needed except
for an adequate drier.
Eventually, all the necessary accessory equipment was on hand in all
installations, but some hospitals were greatly handicapl)ed by initial deficiencies. Bushnell General Hospital. for instance, had all basic X-ray equipment
in place when it. was activated in October 1942, but much of the accessory
equipment was not on hand, including cassettes, fihiis, and darkroom supplies.
Repeated appeals through official channels produced no results, but when local
radiologists learned of the difficulties, they promptly produced enough materials for the department to operate until its own supplies arrived. Other
hospitals were also able to borrow what was needed or to improvise it.
At Fletcher General Hospital, requisitions for a number of accessory
items which the department considered necessary for good radiologic work
were disapproved, including the spot-filin device essential for effective gastrointestinal studies. The post engineers, working from plans drawn by the
radiology department, built a device, at a cost of $3, which proved almost as
satisfactory as the commercial device, which cost $400. At McCaw General
Hospital, Walla Walla, Wash., Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Gerhard Danelius. MC.
constructed an inexpensive laminograph that produced radiographs comparable in quality to those produced by the expensive commercial equipment.
In a number of other hospitals, radiologists and technicians built their own
spot-film devices out of materials at hand.
At Mason General Hospital in 1943, when basic equipment was incomplete and the U.S. field unit had to be used for heavy duty, an X-ray table
was improvised by using two wooden kitchen tables with a Bucky diaphragm
between them at the level of their tops. A cassette holder, darkroom equipment, and other necessary items were also improvised.
At Fletcher General Hospital, the filn-processing tanks proved far too
small for the volume of work . The post engineers built and installed a master
tank, and 20-gallon inserts were built, without charge. by the Reynolds
Moulded Plastic Co The film-developing capacity of the darkroom was thus
doubled. Ar. r was devised by Major Scribner at DeWitt General
Hospital (3). At O'Reilly General Hospital, where facilities for drying films
were inadequate, a device was fabricated with a total capacity of 54 films.
When cassettes were in short supply, cardboard film holders were used.
When lead markers were provided in insufficient numbers, several hospitals
made plaster molds, melted sheet lead, and made their own markers.
In short, most deficiencies were eventually overcome by the arrival of the
necessary items, and until then, the ingenuity of radiologists and technicians,
combined with the assistance of local radiologists, closed the gap.
Maintenance problems were materially reduced when all X-ray equipment provided for a department was of the same manufacture. Very often
it was not. At Newton D. Baker General Hospital, the original equipment
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consisted of two Keleket 200-ma. combination radiographic-fluoroscopic stationary units, one Philips Metalix energizing unit for the cystoscopic table,

one 2-position Continental fluoroscopic unit, two 30-ma. Picker Army field
units, and one 30-ma. Keleket bedside unit. In April 1945, the Continental
unit was moved to the cardiac ward and was replaced by a 200-inn. Mattern
combination fluoroscopic-radiographic unit.
An efficient maintenance service was eventually set up in the Zone of
Interior, but its existence was at first not so well publicized as it should have
been, as the Consultant in Radiology pointed out on one of his tours of
inspection. When the service was fully established, the medical equipment
maintenance officer at each supply depot visited the various stations in the
command, checked equipment, and advised on its maintenance. He also cared
for emergency repairs. There was universal testimony to his helpfulness.
The need for repairs of X-ray equipment was surprisingly infrequent
because of the excellent quality and performance capacity of the machines in
use. At many hospitals, technicians were able to take care of both maintenance and repairs. At several hospitals, the personnel included men who had
worked as servicemen for X-ray companies in civilian life, and they, sometimes with the help of post engineers, were usually able to care for all but
major repairs.
Critique
The performance of the equipment provided in World War I was, as
just indicated, excellent. The chief criticisms concerned delay in receiving
all the items necessary when departments began to operate and delay in
receiving part replacements, particularly X-ray tubes.
Recommendations for X-ray equipment in the event of future hostilities
included the provision of generators of at least 200-ma. capacity; heavy-duty
rotating anode tubes; sturdy spot-film devices; simplified controls; simplified
tilt tables; and automatic film processors. In the light of the World War II
experience, it was considered imperative that at least one X-ray tube be kept
on hand in each hospital for emergencies and that, if valve tube rectification
was used, at least two extra valve tubes should also be kept on hand.
One radiologist, asked to list equipment he would consider essential in a
future war, wrote as follows:
In the light of our experience, without philosophizing about the extent and nature
of casualties In future wars, I would suggest four diagnostic rooms for a hospital of
about 1,500 beds, two of these rooms to contain fluoroscopic-radiographic units, with
phototiming in the fluoroscope only. The other units might be radiographic only, but all
with tilt tables, so that the Bucky diaphragms might be used erect. I would also include
a superficial therapy room. Two small automatic processors (instead of one larger unit)
in the main darkroom. If a separate orthopedic Installation Is to be made elsewhere in
the hospital, it too should have Its own automatic processor. In larger Installations,
image amplification might be desirable. Neurosurgical centers would need special head
"jilts. One or two machines with special tables should be provided In each GU
installa' Ion.
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A goodly number of mobile units, such as the old Picker, should also be standard

items.
Basic accessory

equipment might

include a laminographic apparatus, Polaroid

cassettes and processing machine, the simplest eyelocalizer obtainable, probably the

Sweet, a number of the Smith-type Immobilizing gadgets, as well as the usual cassettes.
There should always be a regular tank setup in the darkroom as a standby for the automatic processors.

FILMS
Films were usually in adequate supply and were usually used with
economy, though the range was considerable, varying from an average of 1.34
films in 2,223 examinations at Thayer General Hospital to 2.6 in 1,473 examinations at Foster General Hospital, Jackson, Miss., somewhat higher than
the average. An average of 1.53 films per examination was regarded as
conservative.
At many hospitals, it was the practice to make multiple exposures on
single films, particularly in X-raying the sinuses and other small parts of
the body and in polygraphic work. At William Beaumont General Hospital,
films which arrived with patients were always carefully examined before
others were ordered; often, additional examinations proved entirely unnecessary. Attention has been called elsewhere (p. 144) to the reduction in requests
produced by the demonstration of large numbers of negative films. Instruction and supervision of technicians kept waste from technical errors low.
Films were generally received in good condition, but occasionally, as in
oversea theaters, fogging was noted. Investigation revealed several causes,
including outdating and solder material in the developing tank, as had been
observed in the European theater (p. 394).
Current, as already mentioned (p. 136), seldom furnished difficulties in
U.S. general hospitals, but occasionally, fluctuations were found responsible
for fogging of films. At Gardiner General Hospital, where the orthopedic
consultant for the Sixth Service Command criticized the films as to quality
and detail, Colonel Kirklin found two causes for the trouble: The first was
the performance of the Philips Metalix machine (p. 784) ; the second was
overloaded current supply. Large numbers of radiographs were being made
on portable machines plugged in the house current, which was highly variable;
on dark days, when many lights were burning, as well as at night, less current
was available for X-ray use and results could not be standardized. When the
equipment was changed and the supply of current was standardized, the
quality of the films at this hospital immediately improved.
At Walter Reed General Hospital, variations in film density were frequent. Captain Wyatt, who was appointed to investigate the trouble, found
that density varied from machine to machine, as well as at different times on
the same machine, and was too great to be tolerated. The fault was traced
to the developing time. At this time, a time-temperature development technique was in use, and the films were beihg underdeveloped, so that any variation at all in exposure was intensified in the darkroom. The trouble was
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readily corrected by carrying the developing time 1 minute beyond the time
thought to be necessary for complete film development. From this experience came the concept, later generally adopted, that there is no such thing as
overdevelopment of an X-ray film. A filhi can be incompletely developed or
chemically fogged, but it cannot be overdeveloped because no amount of
development can bring out of it anything more than has been put onto it by
the exposure.
The automatic processing chain system later put into use at Walter Reed
General Hospital was one of the first in the country. It was planned by
Colonel Hampton and Sergeant Miller, and it proved most efficient.
Preservation and storage.-The chief of the radiology service was responsible for the safekeeping of films, and his task was not simple. Consultations in the X-ray department were encouraged (p. 130) as the simplest
method of keeping films safe, but they were not always practical. When the
films were released to the wards, they were often lost or misplaced-when a
film was placed in the wrong envelope, it was lost for all practical purposes.
Before the war ended, a good many departments had adopted the practice of
loaning films for use on the wards only on written request, with their delivery
signed for, and with a specified time limit for the loan. At Thayer General
Hospital, in 1944, the plan was adopted of keeping the original film and the
last two films on the wards. The method required a good deal of clerical
work, but it kept the loss of films down.
Attention has been called elsewhere to the frequent lack of storage space
for films (p. 132). When thousands of films were being made every year, the
amount of space required for this purpose was very large.
RADIATION THERAPY
Radiation therapy in named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior is
described, with particular reference to the supervoltage therapy available only
at Walter Reed General Hospital, in a separate chapter in this volume (p.
198). Not much else needs be said about it.
A number of general hospitals were authorized to provide deep therapy
but the apparatus for it, although authorized, was not provided unless justification for its issue could be advanced. Several applications were refused.
Superficial X-ray therapy was applied in a number of hospitals but its
indiscriminate use was also discouraged, especially in dermatologic conditions.
The use of the Army field unit for this purpose was finally restricted to installations in which the radiologist was qualified in therapeutic radiology. Deep
therapy was administered at a number of centers. Unusually excellent work
was done at Lawson General Hospital, of which the chief of section, Major
Barner, had had superior training, part of it at Memorial Hospital in
New York.
Radium was provided only at Letterman General Hospital, Walter Reed
General Hospital, and Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.
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The restrictions on radiation therapy usually worked no hardship, but a
special situation arose in the spring of 1945, when Dr. Robert G. Ivy and
Dr. Jerome P. Webster, Civilian Consultants in Plastic Surgery to The
Surgeon General, visited the plastic surgery center at Wakenian General
Hospital. Here, they observed many hypertrophied scars, which they thought
would be benefited by the application of X-rays either before or after operation. They were told, however, that no radiation therapy was permitted in
the hospital and that the patients would have to be transferred for it to some
hospital with a qualified radiotherapist on its staff. This plan was considered
impractical by the consultants bec-ause the routine of management, which
required plastic surgery within a few days of radiation therapy, would be
disrupted by it. The consultants pointed out that the application required
was extremely superficial, that the only equipment necessary for it was that
supplied for diagnostic purposes, and that the machine could be readily
calibrated and the dosage thoroughly controlled. They recommended that,
in similar situations, radiologists qualified in diagnostic therapy be permitted
to administer the treatment required or that a trained radiotherapist be added
to the staff of each plastic center. The war ended before action was taken
on these recommendations.
At Fitzsimops General Hospital, during 1942, there were 1,747 applications of superficial X-ray therapy and 1,214 applications of deep X-ray
therapy. For 1943, the respective figures were 3,623 and 2,918; for 1944, 957
and 2,626; and for i945, 2,995 and 4,050.
Statistical data for 1945 at DeWitt General Hospital for superficial
X-ray therapy may be cited as generally typical of the use of this modality in
named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior. During this year, there were
794 consultations for X-ray therapy; 2,132 patient visits to the section, including 831 outpatient visits; and 9,839 fields treated. The 704 patients treated
as new cases during the year presented the following conditions:
Number
Pathologic state
of cases
Acne (all types) ---------------100
Adenitis (nonspecific) -----------1
Bursitis -----------------------1
Cellulitis ----------------------2
Dermatitis, eczematold ---------128
Dermatids, exfollative ----------2
Dermatitis, pustular ------------3

Number
Pathologic state
of cases
Furuncle ----------------------12
Hyperhidrosis -----------------20
Keloid ------------------------12
Lichen planus ------------------17
Lymphangioma -----------------1
Neurodermatltis ---------------28
Onychomycosls -----------------20

Dermatitis, lichenold -----------Eczema, follicular -------------Eczema, seborrheic --------------

46
10
21

Paronychla --------------------Pruritus ani -------------------Sycosis barbae ------------------

1
8
25

Eczema, chronic ----------------Eczema, nummular --------------

30

rrichophytosis ----------------Verrucae (plantar) -------------

167

5

44

PHOTOGRAPHY
Several named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior developed sections of photography as part of their X-ray sections or departments. Usually,
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the effort began on an amateur basis, in response to needs and requests, and
then became fully functional.
The photographic section at Schick General Hospital. which eventually
became an active and highly developed appendage to the radiologic service,
developed in this way. In 1943, photographic activities were housed in inadequate space in a small storage closet and were carried out by a radiologic
officer in his spare time between other duties or in his off-duty time. With
increasing demands for prints of radiographs and slides for lectures, the need
for larger quarters and regularly assigned personnel became evident. Therefore, when the X-ray section was enlarged and its arrangements altered, the
photography section was given a room 7 by 10 feet, and an enlisted man,
well qualified in photography, was put in charge. The improvement was
immediate. The prints were of finer quality, and production kept up with
greatly increased demands for the service, though supplies and equipment
were still procured with some difficulty. In 1944, Schick General Hospital
was designated as a photographic center. During the year, production
amounted to 4,300 photographs; 3,800 prints; 1,200 lantern slides, chiefly for
teaching purposes; 325 Kodachrome slides; 1,200 feet of motion pictures; and
800 feet of 16-mm. Kodachrome motion pictures. In all, 10,687 separate procedures were completed.
Captain Wyatt, at Walter Reed General Hospital, also developed a
photographic service in connection with the radiologic service. With Capt.
(later Maj.) William Spears Randall, Jr., MC, of the Pathology Section, he
made a study of benign and malignant bone lesions, in which the radiologic
and histologic aspects were correlated. The study was the basis of an instructional course given for several years at the American Roentgen Ray Society;
it is now in the files of the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology.
At the 1944 joint meeting of the American Roentgen Ray Society and
the Radiological Society of North America, Major Barner and his associates
at Lawson General Hospital presented an exhibit of bone lesions. It covered
76 cases and consisted of 112 radiographs and other illustrations, as well as
summarized histories, pertinent laboratory studies, and final pathologic
reports.
CIRCULATING FILM LIBRARY
At the suggestion of radiologists at Halloran General Hospital, a traveling collection of radiographs of interesting and unusual cases was developed,
made up of material solicited from every X-ray section in the Second Service
Command (4). The total collection consisted of about 50 individual presentations, assembled in 3 looseleaf binders, each of which held about seventyfive 14- by 17-inch films. Each presentation consisted of a typed summary of
the case and the illustrative films for it.
The subjects covered included a wide variety of combat injuries; lesions
of cervical disks, demonstrated by myelography with Pantopaque (ethyl
iodophenylundecylate); bone and joint lesions in paraplegics; venograms of
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the upper and lower extremities; virus pneumonias; intraocular foreign bodies,
with techniques of localization; sarcoidosis; and leprosy, the material for
which was contributed by Col. (later Maj. Gen.) James P. Cooney, MC.
The collection was sent in rotation to the chief of the X-ray service in
each general and each station hospital in the command, to be kept for a
maximum of 4 days before it was sent to the next installation. When the
collection was circulated for the second time, each X-ray department removed
its original contribution and replaced it with a new one.
The preparation of this film library was an interesting and profitable
experience for all the medical officers who worked on it. The collection was
of significant teaching value and was so used in many of the hospitals to which
it circulated. It was particularly appreciated by younger medical officers, with
limited experience in radiology before they entered the Army.
LIAISON
Liaison on the part of radiologic sections of named general hospitals in
the Zone of Interior had three aspects:
1. Liaison between the radiologic section and other sections of the hospital. It was exceptional for a warm and cordial relation not to exist, the most
obvious expression of it being the joint conferences described elsewhere (p.
130). At Valley Forge General Hospital, Phoenixville, Pa., a sort of rotating
arrangement was worked out, by which medical officers from other services
were assigned to the radiologic section for periods of 2 to 4 weeks, to improve
the departmental associations and promote better utilization of radiologic
facilities.
2. Liaison between the radiologists of the named general hospitals and
those of other hospitals in the vicinity. At Thayer General Hospital, for
instance, Major Ivie, and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Archie Fine, MC, chief of the
radiologic service at the Army Air Forces Convalescent Hospital nearby, consulted each other on diagnostic problems, exchanged clinical experiences, and
on several occasions supplemented each other's supplies until shortages of
particular items could be made up.
3. Liaison between the radiologists of named general hospitals and those
on the staffs of local medical schools and civilian hospitals or in private practice in the community. When general hospitals were located near teaching
centers, the liaison was particularly profitable. Halloran General Hospital,
for instance, located in the Borough of Richmond, was within 60 to 90
minutes of the several medical schools in Manhattan, and radiologists on the
staff were able to attend teaching conferences and participate in special
courses, such as those in neuroanatomy and neuropathology given at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. Conversely, students at the Vanderbilt University School of Medicine received
part of their training at Thayer General Hospital.
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The commanding officer of Hoff General Hospital, Santa Barbara, Calif.,
after learning from creditable sources that there was a true need for radiologic
consultation in the community, permitted Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Arthur J.
Present, MC, Chief of the Section of Radiology, to assist a local radiologist
during his off-duty time. At Bushnell General Hospital, relations between
hospital and community were particularly good because medical care was
given to a large number of patients whose homes were nearby.
Finally, experienced civilian radiologists gave freely of their help whenever it was needed in military hospitals, including, as already mentioned, the
loan of their own equipment when the need arose.
STATISTICAL DATA
The tendency to request unnecessary X-rays must be taken into consideration in evaluating the statistics of X-ray sections early in U.S. participation in the war. Later, chiefs of services exercised more control in this
matter, one reason being Circular Letter No. 193, from the Office of The
Surgeon General, dealing with elimination of unnecessary laboratory work
(5). X-ray examinations were being made, the letter pointed out, "routinely,
without due consideration of necessity." Films should not be made, it continued, "when there is no clinical reason to suspect disease in the part x-rayed."
Chiefs of services were directed to "insist on individual consideration of cases
in determining the need for laboratory examinations, to the end that unnecessary work be eliminated." In the absence of this directive, there is no doubt
that the radiologic caseload would have been considerably heavier than it was.
The activity of the radiologic section naturally varied with the special
mission of the hospital in which it was located. The heaviest workload, day
in and day out, was probably carried by the hospitals which served as centers
for orthopedic surgery, but even smaller hospitals were very active. Darnall
General Hospital, which began as a 250-bed hospital and was later expanded
to 921 beds, was a special center only for neuropsychiatry, but its radiologic
service processed 3,841 films in 1943 and 8,544 in 1944.
A comprehensive statistical review of the work of X-ray sections in named
general hospitals is not possible because, as noted elsewhere, annual reports
were not required, and when they were submitted, they were not uniform. In
fact, the statistical basis often varied in the same hospital from year to year,
making comparative analyses impossible. In general, the use of X-rays
tended steadily upward throughout the war, as the following statistics,
selected at random, show:
Ashburn General Hospital, McKinney, Tex., reported 10,000 examinations
in 1943, 11,862 in 1944, and 24,625 in 1945.
Halloran General Hospital reported 17,204 examinations in 1943, 19,484
in 1944, and 32,754 in 1945.
Torney General Hospital examined 10,189 patients and processed 27,503
films during 1944. During 1945, the respective figures were 16,895 and 29,057.
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Lawson General Hospital examined 33,295 patients and processed 6,543
films in 1941. In 1942, it examined 21,475 patients, made 1,538 fluoroscopic
examinations, and processed 38,635 films. In 1943, it examined 26,367 patients,
made 1,523 fluoroscopic examinations, and processed 4,282 dozen films.
Oliver General Hospital, Augusta, Ga., made 32,555 X-ray examinations
in 1945, one reason for the large number being that it served as a separation
center during part of the year.
The breakdown of examinations for Stark General Hospital, Charleston,
S.C., for 1943, which follows, corresponds, in general, to the data supplied by
other hospitals. This hospital served as a special center for general and
orthopedic surgery.
Area examined:
Head ---------------------------------------Sinuses ---------------------------------------Bones and joints ------------------------------Chest -----------------------------------------Gastrointestinal tract --------------------------Gallbladder -----------------------------------Pelvis --------------------------------------Genitourinary tract ----------------------------Miscellaneous ----------------------------------

Number of

Number of

patients
353
624
3,112
6,301
1,055
173
151
655
113

examinations
385
692
3,870
6,680
1,067
177
157
704
127

Total ----------------------------------------

12,537

113,859

1 This figure does not include 1,188 fluoroscopic examinations. It also does not include any
examinations of the spine, the figures for which are too confused to use. It is known, however, that
the number of spinal examinations for 1948 exceeded 1.500.

UNIT HISTORIES
The unit histories, which follow, are presented to show the organization
and caseload of the radiologic sections in large general hospitals. They are
used chiefly because they are available, having been prepared from the formal
official histories by former chiefs of the radiologic services in them (Halloran
General Hospital, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) A. Bradley Soule, MC; Thomas M.
England General Hospital, Maj. Norman Heilbrun, MC). The histories of
any other general hospitals might otherwise equally well have been used.
Halloran General Hospital
Halloran General Hospital was activated on 19 October 1942 and accepted its first patients on 5 November 1942. The commanding officer was Col.
(later Brig. Gen.) Ralph G. DeVoe, MC, an experienced and capable career
medical officer, who proved a skillful administrator and who built up a professional staff, supplemented by a nonprofessional staff, competent to handle
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the unprecedented problems inherent in a hospital of this size and with its
special missions.
Mission.-Halloran General Hospital, being located close to the port of
New York, had as its primary mission the reception of sick and wounded
patients returned from overseas, chiefly from the Mediterranean and European theaters; the preparation of patients whose homes were not in the immediate vicinity of New York City for transfer to general hospitals nearer their
homes or to the various specialty treatment centers at other Army general
hospitals; and the definitive care of patients not in condition for transfer.
This hospital also provided specialized medical and surgical care for patients
referred from station hospitals in the greater New York area. Throughout its
existence, it served as a center for orthopedic surgical patients, most of them
wounded soldiers whose homes were in or near New York City. In August
1943, it was classified as a specialty center for maxillofacial surgery, plastic
surgery, thoracic surgery, neurosurgery, and ophthalmology. It was also one
of the several named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior in which the
first studies with penicillin were carried out.
Workload.-Halloran General Hospital, often referred to as the largest
Army hospital in the world, had a listed bed capacity of 3,000 plus an expansion capacity of another 3,500 beds. In February 1945, 2,650 beds were
allotted for orthopedic surgery and neurosurgery (the approximately 1,700
beds set aside for neurosurgery made this the largest neurosurgical center in
the world), and an additional 2,700 beds were reserved for patients evacuated
from overseas for redistribution to other hospitals.
The number of patients receiving definitive care at the same time during
the years the hospital operated varied from a few hundred to several thousand. During the fall and winter of 1944-45, however, when casualties were
being received from overseas in great numbers-sometimes 5,000 a weekmost of the beds were reserved for transients who were moved out as rapidly
as possible unless their condition demanded continued care at Halloran General Hospital. Many of the transients required X-ray examinations, chiefly
to check the condition of fractures and to eliminate complications of various
sorts.
Officer personnel.-About a dozen medical officers were assigned to the
X-ray service at Halloran General Hospital during the approximately 5 years
cf its operation. Capt. (later Lt. Col.) Paul T. Meyers, MC, the first chief of
service, had trained at Bellevue Hospital and Memorial Hospital in New
York. Lt. (later Maj.) Lloyd E. Hawes, MC, who had recently completed
his residency in radiology at Massachusetts General Hospital, was assistant
chief of service until he was appointed chief of the service at Rhoads General
Hospital, Utica, N.Y., when that hospital was activated in August 1943.
Major Soule, a professor of radiology at the University of Vermont College
of Medicine, was chief of service from March 1943 until November 1945. He
was succeeded by Maj. Frederick W. Van Buskirk, MC, who had trained at
the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine and the Episcopal Hospi-
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I"icuiau.
38.-Teclhni.al personnel, Hllor'tan (Generail Hospital, Staten lIsland,
N.Y., induhdling cadre fromi the Aryii
School ror 'Medical D
Iepartiment Enlisted
Techn~liciansl., Fitzsimnl is General';l Hospital, Denve\'(r. o('oh.

tal in Philadelphia, Pa., and who had served as chief of service at station
hosplila ls in Trinidad, BAY... (l). 797), and in the South Pacific before being
assigned to IHlalloran General Hosp)it al.
Other physicians who served on the X-ray service at IHalloran General
Hospital during the course of hle war inchlded Maj. BelijaniIII Colton. M1C,
who was a Board-certifi,(ed radiol
,)(ist when he ei ered, the Army: Capt. Perry
A. Morgan. Jr., MC, wlin) cam e to thei service flesh fronm his interiish il) and
Maj. Rol)ert J. Bloor, MC, Capt. James Koch, MC, Capt. IHerl)ert S. Sharlin,
MIC. aid Capt. Morris B. WVlit•mai, MC. who enitered service after one or
more years' traihinrg in radiology. All of these officers coitimle(l in radiology
after the war.
Enlisted and civilian personnel. -When the hoslpital was activated in
Nox-i,,ber 1942, a cadre of eight enlisted men id(ler the leadership of
T3g. Emmett 1I. Mays served as the nucleus of the technical stallf; all of them
had just been graduated from the Army School for Medical )epartment
Enlisted Technicians at Fitzsimons General Hospital. The same number of
enlisted mien were assigned from the hospital (let achmnemit for clerical duties
(fig. 38). Late in 194-3, a (lozen *Wacs were added to the staff, several trained
as X-ray technicians and the others as clerical workers.
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As the war progressed and there was need for more and more enlisted
personnel for service overseas, many of the technicians and clerks assigned to
the department were shipped out and replaced by civilians. During the last
few months of the war, a number of those who had served overseas were
attached to Halloran General Hospital for the final months of their military
service. These men were now experienced and mature soldiers. Although
they were anxious to return to civilian life, all of them proved responsible,
able technicians, willing and even anxious to do the necessary jobs. Most of
them showed a desirable and helpful sensitivity to the needs of wounded
casualties because they had gone through strenuous and searing experiences
themselves.
The only serious morale problem in the department arose at a time when
about half of those in it were civilian employees, working under civil service
and receiving salaries and perquisites considerably above those of military
personnel doing comparible work. The situation was a cause of dissatisfaction and discontent. When it seemed to be reaching serious proportions, the
chief of the X-ray service called the enlisted men together, explained to them
why the work they were doing was, in its way, as important as any other in
the Army, and pointed out that the educational and other benefits they would
receive as veterans at the close of the war would more than compensate them
for the higher salaries the civilian employees were then receiving. The men
responded to the appeal to accept their lot cheerfully and patriotically, and
there was no evidence of further discord. 3
Protected personnel. -During 1944-45, a detachment of German prisoners of war from noncombatant units, chiefly medical (Protected Personnel)
were assigned to Halloran General Hospital. Most of them had no apparent
skills and were used for policing the grounds, as janitors, and in similar
capacities. A few who had been trained as laboratory and dental technicians
were appropriately assigned. About a dozen were assigned to the X-ray
service, where some served as janitors and others assisted in the processing of
films. Although several of these men had been X-ray technicians in the
German Army, it was not thought wise to make use of their skills, since some
U.S. patients appeared suspicious and resentful when they were worked on
by men they still considered their enemies. Most Protected Personnel assigned
to the X-ray service were relatively uneducated and capable of only simple
3 The story of one GI might be added to the more orthodox story of professional, technical, and
clerical personnel. In April 1943, the need for someone with bookkeeping experience to assist with
the records was met by the Medical Detachment with the assignment of a rugged young man who
stated that he had been classified as a bookkeeper because he had been a bookie in civilian like.
His specialized talents did not meet the needs of the position. Shortly after his assignment, after a
bibulous evening, he overslept reveille, and in an attempt to avoid disciplinary action, he reported to
sick call, complaining of headache and stomach distress, and was promptly admitted to the hospital.
This was a time when casualties from North Africa were being shipped out in trainloads, many to
distant hospitals in the United States. The day after his admission to the hospital, much to everyone's surprise, including, probably his own, the bookkeeper-bookie was shipped out, along with other
patients, to a west coast hospital. Nothing more was beard of him for the next 2% years. Then
he appeared in the X-ray department at Halloran General Hospital with his chest covered with
ribbons and the announcement that he had ended up in Okinawa. He was given the prodigal son's
welcome, Army style.
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tasks, which they performed grudgingly. Since all of them had to be kept
under constant surveillance, their servces made little contribution to department activities.
Facilities and equipment.-Halloran General Hospital was in process
of construction as a training home and hospital for mentally defective children
when it was leased to the U.S. Army for the duration of the war. A certain
amount of additional construction was necessary when it became an Army
hospital, including auxiliary quarters for the dental, laboratory, and X-ray
services. The 40 brick and 6 wooden structures, centered about a large 6-story
brick structure, were connected, for their new uses, by several miles of
corridors.
Because of the expanse of the buildings and the large number of patients,
it was necessary, to handle the load, to set up two separate installations for
radiology service. Since most of the acutely ill patients, as well as the
majority of those requiring complex radiographic examinations, such as
pneumoencephalography, cerebral angiography, and bronchogTaphy, were
housed in the central hospital building, the service rooms in it were planned
to provide these specialized procedures. Three standard-issue 200-ma. radiographic-fluoroscopic heavy-duty units of conventional design were installed
on the main floor.
The second installation, a cantonment-type building about an eighth of a
mile away, housed the headquarters office of the X-ray service; a classroom
where daily X-ray conferences were held with surgical and other services and
where other teaching was conducted; and a large room, converted from a
porch, for sorting and filing radiographs. The diagnostic rooms in this
building were equipped with three radiographic-fluoroscopic machines.
Because of the half dozen or more disconnected wards for bed patients
and the need to use limited personnel economically, 12 Picker field units (fig.
39) were spotted about these areas in strategic locations. One unit was located
near the ward housing cardiorespiratory patients and others near wards in
which orthopedic patients were in traction.
The X-ray department at Halloran General Hospital was provided with
an unusually fine X-ray unit through the generosity of Greek-American citizens living in New York City, who wished to make some contribution that
would assist in providing the best X-ray care for patients. During the war,
however, manufacturers were turning out practically nothing but standard
machines for military use and were no longer making special units. By good
luck, a single deluxe prewar 500-ma. Picker diagnostic unit, equipped with
serialographic spot-film device and many other accessories, remained unsold
in New York. Army policy would ordinarily have prevented acceptance of
nonstandard X-ray equipment, but The Surgeon General made an exception in
this case. Maj. Gen. Robert C. Davis, USA (Ret.), former Adjutant General,
U.S. Army, then serving as Executive Director of the New York City Chapter
of the American Red Cross, and Maj. Gen. Merritte W. Ireland, USA (Ret.),
former Surgeon General, U.S. Army, assisted materially in arranging details
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42.--Improvisdlm
chair and ihoadlolder for pneumnoen(ephalography.
Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island, N.Y.

sorting the envelopes by dropping them into appropriate alphabetical slots.
Over the months, it was found that identification was speedier and more
atccurate if classification was by the patients' last names; when names were
similar, first names and serial numbers were also used. The entire project,
which was conducted under the supervision of two Wacs, T5g. Gertrude Hunt
and T.g. Annie M. Lawson, was carried out on a large porch of Building 75,
which was converted into a filerooin (fig. 43).
The principal difficulty in this project was encountered when films did not
arrive on the same ships as the patients, but came later. If the patients had
been transferred to other hospitals, as not infrequently happened, a timeCMonsuming search was required to determine whether the films had ever
arrived and, if they had, what disposition had been made of them.
Radiographs of patients held for definitive care were filed in a separate
area. If they were loaned to wards in other buildings, tracer cards, with
pertinent information, were placed in the spaces in which they were filed.
When the X-ray department received notice of the pending shipment
of patients to other hospitals, the names of the patients on the order sheet
for each hospital were checked against the files, and the films which had
arrived with the patients (as well as those taken after their arrival) were
tied together and sent with them. The letter of transmittal to each hospital
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FIGURE 43.-Film fileroom, Halloran General Hospital,
Staten Island, N.Y.

included a copy of the orders, with checks against the names of patients whose
films were being shipped.
Early in 1945, when the volume of films and records arriving and leaving
the hospital amounted to heroic proportions, a separate records division was
set up outside of the X-ray service. The experience they had gained in the
handling of films during the preceding 3 years proved invaluable to those in
charge of the new division.
In retrospect, it would have been wiser and more economical of personnel if this entire project had been handled from the beginning outside of the
X-ray service, by clerical help trained and experienced in postal methods. If
a similar situation arises in the future, it is suggested that this method be
used. It is also recommended that films and other records not readily identified at receiving hospitals be sent to a central clearing agency that has access
to names and addresses of all Army personnel.
Conferences and training program.-Each weekday morning at 08O0
hours, members of the surgical service met in the conference room of the
X-ray service, where one of the radiologic staff presented the films of all
surgical cases examined the day before. As each patient's name was called,
his ward officer gave a brief summary of the case, after which the radiologist
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in charge of the conference presented the patient's early films and the films
just taken, and offered his interpretation. These conferences, which were
instituted at the suggestion of the Chief, Surgical Service, Lt. Col. (later
Col.) Vansel S. Johnson, MC, served a number of useful purposes:
1. They kept the chiefs of the service and of other sections informed of
the X-ray findings of all patients on the services.
2. They enabled the ward officers to examine new radiographs of their
patients before they made daily rounds.
3. In problem cases, they provided the opportunity for immediate mass
consultation.
4. They served as an intensive educational course in radiologic interpretation, which was of great value to all those who attended and participated.
Because of the large numbers of patients who passed through the hospital,
numerous interesting and unusual forms of disease and injury were available
for study. Orthopedic cases predominated, but many other conditions were
observed, such as brain tumors, abscesses and aneurysms, bronchogenic neoplasms, foreign bodies in the heart and lungs, peptic ulcers, gastrointestinal
neoplasms, and even some of the rare exotic diseases from many parts of the
world. Since there were many experienced teachers from medical schools on
the hospital staff, the large group of young physicians who had just completed their internships or residencies could profit by, and participate in, the
lively discussions which often ensued at these conferences and which reflected
the high quality of care rendered to the patients.
The conferences held weekly for officers on the medical service were used
almost exclusively for teaching purposes. The carefully selected cases presented provided for broad discussions of pathologic processes, diagnostic criteria, and therapeutic methods. Many of the presentations concerned conditions infrequently observed in the eastern United States. The large volume
of material and its sources, which were frequently foreign, permitted the
study of such conditions as filariasis, echinococcus cysts (fig. 44); leprosy
(fig. 45); sarcoidosis with both bone (fig. 46) and pulmonary (fig. 47)
changes; histoplasmosis, coccidioidomycosis with both bone (fig. 48) and
pulmonary (fig. 49) changes; and collagenous diseases.
Frequent lectures, symposia, teaching ward rounds, and short courses on
various subjects were held at Halloran General Hospital through the cooperation of medical schools and hospitals in the area and the services of members
of the hospital staffs and professional consultants. They were all interesting
and stimulating, as well as profitable, to members of the staff and reflected
in the excellent care the patients received.
Several special courses were given to medical officers at the hospital.
Outstanding among them was the lecture course in neuropathology in the
spring of 1945 by Dr. Abner Wolf, Professor of Neuropathology, College
of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University. The emphasis was on the
clinical implications of this subject, and the course was therefore of special
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'i Z4
FIouRE 44.-Calcified hydatid cysts in right lower lung
and right lobe of liver.

interest to neurologists, neurosurgeons, pathologists, and radiologists. The
lecture hall was filled to overflowing with attentive, interested listeners at each
session.
The hospital staff served as host to many local and regional, and a few
national, professional societies, and presented programs before them based
largely on the patients there under treatment. Maj. Champ Lyons, MC, who
directed the penicillin study at the hospital, presented his material on several
occasions to members of the hospital staff and others. The radiologic service
participated actively in all of these presentations.
Scope of work.-The special missions of Halloran General Hospital
changed several times during its 5 years of operation, and the kinds and
numbers of X-ray examinations reflected these changes. Throughout the
whole period, the large numbers of orthopedic patients required a high proportion of examinations of the long bones and spine. During the year ending
in December 1943, 25 percent of X-ray examinations were of long bones and
9 percent were of the spine. Chest examinations, many of them routine,
accounted for 37 percent and gastrointestinal studies for 9 percent. The
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FIGuaz 47.-Widespread pulmonary sarcoidosis affecting both parenchymal area and hilar nodes.

The space selected for the X-ray department had been part of the large
lounge area on the mezzanine floor of the hotel. Plans for it were drawn up
with the help of the technical staff of the General Electric X-Ray Corp.,
whose equipment was to be used. One problem was how to protect the marble
floors and ornately decorated columns. It was solved by building protective
wooden walls around the columns and by laying false floors, under which all
conduits and pipes were located. The darkroom was located next to an
unused elevator shaft, up which the plumbing for it was brought. Permission to cut a hole in the floor for a toilet to serve the radiographic room
was denied at first but was quickly granted when it was pointed out that a
patient being studied by barium enema might have difficulty reaching the
nearest toilet, some 70 feet away. Pass boxes were not available; they had
to be designed and built, along with the special hardware necessary to make
them lightproof.
The first patients entered the hospital in August 1942, but the X-ray
department did not begin to operate until December of that year. The principal reason for the delay was inability to obtain transformers appropriate
for the alternating curre~it supplied by the local power company. Only
direct current was available from the powerplant of the hotel, and it would
have required rotary converters.
The organization of the X-ray department was accomplished without
special difficulty, but providing for enlisted technicians was another matter.
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FIGURE

48.-Typical bone lesions of coccldloldomycosis
at lower end of tibia.

Only one or two of those assigned to the department had had any training
ill this work, and no men were then available from any of the training
courses. On-the-job training was therefore necessary.
Tile physical layout of the hospital was conducive to efficient radiologic
service. The beds were concentrated in the two large hotel buildings, which
were connected by a bridge, and elevator service in both was excellent. Any
patient in alny part of the hospital could therefore be brought. to the X-ray
department within 5 to 10 minutes and returned to his ward in the same time.
In September 1944. a hurricane struck Atlantic City and caused a complete breakdown of all service, including electrical and plumbing services.
The hospital had to be evacuated within 24 hours, and planning and the
implenientat ion of the plans required many hours of organization and teamwork. There was no elevator service, and there were patients on all floors
above the grolnd level. The several hundred nonamlbulatory patients all
had to be evacuated by litter, and all orthopedic patients in traction had to
be put iutio plaster casts before they could be moved. It was 6 weeks before
all electric equipment, such as motors and transformers, which had been
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49.-Widempread pulmonary coccldioldomycoats. Note some lesions show cavitation.

damaged by sea water, could be repaired and the hospital reopened. In the
meantime, limited power for X-ray and other services was provided by emergency portable generators.
Thomas M. England General Hospital, in addition to its functions as a
general hospital, became a specialty center for amputees and for neurological
and neurosurgical casualties. Its facilities continued to expand until it had
a capacity of approximately 5,000 beds, of which 2,800 were active and 2,200
were for convalescent patients. The enlargement required an increase in
radiologic equipment from two units to four. Intermediate X-ray therapy
was also provided during the expansion.
The first battle casualties received at the hospital were transfers from
Halloran General Hospital. As the population increased, the great majority
of patients were combat casualties. The hospital also served the general
medical and surgical needs of the various other commands stationed in or near
Atlantic City.
While the hospital operated as an Air Forces hospital, its duties were
those of a busy station hospital. Because of the rigorous physical training
required in the inclement weather of the winter and spring of 1942-43,
patients with viral pneumonia were observed in large numbers.
Special clinical conditions encountered at this hospital, and the studies
made of them, are described elsewhere in this chapter.
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Section II. Technical Considerations
Basic techniques were used in all named general hospitals, and Colonel
Kirklin and other consultants who inspected departments of radiology in
them had few adverse comments on the quality or the quantity of the output.
Many refinements of technique, however, and some new techniques were introduced during the war, and a few of them might be mentioned.

TECHNIQUES
Optimum kilovoltage technique.-Maj. Arthur W. Fuchs, SnC, devoted
a good deal of time and attention to improvement and standardization of
techniques to be used with Government-issue equipment (6, 7). The optimum
kilovoltage technique which he developed was based on reduction of exposure
factors, except milliampere seconds, a technique which proved as precise as it
was simple. Since it required very little effort on their part, better than
average films could be produced even by student technicians.
Major Fuchs also developed a modification of this technique for examination of the chest. The technique required the use of a generator capable of
delivering 100 kilovolt peaks at 200 milliamperes, though 150 milliamperes
was recommended, to conserve tube life. Since the use of a constant setting
of 100 kilovolts produced an overabundance of secondary radiation, the use of
a stationary grid was recommended. Depending on the thickness of the
chest, a time exposure of 0.2, 0.3, or 0.4 second was used. This technique was
simple and economical of time of personnel as well as of material and equipment, and it produced films of highl quality and great diagnostic accuracy.
Major Fuchs prepared the technique chart issued with every Army field
unit. Instructions were based on the thickness of the part to be examined.
Images were provided in which detail of both bones and soft tissues were
visible, with no areas of underexposure or overexposure. These results were
accomplished with a long scale of contrast and a minimum of fog from
secondary radiation.
Densitometry.--At Percy Jones General Hospital, Lt. Col. Joseph C.
Bell, MC, and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Gilbert W. Heublein, MC, made studies
with the Morgan-Hodges exposure meter (fig. 50), a device that takes advantage of the fact that all properly exposed films are of an average density
of 0.9 in the diagnostic range as read on a densitometer, regardless of the
part of the body examined (8). The detector unit is then replaced by a film
which is exposed according t( the previously determined exposure time.
Results with this device were excellent, and all instances of failure were
attributable to improper positioning of the detector unit. Particularly good
results were obtained in examination of amputation stumps in which considerable demineralization had occurred and in other examinations in which bone
condensation changes or calcification of soft tissues made determination of
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FIGURE 50.-Morgan-Hodges radiographic exposure meter, Percy Jones
General Hospital, Battle Creek, Mich. (8). A. Components of appara-

tus: Meter unit (a), X-ray exposure meter (b), detector unit (c), and
detector screen (d). B. Method of use: Meter unit (a), detector screen
(b), and film in cassette (c).

proper exposure difficult by ordinary measurements. Clarity of detail was
notable in orthopedic cases in which films had to be made through plaster.
Much more uniform exposures were obtained in followup films made by this
technique than when reliance was placed on measurements made by different
technicians. Film densities were found to remain constant over a wide range
of kilovoltages.
Myelography.-At Halloran General Hospital, as already noted, the
large numbers of myelographies to be performed required an efficient routine.
Before the service grew so heavy, the injection and removal of Pantopaque
were performed by the neurosurgeons. Later, it was found that young ward
officers, recently out of their internships, could be trained to perform these
procedures skillfully and safely, thus releasing neurosurgeons for other duties.
The Pantopaque was injected intraspinally with the patient prone on the
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wheeled litter on which he had been brought to the X-ray department. He
was then moved to the X-ray table, where fluoroscopy was carried out and
spot and overhead radiographs were taken, after which the contrast medium
was removed under fluoroscopic control.
At DeWitt General Hospital, a somewhat similar plan was used. As
many as 14 lumbar myelograms were sometimes made each afternoon, with
3 diagnostic rooms in use. The ward officers on the neurosurgical wards
performed the lumbar punctures and introduced the Pantopaque, while the
radiologists went from room to room, making the fluoroscopic studies and
spot films and returning for the removal of the opaque medium.
Chest examination.-At Lovell General Hospital, Capt. (later Maj.)
Gerald Lavner, MC, and Maj. (later Col.) Benjamin Copleman, MC, recommended anteroposterior lordotic projections of the chest as an extremely
useful technique for the detection and identification of small or inadequately
visualized lesions in the pulmonary apex (9).
Bronchography was used routinely, but as Lt. Col. Samuel I. Kooperstein, MC, and Maj. Hyman E. Bass, MC, showed, it was not entirely free of
risk (10). They made intensive studies of the opaque media used for thi'A
purpose after they had observed three patients with bilateral basal pulmonary
densities following intrabronchial instillation of Lipiodol; all three were
known asthmatics. The authors emphasized the importance of skin testing
of all patients before bronchography, especially those with allergic backgrounds.
Pneumoarthrography of the knee.-Among the techniques described
for air injection of the knee, for the demonstration of fractures of the menisci
and other lesions of the joint, was the method described by Maj. Jack W.
Grossman, MC, and Capt. (later Maj.) Howard H. Minor, MC (11). It
showed a particularly satisfactory degree of correlation between radiographic
and surgical findings.
Urinary tract techniques.-At Thomas M. England General Hospital,
Major Heilbrun and Maj. George E. Chittenden, MC, emphasized the value
of the 24-hour delayed urogram, particularly in patients with ureteral obstruction (12). In several of their patients the point of obstruction was demonstrable only on 24-hour films.
At Percy Jones General Hospital, Colonel Bell, Major Heublein, and
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Howard J. Hammer, MC, studied the complementary
role of intravenous and retrograde urography and pointed out the value of
roentgenoscopy and of radiographs in the lateral projection in the detection
of obscure lesions (13). In this department, the technique was adapted to the
needs of the individual patients, though a preliminary scout film of the entire
tract, before injection, was routine. The radiologist himself directed the
procedure and gave the injection. Rete'ograde examinations were done in the
department of urology but under the direct supervision of the radiologist.
The details of this technique are well worth careful study.
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Venography.-At Letterman General Hospital, Capt. (later Maj.) Allison E. Imler, MC, and his associates studied selected patients with varicose
veins by venography (14). They found the technique of special value in the
detection of deep venous pathologic changes otherwise not demonstrable.
Examination of the colon.-At Ashford General Hospital, Lt. Col. Robert C. Pendergrass, MC, and Capt. (later Maj.) Frederick W. Cooper, Jr.,
MC, suggested the use of rubber bulbs, such as those supplied with Asepto
syringes, in studying the colon after colostomy (15). The neck of the bulb
was strapped firmly into the colostomy stoma and the enema tube was
inserted through the bulb.
Localization of intraocular foreign bodies.-The Sweet method of localization of intraocular foreign bodies was generally favored in named
general hospitals. At Halloran General Hospital, however, a comparative
study showed the Comberg contact method of Pfeiffer to be more consistently
accurate. Small foreign bodies in the cornea or the anterior portion of the
globe, even those with low opacity such as bits of glass, frequently could be
detected by soft-tissue radiographs on dental films held close to the root of the
nose near the inner cant' us of the eye.
A number o, hoF;pitals used the ring method of localization, devised by
Capt. Edward W. Perkins. MC, at the 45th General Hospital, Naples,
Italy (16). It requir-d the fabrication of three rings of 18-gage round silver
wire, 24, 25, and 26 mm., respectively, in diameter. Under topical anesthesia
with 1 percent Pontocaine (tetracaine hydrochloride), whichever of the rings
best fitted the glove was fitted snugly around it at the equator. A small
groove in the wire was placed at the external canthus. Four exposures were
made, a posteroanterior view in the Waters position, with the patient looking
straight ahead, and three lateral projections, with forward, upward, and
downward gaze. The location of the foreign body was determined by its
position in relation to the ring. In practice, this technique proved more
reliable than the Sweet method (p. 275).
Fluoroscopy.-Reduction of fractures under the fluoroscope was officially
discouraged (17) and was practiced in only a few hospitals. No matter how
helpful some orthopedic surgeons might consider this method, it occasionally
resulted in irreparable damage to the hands and arms. Moreover, when an
X-ray department was properly run, there was no need for it. When the
department, or some section of it, was located near the operating room, or
the orthopedic wards, the position of bone fragments could be checked within
a few minutes. At Thayer General Hospital, where a special warm solution
was devised by one of the technicians, films were back in the operating room
31/2 minutes after the picture had been made.
An occasional request for a hand fluoroscopic screen to check the position of fractures on orthopedic wards was invariably refused. The hazards
of its use simply did not balance the information secured from it.
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MAP

1.-Areas of world from which patients were received at Percy Jones General
Hospital, Battle Creek, Mich., in 1943 (8).

Section III. Clinical Studies
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
World War II differed from all previous wars in that many thousands of
men who would formerly have died on the battlefield survived to reach frontline hospitals, and many thousands survived in frontline hospitals to reach

hospitals in the rear and, later, in the Zone of Interior. The unprecedentedly
high rate of survival explains why general hospitals in the Zone of Interior
received so many combat casualties with such a wide variety of wounds,
wounds whose clinical course and outcome were so often altered by the use
of penicillin and other antimicrobial agents. Tlese general hospitals, as
has also been indicated, received patients from all over the world (map 1)
with diseases not seen in the United States, or not seen in their current manifestations. Finally, these hospitals received patients from station and other
hospitals in the service commands in which they were located with serious
and obscure conditions. The medical officers attached to these general hospitals had an unparalleled clinical experience, and radiologists played an
active part in it.
The range of conditions observed was incredibly wide, varying from an
occasional march fracture-injuries of this kind did not often reach general
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FIGURE 51.-Calcification adjacent to adductor tubercle typical of Pellegrini-Stieda

disease.
hospitals-to neoplasitis of extremte rarity. An idea of the variety of conditions eiivoiiitered onl the radiologic service of a busy general hospital can be

gamied by list Ing thie conditions mentioned in the Preston M. Hickey Memorial
Lecitire for 1944, wh iclh was based on the diagnostic experience in the departnient of radiology at Percy Jlones General Hlospital (8). It included:
1. Cerebral traumna of all kinds, with every conceivable complication, as
w~ell :Is fuinioirs of the brain an1d pituitary gland. Many of these conditions
were sntilied b~y special techniques, hinluiding encephalography.
2. Herniated nucleus pulposus: fractures and other spinal injuries; juvenile epiplivsitis (Sceiieleriulann's disease) : and spondylolisthiesis. MAany of
these conditions were stii(lie(I by special techniques, including niyelography.
3. Injuin-es and diseases of the accessory sinuses and facial bones, many
of them requiring special techniques of examination.
4. Injuries of the bones anil joints of innumerable varieties and with a
wide

v-ariety of comnplications: tumors of the bone, such as endothelial
invyelonlas aind ost eogenc Sar~ colflti5 cystic dIisease secondary to parathyroid
tuiniors : net astat iv lesions: the arthritides, including traumatic arthritis and
Marie-Struilinpell disease; osteochiondlritis dissecans; Pellegrini-Stieda disease
(fig. 51) ; and recurrent dislocations.
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5. Atypical pneumonia and its complications, such as empyema and
bronchiectasis; hemothoracic empyema; bronchopleural fistula; coccidioidomycosis; Hodgkin's disease of the mediastinum; Boeck's sarcoid; blastomycosis;
and carcinoma. Many of these conditions were studied by bronchography.
6. Diverticula and peptic ulcer of the esophagus; cardiospasm; diaphragmatic hernia; duodenal and gastric ulcers; deficiency states with small bowel
manifestations; intestinal obstruction; and polyps and carcinoma. All these
cases were studied, as indicated, by barium meals, barium enemas, esophagoscopy, gastroscopy, and other diagnostic means.
7. Urinary calculi, which were surprisingly frequent and which were
preexistent in many cases; lesions on a congenital basis, such as pyelectasis,
obstructions, neoplasms, and retroperitoneal metastases with urinary tract
involvement from testicular tumors. These conditions were studied by special
techniques of urography.
8. Foreign bodies in all parts of the body, including the eye.
The conditions listed were typical of those seen in most general hospitals in the Zone of Interior. They provided the radiologists in them unusual
opportunities not only to see both common and uncommon conditions but
also to study them in a way frequently not possible in even leading teaching
hospitals because of the regulation that patients in military hospitals were to
be discharged only after they had attained maximum improvement, a status
which might require hospitalization for weeks and months.
A report by Maj. (later Col.) Lucien M. Pascucci, MC (18), froi,;
O'Reilly General Hospital in the Seventh Service Command, called attention
to the many patients who were hospitalized with chronic diseases which could
have been identified before induction-and would have been a cause for rejection-if the screening process had been more careful and radiography had
been employed more frequently. Among these conditions were bronchiectasis,
urinary calculi, posttraumatic atrophy of the brain, herniated intervertebral
disk, spondylolisthesis, duodenal and gastric ulcers, and colitis. Major Pascucci emphasized the need for more attention to such symptoms and signs as
cough, injuries of the head and spinal column with subsequent pain on activity, and digestive disturbances. He warned, however, that the wider application of specialized radiologic procedures, such as bronchography, intravenous
urography. encephalography, myelography, and similar techniques, could be
justified only when they were performed by trained personnel.
Many of the techniques developed and many of the conditions observed
in named general hospitals in the Zone of Interior were reported in the literature during and immediately after the war. In addition to technical reports
(p. 162). these contributions can be roughly classified as:
1. Articles dealing with the radiologic aspects of medical and surgical
problems peculiar to military medicine.
2. Articles of a general nature, not specifically related to the military
experience.
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3. Case reports.
As a matter of convenience, the reports briefly summarized in the following pages are discussed under clinical-anatomic headings. The list is representative but not complete.
CHEST
Atypical pneumonia.-Atypical pneumonia was observed with great frequency in epidemics of respiratory disease in general hospitals in the Zone
of Interior. In some, the incidence was as high as 25 percent. At Thomas M.
England General Hospital, about 8 percent of the patients showed delayed
resolution, and bronchographic studies showed bronchiectasis to be present.
Unfortunately, preinduction films were not usually available, and it was therefore seldom possible to determine whether this condition was the result of
the pneumonia or was preexistent. Other complications reported were pleuritic involvement (19), often the result of too brief a convalescent period, and
fracture of the ribs. Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Rolfe M. Harvey, MC (20), reported
18 such fractures, half of them multiple, in 500 consecutive cases of atypical
pneumonia. The fifth and sixth ribs were most commonly affected, followed
by the fourth, seventh, eighth, and ninth ribs in that order. All the fractures
were in the anterior or midaxillary line. All were attributed to coughing and
were thought to be the result of repeated small injuries of a subthreshold
nature, similar to march and other types of stress fractures.
Fungus disease.-Military service in certain desert sections of the southwest United States, especially California, proved hazardous as regards exposure to certain types of fungus disease, particularly coccidioidomycosis.
Patients were usually referred to general hospitals from station hospitals in
the vicinity and several representative groups were studied. Capt. Vernon L.
Peterson, MC (21), observed 24 patients at Winter General Hospital, Topeka,
Kans., and found a variety of lesions, the most frequent being a solitary
nodose infiltrate that later broke down, leaving a thin-walled cavity. When
these lesions were multiple, they sometimes resembled metastatic carcinomas
and sometimes tuberculous lesions. Pleural involvement was observed in several cases, and about half of the patients studied showed slight enlargement
of the hilar nodes. At Percy Jones General Hospital (8), it was found necessary to bear coccidioidomycosis constantly in mind whenever any bizarre type
of pulmonary lesions, whether atypical or basal, was encountered and to
inquire regarding the skin test, which usually became positive some time
during the third week.
Two types of the disease were observed on roentgenologic examination.
In the first type, which was relatively benign and was designated as the primary phase, there were nodular areas of increased density or atypical, somewhat pneumonic-like consolidation in the lung fields, not unlike those observed
in atypical pneumonia. The thin-walled cavities often present usually closed
spontaneously. The secondary or granulomatous phase, which was highly
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fatal, was characterized roentgenologically by chronic fibrotic pulmonary
changes, with and without cavitation. The bone lesions likely to occur during
this phase had a bizarre distribution and showed a predilection for pressure
points, such as the malleoli, the acromion processes, and the olecranon. Miliary dissemination was not infrequently a terminal manifestation.
Observations at Bushnell General Hospital emphasized much the same
points in the patients treated there, most of whom came from the training
center in the San Joaquin Valley, Calif. Attention was called to the coalescence of nodules, which sometimes resulted in a consolidated lung, and the
chronicity of the associated bone lesions. Generally speaking, the larger
numbers of cases of coccidioidomycosis at regional and station hospitals, such
as the several hundred studied by Lt. Col. Horace W. Jamison, MC, at the
Army Air Forces Regional Hospital at Santa Ana, Calif., presented much
the same features (22).
Captain Peterson also studied several patients with actinomycosis at
Winter General Hospital (21). The disease was extensive and was sometimes
associated with abscess formation and, less often, with diaphragmatic penetration and extension to the liver.
Aspergillosis at this hospital ran a much more benign course. The typical lesion was soft, irregular, peribronchial or parenchymal infiltration with
enlargement of the regional lymph nodes. Monilia albicans infection was
frequent, usually as a secondary process, with pulmonary infiltration and
adenopathy characteristic. Torulosis and blastomycosis were uncommon.
Captain Peterson pointed out that a single roentgenologic study furnished no
specific criterion for the diagnosis of any of these fungus diseases, but that
the radiologist who was familiar with the findings could often suggest the
probable condition present.
Aspiration pneumonia.-At Halloran General Hospital, Captain Hawes
and Major Soule (23), in a study of pulmonary changes in cardiospasm, called
attention to the frequency with which chronic pulmonary disease resulted
from repeated aspiration of esophageal contents in achalasia and cardiospasm.
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Oscar N. Mayo, MC. and Maj. (later Col.) Jack Spencer,
MC (24), made the same observation at the Fort Bliss Station Hospital.
GASTROINTESTINAL AND RELATED SYSTEMS
Peptic ulcer was a relatively frequent condition in general hospitals. At
Oliver General Hospital in 1943, about 30 gastrointestinal examinations were
made each week and from 20 to 25 percent of the yearly total were positive
for ulcers, most of them duodenal and most of them diagnosed before the
patients were sent to this hospital. Of the 118 gastrointestinal examinations
made in October. November, and December 1944, 36 were positive for ulcers,
35 of which were duodenal. No instances of carcinoma of the stomach were
found. The patients subjected to gastrointestinal study represented a selected
proportion of the 10 to 20 percent of patients on the medical wards with diges-
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tive complaints, a large number of which were functional. It was found that
the administration of phenobarbital and belladonna before the examination
permitted better visualization of the stomach. Results were also better in
gallbladder studies when the same technique was used.
At Walter Reed General Hospital, Major Hinkel (25) called attention to
the fact that, in certain cases, localized hypertrophic gastritis with polypoid
or adenomatous changes must be carefully considered in the differential diagnosis of gastric tumors, in which carcinoma must also always be considered.
A number of interesting case reports were made. Colonel Present (96)
observed two cases of aberrant pancreas at Hoff General Hospital, one intramuraM and the other polypoid but both in the gastric antrum. Of the 410
cases of aberrant pancreas reported in the literature, about a quarter were in
the stomach and another quarter in the duodenum. Lt. Col. Ray B. McCarty,
MC, and Major Present (97) reported from the same hospital a mesenteric
pouch hernia simulating a paraduodenal hernia. The presenting symptoms
were highly suggestive of volvulus.
SPINE
The spine was studied intensively, both by plain films and by myelography. One of the most interesting and surprising general studies, conducted
by Maj. Murray M. Friedman, MC, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Frederick J. Fischer,
MC, and Capt. Robert E. Van Demark, MC, covered 100 healthy soldiers
19 to 39 years of age (98). With few exceptions, the whole group had had
strenuous military training and some had been in combat, but none of them
had ever had a backache or had suffered a back injury. Yet in only 20 of
the group were the findings on plain films entirely normal. The commonest
abnormalities were asymmetrical facets in 39 cases; spina bifida occulta in
36; transitional vertebrae and narrow lumbosacral joints in 11 each; Schmorl's
nodes in 8; spondylolisthesis and spondylolysis in 6; and arthritis of the
lumbosacral or sacroiliac joints in 5. Anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique
roentgenograms were made, as well as a single anteroposterior film with the
tube tilted 300 cephalad.
At Nichols General Hospital, Maj. Anthony C. Galluccio, MC (99),
analyzed 142 routine studies of the lower spine, finding in them 15 instances
of prespondylolisthesis or spondylolisthesis. In 35 additional examinations,
he found 20 instances of prespondylolisthesis, 17 of which were bilateral, and
15 instances of spondylolisthesis. This incidence was much higher than had
been generally reported. Major Galluccio emphasized the importance of the
quality of the films, which were made in the anteroposterior, right and left
oblique, and true lateral positions. He also called attention to the importance
of being alert to this condition because of its progressive character and its
possible medicolegal importance. It was also studied intensively in the Mediterranean theater (p. 308) and in the Southwest Pacific Area (p. 671).
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At Oliver General Hospital, an instance of phosphorus poisoning was
observed in a Negro soldier who stated that, in his youth, he ate match heads.
Various lines of epiphyseal growth were evident on the roentgenograms, and
the films of the spine looked like double exposures.
Pantopaque myelography.-Pantopaque had been introduced for myelography shortly before the war, and there was general agreement as to its value
for this purpose. In their studies at Halloran General Hospital, Major Soule,
Capt. (later Maj.) Sidney W. Gross, MC, and Capt. (later Maj.) James G.
Irving, MC (30), reported that its low viscosity made injection and removal
easy, and since no force was required to inject it there was less chance that it
would enter the epidural space.
At Walter Reed General Hospital, Captain Wyatt and Lt. Col. (later
Col.) R. Glen Spurling, MC (31), studied six patients in whom 3.5 cc. of
Pantopaque was injected into the lumbar subarachnoid space and left in situ.
When subsequent studies were made of the skull and entire spine at intervals
of 9 to 15 months later, estimates of the residual medium varied from 0.1 to
1.5 cc. There were no symptoms referable to its retention.
Diagnostic accuracy was high with Pantopaque myelography. At Ashford General Hospital, 69 of the 215 patients studied by Lt. Col. George L.
Maltby, MC, and Colonel Pendergrass (32) were surgically explored. Of the
60 with positive findings, 54 were found to have disk lesions. Of the nine
operated on with negative X-ray findings because of what seemed to be classical clinical findings, five were found to have no lesions. These same authors
also described myelographic findings in patients with varices, adhesions, and
epidural abscess.
Similarly accurate findings in a smaller number of cases were reported
from O'Reilly General Hospital by Lt. Col. Francis Murphey, MC, and his
group (33). These observers also emphasized the continued value of plain
films in studies of the spine, particularly the presence of scoliosis, straightening or reversal of normal cervical curves, calcification in the posterior joint
spaces, encroachment on the intervertebral foramina by soft tissue or osteophytes, and localized arthrosis.
At Lovell General Hospital, Major Copleman (34) demonstrated five
instances of small central protrusions of lumbar disks. He pointed out the
importance of careful fluoroscopy in such cases, with close attention to the
advancing head of the column, since many protrusions are concealed once the
opaque medium covers them. In his opinion, one of the advantages of Pantopaque was that it was not so opaque as to obscure fine gradations of density.
Followup studies with Pantopaque sometimes revealed previously overlooked lesions. At DeWitt General Hospital, when men who had had unilateral disk surgery without relief were reexamined, another ruptured disk
was sometimes found at a higher level on the same side, or one or more disks
were found on the other side (35).
Myelography also revealed other lesions. At Thayer General Hospital,
it demonstrated congenital absence of the odontoid process of the second
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cervical vertebra associated with a dislocation of the first cervical vertebra
onto the defective second. At Thomas M. England General Hospital, 1st Lt.
Edwin C. Ernst, Jr., MC, and Major Heilbrun demonstrated intraspinal
hemangiomas by this method.
Rheumatoid spondylitis.-Spondylolisthesis was a relatively frequent
roentgenologic finding in general hospitals, and several special studies were
made of it. At Hoff General Hospital, Maj. Edward W. Boland, MC, and
Major Present (36) analyzed 100 cases with special reference to diagnostic
criteria. The diagnosis, they pointed out, was not to be made without radiologic evidence of sacroiliac involvement unless characteristic changes were
present in apophyseal joints, changes which might not occur until 3 years
had passed.
An important diagnostic study of spondylolisthesis was made at Nichols
General Hospital by the chief of the radiology service, Lt. Col. Harold 0.
Brown, MC.
SOFT-TISSUE OSSIFICATIONS AND BONE EROSIONS
IN PARAPLEGICS
Among the numerous complications to which the paraplegic casualties
hospitalized in neurosurgical centers were subject was neurogenic ossifying
fibromyopathy; that is, para-articular ossifications. Most of these patients
had sustained combat or other traumatic injuries to the spinal cord or cauda
equina. Among the studies made of these ossifications were the following:
1. At Halloran General Hospital, Colonel Soule (37) reported on 23 such
ossifications (fig. 52), observed in 62 paraplegics, in one instance secondary
to an epidural abscess ir. the lower thoracic spine and in another to nontraumatic spinal cord disease of an unknown nature.
These deposits were chiefly about the hips and knees. The deposits about
the hips were extracapsular and most extensive about the margins of the
capsules. "When they were well developed, they partially ensheathed the
hips and produced ankylosis. The deposits about the knees were most prominent in the region of the medial collateral ligament, but they frequently extended upwp-id over the arch of the medial condyle to become attached to the
distal shaft of the femur. Occasionally, deposits lateral to the knee were
observed.
No relation could be traced between the presence of these deposits and
the severity of the injuries, the site of the neurologic lesions, the timelag in
surgical treatment, the presence or absence of decubitus ulcers, the presence
or absence of urinary tract infection or other infections, the presence or
absence of associated injuries, the ages of the patients, or the blood calcium
and total protein levels.
Only 3 of the 23 patients showed any clinical evidence of improvement
in their paraplegia, and in 1 out of 3 there was no improvement in the extremity showing ossification.
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FIG(;tRE 52.-Ossifications in Ipraplegic patients. Halloran
Genieral Hospital, Staten Island. N.Y. A. Heavy masses of

ectopic' bone about both hips.

B. Now bone about distal

fonill rs.

2. At Ashford General Hospital, Maj. William C. Ward. MC (38), re-

ported para-articular ossifications about the hips or knees, or about both

joints, in 4 of 88 patients observed.

One patient had a decubitus ulcer over

the greater trochanter. In this case, extensive ossification involved the hip
joint capsule, especially laterally, and there was also extensive calcification
about the media] and lateral aspects of both distal femurs and the medial
aspect of the left knee.

In all the cases studied, the ossifications produced

varying degrees of ankylosis and fixation of the extremities, and militated
against satisfactory rehabilitation.
3. At Thomas M. England General Hospital, Colonel Heilbrun and Capt.
William G. Kuhn, Jr., MC (39), found 43 patients with deposits of ectopic
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bone, chiefly about the hips and knees, in 99 paraplegics. In most instances,
the ossifications appeared as solitary or multiple bony nodules in the capsule
or outside of it, but in a few cases, bone formation was so massive that it
completely ensheathed the joint and rendered it immobile.
Erosions were noted in 45 of the 99 paraplegics treated at Thomas M.
England General Hospital (39), chiefly in the lateral aspects of the greater
trochanters. No reactive changes could be identified in the underlying bone,
but as time passed, there appeared to be a reshaping of the bones, and some
new bone proliferation became evident about the peripheral portions of the
eroded areas. They were most evident in patients with decubitus ulcers, particularly those of long duration. In the cases in which both changes were
present, there was no obvious relation between the erosive lesions and the softtissue ossifications.
An instance of calcification not related to trauma was the massive calcification of the liver, apparently on the basis of alveolar hydatid disease, reported by Major Heilbrun and Capt. Andrew J. Klein, MC, at Thomas M.
England General Hospital (40). Diffuse calcification of the pancreas was
also observed (41).
OSSIFICATIONS SECONDARY TO TRAUMA
Major Soule, at Halloran General Hospital (42), reported that ossification of the coracoclavicular ligament is a common sequela of trauma to the
ligament sustained in association with acromioclavicular dislocation. He compared it to the ossification of hematomas in muscles such as the quadriceps
femoris, brachialis anticus, and rectus abdominis, or in the ligaments about
the knee, elbow, and ankle.
Of 18 patients with acromioclavicular dislocations, 14 subsequently developed ossifications in the coracoclavicular ligament. The process appeared as
early as 22 days after injury, in the form of a cloudlike density which, over a
period of 6 to 8 weeks, assumed the characteristics of dense, trabeculated
bone. If ossification did not appear within 6 weeks after injury, it was not
noted in later examinations. It did not seem to contribute to the patient's
disability; in fact, it might actually aid in stabilizing the joint.
Similar ossifications were observed in other soft tissues of the extremities (43).

INJURIES AND ANOMALIES OF THE BONES
The
Interior
minuted
observed
myelitis,

heavy orthopedic workload in all general hospitals in the Zone of
has already been commented on several times. Shattering comfractures, caused by high explosives and penetrating missiles, were
in great numbers and in all locations. Infection, going on to osteowas not infrequent until the introduction of penicillin. Then infec-
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tions came under control, and the clinical improvement was closely paralleled
by radiologic improvement.
Reconstructive surgery was greatly expanded with the advent of penicillin. Radiographs showed many remarkably successful results, including
cases in which bone grafts were used.
The largest series of march fractures were reported from regional hospitals at camps throughout the country; these patients did .iot, as a rule, reach
general hospitals. 5 Lt. Col. Glenn D. Carlson, MC, and Capt. (later Maj.)
Royal F. Wertz, MC (44), reported 69 cases from Brooke General Hospital,
66 involving the metatarsals, 2 the distal femur, and 1 the mid portion of the
body of the femur. In no instance did these--or any other-observers note
any correlation between these injuries and the previous civilian occupations,
the bony anatomy of the feet, or the bony metabolism as indicated by studies
of serum phosphorus, serum calcium, phosphatase, and cevitamic acid. Almost
all the fractures occurred in recent recruits, under basic training, especially
those on the march and carrying heavy equipment.
Diagnosis depended upon technically perfect roentgenograms. I.Iss than
half of the films showed defi.nite fracture lines, and the commonest finding
was dense subperiosteal callus.
Among the interesting and unusual cases reported were [the solitary cysts
of the calcaneus observed in three young adult soldier. by Colonel Copleman,
Maj. Marino F. Vidoli, MC, and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Francis J. Crimmings,
MC, at Lovell General Hospital (45). Only nine other cases were reported
in the literature. It was theorized that the. v cysts might have originated as
localized dysplacic processes resultir.g ýrom multiple minor traumas. Maj.
Samuel H. Nickerson, MC ( 5', described several instances of maldevelopment of the patella and tle q,-.dricers extensor apparatus, apparently on the
basis of genes which possessed abnormal mesodermal and ectodermal characteristics.
Probably the i... use of t•.:, Kiintscher nail observed in the United
St-tes was at Th,-mas M. England General Hospital, in a German prisoner
o I:ar
i with ,r
?-- fracture of the mid femur. He had been cared for
by a German
iiopedic surgeon, and -he said that he was ambulatory in
" iays. Rioentgenologic examination at the U.S. hospital showed beginning
nealing of the ' acture, as evidenced by callus. Alinement was excellent, and
recovery was -without incident. When healing was solid, Lt. Col. Rafe N.
Hatt, MC, removed the intramedullary prosthesis, after some effort. It was
a hollow metal triangle, with an incomplete base, shaped to allow for the
general curve of the femur.
There was an interesting corollary to this case. It aroused a great deal
of medical comment, which reached the lay press, including Time Magazine,
in which it was written up. An Army medical officer in Germany had run
5 The clinical and other aspects of march fractures are discussed In detail in the volume of this
series dcaling with orthopedic surgery In the Zone of Interior, now In preparation.
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across a handbook of the German Medical Department in which the technique
of internal intramedullary fixation was described for every long bone in the
body. When he read the article in Time, he sent the handbook to Colonel
Hatt. Intramedullar nailing has become, since the war, a commonly used
technique in the United States, proving, once again, that medical knowledge
has no national borders.
CARDIOVASCULAR CONDITIONS
Special techniques for cardiovascular conditions were introduced at
Walter Reed General Hospital in 1943 and later at other named general hospitals. Visualization of the cardiac chambers and intrathoracic blood vessels
by contrast media (cardio-angiography) was of great value in the differentiation of mediastinal neoplasms from aneurysms of the heart, pulmonary
artery, and aorta, as well as in the accurate diagnosis of various types of
congenital heart disease.
The heart was often examined with barium in the esophagus to demonstrate possible enlargement of the left atrium and aortic anomalies which
might produce displacement of, or pressure on, the barium-filled esophagus.
Straight lateral projections were most useful, but posteroanterior films were
also made.
Phlebography with contrast media was of great value in the diagnosis of
subclinical thrombosis of the peripheral veins, a condition which, if properly
diagnosed in time for preventive measures to be used, reduces the frequency
of pulmonary embolism.
The history of one radiologist is of interest in this connection. When
he was setting up the X-ray department of an oversea hospital, he had a
chest film made of himself, in order to test his machine. To his surprise
and horror, the film showed what appeared to be multiple nodular metastatic
lesions of the golf-ball type. He was returned to Walter Reed General Hospital, with the prognosis that death was only a matter of time. The young
officer, however, in spite of the diagnosis and prognosis, continued to be
remarkably healthy. Colonel Hampton studied the films intensively for
several days and finally observed that, between the first film made overseas
and the films made at Walter Reed General Hospital, there was a slight
decrease in the size of the nodules. Further study of the oblique and other
special exposures showed that all the lesions were at the common locations
of pulmonary infarcts. Colonel Hampton therefore changed the diagnosis
from metastatic malignancy to multiple healing pulmonary infarcts. When
the patient was questioned, he recollected that a few days before he tested
his X-ray machine, he had gone on a long hike and, at the end, had noticed
some pain in his legs, which he disregarded but which obviously explained
the multiple emboli shown on the film. Serial films showed progressive healing, and he was returned to full duty.
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Arteriovenous fistulas were the not infrequent, result of vascular injuries
from high explosive shell fragments and other missiles. Colonel Pendergrass
reported 32 such lesions from Ashford General Hospital, many of them associated with cardiac enlargement and congestion of the pulmonary vessels (47).
Both of these abnormalities disappeared after surgical elimination of the
fistula. The cardiac enlargement was frequently not apparent when commonly accepted standards were applied but became evident when preoperative and postoperative roentgenograms were studied comparatively. No appreciable changes occurred in the size of the heart when the fistula was occluded,
but the heart rate slowed and the amplitude of contractions increased. After
operation, most patients showed transitory increases in the cardiac size. Then
the diameter began to decrease, and within periods varying from 14 days to
6 months after operation, some 84 percent of the patients showed an average
decrease of 1.18 centimeters.
Major Scribner, head of the radiologic service at DeWitt General Hospital, observed a number of arteriovenous fistulas (figs. 53, 54, and 55). One
of the most interesting, the result of a gunshot wound, was between the
abdominal aorta and the inferior vena cava. The patient made an uneventful
recovery after its surgical extirpation. It was believed that this was the
second successful case of the kind.
Major Copleman reported from Lovell General Hospital a case in which
an anomalous right subclavian artery arose from the arch of the aorta distal
to the left subclavian artery and passed obliquely behind the esophagus (48).
The chief clinical symptom was substernal pain, without dysphagia. The
roentgenologic appearance was that of an oblique pressure defect on the upper
esophagus, somewhat similar to that produced by a right aortic arch. The
lesion frequently produces dysphagia.
NEOPLASMS
Since most patients in military hospitals were young male adults, the
neoplasms observed were chiefly those to be expected in this age group. The
experience at Hoff General Hospital was typical. Major Present (49) reported that, in the first 3,045 admissions, 45 patients were found to have
neoplasms, 17 of which were malignant and 28 benign. The malignant tumors
included 4 adenocarcinomas of the rectum and sigmoid colon; 1 carcinoma
of the pancreas; 4 carcinomas of the lip; 2 carcinomas of the skin; 2 gliomas
of the brain; I sarcoma of the tibia and 1 of the mandible; 1 seminoma of
the testis: and 1 melanoma of the eye. The benign tumors included 7 lipomas,
5 osteochondromas, 3 adenomas of the thyroid, and a scattering of other
tumors. Three of the benign tumors, a fibroma of the stomach and a dermoid
cyst and a teratoma of the mediastinum, were unusual enough to be reported.
At Percy Jones General Hospital, Colonel Heublein and his associates
found 24 malignant tumors in 30,442 admissions (50). Of the 24 tumors,
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Fiouss 53.-Arterlogranis made at DeWitt General
Hospital, Auburn, Calif. A. Aneurysm of femoral artery, with dilatation of femoral vein. Shell fragment
responsible for Injury lies medial to aneurysm. B.
Arterlovenous fistula of lower leg. C. Large saccular
aneurysm of upper posterior leg.
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FIoGuz 54.-Serial studies of arteriovenous fistula between right femoral
artery and vein. A. Preoperative arteriogram after injection of right femoral artery.
showing fistula and shell fragment responsible for injury lying medial to fistula
and aneurysm. Medial, most greatly dilated vessel is femoral vein; massive dilation is result of arterial pressure. B. Arteriogram 5 months after repair of arterlovenous fistula. Injected right femoral artery now appears normal. Shell fragment
Is still in situ. C. Venogram 5 months after repair of arterlovenous fistula, after
injection of dye into veins of lower leg. Right femoral vein appears normal. Shell
fragment Is still in situ.
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FIeuU 55.-Venogram made after Injection of
lower tiblal vein, showing obstruction of deep
venous system. Dye outlines only superficial
veins.

10 were Ewing's sarcomas, an incidence explained by the fact that the hospital was both an amputation center and a center for deep X-ray therapy.
The experience there indicated the importance of frequent X-ray observations
of patients with symptoms in any way suggestive of this condition. Soldiers
in the second and third decades of life, with small lytic lesions and slight
periosteal reactions associated with tumors of the soft parts, should be regarded with particular concern. Judiciously applied deep X-ray therapy
was found to be a useful adjunct to surgical treatment.
Another unusual malignant neoplasm was the neurogenic sarcoma of the
jejunum associated with von Recklinghausen's disease observed at Lawson
General Hospital (51).
Teratomas of the testis, Hodgkin's disease, leukemia, and other types of
lymphoma were also observed at general hospitals, as would be expected in
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view of the young age group treated. They are described in the chapter on
radiotherapy (p. 195).

OTHER STUDIES
A classical study on the roentgenologic appearance of the hypophyseal
fossa in health and disease was made by Colonel Heublein at Percy Jones
General Hospital (52). The average anteroposterior diameter of the fossa
was 10.66 and the depth 8.30 mm.; the smallest measurements observed were
8 by 5 mm. The commoner normal variants were described in the text and
by line drawings. The effects on the sella of expanding intrasellar adenomas
were present in some detail. It was emphasized that choked disks were seldom
seen with pituitary adenomas; the important findings was a primary optic
atrophy.
At Letterman General Hospital, Captain Imler (53) analyzed the data
available on reticuloendothelioses and concluded that they were insufficient
to warrant the separation of Hand-Schiiller-Christian disease, Letterer-Siwe
disease, or eosinophilic granulomas into specific disease entities, or to support
the claim of a lipoid metabolic disorder as the primary causative factor. In
his opinion, all these diseases were variants of a hyperplastic reaction of the
reticuloendothelial system. Lesions involving the bones, the pituitary, and the
lungs responded satisfactorily to relatively small doses of irradiation.
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CHAPTER VII

Station and Regional Hospitals
in the Zone of Interior
Furman H. Tyner, M.D.
The history of radiology in station and regional hospitals in the Zone of
Interior in World War II is rather simply told. Station hospitals provided
the type of service, including radiologic service, provided in the usual civilian
hospital. Regional hospitals, to which patients were transferred as necessary
from station hospitals, were staffed and equipped to care for patients who
required types of treatment not available in station hospitals and also to serve,
in effect, as general hospitals for Zone of Interior patients. General hospitals
in the Zone of Interior, in contrast, were set up to receive and treat casualties
evacuated from overseas as -well as Zone of Interior patients who required
specialized types of care not available at regional hospitals.
Regional hospitals were first set up in April 1944. At the peak, in June
1945, there were 62, many of which had been converted from former station
hospitals (1).
STATION HOSPITALS
Size
Station hospitals varied in bed capacity from a low of 50 beds, as at the
Army Air Field, Birmingham, Ala., to a high of more than 8,000, as at the
Camp Butner Station Hospital in late 1944 (1). At this time, the troop
strength at Camp Butner varied from 30,000 to 34,000, and the hospital bed
capacity was 3,20. When Col. Byrl R. Kirklin, MC, inspected the radiologic
service in December 1944, he found that there had been 3,696 X-ray examinations in November and that the average number for each of the preceding
6 months had been 4,000. At the Camp Wheeler Station Hospital, Macon,
Ga., which was inspected at the same time, the bed capacity was 120; 2,195
examinations had been made in November. The films used per examination
in the station hospitals that kept records of these data-reports were not
officially required-varied from 1.5, which was regarded as conservative, to
2.2, which was considered high.
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Organization
As in general hospitals in the Zone of Interior, the radiologic service
sometimes operated under the surgical service and sometimes as an independent service. The latter plan was the more desirable, as it gave the
radiologist more freedom of action, though even when the service was a
subsection of the surgical service, he was usually allowed to organize the
service as he wished within the limits of existing regulations and directives.
When station hospitals first began to function, there was no consultant in
radiology in the Office of The Surgeon General. How useful such an officer
could be was not fully realized until Colonel Kirklin was appointed to this
position in May 1943 (p. 13). His advice was very helpful on his tours
of inspection, and his visits were anticipated with pleasure. He was always
available for consultation by letter or telephone, even when he was not on
duty in the Office of The Surgeon General. After his appointment, there was
a general improvement in the X-ray services in all station hospitals, one
reason being that they were all conducted according to a uniform plan.
Indeed, it is not too much to say that the service they rendered was comparable to the services offered in the best civilian hospitals in the country.
The keeping of adequate records, which was an important function of
station hospitals, included the preservation and storage of films. Each hospital devised its own special system, and most systems were approved as
efficient when the hospitals were inspected.
Personnel and Training
Medical officers.-The shortage of qualified radiologists (p. 24) was
felt in station hospitals as in all medical installations. The qualifications
of the radiologists in charge were also highly uneven, varying from certification in both diagnosis and therapy to little more than the course at the Army
School of Roentgenology (p. 30) combined with some practical experience
in the Army. This was not sufficient training for an officer in charge of a
department making more than 2,000 examinations a month. Moreover, a
single radiologist could not handle the load of a large station hospital without assistants, and those assigned to him often had no experience at all when
they assumed their duties. On the other hand, these new officers, usually
with no previous military training, and often with no radiologic experience
in civilian practice, showed a remarkable amount of adaptability and became
very useful. Some of them, who had been in general practice, had used small
X-ray machines in their private offices. Some of them were assigned merely
because they had expressed an interest in radiology. A considerable number
of these officers maintained their interest after the war. They, along with
a number of other previously untrained officers, secured residency training
and a number of them became fully qualified in this field.
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One reason for the initial shortages of qualified radiologists was that
Board-certified civilians were unwilling to enter service as first lieutenants.
The situation was improved later when certified radiologists were offered
majorities. It was further improved when trainees at the Army School of
Roentgenology became available for assignment.
Technicians.-Technicians were necessary in large numbers and were
also in short supply. A busy station hospital might need from 12 to 20. The
original cadre for a station hospital was usually one trained technician, and
sometimes one partially trained technician. The schools for technicians at
named general hospitals (p. 40) were not in operation when the need for
technicians in station hospitals first arose, and it was necessary for the
radiologist to train his own men, formally or informally. Again, it was
surprising how quickly enlisted men, with no previous knowledge of radiology
and often with limited educational qualifications, became competent technicians.
After the Camp Butner X-ray department had received an unexpected
windfall, it found itself with adequate classroom space and with facilities
for adequate on-the-job training of technicians. Permission was therefore
requested from the hospital commander to establish a school for instruction
of X-ray technicians.
The permission was promptly granted, and the success of the school was
augmented by the agreement with Brig. Gen. Roy C. Heflebower, Commanding General, Medical Replacement Training Center, for the transfer to it of
selected students who had completed basic training at the station hospital
to be trained as X-ray technicians. When these trainees completed the course,
they were made available to Corps Area Command for replacement.
An X-ray training manual, including the rudiments of X-ray anatomy,
was prepared in the department, and each student received a mimeographed
copy. Since the school was a local activity and not a War Department function, recognition at th', end of the course consisted of a certificate of proficiency issued by the hospital commander.
Practically all station hospital radiologists, as has already been pointed
out, necessarily conducted some form of training for technicians. Some training included only practical work, some only didactic lectures, and some both
varieties, but, so far as is known, Camp Butner was the only station hospital
to set up a school for technicians.
In station hospitals, as in other hospitals, it was often hard to retain
qualified men. They were transferred out of the section because they were
needed in induction centers and in units preparing to go overseas.
The radiologist in one station hospital, who received monthly calls for
at least two technicians from Corps Area Command, was somewhat bewildered, since no technicians were being assigned to the service. Investigation
revealed that the hospital morning reports were at fault: As soon as two
basics were assigned to the service, to replace the technicians transferred,
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the sergeant major promptly changed their specification numbers from Basic
231 to Technician 264, and the department always showed, on paper, an
abundance of trained technicians.
Long before the war ended, the technical work of all X-ray departments,
as well as the clerical work, was greatly facilitated by the employment of
civilian personnel. The technicians thus employed were qualified, sometimes
very well qualified, and, since they worked under Civil Service, they had a
certain degree of permanency. They were of material assistance in training
enlisted personnel.
Development
The development of the Station Hospital at Camp Barkeley, Tex., was
unfortunately typical of the development of many station hospitals in the
Zone of Interior. These hospitals, it should be remembered, had the mission
of providing for troops on the post the sort of hospital service a civilian community would require. This meant that they must provide radiologic service
from the time the troops arrived, which was not always a simple matter for
medical care that cannot be furnished without a certain amount of equipment.
When the 45th Infantry Division was mobilized and sent to Camp
Barkeley for training early in 1941, the station hospital consisted of a few
wooden huts, a few pyramidal tents, and some wooden stakes marking the
sites of hospital buildings to be erected. At this time the primary mission of
the station hospital was the support of the troops of the 45th Division. Its
support was a camp function, however, and the hospital was therefore under
the overall command of the commanding officer of the camp. Before the
hospital was in complete operation, the camp also became a Medical Replacement Training Center, and the hospital had to take on other duties.
In the beginning, because nothing but primitive hospital facilities existed,
patients requiring surgery were cared for at nearby community hospitals,
and most of them received necessary X-ray study in them. Patients with
medical conditions, however, who were not critically ill were admitted to the
hospital facilities that existed. This made the establishment of an X-ray
service mandatory, and the need was quickly met by the installation of a
single field unit in one of the two rooms designated for the X-ray department in the still unfinished surgical building.
Facilities
Facilities varied from hospital to hospital. They were usually more
satisfactory when the radiologist to be in charge of the service was experienced
in this field and when he was assigned before the department was in operation. He was then able to offer advice, which was usually accepted, on its
arrangement. At Camp Barkeley, two officers from the Office of The Surgeon
General, there for another purpose (p. 191), had instructions to authorize
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whatever was necessary for an efficient department, a permission of which
the radiologist took the fullest advantage. He requested a W-1 building
for the service, together with authority to remodel the existing facilities, air
condition the darkroom, and requisition all the equipment necessary for a
modern X-ray department.
When Colonel Kirklin inspected Camp Butner Station Hospital, Durham,
N.C., in December 1944, he observed that "this fine hospital would lend itself
admirably for a named general hospital," and that the X-ray Department,
with some rearrangement of the darkroom, which was a little small, would
have sufficient space and equipment for such a hospital. The Camp Butner
Station Hospital became a named general hospital some 6 weeks later.
Equipment
When many station hospitals began to operate, X-ray equipment and
supplies were entirely lacking or extremely inadequate. Shortages were the
general rule in the hospitals that opened in 1941 and 1942. By 1943, the
situation was greatly improved. When the Camp Barkeley Station Hospital
X-ray department began to operate, its equipment consisted of one field unit
with a single X-ray tube (spare tubes were not provided, nor were requisitions for them honored); one small 5-gallon developing unit, without refrigeration; eight assorted cassettes and screens; one dozen assorted film
hangers; and one 14- by 17-inch illuminator, without bulbs.
Lacking were all the other essentials of an X-ray department, including
a refrigerating unit, X-ray tables, lead film markers and numbers, lead protective aprons, sheet lead or leaded rubber, film cutters, filing envelopes,
request forms, report forms, technical manuals, tungar bulbs for view boxes,
view boxes, hanger racks; office furniture of all kinds, developing tanks of
adequate size, grids; spot-film devices, and X-ray equipment of adequate
capacity. Added to these major handicaps was the totally inadequate space
provided for X-ray operations.
It is easy to understand the hospital commander who said to a radiologist
reporting for duty, "I am not as much concerned about your ability as a
radiologist as I am about your ability to improvise." Until the supply situation improved, improvisation was the key to operation of all departments.
At the Camp Barkeley Station Hospital the first need was for lead
markers to identify films. Crude numbers and letters were made out of
malleable wire with the help of needle nose pliers and wire cutters.
Although much of the X-ray work involved chest X-rays, no upright
cassette holders were available. With the aid of the hospital carpenter, 2- by
4-inch studs were nailed to the wall, with an adjustable crossbar to hold the
cassette. There were a number of variants on this design, one of the more
refined including suspension of the crossbar with window sash weights, to
enable the technician to adjust the cassette to the height of the patient.
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For drying racks, wires were strung overhead across the X-ray room
and the films were hung by paper clips, as soon as they were processed, on
the few hangers provided. Tanks for washing the films were constructed
of sheet metal.
Most of the stationary X-ray units finally provided for station hospitals
were single-tube tables, with fluoroscopes and Bucky-Potter diaphragms. No
grids were available, and their lack made fluoroscopy difficult, especially on
large patients. A number of radiologists overcame this shortage by purchasing grids with their own money.
Because of the shortages of all kinds of supplies in the early days of
station hospitals, the various chiefs of service watched the supply shelves
carefully and appropriated any items their services might find useful, whether
they were in the proper category numbers or not. Some odd consequences
followed. At one large station hospital, the supply section received a gross
of 200-w. blue tungar bulbs for X-ray illuminators. The chief of the dental
service was the first to discover them, and, since he had several dental clinics
without bulbs in his overhead dental chair lights, he promptly requisitioned
the entire supply. When they were installed, however, they were installed
vertically, with the base up, and, since they were intended to operate only in
the horizontal position, they all blew out and were lost to both radiologist and
dentist.
Maintenance
Before a maintenance service was provided in the Zone of Interior
(p. 137) servicing of equipment proved a considerable problem, which was
further complicated by the fact that the majority of large station hospitals
were in relatively remote areas and the firms which could furnish the service
were located in the larger cities. Some departments were fortunate enough
to have technicians who could handle most repairs. Civilian companies were
most cooperative whenever they were available. Authorization for calling
servicemen could not always be obtained, however, because no funds were
ordinarily provided for this purpose, and special mention should be made
of the number of civilian servicemen who contributed their services without
charge. In any future conflict, service personnel should be identified and
concentrated in corps or other areas, from which they could circulate on
routine tours of inspection of equipment or in response to special calls.
Workload
As has already been pointed out (1). 185), most station hospitals carried
heavy workloads. There were also special problems, most of which might
have been avoided if there had been more specific control from the Office of
The Surgeon General, in which, as noted earlier (p. 13). a part-time consultant was not appointed until May 1943.
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Chest examinations.-An incident at Camp Barkeley illustrates one such
problem: On 15 September 1941, five trainloads of enlisted men, 6,500 in
all, arrived from the Louisiana Maneuver Area, to be processed for discharge
on the basis of having completed the required year of service. The commanding officer of the camp called on the station hospital for 6,500 chest
X-rays, to be taken at once, so that their discharge could be completed. When
he was advised that the maximum number of examinations in any single
day would not exceed 500, he reiterated that 6,500 men were due out of the
Army at once and they could not be discharged without chest X-rays.
Since the impasse could not be settled locally, the corps area surgeon was
called, and he added to the confusion by stating that with the facilities available, 200 chest X-rays per day should be the maximum. The dispute was
then referred to Washington, and officers were sent to the camp from the
Office of the Inspector General and the Office of the Quartermaster General.
Meantime, the hospital commander advised the radiologist just to use his best
judgment and do the best he could. On this basis, the 6,500 chest X-rays
were made in 10 days.
Indirectly, the incident was highly beneficial to the X-ray department.
The hospital was to have a peak capacity of 2,800 beds, which would require
a correspondingly large X-ray department. The officers sent from Washington had carte blanche in the matter of equipment and supplies, and the
department, as already mentioned, took full advantage of the situation and
procured whatever was needed for diagnostic radiology, as well as facilities
for a training school for technicians.
One of the early directives concerning movement of soldiers overseas
was that each man have a chest X-ray immediately before his transfer.
When oversea movements began to involve thousands of soldiers, it became
evident that the requirement could be met only with a great deal of delay,
and the directive was therefore rescinded.
Another directive which caused confusion and actual injustice was to the
effect that thoracic calcifications numbering 10 or more, or single calcifications
measuring 1 cm. or more in diameter (p. 103), would be considered a disqualification for commissions in officers' candidate schools. When this directive was applied, many enlisted men who had completed all requirements
were refused commissions and returned to duty in their original grade.
Experienced radiologists, while they necessarily complied with the directive,
were almost unanimous in their disapproval of it, and it was eventually
rescinded, though only after irrevocable injustices had been done to some
enlisted men.
Gastrointestinal examinations.-The workload at station hospitals included an extraordinary number of requests for gastrointestinal examinations;
any medical officer in the hospital could initiate the request without consultation with a gastroenterologist or any other screening of the request. In
one hospital, in which requests for such examinations averaged 25 a day, the
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chief of the medical service issued orders that no neuropsychiatric patient
should be discharged without a gastrointestinal study, an order which the
single radiologist, with limited equipment and untrained technicians, could
not possibly honor. In this hospital, the X-ray service was directly under the
hospital commander, and the difficulty was referred to him. After a considerable search, a qualified gastroenterologift, who was serving as cardiologist
on the medical service, was located. A subservice for gastroenterology was
then set up, and all requests for such examinations were screened through it.
As a result, requests fell from 25 per day to 20 a week.
The workload was particularly onerous in hospitals in which inexperienced radiologists were in charge and reading of the films was a slow process.
Experienced civilian radiologists in the community were often of great help.
The radiologist at Fort Ethan Allen, for instance, near Burlington, Vt., was
only 1 year out of Syracuse University Medical School. He was assisted in
reading most of his films by the radiologist at nearby Mary Fletcher Hospital,
the principal teaching hospital of the University of Vermont College of
Medicine. This young officer (1st Lt. Clayton H. Hale, MC) acquired an
interest in radiology from his Army experience and after his separation from
service he served residencies in radiology at the University of Vermont and
Massachusetts General Hospital. A few years later he returned to his alma
mater, Syracuse, as Professor of Radiology.
Therapy
There was no provision for X-ray therapy in station hospitals, but it was
impractical to hospitalize patients who needed only superficial therapy and
transfer them to general hospitals in which it was available. Some radiologists who were qualified in therapy as well as diagnosis therefore borrowed
r meters and calibrated the field X-ray units in their departments for the
administration of the necessary treatment. These units functioned admirably
at 85 kvp. (kilovolt peak) and 4 ma. (milliampere).
REGIONAL HOSPITALS
Size and Workload
The development and function of regional hospitals have already been
described (p. 185). They were established with two purposes: (1) to take
some of the load off general hospitals, then (April 1944) crowded with returning casualties and to be still more crowded after D-day, and (2) to make
better use of the facilities of station hospitals, which were no longer taxed by
the requirements of the massive mobilization of 1942 and 1943. Like the
station hospitals from which many of them were converted, their X-ray departments sometimes functioned under the surgical section and sometimes independently, under the hospital commander.
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The size of regional hospitals and the workload varied widely. To illustrate (all figures, which are derived from Colonel Kirklin's reports, are for
November-December 1944):
At Camp Stewart, Savannah, Ga., the troop strength was 8,000, the authorized beds 700, and 1,518 examinations were made, using 1.8 films per
examination, in November 1944.
At Fort Jackson, S.C., the troop strength was 25,000-30,000, the authorized beds 1,800 and the total bed capacity 2,591; in November 1944, 2,940 diagnostic X-ray examinations were made, plus 2,280 routine chest examinations,
using 1.6 films per examination.
At Fort Bragg, N.C., the troop strength was 40,000, the authorized beds
2,000 and the total bed capacity 3,128; during November, 2,807 examinations
were made, using 2.6 films per examination. This hospital had to operate a
main section and two subsections, and the arrangement was not conducive to
efficiency.
At Fort Benning, Ga., the troop strength was 80,000 and the authorized
beds 3,200. During November 1944, 7,428 X-ray examinations were made,
plus 2,466 examinations of the chest in the induction center on the post. This
hospital also operated a main section and two subsections, and its use of films,
0.9 per examination, was extremely conservative and efficient.1
Personnel
A number of hospitals, such as those just mentioned, were obliged to operate their X-ray departments in sections, and the arrangement frequently made
for uneconomical use of scarce personnel. Occasionally, the hospital commander was a Board-certified Regular Army radiologist, who had had to be
diverted from his specialty to administrative duties. At the Fort Bragg
Regional Hospital, Lt. Col. Frederick K. Herpel, MC, who was serving as
surgeon of the personnel center on the post, was a Board-certified radiologist,
with many years of practice in the specialty in various Army hospitals. He
was undoubtedly needed in his present position, but he was a great loss to
radiology, particularly in a hospital where, as just noted, the arrangements
were such that radiologic personnel were not used economically.
In most regional hospitals, the heads of the radiologic service were Board
certified or had sufficient qualifications to secure certification when circumstances permitted. Many of them were qualified in both diagnosis and therapy.
In a few instances, the chiefs of service or other personnel were graduates
of European medical schools (Austria, Hungary), who had come to the United
States and secured their training and certification at U.S. medical schools.
At Camp Blanding, for instance, the assistant radiologist was a graduate of
I This statement In derived from Colonel Kirklin's report to The Surgeon General after his
inspection of the X-ray service at Fort Benning Regional Hospital on 8 December 1944. The figure
represents such unusual economy In the use of films one would be inclined to reject It If It were not
for Its source.-K. D. A. A.
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the University of Vienna School of Medicine; he obtained his training in
New York medical schools, was certified in both diagnosis and therapy, and
had been in the Army for 4 years, during 2 of which he was an instructor in
the Medical Department Enlisted Technicians School at the Army and Navy
Hospital in Hot Springs, Ark. The Camp Blanding Hospital had a particular wealth of personnel, for the chief of service was certified and his assistant
was eligible for certification.
In his visits to regional hospitals, Colonel Kirklin frequently noted that
radiologists had ranks lower than their qualifications warranted.
Large numbers of technicians were necessary to carry the workload in
regional hospitals. The department at Fort Jackson had 18, with 4 clerical
helpers, while the department at Fort Bragg had 21, with 11 clerks and typists.
The qualifications of the personnel at regional hospitals were reflected in
the generally excellent quality of the work done in them. In his inspection
tours, Colonel Kirklin occasionally found it necessary to remind the radiologists that certain procedures, such as venography, were to be performed only
at special centers in general hospitals. He also always insisted that to avoid
medicolegal difficulties, as well as in the interest of efficient work, all radiographic and fluoroscopic work must be done in the X-ray department itself
and not by nonradiologically trained personnel on the hospital wards (p. 17).
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CHAPTER VIII

Radiation Therapy
Milton Friedman, M.D.

Section I. Administrative Considerations
PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
At the end of fiscal year 1945, which was roughly the end of World

War II, there were 1,336 radiologists in the Army, not more than a dozen
of whom were classified by MOS number (3182) as qualified in radiation
therapy only (1). Another MOS number (3308) indicated that the officer
was qualified in both diagnosis and therapy. The plan of using still another
number to indicate that he was qualified only in radiologic diagnosis had not
yet been implemented. Meantime, the code R-D-2 was used to indicate
qualification in radiologic diagnosis only and the code R-T-2 qualification in
radiation therapy only. D-DT-2 indicated qualifications in both fields. MOS
designations also ranged from A through D; D indicated that the officer had
had experience in radiology or radiation therapy or both, ranging from brief
periods up to 2 years. In the code just described, the number 2 equaled the
letter B.
The number of qualified radiotherapists in the Medical Corps was small,
as just noted, and, in the opinion of at least some observers, some of the
officers certified by rating boards did not deserve the certifications they had
received. The story of attempts to raise the standards in this specialty, which
was an external endeavor, does not properly belong in the history of radiotherapy in World War II beyond the statement that the effort was a continuing one. It might be added that the American Board of Radiology was
provided with useful data for its records concerning the capabilities and subsequent careers of radiologists who had been certified by the Board as specialists in radiation therapy.
During the first months after the United States entered World War II,
several thousand medical officers were assigned to a pool at Walter Reed
General Hospital, Washington, D.C. Sixty-two of these were assigned to the
Irradiation (later Radiation) Therapy Section for practical training. A considerable number of them were Board certified, and most of them had had
previous training in radiation therapy, though usually the experience was
quite limited.
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Training at Walter Reed General Hospital, in addition to military indoctrination, consisted of didactic lectures on physics and radiation therapy; the
clinical application, under supervision, of X-rays and radium; and attendance
at diagnostic X-ray conferences, Tumor Board (p. 208) conferences, and
general staff conferences. A few officers who underwent training in radiation
therapy at Walter Reed General Hospital were later assigned to the Army
School of Radiology (p. 30).
There were two reasons that it was important that only medical officers
experienced in radiation therapy be permitted to administer radium and X-ray
treatments:
1. Even with superficial therapy, an inexperienced operator could do
great harm.
2. By the outbreak of World War II, the radiation therapy of cancer,
like its surgical management, had become so complex that, unless the disease
was treated with skill far above the average, therapeutic efforts directed
toward it could be wasted. To control cancer with X-rays produced by the
equipment available to Army hospitals, except the equipment available later
in the war at Walter Reed General Hospital, it was often necessary to cause
severe skin reactions. The inexperienced radiologist was reluctant to employ
doses that would produce such reactions, and his timid efforts were therefore
often fruitless, if not actually harmful.

PROVISION FOR RADIATION THERAPY
By the end of World War II, nine general hospitals in the Zone of
Interior had been designated as deep X-ray therapy centers (2); namely,
Percy Jones General Hospital, Battle Creek, Mich., Army and Navy General
Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., Fitzsimons General Hospital, Denver, Colo.,
William Beaumont General Hospital, El Paso, Tex., Brooke General Hospital,
San Antonio, Tex., Bushnell General Hospital, Brigham City, Utah, Letterman General Hospital, San Francisco, Calif., Lawson General Hospital,
Atlanta, Ga., and Walter Reed General Hospital. Similar centers were also
established at Tripler General Hospital in Hawaii and Gorgas General Hospital in Panama.
Each of the designated hospitals was equipped with a 200-kv. (kilovolt)
X-ray therapy machine, and as far as possible radiologists assigned to these
hospitals were qualified to administer deep radiation therapy. Equipment
for supervoltage therapy was provided at Walter Reed General Hospital in
1943 (p. 199). In February 1944, it was recommended that no additional
hospitals be allotted deep X-ray therapy equipment (2).
Equipment for superficial (100-140 kv.) X-ray therapy (fig. 56) was
authorized for all named general hospitals, but it was not issued unless (1)
justification for its provision could be established and (2) there was on the
hospital staff a radiologist with a rating of R-T-2 (B) or better, and a dermatologist with a rating of MD-2 (B) or better.
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56.-Superficial (140 kv.) X-ray therapy machine (General Electric model KX-10).

All hospitals in the Army Service Forces system were equipped with
mobile equipment which could deliver 85- to 100-kv. X-rays and which could
be used for superficial radiation therapy after it had been carefully calibrated.
This equipment, like the equipment just described, was to be used only by
radiologists with a rating of R-T-2 (B) or better (2).
The letter from The Surgeon General to the Comm-anding General, Ninth
Service Command, dated 14 February 1944, in which these regulations were
laid down, pointed out that radiation therapy is a dangerous form of treatment unless it is supervised and administered by personnel thoroughly trained
and qualified (2). Since the most dangerous X-rays are those produced with
relatively low kilovoltage such as is used in the treatment of skin conditions,
it directed that extreme caution be exercised in selecting patients to be treated
and that radiation therapy for acne, psoriasis, and dermatoses be discontinued.
It also directed that accurate and detailed records be kept, specifying the
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diagnosis and the amount and character of radiation administered, and that
the record invariably accompany the patient when he was moved.
WALTER REED GENERAL HOSPITAL
Up to the entrance of the United States into World War II, radiation
therapy at Walter Reed General Hospital constituted a small and minor
activity in the Radiology Section. During the war, the increase in activity
was so considerable that a special Radiation Therapy Section of the Surgical
Service was created. It was housed in a new building which contained, among
other equipment, the first modern, nonexperimental supervoltage (1 millionvolt) radiation therapy machine in existence. After the war, the building
was further enlarg-ed to accommodate a rotating cobalt bomb, a 2 million-volt
resonant transformer X-ray machine, additional radium and other solid isotope sources for interstitial therapy, and physics laboratories. At this time
(1965), this hospital is an outstanding center for the treatment of cancer.
Personnel and Training
The original personnel of the Radiation Therapy Section at Walter Reed
General Hospital consisted of Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Milton Friedman, MC,
who reported for duty on 4 May 1942. He was assisted by two technicians,
one a nurse and the other a Waac (later Wac). In the middle of 1944, a
second uredical officer, Capt. Daniel Fallis, MC, was added to the staff. Captain Fallis was replaced by Capt. Maurice M. Greenfield, MC. In 1944, two
additional technicians were assigned to the section, an enlisted man and
another Wac. At first, the section used the hospital stenographic pool but,
as the workload increased, a secretary was assigned to it. For many months
the section treated from 100 to 125 patients a day, but in spite of its small
staff it functioned efficiently at all times.
Of the medical and technical personnel assigned to the Radiation Therapy
Section, only the chief of the service had had previous training and experience
in radiation therapy. The others, however, quickly assimilated the necessary
basic knowledge and techniques, and several of them remained in this specialty
after the war.
Expansion of Facilities
In Mr. 1942, the facilities of the Radiation Therapy Section, Walter
Reed General Hospital, consisted of two rooms at the end of a long corridor,
one containing a 200-kv., deep X-ray machine and the other a 120-kv. machine
for superficial therapy. A leadlined safe in a small adjacent room contained
about 150 mg. of radium.
During the first year after his assignment, Major Friedman supervised
all treatments, typed all reports and correspondence, and trained 35 officers
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in the hospital pool in radiation therapy. He also initiated many of the
investigations reported later in this chapter (p. 212).
Later in 1942, Col. William LeR. Thompson, MC, then Chief, Radiology
Section, recommended to Maj. Gen. Shelley U. Marietta, then Commanding
General of the hospital, that a separate section of radiation therapy be established for two reasons: (1) The rapidly increasing workload, and (2) the
complexity of the activities and facilities necessary for X-ray therapy. Colonel Thompson's recommendation was approved, and the wisdom of the decision
was reflected in the subsequent development of the Radiation Therapy Section.
Procurement of equipment.-Late in 1942, Maj. (later Col.) Aubrey 0.
Hampton, MC, then Chief, Radiology Section, Walter Reed General Hospital,
and formerly Director of Radiology, Massachusetts General Hospital, heard
of an experimental supervoltage X-ray machine soon to be discarded at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. After investigation, however, it was
concluded that a machine constructed for laboratory use could not withstand
the rigors of routine clinical use.
Even before this time, a few supervoltage X-ray machines had been used
for cancer therapy in civilian hospitals, but they had many defects. They
often broke down. They were large and cumbersome. They were immobile,
so that the patient had to be positioned either against the machine or against
a hole in a wall through which the X-ray beam came from the machine in an
adjacent room. Crossfire or other complicated techniques could not be employed. Finally, the results secured with these machines were not encouraging.
Shortly after it had been concluded that the machine at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology would not be practical for clinical use, the General
Electric X-Ray Corp. brought out a new type of 1 million-volt resonant
transformer generator for industrial purposes. It was a sturdy and efficient
machine, which could withstand vigorous use. Although it was large, it was
compactly built and could be moved in all directions. Working with the
Radiation Therapy Section, Walter Reed General Hospital, Mr. Dale Trout,
physicist for the General Electric X-Ray Corp., redesigned this industrial
machine for clinical use (fig. 57). On the basis of increasing cancer problems
in the Army (p. 210) and the prospect of improved results with the use of a
million-volt X-ray machine, General Marietta obtained the approval of The
Surgeon General to purchase the machine, at a cost of $35,000.
The new machine required the use of two floors, the upper containing the
hoisting mechanism and motor generator set and the lower serving as a treatment room. Since there was no money for new construction at the hospital,
the original plan was to house the machine in a large basement area. When,
however, Corps of Engineers personnel who were to install it saw what fine
apparatus it was, they constructed a new wing to house it (fig. 58) and to
provide facilities for treatment with it.
The new wing consisted of nine rooms: Rooms on two levels for the
supervoltage machine and treatment rooms, a room for superficial and conventional deep X-ray therapy, a secretary's office and treatment-planning room,
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FIGuRE 57.-One-million volt X-ray therapy machine,
resonant transformer generator. A, Light-beam localizer focused on anterior left chest portal. Movement
of machine In all directions is controlled by switch In
nurse's hand. B. Double diaphragm system added to
nozzle of machine for sharp collimation of X-ray
beam.
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Fzeuzz 58.-O-onstruction of new wing at Walter
Reed General Hospital for Radiation Therapy Section. A. Construction of wooden forms before pourIng concrete. The million-volt room, with 18-inch
thick walls, Is the most distant stracture. Frame
of viewing window can be sen. Middle room is

for 2008kv. machine and nearest room, for superficial radiation therapy. B. Anotier view of the
construction work.
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an examining room, a radium room, a waiting room and office, and ancillary
rooms. The formal ceremonies, 10 May 1944, at which the new Radiation
Therapy Section was dedicated were attended by representatives of military
and civilian governmental departments, medical officers from Allied Forces,
and physicians from a number of cities on the eastern seaboard.
Malignant Disease
Caseload.-When the United States entered World War II, very few
hospitals in the country, and very few radiologists, fully realized the potentials of radiation therapy in cancer. Many of the so-called cancer hospitals
were little more than institutions for terminal care, Memorial Hospital in
New York, N.Y., and one or two others being almost unique in their progressive, forward-looking methods. Large general hospitals, to which large numbers of cancer patients were admitted, seldom utilized the opportunity for
training highly specialized radiation therapists. Instead, it was the custom
to rotate residents in radiology periodically through diagnosis and therapy.
There was no great interest in radiation therapy, and few published reports
even hinted at the potentials of supervoltage irradiation. It would be less
than candid, in fact, not to admit that the radiation therapy of cancer in other
countries, particularly in France, England, and Scandinavia, was far ahead
of that modality in the United States.
The U.S. Army was the only army in the world that treated cancer in
its personnel as part of its medical responsibility; in other armies, the cancer
patient was treated at civilian centers. Wartime needs of the U.S. Army
therefore promptly altered the prewar point of view concerning the radiation
therapy of cancer.
As the Army expanded in the period before the United States entered
World War II, the radiation therapy caseload increased correspondingly, but
the increase was slow. The situation soon altered. In 1941, of 766 patients
referred to Walter Reed General Hospital for X-ray or radium therapy, 632
(82.5 percent) had benign lesions and only 134 (17.5 percent), malignant disease (table 3). As the war progressed and the number of patients referred
for radiation therapy increased, elective treatment of minor benign lesions
was curtailed as a matter of necessity. During the first 10 months of 1945,
for example, of 1,298 new admissions to the Radiation Therapy Section of
Walter Reed General Hospital, 521 (40 percent) were for the treatment of
cancer. It was estimated that, by the end of the war, admissions for malignant tumors increased almost 400 percent, while those for benign lesions
increased only 12 percent.
In DecemLer 1944, 37 percent of all autopsies performed at Walter Reed
General Hospital involved patients with malignant tumors. During the same
period, a possible diagnosis of neoplasm was entertained in 33 percent of all
histologic examinations of surgical specimens, 9 percent of which showed
some form of malignant disease. By this time, the daily census of hospital-
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ized patients (excluding outpatients) under treatment with radiation for
malignant tumors ranged from 100 to 125. The magnitude of the problem
here, which was assumed to indicate the magnitude of the problem for the
whole Army, prompted the proposal of an Army Cancer Institute (p. 208).
TALE 3.-Yearly distribution of benign and malignant lesions
in new admissions, Radiation Therapy Section,
Walter Reed General Hospital,1941-45
Year

Malignant tumors

Number

Benign lesions

Percent

Number

Total

Percent

Number

1941 -------

134

17.5

682

82.5

766

1942 --------

189

29.7

447

70.3

636

1943 --------

352

34.9

658

65.1

1,010

1944 --------

415

31.4

906

68.6

1,321

19451 -------

521

40.0

777

60.0

1,298

1 The figures for 1945 cover only 10 months.

Patients treated in the Radiation Therapy Section of Walter Reed General Hospital were at first derived chiefly from adjacent hospitals located east
of the Mississippi River. When supervoltage therapy became available at
this hospital, they were referred from hospitals all over the Zone of Interior.
As time passed, men with malignant tumors diagnosed overseas were also
referred to Walter Reed General Hospital for definitive treatment. Finally,
the patients treated here included members of Allied military and civilian
missions stationed in Washington and, in a few instances, diplomatic and
other personnel.
These Allied military and diplomatic patients occasionally provided
opportunities for evaluating cancer therapy in their respective countries of
origin, particularly when recurrent lesions had to be treated. As would be
expected, therapy at this time was excellent in some countries and archaic
in others. Almost all of the patients, curiously, were of high rank. The
only foreign cancer patients of low rank were prisoners of war who had
been transferred to the Zone of Interior and most of whom received much
better medical care there than was available to them at home.
The increasing number of malignant tumors treated by radiation therapy
at Walter Reed General Hospital carried another implication not evident
statistically: The increase in this type of case greatly increased the workload
of the Radiation Therapy Section because patients with cancer required much
more attention and had to be hospitalized longer than patients with benign
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lesions, a large proportion of whom could be treated on an outpatient brsis.
The convalescent section of the hospital, later set up at Forest Glen, Md.,
housed many ambulatory cancer patients who were receiving daily X-ray
therapy.
Characteristics of treated cases.-Cancer, generally speaking, is not a
frequent disease in the age group which comprised the U.S. Army of World
War II. As the Army expanded, however, it became, as just indicated, a
numerically serious problem. The predominant types of cancer observed
were those which would be expected in a military population between 20 and
40 years of age; almost two-thirds of the treatments were given in this age
group. One of the striking increases as the months passed, however, was in
cancer of the face in elderly officers and enlisted men, especially those whose
duties exposed them to strong sunlight.
The concentration of certain other types of malignant lesions was abnormally high. From 1942 through 1946, for instance, 232 patients with tumors
of the testis, and 216 patients with Hodgkin's disease, were treated. For
months at a time during this period, one ward had a daily census of 35 to 40
patients with tumors of the testis and another had a similar number of
patients with Hodgkin's disease. These unusual concentrations of patients
provided unparalleled opportunities to study certain aspects of these two
diseases (pp. 221 and 217).
Other tumors observed in relatively large numbers included pituitary
adenomas, sarcomas of the bone and soft tissues, malignant lymphomas
(lymphosarcoma, reticulum cell sarcoma, and giant follicular lymphoblastoma), carcinoma of the nasopharynx, carcinoma of the cervix, carcinoma of
the skin and lip, brain tumors, and other malignant tumors of the head
and neck.
It was interesting to note that patients with similar lesions instinctively
formed groups for mutual support. The well-known GI sense of humor produced, on occasion, macabre titles for these groups, but the associations also
furnished psychologic support, particularly for men with lethal disease. Some
soldiers, whose lives had been spent close to the soil in remote rural areas,
were inspired to unique solutions for such esoteric medical problems as radiation sickness. One man, for instance, subsisted for a month on 30 raw eggs
a day. Another, for the same period, had an almost steady diet of pickles
and cucumbers. Both men had tumors of the testis with high gonadotropins.
The analogy of these diets to those craved in the gestational state raised the
expectation, which never materialized, that some patient might request a
diet of chalk.
An incidental observation might be mentioned in this connection, the
clinical and numerical disproof provided during the war of the speculation
that the circumstances of warfare would increase the incidence of traumatically induced cancer. This speculative increase was not observed.
Untreatable cancer.-In the report of the Surgical Consultants Division,
Office of The Surgeon General, for fiscal year 1945, Brig. Gen. Fred W.
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Rankin, Chief Surgical Consultant, called attention to the practice of sending
patients with inoperable cancer of the rectum and other inoperable malignant
tumors to Walter Reed General Hospital or to other centers at which deep
X-ray therapy could be administered (1). These patients, he pointed out,
could not possibly be benefited by this practice. It was cruel to move them
far from their homes. They clogged transportation channels. They occupied
beds that could be put to better use. And they were simply moved from the
hands of surgeons who could do nothing for them to the hands of radiation
therapists who also could do nothing for them. General Rankin's recommendation that this practice be stopped at once was adopted. It is only fair
to point out, however, that after supervoltage radiation therapy became available at Walter Reed General Hospital, some patients with advanced cancer
obtained significant palliation of presumably incurable disease while, with
increasing experience, other patients in this group remained well for more
than 5 years.
Disposition of patients.-In the early years of the war, patients with
cancer which was apparently arrested after treatment would often be returned
to full duty. In 1944, for instance, an Army sergeant who had fought on
Guadalcanal was referred to Walter Reed General Hospital for treatment of
cancer of the tonsil. At the end of 4 months, the tumor was apparently completely eradicated by the deep radiation therapy administered, and he was
returned to oversea duty. As cases of this sort multiplied, the impression
grew that this was extremely rigorous treatment for good soldiers, and the
practice developed of discharging men with cancer, other than cancer of the
skin or lip, that had apparently been successfully treated, or at least assigning them to duty in the Zone of Interior.
Unofficial observations of this sort eventually focused attention on the
so-called performance status of the soldier whose malignant disease had
apparently been eradicated by either surgery or irradiation. The initial elation of the clinicians who had treated him often had to be modified in the
light of subsequent evaluation of the total impact of the disease and its treatment on him. The factor of compassion, as just intimated, also entered into
the picture. For these reasons, throughout the war years, a progressively
larger number of cancer patients were discharged from service even when
they were capable of limited duty in the Zone of Interior.
LAWSON GENERAL HOSPITAL
Organization and Facilities
Lawson General Hospital may be cited as an illustration of a named Zone
of Interior general hospital in which, without the supervoltage equipment
available at Walter Reed General Hospital, excellent deep radiation therapy
was carried out.
Usually, when radiation therapy was provided in hospitals already in
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existence, compromises had to be made with the ideal and improvisations had
to be employed. A relatively ideal situation, however, in which it was possible to plan the X-ray department before the building was constructed,
existed at Lawson General Hospital because an experienced radiotherapist,
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) John L. Barner, MC, was assigned to it while the buildings were still under construction. The hospital, which eventually was expanded to 3,500 beds, was designated as a center for radiation therapy soon
after Major Barner's assignment. The following material is derived from
a report which he made, on request of the writer of this chapter, in November 1960:
The X-Ray Section at Lawson General Hospital was originally operated with two
diagnostic machines and a small, inadequate darkroom. I, was not long before two additional machines were added, the darkroom was doubled in size, the film-filing room was
enlarged, and more space was provided for reading films. Shortly thereafter the radiation
therapy section was housed in a wing (known as the BLEB), which was added to one
of the original hospital buildings and was constructed to meet the standards of protection
laid down by the National Bureau of Standards and the International Roentgen Ray
Committee on X-Ray Protection.
Radium was not available at Lawson General Hospital, and Major Barner was not
permitted to use his personal supply though he offered to do so. Otherwise, the section
was equipped for both superficial and deep radiation therapy. The equipment consisted
of a 250-kv. Maximar General Electric machine for deep therapy and a General Electric
machine for superficial therapy.
Both proved superior in performance and service.
Neither required replacement of tubes or valve tubes or any other major repairs during
the war; it Is understood that both were In use for several years after the war at a
local Veterans' Administration hospital before they began to give trouble.
The excellent leadership of Brig. Gen. William L. Sheep, the hospital commander,
the cooperation of the radiologists who successively headed the Radiologic Section, and
the relatively few changes In section personnel during the war combined to provide an
excellent atmosphere for good work. All personnel assigned to the section were above
average in both qualifications and performance of duty, and the work benefited accordingly.

Recommendations.-His experience at Lawson General Hospital convinced Major Barner that the efficient operation of a radiation therapy section
requires that this section and the section of dermatology be entirely independent of each other. In other words, the dermatologist should have his own
superficial radiation therapy or Grenz ray equipment and the radiation therapy section, its own.
Diagnostic and therapeutic radiology should also be completely divorced
from each other.
Major Barner questioned the wisdom of providing supervoltage therapy
equipment in average general hospitals. It would be better to reserve it, he
thought, for the treatment of carefully selected patients in not more than one
or two such hospitals. Isotopes (his comment was made in 1960) should be
an integral part of radiation therapy. Radium should be available in all
general hospitals.
An increase in equipment for deep radiation therapy would require increased personnel, including a physicist and an assistant for the chief radiotherapist.
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Caseload

Between May 1941 and March 1946, Major Barner personally gave 27,670
superficial radiation treatments to 1,206 patients and 8,976 deep radiation
treatments to 1,057 patients with malignant disease of various types. In addition, between September 1945 and March 1946, when he served as head of the
X-Ray Section, he handled several thousand diagnostic interpretations. He
made it a practice, from the date of his assignment to the hospital, to keep
a carbon of all reports of diagnostic consultations and treatments, and the
following figures, which show the numbers of patients and conditions, can
therefore be accepted as entirely accurate:
Nlumber of
Number of
patients
Diagnosis
patients
Diagnowsis
Eosinophilic granuloma ------------Dermatologic conditions:
9
Ependymoma -------------------118
Acne -------------------------Fibrosarcoma--------------------1
Eczema, generalized -------------- 232
10
Hemangioma of bone-----------43
Eczema of hands---------------31
Hemangioma of skin ------------122
Fungus, feet -------------------97
Hodgkin's disease ---------------46
Fungus, groin ------------------10
-----------------Hypernephroma
145
-----------------Fungus, hands
83
Leukemia (lymphomyelogenous) -_
11
Herpes------------------------105
49
Lymphosarcoma----------------Lichen, lupus, etc.---------------Melanoma-----------------------24
20
Pruritus ani -------------------Mixed tumors of20
Sycosis fungoides ------------- .
1.1
Palate and carcinoma of palate-.
Verruca------------------------129
20
Parotid ----------------------.Infectious conditions:
Myeloma ------------------------Blastoactinomycosi~q---------------5
27
Osteogenic sarcoma of bone
Cysts, sinuses, etc.- --------------50
(all types) -------------------73
Furunculosis -------------------5
Peyronie's disease ---------------3
Monilia ------------------------13
Pituitary tumors (sella, etc.) -17
Otitis media --------------------Polycythemia -----------------9
Parotitis ------------------------48
Sarcoma (general) -------------16,075
Total --------------------ofcarcinoma
cell
Squamous
Malignant conditions:
2
Lip-----------------------102
Basal cell carcinoma of skin --2
Skin......................Brain tumors (all types) ---------- 19
Teratoma of testis ---------------- 189
Carcinoma of4
Thymoma -------------------Bladder -----------------------32Toa----------1,5
Breast -----------------------7Toa-----------1,5
Cervix --------------------Miscellaneous conditions:
14
--------anus
and
Colon, rectum,
40
Arthritides ---------------------3
Kidney (adenocarcinoma) --Boeck's sarcoid ---------------24
Larynx ----------------------3
Bursitis ----------------------18
Lung ------------------------35
------------------------Keloids
Mouth, tongue, etc.- ------------- 19
12
Sinusitis -----------------------2
Ovary ---------------------------------------Syringomyelia
15
Penis ------------------------Tbromboanglitis obliterans --11
Thyroid ----------------------Tonsil (squamous and transiTotal-----------------------131
tional)----------------------16
2,26
Grand total ---------------3
Uterus ------------------------
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Section II. Clinical and Research Considerations
BENIGN LESIONS
Before the United States entered World War II, the management of
benign lesions by radiation therapy in military hospitals resembled their management in civilian practice. As the war progressed, elective radiation therapy for this type of lesion was limited to keloids, certain bacterial infections,
acne, mycotic skin infections, acute dermatoses, and plantar warts and
calluses.
Only plantar warts and calluses need special comment. As might have
been expected, they became a real military problem. It was simple to eradicate them with doses of 1,500 to 2,500 r (roentgen) given with the superficial
radiation therapy machine (100 kv.). The irradiated tissues, however, especially those on weight-bearing parts of the sole of the foot, often could not
tolerate the trauma of long marches. It therefore became the practice, in
treating these lesions, to shave off more tissue and irradiate less.
In the prewar preparations for radiation therapy, considerable thought
was given to its use in gas gangrene. The Army field (Picker) X-ray unit
was designed, in part, for giving this type of treatment both prophylactically
and therapeutically well forward in combat zones, but improved surgical techniques and the development of antibiotics made its use unnecessary.
ROUTINE OF MANAGEMENT OF MALIGNANT DISEASE
Tumor Board Survey
The routine of management of patients with cancer at Walter Reed General Hospital during World War II provided them, it is believed, with the
best possible treatment then available. Each patient was mandatorily reviewed
by the Tumor Board, composed of the chiefs of the surgical and laboratory
services, the Chief of the Radiation Therapy Section, and the ward officer
on the service on which the patient was being treated. The Tumor Board
established at this hospital during the war served as the prototype for all
Army hospitals. It has continued to function actively and usefully to date
(1965).1 Similar boards now exist in all Army general hospitals and also in
1 In 1945, at the end of the war, Col. Rettig A. Griswold, MC, Chief of the Surgical Service at
Walter Reed General Hospital, and Major Friedman drew up a plan for an Army Cancer Institute
to be established at Walter Reed General Hospital. Justification for such an Institute was the
increase in malignant disease in the Army during the war; the necessity for highly specialised care,
both surgical and radlotherapeutic, in cancer; the inadequacy of training in radiation therapy and
in the surgery of cancer at this time; the experience of other countries, which showed that cancer
is best treated in cancer institutes or in large general hospitals staffed by specialists in its management; the special facilities and ready availability of Walter Reed General Hospital, the Natiomal
Cancer Institute, and the Carnegie Institute for Terrestrial Magnetism, as well as local hospitals
and medical schools; and the practical fact that atomic research had already become a military
activity. Specific suggestions were offered for the staffing and equipment of the proposed institute
(S). The Army Cancer Institute, as such, was never established, but most of the recommendations
Incorporated in the proposal were adopted at Walter Reed General Hospital and elsewhere.
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most civilian institutions in which the management of cancer is considered a
special field.
The Tumor Board, whose sessions were attended by the entire hospital
staff, met each Tuesday, at 1300 hours. During 1942, when newly inducted
medical officers were assigned to the hospital for orientation purposes, they
also attended the sessions. On the average, about 300 officers were present
each week.
Every patient with cancer was presented in person at a Tumor Board
conference, as &-,on as was practical after his admission. After he had withdrawn, his condition and management were discussed in detail. The vigor
and thoroughness of the discussions made the sessions of the Board always
instructive and often dramatic.
When the Tumor Board was first constituted, the treatment of cancer in
the United States was strongly oriented toward surgery. The Radiation
Therapy Section had to fight a continuous uphill battle to maintain its position in the treatment of malignant disease against numerically and vocally
strong surgical opposition. The arguments for radiation versus surgery compelled the proponents of each modality to analyze every problem in depth
and stimulated them to utilize every possible advantage offered by their
respective specialties.
In one case, as an illustration, the discussion concerned a patient with
cancer of the skin in the preauricular region. The surgeons who participated
in the discussion included, among others, Col. Claude S. Beck, MC; Col.
Charles H. Mayo, MC; and Col. Edward D. Churchill, MC. The participants
constituted one of the most august assemblages of surgical talent ever focused
on a single sick soldier in the history of the U.S. Army. The radiotherapists
lost on the formal vote always taken in controversial cases, and surgery was
recommended.
The following week the same patient was presented again to the Tumor
Board. The result achieved was a beautiful demonstration of tumor excision
and plastic repair of the defect with a skin graft. A week later the radiotherapists countered this demonstration by presenting a patient who had had
three independent skin cancers of the face treated by irradiation. All the
lesions had been so thoroughly destroyed, without leaving scars or defects,
that no medical officer present could identify the sites of the original cancers
The wholesome rivalry induced by these discussions and presentations
resulted in superb medical care for all patients. From the standpoint of
radiation therapy, the radiotherapist was able to demonstrate the possibilities
and accomplishments of radium and X-ray therapy, so that a larger proportion of patients with cancer were treated by irradiation, while new combinations of radiation and surgery were developed for tumors in special locations.
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Special Procedures
The workload of the Radiation Therapy Section at Walter Reed General
Hospital was very heavy, so heavy that, with the shortage of professional
personnel, most treatments had to be given by the technicians, all of whom
had only on-the-job training. The therapy, of course, was planned and outlined by the radiotherapist, and many of the treatments were pers(, "ly
supervised by him. As many as 125 treatments were given each day aatl
3 to 5 radium treatments were given each week. Treatments with the stqae
voltage machine were often given in two overlapping shifts, between 0700 and
2000 hours. Incidentally, the use of technicians for the administration of
therapy also became common practice during the war in other countries,
because of the shortages of trained professional personnel in them.
It became departmental policy, because of the shortages of personnel and
the heavy caseload, to treat patients with the same condition one after the
other. They were brought to the X-ray section in groups and, following the
Army custom, they automatically stood in line while waiting to be treated.
The chief of the section, or his assistant after one had been assigned and
trained, set the machine in order for the first few treatments of each patient,
after which technicians, fully understanding the technique to be employed,
took over the responsibility for subsequent treatments.
Shortages of personnel led to other innovations. To insure accuracy of
dosage, a number of precision items were devised, including angle guides,
light-beam localizers, protractors, and drawing apparatus, all designed to
assure a high degree of accuracy in aiming the X-ray beams. Comprehensive
graphs and charts showing reactions were prepared for all patients and still
(1965) provide useful source data for research purposes.
EFFECTS OF SUPERVOLTAGE RADIATION
Much of the knowledge concerning the effects of supervoltage radiation
on normal human tissues, though published after the war, was developed
during it and, for that reason, must be included in this chapter (4-16). The
essential facts are as follows:
When a beam of roentgen rays traverses tissues, the secondary electrons
that it produces are stopped by atoms in the cells, with the resulting release
of energy. The energy thus released disrupts molecular, chemical, chromosomal, and other biologic activities, with consequent destructions of cells and
tissues. The speed of the secondary electrons is related to the voltage employed; if the voltage is very high, the electrons will have such speed that
they will travel a considerable distance from the point of impact before they
are slowed down to the optimum speed for interaction with atomic units in
the cells, particularly in the skin.
Superficial X-ray therapy (100 kv.) produces relatively. slow-moving secondary electrons, which are readily absorbed in tissues adjacent to the point
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of impact and converted to destructive effect. Only a small amount of radiation (300 r, measured with scattering) is therefore required to produce a skin
erythema.
Deep X-ray therapy (200 kv.) produces secondary electrons of greater
speed, and a smaller number are stopped in the superficial layers of the skin.
A larger amount of radiation (700 r, measured with scattering) is therefore
required to produce a skin erythema.
Supervoltage X-ray therapy (1,000 kv.) produces secondary electrons of
such tremendous speed that 1,000 r are required to produce a skin erythema.
These facts are of great clinical importance. With higher voltage X-rays,
less radiation is absorbed in the superficial layers of the skin, and skin damage is less. A larger amount of radiation can therefore safely be delivered
through each skin portal.
The mildness of the skin reactions produced by supervoltage radiation is
also of great clinical importance. Current therapy entails the use of such
large doses of radiation that, when ordinary deep X-ray therapy is used,
severe second-degree, and occasionally third-degree, skin reactions are produced. These reactions are particularly likely to occur in carcinoma of the
breast, carcinoma of the upper respiratory tract treated by the Coutard technique, and certain sarcomas. Primary healing may occur, but even if it does,
the affected areas may break down and ulcerate months or even years later,
and extensive plastic surgery is required for their repair.
When supervoltage radiation therapy is employed, skin reactions seldom
exceed first-degree erythema. They cause little discomfort, even during the
period of their greatest "ntensity, and surgical repair is seldom required. This
single advantage, in itself, compensates for the increased cost of supervoltage therapy.
Another advantage of supervoltage therapy stems from the behavior of
the secondary electrons that it produces. When ordinary high-voltage (200
kv.) therapy is used on deep-seated tumors, such as carcinoma of the cervix,
two types of radiation affect the tumor, (1) primary, from the direct beam
of roentgen rays, and (2) secondary, that is scattered into the tumor when
the primary beam strikes nearby atoms of normal tissue. In deep therapy,
when a narrow beam of rays is employed, with a diameter only slightly larger
than the tumor itself, there is very little secondary radiation, and the total
amount of radiation that reaches the tumor is inefficiently small. The size of
the beam must therefore be considerably increased if amounts of secondary
radiation are to be produced that can scatter from adjacent normal tissues
centripetally to the tumor. Such an increase, however, necessitates irradiation
of larger areas of skin and of deeper normal tissues, and the severity of the
local and general reactions is increased. Irradiation of a large volume of
normal tissue is followed by increased absorption of secondary breakdown
products and by severe radiation sickness. In such cases, the eventual radiation that reaches the tumor from a large portal is composed of one-third
primary irradiation and two-thirds secondary irradiation, a proportion that
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emphasizes the importance of secondary radiation in ordinary high voltage
therapy.
When supervoltage therapy is employed, the situation is different. Secondary radiation plays a much smaller role in deep therapy because a larger
number of primary rays reach the depths of the tumor. Furthermore, the
secondary radiations formed in supervoltage therapy do not scatter haphazardly in all directions but tend to be driven forward toward the tumor because
of the tremendous energy of the primary beam. As a result, these radiations
are added to, and become part of, the bundle of the primary beam. Narrow
beams of X-rays can therefore be employed more efficiently, as can multiple
and small beams crossfiring the tumor. For these reasons, twice the amount
of radiation can often be delivered to the tumor by supervoltage therapy as
compared with the amount that can be delivered by ordinary high-voltage
X-rays.

HISTOLOGIC EFFECTS OF RADIATION IN
MALIGNANT DISEASE
When the United States entered World War II, not a great deal was
known about the histologic changes produced in human cancers by irradiation. Only two investigations, in fact, had been directed to a qualitative and
quantitative analysis of these changes, with a view to improving radiation
techniques. One of these investigations was conducted by Glucksmann at
Cambridge University in England (17). The other, begun by Friedman and
Hall at the New York University College of Medicine, was continued and
expanded at Walter Reed General Hospital during the war (4, 8, 11, 18, 19).
These investigations were based on serial biopsies of human malignant
tumors at selected intervals during irradiation; the time at which the biopsy
was made was related to the cumulative tumor dose. Basic radiobiologic
information concerning the mechanism of the changes induced in tissues by
irradiation was thus obtained. The results pointed to avenues for future
fundamental investigations and also permitted a number of conclusions of
immediate practical value.
These conclusions concerned the following subjects:
1. The spectrum of doaage requirementg for variou8 type. of tumor&.
Up to World War II, it had been the practice to treat all tumors in each
pathologic group with arbitrary, inflexible doses of radiation. All carcinomas
of the tonsil, for instance, were treated with a total tumor dose of 6,000 r
over a 4-week period. Serial biopsy studies at Walter Reed General Hospital
showed that some tonsillar carcinomas that were radiosensitive could be destroyed over this period with dosages as low as 4,000 r, while others that were
radioresistant could not be destroyed with dosages up to 7,000 r.
With this information available for all varieties of carcinoma, the princi-
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pie was developed of tailoring techniques of radiation to the special requirements of the tumor in the individual patient.
2. The practice of serial biopsy during radiationtherapy. It became the
routine at Walter Reed General Hospital, in certain accessible tumors such as
intraoral carcinoma and carcinoma of the cervix, to perform serial biopsies
to secure information that would influence and improve the effects of the
treatment being applied.
The first biopsy specimen was taken 7 to 10 days after treatment had
been instituted, at which time the cumulative dose was 1,500 to 2,000 r. If
examination of the specimen showed some degree of radiation damage in all
the tumor cells, it was assumed that the technique being employed in the particular case was appropriate and that the total lethal tumor dose would be
in the average range, that is, 6,000 r in a 4-week period.
The second biopsy specimen was secured on or shortly after the 21st day
of treatment, when about three-quarters of the contemplated tumor dose had
been given. If examination of the specimen showed that all the tumor cells
had been destroyed, or if only a few cells persisted and they were in an
advanced stage of degeneration, it could be assumed that average conditions
prevailed and that the plan originally decided on could safely be continued.
On the other hand, if any tumor cells, no matter how few, were found at this
time to be unaffected by radiation, the principles of radical radiation therapy
were invoked and larger-than-average doses of radiation were applied; the
possible risk of radiation injury to normal tissues was accepted. Otherwise,
these unaffected cells would be likely to account for later recurrence of the
tumor.
The principle of radical radiation therapy just described was at first
limited to tumors which lent themselves readily to serial biopsy. Later, the
plan was extended to growths that did not lend themselves to serial biopsy.
In the beginning, the risk of some damage to normal tissues was accepted
because of the results it was hoped to achieve. Later, techniques were developed which eliminated this risk, at least to a large degree.
3. The isoeffect recovery curve. The radiation treatment of cancer is
founded on the principle that after a single dose of radiation, normal cells
recover from the effects of the dose somewhat better than tumor cells. This
differential recovery rate can be increased by subdividing the total dose into
daily treatments that extend over varying periods of time.
Up to 1944, these time intervals were determined empirically. In that
year, Strandqvist published a definitive study of carcinoma of the skin in
which these intervals had been determined on a carefully calculated basis
(20). When this communication appeared, similar studies of the isoeffect
recovery curve (chart 2) were already under way in the Radiation Therapy
Section at Walter Reed General Hospital. When they were coy-leted, they
covered Hodgkin's disease, seminoma and trophocarcinoma of the Atis, squamous cell carcinoma of the mouth and pharynx, and carcinoma of the breast.
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CHART 2.-Isoeffect recovery curves for various tumors, showing doses, in

different time periods, required to destroy tumors or produce erythemal
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Clinical Considerations
When equipment for supervoltage therapy was supplied at Walter Reed
General Hospital late in 1943, initial clinical trials were limited to patients
with advanced malignant disease or with radioresistant inoperable tumors.
In spite of the greater efficiency of this method, it was not expected that these
patients could be cured, and few of them were.
In at least two conditions, however, carcinoma of the esophagus and carcinoma of the bladder, substantial palliative effects were observed. Re-opening of the stenosed esophagus was obtained with greater frequency, and the
patency was of longer duration, than with ordinary deep radiation therapy.
Even carcinoma of the prostate, which is seldom influenced by deep X-ray
therapy, was sometimes benefited by supervoltage radiation.
As the beneficial effects of supervoltage therapy became evident, the indications for its use were cautiously extended to radioresistant lesions and then
to radioincurable lesions. Within months, there was no doubt that whatever
high-voltage (200 kv.) radiation therapy could achieve, supervoltage (1 million kv.) therapy could surpass.
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REACTIONS AND INJURIES
An outstanding clinical observation in the first cases of malignant disease
treated with supervoltage X-rays has already been mentioned, the complete
absence, or minimal development, of skin erythema, which made it possible to
administer much larger doses to each skin field. It had been anticipated that
when tumors in the abdominal cavity or pelvis were treated with supervoltage
X-rays, the systemic reactions would be similarly mild. They were not.
Instead, they were approximately the same as the systemic reactions that
occurred after conventional deep X-ray therapy. It was additionally anticipated that normal structures deep within the body could be spared when
supervoltage X-ray therapy was employed. The experience with tumors of
the testis proved this conclusion unsound also.
In radiation therapy, the skin reaction constitutes a barrier analogous to
the sound barrier. Below the million-volt level, skin damage limits the
amount of X-rays that can be delivered to a particular area. Above the
million-volt level, the almost total absence of skin damage entices the therapist
to deliver large doses of X-rays to each area. As a consequence, the deeper
structures become subject to injury that usually manifests itself months or
years after treatment has been given. To use supervoltage therapy safely,
therefore, it became necessary to ascertain the doses that could be tolerated
(tolerance dose) by each normal organ (table 4).
TArBL 4.-Tolerance aupervoltage X-raV doses of normal tssues
Organ

Tissue dose

Overall time

(rads)

(weeks)

Central nervous system ------------------------Stomach---------------------------------

5,000
3,500

5-9
5-9

Small intestine ---------------------------------

4,200

5-9

Transverse colon --------------------------------

4,500

5-9

Rectum ---------------------------------------Kidneys (part of each) ----------------------Kidneys (all of both) ---------------------------

8,000
5,000
2,500

5-9
5-9
8

In short, in conventional deep X-ray therapy, skin tolerance constitutes
the barrier to the effective use of radiation therapy. In supervoltage therapy,
the tolerance of deep structures constitutes the barrier. To overcome the intolerance of normal structures, it became necessary to devise multiple portal
techniques of great precision, and the margin of the X-ray beam had to be
sharply defined by means of secondary or satellite lead collimators (fig. 57B).*
When radiation injuries of the stomach and intestine began to appear
unexpectedly after supervoltage X-ray therapy of retroperitoneal lymph nodes
in carcinoma of the testis, a team was organized to study these lesions; the

I

Further refinements and far better results accompanied the use of the rotation techniques developed after the war.
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CHART 3.-Ineidence of insury of stomaclh in relation to dose

of 8upervoltage radiation therapVy
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Key: D--dyspepaia; G-gastritts; P-perforated ulcer; and U-ulcer without perforation.

study was continued, in an expanded form, after the war. The wartime membership of the team, in addition to Colonel Friedman, Chief, Radiation Therapy Section, consisted of Colonel Hampton, then Chief, Section of Radiology;
Colonel Lewis, Chief, Genitourinary Section; Capt. (later Maj.) Irving B.
Brick, MC, Department of Medicine; Col. Harold 1. Amory, MC, later Chief,
Section of Radiology; Lt. William N. Thomas, Jr., MC, USN; Dr. William
M. Leavenworth; and Dr. Ralph M. Caulk.8
The undesirable effects of supervoltage therapy take various forms, depending upon the areas irradiated. In the mouth and throat, there is prolonged duration of the radiation- induced pseudodiphtheritic membrane, with
resulting dysphagia. When the pelvis is heavily irradiated, the reactions may
include cystitis, diarrhea, and painful proctitis. These immediate effects are
3 In 1950, under a grant from the Veterans' Admininstration, 104 -f the 232 patients with carcinoma of the testis who survived after treatment at Walter Reed General Hospital during the war
were brought back to that hospital for periods of 2 weeks each. Here, they were subjected to a
total of 290 tests designed to study late radiation effects on the whole body and to evaluate complications of treatment and the so-called current performance status of these patients. This remarkable opportunity for posttreatment study resulted in the determination of the incidence of Injuries
and thus of the tolerance doses of the supervoltage radiation for the normal stomach (chart 3),
transverse colon (chart 4), kidney (table 4), central nervous system (table 4), and other organs
(6, 8, 10, 1t, 15-15, 21-23).
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CHeAT 4.-Type and incidence of injury of transverse colon in relation
to dose of eupervoltage radiation therapy
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seldom severe, and their occurrence is outweighed by the increased destruction
of the tumor accomplished by supervoltage X-ray therapy.
Late reactions, on the other hand, are more severe.

They may include

telangiectasis and contraction of the bladder mucosa with hematuria; chronic
pelvirectal fibrosis, with secondary involvement of the rectum; indurated
intrinsic rectal ulceration; intestinal injury manifested histologically by destruction of the epithelium, atrophy, and replacement fibrosis; intestinal perforation; radiation nephrosis; and injuries of the stomach ranging from
barely demonstrable lesions causing dyspepsia to ulceration with perforation
(p. 226).
HODGKIN'S DISEASE
A total of 216 patients with Hodgkin's disease were treated in the Radiation Therapy Section at Walter Reed General Hospital during World War II
between 1942 and 1946 inclusive (5, 16, e4, 26). They were segregated in a
separate ward since frequently as many as 40 were undergoing treatment at
one time.
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Development of Therapeutic Regimen
Prewar studies had suggested that two changes in the therapeutic regimen
might improve the results in this condition:
1. Aggressive radiationtherapy. At the outbreak of World War II there
were two divergent schools of thought concerning radiation therapy. Those
who advocated conservative treatment, and who were then in the majority,
believed in repeated small courses of radiation therapy, in the dosage range
of 400 to 1,000 r, given not with the idea of destroying a particular group
of lymph nodes but merely with the idea of keeping them quiescent. The
fallacy of tl.is policy was that the disease tended to recur in the treated nodes,
and that tne nodes, with each recurrence, became more radioresistant and
required successively larger doses or X-rays for their control. Often the total
amount of radiation delivered to a particular area under this so-called conservative treatment was greater than the total amount delivered by a different
scheme by the advocates of radical treatment. The incidence of late burns
and ulcers was often considerable after conservative treatment, and survival
rates were not impressive.
The advocates of radical therapy, among them the Chief of the Radiation
Therapy Section at Walter Reed General Hospital, took the reverse position.
Colonel Friedman was able to prove his case statistically and clinically by the
large number of patients handled at this hospital (fig. 59 and table 5).
2. Selection of the proper tumor dose for each patient. Prewar studies
had indicated that the most efficient way to treat Hodgkin's disease and to
eradicate the affected lymph nodes was not by the use of a standard dose in
all cases but by varying the dose. These variations might range from 1,500 r
in 1 week to 3,500 to 4,000 r over a 3- to 4-week period, depending upon the
radiosensitivity or the radioresistance of the disease (chart 2).
TABLE 5.-Survivals in

214 cases of Hodgkin's disease based on date of first deep X-ray
treatment I

Stage of disease

I
II
III

Number of cases

--------------------Total ------------------

5-year survivals 2

48
32
136
216

24
14
44
82

10-year survivals

6
3
6
15

1 Exclusive of two cases lost to followup.

2 10-year survivals included.

Routine of Management
At Walter Reed General Hospital, all patients with Hodgkin's disease
were classified as to the stage of the disease before treatment was begun:
1. In stage I, the disease was limited to a single group of lymph nodes
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FIGURE 59.--Anatomlc distribution of lesions of Hodgkin's disease In nix

pamtients with stage III disease,, who survived more than 5 years after radical
radiation therapy: Fullness (a), fluid (b), deep mass (c), and sacral Involvewent (d).

or to a single lesion in a single organ. There were no constitutional symptoms.
2.. In stage II, the disease was limited to two adjacent groups of lymph
nodes or to a single visceral lesion with regional lymph node involvement.
Constitutional symptoms might or might not be present.
3. In stage 111, two or more separated groups of lymph nodes, or multiple groups of nodes, were involved; or more than one organ was involved;
or groups of lymph nodes and multiple organs were involved. Constitutional
symptoms were almost always present.
When a patient with Hodgkin's disease was first treated, he received,
regardless of the stage of his disease, a test dosage of 1,500 to 2.,000 r over
a 7-day period, applied to one group of nodes. The clinical response of the
treated group of nodes to the test dose determined whether the tumor dose
should be small (1,500 r) for all other nodes, moderate (2.,500 r), or large
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(3,500 r). From the practical point of view, the size of the dose determined
whether a particular patient would require a course of treatment consisting
of 25, 50, or 75 applications of X-ray, which would require periods of hospitalization varying from 1 to 4 months.
In every case, X-rays were applied not only to the involved areas but
also, prophylactically, in the same dosage, to uninvolved cervical, axillary,
and inguinal lymph nodes, and, electively, to the mediastinal and abdominal
lymph nodes.
The time-dose studies (isoeffect recovery curve) developed at Walter
Reed General Hospital were first worked out in Hodgkin's disease (chart 2).
The smaller doses shown on the curve were used on superficial lymph nodes
in the cervical, axillary, and inguinal regions. The larger doses were applied
to deep-seated mediastinal and abdominal nodes, for which it was early
learned that supervoltage radiation supplied the only really efficient treatment.
The technique described spared the skin, and the greater depth dose permitted the administration of smaller skin doses per portal. Also, the total
tumor dose applied to each area could be given in shorter periods of time,
which permitted a still further reduction in the overall treatment time and in
the required tumor dose.
All patients at Walter Reed General Hospital, regardless of the stage of
their disease, received aggressive radiation; that is, they were given the maximum doses which, it was estimated, were required to eradicate the disease
from the treated nodes for the remainder of their lives. Recurrences were
observed in the nodes thus treated in some 10 percent of the fatal cases, but
only in the terminal phases. No recurrences were observed in the patients
who survived, nor was there any evidence of lymph node recurrence in many
autopsies on patients who ultimately died from the constitutional effects of
their disease.
In 1945, a few patients with Hodgkin's disease were treated with nitrogen
mustard by the Radiation Therapy Section in conjunction with the Medical
Service. Transient shrinkage occurred in some nodes, but early recurrence
was the rule.
Followup
In October 1953, a followup of the 216 patients with Hodgkin's disease
treated at Walter Reed General Hospital during the war years showed, based
on the date of onset, 24 survivals for 10 years (11 percent of the total number) and 73 other survivals for 5 years or more (44 percent) (25). Based on
the date of the first X-ray treatment (table 5), there were fifteen 10-year
survivals and, including these 15 cases, eighty-two 5-year survivals (37 percent). These excellent results are enhanced by the fact that 136 patients (63
percent of the total number) were in stage III when they were first seen. The
longest survival in the series from the date of onset was 18 years.
The only results in Hodgkin's disease similar to those obtained at Walter
Reed General Hospital were obtained at the Toronto Cancer Institute, where
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a similar technique was developed independently (26). The most valuable
product of the studies at these two institutions is the proof that aggressive
supervoltage radiation therapy is the most efficient method of treatment in all
stages of Hodgkin's disease, including most cases in which constitutional
symptoms are present, and that this technique yields much longer survival
rates than are achieved by any method previously employed.
MALIGNANT DISEASE OF THE TESTIS
Before World War II, the life history of tumors of the testis was not
well understood; the pathologic classification was confused; radiotherapeutic
techniques were variable and uncertain; and the cure rates, even in the hands
of the best urologic surgeons, were very low. Hlinman (V7), in 1933, developed radical retroperitoneal lymph node dissection, but the results were so
discouraging in the small series of cases inl which he employed it that, he soon
abandoned the technique. Maj. (later Col.) Lloyd G. Lewis, MC, Chief,
Urology Section, Walter Reed General Hospital, used the method on a few
advanced cases in 1942, with the same results: The patients died just as
promptly as those not. submitted to this procedure.
The amount of material available at this hospital between May 1942 and
September 1946, 232 tumors of the testis, permitted the development of a
combined surgical-radiation technique that. produced better results than had
ever before beent achieved in this condition (table 6) (9, 10, 13, 1.5, 2, 23, 28,
29). The basis of the good results was the excellent cooperation that existed
between Major Lewis and Major Friedman.
TABLE 6.-Five-year arrestsin 232 cases of carcinoma of testis
Five-year arreut.

NumberF

Type of growth

of cases

Seminomna------------------TrophocarcinowTeratocarcinoma ----------------Teratoma ----------------------Others -------------------------Total or average---------

Number
of cases

Percentage

94
53
66
7
12

78
13
28
6
10

83
25
42
86
83

232

135

58

Histologic Classification
The program began with the extension of Friedman's prewar studies of
the histologic effects of X-rays on squamous cell carcinoma of the mouth and
pharynx (18, 19) to tumors of the testis. To determine the total tumor (lose
necessary for each patient, a preliminary test dose (ranging from 500 r in
1 week to 1,000 r in 2 weeks) was given to the tumor of the testis before
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FI(GIUF 60.--llistologic appearance of typical seminoma of
testis. A. Before treatment. I. After tumor dose of 870 r
in 3 days.
unmor, when removed on fourth day, was found
to be alumost (.ompletply destroyed.

orchiectomy, and the results were evaluated histologically with respect to the
effects of different (loses on (difterent types of tumors. It soon became evident
that seminoma of the testis, which made up about 44) percent of all tunors of
the testis, was extremely ra(liosensitive (fig. 60 and chart 5) while other
tumors in this location were relatively radioresistant and required large-often dangerously large-doses of radiation for their control and eradication
(fig. 61 and chart 6).
I)uring the course of this histologric investigation, there was identified
in the Army material a tumor containing emlbryoma l)o(dies which resembled
12-day-old blastocysts in a normal pregnant female (fig. 62). From this
beginning, the following classification of tumors of the testis was devised by
Major Friedman and Major Lewis:
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CHAar 5.-Isoeffect recovery tumor dose curve for seminoma of testis based on teat X-ray
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doses below the average regresslon curve were sublethal, while those above were lethal.

1. Seminoma (histogenetic stem cells uncertain).
2. Trophocarcinoma (generally termed embryonal carcinoma). This
tumor is a primitive, malignant placental tumor derived from primordial
trophoblasts and presenting different histologic pictures as it recapitulates
neoplastically the development of the placenta. The different histologic pictures in this group include undifferentiated trophocarcinoma, adenotrophocarcinoma, papillary trophocarcinoma, choriopapillary trophocarcinoma, and
chorioepithelioma.
3. Teratoma.
4. Teratocarcinoma, a combination of teratoma and trophocarcinoma,
only the latter component being malignant.
5. Interstitial cell tumors and other tumors amenable to surgery.
Techniques of Treatment
Analysis of the data secured in the histologic studies just summarized
led to the development of a combined surgical-radiotherapeutic regimen carried out as follows:
1. A preliminary test dose of X-rays was applied to the testis.
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Fumvtri: 61.--I lstologic appte•|atlte of undifferentiated trophocarcti4oma
of testis showing very few changes :Ifter X-ray tulmoi|r dos.e of 1,0(W) r.

It was ultiwately shown (cf. chart 61 that 4.IW)0 r wtre required for
eradication of this type of tumor.

2. Orchiectomv and radical retroperitmeal lymph node dissection were
carried out. when t hie nodes were either not demmist rable or very small. The
improved surgical tecltniqles which (olomel Lewis developed for these opera-

tions are ]mw ( 19)6()
stahi(lard procedures.
3. A week after operation, raldiatit ion was alj)iied to the relroperitoneal
area, t(le dosage dele•llliug
)ipm lthe lustol,4)i('
liaginsis (if the tumor and
the result of the test dose.
4. If tle testis had previously beeni removed, the dosage to he used was
deterhmited froii lhe table. of lethal tumor (loses devisedl bNy Friedman (j )
I'he folo)wing (losages welre used:
1. The average tuillor lethal dise for semi onm of lie lestis rajlged front
1.000 r delivered over 10 davs It 2.5(X)0 r deliveredl over "2)
2 days.
2. Occasionally, ai moderately ra(lioseisitive trophoearcinonia of the testis

eoulh be eradicate(l with d(ses ais low as 2,50)(1 r given over 10 days, but the
usual ranige was fronm :3,st)() r in 10 (lays to -1,.5)00 r in l1) days. THie radiosInsitivitiv or radlioresista ie of these tuniors co'Iuh lde det ermil ined only by a
preliminary test (lose.
3. The dosage use(d to destroy adult teratonia was the same as that neces-
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6.-Soatter diagram based on 91 kinown tumor dose8 of aupervoltage radiation
therap" in 83 cases of trophocarcinomaof t.eti8 1
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However, this
I Isoefect recovery tumor dome, curve A, depicts recommended dosage range.
dose, delivered by 2-portal crossfire technique, will produce radiation injury of stomach or intestines
in 25 percent of all cases.

Doses shown in curve B will produce no injury but will be inadequate

to destroy some tumors (cf. chart 3).

sary for the normal tissues which they simulated. The tumors were as radiosensitive or as radioresistant as these analogous normal tissues.
4. In most teratocarcinomas, metastatic disease in the retroperitoneal
lymph nodes occurred as some form of trophocarcinoma. The tumor lethal
doses were those used for trophocarcinoma. When teratomatous elements
were found in metastatic lymph nodes, appropriately larger lethal doses
were used.
5. Conventional deep X-ray therapy apparatus could be used in the
delivery' of small doses of X-rays to tumors of the testis, especially for
seminoma, as the experience at Lawson General Hospital (30, 31) and at
certain other general hospitals showed, but supervoltage radiation therapy
was more effective, if only because it produced few if any skin reactions.
Radioresistant tumors, such as trophocarcinoma and teratocarcinoma, could
be treated efficiently only with supervoltage X-rays which were required to
deliver doses of approximately 4,000 r to the retroperitoneal area. With this
equipment, it was possible-it would otherwise have been impossible-to
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FIGURE 63.-Perforated gastric ulcer caused by radiation therapy. A. Anteroposterior
radiograph of stomach 3 months after tissue dose of 6,000 r given in 33 days for metastatic
teratocarcinomatous mass situated behind stomach. Perforating ulcer is clearly visible,
with barium in lower half and air in upper half. B. Specimen removed at subtotal
gast rectomy.

to 5 years after treatment. They took the form of dyspepsia- radiation
gastritis demonstrable radiographically; and radiation ulcers, without (fig.
64) and with perforation. The severity of the gastric injuries depended
upon the size of the radiation dose. Similar injuries were observed in the
small and large intestines (fig. 65), but only after large doses of X-ray had
been given.
Among the 232 patients with malignant tumors of the testis treated at
Walter Reed General Hospital during World War II were 10 postradiation
injuries of the spinal cord, ranging from mild to sex-ere, and 3 osteogenic
sarcomas of the spine. In all, 24 deaths were altributed partly or entirely to
radiation injuries. The studies inspired by these injuries produced, in the
postwar years, improved techniques that avoided damage to normal tissues
(p. 215).
CARCINOMA OF THE BLADDER
At the outbreak of World War II, the cure (arrest) rates for carcinoma
of the bladder were distressingly low, seldom exceeding 10 percent. It was
not until almost the end of the war that a new technique of treatment was
developed in the Radiation Therap:- Section, Walter Reed General Hospital,
by a plan originated by Major Lewis and Major Friedman (32). By Septenbl)er 1949, tley were able to report that 12 of the first 13 patients treated
by this method had been free of disease for periods ranging from 10 months
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CHAw 7.-Five-year arrests in 83 patients wilt oarcinoma of bladder classifled according
to anatomic stage and hitologic (Marshall) degree of malignancy I
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ANATOMIC STAGE(OR EXTENT)OF DISEASE
I Anatomic stage of carciaoma: A-limited to mueosa and submucosa; BI--wlth superficial
invasion of muscularls; B2--with extension to serosa; C-with extravesical extension; Dl-with
metastases to regional lymph nodes; and D2--with involvement of extrapelvie lymph nodes (there
were no carcinomas In situ In this group).

derived from it determining the amount of the second treatment (fig. 67). In
favorable cases, the second dose consisted of 2,000 r over a 2-day period, the
total dose thus being 6,000 r. If the response to the first dose was less favorable, second doses of 3,000 to 6,000 r were given, for total doses of 7,000 to
10,000 r.
Doses of such magnitude were likely to produce severe local reactions
immediately and possible later contraction of the bladder, but these complications were considered well worth risking in exchange for the increased rates
of arrest just cited.

CARCINOMA OF THE CERVIX
The use of serial biopsies in carcinoma of the cervix revealed a wide range
of radiosensitivity (6). When some patients with primary and recurrent
cervical carcinoma were given supervoltage therapy preliminary to the usual
radium treatment, serial biopsies showed such marked radiosensitivity that the
tumors were completely destroyed in about 28 days, with total doses ranging
from 4,000 to 4,500 r, and subsequent radium therapy was not considered
necessary. On the other hand, some cervical carcinomas proved extremely
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66.-Radiographic demonstration of Walter

Reed technique for carcinoma of bladder, showing
25-mg. radium capsule inside Foley catheter In bladder, left in situ for 4 days, to give initial dose of 4,000
gamma roentgens.

A cystoscopic biopsy is taken at

the end of 7 days, after which initial treatment is repeated. Total tumor dose is approximately 8,000
gamma roentgens In 1.5 days.

radioresistant; they persisted in spite of very large doses of both X-rays and
radium, and surgical removal was necessary. In general, about 20 percent of
cervical neoplasms were extremely radiosensitive and about the same proportion were extremely radioresistant.
It was found that the laws of radiosensitivity do not apply in carcinoma
of the cervix. Paradoxically, the more differentiated and keratinized the
tumor was, the more radiosensitive it proved to be, whereas many undifferentiated anaplastic growths, which showed considerable pleomorphism and
mitoses, were relatively radioresistant.
OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS
In addition to the major research projects just described, other studies
were initiated in the Radiation Therapy Section, Walter Reed General Hospital, during World War II and were completed later in civilian institutions.
They included:
1. The treatment of carcinoma of the maxillary antrum by a central
radium source.
2. The treatment of carcinoma of the parotid, laterally located intraoral
and pharyngeal carcinoma, metastatic cervical lymph nodes, and carcinoma
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of the breast recurrent on the chest wall by a single-portal-massive-dose technique (11).
3. The treatment of inoperable carcinoma of the prostate by perineal exposure and insertion of radium needles.
4. The treatment of bulky hemangiomas in infants with double-threaded
removable platinum radon implants.
5. Studies on tumor dosages for lipoid histiocytosis of the bone.
Exhibits of work done at Walter Reed General Hospital and presented
after the war included:
1. Testis Tumors, at the American Urological Society in 1946.
2. Radiation Injuries and Tolerance Dose of Normal Stomach, at the
American Roentgen Ray Society in 1946.
3. Million-Volt Irradiation of Normal Tissues; Late Effects and Tolerance Dose, at the American Roentgen Ray Society in 1951.
These three exhibits won prizes or certificates when they were shown.
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MEDITERRANEAN THEATER
OF OPERATIONS

CHAPTER IX

The Mediterranean (Formerly North African)
Theater of Operations
James E. Lotstrom, M.D.'

Section I. Administrative Considerations
HOSPITAL ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
The military operations in North Africa, which began in November 1942,
furnished the first real test of radiologic capacities and potentialities of the
U.S. Army in World War II. In the accomplishment of their primary mission of service to other Army medical personnel in the first major land-based
offensive combat in which U.S. troops engaged, radiologists in field, evacuation, station, and general hospitals began to learn the techniques which they
would use in later months and years of the war. The Sicilian operation was
at once "a proving ground for the lessons learned in Africa and a dress rehearsal for Italy" (1). The experience in Italy provided valuable lessons for
the invasion of the Continent from the United Kingdom. The Senior Consultant in Radiology in ETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, U.S.
Army), Lt. Col. (later Col.) Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC, visited MTOUSA
(Mediterranean Theater of Operations, U.S. Army) late in 1943 and secured
data on the basis of which he made important changes in the provision of
equipment and the disposition of personnel before D-day in Normandy (p. 419).
At the beginning of the war, the radiology department in hospitals in
NATOUSA (North African Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), as elsewhere,
was frequently a part of the section of surgery, as had been the practice
between the wars. In the course of the war, radiology came to be recognized
as a separate section and to be established as such. In only a few instances,
because of X-ray encroachment upon facilities which surgical sections no
longer controlled, did the new arrangements give rise to difficulties. The
change was beneficial in many ways, one being that the chief of the section
of radiology, because his new position brought him into direct contact with
A This chapter was prepared with the invaluable assistance of Clark R. Warren, R.T., now
Technical Director. Department of Radiology, Detroit Memorial Hospital, Detroit, Mich., and formerly a technical sergeant assigned to the 36th General Hospital. He assisted In the preparation
of the material, provided a number of special Items, and also provided the enlisted man's point of
view, which is always useful.
His knowledge of photography was responsible for many photographs and radiographs taken during the war in the Mediterranean theater.
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the hospital commander, was able to operate more efficiently and render
better service.
While all radiology sections were conducted under certain general principles, each section developed its own individual methods for processing requisitions, handling patients, filing records, and disposing of roentgenograms.
Some of these practices were based on previous civilian experience; others
evolved out of the exigencies of the logistic situations that had to be faced.
The special problems that arose in various hospitals depended more upon
their missions at the particular time than upon the types of installations they
represented. Hospitals operating in forward areas and receiving wounded
directly from clearing stations solved their organizational problems in one
way; when the same hospitals operated in rear areas and received wounded
from forward hospitals, they had different problems and solved them differently.
Departmental Operations
When a hospital operated behind a combat zone, with large numbers of
casualties often being admitted around the clock for days on end, X-ray personnel had to be divided into shifts to handle the work because of deficiencies
in T/O (table of organization) allowances. Even with these arrangements,
personnel sometimes had to be augmented by personnel of other sections.
Shortages were particularly notable in evacuation hospitals. In contrast to
forward hospitals, fixed hospitals in the rear usually operated on much the
same schedule as civilian hospitals.
X-ray examination as a triaging procedure for casualties admitted to
forward hospitals from clearing stations had only a limited application. Of
necessity, the more seriously wounded patients, who required immediate surgery, had to have priority. During periods of stress, therefore, with a heavy
influx of casualties, routine roentgen evaluation for triaging purposes had to
be abandoned. With even greater pressures, it was found necessary to resort
to simple fluoroscopy rather than radiography to expedite the handling of the
wounded. When the stress was relieved and sufficient personnel were available, the elective use of X-ray as a triaging method was again employed and
proved of value. Patients were then, as a rule, assigned more accurately to
the clinical services. In spite of conscientious efforts at triage, however,
ridiculous errors occasionally occurred as when, for instance, a patient with
a fracture of the incus was admitted to a 250-bed orthopedic ward.
Auxiliary Radiologic Teams
It became evident early in the North African operation, as just indicated,
that staffing was inadequate in the X-ray departments of evacuation hospitals
when they received large numbers of casualties. Two officers simply could
not handle the load, and assignment of personnel from other sections of the
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hospital was not a satisfactory solution: It usually resulted in the placement
in the X-ray scetion of a medical officer who, although he had no radiologic
background, was called upon to make major radiologic determinations.
When Colonel Allen visited the theater and observed the situation just
described, he made the excellent suggestion that auxiliary radiologic teams be
established, to furnish the necessary assistance during times of stress. He
instituted this plan in the European theater, where it proved extremely successful (p. 407), but it was never adopted in the Mediterranean theater.
Military Considerations
In field and evacuation hospitals particularly, and in station hospitals,
the tendency was toward informality in working relations (fig. 68). During
periods of heavy activity, professional and technical personnel were hard
pressed, and all their attention was devoted to the immediate care of their
patients. In fixed hospitals, while the pressure was generally less, the arrival
of 300 to 600 patients by hospital train invariably brought a large influx of
work to the radiologic department.
This situation sometimes produced a conflict of interest. Fixed hospitals,
particularly the large general hospitals, were subject to inspection by visiting
dignitaries, and it was therefore the custom to enforce rules of military courtesy and discipline rather rigidly, and to require close order drill as well as
professional activities. If the arrival of a hospital train and the visit of a
general officer coincided, the question of precedence arose.
In one hospital, the matter was settled after a detachment commander,
with a temperature of 103' F., had lain on a litter for 2 hours, in a drafty
corridor, while radiologic personnel were attending a review for a visiting
gi.neral officer. Next day a bulletin was posted in this hospital, excusing all
X-ray personnel from drill, military lectures, and other nonmedical and nontechnical responsibilities. The end result was that while the military ratings
of this unit deteriorated, since enlisted men of the least qualifications, such as
those assigned to outdoor work and garbage detail, thereafter represented it
at reviews, its technical and professional performances were greatly improved.
AFFILIATED HOSPITALS
&s of December 1943, the staffs of all 24 general hospitals in the North
African theater and 4 of the 6 evacuation hospitals were members of the
faculties of medical schools or, in a few instances, of the staffs of outstanding
general civilian hospitals. All sections of the country were represented in
these affiliated hospitals, and the wide geographic distribution provided a
variety of viewpoints that was stimulating and desirable.
In addition to the specialists in various medical fields, affiliated units also
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attrition in advance of the Normandy landings, their excess of professional
talent being drained off to raise the level of personnel in less fortunate hospitals. Very few such transfers were made in the Mediterranean theater, particularly in departments of radiology. Many of the personnel of these
hospitals had entered service with the tacit understanding that they would
not be moved without their consent. When, however, the need for such transfers did arise in MTOUSA, there was always a generous response to the call
for officers, particularly after the unit had been in operation for several
months. Most affiliated hospitals then considered it an honor to be asked to
supply officers for posts of greater responsibility in other units. On the other
hand, a number of officers who could have secured higher rank by transfer
declined the promotions and elected to stay with their parent hospitals.

HOSPITALS FOR SPECIAL TREATMENT
Centers for specialized treatment were first set up in the North African
theater, where the plan was practical because of the concentration of specialized personnel or the fortuitous location of specialized equipment. They
provided better care for casualties, with less loss of time and faster disposition.
Their success in North Africa contributed to their becoming Medical Department policy. There were, of course, no special centers for radiology, as such,
other than the radiotherapy center at the 17th General Hospital (p. 317), but
it is not necessary to elaborate upon the importance of the radiology section
in centers devoted to neurosurgery, thoracic surgery, maxillofacial injuries
(plastic surgery), and tuberculosis, among other specialties.
Reconditioning centers were also established in the Mediterranean theater,
the first at the 105th Station Hospital, in the Eastern Base Section, in February 1944. The major concern of these centers was physical rehabilitation,
and the X-ray department was called upon to provide not only routine service
but additional specialized studies for the evaluation of disabilities. Its function in reconditioning centers was further illustration of the broad application
of diagnostic radiology in the total care of combat casualties.
Dental radiography was also of great importance in these centers, in
which a great deal of reparative dental work was performed.

CASELOAD
All X-ray sections in MTOUSA, as in other theaters, were subjected to
periods of furious activity, followed by lulls. This was especially true in
forward installations, in which the X-ray department was often employed
only for screening casualties. Fixed hospitals in rear echelons carried on the
type of work common in general hospitals in civilian life. While they also
carried the heavy load of evacuated casualties, their workload was relatively
even and lacked the emergency character of work in forward hospitals. Only
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to weekly admissions and weekly censaus,
36th General Hospital, 11 November 1945-1 Jawnary 1944
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In rest centers and convalescent hospitals was the use of X-ray disproportionately low; in reconditioning centers, as just mentioned, it was used with remarkable frequency.
Although workloads in all hospitals varied appreciably according to logistic circumstances, the overall relation of X-ray studies to total patient admissions and weekly hospital census remained surprisingly constant (chart 8).
Numerical data for the 7 weeks of operation at the 36th General Hospital
covered by this chart are shown in table 7. The 2,481 radiographic examinations were made on 2,319 patients, 1,848 of whom were new admissions.
Another typical example of the workload of a general hospital appears in
table 8, which breaks down three periods of activity for the 12th General
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TABLE 7.-Radiologic examinations, 36th General Hospital,
11 November 1943-1 January 19441
Area of examination

Head

Number of examinations

-----------------------------------------------------

Sinuses

101

----------------------------------------------

Mastoids
Facial bones
Mandible

5
4
5

Ventriculograms -------------------------------------------Chest

-

----------------------------------------------------

758

Bronchograms --------------------------------------------Heart
----------------------------------------------------

6
10

Clavicle ---------------------------------------------Abdomen

22
55

Gastrointestinal:
E sophagus

.........................................

.11

Stomach -----------------------------------------Barium enema ----------------------------------------Gallbladder
----------------------------------------------Genitourinary:
KUB
------------------------------------------------Retrograde pyelograms ---------------------------------Intravenous pyelograms --------------------------------Pelvis
---------------------------------------------------Hip and femur
-------------------------------------------Spine:
Cervical ----------------------------------------------Thoracic
---------------------------------------------Lumbar
Lumbosacral ------------------------------------------Sacrum
Coccyx -----------------------------------------------Extremities
Miscellaneous ---------------------------------------------Total

-----------------------------------------------

169
81
41
20
53
5
19
70
41
62
99
151
24
3
558----------------------------------------------21
2,481

1 During this period, 41 fluoroscopic examinations were carried out.

Hospital. During part of this time this hospital served as both a neurosurgical and a thoracic surgery center. The number of chest examinations was
exceeded only by examinations of the extremities. During the periods these
25,416 diagnostic studies were made, this hospital admitted 27,609 patients
and cared for 21,909 outpatients.
The lack of a full-time consultant in radiology for the Mediterranean
theater explains the lack of general data for it. When Colonel Allen visited
the theater in October 1943, his observations permitted certain statistical generalizations applicable to radiology:
1. About 90 percent of combat casualties in Sicily required radiographic
examination.
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TAwz 8.-Radiologic caseload, 12th General Hospital, January 1943-June 19451.2

Area of examination

January-November
1943
(North Africa)

Head -------------------------Sinuses -----------------------Mastoids ----------------------Facial bones ------------------Mandible
Chest ------------------------Ribs and sternum
Abdomen ----------------------Shoulder ----------------------Stomach and small bowel ------Colon -------------------------Gallbladder
Pyelograms (intravenous and
retrograde) -----------------Miscellaneous -----------------Review outside films
Localization foreign bodies in eye.
Pelvis ------------------------Hip --------------------------Spine -------------------------Extremities -------------------Therapy ----------------------Total -------------------Outpatient visits ---------------Hospital admissions -------------

July-October
1944
(Rome)

December 1944June 1945
(Leghorn)

400
373
131
10
85
2,277
24
112
202
697
141
179

218
305
107
43
60
1,924
26
180
285
316
70
123

248
542
53
95
49
2,526
46
64
261
333
80
117

257
22
147
79
150
102
864
2,729
293

171
6
50
32
107
74
600
2,879
73

193
7
53
47
156
69
768
3,195
28

9,281

7,599

8,930

7,978
10,870

6,698
8,838

7,233
7,901

1 The hospital was inactive from December

1943 through June 1944.
2 During the North African period, the Department of Radiology made three encephalograms
and ventriculograms and four myelograms.

2. About 70 percent of priority patients in field hospitals had injuries
involving the so-called heavy parts of the body; that is, the skull, chest,
abdomen, and pelvis.
3. Unless evacuation hospitals were located far forward, from 70 to 90
percent of their X-ray requests were for views of the extremities.

The annual report of the Medical Section, NATOUSA, for 1943 (2)
showed that a!though local variations in the relative frequency of wounding
agents were noted in specialized tactical situations, the general ratio was

maintained of 80 percent high explosive fragmentation agents (artillery,
mortars, bombs, mines) to 20 percent bullets (rifles, revolvers, machineguns).
Wounds from aerial bombing were infrequent. Multiple wounds were com-

mon; samples showed 1.3 wounds per patient in casualties who reached hospitals alive and 1.8 per patient in casualties dying before admission.
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MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
Radiologists, like other professional personnel, prefer not to operate in a
state of isolation, and it was natural that early in the war they should come
together to share their experiences and try to find solutions for their problems.
Affiliated units established immediate liaison with professional colleagues in
surrounding areas, and, just as in civilian life, consultations, conferences, and
informal discussions became a regular part of the operations of each X-ray
department. The first conferences were held, usually on an informal basis,
for case presentations, by hospitals operating in Algiers, Bizerte, Oran, and
Tunis. After hospitals had been set up in the Naples area, these conferences
became a regular part of the activities of general hospitals. The first such
meeting, at the 36th General Hospital in Caserta in December 1943, was attended by 12 radiologists from nearby hospitals. Problem cases were presented, and there was free discussion of technical and other phases of military
radiology. Exchange visits to other installations were useful and stimulating
but, of course, were possible only during periods of inactivity or while hospitals were in bivouac awaiting relocation.
These meetings and conferences were needed for two reasons:
1. Very few U.S. or British journals of radiology were available in the
theater. Even private subscriptions were delivered irregularly.
2. The conferences provided the mechanism for the dissemination of information from one hospital to others and were thus particularly useful in
the absence of the current literature.
The whole informal and formal program of professional and scientific
exchange culminated in a theaterwide meeting at the 24th General Hospital
in Florence on 4-5 April 1945. It was attended by 44 radiologists and 20
other medical, medical administrative (supply or depot), and sanitary officers.
The program, which was of unusually high quality and which covered the
professional and technical problems encountered during the war, was as
follows:
1. Traumatic head cases, presented by Capt. Samuel M. Marcus, MC, 16th Evacuation Hospital, and discussed by Col. Eldridge H. Campbell, Jr., MC, 33d General Hospital,
and Lt. Col. Robert M. Crowder, MC, 33d General Hospital.
2. Backache, presented by Lt. Col. Earl R. Crowder, MC, 12th General Hospital.
3. Technical and physical problems of the establishment and maintenance of an X-ray
department, presented by Capt. Jack L. Chalek, MC, 26th General Hospital.
4. Supply and training of X-ray personnel. presented by Lt. Col. Earl R Crowder, MC.
5. Chest injuries, presented by Lt. Col. John M. Dougall, MC, and Maj. (later Lt.
Col.) Edward F. Parker, MC, both from the 300th General Hospital.
6. Gastrointestinal studies in theaters of operations, presented by Lt. Col. (later
Col.) Charles D. Smith, MC, 45th General Hospital, and Capt. (later MaJ.) Henry S.
Berkan, MC, 37th General Hospital.
7. The pneumonias, presented by Lt. Col. Abraham J. Levy, MC.
8. Genitourinary injuries, presented by Lt. Col. Leslie F. Wilcox, MC, 17th General
Hospital.
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In addition to the formal discussions of the presentation on head injuries,
there were animated discussions of all of the other presentations, and a number of case reports were presented and discussed.

RECORDS
A major radiologic problem was the lack of medical stenographers. No
hospital had a tape recorder, and it was the exceptional X-ray section that
had on its roster a typist with any knowledge of medical terminology. Some
hospitals were fortunate enough to have among their enlisted personnel men
who, in addition to being able to type, had had some scientific or academic
t, 3ining. A few technicians with a knowledge of typing did double duty.
Most of the time, however, the policy was for the radiologists, with or without
a knowledge of typing, to type their own reports, or to dictate to men who
could spell and type. Without any medical background, these men worked
with painful slowness, and their reports were not always accurate. Eventually, however, they absorbed some knowledge of radiologic terminology,
though with heavy workloads, this method of procedure was a constant source
of irritation and often constituted a bottleneck in departmental operations.
The maintenance of accurate records was most important, not only in the
patients' interest but also because without them the production of scientific
reports would have been impossible.

DISPOSITION OF ROENTGENOGRAMS
The general practice in the Mediterranean theater, as in the European
theater, was to forward all roentgenograms with the patients when they were
evacuated. The system was not employed uniformly, however, nor was it
always well controlled.
In field and evacuation hospitals, which were mobile, the tendency was to
keep the patient's roentgenograms attached to his bed, to facilitate their
transfer with his other records. If the distance to be evacuated was relatively
short, this plan worked well. Over longer distances, films were apt to be lost
or damaged when the patient was shifted about or when he was asleep; it
was a better plan, especially with seriously ill patients, to collect all records
when the patients were evacuated and distribute them when they arrived at
their destination.
Even when the policy of moving records with patients was strictly
adhered to, circumstances sometimes negated the effort. On New Year's Eve
1943, the 6th and 94th Evacuation Hospitals, located near Teano, Italy, were
so battered by heavy winds and torrential rains that large portions of both
in3tallations were destroyed. The patients had to be evacuated hurriedly by
ambulance to a nearby general hospital. When they arrived their records
were incomplete and their roentgenograms had been so damaged by rain and
mud that they were practically useless.
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Some roentgenograms disappeared, having been taken out of circulation
for scientific reasons: The production of scientific papers was a useful and
important radiologic activity. Acquisition of data for these papers had to be
anticipated, and pirating the roentgenograms was in many respects the
simplest way of obtaining them.
For the most part, however, the roentgenograms desired for this purpose
were copied. Some officers and technicians possessed excellent cameras, suited
for clinical photography, which had been shipped from home, purchased
locally, or obtained otherwise, and large numbers of copies of roentgenograms
were accumulated, mostly of the 35-mm. type.
The production of clear glossy prints, of a quality acceptable for publication, depended entirely upon the photographic ability of individual radiologists like Sergeant Warren (p. 237) or their technical associates. With the
addition of the 35-mm. back with ground glass focusing device, certain cameras such as the Recomar lent themselves admirably to the reproduction of
radiographs.
Fine-grain emulsion films, exposure meters, developing tanks, and proper
developing solutions were not available within the theater but eventually were
secured from the United States. Photographic enlargers suitable for making
sharp enlargements proved more difficult to locate. Few were available for
purchase, and their bulk made shipping them from the United States impractical. A great deal of thought and attention was devoted to their construction, and eventually, with a pair of tin snippers, a standard No. 10 can,
and some ingenuity and patience, an excellent enlarger was devised. Acquisition of a good photographic lens was not too difficult.
A great deal of excellent photographic work was produced from total
assemblies of this sort. At the end of the war, many enterprising radiologists
returned to their homes with dozens of rolls of excellent negatives showing a
wide variety of pathologic states, many of which could not have been observed
in a lifetime of civilian practice. Much of this material found its way into
the literature and into the teaching files of medical schools in the United
States. When the 36th General Hospital was deactivated, it had collected
more than 3,500 35-mm. reproductions of roentgenograms taken during its
service and had the necessary clinical data to make them usable for future
reports and for teaching purposes.
LIAISON
Close liaison was established with British evacuation hospitals which participated in the care of U.S. troops in their areas in North Africa; U.S. hospitals similarly cared for British casualties. During the Italian campaign,
U.S. hospitals served troops of many national origins, including soldiers of
the famous British Eighth Army, the Canadian-U.S. First Special Service
Force, Brazilian troops assigned to the Fifth U.S. Army, and the colorful
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troops of the French Colonial Forces, which served during a portion of this
campaign. The only radiologic problems that arose concerned the language
barrier. The difficulties were solved by the acquisition of a few key words by
the technicians, supplemented by the liberal use of sign language.
Station and general hospitals in the Naples and other port areas provided
care for naval forces operating in the Mediterranean and made the establishment of separate naval hospitals unnecessary.
When U.S. medical personnel took over Italian hospitals, whether civil
or military, the Italian medical staff was usually permitted to continue to care
for Italian patients until evacuation could be accomplished. They were
assisted, as necessary, by U.S. personliel. On some occasions, good liaison
with local civilian radiologists made it possible to procure loans of such items
as ionization chambers for radiotherapy dosimetry.
In both Italy and southern France, local physicians availed themselves
of the opportunity to observe U.S. techniques, including radiologic techniques.
U.S. medical personnel also availed themselves of the opportunity to observe
French and Italian techniques. On occasion, unit personnel in various specialties, including radiology, served as consultants to local civilian practitioners
in the management of problem cases. All of these measures served to create
good will among citizens of occupied areas.

Section II. Personnel
CONSULTANT SERVICE
During the first year of operations in North Africa and Italy, there was
no consultant in radiology in the theater, a lack emphasized by the visit, in
October 1943, of Colonel Allen. The situation was partly corrected on 5 January 1944 by the appointment of Lt. Col. Earl R. Crowder, MC, as Acting
Consultant in Radiology to the theater surgeon, in which position he served
until the end of the war (3, 4). Colonel Crowder retained his position as
Chief, Department of Radiology, 12th General Hospital, where he was assisted
by Capt. Roy F. Dent, Jr., MC. During the period from December 1943 to
June 1944, however, when the 12th General Hospital was inactive (p. 244),
Colonel Crowder served, in effect, as a full-time consultant. His broad experience and sound clinical judgment fitted him admirably for the duties of a
consultant. At the end of his first tour of hospitals, he generously remarked
that the high level of proficiency of radiologic personnel made it almost
unnecessary for a consultant to supervise professional radiologic operations.
One reason for Colonel Crowder's success as acting consultant was that
his approach was refreshingly down to earth. In his opinion, "* * * the practice of roentgenology in this theater of operations has been found to differ,
in none of its fundamentals, from the practice of military hospitals in th.
Zone of the Interior or in civilian hospitals."
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Colonel Crowder's opinion was echoed later by Maj. (later Col.) James
R. Lingley, MC, 6th General Hospital, who wrote that, since the practice of
radiology in an Army general hospital differed little from that experienced
in civilian life, radiologists required very little additional training to fit them
for Army service.
The tables of organization in effect at the beginning of the war allotted
no radiologists to field hospitals; one to 400-bed evacuation hospitals; one to
750-bed evacuation hospitals; two to general hospitals; and one to station
hospitals and convalescent hospitals. Colonel Allen's recommendation for
auxiliary radiologic teams, which rendered such good service in the European
theater, was not, as already noted, carried out in the Mediterranean theater,
but professional shortages were sometimes overcome by the appointment on
temporary duty of radiologists from hospitals that were staging or were
inactive for other reasons. When some thousand-bed general hospitals were
expanded, they absorbed the personnel of station hospitals. If, however, their
radiologic personnel were sufficient to care for the increased load, the personnel of the station hospitals were assigned elsewhere.
Affiliated hospitals organized through medical schools or large metropolitan hospitals all had Board-certified radiologists as chiefs of service. The
second radiologist allowed by the T/O was sometimes Board certified but more
often he was not, and sometimes he had had no previous radiologic experience.
Between the invasion of North Africa in November 1942 and the end of
the war in Italy on 29 April 1945, 32 Board-certified radiologists served in the
hospitals in the theater, 24 in 17 general hospitals, 5 in station hospitals, 2 in
evacuation hospitals, and 1 in a 3,000-bed convalescent hospital. Colonel
Crowder's figures showed that 25 of the 82 hospitals of all categories in the
theater were served by one or more fully trained radiologists. On the other
hand, the radiologic officers 9ssigned to 3 (of 7) field hospitals had no radiologic training, and in the remaining 54 hospitals, radiology was done by medical officers trained in the Army School of Roentgenology (p. 30) or with
equivalent experience in civi:1. n life.
The staffing of general hospitals with well-qualified radiologists made it
practical to send medical officers with less experience, who were serving as
chiefs of service in station and evacuation hospitals, to these general hospitals
for various periods of additional training. This practice not only increased
their diagnostic ability but also provided the stimulation essential to all
personnel working in an unfamiliar field. These periods of training were
informal in the Mediterranean theater, in contrast to the greater formality
with which they were conducted in the European theater.
Utilization of Radiologic Personnel
Most specialists in the Mediterranean theater were correctly utilized, and
the highly specialized nature of radiology usually kept radiologists immune
to deliberate misuse. In fact, for the reason just stated, radiologic officers
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were usually included in advance parties evaluating and planning operations
in new hospital locations.
Circumstances, of course, did not always permit the immediate utilization
of radiologists in the practice of their specialty. When their units were in
bivouac, some of them were utilized in other capacities, as detachment commanders or as general medical officers on transports and cargo carriers in the
movements between Africa and Italy, and between Italy and southern France.
Many, especially officers in company grade, rode LST's (landing ship, tank),
LCI's (landing craft, infantry), and other ships and then were sent ashore
and attached to mobile hospitals on the beaches for general duty until their
own units were landed and set up.
In isolated instances, radiologists, like other medical personnel, were improperly and illogically assigned. On one occasion, several were detached for
duty for periods varying from a day to a week to check military courtesy
among combat-weary troops, large numbers of whom had been returned for
short leaves from such embattled areas as Anzio. To utilize radiologists and
other medical officers to pounce upon enlisted men who failed to salute properly or who were not wearing ties seemed, in the face of the existing patient
load, to show an extravagant disregard for the basic mission of the Medical
Corps. On another occasion, also in Naples, the commanding general ordered
professional medical personnel to patrol the streets as MP officers. This
misuse of professional personnel again occurred at a time when all hospital
units were operating at full capacity and when the care of casualties should
have taken precedence over all other considerations. Fortunately, indiscretions of this kind were infrequent.
Later Certification
During World War II, radiology assumed its proper role as a major
medical specialty, and the immediate impact of the military experience was
evident in its increasing use after the war. Another important result of the
military experience was the stimulation of a number of medical officers who
served as radiologists during the war to continue in the specialty and later
gain certification in it. Of the 110 medical officers who served in sections of
radiology in this theater during the war, 39 were certified before or in the
course of the war, and 29 were certified after the war. Many of this latter
group had been in general practice or had just completed their internships
when they entered the Army. In other words, only 42 of the 110 officers who
served in radiology in MTOUSA during the war returned to nonradiologic
practice.
TECHNICIANS
Radiologists with previous experience in civilian life knew well the
dependence radiologists placed upon their technical assistants. Those in
charge of departments in affiliated hospitals anticipated difficulties and fore-
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stalled them by enlisting the services of qualified civilian technicians, many
of whom had had broad civilian experience as chief technicians in their institutions of origin. This policy contributed to the immediate efficiency of their
departments; improved the quality of work done; and also made possible the
inservice training of enlisted personnel, which elevated the standards of technical service within their own units and aided other units less fortunate in
their technical personnel.
In general, the Army did a remarkable job in its mass production techniques of training in Army schools for enlisted technicians (p. 40). By this
plan, they made technical enlisted personnel with at least a basic training in
radiologic techniques available for all hospital units. These men did remarkably good work in simple, emergency-type radiography, especially when they
served under the guidance of better trained technicians. Sent into the field
with no background of technical experience, they worked under difficult conditions, to which they adapted well, and they performed creditably in all
hospitals in which radiology was essentially a screening procedure. One
reason, perhaps, was that they had been taught to work without the niceties
and gadgets better trained technicians considered necessary. Those who
proved unadaptable to technical work were assigned to darkroom duties or
worked as clerks or assistants to better qualified technicians.
In larger fixed hospitals, in which more precise and more complicated
examinations were necessary, Army-trained technicians did not always function efficiently, as might have been expected. The more elaborate technical
procedures required for definitive diagnosis in other than traumatic conditions
necessitated far greater experience than the Army training school was able to
provide.
The T/O allotment of radiology technicians at the beginning of the war
was 3 for field hospitals; 3 for 400-bed, and 8 for 750-bed, evacuation hospitals; 20 for general hospitals; 1 to 4 for station hospitals; and 2 for convalescent hospitals. This allotment promptly proved inadequate when mobile
hospitals went into operation in North Africa. In fact, when these hospitals
were under extreme pressure, double T/O strength was necessary to approach
a point of adequacy. Auxiliary radiologic teams would have been most helpful at such times.
Training
Newly organized hospitals often arrived in the theater staffed with Armytrained officers and technicians who had had no practical experience. Whenever it was possible, before these hospitals became operational, the ranking
noncommissioned officer and the radiologist in charge of the service were sent
to well-organized general hospitals for a period of orientation. Such inservice
activities proved extremely helpful. Indeed, the capacity of these technicians
to absorb information on procedures, techniques, and improvisations to augment their basic equipment was sometimes almost incredible.
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In many fixed installations with well-qualified technicians, formal courses
of training were set up for the hastily trained technicians assigned to them.
The fundamentals of physics and of radiographic exposures were presented,
as well as demonstrations and discussions of standard positioning.
These plans worked very well. Another had to be abandoned: When
lulls at the front permitted, technicians were sent on detached service to general hospitals in the rear, for periods up to a month. During this time, they
were integrated into the departmental routine and were given individual instruction. It was decided that the difficulties under which technicians in
forward hospitals worked, rather than their lack of appreciation of fine
technical points, were responsible for the poor quality of many of their
radiographs. Also, as so often happens, exposure of these technicians to
better working conditions and to the pleasanter atmosphere of general hospitals made them dissatisfied with their own more primitive forward facilities.
As the end of the war approached, some Army-trained technicians who
had developed an interest in their work expressed the desire to continue in it
on their return to civilian life. The work routine of Army radiology departments, especially of forward hospitals, was far removed from that of civilian
hospitals, and even civilian-trained technicians had developed some working
habits which needed readjustment. The examination of patients when landmarks would have to be determined under drapes, the complex specialized
examinations, and the special views required in civilian practice pointed to
the need for refresher courses. Also, technicians who had worked only with
field X-ray units required training in the more elaborate equipment which
many hospitals had received by this time.
A number of general hospitals therefore set up series of lectures and
demonstrations designed to prepare technicians for their return to civilian
employment. Wherever these courses were instituted, they evoked keen interest. Departmental personnel attended faithfully, as did technicians from
nearby hospital units, and young radiologists who had developed an interest
in the specialty found much to learn from experienced technicians concerning
techniques.
Grade
Another deficiency of the tables of organization was the limited ratings
for technicians, the highest being T/4, which was not adequate for the high
degree of skill and responsibility required of chief technicians. In some hospitals it was possible to manipulate assignments to provide ratings commensurate with the ability of well-trained technicians. One of Colonel Crowder's recommendations was that a technical sergeant be allowed for each 750bed evacuation hospital, and a technician, third class, for each 400-bed evacuation hospital and each 3,000-bed convalescent hospital.
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MORALE
Morale is seldom P problem when men are busy. In North Africa and
Italy there was little opportunity for boredom to creep into the operations of
most X-ray departments, which worked at full capacity, and often beyond it,
during most of the war.
Periods of relative inactivity were usually associated with preparations
for movement of the hospital. In general, such periods were used to replenish
supplies, care for equipment, and arrange to move to the new location. What
time was left was spent in well-earned rest. Some radiologic personnel tried
to use these times for improvement of their technique by visits to other units.
As the war progressed, staging periods were used to compile data, reproduce radiographs, and prepare clinical reports.
On the whole, except when radiologists were used in the wasteful and
unorthodox manner previously described, morale was not a problem among
radiologic personnel in the Mediterranean theater.

OTHER PERSONNEL
Supply. -Affiliated units, in addition to their foresight in securing experienced technicians, were frequently able to add experienced supply personnel to their staffs. Men with a background in the medical supply section
of a large civilian hospital could make the operation of the X-ray department
of a military hospital much smoother. They were trained to maintain adequate stocks, and they appreciated, as inexperienced supply personnel did not,
when immediate action was necessary to obtain the key items without which
an X-ray department cannot operate.
Litter bearers.-The transportation of patients to and from the X-ray
department was often 1,major problem, which created serious bottlenecks when
the casualty load was heavwv and when hospital personnel were augmented by
auxiliary surgical group teams. All seriously ill casualties had to be transported, and so did all wounded put up in casts, splints, and other orthopedic
devices.
In some hospitals, hauls of up to two city blocks were not unusual.
Wheeled litters were seldom available, and they sometimes stuck in the mud
when they were. Ambulances, weapons carriers, and other vehicles were used
when available, but they were never allotted directly to an X-ray section, and
their availability could not be counted on. Although several of the newer
and more modern civilian hospitals taken over by the U.S. Army had elevator
service, it was never entirely reliable. In older hospitals, such as the Ospedale
Militare in Caserta, there were no elevators, and patients had to be carried
up and down stairs that frequently were narrow and twisting.
The number of litter bearers permitted by the T/O was never sufficient.
Many of those assigned to the task were ilcorrigibles, who did not fit into
other categories and who required considerable supervision. Prisoners of war
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were often pres-sed into service. Conservation of manpower was practiced
whenever possible by such devices as placing ambulatory patients on the upper
floors and litter patients on the ground floors, or placing ambulatory patients
in the more remote wards. The problem of personnel for litter transportation
was never really solved, and the bottlenecks caused by it continued until the
end of the war.
Civilians.-The technical staff could sometimes be augmented by using
civilians-and Italian military personnel-in occupied areas. When the 36th
General Hospital moved into the Ospedale Militare in Caserta, it found an
extremely competent Italian Army technician on duty. Regulations would not
permit his use in that capacity, so he simply removed his uniform, joined the
staff as a civilian, and rendered highly effective service as an integral part of
the X-ray section.
Most hospitals employed local civilians. Their radiographic competence
varied, but they were useful because of their knowledge of local customs and
local sources of supply. It was often possible, through them, to procure
locally items not obtainable through regular supply channels.
U.S. Army radiologists working in requisitioned Italian hospitals were
happy to encounter the familiar headdress of Sisters of Charity and other
orders. The nuns were cheerful hard workers; their knowledge permitted the
use of many items of Italian equipment which otherwise might not have
been utilized.

Section III. Facilities and Equipment
HOUSING
Field and evacuation hospitals that had to become operational as soon as
possible after assault landings were all amply provided with canvas and could
be set up promptly. l)iagnostic roentgenology could be carried out in these
circumstances, but the peculiar requirements of this specialty made more
permanent. locations desirable as rapidly as possible.
Permanent buildings used for hospitals in the Mediterranean theater included military (fig. 69) and civilian hospitals, schools, barracks, stables, and
even indoor riding rings with cement floors laid over the tanbark. One such
ring was converted to a 250-bed orthopedic ward, which required the services
of two X-ray crews with mobile units practically full time. One of the
desirable features of permanent buildings was the existence of sewage facilities and a water supply.
It was always operationally important in forward hospitals that the
X-ray department be. located close to the operating room, since practically all
casualties who underwent surgery first required X-ray examination. A hospital commander, who had once experienced the bottleneck that could result
from the poor location of an X-ray department and the inadequate allotment
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of spa'ce to it. was much more amenable to the proper hlousingf and location
o)f this d1epn rtientn when his hospital movedagain. 'When station and general
hospit a s moved into existing lhosl)ital facilities, whether military or civilian.
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transportation of patients extremely difficult. The dining facilities were
placed on the third level, and hospital personnel, especially litter bearers,
needed no other exercise.
Many of the buildings taken over by the Army in the Mediterranean
theater were in poor condition, and X-ray technicians were always eager to
improve their status. The only paint available in abundance was the green
paint used for camouflage, and iuany interiors were improved by its use. The
X-ray department of the Ospedrle Militare in Caserta was quite adequate
except for the dingy appearance of its original white paint, and it took considerable persuasion before the commanding officer of the hospital agreed to
have the supply section release a quart of white enamel, which, by ways known
only to X-ray technicians, was eventually stretched into 5 gallons.
Assignment of Space
The X-ray department in a military hospital required more space to work
adequately than would be necessary in a department whose patients were predominantly ambulatory. This is a very important point, still frequently
overlooked. Seriously wounded patients put up in complicated splints and
other orthopedic devices could not be handled in a small space. Departments
doing emergency examinations of heavy body areas also required adequate
space; in complicated cases, it was frequently necessary to use both the mobile
unit and the fixed table unit to obtain the required projections.
Darkroom.-When hospitals were under canvas, two tents, and sometimes
three, were often required to permit. the simultaneous processing of films and
fluoroscopy with radiography. Adequate darkroom space was essential because
of the. large volumes of work that had to be handled expeditiously (fig. 70).
Also. supplemental facilities for washing films were frequently required, and
the inadequate capavity of the driers required the use of improvised drying
equipment.
Toilet facilities. -The need for handy toilet facilities in X-ray departments doing examinations of the colon by barium enema was critical and
immediate. A memory common to most X-ray personnel concerns a harried
patient running down a narrow corridor, clutching a Bardex enema tip and
finding the single toilet already occupied.
PROTECTION
In the light of the current (1965) emphasis on protection from radiation,
it is interesting to speculate on the amount of exposure received by X-ray
personnel during the operation of a busy hospital section in World War IT.
The conjectures might also include what the effect would have been on the
functioning of the department if rigorous supervision and measurement of
exposure had then been required. Conscientious radiologists were aware of
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70.-Darkroom in tent, 8th Evacuation Hospital, Teano Area, Italy,
showing difficulties of operations in field.

radiation hazards and did all that was possible with the materials at hand,
but no monitoring equipment was available, and only rough estimates of
dosage could be obtained by using the old-fashioned technique of dental films
with attached paper clips, supplemented by routine blood counts. There is
little doubt that the postwar standards of maximum permissible dose were
far exceeded at certain times during the war. Protective measures, however,
were comparable to those employed in many civilian hospitals at the time, and
no immediate serious consequences of exposure were observed. Radiologists
who were in service in World War II have apparently not observed many
sequelae of exposure since the war.
Mobile units operating in the field under canvas faced the most serious
problems in providing protection against radiation, since there were no solid
structural walls to provide any type of barrier (fig. 71). In these circumstances, distance offered the only real safety potential. When hospitals operated in permanent buildings, it was often possible so to locate the X-ray
department that heavy walls could be used to divide rooms and separate control panels.
The basic problem in respect to protection of X-ray personnel was the
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operation of X-ray section, 15th Evacuation

hospital, Anzio,

showing inadequate radiation protection.

limited amount, of sheet lead supplied for even large general hospitals. The
usual allotment was one roll, 1/16 of an inch thick, 3 feet wide, and 14 feet
long. At best, this amount was enough to construct protected control booths
for only two units. There were additional complications: Very often even
this limited amount of lead failed to arrive with the other hospital supplies,
a situation readily explained by anyone who ever observed the handling of
hospital supplies on a beachhead or even during planned and well-regulated
transshipments. The lead roll, being a small, compact bundle, frequently
attracted the attention of detachment personnel seeking something to carry
that was not very large. The exp)ression on the faces of these men when they
picked up the compact little bundle was usually one of shocked surprise. The
end result was usually the sanme; the lead was almost always the last item to
leave the beachhead or depot, and rather often it became a permanent feature
of f1ie terrain. Protect ive lead sheeting was therefore one of the most soughtafter items obtained from civilian sources by barter or by what was known
as moonlight reqluisition (). 267).
Lead rubber was •up)p)lied in only small amounts. It was all used in the
construction of dividers or masks for radiography and for field demarcation
for radiotherapy.
Lead glass was not included in T/E's (tables of equipment) and was
l)ract ically unobtainable except for fragments procured when a protective
fluoroscopic screen was broken. Sometimes, when all field tables were not in
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use for fluoroscopy, the screen was removed and its lead glass diverted to other
uses.
Lead aprons and gloves were of good quality but were not provided in
sufficient quantity for use at all times by radiologists and technicians. The
shortages were particularly felt in the use of mobile units on the wards, which
in some hospitals amounted to almost a full-time operation. It must be added
that many X-ray personnel, finding the aprons hot, cumbersome, and in their
way during their duties, simply failed to use them.
Capt. (later Maj.) Sidney M. Silverstone, MC, Chief of Radiology, 3d
General Hospital, summarized his own experience in protection against radiation as follows:
* * * one of the major problems we had with each of our hospital setups was protection of the personnel who were taking films. When we were stationed in North Africa
at Mateur (30 May 1943-4 May 1944), we found some sheet lead in an Army depot and
we were able thereby to construct several protective booths. We had similar problems
in Italy and southern France, but in each instance we were able to locate some lead and
build protective enclosures. The mobile x-ray diagnostic unit worked very well but there
was not the protection provided for the technician. A lead apron was not adequate.* * *
Routine blood counts were taken regularly every month on every technician. In a few
cases it was necessary to transfer some of these men to other departments because of
leukopenia.

POWER
For proper functioning, an X-ray unit had to have adequate electric current. Motor-driven field generators of the 1.5-kw. type were designed to serve
one field unit, which had to deliver 30 ma. at 85 kvp. with a load drop not to
exceed 5 kvp. The generators supplied usually proved adequate for individual
field units, but they were not designed to meet the needs of a general hospital
with a large workload.
It might be added that these generators were noisy to the point of distraction, and their exhaust fumes were both irritating and potentially dangerous when the machines were set up close to the X-ray tents. When, to quiet
the noise and eliminate the fumes, they were removed a reasonable distance
from the department, the line drop seriously affected the operation of the
Equipment.
In a survey of X-ray departments in forward hospitals in the theater in
March 1945, Colonel Crowder found that three types of generator equipment
were in use:
1. The 3-phase, 30-kw., diesel-driven generator, which provided a good
source of power for X-ray machines when the load on the three phases was
properly balanced.
2. The 3-phase, 15-kw., diesel-driven generator, which was also a satisfactory source of X-ray power when it was not fully loaded. The same phase
loading had to be observed as with 30-kw. generators.
3. The single-phase, 5-kw., gasoline-driven generator, which was not a
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good source of X-ray power because its voltage output was unstable when it
was carrying additional loads.
Colonel Crowder recommended that the following generator capacity be
provided:
1.
2.
3.
4.

For
For
For
For

each
each
each
each

300-bed field hospital, six 15-kw. or nine 5-kw. generators.
400-bed evacuation hospital, two 30-kw. generators.
750-bed evacuation hospital, three 30-kw. generators.
3,000-bed convalescent hospital, two 30-kw. or two 15-kw. generators.

Electrical conductors of adequate size were hard to find. The No. 4 wire
specified in the T/E was unable to carry the load of several X-ray units on
which simultaneous exposures were being made. The fundamental requirement was that the powerline be direct from the generator panel to the X-ray
machine and that the wire size be sufficient to limit the voltage drop at the
machine to 21/2 volts. No load other than that of the X-ray machine should
ever have been placed on this line, but this rule was not obeyed. When transit
distance and load combined to make the No. 4 wire of insufficient capacity, it
was occasionally possible to obtain larger sizes. Moonlight requisitioning,
although officially condemned, could be depended upon to provide No. 0 and
No. 00 cable, which could be quickly installed by radiologic personnel.
When a proper source of current was at hand, with large conductors
carrying the power to the X-ray units, and an unstable line still persisted,
balancing the load on the three phases of the generators usually produced
proper distribution and rectified the difficulty. Some hospitals solved the
power supply problem by rewiring the controls of the field units, so that 208
volts could be used instead of the usual 110 units. These difficulties paralleled
those experienced in the European theater.
Some difficulties were created by the unfamiliarity of engineers with the
electrical needs of an X-ray section. Thus central power units were not
always properly located. In one general hospital, a bank of diesel generators
was set up a quarter of a mile from the X-ray department, and current was
sent to the equipment through No. 14 wires. Relocation of one of the generators, which was placed immediately outside the department, solved that
special problem immediately.
In only a few hospitals in North Africa did Colonel Crowder find sufficient power, even for 30-ma. X-ray units, and the man responsible for it,
1st Lt. Charles S. Barron, CE, had been moved, no one knew where. Later
quite by chance, Colonel Crowder encountered Lieutenant Barron at the 32d
General Hospital, where he was undergoing treatment for severe arthritis,
severe enough, in fact, to warrant his return to the United States. Lieutenant
Barron, however, wished to continue his work in the theater, and arrangements were made to board him because of his arthritis, put him on limited
service, and assign him to medical administration. As Acting Consultant in
Radiology, Colonel Crowder circulated very rapidly, and somehow he always
knew how to reach Lieutenant Barron when there was trouble with the power
supply.
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Lieutenant Barron was an outstandingly capable engineer, and in addition
to his assistance when difficulties arose with current, he was able to put a
good deal of equipment back into service (5).
In Algiers, Colonel Crowder was able to obtain the assistance of the engineers in the local power company and received a great deal of help from them.

EQUIPMENT
Picker Field Unit
The Picker field unit (p. 62) was the standard radiographic unit for all
installations, and within its limitations it was an excellent piece of equipment.
It operated satisfactorily on gasoline-motor-driven 1.5-kw. generators when no
additional load was placed on them. High voltage cables were interchangeable between anode and cathode terminals of the X-ray tube. The tube itself
was air cooled, lightweight, and withstood usage extremely well. The unit
was readily transportable and was easily and quickly assembled. One of its
advantages was that it permitted operation independent of a centrae. power
supply.
This equipment served well in field and evacuation hospitals, though even
in them it presented a number of operational problems. One was that the
small, hard rubber casters made it difficult to move the unit on dirt floors.
These difficulties persisted to some extent even with the later models, which
were provided with larger wheels and pneumatic tires. Many evacuation hospitals constructed sectional, transportable wooden floors to solve this special
problem.
Army technicians had the greatest respect for the Picker field unit when
it was used within its capabilities. It was, however, a low capacity unit. It
was well suited to basic, screening type procedures, but it was primitive and
inadequate for fixed hospitals that had to provide a complete diagnostic service. Its low capacity required long exposures. The total assembly was lacking
in flexibility. Long focal-film distances were required for desirably sharp
detail. Finally, this machine lacked the accessories vital for radiography of
really high quality (fig. 72).
The incorporation of the foreign body localizing apparatus in the field
unit (p. 72) was probably the greatest single impediment to the competent
operation of the unit. The lack of a Bucky diaphragm was probably the
greatest single unmet radiologic need. Without a Bucky, adequate radiographs of the heavy parts of the body were not satisfactory. The grid provided was useful but could not compare in efficiency with the moving type.
The lack of a tabletop made it imperative to secure one locally or to improvise
one; radiography without it was extremely difficult.
All units in the field and all fixed installations at one time or another
obtained items of equipment not included in the standard T/E. Some equip-
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A. Unit without tablltop. coning, and Bucky diaphragm, 8th Evacuation Ilospital. Note fixed
.. Mobile 1'icker unit. 915th
tube film distance and lack tf llexibility.
table (lield table
improvised
showing
Evacuation Hospital. Capua Sect"
FIGLRE 72.-Standard table and Picker field unit.
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FIGLURE 73--liberated Mucky diaphragin attached to cassette changer and
used for vertical Iipm umoemeph ii giraphly. 36th General Hospital, Caserta.
Italy.

mnet was secuired when foreign civilian or military hospitals fell into U.S.
Army hands (fig. 73). Others were obtained by moonlight requisition already
mentioned, or by quiet barter between units. Technicians from evacuation
hospitals, for instance, having no need for all the radiographic field equipment
provided, might trade the unwanted items for additional wash tanks, brought
from general hospitals in the rear, which they needed badly. The system was
considered justified, for the additional equipment thus acquired greatly improved the quality of technical and professional radiologic performance.
The relative cost of the items exchanged was inconsequential. A stationary grid, for instance, might, well be considered the equivalent of a complete
Army field unit. plus a hammer, a saw, and a pair of pliers. Few transactions
of this kind were officially reported, but many were arranged, and the traders
were well satisfied with the exchange.
Other Equipment
The equiptnent supplied for the darkroom of the X-ray department was
of reasonably good( quality and adequate for basic needs, but there were
numerous deficiencies. The motors in the cooling units were subject. to frequent breakdowns. The plumbing fittings on the wash tanks were of such
poor quality that they deteriorated after they had been connected and disconnected several times, and they soon became unserviceable. Then the tanks had
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Several of the Italian hospitals acquired by U.S. Army

units were also well supplied with both diagnostic and therapeutic equipment.
Complications sometimes developed when hospitals moved and foreign
units, which were not standard issue, had to be transshipped. The solution
was not always to the credit of those responsible for the decisions. On one
occasion, when a large general hospital had occupied one site for 9 months, it
was able to utilize a vertical Siemens unit, equipped for fluoroscopy and hori-

zontal radiography. When the hospital was to move and the building was
designated for nonhospital use, attempts were made to dismantle, crate, and
ship this equipment with the standard issue X-ray unit. In spite of the great
value of this equipment and its part in the improved performance of the department, instructions were received to leave it in situ. Whien the building
was cleared for its future command function, this fine equipment was pushed
over a 6-foot platform into a mass of debris and totally destroyed.
Another piece of equipment was saved from such a fate. It was found in
a liberated hospital and consisted of a new 200-ma. Siemens unit, complete
with rotating anode tube, tilt table, and fluoroscopic assembly (fig. 75). As
soon as it was put into use, the quality of the work of the department
prompt ly improved.
When the general hospital that had been using it was suddenly moved to
a more forward area, a group of technicians were left behind to salvage what
they could during the night.

The heavy transformer for this unit was

mounted inia room below the table, the only access to which was via a smaiil
circular staircase of insufficient width to permit the removal of the transformer. The technicians solved that problem by chopping a 4-foot hole in the
floor, elevating the transformer, and transferring it to the waiting weapons
carrier on which the table and controls had already been placed. By daybreak, the group had put. a hundred miles behind them. The gaping hole in
the floor of the stripped radiographic room that greeted the incoming unit
brought righteous screams of anguish heard far up the chain of command.
Losses and Breakage
Losses and breakage during transportation accounted for about 15 percent attrition of equipment. When the 26th General Hospital was sent to
Bari, Italy, on ass.ignment to the XII Air Force Service Command, to operate
the Ospedale Militare Lorenzo Bonomo, the waves were so high that the ships
could not be unloaded. Bari was near a major air center, and enemy bombing
resulted in an initial loss of all hospital equipment and supplies because of
direct hits on the supply ships, all of which were sunk. One of these ships
carried chemical warfare agents, and the mustard gas that escaped was responsible for a large number of casualties, including 75 fatalities. The 26th
General Hospital established a small emergency hospital and operated at Bari
for about a montlh, using Italian equipment until its own lost equipment,
including X-ray equipment, was replaced.
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and spo~t tihun devive on liberate~d Siemens 20t)-um~. unit, 36tth (w&nerauI
Hospital. Caserta, Italy.

Breakage was always greater when transshipment was necessary after an
initial period of operation, packing in the field being much less protective than
the packing of new equipment by the manufacturer.
A certain amount of loss and breakage was almost unavoidable in the
landing operations carried out in the Mediterranean theater, all of which were
urgent. Ships were unloaded along beaches that had no port facilities. Haste
led to careless handling. Some crates were dropped into tile water. Those
that reached the beaches intact were always in danger of being crushed by the
landing ramps of LST's unless they were quickly moved from the water's
edge. It was frustrating to stand by and watch an LST lower its loading
ramp with a crunch oil top) (If crates which thereupon spewed essential equipment, including X-ray equipment, into the water.
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The vast quantities of supplies unloaded from a single ship, and the fever
pitch at which men worked during the hours after a landing, for fear of
enemy bombing and shelling, almost precluded the orderly segregation and
distribution of the supplies. Crates and boxes were scattered up and down
the beaches and were often hauled away without proper identification. Some
hospital X-ray units thus lost a major portion of their equipment and were
unable to function until it was replaced. Others, as at Bari, lost all of their
equipment when the ships carrying it were sunk. Practically every unit suffered some loss and breakage.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
The lack of simple tool kits was keenly felt by all X-ray departments
from the beginning of operations, since it was necessary for departmental personnel to modify or construct benches, tables, pass boxes, and other items of
equipment. After a few such experiences in setting up for operations without
the basic tools needed for elementary carpentry, most X-ray departments
acquired what they needed from other departments of the hospital or from
other hospitals by either barter or moonlight requisition.
The training that technicians received at Army schools gave them a reasonably good foundation for first echelon maintenance of equipment in hospitals. This was fortunate, for repairs were frequently required, their number
being proportional to the degree of hospital mobility. Hospital units fortunate enough to have competent engineering personnel in their roster, or X-ray
technicians with a civilian background, were lucky. The number of repairs
necessary increased as time passed. During the first year of operation, when
the equipment was new and hospitals were not always active, the need for
repairs was considerably less than it became later. When fixed hospitals
moved forward with the advance of the frontlines, their equipment also began
to need repair.
One of the odd aspects of replacement of damaged parts of the field unit
in the Mediterranean theater was that when anything went wrong, the entire
unit had to be replaced. Thus, if a piece of lead glass was broken on the
fluoroscopic equipment attached to the field unit, the entire table unit had to
be returned to the supply depot for replacement. This was a cumbersome and
time-consuming method of repair; the only advantage to it was that the depots
usually had equipment that could be salvaged and used for parts for other
equipment.
One of Colonel Crowder's recommendations was that a supply officer, with
proper qualifications, be attached to the medical depot (3). His functions
would be to travel among the various depots to organize repair services in
them; to instruct repairmen and aid them in their technical problems; to
advise depot commanders concerning the kinds and amounts of spare parts
that should be maintained; and to serve as liaison with ordnance, engineer,
and signal corps units, whose skills and materials were often necessary for the
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adequate operation of X-ray equipment and its servicing. Army-trained
technicians had not had enough experience with the more complicated equipment available in some of these units, and they promptly ran into difficulties
when repairs of any complexity were required.
The valuable services of Lieutenant Barron have already been mentioned
When he investigated the large anmount of unserviceable equipment
260).
(p.
in the Naples depot, designated for return to the Zone of Interior, he was
able to put some 70 percent of it back into commission. A Mattern control,
for instance, had been dropped on end and was regarded as totally destroyed.
Lieutenant Barron took it entirely apart and restored it to useful operation.
One of the more challenging types of service required of maintenance
men was the installation of liberated equipment, such as the Siemens 200-ma.
radiographic-fluoroscopic unit at the 36th General Hospital in Caserta. All
the wiring diagrams were in German, and few if any of the German POWs
(prisoners of war) understood the technical terminology. Attempts to decipher the diagrams were frustrating in the extreme (fig. 76). The unit was
finally set up by an engineer who was located in a not-too-distant medical
depot and who had formerly worked for one of the major X-ray companies
in the United States.
IMPROVISATIONS
The inadequacies of the table of equipment for X-ray departments are
best appreciated by reviewing the improvisations devised to supplement it.
Personnel in hospitals that came into the theater in later stages of operations,
when more powerful X-ray units and other equipment not originally supplied
were available, can have little comprehension of the problems that faced the
hospitals that were in the theater in the first months of combat.
Most of the improvisations devised in the theater were constructed by
X-ray personnel, often with the assistance of ordnance and engineering companies in the vicinity. Without junk piles and supply dumps to draw upon,
the quality of radiographs in every hospital, regardless of its size and mission,
would have been far poorer than it was.
Wood was the item most readily obtained, and practically every X-ray
department constructed some sort of tabletop to provide a flat, solid work
surface. The devices used ran the gamut from crude platforms or doors to
the beautifully polished mahogany plywood tabletops constructed in Italy
(which also made excellent Ping-pong tables).
Pass boxes, darkroom workbenches, drying devices, and control booths
were fairly simple to make. Other accessories offered more of a challenge to
the ingenuity of the U.S. soldier and radiologist. As in the European theater
(p. 379), they included spot-film devices, laminographs, operating roomi
fluoroscopes, pneumoencephalographic chairs, and cones and extension cylinders. Cones and cylinders were constructed from shell casings (fig. 77) and
served their purposes well, though they were somewhat heavier than those
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1i"t-rRE 76.--Many heads poniderinlg direction. in (Ger
~l•anl for wiring of
ated Sienieris unit, 36;th General H
Iospital, (Caserta,
Italy.

lber-

currently available commercially.
Some umits fabricated good workable
kyniographis by reversing the custoniary types of construction and using a
"fixed grid surface, with the cassette moving behind it.
The history of the 6th General Hospital (6) metitions the following improvised e(uinipment:
1. A spot-film device constructed by the 98th Ordnance Company from
plans prepared by Capt. (later Maj.) 'Stanley M. Wyman, MC. Used as an
attachment to the 2200-ma. machine, it permitted the fluoroscopist to record
istantly amything whiicli he ob.served on the svreen during the examination
and wiýhled to preserve. It was 1.sed to record the position of metallic foreign
bodies in relation to Mternal organs and was of special value in gastrointestinal work. In these studies, it provided a detailed examination of unusual
patterns of lhe stomiachl anod intest iie.. TIie permanent record of the size and
the contomrs of amy lesions detected added to tile accuracy of diagnosis and
permitted ani efficient check of tile resiults of therapy.
'2. An ol)eralti g room fluoroscope collstructed from a model (leveloped by
Maj. Heinryv Carnev. M(C. of the 152d Station Hospital and modified several
tines. vie stanlard A rmiy field table and miichine were used, with the tube
in position over the, tal)le. Ulnder the tal)le was a light-light p)lywood box
constricted arounil the rods from tlie tNble stand. The top of the box was
formed of a fluoroscopic screen with overlying ftloroscolie screen grid. A
mirror in the bottom of the box was placed at such an angle that any image
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FIGURE 77.-Extension cylinder, heavy but efficient, constructed from shell casings and attached to Picker field
unit. Note also mahogany plywood tabletop. 36th General Hospital, Caserta, Italy.

wi the fluoroscopic screen was reflected laterally out through a plywood extension of the box to the tube column side of the table, where the fluoroscopist
sat. A cloth hood, under which he placed his head, enclosed the aperture to
the plywood box and excluded light.
When this device was used, the patient lay on the operating table in the
position designated by the surgeon. Whenever the surgeon wished to know
the relation of his instruments to the foreign body he was seeking, lie placed
a marker in situ in the wound and stepped back from the table while the
fluoroscopist removed his goggles; placed his head under the hood of the viewing aperture; depressed the foot switch; and observed the foreign body and
marker, which were projected on the screen and reflected to him by the mirror.
By the end of June 1944, this method had been used successfully in 10
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FIGURE 78.-Stereoscopic viewing device constructed at 73d Station Hospital, Rome.

reported cases. It permitted small incisions with rapid identification of the
fragment and thus avoided extensive dissections and trauma. It was of little
value, however, in the identification of foreign bodies less than 5 mm. in
diameter and oI)scured by overlying bone, and it could not, of course, be used
when volatile anesthetics were used, because of the proximity of the X-ray
machine.
3. A laminograph. constructed by making the radiographic tube move in
one direction during the exposure while the film beneath the patient moved in
the other. The tube and film tray were connected by a rod pivoted near the
table. On the radiograph. only those body structures were visible that lay at
the pivoted point between the tube and the film. This point could be varied
at will. so that it was possible to radiograph any selected plane of the body
by setting the point to correspond to the desired depth. The fittings for this
apparatus were constructed by the 98th Ordnance Company and fitted to the
20 0-ma. X-ray machine.
Stereoscopic devices.-Stereoscopic viewing devices were not included in
the tables of equipment, and most radiologists working in the field were satisfied to do without them. In at least one instance, however, at the 73d Station
Hospital, the radiologist felt compelled to have such equipment and devised a
stereoscopic viewing table which he put to good use (fig. 78).
Bucky diaphragm.-With all their ingenuity, the improvisation of a
Mucky diaphragm l)roved beyond the capacity of radiologic personnel or their
assistants in other services. In most hospitals, the best that could be done was
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to remove the low ratio Bucky furnished with the urologic table and mount
it on the standard radiographic table. In some hospitals, supporting brackets
were machine-made, so that the diaphragm could be used interchangeably.
In some medical depots there was an excess of urologic tables, and, at
Colonel Crowder's suggestion, the Bucky diaphragms attached to them were
requisitioned. These requisitions were consistently refused or ignored in the
Oran Supply Depot. Rumor had it, however, and probably correctly, that
some of the diaphragms did find their way into theater X-ray departments.
Whatever the technique by which it was secured, the addition of a Bucky
diaphragm to the standard X-ray table, topped by a solid surface, immediately produced a marked improvement in the quality of radiographs.
The comforts of home.-Although improvisations carried out by radiologic personnel usually were for the benefit of the departmental professional
and technical performance, certain of them made life in the Army more comfortable than it might otherwise have been. When a hospital moved into a
new area, there was general scrounging for useful articles, and bathtubs ranked
high on the priority list. Scouts from X-ray departments were particularly
successful in such forays, since their movements were likely to be interpreted
as being under the command of their own officers and noncommissioned officers. In one fixed installation, a squad of eight X-ray technicians entered the
building allocated for officers' quarters, openly lifted the bathtub from its bed,
and carried it through the assembling officers across the court to the X-ray
department. Next day, engineers arrived with power hammers, rammed holes
in the corridor walls, and ran hot water lines, suddenly important to the
operation of the darkroom, through the department. Good rapport among
GI's made it quite natural that a stub should be connected to the purloined
tub directly across the hall from the processing room. It need scarcely be said
that the morale of the X-ray department was high during this entire operation and that key enlisted personnel from other departments who were permitted to use this priceless facility were happy to cooperate with X-ray
personnel whenever and wherever any need for help arose.
An accessory item of equipment that would have been of great value was
a mop-wringer device, especially in departments in which barium enemas
were given. There were apparently no words for this item in either French
or Italian, and attempts to describe and obtain it were unavailing. Until the
end of the war, therefore, charwomen cleaned with mlo)S that were wrung out
by hand and that were probably highly contaminated.

EVALUATION OF EQUIPMENT
The experience of the X-ray departments in the North African theater
in the early phases of combat were of great value in testing equipment and
determining revisions necessary in it. In the spring of 1943, within 6 months
of the landings, official reports from the theater began to record data concerning the various items used and to comment on them critically. Essentially
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the same comments were repeated by the hospitals that came into the theater
later.
The chief difficulty with the equipment supplied all hospitals was that it
was suitable only for mobile field and evacuation hospitals. The table of
equipment for larger fixed hospitals was created radiologically simply by
increasing the numbers of items intended for smaller hospitals. It was impossible to do the kind of work required in the larger hospitals, quite aside
from its quality, without modification of the equipment provided.
The general theater opinion of this equipment is typified in the remarks
of Major Lingley, Chief of Radiology, 6th General Hospital, which served
in MTOUSA from 24 February 1943 to 15 June 1944. He considered the
equipment generally adequate in quality and quantity, but made the following
specific criticisms (6) :
1. The X-ray field unit machine was excellent in respect to portability and durability.
It produced high quality radiographs of the extremities and fairly good radiographs of
the chest, but poor films of the skull, abdomen, and lower spine because of the lack of
a Bucky.
2. Fluoroscopy in the horizontal position could be performed satisfactorihy with the
field unit, but fluoroscopy in the upright position was so difficult that i', was seldom
attempted. The large number of gastrointestinal and chest examinations performed in
most hospitals required a good upright fluoroscope and, preferably, a t.,t table. Ti- lack
of these features was a serious defect in the Army field unit.
3. The foreign body localizing apparatus included as r rt of the radiographic table
was unnecessary. Preoperative localization of foreign bodie, vas best performed by careful routine fluoroscopy and appropriate films,
4. The following modifications of the field unit were recommended:
A frame tabletop should be odded, with . band crank to rnise it to a vertical
position.
The tube should be counterbalanced by the usual weights inside the tube column to
r npright fluornseopy.
permit free and smooth motion
A light moving Bucky diap" agm should be available. Although ordinarily attached
to the tabletop, it should be removable, ,o that it could be used for bedside examinations.
Foreign body localizing devices shouid be omitted.
5. Darkroom equipment was satisfactory except for inadequate space in the film drier
and the short life c! :. cooling m'c, - for the developing tank. A folding metal cabinet,
with space foi at least sixty 14- by 17-inch films would remedy the former defect. The
could be obviated by the use of a metal shield to protect it
aj,-"tor
Ifficulty w!
ur .,, from the tanks above.
"omwater .sA
of this report, the 1.5-kw. field unit generator had been in use at the
6. At the t
6tii "eneral Hospital for only a month, but during that time 1,400 examinations had been
made. The ger -ator performed well as long as it was called upon to operate only one
machine at a . ae and nothing else. The 30-kw. generators proved an excellent source
of power. It was recommended that each X-ray department always have one for its own
needs, on an independent circuit, to avoid fluctuations in voltage by overloading from
other parts of the hospital. The frequency meter incorporated in later models of this
generator was an Improvement, since it was found that variations in frequency produced
unexpectedly large variations In X-ray output.

X-ray work in the Mediterranean theater, as in other theaters, was often
done under very difficult conditions, as is evident from what has just been
said. Field units derived their current from low capacity sources, often from
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unstable gasoline generators. Temperatures of processing solutions were seldom within the acceptable developing range. The water supply was often
inadequate. Finally, the urgency with which most of the work was done was
an invitation to hasty work and incomplete processing. In spite of these
obstacles to proper performance, the end results were usually good and were
frequently excellent.
FILMS
X-ray films were in good supply throughout the Mediterranean theater
during the entire period of operation. They were all of firstline quality, and
they were received in good condition, packed in waxed boxes to prevent damage from moisture. The only shortages encountered were occasional, when
units were on the move.
There was also no shortage of processing chemicals. Two qualities were
provided. The first grade was the variety ordinarily used in civilian radiologic practice. The second-grade chemicals provided were not always satisfactory.
The average film usage throughout the theater was 1.7 to 1.8 per case of
14-by-17 films, or the equivalent. The average for the 7 weeks represented in
chart 8 (p. 242), 1.2 per case of 14-by-17 films, or the equivalent, is low and
probably reflects the fact that the hospital (the 36th General) was just getting
into operation. The actual film consumption for the period, during which
2,533 examinations were made (table 7), was as follows: 8-by-10 films, 1,262;
10-by-12 films, 1,162; and 14-by-17 films, 1,977.
The wastage of films in these three categories was, respectively, 28, 26,
and 32 films. For the entire 8 week period shown in the chart, it was 1.7 percent, which is comparable to the usual wastage in civilian practice. Most
wastage was caused by the necessity of repeating films that were unacceptable
diagnostically. It varied widely, being influenced by the experience of the
technicians and the circumstances of operation. In the field, with poor power
and inadequate water supply, the percentage of waste was somewhat higher
than in fixed installations, in which all factors were more adequately stabilized.
It might be added that the ability of Italian technicians to place numerous views of small parts on a single film was an education to U.S. technicians,
who were accustomed to generous supplies of films and who used them with
corresponding lavishness.

Section IV. Diagnostic Considerations

Combat-Incurred Wounds and Other Injuries
LOCALIZATION OF FOREIGN BODIES
The importance attached to the localization of foreign bodies in combat
casualties was evident in the special de Lorimier device that was an integral
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part of the field X-ray unit (p. 72) and the extensive training of both officers
and technicians in its use. It did not prove practical. Early in U.S. participation in the war, it was used by hospitals for brief periods when they began
to operate. When it was found that the required procedure was time-consuming and did not result in visualization of the multiple shell fragments present
in the majority of wounds, its use was discontinued. It is unfortunate that
the field unit table was designed with the major emphasis on its localizing
capacities, for its mobility and its ease of operation for other diagnostic
purposes were considerably restricted, as has just been pointed out.
When the use of the localizer was discontinued, localization of foreign
bodies was accomplished by anteroposterior and lateral projections of the
affected area, occasionally supplemented by fluoroscopic examination. During
periods of excessive activity, many hospitals used only fluoroscopy.
Foreign bodies in the eyes were localized in several ways, the problem,
except for its magnitude, being much the same as that encountered in civilian
life. Some ophthalmologists used plastic contact lenses with inset reference
points. Some used metallic reference points sutured to the globe near the site
of the foreign bodies, with either stereoscopic or multiple projections. The
standard Sweet technique was widely used; some hospitals, such as the 64th
General Hospital, which served as an eye center, used it almost exclusively (7).
WOUNDS OF THE EXTREMITIES
Combat Injuries
Foreign bodies in the extremities seldom required detailed localization.
Debridement was performed routinely, and most of them were removed in the
course of that procedure. Instead of the anticipated problem of single foreign
bodies, it was found at once that shell fragments were likely to be numerous
(fig. 79). This was particularly true of injuries caused by landmines. Radiography was always preferred to fluoroscopy in wounds of the extremities. In
most instances the problem was technical rather than clinical; technically
good roentgenograms were essential, and, as already noted, they were often
obtained under adverse conditions.
Followup studies served the usual purpose of evaluating alinement of
fractures, the progress of healing, and the presence or absence of infection.
The use of various orthopedic devices, such as Parham bands, Lane plates
(fig. 80), Steinmann pins, and Kirschner wires required frequent radiologic
checks. When roentgenograms were made after the first German POW's had
been taken, it was of great interest to find that a new device, the intramedullary pin, was being employed on an experimental basis. Radiographic followup of a number of these patients established the validity of this technique
for the apposition and alinement of fractures of the long bones, but it did
not come into U.S. military-or general civilian-use until after the war.
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FIGURE 79.-Compound comminuted fracture of foot and lower leg. A. Anteroposterior projection. Note shattering of bone and numerout, metallic foreign bodies from landmine. B. Postamputation stump, anteroposterior projection. Note extensive gas throughout soft tissues, following muscle bundles and
fibers. C. Lateral projection.
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Civilian-Type Entities
Knee injuries with damage to the cartilage were frequent, and, as in the
large European theater experience, one of the best techniques for evaluation
of the status of the structures was pneumoarthrography. The injection of air
into the joint (fig. 81) followed by radiographs taken in forced adduction and
abduction became a popular and fairly accurate method.
Elective surgery for such conditions as various deformities of the feet,
dislocated semilunar cartilage, and varicose veins was permitted only if the
operations were likely to lead to restoration to full duty status within a relatively short time. Single X-ray examinations were therefore all that was
required. Vascular competence was not evaluated by radiographic methods
in World War II. It is quite likely that a higher degree of salvage of
wounded extremities might be possible at this time (1963), with the judicious
use of arteriography.

HEAD INJURIES
Intracranial foreign bodies required precise localization before attempts
were made to remove them. Their removal was necessary, whether they were
shell fragments that might have carried in with them attached hairs, lining
of the helmet, or clothing, or were bone fragments, which were particularly
likely to give rise to infection. These localizations were best carried out by
means of film studies in multiple projections (fig. 82).
Initial radiographic screening was carried out in forward hospitals, but
most detailed radiographs necessary for the management of head wounds were
made in fixed hospitals in the rear. Early emergency surgery in forward
hospitals, to which experienced neurosurgeons were not attached, gave unacceptable results. The practice of delayed surgery was then begun, after it was
found that delays up to 72 hours in the initial surgery were a safe price to
pay for the greater safety of operation in a fixed hospital, with specialized
personnel and better facilities, including the assistance of experienced radiologists. Later, the establishment of special neurosurgical centers further
elevated standards in the management of head injuries.
Attention has already been directed to the happy consequences of the
continued association in affiliated general hospitals of neurosurgeons and
radiologists who had worked together in civilian life. The work done at the
36th General Hospital is an illustration of these results. The material comprised several contributions to the periodical literature, which are described
below, and two scientific exhibits, one on pneumoencephalography in penetrating cranial wounds at the Radiological Society of North America in Chicago
in December 1946, and the other on penetrating cranial wounds at the meeting
of the American Medical Association in Atlantic City in June 1947.2
2 Both exhibits were presented by former officers of the 36th General Hospital, Lt. Col. James
E. Lofstrom, MC; Lt. Col. John E. Webster, MC; Capt. Richard C. Schneider, MC; and Capt.
Donald A. Koch, MC.
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FIGURE 81.-Pneumoarthrography of knee. A. Anteroposterior projection
of knee, showing slight tissue swelling incidental to injury of cartilage.
B. Lateral pneumogram of knee with forced adduction. Air outlines medial
meniscus, which appears normal. C. Lateral pneumogram of knee with
forced adduction. Note increased mobility of lateral aspect of Joint and
injury to attachment of meniscus.
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82I.-Intracranlal

injury.

A.

Lateral projection of head, showing large

cranlotomy defect In frontal area at site
of entrance of shell fragment and wound
Note tract extending to
debridement.
shell fragment. B. Anteroposterior projection. Irregular margins of shell frag-

ment carried fragments of hair, helmet
liner, and cloth into the wound, providing
an ideal locus for Infection.

Penetrating wounds Involving the cerebeilum.-An analysis of 300 penetrating wounds of the head revealed only 10 (3 percent) involving the
cerebellum (8). Five patients had been operated on at evacuation hospitals,
but the cerebellar injury had been overlooked in four of the other five patients
later operated on at the 36th General Hospital. The diagnostic error was
serious, for wounds of the cerebellum, with their possibilities of rapid and
serious complications, were usually considered priority cases for forward surgery. In three of the four cases in which the diagnosis was missed, the
injuries were overlooked because the wounds of entrance were in the neck.
It was concluded that even apparently minor wounds of the posterior neck
might be associated with intracranial injury and should be investigated, radiologically and otherwise, from that standpoint. With adequate preoperative
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FiGuaE 83.-Shell fragment residual in

cerebellum aifter operation at evacuation
hospital. A. Lateral roentgenogram. B.
Towne projection showing extensive craniotomy defect with residual shell fragment.

X-ray studies showing the location of the foreign bodies (fig. 83) and the
degree of injury, most complications could be avoided.
Orbitocranial wounds.-In the same 300 cases of penetrating wounds of
the head observed at the 36th General Hospital were 40 in which the frontoorbital area of the skull was involved and both orbit and brain were damaged (9). These wounds presented particularly difficult technical problems
to the roentgenologist. At the time of the initial examination, the condition
of the patient often prevented the usual type of positioning for the frontal,
axial, or Waters' projections. In such instances, the head was turned into the
horizontal plane and the beam was projected at the usual angle. Detail could
be enhanced by the use of a wafer-type grid. If the patient's condition permitted, studies were made in the upright position, utilizing the vertical
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ture lines in the fronto-orbital area and visualized the pathway of a penetrating metal fragment. Extension of the fracture lines into the frontal,
ethmoidal, and sphenoidal sinuses or the optic foramina, and visualization of
depressed or indriven bone fragments, constituted useful preoperative information for the neurosurgeon.
The experience with these 40 orbitocranial wounds indicated that surgical
treatment could safely be carried out in a general hospital, where experienced
neurosurgeons could care for them and the radiologic diagnostic refinements
just described were available.
Brain abscess complicating penetrating wounds of the cranium.Brain abscesses developed after operation in 33 of 206 penetrating wounds of
the brain cared for at the 36th General Hospital (10). Ten of these occurred
in German POW's, eight of whom had been treated at a POW hospital under
difficult conditions. Primary debridement had been performed at U.S. evacuation hospitals on all but 2 of the 33 patients.
There were two important considerations in the diagnosis of a complicating brain abscess, (1) the presence of an infected wound and (2) the presence of retained bone fragments in the cerebrum after primary debridement
(fig. 85). Only 3 of the 33 patients had healed wounds. Retained bone fragments were demonstrated in 19 instances and metallic foreign bodies in 12.
The role of roentgenology in the identification of these foreign bodies is
obvious. Roentgenograms were made in various projections in all cases, and
in several, in which the diagnosis was in doubt, encephalograms were also
secured. The size of the metallic fragment was significant in terms of the
track of damage produceu, aud its irregularity (fig. 82) was also of importance in relation to its ability to carry contaminating material. The metal
fragments shown on roentgenograms to have ragged outlines were invariably
found loaded with organic material. In only 1 of the 19 cases in which bone
fragments were present were they found to be sterile.
Pneumoencephalography.-The combined neurosurgical and radiologic
staffs of the 36th General Hospital made pneumoencephalographic studies in
23 of 256 patients with penetrating wounds of the brain, in 206 of which dural
penetration had occurred (11). The majority underwent initial wound surgery in evacuation hospitals.
These patients were. divided into two groups, according to the phase of
operations in Italy and southern France during which they were treated.
1. In the first group, which consisted of 146 patients, 119 of whom had
sustained dural penetration, routine roentgenograms revealed the presence of
retained bone fragments within the brain after primary debridement in 16
cases (11 percent) and retained metallic fragments in 39 cases (27 percent).
2. The second group consisted of 110 patients, 87 of whom had sustained
dural penetration without retained fragments.
The time at which the pneumoencepiialograms were made varied from
14 to 90 days after the original injury, which was the time at which primary
debridement was performed.
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In the entire group of 23 cases, only three roentgenograms showed a
normal subarachnoid air pattern. The remainder demonstrated either localized
or generalized obliteration of air shadows. Ipsilateral ventricular enlargement
seemed the usual pattern after debridement of a wound of the brain. As the
degree of tissue loss increased, the ventricular enlargement became more
diffuse, in one case reaching 200 percent of normal. In another case, however, the ventricular system was normal in spite of a significant loss of tissue;
the bony defect in this case was 4 cm. in diameter. A severe loss of cerebral
substance usually resulted in dilatation of the contralateral, as well as the
ipsilateral, ventricle, and a shifting of the entire system to the affected side
(figs. 86, 87, and 88).
At this early period after wounding, the ventricular distortions observed
appeared to be related to the loss of brain tissue rather than to the size of the
bony defect produced by craniectomy. They wvere usually proportional to
the amount of the tissue loss. Closure of the dura at operation did not seem
significant; marked ventricular distortions occurred with small bony defects
and in the presence of a tightly closed dura or dural graft.
The pronounced degree of dilatation that was observed in several patients
in this group soon after debridement left little doubt that the change was on
the basis of hydrodynamic compensation: A definite volume of brain tissue
had been removed, and the space was filled first by fluid or by swollen brain
substance and later by dilatation of the ventricles, which was the result of the
positive pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid. The ipsilateral shift of the system was evidence of further compensation. Contralateral shift, which was
demonstrated in four cases, was suggestive evidence of a mass lesion complicating the original trauma.
Arachnoiditis was a common finding, and, whether it was localized or
generalized, it was assumed to indicate a significant disruption of the normal
mechanism of cerebrospinal fluid elimination. Although a number of the
wounds of the brain communicated with the ventricle, persistent loculation of
cerebrospinal fluid in the cavity created at operation did not develop.
In spite of the clearly demonstrated hydrodynamic changes on the pneumoencephalograms, headache was uncommon in uncomplicated wounds and
convulsions were relatively infrequent in the period these patients were under
observation. The progressive ventricular dilatation observed in two cases
suggested that in other cases the future course would be in the direction of
continuing dilatation.
Pneumoencephalography was considered a useful method for determining
possible complications, such as brain abscess or subdural hematoma, when
clinical studies alone were inconclusive.

MAXILLOFACIAL INJURIES
A survey in MTOUSA, completed in October 1943 and covering 12 hospitals, yielded 243 cases of maxillofacial injury, 42 percent of which were
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combat-incurred (2).
Lack of pie'ecis definition of diagnosis and cause in
hospital reports made the exact. incidence in batttle casualties uncertain. It
was estimated. however, that about 30 percelnt of the battle casualties and
about. 70 percent f the patients with accidentally-incurred injuries were returned to duty because their injuries were not severe or mutilating. The sur-
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Fiouaiz 87.-Penetrating wound of skull with extensive frozitoparietal fracture.
A. Lateral roentgenogramn 3 weeks after operation. Note generalized enlargement of
ipsilateral ventricle. B3. Posteroanterior roentgenogram. C. Anteroposterior roentgenogram.

vey indicated that a lack of experienced surgical personnel, plus the wide
dispersion and small niumber of such injuries, made professional coverage of
the forward areas by experienced personnel in the field of maxillofacial surgery difficult to accomplish. The establishment of special maxillofacial centers
in base sections was therefore a wise solution of the problem. In these centers,
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FIGURE 88.-Pneumoencephalography In wound of posterior fossa.
A. Anteroposterior
pneumoencephalograph, after operation, showing fairly large occipital craniotomy defect.
B. Posteroanterior projection showing enlargement of occipital horn of lateral ventricle,
with slight generalized ventricular dilatation. C. Posteroanterlor view.

the combined efforts of oral, maxillofacial, otolaryngologic and ophthalmic
surgeons and neurosurgeons were brought to bear on the problem, in which
radiologists also played a major role.
In civilian practice, thert is probably no region in the body in which exact
diagnosis by radiologic methods is moir challenging than in the maxillofacial
area. The challenge was greater in combat-incurred injuries when the diag-
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nosis had to be made with limited equipment and accessories. Refined techniques were necessary, and it was the common experience that the more
involved and complicated positioning techniques could be accomplished only
by experienced technicians.

WOUNDS OF THE SPINE
The radiologic evaluation of problems referable to the spine and spinal
cord was essentially the same as for those encountered in civilian practice.
The chief diagnostic difficulty was the lack of radiographic equipment of
sufficient capacity for detailed film studies, compounded by the frequent lack
of a Bucky diaphragm. Fractures of various areas were not uncommon as
the result of accidental injuries, but they presented no unusual complicating
features (12).
The management of penetrating wounds of the spine was determined in
large measure by the roentgenologic findings. A study of 94 patients with
such wounds observed at the 36th General Hospital is typical of these wounds
and their management but atypical in that the Medical Corps officers who had
treated them overseas were able to follow up, and report on, 56 of the 69 from
2 to 3 years after the war (13). Since no attempt was made to investigate the
25 casualties in the group who were not in the U.S. Army (they were chiefly
German POW's), the followup may be considered remarkably successful.
When these patients were received at the 36th General Hospital, laminectomy was performed on 38 for two reasons, that they had had no primary
debridement in forward hospitals or that the debridement performed had
been only superficial.
All patients with spinal injuries received in the hospital were managed
by the same plan, which included lumbar puncture, Queckenstedt's test, a
complete neurologic survey, and radiologic examination. Laminectomy was
performed when the roentgenograms showed the presence of bone or metallic
fragments within the spinal canal (figs. 89 and 90), when a spinal fluid block
was demonstrable, or when the so-called dynamic syndrome developed, witli
progressive disability. It was the usual experience to find at operation that
the comminution of bone in and about the spinal canal was of greater degree
than the preoperative roentgenograms had suggested. This finding further
emphasized the importance of good detail in radiographs of the spinal area.
It was also observed that the spinal wound was sometimes overlooked in
forward areas, not because of failure to make roentgenograms of the affected
area but because of distortion of the roentgenograms, some of which failed to
show even large metallic fragments in and about the canal (fig. 91). The
explanation of this observation, like the observation made just above, was
inadequacy of the equipment available and the inexperience of the X-ray
technicians.
While the followup of these 55 patients (1 was found to have died after
return to the Zone of Interior) was clinical (chiefly neurologic) and occupa-
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WOUNDS OF THE CHEST
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92.--Shell fragment wound of chest and spine.
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A. Anteropos-

terior projevtioin, showing fragmnent (in right, after penetrating left
pleura, luing. and wediastinum and going on to vertebra. I. Anteropos-

terior projection after operation and removal of fragment.
ual localized paravertebral-paramediasti na I heniatoma.

Note resid-

pneumothorax, hernothorax, pulmonary contusion, and empyema are carefully evaluated.
Major Rakofsky and Captain Satinsky included in their excellent report
the radiographic techniques available for the study of intrathoracie wounds

and other conditions, including:
1. Routine upright posteroanterior and lateral depictions.

2. Overpenetrated filns.
3. Anteroposterior depictions in the lateral recumbent position.
4. Right and left oblique depictions.

5. Stereoscopy.
6. Roentgenoscopy.

They also described the technical factors utilized for each of these positions (table 9). They did not mention kymography, which was employed,
with improvised equipment. in at least two general hospitals in the theater.
Finally, these observers reviewed comprehensively the various aspects of
both open and closed injuries of the chest, with the specific X-ray findings in
such conditions as injuries of the bony thorax, pulmonary concussion (parenchynial heniatoma). subcutaneous emphysema, pneumothorax, loculated or
encal)sulated hemothorax, clotted pneumothorax, empyema, atelectasis, blast
injuries, transdial)hragfilatic injuries, and missile tracks. It was of adjunct
value in the diagnosis and evaluation of pericardial hematoma with cardiac
tamponade.
Special Conditions and Complications
Blast injuries.-Concussive injuries of the lungs were seen in patients
subjected to explosions in which compressed air acted upon the thorax and
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FIGURE 94.-Anteroposterior roentgenogrami of chest, showing
extreme pulmonary edema and hemorrhage 24 hours after blast

injury.

Mediastinal hematoma.-Mediastinal hematoma with subsequent mediastinitis occ'rred as a result. of both closed and open injuries of the chest, more
particularly open injuries. A widening of the mediastinal shadow was usually
the first r-idiologic evidence of abnormality (fig. 95), associated with emphysema confined to the niediast inum or extending from the mediastinum into the
cervical area. The integrity of the esophagus had to be conclusively demonstrated in such cases, for surgery was indicated if a perforation were present.
Serial roentgenologic studies were of great importance in all mediastinal involvement.
Cardiac injuries.--In most instances of cardiac perforation, death occurred l)romptly and no radiologic studies were made. If, however, the injury
was sustained near a hospital, the casualty occasionally survived to undergo
surgery, with postoperative survival in some instances.
Numerous instances of hemopericardium were demonstrated by roentgenograms after penetrating wounds (fig. 96). Cardiac tamponade was
usually diagnosed by fluoroscopy, coupled with clinical evidence of cardiac
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Fio•urm 95.-Perforating anterior wound of chest. A. Posteroanterior view of chest.
showing widening of upper mediastinuni, with lack of distinction on right. Note evidence
of slight local emphysema. B. Lateral view, showing intact esophagus and trachea.

embarrassment.

The presence of a foreign body in the cardiac area (fig. 97),

together with a total absence of pericardial pulsations, was conclusive. The
diagnosis was made by kyvnogralIty in a few instances (1p. 293).
Pneumothorax.--lPneumot horax was of such frequent occurrence in penetrating wounds of the chest that it was regarded as a part of the initial
pathologic process rathier than as a complication. Serial roentgenograms were
of great importance after primary debridement and closure of sucking wounds
(fig. 98). Closure of the wound, however essential, was sometimes followed
by tension pneumothorax, in which the continuing buildup of intrathoracic
pressure could produce embarrassment of the pulmonary vascular flow and
severe pulmonary dysfunction. Roentgenograaphic studies demonstrated the
increasing size of the pneumothorax and the gradual shift of the mediastinal
structures to the intact side. The efficacy of treatment, either by simple aspiration or closed suction, was also demonstrated by Serial roenlt gel ogra phy, as
was the development or lack of development of complications.
Hemothorax.--Studies on hemothorax and the development of an effective treatment for it, which are described in detail in the second volume on
thoracic surgery in this historical series (17), represent one of the major
contributions of the Mediterranean theater.
Bleeding into the thoracic cavity was, like pneumothorax, a part of the
original pathologic process in chest wounds. After only a short time, simple
aspiration became the routine method of treatment. Roentgenologic studies
were necessary immediately after wounding and were repeated serially in
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FIGURE 96.-Wound of right ventricle. A. Posteroanterior roentgenogram
showing foreign body in right ventricular wall after penetrating right lateral
chest wall. Note large hemopericardium.
B. Lateral projection showing
massive cardiac enlargement and hematoma of right lower lobe. Fluoroscopically, though pulsations were absent over the margins of the heart, the bullet
could be seen moving with right ventricular contractions.

cases in which continued bleeding was recognized or suspected, so that surgical intervention could be carried out if repeated aspirations did not empty
the chest.
In cases in which clotting of the contained blood occurred (fig. 99),
either in spite of or in the absence of effective aspiration, the development
was recognized by roentgenograms which showed opacification of the pleural
space and the underlying lung. If the pathologic process went on to fibrosis,
serial roentgenogranis showed a progressive decrease in the overall volume
of pleural density and an associated decrease in the volume of the underlying
lung. It came to be realized that these findings were the result not only of
simple atelectasis following compression of the affected lung but also of
infolding of portions of the lower lobes with either the middle lobe or the
lingula of the left upper lobe. The functional capacity of the lung was
seriously impaired, and the picture was often further complicated by infection.
The roentgenologic findings in organizing hemothorax, as pointed out
by Colonel Lofstrom, Capt. Donald A. Koch, MC, and others, were characteristic. One specific finding was the triangular density situated posteriorly
and seen in lateral projections (figs. 100 and 101), in contrast to the generalized obscuration of the pleural space seen in the posteroanterior projection.
Many surgeons came to believe that a diagnosis of organizing hemothorax
was not justified if the lateral film did not reveal this typical finding.
Differentiation between a simple infolded lung and an organizing hemothorax was made by the early predominance of pneumothorax or the presence
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FIGuz 97.-Wound of pericardium. A. Anteroposterlor projection of chest showing
moderate cardiac enlargements, lose of cardiophrenic angles, and slight widening of cardliac base. Fluoroscoplcally no pulsations were visible. B. Lateral projection, showing
good angle maintained posteriorly and partial obliteration of anterior window. C. Posteroanterior projection 2 months later, after closure of pericardial wound and evacuation ot,
pericardt'alematona.

of recurring small amounts of serous fluid, and, particularly, by the findings

on the lateral X-ray. In organizing hemothorax, the opacity was posterior
and basal, whereas in infolded lung, the obscuration was patchy, diffuse, and
without localization.
The management of the so-called captive lung in the Mediterranean
theater, where its important implications were first comprehended, was the
revival of the operation of decortication, first used by Fowler in 1898, for
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FxOmrRZ 98.-Sucking wound of chest. A. Plosteroatiterlor projection showing multiple
fractures of ribs with heinopiieutothorax. 13. l'(steroarlterlor projection 1(0 (days later,
showing large tension pneiimothorax, with miarked cardlla(' (ispla(Pnlent to left. C. Lateral projectioni on same date, showing- large piieuiuothoracle space anteriorly with atelectatic lung and thickened pleura posteriorly. 1). 1'osteroanterlor project ion 3 weeks later,
after decorticatlon and wound closure.
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Fiomua 99.-Hemothorax. A. Posteroanterior projection of chest showing hematoma of right lower lobe with hemothorax and beginning clotting.
B. Lateral projection localizing area in anterior basal segment of right
lower lobe and interlobar area. C. Posteroanterior projection 7 days later.
Note well-formed clot, which was subsequently removed at decortication.

chronic empyema, and by Delorme in 1894, for tuberculosis (16). The operation did not gain popularity then because of the high mortality associated
with it, which was readily explained by the absence of the conditions which
were so favorable in World War II, including competent anesthesia and the
availability of whole blood.
The operation was first used in World War II in February 1943 in the
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Fiounc 100.-Hemothorax. A. Posteroanterlor projection showing right
organized hemotborax, with marked pleural and pulmonary density. Small
shell fragment traversed mediastinum to the left. B. Lateral projection
showing nmassive triangular density posteriorly, representing thickened,
organized bemothorax and Infolded lung. C. Posteroanterior projection
6 weeks after decorticatlon, showing absence of hemothorax and complete
reinfiation of lung.

North African theater by Maj. Thomas H. Burford, MC, at the 21st General
Hospital at Bou Hanifia, Algeria (16, 17). His results were excellent, and
the information concerning the new technique was disseminated by the surgical consultant to other chest surgeons in the theater. It became immediately
popular, and Major Burford's good results were widely duplicated. The
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FIGURE 101.-iHemothorax. A. Posteroanterior projection of chest showing
organizing hemothorax with small residual empyema pocket. Entire right
pleural cavity seems to be involved. B. Lateral projection showing process
limited to posterior area. Note triangular density. C. Posteroanterior projection 2 weeks after decortication. At this early postoperative stage reinflation is good with only limited residual pleural thickening.

establishment of chest centers in the theater permitted the concentration in
them of experienced chest surgeons and of patients who needed the operation.
In an analysis of 140 decortications for organizing hemothorax, Colonel
Tuttle and his group reported good results in more than three-quarters of
the cases and no deaths (15. 18).
Decortication was subsequently extended to other types of closed patho-
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FIGuRE 102.-HI l hemopneuniothlorax. it. [losteroan ter ior pr4Ijectio~i sho%-ing massive fluid collection, air fluid level. amd siui ft or inediast ilum to tl-ft.
Missile penetrated inargi a of liver and (Iiaphlragni. It. Lateral project loll
showing massive fluidi vollevtion IInd flu1i hilvels. C'. I o steroanterior projection 6 wveeks after decortication andi woiund closure. 1). Lateral pirojectioni.
same date.

logic processes, including pleurit is, organizing eMpyema, chronic empyeia.
pockets with resulting residual pneinnothorax spaces. and bile heniopneurnothorax (fig. 102). In these conditions, just as in organizing hentothorax, the
radiologist, worked with the thoracic surgeon and plalyedI an important part
in the comnpr'ehensioni and demonstration of the pathologic proceduire and in
the evolution of the corrective procedure.
Atelectasis.-Atelectasis,

which

was

of

frequent

wounds, resembled the condition seen in civilian practice.

occurrence

in

war

It often appeared
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FIGURE 103.-Atelectasis. A. Posteroanterior projection of chest showing atelectatie left lower lobe overlying cardiac margin, with slight elevation of left
leaf of diaphragm, which is fixed, and left subdiaphragzmatic abscess. B. Posteroanterior view 3 weeks later, after drainage of subphrenic abscess. Note
reaeration of left lower lobe.

after extensive operations for thoracoabdominal Wounds. It frequently was
present in the lung overlying a subphrenic abscess (fig. 103). Plate or discoid atelectasis was also observed with other types of abdominal and subdiaphragmatic disease.
Bronchopleural fistula.-Bronchopleural fistulas were frequent in thoracic wounds, and the inevitable development of empyema made their identification necessary. This was usually accomplished by Lipiodol visualization.

THORACOABDOMINAL WOUNDS
The incidence of thoracoabdominal wounds was high. Their diagnosis
was greatly simplified by roentgenologic examination, particularly in those
cases in which a single shell fragment or bullet was the wounding agent and
pulmonary and pleural reactions were absent. This type of injury had to
be looked for in all chest roentgenograms on which hemothorax was evident.
When the diagnosis was established, the transthoracic approach (another
important development in the Mediterranean theater) was frequently used,
and the radiologist's definition of the course of the missile was of great diagnostic help to the surgeon.

WOUNDS OF THE ABDOMEN
Foreign bodies penetrating the peritoneal cavity were ordinarily localized by means of anteroposterior and lateral roentgenograms supplemented
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by fluoroscopy. Their precise localization was not important. Once the
presence of a foreign body in the abdomen was established and the wound
of entrance identified, the course of the object could be plotted and a reasonably accurate estimate made of the organ or organs involved. The mere
presence of a foreign body in the peritoneal cavity was usually enough to
make exploration mandatory. Most abdominal surgery was performed in
forward hospitals, but most of the complications of these wounds were treated
in fixed hospitals in the rear.
Extensive injuries were often encountered, including perforations of
hollow viscera. The diagnosis was made by the roentgenologic demonstration
of free air and the spillage of intestinal contents, manifested by fluid levels
in the upright and decubitus positions.
An immediate complication of abdominal wounds, retroperitoneal hemorrhage, could often be diagnosed radiographically by obliteration of the demarcation of fascial planes and the presence of mottled densities within the
retroperitoneal tissues.
Closed injuries of the abdomen did not differ from those encountered in
civilian practice, though they were of greater frequency because of the occupational hazards of military life. Ruptures of the spleen, liver (fig. 104),
kidneys, and bladder were observed most often. Ruptures of the small bowel
and colon were occasionally encountered. Retroperitoneal rupture of the
duodenum, with air distributed in the retroperitoneal space, was infrequent.
Complications
Paralytic ileus, whether dynamic or adynamic, was always a possibility.
The multitude of possible etiologic factors present after extensive surgical
procedures, and multiple areas of localized inflammation, made it more difficult to make a differential diagnosis than in civilian life. Postoperative ileus
was well controlled by the routine use of gastrointestinal suction after abdominal surgery; its mortality was greatly reduced by prompt resort to the
Miller-Abbott tube or some similar tube. The radiologist participated in the
treatment of these conditions; his assistance was required in passing the
tubes, and followup studies were always necessary (fig. 105).
Localized abscesses were diagnosed radiologically by the usual methods;
that is, multiple projections in the supine, upright, and lateral decubitus,
supplemented by fluoroscopy. Abscess pockets were often multiple; bilateral
subphrenic abscesses, for instance, might be associated with other localized
collections elsewhere in the peritoneal cavity (fig. 106). A frequent roentgenologic finding was atelectasis of the lower lobe of the ipsilateral lung
associated with well-established subphrenic abscess. Specific localization of
abscess pockets was essential for the surgeon in planning his approach for
drainage (fig. 107).
Chronic fistulas originating in perforating wounds were investigated by
whatever radiopaque material was available, including barium, sodium iodide.
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Fxouam 104.-Rupture of liver. A. Anteroposterior projection of abdomen, showing loss of distinction of right hepatic margin, apparent increase in size of hepatic
mass, and elevation of right leaf of diaphragm. B. Anteroposterior roentgenogram
of abdomen and chest, showing elevation of right leaf of diaphragm, motion of
which was limited. Note that lungs are clear. C. Anteroposterior projection of
abdomen 48 hours later, demonstrating moderate degree of adyuamic ileus and
further clouding of detail of abdominal structures. D. Posteroanterior roentgeuogram of chest on same date, showing delayed right hemothorax.
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WOUNDS OF THE GENITOURINARY TRACT
P~enet rating wounds of the urinary tract andi closed t ramintn wvere investigat ed, as indlicated. by eyst ogra phy, urethrographv. and lilt ra veiiouus an
retrograde urograp)li, thbough thlese refinements were not ellipl)0V'l iiiiut il
roliti eWplalIin studies had b~eenl malfde. Wh1en renal t raunina was5 so severe thant

tielilrectornV had to be considered, the adequacy of the cont ralateral kidney
wuts invest igatedI before surgery was undertaken.
Fistulas of the urinary tract were studied, like other fistulas. with whatever radliopaque media were available.

Noncombat Diseasesand Conditions
THE SPINE
What canie to be called "G.1. back" required studies of the lnimbosavral
region in
|allny
cases- but almost invariably there.vas Ito radiologi. evidenlce
of significant ab)nornl
a litijes. Eitensive survey-; were car'ried out ins'•
Iill
hospitals in lao attehipt to correlate liete clinia.l
anifest at lols with Collgenital varinations, umbsatoal
b
angles, and other ahnorna li ities; but theoI
finding of consequence wads sponidylolysisae
or oa ylolistheStas. Many of lese
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FiouRE 106.-Subdiaphragmatic abscess,
multiple. A. Posteroanterior roentgenogram
of chest of patient with penetrating wounds
of abdomen, who had had severe septic course.
Note left pleural effusion and large air collection beneath left leaf of diaphragm, which
might, questionably, be in stomach. At fluoroscopy, both diaphragms were found fixed.
B. Decubltus study, left side up, showing large
collection beneath diaphragm, diagnosed as
abscess pocket. Fluid flows freely in pleural
cavity and migrates along mediastlnal margin. C. Opposite decubitus study showing additional large inflammatory pocket containing
air in right subphrenlc region.
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Fiouuz 107.-Localization of Intra-abdoominal abscess. A. Anteroposterior proJection of abdomen showing shell fragments and moderate Ileus. Note vague outline
of air pocket overlying Aacrum. This patient had run a septic course. B. I)ecullitus
film. right side up. denionstrating large air-fluid pocket in pelvic cavity and lower
abdomen, representing localized collection. Air shadow In right flank is distended
colon.

patients had no previous history of low back pain, but, under the circumstances of military life. decompensation occurred and caused pain; and sometimes a siml)le spondylolysis was converted to a spondylolisthesis (fig. 108).
Herniated nucleus pulposus could not be evaluated adequately by either
neurosurgeons or radiologists in MTOUSA because of the unavailability of
radiopaque media (19). Myelography with Lipiodol or Pantopaque (ethyl
iodophenylundecylate) was a well-established diagnostic procedure in civilian
practice before the war; it is not clear why provisions for it were not made
in the Mediterranean theater. Possibly the explanation was fear that the
procedure might be abused by those unaware of its potential risks and possible sequelae. As a result of this policy, intraluminal spinal abnormalities
could be studied only by air myelography, a technique which had not proved
especially useful in the hands of most radiologists and neurosurgeons and
which did not prove very useful in military practice in the Mediterranean
theater.
Patients suspected of suffering from ruptured disks were therefore managed on the basis of their clinical manifestations.

THE CHEST
Pneumonia.-All types of pneumonia were frequent, ranging from lesser
degrees of bronchopneumonia to full-blown lobar pneh. -rnia of pneumococcic
origin. A few instances of Friedlinder's pneumonia were encountered, but
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FiGuRE 108.-Spondylolysis. spondylolisthesis.
A. Upright roentgenogram
showing bilateral defects at pars Interarticularis of L 3 and L 4 due to spondylolysis. There is no spondylolisthesis. B. Upright roentgenogram showing
spondylolisthesis, grade 2, L 5 on S 1. Degree of displacement is indicated by
dotted lines. This patient had no symptoms referabie to his back In civilian
life or during the first 6 months of military service. Displacement was probably caused by lifting heavy weights.

the fulminating influenzal type of pneumonia that was so frequent and so
fatal in World War I was very seldom observed (fig. 109).
Atypical pneumonias were frequently encountered; their myriad manifestations did as much as anything else to convince the clinician of the necessity and importance of complete and repeated roentgenologic studies. Each
of the several epidemics of atypical pneumonia had its own characteristics.
Oddly, in some instances the clinical reaction was severe and there was only
minimal X-ray evidence of parenchymal disease (fig. 110).
In these virus lung infections, unresolved residual infiltrates tended to
persist for long periods and were easily confused with the productive reinfection type of tuberculosis. It was the practice to hold patients with these
conditions until roentgenograms showed complete resolution of all the infiltrates, which sometimes took As long as 3 months. Occasionally, under pressure of the military situation, these patients were reluctantly released earlier
than was considered wise.
Tuberculosis.k-Pulmonary tuberculosis was infrequent among U.S.
troops, but when radiologic surveys were made of POW's, many instances
of the disease were brought to light.
Infarction and embolism.-Pulmonary infarction was not often diag-
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FIGuRE 109.--Fulminating pneumonia. A. Posteroanterlor projection of chest
showing early parenchymal density in lower right lobe. Patient was critically ill
clinically. B. Anteroposterior projection 3 days later. The patient died a few hours
after this film was taken.

nosed in World War II. In the light of postwar knowledge, it may be that
many instances of pneumonitis occurred on the basis of infarction. Certainly
the extensive trauma and the potentialities for peripheral venous thrombosis
that existed must have contributed more embolic and thrombotic phenomena
in the lungs than were then recognized.
Embolic phenomena were fairly frequent. They resulted either in widespread focal disease or in solitary inflammatory processes that went on to
abscess formation. Their frequency is not surprising in view of the numerous foci of infection that existed in many casualties, especially those with
abdominal wounds (fig. 111).
Fungus infections. -Mycotic infections of various types were encountered, but no single type showed a high degree of frequency. They included
aspergillosis, moniliasis, blastomycosis, and actinomycosis. One instance of
actinomycotic abscess of the lung followed the drainage of a brain abscess
of similar etiology. The lesion (fig. 112), which was undoubtedly of metastatic origin, was unusual in that the pleura was not involved. Only a few
patients with coccidioidomycosis reached the theater, most of them having
been filtered out in the Zone of Interior.
Malignant disease.-Carcinoma of the lung and mediastinum was infrequent, as would be expected in a population of the age of U.S. Army troops.
Bronchogenic carcinoma presented with the usual radiologic findings of a
solitary peripheral lesion; that is, an infiltrating peribronchial lesion at the
root or an intraluminal obstructive lesion with associated atelectasis. Pri-
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FIGURE 110.-Primary atypical pneumonia. A. Posteroanterior I)rojection of (hest.
showing extensive bilateral infiltration and consolidation. In spite of extensive
parenchymal involvement. symptomatology was minimal. II. l'osteroanterior projection 3 weeks later, showing resolution of all disease except for lingular area and
minimal density of left base. Lingular involvement was usually slow to resolve.

mary carcinomas were less frequent than neoplasms of the lymphoma group,
which were usually detected on roentgenograms requested for the diagnosis
of mediastinal or hilar masses.
Anomalies. -Congenital anomalies of the lung, heart, and great vessels
were occasionally encountered in spite of the generally careful screening of
all personnel accepted for active duty in the Army and especially of those
designated for oversea duty. Several instances of coarctation of the aorta
were observed in patients who shifted from a normotensive to a hypertensive
state (fig. 113).
Other congenital lesions encountered in the cardiovascular system included right-sided aorta, abnormal origin of the subclavian artery, aneurysm
of the pulmonary artery, poststenotic dilatation of the pulmonary artery, and
hypoplastic aorta (fig. 114). A combat infantryman was observed who presented complete agenesis of the left lung, with the heart and mediastinum
retracted posteromedially on the left and the entire thorax filled by the right
lung. These findings were substantiated by bronchography (fig. 115). It is
difficult to understand how a person with such anomalies went through all
the preliminary stages of medical evaluation and was sent overseas without
recognition of his condition.
Some congenital cysts were discovered when hemoptysis appeared, and an
occasional case of congenital bronchiectasis was observed (figs. 116 and 117).
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Fioumz 111.-Septic emboli. Posteroanterior projection of chest showing multiple
areas of density, chiefly on left. Patient
ran septic course with spiking fever following infection after abdominal wound.

Acquired cardiac disease. -Under the stress of military life, some men
with subclinical heart lesions presented clinical manifestations of increasing
hypertension and decompensation. A number of patients with early rheumatic heart disease and hypertension were therefore encountered. Pericardial
effusion not associated with trauma usually resulted from rheumatic heart
disease (fig. 118).

THE ABDOMEN
The intra-abdominal pathologic processes encountered by the radiologists
in the Mediterranean theater covered all the diagnostic problems that would
be expected in large numbers of men who were chiefly in the younger age
group. The major problem was not clinical but technical: As already pointed
out, the equipment provided by the T/E was usually of limited capacity and
did not lend itself well to gastrointestinal work. Fluoroscopic devices, also
as noted, were not those routinely available in civilian practice, and spot film
mechanisms had to be improvised (p. 269). In spite of these handicaps,
creditable work was accomplished in the diagnosis of peptic ulcer, gastritis,
varying types of colitis, and disease of the small bowel. Almost all of this
work was done in fixed installations.
Ruptured peptic ulcers were uncommon, probably because practically all
of the ulcers encountered were of recent origin and were promptly investigated and treated.
Foreign bodies such as dentures, pins, and spoons were occasionally
encountered in the stomach or the rectum, some accidentally or intentionally
ingested and some deliberately introduced. Many of these patients, as might
be expected, were under treatment on psychiatric wards.
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FxouE 112.-Mycotlc infection (actinomycosis).
A. Posteroanterior projection of
chest showing small cavity with surrounding exudate in right mid lung. Patient was
admitted with low grade fever and severe headaches. B. Same, 7 days later, showing
enlargement of cavity and of surrounding infiltrate, which is still well localized. Note
absence of significant pleural involvement. C. Lateral projection of chest showing localization of small abscess cavity with surrounding infiltration In apical segment of right
lower iobe. D. Posteroanterior projection of chest 7 days later. Massive atelectasis
occurred as patient was being anesthetized for investigation of possible brain lesion.
E. Lateral pneumoencephalogram showing invagination of lateral ventricle with marked
pressure effects. F. Anteroposterior pneumoencephalogram showing marked displacement
of ventricular system as result of massive lesion, presumably an abscess, In frontoparietal
area. G. Lateral projection showing craniotomy defect with catheter extending Into large,
Irregular abscess cavity, previously drained and injected with opaque medium. Diagnosis
of actinomycosis had now been made, presumably metastatic from pulmonary lesion.
H. Anteroposterior projection, same date, showing drainage tube and extent of intracerebral abscess.
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FIGURE 113.-Coaretation of aorta. A. Posteroanterior projection
of chest showing moderate enlargement of left ventricle with hypoplastic aorta. Note notching of ribs, due to aortic coarctation.
B. Posteroanterior projection of chest showing notching of ribs and
some hyperplasia of aorta but no significant cardiac enlargement.

Small bowel disorders resulting from accentuated psychogenic stimuli
were sometimes encountered, as were occasional instances of regional enteritis.
Deficiency patterns were unusual. Other inflammatory diseases involving the
small bowel were seen in numbers in released POW's. Extensive peritoneal
and intestinal tuberculosis was seen in many of these patients.
The accidental radiologic discovery of Ascaris lumbricoides at the 36th
General Hospital by Colonel Lofstrom and Captain Koch led them to check
all subsequent studies of the small intestine from this standpoint. The result
was the detection of five additional cases in 100 examinations of the small
bowel (20). The diagnosis in each of the six cases was confirmed in the
laboratory. None of the patients had a history of ascariasis or clinical manifestations pointing to the condition.
The characteristic finding (fig. 119) was the negative defects produced
by the presence of the worms. These defects were observed in various portions of the small bowel from the upper jejunum to the lower ileum. In one
case only one worm was detected, but in another six could be identified. They
varied in size from 2 to 15 cm. None was detected by roentgenoscopy. The
use of multiple hourly roentgenograms was found advantageous in verifying
suggestive negative shadow defects. The 24-hour check did not reveal any
residual barium in the intestinal tracts of the parasites.
The presence of the parasites had no effect on intestinal motility as
reflected in the passage of the barium column. No noticeable changes were
observed in the lumen of the intestine or the texture of the mucosal pattern.
No irritability or spasm was demonstrable.
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Fiousa 114.-Dilatation of pulmonary artery (aneurysm). Posteroanterior projection
of chest, showing marked dilatation of pul-

monary artery on left. Patient was asymptomatie. No murmurs were heard, and there
were uniform average pulsations over the

entire cardiac surface. The condition was
considered an aneurysm of the pulmonary
artery. Today (1963), such a patient could
be studied by angiocardiography.

Fecal impaction was not uncommon, though it was a rather surprising
condition in patients of this age group. Dehydration and the difficulty of
maintaining regular bowel habits in combat situations were probably contributing factors. The diagnosis was made by the demonstrable fecal shadow
in the rectal area combined with the distention of the proximal bowel observed on the roentgenograms.

THE URINARY TRACT
All types of urinary disorders common to patients chiefly of a young age
group were encountered, with urinary calculi somewhat more frequent than
would be expected in a similar civilian population. Peculiarities in location
of service, type of activity, the mineral content of different water supplies,
and dehydration were probably contributing factors. Tuberculosis, pyelonephritis, and hydronephrosis were seldom seen. Renal neoplasms were very
infrequent, but testicular tumors were observed with comparative frequency,
and surveys for possible extension of the disease were a radiologic responsibility.
All fixed U.S. Army hospitals were equipped with urologic tables with
Bucky diaphragms. It was rather surprising to find such specialized equipment for the diagnosis of genitourinary pathologic conditions and so little
consideration given to the provision of equipment for radiography of the
heavy parts of the body.

Section V. Radiotherapy
The 17th General Hospital was selected as the radiation therapy center
for the Peninsular Base Section for two reasons:
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F'ieuRF.: 115.- Agenesis or vongenitail atele-ctasis of left lung. A. iPosteroanterior
piroject ion of chest, taken routinely on patilent ( combat infantryman on full (lity)
eAiiufo r injury of fo .1 Not*- retract ion of niediliStiD11111
tic
ie
olf
ini
thoraix.
It. Lateral project ion showing large radliolucent anterior window due to
herniat ion of right lung to left, with posterior retract ion of heart and inPeliastiuial
st ruetumrs. C. Brolntllograni showing complete obstrulct ion of left main stemn b~roncul~s.
Right bronchial tree is visualized and extends into entire left heuithorax.
lO(blique
1).
bronchograin showing distribution of right bronchi to right and left chiest.
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FIGURE 116.-Congenital cyst of lung. A. Posterior projection of
chest, showing thin-walled cystic area below right hilum. Patient,
a nurse, was admitted with slight hemoptysis and with no previous pulmonary history. B. Lateral projection showing outline of
cyst in anterior segment of right lower lobe. Patient had no further symptoms during the year she remained under observation.

1. It had on its staff two officers certified in radiotherapy, Colonel Wilcox
and Capt. William G. Belanger, MC.
2. It had moved into a large civilian hospital in Naples which had previously served as a civilian therapy center and which was equipped with
three therapy units. One of the units was a Chaoul contact unit, one a
superficial intermediate range unit, and one a deep therapy unit. These
facilities made possible the treatment of such conditions as mediastinal
lymphoma before the patients were evacuated to the Zone of Interior. Elective therapy was not administered routinely because of the desire to avoid
conflict with the definitive therapy to be given in the United States. In
spite of its limited use, however, elective therapy in these conditions proved
an essential and valuable means of preparing certain patients for evacuation.
In 1944, the 17th General Hospital reported 1,120 superficial and 229
deep X-ray treatments.
The 46th General Hospital was designated as a center for superficial
radiotherapy in the Mediterranean Base Section, and the 64th General Hospital was similarly designated in the Eastern Base Section. This arrangement permitted the close cooperation of the dermatologist and the radiologist
and assured the best possible treatment for the patients.
Although the Picker field X-ray unit was designated for therapeutic use
and the average output specified, only minimal dosages were used with it.
Without a Victoreen r-meter in the theater, proper calibrations could not be
effected, and only limited therapy was considered safe.
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FIGURE 117.-Cyst of lung. A. Posteroanterior projection of chest showing
localized rounded density in right lower lobe, with slightly visible air shadow
above. Patient had experienced moderate hemoptysis but had no previous
pulmonary history. B. Same, 7 days later. Moderate absorption of large clot
within cyst has occurred.

Nonetheless, X-ray therapy was administered to a large number of
patients with dermatologic conditions, especially, as in the European theater,
plantar warts (p. 485). This condition was common and its manifestations
were usually multiple. The frequency and extent of the condition could be
explained by poor foot hygiene. In a few instances, the entire foot was cov-

118.-Pericardial effusion, rheuPosteroanterior projection of chest
showing marked cardiac enlargement. Pulsa"tions were diminished over all borders. The
condition cleared within 3 weeks on aspirin
therapy.
FIGURE
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FIGum 219.-A-caris /mbrkoda

of small bowel.

A. Visualization

of small bowel with barium, showing linear, rounded, negative defects
of Jejunum. Note absence of mucosal abnormalities. B. Magnified detail, localizing three distinct rounded worm shadows. C. Two of the
largest round worms pased by patient after medical therapy.

ered to the level of the ankle with verrucous growths. Such patients, of
course, had to be returned to the Zone of Interior.
Ir spite of the inadequate calibration of the equipment, complications
of therapy were minimal. In fact, only one instance of radionecrosis was
encouitered--a lesion 3 cm. in diameter, in a patient on whom a large field
had been treated in an attempt to control wart-formation over the lateral
aspect of the as calcis. The absence of serious complications was explained
by the :imitations imposed by the theater surgeon, who permitted only qualified radiologists to administer radiotherapy.
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In spite of the extensive damage caused by the wounding agents of World
War II, early, complete debridement, with adjunct antibiotics, reduced the
incidence of gas gangrene to negligible figures. None of it was treated by
X-ray therapy.
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Part IV

EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS

CHAPTER X

The Role of Consultants, General Functions
and Special Problems"
Kenneth D. A. Allen M.D.
THE CONSULTANT SYSTEM
The Professional Services Division set up in the Office of the Chief
Surgeon, Headquarters, ETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, U.S.
Army), in the summer of 1942 was composed of senior consultants in all
major specialties. After their appointment, these consultants, with the
approval of the Chief Surgeon, initiated all policies pertaining to specialized care and settled such problems concerned with their specialties as were
referred to them for solution.
The services of the consultants were available as fully to the surgeons
of the various armies as they were to the theater headquarters and in the
hospitals to the rear. At no time during the active campaign, from a radiologic standpoint, were any difficulties encountered in coordinating the professional services of hospitals in forward and rear echelons.
In the fall of 1942, the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, Brig. Gen. (later
Maj. Gen.) Paul R. Hawley, requested that The Surgeon General send him
a senior consultant in radiology. When the consultant requested had not
arrived by January 1943, General Hawley appointed Lt,. Col. Robert Ball,
MC, to function in this capacity, in addition to his duties as chief of the
radiologic service, 2d General Hospital.'
Lt. Col. (later Col.) Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC (fig. 120), who had been
sent from the Zone of Interior in response to General Hawley's request for
a consultant in radiology, arrived in the European theater on 9 February

I

The details of the wartime experience in radiology in the European theater are contained in
the ofclal diary and the annual reports of the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA (the author
At the end of the war, he prepared a
of this chapter), for 1948 (1), 1944 (9), and 1945 (a).
final, comprehensive report on the total radlologic experience in this theater, including all essential
clinical and administrative data (4). Unless otherwise indicated, the material In this section Is
derived from those reports, supplemented by certain additional data obtained from former medical
ofcers during the course of the preparation of this history. All of the official reports just mentioned are on file, and available for consultation, In the General Reference and Research Branch,
The Historical Unit, U.S. Army Medical Service, Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Forest Glen
Section, Washington, D.C.
g Colonel Ball's report of his tour of duty as Acting Senior Consultant In Radiology, ETOUSA,
Is Incorporated in the final report prepared by Colonel Allen on the radiologic experience In Europe
at the end of the war in that theater.
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FIGru
120.-CoL Kenneth D. A. Allen,
MC, Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETO-

USA, 1948-45.

1943 and was appointed Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, on 16
February 1943.3
Radiology in World War II, like all other specialties, owes a great deal
to General Hawley. It was his dedication to, and understanding of, the
physical welfare of the soldier that inspired him to secure a modification of
the Army table of organization to provide consultants in the various specialties. His profound knowledge of all specialties was a constant source of
amazement to the consultants in these specialties. One illustration of his
uncanny knowledge and ability was his immediate decision, in the fall of
1942, to purchase in the United Kingdom the X-ray machines which he had
learned could not be procured from the United States (p. 367). He was
obliged to take action himself because the consultant in radiology whom he
had requested had not yet arrived. His choice of the types of machines to
be purchased was also excellent.

FUNCTIONS OF THE SENIOR CONSULTANT IN RADIOLOGY
Immediately after his arrival in the European theater, Colonel Allen
proceeded to assume his responsibilities under the verbal orders, and on the
s Colonel Allen was well qualiied for the responsibilities he was undertaking.
Before the war,
he had served as Director, X-Ray Department, Denver General Hospital and was also radiologist at
the Presbyterian, St. Luke's, and Children's Hospitals, Denver, Colo. In 1953, the Society of ETO
Radiologists, meeting In Chicago, presented a plaque to Colonel Allen (p. 126) "in recognition and
appreciation of his unselfish service" as Senior Consultant in Radiology in the European theater.-
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instructions, of the theater chief surgeon, delivered through the Chief, Professional Services Division, Col. James C. Kimbrough, MC. Colonel Kimbrough's orders were general and all-embracing: "Your duty is to furnish
good radiologic service to the U.S. Army in the ETO."
Colonel Allen had very little to guide him. Radiology in World War I,
even though there had been a consultant in the specialty in the European
theater (p. 5), was very different from radiology in World War II. Moreover, in the 25 years preceding the Second World War, this specialty probably underwent more changes than any other in the whole field of medicine.
For these and other reasons, it was clear that the provision of adequate
centralized control of the radiologic service of an expeditionary force numbered in the millions would, especially in the forward echelon, place heavy
administrative as well as professional responsibilities upon the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA. There were new and complex problems
immediately evident, many of which had been overlooked in earlier planning.
To determine what his functions should be and to decide upon a course
of action to meet the problems of this specialty, Colonel Allen made a survey
of the current status of radiology in the theater. He also secured such information as he could concerning the probable expansion of the Armed Forces,
in order to correlate the necessary expansion of radiologic services with it.
At the conclusion of this survey, it seemed to him that his duties would be
chiefly advisory and would fall into the following categories:
1. Advice on personnel

(including professional qualifications of radiologists and

radiologic technicians), their proved ability, their assignment, and their orientation and
refresher training.
2. Advice on equipment

(including selection of types, procurement, and tables of

basic allowances) for general, station, evacuation, and field hospitals and for dispensaries.
3. Advice on protection against radiation of X-ray personnel.
4. Advice on planning for radiologic services in forward and rear areas to parallel

surgical arrangements in preparation for the invasion of the Continent.
5. Supervision of X-ray therapy.
6. Professional support of radiologists.
7. Liaison with the radiologic service of the British and other Allied armies.

The foregoing summary suggests, as already intimated, that at this time
the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, was taking it for granted
that his duties would be largely advisory. The facts proved to be quite different. In spite of wholehearted support everywhere in the theater, the
implementation of much of his advice proved to be his responsibility also.4
One reason for this situation was the repeated development of unforeseen
circumstances. When, for instance, it was found that mobile X-ray units
would be necessary to amplify the radiologic services provided by overburdened units in forward areas (p. 405), Colonel Allen not only had to supervise their design but also had to deal personally with the various services
4 In retrospect, it seems that all the professional advisers of the theater chief surgeon might
better have been called directors of their various specialties rather than consultants, since the latter
term fails to Indicate that they had administrative and executive, as well as consultative. functions.
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which would procure the equipment, construct the units, and provide personnel for construction and field testing. It should be emphasized again that
the spirit of cooperation on the parts of all concerned greatly simplified this
work. The cooperation of the Finance and Supply Division, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, ETOUSA, was particularly notable.
The various functions just outlined are discussed in detail in this and
the following chapters.

REGIONAL CONSULTANTS
Appointment
By the spring of 1943, well over a year before the invasion of the Continent, it had become evident that the number of hospitals in the European
theater was already so large that the supervision of their X-ray departments
by a single consultant was no longer practical. The Professional Services
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, recognized this situation
in all the specialties, and General Hawley approved the appointment of

regional consultants, who would add their consultant duties to their duties
as chiefs of the X-ray and other departments in their various hospitals.
In recommending medical officers for appointment as regional consultants, Colonel Allen took into account not only their professional ability and
experience but also their adaptability to wartime conditions, their initiative,
and their qualities of tact, diplomacy, and leadership. The following officers
were appointed regional consultants in radiology in Circular Letter No. 98,
issued 30 May 1943 (5): Lt. Col. (later Col.) Magnus I. Smedal, MC, 5th
General Hospital; Lt. Col. Foster C. Rulison, MC, 52d General Hospital;
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Earl H. Gray, MC, 30th General Hospital; Maj. (later
Col.) Jack Spencer, MC, 67th General Hospital; and Capt. (later Lt. Col.)
Frank M. Windrow, 298th General Hospital.
In February 1944, two additional regional consultants were appointed,
Lt. Col. (later Col.) Gibbons W. Murphy, MC, 65th General Hospital, and
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) James B. Hall, MC, 58th General Hospital. These final
appointments provided for a regional consultant in radiology in each hospital
center in the United Kingdom.
After the invasion of the Continent and the resulting expansion of medical activities, the use of regional consultants was extended correspondingly.
In a letter to General Hawley dated 24 October 1944, Colonel Allen listed the
current assignments of regional consultants to base sections as follows:
Loire, Lt. Col. (later Col.) George Gamsu, MC, 19th General Hospital.
Normanwdy, Lt. Col. (later Col.) Earl H. Gray, MC, 30th General Hospital; IA. Col. (later Col.) Magnus I. Smedal, MC, 5th General Hospital.
Seine, Lt. Col. Alfred C. Ledoux, MC, 108th General Hospital.
OkAannl, Capt. Chester P. Widmeyer, MC, temporary.
ONe, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Rolfe M. Harvey, MC, temporary.
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ADSEC (Advanced Section), Lt. Col. Frank M. Windrow, MC, 298th
General Hospital.
United Kingdom, Lt. Col. Joseph C. Rude, MC, 131st General Hospital;
Lt. Col. Foster C. Rulison, MC, 52d General Hospital; Lt. Col. (later Col.)
Jack Spencer, MC, 67th General Hospital; Lt. Col. (later Col.) Gibbons W.
Murphy, MC, 65th General Hospital; Lt. Col. (later Col.) Elmer A. Lodmell,
MC, 103d General Hospital; Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Bernhardt I. Wulff, MC,
83d General Hospital; and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Charles W. Anderson, MC,
192d Gineral Hospital.
The appointment of two more regional consultants on the Continent
early in 1945 for the Brittany and Delta base sections provided consultant
personnel for all nine base sections.
Functions
As the theater expanded, the responsibilities and usefulness of the
regional consultants, both in the United Kingdom and on the Continent,
increased proportionately. The duties of those in the United Kingdom
became especially important after October 1944, when the Professional Services Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, moved to Paris and
the Senior Consultant in Radiology found himself increasingly occupied
with his duties on the Continent.
In essence, the duties of the regional consultants resembled those of the
Senior Consultant in Radiology. They made periodic visits to general and
station hospitals in their prescribed territories in the United Kingdom and,
later, to the hospitals in these categories and to evacuation hospitals on the
Continent. After inspecting the services and advising the radiologists at the
various installations, they reported to the Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, and made recommendations to him.
During 1943 and early 1944, the regional consultants attended periodic
meetings conducted by the senior consultant, at which they formulated plans
and policies for the invasion of the Continent and discussed their other
problems. After the Professional Services Division was moved to Paris, it
was possible for the senior consultant to preside over only one such meeting,
though he made frequent visits to the Office of the Base Surgeon in the United
Kingdom and met the regional consultants in radiology in that section, as
well as the Consultant in Surgery, United Kingdom Base Section.
Regional consultants had to deal with problems of an administrative and
military nature as well as with professional problems. They concerned themselves with the following matters:
1. It was especially important for them to orient newly arrived radiologists In administrative duties and to assist them in establishing a system for handling patients, radiographs, and reports within the hospital during sudden, heavy loads. Without such a
system, the X-ray department could readily form a bottleneck in both the surgical care

and the evacuation of casualties.
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2. Regional consultants aided new radiologists In organizing an instructional program
for technicians that would provide them with training in both professional work and
military discipline.
3. They were especially helpful In securing the transfer of radiographs with patients

(p. 340).
4. They assisted the senior consultant in recommending radiologic personnel for

transfer.
5. They also assisted him in maintaining a high standard of radiography and in
correlating radiology with other specialties.
6. They were useful, Indirectly, in supporting the morale of radiologists.

In addition to these functions, regional consultants were authorized to
recommend temporary duty assignments of radiologists within a group or
center, in order to equalize radiologic work when one or more of the hospitals
seemed overburdened with casualties. They designated the particular radiologist to serve when one was required for detached service outside the center
or had to be replaced because of illness. Requests made to a center for the
names of enlisted or officer personnel to fill quotas for attendance at radiologic
conferences and courses of instruction were usually referred to the regional
consultants for implementation.
COORDINATORS
Because it is admittedly difficult for a radiologist who sees only his own
radiographs to maintain an optimum quality of radiography, the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, advised the use of radiologic coordinators
for each Army. The idea was that these officers would have the opportunity
to compare radiographic quality in many departments and could make suggestions for improvmnent to radiologists whose production was found to be
below standard.
In the First and the Third U.S. Army, radiologists were appointed from
evacuation hospitals to coordinate the X-ray activities of the army while at
the same time they continued their regular duties. For a time, the First U.S.
Army had a full-time coordinator in the person of Colonel Lodmell.
These coordinators, who were appointed in September, October, and
November 1944, performed four useful functions:
1. They carried from department to department Information about procedures and
improvisations which had proved useful.

2. They appraised the quality of radiography and interpretation, both absolutely
and comparatively.
3. They promoted radiologic conferences, especially during rest periods.
4. They established uniform policies for the custody of radiographs.

In retrospect, It seems that a good future source of coordinators would be the X-ray
teams of auxiliary surgical groups provided for In T/O & E 8-500, 18 June 1945, because
these teams moved from hospital to hospital.

LIAISON WITH BRITISH RADIOLOGISTS
In February 1943, shortly after his arrival in the European theater,
Colonel Allen was advised to call upon Brigadier D. B. McGrigor, RAMC,
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Kennieth 1). A..Allen. 11C Seanior Consu1l tanft ill 10Itllf ib'gy ET( PUSA% (left)

anrd C' d. Elliott (C. (Cutlecr, MC, Senijor Consultanat in Surgery. ET( )USA, in thle spring
of 19)44,

Chief Consuiltant in Radiology to the British Army. The first visit to him,
on 26 Mlarch 1943, was followed by many and frequent conferences (fig. 121)
that. resulted in the exchange of information and facilities between the two
mledic~al services and] ill grreat. benefit to the U.S. Army radiologic service.
Duiring 'March, April, and May of 1943, contacts were also made with
P~rof. 1). W. Windeyer, Director, Mfiddlesex and Mount. Vernon Hospitals,
Londlon, and D)r. Ralston P~aterson, D)irector, Therap~eut ic Radiology. Christie
H~osp)ital, Mlanchester. Other contacts were made with Dr. A. E. Barclay,
Consulting Advisor in Radiology to the British Mimist ry of Health. who was
D~irector, X-Ray TRese' -ch. Nuffield Institute, Oxford; It. Col. R. Boulton
Mlyles. RAMC`, , - ..andiflg Officer, Royal Army Medical College X-Ray
School; It. ('ol. Eric Samuel, 1{AMC, Colonel Mlyles' deputy; and Dr. R. E.
Roberts, Liverpool, I [onorary Civilian Consultant. in Radiology to tile British
Army in tile United Kingdom. Still later, conferences were held with Prof.
WV. V. Mlayneordl, Professor of Physics, University of London, and perhaps

the leading X-ray physicist in Great Britain.
Exchange of Services
Liaison with these British radiologists (fig. 122) contributed inestimably
to the comfort and welfare of U.S. soldiers. They gave unstintingly of their
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further evidence of U.S. appreciation.

It read as follows:

For 2 years you have been administering X-ray therapy to American troops of the
U.S. Army. Many scores have been benefited, comforted, and returned to duty by your

expert care.
I, personally, know that the care given our soldiers has been at times a heavy load
when added to your otherwise arduous duties, and I know that you cheerfully and unhesitatingly accepted the responsibility entirely voluntarily when the request was made by
our Senior Consultant In Radiology.
On behalf of the U.S. Army and Medical Corps, I thank you for your great service.

The benefits of this liaison were not, of course, all confined to the U.S.
radiologic service. The British themselves derived both direct and indirect
benefit from it. The U.S. Army, for instance, for more than a year furnished
radiologic service at one Emergency Medical Service hospital, and on several
other occasions, it provided full-time service for 30 days or more at other
British hospitals.
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Linneus G. Idstrom, MC, radiologist at the 116th
General Hospital, demonstrated the miniature X-ray machine he had devised
for training purposes (p. 362) to the faculty of radiology at the British
Institute of Radiology. The British appreciation of this demonstration was
expressed in the following letter, dated 10 July 1945, from the president of
the institute, Dr. Paterson, to the Senior Consultant in Radiology:
As you are probably aware, your Army went to a very considerable amount of trouble
to allow Lieutenant Colonel Idstrom to attend our Leeds Annual Conference for a Demonstration. He put up an amazingly Interesting show, of which he can well be proud and
indeed you can be proud of what was a genuine addition to the programme of the meeting.
Would you convey to the necessary authorities my very best thanks for all that

was done?

Combined Meetings
U.S. Army radiologic officers were invited to attend the 1943, 1944, and
1945 annual meetings of the radiologists of the British Army and of the
Emergency Medical Service of Great Britain. At these meetings radiologic
procedures and developments were reviewed and ideas were exchanged. At
the last of these meetings, held on 16 July 1945, the experience in the European theater of the British organizations and the U.S. Army was pooled.
The reports and recommendations, which were prepared before the meeting,
exhibited little that was controversial in principle. The U.S. Army advocated radiologic service somewhat farther forward than the British, who
agreed in principle, however, with the increased mobility provided in forward
areas by the teams and equipment of the U.S. Army mobile X-ray units and
auxiliary surgical group teams.
Tours of Hospitals
In December 1944, Brigadier McGrigor accompanied the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, on a 960-mile tour of many front and rear U.S.
Army hospitals. In the course of the trip, British hospitals on the Continent
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were also visited. Ample opportunities were thus afforded for comparison
and criticism of the radiologic services of both Armies, as well as for interesting and exciting experiences.
The contacts with Brigadier McGrigor were particularly rewarding.
Thoroughly British in every respect, and a most dignified person, he was
readily adaptable to all circumstances, as evidenced by his willingness to ride
in a jeep and his fondness for U.S. Army K rations. Brigadier McGrigor
had repeatedly requested permission to visit British frontlines, to offer advice
concerning radiology there, but had repeatedly been refused. The arrangement that permitted him to make the tour with the U.S. Army Senior Consultant in Radiology was the solution of this particular problem; he was
correct in his belief that the problems of frontline radiology in both Armies
would be very similar.
On one occasion, Brigadier McGrigor, Colonel Allen, and their 6-foot
driver were halted at a railroad crossing by the French woman guard. The
Brigadier spoke no French, so the senior consultant, of necessity, employed
his own halting and inadequate ability in that language to try to convince
her that they should be allowed to cross the tracks. She was adamant in her
refusal; she had lowered the guard rails and she refused to raise them because,
she said, a train was due any minute. A tedious wait was punctuated by
frequent fruitless attempts to get her to change her mind. When the train
had finally come and gone, the jeep passengers realized that the detonation
they had just heard and the smoke they were observing was from an enemy
buzz bomb which had exploded exactly at the point at which they would have
crossed the tracks if they had been permitted to proceed as they wished.
A similar near-catastrophe was averted by a U.S. Army guard who
refused to allow Brigadier McGrigor and Colonel Allen to proceed to the
last hospital they had planned to inspect. He softened somewhat at the sight
of the Brigadier, who decided, however, to cancel the visit. It was later
learned that the hospital was in the hands of the Germans.

PROTECTION OF RADIOLOGIC PERSONNEL
Development of Building Practices
In March 1943, the Construction Section, Hospitalization Division, Office
of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, directed the attention of the Senior Consultant in Radiology to the resistant attitude assumed by U.S. engineers to the
provision of adequate X-ray protection in hospitals then under construction.
The information induced Colonel Allen, in view of current and pending construction of hospital buildings, to give first priority to this problem over
other pressing problems. In April 1943, after a survey of the X-ray departments of fixed hospitals in the United Kingdom, he established the policy
that X-ray protection of technicians and radiologists should be as thorough
in fixed X-ray facilities in the European theater as it was in civilian institu-
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tions in the United States, and that X-ray departments in forward hospitals
should approach this ideal as far as possible.
The resistant attitude assumed by U.S. engineers was derived from British engineers, who took the position that no lead or barium protection was
necessary for technicians other than that built in the tube head, to stop direct
radiation from the tube. The varying standards of construction were a matter of utmost importance to the U.S. Army, since the British were doing the
actual building of U.S. Army hospitals in the United Kingdom.
The matter came to a head on 4 May 1943, at a meeting in the Royal
Army Medical College X-Ray School. In the argument, which covered every
aspect of the situation, Colonel Allen granted that no harmful results might
accrue to the technicians over a year or two, in spite of secondary radiation
from the patient, but he called to the committee's attention the following
points:
1. Many technicians might decide to continue in this field in civil life.
2. The question of pensions after the war had to be considered.
3. The compensation situation in the United States differed from that
in Great Britain in that all U.S. radiologists were protected for indemnity
against legal proceedings instigated by patients.
By holding firmly to this position, Colonel Allen finally won his point
and the committee issued a statement that "* * * in view of the special
circumstances, the conference agrees that the arrangements for American
X-ray technicians must be left to the discretion of the American Consulting
Radiologist."
Before this meeting, Colonel Allen, with the assistance of the Construction Section of the Hospital Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
had drawn up plans for the protective measures considered essential in hospital construction. In all existing X-ray departments and in those to be
constructed in the future, there were to be partitions of brick or hollow building tile filled with earth. When the division of a 24- by 24-foot radiographic
room was necessary, a brick wall was advised, rather than a wooden partition.
Both brick and tile partitions had undergone extensive testing in U.S. Hospital X-ray departments and had been found to be satisfactorily radiopaque.
To be absolutely safe, however, and to emphasize further the need for protection of personnel, the plans for ETOUSA hospitals included the use of
barium plaster to coat the walls to a height of 6 feet. The plaster was not
mandatory, but was recommended because of its salutary effect on the morale
of X-ray personnel. U.S. insistence on these protective measures, which were
considerably more far-reaching than the British considered necessary, caused
some confusion to the constructing agencies, but all X-ray departments constructed thereafter were protected by the measures described.
In October 1943, after the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA,
had visited the North African theater (p. 419), the following details were
incorporated in the protection policies for forward areas in the European
theater:
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FI(;RLE 123.-Tecthnique of proteetion against radiation. Control stand behind improvisedl lead screen. Beeause lead glass

was not available, a small hole was inade through the lead
placed in the window frame and the technician looked through

it. This was much safer than for him to peer around the edge
of the screen.

1. As much metallic lead sheeting as possible was to be made available
for screens.
2. When metallic lead sheeting was not available, lead rubber aprons,
which were always available, were to be used on improvised wooden frames
to form protective screens to be placed between the patient and the technicians. This type of protection also established distance, a valuable precaution which (lid not exist when technicians wore the aprons. The wearing of
lead aprons was not required except during fluoroscopy.
3. A protective arrangement of X-ray departments and improvised protection of X-ray machines was recommended (fig. 123).
Inspection of hospitals.-A number of visits of inspection were made to
various installatioi,., with the sole purpose of seeing that the protective regimen outlined had been carried out. In July 1944, the annual report of the
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Senior Consultant in Radiology contained the following data and instructions:
1. All X-ray equipment was so constructed as to prevent primary beam
exposure. All protection was against secondary radiation from the patient.
2. Every X-ray department in the United Kingdom Base had bariumcoated walls protecting the darkroom, the radiologists' room, and the technicians' room.
3. All commanding officers had been advised, when and if radiographic
rooms had to be partitioned, to use brick walls down the center, to protect
those in one side of the room from X-rays generated in the other side. Several such walls had been installed.
4. Radiographers were ordered to use the protection available. Each
one was told to prepare a lead protective screen or lead apron at each table
6-feet distant from the patient. No r meters were available for measuring
personal exposure, but film tests were to be made routinely. In some hospitals, routine blood counts were also made.
5. Radiologic consultants were urged to check exposure and protection
at their visits to each installation.
Protection in Forward Areas
The 22 installations visited in the forward areas in July 1944 had all
made serious efforts at protection, though the Senior Consultant in Radiology
noted several times in his official diary that the nearer the front the installation was located, the less satisfactory were protective measures. Their importance was emphasized at all visits, and installations were always inspected
from this point of view. The status of protection in forward hospitals was,
on the whole, consistent with the limitations necessitated by their mobility
and transportation weight requirements.
One of the best and simplest of protective methods consisted of adding
distance from the source of radiation by lengthening the cords to which
timers were attached. Some radiologists, when 6-lead primary cable was
available, separated the whole control stand of the Army Field Unit (No.
96085) from the transformer and placed it behind a wall or protective screen.
On the Continent, the chief difficulty in implementing protective measures was that the original plans for an early change from tents to prefabricated huts did not materialize, and more individual screening was therefore
necessary. Whenever an existing building was utilized, there was, of course,
a problem of protection peculiar to that special installation. A 6-inch European type brick wall furnished reasonable protection.
Later Protective Techniques
On 31 December 1944, Circular Letter No. 149 was issued outlining the
fundamental principles and techniques of protection for patients and X-ray
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workers (6). At that time, the perinissible X-ray dose per radiologist or
technician was considered to be 0.3 r per week. There was, however, no
apparatus to measure the dose. The use of dental film badges was recommended.
On 18 February 1945, Col. S. B. Hays, MC, Chief, Finance and Supply
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, sent a letter to base surgeons advising them that sufficient lead sheeting was now available in their
respective sections "to allow a maximum issue of 3 units per hospital."
In July 1945, the protective measures established in 1943 in rear area
hospitals were still in effect. Hospital center inspectors, whose comments
were often arbitrary and based upon inaccurate or incomplete technical knowledge, were requested to confer with radiologic consultants before making
recommendations or decisions concerning X-ray protection in future construction. The request was not generally effective, though an occasional
cooperative inspector discussed the situation with a regional consultant or
a hospital radiologist. Protection is an important point to bear in mind in
radiologic preparations for a future war.
Rotation of Personnel
As the war progressed, another measure for protection of personnel was
instituted; namely, their rotation from forward to rear areas. This practice,
combined with the protective measures described, was extremely effective.
Of the more than 400 radiologists who served in the European theater,
only 1 is known to have suffered from the effects of excessive exposure to
X-ray. He was the radiologist of an evacuation hospital that had been active
in the North African, Sicilian, and Normandy campaigns. Routine fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies was the practice in this hospital, and it
was not unusual for him to remain in the fluoroscopic tent for several hours
daily without relief. Radiologic consultants had been unable to prevail upon
the commanding officer and the surgical staff to utilize anteroposterior and
lateral radiographs instead of fluoroscopy for foreign body localization in
this hospital. In November 1944, after several months of the kind of work
described, the radiologist was admitted to a general hospital in the United
Kingdom with anemia, and later he had to be returned to the Zone of
Interior.
HANDLING OF RADIOGRAPHS
Identification
Upon the advice of the Senior Consultant in Radiology, the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, in March 1944, directed that all X-ray films be identified
by the patient's name, rank, and serial number, and the date and name of
the hospital at which they were made.
Lead letters and lead numbers, used to mark films, were easily and
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FIouRE 124.--Flash-box technique of identifying radiographs. A. Cassette with
lead mask 5 by 6.5 cm., which prevented exposure of this area of film. B. View of

flash box from above: Door (a), doorjamb (b), clear film (c), glass (d), aperture
In table (e), tabletop (f), filter (g), light (h), light-tight box (i),
(j), and guide (k). C. Cross section of flash box.

toggle switch

quickly lost, and the problem of keeping an adequate supply was extremely
difficult in the European theater. Some radiologists used hand-whittled lead
numbers. Some used the soldiers' identification tags. Some met the problem
by having their hospital dental departments make lead markers for them, by
making molds of plaster of Paris and pouring molten lead into them. Considerable experimentation was required to produce a properly shaped form
from which the cold lead numbers could be removed without splitting it.
Other radiologists preferred to use a flash box (fig. 124), which would
be readily improvised from materials at hand (7). While techniques varied,
the following method was more or less typical:
To provide space on the film for the identification data, one corner of
each cassette was protected from exposure while the radiograph was being
made by a lead sheet (5 by 6.5 cm.) held in position by adhesive strips. The
flash box was constructed by making a hole in the protected corner in the
darkroom tabletop of the same size as the lead sheet. This hole was then
covered by a piece of glass, 7 by 6 cm., countersunk to make it level with the
tabletop. Above the glass was a drop-type door, hinged with adhesive tape,
and of the same size as the glass. When this door was lowered, the glass
was completely covered. A ruby or ordinary light bulb (15 watt) was
attached beneath the table in a suitable light-tight box and was activated by
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a switch mounted on the tabletop. The bulb was energized by the general
lighting system or by flashlight batteries.
The identification information printed on a slip of paper was passed into
the darkroom along with the cassette and placed on the glass cover. The
cassette was then opened and the unexposed corner of film was fitted accurately over the slip of paper. After the hinged door was closed the light was
flashed on, and the information on the paper was thus recorded on the fim.
The exposure time depended upon the type of bulb used. If reversed carbon
paper was used under the identification slip, the shadow of the transmitted
data was much blacker.
The flash-box technique was the most satisfactory of all methods of
identifying radiographs. A single handling was all that was necessary. The
data became a permanent part of the film. The fact that the lead markers
were permanently placed on the cassette was a great help in determining the
right and left sides of the film when the usual markers had been forgotten
or misplaced. The technique was practical in both evacuation hospitals and
mobile X-ray units. It was time-saving, and those who used it described it
as foolproof. It was so successful, in fact, that its use might well have been
made routine.
Transfer of Radiographs With Patients
Radiographs are an integral part of a patient's clinical record. Theoretically therefore they should be handled like all other clinical records, being
plainly marked, first of all with the patient's name, rank, and serial number,
and the date and hospital at which they were made.
In civilian practice, the handling of roentgenograms does not present
much difficulty. In military practice, numerous problems arise because of
their variable size, their ready destructibility, their peculiar clinical value,
and the frequent movement of patients from hospital to hospital.
In World War II, it was found impossible to depend on regular medical
record procedures to assure the maximum usefulness of radiographs. It was
equally evident that to handle them in a way that would assure their maximum usefulness and that would permit them to be readily utilized in the
speedy triage and evacuation of patients, special procedures and special directions would be necessary. In order to standardize these procedures, it was
necessary to issue instructions concerning them from the Office of the Chief
Surgeon, Headquarters, ETOUSA.
Development of policies.-The problems involved in the handling of
radiographs had several aspects:
The first problem concerned the large numbers of films which had accumulated in each X-ray department because the patients on whom they had
been made had died or had been returned to duty from the particular hospital. In view of the possible postwar value of these radiographs in adjudicating disability claims, a letter was addressed to The Surgeon General on
23 January 1944, requesting instructions for their handling and disposal.
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A direct reply from Lt. Col. (later Col.) Byrl R. Kirklin, MC, Consultant
in Radiology, Office of The Surgeon General, directed that all accumulations
of films be disposed of at the end of 90 days except those of historic and
scientific interest. Hospitals and dispensaries in the European theater were
given these instructions, which proved most useful in clearing X-ray departmental files in preparation for D-day.
The second problem concerned the handling of radiograms of patients
still in hospitals or destined for transfer to other hospitals.
Before D-day, hospitals were encouraged to keep all such roentgenograms
filed in the X-ray department, where they would be readily accessible to all
who needed them. The policy was not popular with some orthopedic and
other surgeons, who preferred that radiographs be kept on the wards. Central filing was the logical procedure, however, as long as the number of
patients was limited and the date of their discharge or evacuation could be
predicted.
After D-day the situation was very different. It soon became evident
that in fixed hospitals in which large numbers of casualties were being
received and evacuated, the most efficient plan was to keep the roentgenograms with which the X-ray department had finished, on the ward with the
patients. Here they would be ready for immediate use by the ward surgeon
and the consultants, and even more important they would be available for
transfer with the patients.
This reversal of policy caused a certain amount of confusion, as well as
considerable criticism of the Senior Consultant in Radiology, because he had
first directed that radiographs be kept filed in X-ray departments and then
had directed that they be kept by the patients' beds. The changed policy,
of course, was simply another instance of the flexibility required to meet the
changing conditions of war. Adaptability to circumstances was quite as
necessary a quality in the medical officer as in other military personnel.
The filing of X-rays on wards placed three responsibilities upon the chief
of service or the ward officer: The X-rays had to be preserved against loss
or damage. They had to be returned temporarily to the X-ray department
when the patient required further roentgenologic study. Finally, they had
to be transferred with the patient. The usefulness of radiographs on the
ward was increased by the requirement that a copy of the radiologist's report,
other than the copy in the field medical record, be attached to all envelopes
containing radiographs, so that the report would always be immediately
available to medical officers when they made their rounds.
Colone! Allen had always believed that roentgenograms should accompany individual patients as they progressed from the frontline to the Zone
of Interior. How to accomplish this he took under serious consideration after
a visit he made to the British and U.S. sectors in North Africa in September
1943 (p. 419). Even after a long military experience, the British Consultant
in Radiology in that area, Lt. Col. John King, RAMC, was still undecided
as to what plan was best to convey radiographs from the front to the rear
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areas, so that they would be most useful in treatment of the patient in successive hospitals. All methods that he had tried had serious drawbacks.
Colonel Allen finally decided that the importance of having radiographs
accompany individual patients was so great that, if necessary, they should
be tied to casualties who could not care for themselves.s To this end, a campaign of instruction was inaugurated in January 1944. It included administrative memorandums, letters, directives, an article in the ETOUSA Medicel News Bulletin, and, probably most important, frequent inspections.
Only continuous application to the problem throughout the fighting on
the Continent kept patients and their radiographs together. The Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, regarded this objective as among his most
important duties because of the advantages inherent in the plan for both
patients and hospitals.
The regulation that radiographs should move with the patient was based
on the practical consideration that the films were useful from the moment
they were made until his treatment was concluded in the Zone of Interior.
All of them were helpful, but those made in forward areas were, on the
whole, more valuable than any others. They not only supplied valuable diagnostic information, they also furnished officers assigned to triage in services
of supply hospitals with accurate information useful in sorting patients,
especially when large convoys were received. The films also presented graphically to surgeons in rear hospitals the conditions that had confronted surgeons in the forward hospitals in which the casualties were first received.
The radiographs that traveled with the patients thus fostered a continuing
policy of medical care and also engendered a better comprehension of the
treatment that had been instituted in forward hospitals. Finally, movement
of the radiographs with the patients saved repeated and unnecessary examinations, thus sparing them discomfort, conserving scarce materials, reducing
costs, and also reducing the need for litter bearers, who, as noted elsewhere,
were always in short supply.
At first, the campaign to have radiographs accompany patients was not
more than 65 to 75 percent successful. Oddly, the best results were achieved
in forward hospitals. As the war progressed the policy became more and
more effective, though it always presented difficulties because of the varying
status of the patients; their definitive disposal and segregation; the different
types of transportation (ambulance, rail, water, and air); and the frequent
changes in medical personnel.
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CHAPTER XI

Personnel and Training
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
OFFICER PERSONNEL
1943
During 1948, the general and station hospitals arriving in the United
Kingdom, as well as those already there when Col. Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC,
Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), assumed his responsibilities, were adequately staffed with
radiologists, at least from a strictly academic point of view. During 1943,
the principal personnel problems faced by the consultant, and later by the
regional consultants, were as follows:
1. The appraisal of the radiologists already in the United Kingdom and those who
arrived during the year, to determine their proper classification and assignment in relation to their abilities (so-called vetting).
2. The orientation of these radiologists in military and oversea service.
8. Their instruction in the administration of Army hospital X-ray departments.
4. The military and technical training of X-ray technicians (p. 861).

These responsibilities were carried out at first chiefly by personal visits
to hospitals by the senior consultant and by meetings and conferences. After
the fall of 1943, he was materially assisted in these efforts by the newly
appointed regional consultants (p. 328).

1944-45
On 14 January 1944, a letter from the Office of The Surgeon General
completely changed the personnel picture. It stated that present indications
were that general hospitals sent to the theater after March 1944 would have
"practically no specialists." Estimates suggested that 103 hospitals would
be affected.
The Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, proposed, as a solution
of this problem, that an immediate training program be instituted in the
theater to give nonradiologic medical officers sufficient training to permit
them to serve full time in each general hospital which was without a chief
of the radiologic service It was believed that the first 90 hospitals sent to
845
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the United Kingdom without radiologists could be provided for in this manner. Colonel Allen further suggested that the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
cable a request to the Office of The Surgeon General that all general hospitals
above this number be staffed with a radiologist capable of heading the
department.
In connection with the first of these suggestions, the Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, issued Administrative Memorandum No. 49, on 21 April 1944
(1), directing the commanding officer of each general or 750-bed station hospital in the United Kingdom to select an appropriate medical officer for fulltime duty and training in an X-ray department. Preferably, the officer
selected would have some experience in radiology or some interest in it. As
a result of this training program, it was thought that the radiologic service
in the theater in 1944, in spite of the added load after the invasion of the
Continent, could be maintained on the same high level as the service in 1943.
The general policy was to secure department heads for those general
hospitals that were without radiologists in two ways:
1. By transferring to them experienced radiologists in station hospitals
who had been in the theater for the longest time.
2. By transferring to them capable assistant radiologists in affiliated
hospitals.
The policies just described were also used to compensate for the attrition
that had begun to be a factor in radiologic personnel. By November 1944,
the theater had lost eight of its best radiologists, some of them chiefs of
services, because of such conditions as cardiac disease, hypertension, epilepsy,
anemia (p. 338), and peptic ulcer. All but two of the eight had been in
the theater for 18 months or longer.
Other problems confronting the radiologic consultants had to do with
the qualifications of radiologists who had arrived in the theater. By the end
of 1944, 35 general hospitals had arrived with chiefs of service who were not
qualified for their assignments. Other hospitals had departmental heads who
needed considerable support from the Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, and the regional consultants. Finally, five hospitals had chiefs
of radiology who were able to retain their assignments only by virtue of the
capabilities of their assistants.
Professional Classification
MOS classification. -- On 1 December 1944, the qualifications of all radiologic officers in general and station hospitals who had been in the theater
long enough for classification were appraised according to the Adjutant
General's Qualification and Appraisal Rating, which prescribed the basis for
determining the proficiency rating of officers.
This appraisal resulted in the following distribution of ratings:
A (professorial qualifications), 4, all in general hospitals.
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B (certified by the American Board of Radiology), 43, 41 in geDeral
and 2 in station hospitals.
C (eligible for Board certification), 99, 76 in general and 23 in station
hospitals.
D (completed at least 1 year residency training), 74, 57 in general hospitals and 17 in station hospitals.
Other radiologic officers in general hospitals, including some assistants
and other personnel trained under the provisions of Administrative Memorandum No. 49, were all classified as "partly trained" and were rated below D.
A list of these below-D officers was constantly kept current, for presentation
to the Training Section, Troop Movements and Training Branch, Operations
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, whenever opportunities for
training arose. It was later submitted to the Redeployment Branch, Personnel Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, with suggestions as to
how officers with such a limited amount of training could be used.
Generally speaking, the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA,
apparently classified radiologists by lower professional ratings than did his
counterparts in other theaters. He did, however, certify all radiologists with
MOS ratings of C to the theater chief surgeon as capable of serving as chiefs
of the X-ray section in any general hospital. Most class B radiologists were
also qualified to serve as such; the latter group therefore were placed on the
list of eligibles from which consultants were selected whenever replacements
were necessary because of attrition or redeployment.
It shortly became obvious that radiologists in evacuation hospitals should
have an MOS rating, and a corresponding proficiency rating, of at least
D 3306. Before these ratings became official policy, there were too many
occasions on which it was necessary for experienced surgeons in these hospitals to point out to inexperienced radiologists instances in which the interpretation of films had been incorrect or in which the condition under investigation had not been depicted clearly because of faulty radiography.
In the spring of 1944, because of the proposed differentiation and specialization of medical services to Ix. endered by general and station hospitals
after the invasion, it became necessary to classify radiologists in the theater
not only according to their MOS ratings but also according to their specialized radiologic abilities. The classification and reassignment of radiologists
so that their specialized abilities would parallel the proposed segregation of
casualties, though held to the lowest practical minimum, continued after
D-day and to the termination of hostilities. These duties occupied a great
deal of the time and attention of the Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, who had the assistance, at all times, of at least one of the regional
consultants. The number of qualified radiologists was limited, and those
available had to be so distributed as to maintain the same professional level
as that of other specialists in any given hospital. This required careful
appraisal of each of them, as well as frequent consultations with senior consultants in other specialties.
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Until 6 June 1944, the radiologic specialists destined for forward assignments did very little radiology, but all of them were thoroughly oriented
and prepared for their duties on the far shore.
In June and July 1944, when casualties began to be received in large
numbers in the United Kingdom from the Continent, unpredicted and unexpected changes in evacuation policies by the Evacuation Branch, Operations
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, brought about changes in
the duties of specific hospitals and greatly increased the difficulties of providing specialized radiologic care in ophthalmology, neurosurgery, and other
specialties. Better coordination between all divisions of the Chief Surgeon's
Office finally ended these difficulties.
Changes of Assignment
By the end of 1944, the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, had
found it necessary to make 70 major transfers of radiologic personnel. These
transfers were necessary:
1. To maintain a proper level of professional care in hospitals in the
communications zone.
2. To furnish forward areas with badly needed radiologic officers.
3. To allot officers specially qualified in certain aspects of radiology to
hospitals designated to receive casualties who required specialized care, such
as neurosurgical and ophthalmologic casualties (p. 347).
These 70 transfers were divided as follows:
19 assistant radiologists transferred from general hospitals to serve in
station hospitals.
14 assistant radiologists transferred from general hospitals to serve as
chiefs of service in other general hospitals.
21 radiologists transferred from station hospitals to serve as chiefs in
general hospitals.
16 chiefs of service or assistant radiologists in station and general hospitals to serve in evacuation hospitals and auxiliary mobile X-ray units.
Each change, it should be emphasized, required another change to compensate for it, and still other shifts were necessary as a result of having to
send radiologic officers to forward hospitals without replacements in kind
for them.
Rear hospitals became a source of selection and exchange of radiologic
officers needed to staff the X-ray departments of forward hospitals. The
transfers were difficult to accomplish. Continuous persuasion was required
to prevail upon the Personnel Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, to make radiologic officers in rear areas available for hospitals
in the Army Zone. Resistance to such changes of assignment was particularly notable in the March-June 1944 period. Originally, also, there was
considerable competition between rear and forward hospitals in securing
radiologists for their units, although it eventually subsided as the realization
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grew that rear areas should supply forward units with personnel rather than
compete with them for personnel.
Utilization of Radiologists
Use of radiologists for nonradiologic assignments.-It was the established, and generally followed, policy of the Personnel Division, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, to assign specialists according to their MOS rating. In several instances, however, during the late spring of 1945, commanding officers of hospitals assigned officers with an MOS 3306 (radiologist)
rating to positions that could have been filled by officers with a classification
of MOS 3100 (medical officer, general duty). For example, one general
hospital, for a period of many months, had three radiologists, two of whom
spent the major portion of their time in nonradiologic duties. Efforts to
move at least one of them to an evacuation hospital in which a radiologic
officer was badly needed were resisted by the commanding officer. Not until
weeks later, when their redeployment orders were received, was it possible to
get these two officers back into radiologic assignments in other hospitals.
The radiologist with a B rating, who had carried most of the X-ray work
for the evacuation hospital just mentioned, was so exhausted when the time
for his redeployment came that, though he had a low score, he could not be
directly redeployed.
Radiologists in general hospitals.-It was Colonel Allen's observation
that a general hospital in the European theater with a daily average of 600
or more patients needed two full-time radiologists because of the nature of
the workload, the necessity for training technicians, and the importance of
occasional escape from the detrimental effect of X-rays. In spite of the
shortage of medical officers and the tendency of certain commanding officers
to allot key specialists to nonspecialist assignments within the hospital or to
resist demands for lending them on detached service, statistics derived from
291 quarterly reports from 125 general hospitals showed that commanding
officers kept an average of 1.8 radiologists in their X-ray sections at all times.
This policy was in striking contrast to the practice of the occasional commanding officers who insisted that a single radiologist do all the departmental
work.
Radiologists in evacuation hospitals.-After the invasion of the Continent, there was a continuing need for additional personnel to supply the
insistent calls for radiologic service from forward hospitals and surgical
teams. Observation of forward hospital X-ray departments during heavy
engagements in Normandy convinced the Senior Consultant in Radiology
that not more than half enough radiologists and X-ray technicians had been
authorized for them. When these hospitals began to function, their X-ray
departments usually had to be operational for 24 hours a day, and a single
officer could not possibly handle such a load. Another reason for the assignment of a second officer was that technicians could not be left without super-
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vision for 12-hour periods when battle casualties were being received. At
the end of the war, it was firmly established that at least two radiologic
officers were necessary in 400-bed evacuation hospitals, as well as in 750-bed
hospitals, because of the greater turnover of patients in the smaller hospital.
One of the radiologists should be an experienced officer, with a rating of C
or D, and the other an assistant with at least 41/2 months' training in an
Army radiology school in the Zone of Interior (p. 30), or with equivalent
civilian training. Even when three mobile auxiliary X-ray units were on
call to augment hospital X-ray departments, each 400-bed evacuation hospital still needed two radiologic officers.
Many commanding officers, realizing the need themselves, arbitrarily
assigned two full-time radiologists to their X-ray departments. Quarterly
reports from 12 evacuation hospitals, for instance, showed an average of 1.7
radiologic officers in these hospitals, in spite of the shortages of radiologic
officers and the lack of provision for a second officer in their tables of
organization.
Radiologists in field hospitals.-Assignments of radiologic personnel to
field hospitals were made chiefly by commanding officers who selected, arbitrarily, the man in each unit who seemed best qualified to perform these
duties. The situation was difficult. The supply of qualified radiologists in
the theater was not large enough to permit radiologic coverage of each of
the three platoons; they were too widely separated and their work was too
diversified.
On the average, from 10 to 20 radiographic examinations were required
in a field hospital during each 24-hour period. In these cases, all that was
usually necessary was routine anteroposterior, and sometimes lateral, radiographs of the thick portions of the body, to furnish the surgeon with a gross
guide to his procedure. The films were usually made without moving the
patient from the litter on which he was brought into the hospital.
Difficult radiologic problems sometimes confronted medical officers in
field hospitals, but they were not numerous, since these organizations received
only nontransportable casualties. Occasionally, the X-ray department of a
field hospital was also called upon for a certain amount of outpatient care
from neighboring combat units.
Although attempts were made to furnish field hospitals with the most
capable possible technicians, this plan did not solve the personnel problem,
for a technician generally became less efficient without a radiologic officer to
supervise his work. The best plan, on the whole, was to provide a field
hospital with at least one surgeon who had some knowledge of radiography.
A surgeon who had completed a course at one of the schools of radiology in
the United States was an ideal assignment for the staff of a field hospital.
It had been expected that a radiologist from an auxiliary mobile X-ray
team would occasionally be sent to a field hospital unit from Army headquarters, but only a single such instance came to the attention of the Senior
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Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA: On the near shore, just after D-day,
an X-ray team furnished invaluable service to the beach platoon of the 50th
Field Hospital, which received casualties from cross-Channel boats coming
back from Normandy.
Military Rank and Administrative Status
On 29 September 1944, the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, invited recommendations for promotions, and, on 7 October, the Senior Consultant in
Radiology, ETOUSA, recommended the promotion of 23 majors to lieutenant
colonel, of 37 captains to major, and of 24 first lieutenants to captain. The
basis of his recommendations was that the current ranks of the officers in
question were generally lower than their qualifications warranted and were
also lower than tables of organization permitted. The promotions which
resulted had an excellent effect on morale.
As of 1 January 1945, the X-ray departments of 126 general and 43
station hospitals were staffed by 15 lieutenant colonels, 70 majors, 120 captains, and 46 first lieutenants. This was a total of 251 radiologic officers.
The Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, and his regional consultants were occasionally confronted with difficulties arising from the fact
that the radiologist, especially in station hospitals, was administratively
assigned under either the medical or the surgical chief of section. Some confusion and inefficiency resulted from this chain of command. There were no
such difficulties in hospitals in which the radiologist served directly under the
commanding officer or under the chief of professional services. The senior
consultant had early come to the conclusion that, since the department of
radiology served all the special sections in the hospital as well as the medical
and surgical services, the radiologist should appropriately be rated as a chief
of service and should be directly responsible to the commanding officer or
the chief of professional services.
The confusion could easily be understood. In Technical Manual 8-260
(2) it was recommended that the radiology service be directly under the
commanding officer in general hospitals, and most, though not all, commanding officers followed this policy. The situation in station hospitals was
confused by the fact that the manual indicated in one place that the radiologist should be assigned to the surgical service and in another that he should
serve directly under the commanding officer. Nothing was said about his
administrative status in evacuation or field hospitals.
Most of the difficulties concerning hospital status were encountered before
April 1944. There were few hospitals in which, when the matter was brought
to their attention, the commanding officers did not cheerfully concur in the
policy of giving radiologists equal status with the chiefs of medicine and
surgery.
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Rotation
On 30 November 1944, the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA,
recommended in letters to Army surgeons, through channels, that radiologists in certain forward areas and in auxiliary mobile X-ray units should
be rotated for 60 days with selected radiologists in station and general hospitals. Rotation had several advantages. It enabled both groups to become
acquainted with each other's problems. It provided much needed rest for
hard-pressed forward personnel. It removed them from assignments of
considerable X-ray exposure. Finally, it aided in a more universal adherence
to the policy that their radiographs should accompany all patients from
forward hospitals to the Zone of Interior (p. 340).
A similar policy of rotation was later approved by General Hawley for
all medical officers.
By the latter part of 1944, there were 25 or more radiologists who
needed to be rotated because of exhaustion; some of them required permanent assignment to the Zone of Interior. The attrition rate (p. 346) was
rising, but by the policy of rotation many could be salvaged for service in
the theater. At least 12 of the recommended rotations are known to have
been accomplished.
Redeployment
The problems involved in redeployment in the summer of 1945 caused a
great deal of concern, for several reasons, to all the consultants in the Professional Services Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. These
problems were:
1. Specialists with adjusted service rating scores or points that were low
within their particular base section but that were not low for the theater as a
whole were alerted for direct redeployment to the Pacific areas, regardless of
their physical status.
2. The professional balance of hospitals to be redeployed was not taken
into consideration by the officers in charge of redeployment.
3. As a result of the policies employed, some hospitals remaining in the
theater did not have sufficient personnel to care for the remaining caseload
and the new patients likely to be received.
To remedy these problems, the Senior Consultant in Radiology made
the following recommendations to the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA:
1. That all radiologists of the theater be scored centrally by comparative service
scores for redeployment to the Pacific, to obviate the possibility of inequities due to
varying assignments within the theater where "points" were computed differently.
2. That all assignments for direct radiologic redeployment be scrutinized by the
Senior Consultant in Radiology who knew of certain men regardless of score who were
too war-weary (and yet without physical profile D) to hold up in another foreign theater,
but who would render good service in the ZI, which was short of radiologists. A list of
such officers was given to the redeployment section.

3. That every precaution be taken to insure that the thousands of patients stiU in
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ETO hospitals, and the hundreds being admitted, continue to be served by expert radiologic care.
4. That hospitals be permitted to treat patients until within thirty days of the time
the hospital was scheduled to move and thus shorten the many weeks in staging areas

Even if all of these suggestions had been fully implemented, general
hospitals destined for the Pacific would have lacked the balance and the
high level of professional qualifications achieved in the European theater by
the careful appraisal and assignment of personnel by the consultants in the
Professional Services Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. The
officer sent to the European theater as Chief of Redeployment, a pharmacist
by training, made arbitrary decisions on matters in which he was not qualified
to judge, generally refused to accept advice from those professionally qualified to advise him in these matters, on occasion disregarded telephone orders
and other orders from his superiors, and created a great deal of confusion
and bitter feeling. As a result, too little attention was paid to professional
qualifications and hospital needs in redeployment, and many hospitals were
ordered to the Pacific staffed with war-weary medical officers, many of them
radiologists, whose physical condition and length of service entitled them to
return to, and assignment in, the Zone of Interior.

TRAINING OF OFFICER PERSONNEL
Orientation
Because many of the radiologists in the theater were young and inexperienced, it was necessary to provide refresher courses for them in their specialty, as well as to provide for their orientation not only in military service
but in military service overseas.
AS part of the orientation of newly arrived radiologists, the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, or a regional consultant visited them in
their departments, to instruct them in the details of oversea service, in mili-

tary roentgenology, and in the use of foreign-made equipment (p. 370). The
radiologists were also required to attend group meetings, where they listened

to talks and engaged in discussions.

Beginning in the fall of 1944, meetings

to discuss current problems were held more often.

These meetings were

generally held in base sections and were presided over by regional consultants
when Colonel Allen could not be present (p. 355).

Training in Pritish Hospitals
By personal arrangements between the Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, and Dr. A. E. Barclay, Consultant in Radiology to the British
Ministry of Health, plans were consummated to permit selected U.S. radiologists to receive training ii. six or seven outstanding British radiologic centers. These courses lasted for 21 days each.
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Refresher courses consisting of 48-hour observation tours under the personal tutelage of Brigadier D. B. McGrigor, RAMC, Chief Consultant in
Radiology to the British Army, and Lt. Col. R. Boulton Myles, RAMC,
Commanding Officer of the Royal Army Medical College X-Ray School,
were carried out at that school from December 1944 until September 1945.
The officers to attend these courses, which were highly instructive and extremely popular, were designated by the respective base surgeons, who were
requested to bear in mind in their selections the importance of cordial liaison
with the British. The selection of students was excellent and these courses
aided markedly in cementing the already fine relationship between British
and U.S. radiologists (p. 330). Two other officers were assigned for 30 days
each to temporary duty in the X-ray department of the British Schenley
General Hospital.
The correspondence, directives, and reports of arrangements for these
courses appear in detail in the final report of the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA (p. 325).
Arrangements were underway for providing training, of the kind just
described, in Belgium and France during the summer of 1945 but were discontinued when the war in Europe ended on 8 May.1 Training opportunities
were sought in Sweden by Capt. Martha E. Howe, MC, who visited several
radiologic centers in that country as a deputy of the Senior Consultant in
Radiology. She found no opportunities for training because the Swedish
radiologists, overmodestly, believed that, having been out of touch with world
radiology for some time, they were not competent to offer any instruction of
value.
Training in U.S. Hospitals
During 1943 and the spring of 1944, resident training was offered to
selected officers who had had at least 1 year of radiologic experience by transferring them to U.S. general hospitals for 30 days of instruction under outstanding radiologists.
It was found that the best assignment for radiologic students with less
experience (those who had completed the 6-weeks' intensive course at a radiologic school or who had had 4½2 months of Army training) to begin their
active war service was either in general hospitals, as assistant radiologists,
or in field hospitals. It was preferable that those assigned to field hospitals
be qualified also in medicine or surgery. There was not sufficient radiologic
work in a field hospital to occupy a radiologist full time (p. 350).
All resident training was suspended just before V-E Day except for
radiologists taking part in the 60-day rotation program.
1 Au a matter of fact, It would have been relatively simple, and highly profitable, to assign
officers to take these courses, but the officer In charge of redeployment could not be convinced of
the professional wisdom of such assignments and the extraordinary opportunities thus offered and
unlUkely to be repeated.
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Plans for Postwar Training
In the spring of 1945, extensive plans were made for a continuation of
the resident training program in U.S. hospitals after the cessation of hostilities in the theater. A complete list of prospects for radiologic training was
forwarded to the Training Section, Operations Division, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, with the officers on it classified professionally into MOS
categories. Colonel Allen advised that no officer with less than a year's experience in radiology be considered eligible for this type of training if it
entailed moving him from his station. He also advised that class C and class
D radiologists from forward areas be sent to U.S. Army general hospitals in
which radiologists classified as A and B were on duty. Because of the confusion of redeployment, few transfers had been effected under this program
by 1 August 1945.
Professional Meetings
Theaterwide meetings.-It had been the hope of the Senior Consultant
in Radiology, ETOUSA, that he could hold a general radiologic meeting at
least once every 6 months before D-day, to be attended by all radiologists in
the United Kingdom Base. Because of transportation difficulties, however,
and the difficulty of billeting the officers in London, only two such meetings
could be convened.
The first meeting of the entire radiologic officer personnel in the theater
was held on 22 May 1943, at the !Iritish Institute of Radiology, 32 Welbeck
Street, London, in the area to which medical men had moved when Harley
Street was bombed. Twenty-two radiologists were present.
Brigadier D. B. McGrigor, RAMC, Consultant in Radiology to the
British Army, discussed the standardization of X-ray equipment in wartime.
His talk was of great assistance to the U.S. Senior Consultant in Radiology
in solving the difficult problem of reconciling U.S. radiologists and technicians, many of whom had been highly resistant, to the use of British X-ray
equipment (p. 370).
The second of these meetings, for which orders were issued for all radiologists "who could be spared." was held on 7 December 1943 and was attended
by 56 radiologists (fig. 125). The chief of the Supply Division, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, Col. Walter L. Perry, MC, and two members of
his staff discussed the general problems of X-ray equipment, especially procurement and distribution.
At bath of these meetings, both military and professional problems in
the theater as a whole were discussed by Brigadier McGrigor, Colonel Allen,
and others. Both meetings were of great value in the training program.
Other meetings. -Beginning in 1944, the various base sections and hospital centers conducted all-day conferences for the radiologists of the hospi-
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tals within their jurisdiction, for the purpose of orientation and training and
for the discussion of general and current problems, as follows:
9 May 1944 ----------------

Salisbury, England. At this meeting, the 5th General
Hospital, to celebrate the end of its first year in the

European theater, presented excellent and instructive
medical exhibits and demonstrations, including X-ray
exhibits (fig. 126).

6 June 1944 ---------------

15 November 1944

96th General Hospital, Malvern, Worcester, England (during this meeting word came that the invasion had
begun).
53d General Hospital, Malvern, Worcester, England.

2 February 1945 -----------

Cherbourg, Normandy, France.

20 March 1945 ------------26 March 1945 -------------

Reims, France.
Litge, Belgium.

The experience being acquired by radiologists in the field was reflected
in the subjects discussed at the meetings held after D-day as compared with
those before it, when the agenda was concerned primarily with the plans and
policies for the invasion. After D-day the discussions concerned such matters as evaluation of evacuability and transportability of patients in terms
of X-ray evidence; the function of the X-ray department of a hospital in
relation to triage; the morale and rotation of X-ray personnel; the handling
of radiographs of evacuated casualties and such diagnostic problems as foreign bodies in the thorax near the cardia; the morbidity of sarcoidosis, a
number of cases of which had been observed, especially in Negro troops; and
the possibility of increased morbidity of tuberculosis among U.S. soldiers.
Intrahospital conferences between the various services proved of great
value. They were particularly useful in the early stages of hospital organization, when they fostered mutual understanding and teamwork. Because of
the efficiency and confidence that resulted from frequent communication
between the chief of the X-ray service and the chiefs of other services,
efforts were made to avoid the transfer of hospital radiologists any oftener
than was necessary.

Training Material
Texts on radiology for radiologists and on radiography for technicians
were an essential part of training but were difficult to procure. It was also
difficult to get proper distribution of those which did arrive from the United
States, and requisitions for books which were not on hand were simply not

filled.
Manuals and texts. -Available Army manuals and Sante's "Manual of
Roentgenological Technique" (3) were distributed to all radiologists in rear
area U.S. hospitals. In May 1945, TM 8-280, "Military Roentgenology" (4),
was received for distribution fror, the United States. It is unfortunate that
it did not arrive earlier, for it proved an especially useful guide to technique.
In the meantime, in order to standardize X-ray technique in forward hospitals, the Senior Consultant in Radiology had prepared a manual on X-ray
positioning.

-yt~xllibi ts celebrating first annl1iversary of airrival of .7111,
FIUV126.
G eneral I lispital ill Eiir-olloiri 1heater. Salisbury,, Willshir~e. Emz'-l:iiiul. My 111:18.
SollSenior 4 oTinnlt:int ill Tl'nibrcilosis. ETOUSA.
A. L~t. '4du. 1Theodore I., M1;41--or.
stimlyiii rilest X-ra vs. 1.. Nd:laj. Jack I I. 'Me,vt's. Nl('. hsnnitni ~ radiograp~ihs~isicinis. 1.1. (,ot. !.I'lIgnis 1. Snuila. M
to vis11 hg Iliedhical oflicers antd lBritA p.hy
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Among the texts purchased for U.S. hospitals from the British were "A
Text Book of X-Ray Diagnosis," by Shanks, Kerley, and Twining (5);
"The Radiology of Bones and Joints," by Brailsford (6); and "Positioning
in Radiography," by Clark (7). Because these orders practically depleted
the British supply, the U.S. Army shared its purchases with the British
Army at the request of Brigadier McGrigor, the British Army Consultant in
Radiology.
Professional journals were also poorly distributed. Copies of Radiology
and of the American Journal of Roentgenology and Radium Therapy would
have been most valuable in all station and general hospitals, but they were
seldom received. Units in the field could also have made good use of these
journals, but they moved so often that it did not seem feasible to attempt to
supply them.

X-RAY TECHNICIANS
Assignments
A survey of 71 general and 40 station hospitals operating in the theater
during the summer of 1944 disclosed the following grades and distribution of
X-ray technicians:
In the 71 general hospitals, there were 59 Technicians, Third Grade; 217
Technicians, Fourth Grade; 285 Technicians, Fifth Grade; and 187 Privates
and Privates First Class. This was a total of 748 enlisted men, representing
an average of 10.5 technicians per hospital.
In the 40 station hospitals, there were 29 Technicians, Third Grade;
63 Technicians, Fourth Grade; 108 Technicians, Fifth Grade; and 63 Privates
and Privates First Class. This was a total of 263 enlisted men and represented an average of 6.6 technicians per hospital.
The total number of enlisted personnel in the general and station hospitals, 1,011, represented less than half of the technical X-ray personnel who
served in the theater from the beginning to the end of the war.
At the time that this survey was made, there was an average of 6.2
technicians in four (sampled) evacuation hospitals and an average of 4.7
in three (sampled) field hospitals.
It was the opinion of the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA,
after his tour of forward area hospitals in Normandy, that the tables of
organization for 400-bed evacuation hospitals should be increased by 100
percent for X-ray technicians. Many commanding officers, cognizant of the
work these men were doing, arbitrarily increased the number assigned to the
X-ray department. The four enlisted men officially allotted could hardly
carry the department for 12 hours and could not possibly carry it during the
24-hour periods required when the hospitals were receiving casualties. Even
when technicians from mobile X-ray units were available to relieve the hos-
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pital technicians, a department with fewer than eight enlisted men could
scarcely avoid becoming a bottleneck and delaying initial wound surgery.
When the front was active, after the first 24 to 36 hours, field hospitals
which had only one technician, who had been steadily engaged since the push
began, often found themselves hampered. Some commanding officers, who
realized the specialized nature of X-ray work and the 24-hour service required
in periods of stress, arbitrarily arranged for a second technician, selected
from their organic personnel. In the European theater, X-ray technicians
for field hospitals could be obtained by selecting a trained technician from
the X-ray staff of a general hospital, which was provided with a numerical
replacement who could be trained.
Technicians in field hospitals had less radiologic supervision than in any
other installations. It waw therefore important that they be of the highe8t
Caliber.
On the whole, the X-ray technicians in the European theater rendered
superior service, not only in forward areas, where, as at the 35th Evacuation
Hospital (p. 443). they often had serious difficulties to overcome, but also in
station and genei al nospitals.
Grades
A comparison of the grades of enlisted technicians in the X-ray department with those of technicians in dental and laboratory sections revealed a
decided disparity. The dental and laboratory sections had at least one T/3,
(Technician, Third Class) in the tables of organization. The X-ray department had none, though the chief radiographer of the X-ray department of a
general hospital required training and experience far above that signified by
the rating of T/4 (Technician, Fourth Class).
Many commanding officers of hospitals recognized this disparity and
used their headquarters, surgery, dental, or laboratory allotments to provide
a T/3 rating in the X-ray department. This was done voluntarily in 59
general and 29 station hospitals in the European theater. When the low
grades officially prescribed were adhered to, the effect upon the morale of
these highly trained and efficient soldiers was harmful.
In February 1944, at the request of the Chief, Professional Service
Division, the theater Chief Surgeon personally carried the following question
to the Office of The Surgeon General:
Why does the T/O for enlisted X-ray technicians of station and general hospitals not
include as high ratings as other enlisted specialties?

The recommendation was added that the rating be the same as for sur-

gery, dentistry, and other specialties. On 20 March 1944, the following teleprinter answer was received from Washinpt on:
Rules governing Tables of Organization do .t authorize grades above T/4 for X-ray
technicians. Recommendations for increasing these grades will be initiated by this office.

Very little effect from these recommendations was observed during the

remainder of the war.
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TRAINING OF X-RAY TECHNICIANS
Preliminary Training
The training that X-ray technicians had received in the Zone of Interior
before they arrived in England was generally excellent. It had been carried
out at several Army X-ray schools in the United States (p. 30). The
courses, which were necessarily short, trained large numbers of men to perform essential radiographic procedures. Both theoretical and practical instruction was good, and, when the technicians were assigned immediately to
active hospital units, they performed very well. On the other hand, as Dr.
Cesare Gianturco (formerly Lieutenant Colonel. MC) pointed out in a postwar evaluation of this training, problems arose when the technicians graduated from these schools were assigned to units awaiting oversea orders and
were kept inactive for long periods in staging areas. During these inactive
periods, their recently acquired technical ability deteriorated rapidly.
That this deterioration could be prevented by the exercise of a little
ingenuity was proved by a group of radiologists in hospital units which
staged at Camp Barkeley, Tex. They had no teaching aids available for
several months, but they built a wooden tube stand, which they used with an
ordinary mess table to practice radiographic positioning. This practice, combined with lectures on radiographic theory, kept the technicians in the camp
in readiness for oversea duty. As these radiologic officers showed, limited
training could readily, and profitably, be provided for technicians at camps
at which hospital units were inoperative for periods of time.
Training Overseas
The oversea training of X-ray technicians was a function of radiologists in all hospitals in the European theater. In February 1943, shortly
after his arrival in the United Kingdom, the Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, established the principle that radiography, which may be defined
as the photographic representation of diagnostic evidence, was just as much
the responsibility of the radiologist as was the interpretation of radiographs
and the general direction of an X-ray department. Just as auscultation,
percussion, and other clinical procedures were the professional responsibility
of the internist and the surgeon, so the production of radiographs was the
responsibility of the radiologist. It was only because, for practical reasons,
certain phases of the radiographic procedure had to be delegated to the
X-ray technician that the radiologist was relieved of the responsibility for
personally positioning each patient and personally making all exposures.
This point of view was outlined in Colonel Allen's first annual report
(1943) (p. 325), and it was emphasized by him throughout the war, formally,
by means of meetings and conferences with theater radiologists, and, informally, by discussions with them whenever the opportunity arose.
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Implicit in this point of view concerning the responsibility of the radiologist was the importance of good radiography. Also implicit in it was his
responsibility for the training and continuous education of X-ray technicians.
In his efforts to improve radiography and achieve maxiunmi efficiency, Colonel Allen called attention to the following practical considerations:
1. The radiologist must always be a better radiographer than his technicians.
2. Whenever the situation pe•imitted, the radiologist must spend as much time as
possible in the radiographic room, giving practical instruction in positioning and in the
general principles and technical practices of this specialty.
3. The radiologist must closely supervise the work of technicians in the darkroom,
insisting that they adhere strictly to the specified timing of film development and the
specified temperature of the developing solution.
4. Whenever It was feasible, technicians should be present when their films were
read. This was an excellent plan for improving both the attitude of the technician
toward his work and the quality of his radiographs. Technicians liked this form of
Instruction and found It most useful to have the radiologist criticize the technique used
In special films in terms of changes in time, distance, and kilowatts. in order to improve
contrast and detail.
5. Finally, the radiologist must conduct formal weekly classes in physics and in
various aspects of radiography.

The Senior Consultant in Radiology seldom visited a hospital without
spending from 15 minutes to an hour with the X-ray technicians. Regional
consultants were instructed to do the same. These meetings were always
pleasant. and rewarding experiences. Radiographs were inspected and the
functioning of the department investigated and discussed. There was no
doubt that, the classes and demonstrations described were helpful to the technicians as well as the radiologists and that they played an important role in
improving the quality of radiography in the theater.
Some radiologists had excellent individual methods of training. At the
116th General Hospital, for instance, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) linneus G.
Idstrom, MC, built a miniature X-ray machine on panels as an aid to didactic
fundamental training (fig. 127).
British training.-As noted elsewhere (1p. 332). Colonel Allen arranged,
through the chief radiologic consultant of the British Army. to ,end selected
U.S. technicians to the X-Ray Technicians School at tile Royal Army Medical College (fig. 128) for special instruction and also with the idea of overcoming the extreme resistance they had exhibited toward the use of British
X-ray machines. Each course lasted a week. At first, the technicians

attended in groups of six. Later, the number was increased to 12. In all,
79 keymen attended. Each group was billeted with British soldiers at the
school in London and ate at their mess. Tile courses provided valuable general instruction and also brought about a much more favorable attitude
toward British machines on the part of the technicians.
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FIGuR 127.-Panel demonstration oi wiring and function of selfrectified U.S. field X-ray unit designed for instruction of X-ray technicians. This model, which functioned at a harmless voltage, clearly
showed primary and secondary windings and control and measurement
of current.

EVALUATION OF WORK OF RADIOLOGIC PERSONNEL
The heavy workload of radiologic personnel is mentioned at intervals
throughout this section. It was particularly impressive to this Consultant on
his visits to the forward areas in Normandy in June and July 1944. I)uring
this period, the 2d Evacuation hospital, for instance, averaged 100 patients
per day for 28 days, and other hospitals were carrying equally heavy loads.
Statistics, unfortunately, are incomplete. Only quarterly reports were
required of radiologists, on ETO1SA Form 320. These reports were received regularly from hospitals in the rear areas. but not so regularly from
mobile hospitals in forward areas. The following statistics a re iased oil the
quarterly reports from January 1942 through June 1945 of 291 general hospitals, 288 station hospitals, 12 evacuation hospitals. 25 field hospitals. and
13 dispensaries.
The 1,561,047 X-ray examinations carried out during this period were
divided as follows:
58,202 gastrointestinal examinations.
12,284 gallbladder examinations.
22,646 kidney examinations, plain.
11,796 kidney examinations, excretory.
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12S.-Class of U.S. Army X-ray technicians at Blritish 11tuyal Army
College X-ray School, 14-18 May 1945.
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which had formerly contained barium; and then to set the container, plainly
labeled "Barium Sulphate," aside for future use to plug further holes.
Finally, it was inevitable that the container should later be moved to the
shelf containing other barium and should be administered to four men scheduled for successive gastrointestinal examinations
Fluoroscopic examination on the first of these patients was unsatisfactory because the ingested opaque material was decidedly less opaque than
usual, and more powder was added to the mixture. It was not until after
the same difficulty had been encountered in the next three examinations and
the fourth patient had complained, even more vehemently than the preceding
patients, of the unpleasant taste of the drink that it was realized that something had gone wrong.
An investigation quickly revealed that the powder in the can was not
barium and what had happened became all too evident. Immediate consultations were held with the chiefs of the medical and surgical services. In the
test tube, dilute hydrochloric acid was successful in keeping the plaster of
paris liquid, but successive films showed that the powder had formed a gastrolith in each of the four patients. In spite of the absence of obstructive or
other symptoms, it was decided, on the fourth day, that gastrotomy would
be safer than continued observation, and preparations for surgery were in
train, when another set of films revealed that the gastrolith in at least one
of the patients had begun to break up. Within the next several days, all of
the patients passed all of the plaster, and none of them showed any ill effects
from the experience.
This is, of course, an error that should never have occurred, and it is for
that reason that it is recorded in this volume.2
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CHAPTER XII

Equipment
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
PROCUREMENT OF STATIONARY X-RAY MACHINES
In January 1943, during a visit to the Office of The Surgeon General
en route to ETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), Col.
Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC, the Senior Consultant in Radiology, was informed that, because of the high percentage of breakage experienced in stationary X-ray machines previously shipped to England, virtually no more
high milliamperage machines would be approved for the European theater.'
The information meant that the many additional units required would have
to be obtained from British sources.
When he arrived in England the following month, Colonel Allen further
discovered from the Office of the Chief Surgeon, then in Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, that the supply of small X-ray machines was inadequate.
The Chief Surgeon, however, had already approved the purchase of 337
machines from British manufacturers. Of these, 300 were of the 90-kv.,
30-ma. type (fig. 129). The other 37 machines (fig. 130) were stationary
units which could produce 100 ma. at 100 kv. for short exposures. Cassettes,
film hangers, and X-ray film were also on order from the British.
During March and April 1943, the equipment situation in the United
Kingdom was carefully surveyed. The survey included:
1. An estimate of British ability to deliver. At this time, it seemed that
the machines and equipment oti order could be produced by the scheduled
date and that 200 hand-carry portable X-ray machines (p. 373) could also be
delivered.
2. The attitude of the Finance and Supply Division, Office of the Chief
Surgeon. The attitude of the personnel of this division was one of complete
cooperation and considerable understanding of the radiologic problems. It
was especially helpful in procuring items not on the T/E (table of equipment), such as those required in assembling an auxiliary mobile X-ray unit
(p. 405).

1

A survey made later in 1948. at the X-ray repair depot In England, revealed that breakage
in transport probably did not exceed 15 percent, considerably less than had been at first estimated.
and that the damage was the result, for the most part. of poor packing. Generators suffered morm
breakage than the X-ray machines. A new method of packing generators, devised by the General
Electric X-Ray Corp.. greatly reduced breakage of generators: when the same method wan followed
In packing X-ray machines, they also traveled intact.
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Fiau
12•.-British 90-kv., 30-ma., mobile (not
portable) unit, of which 300 were purchased, was

sturdy and dependable for work on a smooth, level
floor.

3. Present and future equipment needs in the theater. At that time
these needs were related to the preparation for future expansion.
The high hopes that had been raised as to British capabilities when this
survey was made soon changed to disappointment. Production lagged far
behind schedule. By the end of 1943, only 12 of the 37 stationary X-ray
machines that had been ordered had been delivered. This made it necessary
for station hospital X-ray departments to function with only 30-ma. mobile
field units and also made it necessary to establish a policy of sending to
general hospitals all patients who required gastrointestinal and other refined
roentgenologic studies. At the end of 17 months, only 252 machines of the
90 kv., 30-ma. type had been received. Their delivery had required constant official prodding by the Procurement Section of the Finance and Sup-
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the Finance and Supply Division, allotted the most efficient machines to the
general and station hospitals to which the more skilled and experienced
medical officers in all specialties were to be assigned. This meant that many
of these machines went to grouped hospital installations and to centers for
specialized care. By June 1944, all general hospitals in the United Kingdom
had stationary machines of some kind, and, by January 1945, practically all
station hospitals were similarly supplied.
At first, no stationary machines, except a few from the North African
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army, were shipped to the Continent, because
of the transient status of the station and general hospitals there. By August
1945, plans had been completed for all general hospitals on the Continent to
be equipped with these machines if they were to function in any location 90
days or more.

EQUIPMENT OF FOREIGN MAKE
By April 1943, it had become clear that in the European theater, the
X-ray equipment provided would include no fewer than 44 models of X-ray
machines, manufactured by 30 companies. Of these, 20 models were manufactured by six British companies.
Many U.S. radiologists and technicians were frankly reluctant to use the
foreign equipment. Several plans were employed to overcome this attitude:
1. In an article in the 15 June 1943 issue of the Medical Bulletin, Headquarters, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA (1) the Senior Consultant
in Radiology pointed out that the critical supply situation made it necessary
to use British equipment.
2. He made arrangements with Brigadier D. B. McGrigor, RAMC,
Consultant in Radiology for the British Army, for training radiologists and
technicians at the Royal Army Medical College, in order to introduce them
to British equipment. Carefully selected keymen, about 12 in each group,
received instruction in week-long courses during 1944 and 1945. The men
were billeted at the college during the training period. The course consisted
of both academic and practical training in the handling and use of British
X-ray apparatus, chiefly the MX-1, MX-2, and MX-3 machines; the knockdown portable and Mobilax 90-90 "A" and "B" machines; and Solus 90-30.
3. The British manufacturers endeavored to standardize the stationary
machines ordered by the U.S. Army, which were made by three manufacturers, but their efforts, while helpful, did not entail uniformity of technique
or interchange of spare parts.
The hospitals in which the greatest adjustments had to be made in the
use of this conglomerate equipment were among the first sent to the European theater, chiefly the 2d, 5th, 30th, 67th, and 298th General Hospitals; the
3d, 38th, and 152d Station Hospitals; and the 2d Evacuation Hospital.
4. A number of special meetings were held at which equipment was the
principal topic of discussion.
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On 7 December 1943, a meeting of all radiologists in the European theater was held in the British Institute of Radiology in London (p. 355). At it,
the chiefs of supply, the procurement officers, and the radiologic consultants
of both the British and the United States Armies discussed equipment problems with such frankness that thereafter there was increased understanding
and cooperation between X-ray departments of hospitals and the Finance
and Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon. Similar meetings were
convened in the base section headquarters in the spring of 1944.
Meetings were held with the radiologists and supply officers of the First
U.S. Army on 10 February 1944 and with those of the Third U.S. Army on
30 May and 30 June 1944. At all of these meetings, equipment problems
were discussed in detail. Other points stressed by Colonel Allen in his presentations at them dealt with improvising equipment that was not available
and with setting up X-ray departments in tents.
Most of the meetings held in the winter and spring of 1944 were
attended by CWO Claude G. Todd, USA, an exceptionally capable serviceman from depot M-400 (p. 401). He made many valuable suggestions, especially on maintenance of generators, electrical fixtures, and repair of X-ray
equipment in the first echelon.
There were a number of reasons for the shortages of X-ray equipment
in the United States at this time, in addition to general wartime shortages.
Machines were required in far more than normal numbers for (1) the routine
radiographs made on all draftees and inductees, (2) radiographs made in
Army hospitals, some of which would probably not have been ordered in
civilian life, (3) mass radiographic studies, and (4) radiographs made on
combat casualties returned to the Zone of Interior.
In the article prepared by the Senior Consultant in Radiology for the
Medical Bulletin, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, and published in
June 1943 (1), the critical nature of the X-ray equipment situation was
recognized. Colonel Allen wrote:
X-ray equipment, especially machines, processing units, calcium tungstate screens,
metal cassettes, radiographic tables, grids, Bucky diaphragms, lead protective material

are all produced from critical raw war material. Therefore, in the United States,
national regulation agencies have for many months completely controlled the output of
machines to civilians, as well as to the Army. This control is already more stringent
than it is in England.

In the remainder of this article, it was explained that because of the

strict regulation of all material in the United States, compounded by transportation and shipping restrictions, it was mandatory that all X-ray machines and some other X-ray items (except those that accompanied medical
units), be acquired in the United Kingdom. Materials critical in the United
States were also at a premium in England, and X-ray equipment, especially
machines, was difficult to procure.
Finally, it was pointed out in this article that machines which resulted
from standardization of construction on the part of competing manufacturers,
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even though many desirable features were lacking or reduced in number,
were "better than no machines at all," especially if material and manpower
were conserved at the same time. It was also pointed out that "A wide and
equable distribution of a usable machine is preferable to an inadequate supply of more desirable models." The British-made machine did not necessarily please the British radiologists either, but the only adjustment required
by both British and U.S. Army officers was that of the radiologist's technique to the machine available to him.
Technical Considerations
By relating technique to the limitations of the special machine, it was
surprising what good results could be obtained. There was much experimentation at first, especially with machines without milliamperage control.
To compensate for free milliamperage, the milliamperage second total was
controlled by time change.
The British machines had larger focal spots than those to which U.S.
radiologists were accustomed. The resulting reduction in detail was compensated for by increasing the distance of the tube from the film.
Lack of power was the greatest difficulty that had to be overcome, but
even this lack could bo compensated for as, for ir .,ance, in gastric examinations, by foregoing the use of the Bucky diaphra1 mn.
These and other substitutions and impovisations somewhat affected the
photographic quality of films but did i.,(. affect their diagnostic quality.
Many medical officers, however, who were not radiologists believed, at first
glance, that the radiograp, ;c quality was worse than it really was.
Standardization of raiaograpl'ic techniques was achieved by using only
the fundamental positions explained and illustrated in the manual of X-ray
positioning prepared hy the Senior Consultant in Radiology. Textbooks on
radiography (p. J5() were sdpplied to radiologists to guide them in specialrequired positions other than those standardized in the
zed work; .l
ianual.
Only one X-ray department in the theater, at the 109th Evacuation
Hospital, ut',zed the optimum voltage technique. All the other radiologists
voluntarily celected the contrast method.
It was found in the European theater that very heavy development was
necessary, though a single specific cause was never identified. Undoubted
contributing factors were (1) chemicals and minerals in the available supplies of water, and (2) weak or impure developing and fixing powders. That
the composition of the water was one of the factors was demonstrated by the
fact that the use of distilled water diminished the development time required
for equal densities. It did not, however, correct the difficulty.
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PROCUREMENT OF PORTABLE X-RAY MACHINES
By March 1943, it had become apparent that some sort of portable X-ray
machine was mandatory in the European theater, since many casualties would
need bedside X-ray studies. A machine was required which could be taken
down and carried by hand to wards in tents or buildings separated by rough
walks or paths. Mobile machines were not satisfactory for this purpose.
The British machine deteriorated rapidly when moved over cement walks.
The U.S. Army machine (item 96085 in Medical Department Supply Catalog,
1943, used for field fluoroscopy, roentgenography, and superficial roentgenotherapy) had small casters and was difficult to move.
When Colonel Allen found that satisfactory knockdown, hand-carry
portable machines could not be expected from the United States, he requested
procurement on 23 March 1943 of 200 British MX-2 type portable machines
(figs. 131 and 132). He had observed the efficient performance of these
machines under heavy duty in British hospitals in the North African
theater.2
When the order was placed, there was every reason to believe that these
machines would be delivered according to the contract, but again there was
disappointment. By 25 June 1944, only 60 had been delivered, and by the
end of the war fewer than 100 had been received.
In fairness to British manufacturers, it must be remembered that they
were operating under highly abnormal conditions. The country had been at
war for almost 4 years and had been subjected to devastating aerial bombardment. The manufacturers were severely handicapped by shortages of raw
material and of suitable manufacturing facilities, including manpower.
Finally, both production and deliveries were delayed because of the heavily
overtaxed British transportation system.
During the summer of 1944, another effort was made to procure portable machines from the United States but it, too, was unsuccessful. It is
believed that failure to supply Service of Supply hospitals promptly with
hand-carry portable machines was the only serious deficiency experienced in
X-ray equipment during the war.
The lack of portable machines was compensated for in large measure by
improvising dollies of various types (p. 380) and converting the airflow U.S.
table for portable use. Late in the war, half a dozen French portable
machines were recaptured from the Germans and rendered usable by U.S.
X-ray departments.
Because of the difficulty of procurement of this important item, Colonel
Allen recommended on 27 May 1943 that the Medical Supply Catalog include a satisfactory hand-carry portable X-ray machine. No action was
taken on this recommendation during the war.
2 A distinct advantage of the British X-ray machines was that they were built for 50-cycle
electric current, whereas U.S. units were all designed for 60 cycles. The U.S. units were therefore
inclined to heat unless their transformers were provided with very large Iron cores. Cycle changers,
however, were difficult to procure and were not entirely satisfactory when used.
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Fioum 132.-Radiographic examination of head, X-Ray
Section, 7th General Dispensary, London, 1942. The portable equipment is of British manufacture.

PROCUREMENT OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
As early as July 1943, it was recognized that a shortage of film-developing capacity existed in the European theater. As a result, attention was
focused upon the shortcomings of the X-ray field processing unit for darkrooms (item 96115, Medical Department Supply Catalog, 1 June 1943). This
particular unit had several highly undesirable features. One was that it
required 2 feet of space around it on all sides in order to service it. A unit
so designed that the refrigeration unit was outside the darkroom and the
water bath inside the room would have been more satisfactory.
A second undesirable feature of this machine was that the 50-cycle current available in the theater did not properly energize it since it was built
for 60 cycles. The Senior Consultant in Radiology and many of his asso-
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ciates believed that the developing and functioning capacity of this unit
should be expanded. Expansion did not necessarily mean enlarging the
water bath; it was entirely practical, except in hot climates, to place fixing
solutions outside the water bath, if necessary.
To accomplish this objective, British manufacturers were asked to produce 150 stainless steel insert tanks of 10-gallon capacity. On 17 August
1944, 160 inserts of 15-gallon capacity were received, but the material of
which they were constructed had been changed, without consulting U.S. procurement personnel, from stainless steel to galvanized iron. As a result,
before the inserts could be used with processing solutions, their interiors
had to be coated with acid-resisting paint, which had to be renewed every 30
days.
At this point, 300 enamel-lined insert tanks were requisitioned from the
United States. They began to arrive in 90 days and doubled the capacity
for processing films in the hospitals to which they were supplied.

PROCUREMENT OF ACCESSORY EQUIPMENT
AND FACILITIES
By 17 December 1943, after earlier visits to the field and evacuation
hospitals of the Fifth U.S. Army in combat on the Italian front, it became
evident to Colonel Allen that the T/E for X-ray items was deficient in
certain respects. This conclusion was supported by an inspection of the
X-ray departments of the same types of hospitals in the First U.S. Army,
which was then in the United Kingdom. Particularly notable were deficiencies in darkroom tents, cassettes of all sizes, film developing hangers, and
processing (insert) solution tanks. Upon Colonel Allen's recommendation,
the Chief of the Finance and Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon,
recommended increases in these and other items. Later experience showed
that darkroom tents had to be doubled in number and all the other items
trebled. This augmentation was duly accomplished and, by the fall of 1944,
each of the Armies in the European theater was authorized to increase the
T/E's for field and evacuation hospitals accordingly.
The same difficulties arose with British-supplied accessory equipment as
had arisen with the British X-ray machines. By the end of 1943, there had
been no delivery of some items. At this time, of 24,000 film development
holders on order, only 408 had been received. Similarly, only an insignificant
number of the 4,620 cassettes contracted for had been delivered. Most of
those which had been received, moreover, had no screens and were therefore
useless. These delays forced the Finance and Supply Division of the Chief
Surgeon's Office to direct its attention back to the United States in an effort
to procure sufficient equipment to supply the hospitals which would be stationed on the Continent after D-day.
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CRITIQUE OF EQUIPMENT
Darkroom Tents
The darkroom tent furnished in the European theater (item 96175, Medical Department Supply Catalog, 1943; X-ray field unit, tent, darkroom:
used for fluoroscopy and film processing) was not satisfactory for two reasons: It was not lightproof, which meant that it could be used only under
other cover, and it had inadequate ventilating facilities. Some improvement
in ventilation could be gained by reversing the ventilator, so that air would
be forced from, rather than into, the tent, but this was a makeshift, inadequate arrangement. Experience proved that each evacuation hospital and
each general hospital set up in tents, should have two darkroom tents, one to
be used as a darkroom and the other for fluoroscopy.

Grids
On 26 March 1943, the Senior Consultant in Radiology requested the
procurement of 125 British Lucidex grids, on the ground that all X-ray
departments should have a constant supply of this accessory for routine and
bedside radiography. Experience indicated that stationary grids would be
expendable in mobile hospitals in forward areas at the rate of 2 or 3 a year.
The British grid was particularly durable and flexible and would have been
highly desirable but, by the end of hostilities, only 17 of those on order had
been delivered.
Tables
Throughout the war, excellent and dependable service was given from
both types of table units supplied in the European theater (item 96145 in
the Medical Department Supply Catalog for 1 June 1943, X-ray field unit,
table unit: for fluoroscopy, foreign body localization, and roentgenography:
item 96215, X-ray field unit, fluoroscopic, foreign body localization, complete: with table unit). Experience indicated, however, that it would be
advantageous if both tables were of the tilt variety and if each had a small,
light, strong Bucky diaphragm. Another improvement would be to change
the lock handles of the movable apparatus on item 96145 to the opposite side
of the table.
Nearly all X-ray departments improvised light, radiolucent tabletops of
plywood or old plywood doors. These were dropped below the table level
by angle iron braces, to permit sufficient room between a patient in the lateral
position and the fluoroscopic screen.
The foreign body localization appendage was a superb and sturdy piece
of equipment but it was too slow and cumbersome for wartime use.
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Driers
The drier and loading bin combination (item 96055 in Medical Department Supply Catalog, 1943; X-ray field unit, drier, and loading bin combination: complete with air circulator, for field processing unit), which was a
necessary item for all hospitals, gave excellent service. Experience showed,
however, that the drier was more effective when it was used outside the
darkroom in circumstances in which it was impracticable to carry the large
type air vents provided for it.
Experience also showed that some changes in this combination item
would have made it more useful:
1. The top surface of the loading bin should be completely smooth.
2. The drier should be a separate item from the loading bin, so that forward area
hospitals, if they desired, could be allotted this item without the loading bin, which constituted two-thirds of its weight. The lead-lined chest (item 96205, Medical Department
Supply Catalog, 1943; X-ray field unit, chest, film, X-ray) fulfilled the requirement for
filu protection In forward hospitals. The loading bin was therefore not absolutely
essential. The lead-lined chest was an indispensable item, especially in forward area
X-ray departments, but it was a heavy piece of equipment and would be improved by a
mobile base.
3. The drier was 100 percent more effective when it was used with closed drying
racks at each end. These racks had to be improvised.

Generators
During his visit to the Mediterranean theater in the fall of 1943 (p. 419),
and in the course of inspections of tented X-ray departments in the European theater before the invasion, Colonel Allen observed the operation of
the gasoline-powered electric generator (item 96060, Medical Department
Supply Catalog, 1943; X-ray field unit, generator, gasoline, electrical: complete in chest). It could not be relied upon to run for more than 10 hours
out of the 24, and variations in gasoline octane content and lubricating oil
viscosity made its operation uncertain at any time. The solution of this
problem was that two generators instead of one be furnished to each unit of
each field hospital. The recommendation was approved and was implemented
as far as availability permitted.
In the fall of 1944 and the spring of 1945, many hospitals were supplied
with central electric power generators. Experience promptly indicated, however, that each X-ray department should have allotted to it, in addition, an
emergency 5-kv. generator designed for the workload and with more versatile carburation. It also became evident that, as an integrated part of its
manufacture, adequate provision should be made for repacking the generator
since it had to be moved repeatedly. No such provision was made during

the war.
Methods of procuring the greatest service from the 2.5-kw. generators
were the subject of endless discussions. Distribution of the power by impro-
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vised switches, and the length and size of wire runs (table 11, p. 441) required
study and ingenuity. Radiologists were urged to use central power whenever a large hospital generator was available and to use local civilian electric
power whenever it was available in the proper form. The field unit machines
wired for both 115 and 230 volts permitted more frequent utilization of
civilian power.
As these remarks indicate, the X-ray generator supplied to the European theater was not satisfactory. It was undependable, inadequate, and
not readily adaptable to temperature changes, inclement weather, and various types of gasoline and oil. Much credit is due the radiologists and technicians in forward hospitals and auxiliary mobile X-ray units who had to
derive their power from it. It was only by exercising great ingenuity and
infinite patience and by arduous work that thiese X-ray departments continued
to function.
Cassette Changers
Observation in the European theater indicated that the cassette changer
(item 96117, Medical Department Supply Catalog, 1943; X-ray field unit,
processing unit, auxiliary wash tank) had no place in an oversea Army. It
was a bulky, intricate, fragile accessory. Stereoscopic examinations of the
chest were valuable, but they did not justify the weight and fragility of a
plate changer, which could have been replaced by a sturdy single upright
cassette holder. Most hospitals improvised this type of equipment.
Illuminators
The experience in the European theater showed that glass front radiographic illuminators of the fluorescent type (item 60400, Medical Department
Supply Catalog, 1943; illuminator, radiographic: used singly or in batteries
of two or more for viewing films up to 14 by 17 inches) were valuable and,
in spite of breakage, were justified in the equipment of oversea armies. In
addition, a collapsible illuminator, with a rolled, flexible light diffusion
screen should have been provided. This type of screen was found among
captured German equipment (p. 398).
IMPROVISED EQUIPMENT
Even before the combat experience in the European theater, the importance of, and necessity for, improvising radiologic equipment to meet particular situations in wartime were clearly evident. Beginning in 1942 and
continuing until the end of the war, many pieces of X-ray accessory apparatus were improvised. Those which proved most practical were described in
chain letters that were passed from hospital to hospital. Whenever prac-
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tical, models of the items accompanied the descriptive letters. If the models
were too large to be circulated, photographs and designs were enclosed.
This plan worked very well in 1943. By 1944, there were too many
hospital units in the theater for it to be continued, and other methods of disseminating information had to be employed. The improvised items were
discussed at various meetings and conferences, and details concerning some
of them were published in the theater medical bulletin. Information concerning them was also disseminated by word of mouth by the Senior Consultant in Radiology and by the regional consultants.
Personnel of ordnance units could always be relied upon to give assistance in turning and joining improvised X-ray equipment made of metal.
The important items of equipment which were improvised are described
in this chapter. The information, and the inferences permissible from it,
should furnish useful guidance in planning equipment for Army hospital
X-ray departments and auxiliary mobile X-ray units in preparation for a
future war.
Compression band.-When the patient was examined on the litter (a
practice found increasingly useful as the war progressed, both to spare him
and to conserve manpower in the X-ray department), immobility was
improved by the use of a compression band. This was improvised by attaching to the litter poles the metallic supports from the cables of Picker field
unit No. 9620500 and fastening them to a flannel band. Wooden blocks were
used for fixation and adjustment.
Vertical cassette holders.-Adjustable wooden frames were used by many
radiologists to improvise vertical cassette holders. Some attached a plywood
tunnel to the back of the fluoroscopic screen of the British Solus table, about
100 of which were used in the U.S. Army. Another excellent holder was
made by attaching a simple metal frame to the vertical carriage of the Picker
field unit (fig. 133).
Vertical fluoroscope.-The airflow X-ray unit (item No. 96215) was designed for radiography and fluoroscopy in the horizontal position. It was
readily converted for vertical fluoroscopy and radiography by resting it on
one end and adding appropriate pulleys and counterweights. The improvisation was suggested by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Joseph G. S. Weber, MC;
Capt. (later Maj.) Robert L. Scanlon, MC; and Sgt. J. 0. Plenger, at the
196th General Hospital.
Portable X-ray machines. -Portable X-ray machines, as already mentioned (p. 373), were not available in the theater, but bedside examination
was often necessary. Excessive and harmful vibration was inevitable when
small-wheeled units were pushed for long distances, often over rough ground.
The problem would have been at least partly solved if the new type units
(Nos. 9608510 and 609010), with large pneumatic wheels, had become available in sufficient numbers early enough for universal distribution. They did
not. The difficulty was therefore met by placing the machines in use on dol-
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FxouuZ 133.-Improvised vertical cassette holder. A, B. Diagrams showing
metal bars added to Army field unit on vertical carriage of mobile base. C.
Practice demonstration of improvised equipment in tented hospital (27th

Evacuation Hospital), France.

lies with large pneumatic wheels obtained from litters or wheelbarrows (fig.
134). When the airflow machine (No. 96215) was used as a portable unit,
frames such as freight dollies facilitated the transportation of the head and
control stand to the bedside, as suggested by Lt. Col. Manuel Horwitz, MC,
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AB
FzGouz 134.-Improvised method of increased portability of X-ray equipment. A. Front view of Army
field unit mounted on equipment constructed by
Quartermaster, Third Echelon Motor Maintenance
Unit, from scraps of angle Iron, round steel stock,
and sheet steel. The two large rubber-tired wheels
were taken from Medical Supply Item No. 99175 and
the rear wheel from a wheelbarrow.
B. Machine
viewed from rear.

and Capt. Harrison F. Harbach, MC (fig. 135). Other methods of making
portable units were also devised (fig. 136).
In spite of all the ingenuity manifested, no improvisation proved efficient enough to replace a true knockdown, hand-carry portable X-ray machine. Each general, station, and evacuation hospital, and each auxiliary
mobile X-ray unit, should have had one. Even when the large pneumaticwheeled field unit was brought to the bed, it often could not be moved close
enough to it for satisfactory use.
Tube rail platform.-To insure parallelism between mobile X-ray machines and radiographic tables, old bedrails (fig. 137) or other metal or
wooden tracks were placed under the wheels. This device also eased the
movement of the machine on a rough floor or on bare ground. On some
occasions, when a larger surface was desired, wooden platforms (fig. 138)
were constructed and placed alongside the X-ray tables; a surface was thus
provided on which the machines could be maneuvered. Some radiologists
thought that these platforms were more useful than tracks, in that, without
moving the patient, they made it possible to take lateral radiographs of both
extremities.
Tube adapters.-Tube adapters for cystoscopic tables were improvised
by cutting pieces of 5-sheet plywood ar . fastening them to the tube arms
and the tubes. Some adapters were constructed of metal by personnel from
the hospital utilities section or nearby ordnance shops.
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Fioui- 137.-Bedrafis used with Vatson or Solus X-ray units.

necessary in active warfare. It was the usual practice to place a box or
frame at one end of the Army field drier, so that films could be dried by
inflowing or outflowing air (fig. 143). If still more drying space was
needed, as it often was in time of stress, films were hung on wires, as suggested by Col. Charles L. Baird, MC, Commanding Officer of the 5th Evacuation Hospital. The large air conduits in and out of the Army drier shortened drying time but were too bulky for field use. In addition, it was found
that films dried much more rapidly by improvised techniques than in the
drier itself.
When Colonel Baird was asked, in March 1959, for additional details
about this improvisation, he replied: "I recall ordinary cord being run from
pole to pole or tree to tree and films clipped on to dry. They were waving
in the air, and they curved a little bit, but Tainter [Capt. Eugene G. Tainter,
MC] flattened them out somewhow; I suppose his technicians used boards."
Headrests. -Several types of headrests were improvised for lateral
radiography of the cervical spine (fig. 144). Their use to immobilize the
head made the difference between radiographs of average quality and superior films which showed minute, easily overlooked, pathologic conditions.
One of these headrests, made for use with the standard cassette changer,
consisted of two triangular pieces of wood that fitted into the slides of the
changer and could be adjusted to the patient's head. Some radiologists
simply inserted a pillow between the patient's head and the cassette.
Stereoscope. -Stereoscopes were improvised in several ways. One was
made by attaching mirrors to a sliding block between two illuminators (fig.
145). A hand stereoscope was made by using a set of four mirrors. An
excellent stereoscope was designed by Lt. Col. Harry A. Miller, MC, at the
159th General Hospitil.
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138.-Wooden platform built to use with Army field unit.

Motor-driven Bucky diaphragm.-The upright Bucky diaphragm devised by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) James B. Haworth, MC, at the 46th General
Hospital proved valuable for special studies on patients who could not be
positioned in the usual manner on the X-ray table (fig. 146). It was made
from an Army field unit. grid, of the type supplied with the Army field
X-ray table units, and a 6-volt motor from an electric windshield wiper.
The completed item, including the batteries which furnished motive power
for the grid, weighed 25 pounds. It measured 20 by 24 by 5 inches, and was
entirely self-contained. It was used either on an ordinary table, in the horizontal position, or vertically, suspended on a pair of guide rails and counterbalanced for ease of operation.
The apparatus included an auxiliary circuit designed to light a small
flashlight bulb when the diaphragm was in operation and to extinguish it
when the apparatus was cocked. The light served as a warning signal only.
It was necessary, since the mechanism was completely enclosed, to prevent
exposures on the reverse travel of the Bucky, which was somewhat uneven.
On normal travel, the Bucky moved smoothly and did not make gridlines.
A simple set of contacts, which varied the voltage supplied to the motor,
regulated the speed of travel. The return of the Bucky was at a constant
speed, regardless of the setting used on the radiographic travel.
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FiouiE 139.-Auxiliary cones. A. Cones held
together by adhesive tape. B. Same, with wire
rim soldered to 2-inch pipe: Solder (a), and
wire rim soldered to pipe (b).

The components of this useful piece of apparatus demonstrate that it
required ingenuity rather than elaborate materials to construct the improvised X-ray equipment used in World War II. In addition to the grid and
motor, the necessary materials included: a set of bronze gears from a dis-
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FIounj
140.-Improvised serialograph for serial gastric radiography. Four
exposures were made by 8- by 10-inch cassette in Sweet localizer tray. Materials
consisted of sheet lead on 3-ply plywood.

carded field telephone; a shaft 1/4 by 18 inches; two sheets of Masonite or
plywood, 20 by 24 inches; a sheet of aluminum or sheet metal, 24 by 24
inches; a single-pole, double-throw switch; a small solenoid relay from a
doorbell buzzer; a rotating solenoid switch, obtainable from any clock operating on direct current; a piece of oak 1 by 41/2 by 88 inches; and small
hardware, such as wood screws, small bolts and nuts, and sheet brass.
When Major Haworth was queried, 15 years after the war, as to the
correctness of the foregoing description of his motor-driven grid and was
also asked how he obtained the necessary windshield wipers, he replied:

Your recollection concerning the motor-driven grids Installed In two of my nine army
field units In the 46th General Hospital at Besangon, France, Is very nearly correct.
The first such unit was actually developed while we were located in the hospital center
near Oran, Algeria, about February 1944. The second unit was made at Besangon, about
September, 1944. The windshield-wiper rdotors, of French manufacture, appeared mysteriously in the department, on each occasion, one or two days after I had mentioned
casually the need for such a motor. I suspect that I was wise In failing to inquire into
the source from which the motors were procured. It is probably a coincidence that one
of my sergeants (T. Sgt. Walter Radtke) was famous throughout the 46th General
Hospital for his skill in the exercise of that useful military maneuver known as the
Moonlight Requisition.

Other improvisations. -Among

the other useful improvisations in the

theater were protractors of simple design to denote the angulation of radio-

graphic tubes (fig. 147), film trimmers to round corners of radiographs
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Fixuvz 141.-Adaptation of Army field unit for examination of paranasal
sinuses by substitution of cassette holder for fluoroscopic screen. A. Front
view, showing right angle iron strips welded into frame sized to fit 8- by
10-inch cassette. Frame Is welded to hollow metal tube which supports it;
cassette is held in place by spring clips. B. Rear view. C. Device attached
to field table, after fluoroscopic screen has been removed. Note head
clamp attached to supporting column. D. Patient in Waters position.
E. Patient positioned for examination of frontal sinuses.

(fig. 148), a technique of producing duplicate films for teaching purposes,
and laminographs of various types.8
3

During the preparation of this volume, a letter received from Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel,

MC) Burton W. Trask contained, among other items, a list of improvisations he had personally
participated in. The pertinent portions of the letter are appended, to illustrate what one officer's
ingenuity could accomplish in the absence of conventional items:
1. We were about to open an X-ray department in England. Our lead letters had been
bartered to another hospital for something, I know not what. I had in my X-ray Dept. a Chicago
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with white enamel (2). A. Details
of construction. B. Illuminator in
use.

I told him to design some lead letters and numerals and
commercial artist and window-trimmer.
make patterns and all of the men would spend the remaining time making lead letters and numnerals until the hospital opened. The It's and L's were to be extra large. We did accompllishI that
feat. At that time there were no extra large lead numbers and letters In the UK [United Kingdom). Today they still use the same large li's and L's in the service. Up to that time all had
been small.
2. We also made a pass box to take cassettes In and out of the darkroom without turning on
the lights. I had them labeled In Exrposed and Out ricerpomcd. That idea Is usedl today.
3. In England we tried intravenous gallbladder (lye by the oral route. Not too successful.
'roo many reactions. The British drugs are not as good as the American.
4. Another time in England I noticed that the ground around the X-ray Dept. floor was higher
than the floor outside. One day w~ater' came in. Slight. I ordered everything off the floors. The
equipment was to be placedl on concrete piers and the film to be placed on mess tables British.
Later we bad a real rainstorm, a cloudburst. Water came into th-e X-ray Dept. and before it began
I hadl saved the Army at. least
to run out it reached within 1/2 Inch of the top of the piers.
$15,000 In supplies and equipment and prev'ented the breaking up of the hospital X-ray unit.
The deluge would have ruinedl the X-ray machines and thep film. at that time short In England.
5. The Army had a urological table without an X-ray tube and generator. I suggested that
ryfield unit and tube be titled to the tube and urological table.
n
h
atuadpe
emd
It worked.
6. In Germany. the powerlines were weak andi the portable machine would not work. fly
lowering the amount of the milliamperage the Army X-ray machine could be made to perform
that without the circuit breaker interfering.
7. Por the nameplate of the hospital we wouldl have the dog tag machinerroan write out the
hospitail designation. Then we would file off the back of tiie dog tag numbers. maiking the -tamped
portion porous. We gave the designation of the hospital in this fashion.
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Fiounm 143.-Auxiliary drying bin, made of wood: Open end (a); movement

of air in and out of bin (b, c).

Protective techniques (p. 334), improvised apparatus for cardiokymography (p. 463), and techniques of marking films (p. 338) are discussed elsewhere, as a matter of convenience.
FILM PROCUREMENT AND USE
Estimates
In December 1943, at the request of the Finance and Supply Division,
Office of the Chief Surgeon, film requirements for 1944 were estimated.
Since there was no information as to when the invasion of the Continent
would take place, Colonel Allen had to assume that it would occur as early
as March or early April. In 1943, 29 hospitals in the theater with a bed
occupancy of 8,700 had used 24,128 dozen films. The currently estimated
bed occupancy for the United Kingdom, plus occupancy in the anticipated
assault area for 1944, was 358,000, almost 42 times greater than for 1943.
On this basis, Colonel Allen requested 1,008,000 dozen films. The Office of
The Surgeon General finally approved a figure of 850,030 dozen, adding
that the original estimate for ETOUSA exceeded the contemplated use of
films in all theaters of war in 1944.
Supply
Until late December 1943, supplies of X-ray films were ample in the
European theater. Then, and for several weeks thereafter, there was a
sudden and general shortage, which was found to result from the fact that
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Ftouza 144.-Improvised removable, adjustable headrest for radiographs of lateral cervical spine (48th General Hospital).

British railway workers were not handling freight during the Christmas
holidays. Otherwise, there was no serious shortage of films in the European theater throughout the war, even in forward areas, except for some
temporary shortages of 10- by 12-inch films. Sizes 8 by 10 inches and 14 by
17 inches werm never in short supply when requisitions for them were made
promptly and correctly.
Films arrived regularly throughout the war and were distributed equitably to forward and rear hospitals. The supply from the Unifted States was
augmented by the purchase of 8- by 10-inch films (7,474 dozen) and 10- by
12-inch films from the Gevaert Film Factory in Belgium. After February
1944, no films were secured from British sources.
One reason for the ample supply of films was the campaign for conservation carried on by the Senior Consultant in Radiology and the regional
consultants through personal contact and articles in the theater news bulletin (3).
Early in 1943, hospitals in the theater were using an average of two films
for each examination. A year later, in 1,561,047 examinations reported on
ETOUSA Form 320 (chiefly from rear area hospitals), only 2,230,537 films
had been used, an average of 1.4 films. Part of the success in the reduction
of the number of films used was due to the concerted efforts of all the consultants in radiology to have medical officers provide a sufficient history of
each patient for the radiologist to be able to determine, on his first examination, what positions were required.
The consumption by size of the 2,230,537 films just mentioned was as
follows: 8-inch, 515,750; 10-inch, 781,685; and 14-inch, 933,102.
It had been generally taken for granted that after hostilities began on
the Continent, there would be a tremendous increase in the number of X-ray
examinations each hospital would be required to make. The actual facts
were quite different. During the quarter immediately preceding the inva-
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145.-Stereoscope constructed by attaching mirrors to sliding block
between illuminators.

sion, 16 hospitals from which statistics are available made 35,527 examinations, an average of 2,220 per hospital. During the first quarter of 1945,
the period beginning approximately 7 months after D-day, 113 general hospitals made a total of 334,948 examinations, an average of 2,964 each.
There were two reasons for the fact that the increase in X-ray examinations was not so great as expected:
1. After hostilities began, many hospitals experienced relatively long
periods of moving and staging.
2. Radiographs made in forward area hospitals were transferred with
the casualties in increasing numbers (p. 340), a practice which greatly reduced
the number of reexaminations necessary.
In July 1945, the Finance and Supply Division of the Chief Surgeon's
Office was requested by the Supply Division, Office of The Surgeon General,
to send films to the Pacific. Colonel Allen was searching for local sources of
supply when the hostilities in the Pacific Ocean Areas ended. When the
fighting in Europe ceased, the supply on hand in ETOUSA consisted of
about a thousand dozen 14- by 17-inch films.
Colonel Allen was so impressed by the cooperation of the various groups
responsible for the production and delivery of X-ray films to the European
theater that he wrote as follows in his annual report for 1945:
It is believed that the Supply Department, Surgeon General's Office, X-ray film producers in the United States, and the Supply Department of the ETO deserve extreme
credit on the production, furnishing and delivering of unexposed X-ray film to all the
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Fxieuu 146.-Diagram of wiring for motor-driven Bucky dia-

phragm constructed by MaJ. James B. Haworth, MC, at 46th
General Hospital with use of Army field grid.

manifold units of the U.S. Army, ETO, throughout the front as well as the rear, with
no instance since D-day known to the Senior Consultant in Radiology of Inability to
obtain film, except occasionally certain sizes.

Fogged Film
Many of the stainless steel inserts originally furnished from the United
States were soldered on an inside corner, and the solder set up a chemical
reaction which fogged the films. The difficulty could be corrected by the
use of acid-resisting paint, which, however, could not always be procured.
Some radiologists then resorted to the use of fingernail polish, which could
be purchased in Army exchanges.
In these circumstances, the *cause of the fogged films was easily recognized. During the summer and fall of 1944, however, there was so much
fogging of films that a formal investigation was necessary. Two possible
sources of the trouble were discovered:
1. Radioactive material, such as luminous paint, was occasionally present in the interstices of the cardboard cartons in which films were transported.
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147.-Protractor for determining angle of
tube. This device consisted of an inverted metal protractor with a heavy, loosely hanging arrow (a) indicating degree of deviation of tube from horizontal.
Protractor was bolted to tube housing (b).

2. Stacking of cartons of film flat in warehouses, supply departments,
and X-ray departments sometimes caused them to warp, open, and admit
light.
About the time this investigation was concluded, Colonel Allen was
summoned, in great haste and secrecy, by Lt. Col. (later Col.) William D.
Fleming, MC, Chief, Gas Casualty Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon,
and was asked if there was on hand any film that was fogged for unknown
causes. The possible sources of fogging just stated were reported to Colonel
Fleming, with the further information that no fogging had been discovered
that could not be traced to them.
It was not until 29 May 1959, when Colonel Fleming and Colonel Allen
met again, in Denver, that the incident was explained. Colonel Fleming's
own words conjure up a vivid picture of Operation PEPPERMINT:
In March 1943, I reported for duty to Gen. Paul Hawley. Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA,
and he created the Gas Casualty Division of the Office of the Chief Surgeon, designating
me as chief. The duties of this division embraced the planning, supervision, and inspection of the training of all ETOUSA medical units in the care of casualties from chemical
warfare agents. Defensive measures against chemical attack were left to the Chemical
Warfare Service, but close liaison and splendid cooperation on all aspects of chemical
warfare were maintained with that Service.
In April 1944, the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, was visited by an officer on & special
and secret mission from the United States. Two years later (1946) 1 learned he came
from the Manhattan Project, but at the time nothing whatever was divulged of that or
even of the possibility of nuclear weapons. The greatest secrecy concerning the visit
was maintained, and I believe the only medical personnel who were told of its purpose
were the Chief Surgeon, his deputy or executive officer, and myself. A few corresponding
CWS [Chemical Warfare Service] personnel were told and possibly because fogging of
photographic material was an indication which was being surveyed, certain Signal Corps
personnel may have been Informed also. The code name for the matter was Operation
Peppermint
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FIGURE 148.-Improvised film trimmer devised by Maj. Robert S.
Sherman, MC, and T/3 Stanley S. Koupal, 43d General Hospital.

We were informed that there was reason to believe that the Germans had plans for
the use of radioactive isotopes to be dispersed in a fine powder as a new form of chemical attack. One evidence of such radioactive material was unexplained fogging of photographic material including X-ray film used in medical units. To aid in confirming that
any such fogging was due to radioactivity, I was supplied with a small, portable Geiger
counter and a minute radioactive source for calibrating it.
An administrative memorandum based on the foregoing information was issued to
all medical units using X-ray films, and directing, without mentioning any reasons, that
any instance of unexplained X-ray film fogging be reported immediately to the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA. An accompanying order was issued which authorized me to proceed
at once to the point of origin of such report to investigate whether the presence of radioactivity might have been the cause of the fogging. I remember distinctly one such
report from the 2d General Hospital, Oxford, England. A visit there and to the supply
depot from which the films were shipped elicited no evidence of radio activity at either
place.
On 14 November 1944, 1 was detached from the Office of the Chief Surgeon. ETOUSA,
and proceeded by way of the United States through most of the Pacific Theater of
Operations under orders to inspect the status of training of medical units in the care of
gas casualties. As I remember I was ordered not to divulge any information regarding
"Operation Peppermint" to the officer acting during my absence from the European theater. I returned in May 1945, and after three weeks in hospital in England reported for
duty to the ('hief Surgeon, ETOUSA in Paris late in May 1945. Soon after this I
received orders to turn over the Geiger counter and radiation source mentioned to a
designated officer, thus terminating my action in and my knowledge of "Operation
Peppermint."
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UTILIZATION AND EVALUATION OF EQUIPMENT
Principles of Utilization
The maintenance and protection of X-ray equipment always presented
difficulties because of the frequent movement of forward hospitals, the
cramped quarters and other unfavorable conditions encountered in forward
areas, and the ease with which delicate equipment suffered damage. Careful
preventive measures and skillful maintenance were required to keep the
equipment constantly usable in the first echelon.
The scarcity of generators required that they be used most conservatively. Shortages of certain items of equipment required frequent improvisations. Tables of equipment provided too small a supply of some items,
which had to be augmented, but provided too large a supply of others, which
created problems of storage and transportation.
Certain general policies were set up with respect to X-ray equipment:
1. It was recognized that equipment was at the same time heavy and
bulky as well as delicate and readily destructible.
2. Equipment was specifically integrated with radiologic diagnosis and
treatment.
3. It would be allotted impartially, according to scientific and clinical
necessities.
4. It must have expert and specialized maintenance.
All radiologists were instructed as follows (1):
It behooves all ETOUSA radiologists to work unceasingly with their technicians to
the end of producing radiographs of maximum diagnostic quality with the equipment
available, even if photographic excellence cannot be added. In the meantime, represen-

tatives of the Chief Surgeon's Office will work Just as hard and as unceasingly, to procure as many refinements on each machine, as many machines, and as powerful ones as
can possibly be procured, without Interfering with the overall program and the speed of
production.

Radiologists were further urged to forego for the duration of the war
their individual ideas concerning technique, while specialists who had practiced in a limited or narrow field of radiology were adjured to forego their
individual-and sometimes bizarre-radiographic desires.
Utilization in Forward Areas
Between 30 July and 7 August 1944, the Senior Consultant in Radiology
visited most of the hospitals and some clearing stations in Normandy. The
work observed in them, and later in France, Belgium, and Germany, in
mobile units and forward hospitals, was outstanding. This was evident in
(1) the ability of their personnel to cope with sudden loads of patients long
before their units were fully set up, and (2) their capacity for improvisation as difficult situations arose. They had to provide containers to hold
water for washing films, drying facilities, tracks or flooring upon which
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machines could be moved, power distribution, darkrooms for processing films
and for fluoroscopy, waiting space for ambulatory patients, and protected
space for litter patients. They had to do all of this while keeping their
equipment within the limits of weight and size required for transportability,
for changes in location were frequent and sudden.
Numerous improvisations were observed in the X-ray departments in
forward hospitals. GI tanks were used for washing tanks, with inlets and
drains in some of them. Films were hung in long rows by hooks on wires or
string. Tents were placed close to electric generators, and hot air was forced
into them by fans. These and other improvisations were mandatory, so that
films could be interpreted promptly and dried sufficiently to be delivered to
the surgeons in the operating rooms as they were needed.
The greatest single difficulty in the operation of forward X-ray departments was lack of adequate drying facilities, especially in cold, wet weather.
Film driers were not on the official T/E of evacuation hospitals but, on
Colonel Allen's advice, the Chief of Supply approved the allotment of one
drier to each evacuation hospital and authorized the addition of this item to
the T/E.
The following communication, received in 1958, from Dr. (formerly
Major, MC) Henry G. Ford is testimony to the efficiency of the X-ray
equipment used in the European theater in World War II.4
I am sorry that I am unable to give you the number of casualties each outfit handled * * * I do remember that in the 305th Station Hospital X-ray worked five days and
nights continuously.
I still feel that this field equipment is satisfactory for these installations, and that
the heavier equipment should be reserved for fixed installations. I always trained my
personnel in field with the idea, as I stated to them, thaf we had to change our routine
and adapt the X-ray machines to the casualty, rather than the casualty to the X-ray
machine. In many instances the casualties were too severely wounded to be moved into
various positions for the views, and we found that the above worked very nicely.

We, as far as I know, were never too short of equipment and supplies to carry on
an adequate X-ray service. I always found the depot and servicemen to be most anxious
to help in any way possible.

CAPTURED ENEMY SUPPLIES
Equipment
Early in April 1945, when the U.S. Army was overrunning German
installations, considerable enemy equipment was captured. A letter from
4 The former Major Ford is well qualified to speak upon the efficiency of X-ray equipment,
for on one occasion he handled 400 casualties in a single day. His first oversea duty was in the
United Kingdom in the X-Ray Department of the 305th Station Hospital, which had been enlarged
to a 1,350-bed transit hospital to receive casualties from the Continent. He was then assigned
to the 102d General Hospital, and later to the 166th General Hospital, in France. During his
service in the 166th General Hospital, he functioned as regional consultant in radiology to the
Normandy Base Section. In spite of his being overage in grade, he was most anxious for frontline
service and he was perhaps the only radiologist in the European theater who welcomed an assignment to a tented hospital with dirt floors.
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the Chief Surgeon's Office, ETOUSA, to the surgeons of the armies in combat instructed them to furnish the Senior Consultant in Radiology with
copies of reports of all captured X-ray machines, so that he (Colonel Allen)
could determine what use could be made of them (4). The reports were to
include the name of the manufacturer, the apparent condition of the apparatus, and the name and location of the installation in which it had been
captured. As a result, the following machines were reported: 31 Koch and
Sterzel, 81 Siemens or Siemens Reiniger, 5 Philips, 14 Multoskop Sanitas,
11 Miuller, 4 Veifa Werke, 2 Collinor, 2 Magneta Raumsicht, 1 Hoffman
Bauer, and 1 Helidor. Forty-nine other machines were also reported without the names of the manufacturers. Many of these machines were neither
modern nor shockproof and were discarded. Others could be used by U.S.
hospitals, though parts of many were missing.
Considerable X-ray material was also found in a captured supply depot
at Rheims. It was inspected and sorted by Colonel Allen, and the items
which could be used were transferred to X-ray Service Depot M-407 at Paris.
When enemy equipment was captured incomplete, considerable ingenuity
was required to replace the missing parts and make it useful again. Often
this had to be accomplished by adaptation of parts from U.S. Army machines.
The effort was often well worthwhile.
Radium
In April 1945, during the siege of Aachen, a large quantity of radium
was discovered and was turned over to the Chief of the Finance and Supply
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon. When the Senior Consultant in Radiology was invited to view it, he found that it was stored in a room in which
a number of persons were at work, and tests with dental films revealed that
some radiation was escaping from the lead box in which it was contained.
Colonel Allen at once recommended that the radium be placed either underground or on the roof of the building, with a considerable amount of lead
under it, as protection to personnel. The recommendation was promptly
implemented.
Additional problems connected with this radium included:
1. Its identification and return to its owners. The price of radium was
much higher in 1945 than it is today (1965), and the amounts recaptured
were very valuable.
2. Military legal protection for those responsible for the recaptured
radioactive material.
Colonel Allen recommended that the disposition of the radium and
other matters connected with it be handled by a board, and one was accordingly appointed by the Chief of the Finance and Supply Division, Office of
the Chief Surgeon. Colonel Allen further suggested that a fair allotment
might be made by calibrating the radium exactly and then surveying (1)
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the requests for it sent in by the French, from whom it had been confiscated
by the Germans, and (2) the records of hospitals indicating thi exact
amounts each had originally owned.
Measurement of the radium was accomplished at the Pierre Curie Institute in Paris, where the Senior Consultant in Radiology had an extremely
interesting visit with Mine. Irene Joliot-Curie, the daughter of Mine. Marie
Curie, and her husband, Dr. Frederic Joliot-Curie. The two scientists were
most gracious and agreed to calibrate, by ionization methods, any radium
brought to them. Their assistance was most useful.
A hospital in Aachen presented a claim for the exact amount of radium
that was in the first batch recaptured, and the board set up by the Chief of
the Supply Division unanimously agreed to return the radium to that
claimant.
The next recaptured radium was reported from the Third U.S. Army
front in lower Bavaria. It presented considerably more of a problem, as it
had been scattered, in the wreck of a truck, over several square miles of
ground surface. The Senior Consultant in Radiology designated Maj. (later
Lt. Col.) Frank Huber, MC, radiologist at the 12th Evacuation Hospital, to
investigate the situation, monitor the recovery of the radium, and offer
advice as to its handling.
When Major Huber arrived on the scene, a highly dangerous situation
was evident: In the ditch, by the side of the road, was the overturned,
burned wreck of the truck. A pile of charred debris, aggregating about 2
cubic yards, was spread over a distance of about 10 feet, on the shoulder of
the road, and rummaging through it were several privates looking for souvenirs; an armed guard stood close by a neatly stacked pile of lead slabs
about a foot high.
All personnel were immediately ordered away, as the presence of high
intensity radioactivity was ascertained by means of a Victoreen r-mleter and
a Hammer dosimeter operated by a civilian technician from the University
of Munich. This apparatus was not available in the U.S. Army. The radium,
about 3 gin. of which was involved, had presumably been partly in solution,
and spillage accounted for the wide dispersal of radioactivity.
The truck had been part of a convoy from Budapest which was fleeing
the Russians and had been strafed by the Americans. In it were the Mayor
of Budapest and the superintendent of one of the Budapest hospitals. Both
wished to obtain possession of the radium and have it reprocessed at a refining
plant.
Suitable orders were left for protection of personnel and handling of
radioactive material if transportation could be obtained. Some of the recovered radium was returned to the Senior Consultant in Radiology, who disposed of it by the plans described earlier. What happened to the ground
polluted by radioactive material is not known.
In July 1945, just before Colonel Allen returned to the Zone of Interior,
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a rumored German hoard of 20 gin. of radium was reported to him. The
rumor-it was no more-was investigated by a radiologist appointed by the
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, and resulted in the publication of Circular Letter
No. 72, dated 8 October 1945, dealing with the handling of radium (5).

X-RAY SERVICE DEPOT
Establishment
The problem of servicing X-ray equipment was increased many times
over by the multiple models of X-ray machines used in ETOUSA. Before
Colonel Allen arrived in the theater, steps to service this equipment had
already been taken by the Acting Senior Consultant in Radiology, Lt. Col.
Robert P. Ball, MC; the Senior Consultant in Surgery, Col. (later Brig.
Gen.) Elliott C. Cutler, MC; and the Chief and the Assistant Chief of the
Finance and Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon.
The service depot established as the result of these efforts, designated as
X-ray Service Depot M-400, consisted of a building of 17,800 square feet of
covered space at Reading, England. It was opened on 4 February 1943.
At this time, it was believed to be the only service depot in the U.S. Army
exclusively devoted to X-ray maintenance.
The establishment of this depot was the first step in coping not only
with the maintenance of X-ray equipment but with another serious problem,
the repair of equipment damaged in transit (p. 367). Installation of X-ray
equipment was another function of this depot. Upon the advice of Colonel
Ball, the Chief of the Finance and Supply Division, Office of the Theater
Chief Surgeon, instituted the policy that all equipment arriving in the
United Kingdom from overseas, and all equipment purchased from the
British, must pass through depot M-400, which was to function only as a
service depot, not as an issuing agency. This policy was discontinued in the
summer of 1944 so far as equipment intended for forward area hospitals was
concerned, since improved packing had greatly reduced the breakage of field
equipment in transit.
Before adequate personnel were secured for depot M-400, Colonel Allen
had endeavored to organize an X-ray equipment service by utilizing civilian
X-ray companies in England. Although considerable service was obtained,
it was variable in quality and tardy in execution, because of the exigencies of
war and the pressure on these civilian companies.
Personnel
The lack of both tools and personnel worked great hardship in the early
days following the activation of the M-400 depot. The Finance and Supply
Division eventually produced the tools and, by the combined efforts of that
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division and the Personnel Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, and of the
Senior Consultant in Radiology, expert personnel was slowly accumulated.
The first three experts located were found serving as X-ray technicians,
one at the 2d General Hospital (1st Lt. William A. Wyckoff), and two at the
52d General Hospital (Chief Warrant Officer Todd and WO (jg.) George E.
Dryfoos). Lieutenant Wyckoff became commanding officer of the depot.
In a report made on 29 April 1943, the Senior Consultant in Radiology
estimated that between 12 and 18 men would eventually be necessary at the
depot. His estimate proved too low. By May 1945, depot M-400 and two
others, depots M-407 and M-409 on the Continent, had approximately 40
repairmen on duty. They had been located, like the first three, by the radiologic consultants and the personnel of the Finance and Supply Division who,
by intensive effort, found them in various other assignments. More often
than not, when their names were referred to the Personnel Division, considerable difficulty was encountered in bringing about their reassignment.
Continental Branches
Depots M-400, M-407, and M-409 eventually became both service and
salvage depots for all types of medical equipment. Commanding officers of
these depots, with the consent of the Chief of the Finance and Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, inaugurated a plan whereby X-ray service
trucks made periodic visits to hospital X-ray departments, carrying with
them spare parts that could be exchanged through a shuttle system. If, for
instance, an item such as a generator needed major repairs, it was replaced
on the spot by a spare from the truck, and the original generator was
repaired when the truck returned to the depot. This service was especially
valuable in forward area hospitals on the Continent. It began with anesthetic and ophthalmologic equipment and went on to repair and maintain
general hospital equipment.
Spare Parts
In April 1944, after a series of meetings, a plan was devised for procuring and pooling the U.S. supply of spare parts for British machines and
tables in service depot M-400 with the supply in the X-ray stores of the
British Army. The idea was that by pooling these supplies and by using a
shuttle system to replace broken equipment, a much smaller supply of spare
parts and equipment would be necessary for each army. The program,
however, was slow in developing and never operated formally, chiefly because X-ray manufacturers in the United States and Great Britain were
extremely reluctant to furnish spare parts as such. They preferred cannibalization of fabricated and calibrated X-ray machines to secure these
parts, although this plan was deprecated by the X-ray services in both British and United States Armies as wasteful of manpower and shipping space.
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CHAPTER XIII

Auxiliary Mobile X-Ray Units
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
INCEPTION AND DEVELOPMENT
By June 1943, the Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA (European
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), had received enough information concerning the augmentation of surgical service that had been required in other
theaters to justify an investigation of the possible need for parallel radiologic augmentation in the European theater. Interviews with medical officers returning from service in forward areas in North Africa, notably Maj.
(later Lt. Col.) Noah Barysh, MC, stimulated the investigation. Although
Major Barysh was not a radiologist, he provided much valuable information
on radiologic work in forward hospitals, emphasizing, particularly, the inequality of the workload: One hospital might be overburdened, while another, nearby, might have very little to do. He also emphasized the value of
mobile surgical units (auxiliary surgical group teams) in field and evacuation hospitals carrying heavy surgical loads.
The data thus secured made it clear that augmentation of radiologic
service would be necessary not only in field and evacuation hospitals in
forward units but also in certain other medical units along the front, such as
reinforced clearing stations and units improvised from medical gas casualty
treatment battalions, in which, up to this time, X-ray assistance had only
occasionally been needed. Convincing evidence of these necessities was also
obtained through personal observation by Colonel Allen during his visit to
North Africa and Italy, which lasted from 16 September to 16 October 1943
(1). It was quite clear that, if existing X-ray departments were not to
become bottlenecks in the treatment and evacuation of the wounded, mobile
X-ray units must be provided soon after the invasion of the Continent.
Construction of Prototype Mobile Unit
In anticipation of the need for mobile X-ray units, Lt. Col. Kenneth
D. A. Allen, MC, had arranged, before his departure for the North African
theater, for the assembly of an experimental unit of this kind. It completed
the last portion of a thousand-mile supervised road test shortly after his
return to the European theater.
4W0
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The prototype mobile unit was constructed of materials procured either
by loan or by permanent transfer from other agencies. The truck itself was
loaned by the Ordnance Division. All construction work and installation
were accomplished by the maintenance personnel of depot M-400 (p. 401),
in addition to their regular arduous duties.
In general, this prototype met the requirements which Colonel Allen, in
his visit to the North African theater, had concluded were necessary. They
were as follows:
1. The unit should be rugged.
2. It should be equipped with general issue items and should be without
luxuries.
3. It should be capable of being set up and operational within an hour
of its arrival in any area. This requirement included pitching and preparing the radiographic room tent and the blackout entrance tent and making
ready darkroom facilities, such as lighting; ventilation; heating or cooling
of processing solutions; preparing wash water; and accomplishing a total
blackout.
Colonel Allen and his temporary assistant, Capt. (later Maj.) Charles D.
Rancourt, MC, tested many arrangements of equipment and various types of
equipment before the final construction plans were completed and the table
of equipment established.
Final Model
The mobile X-ray unit (fig. 149) consisted of a 21/2 -ton 4DT (dual tires)
cargo LWB (long-wheelbase) truck, commonly known as a 6-by-6 truck.
The first three trucks produced had a full-length body fixed upon a shortwheelbase chassis. The result was an 84-inch overhang behind the rear axle,
which interfered with crossing ditches and with passage over rough ground.
These units were disapproved, and the completely installed bodies were
transferred to long-wheelbase chassis.
The three generators were provided with rubber cushioning to prevent
vibration (fig. 150). A rack carried cans for the processing and wash water.
When the unit was set up (figs. 151-154) the darkroom was in the truck
proper, with facilities for lighting, refrigeration, and the drying of films.
The blackout entrance tent served as a waiting room.
AUTHORIZATION AND PROCUREMENT
By 26 October 1943, all the fundamental adjustments of the experimental
unit had been completed and a table of equipment had been printed. Also,
an effort to secure official approval had been begun: On 29 October 1943, the
Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, had forwarded to The Adjutant
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FIouRE 149.-Auxiliary mobile X-ray unit loaded for move to new location.

General of the Army, for the attention of the Operations Division, War
Department General Staff, Project No. 2 "SURG." Requisitions A. 287.
On 8 December 1943, the project received the required approval in Washington, and supply action was initiated for the equipment of the six units
prmposed.
Through the efforts of Col. Walter L. Perry, MC. then Chief, Finance
and Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, equipment
for these units was gradually accumulated. The Chief Ordnance Officer,
ETOUSA, had agreed to install it, but each step in the production of the
units, including approval for equipment and installation, was accomplished
only at the personal solicitation of the Senior Consultant in Radiology.
PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
On November 1943, at the weekly meeting of the theater consultants, a
decision was made to request Maj. Gen. Paul R. Hawley, Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, to authorize six mobile X-ray units, each to be staffed by one
radiologic officer and three technicians. Three of these teams would be
assigned to the 1st Auxiliary Surgical Group, which was expected to be
assigned to the First U.S. Army, and the other three teams to the 3d Auxiliary Surgical Group, which was expected to be assigned to the Third U.S.
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FIGURE 150.-Generators of auxiliary mobile
X-ray unit, equipped with rubber cushioning to

prevent vibration. These generators, when thus
protected, gave no more trouble than if they had
been stationary. An extension of the tarpaulin
over the back of the truck, which excluded carbon
monoxide from the darkroom, protected them during rain.

Army. The exact assignment of the radiologic officers had not yet been
determined, but two plans were under consideration. The first was to place
them in command of designated mobile X-ray units. The second was to
make them members of the auxiliary surgical groups and use them to augment forward area radiologic personnel as the needs arose.
Efforts were begun at once to obtain the necessary personnel for these
six units (MOS 3306 radiologists and MOS 264 1 technicians), as well as for
six more units for other armies. Their procurement was no simple matter.
Six officers were needed at once, with the rank of captain, and no table of
organization then existed for them. Finally, however, the required numbers
of radiologists and technicians were obtained by exchanges and transfers from
various hospitals, the officers' pool at Litchfield, and the Air Corps.
1 Army Regulations 615-26, dated 15 September 1942, listed X-ray technicians under this code.
which in 1950 was changed to MOS 3264.
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151.-Auxiliary mobile X-ray unit set up in field for daylight
At night, tent and truck were conlnected by a blackout tarpaulin.

FIGURE

use.

The training of the technicians was begun with the experimental model
under the direction of Captain Bailw'iirt, who was placed on temporary duty
with the 3d Auxiliary Surgical (r,,hu
for this purpose. In addition to their
training in radiography, the teclui.ci:ýns were instructed ill truck driving and
maintenance, generator maintenall('c. second echelon (ordnance) repair, tent
pitching. truck waterproofing, and extensive improvisation.
On 22 March 1944, in respoiiýe to the evident need for a manual for
guidance of officers and men of mobile units, the Senior Consultant in
Radiology, ETOUSA, undertook this project. When the manual was completed, in April 1944, it was distributed not only to mobile X-ray units but
also to all medical units of the First U.S. Army, and, later, of the Third
U.S. Army, to make them aware of the functions and availability of this new
medical organization.
After instructional visits by the Senior Consultant in Radiology, the
First U.S. Army requested three mobile X-ray units, which were duly
assigned to it and delivered late in February 1944. Meantime, one of these
units had been thoroughly inspected earlier in February, at Cheltenham.
Gloucestershire, by the theater chief surgeon and his staff. General Hawley's
hearty approval and acceptance of the unit ended Colonel Allen's natural
suspense. He (Colonel Allen) then believed that such a unit had never
before been used, or even conceived of: it was not until after the war had
ended that. he learned that similar mobile units had been employed in World
War I (p. 49).
In May 1944. shortly before D-day, three mobile units were also requested by the Third U.S. Army. These units had begun vigorous training
several months earlier and were ready for immediate delivery.
An account of the organization and function of these mobile units
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Ficavia 15-1.- N tew of int erior aiux iliary niold K X-ray unit wifti
rn(Iioarapbit! room in fove~gromnd and darkroomui in roar of truck it;
backg-round.

appeared iii the Journal of I/v Amuericrm. Me/dicalt A.lsseeia/iti
for S July
1944 (2).
On 13 J une 1944. a i obih', X-ray unit was first used In thle treatnment of
casualties by a team from the 1st, Auxil iary Surgzical (iroup, wbile the teamn
wstill assigoned to the Servievs (of Sumppl In fiile I iiit ed Kiiigdotii BasLe.
Colonel Al len described t he episode iM hiis official d ia ry a, fol h iws,
At '1544) hiours, 13 June 19-44, the Senior Consultant in Itaiuiologyv was catled to furnish an Aux iliairy Unit for a near shore platoonh of' the 50t01 Field Hsi
0)1t al, ti(waUus it
was overwhelnmed by radiographic request,; Iheon(I thte e-ajiacit) of its personnel andl
441lIiptiuint.
One tInobile 111111Inomi thle 1st Aux ilia ry Suirgieal G;ro up protivt'led toWe.V
tnouth from Swvan~juge Enugland. ariTivedl at 19101 ho uirs, set uip conipletely. anid had first
radliographls ready at Ll(,K) hours. By the next mortiingl thie tnit 11,1d made fifty examinations.

This operation was a prelude to operations on the Continent. The first
three mobile X-ray unilts arrived in Franice oni 2S .1timne, 22 days after D -dlay.
with the 3d Auxiliary Surgical Group. First 1'.S. Arnmy. 'II plicalI lust ones
of Unit No. 1, commllanded by (Capt. Williami GI. ()'Dlionell. MC. and Unit
.No. 2. commanded by Capt. (lter L~t. Col.) Albert .1. Bauer. MC. ifig. 155).
were includ~ed in the. final report (If the Senior Consult ant in Radiology.
Additional mobile X-ray units were reqluested (luring the summer an(]
fall of 1944, as their potentialities were appreciated. They were sup~plied.
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Fim•i:•: 155.-Personnel of Teamn No. 2, 3d Auxiliary Surgical Group. left
to right: T/5 Kenneth Evans. T/4 Nicholas D'Agostino, T/5 Abraham
Novick. and Capt. Albert J. Bauer, MC. all veterans of 1944 summer campaign
in France.

the equipment and its installation with in1creasing facility but personnel with
increasing difficulty.
By the end of 1944, all 12 of the auxiliary mobile X-ray units which
were to serve in the European theater during the war had been established.
Their status at. this time was described in the 1944 annual report of the
Senior Consultant in Radiology substantially as follows:
The present composition of Ausiliary Mobile X-ray teams consists of one Major or
Captain. radiologist (3306) ; one X-ray technician (264). third grade; two X-ray technicians (264), fourth grade (because of the quality of technicians required).
They
must be not only expert radiographers but truck drivers and maintainers and also familiar with gas-electric generators.
The morale of a team was usually best when the radiologist was not over thirtyfive years of age. one of the best Class D 3306 officers available, and when the officerradiologist's rank and the technicians' grade was the same as that of other "professional
services."
Twelve of these teams are presently formulated, three with Pirst Army, four with
Third Army, two with Ninth Army (one loaned to Third Army), one with Seventh
Army. and two awaiting assignment. At present the teams are functioning well under
Auxiliary Surgical Groups maneuvered by Operations Section of the Surgeon's Office of
Army Headquarters. These teams were activated by direction of Chief of Troop Movements and Training, the Operations Division of the Chief Surgeon's Office. effective 22
May 1914, by the following communication: "* * * 3. Until such time as definite T/O's
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do come out whereby X-ray teams are provided, it Is up to the Auxiliary Surgical
Groups to improvise X-ray teams from their miscellaneous teams which they are presently authorized to have under their present T/O's. s/A. Vickoren, Colonel, Medical
Corp&."

In spite of periodic requests, no official approval for the personnel of

X-ray teams was received until 18 June 1945. On that date, the War Department formally approved the teams and issued a table of organization
and equipment for them.

During the interim, it was necessary for each

auxiliary surgical group to improvise X-ray teams that it was authorized to
have under existing tables of organization.2
FUNCTIONS
Original Concept
The functions of auxiliary mobile X-ray units, each with a radiologic
officer in command, were outlined by Colonel Allen in his annual report for
1943 substantially as follows:
1. To augment any evacuatlen or field hospital X-ray department during times of
stress with personnel, radiography, or both.
2. To furnish radiologic service in occasional situations in which surgery might be
required and postoperative beds had been obtained but no field hospital unit was yet
available.
3. To serve temporarily at dispensaries of bivouacking divisions recently withdrawn
from the front when these units were at a considerable distance from the nearest hospital, and to render assistance in similar situations.

Expanded Functions
While, in general, the functions of the mobile X-ray units during the
fighting on the Continent were those originally envisaged by Colonel Allen,
these units proved more useful than even he had anticipated. In his annual
report, dated 1 July 1945, he described their expanded functions substantially
as follows:
1. To amplify evacuation hospital X-ray departments. During the summer phase,
when most of these hospitals were in tents, the auxiliary units set up as separate X-ray
departments, complete within themselves. Records of patients, however, were handled
through the day book of the hospital department; only enough data were kept in the
mobile unit to permit the compiling of necessary statistics. During the cold winter
months, when most evacuation hospitals moved into buildings, the personnel of the mobile
unit often alternated with that of the evacuation hospital on day and night shifts. Usually, only the cassettes and hangers of the mobile unit equipment were used, but in some
locations, it was possible to back the unit truck up to the window of the hospital X-ray
2

In the table of organization and equipment issued on 18 June 1945, only two technicians
were allotted to each unit. In the European theater, it was found essential that each auxiliary
mobile X-ray unit have three technicians, and that at least two of them be capable of driving the
unit truck. A smaller allotment of technicians curtailed the efficiency of the teams In the performance of their principal functions and also reduced their value as a potential pool.
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department and utilize the darkroom portion of the unit equipment, thus providing additional facilities for processing films.
2. To augment field hospitals. This utilization of the units was less common, but
was sometimes very necessary. One unit, for instance, worked a full month with the
50th Field Hospital (p. 428).
3. To serve as the X-ray department of an improvised evacuation hospital staffed by
a medical gas casualty treatment battalion. This plan war used in the First U.S. Army.
4. To furnish auxiliary teams of radiologists and technicians. The three radiologists
and nine X-ray technicians at the disposal of Army headquarters formed a valuable pool
from which assistance could be drawn temporarily to stem attrition or cover temporary
disability of radiologic personnel. It was the general opinion that this function alone
would have justified the organization of the mobile X-ray units, even without their equipment. Only occasionally, however, during the winter, was the equipment out of use for
any extended period; the three generators, in particular, were practically always in use.
5. To man iobile mass radiography units, which must be available at the base in
any long-active theater of war. One such team on the Continent, before being sent into
an Army area, performed 5,240 examinations on officer candidates. The films were
processed and interpreted at the rate of 184 per day. Little previous training was
needed for this function.
6. To serve as the X-ray departments of captured German hospitals. Between 15
May and 10 June 1945, Team No. 62 of the 3d Auxiliary Surgical Group, Ninth U.S.
Army, served in this capacity at the German Hoexter Military Hospital for tuberculous
Russian prisoners of war, while Team No. 61 operated in the same manner at the Nordhausen Camp Hospital for Displaced Allied Personnel.
7. To assist at sick calls of bivouacking divisions, thus eliminating the need for
transporting patients to hospitals simply to secure X-ray examinations. It had been
expected that this would be a constant team function, but no reports of such use of the
teams were made until after V-E Day. If enough units had been available, this service
would probably have been useful during hostilities.

EVALUATION OF WORK OF MOBILE UNITS
A compilation of reports submitted to the Senior Consultant in Radiology
on 1 May 1945 from 11 of the 12 mobile units operating in the European
theater revealed that, although some had beeil in action only a short time,
these units had handled a total of 37,231 patients, made 52,517 examinations,
and processed 81,335 radiographs. Table 10 gives the breakdown of these
figures by teams and also gives the length of service, the types of installations, and other details concerning the service of these units. A single unit
often disposed of as many as 130 patients in a day.
In evaluating the work of the auxiliary mobile units, it should be borne
in mind that most of the patients handled in them represented the overflow
of the X-ray departments of the installations augmented by them. The practical need for them is evident in the fact that without their aid this overflow
of patients would have created serious bottlenecks in both surgery and
evacuation.
The opinion of others concerning the work of the units was highly
favorable, as evidenced by comments of medical officers who had worked with
them and of others who had observed them. On 31 July 1944, Capt. Joseph
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summary of work of mobile X-ray unAts in European theater
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I Total number treated: 37,231.
2 Total number of examinations made: 52,517.
3 Total number of radiographs processed: 81.335.
4Acted as the entire X-ray department when medical gas casualty treatment battalion was
converted into a hospital.
5 Two months not recorded.
* Probably In error.
I No record received.

V. Robbins, MC, at the request of the commanding officer of the 3d Auxiliary
Surgical Group, described the work of the unit attached to that group and
mentioned the favorable reception of their aid by commanding officers, inspectors, surgeons, and other medical officers.

It was Captain Robbins' rec-

ommendation that they be activated officially and attached to the various
armies.
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On 4 August 1944, Lt. Col. (later Col.) Joseph Augustus Crisler, Jr.,
MC, commanding officer of the 3d Auxiliary Surgical Group, after observing
the three units which had arrived, respectively, on 29 June, 5 July, and 12
July 1944, stated that these units had been of definite value in augmenting
X-ray facilities in evacuation hospitals, assisting overtaxed departments, and
preventing bottlenecks. He recommended that each army be provided with
an adequate table of organization for officers and enlisted men for these units.
On the whole, considering the peculiar character and function of these
units, the operations officers of the armies on the Continent utilized them
very well. The principal criticism of their utilization concerned the tendency
to retain them too long in single locations. The average time the teams
served with individual units was 1.6 months (table 10).
In retrospect, it seems that, in the future, a complete auxiliary mobile
unit should be attached to an evacuation hospital each time it moves, so that
radiographic functioning can begin within an hour of arrival at the new
location. The organic X-ray department of the hospital could then set up
more slowly and more carefully, without falling behind and creating a bottleneck in the surgical section. The rationale behind this suggestion is that
most bottlenecks in the X-ray departments of evacuation hospitals in World
War II occurred during the first few days they were functioning at new sites.
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CHAPTER XIV

Radiology in Forward Areas
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
INITIAL PLANNING
As planning for the invasion of the Continent proceeded in ETOUSA
(European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), it became clear that radiologic service in forward areas would differ materially from radiologic service
in rear areas. It also became evident that some means must be. devised to
augment this service at points of military stress, to parallel surgical augmentation at these points (p. 347). A study of operations in NATOUSA
(North African Theater of Operations, U.S. Army) suggested that one practical and effective solution of the problem would be the use of teams from
auxiliary surgical groups, according to the plans used successfully in that
theater. Another plan involved the use of mobile X-ray units (p. 405). Both
plans seemed particularly desirable and feasible because it was expected that
the campaign on the Continent would be fast moving and that hospital
facilities must be highly mobile. if the proper service for wounded casualties
were to be provided.
The Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, was ordered to the
North African theater on 16 September 1943, to make a firsthand study of
the radiologic practices in use there (1). The experience in North Africa,
Sicily, and Italy pointed clearly to the need for:
1. Mobile X-ray teams.
2. Augmentation of certain items of X-ray equipment.
3. An accurate estimate of film needs.
4. Reinforcement of X-ray personnel in forward area hospitals.
The following points, incorporated by Lt. Col. Kenneth D. A. Allen,
MC, in the official report of this visit, were stressed by Col. (later Brig.
Gen.) Joseph I. Martin, MC, Surgeon, Fifth U.S. Army, and other personnel
shortly after the invasion of Italy: 1
1 Up to the time when the Senior Consultant In Radiology, ETOUSA, arrived at the Omce of
the Surgeon, Headquarters, NATOUSA, in Algiers, no consultant in any of the medical specialties
had been permitted to proceed to Italy. The theater surgeon, Brig. Gen. Frederick A. Blesse, sent
a "radio" to Colonel Martin requesting permission for Colonel Allen to visit X-ray installations at
the front. As his own requests for similar permission for theater consultants had been refused,
General Blesse thought this request would also be refused. To his surprise, and to the consternation of his consultants, the permission was granted. The mystery was cleared when it was learned
from Colonel Martin that he had been having X-ray bottlenecks and, if Colonel Allen would bring
him an analysis of the X-ray situation at the front, he would be glad to furnish him with a Jeep
and a driver. These arrangements were made, and Headquarters, Fifth U.S. Army, made every
endeavor to see to it that Colonel Allen's tour was profitable.
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1. No matter how carefully medical service is planned for an assault campaign, and

no matter how excellent the planned procedures may be, one must be ever ready to
change them to meet the circumstances which may arise during an assault.
2. A 15-percent loss of equipment must be expected during landing operations.
3. Plans for the location of medical units in an assault often require complete and
abrupt changes.

In Sicily and Italy, for instance, corps medical battalion clearing com-

panies were used to reinforce divisional clearing stations and were followed by auxiliary
surgical group teams pending the arrival of field hospital platoons. In these circumstances, surgery had to be performed without accompanying X-ray service, which could,
however, have been supplied by mobile X-ray units.
4. Adequate X-ray service should be rendered wherever surgery is feasible. The

official tables of organization and equipment of X-ray departments do not provide a
radiologic capacity commensurate with the surgical capacities of a unit, especially when
forward units are augmented by auxiliary surgical group teams.
5. Central power from the hospital plant, carried to the department by a #4 or
larger wire, is preferable to the use of 2.5-kw. X-ray gas electric generators.

6. The need for radiographic standardization should always be stressed.

During Colonel Allen's visit in Italy, a great deal of valuable information was gained concerning shortages likely to occur in X-ray equipment
during active hostilities. Much of the planning for X-ray equipment in the
European theater was based on the information gathered during this visit.
Valuable information was also gained concerning the transportation of X-ray
equipment.
After his return from this trip, the Senior Consultant in Radiology held
many conferences with the chiefs of the Finance and Supply and the Personnel Divisions, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, during the fall and
winter of 1943-44. The inadequacies in equipment that might be expected
after the invasion of the Continent were stressed, and the Finance and Supply Division inaugurated action to overcome them. The chief of the Personnel Division also took steps to supply additional radiologists and technicians for evacuation hospitals and for the auxiliary mobile units then being
organized.
STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR THE INVASION
On 30 March 1944, each senior consultant in the Professional Services
Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, was called upon by Maj.
Gen. Paul R. Hawley to prepare an SOP (standing operating procedure)
for his specialty during the invasion, which would be an operation typical
of ground warfare but preceded by cross-water transportation.
The request to the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, from
Lt. Col. (later Col.) Robert M. Zollinger, MC, read as follows:
1. Professional Services Division is responsible for preparing an S.O.P. for the management of casualties. This should Include the general policy, starting at the "far

shore," including LST's In formation for triaging officers at the "bards,"
transit hospitals on the "near shore."

2 as

well as the

2A portion of a beach especially prepared with a hard surface extending into the water,
employed for the purpose of loading or unloading direct into or from landing ships or landing craft.
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2. Submit a detailed plan for each area, including the placement of surgical teams.
3. The policies of professional care will be governed by Manual of Therapy, ETO.
4. The submitted plans will be correlated at the Saturday morning meeting on April
1st. It is planned that Col. Clinton S. Lyter [MC] of the 1st Auxiliary Surgical Group
will attend this meeting, to supply information regarding the number of his teams, as
well as their equipment.

On 2 April 1944, Colonel Allen replied to this communication as follows:
1. X-ray examinations are advised whenever a medical installation has surgical
facilities, and at least 100 beds, in other words, whenever X-ray examination will affect
the treatment of relatively large numbers.
2. "Near shore." The unit of a field hospital at the "hard," the regular T/O & E
of which is one X-ray technician and X-ray equipment, will probably not need a full
time radiologist, if only local casualties are handled, but the unit X-ray department
should be under the supervision of the radiologist of the field hospital. This radiologist
should visit the unit or delegate supervision through the C.O. of the field hospital to
another medical officer. A radiologist could also be called from the 1st Auxiliary Surgical Group.
The other field hospital units, of which the one at the "hard" is a component, used
elsewhere on the shore, as holding or emergency hospitals, are each expected to have
one X-ray technician and equipment The radiologist should visit or delegate as the situation demands. The radiologist, through the supply officer, should make a provision for
obtaining expendable X-ray supplies for all three units.
3. "Near shore." The full field hospital situated away from the "hard" is expected
to have one radiologist and adequate X-ray equipment and three X-ray technicians. If
sufficient litter bearers are available the X-ray service will be adequate without augmentation, except when continuous service is required; then it should be augmented by
an auxiliary mobile X-ray unit
4. Station Hospitals. The X-ray department at the present location of the 38th Station Hospital is not thought to be adequate for heavy continuous X-ray service, partly
because of the small amount of equipment, the inadequacy of the quarters, and the difficulty of litter bearing to and from other floors of the building. Especially if this station
hospital should be expanded by tentage, an auxiliary mobile X-ray unit could set up
close to the front or other entrance or adjacent to expansion tentage.
5. Advise that S. B. S. [Southern Base Section] notify all possible units concerned of
the availability of the mobile X-ray units and procedure for procuring their use.
6. One auxiliary mobile X-ray unit should be assigned for disposal to the area surgeon of each area.

By 10 February 1944, the First U.S. Army, then in the United Kingdom, was sufficiently well organized to permit the First U.S. Army Consultant in Surgery to request orientation conferences for the army radiologists.
On 19 April 1944, the same request was received from the Third U.S. Army.
A number of conferences were held with radiologists in both armies, in
response to these requests, and by 20 June 1944, hospital and mobile X-ray
units of both armies had been visited.
Shortly before the invasion, a circular letter was published which dealt
particularly with the care of patients in forward hospitals (2).
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FIGURE

156.-Capt. Sidney Cobb, MC, Ward Officer at

44th Evacuation Hospital, studying radiograph of chest
in laboratory of 1st Evacuation Hospital in MaImedy,

Belgium, December 1944.

SPECIAL PLANNING
Facilities
The following information concerning facilities for evacuation and field
hospitals was communicated to personnel of these hospitals in meetings and
during personal visits by the Senior Consultant in Radiology and the regional consultants:
Housing. -Evacuation hospitals (figs. 156 and 157) must be arranged to
carry out fluoroscopy, radiography, and processing of films at the same time.
A satisfactory way to accomplish this requirement is to use a ward tent and
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multistorled building, the availability or lack of an elevator, the width and pitch of a
staircase, and the size of doorways were very important considerations.
8. The distance of the X-ray department from the wards.
4. The proximity of the X-ray department to the operating room. This consideration

was often overrated In importance.

A different consideration was the proximity of the

department to the preoperative and shock wards; it was important that It be close to
those facilities.
5. X-ray protection not only for those in the department but also for those in adjacent rooms and above and below it. The proximity of personnel In adjacent rooms was
not so important in evacuation hospitals because of the frequent moves of these units.

Power. -Techniques of obtaining the greatest amount of service from
table of equipment generators was always a problem and was the subject of
much discussion. The distribution of power by improvisation of switches
and determination of the proper length and size of wire runs (table 11,
p. 441) required study and ingenuity. .Radiologists were urged to use central
power whenever a large hospital generator was accessible and to utilize local
civilian power whenever it was available on the Continent in the proper
form. Civilian sources of power could be used more frequently when field
unit X-ray machines were wired for both 115 and 230 volts.
Radiologists were urged to exercise the utmost skill in the care and
operation of electric generators. The instructions issued with each generator must be carefully studied and precisely followed by radiologists and
technicians.
Litter Bearers
The Senior Consultant in Radiology advised all radiologists in forward
hospitals to hold conferences with representatives of other services and with
the administrative divisions concerning the use of litter bearers for transporting patients to and from the X-ray department. Their provision was
always a serious problem. X-ray departments fortunate enough to have
litter bearers assigned for their exclusive use were usually able to keep
ahead of the demands of the operating room far better than departments
which had to use the general pool of litter bearers.
The utilization of prisoners of war, when the hospital was so located
that this plan was permissible, was a desirable solution of the difficulty.
Technical Points
Certain practical points were also emphasized to radiologists and technicians:
1. The field X-ray machine could be used more efficiently beside a table if a board or
other type of track was improvised to guide its movement up and down the length of
the table (fig. 137, p. 385).

2. Film drying would be hastened if a free current of air could be forced through
the darkroom by an improvised lightproof trap.

The ventilator alone was inadequate.
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If the improvisation Just described was not feasible, then films could best be dried outside of the darkroom.
3. The use of improvised hose or pipe plumbing with water inlets and drain outlets
from the processing units would increase darkroom efficiency.
4. Positions should be standardized according to the guide for forward areas furnished each X-ray department by the Office of the Chief Surgeon.
5. Roentgenograms should be identified accurately according to existing directives
(p. 338).
6. All patients evacuated to other hospitals should be accompanied by their roentgenograins (p. 340). A proper filing system in the hospital would make the radiographs
readily available to those who wished to see them and at the same time would make it
possible, on short notice, for each patient who was evacuated to be accompanied by his
films.

PRINCIPLES OF FORWARD RADIOLOGIC SERVICE
Location of Service
In the European theater, the decision was made that X-ray service would
be furnished in the forward area wherever a relatively large number of
casualties required treatment. As a practical matter, this meant that it
would be furnished in any location in which surgery was being done and 100
or more beds were available for postoperative care. If a field hospital meeting this requirement was located in a forward area, provision of radiologic
personnel and equipment would be routine. If there was no hospital installation, as at a division clearing station to which auxiliary surgical group
teams had been dispatched, X-ray service would be furnished by mobile
hospital units. Observations in the Mediterranean theater and experience in
the European theater showed that in World War II it was not feasible or
desirable to provide X-ray service farther forward than division clearing
stations.
Selection of Cases
Colonel Allen strongly recommended that, during quiet periods, planning conferences be held between the radiologists and the surgeons whose
function was to sort the patients for treatment and evacuation (triage). He
urged that these conferences be continued until a plan had been formulated,
and complete understanding reached, as to the order of priority in which
patients would be dispatched to the X-ray department. It was also emphasized that patients must be accompanied by enough of their histories to permit accurate positioning and adequate radiography on their first visit. Early
in the fighting on the Continent, medical officers frequently failed to furnish
the radiologists with enough of these details to permit the proper radiographic positioning. The omission made many reexaminations necessary.
The difficulty was gradually rectified by the publication of new directives;
visits to hospitals; and new wording of the X-ray request, which now asked,
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in addition to the items on the original form (Form ETOUSA MD 55K-2,
September 1943), the purpose of the examination. This information permitted proper positioning of the patient on the first examination. As this particular detail indicates, those hospitals in which other medical officers regarded the radiologist as a consultant received the best radiologic service.
INSPECTION OF HOSPITALS AFTER D.DAY
The successful implementation of the SOP prepared for radiology was
evident in the inspection tour made by Colonel Allen to transient, general,
station, evacuation, and field hospitals on the near shore during the first 19
days after D-day. All of these hospitals acted as forward hospitals and
received casualties from LST (landing ship, tank) cross-Channel ships.
Entries from his official diary follow.
12 June 1944

38th Station Hospital
Proceeded to 38th Station Hospital. This is a transit hospital and is receiving a
large number of casualties. Up to the present the X-ray department, although inadequately housed, has not impeded the progress of patients through this hospital for evacuation. The use of the auxiliary mobile X-ray unit as an adjunct here was discussed
with the commanding officer and radiologist, both of whom felt that they might need to
call for one if the work became heavier. The quality of radiographs and interpretation
is satisfactory at the present time, but the technicians appeared to be tired, and if demands continue some relief by means of the mobile X-ray unit will probably be necessary. The processing capacity has been improved since the last visit. On 11 June this
department completed 85 cases. The hospital wa,: unable to get 8 x 10 and 10 x 12 films
and was advised to make an emergency requisition of Maj. [D. P.] McGill of Supply
Division. A planning conference was held with the Chief of Surgery and the commanding officer to arrange a system of priority of X-ray requests in order of operations due.
This hospital has been instructed to mark their films according to the location site rather
than their unit. The evacuation of X-ray films with the patient is completed by receipt
of a list of names from the registrar, but one hundred percent efficiency cannot be
reached because there are a number of last minute changes in the evacuation of patients.

46th Field Hospital
Proceeded to the 46th Field Hospital. Capt. Palmer D. Miller, the radiologic officer,
is also in charge of pathology. There has been a heavy flow of patients, and he finds
that three technicians are inadequate. The commanding officer has permitted him to use
the electric power maintenance man as an extra and another extra to act as clerk. This
hospital has improvised a block support for both ends of the radiographic table to hold
the litters with steel loops high enough to permit the grid to move the length of the
table. An excellent film drying system has been improvised by a rack in front of the
3 kw. electric light generator, which blows the blast of air through the radiator onto
the films. By this method, films often dry in 10 minutes. The Senior Consultant in
Radiology has communicated this system to other transit hospitals. The commanding
officer and radiologist were notified of the possibility of requesting the auxiliary mobile
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X-ray unit if and when requests for X-ray cannot be dealt with promptly. On the whole
good X-ray service is being rendered by this hospital, and it is commensurate with the
general demands upon the hospital.

28th General Hospital
Visited 28th General Hospital. Upon receipt of the first admissions of casualties the
X-ray department was requested to make 400 X-ray examinations in 24 hours. This
was about 90 percent of admissions and was based on a policy to use X-ray for a principal triage agent; the commanding officer and the radiologist had prevailed upon the
chiefs of surgical and medical services not to use X-ray for triaging, but only when it
added evidence concerning treatment, except in rare instances. At the present time
requests for about 50 percent of admissions are sent immediately to X-ray. After the
first 24 hours the department was able to cope with the heavy demands and evacuations
are not impeded. Capt. [later Maj.] Benjamin Felson was greatly assisted by the presence of an assistant,3 placed in the department * * * Because of this student, who has
shown a fine aptitude, no additional officer personnel is necessary in the department now.
The following subjects were considered with Captain Felson: Methods of drying films
in the least possible time, such as improvised drying racks with clips on strings, placing
of dried films in the ward available to the surgeons as necessary, and evacuation of
films with each patient. Since, during heavy loads, the radiologist Is required to read
wet radiographs, he then dries them and sends them direct to the patient's bed and the
films are evacuated with the patient by the ward surgeon. Further study of receiving
hospitals will be necessary to evolve the best plan for keeping the films with the patient.
The hospital is low on holders, film development. It was advised that the supply officer
call the Supply Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, for an emergency requisition.
Except for the first two days this department has functioned smoothly and is satisfactory
throughout.
18 June 1944

95th General Hospital
Visit to 95th General Hospital. This hospital has had no casualties and only 60
patients, although it is only 6 miles from the 28th General Hospital which has handled
1,600 casualties. Col. [later Brig. Gen.] Edwin H. Roberts, the Commanding Officer,
does not know why they have not had casualties. The X-ray department is apparently
prepared. The radiologist was apprised of the early difficulties encountered by the 28th
General Hospital. The subject of large numbers of radiographic cases with accompanying
film drying, sorting and dispatching with patients was discussed at length. The subject
of using X-ray for triage was discussed with the commanding officer, and he will make
an effort to prevent deluging the X-ray department with unnecessary X-ray examinations if and when this transit hospital is used for casualties.

50th Field Hospital
Proceeded to 50th Field Hospital. This is set up in two locations; one close to the
hard and the other above 3 miles away. The one at a distance is prepared to do X-ray
SThis assistant was Capt. (later Maj.) Emanuel J. Levin, MC. He had had no radiologie
training at this time. After the war, he trained with Dr. Felson in Cincinnati. Later. he became
Professor of Radiology at the New York State College of Medicine and Director of the Radiological
Department, Maimonides Hospital in Brooklyn. It was repeatedly observed that medical ofcers
without previous training in radiology became so interested in the specialty when they were ex-

posed to It during the war that they continued with it In civilian life.
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work to the standard required by two units of a field hospital Their X-ray arrangement is good. The radiologic officer in charge, Capt. Robert Biddle, has had a 6 weeks'
course with Col. Alfred A. de Lorimier [MC] and has a good X-ray technician with each
unit. It is believed that they will be able to furnish quite good radiographs, but will
need help with interpretation wherever they may be. The unit on the hard was found
by Lt. Col. [George K.] Rhodes [MC] to need reinforcing very badly, so an auxiliary
mobile X-ray unit was ordered. Within 6 hours of the request the unit arrived, and
within 1 hour of its arrival it had produced the first radiograph. Fifty radiographs
were made the first night and upon review were found to be as good as the average
hospital radiographs. The officers of the field hospital platoon were well pleased with
the service rendered by the mobile X-ray unit commanded by Capt. William G. O'Donnell [MC].
L'•he unit was situated near the hospital X-ray tent, surgery and ward tents.
It seems to be easy to place the mobile unit in a strategic position in relation to a 1lospital. The officer and technicians were handling the unit well and had evolved technique
for making radiographs with the least possible disturbance of the patient. Each technician was assigned certain special work in setting up and in maintaining service to the
hospital, and assignments were rotated to insure one's being capable of handling any
requirement of the unit.

12th Field Hospital
Proceeded to the 12th Field Hospital. The X-ray department here is set up in four
pyramidal tents with continuous sides and walls rolled up to make one large room.
This was connected with a common waiting tent, with pharmacy and laboratory attached
thereto so that all patients waiting for pharmacy, laboratory and/or X-ray used the
same waiting space. This was an efficient arrangement. The radiological officer, Capt.
Sidney Dann [MC] is a 6 weeks de Lorimier course man, who should be able to make
radiographs and keep his technicians fairly well trained. He will be unable to interpret
many cases. It would seem that field hospitals will often require the use of an auxiliary
mobile X-ray unit. At the time of this visit the hospital was in the act of moving to
another site.

12th Evacuation Hospital
Proceeded to the 12th Evacuation Hospital. The X-ray Department of this hospital
was handling about 90 radiographic cases per day in its tent X-ray department. The
radiographs were of good quality and exceedingly well interpreted. The arrangement of
the department is good throughout. Both Maj. [later Lt. Col.] Frank Huber and Capt.
Charles Huntington are busy, demonstrating that a 750-bed evacuation hospital requires
two radiologists when used near capacity. Of the first groups of casualties received,
X-ray examinations were requested on about 90 percent of the cases, but after conference
between the commanding officer, chiefs of service and radiologists, the requests for X-ray
were reduced to about 50 percent of admissions. A general survey of the situation indicated that they were still requesting too many X-ray examinations in this hospital,
because many patients were evacuated before treatment, based on X-ray findings, could
be instituted. This appeared to be a strong hospital unit and the quality of the X-ray
service was commensurate with the unit as a whole.4

28th Field Hospital
Visited 28th Field Hospital which had only had a total of 30 casualties. No radiogist serves this hospital, but the commanding officer and chief of the surgical service
4 See history of this hospital, p. 460.
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could and did call on Captain Miller of the 46th Field Hospital to supervise the work of
the X-ray technicians. For radiographs which they cannot interpret they will call on
Captain Miller. Should a change in the tactical situation deluge the department, they
will requef,•, the use of the auxiliary mobile X-ray unit. Lt. Col. [later Col.] Einar C.
Andreassen, MC, Southern Base Section, had asked the Senior Consultant to see if a
radiologist should be sent to the 29th Field Hospital, but it was found unnecessary
because of the proximity of the 46th Field Hospital.

109th Evacuation Hospital
Proceeded to the 109th Evacuation Hospital. The radiologist here, 1st Lt. Edward
D. Greenberger [MC] has been a board member for 7 years and in the Army for 3 years
without promotion. The commanding officer broached the subject and stated that he had
done all in his power to have this officer promoted and hopes he will be soon. The
X-ray department was exceedingly v. -11 run, well arranged and with some good innovations in housing. The radiography and quality of interpretation was excellent throughout. The radiologist here is successfully using optimum voltage X-ray technique.5

40th Field Hospital
Proceeded to the 40th Field Hospital, where a detachment of one unit is serving a
nearby airfield and has received only 9 cases. There is no radiologist, but one X-ray
technician has the department fairly well set up.
14 June 1944
228th Station Hospital
Visited X-ray department of 228th Station Hospital. This hospital, like many, requested X-ray examinations oi a higher percentage of admissions on the first few convoys arriving than on later convoys after the work of triage became more clinical and
systematized.
However, 400 X-ray examinations have been made in the first 7 days
after the arrival of the first casualties. The X-ray department is preparing to handle
150 radiographs per day if it becomes necessary. This is thought to be too optimistic
for continual service. ('apt. Everett L. Pirkey, MC, has evolved an excellent method of
arranging films for transport with the patient. Black paper and a copy of 55K-2 (X-ray
report) is stapled to the X-ray film with the patient's name on the outside. This hospital
X-ray department can handle more casualties because eight litter bearers have been
assigned to it with nothing to do but handle X-ray cases, and all eight are continually
busy. There are four teams of two men each and their hours are staggered so that
there is complete 24-hour ser'ice. The hospital is still requesting seemingly unnecessary
radiographs on patients. This was discussed with the commanding officer.
305th Station Hospital
Proceeded to 305th Station Hospital. This hospital has handled 1,600 cases and has
a 12-mile trip from hospital to train. There have been 472 cases examined by X-ray in
the week it has been in operation. The radiologist 6 and the technicians are very tired.
Relief by either a mobile X-ray unit or a temporary transfer of radiologist was not
5 As recommended by Mr. Arthur W¢.Fuchs, Eastman Kodak Co.
6 Capt. (later Maj.) Henry G. Ford, MC.
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thought necessary at the time, and no such offer was made, but the personnel was advised to call for assistance when needed through the Southern Base Section. Although
the radiography was not as good as at some hospitals equally busy, it was improving and
means of improvement were suggested by the Senior Consultant. Extreme fatigue in the
department is believed to have been the cause of some poor radiographs. All had had a
night's rest preceding this visit and now felt able to control the situation. Another
handicap for optimum operation of the X-ray department is the hospital shortage of
litter bearers. Arrangements for drying are quite good, but probably increased drying
capacity will eventually become necessary. This could be achieved by improvising drying
facilities other than those already used; namely, a closed drying rack in the blast of the
regular drier. This hospital has X-rayed about 35 percent of the casualties received.

315th Station Hospital
Visit to 315th Station Hospital. This hospital has received 2,500 casualties, and
there have been less than 10 percent requests for X-ray examinations. That may seem
low, and the subject was discussed with the commanding officer and radiologist. 7 However, the hospital is purely for transient airborne casualties. Only those who cannot
travel further are subject to X-ray examination. Their evacuation system was smooth
and rapid, and cases in which X-ray definitely would not affect treatment were not sent
for X-ray. It Is believed that there will be more use made of X-ray in the future as the
radiologist was advised that soft-tissue wounds should have X-ray study before surgery.
The department is well managed and well arranged, except that the partitioning is such
that fluoroscopy cannot be (one without blocking the darkroom entrance. * * * However,
there has been very little fluoroscopy. Interpretation is good and the radiography is
good throughout. Films are sent to the surgery for reviewing by the surgeons during
operations and are transported forward with evacuated patients in bundles wrapped in
black paper with the patient's name on the outside. This hospital has the personnel
divided Into three shifts, each working 16 hours per day so that there is always an
overlap of personnel to transfer information on patients back and forth. This was a
novel use of personnel. If at any time their work permits, personnel can rest some during the four hours preceding or four hours after their regular 8-hour shift.

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
A summary of his observations in hospitals on the near shore immediately after D-day was sent by Colonel Allen to the theater Chief Surgeon on
24 June 1944, as follows:
1. Conditions for correction in ' insit hospitals especially, but existing also to some
extent In rearward hospitals:
a. Too high a percentage of cases is X-rayed when large numbers of casualties
are admitted at once, especially in "uninitiated" hospitals. This percentage drops as
admission numbers drop and as experience in receiving convoys is gained. Too many
cases were X-rayed in which treatment was not affected, occasionally just prior to
evacuation. There will, of course, always be a few cases in transit hospitals for which
X-ray is necessary in order to help decide whether to evacuate or not. In rearward
hospitals many cases will require X-ray to decide whether to return to duty or evacuate
to the ZI.
b. Not enough X-ray examination of soft-tissue wounds before debridement in
transit hospitals.
7 Capt. (later Maj.) Robert W. O'Connor, MC.
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c. Difficulties have been encountered in transfer of X-ray films so that they are
available to the new hospital when the patient arrives. Effort is being made to get a
consensus from train commanders and hospital- and center-receiving officers as to whether
a transit hospital should send films In bundles with each convoy or with each patient
separately. Further information is requested from any possible source, by other consultants and medical officers, It would seem from the evidence at hand that films with
each patient have fewer failures than when given to train commanders in bundles.
d. A paucity of litter bearers to transfer patients to and from the X-ray department Itself. At the 228th Station Hospitals eight litter bearers are assigned to X-ray,
and there the department has functioned smoothly in spite of very heavy work. A bottleneck in X-ray keeps beds from emptying.
e. The auxiliary mobile X-ray units can be called for by any of the transit hospitals, field, evacuation, station or general hospitals.

f. Rearward hospitals have found films 9 very diagnosable and In an increasing
percentage. However, there is much room for improvement.

The Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA, observed throughout
the war that the nearer to the front radiologic facilities were provided, the
more frequently did medical officers use radiologic examinations for the
triage and disposition of patients. He also noted that inexperienced medical
officers ordered more radiographs for the purpose of deciding the disposition
of casualties than did experienced officers. Most of them quickly learned,
however, from conferences with the chiefs of surgical and X-ray sections,
that only very occasionally should radiologic examination be used for purposes of triage.
In his annual report for 1944, the Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, also noted that medical officers soon learned the fallacy of sorting and classifying patients by radiographic findings alone. As hospital
staffs gained experience, the percentage of requests for X-ray examination
of newly arrived patients uniformly and steadily lessened during the first
48 hours after their arrival. Experience showed that in a convoy of 300
casualties, made up of freshly wounded patients, requests for 50 percent of
the cases were not too much. It was expected, however, that, as transmittal
of radiographs from forward hospitals with patients became increasingly
efficient, the percentage of requests for examination in rear echelon hospitals
would drop to 25 or KC percent.
Visits to forward areas by the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETOUSA,
during June and July 1944 made clear that neither personnel nor equipment
was adequate for the volume of radiologic work required. The deficiencies
were made up in two ways: (1) By use of mobile X-ray units and (2) by
arbitrary assignments of more officers and men to the X-ray department by
commanding officers, in spite of the need for personnel elsewhere.
Film drying was found to furnish a serious delay in the triage, treatment, and evacuation of casualties. It was again emphasized to radiologists
and technicians that this process could be expedited by forcing air through
the developing tent or by hanging films on wires by clips or by safety pins.
s Capt. (later MaJ.) Everett L. Pirkey, MC, radiologist.

9 Made in forward hospitals and accompanying patients.
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It was also emphasized again that wet films should be taken to the
operating room if surgeons requested them. Future planning might incorporate facilities to permit this type of surgical-radiologic cooperation.
Diagnostic difficulties. -Contrary to prewar expectations, casualties were
frequently received in evacuation hospitals with injuries and complications
difficult of interpretation. Such conditions as traumatic aerocele of the brain
and bizarre types of pneumothorax and pneumoperitoneum are not often
encountered in civilian practice.
Speed in the examination of patients was essential, in order not to delay
surgery and, in turn, the evacuation of patients. Often, therefore, for days
on end, it was necessary to make hurried interpretations of wet films. Speed
and the interpretation of wet films were both unfavorable factors, and some
errors in diagnosis resulted, but, on the whole, they were remarkably few.
Fortunately, most diagnostic radiology in evacuation hospitals was relatively simple. Nonetheless, if the X-ray department was to meet the heavy
demands upon it, there was need in each such hospital for at least one experienced radiologist possessed of energy, skill and ingenuity. As pointed out
elsewhere, although many older men stood up well under the strain, it was
desirable, whenever possible, that radiologists assigned to evacuation hospitals be under 35 years of age.
REFERENCES
1. Report, Lt. Col. K. D. A. Allen, MC, to Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 25 Oct. 1943,
subject: Visit to NATOUSA, including the 5th Army Medical Installations in Italy, by
the Senior Consultant in Radiology, ETO.
2. Circular Letter No. 71, Office of the Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army, 15 May 1944, subject: Principles of Surgical Management
in the Care of Battle Casualties.

CHAPTER XV

Radiology in the Communications Zone
on the Continent
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In World War II, radiology in rear areas differed materially from radiology in forward areas, while in rear areas, radiologic service in general hospitals differed considerably from that called for in station hospitals. One
important reason for the latter difference was that elective surgery was limited
to general hospitals. Since the diseases which required elective surgery usually
entailed more refined X-ray diagnoses, especially when the thicker parts of the
body were involved, more experienced radiologic interpretation was required.
As a rule, patients had to be referred to general hospitals for gastrointestinal,
gallbladder, and renal studies; for encephalography; and for the localization
of intraocular foreign bodies.
After 6 June 1944, the radiologic work of station and general hospitals
became more closely equalized. Some units in both categories were necessarily
designated as transit hospital (p. 427), whose primary function was to examine
casualties as they arrived in the United Kingdom and to decide whether they
could withstand further transportation from airstrips and ships to more specialized hospital centers. Most patients whose transportability status was not
immediately apparent required X-ray examination, which was carried out in
the same way in all transit hospitals, whether they were station or general.
Frequent changes in the function of hospitals and in their specialized
assignments, as noted elsewhere (p. 349), required constant reevaluation of the
special qualifications of radiologists assigned to these hospitals as well as of
the equipment allotted to them.

FACILITIES
Early in 1944, it became necessary to prepare radiologists assigned to general hospitals and, to a lesser degree, to station hospitals scheduled for movement to the Continent, for the establishment of their departments in the field
after the invasion. There were no plans available for the operation of X-ray
departments under such conditions. The Senior Consultant in Radiology
therefore spent much time with the radiologists in the theater and with the
4W5
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appropriate sections of the Chief Surgeon's Office, European theater, planning
for field housing, for water supply and drainage, for power, for darkrooms,
for film drying, and for general arrangements (fig. 159). A great deal of
emphasis was put upon the expected necessity for improvisations in both
equipment and facilities.
It had been assumed by the Construction Section, Hospitalization Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, that, within a few weeks after the invasion,
the operating room and the X-ray department of each hospital would be
moved to prefabricated huts from the tents originally used. The Construction
Section drafted designs and made blueprints for the X-ray department on
this basis, including plans for wiring, plumbing, protection, and general
arrangements.
On the assumption that the transfer from tents to huts could be anticipated shortly after the invasion, Lt. Col. (later Col.) Kenneth D. A. Allen,
MC, consented to the housing of X-ray departments in single-ward tents as a
temporary measure. The Construction Section thereupon instructed the
engineers to pour cement flooring in the shape and size of single-ward tents.
It was promptly evident that these tents would be inadequate for permanent
use, and when it was learned, as it soon was, that the expected fabricated huts
would not be available, efforts were directed to providing more suitable housing. One or the other of the following plans was used:
1. Cement was poured for the flooring of two squad tents placed end to
end, with one or more subsidiary storage or large wall tents.
2. Two ward tents were erected side by side ("married"), with the inner
canvas between them rolled up to convert them into one large tent. This plan
was the better of the two, one reason being that ward tents were more easily
procured in the European theater than other types, and it was generally
followed.
Concrete flooring was poured in advance, in accordance with the type of
tent to be used.
On 10 February 1945, the following communication was sent by Colonel
Allen to Col. Bryan C. T. Fenton, MC, of the Finance and Supply Division,
Office of the Chief Surgeon:
In case there might be further tent * * * hospital installations, the undersigned is

considering what shape and size * * * cement flooring be made for X-ray departments.

FIGURE 159.-Floor plans of X-ray departments of general hospitals In the Communlcations Zone, France. A. Floor plan of 5th General Hospital: Darkroom (a), chest
machine (b), cassette changer (c), X-ray machines (d), receiving desk (e), squad tent
(f), fluoroscopic tent (g). film files (h), desks (I), file (J), and typist's desk (k). B.

Floor plan of 50th General Hospital: Receiving desk (a). benches (b), X-ray machine
(c), chest machine (d). cassette changer (e), X-ray machine (f), fluoroscopic tent (g),
fluoroscopic machine (h). darkroom (1). drier and viewbox (j), supply shelves (k), film
files (1), desks (m), file (n), typist's desk (o), stereoscopic viewer (p), supply shelves

(q), and sink (r).
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Could you ascertain for me whether to obtain storage tents to place end to end, or ward
tents to place side by side. K. D. A. A.

Colonel Fenton replied on 12 February 1945: "* * * relative to basic IRS
[Internal Routing Slip], Tent Ward has been in better supply in th", theater,
and it is felt future plans should be based on that type tent."
Specifications
The following general information concerning the criteria of housing of
fixed hospitals in the field was communicated to radiologists in meetings and
at personal visits by the Senior Consultant in Radiology and the regional
consultants:
Location.-A central location is desirable for the X-ray department, so
that it will be accessible to the receiving room, the operating room, and the
wards. As a rule, this arrangement is easily achieved in the construction of
tented hospitals, but it is sometimes a problem in buildings not designed primarily as hospitals. In multistoried buildings, it is often best to place the
X-ray department on the first floor, for two reasons: (1) to simplify the
handling of outpatients and (2) to avoid exposure of personnel working underneath the department. The availability or lack of an elevator has much to
do with determining the selection of the floor on which the department is to
be located.
If sufficient space is not available for protection of personnel by distance,
reliance must be placed on ray proof walls, on lead or barium plasterprotected exposure booths, and on lead rubber aprons on improvised frames
(p. 387).
Other factors to be taken into consideration are plumbing, powerlines,
and varying building designs.
Space. -One of the most important considerations in construction of an
X-ray department in any type of installation is securing enough space. This
necessity is obvious enough to a radiologist, but is frequently disregarded by
persons ignorant of radiology who design these departments. Adequate space
is necessary for several reasons:
1. Waiting room space must be provided for ambulatory patients and for the large

numbers of litter patients to be expected.
2. Several X-ray machines (up to five when available), a cassette changer, and protective lead screens occupy so much space that it Is difficult to handle both patients and
equipment if there is not enough space to separate them from each other.
3. A lightproof processing room must be provided, as unexposed film fogs quickly in
cramped quarters. A fluoroscopic room Is also necessary.
4. If there is insufficient protective distance, radlologic personnel will be exposed to
the dangers of both primary and secondary radiation.

Design.-The following arrangements are desirable:
1. The reception space and clerk's station should be placed at the same entrance and
as far as possible from the source of X-ray exposure.
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2. A central off-duty station for technicians and an additional storage room can be
situated in a separate pyramidal tent, if it can be procured, without loss of utility.
3. A separate radiologic office, in a small canvased partition or a separate tent, Is
advisable. Films can be stored in this space.
4. Whenever possible, a latrine in a nearby tent should be used solely for patients
requiring barium enemas.
5. If cement is used for the floor, it should be poured as smoothly as possible, to
facilitate moving small-wheeled X-ray machines. If cement is not available, salvaged
tarpaulin, canvas, or sawdust can be used for flooring. If the tent is set up when the
ground is dry, a grassy space is more desirable than bare ground.
6. When buildings not primarily designed to house X-ray departments are used for
this purpose, considerable variation in the standard arrangements is necessary. If it is
possible, it is always desirable to have separate rooms for receiving patients; fluoroscopy; darkroom; supply room; office; and exposure rooms, two or three being provided
when space permits. This arrangement is not a matter of convenience only; unless the
original walls are radiolucent, unpartitioned space increases prcblems of protection.
7. Whenever a new building is taken over, the walls and partitions should be immediately tested for radiopacity. The mazes and pass boxes necessary in an X-ray department can be easily constructed either by the engineers who set up the hospital or, if they
are not available, by hospital utilities personnel or even by X-ray personnel. If there is
more than one exposure room, a central location for the darkroom can be achieved by
knocking out partitions.
8. Special attention should be devoted to wiring, since the size of the wires that
carry power to the X-ray department are extremely important to its proper functioning.
9. An advance party seeking housing for a hospital should always be accompanied
by a radiologist, because of the special problems of the radiology service. Careful planning and forethought can generally avoid a poorly functioning X-ray department that
might well become a bottleneck and slow up initial wound surgery.

First Installations
The 5th and 50th General Hospitals, Carentan, France, the first fixed hospitals to be set up on the Continent, were housed in ward tents and two squad
tents, placed end to end; cement floors in this design were poured before the
tents were set up.
At the 5th General Hospital, a squad tent was obtained for fluoroscopy
and for the storage of supplies (fig. 159A). The general-issue main tent did
not exclude direct sunlight.
At the 50th General Hospital (fig. 159B), additional pyramidal tents were
supplied, one of which was used as an office and the other for supplies. The
commanding officer also allowed the replacement of a squad tent by a ward
tent. For long periods, an average of 100 patients per day were examined, and
many outpatients were crowded into the tent at one time, especially in inclement weather. Even with the additional tents provided, space was therefore
at a premium, and the technicians were hampered in their work.
EVALUATION OF FACILITIES
The experience of the 5th and 50th General Hospitals made it clear that
the minimum space for an X-ray department in a general hospital, whether
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the installation was temporary or permanent, was 1,200 square feet. The
Hospitalization Division, Office of the Chief Surgeon, was requested thereafter
to pour cement flooring to allow two ward tents to be set up side by side (p.
437), instead of providing for the end-to-end arrangement of squad tents first
used. Not only was the side-to-side arrangement more efficient but, as already
noted, ward tents were more easily procured in the European theater than
other types of tents. By proper modification of sideboards and tent poles, the
space available was used to the maximum, and adequate provision was made
for drainage during rainy weather.
Many housing problems had to be solved after the invasion of the Continent, and they were multiplied when the armies moved forward and fresh
situations were confronted. This was true even when, as advised, a radiologist
was included in the advance party searching for satisfactory hospitalization.
Available buildings varied considerably in convenience, and many of them
were by no means modern. The X-ray departments had to be adapted to the
space and facilities that existed. Considerable ingenuity on the part of the
radiologic staffs was required to provide (1) protection for personnel; (2)
adequate electric power; (3) heating, to keep the patients warm and prevent
shivering, for clinical as well as radiographic reasons; (4) hot water for
barium enemas; and (5) a satisfactory fluoroscopic room. Even when, as
occasionally happened, modern hospital buildings were available, with good
facilities for civilian work, military hospitals had certain additional requirements, which had to be met by improvisation.
The housing of X-ray departments in fixed installations built by the
British is discussed elsewhere (p. 334).
Toilet facilities were generally inadequate. In the south of France, where
the standing or squatting toilet was frequently used, it was necessary to build
wooden seats over the formerly seatless plumbing. One hospital, located in a
former elementary school, had to contend with miniature toilets that had been
installed originally for children 6 to 10 years of age. In most installations, the
toilet was located so far from the fluoroscopic room as to constitute a real problem for patients who had had barium enemas.
As a rule, the X-ray departments of station and general hospitals in the
theater utilized the central hospital powerplants, though the lead wires to the
department were frequently too small to carry the current load. To overcome
this difficulty, the Construction Section, Hospitalization Division, Office of the
Chief Surgeon, was supplied with the information contained in table 11.

REQUESTS FOR RADIOGRAPHS
On 10 June 1944, Circular Letter No. 80, Office of the Chief Surgeon, laid
down certain instructions for the use of X-rays in rear echelon hospitals
(1). In substance, it was pointed out that regulation of the order and volume
of requests for X-ray examinations could be accomplished by attention to
certain considerations:
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1. A request for X-ray examination should be made only if the findings
would affect the treatment or, occasionally, the disposal of the patient.
2. Patients in shock or impending shock should not have X-ray examinations except in emergency.
3. Conferences should be arranged between radiologists and those responsible for triage in each hospital to insure uniform policies concerning the types
of casualties who should have X-ray examinations; the priorities for various
types of casualties; and the numbers in which they should be sent to the
X-ray department. Each request should convey to the radiologist the specific
purpose of the examination.
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Source: Condensed from the tables of the U.S. National Board of Underwriters and the British
Association of Supervising Electrical Engineers.

4. A similar system should be worked out with ward medical officers.
5. A procedure should be instituted whereby radiographs would be quickly
available for transmittal with patients when convoys were to be transferred to
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other hospitals. The plan would obviate many reexaminations at hospitals
farther to the rear.
6. Radiography should be standardized according to guides furnished
each hospital by the Office of the Chief Surgeon.
Attention to these instructions, it was pointed out, would have two desirable effects:

examina1. It would spare patients pain and discomfort by reducing unnecessary
departments.
X-ray
in,
waiting
and
to,
trips
unnecessary
tions and
and
2. It would conserve X-ray films and tubes, as well as the time of radiologists
technicians.
Special instructions were given for regional wounds:
additional
1. Casualties with wounds of the upper thighs and buttocks should have
which
abdomen,
lower
and
pelvis
the
of
radiographs
anteroposterior or posteroanterior
wounds.
these
in
were frequently involved
and
2. Casualties with wounds of the thorax should have additional anteroposterior
transdiaphragmatic
lateral radiographs of the upper abdomen because of the frequency of
involvement.
be consid3. Casualties with wounds of the upper arm, shoulder, and neck should
of the
radiographs
posteroanterior
or
ered as candidates for additional anteroposterior
lung.
thorax, to exclude involvement of the upper
should have
4. All casualties with wounds of the soft tissues of the extremities
the nearest joints,
anteroposterior and lateral radiographs of the injured parts, including
before surgery. There should be few exceptions to this rule.
not, as a rule,
5. Transportable casualties with wounds of the face and skull should
them.
for
available
be examined radiographically until special treatment is

In general hospitals, young and inexperienced officers in medical sections
were inclined to request far too many gastrointestinal X-ray examinations,
under
especially barium enema studies. Usually, the situation was brought

control by the cooperation of the Senior Consultant in Medicine.

FUNCTIONING OF X.RAY DEPARTMENTS
IN GENERAL HOSPITALS
The functioning of an X-ray department in a general hospital was well
set forth in a working manual prepared by Lt. Col. Magnus I. Smedal, MC,
Chief of Radiology at the 5th General Hospital. The practical details of the
operation of a typical department in a fixed hospital were outlined by Maj.
(later Lt. Col.) Charles L. Hinkel, MC, Chief of Radiology at the 98th General Hospital, when it was located at Hermitage, near Newbury, Berkshire,
England. This report is particularly valuable because of its clear-cut delineation of the function of an X-ray department in relation to the operation of
the whole hospital. Like all other source material in this section, both of these
reports are on file in the General Reference and Research Branch, The Historical Unit, U.S. Army Medical Service, Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
Washington, D.C.
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CHAPTER XVI

Special Experiences of
Evacuation Hospitals
Frank Huber, M.D., CharlesG. Huntington, M.D.,
and Robert W. Lackey, M.D.
The accounts which follow, one of a 400-bed semimobile evacuation hospital and the other of a 750-bed evacuation hospital, tell the typical story of
hospitals in these categories. The (somewhat condensed) data were secured
from the official annual reports, prepared by Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel,
MC) Robert W. Lackey for the 35th Evacuation Hospital and by Dr. (formerly Lieutenant Colonel, MC) Frank Huber and Dr. (formerly Captain,
MC) Charles G. Huntington for the 12th Evacuation Hospital.
35TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL
The 35th Evacuation Hospital, a 400-bed semimobile unit, underwent the
usual maneuver training in the Zone of Interior in the Tennessee mud. During
this period, personnel of the X-ray Department, whose director was 1st Lt.
(later Lt. Col.) Robert W. Lackey, MC, became familiar with their equipment
and with its use in the field. Later training in England brought them to an
optimum degree of efficiency and morale. The time and effort spent in both
training periods paid off many times after the unit was assigned to support
troops in combat on the Continent.
The X-Ray Department of the 35th Evacuation Hospital was in operation on the Continent for 227 combat days. This hospital participated in all
five major campaigns in Normandy, northern France, the Rhineland, the
Ardennes, and Central Europe. In all, it moved 17 times. It remained at
Nancy, France, for 67 days, but moved 16 times during the remaining 160
days of the war, averaging only 10 days' operation in each location. During
the 227 days of combat operation, it processed 21,325 frontline casualties and
made 31,328 radiographs.
Operations on the Continent
Movement to Continent.-The 35th Evacuation Hospital (fig. 160) sailed
from Southampton, England, for the Continent, on 18 June 1944, D+ 12. It
was forced to wait in convoy off Omaha Beach on the far shore for 5 days
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Fitaut.: 180-.-Experieuces of 35-th Evacuation IHospital]. A, Ni'mandy beach onl which
hospit al landed. B. Flares from Germann
planes. with return fire from U.S. artfillery.
ni-iigt at* hreakt hrouzlh in Noirnandy. C. I lospi ta] seltiup in tielht. Officers' tetits are in
upper left corner. ailon~g river. with enlIisted i en's tents to right. Center cross- of tents
represents operating- roomi with X-ray tent inl Iitie withi it ina front row, 1). H ospital s(t
tip in field in winter. E'. Germnat phlate shot down in field nleat' hospital. F'. Rtadiogra~phic' exuttliintitiOL Of casualt ty with wi~outiil, of both legzs (both were broken and sAel1
tragivients had to he renialvetl from otn
Examination is heitig made with patient still
oil1 litter on w~htich lhe was placed when lie was picked(11up. an1d t leilt
isaetos
ses
put oil itt the hield by thle a idniati
-Noatecassette untder righlt le~g. ( ;. IHospital dtarkroom.
11. htadiog-raphi of1 woutid of shoutld et, showling foreigtn body iti situi. 1. Initial wound
surgery ott patient with shoulder wound shown in view 11.

b~ecautse inclement weather made landing impossible. Dur-ing this period.
beach andl bay were under conlst ant etiemy 1)omllardilmetlt, antd onle Shitp in t he
coIIYQV was suink, unfortunately the one which contained most of the hospital
equipment.
The unit finally landed on the beach on 2) .June 1944, D-+ 17. ti11( reln:itte(
there in lbiv-otta for the next, 48 hours while the Sup~ply Sel-tion assemblledl
enough resetve equti pment to set uptt he h1lospital. The ch~ief X-ray techtniciani
"borrowedl the X-ray equipment of ainot her evacuation hospital which was not
tlieni ott the beach and1 not schedttled to gfo into operat ion for sev-eral weeks.
Saint -Sauveur-Le-V icom te. -0)n 24 Juute. the hospital was ord(eredl to
pr()'(eIe byV motor convoy to ait-uvtt-le'\ont.a
movement whichi
traversed the base of the Cotentin Peninsula and carried the unit thirough
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many badly battered Normandy villages. The Bailey bridges at Cotentin and
Saint-Sauveur were underfire from German "88's" and under strong counterattack. One truck was knocked out by shell fragments, but there were no
casualties.

The hospital set up the following day and opened at 1200 hours on 26
June. At this location, it supported the VII Corps drive to take the strategic
port of Cherbourg. Heavy and medium artillery, as well as antiaircraft units,
were set up in the adjoining field and drew considerable enemy fire, the shells
in many instances landing in the hospital area. This stand, which was the
medical personnel's first taste of combat, was perhaps the most exacting
encountered by the hospital during all the continental operations.
When the X-ray department operated with the rest of the hospital for
the first time under combat conditions, on 26 June 1944, it had its table of
organization allotment of one clerk and three technicians. On the first day,
43 patients were examined and 102 radiographs made. In 7 days, the department made 848 radiographs.
It was immediately realized that, for the department to operate properly
for 24 hours a day, more help was needed. Additional personnel were therefore trained during the next several weeks, until a total strength was reached
of two clerks, two darkroom operators, seven technicians, and four litter
bearers. With a staff of this size, the department was always able to keep
ahead of the surgiciaJ section after the first casualties received in each group
had been examined. The technicians' duty hours were staggered, four being
on duty during the day, when the heaviest influx of patients usually occurred,
and the other three being on duty at night.
Carentan.-As soon as the liberation of Cherbourg had been accomplished, the hospital moved to its second location at Carentan, where it continued to support the VII Corps until a breakthrough was achieved at
Saint-L6.
Rennes.-The 35th Evacuation Hospital was then transferred to the
Third U.S. Army and moved to Rennes, in Brittany. The movement was
accomplished in a blackout. After the hospital had been closed in the evening,
it was loaded on 21/2 -ton 6 by 6 trucks, which followed in convoy interspersed
with tanks of the 4th and 6th Armored Divisions. At this time, the Third
U.S. Army was pouring through the bottleneck at Avranches, under artillery
fire and also under aerial bombardment. Strafing continued at intervals
throughout the night.
The hospital arrived at Rennes at 0700 hours and went into operation at
once in order to care for 600 recaptured Canadian and American prisoners of
war, most of whom needed immediate medical care. It was the first Third
U.S. Army hospital to go into operation on the Continent and later was the
first to cross the Seine River. At Rennes, the main line of resistance, manned
by the 8th U.S. Infantry Division, ran by the front door of the hospital, a
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situation which gave rise to some interesting episodes, though the hospital,
again, was spared any casualties.
The first casualties who presented themselves to the X-ray department
were, as noted, recaptured prisoners of war. They had on casts and German
metallic orthopedic devices of various types, and they presented some of the
most challenging roentgenologic problems encountered during the war.
La Ferti Bernard. -When the 35th Evacuation Hospital moved to La
Fert6 Bernard, near XX Corps headquarters, the casualties were particularly
light, and the X-ray department, as well as other departments, had an opportunity to improvise equipment (p. 449) which had been shown, during the
first few weeks of operation, to be sorely needed.
On this move, as on several later ones, the plan was adopted of splitting
the hospital and moving it in leapfrog fashion. At a given time, admission
of casualties would be discontinued and half the hospital would move to the
new location and set up for operation. The other half would finish processing
the backlog of casualties in the old location, turn them over to a clearingholding unit, and then proceed to the new location, usually about 8 to 12 hours
after movement of the first half.
When this plan was adopted, the X-ray department would also split,
leaving two technicians and one X-ray machine in the old location. These
arrangements worked a considerable hardship on the advanced unit, which had
to pack; load equipment; drive all night, frequently in a blackout; pitch tents;
set up equipment; and immediately begin to process casualties, working for
12 hours or more if relief was slow in arriving.
Trying to keep ahead of the surgical load with only half the X-ray
equipment and manpower was also difficult. It was not unusual for the chiefs
of the surgical and X-ray sections to triage a patient, carry him to the X-ray
department themselves, and then carry him on to the operating room because
there were no litter bearers available; More than one wounded "GI" said later
that, when he saw himself being carried around by a captain and a lieutenant
colonel, he thought he was indeed "close to the Pearly Gates."
Verdun.-After leaving La Ferti Bernard, the 35th Evacuation Hospital
moved through Richarville, on to Fontainebleau, where it was located on a
ridge and where a quartermaster laundry company attached to it was knocked
out by German fire.
In its move to the vicinity of Verdun, the hospital closely followed the
6th U.S. Armored Division. By this time, it had become hospital policy to
set up as near the frontline as possible, to render the best possible close-in
service to the combat troops. Often, this policy posed problems for the
reconnaissance party, which was usually made up of the commanding officer or
his executive officer, the chief of the surgical section, and the chief of the
X-ray service. This party was frequently forced to reconnoiter uncleared
territory in its probing for desirable hospital sites, 1 or 2 days before the
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hospital eventually moved, and several times it had to wait for sites to be
cleared.
The Verdun location was one of several in which there was only a small
screen of combat patrols in front of the hospital. There were even fewer
patrols between the left flank of the hospital and the enemy. Here, the current
joke was that the 35th Evacuation Hospital was holding down the left flank
of XX Corps and doing a roaring fine job with arm brassards, X-ray machines,
and syringes. That the jest had considerable truth in it was evident on the
occasions on which small groups of French civilians from surrounding towns
would report to hospital headquarters that German panzer patrols were just
down the road. These reports were always transmitted to XX Corps headquarters, which apparently took the situation promptly in hand, for no panzer
units ever got as far as the hospital.
Drouville.-When the 35th Evacuation Hospital moved from the Verdun
across the Moselle River to Drouville, it supported the XII Corps. Drouville
proved to be a lively spot, with medium artillery dug in on the hills about the
hospital and with a constant chatter of small arms fire in the distance. It was
here that a sergeant, setting up the X-ray tent, needed a piece of rope or wire
to fasten down a corner firmly and ordered a private to procure it for him.
The private crossed the road, lifted a piece of wire, and asked if it would do.
Said the sergeant, "Fine! Give me about 6 feet of it, and be quick." As the
wirecutters snipped it, a colonel 'of the field artillery reared up with a now
dead field phone at his ear, and glared at the poor private with the 6-foot
section of telephone wire in his hand. Appropriate action was taken.
Nancy.-When instructions came at Drouville to all leading combat elements to halt and regroup, the 35th Evacuation Hospital moved back across
the Moselle and set up at Nancy, where it remained from 27 September until
2 December 1944. During this period, the X-ray department made 8,711
radiographs.
Teting and Saint Avoid. -On 2 December 1944, in bitterly cold weather,
the hospital moved through the '4aginot Line into a former German barracks
building near Teting and Saint Avold. These barracks had been subjected to
Allied aerial bombardment and artillery fire, in addition to small arms fire,
and had been badly damaged. A platoon of engineers was assigned to the
hospital, to aid in clearing out the rubble. So many .3erman dead were found
in the buildings and around the area by the cleanup detail that the location
became known as "Graveyard Stand."
Luxembourg City. -Shortly after the German breakthrough and the
beginning of the Battle of the Bulge, the 35th Evacuation Hospital received
orders to proceed in two columns to Luxembourg City in time to set up and
receive casualties by 1200 hours on 28 December. The two columns, accordingly, set out, under blackout conditions, and traveled by side and backcountry roads generally parallel to the main highways, which were loaded with
armored vehicles moving for the relief of the 101st Airborne Division at
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Bastogne. Captain Lackey was in charge of one column and the chief of the
surgical section, Col. Russell L. Malcolm, MC, was in charge of the other. In
spite of their apprehension, the two officers met at 0600 hours, at a previously
agreed on rallying point on the outskirts of Luxembourg City.
Here, orders were received for the hospital to set up in a long building
which had previously been a religious center. By 1200 hours, when it became
operational, an influx of patients began which was to continue until the end
of February. The hospital was crowded with patients from the Battle of the
Bulge, many of whom had to be hand-carried on litters up four narrow flights
of stairs to the attic. Patients for whom there were no beds were cared for in
the cellar or in the corridors.
In Luxembourg City, the darkroom tent was pitched indoors, in the room
allocated to the X-ray department. During this stand, the X-ray backlog of
patients frequently exceeded 250.
Helenenberg.-By 6 March 1945, the German counteroffensive had been
stopped, and the Allies had launched a great new offensive. The 35th Evacuation Hospital moved to a large school building at Helenenberg, 20 miles north
of Trier, and thus became the first of the Third U.S. Army hospitals to set up
in Germany.
The hospital in this location was very far forward. In fact, contrary to
the usual routine, the division clearing stations evacuated their patients forward to it. Small arms fire was frequently heard in the immediate vicinity,
and large numbers of German troops surrendered to hospital personnel, including X-ray personnel.
During most of this stand, the X-ray backlog amounted to over 250
casualties. The backlog for the whole hospital was so large that the ambulance
regulating post was set up in the hospital triage section, and casualties with
minor wounds were sent back to hospitals in Luxembourg City and its
environs, only casualties with wounds of the head, chest, and abdomen being
admitted.
Two rooms were allocated to the X-ray department. The darkroom tent
was pitched in one, and pictures were taken in the other. Army engineers
knocked a hole through the 2-foot wall to serve for a pass box.
Darmstadt. -Shortly after the Third U.S. Army's assault crossing of the
Rhine, the reconnaissance party of the 35th Evacuation Hospital was ordered
to reconnoiter a suitable location for the hospital across the river. This party,
which crossed over the famous pontoon bridge laid down by Army engineers,
was the first evacuation hospital in the Third U.S. Army to cross the Rhine.
The hospital set up at Darmstadt, after forcibly ejecting uniformed Nazi
Party members from the buildings selected, which were the only two buildings
in the city not gutted by fire bombs. The hospital was in operation long before
any other troops, including military government troops, were quartered in
the city.
Final moves.-On 12 April 1945, the 35th Evacuation Hospital moved to
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Bad Salzungen near Hersfeld for a brief stand in tents. On 26 April, it set
up at Grosschbnbrunn near Amberg. The final move, after V-B Day, was to
the Austrian border.
Facilities and Equipment
The greatest bottleneck in the rapid handling of patients at the 35th
Evacuation Hospital was in the darkroom, in which the number of cassettes
and hangers was insufficient. With larger numbers of both items, there could
have been a great increase in the number of casualties handled.
Personnel of the X-ray department constructed wooden platforms to
serve as mobile bases for the X-ray machines, which greatly enchanced their
usefulness in rapidly processing seriously wounded casualties. Mobile tables
were also made to be used with the litters and the mobile bases.
Wires were strung over the patients' beds in the shock and triage wards,
so that, as soon as radiograms were processed, they could be hung directly over
the beds. The immediate availability of the films facilitated triage of the
patients and their selection for priority in surgery. Wires placed over the
operating-room tables also made radiograms constantly available to the surgeons in the course of operation.
Never, during its entire operation in combat, did the X-ray department
of the 35th Evacuation Hospital have replacements of any of its original
equipment. It used tho original generators, tubes, cables, and transformers
from the beginning to the end of its service. All were considered satisfactory.
In only one setup, at Nancy, was civilian power used. In all other locations, it
was found too variable and unpredictable to be relied on. Servicing of the
original generators, machines, and all other equipment was carried out by the
department's own personnel, under the direction of the chief X-ray technician,
S. Sgt. Rufus A. Wilz. The original equipment, as Captain Lackey repeatedly
emphasized, was excellent, but it was the devoted work of the department personnel that kept it in good running order and made the whole X-ray operation
as smooth and as uncomplicated as it was.
The average number of patients examined by X-ray personnel in a 24-hour
period was about 40. When battle casualties were being received, the average
daily workload was about 85. The maximum number of casualties handled in
any single 24-hour period was 145.
Personnel
As has just been indicated, the tremendous output of work by the X-ray
Department of the 35th Evacuation Hospital, coupled with the necessity for
frequent long, rapid moves, is further evidence of the statement made many
times throughout this volume that the radiologic history of World War II was
really made by the X-ray technicians of the Army Medical Department.
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Their work was a far more potent factor in department operations than was
the type of equipment or the quantity of supplies.
The work of the chief X-ray technician of this hospital is proof of this
statement. In addition to supervision of the X-ray equipment and construction of improvised equipment, he was responsible for the training of additional personnel under the extremely difficult conditions of full combat operation and tremendously heavy workloads. During this period, his routine
responsibilities for the examination of seriously wounded casualties, plus his
training duties, sometimes kept him on duty from 18 to 22 hours a day.
The table of organization of an X-ray department in an evacuation hospital had no position for a staff sergeant (p. 360). Sergeant Wilz received his
rating by being put. in charge of the surgical platoon, an arrangement that
indicates the high esteem in which he was held by the officers of the hospital.
He was awarded the Legion of Merit for exceptionally meritorious service
against the enemy of the United States, during the period from 25 June to
25 December 1944, as noncommissioned officer in charge of the X-ray section
of the 35th Evacuation Hospital. He was one of the few enlisted men in the
Army to receive this decoration and, it is believed, was the only X-ray technician to receive it.
12TH EVACUATION HOSPITAL
The 12th Evacuation Hospital, a. 750-bed semimobile unit, originated in
the Lenox Hill Hospital, New York, N.Y., and received its training in the
Tennessee maneuvers between 14 September and 10 Nqvember 1942 (table 12).
The X-ray department was in charge of Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Frank Huber,
MC, and Capt. Charles G. Huntington, MC.
The Tennessee maneuvers provided excellent, training. Most of the X-ray
work was of the station hospital type, but there were also many accident cases.
Standard radiographic positioning techniques were employed whenever possible, and one discovery made at this time proved invaluable in combat experience; namely, that it is entirely feasible to examine a seriously injured patient
from head to toe without moving him from the litter on which he has been
placed originally.
Operations in the United Kingdom
The oversea experience of the 12th Evacuation Hospital began in the
United Kingdom, continued through France and Luxembourg with the Third
U.S. Army (as its only 750-bed evacuation hospital) and ended in Germany,
in Frankfurt and NUrnberg. The United Kingdom period was also the first
of many periods of inactivity for the hospital and the X-ray department.
East Anglia.-Between 29 April and 4 October 1943, the hospital set up
and operated three Bolero (Nissen hut) hospitals, all in East Anglia, England,
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TASLE 12.-Condensed history of X-Ray Department, 12th Evacuation Hospital
(750 beds), 194Z-45
Location
date and

date

Minlon

14 Sept.10 Nov.
1942,
Tennessee
maneuvers,

Evacuation
and station hospital.

29 Apr.4 Oct. 1943,
East Anglia, England (Redgrave Park,
Whitecourt
Park,
Morley
Hall).
20 Oct. 194325 Mar. 1944,
Carmarthen, Wales.

Evacuation
and station hospital.
First battie casualties (Air
Corps).

17 May7 July 1944,
Moreton,
England.

Evacuation
and station hospital. Experimental
project
(tents to
huts).
Transit
hospital.
Invasion
casualties.

Equipment

~~~~Source of

powrce
rf
powerHosnPeonl

T/E --------- 2.5 kw. T/E
generator
plus community
line 110
kv.
Same, plus
2.5 kw.
British
generator,
mobile
T/E (as
unit, plus
standby),
U.S. tilt
mainly
table and
commnuenergy
nity line
unit.
110 kv.

T/E plus
British
mobile
unit and
table.

2.5 kw. T/E
generator,
then 110
kv. cornmunity
line.

T/E --------

2.5 kw. T/E
gas generator
plus line
current
plus 3 kw.
gas generator.
...-.. do------- 2.5 kw. plus
kw. gas
generators.

23-29 Aug.
1944, Bonneval,
France.

Transit
hospital.

7-28 Sept.
1944,
Vadelalncourt,
France.

_...do ------------ do ------- 2.5 kw. plus
3 kw. gas
generatorsm

OSnPeone

Single-ward
tent, dirt
floor,

1 officer, 4
enlisted
men, single 12-hour
shift.

Nissen huts,
concrete
floor.

Same at each
hospital.

Single-ward
tent,
fairly
near receiving
and operating-room
tents.
.... do-------

2 officers, 6
enlisted
men, single shift.

2 ward tents
connected
end-to-end
with
receiving
and operating-room
tents

Do.

2 ward tents
connected
side-to-side
with
receiving
and operating room
tents.

Do.

2 officers, 6
enlisted
men, double shift.
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TABLz 12.-Condensed history of X-Ray Department, 12th Evacuation Hospital
(750 beds), 1942-45--Continued

Location and

Mission

date

10 Oct. 19447 Jan. 1945,

Evacuation
and sta-

Eauipment

T/E plus
French

Source of

Housing

Personnel

Line current-

French Army
hospital,

Do.

power

Nancy,

tion hos-

tilt Bucky

next to

France.

pital.

table and

operating

energy

room and

unit. Hospital dark-

near receiving

15 Jan.16 Mar.

Evacuation
hospital.

1945,
Luxembourg.

7 April15 May
1945,
Frankfurt,
Germany.

Evacuation
and station hospital.

room.
T/E--------

Two 15-amp.
Diesel

generators
(above
T/E),
plus community
line.
_--do ------- Two 30-kw.
Diesel
generators.

ward.
Luxembourg

Do.

Army

barracks,
between
receiving
ward and
operating
room.
2 ward tents
connected
side-to-side

Do.

with
receiving,

shock, and
operatingroom
tents.

near the airfields. Practically all the work was of the station hospital type
except for a few battle casualties from the Air Forces.
In East Anglia, the X-ray department of the 12th Evacuation Hospital
first made contact with Lt. Col. (later Col.) Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC, Senior
Consultant in Radiology. His inspection trips in the field were always most
welcome, and with the cordial cooperation of the Central X-ray Supply Depot
(M-400, p. 401), he was able to solve many problems.
Carmarthen. -On 20 October 1943, the 12th Evacuation Hospital moved
to Carmarthen, in Wales, to carry out an experimental project: the operation
of a hospital in tents, with gradual transition to Nissen huts as the cooperating
Corps of Engineers completed these facilities. The operation furnished excellent training and was most successful, but nothing like it eventuated on the
Continent because of the rapid tempo of the advance. The early experience,
in tents, was rugged, and when the unit was about to reap the rewards of the
experience and move into huts, it was replaced by a station hospital and was
moved to another location.
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Moreton. -On 17 May 1944, the hospital occupied a site at Moreton, near
Weymouth, England, on the near shore. The designation of the installation
as a transit hospital implied that it would treat casualties evacuated from the
Continent during the invasion. Once the invasion began, the X-ray department inaugurated round-the-clock operations of double 12-hour shifts.
Continental Operations
Bonneval.-The 12th Evacuation Hospital arrived on Utah Beach on the
far shore by troopship at the end of July 1944. Several weeks were spent in
bivouac, marking time, until the Avranches-Saint-I6 breakthrough. Thereafter, it was a question of keeping up with the rapidly advancing Third U.S.
Army.
The first operation of the 12th Evacuition Hospital on the Continent was
at Bonneval, below Chartres, 23-29 August 1944. With only 6 hours' notice
after its arrival, it began to receive large numbers of patients, and the value
of its long training phases began to pay off in actual field operation. The
practice just mentioned of making complete examinations of severely injured
patients without moving them from the litters on which they were brought
into the hospital and without removing their clothing proved extremely useful.
It lessened strain on the patients and helped to prevent serious backlogs in the
X-ray department when casualties were heavy.
Vadelaincourt. -Because of the rapid advances of the fighting forces, the
hospital was not set up again until 7 September 1944, at Vadelaincourt (fig.
161) near Verdun, where it functioned in a completely satisfactory manner
until 28 September 1944.
By the time the move to Vadelaincourt was made, loading, transportation,
aird setup had become rapid, systematic, and efficient. Then and later, trucks
from a central motor pool were supplied for each hospital, usually in units of
30 to 35, which shutiled back and forth from the original to the new location
until the move was completed. X-ray equipment and supplies were usually
transported in a 21/2 -ton truck and trailer, which had space for the transportation of some personnel also.
The setup here was highly efficient because of lessons learned earlier on
the Continent. At the first location, the receiving, shock, X-ray, and
operating-room tents were rather widely dispersed. At Vadelaincourt, they
were pitched together, in the manner of a branching tree, with the receiving
tent forming the trunk (fig. 161). The concept of having the major services
close together and under connecting canvas was brought from the North
African theater by the medical iuits that liad functioned there and that had
found that the increased compactness of this arrangement resulted in a great
saving of time and effort.
At Vadelaincourt, rq later, water requirements for X-ray service in the
field, where running water was generally unavailable, were a constant con.
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/ Single Ward Tent

OPERATING ROOM
No. 1

I

I

OPERATING ROOM
No. 2

Unit

Unit
SHOCK and

X-RAY

PREOPERATIVE
I

SECTION

DARKROOM

2 Ward Tents,
side by side

Pyramidal
Tents

RECEIVING
I
SECTION

4-Fxlau

Entrance Road

161.-Diagram, showing arrangement of evacuation hospital under can-

vas cover and flow of traffic which this arrangement permits.

12th Evacuation

Hospital at Vadelaincourt, France, September 1944.

cern. It was found that, by reducing needs to a minimum, a supply of 50
gallons was adequate for even the busiest day's work. Such economy facilitated the functioning of the department in many situations in which operations otherwise would have been almost impossible.
Nancy.-The next operation began on 10 October 1944, in Nancy, where
the 12th Evacuation Hospital was located in a large French military hospital
which had been occupied by the Germans.
The space allotted to the X-ray department here was rather small, but
the darkroom was most acceptable. Most of the work was done with table of
equipment items, although there were available also a ponderous French tilt
Bucky table and an energy unit.
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Large numbers of casualties were brought to the 12th Evacuation Hospi,I at Nancy whenever a push occurred. On occasion, the backlog of patients
vaiting X-ray examination reached 200. The previous training and experitce of the departmental personnel proved most useful in facilitating rapid
imination of the bottleneck. It was also helpful to have X-ray and surgery
. the same wing, with the receiving section in the adjacent tent. Casualties
quiring emergency surgery received prompt attention after triage in the
ceiving and shock wards.
At Nancy, as elsewhere, procurement of litter bearers was a serious probm. When the patient load was heavy, especially if the hospital was in a
iilding with more than one floor, detachments had to be assigned for this
irpose from a central pool.
Luxembourg City.-The busy Nancy operation ended on 7 January 1945,
hen the 12th Evacuation Hospital was replaced by the 2d General Hospital
id was moved to Luxembourg City. Here, after some difficulty, a site for the
)spital was found in the Caserne des Volontaires, the barracks of the Luxemrnrg Army. The main building was built on the side of a cliff, the top floor
ring at the same level as the top of the cliff, and the main portion of the city.
he receiving, shock, X-ray, and operating-room departments occupied the top
)or, which had previously been used as an attic. All hands participated in
,e cleaning necessary before the building could be occupied.
The hospital opened at this site on 15 January 1945 and functioned most
Iciently, chiefly during the period of the reduction of the Bulge, until 16
arch 1945.
Frankfurt.-The final site occupied by the 12th Evacuation Hospital was
e grounds of the Municipal Sport Stadiium, on the outskirts of Frankfurt,
ginning on 7 April 1945. The setup for field operations, which even included
nning water, was unusually luxurious. The workload was something of a
:down, after the intensity of previous operations on the Continent, but there
is enough work to keep all personnel comfortably busy.
The active phase of the hospital operation ended on 15 May 1945, a week
ter V-E Day.
Professional Considerations
By the end of hostilities, the X-ray department of the 12th Evacu'ation
)spital, in its separate locations (table 12), had made 411 fluoroscopic and
,428 radiographic examinations of 22,182 patients, for whom it had used
,681 films.
During the Frankf-irt operation of the hospital, a therapy center was set
in response to the need for it in forward areas. The administration of
Derficial therapy had been a considerable problem. Because of lack of
-ilities for it in the Army area, men with minor skin diseases requiring that
idality had had to be sent to Paris from forward areas in France, Luxemirg, and Germany. This plan entailed a total loss of manpower and added
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to transportation difficulties. The operation of a therapy center at Frankfurt
seemed, theoretically, an excellent solution, but it proved impractical because
of inadequacies of space, power, apparatus, and protection (p. 488).
Equipment
The X-ray department of the 12th Evacuation Hospital began operations
with table of equipment which included a film chest, a film-loading bin, a
2.5-kw. gasoline generator, a portable grid, a 30-ma. X-ray machine, an X-ray
table, and a darkroom tent. Driers and film-processing units were usually,
though not always, provided.
In addition to this equipment, accessory or substitute items were found in
some of the installations occupied on the Continent. Because of improvisations, X-ray services were never lacking at any of the oversea locations, but
the nend for the improvisations indicated the need for additions to the table
of equipment. The deficiencies included vertical cassette holders, 3erial spotpressure devices for barium meal studies, pass boxes for darkrooms, wooden
trolley rails for mobile X-ray units used on rough terrain, protective lead or
lead rubber shields, and identifying photographic film markers.
The criteria of versatility, portability, and practicability were generally
met in the equipment provided, with one exception: The localizing device for
foreign bodies was not found satisfactory and was seldom used.
Plain films in two projections, at right angles to each other, were found
quite satisfactory throughout the war; only 411 fluoroscopic examinations of
all kinds were made by the X-ray department of the 12th Evacuation Hospital
from the beginning of hostilities in the European theater until their end.
Special Assignments
By the end of hostilities, Colonel Huber, in addition to his duties as head
of the X-ray department of the 12th Evacuation Hospital, also performed a
number of hospital functions. He variously served as fire marshal; investigating, billeting, executive, and electric power allotment officer; and courtmartial member.
Colonel Huber also carried out two special assignments. One of them, in
connection with recaptured radium, is described elsewhere (p. 399). The other
had to do with protection against radiation, about which there was some concern in the Office of the Surgeon, Third U.S. Army. Late in 1944, during the
Battle of the Bulge, Colonel Huber was assigned to inspect some 30 X-ray
installations, his duties at the 12th Evacuation Hospital being assumed during
his absence by his associate, Captain Huntington. Colonel Huber found that,
with few exceptions, practical protection measures, based on good commonsense, were in effect at all installations. In the forward areas, there was
initially some skepticism concerning his mission because of the apparent incon-
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gruity of such long-range protective measures when the dangers of enemy action
were so imminent. In each instance, a few words about potential leukemia
promptly changed the point of view, cleared the air, and corrected unsatisfactory practices.

CHAPTER XVII

Diagnostic Considerations in Military Radiology
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Any contribution made toward diagnostic roentgenology in the European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army, in World War II was chiefly accomplished by indicating the direction in which further postwar studies should
be conducted. Few new diagnostic principles were elucidated in the European
theater. Improvisations in equipment were frequent and ingenious (p. 379),
but little really new was developed in regard to diagnosis.
There were three reasons why investigations that were begun could not
be carried to a final conclusion: (1) The necessity for speed in the examination of battle casualties when they were hospitalized in large numbers; (2)
the paucity of material in periods when stress was not a factor and there was
relatively ample time; and (3) a continuing need for economy in the use of
films. Most early studies on severe trauma of the chest and abdomen, to use
a single illustration, were made in field hospitals, in which there were no
radiologists qualified to undertake research and no special equipment for it.
The abrupt ending of hostilities in the theater, on 8 May 1945, and the
upheaval of redeployment precluded the completion of articles and the collection of statistics which had been begun.
All of this material, of course, was not lost. A considerable amount was
published during and after the war or found its way into the medical literature
through the editorial boards of the theater and the Office of The Surgeon
General. Furthermore, in spite of the handicaps just listed, diagnostic radiology in the European theater had more than its immediate value, since the
total experience, combined with the amount of investigative work possible,
pointed toward new ideas to be developed in the postwar period or indicated
additional avenues of approach to old subjects.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF FOREIGN BODY LOCALIZATION
In March 1943, the Senior Consultant in Radiology began to direct the
attention of radiologists and technicians to the subject of localization of
foreign bodies. He suggested, in his visits to all hospitals, that they become
4W
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thoroughly familiar with the use of field X-ray tables (items No. 96145 and
No. 96215) for the localization of foreign bodies elsewhere than in the eye.
Equipment and Technique
The issue radiographic tables provided adequate equipment for the fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies elsewhere than in the eye, but after D-day,
they were not used very often, for the practical reason that most radiologists
as well as most surgeons preferred anteroposterior and lateral radiographs,
which provided a permanent record to be carried into the operating room.
Fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies in the lower pelvis continued to be
necessary, especially when only low-power machines were available, but some
radiologists preferred anteroposterior and lateral films of this area even if the
department was equipped with high-power machines.
The use of radiography rather than fluoroscopy had been stressed in
directives, and the final figures showed that the injunctions had been heeded:
Between 1 January 1943 and 31 December 1944, 291 quarterly reports from
general hospitals recorded only 6,357 localizations of foreign bodies by fluoroscopy, and in many of these cases, anteroposterior and lateral ,'iews were
also made either before or after the fluoroscopic localization. As Amatter of
fact, only three or four hospitals did any material amount of fluoroscopy, and
the radiologist of one of them, as related elsewhere (p. 338), had to be evacuated to the Zone of Interior because of anemia.
So far as is known, the biplane marker and reorientation device (Item
No. 96191) provided were used completely only once in the European theater
at the 30th General Hospital in Normandy. By this means, a foreign body
which had defied other methods of localization was successfully removed. The
90th General Hospital frequently used the X-ray portion of the device, but
not the removable portion, in the operating room. The device was very
accurate, but it did not lend itself to wartime requirements.
Captured German equipment.-The end of the war brought the opportunity to study German equipment in use in civilian practice, as well as experimental models of new equipment being tested in universities. The apparatus,
invented by Prof. Albert Hasselwander (fig. 162) at the University of
Erlangen, Germany, was of particular interest because it localized the foreign
body by utilizing cross sections of the part in which the object was located.
A precision stereoscope, of the type used for measuring pelvic diameters, and
semitransparent mirrors allowed the stereoscopic image to be cast in space
against a black background. A marker, consisting of a small electric bulb
mounted on a parallelogram, followed the contours of the object as it appeared
in space at the desired level. By means of a pencil mounted at the bottom of
the strut which carried the light, a cross section of the part and the location
of the foreign body could be drawn on a sheet of paper.
This instrument required excellent stereoscopic perception to achieve
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FIGURE 162.--Hasselwander technique of stereoscopic localization of foreign bodies

by means of cross-s'.lional drawings: Black screen (a), pencil (b), paper (c), light
marker (d) dra ving of cross section, with foreign body (e), semitransparent mirrors
(f), and 1lLmlnators (g).

accurate results. Its chief advintage was that, by consultation of anatomic
cross section charts and comparison of the charts w'th the drawings made by
the instrument, a good idea was gained of the location of the foreign body in
relation to muscular and skeletal structures.
A captured German Boloskop for the localization of foreign bodies (fig.
163) was found to have a number of parts missing. These were reconstructed
by Lt. Col. Alfred C. Ledoux, MC, Chief, Radiology, 108th General Hospital,
Paris, France, and the apparatus was adapted to use with the U.S. Army field
unit by the triangulation method (1). This instrument proved to be the best
localizer for foreign bodies available in fixed hospitals.
The kymographs to be described (p. 463) and the German Boloskop,
adapted to U.S. use, were the only pieces of equipment developed during the
war which involved any new principles in the localization of foreign bodies.
Other methods.-By one technique, a perpendicular, pencil-size X-ray
beam from any undertable fluoroscope was directed through the foreign body
to the screen, to guide the insertion of a needle directly in the beam until it
struck the foreign body. The needle was then left in place for the surgeon's
guidance. This method, which apparently was not used in World War I,
was used to some extent in civilian life be re the war. It was simple and
proved effective in the few selected cases in which it was used in World War
II. It was particularly successful in the hands of Lt. Col. Robert P. Ball,
MC, radiologist at the 2d General Hospital.
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Fzouss 163.--Captured German Boloskop, for localization of intraocular foreign
bodies: Tubular localizing lights (a), general purpose lights (100 watt,) (b), lead
rubber protective screen (c), fluoroscopic tunnel (d), padded eyepiece for observation of
fluoroscopic screen (e), fluoroscopic screen (f), hole for Insertion of removable rod
(part n) (g), casting to attach tube, screen, and lights to upright mobile stand (h),
bicycle grip to shift X-ray tube (1), adjusting screw to control esie of aperture (j).
tubular frame to support tube, screen, and lights (k), mobile stand (1), lock to limit
travel of fluoroscopic tunnel (mn), metal rod to check lights, target, and screen positions
(n), stops to limit travel of tube (o), lock to limit travel (p), and stepdown transformer, providing 6'volts for lights (part a) (q).
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All techniques and apparatus suggested for foreign body localizationmany such suggestions were made to the Senior Consultant in Radiology in
the course of the war-were either based on the triangulation method (2) or
on the formula of Buguet and Gascard (3). Both methods had been devised
within 2 years after the discovery of X-rays. The X-ray field tables (items
No. 96145 and No. 96215), which employed the triangulation principle, were
entirely satisfactory for localization purposes in both forward and rear areas.
FOREIGN BODIES IN AND ABOUT THE HEART
During the late summer and fall of 1944, considerable attention was given
to the localization of foreign bodies in and near the heart. The subject was
emphasized by the radiologic consultants at meetings, during visits to hospitals, and in directives after several foreign bodies within the heart had been
missed at one hospital and were later identified at another.
A routine technical investigation, instigated by a theater circular letter
(4), was responsible for revealing several previously undetected foreign bodies
in or near the heart and emphasized the importance of a diligent search for
them whenever a penetrating wound of the chest was encountered.
Kymography
Localization of foreign bodies in and near the heart required an extremely
careful technique, which included delicate fluoroscopy, Bucky posteroanterior
and lateral films, and posteroanterior overexposed (%o second or less) films.
Even with all of these methods, the exact anatomic localization which the
roentgenologist suspected could be verified only at operation. The requirements of cardiac surgery imposed exacting demands on him, and kymography
helped to solve his problem.
Localization of foreign bodies within the cardiac chambers, in the cardiac
wall, or just outside of the heart was accomplished at the 48th General
Hospital by kymographs improvised by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Cesare Gianturco, MC, and at the 160th General Hospital by Maj. Arthur H. Joistad,
Jr., MC (5).
By this technique, subpericardial and pericardial foreign bodies lodged
opposite a great vessel or a heart muscle showed transmitted pulsations
characteristic of these anatomic structures. If they were within the cardiac
chambers, they showed dissociated motion. The bizarre movement of intracardiac foreign bodies seen on fluoroscopy and the frequent association of
pericardial effusion described in the literature were not observed.
The kymograph devised by Major Gianturco (fig. 164) consisted of the
following parts:
1. An upright wooden tunnel, in which a 10- by 12-inch cassette could slide.
2. Lubricating oil in a 2-cc. syringe, which furnished enough resistance to check the
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Fiouat 164.--Cardliokymograph devised at 48th General Hospital by Maj. Cesare
Glanturco, MC, shown from rear.

speed of the fall of the cassette. The speed of the kymograph could be controlled by
altering the viscosity of the oiL
8. A grid of two lead strips, each three-fourths of an inch wide, placed side by side
between two pieces of plywood, with a slot one-sixteenth of an inch wide between the
lead strips.
4. Appropriate switches to control the X-ray exposure.
5. A trigger to hold the cassette in place until the operator was ready to make the
exposure. When the trigger was released, the cassette began to move.

The apparatus, without the cassette, was hung in front of the fluoroscopic
screen. The foreign body was centered fluoroscopically in one of the slots.
The cassette was then inserted and the trigger released, which permitted the
cassette to begn its fall.

A set of contacts on the back of the frame ener-

gized the timer circuit, so that the exposure continued until the cassette had
dropped the distance of one lead strip.
The kymograph devised by Major Joistad, which was of the moving
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film type, was constructed entirely of items of available electrical and mechanical equipment:
A stationary grid, 14 by 20 cm., was made by gluing to a durable Bakelite panel two
strips of lead rubber, each 12 mm. wide, 2 mm. thick, and 14 cm. long, with a 0.4-mm.
space between them. The completed grid was bolted against a piece of %A-inch plywood.

Tests at 80 kv. and 150 ma. seconds had shown that the lead rubber provided sufficient
X-ray stoppage for the purpose.
The mechanism for moving the 14- by 17-inch cassette incorporated the principle of
hydraulic control.

Clamps secured the cassette to a support that moved freely in guiding

rods along each side. A sturdy arm attached to the support articulated with a plunger
in an oil-filled cylinder. The outflow of oil was regulated by an adjustable petcock; the
speed at which the entire cassette-supporting assembly moved was thus controlled.

To

assure smooth movement, strong springs were attached to the moving assembly, which,
once it was cocked, was locked into place by a special latch and was released auto-

matically when the X-ray exposure switch was pressed.
Built into the arm of the cassette-supporting assembly were electrical contact points
that controlled the exposure time of the X-ray machine. The exposure did not start until
the film was well in motion, and it continued only long enough for the film to travel 12
millimeters. The exposure, which was entirely automatic, was synchronized with that of
the X-ray timer. The entire film-moving assembly and the electrical contact points were
housed in a specially designed casing, and the grid just described was hinged to one side
of the housing.

The entire kymograph was hung on a standard cassette changer, an
arrangement which allowed it to be raised and lowered to accommodate the
needs of different patients. A special double-throw switch changed the normal
X-ray timer circuit to the kymograph circuit.
When a kymograph was to be taken, a cassette was inserted and the
patient positioned. The X-ray tube was centered, the proper factors selected,
and the exposure made in the usual way. Pressure on the exposure switch
of the X-ray machine released the film-moving assembly. If the assembly
jammed or otherwise failed during the exposure, the regular X-ray timer
terminated it within the limits of patient and tube safety factors.
The location of 134 foreign bodies in and around the heart encountered
at the 160th General Hospital (6) was determined by routine radiography,
supplemented by kymographic studies, to be as follows:
Pericardial
------------------------------------------------------Pulmonary with some pericardial involvement
----------------------------Intracardlac
-----------------------------------------------------On or in walls of great vessels
---------------------------------------Intravascular (3 embolic)
---------------------------------------------

26
17
13
35
7

Pulmonary with some intravascular involvement ---------------------------Mediastinal, not directly on great vessels
--------------------------------

17
19

The use of the kymograph at the 160th General Hospital showed remarkable promise. Dr. A. E. Barclay, Chief of Radiologic Pesearch at the Nuffield Institute, Oxford, England, made cinematographic studies of heart
movements in his own hospital. In his kindly opinion, the demonstration of
mertain heart movements not hitherto depicted might well become one of the
Dutstanding radiologic contributions of the war.
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The successful localization of foreign bodies in and around the heart by
kymography is illustrated in figure 165.
INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BODIES
For eye work, the Senior Consultants in Ophthalmology and Radiology
so coordinated their personnel assignments that radiologists proficient in
localization of intraocular foreign bodies and other eye work were placed in
hospitals in which capable ophthalmologists were on duty and in which
there was adequate apparatus for the localization and removal of these
objects.
No new principles were involved in the localization of foreign bodies in
the eye in the European theater. The problem was chiefly to train radiologists in the use of available equipment under wartime conditions. Orientation was accomplished by meetings and personal instruction, supplemented by
an article on the subject prepared by the Senior Consultant in Radiology and
published in the ETO USA Journal of Ophthalhwlogy in September 1943 (7).
This article, which was concerned only with radiologic techniques of
localization, contained the following information:
All known methods of localization of intraocular foreign bodies can be
classified into three categories, all calculations being based on an eye of average size and shape:
I. Plain radiography without accessory apparatus, as a basis of comparison with
other techniques. This method Includes routine posteroanterlor and lateral roentgenograms and oblique bone-free roentgenograms.
2. X-ray tube-shifting methods, Including plain stereoscopic studies; stereoscopic
studies with air In Tenon's capsule; and studies with special apparatus. The latter
studies Include the use of the cork wire model; the modified or Improved Sweet apparatus and techniques; and the Pfeiffer or McGrigor apparatus and technique.
3. Stationary-tube moving-eyeball method.

In this discussion, great emphasis was placed upon the reliability and
accuracy of the Sweet method (8), first described in 1909.
Since extreme accuracy and attention to detail are of great importance
in all methods, both radiography and interpretation must be carried out by a
radiologist, not by a radiographic technician. Patient cooperation is essential. Two complete localizations with identical results should be accomplished
before the results are reported to the surgeon. No method is absolutely accurate, especially if the foreign body is not in the principal horizontal or vertical section of the eye. Difficulty may. also be encountered when it is close
to the periphery. In the latter instance, the object may appear to be within
the globe in all three projections and still, because of the shape of the eye, be
just outside. The only method that takes these factors into consideration is
the McGrigor technique (9).
There are several methods of determining whether the foreign body is
extraocular:
1. The merldlanal method of Goalwin (10).
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SC
FIoLusE 165.-Localization of foreign body in upper thorax of patient who had
also sustained fractures of several ribs and had developed a hemothorax. In
this case, it was impossible to separate the transmitted pulsations of the aorta
from other movements of the foreign body (160th General Hospital). A. Anteroposterior depiction. B. Lateral depiction. C. Demonstration of foreign body
immediately adjacent to aorta but within pulmonary substance. In spite of the
hemothorax at the left base, the amplitude of pulsations along the left border
of the heart were seen to be of good quality. The pulsations transmitted from
the aorta to the foreign body had the characteristic waveform of aortic pulsations, which were normal except for the knob: here their weakness suggested
possible associated injury to the aortic wall.
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2. The square root rule.
3. Separate localizations of each end of an object longer than 3 millimeters.
4. Modifications of method 3.

Better detail can be secured by utilizing cardboard holders in preference
to screens for the preliminary radiographic studies employed to establish the
presence of a foreign body in the eye.
Three views are necessary; namely, routine posteroanterior, lateral, and
bone-free oblique.
By the Vogt technique (11, 12), small films in lightproof paper are held
against the conjunctival sac. By another technique, the exposure is made
with the affected side toward the cardboard holder, with the face rotated
slightly upward and the cone sufficiently inclined to pass the central ray
along the base of the nasal bone toward the outer wall of the orbit. This
technique reveals glass and gravel as well as metal in the anterior portion of
the eye.
Among the other points discussed in this article were the following:
1. Experience and skill are of the greatest value in successful localization of Intra-

ocular foreign bodies.

One radiologist at a general hospital utilized slack periods for

repeated localizations of foreign bodies in wax eyeballs. Colonel Allen urged all radiologists to follow this plan and practice ocular localization with wax eye models containing
metallic foreign bodies in skulls or in wooden blocks.

2. Visualization is possible only when foreign bodies have a specific gravity or density considerably greater than that of soft tissue.
3. The best results are achieved with relatively long target-film distance, with the
smallest possible cone; a hole cut In a lead diaphragm suffices for such a cone. Neither
the grid nor the Bucky diaphragm should be used.

4. The head should always be completely immobilized before radiography is carried
out

PNEUMOARTHROGRAPHY
Pneumoarthrography was employed at some hospitals in the European
theater in borderline instances of joint involvement, particularly involvement
of the knee, in which a clear-cut clinical diagnosis could not be made. In
the 80 cases of foreign bodies or loose cartilage examined at the 1st General
Hospital by this method by the radiologist, Capt. (later Lt. Col.) Vincent M.
Whelan, MC, the surgeons agreed with him that this was a safe and reliable
technique (figs. 166-168).
This same method was used at the 297th General Hospital in 247 cases
by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Hampar Kelikian, MC, and Capt. (later Lt. Col.)
E. Kenneth Lewis, MC (13). The method was used, in a descending order
of frequency, on the knee, the ankle, the elbow, and the shoulder joint.
Neither infection of the joint nor air embolism followed in any instance. The
information gained enriched the understanding of the anatomy of the joints
and of pathologic processes in them. A great deal of knowledge was also
gained concerning the contour of the joint cavity, its capacity, its contents,
and its communications. Because these special studies were of great value
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1t36.-Pnteiiniioarthiro-ratphy of knee. A. Posteroanterior projection.
showin~g normal nmedial mieniscus. -Note clear delineation of triangutlar mieni~scus
by oxvyzeli above and below it. 1B. 1 ostertiamiterior projection. showing- obvious
tear iu medial iieuiscus.. C. Surgically removed damaged medial meniscus.
FwIuaE

hothI metallic foreign bodies and oss4wocart ilagizious hodies,. Parieulari v wit h reference to their nt racap-mla r or ext raca psit I'ar h cat i )I.
teuno
i I t'gr])ivwas of great help) to surgeonis in planning and carryliiig
lit purp)osefu~l Surgical applroacher, for tile removal of thlese ohiect't
The followini- dese pt ion of lie technitque employed at the 29701 6 etiral HIospital was stlpplied by Captainl Lewis:
I immediately a fter the air is injected into the joint, the patient is radiographed
P' ore anly colis ideralile escape or leakage of thle air. If thle pneumnaart Iirogranm is of
ie, knee, which is the most commlon joint to b)e examined. 1W0 cc. of air is injected.
it local izingf

hie radio graphs are niade either at thet table. where air is initroduced. or if the patient
to) be mlovedi, hie is not to bear weight until after radiog-raphs have been exposed.
lie rad biogr-plis ie~eded tor the knee examination are:
1). Apferoposterior. withi the patient supine and] thle knee slighitly flexed about 5
"gret's. Trhe eent ral ray is centered to thle t ibial plateau and directed per-pendicular to
Ite langitudimial plane at' the tibia.
i_)Laicral. with Iipt lent supine (dorsal decuibitus 1 and central ray (directed throughI
e 1141t
ide
atf thle knee jointi.
(3 A- scciptil laib ral withi patient prone and knee moderately flexed to allow air to
*distrý :Itd to dorsalI ptinhies of' knee joint and visualize the samle.
nirh*
ent ralI
14 I Iotcrown tvrior. Knmee flexed withI patilent in kneeling positio n.
iis dIirected lir omah thle fold of the popliteal space. anid perpendiculJar to thle longifdinail plane of tile tibia.
Uprigh~t fill stutdies used to supplement the foreg-oing were useful in demonstrating
iid levels and displacement of opaque foreign bodies.

RA~DIOGRAP'HY OF THE ABDOMEN
General H ospital. special stud(1ies withI armt ificialI pneiintoproved )f considerable va:mlie ill localizing, met all ic fl rvign ll
bof es
r'elaition to thle rliaplm'aglmi fiverin. and spleen (fig. 169) . These .-tutllies also
At thle 297thI

i'lit onelni
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FIGuRE 16-t.-Pneumoarthrogram of knee taken in lateral
upright position. Note fluid level in the joint, with no foreign body.

proved1 useful in the dlemonst rat ion of int ra-al)(h inalmliasses, abscesses, and
peritoneal adhiesions that are the occasional sequelae of abdomni ial andi Iliest
wounds. The examination includledl hloroscopv and[ radiography, as follows:
1. Lateral transabdomnijal view, in dlorsal (ledibitus.
2. Right. anteroposterior view, in lateral decubitus.
3. Left anteroposterior view, in lateral decubitus.
4. Lateral transabdominal vi-ew. in v-entral (lecubitus.
5.Anteroposterior vi-ew, with the patient erect.
All radiographs were madle with the Bucky-Potter diaphragm, using the
short est possiblde exposure time.
R1adiographs of the abdomen that dlemonstratedI the intestinal gas pattern were found useful in two special kinds of injury:
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168.--Anteroposterior pneumoarthrogram of knee, showing extrasynovial stiell
fragments. A. Anteroposterior projection. B. Lateral projection.

1. Perforating wounds, in which the metallic foreign body was no longer
-sent to guide the surgeon.
2. Penetrating wounds caused by nonopa(lue foreign bodies, such as wood
lets.
This information was especially useful in field hospitals to which nonnsportable casualties had been a(lmitted to be niale transportable. A
p of small bowel or colon would often be found (listended proxinial to the
of injury, with little or no gas distal to the injury area.
hre injury to
tissue, not, the presence of a foreign body (fig. I TO) , explained the failure
he gas to pass the point of damage.
Studies in forward hospitals of cases in which anteroposterior radiophs of the abdomen showed traumatic )neliioperitoneum revealed that
source of free air was not always a perforation of the intestine. In many
i cases, the presence of air was to be explained by a rupture of the lung
)ugh the diaphragm, as in blast injury, or was simply air which had
,red by way of the wound.
Radiography was also useful in other varieties of abdominal trauma
s. 171 and 172).
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FxGuaz 169.-Locali-Lation of foreign bodies in relation to hemldiaphragm and liver by
pneumoperitoneum. A. Posteroanterior depiction. P Oblique (right posterior) depiction.

RADIOGRAPHY IN THC,"RACOABDOMINAL WOUNDS
Pleurography proved f, upeful method in the evaluation of any suspected
thoracoabdominal v jlld. The technique included instillation into the pleural
cavity of 30 cc. 'f - •piodol, postural dispersion of the medium, and radiography to detect any transdiaphragmatic extension.
The evidence of a terr was unequivocal, and only very occasionally, as,
fer -- starimce, when a perforation was sealed ovwr transiently, was the result
of " tve of examination misleading. The technique represented, in fact,
a w.l
ý iLAPovement in the evaluation of diaphragmatic lesions. In the
past, t..e classic radiologic findings had been obtained only infrequently; the
films -rere complicated by the presence of associated intrathoracic pathologic
proc•-ses.
The pattern of the transdiaphragmatic extension of the opaque agent was
frequently useful in determining the source of subdiaphragmatic or hepatic
suppurative processes that often complicated these wounds. Indirect findings
associated with thoracoabdominal wounds included, in the order of frequency,
elevation and fixation of the hemidiaphragm; paradoxical motion; pleural
effusion; and subphrenic gas-fluid shadows. None of them was a constant
X-ray finding.
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WOUNDS OF THE CHEST
Blast injuries.-Radiographic findings in blast injuries of the lung (figs.
173 and 174), while fairly definite, were not pathognomonic. These injuries
were observed in patients received in hospitals after explosions of buzz (V-i)
bombs in England, Belgium, and Holland, and in casualties from artillery
blast. No instances of immersion blast were observed.
Radiographic signs, which were in accord with reported microscopic
findings and necropsy observations, included atelectasis from bronchial occlusion, hemorrhage and effusion into alveoli and interstitial tissues, failure of
the lungs to collapse when the chest was opened because of air trapped in the
alveoli, free blood in air passages, bleb formation, and pleural effusion. Other
typical findings included localized areas of density, which might clear or
increase. The tendency to peripheral rather than central involvement pointed
to trauma of the chest wall.
Up to the end of the war, it was often impossible to make a prognosis
from a single radiograph because of complicating injuries and the fleeting
character of pulmonary findings in less severely injured patients. Serial
studies which showed definite clearing of areas of density, whether slowly or
rapidly, gave ground for optimism as far as the lungs alone were concerned.
Empyema.-Acute empyema of traumatic origin was frequently associated with foreign bodies lying in close relation to the pleural space. The
empyema space could be mapped by pleurograms, which sometimes demonstrated an occult thoracoabdominal communication as well. After operation,
the postoperative empyema cavity was again studied by serial radiographs,
including pleurograms and radiographs of any sinuses which might be present.
Such sinuses were of many origins, including underlying parenchymal or
costal lesions, inadequate drainage, foreign bodies, occult or stenotic tracts,
and bronchopleural communications.
Clotted hemothorax.-By the time of the Normandy invasion, the introduction of new surgical procedures in the Mediterranean theater, particularly
decortication of the lung, required specialized radiographic studies of the
chest beyond those described in connection with foreign bodies (p. 463). The
radiographic pattern in hemothorax consisted of the usual signs of a diffuse
or loculated pleural effusion. The surgical importance of decortication to
restore lung function required a search for X-ray signs which would indicate
clotting of the hemothorax. Radiographic case studies, repeatedly checked
by thoracentesis and thoracotomy, established the following signs as possible
radiographic evidence of clot formation:
1. Development of multiple areas of rarefaction, usually with fluid levels.
2. Progressive expansion of the fluid levels, with changes in the contour
of the fluid line.
3. Appearance of mottling in an effusion of previous uniform density.
4. Evidence of traction involving the mediastinum, fissures, and
diaphragm.
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FIGDum 170.-Se. oppolUe Page for leg.md.
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5. Direct evidence of a cortex in association with a pneumothorax, with
the parietal thickening usually appearing first and exceeding the visceral
thickening.
After decortication, fluoroscopy proved a rough gage of restored lung
function. Special attention was devoted to the diaphragmatic excursion; the
intercostal expansion, with respect to width and symmetry; and the degree
of aeration.
Missile tracks in the lung.-An interesting radiographic finding occasionally noted in chest trauma was missile tracks in the lung parenchyma.
They were demonstrated as dense shadows, which were caused by interstitial
infiltration or hemorrhage, or as holloW, translucent tracts surrounded by a
dense shadow indicating infitration into the lung parenchyma (fig. 175). The
amount of hemorrhage or infiltration along the course of the missile appeared
to be proportional to the velocity of the missile. In uncomplicated cases, the
end result of this finding was a small fibrous band through the lung
parenchyma.

FOREIGN BODIES IN THE EXTREMITIES
Localization of foreign bodies in the extremities was, as a rule, best
accomplished by anteroposterior and lateral radiographs. Fluoroscopic orientation by the table device was not so practical, partly because the wounds and
their coverings prevented marking the skin and partly because the surgical
approach to the foreign body might not be decided upon until after the
radiographic study. Marking the skin, therefore, even if it was feasible, might
not be carried out on the proper aspect of the extremity.
Lateral radiographs of the extremities could be made with the patient
supine, and this position was always used when movement caused pain.
Arteriography, which was used in selected cases, was often of great diagnostic value (fig. 176).

FIeV= 170.-Radiograph of abdomen after injury to bowel, resulting from penetration of left lumbar region by high explosive missile. A. Posteroanterior projection.
Gas pattern does not differ from pattern in perforated injuries in which the missile was
not retained in the abdomen. B. Same, lateral decubitus. C. Same, after relief of
obstructive symptoms and development of splenic abscess. Abscess cavity has been
injected with Lipiodol through sinus tract in left flank. Lipiodol is seen in abscess
cavity and in portal circulation in right lobe of liver. D. Anteroposterlor radiograph,
showing small amount of Llpiodol still in abscess cavity, and considerable still in portal
circulation in right hepatic lobe. The Lipiodol probably entered the portal circulation
through a branch of the splenic vein in the necrotic abscess wall. The patient improved
rapidly and was asymptomatic on evacuation to the Zone of Interior.
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Fioultz 171.-Rupture of spleen.

Anteropoltertor roent-

getnogram, taken 5 (lays after Injury, shows diffuse enlargement of spleen and Impingement of upper pole on
gas shadow of fundus.
Roentgenograms. taken Immediately after injury, revealed none of these findings. Intracapsular hemorrhage was found at splenectomy.

INJURIES OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Cranial injuries.--The head injuries sustained in the fighting in Normandy were most. frequently penetrating wounds of the skull. The largre
numbers obs.rved, especially at neurosurgical centers, permitted radiologists
to develop efficient. techniques of stereoscopic radiography which, with minimal
disturbance to the patient, produced accurate localization of bone fragments,
especially in relation to venous sinuses.' This was an important consideration
because of the importance of sinus thrombosis.
I In commenting on a statement In the history of neurosurgery In World War 11 (14). that
radiographs taken In forward hospitals in the Mediterranean theater were not always useful, Dr.
R. Glen Spurling. one of the editors for neurosurgery and Senior Consultant In Neurosurgery in
the European theater, wrote as follows: "The difficulty described with roentgenograms taken under
field conditions In the Mediterranean theater was not encountered In the European theater. probanly bteause In the latter theater Col. Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC. Consultant In Radiology, personally supervised every army and communications sone medical Installation to be certain that useful
ailmm were being produced. Many experienced neurosurgeoni stated that some of the finest roentgenograms of the head which they had ever used were made In evacuation hospitals in which the
only equipment was a portable' X-ray unit and a stationary grid."-A. L. A.
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FiGuot

172.-Rupture of spleen.

A. An-

teroposterior roentgenogram of chest, 3 days
after injury, showing slight elevation of left
diaphragm and obliteration of left costophrenic sulcus. Fluoroscopy showed lagging

of left diaphragm.

B. Anteroposterior pro-

Jectidn of abdomen, showing Increased space
between diaphragm and superior border of
gastric fundus. Final diagnosis was capsular laceration of spleen with hematoma.

The low incidence of osteomyelitis secondary to penetrating wounds of
the skull was notable and was probably to be explained by early debridement
and by the use of chemotherapeutic and antibiotic agents, including penicillin.
The most common form of bone infection encountered was a circumscribed
osteomyelitis adjacent to the area of injury and contamination.
The frequent occurrence of diastatic fractures was interesting. Traumatic
suture diastasis is described by some authorities as limited to children, but the
radiologic experience in the European theater showed that it is by no means
uncommon in both young and middle-aged adults. Suture separation followed any type of trauma, including gunshot wounds. It was sometimes, but
not always, accompanied by fractures of the involved bones.
The demonstration and localization of intracranial bone fragments and
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MAW
Iw 40 FIOuRi, 173.--1l1ast injury of chest from flying bond). A. Anteroposterior
radiograph. 3 hours after injury. B. Same, 3 days later. Note marked
resolution.

metallic foreign bodies were extremely important to the neurosurgeon and
placed a heavy responsibility upon the radiologist. Because of their clinical
significance, care had to be exercised in distingruishing between bone chips
impacted against the falx and physiologic calcification within this structure.
Radiographic findings were frequently lacking in head injuries, as
increased intracranial pressure was usually of short duration, and bony
changes, when they were present, were minimal. In most cases, the pineal
gland was not calcified.
Skull fractures extending into fluid-containing cavities were sometimes
associated with aeroceles. In such cases, gas was frequently found within the
subarachnoid space, within the brain substance, or within the ventricular
system. Radiologic diagnosis was of prime importance in this complication,
and upright films were, desirable to demonstrate the gas-fluid level.

Occasionally, when the position of the head was changed, metallic foreign
bodies in cystic or degenerated areas of cerebral tissue or within an abscess
cavity were observed to move. They were also observed to move in the
presence of exp.lnding masses. The most frequent intracranial masses

encountered were cerebral abscesses, which complicated about 5 percent of
penetrating head wounds, and subdural and intracerebral hematomas, which
occurred in about 2 percent. Radiographic studies usually proved to he the
essential means of diagnosing and localizing these lesions. In specialized
centers, air contrast st itdies were done in most casualties with suggestive clinical evidence of mass lesions.
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FlouRE 174.-Blast injury of chest and brain from flying bomb. A. Anteroposterior roentgenogram, 6 hours after injury. B. Same, 42 hours later.
Note multiple areas of hemorrhage throughout the parenchyma of both lungs.
The patient died 2 days later, after craniotomy. Post mortem examination
showed multiple areas of hemorrhage in both frontal lobes. Histologic examination showed rupture of alveoli and hemorrhagic extravasation.

Spinal Cord Injuries
Wounds involving the spine were common in World War II, probably
because of the artillery "time fire," and most of them produced neurologic
symptoms. Missiles that passed through the spinal cord or cauda equina sometimes caused severe destruction of nerve tissue. Plain roentgenograms in such
cases almost invariably showed marked fragmentation and deformity of the
vertebrae. Traumatic spondylolisthesis was occasionally seen. Civilian-type
fractures were fairly frequent (fig. 177).
Missiles frequently passed through only a portion of a vertebra, producing
neurologic manifestations, but only slight bony distortion on the radiographs.
Careful search by means of stereoscopic oblique films revealed so-called shatter
or perforating fractures of laminae, pedicles, or articular processes, with little
or no gross deformity.
Myelography.-In the type of case just described, in which plain radiographs were not useful, myelography with Pantopaque (ethyl iodophenylundecylate) was found to be of great value in localizing the area of dural compression and permitting its evaluation. By this technique, the vertebral contours
and the irregularities of the neural canal were well visualized.
Myelography was also useful in the localization of opaque foreign bodies
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FIoGUR 175.-Radiographic study of severe perforating wound of
right chest, with compound comminuted fracture of fourth rib in
anterior axillary line. A. Posteroanterior radiograph, 5 days after
wounding, showing parenchymal infiltration caused by laceration of
lung tissue. B. Posteroanterior radiograph. 13 days after injury,
showing hollow missile track in right lung surrounded by small area
of reaction. C. Lateral radiograph made at same time and showing
missile track and reaction more clearly.

in cases in which plain radiographs, usually adequate, were not diagnostic.
Myelography provided more accurate localization of the objects in relation to
both the neural canal and the subarachnoid space. Small bone fragments and
nonopaque foreign bodies that could not be identified on plain films were also
found by myelography (fig. 178). The use of Pantopaque, with its almost
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Fioeu 176.-Femoral arteriography. Arteriogram, made at operation, disclosed
arterlovenous fistula (lowermost arrow)
with femoral artery superimposed on shadow of femoral vein (upper arrow). The
clinical diagnosis in this case was false
aneurysm, medial aspect of femoral artery,
in left mid thigh. The findings illustrate
the value of arteriography in occult vascular lesions.

complete absence of side effects and its easy removal, gave great impetus to
myelography, which proved accurate as well as useful. When surgery was
performed, there was usually very close correlation between the myelographic
and the surgical findings.
Lt. Col. Charles L. Hinkel, MC, and Capt. Russell L. Nichols, MC, collected and reported a number of interesting cases studied by myelography at
the 98th General Hospital (15).

RADIOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS OF GAS GANGRENE
(CLOSTRIDIAL MYOSITIS)
Although cases of air cellulitis and even air myositis with regular distribution caused by anaerobic organisms other than Bacillus welchii were relatively numerous, actual instances of clostridial myositis were very few in the
European theater. Radiographic examination alone was not reliable for
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FI•;uRE 177.--Study of fractures of lunmbar transverse proces."s, part
of day's work in X-Ray Department, 7th General I)ispensary. London,
1942.

diagiosis, and radiologists were warned against depending on this method in
Circular Letter No. 101. Office of the Chief Surgeon, Eluropean theater. issued
on 30 July 1944, as follows (16) :
RalIiogr'nphic depictiou of gas in the tissue., regardhle. oif its (tist ri but ion. dooes not
indicate gas gangrene, anid. unless otheh•r clinical signs and(l symptomis are
present, should bI, disregarded.

nevessarily

Colonel Ilinkel and
( Captain Nichols. at the 9Sth General Ho1sp)ital, who
were particuiarly interested in gas ga,.grene. wrote of it. as follows (17):
hIi O.ssence. we had noled that numerous vases of pneulilot hora x and large heuiatomas

seen

following

the war

wtounids

frequently

broke

down

in

a characteristic sequence.
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FIGuRE 178.-Myelograms, showing complete spinal
block at level of foreign body. The shell fragment was
removed from the spinal canal, 45 days after wounding,
and complete recovery was attained, 8 weeks after surgery. A. Posteroanterior projection. B. Lateral projection.

These collections of blood would first show a few scattered tiny gas bubbles and subsequently would break down to look like a sponge and finally would hemolyze to a complete
large fluid cavity. We isolated numerous organisms from various patients that showed
such a characteristic sequence and grew the organisms in clotted blood and showed the
successive X-ray pattern; first with small bubbles and later with the spongelike pattern.
The strange part was that this occurred with Cloatridiu-m welchii growing in such confined collections of blood without the characteristic anticipated clinical reaction.
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CHAPTER XVIII

Radiation Therapy
Kenneth D. A. Allen, M.D.
EVOLUTION OF POLICIES
As early as February 1943, it had become evident that if superficial X-ray
therapy could be provided overseas, many officers and enlisted men who were
being evacuated to the Zone of Interior could be retained for service in
ETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army). Civilian experience had proved that painfully disabling plantar warts, for instance, could be
treated without hospitalization and could be rendered painless, either permanently or for many months, by a single X-ray treatment. Similarly, certain
inflammatory skin diseases, such as fungius infections, some disabling types
of eczema, and other dermatitides also responded to from one to three X-ray
treatments. It was thought-and events proved the correctness of the presumption-that the salvage of manpower in these and other categories would
justify the use of X-ray therapy overseas.
Treatment in British hospitals. -Before X-ray facilities were set up in
U.S. Army hospitals, British civilian therapists were extremely cooperative in
arranging to treat patients who required this form of therapy. The number
of treatments was necessarily limited because the British therapists were
already seriously overworked with their own cases; they were, however, most
cooperative and generous in rendering this aid. Contacts which proved
extremely helpful were made in March, April, and May 1943, with the Professor of Therapeutic Radiology, Prof. W. B. Windeyer, and the Director of
Therapeutic Radiology of the Christie Hospital, Manchester, Dr. Ralston
Paterson (p. 330).
Each civilian center selected for treatment of U.S. Army patients was
visited before it was selected and was visited periodically thereafter.
Practical considerations. -Before X-ray therapy was permitted in U.S.
Army hospitals, decisions had to be made concerning three important matters:
(1) Who should administer it; (2) on what type of cases it should be used;
and (3) what equipment should be considered essential.
The decision to carry out X-ray therapy in the European theater was
announced in Circular Letter No. 46, Office of the Chief Surgeon, European
Theater of Operations (1). It was arrived at by consultation between the
485
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Senior Consultant in Radiology and the Senior Consultant in Dermatology.
It involved the following considerations:
Personnel.-It was agreed that X-ray therapy would be given only by
qualified therapeutic radiologists, in their respective X-ray departments, in
consultation with dermatologists. This decision was arrived at after due consideration of such matters as the quarters in which therapy would be given,
the care of machines, technical assistants, record-keeping, and X-ray protection. The Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, acting upon the advice of the Senior
Consultant in Radiology, specifically authorized individual radiologists to
administer therapy. All of those appointed had MOS (Military Occupational
Specialty) ratings of 3182; that is, they were authorized to practice therapeutic radiology as well as diagnostic radiology, but they were not authorized to
handle radium.
It should be emphasized that the authorization to administer X-ray
therapy was given to the radiologist, never to the hospital. On the other hand,
the selection of radiologists also took into consideration the location of his
hospital and the proximity of other hospitals.
Equipment.-Administration of X-ray therapy was not permitted in any
hospital in the European theater unless an r-meter was available. Delay in
procuring this essential item greatly delayed the implementation of the authorization for therapy. On 13 July, and again on 10 August, 1943, r-meters were
requisitioned from the United States. By February 1944, when they had not
yet been received, the number of soldiers who required X-ray therapy, even
under a strict regimen of selection, was overloading the already overworked
British civilian therapists, whose cooperation, however, continued ungrudgingly. After another strenuous effort had been made to procure r-meters, it
was learned on 7 March 1944 that these instruments were afloat. They were
finally received in April 1944. Lack of this equipment caused another delay
when X-ray therapy was instituted on the Continent.
Criteria for selection of cases.--Generally speaking, patients were selected
for treatment on the basis of the criteria set up by Capt. Gustave Kaplan, MC,
and 1st Lt. Joseph B. Stull, MC, and approved by Lt. Col. (later Col.)
Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC, in consultation with Col. Donald M. Pillsbury, MC,
Senior Consultant in Dermatology, ETOUSA, as follows:
1. The condition present furnished a definite indication for use of this
modality.
2. The condition interfered with the patient's military duties.
3. Referral must be by a competent dermatologist.
4. Other types of therapy had proved unsuccessful.
Underlying these criteria was the practical consideration that no patient
should be treated unless there seemed a reasonable chance of his returning
to full duty after not more than three treatments.
Techniques.-In the circular letter in which X-ray therapy was authorized in the European theater, instructions were given for its administration,
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and a simple form was provided for recording treatment. The instructions
covered the procurement of a minimum of apparatus and protective devices
before treatment could be instituted. They also covered the maximum dosage
to be used in single and serial treatments and the size of the portal.
Contrary to expectations, although these instructions were arbitrary, the
radiotherapists in the theater accepted them cheerfully and observed them
carefully. In no wise did the directions reflect upon the ability of the therapist. They were considered necessary because of the exigencies of treatment
in a theater of operations, the paucity and crudeness of the equipment available, and the possibility of future compensation claims.
The Senior Consultant in Radiology and the regional consultants obsrved
closely the work done in all therapy centers.
ESTABLISHMENT OF TREATMENT CENTERS
During the course of the war, radiologists at the 2d, 5th, 43d, 50th, 53d,
58th, 67th, 79th, 108th, 117th, 131st, 137th, 187th, 192d, and 298th General
Hospitals were authorized to administer superficial X-ray therapy. A therapeutic radiologist was sent to the 16th Station Hospital in London and authorized to administer superficial therapy for the London area in order to relieve
the pressure upon the British civilian radiologist at Middlesex Hospital, Dr.
W. B. Windeyer.
Although these 16 hospitals were designated as therapy centers, not more
than 8 ever functioned at any one time because the military situation required
movement of hospitals and personnel.
By 20 August 1944, it had become obvious that a therapy center was necessary on the Continent. The Chief of the Finance and Supply Division, Office
of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, was therefore requested to procure five additional r-meters. The request was duly sent to the Office of The Surgeon General, but because none of them was received before the liberation of Paris,
many officers and enlisted men who could otherwise have been retained on the
Continent had to be evacuated to the United Kingdom for treatment.
The problem was solved when the Beaujon Hospital in Paris was captured
and was taken over by the 108th General Hospital. It had been occupied by
the Germans and its deep X-ray therapy apparatus was recovered intact
because, it was said, the German personnel who evacuated the hospital believed
that they would return shortly. The radiologist of the 198th General Hospital
was authorized to treat skin epitheliomas and to administer both deep and
superficial therapy. All X-ray measuring devices, however, had been removed,
and it was not until October 1944 that an r-meter became available, brought
by hand by Colonel Allen after one of the X-ray therapy centers in the United
Kingdom had closed.
Because of the continued lack of r-meters, the 108th General Hospital in
Paris was the only treatment center on the Continent until late in the spring
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of 1945, when the radioloigst at the 43d General Hospital was authorized to
administer therapy. Even then, at least five other centers could profitably
have been designated as treatment centers.
There was considerable pressure from the Third U.S. Army to establish
a treatment center at Army level, so that such conditions as plantar warts
could be treated without evacuating personnel to the 108th General Hospital.
Colonel Allen responded to the demand by borrowing an r-meter from a
hospital in England and authorizing Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Frank Huber, MC,
at the 12th Evacuation Hospital (p. 400) to investigate the feasibility of
administering X-ray therapy in a forward area. Major Huber reported it
impractical for at least four reasons: (1) Lack of satisfactory protection; (2)
lack of space in forward hospitals for such a department; (3) the variability,
unreliability, and inadequacy of available electrical power; and (4) the total
commitment of available apparatus for diagnostic needs. The request of the
Third U.S. Army therefore had to be denied.
CASELOAD AND RESULTS
Total statistics for X-ray therapy in the European theater are not available; for one thing, it was not practical to try to obtain them from the busy
British civilian therapists who treated large numbers of patients before the
U.S. Army hospitals took over the task. Figures which are available (representing about two-thirds of the total number of patients treated in the United
Kingdom between 10 May 1944 and 31 May 1945) are as follows:
Disease
Plantar warts -2------------------------------------------------Miscellaneous skin conditions

--------------------------------------

NuWmber of
patient8
99

----------------------------------------------

79

Painful ace
--------------------------------------------------Furunculosis
-----------------------------------------------Epitheliomas
--------------------------------------------------Kelolds
---------------------------------------------------Sycosis barbae
------------------------------------------------Dyshidrosis
------------------------------------------------Other conditions
--------------------------

73
50
48

Fungous infections

Total

--------------------------------------------------

80
27
1e2

,648

Other conditions treated included arthritis, cervical adenitis, subdeltoid
bursitis, cellulitis, eczema, acute folliculitis, herpes zoster, hyperkeratosis,
impetigo, lichen planus, lichen simplex, molluscum contagiosum, mycosis
fungoides, otitis inedia, otitis externa, psoriasis, parotid fistula, pruritus ani,
chronic perleche, painful Sudeck's atrophy, inflamed sebaceous cyst, tenosynovitis, tinea cruris, verruca, lymphoblastoma, and pompholyx.
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Tant I3.-Therapeutic caseload, 108th General Hospital, Paris,
October 1944-May 1945
Month

Patients

Treatment

1944
October -----------------------------------November, --

December_--- ---

-- -- ---

--- ---

7

10
19

52

i

1945
January

81

84

February.

64

144

148
178
232

264
886
479

March
April --------------------------------May --------------------------------------.........

Total ---------------------------

A portion of the 8 June 1945 report by the radiotherapist at the 108th
General Hospital, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Alfred C. Ledoux, MC, shows clearly
the need for X-ray therapy on the Continent. Among the conditions treated
were the following:
Number of
Disease

Dermatoses (all types) -------------------------------------------Verruca
---------------------------------------------

paients

282
175

Skin malignancies and allied conditions ----------------------------------

48

Pruritus

21

------------------------------------------------------------

Arthritis and peritendinitls -------------------------------------------Kelolds
-----------------------------------------------------------Lymphoblastoma and allied conditions -----------------------------------Parotitis -----------------------------------------------------------Unclassified ----------------------------------------------------------

14
1
6
2
5

The increasing use of the facilities of the 108th General Hospital for
X-ray therapy (table 13) made clear the need for this modality on the
Continent. It should be emphasized that of the 681 patients treated, 419 were
on an outpatient status throughout their courses of therapy.
Results.-Results of superficial X-ray therapy were generally good,
especially as compared with the unsatisfactory results of previous prolonged
medical treatment. The value of this method in the treatment of disabling
plantar warts has already been mentioned; the therapists at one hospital
insisted that correct shoes be prescribed for these patients if the best results
were to be obtained. Fungous infections responded well. At the 108th
General Hospital, dermatoses accounted for almost half of the patients treated,
and those with moderate to severe epidermophytotic infections, which had kept
them noneffective for long periods of time under other therapy, could be
promptly returned to duty. Consistent followup was naturally not possible,
because of troop movements, but either cures or good remissions were obtained
in most of the men followed.
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Results at the 108th General Hospital were somewhat less good in other
conditions. Patients with peritendinitis with calcification experienced some
amelioration of their symptoms, but not more than half were cured. The
same percentage of good results was obtained in pruritus ani, and, again, most
of the other patients had some amelioration of symptoms. The radiologist
at this hospital, Major Ledoux, did not recommend treatment of keloids, on
the ground that they were not sufficiently disabling. One patient with postoperative parotitis was cured by a single X-ray treatment, and another, with
chronic parotitis, was improved.
At the 187th General Hospital, Everleigh, Tidworth, England, the radiologists, Maj. Granville W. Hudson, MC, and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Harry A.
Miller, MC, reported a high percentage of good results in skin conditions,
cellulitis, and localized infections. Patients with plantar warts were told to
return in 3 weeks if they were still in the vicinity and had not obtained relief;
if they regarded themselves as cured, they need not return.
This was not a satisfactory technique of followup, but was practical in
that the objective of treatment was to keep the patients ambulatory. Most
of the patients with plantar warts either returned reporting themselves cured
or did not return at all. Only two recurrences were personally observed.
The dosage at this hospital for plantar warts 1 cm. in diameter or less was
1,200 r. This dosage did not produce a disabling reaction and was considered
adequate for cure. The radiologists at this hospital, like several others, called
attention to the fact that superficial X-ray therapy would be more useful if
battalion surgeons were made aware of its availability.
The radiologists at the 117th General Hospital, Frenchay Park, Bristol,
England, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Bernard C. Desrochers, MC, and Capt. Wendell
C. Matthews, MC, reported that X-ray therapy achieved either cures or good
results in all the patients treated. They reported four patients with traumatic
salivary fistulas, all of whom had marked improvement after the first treatment, with a dosage of 75 r. Three of the four were cured after two treatments, and the fourth after a third treatment.

DEEP X-RAY THERAPY
Circular Letter No. 46, Office of the Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, declared
that deep X-ray therapy, as well as superficial therapy, was essential in the
theater, to render transportable patients suffering from such neoplastic conditions as Hodgkin's disease, lymphosarcoma, thymomas, and certain carcinomas, especially those involving the mediastinum and causing sudden interference with respiration. All such patients received air transport priority to
the Zone of Interior, but even with it, they were not always transportable
without preliminary treatment. The experience of the 108th General Hospital,
one of the centers in which deep therapy was permissible, is typical: Of the
six patients with lymphoblastoma, one succumbed to his disease during the
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course of treatment. The remaining five men, after treatment, were sufficiently
improved to be classified as presently transportable to the Zone of Interior.
Since a single massive dose of X-ray was known to cure most skin neoplasms without hospitalization, Circular Letter No. 46, Office of the Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, specified that these lesions might be treated in the European theater and also named the British civilian therapists who might
administer the therapy.
Although treatment of skin neoplasms was accomplished in most cases
with 100-kv. peak dosage, this type of therapy was not regarded as superficial. The civilian. therapists listed in Circular Letter No. 46 used the same
dosage. At the 108th General Hospital, 48 patients, chiefly officers, were
treated in this manner, without need for hospitalization or later evacuation to
the Zone of Interior in any instance.
One patient with carcinoma of the lip who was treated in the European
theater was especially memorable because of the circumstances of his treatment
and because he was a colorful four-star general who was a key figure in the
victory over Germany. The story began with a telephone call the Senior
Consultant in Radiology received from Maj. Gen. Paul R. Hawley, Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, to the effect that a military VIP had a lesion of the
lower lip and where would the radiologist see him. It was agreed that he
should be seen that same day, in the office of Dr. Ralston Paterson, in Manchester. The patient did not appear, and no explanatory telephone or other
message was received.
A week later another telephone call, similar to the first, was received, and
a second appointment was made, at the Department of Radiology, Middlesex
Hospital, London. This time, the appointment was kept. The patient stormed
in and impatiently inquired how long it would take to treat him. After he
had been examined by Dr. W. B. Windeyer, radiotherapist at the hospital, and
Colonel Allen, he was told that he would need three spaced treatments. That
would not do, said the general, it was now or never, and he made it quite plain
that he did not have a high opinion of "medical quacks."
Under the circumstances, there seemed nothing to do but heed the ultimatum that only one treatment would be permitted, and the necessary irradiation was delivered in a single massive dose. Although neither radiologist ever
saw the patient again, both received reports that he had had a good scar formation, followed by a perfect therapeutic result.
RADIUM
Although the Senior Consultant in Radiology had ample opportunities to
procure radium for therapeutic use, he did not regard this modality as necessary in the wartime circumstances in the European theater. During the war,
there was not a single instance in which it was believed to be indicated. All
patients who needed short-wave radiation were evacuated to the Zone of
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Interior. If they were nontransportable, they received preliminary deep-ray
irradiation, as just described. In two cases of Hodgkin's disease, the condition
was so far advanced when the patients were first seen that radium would have

been of no avail.
REFERENCE
1. Circular Letter No. 46, Office of the Chief Surgeon, Headquarters, European
Theater of Operations, U.S. Army, 28 Mar. 1948.

Part V

ASIATIC-PACIFIC THEATER

Pacific Ocean Areas

CHAPTER XIX

General Considerations
CharlesWV. Reavis. M.D.
For the United States, World War II began and ended in the Pacific, the
period of combat beginning with the attack on Pearl Harbor on 7 December
1941 and ending on 2 September 1945, with the formal surrender of the
Japanese in Tokyo Bay. Meantime, the war was fought over almost incomprehensible distances of ocean, with only occasional areas of land between military objectives that had to be achieved. The main objective, Japan, was some
5,000 miles from the west coast of the United States, and U.S. bases in
Australia were more than 7,000 miles away from the American mainland.
Industrial facilities were entirely lacking in practically all these areas of
ocean. The white man, in most parts of the region, was a stranger to the
climate and to the way of life (fig. 179). Indeed, climatic conditions frequently formed part of the opposition to be overcome. Unknown tropical
diseases, or known tropical diseases with new and bizarre manifestations, were
prevalent in the native populations, and, like another enemy, also had to be
conquered. Early in the war, the way back to the Philippines, which had been
attacked by the Japanese immediately after the attack on Pearl Harbor
(map 2), was a succession of short steps, each strongly contested by the enemy.
At the original rate of progress, Tokyo was very far away. By 1944, however,
the enormous expansion of carrier aviation had changed the picture. Hops
of a thousand miles became practical, and the original step-by-step progress
was replaced by the policy of bypassing islands.
MILITARY STRUCTURE
Early in the war, with the Japanese in control of so much of the Pacific
(map 2), the best that the Allied forces could do was to establish bases around
the perimeter (map 2). On 30 March 1942, the vast Pacific area was divided
into two major commands: (1) The Southwest Pacific Area, which included
Australia, New Guinea, the Bismarck Archipelago, the Philippines, and most
of the Netherlands Indies; and (2) the Pacific Ocean Areas, which included
everything else in the Pacific between the Americas and the Asiatic mainland.
The Southwest Pacific was under the command of Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
The Pacific Ocean Areas, which were divided into North, Central, and South
Pacific Areas, were designated a Naval theater and were under the overall
command of Adm. Chester W. Nimitz.
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FIGURE 179.-Scenes in a Fuzzy-Wuzzy
A. Native huts, typical of living quarters
jacent islands. Note the thatched roofs.
completely lacking. B. Typical natives.
village shown In view A. D. Storehouse
tive food supply.

village on New Guinea.
on New Guinea and adSanitary facilities were
C. Better homes in the
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In April 1945, USAFPAC (U.S. Army Forces, Pacific) was established
and all Army troops in the Pacific were placed under General MacArthur's
command. U.S. Army Forces, Pacific Ocean Area, then became a subcommand of USAFPAC, as did the Services of Supply organization for U.S.
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Army Forces in the Southwest Pacific Area; in mid-1945, these two were
redesig'nated USAFMIDPAC (U.S. Army Forces, Middle Pacific) and
USAFWESPAC (U.S. Army Forces, Western Pacific).I

CENTRAL PACIFIC
Geography
ThAe geographic and command theater known as the Central Pacific Area
(map r3) covered a vast region cop.osed chiefly of ocean. It stretched from
the western coast of North America on the east to (exclusive of the Philippine
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Islands) the coast of China on the west. It also extended from the Equator
on the south to the 42d parallel on the north. This expanse measured approximately 6,000 miles from east to west and 3,000 miles from north to south.
The Hawaiian Islands in the Central Pacific Area were approximately
2,300 statute miles from the continental United States, from which all troops,
medical installations, and supplies of all kinds had to be brought. The war in
this area involved problems of (1) transportation of men and supplies over
enemy-infested waters to friendly bases and then (2) making landings on
enemy-held islands and basing men and supplies on them after they had been
occupied.
Landmasses to be occupied in the Central Pacific were all relatively very
small, and distances between some cf them ranged from 1,000 to 2,000 miles.
"The smaller islands were flat coral atolls. The larger islands, of volcanic
origin, were partly surrounded by reefs.
Medicomilitary Structure
Throughout the war, Army hospitals and other medical units in the
Hawaiian Islands remained under the close technical control of the Surgeon,
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Central Pacific Area (originally the Hawaiian Department). Medical activities were coordinated by consultants and other personnel from his office, and
circular letters and other directives were issued from it.
As the war extended westward, lines of command became less direct, and
the Surgeon, Central Pacific Area, had to depend more and more upon his own
visits and those of his staff, chiefly his division medical surgeons, assault surgeons, garrison surgeons, and similar personnel to maintain communication
with his office and to advise and assist in the formulation and execution of
medical policy and procedures. In the Okinawa campaign, the Surgeon's
3ontacts were chiefly with the corps surgeon and the Army surgeon.
Until almost the end of the war, when Iwo Jima and Okinawa became
battlefields, the Central Pacific Area was not a major battle zone for infantry
and armored forces when compared to the European theater. It therefore
miffered serious shortages of these forces, transportation, and supplies, all of
which were necessarily diverted to more active areas. The wise economy of
medical officers and enlisted personnel and the wise use of medical equipment
and supplies furnished continuing problems for the Office of the Area Surgeon
and for all medical commanders in the Area. As the war spread over evermlarging areas, available medical personnel had to be spread thinner and
bhinner, and new medical personnel, including technical specialists, had to be
brained on both local and headquarters levels.
Medically, it was often both necessary and expedient to exchange patients,
personnel, supplies, and sometimes medical units between the Army and the
Navy. This was particularly true under battle conditions and on small islands,
n which the care of the wounded was initiated on a narrow beachhead and
wacuation was to hospital ships and other transports offshore. When the
-asualties reached the shore of Oahu, Army medical installations again
wsumed the responsibility for their care. Later in the war, of course, Army
nedical facilities were located on intervening islands.
SOUTH PACIFIC
Geography
A glance at the map of the South Pacific Area (map 4) tells almost the
intire story of the practice of radiology in this part of the wartime world.
It can be expressed in a single word-distance. Some concept of the distances
nvolved may be gathered if one conceives of the upper margin of the South
3acific Area as lying along the Equator for a distance of about 4,000 miles,
vhich is more than the width of the United States. From this long superior
aargin, the Area reached downward toward the South Pole without a definiive southern boundary. For practical purposes, it extended some 3,500 miles
elow the Equator, to include the North and South Islands of New Zealand.
.he headquarters for the entire South Pacific Area was situated at N,'um'a,
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New Caledonia, about 1,000 miles north of Auckland, New Zealand, and a
distance of 3,351 air miles from San Francisco.
This is an incredibly beautiful part of the world, with its coconut palms,
mango trees, acacia, gardenias, hibiscus, oleander, allamanda, crotons, and
frangipani plants. But, like other parts of the Pacific, this was also a region
of intense heat and humidity, where the difficulties of radiologic practices were
like those in other parts of the Pacific.
Medicomilitary Structure
The island commands which functioned under the headquarters at Noum6a
varied in number from time to time. At the peak, there were 11: New Caledonia, New Zealand, Fiji, Guadalcanal, Espiritu Santo, Russell Islands,
Green Islands, Emirau, Bougainville, and New Georgia. By 1944, these semiautonomous commands had been reduced to four, and the medical problems
they presented were further simplified by the fact that the fighting war had
moved out of the area and the hospital population consisted chiefly of patients
with the injuries and illnesses commonly encountered among garrison troops.
Active combat in the South Pacific Area lasted from 7 August 1942 to
27 March 1944. The Guadalcanal campaign began on 7 August 1942 and was
concluded on 21 February 1943. The battle for New Georgia began on 30 June
and reached a climax on 5 August 1943 with the capture of its objective,
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Munda Airdrome. The main drive moved on to other islands, though some
Japanese remained on the island, and combat action did not end c¢icially until
1 October. The battle for Bougainville began on 1 November 1943, and the
Japanese withdrawal began on 27 March 1944, though fighting continued for
some time afterward. The battle for the Green Islands lasted from 15
February to 20 February 1944.
SOUTHWEST PACIFIC
Military Considerations
Immediately after Pearl Harbor and the fall of the Philippines, the major
base for waging war against Japan was necessarily Australia (maps 2 and 5)
because it was the only area with any of the facilities required. These facilities were, however, totally inadequate. Australian manpower was limited even
before the war, and the meager industrial output of the country was already
overcommitted. Practically every item necessary for modern warfare therefore
had to be transported from the United States, more than 7,000 miles away.
Even in the United States, there was not too much of either manpower or
material for the Pacific, for the decision had been made to prosecute the war
in Europe more actively, even if it meant delay of activities in the Pacific.
On 18 April 1942, General MacArthur, who had been evacuated from the
Philippines, assumed command of General Headquarters, Southwest Pacific
Area.
The first actions in the Southwest Pacific were to secure bases in New
Guinea (map -3). By the end of 1943, the center of activity in this area was
moving steadily northward, and Brisbane, the last and most important base in
Australia, was shut down in December 1944. During this same year, the bases
on New Guinea (Hollandia, Finschhafen, and Biak) had become staging areas
for the invasion of the Philippines (map 7) ; by March 1944, Finschhafen contained 90,000 troops. By mid-1945, when Leyte had been secured and Luzon
was almost secured, the New Guinea bases had ceased to be of major
importance.
The military buildup of the bases on the Philippines, in anticipation of
the invasion of Japan, proved unnecessary when Japan surrendered on 14
August 1945. U.S. Forces then moved into Japan and assumed the duties of
an army of occupation.
Geography
As in other parts of the Pacific, environment was a constant problem in
the Southwest Pacific-vast distances between hospital installations and between these installations and headquarters; intense heat; intense humidity;
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torrential rains; heavy jungle growth; and tropical diseases of epidemic
proportions.
Throughout the campaigns in the Southwest Pacific the story was the
same: Hospitals staged, moved, set up, then staged again, moved again, and
repeated the endless cycle. It was easy to understand the motto adopted by
personnel who worked in the area, "Hurry up and wait."
Staging areas furnished little or no diversion, and very little rest, as might
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have been expected in the wilds of New Guinea and the jungles of the Philippines. In fact, if there were hospitals in operation near staging areas, there
was always a scramble for temporary duty in them, for the boredom of inactivity affected medical personnel no less than other personnel.
Hospital units on outlying islands were completely isolated and had to
handle their medical and other problems as best they could. Supply was
always erratic, and the uncertainties of transportation were often compounded
by the inefficient handling and storage of equipment, with resulting losses from
rain, wind, heat, and tropical humidity.

THE OVERALL PICTURE IN THE PACIFIC
This, then, was the Pacific-an area of complexity of organization and
command; a geographic nightmare from the military standpoint; an ultimate
target many thousands of miles away from sources of manpower and supply;
a secondary war objective, with initial low priorities in supplies and equipment as well as personnel; an area of tropical jungles and tropical diseases,
many of them previously unknown to U.S. Army medical officers; an area of
often unendurable boredom; but still an area in which victory was finally
achieved against almost overwhelming odds.
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The whole picture of war in the Pacific was graphically summarized by
Col. John M. Caidwell, MC, Commanding Officer, 54th General Hospital, in
the 1945 report of the activities of this hospital in Hollandia,:
Beneath the statistic studded crust of the report lies the drama of civilized men in a
primitive country fighting miasmatic Jungles in steaming tropical heat to provide sanctuary for fighting men on a front 1000 miles northward.
It includes the story of medical troops working 14 hours per day, seven days per
week, to handle 17,882 patients while holding the number of fatalities to 25.
It is the story of medical science battling hitherto unknown maladies, of antiseptic
surgery far from the paths of civilization, of soldiers improvising successfully to meet
the challenge imposed by conditions in the Jungle and by arduous supply lines extended
over thousands of miles of ocean.
It is the story of weary corpsmen and nurses in mudaplattered uniforms singing
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nostalgic carols to the bedridden on Christmas Eve * * * of ministration and administration * * * of blood counts, diagnoses, medication, surgery, statistical reports * *
of
bed pans, diets and details.
The staff and personnel of the 54th General Hospital prefer to regard this unit as
typically American; as a strong link in the Services of Supply chain * * * tempered in

the flame of democracy and forged on the unrelenting anvil of the tropics.

While the foregoing remarks apply to the medicomilitary history of the
Pacific Ocean areas in general, they are all specifically applicable to radiology.
The history of this specialty in all these areas was intimately related to the
problems of transporting hospitals and other medical units over vast expanses
of ocean; landing them on enemy-held islands; and then establishing and operating medical units in conditions of tropical heat and humidity, with long lines
of evacuation and supply. In at least two respects the problems of radiology
were highly specialized: (1) Radiologists could not function without equipment, and (2) their equipment was heavy, space-occupying, easily damaged,
and was also highly susceptible to the ravages of the humid climate in which
most operations in the Pacific were conducted.
The opinions expressed in this history of radiology in the Pacific are those
of the contributors to it, not only those of the authors themselves but also those
of the many other radiologists who provided the material upon which the
story is based and all of whom were there when the action happened. To
understand and appreciate the part that radiology played in the war in the
Pacific, one must, of necessity, view it at the level of the individual radiologist,
for it was on that level that service was provided. It is not possible to describe
radiology west of San Francisco as a composite picture. The span is too great.
Only a blur would result.

Central Pacific Area

CHAPTER XX

The Pearl Harbor Experience
Maurice C. Archer, M.D., and Richard C. Boyer, M.D.
THE DAYS BEFORE PEARL HARBOR
Surprising and devastating as was the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on
7 December 1941, the Hawaiian Department medical personnel and the staff at
Tripler Gener.l Hospital, Honolulu, were not unprepared for it.
Fully 6 months before the Pearl Harbor attack, the Hawaiian Department
Surgeon, Col. (later Brig. Gen.) Edgar King, MC, had completed comprehensive medical plans for implementation in the event of enemy attack or other
major catastrophe. These had been coordinated with all medical unit commanders and medical personnel in the Hawaiian Islands and included the use
of certain civilian hospitals in Honolulu and outlying islands with stockpiling of necessary medical supplies in them should they be needed. Cooperation with the American Red Cross in its various aspects included in the planning
revealed the broad scope and timeliness of the medical preparation.
In addition, late in November, Col. Alvin C. Miller, MC, the Commanding Officer, Tripler General Hospital, called a staff meeting at which he spoke
gravely of the seriousness of the international situation and the great danger
of a war with Japan. The hospital staff was placed on a 24-hour alert, and
its members were instructed to be either in the hospital or at home, within
reach of the phone, at all times. Off-duty hours on the beach were
discontinued.
The hospital alert continued until 6 December. It was then taken off, so
that, the hospital staff understood, the island would not appear to be on a war
footing when the peace envoys from Japan stopped there on their way to
Washington (it will be remembered that they were in the office of the Secretary of State in Washington when the attack was made on Pearl Harbor).
On the Friday before the attack, Capt. (later Lt. Col.) Maurice C. Archer,
MC, heard a radio news reporter on Station KGMB say that he hoped the
peace envoys were acting "in good faith and were not stalling." The remark
was to prove prophetic 2 days later.
THE ATTACK
On 7 December 1941, a special meeting had been planned by the Honolulu County Medical Society for physicians in Honolulu and its vicinity to
5W9
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hear a lecture on burns by Dr. John J. Moorhead of New York City. Dr.
Moorhead had just begun his lecture, to a disappointingly small audience,
when bombs began to fall on Pearl Harbor. As a colonel in the Medical
Corps Reserve, Dr. Moorhead was called to active duty before the day was
over.
All those who have written of or described the Pearl Harbor episode
recollect that 7 December was a beautiful, sunshiny day. There were no
news programs on Sunday morning, and Captain Archer recalls that as he
left the house to go to the meeting just mentioned, he saw numerous puffs of
black smoke following antiaircraft gunfire and assumed that they were part
of the naval maneuvers that had been carried out on several Sunday mornings
in the past. He was casually talking to another medical officer outside the
building in which the meeting was held when a civil defense worker rushed
up, told them of the Japanese attack, and said that all Army officers had
been ordered to report to their posts at once.
Both officers automatically obeyed the order, without stopping to consider that the message had been transmitted by a civilian. By this time, however, it was clear that what was happening was much more than practice
maneuvers. The antiaircraft fire had increased. Army trucks raced down the
streets towing antiaircraft guns. Private cars were lined up on both sides of
the street. Many of them were later found completely demolished or beyond
use because of large gaping holes. Only the cars parked in the protection of
trees and shrubbery escaped.
By the time Captain Archer arrived at Tripler General Hospital, where
he was the assistant radiologist, ambulances were already unloading the
wounded from Hickam Field, Oahu. Eventually, hundreds of casualties
were brought in. Among the first were troops being flown into the islands
from the mainland on a B-17 that had guns but no ammunition to fire in them.
The plane had been shot up by Japanese planes which came in on its tail as
it set down on the airstrip. The spirit of these troops was typical of that of
all the other casualties-raging anger that they had had no chance to fight
back.
The close proximity of Tripler General Hospital to the waterfront and
to other military installations-it was directly across the way from Fort
Shafter, Oahu, T.H.-made it almost inevitable that it suffer some damage
from both enemy and U.S. fire, particularly from antiaircraft guns. Many
shell fragments fell about the hospital on Sunday, and shortly after 0400
hours the following morning, an air-raid alarm sounded, and shell fragments,
presumably from U.S. guns, crashed through the roof and into an operating
room. On another, similar occasion, a patient in one of the wards was killed.
One necessary task, done in amazingly quick order, was to blackout all
the windows and doors in the wards, administration building and X-ray
department, and in the areas around the ramps. When the blackout covers
were in place, the trade winds that kept Hawaii generally cool and comfort-
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able were no longer effective, and there was considerable discomfort from
the humidity.
Other precautions were also taken: No one was allowed to smoke outside the buildings, and flashlights with small blue beams were issued, to prevent collisions with buildings, posts, and other objects.
Numerous alerts, all of which proved to be false but which caused considerable apprehension, sporadic gunfire, and fear that the enemy might
return, placed a heavy mental and physical strain on the wounded as well as
on the hospital personnel confined with them. For 72 hours after the attack,
medical officers, nurses, and other personnel remained on duty almost continuously; their only rest was secured at occasional intervals on the floors of
the wards and corridors.
PROFESSIONAL CARE
In the course of the day (7 December), about 400 wounded were admitted
to Tripler General Hospital. The orderliness and efficiency with which they
were handled were remarkable. The confusion that might have been expected
did not occur because the catastrophe, or something similar to it, as explained,
had been anticipated and had been well planned for medically.
An entirely new section of one-story buildings located just to the side of
the main hospital had not previously been used, but its beds were ready for
just such an emergency. Regular Army medical officers knew what their roles
were. Equipment was ample, and, because of wise stockpiling, Col. (later
Brig. Gen.) Edgar King, MC, Surgeon, Hawaiian Department, was able to
dispatch ample medical and surgical supplies to the hospital at once.
As the wounded were carried into the hospital, they were taken to the
wards or to the operating rooms, depending upon the urgency of their state.
The bodies of about 200 casualties who were dead on arrival were routed
immediately to the morgue.
The wounded who required X-ray examination were cared for by the
X-ray technicians, either in the X-ray department or with portable apparatus
on the wards and in the operating rooms. The radiologists, Lt. Col. (later
Col.) John D. Barnwell, MC, and Captain Archer were immediately given
additional duties in the receiving and preoperative sections. They also acted
as liaison officers between the X-ray department and the operating rooms.
Captain Archer, the night of 7-8 December, served for 81/2 hours on one of
the operating teams.
Although the X-ray department was kept extremely busy, there was no
shortage of films, thanks to the wise sLockpiling already mentioned. Multiple
exposures were often necessary because some casualties had foreign bodies in
many locations; frequently, the objects were too numerous to count. The
films were read as rapidly as possible, the necessary information was given to
the surgeons, and the radiographs were sent to the operating room to be used
when the shell fragments were removed.
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Many of the wounded had severe skull fractures, brain injuries, chest
wounds, and abdominal wounds. Some wounds were closed at once, but more
often only partial debridement was performed. Shell fragments were removed
whenever it was possible. Tetanus toxoid booster doses were given routinely.
Either sulfanilamide or sulfathiazole powder was placed in all wounds. It is
a matter of record that later observations proved that local chemotherapy was
not only not as useful as it had been thought to be but was sometimes actually
harmful.
In spite of the desperate condition of many of these patients, there were
many unexpected recoveries. One patient, at whose operation Captain Archer
had assisted while serving in the operating room, had fractured ribs, perforations of the pleura and diaphragm, and several intra-abdominal injuries. After
definitive surgery he was given little chance for survival. Several days later,
while reading films, Captain Archer recognized this patient's name and learned
that he was making a smooth recovery.
By the end of December 1941, most of the seriously wounded casualties
had been evacuated to the mainland. The Army losses, which were small in
comparison with Navy losses, were 229 killed and 459 wounded, 113 seriously.
Most of the Army casualties were from Hickam Field. Of the severely
wounded, only eight returned to duty in the Hawaiian Department.

CHAPTER XXI

Buildup of Hospital Facilities
Richard C. Boyer, M.D.
TRIPLER GENERAL HOSPITAL
At the time of Pearl Harbor, Tripler General Hospital (later the 218th
General Hospital), Honolulu, T.H., had a bed capacity of about 830. By the
end of 1943, its capacity had expanded to 2,000 beds, which it maintained until
the end of the war. Some expansion beyond this number was possible.
Tripler was the most active medical center in the Hawaiian Department and
was an excellent training center for both officers and enlisted men because of
its strategic position in the heart of military activities, the very rapid expansion of its bed capacity, and its medical experience in the first phase of the
war.
Tripler General Hospital also had a very active outpatient service for
both military and attached civilian personnel. In 1942, there were about 16,000
outpatients and 9,082 hospital admissions. In 1944, the respective figures
were 55,743 outpatients and 19,146 hospital admissions. The availability of
specialized services with qualified personnel in practically every field of medicine accounted for the activity of the outpatient department.

Radiology
At the time of Pearl Harbor, the X-ray department of the hospital was
under the direction of Lt. Col. (later Col.) John D. Barnwell, MC, whose
Army experience covered about 23 years and who had had special training at
the University Hospital in Ann Arbor, Mich., and at the Mayo Clinic.
Events were to prove him an excellent instructor in both diagnostic radiography and radiation therapy.
His assistant, Capt. (later Lt. Col.) Maurice C. Archer, MC, had reached
Hawaii in May 1941. Thre were seven technicians in the department, and a
stenographer. When Colonel Barnwell's work as radiologic consultant for the
Central Pacific Area (p. 518) kept him away from the hospital for increasingly long periods, Captain Archer acted as chief of the X-ray service.
Lt. Col. (later Col.) Leslie M. Garrett, MC, headed the department from
June 1948 until the end of the year, with Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Wolcott E.
Buren, MC, who had been in training in the department since February 1943,
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as assistant chief. Capt. Abraham R. Koransky, MC, a dermatologist who
adapted quickly to radiology, was assigned to the department in April 1944.
In addition to his other duties, this officer supervised the X-ray department at
Provisional Hospital No. 4 at Kaneohe, Oahu, T.H. 1st Lt. (later Capt.)
Murray Reswick, MC, who had had some previous radiologic training, was
assigned in October 1944; later he had charge of the chest X-ray unit at the
Army induction station in Honolulu.
The equipment at Tripler General Hospital at the time of Pearl Harbor
consisted of three 200-ma. X-ray machines; a portable machine; machines for
superficial and deep therapy, the latter a 200-kv. General Electric unit; and
all necessary accessories. The darkroom was adequate.
Additional equipment was procured as the hospital expanded. The Eastman Kodak Co., anticipating possible future needs, had stored two General
Electric 200-ma. machines, which they turned over to the hospital at once.
Mr. Smith Pratt, of Kodak Hawaii, Ltd., Honolulu, resurrected some old
fluoroscopic units that had been used in World War I and put them into working condition. He was also able to rig up a machine for superficial radiation
therapy from parts of old Keleket (formerly Kelly-Koett), Standard, and
General Electric machines. This machine was calibrated with a Victoreen
r-meter and proved quite useful.
The volume of work in the X-ray department of the hospital increased
as the war progressed. In 1942, its personnel made 14,333 diagnostic examinations and administered therapy to 794 patients. In 1944, the respective figures
were 26,650 and 1,106. Of these patients, 11,152 attended the outpatient
clinics.
SCHOFIELD BARRACKS STATION HOSPITAL
The station hospital at Schofield Barracks, Oahu (later known as the
North Sector General Hospital and still later as the 219th General Hospital),
occupied a central location on the Army Post at Schofield Barracks, about 15
miles inland and northwest of Pearl Harbor. It received its first casualty 8
minutes after the attack.
After Pearl Harbor, this hospital expanded along the same lines as
Tripler General Hospital. At the end of 1941, its bed capacity was 422 and
its potential emergency expansion was 1,782. At the end of 1943, the bed
capacity was 2,000, which was maintained until the end of the war.
Radiology
The chief of the X-ray service in December 1941 was Maj. (later Col.)
Edward M. DeYoung, MC, a trained radiologist. In May 1943, he was succeeded by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Richard C. Boyer, MC, who served until
October 1945, with Capt. Ralph Friedman, MC, as his assistant. During 1944,
the staff of technicians averaged 12, and there was 1 civilian stenographer.
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The department was equipped with two heavy-duty General Electric
machines, neither of which was shockproof; two mobile units; and a table for
genitourinary diagnostic work. Eventually this hospital had four 200-ma.
machines for diagnostic work, one of which had a spot-filming device; three
portable units; a cystoscopic unit; and machines for superficial and deep
therapy. The only machine in the Central Pacific Area for deep X-ray
therapy, a 200-kv. General Electric unit, was received in this hospital in
August 1942.
The X-ray equipment in this hospital was never adequate to the workload, chiefly because general shortages did not permit replacement of machines
that were not completely shockproof for diagnosis and superficial therapy.
This radiology department carried an increasingly heavy load as the war
progressed. The hospital admitted 17,996 patients in 1943 and 17,274 in 1944,
but in 1944, its outpatient load from surrounding dispensaries and other
installations was 38,577. In 1943, there were 26,083 diagnostic X-ray examinations, and in 1944, 27,441. In 1944, a total of 630 patients received 2,489
superficial X-ray treatments, and 38 patients received 105 deep X-ray treatments. A very active dermatology clinic referred most of the patients for
superficial therapy, chiefly for dermatophytoses and plantar warts.
OTHER HOSPITALS
Hickam Field Station Hospital
The small station hospital at Hickam Field on Oahu remained intact
during the attack on Pearl Harbor, and casualties were received within 11
minutes after the initial bombing. At this time, the hospital had a single
100-ma. diagnostic unit. During the war, it was maintained, without additional X-ray equipment, as a small station hospital, chiefly for Air Forces
personnel.
Provisional Hospitals
Plans made before Pearl Harbor to expand hospital facilities on Oahu
had included the establishment of a number of provisional hospitals, the first
of which was set up the day of the attack. Within the next 6 days, all were
put into operation. As numbered general hospitals arrived in Hawaii, they
took over these provisional hospitals, all of which had adequate X-ray
departments.
Provisional Hospital No. 2, which became the 147th General Hospital
on 22 June 1942, was perhaps the most active of these hospitals. Its original
bed capacity of 215 had increased by 1,000 by the end of 1942 and eventually
reached 1,500.
The X-ray department of this hospital began to operate on 1 September
1942, with Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Leland F. Glaser, MC, as head of the service.
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He had a part-time assistant, and usually had four or five trained technicians,
with three or four others in training.
The department originally had a single 200-ma. General Electric machine,
with all the necessary accessory equipment. Later, as the work expanded,
the department operated as two separate units, with additional equipment
consisting of a Philips 100-ma. machine mounted on a genitourinary table;
a Picker field machine; a generator; and a table and mobile stand. Still later,
another 200-ma. General Electric unit and a Picker portable unit were secured.
In 1943, this department made 11,086 diagnostic examinations and in 1944,
16,379. Almost 600 of the patients examined in 1944 were military and civilian outpatients. In 1943, the department gave 215 superficial therapy treatmenis with the Picker portable unit. In 1944, 311 patients received 872
treatments.
Hospitals on Other Islands
At the onset of World War II, there were very few Army medical facilities in the Hawaiian Islands except on Oahu. Almost at once, existing structures were converted to hospital use and new construction was begun, so that
by March 1942, when station hospitals began to arrive from the Zone of
Interior, they could set up at once. The medical installations on these islands
were often remote and isolated, but the islands served as training and staging
areas for the troops destined for combat farther out in the Pacific and their
medical requirements had to be met.
Radiologic service was generally adequate in these hospitals in respect to
both personnel and equipment, though fluctuations in the powerlines sometimes produced difficulties.
The workload was frequently heavy, as the experience of the 22d Station
Hospital on Maui showed. The department was in charge of Captain Boyer,
who was assisted by three trained technicians.
Equipment consisted of an Army field unit, later replaced by a 200-ma.
General Electric unit with over-and-under radiographic-fluoroscopic tube; a
portable unit purchased locally; and a small darkroom, equipped with a dryer
and with locally constructed developing tanks. Between 19 April and 31
December 1942, this department performed 3,229 diagnostic examinations.
In October 1942, after a field unit had been calibrated with a Victoreen
r-meter obtained from Tripler General Hospital, superficial radiation therapy was administered to 37 patients.

CHAPTER XXII

Administrative and Logistic Considerations
Richard C. Boyer, M.D.
CONSULTANTS IN RADIOLOGY
Throughout the war the Office of the Area Surgeon, located at Fort
Shafter, Oahu, T.H., maintained a consultant in radiology on the headquarters staff. It was never possible, however, to make this a full-time position because of the serious shortage of trained radiologists in the area. This
was unfortunate. A full-time appointment became increasingly desirable as
the magnitude of the military operations increased and the consultant had to
travel more and more widely to carry out his duties in forward areas.
Lt. Col. (later Col.) John D. Barnwell, MC, was appointed Consultant
in Radiology for the Hawaiian Department (later the Central Pacific Area)
shortly after Pearl Harbor. At the same time, he continued to serve as Chief
of Radiology at Tripler General Hospital, Honolulu, T.H. When he returned
to the mainland in June 1942, he was succeeded by Lt. Col. (later Col.)
Edward M. DeYoung, MC, who performed his consultant's duties in addition
to his work as Chief of Radiology at the station hospital at Schofield Barracks, Oahu, T.H.
When Colonel DeYoung was assigned to the Zone of Interior in May 1943,
he was succeeded by Lt. Col. (later Col.) Leslie M. Garrett, MC, who served
as Consultant in Radiology, Central Pacific Area, and as Chief of Radiology
at Tripler General Hospital until the end of the war."
Functions
Colonel Barnwell was responsible for the organization and construction
of X-ray facilities in the hospitals on the Hawaiian Islands other than those
already in existence (Tripler General Hospital and the hospital at Schofield
Barracks) at the time of Pearl Harbor. By the spring of 1942, 12 departments of radiology were essentially ready for operation on the five main
islands. In place of commercial developing tanks, which were not available,
Colonel Barnwell supervised the construction of several tanks made of redwood planking. They held up remarkably well during the war.
1 Much of the material in this chapter is derived from the report to the Area Surgeon prepared by Colonel Garrett at the end of his tour of duty.
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Colonel Barnwell also inventoried both Army and civilian X-ray equipment available on the islands after the opening of hostilities. Y7ith this
inventory on hand, it was possible to accomplish a wise distribution of the
meager radiologic equipment and supplies in Army hospitals and to purchase
supplementary equipment from local civilian supply houses and from hospitals and dispensaries.
Finally, as Consultant in Radiology, Colonel Barnwell made a number
of tours of inspection of the medical facilities on the Hawaiian Islands.
The consultants who succeeded him had the same problems--chiefly
deficiencies in equipment and shortages of trained radiologists, technicians,
and repairmen-and they carried out the same functions, including inspection
trips to other islands.
PROFESSIONAL RADIOLOGIC PERSONNEL
When Pearl Harbor was attacked, Colonel Barnwell at Tripler General
Hospital and Colonel DeYoung at the Schofield Barracks Station Hospital
were the only trained Regular Army radiologists in the Hawaiian Department. By the summer of 1942, five additional radiologists had arrived with
numbered general and station hospitals; they were assigned to the islands of
Hawaii, Maui, and Kauai.
All through the war, trained radiologists were assigned to the general
hospitals (of which there were six by 1945) in the Central Pacific Area,
including those that participated in the Ryukyus campaign. There was also
a trained or partly trained radiologist in each of the 21 station hospitals in
the area, at least most of the time.
Training. -Whenever a medical officer with some radiologic training was
not available, the commanding officer of the hospital, with the help of the
Office of the Surgeon and the advice of the Consultant in Radiology, made
every effort to provide training for the untrained officer assigned to the service. Training usually took the form of an intensive short course in the essentials of Army radiology and the use of field X-ray equipment. Hospital
training was given at Tripler General Hospital and field training at the
special field training center at Koko Head, Oahu.
Medical officers whose training in radiology was limited or who had had
no training beyond a short course in one of the schools in the United States
(p. 30) were given additional practical training at Tripler General Hospital.
Some 10 officers, most of whom later served as chiefs of radiology, were given
this type of training.
TECHNICIANS
Trained radiologic technicians were in as short supply as were radiologic
officers at the beginning of the war. Many of the trained technicians in the
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Hawaiian Department departed to officer candidate schools in the Zone of
Interior shortly after Pearl Harbor, while over the same period, only a few
trained technicians were received from Army schools on the mainland.
The demand for, and turnover of, X-ray technicians were constantly recurring problems throughout the war at all the hospitals in the area. In 1944,
for instance, the X-ray department at Tripler General Hospital lost seven
trained technicians by transfer. Their transfer was unavoidable; they were
needed in newly arrived units or in units designated for combat. A fair
number of replacements were received from the mainland, with a sound basic
knowledge acquired at the training schools in the Zone of Interior, and most
of them quickly adapted themselves to the local situation. More often, however, the only answer to requests for replacements was "Train your own."
Training. -This was exactly what was done. Training programs for
technicians were set up in the X-ray departments at Tripler General Hospital,
the hospital at Schofield Barracks, the 147th, 204th, and 219th General Hospitals, and, from time to time, other hospitals. The school at Tripler was
started in 1943; 31 technicians were trained that year and 28 the following
year. Six technicians were trained at the 204th General Hospital in 1943 and
five at the Schofield Barracks Station Hospital. Sometimes as many as 20 to
30 technicians were in training at once in the hospitals in the Hawaiian
Department.
The training courses averaged 6 weeks, but sometimes, depending upon
the demands of the combat situation and the aptitude of the trainees, they
were shorter. In some situations they were extended to 7 months. While
both didactic and technical training was provided, didactic instruction was
limited. The principal teaching technique was onT-the-job training, secured
by working with experienced technicians under the supervision of radiologic
officers. Use of field equipment was emphasized, for many of those in training
would eventually be assigned to X-ray departments in units in the combat
zone.
Functions.-In the Hawaiian area, the larger general hospitals were able
to hire civilian secretaries (as well as, occasionally, civilian technicians). As
a rule, however, X-ray technicians had to perform both clerical and darkroom duties, as tables of organization did not provide for clerks, medical
stenographers, or darkroom assistants.
In the forward areas, especially during or soon after combat operations,
radiologists and X-ray technicians assigned to mobile hospital units or other
field type hospitals had to exercise a high degree of dexterity and ingenuity
in transporting, setting up, and operating Army field X-ray equipment.
Improvisation to meet special needs in special situations was, in fact, often
the keystone of the successful operation of an X-ray department in the field
or at a newly garrisoned base.
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SERVICE TECHNICIANS
A type of technician sorely needed in the Central Pacific Area on
radiologic services was one with a knowledge of installation, maintenance,
and repair of X-ray machines. During the whole war, only a few men with
this kind of training were available, and radiologists and technicians often
had to act as their own troubleshooters. In Honolulu, Mr. Edward Hartzler,
of Wadsworth Photographic Supply, and Mr. Smith Pratt, of Kodak Hawaii,
Ltd., were extremely helpful throughout the war.

EQUIPMENT
Shortages of equipment and the necessity of using nonstandard and outmoded equipment caused many radiologic difficulties in the Central Pacific
Area. There was never enough, and what was available was generally overtaxed. In a busy X-ray department, limited tube capacity required many
improvisations for satisfactory service. Some of the equipment at Schofield
Barracks Station Hospital, for instance, had open overhead cables and
Coolidge tubes with lead glass enclosures. The war was almost over when
this equipment was replaced.
In the first days of the war, there was a frantic effort to expand existing
X-ray facilities. Both used and new equipment was purchased from local
supply houses in Honolulu, from the dispensaries of sugar plantations, and
from civilian hospitals that could spare it. Some of this equipment was used
throughout the war. Colonel Barnwell and Colonel DeYoung, the Consultants in Radiology, reported that an attempt to put into use obsolete 1918
Scherer models was abandoned as impractical.
The large general hospitals and many of the station hospitals in the
Hawaiian Islands were furnished with conventional diagnostic units manufactured in the United States, but there were multiple models, and problems
of maintenance and service, difficult enough as just noted, would have been
greatly simplified if all the units had been of one make or if the parts could
have been standardized.
The workhorse in forward and small hospitals was the field X-ray
machine (item 91085). It performed superbly under all sorts of difficult
physical and climatic conditions, including high humidity, extreme heat,
exposure to sea water, rust, rough handling, and operation by untrained and
inexperienced technicians. The only serious defect that recurred with any
frequency was puncturing of the high-tension cables. The extreme humidity
of the whole area was detrimental to these cables, and the waterproofing kit
furnished to correct the trouble did not prove effective. A research project
to overcome the defect was undertaken in the Office of The Surgeon General,
but the war ended before new cables were received in the Central Pacific Area.
The field X-ray table (item 96145) was also a sturdy and satisfactory piece
of equipment. Most radiologists thought that the addition of a moving grid,
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which it lacked, would have been a great improvement. The device on this
table for the localization of foreign bodies was never used extensively. Surgeons were simply not interested in this piece of equipment. The Sweet eye
localizer, however, was used to good advantage.
Only a few of the fluoroscopes were provided with commercial spotfilming devices. Their absence was a serious handicap in a fixed hospital that
did any volume of fluoroscopic work. Several radiologists improvised such
attachments for their units.
Late in the war, Tripler General Hospital received the single rotating
anode X-ray tube sent to the Central Pacific Area. When the war ended, a
few hospitals in forward areas had been equipped with medium- or heavyduty machines of U.S. manufacture, and plans were underway to equip all
fixed hospitals in the area with them.
It would have been highly desirable for all X-ray departments to be provided with wafer grids as well as portable Bucky grids, but they were not
available during the war. Many accessory items, such as stereoscopes. film
driers, view boxes, angle boards, and chest cassette racks were improvised
and constructed locally when they could not be secured through supply
channels.
The field processing units, auxiliary wash tanks, and fim driers performed valiantly in the Central Pacific Area, in spite of the frequent difficulties caused by the hot, humid climate and shortages of fresh water. The
field electrical generator gave excellent service with a single exception: A
certain number had defective governors when they were first put into use, and,
under conditions of high temperature, they would overheat after an hour and
a half of use. In busy installations, in which more than one generator was
usually available, it was found best to use them alternately.
Most of the equipment sent to the area was packed satisfactorily, though
there was some breakage of rectified tubes and fittings on the shockproof
tables.

FILMS
Supply
Diagnostic X-ray examinations were made in so many cases throughout
the war in the Central Pacific Area that there was scarcely a time when films
were not in short supply. In some.installations in the combat zone, as many
as 80 percent of the patients admitted were examined radiographically.
The extreme shortages of fims immediately after Pearl Harbor were
partly overcome by the action of Kodak Hawaii, Ltd., of Honolulu, which
issued films to military units simply on demand. The situation remained
critical, however, for the next 2 years. In May 1943, the Surgeon, Hawaiian
Department, issued a directive to all hospitals to reduce their usage of film
by 25 percent or more and warned that a 50-percent cut might be necessary
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later because of shortages in the Zone of Interior. In June 1943, a second
directive was issued, detailing methods of conserving films, such as reducing
the number of views and cutting films into various sizes and lengths to
accommodate the part being examined. The Consultant in Radiology maintained a monthly check on the usage of films, and the original rate of use
was consistently decreased by 30 to 50 percent for the remainder of the war.
An expedient that accomplished - considerable saving of film was the
construction of a mobile photofluorographic unit for taking chest films. It
was constructed under the supervision of Colonel DeYoung, then the Consultant in Radiology, with the considerable help of Capt. Murray Reswick,
MC, and was put into use in February 1945. During the next 8 months it
was used on 14,052 inductees and 4,700 prisoners of war in the Hawaiian
Islands.
Deterioration
Metal containers for films were discontinued early in the war. The paraffin wrappers that replaced them were not satisfactory, but the waterproof
paper covering introduced later proved much more efficient.
Under tropical conditions, films deteriorated very rapidly, even when
they were shipped and stored in hermetically sealed metal containers. Films
not so protected or actually mishandled. (p. 530) spoiled even more rapidly.
Whenever possible, films were stored under refrigeration.
Constant testing of film stocks was necessary because of film fog. Whenever it was detected, all batches of that expiration date were immediately
issued and were used before they became useless. The best solution of this
particular problem was frequent shipments of small quantities of films.
Processing
As pointed out elsewhere, the processing of films presented special difficulties in all Pacific Ocean Areas. In the Hawaiian Islands, the problems
were minor because of the milder climate and the adequate supply of cool
water for the processing tanks. On most of the other islands, the extreme
heat and humidity and the limited water supply confronted the radiologic
personnel with a trying situation.
Films could never be left in cassettes; they would soften and stick to the
screens. The heat was often so intense in the darkroom that it was almost
impossible to keep the solution in the processing tanks even reasonably cool.
In one instance on Kwajalein, the temperature in the darkroom tent rose to
1300 F. during the day, and even when the cooling unit was run continuously,
the temperature of the processing solution could not be reduced below 900 F.
Placing the darkroom tent inside of another tent or in a building sometimes
improved matters. Fluoroscopy was frequently done outside at night, and
films were also developed at night if they were not needed immediately.
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With the limited water supply on many of the Central Pacific islands,
it was not possible to wash films by the standards one would employ in
civilian practice. The small amounts of fresh water available had to be
used as skillfully and sparingly as possible. Often, fresh water was saved
for the final washing, the preliminary washing being done with brackish
water.
Handling of Films
As the war progressed and lines of evacuation became well established,
particularly in the intermediate zone, it became the general practice for
films to be sent with the patient and his record as he moved to the rear.
This policy had two advantages: It conserved films because unnecessary
repetitions of examinations were avoided, and it decreased the patient's
exposure to radiation.
PROTECTION OF PERSONNEL
From the standpoint of protection of radiologic personnel, the most
serious problem was the shortage of lead. Engineers were usually able to
furnish the amounts necessary to protect walls and control booths properly
in the hospitals that were constructed in the Hawaiian Islands. In forward
areas, however, lead sheeting was provided in only very small amounts,
sometimes not more than a few square feet. This deficit was met in various
ways. Such lead as was available was used for screens behind which the
technicians could stand. They were instructed to stand well away from the
patients. Lead-impregnated aprons and gloves were worn routinely. Setting
of fractures and search for foreign bodies under the fluoroscope were held to
a minimum. In one hospital on Saipan, a 4-inch layer of sand was used
between plywood walls as a substitute for lead.
In 1944, under the direct supervision of Colonel Garrett, then Consultant
in Radiology, a detailed investigation of the effectiveness of the protective
measures then in use was made on the Hawaiian Islands, the survey covering
practcally every installation in the area. Dental films were attached to the
clothing of all radiologic personnel for periods of a week, and the Geiger
counter was used for spot checking. A Victoreen r-meter was also used for
calibration of the machines employed for therapy. It was found that dental
X-ray technicians received considerably more exposure than the other technicians, but in none of the installations was any overexposure of personnel
detLAted.
When War Department Technicial Bulletin (TB MED) 62, published
1 July 1944 and covering the subject of X-ray protection, was received in
the Central Pacific Area, another check was made of all the hospitals in the
area, and written recommendations were made by the Consultant in Radiology for the correction of deficiencies identified by the criteria laid down in
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this bulletin. Particularly in the forward areas, however, shortages of lead
continued, and the optimum standards simply could not be met in many hospitals. In these installations, special emphasis was put upon periodic blood
counts and upon the limitation of working hours as recommended in this
bulletin.

CHAPTER XXIII

Radiologic Activities in Combat Areas
Richard C. Boyer, M.D.
THE ISLAND CAMPAIGNS
It was almost 2 years after the attack on Pearl Harbor that the first attack
was launched against the Japanese, by amphibious forces of the Central Pacific
Area. The Gilbert and Marshall Islands were the first targets. Landings were made simultaneously at Tarawa and Makin Atolls in the Gilberts
on 20 November 1948. In the Marshall Islands, Kwajalein and Eniwetok
were invaded early in 1944, followed, in June and July, by Saipan, Guam,
and Tinian in the Marianas (map 3, p. 498).
The Palau Island Group represented the last main obstacle in the Central
Pacific Area on the way to the Philippines. This operation, Stalemate II of
the Western Pacific campaign, began in these islands on 15 September and
ended on 1 December 1944. The Iwo Jima operation in February and March
1945, which was aimed at Japan itself, was a Navy-Marine operation, but
Army hospitals, particularly in the Marianas, handled a large number of the
almost 20,000 wounded-in-action casualties.
Pattern of Medical Care
During actual combat on the small islands in the Gilbert and Marshall
Groups, there was little or no attempt to set up hospital facilities ashore, and
no radiologic service was provided. In these amphibious operations, the
medical units that provided emergency care landed on the beaches with the
combat troops, or came ashore shortly afterward. Their mission was to
administer emergency medical treatment, treat shock, splint fractures, and
evacuate the wounded to the beaches.
From the beaches, the wounded were carried by small landing craft,
often through treacherous reefs, to hospital ships or other transports standing
offshore. These ships functioned, in effect, as field or evacuation hospitals.
X-ray facilities on the ships, while adequate, were frequently overtaxed.
Evacuation by ship to Oahu required from 4 to 10 days. Here the
wounded were distributed among the general hospitals. As a rule, the Navy
did not send records and films with the patients; ordinarily, they did not
arrive until several days after the patients had been received. Repeat
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X-ray examinations were therefore made on Oahu as the patients were taken
to their wards, or shortly thereafter.
From a medical standpoint, the second phase of atoll warfare was the
establishment of facilities for garrison forces, including provision for
radiologic examinations. Field X-ray equipment usually functioned well in
these conditions, but the extreme heat, combined with water shortages, often
posed problems in the handling and processing of films and required onthe-spot improvisation.
The pattern of medical care, including radiologic care, was essentially
the same on all the island groups on which attacks were subsequently made
on the way back to Japan.
Garrison Phase
During the garrison phase of the island campaigns, considerable X-ray
service was provided. At the 1st Station Hospital in the Gilberts, for
instance, although supplies of film were limited and only essential examinations were made, 1,687 examinations were made over a 7-month period, including a number of intravenous pyelograms and a number of barium studies of
the gastrointestinal tract.
During the 6-week period the same hospital was on Kwajalein, where it
was set up on pallets under a pyramidal tent, the X-ray department made 215
examinations, chiefly for the diagnosis of fractures, dislocations, and retained
foreign bodies. The X-ray department of Provisional Hospital No. 2, which
took over medical care during the garrison phase, operated in a quonset hut
and used field equipment. The field darkroom tent, which was set up within
the hut, was unbearably hot-the temperature rising to 1200 to 1300 F., during
the day. The field refrigerating unit did not cool the developing solution in
these circumstances, and the tent within the quonset hut was replaced by a
plywood room. By using fans and working during the cooler parts of the
day, the department technicians were able to produce satisfactory radiographs. Processing solutions were made from distilled drinking water, and
it was found that films could be washed in salt water without damaging them.
Before Kwajalein was occupied, Provisional Hospital No. 2 had been stationed on Carlos Island, with its chief mission the care of natives. Its radiologist, Capt. Homer V. Hedges, MC, fluoroscoped 112 patients in the first few
days of hospital operation, using field equipment. He found no tuberculosis
or other pulmonary disease but observed two interesting phenomena, globular
cardiac shadows and bone lesions that seemed to resemble those of yaws
(p. 641).
On Saipan, the X-ray department of the 369th Station Hospital, in
charge of Capt. (later Maj.) Ted F. Leigh, MC, performed 3,695 examinations between July and December 1944. Captain Leigh was assisted by eight
technicians and two secretaries. Fluoroscopy was used to localize foreign
bodie.
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It was on Saipan that radiologists and technicians had their first opportunity in the Central Pacific Area to put field X-ray equipment to a major
test in combat (figs. 180 and 181). The long months of study and practice
under simulated field conditions were rewarded by the generally satisfactory
performance of the machines and other items of equipment under trying circumstances and a heavy casualty load. There were not many complaints,
though the 31st Field Hospital, in its 1944 report, mentioned frequent breakdowns of the field generators (2.5 kv.-a).
All of the early operations of the hospitals on Guam were hampered by
poor timing in the landing of equipment, water damage, and loss of supplies by looting. X-ray equipment was slow in getting ashore, and much of
it was stolen or otherwise lost.
THE RYUKYUS CAMPAIGN
The final battle for the Central Pacific Area was also the fiercest. It
took place in the Ryukyus, chiefly on Okinawa. The attack began on 1 April
1945, and the island was not considered secured until 25 June 1945. Battle
and nonbattle casualties amounted to more than 35 percent of the participating forces, which made the Okinawa campaign, in proportion to troops
engaged, one of the costliest of the whole war.
The pattern of wounds on Okinawa was somewhat different from the
pattern elsewhere in the Pacific because the Japanese used artillery extensively. The pattern of evacuation was also somewhat different because the
beaches were not heavily defended by the enemy.
Total medical personnel committed to Okinawa during the combat and
garrison phases of the campaign numbered about 10,000. For the most part,
the units involved had had previous combat duty or had the benefit of
instruction and training based on previous experiences in the Central Pacific
Area.
Hospital reports contain little direct information about X-ray facilities
and personnel, but it can be assumed that portable X-ray apparatus was set
up shortly after field hospitals landed and that numerous radiographs were
taken in them. Maj. John W. Devine, Jr., MC, and Capt. (later Maj.)
Hollon W. Farr, MC, who served on a neurosurgical team from 2 April to
22 June 1945, reported that all their patients were X-rayed routinely, as soon
as they were out of shock, on their way to the operating room tent (1).
Since there were not enough radiologists to staff all field hospitals, the
radiographs were usually made by technicians and interpreted by the surgeons who were to perform the operations. Improvised view boxes were set
up in the operating rooms, and the films were often used while they were still
wet. The availability of X-ray facilities in close proximity to the battlefield
contributed to the care that the casualties on Okinawa received and that was
regarded as the best yet achieved in the Central Pacific Area.
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FIGumR 181.-Wounds made by Japanese in hand-to-hand
combat on Saipan. A. Roentgenogram of left hand showing
wound made by Japanese cutting weapon, Involving bones
In metacarpal area. B. Roentgenogram of skull showing
cutting wound of frontal bone. Note flap-like bony fragments.

food. This situation kept medical personnel within the bounds of the camp.
Occasional air raids also required blackouts.
Major Brown was assisted by seven enlisted men. His X-ray equipment
was originally set up in a tent, but in October 1945 it was moved into quonset
huts. It consisted of three field X-ray units, two for general work, and one,
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installed in a darkroom, for fluoroscopy. Gastrointestinal studies were carried out with an improvised spot device. For the first 2 weeks the department operated with power obtained from two portable gasoline generators;
then the hospital secured a central generating plant. The equipment gave very
little trouble except for the burning out of several cables. A field processing
tank was used in the darkroom. There was no running water, and the water
in the tank was recirculated.
233d General Hospital
The radiologic experience of the 233d General Hospital on Okinawa
was described in detail by Lt. Col. (later Col.) Joseph Levitin, MC, chief of
the radiology service, who was assisted by Capt. Nicholas G. Demy, MC, and
who was succeeded by Lt. Col. John F. Miller, MC.
Colonel Levitin was assigned to the 233d General Hospital on 23 January 1945, in Hawaii, where it was generally understood that the hospital
would go to a forward area in the Central Pacific Area, probably in the
Ryukyus. As head of the department of radiology, he attempted to find out
what equipment was in storage for it, so that he could inventory it and requisition what was lacking. He was unsuccessful in this attempt.
When the ship on which the hospital was to be transported was being
loaded, Colonel Levitin discovered that the X-ray films were to be carried
on deck, without cover. The Navy loading officer could not be convinced
that this was not the way to handle films. To him, they represented a fire
hazard, and the only safe place for a fire hazard was on deck.
It took 6 weeks for the convoy to reach Okinawa, partly because of long
delays at Eniwetok and Ulithi. During this time, the films on deck were
exposed to tropical sun and frequent, heavy rains. When the hospital
finally landed on Okinawa, the films, along with other equipment, were
stored on the beach, and no amount of protest could induce the supply officer
to protect them. Unloading officers, like loading officers, regarded X-ray
films as well down the list of priorities. Very little alcohol was lost, however,
because, on the advice of those who were more experienced, all the bottles
containing it were relabeled as medication for external use only.
The location assigned to the hospital was directly across the road from
an ammunition dump, which was contrary to regulations governing the selection of hospital sites. A protest to Command resulted in the decision that,
as directed, the hospital should be set up on the site indicated, which was a
sweet potato field, covered over with abandoned equipment, knocked out
tanks, and overturned trucks. The only structure standing in the vicinity
was an abandoned schoolhouse.
X-ray facilities consisted of two large ward tents and a smaller tent to
be used for a darkroom as well as for fluoroscopic examination. It was
provided with black drapes and had a double entrance curtain. The only
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provision for cooling this tent was a small electric fan about the size of a
hair drier. The humidity was high, and the heat in the tent was intolerable.
One ward tent was set aside for radiography. The other was used for a
viewing and consultation room and for files. Since no lead sheathing was
available, rows of sandbags were used between the radiographic tables to
protect the operators.
The darkroom area was set up as a separate unit, about 20 feet from the
radiographic tent. The sides were lined with sandbags and the roof was
made of a double canvas top, scrounged 1 from discarded tents. The blackdrape issue tent was cut up and served as an entrance maze. Fans taken
from wrecked tanks on the Shuri battlefield were set up at one end of this
area and were directed to blow over a desert cooler, operated by dripping
water over woodchips and -traw. This improvised darkroom was both cool
and lightproof. During blackouts, the darkroom could be lighted, permitting the X-ray personnel to read, play bridge, or otherwise occupy themselves.
The developing tank was made from a fuel tank removed from a wrecked
plane; a 2-inch length of hose from a Japanese firetruck fed water into it.
One bypass dripped water on the desert cooler. Rainwater, caught in tent
flaps, supplemented the supply of water hauled in by trucks; all water on the
island was obtained from wells.
Tabletops, chairs, files, and a bridge table (highly important for morale)
were constructed of wood from packing cases. Plywood was not available
for many months.
All of this work was done without carpenter tools except for the occasional hammers and hatchets some foresighted individuals had brought along
with them. Every n-il removed from packing cases was straightened and
re-used.
A fluoroscopic room was not set up. It was decided, instead, to make
fluoroscopic examinations at night. Very few were made. There was no
point to making gastrointestinal studies of a suspected ucler, for instance;
if it had been identified, there was no diet with which to treat the patient.
It was more efficient, once the diagnosis had been made clinically, to send
the man back to Oahu, where he could secure proper treatment.
Five gasoline-driven field generators provided current for the department. Other equipment consisted of five portable 30-ma. 100-kv. X-ray units
and five frames of radiographic tables with fluoroscopic screens. The stereoscopic chest cassette changer was a large and useless piece of equipment, its
greatest value being the boards of the cases in which it was packed.
Occasional communications received from the mainland criticized the
quality of the radiographs that accompanied patients back from Okinawa,
the chief complaint being that they were not adequately washed, so that, by
the time they reached Zone of Interior hospitals, they were not diagnostic.
1 Scrounge was a vernacular word in general usage, which meant a combination of scavenge,
take, steal, or procure by any other means without being apprehended.-A.L.A.
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Along with the complaints came instructions as to how long films should be
washed and the number of gallons of running water of the proper temperature that should be used per square foot of film. The writers evidently
had no concept of radiology in the field. On Okinawa, as already mentioned,
all water was well water, and all water for the entire hospital, including that
for personal use and for laundry, had to be hauled in by truck. Only a
limited amount was allotted to the X-ray section. To wash films as directed
by these critics would have used up a complete truckload. By catching rainwater, a fair supply of extra water was obtained, enough to rinse the films
but never enough to wash them adequately. The department had a developing tank, but it had no plumbing fittings to connect with a water supplyif there had been a water supply. Pipes, faucets, and valves were not included
in the hospital table of equipment and were not obtainable on Okinawa.
The 233d General Hospital never functioned as more than a station hospital. Field hospitals and dispensaries sent patients to it with such complaints as low back pain for evaluation. The only flurry of interesting cases
came when Allied prisoners of war were received. Repatriated U.S. prisoners
who were brought to Okinawa were then flown directly to the Zone of Interior.
English, Australian, New Zealand, and Dutch prisoners were X-rayed, and
a large amount of advanced tuberculosis was found among them.
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Harvey G. Taylor, MC, in charge of Military
Government on Okinawa, asked for diagnostic assistance when an outbreak
of what native physicians called Japanese encephalitis occurred among the
civilian population. Twelve children with this condition were placed in an
isolation ward and examined with a portable unit. Some had pneumonia
and one had bacterial endocarditis, but it was doubted that any of them had
true encephalitis, although an outbreak of this disease did occur. At Major
Taylor's request, chest films were also taken of native school children. The
portable unit was used, and a portable darkroom was set up for processing
the films. The only significant finding was calcified nodes.
The radiologists at the 233d General Hospital organized an X-ray study
club on Okinawa. It was an interesting diversion to meet other radiologists
from the Army and Navy-some of them radiologists only by order of the
Army and 'and it was useful to discuss individual problems. A naval
officer, for instance, could not reduce the temperature of the water in his darkroom tent, though he was fortunate enough to have a storage water tank and
piped running water. A visit to his hospital showed that the trouble was
in the location of the pipes which lay on the ground exposed to the direct
rays of the sun.
Most of the radiologists had only routine survey radiographs to exhibit,
but one, who had examined Japanese prisoners of war, had interesting cases
of empyema, osteomyelitis, and other conditions.
The 233d General Hospital was in process of expanding to 2,000 beds for
the invasion of Japan when V-J Day came. Then, when there was no longer
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need or use for it, the X-ray department was suddenly deluged with equipment, most of it from Navy installations, including 200- and 300-ma. General Electric Bucky tables and everything else a radiologist could wish for.
REFERENCE
1. Devine, J. W., Jr., and Farr, H. W.: Neurosurgical Management of Wounded in
Okinawa Campaign. Mil. Surgeon 103: 202-207, September 1948.

CHAPTER XXIV

Clinical Considerations
Richard C. Boyer, M.D.
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY
In view of the shortage of qualified radiologists in the Central Pacific
Area throughout the war, it was fortunate that the field of military clinical
radiology was limited. That is, the majority of the patients who required
examination were young (or, much less often, middle-aged) adults who were
usually healthy. The more complicated radiologic problems of the very
young and the older age groups were seldom encountered. Moreover, diagnosis usually concerned trauma-fractures, dislocations, soft-tissue injuries
with or without retained foreign bodies--and these injuries did not present
serious diagnostic difficulties except in their variety and number. Injuries
to the head, neck, and trunk, however, though less frequent, introduced numerous diagnostic problems (fig. 182).
Early in the war, for the purpose of discussing and comparing notes
on radiologic problems, the Army, Navy, and civilian radiologists on Oahu
and the surrounding area instituted monthly conferences which continued
throughout the war. These meetings served a twofold purpose. They maintained morale and camaraderie within the specialty, and they furnished the
opportunity for the presentation and discussion of interesting and unusual
cases, particularly nontraumatic conditions.
Among the points discussed and the impressions gained at these meetings
were the following:
1. Radiologic examination of combat-incurred wounds and fractures,
important as it was, proved, for the most part, merely routine. The value of
views in two projections was emphasized in all fractures, as was the importance of special views in fractures of the carpal navicular bone, the clavicle, the
neck of the femur, and other areas. Also important, as Col. Leslie M. Garrett,
MC, emphasized, was the periodic reexamination of casualties with fractures,
chest wounds, and other injuries.
2. In view of the number and seriousness of the compound comminuted
fractures encountered, there was remarkably little osteomyelitis. The use of
penicillin, first employed in this area in January 1944, undoubtedly played
a part in holding down the incidence of infection. Osteomyelitis attenuated
W53
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FiouRE 182.-Roentgenogram of skull, showing large shell fragment lodged In infratemporal fossa. Point of entrance was through nose and maxillary sinus. These
radiographs illustrate the advantages and diagnostic adequacy of views in two projections for foreign body localization. A. Anteroposterior view. B. Lateral view.

by antibiotic therapy, Col. Robert C. Robertson, MC, reported, was sometimes observed.
3. The incidence of fractures of the carpal navicular bone was high, and
aseptic necrosis of the proximal fragment was a frequent complication (fig.
183), particularly if the fracture was not recognized immediately or if initial
immobilization was not adequate.
4. Separation of the acromioclavicular joint was frequently encountered,
particularly in men participating in the strenuous training for jungle fighting.
5. The incidence of arthritis of the sacro-iliac joint was unexpectedly
high (fig. 184). The involvment, which was usually bilateral, was characterized by a combination of subarticular sclerosis and irregular destruction of
the articular surfaces. Symptoms often appeared after rigorous field training
or after combat. Chronic prostatitis was a fairly frequent associated finding.
The disease closely resembled that seen in association with rheumatoid
spondylitis of the Marie-Strf~mpell type (fig. 185), except that there was
usually little or no spinal involvement.
Osteochondritis dissecans was seen fairly frequently, most often in the
distal femoral articular surface, but it was also observed in the hip, thoracic
spine, ankle, carpal area, and the distal end of the second metatarsal bone.
7. Osgood-Schlatter disease (or at least the symptomatic residual ununited
bony fragments characteristic of this condition) was ofter observed.
8. Several dozen cases of pulmonary coccidioidomycosis, with positive
radiographic firndings, were observed in soldiers arriving in the Hawaiian
Islands from various training camps in California. The most frequent pulmonary lesion was a solitary area of infiltration or nodulation (fig. 186).
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Fxeunz 183.-Radlograph of wrist showing aseptic
necrosis of carpal lunate bone with condensation and
fragmentation.

Cavitation was observed in some of the nodular lesions. In some instances,
infiltration or fibrosis was more widespread, and pleuritis was sometimes
observed.
9. Twelve or more cases of lung fluke (paragonimiasis westermani), with
positive radiographic findings, were seen among Korean prisoners of war
interned on the island of Oahu. The lesions were usually small and confined to the upper lobes. They somewhat resembled tuberculosis, particularly
when cavitation was associated. In other instances, the infiltration or fibrosis
was more diffuse, and pleuritis might be associated (fig. 187).
10. At intervals throughout the war, successive waves of so-called primary atypical pneumonia were encountered in U.S. Army troops in the
Central Pacific Area, 100 or more patients sometimes being on the wards of
the larger hospitals at the same time. Radiographic findings usually consisted of single or multiple patches of infiltration or consolidation, most often
involving the bases, though any portion of the lungs might be affected. The
X-ray findings were frequently more extensive than the symptoms or the
physical findings suggested, and it was not unusual for 2 to 4 weeks to elapse
before they disappeared.
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FIGURE 184.-LRadiograph of lower spine and pelvis showing arthritis
of sacro-iliac joints in 26-year-old soldier. Note the erosion and sclerosis of the joint margins, without roentgenologic changes in the spine
or other joints.

This man gave a history of intermittent low back pain

since his induction into the Service 3% years earlier, with severe recurrence of symptoms after heavy duty on Saipan.

Several radiologists on Oahu observed an interesting phenomenon in
atypical pneumonia, the development of an area of cavitation or cyst formation within an area of pneumonia. In the early stages, such cavities had all
the characteristics of a lung abscess, including a fluid level. The patient,
however, had neither the foul sputum nor the septic temperature curve typical
of putrid pulmonary abscess. As he was followed radiologically over a period
of weeks, the surrounding pneumonia would resolve and the wall of the
cavity became thinner, leaving only a cyst or bulla (fig. 188). Some of
these thin-walled pseudocysts resolved completely, but others persisted during
the period of observation.
In connection with these observations, it is interesting to recall that one
of the first descriptions of this type of pneumonia was published by an Army
radiologist, Maj. (later Col.) Albert Bowen, MC. who observed it among
troops in Oahu in 1935 (1).
11. Very few radiographic lesions were observed in Army inductees from
the Hawaiian Islands in their preinduction chest films. Among 4,700 Japanese, Korean, and Italian prisoners of war who had chest radiographs
(photoroentgenograms), the incidence of tuberculosis was 1.5 percent. A
higher rate had been anticipated, especially among the Orientals.
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FIousE 185.-Radiograph of spine showSIng
typical changes of longstanding rheumatoid spondylitis (Marie StrUmpell arthritis). Note obliteration of sacro-iliac
Joints and calcific bridging In intervertebral ligaments between various lumbar

and low thoracic vertebral bodies.

12. An unusually high ratio of duodenal to gastric ulcers (fig. 189) was
observed; at Tripler General Hospital, Honolulu, T.H., the ratio was about
30:1. The youth of the group perhaps explained the preponderance of duodenal ulcer.
13. Barium enema examinations produced a very low return of positive
findings, to be explained again, perhaps, by the youth of the group examined.
Subacute or latent amebiasis produced no detectable radiographic changes
in the large bowel.
RADIATION THERAPY
Superficial X-ray therapy was used fairly extensively in fixed hospitals,
especially if a qualified dermatologist was available to assist in the selection
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186.-Posteroanterior

roentgenogram of

chest showing round, discrete nodules in both
lungs. This patient's history and the clinical findings were compatible with coccldloidomycosls.

of cases and prescribe adjunct medication. Dermatophytosis of the feet and
hands was the most usual condition treated; its incidence in this area was
high. The response to 4 or 5 treatments of 50 to 100 r each was likely to be
good, provided that the treatment was applied at the right stage and supplementary dermatologic therapy was also used. Superficial X-ray therapy was
used for certain other selected skin infections, acne, external otitis, and
plantar warts. A few cancers of the skin and lip were also treated with
this modality.
Only two hospitals in the entire Central Pacific Area were equipped to
perform intermediate and deep X-ray therapy. A 200-kv. machine was used
at the 219th General Hospital at Schofield Barracks, and a 140-kv. machine
at the 218th General Hospital (formerly Tripler General Hospital), on
Oahu. Both machines were used for the treatment of acute or subacute peritendinitis, certain soft tissue abscesses, cellulitis, and adenitis. Only a small
number of patients with malignant disease were treated; by regulations, such
patients were evacuated to the mainland. If, however, evacuation was delayed
or special circumstances existed, treatment was applied in certain selected
conditions, such as malignant lymphoma, testicular malignancy (after surgery) and other radio-responsive neoplasms.
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FioGua
187.-Anteroposterior roshowing
of chest
entgenogram
patches of infiltration in right upper lobe and mid left lung field. The
patient was a Korean prisoner of
war. The clinical diagnosis of pulmonary paragonimiasis westermani
was confirmed in the laboratory.

Fiouuz 188.-Primary atypical pneumonia with residual cyst formation. The symptoms were minimal, and repeated sputum examinations were negative for acid-fast organisms. A. Posteroanterlor roentgenogram of chest, 15 December 1944, after episode of
primary atypical pneumonia. Note thin-walled cavity in left upper lobe. B. Same 21
January 1945. Note decrease in size of cavity (or cyst'.
The final diagnosis was
resolving nonputrid abscess of lung or infected pneumatocele after primary atypical
pneumonia.
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FIGURE 189.-Roentgenogram of gastrointestinal tract
after ingestion of barium showing typical duodenal ulcer
with crater and deformity of cap.

Clostridial Myositis
X-ray therapy was used in the management of a number of cases of
clostridial myositis (gas gangrene) among the casualties from Pearl Harbor.
The first case was diagnosed on 8 December 1941, the day after the attack,
and by that night eight others had been diagnosed. By the following day,
25 cases had been diagnosed, in all of which cultures were positive for Clo8tridium welchii. A number of other cases were suspected, and a close check
was made on all radiographs for possible subcutaneous emphysema.
Clinically, the diagnosis was simple. The rotten, putrid appearance of
the wounds and the nauseating stench frequently associated were characteristic. As soon as the diagnosis was suspected on X-ray evidence, the surgical
section was notified, and the wound. were immediately opened, debrided, and
dressed with sulfanilamide. Radiation therapy was then instituted. The
patients were kept segregated.
A General Electric Maximar 200-kv. machine was kept busy for a number of hours each day in the treatment of these patients. All received an
initial dose of 200 r and 100 r twice daily thereafter until a total dosage of
700 to 800 r had been applied to each part. The physical factors were 140
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kv., Y/2 mm. cu., 1 mm. Al., 5 ma., at 50 cm. T.S.D. (Target-Skin Distance).
These were anti-inflammatory doses.
Many of these patients were so close to death that it seemed hopeless to
treat them, yet all recovered, and no amputations were necessary because of
the infection. One patient, who had had a thigh amputation after injury,
required so extensive a debridement that the femoral artery could be seen
pulsating. Under the circumstances, it is remarkable that he and all the
other patients with gas gangrene went on to good recoveries.1
REFERENCE
1. Bowen,
August 1935.
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1 In ETOUSA (European Theater of Operations, U.S. Army), it became the duty of the Senior
Consultant in Radiology to issue instructions that radiation therapy not be used in the management of clostridial myositis because only Picker portable units were available and there were no
r-meters to measure the dose. It was feared, in the circumstances, that the patients would be
undertreated and that surgeons, thinking they could depend on X-ray therapy, would be tempted
to perform less extensive debridements than the condition demanded.-K. D. A. A.

South Pacific Area
and
Southwest Pacific Area

CHAPTER XXV

South Pacific Area
Webster H. Brtwn, M.D.
HOSPITALS
Within the South Pacific Area were all varieties of hospitals from large
affiliated general hospitals (fig. 190) through the gamut of evacuation, station, field, and portable surgical hospitals, or even combinations of field,
evacuation, and station hospitals.
Many of these hospitals, especially the smaller units, moved repeatedly,
as might be expected, since their mission was to care for troops that were
constantly moving forward by the military plan of so-called island hopping.
The constant shifting of personnel and equipment meant much time wastedat least from the professional standpoint-in tearing down, moving, and setting up for renewed operations. Later in the war, even larger units underwent frequent changes of location. The hospitals sometimes moved as a
whole, but quite often they were broken up and reassigned piecemeal, wherever the need for them was greatest. Every such move meant some loss of,
or some damage to, X-ray equipment. Radiology in motion is difficult and
is almost as damaging to equipment as motion is to films.
Workload.-The X-ray material was, naturally, overwhelmingly male,
but otherwise was widely varied. It was not uncommon to have in a single
hospital at the same time U.S. Army and Air Force patients, Navy patients
(who were transferred as soon as practical to Navy installations), a few
coastguardsmen, an occasional merchant seaman, some New Zealand troops,
a sprinkling of civilians, and even a few natives.
The radiologic caseload was typical of the patient load in hospitals in
the area. The curve began with a small number of patients examined with
great difficulty in bed or on mess tables in makeshift quarters and rose gradually to a maximum of 50, 60, or even 90 patients per day during periods of
intense activity. Then the work gradually tapered off to a low of 8 to 15 per
day, or even less, the decrease generally being an indication that the unit

1

The material in this chapter Is chiefly prepared from the writer's own recollection of his
experience In the South Pacific Area, supplemented by the rather limited number of replies he
received to a questionnaire sent out in 1959 to other radiologists who served in this area. The
official records of hospitals assigned to it contained very little information on radiology, this
service apparently being one of the things taken for granted in their operations.
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FIGUJRE 190.-29th General Hospital, New Caledonia, 1944.
A. Portion of hospital which was of cantonment type with
concrete floors. Operating roomis and X-ray section were
in the extra-wide wing in the foreground. B. Entrance to
thle hospital.

would be moved, usually forward, to set up again or to merge with a unit
already operating in the new assignment.

PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL AND ASSIGNMENT
There were not enough qualified radliologists available to staff all the
hospitals in the South Pacific Area, andl often other medical officers, includlin-0 an occasional general prIactitijoner, were p)ressed into service InI radiology
(departmIents. The original plannting. of Course, had beenl munch too generous
in relation to radiologic resources. The tables of organization for a 1.0o)-bed
general hospital calledl for three radiologriSts (colonel, Major, anid cap~tain),
while that for a 500-bed hospital calledl for two (major andl captain). These
provisions were never mlet, nor as a rule was,it n~ecessarv t hat they should lbe.
Depending upon time workload and time type of work, a single trained radiologist Couldl hiandle tile work of a 5'00-bed( hospital with relat ive ease. or even
that of a 1,000-bed hlospital wh~enl it was not ext relnelv buisy. If a second or

a third radiologist had beeni provided in these installations,. hie would surely
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have found himself the target for many nonradiologic assignments and duties
if he had not been promptly reassigned to an inadequately staffed hospital.
Records concerning the radiologists who served in the South Pacific Area
between 1942 and 1945 are somewhat confused. Eighteen (of whom eleven
were Board-certified) are officially listed, but one of them on returning his
questionnaire stated that while he had been originally assigned to the South
Pacific Area he had really served all of his time in India. At least two
other officers known to have served as radiologists in the South Pacific are
not listed in the official files. One of them, certified in dermatology, replaced
a radiologist who developed hepatitis at the port of embarkation. He himself developed a posterior gastric ulcer and had to be returned to the Zone of
Interior. The other unlisted radiologist was chief of a service and supervised
the work of a "conscripted" radiologist, formerly a general practitioner, who
continued in this specialty after the war and was certified by the American
Board of Radiology. This officer spent 2 months with Maj. (later Lt. Col.)
Webster H. Brown, MC, at the 18th General Hospital and frequently, after
he had been assigned elsewhere, drove 150 miles over bad roads to carry
radiographs to him for consultation.
The shortage of radiologists is apparent if, accepting 19 (8 noncertified)
as the number who served in the South Pacific, one considers the number of
hospitals that they were obliged to serve:
Date of survey:
February-November 1942
-----------------------------------------January 1943
--------------------------------------------------July 1943
----------------------------------------------------April 1944
---------------------------------------------------January 1945
--------------------------------------------------July 1945
------------------------------------------------------

October 1945

---------------------------------------------------

Number of
hospitals
14
13
21
40
24
4

4

The fluctuations in the number of hospitals just listed, like the fluctuations in the hospital population curve, reflect: the influx of troops, the building up of attacking forces, and then the recession (at first gradual and later
rapid) of the fighting war as it moved out of this area and toward Japan
and the end of combat in August 1945.
The shortage of radiologists was not too serious when several hospitals
operated in the same area. Then there was a frge exchange of facilities,
supplies, personnel, service, and professional advice. The sharing of experiences not only resulted in the exchange of much useful professional and
technical information but was also of great value in the elevation of morale.
The radiologists who were assigned to the South Pacific Area were used,
practically without exception, for radiologic duties or spent the major portion of their time in such duties. Those who responded to the questionnaire
sent out in 1959 to obtain material for this chapter all agreed on that point.
In the single instance in which other duties were assigned to a radiologist,
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the reason was to obtain for him the promotion that he might o~herwise not
have received after several years' service in the area.
LIAISON
Other U.S. radiologists.--Radiologists generally reported pleasant and
profitable relations with other radiologists and other hospitals when they
were close enough for contact with them. The rapport between Army and
Navy installations varied. In some instances, there was no contact at all,
even when the hospitals of the two services were quite close to each other.
In other instances, liaison was strikingly good, and Army and Navy radiologists worked together and assisted each other professionally and technically.
Although personal relations should not be the basis for contacts in a wartime
effort, the existence or nonexistence of relations often seemed entirely personal.
Army hospitals had little contact with Army Air Force hospitals. There
were only a few of the latter, and those that were encountered were even
more frenetically in motion than comparable Army and Navy units, which,
at least in comparison, tended to be relatively fixed. There were, however,
many Air Force patients in Army hospitals in the South Pacific.
Aflies.-There was excellent cooperation between U.S. hospitals in all
services and the few New Zealand and Australian units that served in forward areas.
Native installations.-The location of the 18th General Hospital, near
Suva, made it possible for its radiologist to serve frequently as consultant at
the Colonial War Memorial Hospital there. This hospital, of 209 beds, provided the clinical teaching material for the medical school that trained NMP
(native medical practitioners), who were well and favorably known throughout the islands. These practitioners did wonders without the refinements of
modern medicine, including radiology. The course of study at the school
lasted 4 years, and some of the graduates became highly astute in both diagnosis and therapy. A physician high in government medical circles, who died
of cirrhosis in the 18th ' -neral Hospital during the war, told the following
story: Some years before, while in an isolated spot in the islands only occasionally reached by boat, he fell ill with high fever and other symptoms that
led an NMP to make a clinical diagnosis of amebic liver abscess. Since it
would have been months before the patient could have reached Suva, the
practitioner, with some advice from the physician-patient, drained the abscess. Recovery was complete, as evidenced by the official's subsequent years
of active service.
In 1940, the school enrollment included 18 Fijians; 2 East Indians; 9
Western Samoans; 1 Eastern Samoan; 4 Tongans; 5 Gilbert and Ellice
Islanders; 4 Solomon Islanders; 2 New Hebrideans; 1 Rotuman; 2 Nauruans;
2 Cook Islanders; and 1 Niuan. All were in their third or fourth years.
The contacts with faculty and students were mutually helpful. In
appreciation of the assistance given the school by the staff of the 18th
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General Hospital, all members of the staff were issued licenses to practice
medicine in Fiji. The experience in such a region might possibly be
rewarding.
Major Brown and two technicians from the 18th General Hospital were
flown to Makogai, the sit.i of the world-renowned leper colony, in an American built PBY ("Catalina") flying boat, piloted by an officer of the New
Zealand Air Force. This colony receives lepers from the entire adjacent
region, including Tonga, Fiji (only 80 of whose 250 islands are inhabited),
the Solomons, the Gilberts, and the Ellice Islands. Major Brown's mission
was to finish setting up and checking the first X-ray equipment ever available in the community. Most of the population of nearly a thousand persons were sick, and many of them were maimed and deformed. The first 8
or 10 patients examined were also X-rayed, and the technicians set up a
simple technique for use with the equipment installed, which was relatively
rudimentary. The help thus rendered was only one of numerous other
efforts by U.S. radiologic personnel to be of service to the natives.

X-RAY TECHNICIANS
The work of the X-ray sections of hospitals in the South Pacific could
not have been done without the devotion and ability of the enlisted technicians, many of whom had been trained in short courses in the Zone of Interior (p. 40). When civilian-trained registered technicians were available,
as they occasionally were, they were able to compound the efficiency of the
Army-trained technicians, many of whom, however, learned very rapidly and
became very valuable workers. At the outset, the chief radiologic knowledge
of these rapidly trained technicians seemed limited to assembling, disassembling, and packing of the Picker field unit and the taking of radiographs
with it. There was great rivalry among small teams working together, who
measured their relative efficiency by the number of minutes required to
accomplish assembly or disassembly of the field unit. At one particular
time, this ability seemed a valuable asset: Soon after a hospital arrived at a
presumably permanent location, it received two sets of directly contradictory
orders. One set was to prepare to receive casualties at once, and the bed
capacity of the hospital, along with its X-ray facilities, was increased by
tentage by a factor of 5 within 48 hours. The other set of orders gave
instructions to preserve all packing cases and material and be ready to move
at a moment's notice. The first set of orders proved correct, and the hospital
was prepared for the casualties when they arrived.
X-ray technicians were very ingenious men, and their ingenuity, based
on observation and experience, helped to overcome shortages and lack of
adequate equipment. They often seemed, in fact, to take delight in surmounting obstacles unknown in civilian life. One of the major difficulties
was caused by the climate. Films produced by portable equipment had to
be developed in a canvas tent suspended from the rafters of a prefabricated
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hut, with the temperature outside 90' F. or more, the humidity in the same
high range, and the temperature in the darkroom tent more than 120' F.
Standard procedure was to develop the film, rinse it lightly, immerse it in
hypo, and then shout to those outside the tent to raise the sides immediately.
Under these circumstances, the technicians emerged looking like engineers in
a boilerroom.
One source of technicians was patients who had been detached from
active combat duty and attached to noncombat units, including hospital units.
The reasons for their detachment varied, but high among them were illness
and psychiatric causes (so-called overtaxed and underequipped personalities). In the early part of the war, many combat units weie National Guard
units, which contained troops with a protean mixture of specialties and
abilities, as well as many without special training and without ability of any
kind. Many of these men were frankly unfit for combat responsibilities, but
a number of them, although unsuited for their original assignments, developed into very useful technicians.
FACILITIES
Hospitals occupied prefabricated huts or were housed in tents or in
available buildings, about which native huts were sometimes clustered. The
general plan was to make the few connecting roads between the tents or
buildings carry as much traffic as possible. After the facilities had been
erected, they were surrounded by raw earth or, in many places, soapstone,
which is unbelievably slippery when it is wet. The plentiful rain in the
Tropics and the fecundity of the climate soon produced much vegetation
around all new installations.
The best of radiologic installations was no more than a modest makeshift. By the end of its stay on Fiji, one whole end of the radiographic and
fluoroscopic room of the 18th General Hospital was enclosed by large curtains, which could be thrown open after each use. Thorough airing was
essential, not only because of the high temperature and humidity but because, even early in the morning, the blazing tropical sun generated smells of
ham and cabbage from the roof of what had long been the kitchen of the
boys' school in which this hospital was housed. The smell originating from
a tarred roof and new wood, usually unpainted, is vivid in the memory of
all who practiced radiology in temporary quarters in the South Pacific.
EQUIPMENT
Basic Equipment
All radiologists who replied to the questionnaire sent out to secure
material for this chapter had very high praise for the Picker field X-ray
unit. Because of unusually close tolerances, however, or perhaps because of
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failure of insulation caused by moisture, mold, or both, nearly every control
on the panel in some units was likely to provide an unpleasant shock when
it was touched. All metal switches were therefore completely covered with
rubber tubing, even when the entire unit was carefully grounded with a
stake driven into the ground outside each tent or building.
When the portable unit was wheeled to the bedside, the stake was
thrown, like a harpoon, into the ground outside. This was the preferred
method; the attempt to drive a stake into the ground with a sledge hammer
often meant total immersion by a precipitate tropical downpour.
Since there were no paved walks over which the portable units could
be transported, they were stationed strategically throughout the makeshift
wards, and the patients-not without an element of semantic irony-were
brought to them on stretchers or by hand-carry. The experience suggests
that it might be well to make the standard casters on portable X-ray units
replaceable, the replacement to be a wheel of larger diameter, with a greater
bearing surface area, so that a portable unit might be truly portable, even
over uneven earth or gravel walks. The same plan might also be used on
rolling litters, transportation on which often required as much lifting as
pushing.
The major problems connected with equipment arose not from the equipment but from the climate. Rust and corrosion were frequent and occurred
rapidly. Condensation on the equipment was enormous and far more than
it had been expected that it would have to tolerate. The type of insulation
designed for civilian practice in the United States could not long endure
under the conditions in the Tropics, and climatic conditions were responsible for many breakdowns.
There was need for greater amounts of sheet lead and blackout material
than had been provided, and also need for fire extinguishers.
Current
Another problem persistently encountered in the South Pacific Area had
to do with an adequate and efficient supply of current. Local current was
seldom available in sufficient amounts or in correct voltage. Units in various
situations operated on widely variable types of generators. The field unit
could be used fairly efficiently with the small emergency generator supplied
with it, but larger units required larger generators, which often were
located at a considerable distance from the X-ray section, while wiring
heavy enough to be used for connections was frequently not available.
Even these difficulties could be surmounted, at least to some extent, by
utilizing the equipment with the current available on a basis of trial and
error. Sometimes it was possible to induce the commanding officer of the
hospital to set aside a certain portion of the day during which current would
be reserved for the X-ray department and used for other purposes only in
emergencies. It was also found that even typical British 50-cycle current
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could be utilized if the U.S. tube safety rating was reduced to five-sixths of
the stated rating.
One thing was certain: Both radiologists and technicians appreciated
the scarcity of equipment and the practical impossibility of replacing units
or their parts. As a result, the safety factor allowance for error was probably greater than had ever been made before in the history of radiology.
Numerous expedients were adopted to minimize the use of equipment, to
avoid strain beyond the 50-percent point as it was realized, and to eliminate
unnecessary examinations. As a result, to avoid even a remote chance that
reexamination would be necessary, preparation of the patients for special
examinations was generally remarkably good.
Accessory Items
Before adequate equipment was available and in operation, it was found
possible to examine even fairly heavy parts of the body with the patient in
bed if the grid was taken out of the standard Army portable table unit.
Because of the humidity, grids rapidly twisted out of shape, and both fluoroscopic and radiographic screens curled at the edges and soon became damaged or entirely unusable. A film drying unit would have been of little use
without a heating or moisture-absorbing device. Large and numerous exhaust fans would have been useful. A more basic approach to the problem,
however, would seem advisable. In other words, moisture- and humidityproof grids, screens, and other items should be considered mandatory for
tropical installations.
It was soon learned that if radiographic screens were to last any time,
all cassettes must be unloaded every night and reloaded in the morning.
Otherwise the emulsion would stick to the screens, and the resulting defects
would produce artifacts. Whenever there was a dry day, all cassettes not in
use were unloaded and allowed to dry outside, away from direct sunlight.
The localizer prt•vided for foreign bodies in the eye did not prove useful
in this area, and m•ost radiologists, like those in the European theater
(p. 466) and elsewhere, preferred the smaller, simpler Sweet apparatus.
Several radiologists had substitutes for the Sweet apparatus made by engineers near them, and others secured the apparatus personally from the
United States.
Improvisations
Radiologists and technicians, whether qualified or impressed into radiologic service, if they lacked native ingenuity soon found it necessary to
become ingenious. Some found, for instance, when it was impossible to
secure a fluoroscopic room sufficiently dark for daytime work, that examinations could be made very satisfactorily at night, on the beach, though the
brilliant tropical moon was sometimes a definite disadvantage.
It was found that satisfactory chest examinations could be made if the
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tube was fixed at a safe, properly centered position with a fixed wooden
cassette holder on the wall. This was accomplished by positioning the
patient on a truncated triangle.
Men 5 feet 4 inches stood with their feet on the flat central portion of
the platform, while those 6 feet and over stood with their feet outside the
device and spread apart as necessary. Those in between these heights were
positioned on the inclined ramp. This technique prevented damage to the
tube, which could be locked firmly and safely only with the tube stand at an
angle of 450 to the tabletop.

An adequate erect sinus device was made with a few nails and some
crating material. Several pieces of stiff wire joined at the upper and lower
ends, with reversed hooks to fit over the fluoroscopic screen, permitted spot
films to be made in the erect position.
Maintenance
Communications among the farfiung U.S. medical installations in the
South Pacific Area were quite good, but supply was often slow and unreliable
and service was very strictly limited. One might almost say that the type
of medical practice here reverted to that of the frontier days in the United
States when medical attention, such as it was, was limited to armed outposts
or forts. In those days, the outposts received supplies infrequently and
often in inadequate amounts, so that each was forced to function almost as
an independent operating unit and to do the best it could with what it had.
This situation generally prevailed in hospital units in the South Pacific, and
it put a specialty such as radiology, depending, as it does, upon fairly complex equipment, at a distinct disadvantage.
How inadequate maintenance of X-ray equipment was is best pointed
up by the reply to one of the questionnaires sent out in 1959 to all radiologists who had served in the area. One of the respondents simply put a
question mark after the query about the service rendered to radiologic equipment, on the ground that up to that time he had not realized that there had
been any service at all in the South Pacific. It had seemed perfectly natural to him to make his own repairs, with the aid of an unusually efficient
technician and such nonradiologic help as he could secure.
FILMS
Processing.--Solutions made with water from the ordinary Army purifier-chlorinator system deteriorated rapidly, and ordinary filtered water with
a fungus deterrent added was preferable. Distilled water was used when it
was available, and rainwater was sometimes used as a last resort. A fungus
deterrent placed in wash tanks overnight partly reduced film spoilage as well
as the necessity for frequent cleaning of the tanks.
Since, as just indicated, the water supply was far from ideal and often
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contained foreign material, it was found best to use an adequate, readily
cleaned strainer on the intake of any developing or washing unit. The presence of air in the line impaired the function of the circulator and refrigerator
unit, and it was suggested that, in addition to the strainer employed, and
possibly in conjunction with it, there should be an adequate air bleeder system, especially when the operation was interrupted. Field plumbing, like
many other field services, was usually of the quick, make-do variety and was
not governed by city building codes.
Handling. -Space for storage and filing of radiographs was at a premium
in X-ray sections, and an acute need was felt for some means of miniature
reproduction, which would have permitted their ready transportation for
central storage in the Zone of Interior. Radiographs often accompanied the
patients on their transfer to other installations, either in the South Pacific
or to the Zone of Interior (p. 340), but the system was not employed routinely, and in some instances the films were lost or mutilated.
CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The clinical material that passed through the X-ray departments in the
South Pacific Area was seldom anything but routine. Only occasionahy were
interesting or really unusual conditions encountered.
There were, however, a number of instances in which the diagnosis was
not clear and the patient was transferred before it could be made. One
curious radiologist secured a supply of penny postcards and included them,
self-addressed, in the records of these patients. His results were not too
good, and it is unfortunate that some official system did not exist to follow
up patients; the use of serial numbers would have made such a procedure
simple.
Radiologists in the South Pacific often maintained their interest in certain of these patients and tried to follow them up personally. Years later,
one of them was able to trace the family of one patient he had seen and thus
learned his present status, which was excellent: This man had had a large
mediastinal mass, which, when it was removed, proved to be a branchiogenic
cyst, attached to the esophagus and not related to the respiratory system. If
information of this kind could have been relayed to radiologists who had
seen these patients in the field, it would have been a decided aid to morale,
particularly if they had been fortunate enough to make correct diagnoses.
As a result of wartime secrecy, mail was held up for months, and medical journals were correspandingly late in arrival. This was imfortunate.
Much current clinical information could have been secured by regular reading of the periodical literature. Journal clubs could also have been formed
with profit.
Because of the scarcity of interesting clinical material, as well as the
lack of adequate reference material, almost no clinical experiences were
recorded for publication in the South Pacific. The improvisations mentioned,
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ingenious as many of them were, were not likely to be useful in a modern,
well-equipped X-ray department and also went unrecorded.
Radiologic examination was sometimes useful in preventing soldiers
from carrying out the purpose of what was known as "riding their gallbladders home." The dye used for gallbladder examinations was administered
in capsules that also contained barium sulfate. If no barium was found in
the gastrointestinal tract the day after the dye had presumably been ingested,
the suspicion seemed warranted that it was not a nonfunctioning gallbladder
but failure to ingest the capsule that explained the negative results.
THE CONSULTANT SYSTEM
It is extremely unfortunate that there was no consultant system in radiology in the South Pacific Area as there was in medicine and surgery. If
anything, there was more need of such a service in radiology, a specialty
which depends upon the operation of complex equipment, which was often
provided by medical officers with little or no training in it, and which
impinges upon all other fields of medicine.
The consultant system, as other theaters proved, is also an excellent
means for dissemination of information. Such channels were practically
nonexistent in the South Pacific, where some radiologists reported that they
had scarcely ever moved beyond the locations in which their units were first
situated.
In any future radiologic area such as the South Pacific, an organization
should be set up consisting of a consultant who is an experienced radiologist
and a small group of trained assistants who could be dispatched for consultation and advice to any area in which they might be needed. Such a
system would raise the level of radiologic practice and would be of great
comfort and assistance to radiologists in the area, particularly those with
meager training, as well as to medical officers assigned to radiology without
any training at all in that specialty.

CHAPTER XXVI

Buildup of Medical Facilities1
Charles F. Reavis, M.D.
THE PHILIPPINES, 1941-42
The Medicomilitary Situation
The duration of Army medical service in the Philippines after the
United States was precipitated into World War II was brief and dramatic.
When the Japanese bombed Clark Field, Luzon, immediately after their
attack on Pearl Harbor, the department surgeon, Col. Wibb E. Cooper, MC,
and his staff had to convert rapidly from the routine activities of an Army
oversea department to those of an active theater of operations. The story
was one of medical service rendered under extreme difficulties. The withdrawal to Bataan and Corregidor was, it is true, in accordance with longestablished military plans, but the administration of medical service during
the retreat followed no formal pattern and was adapted, of necessity, to the
exigencies of the rapidly changing military circumstances.
In December 1941, the total fixed Army medical assets in the Philippines
were represented by Sternberg General Hospital in Manila and five station
hospitals in other locations. The wounded could be cared for in them only
until the move to Bataan began, in late December 1941. When the Fort Mills
Station Hospital sustained several direct hits in the first bombing of Corregidor, also in late December, its facilities were immediately moved to
Malinta Tunnel. Early in April, after the evacuation from Bataan to Corregidor took place, all medical service in the Philippines was concentrated
in this tunnel, with Colonel Cooper in charge. The patients included not
1 The account of radiology in the Southwest Pacifle Area In World War II that appears in
this and the following chapters was made possible by the generous cooperation of many of the
radiologists who served there. When the preparation of this volume was undertaken, 12 years
after the end of the wat they were asked to relate their experiences, and their cordial response
was &a encouraging as their information was valuable. Much of It did not exist In any official
record.
Because in many-indeed most-respects their experiences were overlapping, it was impossible
to publish their Individual accounts. Full credit, however, for the following material is due to:
Vernon L. Bolton, M.D.; William C. Coles, M.D.; Donald B. Fletcher, M.D.; Horace D. Gray, M.D.;
Ralph L. Moore, M.D.; Joseph L. Morton, M.D.; Brnest B. Newman, M.D.; Sidney Rubenfeld, M.D.;
Walter J. Stork. M.D.; Frederick W. Van Buskirk, M.D.; Harold A. Vinson, M.D.; and Egon G.
Wilsing, M.D.
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only combat casualties but many others suffering from malaria, malnutrition, and dysentery.
Colonel Cooper and his staff remained in the tunnel with their charges
until after the surrender of Corregidor, on 6 May 1942. Late in June, the
Japanese permitted them to move from it to the renovated Fort Mills
Station Hospital. In early July, patients and medical officers were sent to
Bilibid Prison and the nurses to Santo Tomas University, Manila, which had
been converted into a prison. At this time, all semblance of medical organization in the U.S. Army in the Philippines may be said to have ended.
Radiology
Shortly before the United States entered World War II, Lt. Col.
Theodore Winship, MC, was placed in charge of the station hospital at Fort
William McKinley. He had had no training in radiology, but in the
absence of a radiologist, he necessarily assumed those duties also.
Two days after the attack on Clark Field, Colonel Win'hip wa. made
chief surgeon of the 500-bed hospital at the Philippine Women's University.
There his radiologic activities were limited to attempts to obtain radiographs
on patients who needed them most.
On 25 December 1941, this hospital was dismantled and sent to Camp
Limay, to become part of General Hospital No. 1, which had been set up
there after the move to Bataan. At the end of January 1942, General Hospital No. 1 was moved to Little Baguio. It sustained several direct hits in
a bombing attack late in March 1942, and when it was bombed again, on 7
April, its functions were completely disrupted.
The radiologist at General Hospital No. 1 was Maj. (later Lt. Col.)
Edward J. Kallus, MC, who had once served as radiologist at Sternberg
General Hospital. His section was located in one of the few wards that had
a cement floor and a corrugated iron roof. The equipment was an old
machine, of the 60- to 80-kv., 15- to 20-ma. type. Patients were carried into
the X-ray room, and films were developed across the road, in a darkroom
that consisted of a blacked-out area, about 6 by 8 feet, below the surgicial
building.
AUSTRALIA AND NEW GUINEA
Even before the surrender of Bataan, and later of Corregidor, medical
service in SWPA (Southwest Pacific Area) was beginning to take shape in
Australia. It began with the appointment, early in 1942, of Col. (later
Brig. Gen.) Percy J. Carroll, MC, as ranking medical officer in the area, to
take charge of Medical Department activities in USAFIA (U.S. Army
Forces in Australia). Colonel Carroll had been on duty in the Philippines
when the attack on Pearl Harbor occurred and had been able to collect
a group of patients just before the fall of Manila and evacuate them on the
small U.S.A.H.S. Mactan to Australia.
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On 28 February 1942, the 4th General Hospital, with a number of casual
medical officers in its personnel, arrived in Australia and set up at Melbourne. Two evacuation hospitals and several small station hospitals landed
in April and were followed, in early June, by a number of other station
hospitals and three affiliated general hospitals. For more than a year thereafter only a few station hospitals and a few casual medical officers were
sent to SWPA.
Radiology
Each of the affiliated hospitals that Prrived in Australia had at least
one radiologist on the staff, and usually had two or three. These hospitals,
as always, demonstrated one of the great advantages of affiliated units:
Because their personnel had worked together, they functioned better sooner
than heterogeneous officers who had been hastily formed into medical units.
The quality of care was always high in affiliated hospitals in all sections,
and its excellence raised the quality of medical care throughout the area.
The station hospitals that arrived in Australia in 1942 had on their
staffs a number of medical officers who had had good training in radiology
as well as a number of others who had had some limited training. Fully
qualified radiologists, however, were always in short supply in SWPA
throughout the war. As late as 26 April 1944, there were only 11 medical
officers in the area who were diplomates of the American Board of Radiology.
Of necessity, these were assigned to general hospitals, where they provided
the foundation for radiology throughout the area.
Some medical supplies, including radiologic supplies, were immediately
available in Brisbane from a U.S. convoy that arrived in December 1941,
and a medical supply depot was at once set up there. For some time, however, most supplies were furnished by Australia. When supplies began to
arrive from the Zone of Interior, and throughout 1943, Brisbane received
the bulk of these supplies and was the chief distribution point for all parts
of SWPA. Facilities and communications were far superior in the large
ports of Brisbane and Melbourne in the southeast, where the Australian population was heavily concentrated, to those in the north around Darwin, where
both roads and railroads were poor.
In the early months of 1942 and throughout much of the year, all the
circumstances conspired to make the duties of medical officers assigned to the
Australian Base Section unorthodox. These officers had to become acquainted
with the personnel of Commonwealth and State medical agencies, with personnel of the Australian medical organizations, and with local sources of
medical facilities and suppl* _s. Medical personnel had to develop talent for
diplomacy, for borrowing, ior improvisation when facilities and supplies
were not available, and for doing without when there was nothing else to do.
All of these skills were not fully covered, if indeed they were mentioned, in
Army field manuals or training courses.
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The first station, evacuation, and field hospitals that arrived in Australia
were placed in staging areas along the eastern shore. Here they handled the
medical load for the troops that arrived in larger and larger numbers from
the Zone of Interior. The patients, and therefore the radiologic load, were
of the sort usually encountered in civilian life. At Brisbane, for instance, the
first work included the supervision of an industrial health program for all
Australians employed by the U.S. Army in the section (Base Section No. 3).
By the end of 1943, this program covered about 10,000 employees, and the
hospital and dispensary work, including the radiologic work, resembled that
of service commands in the Zone of Interior.
Battle casualties did not begin to be received in Australia until the BunaGona campaign in November 1942, when U.S. and Australian troops started
over the Owen Stanley Range in New Guinea, to drive the Japanese back
from around Port Moresby. The base at Finschhafen, with the 26th Hospital
Center providing most of the medical service, supported the major part of
the preliminary 1944 offensive in New Guinea, while the base at Hollandia,
with the 28th Hospital Center on Biak supplying most of the medical service,
supported the invasion of Leyte in October 1944.
THE PHILIPPINES, 1944-45
The development of medical base facilities in the Philippines in 1944
and 1945 was slower than the buildup in New Guinea had been and was beset
with many practical difficulties. Their establishment was extremely important because they were being built up to support the invasion of Japan, as
well as on the assumption that after the Japanese surrender there would be
a great increase in hospital needs. Actually, Japan did not have to be
invaded, and the expected need for beds after the surrender did not materialize. By V-J Day, however, there was a considerable number of medical
installations in the Philippines. Some had arrived from New Guinea, and
a large number of general, station, and field hospitals had been sent directly
to the Philippines from the Mediterranean and European theaters after the
German surrender in May 1945. A few hospitals were moved into Japan
after the surrender to care for occupation troops, but deactivation of most
units began promptly in September 1945.
Much of the ground on which the initial U.S. landings were made in the
Philippines was extremely swampy, and most hospital sites were in swamps
or rice paddies. The Medical Department had no effective spokesman on the
General Staff, and it therefore had a low priority for both hospital sites and
unloading of supplies. Engineers were seldom available, and medical corpsmen, under direction of medical officers, did a large part of the construction
work.
Hospitals were usually in tents and prefabricated buildings, the buildings
being used for essential facilities and for wards for the more seriously ill
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patients. Wooden floors for tents were constructed of dunnage. Rainfall
in November 1944 totaled 21 inches, and in December 12 inches, and the downfalls greatly hindered construction work. Although numerous casualties required definitive care, no general hospitals were ready for service on Leyte
until 26 November 1944, when the 133d General Hospital became operational.
By the end of the year, three other general hospitals were also in operation.
The return to the Philippines presented the medical service with a number of special problems involving not only their own released prisoners of
war but also the health of a large and friendly native population. A good
deal of hospitalization had to be provided for civilian sick, for Philippine
Army personnel, for U.S. residents of the Philippines, for civilians accidentally injured by U.S. Army personnel, and for troops without attached
medical support. Many of the Allied prisoners of war had suffered greatly
during their captivity and were in very poor health, so that every possible
means, including the utilization of existing Japanese installations, was employed to expedite their care.
ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS
There were numerous administrative difficulties in SWPA. In both the
Central Pacific and the South Pacific Areas, a single surgeon was in authority, with a fairly complete staff under his control and with clear responsibility for area-wide medical service. In SWPA, there was no area headquarters for some months. During a later period, there was no surgeon at area
headquarters. The Services of Supply headquarters, which operated the
medical supply depots as well as the fixed hospitals that furnished most of
the sustained medical care, was larger than the theater headquarters and was
located at some distance from it. The number of Medical Department personnel with sufficient administrative background and training to staff both
headquarters was not large enough for both, even if provision had been made
for enough spaces, which had not been done.
In SWPA, therefore, there was some confusion concerning the respective
responsibilities of the two medical headquarters, and during most of its existence SWPA did not have a full staff of consultants. As pointed out elsewhere, it had an acting consultant in radiology for some months (p. 565) but
it never had a full-time consultant in this specialty.
Hospitals in SWPA functioned according to the needs of the time and
place of their location rather than according to their official designation and
mission. In all theaters there was a certain amount of flexibility in respect
to hospital missions, but it was nowhere so frequent and so extensive as in
SWPA, where a station hospital might find itself functioning as a general
hospital, a general hospital as an evacuation hospital, and an evacuation hospital as a station hospital.
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While not a great deal has been said specifically about radiology in the
preceding pages, actually, the provision of that special service is implicit in
everything that has been said about hospitals, hospitalization, and the care
of casualties. Radiologic personnel and equipment were integral parts of the
general hospitalization plans; they were provided for in the tables of organization and equipment. There were, however, no special plans for the utilization of radiologic personnel in SWPA, or for the maintenance and supply of
radiologic equipment.
Radiology is a highly complicated and highly technical specialty. It cuts
across all branches of medicine and at the same time is integrated with them.
Even more in wartime than in peacetime, tile individual radiologist is called
upon to satisfy the needs and desires of many other specialists, all of whom,
like himself, are working under the pressures of an unprecedented patient
load and with generally inadequate facilities.
Radiology in the Mediterranean and European theaters, like the entire
operation of th.e medical services there, was centrally located and controlled.
In SWPA, the situation was different. In the opinion of the radiologists
who worked in this area, disorganization and confusion reigned from the
beginninig of the war to the end. Except for the sel-eral months in which
Maj. Charles W. Reivis, MC, served as acting consultant in radiology, there
were no rd•ilogists to visit hospitals or to turn to for advice. There was
no higher radiologic echelon to which to appeal; as a matter of facot, radiology
was not represented at higher echelons. As a result, few directives were
issued for the guidance of the inexperienced radiologist, whose need was particularly great because he was so often isolated for long periods with no
contact with other radiologists. For these reasons, and because channels of
communication were so poor, he was frequently called upon to make his own
decisions. That the work was so well done is proof of the outstanding ability
of the medical officers who provided both adequate and commendable radiologic service for the troops in SWPA.

CHAPTER XXVII

The Consultant System
Charles W. Reavis, M.D.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
World War II ended before any officially authorized consultant system
in radiology began to operate in the SWPA (Southwest Pacific Area). Fulltime consultants in medicine, surgery, and neuropsychiatry were appointed
during the war, and a consultant in orthopedic surgery served for part of the
war. There was no full-time consultant in radiology at any time, and an acting consultant, appointed in September 1943, served for only a year before
he returned to the mainland.
The confused headquarters situation in the SWPA, to which attention
has been called elsewhere (p. 495), also made for difficulties in respect to
consultants. At one time, they were used only in SOS (Services of Supply)
headquarters. The first Surgeon, SWPA, held the view that consultants
belonged in the Office of the Surgeon, and he was always unwilling for them
to go into the field, where their services were greatly needed and where they
would have been far more useful. For a considerable time, the authority of
such consultants as were appointed was in question, and it was not always
clear to whom they were responsible.
When Col. Maurice C. Pincoffs, MC, formerly professor of medicine at
the University of Maryland School of Medicine, was appointed chief of
Professional Services, Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces in the Far East,
SWPA, in February 1943, considerable improvement resulted. Still further
improvement resulted when Brig. Gen. Guy B. Denit, in January 1944, was
appointed both Surgeon, SWPA, and Surgeon, SOS, SWPA. Both Colonel
Pincoffs and General Denit had the correct concept of the contributions consultants could make to the care of the sick and wounded.

THE ACTING CONSULTANT IN RADIOLOGY
In September 1943, Maj. Charles W. Reavis, MC (fig. 191), was appointed Acting Consultant in Radiology to the Surgeon, SOS, SWPA.
Major Reavis had come into the Southwest Pacific as chief of the radiologic
service at the 42d General Hospital, which, at the time of this appointment,
was located in Brisbane. He continued to serve as chief of radiology there
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He visited all SOS installations and also those of the Eighth Air Force and
Sixth U.S. Army, but his activity was limited to advice. He had no real
authority. On his return to headquarters, he made recommendations to the
area surgeon through the chief of the Professional Services Division.
Major Reavis' own impression was that his major accomplishments in
his tours of the area installations were achieved by personal contact. He was
distinctly surprised, in studying the final reports used in the preparation of
this chapter, to find that a very considerable number of his recommendations
had been put into effect either by local action or by instructions from headquarters. It is typical of the confusion of so many of the activities in the
SWPA that this information was so long delayed. The explanation is multiple: the number of headquarters involved; the number of persons concerned, with their multiple and often overlapping and conflicting missions;
and, perhaps most important of all, the great distances and the poor communications in the SWPA.
In view of the vast distances in the Pacific and the quality of such communications as existed, radiologists, like other medical officers, were frequently
on their own responsibility. Each of them had to perform according to his
capabilities in the special situation in which he found himself. There were
few regulations for his guidance. In fact, such directives as were received
were frequently ignored because they were entirely impractical in the circumstances of tropical warfare, particularly on isolated islands. All of these
considerations made it unfortunate that a full-time radiologic consultant, cr
at least the base consultants proposed by the Acting Consultant in Radiology
(p. 570), were never appointed.
TOURS OF INSPECTION
Policies and Procedures
While he was Acting Consultant in Radiology, Major Reavis, at one
time or another, visited almost every Army and Air Force installation in the
Southwest Pacific in which there was any X-ray equipment. In early 1944,
the number of these installations, including dispensaries as well as hospitals,
was close to 70. On one typical trip he visited 2 general hospitals, 30 station
hospitals, 1 air depot, 2 field hospitals, 4 portable hospitals, 3 evacuation
hospitals, and 1 station hospital dispensary.
For various reasons, it was not practical for Major Reavis to inspect
personally a small number of units that were staging or moving when it
would have been convenient to visit them. Information concerning these
installations was secured from Lt. Col. (later Col.) Garfield G. Duncan, MC,
Consultant in Medicine, Sixth U.S. Army.
The general plan of all of these trips was the same. After the initial
formalities had been concluded, most of Major Reavis' time was spent with
the radiologist and his associates; or with those responsible for radiology if
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a radiologist was not assigned to the hospital; and with the technicians. All
of these personnel were given every possible assistance including advice concerning the correction of mechanical and other faults and deficiencies.
After his inspection of each installation, Major Reavis wrote a detailed
report covering X-ray facilities; equipment in possession of the hospital,
with a comment on whether it was all needed or whether more was needed;
professional personnel, with comments on their training and performance;
technical personnel, with similar comments; protection of personnel against
radiation; the workload; files and records: library facilities; and staff conferences. Each report concluded with a comment on the capacity of the
installation, the quality of work done in it, and such recommendations as
were indicated concerning equipment, personnel, and other matters.1
Departmental Organization
The organization of the X-ray departments which Major Reavis visited
in his tours varied widely. In general hospitals, the department was usually
well organized, with a radiologist, one or more associates or assistant radiologists, and a sergeant who acted as chief technician and supervised several
other technicians. In these general hospitals, radiology was a specialty and
the tables of organization designated the radiologist, as chief of his service
and responsible only to the commanding officer.
In some station hospitals and in many evacuation and field hospitals, the
situation was often very different. In some of these hospitals, the department was conducted by an officer whose radiologic duties were secondary to
his other duties and who might have only part-time help from enlisted men.
In some hospitals, there was no professional supervision at all; the technician
took the radiographs and the surgeons or others who had requested them
made their own interpretations.
In many of the hospitals just described, even when radiologists were
assigned to them, radiology was considered a minor specialty and the radiologist was responsible to the chief of the surgical service and not to the commanding officer. In a number of instances, Major Reavis discussed this matter
with the commanding officer of the hospital, who almost always was agreeable to making the radiologist directly responsible to him. The arrangement
was never officially altered, however, though Major Reavis always reported
the hospitals in which it was in effect to the chief of the Professional Services
Division, Headquarters, Surgeon, SOS, SWPA.
Although Major Reavis considered it essential that radiology be an independent service in all hospitals, he found that whether it was or was not, radiologists experienced very little interference in their duties, administratively or
1These reports to the Area Surgeon, which are on file in The Historical Unit. U.S. Army
Medical Service, Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C., 20012. constitute the most
complete source of Information available concerning radiology In the Southwest Pacific Area In
World War II. Unless otherwise Indicated, the specific data in this section of this volume are
derived from them.
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professionally. Almost always, the radiologist in charge organized the
department, directed its functioning, utilized his space and equipment as he
wished, and made such improvisations as he considered necessary to replace
the items of equipment that were not attainable. Such independence was
highly advantageous if the radiologist was well trained and experienced. On
the other hand, it put him in a highly disadvantageous position if his training was little more than a short course in an Army school or if he had had
no training in radiology at all.
General Observations
By the end of his first tour of inspection, Major Reavis had made a
number of concrete observations:
1. On the whole, radiologic sections in the SWPA were performing a
valuable service to the Army and the Medical Corps. When the conditions
of operations, the numerous defects in the system, and the lack of any organized coordination were considered, the quality of service could be classed as
commendable. There could, of course, be no fair comparison between the
operation of an X-ray department in a forward tropical area of combat and
a similar department in the Zone of Interior.
2. Few medical officers with radiologic training were available. The
officers without training who were assigned to the radiologic service were
putting forth an earnest effort and doing a fairly good job, but practically
all of them would benefit by a period of intensive training of from 30 to 60
days in a general hospital.
3. All departments inspected had at least one good enlisted technician.
These men were of great value in the proper handling and maintenance of
equipment and in the general functioning of the department. In fact, exclusive of film interpretation, these technicians, in many instances, had a better
basic knowledge and understanding of the fundamentals of radiology than
did the nonradiologic officers under whom they served.
4. The quality of fluoroscopy and of film interpretation was directly proportional to the training of the medical officers in the departments of radiology. Numerous incorrect interpretations were observed (p. 587).
5. The number of films used was unduly large. It probably could be
reduced considerably by increasing the ability of the medical officers responsible for their interpretation.
6. A general laxity was observed in the use of cardboard holders. This
was an important matter. Screens were wearing out rapidly, replacement
was uncertain, and wear and tear on them could be reduced materially if
paper folders were used.
Even his preliminary observations convinced the Acting Consultant in
Radiology that the efficiency of departments of radiology could be greatly
increased if two conditions were met:
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1. The radiologic services in the area must, be better coordinated and
organized.
2. Facilities must be established for servicing, maintaining, and repairing radiologic equipment.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As the result of his observations on his first tour, Major Reavis made the
following recommendations concerning a consultant system in radiology in the
SWPA:
1. A system of base section or area consultants should be inaugurated, in
order "to establish and maintain a relatively high standard of radiologic service technically and particularly professionally."
2. In each base, there should be supervision of all the X-ray departments
in the base. The installations were too numerous and trained radiologists in
too short supply to permit. placing a trained radiologist in every hospital.
Practically every base section, however, had at least one trained radiologist in
it. It would therefore be practical to assign a radiologist in each base as the
base radiologic consultant, in charge of all X-ray work within that base.
Preferably, he would be a dipl6mate of the American Board of Radiology.
He should be responsible for the quality of all X-ray work in the base, his
report to the Area Surgeon being submitted through the chief radiologic consultant at headquarters.
3. The position of base consultant would require a medical officer of great
diplomacy. It would be necessary for him to deal with the base surgeon, the
commanding officers of all hospitals in the base, all radiologic officers in the
base and all medical officers doing radiologic work, and various members of
the staffs of all hospitals. Ile would also require the cooperation of all those
listed, to better the general care of the sick and wounded.
4. The base consultant should visit each X-ray department in the base at
least once a week. His visits should be more frequent if there was greater
need for his services in any particular installation. He should supervise the
functioning of X-ray sections, read all difficult films, and do the fluoroscopy in
the institutions in which there were no trained radiologists.
5. The base consultant should be assigned to one of the larger hospitals in
the base, out of which he would operate as chief radiologist for the entire base.
In other words, he should conduct his operations by the principle used in large
civilian practices, by which one physician is in cliarge of the X-ray departments in several hospitals and supervises the work in all of them. though each
department has its own radiologist.
6. It would be desirable for the base radiologist to be responsible for the
maintenance of equipment. He should also work in cooperation with the
service groups to be established to solve other pressing problems of equipment
(p. 625).
7. The base consultant should be responsible for the establishment and
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maintenance of one or more X-ray units for radiation therapy. These units
should be set up at whatever hospital or hospitals he thought best, but they
should be used only for therapy and he should supervise all treatments.
Major Reavis listed the names and present locations of the radiologists in
the SWPA whom he considered qualified for appointment to specific bases.
He emphasized in his report that he considered some such system as he had
proposed not only practical and desirable but absolutely essential.
The system proposed was never put into effect or even officially mentioned,
and no base consultants in radiology were ever officially appointed. In a
number of instances, however, a completely unofficial but highly practical
system evolved on a personal basis: Radiologic officers in the bases, with little
or no training in this specialty, made contact with more experienced radiologists nearby, who helped them in the solution of their problems. In his tours,
Major Reavis frequently found this situation in effect. Maj. (later Lt. Col.)
Dan Tucker, MC, of the 9th General Hospital, for instance, helped to set up
X-ray departments in several station hospitals, including one on Goodenough
Island and one in Hollandia. He helped the Navy with installations on Owi
Island in New Guinea and on Biak, where he also helped install X-ray equipment in an Australian field hospital. The radiologist of the 4th General
Hospital, similarly, provided technical aid and consultation for a number of
adjacent hospitals on Luzon. In these and other instances, however, it was the
initiative of individuals and not official action that provided good X-ray service under extremely adverse conditions.
PREPARATION OF TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS
One of Major Reavis' early clinical observations was that backache was
an extremely common complaint among troops in the SWPA (p. 696). Many
patients were received at the 42d General Hospital with this complaint, and
the diagnosis of spondylolisthesis was notably confused and unsatisfactory.
With this background, he paid special attention on his tours to spinal radiology, and his more detailed observations confirmed those he had made earlier.
To clarify the clinical confusion, Major Reavis prepared a technical
memorandum dealing with spondylolisthesis (p. 669) and submitted it to the
Surgeon, through the chief of the Professional Services Division, for distribution to the radiologic services of the various hospitals. Similar memorandums
were prepared on duodenal ulcers, fractures of the skull, fractures of the
ankle, wounds and lesions of the chest, and a number of other conditions.
Whether these memorandums were universally distributed is not known.
In view of the great distances and poor communications, it is highly doubtful
that all installations in the area received everything that came from a single
headquarters.
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LIAISON
As in other theaters, liaison was one of the functions of the Acting Consultant inl Radiology, and he interested himself in it and fostered it during his
period of service.
Other Services
His relations with the Navy were generally cordial, as were those of other
radiologists. When the 17th Station Hospital was in the Mihne Bay area,
where there was a heavy concentration of Navy personnel, all necessary care,
including radiologic care, was provided for them at this hospital. Similar
situations occurred in other locations. Navy Seabees were always helpful in
construction work and repairs when logistics made their cooperation practical.
Australian Services
There was no formal radiologic liaison with Australian medical officers,
but contacts were established with the Australian radiologists and were maintained on a cordial personal basis.
There were numerous illustrations of these relations. One U.S. Army
hospital, for instance., used Australian equipment while it was in Australia.
The radiologist, was also able to obtain the services of a radiation physicist
from the University of M1elbourne to calibrate his machine for therapy. In
reverse, Australian radiologists were in very short supply and films from their
hospitals were frequently read in U.S. Army hospitals (p. 649). They reciprocated by obtaining books and other items for U.S. hospitals. The 4th General
Hospital, while it was set up in Melbourne, had excellent liaison with the
Kelly Radium Institute.
While the 118th General Hospital, the Johns Hopkins Hospital affiliated
unit, was set up near Sydney, it. operated in two sections, one of which utilized
space in the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. The X-ray department of the
U.S. hospital had the exclusive use of a certain amount of space in the main
X-ray department of the Australian hospital. U.S. equipment was installed in
this space, and a time schedule was arranged to permit the facilities to be used
,y both U.S. and Australian medical officers without complications. When
complicated studies were required or when X-ray therapy had to be given,
U.S. patients had to be sent. by ambulance from the other section of the 118th
General Hospital, which was then utilizing part of the Hydro Majestic Hotel
at Medlow Bath to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital near Sydney. A round
trip of 140 miles was involved. In May 1943, the two sections of the 118th
General Hospital were combined in newly constructed buildings at Herne Bay.
While Major Reavis was Acting Consultant in Radiology, SWPA, he had
most rewarding contacts with Dr. A. G. S. Cooper, Director of the Queensland
Radium Institute, who was then in charge of the radiology service at the
Brisbane General Hospital (fig. 192). This was the largest general hospital
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FIGURE 192.--Capt. Joseph L. Morton,
MC, radiologist at the 4th General Hospital, and Dr. A. G. S. Cooper, Director of
Radiology, Brisbane General Hospital.

south of the Equator, and from the radiologic standpoint, it was excellently

equipped and staffed. Consultations on interesting cases were held with Dr.
Cooper, as well as with the radiologist at the Greenslopes Australian Army
General Hospital in Brisbane.
At the close of the war, Dr. Cooper wrote Major Reavis as follows:
I know that my colleagues and I will always remember the wonderful clinical meetings that were put on at both your naval and army hospital establishments, mostly on a
Sunday morning. Clinical material was so ably presented by your medical officers, and
then again at the close of the meeting there was often a repast including all the items
which were in short supply in our rationed households!
On my own side, I was a Radiologist in New Zealand when the war broke out and
wrote to Sydney, my home city, volunteering for active service as a M.O. The Army
authorities advised me to come to the Brisbane Hospital post, from where I could be
enlisted at a few days' notice. If I recall correctly, the first diagnostic X-ray unit sent
out with American forces was lost with shipwreck close to Brisbane and for some
months I was helping out your units which were first to arrive in that direction. You
will remember when therapy was first brought here. I do not think it was until early
1943 and in the intervening periods I carried out all the therapy required for your
forces in the South Pacific Area. I had many contacts, including one with Major Paul
McDaniel, formerly Physics Professor in Alabama, and he arranged supplies of radioactive phosphorus from Lawrence in Berkeley during 1944, during a time when I think
there was no P-32 used in the rest of the British Commonwealth.

Other Allies
In the last quarter of 1944, personnel of the 27th General Hospital assisted

in planning the X-ray department of the Netherlands East Indies Hospital,
Kotanica, and also instructed nurses in X-ray technique.

Extremely cordial relations were established with the Philippine Army
Medical Department, as well as with civilian physicians, once contacts were
made after the islands had been reoccupied.
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MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
Some hospitals, particularly affiliated units, had journal clubs and study
clubs in which the whole staff participated. At the 42d General Hospital, the
X-ray department held weekly conferences at which interesting cases were
presented and which were followed by ward rounds for bedside discussions.
This hospital also had monthly staff meetings and a number of medical
symposia, which were frequently attended by Australian physicians. On all
his hospital visits, Major Reavis made it a point to encourage such meetings

and conferences.
Several interhospital societies were formed, including the Island Radiological Society and the Manila Roentgen-Ray Society.
These activities were well worth while, but it should be noted again that
they were all the result of individual initiative. In view of the lack of a
consultant system in radiology during the entire war, as well as of a planned

radiologic organization, it was scarcely surprising that there was no official
sponsorship of any sort of meetings, in spite of their proved value for training
and other purposes in other theaters of operations.

MEDICAL LITERATURE
The supply of medical literature was inadequate and erratic, which was
unfortunate. It was needed for training purposes, and it would have done
much to relieve the tedium of periods without professional occupation.
Most units that came over early in the war had no library facilities at all.
A few of the larger general hospitals, as well as a number of smaller units,
later secured texts by issue from medical supply or by purchase in Australia.
Major Reavis noted on his tours that while one hospital might have an excellent supply of books, another would not have even those that could be secured
by general issue. Their possession, again, was a matter of individual initiative,
or lack thereof.
A number of units, though by no means all, had War I)epartment Technical Manual 8-275, the technical manual dealing with X-ray technique (1).
Major Reavis reconimended that copies be issued at once to all installations
that did not possess them.
Almost none of the hospitals had any texts on radiology except for the
handbook that was packed with each field X-ray unit. Major Reavis recommended that copies of Sante's manual (2) be issued to all hospitals, and that
all X-ray departments secure such other radiologic texts on technique and
interpretation as could be procured through normal supply channels. This
was the only feasible method; there were no medical bookstores in the jungle
and very few in the whole SWPA.
As time passed, many hospitals began to receive medical journals on a
regular basis, and a number built up reasonably satisfactory libraries, particularly in respect to periodicals.
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This is what we find in
the darkroom

FIGURE 193.-Insect and animal life encountered in SWPA. A. Type of
insect found not anly in darkrooms but in other a- .as about camp.

Many medical officers procured their boo':s and journals personally. Maj.
Joseph L. Morton, MC, for insi,,nce, by ih:- time lie reached Milne Bay, had
several footlockers of books and periadi-als, some sent to him from the United
States and some purchased i A ustralia. With this supply, he was able to set
up a library of sorts for the w' ,le hospital.
Books did not hold up well in the Tropics. They soon became moldy, and
the musty odor of the texts lie used in the SWPA, Major Morton wrote, still
lingers about them"
.y years af! r the war.

-,NMENTAL
S"

CONSIDERATIONS

".'here was, of course, nothing to be done about the environment in which
radiologists w ,' ed in the Pacific Ocean areas, but it was a factor that the
Acting Consulant in Radiology constantly had to bear in mind as hie moved
from installation to installation. It explained some poor radiography, and it
also explained some personality difficulties. Among its components were the
climate; the plague of insects and snakes (fig. 193) ; the risks of contact with
the diseases of the natives and the unsanitary environment in which so many
of them lived; and the psychologic considerations inherent in the factors just
mentioned and in the whole way of life in wartine, including the sheer boredom of the hours that were not occupied with work.
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rain was particularly heavy, a fine mist seeped through the roofs of the tents,
and men learned to sleep with their bedding rolls over their heads, to avoid
the nerve-wracking experience of having water drip on them all night.
Among the troops, any brief respite from the heavy downpours came to be
known as the dry season.
The incessant rain had the same deleterious effect upon morale as it had
upon clothing and equipment. When it was combined with daily temperatures of 90' to 1000 F. and higher, it introduced psychologic as well as physical problems.
Insects and Other Animals
Mosquitoes, flies, and other insects were a constant nuisance, and worse, in
New Guinea, the Philippines, and other islands of the Southwest Pacific.
Snakes were also often encountered. Wire screening was always in short
supply, and what was available had to be used in the mess tents and other
essential areas. Only a few units were able to obtain sufficient screening to
protect all the open areas of their X-ray sections. The use of mosquito netting
at night was obligatory. In some areas of New Guinea, the flapping of large
fruit bats against the netting could be heard all night. In the morning,
scorpions and colonies of ants had to be dumped out of one's shoes.
Most of the prisoners of war released in the Philippines and in Japan
were infested with fleas, which were the size of a matchhead (about 3 mm.)
and which jumped with a recoil animal fleas do not equal. They were readily
eliminated with DDT dust guns.

Psychologic Considerations
Since most hospital units spent a considerable part of their time staging,
and since the workload, even in combat areas, was often extremely unequal,
radiologists, like other medical officers, often found themselves with time on
their hands. What to do with it was a problem, and boredom was a terrific
psychologic factor. The recreational facilities supplied were, naturally,
limited. Most groups had access to areas cleared from the jungle for softball
and other sports, and moving pictures were shown regularly, but the simple,
normal recreations of civilian life were completely impractical. The situation
affected morale, and poor morale affected performance.
To understand the situation in New Guinea, for instance, it must be
remembered that, next to Greenland, it is the largest island in the world and
that, even in 1965, there are many areas that have never been explored by
white men. Theoretically, a stroll through the woods would have been
pleasant. Practically, it was not feasible. Large green pythons and other
poisonous snakes inhabited the jungle, together with the giant lizards so
common in New Guinea. One radiologist still remembers how, on a moonlit
night, he entered the officers' quarters and encountered a 4-foot iguana.
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There was another reason for not straying far from the compound, even
when it was not specifically forbidden: An area might be secured technically,
but Japanese might still be close by. They were a tenacious foe, who did not
believe in surrender. They would hide out in caves and forage for food, and
it was well not to chance an encounter with them.
The proximity of the sea did not provide much recreation, for it too had
its dangers. The coral that abounds along the shores of South Pacific islands
is sharp and cuts like a razor. Sharks in these waters are unusually ferocious,
and they congregated in waters in which refuse was dumped from ships.
Swimming was therefore not a safe sport.
It was thus the business of medical officers to provide their own occupation, and they tried all sorts of things to fill up their spare time. One group
occupied themselves for many days grinding lenses for telescopic systems
to study the heavenly bodies, a particularly fascinating hobby in this part of
the world, where the Southern Cross could be beautifully demonstrated in
these skies. Photography had possibilities, but they were necessarily limited.
Films had to be sent from the United States unless one could obtain them from
the Signal Corps. In addition, films developed in X-ray solution were often
disappointing. Nonetheless, when material could be procured, many radiologists cultivated this hobby. Bridge, poker, and other games also helped to
pass the time.
Finding occupation was especially hard for the radiologists assigned to
isolated hospitals in which a radiologic service had to be provided but in
which there was really very little work. In view of the circumstances, it is
surprising that in these hospitals, as in others, personality clashes were as
infrequent as they were.

PROTECTION OF PERSONNEL
In all of his visits to medical installations in the SWPA, Major Reavis
investigated in detail the measures taken for the protection of personnel. In
his final report to the Area Surgeon, through the chief of the Professional
Services Division, he stated that these measures were generally inadequate,
though in most hospitals, particularly those in which there were trained
radiologic personnel, many improvisations indicated the natural aptitude of
men for doing the best they could with what they had available. In the
numerous installations in which departments were set up in tents, protection
was almost entirely a matter of improvisation.
The need for protection against radiation varied according to the volume
of diagnostic work, the number of fluoroscopies, and the amount of therapy
given. The need for protection in small X-ray sections was not at all comparable to the need in large, active hospitals, in which 50 to 100 diagnostic
examinations were made daily, or in hospitals in which radiation therapy was
administered. In these larger units, however, a trained radiologist was usually
in charge, and he improvised whatever protection he thought was necessary.
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It was in the small units, in which the load was less sustained, that the need
for protection was most urgent and was not always forthcoming.
Conventional Protection
Major Reavis recommended immediately that sheet lead be supplied to all
installations in which X-ray units were used, diagnostically or therapeutically,
and that, whenever possible, all walls behind which personnel worked should
be covered with sheet lead of 1-mm. thickness for a height of 8 feet. He also
recommended that sheet lead of the same thickness be furnished to line the
walls of rooms in which personnel were in constant attendance on X-ray
units. It was almost the end of the war before material was provided for this
provision to be carried out.
A few hospitals that came into the Pacific early in the war had sheet lead
in their equipment (fig. 194). Later in the war, just before the Japanese
surrender, this item was received in such quantities that most units were able
to obtain it, but this was the old story of locking the barn door too late.2
Units that had sheet lead generally used it wisely; that is, if quantities
were limited, they first of all made shields for their technicians to stand
behind during exposures.
Until sheet lead could be obtained, other materials were used. Sheet tin
used for roofing provided considerable protection and a number of hospitals
employed it. The 80th General Hospital, having no lead, used 10 thicknesses
of sheet tin in front of the control room panel and around the X-ray machines.
Later, this unit obtained enough sheet lead 0.5 mm. thick to line a single X-ray
room.
Sand was used in various ways. Some hospitals employed sandbags. In
the Philippines, Maj. Morton Helper, MC, found that excellent protection
could be obtained by filling with sand tins that had contained developing
powder and stacking them on top of each other until a protective wall of the
desired height and width had been built. A second thickness of cans, staggered to cover the holes in the first thickness, was then added. A sturdy
wooden retaining frame was erected to maintain the stability of the rows of
2 Major Morton recalled an amusing experience

in connection with the procurement of lead

sheeting. When he was assigned to the 4th General Hospital in Townsville, Australia, it was at
first almost impossible to secure it in sufficient protective amounts. Sometime later, after enough
had been received for proper protection, he received a letter from a supply officer asking how much
lead sheeting he wished. Since the department already had all It needed, Major Morton did not
reply. Within a few days he received another, similar letter, this time with the red border that
indicated that an immediate reply was required.
It was not until some months later that the explanation was forthcoming: A certain radiolo-

gist in a dispensary in Brisbane, unable to get the lead he needed by requisition, decided, since
the base section commander's office was immediately over the X-ray department and his desk and
chair were immediately over the X-ray unit, that It would be only proper to check into his safety.
He therefore attached an X-ray film to the under side of the chair and found, when he removed it,
that it was completely black. Thereafter, so the story went, there was no difficulty in securing
lead for any installation in this base. In fact, the base section commander became rather a nuisance about It.
There was a good deal of speculation, of course, about how many below-upward shots had
been needed to produce so much X-ray scatter on the day the test was made.

11)4.-Unrolling sheet lead to be used for wallis of X-ray department of 105th General Ihospital at (lattoli, Australia, January 1943.
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t

FiGuRE 195.--Oonstructlon

of protective walls In
X-ray department, 9th General Hospital, SWPA" (8):
pressed wood (a), wire netting (b), two layers of
building paper (c), 1- by 2-inch plates (d), 1- by
2-inch studs (e), reinforcing wire (f), and 10 inches
by 7% feet sand (g). Cutaway view shows components of protection.

rapidly in the extreme heat and humidity, and they were frequently not used
because they were heavy and hot. As a compromise, the lead aprons were laid
across chairs and the technicians stood behind them.
X-ray departmen.ts were most efficiently operated when technicians were
assigned to them on a permanent basis. Major Reavis therefore discouraged
the plan used in some hospitals, for protective reasons, of keeping technicians
in the department for 2 or 3 months and then assigning them to other work
for the next, 2 or 3 months. On the other hand, each man was given as much
time off as was feasible and consistent with the proper functioning of the
department. In one properly run department, only real emergencies were
permitted to interfere with the 90-minute lunch period (which also had the
advantage of permitting ventilation of the fluoroscopic and processing rooms
and cooling off of equipment). Even when the workload was greatest, every
endeavor was made to keep duty hours for the technicians at 40 per week
and to reduce them to 35 whenever this was possible. It was also the policy
in most hospitals to rotate technicians for night emergency duty.
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Monitoring
Monitoring of personnel was generally given very little consideration in
the SWPA, especially in departments directed by medical officers with little
or no training in this specialty. Major Reavis recommended to the Area
Surgeon, through channels, that a memorandum be issued directing that all
X-ray personnel have red and white blood cell counts and hemoglobin determinations every month and that any abnormality in the white blood cell count,
whether an increase or a decrease in number, should be considered an indication for a differential count.
In a number of hospitals, X-ray personnel routinely wore dental films
with a paper clip or lead marker attached. These films were checked periodically to determine the degree of exposure.
At the 80th General Hospital, in which roofing materials were used for
protection, complete blood studies were performed on all personnel on the
first and fifteenth of each month. Either protection was not entirely adequate or some technicians were careless, for on two occasions, because of
lowered red blood cell counts and lowered hemoglobin values, it was necessary to provide a week's rest from departmental duties for certain men. The
load at this hospital was about 1,250 examinations per month, with an
average of 3 exposures per examination. Daily fluoroscopic examinations
consisted of four gastrointestinal series and two barium enemas.
It was Major Reavis' considered opinion that no one in the SWPA
received an excess dosage of radiation from either diagnostic or therapeutic
work with X-rays. This was true of both professional and technical personnel. One medical officer was rumored to have suffered from overexposure of
his fingers during fluoroscopy. Major Reavis had cautioned all radiologists
that fluoroscopic examinations should be limited to the gastrointestinal tract.
Foreign body localization could be done more accurately by radiography, and
fractures should not be set under the fluoroscope.
A higher incidence of skin infections was observed in X-ray personnel
than in the hospital detachments generally. This was attributed to the time
spent in the hot, humid atmosphere of the darkroom. The incidence was
considerably reduced whenever ventilation was improved.
REFERENCES
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CHAPTER XXVIII

Professional and Technical Personnel
CharlesW. Reavis, M.D.
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
Shortages
At the beginning of World War II, radiologists were in short supply in
the United States. As more and more hospitals were formed, military and
civilian shortages became increasingly acute. They existed even in the Mediterranean and European theaters, which were being given the preference, and
they were pronounced throughout the war in the SWPA (Southwest Pacific
Area) and other areas in the Pacific.
A few hospitals in the SWPA had Board-certified radiologists on their
staffs. Others either had less qualified radiologists or had officers in
charge of radiology who had no training beyond the short courses given
in Zone of Interior Schools (p. 30). At this time, the Army was still
apparently working on the principle that any medical officer could do anything in the whole field of medicine. Otherwise, it would have been hard
to say why some radiologic assignments had been made in the hospitals that
went to the Pacific. Some of those assigned had some slight interest in this
specialty because it was related, directly or indirectly, to their special fields
of endeavor. This was usually true of the heads of surgical services, who
rather frequently were also in charge of radiologic services. Many other
officers, however, were probably assigned for the simple reason that there
was no one else to assign (these were the so-called radiologists by act of
Congress). Most radiologists in this group happily relinquished their duties
as soon as others with more interest in the specialty, even with no more training in it, became available.
When the 4th General Hospital arrived in Australia in 1942, it had two
certified radiologists, Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Eugene Freedman, MC, and Capt.
(later Maj.) Joseph L. Morton, MC. By February 1944, there were 11 certified radiologists serving in radiology in the SWPA, including, in addition
to Major Freedman and Captain Morton, Maj. Wilbur S. Brooks, MC; Capt.
Meyer Cohen, MC; Capt. Daniel L. Doherty, Jr., MC; Lt. Col. (later Col.)
Whitmer B. Firor, MC; Maj. Donald B. Fletcher, MC; Capt. E. M. Holleb,
MC; Maj. Charles W. Reavis, MC; Maj. Maurice R. Richter, MC; and IA.
Col. Dan Tucker, MC.
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In April 1944, there were also in the SWPA six radiologists with 3 years
of formal training, three with 2 years of training, and six with 1 year of
training. At this time, there were 86 hospitals that required radiologic service (15 general, 57 station, 6 evacuation, and 8 field hospitals). Those whose
X-ray sections were not staffed by the 26 trained or semitrained radiologists
just listed were cared for by medical officers with no radiologic training at
all or with training up to 8 months and varying widely in quality.
In all, 139 radiologists served in the SWPA during World War II. Of
the 79 who were Board-certified, the great majority came into the area after
April 1944 and most of these after April 1945. It is an interesting fact that
44 noncertified medical officers who served in radiology in this area during
the war continued in their specialty on their return to civilian practice and
were later certified by the American Board of Radiology.
Training
As part of the radiologic program in the SWPA, a number of medical
officers were sent to the 42d General Hospital, near Brisbane, late in 1943
and during 1944 for more or less extended periods of additional training.
They were selected by the Acting Consultant in Radiology on the basis of
his evaluation of their ability as he encountered them in his tours. Among
these officers were Capt. (later Maj.) Horace W. Doty, Jr., MC, 27th Portable
Surgical Hospital; Maj. Leonard S. Ellenbogen, MC, 5th Field Hospital;
Maj. Alton S. Hansen, MC, 92d Evacuation Hospital; Maj. (later Lt. Col.)
Herbert D. Hebel, MC, 1st Evacuation Hospital; Lt. David V. Mann, MC,
105th General Hospital; and Capt. Bennett W. Muir, MC, a highly trained
ophthalmologist who was in charge of the X-ray section at the 172d Station
Hospital. A number of other radiologic officers without previous training
of any significance were also sent to the 42d General Hospital to gain
radiologic experience.
The training program greatly improved the efficiency of fluoroscopy and
the diagnostic performance in the SWPA. It also resulted in a considerable
reduction in the number of films used, a factor that is always related to the
amount of training radiologists have had.
Assignment
One part of the personnel problem in the SWPA was, as just pointed
out, a shortage of personnel. Another part had to do with efficient use of
such personnel as were available.
There were often sound reasons for the detachment of radiologic personnel from the hospitals to which they were originally assigned, one of them
being the necessity of providing medical care, of which radiology was a
phase, for numerous small hospitals, which were often separated from each
other by hundreds of miles of water. On the other hand, there was often
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poor utilization of the radiologic talent that was available in the area, whose
assignment and utilization frequently left much to be desired:
1. The basic fault was that there was no overall organizational plan for
radiology in the SWPA, and failure to appoint a full-time consultant who
had any authority (p. 566) meant that this trouble was never overcome.
2. Occasionally, radiologists spent all or a considerable part of their
time engaged in nonradiologic duties. One Board-certified radiologist served
for a time as a receiving officer, another as a sanitation officer, and a third
as a venereal disease officer. In addition, it was inevitable, because of the
shortage of engineers and because X-ray departments require special construction, that radiologists assumed these and other duties.
3. It was a frequent and serious error to send qualified military personnel to the SWPA and keep them in staging areas, without occupation, for
long periods of time. During his tours, Major Reavis found, in casual conversations, several medical officers who had been in the Pacific for up to 2
years without ever having seen a patient. He observed that in some staging
areas, many radiologists, either acting on their own initiative or acting
through their commanding officers or through base section headquarters, had
obtained temporary duty at active hospitals nearby. They thus overcame
one of the most serious problems in the Pacific Ocean areas, boredom from
inactivity, and at the same time helped to overcome the waste of qualified
personnel.
4. Major Reavis also encountered hospitals operating without trained
radiologists and other personnel while in the same general areas, or on the
same island, two or three hospitals might be staging with their radiologic
personnel, some of them well trained, completely idle. In a number of
instances, he recommended that these idle officers be assigned to temporary
duty in the hospitals operating without radiologists and that other officers,
with limited training be sent to general hospitals for further training during
such periods of idleness.
5. There were frequent gross discrepancies between the qualifications of
the professional radiologic personnel and the size, and therefore the requirements, of the hospitals to which they were assigned.
Major Reavis stated frankly in his report on his first tour of inspection
that unless his recommendations as to base (regional) consultants were put
into effect (p. 570), a redistribution of radiologic assignments would be
advisable. Such a redistribution was never effected, but. as already noted,
he was pleasantly surprised, when studying source material for this volume,
to find that a considerable number of the changes lie had recommended had
been carried out. It is now (1965) his opinion that had he remained longer
as Acting Consultant in Radiology, or had a replacement been appointed
when he was returned to the mainland, many more of his recommendations
would have been carried out. There was, however, no replacement for him,
and many recommendations were therefore simply forgotten or ignored.
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Recommendations. -Major Reavis made the following specific recommendations about the assignment and utilization of personnel:
1. In each general hospital there should be one well-trained radiologist,
assisted by two medical officers in training. When these two officers were
regarded as sufficiently trained, they should be sent as radiologists to smaller
installations and replaced by two other officers whose radiologic training was
limited or who had had no training at all.
This recommendation, which was not carried out, would have helped solve
the problems of smaller units without any radiologic coverage at all. At one
time during Major Reavis' tour of duty as Acting Consultant in Radiology,
he had requests from 11 small hospitals for such coverage. He made recommendations concerning this matter in his final report.
Some temporary assignments were made to solve such shortages. When,
for example, the 132d General Hospital arrived at Oro Bay, New Guinea, in
May 1944, it did not function at once, and the radiologist, Maj. Egon G.
Wissing, MC, was attached on temporary duty to a small hospital in the
vicinity that had X-ray equipment but had never had anybody on the staff
qualified to use it. Major Wissing set up a small X-ray department and left
it in efficient functioning order.
2. In larger installations, with very active X-ray services, it would be
helpful to assign a Medical Administrative Corps officer as an administrative
assistant to the radiologist, thus permitting him to devote practically all his
time to his professional duties. As matters stood, the radiologist had to spend
a considerable part of his time in paperwork and other administrative duties.
This recommendation was not carried out.
Reassignment Problems
In the SWPA, as elsewhere, considerable diplomacy was required to
effect transfers. Many of the units in the area had served together as groups
during preliminary training or were affiliated units, which were always
solidly united. When these units were sent initially to isolated areas, where
they had little contact with other groups, their bonds of union became even
stronger.
Many of the units, particularly the affiliated units, simply had too much
radiologic talent to be permitted to retain it all, though to effect changes was
a delicate matter. At the same time, the hospital commander had to be persuaded to agree to the changes desired, so that direct orders for the transfer
could be requested from headquarters. Much of the work done by Major
Reavis along these lines was verbal, personal, and never officially recorded.
It was occasionally necessary to transfer radiologists from one hospital
to another for personality reasons alone, without regard to qualifications or
competence. In one station hospital, for instance, a well-trained radiologist
simply did not get along with other members of the staff. So deepseated was
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the conflict that Major Reavis was told frankly that the staff had no confidence in this officer's work and that the department functioned better when
it was run by a member of the surgical section. Since the same information
was received separately from the chiefs of both the medical and the surgical
service, the commanding officer of the hospital, and the base surgeon, Major
Reavis accepted the situation as it was reported to him and recommended the
removal of the officer in question and his assignment to temporary duty elsewhere. He was not returned to his own hospital during the war. Other
similar situations were handled in the same manner.
The Untrained and Inexperienced Radiologist
In his tours in the SWPA, Major Reavis often came face to face with
problems created by the lack of trained radiologists and by the activities of
untrained and inexperienced personnel placed in charge of sections of radiology. Many of these officers, considering the circumstances, did remarkably
good work. Others did poor work, more often because of overactivity in a
field in which they were ignorant than because of inactivity.
In one field hospital, for instance, some officers without previous training
were attempting to make gastrointestinal examinations and gallbladder
studies. The technicians in this hospital also had had no formal training.
Major Reavis recommended that such refined examinations be stopped immediately and that X-rays be limited to those necessary for fractures and other
trauma.
The inexperienced radiologist most often erred on the side of overreading;
that is, because he was not well informed on the normal, he could not correctly interpret the abnormal. He was inclined to consider as abnormal any
small deviation from his own mistaken idea of the normal. As a result, he
diagnosed fractures, ulcers, and other pathologic processes that did not exist.
It was difficult to make inexperienced officers realize that, if one had to
choose, an error of omission was better than an error of commission in the
interpretation of a film. At that, one can hardly justify the advice that one
unqualified radiologic officer was given by another without much more experience. He was told that 95 percent of all gastrointestinal series are negativewhich is not too far from the truth-and therefore, if he reported all such
series as negative, he would have only a 5-percent error. On the other hand,
if he began to report positive findings, his percentage of error would increase
materially. The solution, of course, was, as just indicated in another situation,
to prohibit gastrointestinal and other delicate examinations by medical officers
untrained in radiology.
Fortunately, the kind of positive mistakes made by inexperienced radiologists was usually obvious to experienced clinicians and consequently of not
too much significance. Most casualties with conditions that required complicated study were, sooner or later, evacuated to general hospitals with trained
radiologists on their staffs.
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Under the circumstances prevailing in the SWPA, it is easy to understand that officers doing radiology overlooked more lesions than would have
been overlooked in civilian hospitals. The quality of the films was much
poorer than in civilian practice; equipment was less efficient; climatic and
other physical conditions were adverse; and many officers serving as radiologists had had no training in the specialty. Most of the conditions overlooked
were of no real significance, did not interfere with the patient's ability to
perform as a soldier, and did him no real harm if treatment was delayed.
Duration of Service
Many medical officers assigned to the SWPA were overseas for almost
the entire war. Replacements for key specialists were received slowly, even
when the officers to be replaced were due back for rotation to the Zone of
Interior. The area command, in view of the shortages of specialists in the
area, were reluctant to release any of them; they wanted more such specialists,
not replacements for them. For these and other reasons, rotation was never
really effective in the SWPA, and radiologists were severely affected by this
situation.
Medical officers who came over late in the war, particularly those who
arrived in 1945, never really experienced the full flavor of jungle warfare.
Even when they served in the jungle, they were not in it for very long, since
demobilization began almost as soon as Japan surrendered.
The 4th General Hospital was not very active after it was assigned to the
Philippines, and most of its officers spent their time on detached duty. In his
report in October 1945, the commanding officer very correctly summed up the
effects of long service in the SWPA:
There can be no doubt but that prolonged service * * places an undue physical
and mental burden on personnel involved; and that these individuals possess unusual
physical stamina and stability goes without saying-but many are close to the end of
their tolerances. To force conscientious individuals to continue oversea duty up to the
breaking point Is neither in the interest of the service nor does it promote the welfare
of the nation. Delays of several weeks' duration in poorly operated replacement camps
do not benefit personnel who have already been overseas too long.

These remarks apply to a large proportion of the radiologists who served
overseas in the SWPA.
Promotion
Promotions in the Medical Corps were extremely difficult to obtain in
the SWPA. There were many reasons, including the interposition of numerous headquarters; the distances and mobility of the various units; and the
inevitable introduction of personalities. Whatever the causes, many medical
officers with excellent radiologic training and long experience deserved higher
ranks than they ever obtained, and rank was therefore the same constant
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FImurE 19G.--WAC technic'ians preparing patient for X-ray of" c(hest, 334th
Station Hospital, Hollandia, New Guinea, January 1945.

source of disconlellt among them that it was among other medical officers in
the same situations.

ENLISTED TECHNICIANS
Enlisted personnel. incluhding Wacas (fig. 19:6), who served as X-ray technicilis iii the SWIVA deserve t he highest (',oml,,endation. Their devoted work
eontri huted substanttiallv to tlihe radliologic ser\vice pir*ovided for the sick and
woiiiided in this are:a. It was thIeii task to produce radiogral hs of teelnical
excelhlence, iismally by a single exposure, because there would be no opportuitvy-or possibly no films--to repeat the study.
Somie of these tehlinicialns had served in the saime capacity in civilian life.
Sonic of them had ),ell trainied in the Armi schools in the Zone of Interior.
Each of these groiips served as a iicchus of ktiowledge amid skill that they
passedloin o others with Iess i"aiii ig or no tra ingin? al all. Some radiologic
ecluhliviniis withoiit. previous trainmiig were trainied overseas by section chiefs.
Somtie wvere seit for traiiiing to hospitals iii the SWPA.
Several general hospitials and a few station hospitais conducted such
('Oil rses. The 42d Geineral IHospital had a school in Brisbane, in which
courses lasted for I or 2 weeks or Ioiger. as time and nieed lpermitted. When
the 4th ('enieral Hospital was ihi the Philil)pines, it traiiied and graduated
ain average of four technicians each month.
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The distribution of trained technical personnel was probably more equitable than that of trained officer personnel. Most hospitals had at least one
technician with more or less training, and while shortages continued throughout the war, they were more often quantitative than qualitative. In fact,
Major Reavis acknowledged that he often had the feeling, while surveying
installations without trained radiologists, that the enlisted personnel knew
more about what they were doing than the medical officers assigned to direct
the department.1
The performance of these tchnicians was often remarkable. Major
Morton related that at the 250-bed 12th Station Hospital, the five technicians
assigned to it took care of all technical X-ray needs when a push was ,n and
the hospital was expanded to 750 beds. He also commented on the excellent
films they produced, even when the darkroom cooling system failed and the
temperature of the solutions was far above acceptable levels.
X-ray technicians did a great deal more than make radiographs and
develop them. They frequently obtained items of supply which their superiors could not (though often it was best not to inquire into how they got
them). They helped construct hospitals. They did perimeter guard duty.
They served as litter bearers and corpsmen. And they installed X-ray equipment, repaired it, and kept it "working under extremely adverse circumstances.
It is unfortunate that tables of organization frequently did not give these
technicians the grade to which their experience and their competent and
devoted work entitled them. In some hospitals, as in the European theater
(p. 360), radiologists and commanding officers awarded them stripes, even
though the grades were not authorized, by juggling the total spaces within
the organization.
OTHER TECHNICIANS
Until the Philippine Islands were reoccupied, no Army hospitals in the
SWPA had civilian technicians. Then an attempt was made to employ them,
and the same plan was used after the occupation of Japan.
The latter attempt was not very successful. Japanese technicians paid no
attention to time or temperature, and their films were not satisfactory. The
only Japanese who could speak English at the Tokyo General Hospital was
1 That would not be impossible. Former Sgt. Russell J. Ernst, who served with the 42d
General Hospital in SWPA, described his 3-month course at Letterman General Hospital as including instruction in :
1. Basic electricity (circuits, transformers, coils, rectifiers, etc.).
2. The theory of X-ray: types of machines, accessories and equipment; darkroom techniques
(in a very well-equipped darkroom) ; film processing; and other practical work.
3. Anatomy. including study of the names and positions of bones on a skeleton.
4. The spelling and definition of medical, anatomic, and other technical terms.
Much of the second month of this course was spent in practical work on the machines and in
the darkroom. Convalescent patients from the hospital were used as subjects, and each morning
there was general class criticism of the films made the day before. Once a week, an emergency
X-ray department was set up, with tent, Picker portable unit, and portable generator. The final
month of the course was spent in practical work with the technicians in the X-ray section of the
hospital.
There is a great deal here about which nonradiologic medical officer. would know very little.
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assigned to the radiologist, who used him as an interpreter to explain how
film processing should be done. The technicians would bow, smile, indicate
that they understood, and continue to turn out unsatisfactory films. Since
radiographs found in the hospital when it was taken over were generally
good, the impression was that the difficulty was not misunderstanding but
lack of desire to cooperate.

CHAPTER XXIX

Facilities
Charles W. Reavis, M.D.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
It was official policy in the Southwest Pacific Area that the fullest possible use be made of existing buildings that could be employed for hospitals.
New construction was held to an irreducible minimum consistent with efficient operation, with the proper maintenance of equipment and supplies, and
with the comfort of patients and personnel.
In line with this policy, existing buildings were used in Australia (figs.
197 and 198), and a few were again available after the Philippines had been
reoccupied (fig. 199). In New Guinea and during island-hopping operations,
hospitals were set up in prefabricated buildings or under tentage, or sometimes, in the jungle, with almost no protection (figs. 200 and 201).
Some units, especially field and evacuation hospitals, which went in early
during landing operations, operated under tentage at all times. It was remarkable how rapidly X-ray service could be supplied in these landings. The
165th Station Hospital, for instance, arrived in Leyte Bay late in the afternoon of D + 1. Three days later, the X-ray department was in full operation on the beach, in a ward tent with a rough board floor. An adjoining
tent was used for a darkroom and for processing films, and a fly tent was
used to provide cover for three generators for the supply of electricity for
the department. This was a very competent unit, with eight of its nine technicians fully trained in X-ray technique, and, in spite of crude conditions,
it was able to handle a heavy workload. Its radiologist had had 3 years of
training.
Regardless of the type of construction used for hospitals, an X-ray section required some sort of housing. Electrical facilities had to be protected,
and film had to be handled and processed in a darkroom in which a supply
of water was available. There could be no compromise with these requirements.
It was soon learned that X-ray departments did not function well when
the equipment was set up on the ground, which usually was muddy. Concrete slabs provided the quickest and most satisfactory type of flooring (fig.
202), but they were not always practical: The floors installed in prefabri593
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I

FI(wuRE 197.-Aerial view of Stuarthohine, the (onvent of the
Sacred Heart. occupied by 42d1 Gen,wral HlospitaIl,
risbhae.

Australia, from July 1942 to December 1943.

cated buildings in New Guinea were often too fight to Stip)l)ort heavy X-ray
equil)nient.
iThe
sup)port of thie buildiiigs del)eii(led upon unions hehl with
bolts that were not machined, )in( they therefore became loosened with even
the vibrations produced by walking.
It was the general policy to place the X-ray departienit as near the operating room as possil)he, particularly in forward echehiis. IT] which comil't
Casualties fu rnishied the major workload. Whien Iportaide Ibuihdings were constructed, the X-ray delparlient wa.s hou.sed iin a selprate ti ilding hocated at
a reasonable distance from other hiIldings iII lhe imit. to avoid
mnnecessary
radiation exposure.

AUSTRALIA
IHospitals set utp in Australia during the early days of the war used existing hospitals as well as school 1Itihliiig-,

(figs. 197 and 198).

coitvents :and Sin ii:lar striuctiures

Tile conversion of existing buildings was abandoned
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FIGURE 198.-Gatton College, Queensland, Australia. location of 105th
GePneral Hospital. A. College buildin~g. It. Additional wardl Under construction. November 1942. Note pie tins iisod on top of pilings, to prevent destruction by termites.

after 1942, because the extensive remodeling frequently used so much timle,
labor, an~d mnaterial, all of which were in short. supply. Because of the inadequaeies of overland transportation, the policy was adopted of concentrating
hospital facilities in or near the larger cities of the eastern seaboard. including 'Melbourne, Sydlney. Brisbane. and Townsville. Standard U.S. Army
designs for theaters, of operations were alteredl to fit. Australian condlitions.
anid satisfactory buildings were, produlced, but the rate of construction was
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C

Fn;umElt.- Locations of 49Ith General Hospital, Leyte, 194-1-15. A. Front entrance
of wiimt. s1(1'
Sit
ol, nwilohin, I eveniber 1944. X-ray departmietit is to right of entrance.
It. AerialI view (if .Tovkey C lub at San Lammr Race Track, Manila, a fter contversion into
hospital, 1145. C . View of hospital trout venter or race t rack. 1). Aniothter view of con-

verted JIockey Club.

Thle boy seeti is sitting in one or tihe windows of the X-ray

depa rtmient.

so slow that the hospitals were somnet imles not needed at all by the timte they
were compIleted.
rh'le location of thle installations also sometimes proved
uinwise.
Wh1en exist Ing buiildings wvere uised in Australia, X-ray departments had
to be adapted to whlatever Space w-as assignedl to them. This varied1 from
building to building. The departmental layIout hadl to conform to the. area
allottIed, thle amounit of equtIipment navailalule, andl the ant iciplat ed workload.
When hospitals of t he cant oinment. type were lucing huilut, radiologists
had to adapt to or muodi fy the basic plan for this type of building, as, for
inst ance, thle -12d (General Hlospit al (lid at HIighland Park near Brisbane.
The nituter,ials in this building were. gunilwood, Sheet composition, anld asbestos
sidling, and the X-ray departmenct, was part, of a general clinical building that
also hotised thle stuugical, dent al. ttn( otolaryngologic depart ments.
'lt.facilities at thle. 12th Stat ion Hospital in Tlownsville, Australia,
reprtesenlted a. spuecial tylpe. Here the hiotises- weue built onl pilings, for the
sake of cool ness. aind most. of themn were connectedl byv ramips added b~y thle
Ar'uiV at thle first floor level. Whlen the ground level was floored wvith cement,
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F'i;i l." 200.- -. oeat ioiil of 125th station IHo'spital. Milnie Hay. New (uinea . A. Originali site of 141tipital. ,lu'igh' growtji had to he •leared before((,OlStrlultioll ctouldi piroce(ed.
B. (]ener:l view of hospital.

ea11(1h hollse, ill addition to the ward ,ii the

first floor, had bathingg, kitchen,

and coonvalescent facilities below it.

NEW GUINEA
There were, allmost no bijihlings available on New Guinea that could be
,'OuIItIllnalderedt I'or liospitail pli-poses. [i i
iiillers
1v
of vasiiallies were expecletI. Tlhe plan ,was to uIs'e Iret'abrivatede. dvle 11talile portal he structures,
which would bIte easv to pack, silip, at•d ass'ibide, and which woiiti require
olylv the barest essenitials of coust t'cttio,.
It was estimatetd thhat a inkIinuum
of 2100. and :1 iiinxiiuiiiiii of .1001, s41hll miits woUld bie reqiuired. and orders were

plalced Il S,vditev

Major

t'or a sufficieint mlimh'e to provide 2S,2,( ) helds.

Heavis was aile to, ad v.ise the IU.S. Armiy Enigineers and tlhe

civilialn .\A ist rai
Ialln

llgigiil'ers iillplhvel by the IU.S. Amillv ill 1liek planniig of
X-ray dleparitments oftihiese pre.fa blricatletd hospitalsis. Eacih dlepartmliienit
wis
hnliusedtl in
1ila h. builing, 211 bY 30) feel. withi pirefabiricated walls ini
10-foot Sect.ions. This \\oiii
(;(r)\i)e
sq l:'te feet of floor
s;yltl
ol)spa(e (fig. 20)3).
(O)ne l'iii
roomwas 720 by" 1 feet, andad ijacenit to it was a dtalrk roomii, as well as
:1 sinaill office. Thle walI Ibui \tween Ihlie X--ilY room
I'
and lithe Ia irk rooml and office
wias leaded Ulii Ito
feet.
heNellellr"ifeisiileh,, the,iuldiig
was set oi l ('a)olcretl
slaib. T'hlel(ret(iest for al toilet iilt ro•li•o, i1) •'olnliiclat ion••, siii'e water?'
was Iiq4ieeeSsaliy in thlie darkri'ooii.
'IThe lluihiinr ..iist (Iesv'rilbeld ws flth basic uinlit. When i liarger X-ray
depiairtmiient was iieessalry, anotit hlier roomi conll(1 he added, or lwo basic unlits

tlih'

eoiihtl Ie ert'etled together.
Hrospitals ill New (Miiilea,
hiigli priorlv.

:lwl

'I'his llea
iys sal isfalatot-i
Y iadi

iii

as later i Ihli' Pliilippiies, dhil not have a Ver'V

tihat

at

itie silt's oill whi iht hey werie locat ed'I were not
it wasi t fllI
ifficult t4i oblaill iiilt'rial antI
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FIGURE

201.-Buildings of 9th General Hospital, Biak, New Guinea.

labor. A number of hospital units constructed their own buildings with such
lumber as was available and such hell) as they could secure from Army Engineers. In general, these buildings were better than either tents or native
huts. When it is remembered that they were put tip by i)ersonnel trained to
operate and staff them rather than to build them, it is fair to say that an
exceptionally good job was done by all concerned. It would have been more
sensible, however, to have the buildings p)ut up by qualified construction
workers and bring in trained radiologic and other medical personnel only
when they were ready for use.
At most hospitals in the field, furniture for the X-ray department was
constructed from packing cases and similar material.
Since it was not possible to wait for the prefabricated buildings just
described, lhospitalization in the early New Guinea campaigns had to be provided by other and more prinmitive means. Tents were used very generally.
but they (lid not hold up well; the canvas rotted andl molded within 2 or 3
months. Native huts with roofs of kunai grass were somewhat more satisfactory, but there were a number of objections to them: Mites and other
insects in them were a muisance. Sawdust front wood borers nimade the occupants of the rooms below extremely uneomufortable.

Most important, when

the weather was dry, these huts were a fire hazard.

THE PHILIPPINES
After Manila was retaken, a few buildings were again available for hospital use, including a few hospitals. In general, however, hospital facilities
in Ihese islands were similar to those described for New Guinea.

When the first detachment of the 49th General Hospital moved to Leyte,
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FimRaE 202.-Ward at 3602d1 Staition hlospital. Newl Guinlea. Note mosquito nets over Army cots, corrugated tin roof, and concrete slab for
floorinig.
it. occupied onie of the few bidnsstan

ding in Taclohan (fig. 199). anl indus-

trial school. wiiclvi was quite satisatr

osp~ital. includling radiologic
fo
purposes, exNCelt for the sea of imud with which it was constantly -surrounded.
Later, when the full complement of the hospital arrived. .a completely new
hui li ung was const ructedl in the mniddlie of a rice paddy. .Just as this buildorders to go to 'Manila. Here, after
inig wasw compIletedl. the hospjital rCeive~lv
)th
Imi ding It was scheduled to occupy, the former De
severl
da'vs'dela.
La Salle College, was finially captulred. At thle end of a week, it was concludled that it wvas niot p~ractical to conivert it to hospital puurposes, and the
ei(ileI'al [HospitalI was moved to the large San Lazaro Race Track
49th
(fig. 199).
This proved an excellent arrangrement. The interior of the building was
(liviledl into mardls. The offices were used] for the clinical lab~oratory, operating~ rooms, andl~ X-ray departnment. Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Simon Pollack,
MC, was In charge of the X-ray department and had it functioning even
before it was structurally complete. 1)urinig this period. films were read in
the main hospital corridlor.

CONCLUSIONS
Since construction of an X-ray section requires more time and care than

any other hospital facility, because of the necessity for lightproofing the
dlarkroommiad for lproteet ion against radiationl, the experiencee in the Southwest Pacific Area p~roved that it should be the first of all buildings of a hos[pital to he undertaken.
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FIGURE 203.--Typical layouts of X-ray sections of general hospitals in New Guinea,
1944--45. A. Layout of X-ray section 'of 9th General Hospital, Biak, 1944. X-ray protection inl this hospital was by sanded walls (p. 571)): View boxes and reading dlesks (1),
desks (2), conference table (3), medical library shelves (4), film file shelves (5), waiting room ((6), linen closet (7), utility c.loset (8). darkroom (9), wash tank and view
box (10), fdi drier (11), developer and hypox tanks (12), wet film pass box (13), cassette pass box (14). filnm loading bin (15), horizontal fluoroscope (16), vertical fluoroscope (17), maintenance shop (18). utility rooni (19), extremity X-ray (20), lead
shields (21), lead-lined film boxes (22), chest X-ray (23), general X-ray (24), portable
generator (25), dlarkroom ventilator maze (21;), fluoroscopic ventilator (27), and leadlined doors (28). B. Layout of X-ray section of 27th General Hospital, Hollandia, 1945:
Reading room (1), office (2), darkroom (3), exposure room wvith X-ray table (4), dressing room (5), fluoroscopic room with table (6). fileroom and office (7), spineroom (8),
supply room (9), bench (10), and table (11).

It was also found important to make provision for moving litters from
wards to the X-ray section and for mioving portable X-ray machines to the
wards and operating rooms. In the cantonment type of hospital, this could
be accolmplished by grading the walks when it was not possible to pave them.
It was completely impractical to try to roll either patients or equipment
through muck and mire.
Since wartime hospital buildings are seldom permanent, and since hospitals in the Tropics were not nearly as substantial as those in temperate
zones, Major Reavis suggested that it. might be possible to employ a type of
construction that would permit material for crating X-ray equipment to be
used for prefabricated walls and other sections. The hospital walls could
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thus be set up as the equipment was uncrated. If the utility section and
darkroom were stamped out of one piece, a prefabricated X-ray department
would be ready at once. The utility section, of course, should be lead-lined.
SPECIAL EXPERIENCES
The building experiences of one or two hospitals might be related. They
are typical of how many hospitals in the Southwest Pacific Area not only practiced medicine but also helped to construct the facilities in which it was
practiced.
4th General Hospital
When the 4th General Hospital moved from Melbourne to New Guinea early In 1945,
it occupied an old Japanese airstrip, 2 miles north of Finschhafen. The airstrip was
located on flat coral shelves, 50 to 75 ft. above sea level. The temperature in this area
frequently reached 1300 F., and the yearly rainfall was 186.5 inches. Extensive ditching
operations were necessary for drainage.
The hospital consisted of prefabricated huts made in Australia, set on concrete
Alabs. Since the wards filled with patients as fast as they were opened, they had to be
supplemented by tents, which were erected on the coral base, no lumber being available
for floors. Hospital personnel were housed in pyramidal tents.
The 4th General Hospital left New Guinea on 23 July 1945 and arrived- in Manila
Bay on 18 August. It staged first at the Wack Wack Country Club on land that was
once a well-kept golf course but that then was a poorly drained quagmire.
The hospital area proper was located 8 miles from Manila, in a flat, barren area of
poorly drained rice paddies. The soil was sour, and when it was sodden and wet, as It
was a large part of the time, it exuded the odor common to all soil in a region fertilized
by generations of night soil. The hospital was constructed so close to the main road
that dust was a constant annoyance, even in the wet season, and noise was almost
equally annoying.
54th General Hospital
The 54th General Hospital arrived at Milne Bay in New Guinea on 24 March 1944,
and its personnel were at once catapulted into the problems of jungle life In a coastal
base said to have more rainfall than any other area in New Guinea. It rained for 50
consecutive days after the hospital arrived, and it was in these circumstances, modified
by an occasional typhoon, that an area was cleared for hospital operation and tents were
erected.
Eventually, a cantonment type of hospital was completed, constructed of the portable fabricated huts made in Australia. Jungle trails established by the natives and used
by the Japanese had to be widened by carving away the dense red soil of the hillsides.
When the jungle undergrowth had been cleared out of the hospital area, a few of the
tall, stately trees were left, for the sake of the shade they afforded, though it amounted
to little more than a small spread of branches and leaves at the top. The ominous
significance of these tufts of foliage and of the fan-shaped roots of the trees, which long
ago had been weakened by erosion of the top soil, was not realized until one of the
trees crashed to the ground, demolished a utility building, and caused the first death
among hospital personnel. After this fatal accident, It was evident that even their
light branches made these ancient trees topheavy and that, when they were no longer
supported by jungle undergrowth, their shallow roots were likely to become loosened
and that the trees would sway and fall when any winds blew. The Corps of Engineers
was consulted, and on its advice the hospital area was completely cleared of trees.

CHAPTER XXX

Equipment and Operation
Charles W. Reavis, M.D.
BASIC EQUIPMENT
All general hospitals that operated in Australia during the early months
of the war had at least one 200-ma. unit with tilt table and a few had doubletube units (fig. 204A). These hospitals also had urologic tables, and a number had several field units.
The general hospitals that went directly to New Guinea later in the war,
and still later to the Philippines, brought five field units with them, three
with field tables and two with mobile carts (figs. 204B and 204C). These
hospitals usually had urologic units, which had to be energized by one of the
field units.
A number of Air Forces installations used the Picker lightweight airflow unit, but the basic item of equipment in SWPA (Southwest Pacific
Area) was the Picker Army field unit (p. 62). There were complaints from
some radiologists and some technicians about certain features of this unit,
but the general impression was that such deficiencies as it presented co'ld
be explained by environmental conditions and that, in spite of rough handling, heat, humidity, and rust, it stood up well throughout the war. It can
fairly be said that this was the best X-ray unit ever produced, when it was
used for the purposes for which it was intended.

DISTRIBUTION
One of the important phases of work done by Maj. Charles W. Reavis,
MC, as Acting Consiltant in Radiology, concerned the survey and distribution of equipment. As pointed out elsewhere, his reports, on file in The Historical Unit, U.S. Army Medical Service, Walter Reed Army Medical Center
(p. xxi), provided an inventory of the equipment in SWPA and its precise
location.
In many respects, the initial distribution of X-ray equipment was inequitable. Some small units had more than they needed; the volume of work
in a number of them did not warrant the operation of a second machine.
Some large general hospitals had only field units. The 27th General Hospital, for instance, which examined 6,090 patients during the last Suarter of
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FItuRE 204.-Types, of X-ray equipmlent uSed in Southwest Pacific Area. A. General
Electric sing-le-tulbe rigrpc-urooic204)-ma. unit, with General Electric 39 table,
surg-ical clinic, 118th General Hospital, Sydiiey, Australia, March 1944. Note opening in
Wall that connlefts with dlarkroomn andl serves as pass box. It. Army fieldiunit set uip on
right as portable equipment andl onl left with fieldl table, 31st .station HIospital, New
Caledonia, May 1945). C~. Stationary Armny field unit, with table and Standard Army litter
used] AS tabletop, 5th Field hlospital. Lae, New Guinea. February 1944. D). Small portable unit set tip as permanent installation onl hospital ship Jlactsuiycker, Newstead Wharf,
Brisbane, Australia, July 1944.

1944, maintained, with reason, that it could do inuclI better work if it had
at least one 200-mia. machine instead of the 30-inu. field units with which it
was operating. A number of station hospitals had X-ray machines in storage. Oine of these. machines in the Townsville base, Australia, was imniediatelv issuedl to a genleral hospital in which it was badly nleeded. In one

installation, Major Reavis found extra equipment being installed by a techniintouhno rdogitwsassignedI to the hospital and its present
eqiuipment was entirely adequate for the workload possible under the circumstances.
In the middle of 1944, Mlajor Reavis reported, there were in SWPA the
following itemis of X-ray equipment: Ten 200-ma. units, two 100-ma. units,
and a Stanford tilt table that had been p~ur'chasedI in Sydney and that was
energizedl by a field unit generator. At the same time, the medlical supply
dlepot in Milne Bay, which was the main supply depot for the advanced and
intermediate sections, had as replacements or surplus 47 transformers; 82
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tubes; 43 controls; 24 chassis chests; and six 5-kw. 60-cycle electrical generators. Major Reavis promptly arranged for the distribution of much of this
equipment to hospitals in which he had observed the need for it. The 4th
Air Force Depot, which was handling a large amount of dental work, requested a dental unit; none was available, but it was supplied with a field

unit.

The X-ray section of one general hospital in New Guinea had an elaborate setup, including a 200-ma. machine, which the technicians had installed;
a cystoscopic table; two complete field units; two additional mobile units;
a Sweet localizer; and a complete darkroom, with 10- and 15-gallon tank
inserts. The section had, however, only a limited supply of accessories. It
had few screens, and no 8- by 10-inch cassettes. These were provided.
A number of units had neither portable grids nor Bucky diaphragms, though
they had been requisitioned. It was arranged to supply them as rapidly as
they became available to any department that lacked them.
The 80th General Hospital, in its first quarterly report for 1945, complained that no heavy-duty equipment had been received in spite of numerous
requisitions for it. Later, the Chief of Staff of the Philippine Army, who
was the former Medical Director of the Quezon Institute, arranged to give
the hospital a 500-ma. General Electric machine salvaged from the Japanese

occupation.
Special Instances
Perhaps the simplest way to describe the rather confused situation in
respect to basic equipment in SWPA is to summarize the reports of a number

of hospitals:
1st Evacuation Hospital. -The field-type equipment which this hospital possessed was
first set up in the Brisbane area. The table was used horizontally and, after certain
improvisations, in the upright position also. The foreign body localizing equipment was
never unpacked. A more or less movable Bucky diaphragm was constructed from the
grid supplied. In New Guinea, the Lysholm grid was again used, this time fitted onto a
movable apparatus. Radiographs were good, the commanding officer implied in his
report, more because the technicians were competent than because of the inherent qualities of the apparatus.
18th Station Hospital.-This hospital possessed the standard field unit but found that
a tabletop constructed from an old refrigerator case was more satisfactory than a
stretcher, which did not provide sufficient immobilization. The 14- by IT-inch LibellFlorshelm grid provided was of extremely poor quality; its lines were coarse, and they
were objectionably apparent on the radiograph. Cones were in short supply, but good
results were obtained by the use of diaphragms of different sizes. Films of better quality
were obtained when the coning technique was used.
The Army field unit at this hospital was used chiefly for the diagnosis of conditions
that could be treated on an outpatient basis. Patients who required gastrointestinal
series and barium enemas were sent to nearby hospitals, usually the 42d General Hospital.
12th Station Hospital.-The Picker field unit stood up well In this hospital. The
fluoroscopic table was regarded as usable but not really adequate. The staff were among
the numerous radlologic personnel who looked with great disfavor upon the foreign body
localization apparatus. The comments on it were similar to those made by personnel in
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the European theater (p. 466). It was regarded as much too complicated for fieldwork
and was generally thought, in fact, to have been devised by someone without field experience. Personnel of this hospital commented that it was unfortunate that the World
War I work of Case (p. 53) seemed to have been forgotten.
361st Station Hospital. -This hospital gained considerable experience with Its original
Army field unit during the almost 3 years in which it progressed from Australia to the
Philippines. A second unit, received at the end of 2% years, arrived in its original
crates. The main contact in the very depth of the control panel, was out of adjustment,
but department technicians were able to repair it after a long day's work. The equipIlent was in active operation about 90 percent of the time and was regarded as entirely
satisfactory.
35th General Hospital.-This hospital considered the Picker field unit a good piece
of equipment for temperate and cold climates but would have preferred, for the tropical
climate of SWPA, a self-contained transformer tube type of machine, sealed in one head,
such as was used in one hospital ship in the area (fig. 204D).
42d General Hospital.-This hospital, which was in SWPA from 1942 until the end
of the war, had two field units and a 200-ma, table in its original equipment. It was
soon able to acquire a 500-ma. generator and ,ontrol from Watson Victor, Ltd., in Brisbane, a subsidiary of General Electric of England. By 1 January 1943, the generator
was installed over a General Electric 39 table, part of the original hospital equipment,
which had been salvaged from the wreck of the SS Rufus King (p. 628) and repaired
by Watson Victor, Ltd. (fig. 205). The Young urologic table was operated from the same
generator. A throwover switch was used for the high-tension circuit. A rotating anode
tube that was requisitioned was never received.
After the 42d General Hospital moved to Highland Park, Brisbane, it obtained a
double-tube, tilt-table, 200-ma. unit. With this added equipment, It could operate two
complete fluoroscopic rooms.'
105th General Hospital.-The original field equipment 'of the 105th General Hospital
consisted of three portable units, two of which were soon requisitioned for field hospitals.
The single remaining unit was sufficient to take care of the work In the operating room
and wards, handle routine work, and act as an energizer when the Young table was used
for pyelograms. This hospital also had two 200-ma. tables (Picker Century Units), which
were used for gastrointestinal studies; a localization table, which was used routinely as
an additional table; and dental equipment.

FLUOROSCOPY
Fluoroscopic examination was difficult because the field equipment was
cumbersome.

When it was used in the vertical position, up-and-down travel

was so limited that the patient, during a gastrointestinal examination, had
either to stand on a box or to squat. In either event, the radiologist's mind
was more likely to be on the mechanics of the examination than on his
patient. Fluoroscopy in the horizontal position, which was usually carried
out with the patient on a litter, was fairly satisfactory as long as the subject
was thin.
1 At the 42d General Hospital, when a wheelchair that was part of the original equipment was
uncrated, there was found, in the same crate, a glass bowl eye-localizlng apparatus. No one knew
how to use It, and there was no tube in the hospital that would fit it, which was understandable:

The newspapers in which it was wrapped were dated 1918.

A modern Sweet localizer was pur-

chased from Watson Victor, Ltd., and was soon used routinely. Foreign bodies in the eye were
frequently encountered at this hospital, it being one of the few units in SWPA that had both
radiologists trained in the Sweet technique and ophthalmologists capable of handling Intraocular
foreign bodies.
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FiousE 205.-Control cabinet, part of 200-ma. General Electric X-ray equipment, salvaged from the SS
Rufus King after it sank in the harbor at Brisbane.
The equipment shown, Intended for use at the 42d
General Hospital, could not be put into operating
condition, and another control stand and generator
had to be obtained.

As noted elsewhere, fluoroscopy was frequently done at night because to
carry it out during the daytime required the complete elimination of ventilation. At night, it could be performed with the sides of the tent up, or
in the open.

IMPROVISATIONS
While the Army field unit proved findamentally satisfactory in SWPA,
the accessories supplied with it-which were sometimes not supplied-left
much to be desired in a number of respects: Radiologists and technicians
made up for many of these deficiencies by clever improvisations, as follows:

I. 1'iact al all1ospitails im provised sonme kind of chestl board.
2. AMany hosp1 it als iiiade slinus and~ miastoi b11loards out of plywood andI
sheet leadl.
3. Shell casings mnade very good cones (fig. 206), which were frequently
niot p)rovided.

IFiuwi

evelopinig tank
pavking- cases Oth Genzeral Hospital.

206;.- --liniprovised cones. miasto'id board ail.
nd

iiiade fromi ý.ienip liinihber
Gooden(l,,hlg~
Island. 1944.

i'roii

4. More accurate timing for exposurles of thle chiest was olbtainled lby using
the tinmer of the Bucky unit, which was set oil ý, secondl. rather than the
St anldarn Innlerl.
.5. Adding t racks to the mobile field unit made it possible to mainitalin
it at a constant dlistanlce froni, and parallel to, the examining table, and at
right ang~les to thle cassette changer.
6. A nimber of (lepartmients mnade serialogranis by cutting out a corner
of the sheet lead, or made a tunnel with a sheet leadl top, with a hole inl the
middi~~le of tilie top, to perullit four exposures onl a 10- by 12-inch film. This
met hodl addedl to the sp~eedl of the exp)osure andl reduncedl scattered radliat ion.
Maj. Mfort on H~elp~er, M( who used the factors 8-5 kilovolt peak, 10 mill iamlpere second, 28-inch t arget film dlistance with screens and1( no grid. empliasized that wh-len serialogrrains were beingr madle with a central aperture, thle
posit ion of the patient wvas all-import ant. His met hod was to posit ion the
patient under the fluoroscope andl use a skin marking pencil with a sninaI
piece of lead inl the tip.
Maj. Joseph L. Morton. MIC, also devised a miet hod of getting a compresSion conle and four Spot fil ins oil anl 8- by i 0-mch filim, ns-Inlg the field unit.
HeI directed his technlicianl to sw itclh fromi fluoroscopy to radiography liv a
sinigle Ioggle oil tilie contriol pl~iiil.
Hi s find~in~gs werei recordled eatXly~l as if
lhe hadl b eeni using- con venitionial equliipument . Sonie time a fter hie hiad adopt e(l
this techmnique. a medlical inlspec'tor' froml the lO5thI Greneral H~osp~ital b~rought
','
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him a message from the gastroenterologist there that the spot film work at
the 12th Station Hospital was so satisfactory that not a single one of the
diagnoses of peptic ulcer had been reversed in patients evacuated to the rear.
7. Major Helper also made barium sulfate more palatable by mixing it
with the synthetic beverage powder and the sugar in the C or K rations.
8. The field unit had no tabletop, and the use of litters, for which proviTruss rods•

FIGURE 207.-Frame devised to fit X-ray field table unit
with pressed wood cover removed.

sion was made, was frequently unsatisfactory, for obvious reasons. Some
hospitals made fixed tops out of 3-mm. aluminum, supported by steel rods.
Others made tops of pressed wood (fig. 207), using metal trusses to control
the tendency to sagging.
9. Vertical fluoroscopy with the Army field unit was awkward, cumbersome, and very tiring when many chest and gastric examinations had to be
made. By the mechanism provided, the tube screen assembly was swung out
and rotated to the vertical plane, and up-and-down motion was provided by
a crank. Lt. Col. Dan Tucker, MC, and Capt. (later Maj.) Arthur J. Tillinghast, MC, at the 9th General Hospital, improvised a more satisfactory vertical fluoroscope by standing the Army table unit on end and fixing it to the
floor with lag screws (fig. 208). The carriage was counterbalanced by using
salvaged cable and pulleys from an airplane. The counterweights were made
of sheet metal filled with sand. Because of outward thrust of the tube-screen
assembly in the upright position, it was necessary to change one of the ballbearing runner wheels from the front (top) to the back (bottom) of the track
piping; this was done by bending a piece of scrap steel into a U and bolting
it to the assembly frame. An axle for the wheel was made by running a bolt
through the U at the proper distance. As a further precaution against forward thrust, the arm that carried the grooved wheel on the back (bottom)
pipe was lengthened with a piece of scrap iron and the wheel was placed
behind the pipe. Other hospitals used variations of this improvisation.
10. At the 227th Station Hospital, Major Morton found it impossible to
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FzouRE 208.-Improvised equipment for vertical fluoroscopy, using airplane cables and pulleys, sand In a galvanized cylinder, and a tire

for a bumper, 9th General Hospital, Biak, New
Guinea, 1944.

examine a patient in a body cast, who could not be moved, without mirrors
available to solve the problem in depth. He therefore set up stereoscopic
films, and, using the old trick of crossing and uncrossing his eyes, found it
possible to achieve stereoscopic perception.
11. Fine detail was provided by the conversion of a 75-mm. brass cartridge case to a long cone. The small end of the shell casing was adapted to
fit into the X-ray cone slot, and the large end, when cut off, provided a spot
5-6 inches without penumbra and quite sharp. This technique was particu2
larly useful when additional vertebral detail was needed.
12. The cassette changer provided for in tables of equipment never reached
the 42d General Hospital, and one was therefore improvised. Two pieces of
soil pipe and two old drums secured from the Corps of Engineers were used
to construct a vertical stand, across which two angle irons were placed. Part
of a sheet of Bakelite was leaded, and with this apparatus a spring method of
shifting cassettes was achieved.
13. The 42d General Hospital had no stereoscope, but mirrors purchased
from F. W. Woolworth & Co.. Ltd., of Australia were set on pins in a box and
raised, lowered, or otherwise varied in position to create the angle desired.
SActually, the use of a cone does not Increase or improve detail. It simply restricts secondary
radiation, which obscures detail, and thus makes detail more vlsible.-K. D. A. A.
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When two view boxes were set on a shelf, very satisfactory stereoscopic vision
was obtained. This technique was used most often to study skulls and chests.
It was also useful for localizing foreign bodies.
14. When the 120th General Hospital was located in the Santo Tomas
University buildings, it had five Picker field units. Through friends in an
engineering company, aided by the judicious use of alcohol as a medium of
exchange, the radiologist, Maj. Richard 0. Gale, MC, was able to - cure
enough %4-inch plywood to make stationary tables for four of them. I (L io
put to use an old, prewar General Electric 200-ma. machine with motor-ti, i- n
table, which had been owned by the University and stored during the occupation. The under table tube was set up for fluoroscopy with salvaged cables.
The Bucky diaphragm was hand-operated and the mobile unit moved in position over the table.
15. An attempt to construct a planograph at the 42d General Hospital
was not very successful. A metal strip was attached to the head of the tube
and a fulcrum was selected. No mechanical means of movement was provided, but during the exposure, a technician, wearing a lead apron, shifted the
tube stand and rotated the tube at the same time, so that the tube and the
Bucky diaphragm moved concurrently in opposite directions. Maintaining
the arc of rotation of the tube proved extremely difficult and unreliable, and
the problem was never solved. The apparatus was therefore not put into full
operation, since none of the laminographs made with it were entirely satisfactory. Perhaps, if patients had been encountered who needed such studies,
the idea would have been pursued further.
16. Major Helper devised a tube-angle meter that directed the central ray
accurately at various angles to the horizontal plane: A circle cut from paper
and ruled in angles was mounted on a stiff piece of cardboard and attached in
a vertical plane to the tube head. A free-swinging pointer, weighted at one
end, with its axis in the center of the circle, indicated the true position with
respect to the horizontal plane.
17. An immobilization device, also the idea of Major Helper, consisted of
a cloth band, weighted at each end by sandbags and long enough to hand over
the sides of the table. This band could also be used to immobilize patients for
upright radiography by using hooks on either side of the chest boards to draw
the bands securely by means of gravity.
18. At the 42d General Hospital, a very satisfactory kymography grid
was made of strips of lead, separated by strips of cardboard and enclosed in
sheets of aluminum. The Bucky grid was removed and the improvised grid
substituted for it.
19. Also at the 42d General Hospital, a satisfactory reading desk was
constructed from a mess table and salvaged boards (fig. 209).
20. At the 9th General Hospital on Goodenough Island, improvisation
permitted spinal and other examinations that required the use of the Bucky
diaphragm (fig. 210).
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Fi(.t'RI' 2tttt.-MIj. ( later Lt. Col.) Herbiert 1). I lebel, MC. fit
Iim~provisedI readlin- desk. 42d General I lospita 1, 1 mlighatd P'ark.
Brisbane. Austral ia, 19.43i. Thle desk was made fromi an Ariiiiy
mness tab~le. on top of which two uprighIts were placed. A curved
sectioni of boaird suppliedl the shelving for three view boxes, with
hot lig-hts. Tile dictapluuite occupied a fourth section. When a
clean dIesk top was.; desired, the entire assembly couldl be pushed
back along the uprights.

OPERATIONAL DIFFICULTIES
Climiatic Conditions
All ap~parat us ill SAVI'A had hardl usage. It was not always eiiiploved
ellivieitIlI vI ecausie persoittiel opera thin it were iiot always properly t rahitedaia1(I
fretqtewtl*y had1( had1 little exjperiell('e. For a conisiderable Part of the warI it
wvas ]lot adequiately itiaIint a ieti ali s erv iced(1p. (;2.i)). Iiadleqalate st ahiIizat ion1
ofI (II It1eilt was anhothler' itliport alt faito Ill it d et 'z'iui't loll (1). (;i1;). With11
dule resp~ect to all () I thlese )ol~sIderatlolls. however, eleterior-at loll ad1i(ltltilliat e

failitre of eqjilijpiltelit ill SAVPA could be explaiined chliefly

by eiiviroiitiieiital

htiiiutidit Y. and heat (fig. 211).
Major Ievi suiggest ed that when lliuits were st agi ll, for long periods of
etle
brletutuade for)I last -Iilliut e de.Il (ivev of tilie X-ray "' in ipjteII. someit
nllient since it deteriorated rapidly oil exposure t0 the damp, huid climtate
of SW1PA.
Major equipment. - it was ouil a short tinite be fore the X -ray tin its Il tiiiý
tropical clilii ate becatutle 4covered with 11101(1 anld rust. The 17th Stat ion Hospital
not1(1111
inspect their equiipmient for thle 2-week petiodl ii was Ill
persoiltll(l
traiusit 1he; weenl AllsE ra Iia :111( M illie Bay. Wlitell It arrived, there were -onl!ideralble aittoutitt of in ol(I arotuidi all thle voniiect ions. Thereaufter., thle techlacto-s of (-li111,11e.
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FIGUnE 210.-Improvised equipment for horizontal radiography requiring the use of a Bucky diaphragm, 9th General
Hospital, Goodenough Island, 1944. The only Bucky diaphragm supplied was underneath the cystoscopic table. It
could be used for spinal and other examinations when a
second table was placed at the end of the table equipped
with it.

nicians adopted the plan of running the machine for a short period every day
simply to keel) mold from forming. Rusting was frequent but could be kept
to i minimum by daily cleaning and oiling of all parts of the equipment.
In Milne Bay, ants got into the X-ray machines and regular checks had
to be made to clean them out.
Some hospitals reported good service with their original tubes through the
entire period of their operation, but it was necessary, as a rule, to replace the
tubes more often than in a temperate climate. A department which had only
a single field unit sometimes had to close for the 4 or 5 days necessary to obtain
new tubes. Medical Supply periodically asked for lists of tubes on hand. in
order to requisition additional tubes from the Zone of Interior, so that replacement would be promptly available.
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FIG•RE 211.-(Capt. Ralph C. Moore, M(C, adjusting
the air conditioning., 105th General Hospital, Gatton,
Australia, January 19.43. January is one of the hottest months in Australia.

Cables.-The. major difficulties were with the cables. Moisture got into
the terminals and al)p)areltly condensed there. As a result, the current would
arc, and the increased load burne(d out the cables. Maj. William C. Coles, MC.
reported that when the 361st Station Hospital was on the island of Noemfoor,
Netherlands New Guinea. just south of the Equator, where the average humidity was 97 percent. electrical arcing resulted in scoring of the cable terminals
and receptacles in the transformer and the tube. Scraping of the burned areas
was necessary but could be hanlled within the hospital. Operation was maintained by revarnishing these areas and baking them in sunlight or by the heat
generated by multiple light bulbs. A light bulb cradle, of the kind used for
burned patients, was sometimes employed for this purpose. If cable terminals
and receptacles were (tried by one or another of these methods before the
equipment was reassembled after a move, the frequency of electrical arcing
was (lecreased, and the unit could be used for diagnostic purpose. Superficial
X-ray therapy at 100 kv. and 4 ma. was not practical because, with the
machine at this setting, arcing occurred in about 30 seconds.
At the 3.5th General Hlosp)ital, Lt. Col. Horace D. Gray, MC, reported
that the small generator supplied with field units proved entirely inadequate
for the type of X-ray work required in a general hospital. An attempt was
imade to use one of the larger generators that supplied power to the entire
hospital area. The source of power was adequate and the generators operated
continuously, but the one nearest to the X-ray department was more than 400
feet away, and the necessary wire to link it to the department was not available on the base. Signal Corps telephone wire. whicl -as used as a substitute,
acted more as a resistor than as a conductor. The tJhnicians were able to
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produce films of fair quality by anticipating the drop in voltage when the
high-tension circuits were closed.
Cables began to break down around 70 kv., and any operation above 85 kv.
was almost impossible. In some hospitals, before work was started each morning, the cables were removed, cleaned with carbon tetrachloride, and regreased
with petrolatum. Friction tape was then put around the cuffs of the cables
in an attempt. to seal out moisture.
Even with these precautions, the radiologist reported, there was scarcely
IL day when there was not a cable failure at the 35th General Hospital.
Fortunately, the department had six field units, and by taking cables from
machines not. in use and requisitioning additional cables in advance of the
need, it was possible to keep at least one machine in operation at all times.
Hospitals operating with only one field unit each were not so fortunate
early in the war, when replacements were slow. The 18th Station Hospital,
for instance, once had to wait 3 weeks for a replacement, and it was only by
good luck that no pressing radiographic problems arose during this period.
Early in the war, it was sometimes necessary to move patients from one
hospital to another for examination because there was no replacement for
burnt-out cables. Later, when a repair department was set up with adequately
trained personnel, this expedient was no longer necessary.
An occasional radiologist explained the blowing out of high voltage cables
by defects in manufacture or as the result of faulty packing and exposure in
transit. There was general agreement that length of operation and intensity
of tse did not play a particularly important part. Most observers believed that
heat and humidity were chiefly responsible for breakdowns and also believed
that their effect could be minimized by baking the tube housing and cable,
using lubricants plentifully, and assembling the unit while it was still hot.
Cassettes and screens. -Cassettes were generally of standard size (8-, 10-,
and 12-inch), but an occasional X-ray section had such odd sizes as 11- by 14inch or 12- by 15-inch. Since films were not issued in corresponding sizes,
Major Reavis recommended that films be cut to these sizes or that the screens
be cut and used in cassettes of conventional size. Cassette holders for chest
examinations and for polygraphic examinations of the stomach were all
improvised.
The usual plan of keeping cassettes loaded for immediate use proved
entirely impractical in northern Australia, New Guinea, and the Philippines.
They had to be loaded immediately before exposure. Otherwise, because of
the intense humidity, the emulsion from the films stuck to them and hastened
their deterioration. The czssettes were often rusty when they were received,
and therefore had lost their spring and were difficult to open and lock. Many
of them had light leaks, and contacts were poor because of warping.
Intensifying screens deteriorated beyond use in 6 months or less, though
later it was found that if they were stored in heated cabinets when they were
not in use, growth of mold and fungi was retarded. Crystallization of the
emulsion following blistering of the calcium tungstate in it and peeling of the
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resulting blisters sometimes produced artifacts that made any finished film
beyond interpretation, regardless of its size, though for some reason this chain
of events was particularly likely to occur in the 14- by 17-inch films used for
chest radiography.
Developer stains were frequent because the technicians were obliged to
work in hot darkrooms and were likely to be careless in their haste to get out
of them. Even with the best of care, the usefulness of screens was limited,
and in a number of units, they were discarded and the cassettes were used as
film holders. Radiologists soon learned to ignore such imperfections as specks
and artifacts in interpreting radiographs.
Replacement of screens was slow and unsatisfactory, and Major Reavis
warned the Medical Supply I)ivisi•n that they should be requisitioned from
the Zone of Interior well in advance of their need. He also recommended to
all installations that they use paper folders exclusively on extremity
examinations.
Accessory equipment. -Accessory equipment deteriorated as rapidly as
basic equipment. Measuring calipers promptly became rusty, no matter how
carefully they were protected. D)arkroom timers quickly became affected by
the high humidity. View boxes rusted out and replacement fluoroscopic bulbs
were in very short supply.
Film hangers rusted and tended to break apart, at points of welding.
X-ray departments located near ordnance depots or quartermaster facilities
couhl get themi repaired. Since, however, hangers were in short supply and
requisitions for themn were frequently not filled, those available were often
reserved for the actual processing of the films, which were then hung on lines
to dry, usually suspended by paper clips through the corners. Plastic rulers
held up satisfactorily under climatic conditions but were readily misplaced.
Fungus and mold were hard on leather and rubber goods, and on fabriccovered articles. Lead aprons and gloves therefore deteriorated rapidly. The
supply of dark adaptation goggles was sufficient, and they held up very well.
Current
The source of electrical current furnished an individual problem for each
hospital X-ray department. The difficulties began in Australia. There, whenever possible, hospital units were located in existing buildings that had power
and equipment that could he converted to hospital use. Local current, which
was 220 volts and .50 cycles, had to be stepped down for use by IU.S. Army
equipment. When the 42d General Hospital occupied Stuartholmne, in Brisbane, adequate wiring was installed and 110 volts were pulled from both
.sides of the 220-volt line. The 50-cycle current was thought by some radiologists and technicians to be detrimental to the X-ray equipment, but, in spite of
this real possibility, the use of local power was of great value and was preferred to other methods.
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Some U.S. hospitals used the Australian Southern Cross generator, which
gave unstable results because it had a 50-cycle rather than a 60-cycle current.
Tubes did not hold up very well under the circumstances. The six 5-kw., 60cycle generators and twelve 10-kw. generators that Major Reavis located in
the supply depot at Milne Bay were distributed as he recommended to hospitals having particular difficulties with their supply of current.
When the 18th General Hospital was operating at Charters Towers in
Australia, there was no community or central hospital source of power, and
the X-ray department had to generate its own electricity. This was done with
a 2.5-kw. generator. When the generator was being set up for operation, it
was found that a broken casting had allowed all the oil to leak out. After
repairs had been made at a nearby airbase, the electricity proved ample for
the field unit and the films produced were of very good quality.
Col. Vernon L. Bolton, MC, radiologist with the 1st Evacuation Hospital,
reported obtaining excellent results by limiting the kilowattage to 85 and using
from 20 to 25 ma. since it was seldom possible to get 30 ma. out of the unit
from the available sources of community power. This hospital had its own
source of gasoline generator power from the 110-volt generator. Many other
hospitals were similarly equipped.
The greatest single difficulty in operation of X-ray departments in the
field was failure to secure a consistent line voltage. The small gasoline
generator supplied with the field unit was not adequate for a hospital doing
a considerable volume of work. It broke down frequently, and the almost
constant surge made the taking of X-rays difficult. Departments were well
advised to keep at least one extra generator on hand to use in an emergency.
The output of the generator was limited when the temperature rose above
1000 F., as it frequently did. Standard exposure factors could not be used
because of the frequent drop in milliamperes resulting from the fluctuation of
the incoming current. Both time and films were wasted in the retakes frequently necessary.
Although the use of multiple generators was not usually regarded as
satisfactory, the 9th General Hospital reported admirable results by operating
two of their four 30-kw. Diesel generators at a time.
Capt. Ralph C. Moore, MC, reported that at the 105th General Hospital
a relatively constant electrical supply was provided to the diagnostic room by
stepping down the 415-volt transmission incoming line to 220 volts for a
capacity of 60 amperes. This line supplied the two large X-ray machines when
they were operating at peakloads with a drop of only 2 or 3 volts, which was
within practical limits. The 110-volt circuits to the department which came
off another line were much less constant; at peakload, they fluctuated up to 10
volts, which was too great a variation to permit use of the portable unit for
radiation therapy.
The obvious solution of these difficulties, supplying X-ray departments
with current by use of main hospital generators, was not always as satisfactory
as it seemed on the surface because the variations of voltage made it difficult
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or impossible to standardize technique. The difficulty could best. be obviated
by running a second powerline to the X-ray building, and it was recommended
that this be standard procedure in all general and station hospitals.
The third quarterly report for 1945 of the 4th General Hospital, then in
the Philippines, mentioned another difficulty: Wiring inserted through holes
in metal supports was subject to the vibration caused by walking on light wood
floors, with a resulting loss of insulation and frequent short circuits. The
wiring, in fact, was too light to carry anything more than a few light bulbs.
The sockets were also of a very cheap type, with exposed contacts. It was
necessary to do an almost total rewiring job before this X-ray department
could begin to operate.
All departments were advised, when an X-ray unit first became operational, to run it for 5 to 10 minutes at low kilovoltage and low milliamperage
before throwing high loads through the high-tension circuit.
DARKROOM FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
The properly setup darkroom was entered by a maze. It was equipped
with an Army field unit tank, a refrigerating unit, and a cassette bin and
drier. Except in fixed hospitals--and not always in them-the ideal was
seldom approached, and the darkroom furnished a constant problem in every
X-ray department. In the hot and humid climate, it became intolerably hot,
from the combination of elevated temperature and high humidity; ventilation
was almost impossible to maintain, particularly when, to secure a lightproof
room, it was necessary to set up a darkroom tent inside another tent or, occasionally, inside a building. In some locations, incidentally, it was necessary
to check the darkroom daily for light leaks. At the 35th General Hospital at
Milne Bay, for instance, small earthquakes almost every day opened up cracks
in the walls, which here were made of asbestos siding. The cracks were
repaired with roofing tar.
Quite aside from the comfort of the technicians, complete circulation of
air and relatively normal humidity were essential for satisfactory processing
of films. Abnormally high temperatures and humidity threw an additional
load on the equipment and made the technicians so anxious to get out of the
room that their work became sloppy. In most units, the standard rules for
time-temperature processing were followed, but in many instances, the films
were overexposed and then developed at a high temperature. This procedure
shortened the processing period and also shortened the time technicians had
to stay in the darkroom.
Condensation of moisture from the high humidity caused oxidation and
corrosion of the electrical switches, the contactors, and the motors themselves.
Films developed at high temperatures showed reticulation and clouding,
which could be prevented by the addition of an extra hypo bath. Major Coles
reported, at the 361st Station Hospital, that because of the high darkroom
temperatures, the motor for the water pump on the film processing tank
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burned out frequently, and repeated rewinding of the armature was necessary.
This fault was later corrected by the manufacturer, who used a transformer
to reduce the operating voltage of the water pump from 110 to 12 volts.
In some departments, the motor used to run the water circulating pump
burned out so often that films were processed at temperatures up to 120° F.,
which meant that chemical fogging was superimposed on the heat fogging
that occurred even on films put up in waterproofed packages.
In Australia, when the Southern Cross generator was used to provide
current (50 cycle) for X-ray departments, many radiologists complained that
the refrigerating motor of the compressor unit burned out rapidly.
The motor relay contact points and the moving parts of the processing
unit we- found to be insufficiently protected from the splashing of solutions.
As a result, rust formed promptly, and excessive corrosion resulted in frequent
short circuiting. The Office of The Surgeon General recommended that the
capacity of the motor of processing units should be increased by a third and
that splash baffles should be added between the processing unit and the developing tank to protect the refrigerating mechanism.
The small ventilating fan provided for the darkroom tent proved totally
inadequate, and numerous improvisations were employed in its stead. At the
12th Station Hospital, dull black baffles excluded light but admitted air.
Additional electric fans provided some help, but not very much. Some departments hooked up electric fans in front of lightproof vents. Some used the
intake ducts from airplanes to bring air.
At the 105th General Hospital, a large fan salvaged from a wrecked tank
was used to blow air in, and small fans were placed on the ceiling to blow it
out. Maj. Ernest B. Newman, MC, reported that when the 17th Station
Hospital was located in the Australian bush, the darkroom was ventilated by
the standard method of blowing an electric fan over cracked ice. In New
Guinea, where the electrical supply was inadequate, ventilation was secured
by placing two electric fans in a compartment just outside the X-ray room
and improvised from the air-intake, while a third fan circulated it inside the
room.
Placing the cooling units for the developing tanks outside the building
reduced the deterioration of the equipment from moisture in the darkroom.
Satisfactory temperature control for the solution could sometimes be maintained if the tanks were placed adjacent to the darkroom and covered with a
thatch shelter. Most departments kept their emergency generators outside
the darkroom.
Not all department darkrooms suffered the structural complications reported by Captain Moore from the 105th General Hospital. The passbox
opening was so large that films, patients, and technicians could all have passed
through it at the same time with no crowding. The room was constructed with
elaborate 21/2 foot-wide doors, but the film bin and drier combination, which
had to get into the room through them, measured 5 feet 4 inches by 3 feet.
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Eventually, the wall was broken down and the darkroom rebuilt aroand the
equipment. The tank was designed with a water depth of 10 inches, although
the largest films to be developed in it measured 17 inches. Also, the original
design provided for the water to run over the sides of the tank onto the floor
rather than pass out through a drain. These and other structural errors were
eventually corrected.
FILMS
Supply
The main source of film supply in SWPA was the Zone of Interior,
though some purchases were made locally from the Australians. There were
occasional shortages in certain parts of the area, but as a rule, the supply was
entirely adequate. The only acute shortage occurred in the summer of 1943.
At one time when films were in short supply, preliminary chest examinations had to be made at the 42d General Hospital on all men admitted to an
officers' training school in Brisbane. Fluoroscopy was substituted for radiography, 400 to 500 examinations being made in a single day (usually, for the
convenience of both hospital and school, on a Sunday morning).
Condition on Delivery
While the overall supply was never a major difficulty, the state in which
the films were received was frequently a very serious problem. Many were
received in such condition that they were useless. Sometimes as much as 40
percent of a single lot had to be discarded, and occasionally the losses, from a
combination of aging and other factors, reached 100 percent. Outdating was
frequently due to the fact that hospitals were several months in transit and
staging before their X-ray departments became operational. In a great many
instances, however, the loss of films was caused by chemical fogging due to
poor packing, unnecessary exposure to sunlight and moisture, and storage at
excessively high temperatures. At Melbourne and elsewhere, films were sometimes left on docks, covered with tarpaulins, for days and even weeks. Fortunately, many of the films thus treated were still usable with special precautions (1/2 to 1 gamma of photographic density from fog). Contrast was
high because of the high temperature of the developing solution.
A number of hospitals found it wise to develop one film from each pack
as soon as a lot of films was received. The developed film was placed on the
outside of the pack, and the films which showed the least damage were used.
Late in the war, the policy was adopted of shipping films to SWPA
by refrigerated ships, and it is unfortunate that this could not have been done
sooner. Major Reavis believed that the best way to transport films was by
air, and he made this recommendation verbally to the Chief of the Professional Service Division, Office of the Surgeon, SWPA, and to the medical
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supply officer. He also recommended that supplies of films from the United
States, even when tropically packed, should be kept on the Australian Mainland, preferably in the Brisbane or Sydney areas, and shipped by air to New
Guinea bases only as they were needed. It was essential that adequate supplies be kept on hand in advance bases, but enough losses would occur through
simple aging without inviting more by storing large quantities in the hot,
humid climate of New Guinea, as was then being done.
For some reason, 14- by 17-inch films seemed more prone to heat fog than
films of other sizes. This was true even when they were tropically packed
(that is, in metal containers) as most films were packed late in the war; heat
and humidity seemed to affect them regardless of how they were put up.
When the films were finally shipped and stored under refrigeration, a
label attached to the package warned that they should not be used until they
had reached room temperature, to prevent condensation, which would make
them unfit for use.
Processing
Tanks.-The workload of the X-ray department was frequently so heavy
that auxiliary wash tanks had to be built in many hospitals. Wooden tanks,
except those constructed of redwood, were not satisfactory. They soaked up
solution; soon warped and leaked; were difficult to keep clean; and rotted
rapidly under the continuous high temperatures and excessive humidity of
the darkroom. In the circumstances, however, the auxiliary tanks had to be
constructed of anything available that would hold water. At the 9th General
Hospital, additional tanks were made of white pine from packing boxes and
metal draw rods from shutter holders.
Water supply.-This hospital was fortunate in having a mountain stream
immediately behind it. When the stream was dammed, clean water, in inexhaustible quantities, was piped into the hospital, at an average temperature
of 790 F., with a variation of 1.70 F.

This situation was exceptional. Most radiologists, as Major Newman put
it, necessarily became plumbers in Australia and learned how to attach their
tanks to the complicated Australian plumbing. In New Guinea, there was
no such problem because there was no plumbing. The wash tank was simply
filled and emptied once daily.
The problems connected with water were twofold, supply and temperature.
A supply of cool, clear water was unusual in the field, and many units located
near the shore used sea water for washing their films. Clear water was
used for the final washing. This plan was not too unsatisfactory when the
temperature of the water could be controlled. It was not very satisfactory
when it could not be.
Sea water could also be used in an emergency to compound developers and
fixers. The solutions were turbid at first but became clear if they were left
standing. The clear fluid could then be decanted and used.
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In parts of New Guinea, wells had to be dug by hand, which was a
command responsibility. It was not much of a problem, since the water table
was only a short distance below the ground surface. The supply of pipe, however, was extremely limited, and water for the darkroom had to be handcarried into it after being secured from the two-wheel trailers usually used to
bring it into the hospital. The water temperature was usually high, and films
were generally processed at undesirably high temperatures because of the
inadequacy of the refrigeration units.
When pipes were available, it was best to bury them deep beneath the
ground surface. When they lay on the top of the ground, with large sections
exposed, the temperature of the water was thus permitted to become so high
it was not usable.
In a number of locations, water from the central hospital supply had such
a high chlorine count that it could be used only for washing; solutions had to
be made from rainwater, which was almost constantly available.
The cooling units provided did not reduce the temperature of the solutions
much below 85' F., and developing films in a small tank at this temperature
was a tedious matter. Emulsion scratches were frequent, no matter how much
care was taken. Some hospitals found that by limiting the washing to 10
minutes, softening of the emulsion could be somewhat reduced, particularly
when the processing had been done at such a high temperature that chemical
fog occurred on the film. At the 12th Station Hospital, in Townsville, Australia, ice was used in the water to keep the emulsion from slipping. Some
departments kept their solutions cool by constantly replenishing those in use
with fresh supplies cooled in the laboratory refrigerator.
In the Tropics, developer and hypo solution could be used for not more
than 100 to 150 films. If an attempt was made to use the same solution for the
250 to 300 films it could have been used for in civilian practice, the films were
likely to be both underdeveloped and not hardened.
When the 1st Evacuation Hospital was at Oro Bay, New Guinea, the
developing tank was able to handle the rather warm water quite satisfactorily
because the department had a complete processing unit, which included developing and fixing tanks and water tanks, all connected with a refrigerating
unit and a pump that circulated the water and maintained a fairly constant
temperature. Because of the efficient circulation system, the temperature of
the water remained within the desirable maximum limit, and the excellent
films produced were attributed in large part to the arrangements in the
darkroom.
Capt. Wyatt E. Roye, MC, described some of the problems connected with
the processing of films at the 311th General Hospital. Here it was necessary to run the cooling system constantly and to add practically no water to
accomplish a temperature of about 760 F. The drainage tube was much too
small and frequently became clogged, the clogging being aggravated by beer
bottle labels (the ingenuity of the U.S. soldier had discovered the only cooling
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system available in the hospital). It was almost impossible to control the
temperature of the wash water. At high temperatures, the emulsion on the
films became soft and tended to run, and the image was therefore distorted.
High humidity seemed to play the most important part in the slipping
and sliding of emulsion and the resulting loss of image, but this also happened when the temperature of the wash water exceeded 850 F., as it often
did, even in general hospitals in semipermanent or permanent locations.
Drying
During the dry season in Australia, the humidity was low, and drying of
films presented no special difficulties. In the wet season there, and always in
New Guinea and the Philippines, the high humidity and constant rain made
this part of their processing a major difficulty.
The combination loading bench and drier supplied by the Army was practical and useful in temperate climates, but in the Tropics, it was one more item
to crowd the darkroom, and it was frequently put outside. Units which did
not have this item, and many which did, dried their films outside, on clotheslines. The films dried rapidly in the heat, but they had to be kept under constant observation because of the sudden downpours that occurred at intervals
almost daily.
Some hospitals devised more elaborate drying methods. At the 17th
Station Hospital, a drier was improvised consisting of a box heated by electric
bulbs, with a small fan blowing over them.
Dr. Ralph C. Moore (formerly Captain, MC), asked for a description of
the drying rack used at the 105th General Hospital, described it as follows:
The film washing system consisted of a water tank, half of which was in the dark
room and half in the wet reading room, with an interlocking lightproofed cover over the
tank. When the cover was opened in the reading room, the cover in the dark room
could not be opened, and vice versa. From the wash tank, the films were then placed
in drying racks.
The drying rack at the 105th General Hospital was built into a cabinet built in the
fashion of a tall closet extending from the floor to the ceiling. A duct system was
extended from the fluoroscopic room and fed into the bottom of the closet. The air
flowed out across the films in the closet and out through the top into the room. The
air was forced into the duct system by a squirrel-caged fan from an old wrecked tank
and was sucked out through the top of the drying closet by another fan which was built
into the top of the closet. The films were hung on racks which would hold 14 by 17
hangers each. These were placed in the closet on guides so that the racks worked like
drawers. There were six of these racks, arranged one above the other in the closet.
When the door of the closet was closed, the entire drying closet acted as a part of the
duct system through which the air had been forced. The dry films were removed from
the top and the wet films placed in the lower position. The method was perhaps crude,
but it was highly efficient.

At the 9th General Hospital, Colonel Tucker and Captain Tillinghast
disassembled the drier unit supplied by the Army and used the fan and the
heating element to construct a drier with a capacity of 88 films. The device
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was built in four tiers and had notched wood racks to hold the hangers. The
heating element was placed at the bottom of the drier, and the fan, blowing
outward, at the top. The air intake was placed at the bottom rear, and the
incoming air came from the darkroom through a light maze made of wooden
partitions and sided with pressed wood. A similar maze air vent was placed
on the outside wall of the darkroom over the loading bench, and a 12-inch fan
was so placed as to draw air into the coom.
Handling
Identiflcation.--Although Circular Letter No. 147, Office of The Surgeon
General (1), clearly specified the method by which X-ray films must be identified, Major Reavis found on his tours of inspection that these instructions
were frequently being ignored, particularly in the smaller hospitals. Even in
the larger hospitals a variety of nonregulation methods were in use.
The 42d General Hospital had been able to purchase in Brisbane an Eastman film identification printer (photographic printer for labeling films), but
most hospitals were not so fortunate. Lead numbers and letters were not
readily available, and those originally supplied were soon lost. A number of
hospitals in New Guinea simply wrote the patient's name on the film before
it was developed. The name remained on the film, of course, and the system
was quick and required no equipment beyond a pencil. On the other hand, the
writing was not always easy to read, and it was sometimes entirely illegible.
Typing the information on the lead foil backing from dental films was another
practical method, used at the 1st Evacuation Hospital. The impression made
by the keys produced enough difference in density to make a permanent record.
The best of all improvised systems, however, was the use of the patient's
identification (dog) tag on the film. It provided all the information necessary for identification except the film number and the date.
Records.-Since almost every hospital that had X-ray equipment also
had a mimeograph, most radiologists devised some sort of report form, varying from the usual WD MD Form 55K-2, which was supposed to be standard
throughout the Army, to rather elaborate forms used in some of the larger
general hospitals.
Some interpretations were never recorded because the X-ray examinations were made under such unpropitious circumstances, but, in general, an
effort was made to keep some sort of formal record, even if it consisted of no
more than a few hurried notes. Since the handwriting of so many medical
men is illegible, Major Reavis recommended that typewriters be given to all
X-ray departments, or made available to them, so that all reports could be
typed. In some hospitals, the radiologist dictated his findings to a corpsman,
who typed them later.
The system in use at the 42d General Hospital was probably the most
elaborate in the Southwest Pacific Area. It was possible because there was
a dictaphone in the department, and two and three Australian civilian secre-
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taries were assigned to the section at all times. All reports were made in
triplicate. One copy was kept in the department files, one attached to the
chart, and one kept in the film envelope. A crossfile of pathologic diagnoses
was maintained, and 35-mm. microfilms were made of the films of all patients
evacuated to the Zone of Interior.
Filing.-Some general hospitals kept their films on the ward as long as
the patient was hospitalized except when additional examinations were required; then the films were returned to the X-ray department for comparative studies. Whenever this plan was in effect, radiographs were damaged
or lost or both. Major Reavis discouraged it for this reason, as well as on
the ground that radiographs cannot be read properly without view boxes, of
which there were none on the wards. Only gross changes are observed when
films are simply held up against daylight or other light.
In some hospitals, routine films, considered to be of no further use, were
destroyed when the hospital moved.
Filing envelopes were in short supply, which led to another bad practice,
that of stapling or clipping films together. Because of the heat and high
humidity, films filed against each other stuck to each other. In his capacity
as Acting Consultant in Radiology, Major Reavis recommended that a memorandum be issued from the Office of the Surgeon, Services of Supply, SWPA,
setting forth a desirable record system for X-ray reports, at least for relatively fixed installations. He advocated the maintenance of a daybook, with
each patient's name and X-ray number; an alphabetical card file system, listing all examinations made, and, if possible, summarized reports; and duplicate copies of WD MD Form 55K-2, the original being placed on the patient's
chart and the duplicate in the file envelope.
Evacuation.-When patients were returned to duty from field, evacuation, or even station hospitals, their radiographs were frequently kept in
storage until the hospital moved on and then were destroyed. Radiographs
not properly fixed were sometimes discarded as soon as they were read because
their value as permanent records was negligible, and the cleared transparent
film could be put to other uses around the hospital. As in the European
theater (p. 340), the ideal plan was that a patient who had to be evacuated
from the area should be accompanied by his radiographs. This policy never
achieved in SWPA anything like the success that it achieved in the European
theater.
MAINTENANCE
Early Arrangements
X-ray departments of hospitals in or near the large cities of Australia
had no serious maintenance problems. Thus the 4th General Hospital, during
its entire operation in Melbourne, had its maintenance work done under contract with the Stanford X-Ray Co., Ltd., which not only made repairs as they
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became necessary but also made monthly checks of all equipment. This hospital used both U.S. Army and Australian equipment.
The 42d General Hospital, in Brisbane, used the civilian service facilities
of Watson Victor, Ltd., whose manager was very helpful and cooperative. The
arrangement proved so satisfactory that when the hospital moved from its
original location at Stuartholme to Highland Park, the contract was continued.
Recommendations for Areawide Service
The individual arrangements just described, and others like them, were
extremely valuable, and the life and usefulness of X-ray equipment were definitely prolonged thereby. Units in the field, however, or distant from larger
cities had no such facilities; each unit had to take care of its own equipment,
by the combined efforts of the technicians and radiologists.
Major Reavis considered it imperative that some sort of maintenance and
repair service be set up to keep operational equipment functioning and to
repair equipment that had broken down. lie specifically recommended the
following plan, through channels, to the area surgeon:
1. A maintenance and repair X-ray service should be set up on an areawide basis, responsible to the chief of the Medical Supply Division but functioning under the supervision of the consultant in radiology in SWPA.
2. The repair shop should be set up and maintained in the location in
which there was the greatest concentration of hospitals and should be moved
forward as combat moved forward.
3. All work should be done through the base consultant in radiology.
4. In the beginning, the repair shop should be at least 20 by 30 feet, and
preferably larger.
5. Ten enlisted men should be. issigned to the shop, each of whom should
be given intensive training in maintenance and repairs. After their training,
they should be assigned to the various base sect ions and rotated at the discretion of the officer in charge of the shop.
6. The function of the technicians should be to install, or at least supervise the installation of, the X-ray equipment as each hospital is set up; to
instruct hospital technicians in maintenance and other technical matters; and
to keep supplies and replacement parts on a continuing basis.
When this system was recommended, in February 1944, there were in
SWPA 10 kits of spare parts for machines and 6 kits of spare parts for
tables. All of them were requisitioned several times over. Major Reavis
proposed that these kits be assigned to the medical X-ray service group he
had recommended and be used under their supervision rather than distributed
to individual hospitals on the basis of requisitions for them.
Major Reavis also recommended that 2d Lt. (later 1st Lt.) Harry E.
Bingham, MAC, be appointed to head the proposed maintenance depot.
Lieutenant Bingham's qualifications admirably fitted him for the assignment.
He had had 4 years of college physics, had served as chief technician in sev-
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eral large civilian hospitals, and for several years had been educational director of the Buck X-Ograph Co., St. Louis, Mo. He had attended the Army
X-Ray School at Walter Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., and had
later been an instructor there and in the similar school at Fitzsimons General
Hospital, Denver, Colo.
Before the maintenance depot was set up, Lieutenant Bingham, who was
chiefly attached to the 29th Medical Depot Company, served as X-ray maintenance officer for Oro Bay and periodically inspected all the equipment there
and in the immediate vicinity. He also surveyed and serviced the X-ray units
in Milne Bay and Port Moresby, New Guinea. During the same period, he
gave short courses of instruction in various hospitals, in an attempt to improve radiographic technique with the field X-ray unit.
Establishment of Maintenance Section
The maintenance and repair section recommended by Major Reavis was
organized in New Guinea in October 1943, under Lieutenant Bingham's supervision and direction, though not precisely as had been recommended, since the
consultant system envisaged was never put into effect. This section was
charged with the installation, repair, and maintenance of electrical medical
equipment in all active and forward areas of SWPA. In fulfillment of this
mission, this depot, from the time of its establishment until it moved into
Japan with the occupation troops, repaired and made usable many critical
items of medical equipment that otherwise would have been useless. Special
tools were requisitioned for this work, and necessary replacement parts were
secured.
The description of Lieutenant Bingham's work is unfortunately much
briefer than its value warrants, for 0'1 his photographs, records, and charts
were lost in a flash flood in Batangas during staging for the final drive
on Japan.

BREAKAGE AND OTHER LOSSES
Hospitals arriving in SWPA were usually equipped according to the
tables of equipment, but practically always there were some losses caused by
breakage, especially of heavy equipment. About 75 percent of the prc~ective
lead glass in the fluoroscopic attachment for the field X-ray table was broken
in transit, and there was also a heavy loss of illuminator glass. Replacements frequently arrived in the same condition, and some hospitals were
therefore never able to use these special items. When the 125th Station Hospital, for instance, reached Milne Bay, its fluoroscopic screen was broken, and
it was not replaced during the 6 months the hospital operated there.
Adequate measures of protection for X-ray equipment during hospital
moves were never officially devised in SWPA, and unless sections devised their
own methods, damage was heavy, and there was a resulting delay in setting
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up in new locations. The best results were achieved when personnel of the
X-ray department supervised the packing of their own equipment. When
the 17th Station Hospital moved from Australia to New Guinea, the fluoroscopic screen and the glass of the illuminating boxes were broken, apparently
during loading and unloading operations. Thereafter, when this hospital
moved, X-ray personnel wrapped these and other fragile items in orthopedic
felt and put the box containing them in another box. Their results were
excellent, and other hospitals used the same or similar plans.
There were some losses of equipment because of poor packing at the
source (p. 367), some from water damage, and some from enemy action. The
49th General Hospital could do no fluoroscopic examinations at Tacloban,
Leyte, Philippine Islands, because its equipment was destroyed in a raid by
a Japanese suicide plane. Fortunately, it had few calls for such work in
this location.
In the latter part of May 1942, the SS Rufu8 King ran aground on a
sandbar while approaching the harbor entrance at Brisbane; sabotage was
rumored but never proved. It had on it the equipment for nine station hospitals and three general hospitals. The boat split in half during delay in
salvage operations and lashing by heavy sea. Legal proceedings, other
storms, inadequate salvage equipment, and a variety of other causes further
hampered unloading, and it was a long time before the cargo of the ship
reached the dock. Everything had been soaked in sea water for long periods
of time. Sheets, packs, and similar items could be salvaged and used, but
film, X-ray equipment, and all other electric items of supply were almost
entirely ruined (fig. 205, p. 607). There was no equipment available for replacement in Australia, and the X-ray and other departments of the hospitals
involved were greatly delayed in setting up.

DELIVERY AND TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS
The delivery of all supplies was a major problem in SWPA. They had
to be brought into the area, then distributed to the bases requiring them, and
the excess had to be stored for replacement. Items needed for replacement
and repair were often delayed because poor loading of ships put high-priority
medical supplies under other cargoes. They were therefore late in being
unloaded, even when they were urgently needed.
Another difficulty of delivery was that ships were frequently ordered to
new destinations without ever putting in at their original destinations. X-ray
supplies were therefore unloaded at unexpected ports and had to be transshipped to their original destination.
There were still other problems. X-ray personnel sometimes traveled on
one vessel and their equipment on several others, which did not necessarily
arrive at the same time, or even at the same port. The equipment of the
144th Station Hospital, for instance, did not accompany its personnel from
the Zone of Interior but arrived piecemeal, on six different ships.
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Transportation within SWPA was also slow and undependable. There
were four different railroad systems with four different gages in Australia.
In New Guinea and the Philippines, there was no direct communication between one base and another or one port and another. Often the bases were
on different islands. It was almost inevitable, for these various reasons, that
hospitals would have difficulties in setting up, either because their equipment
-- was at several different places or because they could not secure transportation for the entire outfit. The combined bulk and fragility of X-ray equipment made its transportation peculiarly difficult.
The experience of the 21st Evacuation Hospital, as set forth in its first
quarterly report for 1945, is typical. It landed in Lingayen Gulf in the
Philippines on 11 January 1945 and bivouacked in the outskirts of the village
of Binmaley. It was ordered to establish a hospital in the vicinity of San
Carlos, in Pangasinan Province. On 20 January, the hospital was opened in
the Roman Catholic Cathedral and Monastery at San Carlos, from which
some 50-odd truckloads of trash and debris first had to be moved. Great
difficulty was encountered during the first 10 days after debarkation because
of the paucity of trucks (four 21/ 2-ton trucks and two 3/ 4 -ton weapons carriers). It was necessary, in addition to clearing the site for the hospital, to
collect 100 tons of equipment from six beaches; haul it to a bivouac site and
then to the hospital site; and also haul personnel, personal impedimenta,
rations, water, and garbage and trash. The shortage of trucks and the total
lack of ambulances proved the greatest handicap in the efficient operation
of this hospital. The same difficulties were encountered on two subsequent
occasions when the hospital could not be moved to sites at which it was
needed because there was not enough available transportation. The radiologic section, with its bulky equipment without which it could not operate,
was of course affected by all of these situations.

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
Small portable X-ray units, which could be broken down and moved
about in suitcases, were never provided in the Southwest Pacific Area. Furthermore, the portable field units with mobile bases had decided defects from
the standpoint of portability. The machine issued early in the war had small
wheels, which made it almost impossible to move it unless the ground was
smooth; at that time, and throughout the war, concrete ramps were decidedly
exceptional. The units issued later had large, rubber-tired wheels, but it was
still impractical to move them over rough ground. The jarring and shaking
inevitable when these machines were moved over uneven ground were responsible for a large number of breakdowns.
Portable equipment was put to frequent use. Radiographs were often
requested in the operating room, to check the status of fractures. This was
not too much of a problem, since the X-ray room was generally adjacent to
the operating room.
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FIGuRE 212.-Portable X-ray unit and power generator equipped with airplane tires, 9th General Hospital,
Goodenough Island, 1944. Without some such equipment, to aid in getting the X-ray machine to the
patient's bedside through mud and muck or over
rough ground, a portable unit was not portable.

The examination of patients in traction on wards was a much more
serious problem. It was simplified when these patients were concentrated in
special wards, and greatly simplified when, as did not happen very often, the
wards were connected with the X-ray room by smooth-surfaced ramps. It
was also helpful to designate certain days of the week for the examination
of all patients in traction on each ward. Added to other difficulties was the
frequent inadequacy of electrical current in the wards on which these examinations were made.
In his report for the first quarter of 1945, the commanding officer of the
9th General Hospital stated that examination of patients in traction with the
portable X-ray unit was putting too heavy a load on the X-ray department.
The X-rays taken, he stated, had been obtained "with the aid of an ingenious
rubber-tired juggernaut which carried both the X-ray machine and a portable generator (fig. 212). This had been carried over ground quite efficiently
but we cannot ask too much even of this remarkable machine."
JAPANESE EQUIPMENT
Practically no Japanese X-ray equipment was captured during the course
of the war, though some field armies were in close contact with each other.
Whatever the Japanese set up was in the jungle fighting, their X-ray equipment was apparently destroyed before it could be captured. Manila was the
only city of any size retaken by U.S. troops, and when it was occupied, it
had practically no usable X-ray equipment in it.
The X-ray department of the Do-Ai Hospital in Tokyo was taken over
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by the 54th General Hospital and, when redecorated, was made into an
attractive, efficiently arranged installation. The diagnostic and therapeutic
apparatus found in this hospital, however, was antiquated, and most of it
was discarded except for a relatively new, shock-proof mobile unit, which
could be adapted for paranasal sinus and mastoid examinations; a tilt table
for fluoroscopic work; a tube stand for the radiographic table; and a cabinet
of viewing boxes. All these items, after some modifications, were put to use.
REFERENCE
1. Circular Letter No. 147, Office of The Surgeon General, U.S. Army, 6 Nov. 1942.

CHAPTER XXXI

Clinical Considerations
CharlesW. Reavis, M.D., and Joseph L. Morton, M.D.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In New Guinea and the Philippines, and even in parts of Australia, all
radiologic diagnoses had to be made with the background of tropical disease
in mind. This was true even if the patient had sustained a combat injury.
Such diseases as malaria and dengue fever were endemic, and other diseases,
such as schistosomiasis and scrub (bush) typhus, were present in certain areas.
The closer the association of the troops with natives, the more likely was the
military patient to be suffering with one or another of the diseases to which
natives were hosts. The contacts were inevitable. In the Buna-Gona Campaign, for instance, U.S. troops lived and fought with the Fuzzy-Wuzzies 1
and contracted their diseases. U.S. Army radiologists also encountered tropical diseases in the hospitals in which, for humanitarian reasons, it was necessary to take care of the civilian and native populations.
During the Buna-Gona Campaign, i most four times as many troops
were victims of disease as were casualties from enemy action. Those who
crossed the Owen Stanley Mountains, in one of the most difficult marches
ever performed by U.S. troops, were exhausted and half sick before the crossing was ever begun. There were nearly 15,000 U.S. and Australian casualties
in the 70 days of this campaign, the majority incapacitated by disease rather
than by wounds (1). This disproportion continued in many hospitals until
the end of the war. Between 1 January and 31 March 1945, slightly less
than a third of the admissions to the 54th General Hospital, Hollandia,
New Guinea, were battle casualties.
Malaria was almost completely controlled by the end of the war, but
earlier, it was a highly incapacitating disease. At Milne Bay, New Guinea,
for a time, the rate exceeded 4,000 cases per thousand troops per year.
I The Papuan natives called Fuzzy-Wuzzles were stunted aborigines who were usually tattooed but
whose bodies were so frequently disfigured by the so-called basic tropical diseases (hookworn, yaws.
malaria, filarlasis, and scabies) that it was sometimes hard to tell where the tattoo marks left off and
the marks of disease began. They were once headhunters. During World War II. they served as scouts
and litterbearers and proved faithful and loyal allies. Diagnosis of any illness among them was difficult :
One had to decide whether the condition was an exacerbation of some tropical endemic disease; or a
complication, such as a nutritional or infectious disease, superimposed upon it; or one of the more

familiar infectious or neoplastic diseases generally common to mankind at large.
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BONES
Most of the radiology done in forward areas of SWPA (Southwest
Pacific Area) was on combat casualties and was required to diagnose fractures and retained foreign bodies. A great deal of radiology was also done
in rear areas, in which definitive orthopedic surgery was performed.
The requirement in the forward area, where much of the radiology was
d.)ne by poorly trained or untrained personnel, was to produce a readable
radiograph. The conditions under which the examinations were made frequently precluded any more exacting criterion. It was stressed to all personnel that when a radiograph of a bone was made, at least one joint should
be included. It was also stressed that all aspects of the bone should be
studied, including the cortex, medullary area, articular surfaces, articular
spaces, and the adjacent soft tissues.
The field hospital was the farthest forward unit in which X-ray facilities were provided. Many surgeons expressed the opinion that it would be
useful if clearing companies could also be provided with minimum X-ray
equipment, on the ground that positive knowledge of a fracture or of the
location of a retained foreign body in a wound of the chest or the abdomen
would be useful in triage and management.
Combat-incurred fractures were generally more extensive, more likely to
be comminuted, and more often displaced than those seen in civilian practice
(figs. 213-215). Open reduction was often required in general hospitals during the New Guinea campaign for fractures seen from 4 to 6 weeks after
wounding, with malposition and malunion. In most of these cases it was too
late for traction to be satisfactory. It was not uncommon to find osteomyelitis
in some of these fractures at this time. Gas gangrene, however, was extremely
uncommon (fig. 216).
There was frequent comment on the delayed and deficient callus formation observed in many combat-incurred fractures. It was thought that the
causes might be both climatic and dietary.
There were numerous noncombat fractures, both simple and comminuted,
as might be expected in such large concentrations of troops and so much traffic.
The dispensary of the 51st General Hospital, whose X-ray department
averaged 100 or more examinations a day of Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine,
Seabee, and Merchant Marine personnel, reported two extremely common
types of noncombat fractures. One was a fracture of the calcaneus, caused by
stepping off uneven ground in the dark, digging in the heels during training
jumps, and handling uneven, heavy, and awkward A-frames. The Achilles
tendon was usually involved. The other was a carponavicular fracture, caused
by handling and loading heavy bundles on ships in Pancake Bay.
Some fractures of the bones of the arm, as well as of the skull, were caused
by falling coconuts (p. 648).
There was no known or recorded instance of a march fracture in the many
thousands of examinations of the bones of the foot in the Southwest Pacific.
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FIGURE 2I3.-('ollmiimited f'actl'ri
of left hip from glin1shot wound. Fractures of
this kind were c(,ommon in the S)iithwest Pacific Area. Hlealing was generally satisfactory, though sometin•es rather slow.
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FIGURE 215.-Gunshot wound of right hand
with comminuted fractures of second, third, and
fourth metacarpal bones. Note multiple minute

metallic foreign bodies in the area.

joint space, after preparation of the field and infiltration of 2 percent cocaine
down to the joint capsule. The point of injection was the lateral aspect of the
knee, below the junction of the quadriceps tendon with the superior articular
margin of the patella, which was displaced laterally to facilitate insertion of
the needle. As the oxygen began to enter the joint cavity, the operator could
feel and see the swelling of the suprapatellar bursa. The injection was continued until the patient complained of pain and slight positive pressure
in the joint, then the needle was quickly withdrawn and finger pressure
applied over the point of injection for several minutes, to seal the opening in
the bursa. When the patient was placed in the prone position, the movement
facilitated the distribution of oxygen throughout the joint.
The medial and lateral ligaments were stretched by appropriate medial
and lateral compression of the knee joint by a wooden board spreader.
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Civilian-Type Diseases
In addition to fractures and foreign bodies, a certain number of bone
lesions were diagnosed, sometimes during examination of comLat injuries,
sometimes on routine examinations, and sometimes on examinations for specific
complaints. These lesions included enchondromas, manifested by round,
cystlike lesions in the distal metaphyseal area; exostoses and osteomas, manifested by the outgrowth of bone along the metaphyseal area; and nonossifying
fibromas. None of these lesions were incapacitating, and most of them
required no treatment. More serious lesions were occasionally encountered,
such as the bony manifestations of some blood dyscrasia or leukemia, or even
a malignant bone tumor.
All of these lesions were naturally unusual. The soldiers examined by
radiologists in SWPA were all individuals who had undergone medical examinations, which in most instances included radiographs of the chest, before they
were accepted for service, and it was not likely that many of them would be
found with bony lesions or other abnormalities so soon after induction.
Various types of arthritis were diagnosed by radiography, and some
cases of osteochondritis of the joint surfaces were seen. Such conditions might
be expected. When men were subjected to circumstances under which they
had not previously lived, such as life in the Tropics and jungle warfare, it
was not unlikely that certain bodily changes would occur, and that they would
affect the skeletal structures as well as other parts of the body.
Patients with osteochondritis and arthritis were usually no longer useful
for combat and were evacuated to the Zone of Interior.

Yaws
Circumstances in the Southwest Pacific were not propitious for research,
and followup of casualties was almost impossible. Nonetheless, some investigations of value were made, among them a study of yaws in natives at the
168th Evacuation Hospital by Capt. (later Maj.) Walter J. Stork, MC, and
Maj. Carl W. Fleet, MC, which covered all aspects of this disease, including
etiology, pathogenesis, pathologic process, clinical picture and therapy, as well
as the radiologic aspects (fig. 219). While only the latter data are pertinent
in this account, the general facts of the disease may be briefly summarized as
follows:
Tropical yaws, a spirochetal infection, is the commonest disease of the
skin, bones, joints, and tendons encountered in the native population of the
Southwest Pacific Area. It occurs chiefly in races living in socially low level
areas in which sanitation is completely ignored. The extreme rarity of yaws
among U.S. troops, in spite of their close contact with natives on many occasions, was clear evidence that poor sanitation and hygiene play a prominent
role in the spread of the disease.
The most astonishing fact about yaws is that in spite of massive involve-
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ment of the soft tissues and bones, the victims are often able to carry on their
normal duties and appear to be only slightly incapacitated.
Any slight abrasion of the skin is a suitable portal of entry for Treponema
pertenue, which is transmitted by contact or is carried in by insects and
fomites. A minor cut or scratch can become a huge ulcer in 5 or 6 days, and
in a few months may involve an entire extremity. Trauma cannot be discounted as a precipitating factor. Maggots are frequently present in the
lesions, and secondary infection is the rule. Many of these patients also have
other diseases, such as chronic malaria, amebiasis, and helminthiasis. Apparently, once the process begins, the cutaneous ulceration spreads to the subcutaneous tissues and into deeper structures by continuity. The tendon sheaths,
the bones, and, in contrast to syphilis, even the articular margins are involved.
Differentiation of yaws from syphilis is made clinically and confirmed in
the laboratory by darkfield and Kahn tests. The radiographic picture of the
disease is difficult to differentiate from syphilis if only radiographs are available, though easy when a clinical history is available. An important point of
differentiation is that the two conditions are not common in the same area.
Treatment is by arsenicals and is on an outpatient basis unless there are
special reasons for hospitalization. In World War II, there would not have
been enough beds to hospitalize all the patients who were seen. In one respect,
outpatient treatment is unfortunate because the response to arsenicals is
usually prompt and remarkably good, and native patients therefore often do
not return until there is a recurrence of symptoms. This is likely, and the
common practice of dismissing patients after a few injections is to be condenned, particularly when bone lesions are present; when they are, and treatment is not completed, recurrences can be expected within a few months.
The study made at the 168th Evacuation Hospital by Major Stork and
Major Fleet covered 886 patients with both the typical type of yaws and the
juxta-articular type, the hyperkeratotic type, and goundou, gangosa, and socalled crab yaws.
Osseous changes. -Bony changes in tropical yaws are both destructive
and proliferative. Bone and joint changes were present in about a quarter of
the 886 cases of yaws studied. While the disease progresses more rapidly and
is more painful than syphilis, the bony structures are usually attacked slowly
and rather late, and there are often no symptoms referable to the bones. In
FiouRs 219.-Yaws In the Southwest Pacific Area. A. Nodular skin lesions on legs.
B. Posteroanterlor and lateral views of legs of patient shown In view A, showing characteristic lesions of tibia and fibula. Note lacy periosteal proliferation and condensation of underlying tibia. C. Anteroposterlor and lateral views bf radius and ulna of
patient shown In views A and B. Note cystic changes under cortical proliferation.
D. Anteroposterior and lateral views of tibia and fibula showing bony sclerosis and
underlying cystic changes. E. Anteroposterior and lateral views of elbow showing
characteristic nodular, lacelike bony proliferation, chiefly in humerus. Ulna shows cortical thickening. F. Yaws of leg. G. Anteroposterior view of tibia and fibula of patient
shown in view F.
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some active ulcerative types of disease, however, a destructive process simulating osteomyelitis may be present in a few weeks.
The lower extremity, especially the tibia, was more frequently involved
in this series of cases than any other part of the body; the bones of the hands
and of the face were also affected. These observations were in accord with
general observations.
As the disease progresses, particularly in cases in which it progresses
rapidly, extensive periostitis and osteitis occur. Dactylitis develops when the
hands and feet are affected. Healed ulcers, which usually are painful, are
likely to be associated with cortical thickening and other changes in the underlying bone structures. In any longstanding case, the cortex is eventually
involved.
The following conclusions were considered warranted from the radiographic observations made in this series:
1. The primary bone lesion in tropical yaws is a cystic destructive process,
with surrounding areas of sclerosis, new periosteal formation, and cortical
thickening, the changes varying with the chronicity of the disease. Proliferative nodular periosteal involver,,ent is generally characteristic.
2. The characteristic oval osteolytic areas usually show up as circumscribed areas of reduced density in the long axis of the shaft of the affected
bone. They vary in size, usually in proportion to the size of the overlying
soft-tissue lesions. They occur in the articular surfaces most often exposed to
trauma, such as the femoral condyles, the ankles, and the wrists.
3. Patients with a history of several remissions and recurrences usually
show extensive, irregular bony proliferation; reconstruction of cancellous
tissues; considerable bone condensation; and occasional osteolytic areas. In
advanced and chronic cases, there is alteration of the cancellous structures,
with trabeculation; dense, irregular bony thickening; and irregularity of the
outline of the shaft, especially the shaft of the tibia. Spiculation with indications of cuffing is seen in the bones in which there is least destruction.
4. Widening of the cortex and increased density, with sclerotic sequelae,
are often seen between areas of rarefaction in cancellous bones and bear out
the chronicity of the disease.
5. Extensive osteoporosis is common.
6. Acute angulation of the shaft at the area of greatest bone condensation
is evidence of an unrecognized pathologic fracture.
7. Tapering of the heads and the distal tips of the phalanges and metatarsals is common. When the destructive process invades the bones of the
foot, the metatarsophalangeal joints are disarticulated and eroded.
Complete destruction of several carpal bones, with loss of normal architecture of the entire wrist, was seen twice in this series. The destructive
process was confined to the wrist, but a lacework type of periosteal proliferation extended along the distal radius and ulna.
8. Localized areas of decreased density were sometimes seen only in a
single joint, most often a metatarsophalangeal joint. Isolated, punched-out
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lesions were also sometimes seen in single bones, usually near the epiphyseal
line, but multiple involvement was most frequent. Unilateral involvement was
most frequent in the upper extremities and bilateral involvement in the lower
extremities.
9. The saber shin is characteristic of the tertiary stage of the disease.
Cortical destruction, simulating abscess formation, may occur bilaterally in
this bone.
10. Juxta-articular yaws, crab yaws, and the keratotic type show the least
bone destruction of any variety of yaws. The usual radiographic findings are
only a mild periostitis and cortical thickening. The clavicle and occasionally
the metaphyses of the bones of the extremities may show osteolytic lesions.
In goundou, there is exostosis of the facial bones, with final obstruction
of the nasal passages. In this variety of yaws, the response to arsenicals is
slow, and the surgery often necessary may. be difficult because of the surrounding infection. In gangosa, the nasal septa and softer nasal bones may be
absorbed in the destructive process.

FOREIGN BODIES
Techniques
Since a large part of the work of all X-ray sections in the Southwest
Pacific consisted of the identification and localization of foreign bodies, it was
logical that almost all of them possess the foreign body localizer attached to
the field unit. Some hospitals had more than one of them. This piece of
equipment, however, was universally disliked (p. 72). Some radiologists, having seen it in operation, never had their sets unpacked. Others discarded the
apparatus after they had used it once or twice.
The most practical method of localizing foreign bodies in the soft tissues
was to make plain radiographs of the part in standard projections, to determine the relation of the retained objects to the adjacent bones and joints.
Lead markers were placed on the skin, and the projections were made in planes
perpendicular to each other. In fact, it was not long before most surgeons
simply requested anteroposterior and lateral projections of the affected area,
being able to secure from these views all the information they needed.2
Many radiologists, after gross localization of the retained object by this
means, inserted a needle pointing to it, under fluoroscopic control. At. the 35th
General Hospital, after the object was localized under the fluoroscope, a long
needle attached to a syringe filled with Novocaine (procaine hydrochloride)
was inserted in the area under interval fluoroscopic vision until the point of
the needle touched the object. The syringe was then removed, the patient
2 Major Morton, in a report from the 42d General Hospital, called attention to Case's World
War I teachings about the localization of foreign bodies: That they could be localized anatomically, by identification of tissue spaces and planes, and not by centimeter-depth and at right angles.
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taken back to the operating room, and an incision made alongside the needle
down to the object.
The removal of foreign bodies under the fluoroscope was a time-consuming, dangerous procedure, which Major Reavis condemned whenever he found
it in use. Maj. (later Col.) Vernon L. Bolton, MC, describing the technique of
fluoroscopic-radiographic localization in use at the 1st Evacuation Hospital in
World War II, said frankly that in the light of postwar knowledge he thought
this procedure had been unwise. Just as much information could have been
gained, he concluded, from two well-positioned films taken at 90 degrees.
Head and Eyes
Foreign bodies lying intracranially were generally localized by posteroanterior and lateral films. Major Morton, profiting by what he had learned from
Dr. Artur Schiuller (p. 649) in Melbourne, was able to locailze and remove a
spent Japanese tracer cap located just lateral to the orbit.
A patient with an intraocular foreign body seen in a forward hospital was
evacuated as rapidly as possible to a station or general hospital that had a
Sweet localizing apparatus and an ophthalmologist on the staff capable of
removing the object. The military experience paralleled the prewar civilian
experience: Only by this technique could a small, opaque foreign body in the
eye be localized. When trained radiologists were available in forward units,
they used the multiple exposure Waters technique to determine whether a
foreign body in the eye was in the eyeball or outside of it. Two anteroposterior exposures were made on the first film, one with the patient looking
up and the other with him looking down. A similar double lateral exposure
was made with the patient looking first to the right and then to the left.
Chest
Foreign bodies in the chest were numerous. During one 6-month period
at the 27th General Hospital, 5 percent of the 4,040 casualties admitted, from
1 to 6 weeks after wounding, had wounds of the chest, in many instances with
the missiles still in situ.
Posteroanterior, lateral, and stereoscopic exposures were made to determine the presence and location of foreign bodies; the extent of associated
injuries to the ribs, sternum, and spine; possible pulmonary involvement; possible mediastinal involvement; and the status of the pleural space. The examinations were best made with the patient upright. Grid films of heavier
exposure were necessary to detect rib fractures and to identify foreign bodies
that might be concealed by mediastinal structures. Foreign bodies in this
location were likely to be overlooked if this technique was not used.
In some instances of retained foreign bodies, a diffuse area of infiltration
was observed in the lungs. Later, this area became circumscribed and either
spherical or ovoid. Still later, it gradually diminished i.i size and regressed.
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It was interpreted as a hemorrhagic infiltration that underwent organization
and then resolution.
Lt. Col. William A. Evans, Jr., MC, in a study of the radiologic aspects
of chest wounds, stressed the following points:
1. Many times there is little or no evidence of reaction to a foreign body
in the lungs or the pleura. In most cases, however, hemothorax or pneumothorax is present.
2. Traumatic lesions of the lungs teud to be small and well circumscribed,
and to undergo eventual resolution.
3. Small amounts of air and blood in the pleural space are rapidly
absorbed, especially when they are handled by early, frequent aspiration.
4. Blood in the pleural space acts as an irritant, encouraging exudation,
the formation of large fibrin clots, and pleural thickening. The exudate tends
to become encapsulated, often posteriorly, and multiple pockets form. Infection then occurs, even while patients are on sulfonamide or penicillin therapy.
If the blood is not completely removed within 10 days, convalescence is
greatly prolonged, and irreversible changes may occur.
5. A large cardiac shadow suggests involvement of the pericardium and
development of pericardial effusion.
Abdomen
Most patients with wounds of the abdomen were operated on in mobile
(portable) hospitals, which had no X-ray facilities. When patients with abdominal wounds did reach hospitals with provision for X-ray examinations and
definitive study, the most important radiologic procedure was to make a film
with the ray passing horizontally through the abdomen, the patient being kept
in the same position in which he was received in the department. If he were
turned or were moved to the upright position, very minute quantities of air
present might not shift about quickly enough to be visualized under the
diaphragm. Air can be readily visualized in the flanks, and its presence anywhere in the abdomen was assumed to indicate a perforation.
It was necessary to bear in mind that, in some instances, a visceral perforation might be sealed off immediately after wounding and then leak again,
particularly if evacuation had been over rough and rugged roads. When,
therefore, any patient with an abdominal wound was received, the correct
procedure was immediate examination by anteroposterior and lateral views to
determine the presence and location of a possible foreign body.

One of the really remarkable foreign bodies observed in SWPA, at the
42d General Hospital, was a large tablespoon in the stomach of a neuropsychiatric patient. Radiographic examinations on this indication was undertaken with considerable skepticism but it proved unjustified: The film showed
the spoon in the stomach, with the bowl lying toward the pylorus (fig. 220).
How the patient managed to swallow it remained a mystery. Psychiatric
patients, incidentally, were often difficult to X-ray.
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FIGURE 220.-Spoon swallowed by neuropsychiatrlc
patient and removed from stomach at 42d General
Hospital. Other opaque areas in abdomen represent
other swallowed foreign bodies.

REGIONAL RADIOGRAPHY
Head
Skull and brain.-Trauma was the most frequent indication for radiographic examinations of the head, which were carried out in both forward
and rear areas for both combat and noncombat injuries. Many fractures of
the cranial vault were associated with fractures of the facial bones and the
jaw. Depressed, linear, and stellate fractures of the skull were seen (fig. 221),
as well as bizarre types caused by explosives and by the cutting instruments
used ill o.casional close contact warfare (fig. 18. 1). 529). When the 35th
General Hospital was staging at Milne Bay, its first casualties were men with
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FIGURE 221.-Penetrating wounds of skull causing irregular fracture of frontal bone.
Note multiple intracranial shell fragments. This type of injury was common in troops
in the Southwest Pacific. A. Anteroposterlor view. B. Lateral view.

fractures of the skull caused by falling coconuts. Other hospitals in New
Guinea also reported fractures from this cause, a number of which were fatal.
Traumatic pneumatoceles were sometimes seen in association with fractures.
In a total of 690 examinations of the head in the X-ray section of the 4th
General Hospital, there were 56 fractures of the skull and 13 space-occupying
lesions of the brain. Shifting of the ventricular systems was seen in subdural hematomas and in neoplasms. Other conditions revealed by radiography at various hospitals in SWPA included osteomas, osteomyelitis, Paget's
disease, and platybasia.
When the radiologists on the staff of the 4th General Hospital were reading films at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in Melbourne, Australia (p.
572), it was not unusual to find Echhnoeoccus cysts, some of the brain and
others in the lungs, abdomen, and bones.
At the 42d General Hospital, which had a well-trained and aggressive
neurosurgeon on its staff, as well as at certain other general hospitals,
pneumoencephalography and ventriculography were done. The radiographs
were usually quite adequate. Cerebral arteriograms were made at the 49th
General Hospital while it was stationed in Manila.
Major Morton recalled that while he was in Melbourne he had had the
privilege of meeting Dr. Schifiler, the famous Viennese neurologist, who had
been the first to put radiology of the head on a firm basis and who had
described the disease that bears his name (Hand-Schiiller-Christian disease).
Dr. Schiiller showed Major Morton films of foreign bodies lying just
behind the outer rim of the orbit, although both anteroposterior and lateral
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views suggested that they were in the cranial cavity. This information was
later to prove extremely useful to Major Morton, as already noted (p. 646).
Dr. Schtiller also demonstrated films of skull fractures in childhood, in which
healing had occurred with widening of the traumatic defect, an observation
that had not yet appeared in the literature.
Sinuses and mastoids.-All radiologists in SWPA reported an unusually
high incidence of sinusitis. Between 10 April and 30 December 1943, the
4th General Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, made 1,428 examinations on this
indication and found sinus disease in 1,038; mucoceles or polyps were found
in 60 other radiographs. Over the 2-year period ending in October 1942, the
42d General Hospital made 1,299 sinus examinations, exclusive of those made
with Lipiodol. The latter type of examination was very popular at this time,
which was understandable, for it clearly delineated thickened lining membrane, as well as polyps and mucoceles.
Allergic sinusitis was often observed. In many of these cases the membranes were so swollen that they occupied almost the entire sinus cavity.
Cysts, small osteomas, and cholesteatomas were observed in about the expected
numbers. The X-ray department at the 27th General Hospital reported an
instance of sclerosing osteitis about the maxillary sinuses.
Otitis externa was an extremely common condition in the Southwest
Pacific. Frequently, the canal was so swollen and engorged that the radiologist would be requested to assist in differentiating this condition from otitis
media and mastoiditis. In all such instances, the radiographs were negative.
Chest
Because of combat wounds, the abnormally high incidence of respiratory
infections, and the necessity for many thousands of routine examinations in
troops, native poptilations, and prisoners of war, in SWPPA more radiographic
examinations were made of the chest than of any other part of the body.
Tuberculosls. -Tuberculosis was seldom observed in U.S. troops, though
the incidence increased somewhat when they moved from Australia to New
Guinea. The disease was occaisionally observed in merchant seamen and
Allied personnel, and the incideace was quite high in internees and prisoners
of war held by the Japanese. There was also a high incidence in the native
populations of the various islands, particularly the Philippine Islands, but
less than had been expected among the Japanese. In a group of 200 Japanese
girls undergoing medical examination before employment by the Army, the
frequent scarring suggested by the literature was not found, perhaps because
this was a selected group.
The low incidence of tuberculosis in U.S. personnel was established by a
number of radiologic surveys. Early in 1944, chest radiographs were made
of all officers, nurses, and enlisted personnel of the 42d General Hospital.
Only 9 of the 597 examinations were positive. Two nurses had minimal soft
lesions in the right infraclavicular area, and seven enlisted men also had early
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222.-Advanced bilateral tuberculosis with large
cavities.

lesions. In a similar survey conducted during July and August 1945 at the
80th General Hospital, Manila, P.I., three enlisted men were found to have
minimal active lesions.
Capt. Wyatt E. Roye, MC, a thoracic surgeon assigned to the 311th
General Hospital as assistant radiologist, reported on the incidence of tuberculosis in Philippine personnel in the Manila area. At this hospital, the X-ray
load was from 75 to 90 patients per day. The incidence of tuberculous lesions
among Philippine guerrillas was 25 percent, and while it was lower among
civilian employees and officer candidates, the final rate of presumably active
tuberculosis in this region was a "staggering" 16 percent. Since the Quezon
Institute was occupied by the 80th General Hospital, there was no available
hospitalization for civilians with tuberculosis. Two Philippine physicians,
equipped with a fluoroscope and a broken-down truck, were carrying the
entire control program for the Manila area.
Although tuberculosis was not frequent in SWPA in general, it was
observed that the tendency was for early infiltration to advance very rapidly
to cavitation (fig. 222). These lesions were of the exudative type, in which
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fibrosis occurs slowly. Involvement of the contralateral lung was sometimes
observed within 2 weeks.
Pneumonia. -Sporadic episodes of atypical pneumonia frequently occurred in SWPA. While the 144th Station Hospital was at Tarlac in the
Philippines, in the summer of 1945, nine cases occurred in a single regiment
of the 25th Infantry Division, and two of the nine were fatal. When the 227th
Station Hospital was at Milne Bay, similar small epidemics occurred on
ýeveral occasions, and it was noted that they almost invariably coincided with
the arrival of a troopship from the United States.
These primary atypical pneumonias were believed to be of virus origin.
The process was fulminating. There was rapid, diffuse, lobular spread
throughout both lung fields, with a tendency toward confluence of the lobular
infiltration. The radiologists at the 42d General Hospital observed cases in
which pleural involvement and atelectasis predominated and commented on
the "fluffy, cotton-ball appearance about the descending vascular trunks and
the diffuse, poorly defined borders of the lesions."
When complications developed, the interpretation of the radiographs was
sometimes difficult. One patient observed at the 4th General Hospital in New
Guinea had a diffuse pleural reaction, with evidence of fluid, following radiographically proved atypical pneumonia, and an apparent diaphragmatic
involvement suggestive of subdiaphragmatic abscess. Neither the radiologist
nor the clinician could explain the findings. The man died, and autopsy,
unfortunately, was not performed.
In the spring of 1945, the 27th General Hospital, in cooperation with the
19th Medical General Laboratory, studied a series of natives in the Philippines
who apparently had virus pneumonia. About 40 percent of the radiographs
showed a small, rounded elevation of the right leaf of the diaphragm on the
medial border, not unlike the findings in subdiaphragmatic or subhepatic
abscess. This was an unusual finding. The common picture of atypical
pneumonia, as already pointed out, is either diffuse infiltration throughout a
localized area of the lung field or the area of infiltration seen in any other
types of pneumonia.
Other conditions. -The incidence of bronchiectasis was no more than
average. Most station and general hospitals used Lipiodol for diagnosis (fig.
223). There was an occasional reaction. One medical officer who had been
overseas for 3 years and had developed a chronic cough was sent to the Zone
of Interior almost as an emergency not because of his extensive bronchiectasis
but because of his reaction to the iodine in the contrast medium.
Two highly unusual cases were observed at the 27th General Hospital.
The first was a rupture of the leaf of the left diaphragm, with herniation of
the stomach and part of the spleen into the thoracic cavity. The second was
massive fibrosis of both lungs, the fields being almost 90 percent obliterated.
An unusual number of patients with spontaneous pneumothorax were
observed at the 42d General Hospital. Thorough investigation revealed no
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life. A. '4osterOainterior View of c.hest showing infiltration
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evidence of active tuberculosis, and all were returned to duty. Lung abscess
(fig. 224) was a fairly common complication of various chest conditions in the
early months of the war but was seldom seen after penicillin became available.
Boeck's sarcoid was only occasionally observed. There were few Negro
troops in SWPA, and an extremely low incidence of this condition would
therefore be expected.
Azygos lobes were observed with usual infrequency, but, strangely

enough, two patients with pleural effusion in the base of this accessory lobe
were treated at the 27th General Hospital.
One of the most interesting cases observed was an instance of bagassosis
(bagasse disease) in a Negro soldier from Louisiana. Clinically, this subacute febrile disease is characterized by shortness of breath. The radiograph
showed diffuse, extremely finely reticulated interstitial pneumonia, slightlv
more marked in the lungi)ases, which are normally the more fully aerated
portions of the hlng. There was no cavitation, no masses or nodules, and no

evidence of enlarged hilar nodes.
pneum-onoconiosis.

The findings were consistent

with

The correct diagnosis of bagassosis was made by Capt. (later Maj.)
Charles L. Black, MC, a graduate of the Louisiana State U7niversity School
of Medicine, New Orleans, who suspected the condition when he studied the
filns and confirmed it when he elicited from the patient the story that he had
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worked for 3 years in a Louisiana sugar mill baling bagasse. Bagasse is the
stalk of the cane left. after expression of the juice, and large, conglomerate
pulmonary masses may result from long-continued inhalation of the dust
from it. The disease is usually self-limited; treatment consists of removing
the patient from exposure to the etiologic condition.
New growths were occasionally observed (figs. 225 and 226).
Tropical diseases.-A few cases of puilmonary paragonimiasis (lung
fluke) were observed. Infection by Paraganhu.• weeterran•i is ordinarily
believed to stimulate active pulmonary tuberculosis, but this sequence was
not observed in these cases. Radiographic examination revealed multiple
cystic areas, up to 1 cm. in diameter, the thickness of the wall of the cavity
varying with the chronicity of the disease. In some cases, multiple pulmonary nodules represented a fibrotic tissue reaction about the eggs, which
measure about 50 by 85 microns. As in active pulmonary tuberculosis, the
apices were most frequently involved. Clinically, the disease was characterized by abundant brownish sputum and more or less hemoptysis. Diagnosis
was confirmed by finding the eggs in the sputum, feces, or both.
According to Major Morton, lung fluke was observed in natives of southern Luzon. though not in the northern part of the island, and was also observed in the islands farther to the south. Philippine physicians showed
interesting radiographs of chronic cases. One case of this disease was observed in a U.S. soldier at the 168th Evacuation Hospital.
Patients with schistosomiasis were observed in various hospitals in New
Guinea and the Philippines. some with small chest lesions presumably caused
by the parasitic infection, although the principal clinical feature of this
disease is terminal hematuria and cystitis. Since the literature contained
nothing specific on the radiographic findings in this disease, the X-ray department at the 27th General Hospital undertook chest examinations on all suspected cases. Fifteen of the forty patients examined had ova of Schisto8oma
japonikmr
in the stools, and their histories, which were developed in the
course of their illnesses, weL-e suggestive of exposure.
The characteristic chest radiographic findings consisted of diffuse bilateral involvement of nearly all lobes, with scattered nodules of increased
density in the interstitial fibrous tissue. The following criteria of diagnosis
were agreed on:
1. Increase in the size and density of the perihilar shadow.
2. Striations of increased density radiating from the hilum into the pulmonary parenchyma.
3. Small, indefinite nodules, characteristic of calcification, scattered
throughout the pulmonic fields and along the course of the striations.
4. Sparing of the apices in all cases, with the pulmonic fields the most
frequent area of involvement.
In a case observed at the 361st Station Hospital, it was thought that the
pulmonary findings, which suggested those of Ayerza's disease, might be
secondary to a proved infection of Schisto8omna haematobiurn. Additional
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224.-Abscess of left lower lung.
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studies showed them to be the result of extensive parasitic involvement of the
pulmonary arteries.
Capt. (later Lt. Col.) Horace D. Gray, MC, after his return to the Zone
of Interior, became chief of the X-ray service at Moore General Hospital,
Swannanoa, N.C., where considerable followup work was being done on
troops returned from SWPA, under the direction of Col. Joseph M. Hayman,
Jr., MC. The X-ray department made a number of barium enema studies
on patients with schistosomiasis, in an attempt to demonstrate the lymphatic
changes which occur about the cecum. By the time the studies were made,
however, the patients had been under treatment for several weeks, and no
changes were demonstrable.
Chest radiographs were made at the 17th Station Hospital by Maj.
Ernest B. Newman, MC, on 50 truck drivers who were exposed to heavy dust
while hauling supplies and other materials from the eastern coast of Australia
to Darwin, the most northern point, which was being used as an airbase for
attacks on New Guinea. No significant changes were found. The roads were
extremely rough, and several drivers complained of hematuria, but pyelograms failed to reveal any abnormality.
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FIGURE

225.-Posteroanterlor view of chest showing

nodular mass representing primary neoplasm of lung.
Patients presenting any neoplasms were evacuated at
once to the Zone of Interior for more precise diagnosis and therapy.

Major Morton made a numnber of observations on chest findings in tropical diseases at the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital in Melbourne, where he
assisted in reading radiographs. Here the professor of neurology at the
University of Melbourne showed him 17 radiographs of the chest taken on
patients with torula meningitis. The pulmonary lesions were typical, but
even after the war they were not well recognized.
While he was in New Guinea. Major Morton also observed a number of
patients with bush typhus who had hazy, moist chests, with changes similar
to those characteristic of Rocky Mountain spotted fever and murine typhus.
The changes did not take the form of true lesions. They were limited to
hyperemia and cardiac dilatation, with fine, ill-defined focal beading of the
lung markings. These were changes that Major Morton had always considered representative of capillary lesions or some other vascular lesion.
The native Australians with filariausis whom Major Morton observed
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FiGuRE 226.-Endothelioma of left pleura. Tumor masses sometimes showed up on
radiographs of the chest made on other .indications. Because many soldiers had been
overseas for several years, it was possible for these masses to attain considerable size,
in the absence of indications for chest X-ray, before they were detected. A. Posteroanterior view of chest showing large rounded mass in left hemithorax. B. Spot study
of chest showing no erosion of ribs or other bony involvement. C. Lateral projection.

0

bore little resemblance clinically to patients observed in Puerto Rico with this
disease. Marines from Wallis Island with filariasis, who were studied in
Melbourne, had retroperitoneal and deep muscle abscesses, but no radiographic findings.
In dengue fever, as in Q fever, the only positive chest findings resembled
those of atypical pneumonia. There was a fine, diffuse increase in markings
throughout the lungs, but the changes were not pathognomonic.
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Heart
Combat lesions.-Verv few combat wounds of the heart were observed in
hospitals in SWPA, where the circumstances of warfare made survival long
enough to reach a medical installation equipped for definitive surgery even
more uniiusual t han it was in other theaters (). 29). The occasional patient
who was seen with a foreign body in the pericardium was evacuated to the
Zone of Interior for detinitive treatment. No kymographic studies for purposes of localization were done in SWPA, one reason being that there was
only a single kymograph in the area, at the 42d General Hospital.
Noncombat lesions.-Since men with cardiac lesions were not accepted
into the Armed Forces, only a few patients with such conditions were encountered. Rheumatic heart disease with mnvocardial involvement took a certain
toll, and there was a relatively high incidence of myocardial infarction front
coronary arterial disease, which in military service was apparently striking
a younger age group.
If patients in forward hospitals were suspected of having some cardiac
condition, they were evacuated to general hospitals for the routine studies
proper in the circumstances. Evacuation, station, and general hospitals were
all equipped with electrocardiographic apparatus, and this type of examnination furnished more useful information than fluoroscopic or radiographic
studies. Fluoroscopy was seldom employed in cardiac conditions. Radiographs were more useful, as well as easier to make, in view of the generally
poor condit ions for fluoroscopy 0P. 607).
On one occasion, the 4th General Hospital injected an opaque medium
into the heart to visualize the chambers, in order to distinguish between a
congenital heart lesion and a small mediastinal tumor. Special equipment
was not available for this type of examination, and improvised methods had
to be used. In its annual report for 1943, this hospital requested that 70 percent Diodrast (iodopyracet) be included in the drug list of general hospitals,
so that this technique (Robb-Sternberg) could be carried out. Major Reavis
was opposed to this request. He could see no indication for visualization of
the cardiac chambers in an oversea theater and recomnnmended that patients
who might need such a diagnostic measure (in the unlikely event that they
were sent overseas) should be promptly evacuated to the mainland.
At the 42d General Hospital, a suspected mediastinal tumnor turned out
to be a tumor of the thymus (fig. 227).
Occasional instances of (textrocardia and situs inversus were observed.
Coarctation of the anrta was not encountered, nor did any radiologist in
SWPA report notching of the ribs.
Beriberi heart was seen in numerous p)risoners of wAar. Lt. Col. Frank
G. Drischel, MC, reported that while he was serving as radiologist with the
313th General Hospital, then part of a hospital center in Manila, large numbers of released prisoners were admitted for treatment of malnutrition. hypochromic anemia, and an excessive fluid retention. The most remarkable
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FIGUREc 227.-Tumor of thymus observed at 42d General Hospital, originally believed to be a mediastinal
tumor. A. Posteroanterlor view of chest showing accumulation of fluid in left hemithorax with apparent displacement of heart and mediastinum. A mediastinal
mass Is observed above the cardiac border on the right.

•adiologic finding in this group was pericarditis with effusion, which was
)bserved in numerous patients who also exhibited massive retention of fluid,
hough there was usually little in the pleura. They were able to be ambulaory, and those who were not too seriously malnourished made remarkably
luick recoveries, sometimes within 24 hours, once they had sufficient protein
n their diet.

Gastrointestinal Tract
Gastrointestinal complaints were extremely numerous in SWPA, and, as
result, gastrointestinal examinations were made in more than 90 percent of
he hospitals that had X-ray equipment. The heaviest load was carried by
'eneral hospitals, but station hospitals and even evacuation hospitals also
cnducted these studies, though in many instances the radiologic officers-r the nonradiologic officers in charge of the service-were imperfectly trained
Dperform them or had no specialized training at all.
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F1;UIHE 227.-(Contintied. 13. Findings at post mortem examnination: rop, relatioti or cystic necoplasmi of thymuns
glandf to heart and inedi ast ital structures, showing left
clavicle (1 ), right h inomfinate vein (2). tumior (3), cyst
Lower left.
(6).
(4), diaphragm (5), and pericardiuni
lateral aspect of chiest showing tumior and cyst in relation
to heart-right innoininate vein (2), tumior (3), cyst (4).
diaphragm (5), and pericardium (6). Lower right, sagittal sketch showing structural (detail of solid portion of
tumior and cyst-fibrous massive tissue (7), healthy thymus tissue (8), and villi lining (9).
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Gastrointestinal complaints always increased in number in advance of
campaigns. Every effort was made to investigate the complaints, to be sure
(p. 693) that no really ill man was sent into combat. Oii the other hand, the
requests for these studies sometimes became impossibly heavy, particularly
in hospitals that had oniy field radiologic equipment available. At one time,
the radiologist of the 1st Evacuation Hospital had to ask the commanding
officer to order that no patient be X-rayed until he had had a complete
clinical study, including gastric analysis.
The distribution of complaints was interesting. They always increased,
as just noted, before new campaigns. When the 17th Station Hospital was
in Darwin, Australia, it provided medical service for an airbase, very few
of whose personnel complained of digestive disturbances. When this hospital
moved to Mimne Bay, it was required to diagnose a large number of vague
symptoms in members of the 32d Infantry Division stationed in Buna, in
Marines who had been on Guadalcanal, and in Navy officers on LST's (popu-
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c((ondition
obl sefrved( only
FIGURE 228.-C(a'rdiolm9sin.
infriqueently ini t r'oops ill thlie Southwest Pacific Area.

larly known as Large Slow Targets). There was not a single positive X-ray
in this complosite group. It was concluded that their niillerous complaints
(o01lld be explained by the nervous strain on frontline troops. most of whose
symnptoms dated from periods of combat, and on the officers responsible for
slowly moving boats. In the Air Force group, on the other hand, the strain
of flights was compensated for by good diet. better living conditions, and
long periods of rest.
A high percentage of gastric atoiy anid viscerolptosis was observed during
the gastrointestinal studies. These findings were not associated with organic
lesions, and they were noted particularly in men who had been in SWPA for
a year or more. Car(liospasnm was occasionally seen (fig. 228).
The incidence of peptic ulcers in all general hospitals in Australia was
higher than it would be in a civilian polpulation. The explanation might be
that 1mi.111Nv station and other hospitals funneled such patients to general hosl)itals. I)uodenal ulcer was diagnosed at the 4th General Hospital in about
15 percent of all gastrointestinal examimations. Outside of Australia. the
incidence was lower. [le 54th (Ceneral Hlospital found only 4 duodenal
ulcers in more than 450 examinations. In a collected total of 1,386 examinations, there were 1;6 duodenal ulcers, 4 gastric ulcers (fig. 229), 2 gastric
carcinomas, and I duodenal polylp.
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FiouRE 229.-Gastric ulcer clinically benign, of type occasionally seen In the Southwest Pacific Area. Duodenal ulcers were
seen more often and were, in fact, unexpectedly frequent.

While the 27th General Hospital was in New Guinea in 1945, 3 patients
with paraduodeni".s were observed in 1,000 gastrointestinal studies. Their
symptoms were sugge3tivw of peptic ulcer, but there was no sign of ulcer
craters. Two of thcs2 patients, who developed mild jaundice, were found to
be infected with trophozoites of Entanweba histolytica, After standard treatment with emetine hydrochloride, carbasone, and chiniofon, their symptoms
disappeared, and the X-ray picture returned to normal. Other patients with
the same sequence were observed later; gastrointestinal symptoms appeared,
and paraduodenitis was demonstrated radiographically before laboratory
examinations became positive. The observations were regarded as significant
because in civilian practice the X-ray l)icture would have been interpreted
as presaging duodenal ulcer or gallbladder disease.
When the 12th Station Hospital was in Townsville. Australia, and was
receiving casualties from the Buna-Gona Campaign, Major Morton observed
a number of patients with hookworm. In this campaign, the U.S. troops
had fought and lived-usually in the mud-with native litter bearers, and
many of them had sustained massive parasitic infections (p. 633). In some
instances of acute hookworm infection, the radiogriphic chest findings resembled those seen in trichinosis in the United States.
Certain gastrointestinal findings were most unusual. The duodenal cap
and second portion of the duodenum, for instance, showed segmental spasm
that resulted in such tight and such frequent -hurning that it could best be
described as starlike. There was no evidence ui ulceration. While the 17th
Station Hospital was in New Guinea, Maj. Leonard S. Ellenbogen, MC, also
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observed deformities of the duodenal bulb, sometimes erroneously diagnosed
as duodenal ulcers, which were apparently associated with hookworm disease.
While the 4th General IHospital was at Melbourne, it received a number
of patients with jaundice and hepatitis that were later found to be the result
of the yellow fever vaccine used. In most of these cases, the jaundice was
preceded, about 3 weeks on the average, by gastrointestinal symptoms for
which radiologic studies were requested. The positive findings almost uniformly included pylorospasnm, irritability of the duodenum, and edema of
the duodenal mucosa, with no evidence of ulcer. Experience soon showed
that patients with these radiographic findings were very likely to become
jaundiced and develop hepatitis.
The so-called deficiency pattern in the small intestine was seldom observed, even in patients who were so malnourished that they obviously had
vitamin deficiencies. Regional enteritis was occasionally observed, and the
diagnosis of acute appendicitis sometimes had to be excluded. In one particularly striking case, observed at the 42d General Hospital, the followup
(6-hour) film showed an extremely ragged, irregular, almost moth-eaten section of ileum, about 15 inches long. The patient was evacuated to the Zone
of Interior after recovery from resection of the involved segment.
The number of barium enemas was considerably less than would have
been required in a similarly large population in civilian hospitals. The
majority were grossly negative. In 471 examinations at the 4th General
Hospital, there were 5 instances of ulcerative colitis, 1 of polyposis, and
1 of carcinoma of the sigmoid. Apparently the colitis that occurred in
SWPA was so mild, or was of such short duration, that radiographically
demonstrable changes did not occur. A very low incidence of malign.ant
disease would, of course, be expected in this age group.
The preparation of patients for gastrointestinal studies was generally
standardized throughout the war, and, as far as was practical, the same principles and practices in use in civilian hospitals were used in Army hospitals.
Food was withheld for 8 to 12 hours, regardless of the time at which the
examination was done. As pointed out elsewhere (t1. 607), fluoroscopy frequently had to be done at night or very early in the morning because of the
heat and the lack of a totally lightproof examining room.
Biliary Tract
Gallbladder studies were done in hospitals at all echelons, but, again,
general hospitals carried the heaviest load. At the 42d General Hospital,
Brisbane, Australia, between September 1942 and October 1944, 316 examinations were made. On the whole, less than 10 percent were significant, and
the incidence of gallstones was less than would be expected in a similar civilian population. The 4th General Hospital, Melbourne, Australia, made 212
studies between 10 April 1942 and 30 December 1943; they showed 27 l)po)rly
functioning or nonfunctioning gallbladders and 11 diseased gallbladders.
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Practically all studies were made with tetraiodophenolphthalein, used by
mouth and not by vein. This was the best preparation then available, but
it was realized that it was toxic and that the results of the examination were
not always reliable.3 All patients were fed a fatty meal, and, when it was
practical, an enema was given the morning of the examination.
Five cases of amebic liver abscess were reported by Major Morton, two
in Australia and three in New Guinea. The first of these patients was thought
to have regional ileitis, and he died a month after resection had been undertaken on that diagnosis. The correct diagnosis was not made until autopsy.
The other patients all recovered after surgery, which the radiologist urged
in each instance, supplemented by emetine therapy. These four patients were
all members of the civilian Australian or U.S. merchant marine, and the pattern of illness in each instance was the same: tropical travel, irregular food
not provided at any Army or other supervised mess, and close association
with civilians. The first patient also fell into the same category; he had been
on detached service in Darwin and was ill when he returned to Melbourne.
These patients were all referred for X-ray examination when they developed unexplained fever and slowly increasing hepatomegaly, without jaundice. Hepatic enlargement was unmistakable, both clinically and radiographically. When the abscess developed (fig. 230), the diaphragm was
almost smooth until quite late in the disease, in contrast to the findings in
gallbadder disease or perforated peptic ulcer.
The abscess in each of these five cases was in the right lobe of the liver,
as it was in practically all cases reported in the literature. The explanation
for the lateral preference is probably the difference in the blood supply of
the two of the liver sides. One patient observed in Townsville apparently
had a mass in the left upper quadrant, but when the abscess sinus track was
followed back, the original lesion was found on the right side, though it had
crowded the falciform ligament into the left compartment.
Genitourinary System
Incidence of disease.-The high incidence of urinary tract disease in
SWPA is evident in the proportion of examinations requested of the genitourinary system. During one 6-month period, the 9th General Hospital performed 217 intravenous pyelograms in a total of 13,731 examinations for all
causes (1.58 percent). The proportion was almost the same over a similar
period at the 54th General Hospital, during which there were 185 intravenous pyelograms in a total of 12,044 examinations (1.53 percent).
s Safer and more efficient preparations have been developed since the war. One of them.
Telepaque (lodopanoie acid), has the property of leaving a residue in the intestinal tract, which,
while it may somewhat obscure the gallbladder shadow, will definitely indicate that it has been
taken, so that evidence of a nonfunctioning gallbladder can be accepted at face value. Telepaque
would be a particularly useful preparation in military radiology for the malingerer who states
that he has taken the medication when he has not (p. 557).
Another useful postwar technique
in the 5-day method of Salzman; the medication taken is expected to coat the gallstones and thus
permit the visualization of many not evident by older techniques.
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All occasional hospital. suich as the 746thI Station Hospital onl Leyte,
rel)orted that miore stones were obServed in the tireters than in the kidneys.
The lim-tli General huos1)ital reportedl an increase in calculi of 10)0 p)ercent
when the hospital left Australia and moved to Biak.
The figures citei (10 not include ret rogradle p)yelogranis, thle nmilber of
wvhich was 11uch0 sm1aller'. DII)ring thle period just muentiloned. the 54th~ Greneral
H~osp~ital mnade only 54 such sit iiies. Nor (1o the Figutres include other radliogra ph ic examinat ions for' suispected ii inarv tract disease. Cystogranis were
not emlployed very oft en ,t heir valuie is l imiited, anid thle ill format ion obtained
front thtem (does not go b~eyondI ('ul(1i1i. cyst it is. (livert iculia. andl neop~lasms.
Flat plates of the abdomen, however, were frequently used for suispected
arinary tract disease, since the information thus obtained also included other
Systelns.

Calculi. -The incidence of renal calcufli was high, much higher than
wouild be fouind inl a comparable civilian group) in the Unitedl States. 'Many
of thle Stolle% were caulsing muo Symptomis and1( were not dletectedl even on radio-_
grap)hs: Some observedl at the 4th General Hospital, both in Australia and in
New Guinea. were no larger than the hlead of a pin. Many calculi were found
incidlentaiiv. when radliographlic examninat ion was unilertamken to invest igaute
pain inl thle back and flank. D~uring one quarterly p~eriodl, the repoirt of the
9th General Hospital mentioned the passage, either spontaneously or with
Only slight cvstoscopie manipuilation, of 219 calculi. all of wvhich had been
diagnosed by X-ray. Over the sanme period there were 17 instances of typ~ical
renal colic in which the radliographs were negative and stones were not
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passed. In none of these cases did stasis or obstruction appear to be a cause
of the calculi, and most of the patients had not been on sulfonamide therapy.
The explanation of the high incidence of urinary calculi was however
quite simple: Tropical acclimatization was accompanied by physiologic disturbances of the fluid and electrolyte balance. An individual with a predisposition to urinary calculi from other causes was more likely to form stones
under conditions of military service in the tropics. Dehydration was also
always a factor, and a large majority of the troops did not heed the instructions to drink water and take salt.
Other conditions. -Many soldiers complained of urinary frequency but
had entirely negative radiographs. The more uncommon abnormalities were
sometimes observed, such as horseshoe kidney, polycystic kidney, and ureterocele. An occasional perinephric abscess was encountered. Observations
at the 4th General Hospital are typical of those at other hospitals in the same
echelon of medical care: In 1,106 examinations of the urinary tract (including retrograde and intravenous pyelograms and flat plates of the abdomen),
there were 60 instances of hydronephrosis, 52 ureteral calculi, 25 renal calculi, 7 calculi of the urinary bladder, 3 instances of tuberculosis, and 1 carcinoma of the bladder.
Intravenous pyelography. -Patients undergoing intravenous pyelography were usually forbidden fluids for 8 to 12 hours before the examination.
They were given some laxative, usually castor oil, and, when it was feasible,
enemas of plain water were given on the morning of the examination.
Enemas were often completely impractical, and many intravenous pyelograms were done without standard preparation.
The contrast medium supplied by the Army in World War II was Diodrast, which was-and still is-an excellent preparation for this purpose.
The conjunctival sensitivity test was used: A drop of the Diodrast was placed
in the eye, and the examination was proceeded with, on the ground of absence of sensitivity to it, if there was no reddening of the conjunctiva within
5 minutes. The intradermal sensitivity test was also used; 1 cc. of Diodrast
was injected, and if a large red wheal did not form within 5 minutes, it was
4
assumed that this medium could safely be used.
In all his hospital visits while he served as Acting Consultant in Radiology, Major Reavis took particular care to inquire into possible reactions after
intravenous pyelography. An occasional minor reaction was reported to him,
but there were no deaths and only one serious reaction, at the 42d General
Hospital: This patient, immediately after the intravenous injection of 20 cc.
of 50 percent Diodrast, became pulseless, cold, and clammy, and his blood
pressure could not be obtained. He was apparently in deep shock. The head
of the table was lowered at once, and adrenalin was given intravenously and
4 Postwar studies by Pendergrass and his associates (4) Indicated that neither of these tests
Is reliable. Their extensive studies and their recommendations for new techniques were published

in the America

Journalof Roentgenology in 1955.
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subcutaneously. The response was immediate, and, after a period of observation, the patient was returned to his bed in excellent condition.
Female genital tract. -Examination of the female genital tract was seldom a radiologic responsibility in SWPA, with one exception: For a number of months before the invasion of the Philippines, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was in contact with guerrillas, who were supplied with electronic
equipment, ammunition, medical supplies, and other items by submarine. On
their return trips, these submarines brought back many evacuees, most of
them women and children, and pelvinietry was sometimes indicated in pregnancy. At the 42d General Hospital, the Torpin-Thoms technique was employed with improvised apparatus. A backrest was constructed of plywood,
so notched that the patient could be properly positioned, and an adjustable
stand was made to hold the ends of a lead plate large enough to cover a
10- by 12-inch film. Perforations were drilled in the plate 1 cm. apart.
When pelvimetry was necessary, the improvisation worked very well.
Spine
Fractures.-The most. frequent acute condition of the spine for which
X-ray examination was necessary was fractures caused by combat wounds
and by traffic accidents. The most usual form of accidental injury was a
compression fracture of the body or a linear pull of a transverse process. The
whiplash type of injury had not yet beeu described and therefore furnished
no problem for radiologists or for Disposition Boards.
Diseases. •-ypertrophic arthritis was not common. It was seldom
observed in enlisted men, though officer personnel, particularly of the higher
ranks, often showed early changes, usually beginning lipping and possibly
slight narrowing of the interspaces. Marie-Striumpell disease was observed
somewhat more frequently. Advanced disease was seldom seen; most radiographs simply showed early sclerosing changes in the sacroiliac joints. Both
arthritis and Marie-Striimpell disease were usually seen in hospitals in which
Disposition Boards were working on the evacuation of patients to the Zone
of Interior.
Other conditions observed on radiographs of the spine included juvenile
round back, which was frequent; tuberculosis; osteomyelitis after trauma;
occasional tumors; and even such really rare conditions as actinomycosis of
the chest wall (fig. 231) and brucellosis of the spine.
Low back pain.-The complaint of low back pain was responsible for the
largest number of radiographs of the spine taken in all hospitals of the Southwest Pacific. The complaint was frequent early in the war, and its frequency
increased as time passed. This might have been expected. Since backache is
a relatively common complaint in civilians, it would naturally be a frequent
complaint in military practice, and its frequency would naturally increase as
the element of fatigue entered the picture and as men did heavy work t.j which
they were unaccustomed. Also to be taken into account was the group of
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FIGUREi 231.-Sinus tracts of left chest wall, caused
by actinomycosis. The tracts have been injected with

an opaque medium.

malingerers, who realized that a spurious complaint of backache was difficult
to classify as such without extensive diagnostic procedures.
During June and July 1944, the X-ray section of the 362d Station
Hospital, Oro Bay, New Guinea, made 205 examinations of the vertebral
column, 64.8 percent of which were of the lumbar and sacral regions; 84
percent of the radiographs of these regions showed nothing to account for
the patient's complaints. Since a number of the positive radiographs were of
patients who had sustained acute injuries, the proportion of patients with low
back pain with insignificant or entirely negative radiographic findings is even
'ess than these figures might at first suggest.
The majority of medical officers, however, were convinced of the validity
)f most complaints of backache. Radiologists at the 12th Station Hospital
ioon learned to recognize the combination of a negative radiograph of the
umbar spine, in spite of severe backache, and an abnormally large spleen and
o interpret the findings as indicative of impending malaria. The usual clini!al sequence was a headache the first day, severe backache the second, and a
hill the third. The diagnosis, the chief of the radiology section of the 12th
;tation Hospital pointed out, did not require too much astuteness, for in the
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early period in New Guinea, before Atabrine (quinacrine hydrochloride)
came into general use, a large proportion of men who were ill might be
expected to have malaria.
At the 17th Station Hospital in New Guinea, an attempt to develop
criteria for the diagnosis of malaria by the degree of enlargement of the spleen
was not successful.
It was Major Morton's custom, when a radiograph of the spine was negative, to ask a man who had been in the tropics for some time to bend while
he palpated the lumbar spine. If he could feel little or no motion, he considered a tentative diagnosis of ankylosing spondylolisthesis justified and proceeded to a careful study of the sacroiliac joints to determine the earliest
changes in them, or possibly in the facets, in accordance with previous observations in the Middle East. Whether the heat or the living conditions or
dietary factors explained the increased incidence of this condition in the
tropics, no one was able to say, but it, was a very general observation, as
Major Reavis verified on his tours to various hospitals while he was Acting
Consultant in Radiology. Major Morton commented that while he saw a case
a day in Townsville, he had never seen the condition with such frequency in
more temperate climates. He also considered it of interest, and possible significance, that the joints involved in this disease are those in the depths of the
body and therefore with the highest body temperatures.
Errors of interpretation. -It was a common error for untrained radiologists to interpret inconsequential anatomic variations or congenital anomalies,
which were fairly frequent, as serious pathologic processes. Capt. Daniel L.
Doherty. Jr., MC, pointed out a nunber of such errors at a medical seminar
at the 362d Station Hospital, Oro Bay, New Guinea, 14 August 1944:
1. Apophyseal centers of the transverse process of the last lumbar vertebra are
occasionally mistaken for fractures, especially if the center is unilateral, as it frequently
is. Closer study will show the adjacent surfaces of the supposed fracture to be smooth
and rounded and not sharp and irregular.
2. Some of these structures are seen on the articulating facets of the lumbar vertebrae. Fractures of the tips of the articulating processes are almost impossible to produce, and these apophyses are seen to be smooth and rounded in their adjacent surfaces.
The second and third centers are most commonly involved In such processes and are
generally on the inferior facets.
3. Asymmetry of the planes of the articulating facets on both sides is very common
in the lower lumbar region and is not significant unless it is associated with actual
malalignment of the spine.

4. Spina bifida involving the fifth lumbar vertebra and first sacral segment Is quite
common and does not contribute to back pain.
5. Similarly, unilateral or bilateral sacralization of the last lumbar vertebra is
extremely common, but If it is complete and stable. It Is not a cause of pain.
6. The plane of articulation of the sacroiliac joints varies considerably. Practically
all inflammatory processes affecting these joints are of low grade, and hone repair is a
concomitant process with bone destruction. The result is a sclerotic zone at the periphery
of the destructive urea.
7. Spur-like projections at the inferior margins of the sacroiliac joints are normal
variations In their articulation and are not of significance.
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Spondylolisthesis. -Captain
Meschan, at the 4th General Hospital,
reviewed 1,131 radiographs of the lumbosacral spine made over a period of
20 months on patients with backache (5). The abnormalities most frequently
observed were Marie-Strumpell disease and congenital anomalies, including
spondylolisthesis. Of 51 patients with defects of the pars interarticularis, 41
were found to have spondylolisthesis.
Special techniques for diagnosing this condition were developed at this
hospital. Oblique projections brought out the pars articularis particularly
well, which was important, for this structure was often the location of a congenital unilateral or bilateral defect that was sometimes responsible for back
pain. When spondylolisthesis was suspected, the radiographs were taken in
the upright lateral position, in both hyperextension and hyperflexion, with
the ray centered over the fifth lumbar vertebra. With this technique, it was
possible to demonstrate any increased mobility of the suspected vertebra, as
well as its relation to adjacent vertebrae.
Using a mensuration technique, Captain Meschan concluded that spondylolisthesis can be recognized by the position of the apex of an angle formed
as follows:
1. A line Is drawn from the posterior lower lip of the vertebral body just above the
involved vertebral body to the posterior upper lip of the vertebral body below It.
2. A line Is drawn between the posterior lower and upper lips of the involved vertebral body.
3. If these lines are parallel, as they seldom are in spondylolisthesis, the linear distance between them is measured. A distance of more than 3 mm. is regarded as abnormal. When the distance between the parallel lines is 4 mm. or more, the position of
the apex of the angle is always above the suspected vertebral body in spondylolisthesis.
4. If these two lines are not parallel, they are extended until they meet and form a
measurable angle, which is measured with a protractor. Angles up to 100 are considered slight, up to 200 moderate, and above 200 severe.

Captain Meschan also used the mensuration technique to determine the
degree of a slipped vertebral body. Lateral roentgenograms of the lumbosacral region were taken first with the patient recumbent and then in the
neutral position and in hyperflexion and hyperextension. In 7 of the 41
oases of spondylolisthesis in this series, the displaced body was not stable.
Captain Meschan objected to the current general practice of classifying
3pondyloli-.-iesis as a congenital anomaly. He considered the evidence at hand
iufficient to show that trauma may widen the defect, trigger the symptoms,
tnd initiate the displacement of the vertebral body.
When he made his first report, the 4th General Hospital was operating in
t rear echelon in SWPA. After it had moved to forward areas, first to
F'inschhafen and then to Manila, he made a second study of this condition, this
ime examining 520 radiographs of the lumbar spine taken over a 6-month
oeriod (6).
The stability studies in the second series convinced Captain Meschan that
he later figures were more representative of the true incidence of spomidyolisthesis in military circumstances than were those in the first study. In the
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first, defects in the pars interarticularis were observed in 5 percent of the
radiographs; in the second, they were observed in 11.7 percent. In the first
series, the incidence of spondylolisthesis was 3.6 percent; in the second, it was
6.5 percent. In the first series, the incidence of instability was 35 percent; in
the second, it was 50 percent.
It was Captain Mieschan's conclusion that the humid tropical climate in
which the men examined in his second study had been working had had an
aggravating effect. on their condition; that half of all slipped vertebral bodies
are unstable under circumstances of stress; and that trauma, stresses, and
strains all play roles of particular significance in the etiology of spondylolisthesis.
The memorandum that Major Reavis prepared for distribution after he
realized the high incidence of spondylolisthesis in SWPA (p. 571) contained
the following basic information:
1. Spondylolisthesis is a pathologic process in the vertebral column, most often in
the lower lumbar region, which is characterized by a cartilaginous defect at the laminopedicular junction, accompanied by a forward subluxation of the anterior portion of the
vertebra, that is, the vertebral body, pedicles, and superior articular facets. The inferior articular facets, a portion of the laminae, and the spinous processes remain in the
original position.
2. The condition is believed to be congenital. It may be unilateral or bilateral.
3. Diagnosis is made chiefly by radiographic demonstration of the lesion. Routine
anteroposterior and lateral projections are usually adequate and are readily interpreted.
Oblique projections are valuable, but they are difficult to interpret and should be left to
the highly trained radiologists. The degree of subluxation is the index to the degree of
the pathologic process. If the forward vertebral displacement is one-fourth the anteroposterior diameter of the vertebral body, it is first degree. If the displacement is onehalf, the condition is second degree, and so on.
4. Lateral projections taken with the Army field unit are often lacking in bony
detail. The anterior margin of the promontory of the sacrum and the posterior margin
of the body of the first sacral segment are often poorly delineated, and errors in deterrnination of alignment are therefore common. Both the anterior and posterior margins
of the vertebral bodies in the lumbosacral area must be closely studied from this standpoint. Repetition of the examination with the central ray projected through the suspected segment will often show the alignment to be within limits of normal.
5. Occasionally, a defect may be observed in the Isthmus without evidence of subluxation. In this condition, designated as preslipped spondylolisthesis, the defect is
usually unilateral. The patient, however, must be assumed to be a candidate for vertebral subluxation, since an isthmus with a defect is frequently unable to supply the
strong support necessary between the superior and inferior articular facets.
6. The use of the term spondylolisthesis for the defect Just described is not desirable. This nomenclature is applicable to any defect in the neural arch, in which defects
are not uncommon, especially those caused by failure of fusion of a lamina at the base
of the spinous process. Such a defect, therefore, does not represent a preslipped
spondylolisthesis. This term is applicable only when true alignment has been preserved
and an isthmic defect is demonstrated.
7. The diagnosis of spondylolisthesis, it must be emphasized again, can be made
only by visualization of the defect in the isthmus plus forward subluxation of the vertebral body.
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Herniation of the nucleus pulposus. -Men who complained of low back
ain accompanied by radiation of the pain to the legs or by neurologic findings
ere usually returned to the Zone of Interior (7).
Plain films of the lumbar spine were of little value in suspected ruptures
F the lumbar disk, though occasionally, in longstanding cases, narrowing of
ie intervertebral space might be noted. If the patients persisted in their
)mplaints, myelography (fig. 232) was considered indicated.
Myelography was done extensively in general hospitals equipped with
It tables. It was also done in many hospitals that did not have these tables
at that improvised techniques of tilting the patient. Hospitals which had
either tilt tables nor spot film devices were unable to make myelograms.
Lipiodol was in short supply in SWPA and Pantopaque (ethyl iodohenylundecylate) was not available at all. Both air and oxygen, however,
roved satisfactory for myelography, oxygen being preferred because it
Dsorbed more rapidly. Interpretation of the niyelograms was more difficult
ian when an oily contrast medium was used, but many radiologists became
aite adept at it. The characteristic finding was a unilateral or bilateral
mnbprint defect in the column of air or opaque substance at the level of the
Ltervertebral space. If compression of the spinal root had occurred, the
paque medium would not pass into it.
Ruptured disk (herniated nucleus pulposus) was by no means uncommon.
a 134 myelograms made at the 4th General Hospital in Melbourne (124 with
kygen and 10 with Lipiodol), between 10 April 1942 and 12 October 1943, 30
ere positive for this condition.
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FIGURE 232.-Herniated nucleus pulposus. A. Air myelogram showing rupture at L5. B. Air myelogram showing rupture at L5. Note characteristic
hourglass defect. C. Normal air myelogram, showing column of air extending from lower margin of L3 downward into sacral canal. There Is no
impingement on the column. D. Oil
(Lipiodol) myelogram showing symmetrical filling defect characteristic of
large ruptured disk at IA. E. Same,
showing rupture at L5.

CHAPTER XXXII

Radiation Therapy
Charles W. Reavis, M.D., and Sidney Rubenfeld, M.D.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The prevalence in SWPA (Southwest Pacific Area) of numerous dermatologic conditions amenable to radiation therapy made it even more logical to
employ this form of therapy there thlan in the European (p. 485) and other
theaters. The basic reason for its use was always the same, that by the
employment of this method in local installations, many men could be treated
on an ambulatory basis and kept on duty who otherwise would have had to
be evacuated to rear areas-a far more difficult undertaking in SWPA than
in the Mediterranean and European theaters-or who might have been permanently lost to duty in the area. If hospitalization was required, the stay days
were shortened, sometimes by as much as 2 months or more.
There were, of course, numerous arguments against providing such
therapy: Paucity of proper equipment, climatic conditions that led to operational difficulties, a scarcity of qualified radiotherapists,1 and the impossibility
of observing the end results of treatment. A number of qualified radiotherapists hesitated to use this modality for the latter reason, and there was justification in their objection: Many patients were sent to duty in forward areas
before any results at all of treatment could be observed.
Whether or not therapy was administered in any given hospital depended
upon the location of the unit, the special need for this type of treatment, and,
perhaps most important of all, the desire of the responsible radiologist. Some
therapy was administered by officers who were not qualified to give it. Some
qualified radiotherapists who did not administer it might, perhaps, have overcome the obstacles in the way and provided it. On the whole, however, in
spite of the difficulties and actual hardships imposed by the climatic and other
local conditions, probably almost all who needed radiation therapy received it,
and in most instances it was given competently.
I In view of the small number of radiologists who were qualified as therapists in SWPA, it
was ironic that it was one of the few who were certified who was queried by an Inspecting officer
as to who bad authorized him to give X-ray therapy. The radiologist had Just completed the
treatment of a number of patients with dermatitis at the request of the staff dermatologist. The
radiotherapist explained to the Inspecting officer that be was a diplomate of the American Board
of Radiology, was certified in radiation therapy, had calibrated his machine, and had given the
then conventional one-quarter skin erythema dose for athlete's foot and similar conditions. The
Investigation ended at that point, with no further questions or answers on either side.
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CONSULTANT SUPERVISION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Had an efficient consultant system been in effect in SWPA, a great deal of
effort, and confusion would have been avoided in the field of radiation therapy,
and the overall results would probably have been better. Such a system was
never set up. On the contrary, as pointed out elsewhere, there was no overall
plan for either diagnostic or therapeutic radiation service in SWPA.
When Maj. Charles W. Reavis, MC, was Acting Consultant in Radiology,
he paid particular attention to therapeutic radiation in his visits to all hospitals with X-ray equipment. He found that practically all qualified radiologists, including certified radiologists, were doing some amount of superficial
therapy. He also found that some men without previous training or experience in this highly technical field were also attempting to do it. He always
recommended that therapy be discontinued in the latter hospitals.
In April 1944, a large general hospital in Finschhafen, New Guinea,
requisitioned a 220-kv. therapy machine. Major Reavis recommended that
the requisition should not be filled for several reasons: The bases were then
being moved away from New Guinea rather rapidly, and the installation of
such a machine would be relatively permanent. There would probably not be
enough need for therapy in this particular area to justify the installation of a
machine of this type. Finally, it was doubtful that the supply of current
would be adequate for such a heavy machine. Major Reavis thought that a
140-kv. machine would be ample for the purposes and recommended that two
of these be bought for use in advanced bases.
In his general recommendations for the establishment of a consultant
system in SWPA, Major Reavis included certain specific recommendations
concerning X-ray therapy:
1. Each base consultant should set up and maintain one or more X-ray
units as necessary for therapy. They should be placed in such hospitals as the
consultant selected.
2. These machines should be used only for therapy.
3. The hospital radiologist should personally supervise all treatments.
4. Unless, as recommended, base consultants were appointed, X-ray therapy should be permitted only in specified hospitals. Major Reavis' report of
his survey of SWPA in 1944 (p. 570) indicated in what hospitals theral)y
should be administered by the radiologists in charge.
5. If a patient received radiation therapy in an advanced base and then
was evacuated to the rear, information concerning the dosage and other details
of treatment should accompany him.
6. It was desirable that X-ray therapy be administered in advanced bases,
but essential that it be given only by radiologists qualified to give it. Since
one or more qualified radiologists were then serving in every base area, there
would be no hardship in setting up therapy centers in each base rather th'a
permitting therapy to be administered promiscuously.
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EARLY PROVISIONS FOR THERAPY
Until U.S. hospitals were able to provide superficial radiation therapy for
their patients, the need for it. was met by arrangements made with Australian
hospitals. In Sydney, personnel from the 118th General Hospital were
assigned for this duty to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital. The only difficulty was that the two hospitals were 35 miles apart, and transportation problems often arose. By the middle of 1943, the U.S. hospital had its own fully
equipped therapy room.
Similarly, in Melbourne, the 4th General Hospital was able to arrange for
treatment of its patients in Dr. Rutherford Kaye Scott's Tumor Clinic at the
Royal Melbourne Hospital. Some treatments were given at the 105th General
Hospital in Gatton, Australia, by Capt. (later Col.) Donald P. Ham, MC.

EQUIPMENT
The Army field X-ray unit, which was the basic equipment of every
X-ray section in SWPA, carried almost the entire load of superficial radiation
therapy during the war. This unit, which was chiefly used for diagnosis, had
many advantages. It could be used either in the field, where it was activated
by the gasoline-driven field generator, or in a fixed installation, with activation from a regular source of power. It was small, compact, and self-rectified.
As already pointed out (p. 603), it performed admirably under many trying
conditions.
As a therapeutic instrument, the field unit was entirely satisfactory, but
when it was operated at 100 kv., breakdowns were frequent. All over SWPA,
radiologists complained of puncturing of cables and burning out of tube filaments, as the result of sudden surges in the line. These difficulties occurred
whenever heat, humidity, and irregularities of current were encountered. The
radiologist at the 17th Station Hospital, Milne Bay, New Guinea, commented
that their field unit was run so steadily when it was used for therapy that it
was always hot and dry, and mold was therefore never a problem, but cable
breakdowns presented constant problems.
On 23 January 1943, the 42d General Hospital, Brisbane, Australia, had
three cable breakdowns in 24 hours; treatments could not be resumed for 2
months. At the 35th General Hospital, so many patients with skin diseases
were observed that the dermatologist recommended that radiation therapy be
instituted. A field unit was therefore checked out of Medical Supply, but
when three cable failures occurred while the first two patients were being
treated, the idea was abandoned. Many other units also gave up the idea of
X-ray therapy for the same reason and conserved their field units for more
important diagnostic purposes.
At the 171st Station Hospital, Port Moresby, New Guinea, Capt. Robert
Gross, MC, adopted a fractionation technique to minimize cable breakdowns.
He rested the machine for 15 seconds after each 15-second exposure, so that a
minute of therapy actually took 13/4 minutes.
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Calibration of Machines
One reason why radiation therapy was not more generally used in SWPA
was the necessity of calibrating the machines and the lack of Victoreen rmeters for this purpose.
For a time, a Victoreen r-meter was kept at the 118th General Hospital
and another was kept at the 42d General Hospital. There was also one at
Base 3, in Brisbane, Australia. One of Major Reavis' recommendations was
that this meter should be retained at Base 3 and should not be moved to New
Guinea or any other island, where humidity would ultimately destroy its
accuracy. He also recommended that, while it might be farmed out on request,
it should be used only by personnel who understood how to use it. His idea
was that the base radiologic consultant should be responsible for it and for the
calibration of all machines used for therapy. No base consultants were ever
appointed, but as long as Major Reavis served as Acting Consultant in
Radiology, this instrument was not sent to any hospital without his permission. The arrangement was entirely personal, based on the cordial relations
between him and medical supply personnel, who phoned for his approval
whenever a request for the instrument was received.
The wisdom of this recommendation was apparent from a number of
experiences. In Townsville, Australia, because of the extreme humidity, the
meter had to be dried in the oven before it could be used with any degree of
accuracy. When it was requested for use in Manila, it was received in inoperable condition. Repairs could not be made locally, and the meter had to be
returned to the Zone of Interior for them.
A number of radiologists in SWPA, unable to obtain the use of a
Victoreen r-meter to calibrate their machines, found that the calibrations
stated by the manufacturer worked within 10 percent for superficial therapy,
which was a real tribute to the excellence of the Picker field unit. This plan
was employed in Manila, where, as just noted, the Victoreen r-meter did not
function. The base surgeon in Manila had requested the Surgeon, SOS (Services of Supply), SWPA, to have a number of machines calibrated for superficial therapy, and the attempt, which proved futile because the r-meter was
inoperable, was made in April 1945, by 1st Lt. Frederick W. Shultz, MAC.
Maj. (later Col.) John C. Ajac, MC, at the 2d Station Hospital, Nadzab, New
Guinea, calibrated his machine by using the erythema dose.
Captain Gross, at the 171st Station Hospital, had anticipated the need for
therapy in advanced areas and had had his two field units calibrated by Dr.
C. E. Eddy, a physicist, in charge of the Commonwealth X-Ray and Radium
Laboratory, Melbourne, while the hospital was still in Australia. The
machines had gasoline field generators, and it was thought that the 20-percent
variation from the output listed by the manufacturer for 100 kv. and 4 ma.
was undoubtedly the result of variations in the source of power (table 14).
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14.-Data on calibration of Picker field units, 171st Station Hospital,Melbourne
r/min./air I
Filter
10 inch

I

12 inch

16 Inch

H.V.L.2
mm. aluminum

Measured Calibrations

Inherent --------------------

93

65

36.9

1.2

1 mm. aluminum ----------2 mm. aluminum --3 mm. aluminum -----------

48.2
84.2
24.2

85.5
23.8
16.8

19.4
13.7
9.6

2.1
2.4
3.0

Manufacturer's Calibrations

Inherent
1 mm. aluminum
2 mm. aluminum -----------3 amm. aluminum

68
37
26
20

48
26
18
14

26
15
11
8

1.25
2
2.5
3

I Roentgen per min. per air dome.
2 Half-value layer.

Protection of Personnel
Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Ernest W. Egbert, MC, estimated personnel exposure
in a fixed unit in the Zone of Interior. Photographic film used to test stray
radiation showed no darkening when it was exposed in the operator's position during a week of treatments. Measurements made with a quartz string
microelectrometer revealed monitoring doses of 0.003 r at the point representing the operator's position when patients were being treated with 100 r with a
3-mm. aluminum filter. When the same dose was given unfiltered, there was
a scatter of 0.001 r for each 100 r delivered to the patient. It was estimated
that 100 such treatments could be given before the operator would receive a
tolerance dose of 0.1 roentgen. Cumulative effects were not taken into
consideration.
The whole subject of protection has been discussed in detail elsewhere
(p. 578). The lack of it in many small X-ray sections was a potent argument
against their employment of radiation therapy.
CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Dermatologic Conditions
The most common indications for superficial radiation therapy were such
skin conditions as ezematoid dermatitis, epidermophytosis, furunculosis,
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.44

Fi'iwRr 233.-Dermiatologic conditions frequently treitred by radiation in Southwest
Pacific Area. with generally satisfactory results. A. Epider'nophytosis with secolidary
C.
B. Epiherioplhytosi4 with sevolindary eczenilatoid dlerniatitiis.
pyogennie infectlion.

Eczeniatoid dermatitis of 7 years*duration, aggravated by tropical climate.

pyoderma, folliculitis, lichen simplex, lichen planus, and hyperhidrosis (figs.
233 and 234). The differentiation between trite lichen planus and the lichen
planuslike eruption that sometimes follows Atabrine (quinacrine hydrochloride) therapy was recognized after only a short experience but was not
generally discussed. It was obviously better to risk the reaction-which sometimes required evacuation of the soldier-than to risk malaria because this

simple preventive measure was omitted.
So-called jungle rot was soon found to be many conditions in addition to
the fungus infection it was originally thought to be. As a matter of fact,
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Fioumm 234.-Lichen planus observed In New Guinea
and treated by radiation.

true fungus infections were considered, by many dermatologists and radiologists, to be extremely uncommon. The majority of cases of jungle rot were
uncomplicated eczematoid dermatitis, which was readily controlled by several
X-ray exposures, though in the hot, humid climate of northern Australia,
New Guinea, and the Philippines, recurrences were frequent. When weather
conditions changed and the temperature fell, jungle rot was less of a problem.
Hot, moist weathd, invariably prolonged it.
The question was sometimes raised whether, in view of the large proportion of recurrences, it would not be simpler to evacuate the affected soldiers at
once. The justification for radiation therapy was the high percentage of
prompt good results, the fact that many times recurrences did not occur for
several months, and the further fact that many times the good results were
permanent.
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Casualties returned from Munda and Bougainville often had wounds filled
with "jungle slime," which were red and moist and which looked wilted at the
edges. These were Proteu8 infections, and radiation therapy, used tentatively,
proved futile.
Pyoderma and otitis externa were of almost epidemic proportions in the
171st Station Hospital at Port Moresby during 1942 and 1943. Both were
resistant to the usual remedies, but both responded well, and often dramatically, to four or five X-ray treatments.
Captain Gross treated about 200 patients with pyoderma, calibrating his
machine according to information given by the manufacturer in the brochure
that accompanied it. This machine permitted 100 kv. with a filter of 1 mm.
of aluminum. The lesions were treated with air doses of 100 r at distances of
20 to 30 cm. at intervals of 3 to 5 days. No cones or collimators were
available, and in all small lesions, lead or leaded rubber had to be used for
blocking off the field.
In otitis externa, the lesions appeared on the external ear and crept along
the canal, sometimes involvixrg the drum. X-ray therapy gave the only really
satisfactory results. The established dosage schedule was 100 r, with 1-mm.
aluminum filter, at biweekly intervals.
Aerotitis was also a very common complaint. This process was secondary
to lymphoid hyperplasia in and about the eustachian tubes. The response to
radiation therapy was quick because of the exquisite sensitivity of lymphoid
tissue to this modality. Aerotitis was chiefly observed in flying personnel.
Other Conditions
Painful tenosynovitis and bursitis were not observed as often as in civilian
practice. X-ray treatments usually gave relief within 24 hours.
As in the European theater (p. 485), plantar warts constituted a large part
of the therapeutic load (fig. 235). The dose was from 800 to 1,000 r, applied
in a well circumscribed area, and followed by 10 to 14 days of rest. This
technique was necessary because the rapid movement of personnel did not
permit standard fractionation techniques.
Bromhidrosis was a distressing condition to both the patient himself and
his associates in closely packed barracks. A large series of cases was treated
at the 42d General Hospital, with prompt alleviation of the condition usually
being secured with one or two treatments of 100 r in air.
Only two patients with gas gangrene were officially reported in SWPA.
One, observed at the 168th Evacuation Hospital in New Guinea, responded
promptly to treatment with the field unit. The other, a prisoner captured at
Port Moresby, in September 1942, suffered a gunshot wound of the thigh.
The diagnosis of clostridial myositis was confirmed by X-ray. The patient
did not respond to therapy and died without regaining consciousness. This
episode occurred during a critical period of the war, when the Japanese were
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FIouRE 235.-Large plantar wart, about 1% cm.
in diameter, after treatment by radiation and surgical removal of central area. Note granulating
tissue In base.

slipping across the Owen Stanley Range, and the radiologists had the double
motive of treating the prisoner for humanitarian reasons and trying to save
his life so that he could be questioned by Intelligence.
CASELOAD
The caseload varied widely with the location of the hospital and the
period of its operation. The December 1944 quarterly report of the 13th
General Hospital at Finschhafen showed 76 patients treated, 32 for eczematoid
dermatitis; 10 for plantar warts; 9 for herpes simplex; 5 for acne; 3 for lichen
planus; 3 for folliculosis; and the remainder for dermatophytosis, paronychia,
pruritus, and sycosis barbae. For the same period (October-December 1944),
the 165th Station Hospital in Dulag, Leyte, averaged 100 treatments a month,
and the 248th General Hospital in Luzon, over a later 3-month period, gave
640 treatments to 92 patients.
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At the 42d General Hospital, there was much greater therapeutic activity.
Because this hospital had a deep therapy machine, it received referrals from
the whole Southwest Pacific Area and also cared for Navy personnel from
Mobile Hospital No. 9, which was also situated in Brisbane. During the 2-year
period ending in October 1944, a total of 7,607 treatments were given, the
largest number in May 1944, when 781 were given. In the January-March
1944 period, the average daily caseload was 47 patients.
The work fell off considerably when climate conditions improved. At the
54th General Hospital, while it was occupying the buildings of the Do-Ai
Hospital in Tokyo late in 1945, treatments averaged only six per month.
RECORDS
The 42d General Hospital was able to secure form MD 55 K-3 to record
the X-ray treatments given, but most hospitals were unable to obtain it. Such
records of therapy as were kept, therefore, were maintained by the radiologists who administered the treatment.
The 42d General Hospital also devised its own forms on which the area
of involvement could be delineated for the record.
DEEP RADIATION THERAPY
Only a limited amount of deep X-ray therapy was administered in
SWPA, for two reasons. TI' first was the limited number of machines available for this type of rodiation treatment. The second was the Medical
Department policy, ce sistent in all theaters, that patients with malignant
disease should be returned to the Zone of Interior for treatment. Deep X-ray
therapy was used to make the patients transportable if that indication for
treatment existed. In some instances, therapy was begun while the patients
were awaiting transportation, and, if the response seemed good, they might
be held until the course was completed. It was not the policy, however, to
provide definitive treatment for malignant disease in SWPA.
Equipment.--Machines for deep X-ray therapy were available at the 42d
General Hospital in Brisbane and at the 118th General Hospital in Sydney.
In November 1943, a 200-kv. General Electric Maximar unit was installed at
the 42d General Hospital, with a self-contained tube head. The head had no
motor to move it up and down, and, since it was quite heavy, its manual
operation was rather difficult.
The machine was housed in a specially constructed 15- by 15-foot concrete building, with walls and ceiling nearly a foot thick. There was a large
sliding lead door between the therapy room and the control booth, and a
leaded glass window permitted observatioi of the patient during treatment.
A Victoreen ionization chamber (ionometer) in the cone recorded the integrated dose on the controls. A Victoreen r-meter was kept in the section for
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calibration of the radiation output, and constant monitoring of the dose being
delivered was thus possible.
Indications.-The conditions treated with this unit included leukemia;
bone tumors; brain tumors; multiple myeloma; carcinoma of the lung; tumors
of the testis and lymphomas, which were the most common variety of malignant disease in the military age group (p. 204); and basal and squamous cell
carcinoma of the skin.
A Polynesian with a connective tissue sarcoma was treated at the 42d
General Hospital with 5,000 r, which it was thought would give him at least
as good a chance of survival as surgery. With amputation, the patient had
argued, he would be a beggar or worse if he lived until after the war.
Radiologists at the 4th General Hospital while it was in Melbourne gained
a great deal from their contacts with Dr. Rutherford Kaye Scott at the
weekly night conferences he conducted for his residents. Particularly impressive were the results obtained by his unique method of treating cancer with
radon in flexible gold needles. It was the most successful radiation therapy
they had ever seen.

OTHER MODALITIES
Except for the deep X-ray therapy just described, superficial radiation
therapy was the only modality used in this field in SWPA. Radium was not
supplied to the hospitals in the area, and none was captured from the Japanese.
Isotopes were only beginning to be used and never reached the Pacific.
Major Reavis, when he was in charge of radiology at the 42d General Hospital,
planned to use phosphorus 32 in two cases of blood dyscrasia, in collaboration
with Dr. A. G. S. Cooper at the Brisbane General Hospital, but the material
could not be procured when it was needed.

CHAPTER XXXIII

Special Experiences
Vernon L. Bolton, M.D., Donald B. Fletcher,M.D.,
HoraceD. Gray, M.D., Ralph C. Moore, M.D.,
Joseph L. Morton, M.D., Charles W. Reavis, M.D.,
Walter J. Stork, M.D., Frederick W. Van Buskirk, M.D.,
HaroldA. Vinson, M.D., and Egon G. Wissing, M.D.
FIELD HOSPITALS
1st Field Hospital
The 1st Field Hospital, like all hospitals in this category, was divided
into three platoons, each of which was equipped to care for a maximum of
100 patients but which could care for 125. When the three platoons operated
as a unit, the hospital could function as an evacuation or a station hospital.
In either of these roles, it was supposed to handle 400 patients. At times,
however, the census reached 600 to 650.
Each platoon had its own portable field X-ray unit and electric f.renerator,
and each had its own X-ray technicians. All the technicians were graduates
of the Army school for technicians and were well qualified. When they were
not engaged in radiologic duties, they acted as litter bearers, of whom there
was always a shortage.
When the 1st Field Hospital functioned as a forward hospital, its
radiologic work consisted mostly of fractures and foreign bodies. Wvhen it
functioned as a station hospital, it did all kinds of X-ray work, including
gastrointestinal examinations.
When the 1st Field Hospital arrived in Australia in 1942, it located in
Rockhampton and functioned as a station hospital. Although in this capacity
it accepted all types of patients, it had no radiologist up to December 1942.
1The activities of departments of radiology were so closely integrated with the activities of
:he hospitals In which they served that the simplest way to describe the work of the departments
a to relate the general or special experiences of several hospitals in the various echelons of medical
,are.
The radiologie experiences of all the hospitals that operated In SWPA (Southwest Pacific
krea) were remarkably similar in respect to environmental difilculties, equipment and Improvisaions, power supply, and most other details. All such matters, therefore, to avoid duplication,
rave been deleted from these accounts and are discussed generally or, when necessary, specifically
inder the appropriate headings. The following histories are in no sense complete unit histories.
Por the most part, the accounts are merely experiences selected to illustrate the work of radiologic
repartments in SWPA and the circumstances under which the work was done.-C. W. R.
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Medical officers read the radiographs which they had requested. Fluoroscopic
examinations were not done, but an occasional orthopedic surgeon used this
method to reduce a fracture.
In December 1942, Col. Harold A. Vinson, MC, was assigned as radiologist and served administratively as commanding officer of one of the three
platoons. In January 1943, when the commanding officer was relieved for
medical reasons, he assumed command of the hospital.
On 1 January 1943, the 1st Field Hospital moved to Milne Bay, where
the bomb known as the Daisy Cutter was first encountered. Many of these
bombs landed a short distance from the hospital, in a nearby concentration of
Australian troops.
At Milne Bay, the hospital acted as an evacuation hospital. Casualties
were accepted as they came. Such emergency surgery as was necessary was
done, and transportable patients were sent back to Australia.
From Milne Bay, the hospital was transferred to Finschhafen, where it
served as a station hospital for almost a year. The site selected was near the
water, and only a short distance away from an anchorage for supply-type
Liberty ships. As a result, dive bombers frequently flew over the hospital to
drop their bombs on this area.
For the first 2 days after its arrival at Finschhafen, all personnel of the
hospital worked almost continuously to clean out the bamboo and undergrowth with machetes, so that the jungle could be pushed back far enough
for tentage to be erected. The undergrowth was luxuriant, and some of the
stalks were 3 inches in diameter and extremely difficult to cut down by hand.
In both Milne Bay and Finschhafen, the hospital was under tentage most
of the time. A ward tent housed the X-ray equipment, and a darkroom tent
was erected behind it. The canvas soon rotted, mildewed, and began to leak.
After this happened, native labor was used to build enclosures with thatched
roofs but utherwise open to the outside air at all times. Mosquitoes and other
insects were numerous, but at least the equipment was kept dry, and personnel
were relatively dry. After the hospital had been in Finschhafen for several
months, Seabees poured concrete bases for prefabricated, screened huts with
corrugated tin roofs.
In September 1944, the 1st Field Hospital, which had previously functioned under USASOS (U.S. Army, Services of Supply) and under the
commanders and surgeons of the areas in which it was located, was assigned
to the Sixth U.S. Army for the Leyte landing scheduled in October. It staged
at Aitape in New Guinea.
The hospital was unable to land on Leyte until D+4, because U.S. fighter
cover was insufficient; there were repeated strafing attacks by Japanese light
planes and some enemy naval activity. When the hospital finally landed, it
was to find that its original assignment had been taken over by an evacuation
hospital that had come in earlier, before enemy activity began. This hospital
was repeatedly strafed, and several patients were killed.
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The 1st Field Hospital first set up near Carigara. Shortly afterward,
one platoon was moved to Ormoc, where it operated a 100-bed field hospital
on a slightly sloping, hilly area, the appearance of which suggested that
drainage would be excellent. It was not. The nature of the soil, plus the
incessant rain, kept the area ankle deep, or deeper, in mud. The transportation of patients to and from the X-ray tent was therefore quite a problem.
Wheeled litters were out of the question, and hand-carried litters offered the
only solution. Patients from all three platoons were evacuated to an evacuation hospital 6 or 7 miles to the rear.
The 1st Field Hospital was scheduled to land with the Sixth U.S. Army
on the west coast of Luzon about 1 May 1945. These orders were changed,
and it landed instead on the northern coast of Mindanao with combat troops
and under small arms fire, which continued after the landing, though tons of
U.S. bombs had previously been dropped on the coastal area.
The hospital first set up about a hundred miles from the beach, and, as
usual after its move to a new location, it accepted patients within the hour.
By this time, the enlisted men in the unit had set up tentage for the receiving
office, operating rooms, X-ray department, and one ward. Additional ward
tents and the mess tent were then set up.
When topography permitted, the usual plan was to set up a central
pyramidal tent, which served as a nursing station, with the operating room,
X-ray tent, and ward tents erected off it.
Red Cross and other markings to indicate the character of the installation
were never used; the 2d Field Hospital in northern New Guinea, which was
so marked, underwent direct bombing.
The first X-ray work on Mindanao was limited to combat casualties.
Later, patients with malaria and dengue fever were also examined.
When the hospital moved inland, it was located in a pineapple plantation,
on the brow of a small hill, in front of a unit of 75-mm. howitzers, which
persistently lobbed shells over the hospital into the Japanese lines. The
Japanese apparently had no heavy artillery in the area, for the fire was not
returned.
In this location, as elsewhere in the combat zone, the hospital was responsible for its own guard duty, and X-ray technicians took their turns serving
on the perimeter. For tactical reasons, the nurses assigned to the hospital were
seldom used in such forward areas; when they were, additional guards were
necessary for their protection, which meant an increase in overhead personnel.
By the end of June, the situation on Mindanao was more or less stabilized,
and the 1st Field Hospital was assigned to the X Corps, with which it served
until the end of the war.
When the hospital acted as a station hospital, the X-ray department
treated superficial skin conditions, the maximum load being about 40 a month.
The diagnostic load during station hospital periods was about 20 a day.
HAioi A. ViNsox, M.D.
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EVACUATION HOSPITALS
1st Evacuation Hospital
The 750-bed 1st Evacuation Hospital first operated under canvas near
Rockingham, N.C., where it serviced troops on maneuvers in the immediate
field area. This experience gave the X-ray department an excellent opportunity to test field equipment, which was found to be exceptionally well
adapted for the purpose intended; it was easily set up and extremely durable.
The members of the technical staff who came from the Army school for technicians were exceptionally well trained to handle their assignments.
The workload consisted chiefly of training and traffic accidents, with an
unusually large proportion of head injuries caused by maneuvers during
blackouts.
During these maneuvers-and, in fact, until the hospital operated at its
second station in Austratia-it operated under a World War I table of
organization, under which the radiology and sterilization sections were set up
in the same tent, under the supervision of the radiologist. The sterilizing
equipment was all in good condition but was of World War I vintage; the
newspapers in which it was wrapped bore 1918 dates. The radiologic personnel did their best to supervise its use and operation, but this was an odd
and inefficient arrangement. Medically, radiology and sterilization are at the
opposite ends of the spectrum.
The 1st Evacuation Hospital arrived in Brisbane early in April 1942
and was sent at once to Gatton, where the 153d Station Hospital was already
operating. Here it was divided and distributed around the Brisbane area,
to care for small dispensaries handling troops in these various locations.
A small base dispensary with a dental unit was set up in the office of the
Area Surgeon to handle general medical work. The X-ray work for this
dispensary was done at the hospital then being set up at Indoorpilly, in the
buildings of the Nudgee Junior College, supplemented by some prefabricated
buildings. This hospital, which was a considerable distance from Brisbane,
was ready by the time casualties from the Battle of the Coral Sea began to
be received, in May 1942.
The radiologist, Capt. (later Col.) Vernon L. Bolton, MC, was sent to
the surgeon's office in Brisbane to make some inquiries about pay and was
immediately attached to his staff, on which he served until fall. As a radiologist, Captain Bolton was of assistance in receiving and sorting equipment
and in the design of some electrical devices, but much of his work was not
related to radiology. It included setting up bivouac areas and inspecting
kitchens. Fortunately, during this period, the radiologic workload at the
1st Evacuation Hospital was not very heavy. There was no combat, and the
examinations were chiefly routine and for civilian-type trauma.
The difficulties of operating U.S. Army equipment with Australian power
are described elsewhere (p. 616); all hospitals experienced them.
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In September 1942, the ist Evacuation Hospital moved from the Brisbane area to Rockhampton, where it occupied buildings designed by U.S.
Army engineers and built by Australians to house a large evacuation hospital
designated to support the 41st Division, which was on maneuvers nearby.
The hospital was of the cantonment type and, by this time, as already noted,
the radiology department had been able to get rid of its sterilizing duties.
The X-ray work was chiefly of the station hospital type, including routine examinations, injuries during maneuvers, sinus X-rays, and a considerable amount of gastrointestinal work. Fluoroscopy was usually done at night,
because of the extreme heat, which also made it difficult to enforce the rules
about wearing protective aprons and gloves.
There was no protection around the X-ray equipment, and Captain Bolton expressed the fear that if monitoring devices were used the personnel
would be found to be receiving rather large amounts of scattered radiation.
While the hospital was at Rockhampton, the SS Rufu. King, which was
carrying most of the equipment for a number of field and general hospitals,
ran aground, broke in two, and finally sank just off the mouth of the Brisbane River. It was possible, by the use of small craft, to salvage most of the
X-ray equipment on board, and it is a tribute to its fundamentally sound
construction that after it had been dried out, cleaned, and reassembled, much
of it was in good working order. The chief difficulty connected with the
operation concerned the salvage laws: The boat was in Australian waters,
and Australian salvage vessels were available.
When the maneuvers began to be scaled down and troops were moved to
New Guinea for the Buna-Gona campaign, the 1st Evacuation Hospital was
divided into three units. One continued to operate the hospital at Rockhampton. The others went into tent hospitals to train for the New Guinea operation. The lessons learned on the North Carolina maneuvers now stood the
X-ray personnel in good stead; they could set up the X-ray equipment and
have it ready for service in a remarkably short time.
In January 1943, one unit of the 1st Evacuation Hospital was set up on
the airstrip at Port Moresby, to support both Ground and Air Forces. X-ray
service was available, but the load was very light. In this location, the
medical problem was the treatment of malaria, not combat trauma.
Portable surgical hospitals were marched over the Owen Stanley Range,
with the hope and expectation that they could render medical service in the
Buna-Gona area. These hospitals did not have X-ray equipment.
By March 1943, all three sections of the 1st Evacuation Hospital had
arrived in Oro Bay, on the north shore of New Guinea. Here one unit was
set up on a hillside overlooking the bay, to operate both as an evacuation
hospital and as a small station hospital. Hospitals in nearby combat areas
evacuated their casualties to it by both air and water.
For purposes of concealment, the tents were laid out along one side of
a hill near a ravine, where there was considerable tree cover, with corpsmen
in one area and officers in another. Careful protection was necessary, for the
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hill served as a turning point for Japanese planes coming in over the base
and turning for their bomb runs as they went back out to sea. They came
over the hospital area many times, with very clear visibility and often with
their bomb bay doors already open, but the hospital was never hit.
At Oro Bay, the 1st Evacuation Hospital handled a general run of
patients, including traumatic cases and gastrointestinal examinations. Each
flareup of combat activity in the area brought an increased number of gastrointestinal complaints, and many gastrointestinal examinations were necessary
to be certain that men who were genuinely ill would not be sent into frontline activity. These examinations were usually made at night, after the
evening meal.
While one unit of the hospital was thus engaged at Oro Bay, the other
two units were in bivouac nearby. The original plan of building a hospital
in the Warisota area proved completely unfeasible; the low-lying coconut
plantation in which it was to be erected was constantly flooded by the incessant rains, and fungi and mold, which grew luxuriantly in the wet, moist
shade, also made the site untenable. When it was abandoned, the hospital
was set up in a more suitable location, in a saddle-shaped area between two
mountains, in which drainage was adequate. Here the entire hospital was
set up, under canvas, over an area of about 10 acres, with provision for its
750 beds to expand to 1,000 beds.
Mold and rot soon destroyed even the high-grade U.S. Army tentage,
and improvised buildings were substituted for the tents. With the help of
native labor and with the use of prefabricated material, long wards were
constructed of poles and paper roofing. This type of roofing, as was expected, did not last very long, and it was soon replaced with sheet metal
covering.
The structures just described were entirely open on the sides except for
the operating rooms, surgical wards, kitchen, and X-ray department. The
X-ray department was in a separate building in the surgical area, where it
could readily serve both the surgical wards and the operating room. Power
was secured through two large generators, and an X-ray gasoline generator,
with an auxiliary hookup, was also available when it was needed.
The X-ray building was quite well constructed, of poles and sheet metal
roofing, with sheet metal used as a base for walls and cloth used as screening
from the sheet metal level to the roof. Two radiographic rooms were set up,
one on each side of a central darkroom. Fluoroscopy was possible in one of
the radiographic rooms by pulling a sliding panel down over the clothscreened window. The arrangement was practical but not entirely satisfactory because of the extreme heat and, as previously stated, fluoroscopic examinations were made mostly at night.
When the 1st Evacuation Hospital became operational in this location, it
was the only hospital operating on the north shore of New Guinea. It therefore received a great many combat casualties; since malaria was under control, the traumatic load was proportionately heavier and the X-ray depart-
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ment was kept busy, 50 or more examinations being made daily. The demand
for gastrointestinal examinations was still heavy at the announcement of each
campaign, and an impossible load was placed upon the field equipment, with
which the hospital was still operating. Special regulations therefore had to
be made to handle these requests (p. 661).
In New Guinea, usually three to five technicians in the department
divided the duties in the radiographic rooms and the darkroom. They also
handled the secretarial work and rotated on night calls.
As the war gradually moved away from the northern part of New
Guinea, the duties of the 1st Evacuation Hospital became more and more
those of a fixed hospital. It was therefore designated the 362d Station Hospital. Later, as the demands for definitive hospital care increased, its designation was again changed, and it became the 248th General Hospital. In
the latter capacity, it also operated a convalescent unit on the beach and
cared for all cases which regulations permitted. All other patients were
evacuated to the Zone of Interior. X-ray service for this new mission continued to be rendered with the Army field unit, which was still entirely
satisfactory.
The 1st Evacuation Hospital finally went to the Philippines as the 248th
General Hospital, with the X-ray department in charge of Maj. Daniel L.
Doherty, Jr., MC, who had succeeded Captain Bolton in this position when
the latter became commanding officer of the hospital.
VERNON L. BOLTON, M.D.
168th Evacuation Hospital
The 900-bed 168th Evacuation Hospital was formed in Hollandia in the
fall of 1944. The radiologist was Capt. (later Maj.) Walter J. Stork, MC,
who had originally been assigned to the 51st General Hospital at Hollandia.
He had exactly 5 days to train his X-ray technicians who, in civilian life,
were variously a metallurgist, an ex-priest, a sign painter, a bacteriologist,
a photographer, a bookkeeper, a laborer, and a student.
Equipment consisted of three machines operated by current from a
11/2 -hp. gasoline generator. The department could become operational in
21/2 hours.

The 168th Evacuation Hospital was first stationed in Biak, in bivouac.
Here it performed routine dispensary work. In addition to this type of work,
the X-ray department also served the ship and station hospitals in the vicinity. Late in February 1945, the hospital gave direct support to the 41st
Division in the Palawan landing in the Philippines, where it operated for
31/2 months. It received the few casualties from the invasion; numerous
American POW's (prisoners of war); and Air Force casualties, many of
whom suffered from fatal internal injuries and burns. The X-ray work was
what would be expected in a hospital that really acted as a clearing center
for general hospitals, to which the patients were evacuated by air.
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In June 1945, after the landing at Zamboanga in Mindanao, the hospital
served as a dispensary and operated an X-ray clinic for the local civilian
general hospital. Captain Stork organized the X-ray department at this
hospital and trained a female technician.
In September 1945, the 168th Evacuation Hospital moved to Davao, in
the northern part of Mindanao, where preparations were made for the invasion of Japan in October. On 21 October 1945, the hospital sailed to Matsuyama, Japan, where it operated temporarily in tents in an abandoned
Japanese Marine station area. Nearly all the casualties treated had sustained
their injuries as the direct result of cleaning out boobytraps and mines previously set by the Japanese.
The hospital served in Japan until February 1946. While it was there,
the radiologic personnel participated in many meetings held by field, evacuation, and general hospitals in the area. The meetings were generally well
conducted and the discussion of the clinical material was profitable.
WALTER J. STORK, M.D.
STATION HOSPITALS
18th Station Hospital
When the 18th Station Hospital was located at Charters Towers in
Australia in July 1942, its principal duty was to provide medical service for
the 5th Bombardment Squadron, whose base of operations was nearby. The
work was routine, and the load of the X-ray Department was never heavy.
The radiologist was Capt. (later Maj.) Frederick W. Van Buskirk, MC.
In October 1942, the hospital was transferred to Iron Range, Australia,
at the extreme tip of Cape York. This was totally uninhabited territory.
The nearest village, Coen, was 180 miles away and had only 20 inhabitants.
The mission of the 18th Station Hospital was to provide medical service for
the engineers who were building an airbase at Iron Range. At this period
of the war, the Japanese still had the initiative, and they were attempting
desperately to cross the Owen Stanley Range, conquer Port Moresby, and use
that base as a springboard for an invasion of Australia. Had they succeeded,
the planned base on Iron Range would have been extremely important. Since
they did not succeed, it was never important.
Within a month after the arrival of the hospitai, when the safety of Port
Moresby seemed assured, the Air Force mreved out, but the hospital was left
there for another 4 months, to service the 200 troops still in the area. There
were seldom more than 20 patients, and usually there were more medical
officers than patients. When the hospital finally received orders to go to
Milne Bay, it was one of the few units in the SWPA that was ever enthusiastic about being sent to New Guinea.
When this hospital reached Milne Bay, it again found itself surplus:
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An evacuation hospital and a station hospital were already operational there
and were providing all the service necessary.
F. W. VAN BuSKmK, M.D.
125th Station Hospital
After staging in Australia, the 125th Station Hospital arrived in Milne
Bay in November 1943 and was immediately put to work constructing its own
hospital out of very hard Australian lumber and tin roofing and siding. For
some weeks it was the duty of the radiologist, Maj. Donald B. Fletcher, MC,
to supervise the laying of the concrete floors. That radiologists should share
in the construction work was a perfectly fair arrangement. That the only
Board-certified radiologist then in New Guinea should be utilized for this
purpose, when there were several functioning hospitals in the area without
trained radiologists, seemed a misuse of qualified radiologic personnel, especially as the enlisted men from the engineering corps whom the radiologist
was supervising knew much more about the work than he did.
The hospital was located on the side of a hill, with the X-ray building
next to the operating room. The first day the operating room was used,
while an appendectomy was in progress, the operation was interrupted by a
flash flood that followed a sudden heavy rainfall. .The X-ray building
escaped.
The X-ray department was kept quite busy in this location because of
the fighting farther up in New Guinea, particularly at Buna, and the accidents ordinarily encountered on a large base.
Within a few months after the 125th Station Hospital arrived at Milne
Bay, the radiologists in this area formed a Milne Bay Roentgen Ray Society,
which functioned as any similar society would function in civilian life.
Although the organization was entirely unofficial, the discussions at the meetings improved diagnostic ability and provided intellectual stimulation in a
situation in which that property was generally lacking.
DONAW B. FLETCHzR, M.D.
GENERAL HOSPITALS
35th General Hospital
The 35th General Hospital arrived at Milne Bay, New Guinea, on 25
March 1944. A month later it was transshipped to Lae, where its personnel
began to erect quarters for a 1,000-bed hospital in a partly cleared, swampy
area of jungle, from which pythons and pigs had to be chased at intervals.
There were two types of buildings, prefabricated buildings set on slabs
of hastily poured concrete, and the ward type, constructed with poles, canvas, and wood flooring.
The X-ray department was housed in a prefabricated building near the
operating room. The building was large enough for a general radiographic
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room; a small fluoroscopic room; a darkroom; and a combination office and
viewing room, with space for files.
Since casualties were much lighter than anticipated, the workload was
always minimal. Of the 16 X-ray technicians, 12 were soon released for other
duties. Dui
. e fall of 1944, as the fighting moved northward, the patient
load continued to dwindle, and the hospital began to function as a pool of
medical officers rather than an active installation. By the first of January
1945, only a skeleton staff remained.
During this period of inactivity, Lt. Col. Horace D. Gray, MC, the
radiologist, began a class in X-ray interpretation. Clinical teaching material
was limited, for, once malaria was under control, the morbidity at Lae was
as low as at any post or camp in the Zone of Interior. Nonetheless, the
course, which lasted almost 4 months, was well attended by both U.S. and
Australian medical officers.2
HoRACE D. GRIAY, M.D.
42d General Hospital
Within a month after the 42d General Hospital (the University of Maryland affiliated unit) had been activated in the Zone of Interior, it was on the
high seas bound for Australia, where it arrived on 19 May 1942. It was first
located at the Royal Park Zoo in Melbourne, in tin huts, with no heat. The
Army straw mattresses and cots were entirely inadequate for the cold, damp
nights.
The hospital then moved to an equally cold and damp staging area near
Brigbane. Two weeks later it moved again, into the Stuartholme Convent
of the Sacred Heart, which had been converted into a hospital (fig. 197).
Here the X-ray department, which was on the ground floor, consisted of
two radiographic rooms, each equipped with field units; another room for
cystoscopic work; a darkroom; an office, with secretarial space; and a waiting room area. This area and the space for the secretary had been used as
a bomb shelter, and the supporting walls and crisscrossed beams had to be
removed. A maze of standard type was constructed for the darkroom.
Since the hospital was small, equipped to handle only 250 patients, the
X-ray work was routine, consisting chiefly of accident cases and other civilian-type trauma, as well as the illnesses to be expected among concentrations
of troops. The work would have been heavier than it was except that part
of the hospital was a convalescent camp and another part, a neuropsychiatric
section. At times, almost all of the patients were casualties evacuated from
New Guinea, with Daisy Cutter bomb fractures (p. 688). One of the patients
in the officers' ward was a cavalry general who had sustained a comminuted
fracture of the os calcis while running an obstacle course with his men.
Gastrointestinal work was relatively heavy.
2 Colonel

Gray was later assigned to the 49th General Hospital (p. 690).
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During the 18 months that the 42d General Hospital occupied the Convent of the Sacred Heart at Stuartholme, a cantonment type of hospital, of
2,000 beds, was being built for it outside of Brisbane, at Highland Park. It
was occupied on 15 November 1943.
A number of changes had to be made at once in the X-ray department
of the new building. The office space for the radiologist proved insufficient,
and it was turned over to the three civilian secretaries. Two portable huts
were built onto the X-ray building, one used as a reading room and the other
as an office for him.
The darkroom proved entirely inadequate. It was necessary to build
larger tanks to take care of the workload, to increase the working space, and
to construct a passbox in the wall, through which wet films could be passed
out to the medical officers who wanted to examine them immediately. A workbench for loading and unloading films was also built. The waiting room
intended for X-ray and other patients was taken over for a viewing and filing
room. A large piece of frosted glass was obtained and a 4-panel view box
constructed. Underneath it were files of the most recent films, which were
most likely to be called for.
The department eventually had a 200-ma. General Electric single tube
unit with a 500-ma. generator; a 200-ma. double tube Keleket unit; a 100-ma.
tilt table; a cystoscopic unit with Young table; four portable Picker 30-ma.
mobile units; a conventional stereoscope and cassette changer; a 200-kv.
therapy unit; and all necessary office equipment, including a dictating machine and an intercom set. The dental unit, which had been assigned to the
X-ray department, was transferred to the dental department.
On 1 November 1944, Maj. Charles W. Reavis, MC, who had continued
as head radiologist while he was Acting Consultant in Radiology, was relieved
by Maj. Joseph L. Morton, MC. By this time, Brisbane had become a rear
echelon, and the hospital was receiving only garrison troops and patients
waiting for transfer to the Zone of Interior.
The hospital was then ordered to Manila, which it reached on 9 June
1945. Its equipment was stored in the Quezon Supply Depot while personnel staged at the Wack Wack Country Club until hospital construction was
completed on 14 August 1945, the day of the Japanese surrender. Just as
the X-ray equipment was about to be uncrated and the hospital was ready
to become operational, orders for Japan were received.
The stay in Manila, although brief, was highly profitable. The Philippine physicians were extremely cordial, and U.S. medical officers visited the
leprosarium and had demonstrations of tropical diseases such as yaws, filariasis, and lung fluke. Many medical officers who had belonged to the X-ray
society in Milne Bay (p. 695) were in Manila, and the Manila Roentgen Ray
Society, composed of both U.S. and Philippine radiologists, was formed.
It is still active (196?).
When the hospital was alerted to go to Japan to care for released POW's,
X-ray equipment was limited to 4 tons. This was not enough for a full setup,
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but the items selected proved to be adequate. They consisted of a field table,
a fluoroscope, a gasoline-driven electric generator, a darkroom tent, and
enough lead sheeting to make up the remainder of the allotment.
When the hospital arrived in Japan, on 30 August 1945, released POW's
were just beginning to arrive, at first singly, then in small groups, and then
in groups of 1,000 to 2,000. They were met, bathed, fed, interrogated, and
examined medically in that order.
By the end of the third week of operation, the hospital had processed
about 40,000 POW's. About 20.000 were examined fluoroscopically for open
chest lesions, but the positive yield was so small (less than 0.1 percent) that
thereafter only those with signs and symptoms were examined. A very
simple technique was used: The darkroom tent was set up inside a warehouse, and the fluoroscope was set up inside the tent. The screen was vertical
and fixed from free vertical travel. To screw it up and down would have
been too time consuming and too exhausting. The radiologist stood or sat
in front of the fluoroscope, and the man to be examined slid between the
screen and the rail. Tall men squatted on the rail. Shorter men stood. It
required only a glance to determine the presence or absence of gross lesions.
Then the next man was fed into the slot.
During this procedure, the radiologists wore lead aprons and also wore
dental films for several days at a time. Since there was never any appreciable
change in the films, it was concluded that the procedure was safe.
After this mission had been completed, all department heads in the 42d
General Hospital were sent to Tokyo to supervise the taking over from the
Japanese of St. Luke's Hospital, which became the Tokyo General Hospital.
There were only about 40 patients in the hospital at this time, all with
typhoid and other infectious diseases. They were soon transferred.
The X-ray department was housed in a wing on the first floor, half of
which had previously been occupied by the pediatric department. The department had a General Electric Maximar machine, a deep ray therapy machine,
and an old General Electric 200-ma. generator with nonshockproof tube.
There had been at least two, and possibly three, rooms of half-wave rectified
Japanese equipment with 2-valve tubes, but since all of it was worn out or
broken and apparently had not been used for some time, it was discarded.
It could not have been repaired since its manufacturers had all been bombed
out of existence.
The work in this location was never heavy. On one occasion, 200 Japanese girls to be employed as waitresses and elevator operators in the Daichi
Building were X-rayed en masse. The task presented some problems of identification, and further problems arose from the lack of gowns. After Major
Morton had been told by a Japanese-American woman that there would be
no objection to the procedure, he simply had the girls strip to the waist and
line up for the examination, which was accomplished without difficulty.
CHARLES W. REAvIS, M.D.
JOSEPH L. MORTON,

M.D.
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49th General Hospital
In November 1944, the 49th General Hospital, which had been at Milne
Bay, embarked for the Philippines on a Liberty ship. On the first day out,
the boat ran on a reef for about 90 feet of its length. The tugs that finally
arrived could not pull it off, but on the third day, when the captain said
there was no alternative except to throw overboard all the equipment, including the X-ray equipment, the ship suddenly floated free. A 200 list to starboard, however, was maintained during the remainder of the trip to Leyte.
On the first day after the ship arrived on Dulag, kamikaze planes attacked. It suffered no damage, but a ship lying next to it suffered a great
deal. The plane plunged into the middle portion, killed a considerable number of persons, and completely destroyed a good deal of equipment, including
a new fluoroscope and a developing unit.
The 49th General Hospital at this time was well staffed with competent
medical officers, and it treated many personnel from Gen. Douglas MacArthur's staff, members of his family, and a number of important Philippine
civilians. The personnel of the X-ray department, which was directed by
Major Fletcher, became very friendly with the X-ray personnel at St. Luke's
Hospital in Manila, which was then directed by Dr. Paulino J. Garcia, who
later became Secrett.ry of Health in the Philippine Government. Conferences were held weekly, and the Manila Roentgen Ray Society (p. 695) was
formed and met monthly at St. Luke's to discuss baffling and otherwise interesting cases.
During this period, the activity at the 49th General Hospital resembled
that of any large civilian hospital. From the radiologic point of view, it
DONALD B. FLETCHER, M.D.
was both productive and satisfactory.
105th General Hospital
The 105th General Hospital, which was formed from the 5th General
Hospital (the Harvard Unit), arrived in Gatton, Queensland, Australia, on
11 July 1942 and took over the Gatton College buildings, formerly occupied
by the 153d Station Hospital. By late 1942, the hospital was receiving casualties from the New Guinea campaign in increasing numbers, and the flow
continued into 1943.
The X-ray department of the 105th General Hospital took over the space
formerly occupied by the same department of the 153d Station Hospital and
also took over much of its equipment. The first weeks in this location were
spent in installing two large 200-ma. X-ray machines and in redesigning the
floor space. A partition was erected to create separate radiographic and
fluoroscopic rooms. The latter room was made lightproof and it was also,
as was painfully discovered in the hot, humid months to follow, made airtight.
The original personnel consisted of two medical officers and three enlisted
men. By December 1942, the work had increased sufficiently to require the
services of three medical officers and six enlisted men, as well as a civilian
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secretary. At this time, the professional staff consisted of Capt. (later Col.)
Donald P. Ham, MC; Lt. (later Maj.) John F. Sheehan, MC, and Lt. (later
Capt.) Ralph C. Moore, MC.
On 1 December 1943, the X-ray department offices were moved into a
new surgery building, which had just been opened, but the equipment was
left in its original location. This was not a good arrangement. since the
patients were processed in the office before they were examined, after a rather
long walk down a boardwalk, in the radiographic and fluoroscopic rooms.
Minor items of supply were always a problem. Typewriters arrived
without ribbons. There were no appropriate cassettes for the 14- by 17-inch
films. Overall, however, the department and the whole hospital fared very
well indeed. Capt. Charles Shelton, MAC, was an extremely competent supply officer. He personally checked every incoming item and seemed to know
the exact location of the 176 truckloads of equipment spread over the 10 large
ward tents which the hospital occupied. The secret of his operation, he explained, was that. since he did not know what red tape was, he did not try
to cut it. He simply instructed his very efficient noncommissioned helpers to
bring the requisitioned supplies directly to the hospital from the ship from
which they were unloaded, instead of turning them in to the port quartermaster for reissue. The 105th General Hospital was one of the best supplied
hospitals in Australia, and when it was required to outfit two portable surgical hospitals, it had no trouble doing so.
The heaviest volume of work was accomplished between April and August
1943. In the fiscal year ending July 1943, the 3,313 examinations made were
divided as follows:
Number of casee
Partexamined or type of examination
Chest -----------------------------------------------------------810
Extremity -------------------------------------------------------784
Dental ----------------------------------------------------------410
Gastrointestinal series --------------------------------------------270
266
Spine -----------------------------------------------------------Head -----------------------------------------------------------142
Sinus -----------------------------------------------------------124
K.U.B .-...------------------------------------------------------110
Retrograde pyelogram --------------------------------------------103
Barium enema ---------------------------------------------------78
Gallbladder
-------------------------------------------------9
Intravenous pyelogram -------------------------------------------49
.law ------------------------------------------------------------35
Mastoid ----------------------------------------------------------30
Encephalogram ------------------------------------------------20
Bronchogram ----------------------------------------------------4
Urethrogram ----------------------------------------------------4
Myelogram ------------------------------------------------------4
Venogram -------------------------------------------------------1

Up to May 1944, 18,000 patients had been examined. Some medical
officers read as many as 70 films a day, in addition to performing otiier duties.
By the end of 1943, however, the patient load had dropped sharply.
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In the following year, the hospital was moved first to Hollandia, New
Guinea, and then, in October, to Biak, where the work was very heavy; and
50 and more patients were examined daily. The hospital buildings, including
the X-ray department, were little more than tin roofs, with just enough
lumber to support them and with eaves just wide enough to keep the rain out.
RALPH C. MOORE, M.D.
132d General Hospital
The 2,000-bed 132d General Hospital was set up in tents when it arrived
in Biak in the Schouten Island Group except for the administrative departnient, the operating room, and the X-ray department, which were set up in
-orrugated iron buildings of the barracks type, with partly opened sides.
The X-ray building was 20 by 72 feet, which provided floor space of 1,440
square feet. At one end were the two radiographic rooms, with provision for
fluoroscopy and a cassette changer nearby. The darkroom, viewing office, and
department administrative office were at the other end.
The X-ray department, began to function 48 hours after the hospital
opened, with a single field unit operated by a small mobile gasoline generator.
After larger generators had been installed for the whole hospital, as many as
aight field units could be used. Like the hospital, the X-ray department was
kept busy during the campaigns in the Philippines, from which it received
2asualties. At one time, the hospital census was 2,400.
Technical personnel were extremely efficient. The chief technician could
repair anything in the department, even the highly vulnerable cooling unit.
[t was later found that his technical achievements did not end there; he was
ilso operating a still in the coral cliffs, though how or with what was never
liscovered.
Two other large general hospitals, the 9th and the 105th, were near the
132d General Hospital on Biak, within half a mile of each other, and the relaions of the radiologic personnel were close and cordial. The Schouten Island
.adiologic Society was founded, and meetings were rotated among the three
kospitals.
Cordial relations also existed with the Dutch Government Hospital on
3iak, which was a part of the Netherlands East Indies.
A small native hospital nearby was staffed by a few Malayan physicians.
)n several occasions the director, who was a graduate of the Medical School
)f the University of Soerabaja on Java, brought over native patients to be
xamined. The request was gladly acceded to, since it gave the radiologists
Dme experience with endemic yaws.
Soon after the Japanese surrender, the 132d General Hospital was closed
later it was sold in entirety to the Dutch East Indies Government), and its
ersonnel were distributed among the hospitals in Manila. Maj. (later
,t. Col.) Egon G. Wissing, MC, the radiologist in charge, was first assigned
: the 60th General Hospital, located at San Beda College in Manila. This
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hospital, which operated in a well-preserved stone building, was soon closed
and Major Wissing was designated to settup the X-ray department of the
entirely new 1,000-bed 311th General Hospital, located 8 miles from Manila.
As soon as all departments were in good working order, the hospital was
turned over to the Philippine Government and became the 1st Philippine
Army General Hospital.
Major Wissing was transferred to the 4th General Hospital, which was
then located in one of the permanent Army installations at Fort William
McKinley, outside Manila. The hospital census was fairly large, and released
POW's were still arriving, but the X-ray procedures were chiefly routine,
including examination of officers and others ready for departure to the United
States.
EGoN G. WISSING, M.D.
HOSPITAL SHIPS
To complete the record of X-ray facilities in SWPA, mention might be
made of hospital ships.
The Ta8man, which became operational in August 1943, transported convalescent casualties from Port Moresby and Milne Bay and Oro Bay to
Australia. Subsequently, it was assigned to the Philippines.
The ship had on its main deck an operating theater and an adjoining
X-ray department and darkroom. The entire area was air conditioned, which
made it highly efficient for tropical use. The hospital had a capacity of 276
beds, and during its first year of operation it made 72 trips, traveling a total
distance of 138,095 nautical miles. During this period about 300 X-ray examinations were made.
The X-ray room, about 12 by 12 feet, was on the forward starboard side
of the main deck and was readily accessible from the nearby elevator and the
loading ports. Equipment was the standard Army field unit with removable
tabletop. A vertical wall rack was installed for chest films. Current was
supplied by a special 100-volt a.c. generator. The tube current was about
15 ma.
A small darkroom, about 4 by 4 feet, was equipped with tanks containing
solution at room temperature.
Capt. Frederick A. Rose, MC, an internist who subsequently became a
radiologist, handled the X-ray work, assisted by a corporal with some technical training, who also served as a corpsman on the wards. This technician
had helped assemble the equipment, and he determined the basic exposures.
Although his training was limited, he was the only person aboard who had
any technical knowledge at all.
The chief radiologic difficulty encountered was the severe and constant.
vibration from a loose propeller shaft on the ship. The affected focal spot
was probably in the magnitude of a centimeter or more.
CHARLEs W. REAVIS, M.D.

CHAPTER XXXIV

Conclusions and Recommendations
Charles W. Reavis, M.D.
CONCLUSIONS
The preparation of a history long after the events that it relates have
occurred has obviously undesirable connotations. The passage of time, however, also introduces a number of advantages, one of which is that the conclusions drawn and the recommendations made are decidedly more objective than
they would be if they had been formulated immediately after the events had
occurred.
In retrospect, perhaps the most outstanding feature of the radiologic service in all Pacific Ocean areas was the ability demonstrated by individual medical officers to cope with almost intolerable general conditions and with difficult
special situations. In these respects, the problems of the radiologist closely
resembled those of all other medical officers. The radiologist, however, had a
problem peculiar to his specialty, that he could not practice it without functioning equipment. This equipment, which is extremely delicate, proved difficult to operate and maintain in the climatic conditions of the Pacific. It also
suffered from the frequent movements of hospitals necessary to keep up with
advancing armies. In these circumstances, the radiologist was frequently
called upon to be many more things than a radiologist.
The medical profession as a whole realized in World War II more than
ever before that radiology is of enormous value in all areas of the body.
Extremely valuable information could be gained from radiographic studies
even in departments operated by poorly trained radiologists or by medical
officers with no radiologic training at all. The simplest examination proved
useful; indeed, it often provided information essential for the correct treatment of the wounded casualty. It is fair to say that the advances made in
radiology since World War II are largely due to its demonstrated usefulness
during the war.
Clinically, special advances were made in the Pacific Ocean areas and
elsewhere in the study of fractures and foreign bodies; in the elucidation of
congenital and other anomalies of the spine: and in the manifestations, particularly the thoracic and gastrointestinal manifestations, of tropical diseases.
Technically, radiology also advanced by the development of new methods and
by improvisations that, before the war, would not have been considered practical, regardless of the circumstances.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
There is no doubt, whatever forms wars of the future may take, that
radiology will play an important role in the medical care of the wounded.
For that reason, the lessons learned in World War II must not be forgotten.
The following recommendations are based hpon the radiologic experience in
that war in the Pacific:
1. Some overall plan of operation must be developed for the radiologic
service. There was no such plan in any of the Pacific Ocean areas in World
War II, and, as a result, much time and effort were wasted, and the service as
a whole was less efficient than it should have been.
2. The organization necessary could best be based on a system of consultants, with a chief consultant in each theater of operations and regional
consultants serving under him. There was no official provision for consultants
in radiology in the Pacific Ocean areas in World War II. The South Pacific
never had a consultant. The Central Pacific had only part-time consultants.
The Southwest Pacific, the most important of all the Pacific Ocean areas, had
only an acting consultant, who served for only a little over a year.
3. The proposed consultants, in addition to being highly qualified and
Board-certified radiologists, should be appointed on the basis of their organizing ability and their capacity and determination to implement whatever
plans are formulated.
4. Specialists in all fields of medicine will always be in short supply. All
of them, including radiologists, should therefore be used only for professional
functions. In the Pacific Ocean areas in World War II, they were sometimes,
usually of necessity, used for other purposes. Some of them performed the
duties of supply officers, health officers, and even engineers. Aside from the
fact that radiologists have no training at all in such matters, this is a wastage
of scarce professional personnel that should not again be permitted.
5. Provision should also be made for the use of specialized personnel,
including radiologists, during periods that hospitals are staging or are otherwise inactive. In the Pacific Ocean areas, many hospitals were without qualified radiologic personnel, or any radiologic supervision, while not too far away
radiologists waited, without work, for their hospitals to be constructed and
their equipment to be set up.
6. Tables of organization should provide that radiology be a separate
service in hospitals in all echelons, with the chief of the service responsible
directly to the commanding officer. The radiologic service cannot operate
with the highest efficiency when it is part of a medical or a surgical service,
no matter how understanding the chiefs of those services may be.
7. Training for technicians should be continued and extended. They are
an indispensable part of the successful operation of a radiologic service.
8. Provision should be made for the administration of radiation therapy.
In optimum circumstances, equipment should be provided and used only for
this purpose, under the supervision of consultants. When such equipment is
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not available, it is essential that accurate means of calibrating ordinary equipment be provided. There was little advance planning for radiation therapy in
the Pacific Ocean areas, and, as a result, there were losses of manpower that
need not have occurred while soldiers who needed this kind of treatment were
sent to the rear from combat areas.
9. Special attention must be given to the X-ray section in both the planning of hospitals and their location. This section has special requirements,
and, since it cannot operate without its equipment, it should have a special
priority in the construction of facilities.
10. X-ray equipment must be developed that will stand up better to climatic conditions, especially tropical conditions, than the equipment provided
in World War II. In particular, stamped out darkrooms and leadlined radiographic rooms must be developed and prefabricated, so that X-ray sections
can be assembled and set up without delay and uperated without risk to
personnel.
11. There should be a wiser selection of equipment and accessories for any
future emergency. Overall, there was no real lack of radiographic equipment
and supplies in the Pacific. On the other hand, both financial expenditures
could have been reduced and transportation difficulties could have been
decreased if more practical considerations had been taken into account when
tables of equipment were devised. The foreign body localizer, for instance,
could profitably have been omitted entirely. On the other hand, spot-filming
equipment should have been provided with all fluoroscopes.
12. All equipment should be standardized. The varieties used in the
Pacific Ocean areas made replacement of parts a continuing problem and
interchange of parts practically impossible.
13. A maintenance and repair service should be set up in advance of
hostilities. There were no such arrangements in the Pacific Ocean areas. The
service finally established proved highly efficient, but it was always a makeshift operation, and much time was lost in the use of equipment before it was
set up.
14. A better system of ventilation should be planned for darkrooms.
Conditions in them in the Pacific Ocean areas did not make for efficiency.
15. Provision should be made for fresh water for processing films and
for keeping the water cool. Developing radiographs was difficult in all the
Pacific Ocean areas because of lack of these essential requirements.
16. A better system of handling films in tropical climates should be
devised. There was serious wastage of films in the Pacific Ocean areas, as well
as transient shortages, because of film fog.
17. Planning for a radiologic service should include refresher courses for
staff and technical personnel; for staff conferences; and for contacts between
radiologists in adjacent hospitals, whether by formal organization or otherwise.
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18. Standard textbooks should be provided for all X-ray departments,
and current journals should also be provided. This recommendation is of
particular importance when the radiologist serves in an isolated hospital or
when the officer in charge of a department has had little or no radiologic
training.

China- Burma- India Theater

CHAPTER XXXV

China-Burma-India Theater
PhilipJ. Hodes, M.D.
Section I. Military and Medicomilitary Considerations
BACKGROUND OF THEATER
The military area which came to be known as the China-Burma-India

theater was unique in a number of respects, including its mission, the means
by which its mission was accomplished, and the environment in which its
operations were conducted.
The environment, as described in more detail later in this section (p. 727),
added immeasurably to the difficulties of combat and of medical care, particularly in the India-Burma theater, in which many 'U.S. troops operated.
Temperatures up to 1060 F. and over were not unusual. Humidity of 90 to
95 percent was almost routine. The monsoon, a wind of cyclonic character,
which blows for 5 months in the year, created havoc in the air and on the
ground and also brought phenomenal amounts of rain. In the Assam-Burma
mountains, the annual rainfall ranged between 300 and 350 inches and troops
were sometimes not dry for months on end. Roads which one day carried
medical and other supplies on the next day might be 30 feet under water or no
longer there because they had been washed off the side of the mountain. If a
road or clearing were not constantly maintained, the jungle would reclaim it
within a few weeks. Equipment mildewed, rotted, or rusted, and men were
worn out before their time from their battles with the environment.
In this region, traditional medical doctrines were pushed aside by actual
situations. The lines of medical evacuation were turned topsy-turvy. Normally, casualties are evacuated from a combat zone with the utmost dispatch.
Here, general hospitals frequently received casualties from battalion aid stations and sometimes evacuated their patients to evacuation or station hospitals.
Field hospitals sometimes functioned as evacuation hospitals. Collecting and
clearing stations sometimes set up facilities which functioned as station hospitals or sent out mobile surgical detachments. Hospitals were sometimes split
in two, one side caring for Chinese, and the other for United States casualties.
In addition, for long periods of time, each side of such a hospital might
operate at the normal capacity of the whole hospital (1).
7T0
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In view of these and other facts, it is necessary, in order to understand
the medicomilitary activities of the China-Burma-India theater, to review
briefly certain aspects of its development.
ORIGIN OF THEATER
Direct U.S. military involvement in the vast area in the Far EAt that
eventually became the China-Burma-India theater' stemmed from the ,:age
of the Lend-Lease Act by the U.S. Congress in March 1941. Wh " t'ie
primary objective of this act was to strengthen the British in their despei-atte
defense against overwhelming German forces in Europe, a second, highly
important objective was to strengthen the Chinese Nationalist Army in its
struggle to defend China against further incursions by the Japanese.
The Chinese Republic was faced with enormous problems: An aggressive
enemy without, with designs on vast areas of Chinese territory; a Communist
enemy within, bent on seizing power; a society that was still medieval in many
respects; an economy in strained condition, ill-adapted to the requirements of
modern warfare; a transportation system that was hopelessly inadequate; and,
finally, an army that, although large, was of doubtful effectiveness.
Lend-Lease sought to solve some of these problems by supplying the
Chinese Army with modern implements of war on a large scale. The solution, however, was attended with major difficulties, including the reduction
of Chinese requests for arms to realistic amounts, delivery of the arms, and
assurance of their effective use once they had been received.
U.S. Military Mission to China
It was to achieve the objectives just stated that the United States, in the
fall of 1941, sent a military mission to China. This mission was first under
the direction of Brig. Gen. John Magruder, USA, who had been ordered to
the Middle East (Iran) but who was diverted to China while he was en route.
He was succeeded by Maj. Gen. (later Gen.) Joseph W. Stilwell, USA.
General Magruder's instructions from the War Department were to assist the
Chinese Government in the procurement of military materiel; to train Chinese
personnel in its use and maintenance; and to study transportation facilities,
with the idea of eventually establishing an adequate line of communications.
Creation of China Theater
When the Combined Anglo-American Chiefs of Staff, shortly after Pearl
Harbor, began to allocate combined theaters, they did not include China, in
the belief that the Chinese would never consent to their country's coming
I Unless otherwise indicated, the political and military data in this chapter are derived from
the publication by the Office of the Chief of Military History entitled "StllweWs Mission to
China (s)."
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under a foreign command. A separate China theater was therefore designated
in December 1941, with President (Generalissimo) Chiang Kai-shek as
Supreme Commander. On 5 January 1942, President Chiang agreed to this
arrangement and asked for the assignment of an American officer as his Chief
of Staff. The War Department selected General Stilwell for this position
because he had previously served in China. On 21 January 1942, the Chinese
Government agreed to General Stilwell's assignment as Generalissimo Chiang's
Chief of Staff and also agreed to his having command over Chinese units,
especially those operating in Burma.
Arrival of General Stilwell.-Shortly after his arrival in Karichi, India,
on 24 February 1942, General Stilwell flew to Chungking, China, where he
took up his fourfold duties:
1. As Commanding General, U.S. Army Forces in China, Burma, and
India.
2. As the military representative of the President of the United States
in Chungking.
3. As the dispenser of lend-lease materiel from the United States to
China.
4. As Chief of Staff of the Generalissimo's Joint Staff. In this role, he
was assistant to a commander who was responsible to no one but himself and
whose concepts of China's best interests did not always agree with the concepts
of the Combined Chiefs of Staff in Washington.
The original plan was that General Stilwell would go from Chungking
to Burma, where he would take command of the Allied Forces there; put an
end to existing bickering and rivalries; and create an effective airlift over the
Hump to China, to replace the lost Burma Road. His expectation of a command in Burma began to fade almost as soon as he had assumed his new post,
for he learned that the British, for a variety of reasons which need not be
discussed here, viewed the prospect of his command with only limited
enthusiasm.
Creation of China-Burma-India Theater
On 22 June 1942, the War Department instructed General Stilwell, by
radio, to issue orders relieving all units and personnel under his command
from assignment to Army Group, Washington, D.C., assigning them instead
to "American Army Forces in India, China, and Burma." Apparently, both
the War Department and General Stilwell regarded this message as sufficient
authorization for the establishment of a U.S. theater of operations in China,
Burma, and India, and the theater is generally assumed to have been established on this date, even though the authorization was never made more
explicit. As a matter of fact, as the number of U.S. personnel in these countries increased and the extent of their responsibilities grew, General Stilwell's
staff had already come to conceive of itself as a theater headquarters.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HOSPITAL SYSTEM
Initial Arrangements for Medical Care
The first U.S. personnel to arrive in what was later the China-BurmaIndia theater were provided with the usual organic medical support, but hospitalization, when it was required, was to be furnished locally. This arrangement was another of the respects in which this theater was unique.
The British did their best to provide adequate hospital support for U.S.
troops, but in the early hectic days of warfare in the Far East, they were
hard pressed to meet their own needs and were poorly equipped to meet those
of another nation. Supplies were scarce and hard to come by because of the
long and hazardous supply routes and the increased demands being placed on
Allied medical facilities. Differences in national and professional standards
also affected the quality of hospital care provided U.S. troops.
Arrival of Station Hospitals
The strength of the U.S. Mission to China was originally small, but by
the spring of 1942, personnel had increased enough to require the development
of U.S. hospital facilities to serve the troops already there and those beginning
to arrive in the area in considerable numbers.
In March 1942, the Surgeon, SOS (Services of Supply), Col. John M.
Tamraz, MC, was informed by the War Department that the 750-bed 159th
Station Hospital would shortly arrive in Karichi. Soon afterward, he was
informed that six additional 50-bed station hospitals (the 95th, 96th, 97th,
98th, 99th, and 100th Station Hospitals) would also arrive in the area.
Ostensibly, these hospitals were to be part of the medical structure of the
theater, but General Stilwell was informed that he might use them in any way
he saw fit. At the same time, he was told that these seven fixed hospitals, plus
a small casual organization, were all the medical support the War Department planned for the theater, since it was desired "to limit the number of
troops in Burma and China to the number as [sic] can be supported from
the areas" (3).
Before any U.S. Army hospitals had arrived in the theater, Colonel
Tamraz took a lively interest, and played an active part, in the development of
suitable hospital facilities for troops in the Karichi area at North Malir
(map 8). This British installation was being made available for U.S. use,
presumably through the process of reverse lend-lease, but before it was pronounced suitable for hospital purposes, it required considerable renovation
and some new construction.
The 159th Station Hospital disembarked from the S.S. Brazil, on 16 May
1942, and within a week, it was in operation in the hospital area in Karfchi,
where the bulk of U.S. AAF (Army Air Forces) and SOS troops were then
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concentrated. With its arrival, the era of complete U.S. dependence on Allied
facilities was ended, and U.S. patients were quickly moved to this hospital
from the British military hospital in Karichi, in which they had previously
been cared for.
Defeat in Burma
With the establishment of the 159th Station Hospital at Karichi, in the
far west portion of India, bed capacity, for the time being, at least, seemed
adequate for the fledgling theater. Almost immediately, however, the need
arose for a second fixed hospital in the far northeast portion of the country.
During March and April 1942, General Stilwell and his small staff had vainly
endeavored to rally the Fifth and Sixth Chinese Armies, which were fighting
in Burma alongside the British, against the invading Japanese. By the end
of April, the defense of Burma collapsed, and Allied troops, in General
Stilwell's blunt language, took "a hell of a beating."
The defeated Chinese troops retreated to north Burma and to China.
Elements of the Fifth and Sixth, and most of the Sixty-Sixth, Chinese Armies
escaped into China. The bulk of the Fifth Chinese Army, including remnants
of the 22d Division, as well as the 38th Division of the Sixty-Sixth Army,
retreated into north Burma.
During the first weeks of June 1942, these troops began to straggle into
Assam Province, India, where they were met by U.S. staff officers and collected, pending a decision on their status and future utilization. It was
finally decided to retain these two Chinese divisions in India; train, reorganize,
and reequip them there; and use them for a later counteroffensive in Burma.
Negotiations for a training camp were conducted with the British, and in
July, arrangements were made for the acquisition of a camp at Rimgarh,
Behai Province, India (map 8). The camp had served as a prisoner-of-war
-amp, chiefly for Italians, and was in reasonably good condition.
Hospital facilities at the Rimgarh Training Center.-Accompanying the
,hinese in their retreat from Burma was the Seagrave Hospital Unit, a prelominantly civilian mobile surgical unit led by Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Gordon
3. Seagrave, MC. He had operated a mission hospital in northwest Burma
lor the preceding 20 years, and his organization later served with the Fifth
md Sixth Chinese Armies in the Burma Campaign.
When the camp hospital at Rimgarh, with other fixed facilities, was
urned over to U.S. control, the Seagrave Unit, supplemented by additional
J.S. medical personnel, began the medical rehabilitation of the Chinese
roops. Most of them needed care badly. They were obviously malnourished
Lnd debilitated, and nearly all were suffering, in varying degrees, from tropi'al ulcers, venereal diseases, amebiasis, malaria, and other tropical diseases.
The census of the hospital at RFrmgarh soon exceeded the 1,000 mark, and
he need for additional facilities became pressing. The 98th Statio Hospital,
vhich had arrived in the theater in July 1942, was dispatched to 1mgarh,
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which it reached on 20 August 1942. At that time, the approximately 1,000
patients in the camp hospital were being cared for by 5 medical officers of the
Seagrave Unit, 33 Burmese nurses, and 35 enlisted men. The commander of
the 98th Station Hospital, by virtue of seniority, took command of all hospital facilities. The census rose to a peak of 1,326 in September and, then,
gradually declined as the Chinese troops were restored to health.
Impact of Ledo Road on Medical Planning
Meantime, another logistic development was underway in the theater, the
planned construction of an all-weather road from Ledo, Assam Province,
India, through Burma, to the Chinese terminus of the old Burma Road. The
new road would permit overland movements of supplies into beleaguered
China, which at this time could be supplied only by air over the perilous
Hump in the Himalayas. A continuing supply of materiel of war was essential to China's continued effective participation in the war and was also the
keystone of U.S. efforts to aid this country.
The building of the Ledo Road portended a greatly increased medical
load in the theater. Late in October 1942, to meet the new requirements,
Colonel Tamraz requested a 1,000-bed general hospital, three 750-bed evacuation hospitals, and other supporting medical units to provide hospitalization
for the estimated 30,000 troops who would be involved in the construction of
what was first known as the Ledo Road and was later renamed the Stilwell
Road by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek.
In November 1942, when Colonel Tamraz went to Assam to select sites
for the new hospitals he had requested, he found General Stilwell's headquarters and other military installations already located on some of the
tea plantations in the area. The buildings used in processing the tea plants
were electrified and were otherwise well adapted to hospital use. The polo
field of a group of British tea planters was later used for this purpose.
Further Hospital Developments
The census at the 98th Station Hospital at Rimgarh continued to fall as
greater need arose for it elsewhere.

On 1 January 1943, it was moved to

Ledo, where it occupied a hastily constructed group of basha-type huts (p.
728) and a few other buildings of more permanent construction. It remained
here until April 1943, when it was dispatched to Chikulii, India.
The replacement for the 98th Station Hospital was the 1,000-bed 20th
General Hospital, which arrived at Margherita, Assam, India (map 8), 6n 22
Mar-ah 1943, under the command of Col. Elias E. Cooley, MC (4). The
"dismal and discouraging beginning" of their work is described in detail elsewhere in this section (p. 727). Presented with a great challenge, the hospital
personnel lost no time in draining the area, repairing buildings, clearing
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away jungles, and cleaning up the surroundings. The work was accomplished
with such speed that patients could be received on 2 April 1943. During its
period of service in Margherita, from this date until it was deactivated in
November 1945, this general hospital -sometimes functioned as such, but at
various times, it also functioned as a station hospital, an evacuation hospital,
and even as a field hospital, depending upon the tactical situation. It provided all types of medical and surgical care, for patients coming not only from
Burma but also from China and nearly all parts of India.
Shortly after the 20th General Hospital arrived, the 48th and 73d
Evacuation Hospitals arrived and were assigned to Ledo. They were later
joined in this location by the 14th Evacuation Hospital. When the 151st
Medical Battalion (Motorized) arrived, it was distributed along the trace of
the new Ledo Road and along the trails into Burma, to provide evacuation
facilities and trail hospitals for isolated working parties.
Located at AAF and ATC (Army Transport Command) bases in central
India were the 100th Station Hospital, assigned to New Delhi; the 97th
Station Hospital, assigned to Agra; and the 99th Station Hospital, assigned
to GayI.. The 112th Station Hospital, which arrived in Karichi late in March
1943, was dispatched to Calcutta, where, on 12 August 1944, it became the
263d General Hospital.

Section II. Administrative Considerations'
RADIOLOGIC WORKLOAD
Radiologists came into the China-Burma-India theater, with all of the
hospitals listed and provided, often under great difficulties, the services
expected of a department of radiology in a civilian hospital. Complete
figures for the radiologic workload in this theater are not available, but some
idea of its size and importance can be gained from the following statistics
from an evacuation and three general hospitals:
During 1944, while the 73d Evacuation Hospital was functioning as a
semipermanent installation at Ledo, India (map 8), and then at Shingbwiyang, Burma, its Radiology Department examined 6,260 patients, of whom
6,191 were military; of this number, 3,267 were Chinese (5).
Between 2 April 1943, when it became operational, and the end of that
year, the Radiology Department of the 20th General Hospital made 16,535
examinations on 7,516 patients (4). The examinations included 640 studies of
the gastrointestinal tract, 215 urographic studies, 4,070 chest examinations,
and 714 examinations of the head. In 1944, the department made about 35,000
Bxaminations on about 17,000 patients. In his annual report for 1944, Col.
(later Brig. Gen.) I. S. Ravdin, MC, the commanding officer, remarked that,
2 Appreciation is expressed to Dr. (formerly Major, MC) George P. Keefer for his assistance
:o Dr. Bodes in the preparation of the remainder of this chapter.
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in spite of the handicaps under which it operated, the Department of Radiology had done as much work during the year as was done annually at the
University of Pennsylvania Hospital, and had done it with about a quarter
of the personnel.
During 1945, the 142d General Hospital made 20,438 radiologic examinations on 18,861 patients, of whom 90.4 percent were U.S. Army personnel
(6). Of the remainder, 3.3 percent were U.S. Navy personnel and 6.3 percent, civilians. The total figures included 7,775 chest examinations, 4,567
examinations of the extremities, and 1,515 examinations of the entire spine.
Between I January and 15 June 1945, about 80 percent of the daily
caseload of the 69th General Hospital passed through the Department of
Radiology, probably because, as the bed census fell, increasing numbers of
outpatients were seen (7).

LIAISON WITH ALLIES
Professional relations with the British, which were always cordial and
of the highest order, were established early, when U.S. Army medical personnel operated a small station hospital in Bombay, which served more as a
convalescent hospital than as a station hospital. For this reason, all diagnosis and therapy needed by U.S. troops were conducted at the British Army
hospital in this city. The arrangement was a harbinger of the professional
relations that existed throughout the war. No matter where United States
and British installations were located, patients who needed care, particularly
those too ill to be moved at once, were cared for at the nearest hospital unit,
regardless of whether they were United States or British personnel and
regardless of whether the hospital was a U.S. Army or a British Army installation. The medical care of casualties was always the first consideration.
Formalities of transfer were cared for later.
Their relations with local British and Indian civilians were, of course,
of great importance to all U.S. military personnel in the theater, including
radiologists. The British had their own hospitals, but their medical support
was sometimes limited, and they did not have the specialized personnel attached to U.S. Army hospitals. For reasons that were never clear to them,
U.S. medical officers were discouraged from rendering medical help to civilians, if not actually forbidden to do so. Some fundamental military reason
for the restriction probably existed, and it is unfortunate that it was not
explained. For many medical officers, the transition from civilian to military
practice had been too recent for them to accept without question a regulation
in such conflict with the humanitarian principles under which they had previously conducted themselves professionally.
Another reason medical officers objected to this restriction was that, in
their eyes, local citizens were supplying U.S. medical personnel not only with
items that they needed medically but also with many of the graces and
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amenities of life that were entirely lacking in their military environment.
For this reason, and in line with the principles of civilian medical pracice,
the rule that medical care should not be furnished to local civilians was sometimes violated. The staff of the 20th General Hospital-and no doubt the
staffs of other hospitals in other ways-was once dramatically repaid for its
lapses from military regulations. A U.S. officer developed a rapidly growing
testicular tumor which could not be treated at this hospital but for which
the necessary treatment could be secured at the Tata Memorial Hospital in
Bombay. Except for the rapport existing between the professional staff of
the 20th General Hospital and their local British friends, who effected his
transfer, this officer might well have lost his life.

TRAINING OF CHINESE PERSONNEL
Once Gen. Sun Li-Jen, Commanding General, First Chinese Army, who
was a graduate of the Virginia Military Institute, came to realize that it was
decidedly to his advantage to utilize U.S. radiologic and other personnel in
the theater for training purposes, he proved most cooperative in this regard.
Eighteen Chinese soldiers were assigned to the 20th General Hospital, nine
to be trained as laboratory technicians and nine as X-ray technicians. Their
commanding officer, whose rank was equivalent to that of major in the U.S.
Army, had majored in physics and was able to take over part of the actual
training, which was conducted under the direction and supervision of the
hospital technical and professional staffs.
General Sun's wise selection of these particular soldiers (fig. 236) made
their training a simple matter. Since all of them spoke and understood
English well, there were no language difficulties. Within 2 months, they were
able to do almost anything required of them in the various capacities in which
they served-as X-ray technicians, interpreters, messengers, and litter bearers,
among other assignments. The men were an integral part of the hospital,
and their skill and diligence came to be accepted as a matter of course. The
training they received undoubtedly was of great benefit to them when they
returned to their homes after the war.
Their training also proved valuable to the 20th General Hospital: As
the Japanese were driven back from Assam and Burma, the hospital was
expanded to approximately 3,500 beds, to accommodate Chinese, as well as
United States, casualties and a few British casualties. In the ensuing, greatly
increased activities, the Chinese X-ray technicians handled all Chinese patients, expedited their care, and eliminated most of the time that would have
been spent and the difficulties that would have occurred otherwise in communication between patients and technicians and officers who spoke different languages.
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An immediate tour of all fixed hospitals in the theater, supplemented by
later tours for special purposes, revealed that, in general, all radiologic
departments were performing efficiently, were meeting the demands made
upon the specialty, and were improvising equipment and techniques as the
need developed. During the course of the war, however, a number of difficulties arose that might have been avoided if a full-time consultant in radiology had been able to anticipate them or to correct them immediately.
One problem was the transfer of trained men from one installation to
another by personnel officers who, many times, simply did not understand
radiologic requirements and who were not able to evaluate radiologic qualifications. In the European theater, where a radiologic consultant served during the planning for the invasion of the Continent as well as during the
active fighting (p. 325), these difficulties were reduced to a minimum.
The appointment of a full-time consultant in radiology would also have
gone far to overcome the difficulties and misunderstandings that arose out
of lack of communication between radiologists in the theater and the Consultant in Radiology, Office of The Surgeon General, whose advice and assistance would frequently have been useful. It was not until the war was over
that Colonel Hodes learned that Col. Byrl R. Kirklin, MC, had served in
this capacity in this Office. Colonel Hodes corresponded at intervals with
Col. Alfred A. de Lorimier, MC, but the correspondence was not entirely
satisfactory, partly because of the long delays in replies to his letters and
partly because Colonel de Lorimier was fully occupied with the training
courses he was directing in the Zone of Interior.
Communication was also difficult between radiologists in the theater because of the disposition of troops and supporting hospitals. They were scattered over enormous areas, and in a few instances, there were a thousand
miles and more between small groups. Ground lines of communication were
extremely primitive, if they existed at all, and the ready exchange of information on technical and other points, possible in other theaters by virtue of
a functioning consultant system, was never developed in the China-BurmaIndia theater.
Replacements for specialized personnel, when they became ill or otherwise incapable of duty, were a problem in any theater, where all specialists
were in short supply. Nonetheless, had there been a full-time consultant in
radiology for the China-Burma-India theater, with knowledge of the qualifications of radiologic personnel and the workload each was carrying, he
could have made proper recommendations to personnel officers and accomplished more intelligent replacements.
One final illustration might be mentioned of difficulties that arose from
poor intratheater communications. Gastrointestinal disease was relatively
frequent in this theater, and peptic ulcer, confirmed by radiologic evidence,
was often a reason for evacuating soldiers to fixed hospitals in the rear with
the recommendation that they be returned to the Zone of Interior. In a
number of instances, patients with active duodenal ulcers were sent from the
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forward area to a station hospital in Karichi with this recommendation. As
might have been expected, when they were removed from the forward zone
with its pressure and tension, the ulcers became quiescent and healing began.
Thereupon, the men were returned to the forward area as fit for duty, apparently without any evaluation of the circumstances under which the ulcers
had developed and the original diagnoses and recommendations had been
made. Once the men were returned to the atmosphere of tension in the forward zone, again as might have been expected, the cycle recurred and the
ulcers again became active and also became increasingly resistant to curative
measures.
Better communication between forward and rear installations in the
theater might have avoided such a situation. The difficulty was not straightened out until Colonel Hodes had made a special trip to Karichi and had
discussed the matter with the medical officer (a pediatrician) and persuaded
him that the interests of the patients in question would be best served by
placing more confidence in diagnoses made in forward hospitals. In defense
of the pediatrician, who lacked experience in the natural history of duodenal
ulcers, two points might be made: He was undoubtedly pressed hard by the
scarcity of replacements for soldiers evacuated to the Zone of Interior and,
at this time, the policy had not yet been developed of sending their radiographs along with patients who were evacuated.
OFFICER PERSONNEL
The original tables of organization for general hospitals called for three
radiologists. By the time most of these hospitals assigned to the ChinaBurma-India theater had arrived there, the allowances had been adjusted
downward and only two radiologists were provided for. As a matter of fact,
the chief radiologist often found himself with no assistants at all. Moreover, many hospitals came into the theater with radiologic personnel who
were radiologists in name only; they had had no prewar radiologic experience and had been trained for their duties in the short courses given in the
Zone of Interior (p. 30).
When only a single radiologist was assigned to a 1,000- or 1,500-bed hospital which was receiving combat casualties, or even when two were assigned,
working days of 12 and 14 hours were commonplace.
Early in the war, when there were not enough qualified radiologists in
the theater to staff all medical installations adequately or even at all, a system was developed whereby films were sent for interpretation from installations without radiologists, such as aid stations on the Ledo Road, to installations with competent radiologic personnel. Before the war ended, in August
1945, there were a large number of excellently staffed general hospitals in
the theater and this expedient became less necessary.
The inflexibility. of tables of organization often worked a hardship on
competent officer personnel in the China-Burma-India theater as in other
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theaters: The tables did not make sufficient allowances for advancement in
rank commensurate with individual ability and achievement.
X-RAY TECHNICIANS
Training
The experience of the 20th General Hospital in respect to its complement
of X-ray technicians was, unfortunately, not unique: When the hospital was
activated in the Zone of Interior, only two trained technicians were attached
to it. During the 6-month period it was in training at Camp Claiborne, La.,
repeated requests for additional technicians went unfulfilled, partly because
of Army redtape and partly because of the not unnatural reluctance of other
hospitals to release any of their trained technicians to the 20th General
Hospital.
Shortly before the hospital went overseas--and, unfortunately, after most
of the opportunities for basic training had been lost-three more trained
technicians were assigned; one of them had had civilian training in X-ray,
and the other two had had the Army short course. Two more technicians
designated for the Department of Radiology were assigned to the hospital
enlisted men's detachment, in which the emphasis was on general military
training rather than on the development of technical skills. Colonel Hodes
fully appreciated the need for training in military discipline and for military orientation, but it would have been highly desirable if all seven of his
technicians could have had some training and some radiologic orientation
before the hospital was sent overseas. It would have made a great difference
if, during their training, he could have worked closely with them, followed
their progress, evaluated the quality of their work, and built up team spirit.
During the voyage to the Far East, Colonel Hodes conducted classroom
instruction and dry-run training sessions for the hospital X-ray technicians.
Sin.e there was no X-ray equipment available on board, even in the sickbay,
he taught them their duties by rote or by numbers. He also instructed them
in the liaison that should exist between technicians and patients and in the
relauion of technicians to the medical officers who would be dependent upon
them for service to their patients.
Obviously, what could be taught on shipboard, with no equipment and
with the Army manual the only textbook, was extremely limited. It was,
of course, almost unintelligible to men who had never seen an X-ray tube.
Much of the professional training necessary had to wait until the hospital
wa set up in India, and training there could not begin until hospital personnel had cleaned out an area in the jungle in which to set up their facilities
and equipment. Once this task was accomplished, the chief technician, who
had had some experience with the Picker field unit, began to teach the other
technicians how to handle it and how to operate the Army electric generator.
During this period, it was found good practice to create problems and then
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have the technicians describe how they would handle them. The exercise was
ended with a general discussion of all the solutions possible.
Perhaps the most important task of the chief of the Radiology Department on shipboard was his endeavor to impress upon these embryo technicians, inexperienced in their radiologic duties and also new to the Army, the
importance of their working as a team. Special emphasis was placed upon
the interdependence of the various departments of the hospital upon each
other. Emphasis was also placed upon the reliance of radiologists upon
films, and upon the responsibility of the technicians for producing them.
They were told very plainly that the life of some unfortunate casualty might
depend upon the quality of the radiograph which the technician produced,
a concept which should furnish a yardstick for all technical work.
Evaluation of Technical Work
Radiologists in the theater were not in agreement as to whether civilianor Army-trained technicians furnished the more valuable assistance in their
departments. The radiologists of both the 18th and the 20th General Hospitals were inclined to believe that civilian-trained technicians did better
work. The 18th General Hospital was fortunate in obtaining two experienced civilian technicians when it was completing its complement of enlisted
personnel after Pearl Harbor. The 20th General Hospital considered much
of the efficiency of its Department of Radiology to be due to its two civiliantrained technicians. One had been a darkroom technician for many years.
The other, who served as chief technician, had served in that capacity in a
New York City hospital for more than 10 years.
In contrast, the radiologist of one of the general hospitals in the theater
commented in his 1944 report that the technical quality of his films was only
average because they were made by Army-trained technicians of limited
experience. In the 1945 report for this hospital, however, the same radiologist stated that the 11 enlisted men in the department at the end of the year
were all well trained, since most of them, before this assignment, had taken
the Army course in X-ray technique and had served at various installations
in the Zone of Interior.
Whatever the degree of training of their X-ray technicians, all departments found the most practical plan was to put the man with the most experience in charge of the further training of the men of lesser experience.
With proper supervision and direction by the chief of radiology, this plan
usually worked very well.

MORALE
Morale was an extremely important consideration in the China-BurmaIndia theater, more so than in either the European or the Mediterranean
theater because of the unfavorable environment and climate.
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On his first tour of fixed hospitals in the theater, as in all later tours,
Colonel Hodes found that the major radiologic prolleili was not one of supplies or of technique but one of morale. The work was performed under
difficult environmental circumstances, without itmany of the refinements of
equipment available in civilian practice and soetin ines witlhout some of the
equipment previously considered essential. Sonie of tile officers and a great
many of the technicians had had no previous interest in radiology, and many
of theni had little or no training in it. Frictions inevitably arose when hastily
trained men were transferred into units completely atlien to them. There was
no denying that such experiences were I raunmatic. It required nionths of as,•ociation before these rmen developed the pride in their units felt by personnel
who had trained with them from the heginining.
Difficult though it might 1e, it was still possible to build up and maintain
morale under these adverse circunistances. Success began with the realization
by the chief of each radiology departmnent that the responsibility for tile efficient operation of tihe department was his anid his alone. A department chief
who realized his resionsibility, and who made it clear to his staff that he did,
inspired confidence. lie increased their confideice by using his personnel in
the positions in which they could serve with the greatest efficiency. Tie maintained a high level of radiologic prodiuctivity, at the siune time refusing to be
satisfied with anything less than a superior performance in terins of radiographs. His insistence oni work of the highest quality engendered pride of
performance in his staff, and their output and the quality of their work were
correspondingly increased.
The reverse, of v'ourse, was also true. If the radiologist heading a department demonstrated a lack of interest in his work aind made evident the sense
of frustration that lie sometimes inevitably felt, his own work and the work of
his technicians alike suffered.
Colonel Hlodhes repeatedly noticed in his tours that the physical appearance of a department of radiology reflected the kind of discipline exercised by
its chief, while filn quality and artistry were evidence of tihe interest taken
in their work by radiologic officers and technicians, as well as evidence of their
respect for each other.

The Problemn of Grade
While it was possible, by the means just described, to develop the tearni
concept in X-ray technicians and raise their morale by instilling in them pride
in their work and in their organization, one adverse influence on morale
remained until the end of tile war, the question of promotion in grade. Tile
necessity of adherence to tables of organ izat ionl harassed most of tile chiefs of
radiology in the theater and was a part ihular problem to those who were chiefs
of these departments in affiliated hospitals. The affiliated hospitals. that had
been organized before 7 l)eceniber 1941, in preparation for the war that
seemed imminent, were instructed, after this date, to fill hile roster of enlisted
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personnel permitted by the tables of organization. The limitations of these
tables created unfortunate situations. Technicians with greater skill and
experience were frozen in a lower rank than others who knew little or nothing
about X-ray technology but who rated a higher grade because their period of
Army service had been longer. Technicians who had been X-ray technicians
in civilian life could not be rewarded with the higher rating their competence
deserved, a situation that was particularly unfortunate because dental technicians, who could be trained in a few weeks, received a higher rating than
X-ray technicians with longer experience in civilian radiologic technology.
Often, privates who knew more about X-ray technique than the sergeants who
supervised them remained privates; the tables of organization established the
ratio of privates to sergeants, and it was therefore not possible to reward a
private for good work and initiative by recommending his promotion.
This difficulty, of course, was not confined to radiologic technicians. It
was a problem in all specialties, and one that was never completely solved.

Section IV. Facilities
CLIMATIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
Because climate and environment exerted such influence in housing, equipment, general maintenance, and technical performance of all hospitals in the
China-Burma-India theater, the description by its historian of the arrival of
the 20th General Hospital at Margherita, Assam, in late March 1943, assumes
peculiar significance (4). He wrote:
The first view of the hospital was something never to be forgotten. We splashed
out of the trucks into nearly six Inches of soft slippery mud. It was a raw day, with
leaden clouds and a driving rain. The hospital * * * consisted of a large polo field on
which there were no buildings because It [wouldi be covered with water during the monsoon. Around this field on higher ground to the north were a group of bamboo bashas
where American patients and our nurses were [subsequently1 quartered. On the south
was another group of bashas where the officers * * * were billeted * * * The basbas
were 20 by 80 feet with a 20-foot extension for latrines. Some of the floors were covered with bamboo matting, and others were dirt. The roofs were of palm leaves, and
they leaked badly. There were no paths and what roads were present were deep with
mud. There were no lights available and very few outlets for water.

This, then, was the setting in which the 20th General Hospital was to
stablish its X-Ray Department, a section of the hospital which required a
irm foundation for the heavy, delicate apparatus with which its work was
lone and which also required protection from water, absence of humidity, and
;otal lightproof construction.
On its arrival in Bombay, the 20th General Hospital was informed that
ts destination was to be Margherita, but it was inadequately prepared for
what it was to encounter. Inquiries were made of the proper authorities as to
whether materials to prepare for the monsoon would be needed, and assurances
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were given that everything necessary would be available on location; nothing,
therefore, was issued.
As a matter of fact, very little was available on location. The monsoon
season had already begun. The site of the hospital was in the heart of the
jungle. There was very little protection from the elements. Fortunately,
only holding operations were going on at the time, and hospital personnel
could devote almost total attention to clearing out the jungle and providing
shelter for themselves and their equipment.
BASHAS
The bashas described by the historian of the 20th General Hospital were
characteristic of the housing provided for the units which arrived earliest in
the theater, and this type of housing was also used for some of the units which
arrived later (fig. 238). Some hospitals which arrived early were even
less fortunate. The 14th Evacuation Hospital, for instance, which set up at
Ledo in 1943, reported that its first X-ray facilities were located "on the north
side of the road, under tarpaulins" (8).
A basha is best described as a bamboo structure, roofed with thatch held
in place by crosshatched bamboo poles, and with a life expectancy, due to
termites, of not more than 18 months (9).
LATER HOUSING
In most, though not all, instances, bamboo bashas were replaced by bashas
of the so-called pukka (or more substantial) construction. While the 73d
Evacuation Hospital was in Ledo, its X-Ray Department was housed in a
semipermanent building, but when the hospital was moved to Shingbwiyang,
Burma, it was again housed in bamboo bashas, though the facilities were
better than in most of the makeshift buildings used.
By 1944, however, most X-ray installations in the theater were housed in
buildings that were at least semipermanent. Both the 69th and the 142d
General Hospitals had comparatively new buildings, of brick, with brick
partitions, and with wooden or concrete floors.
When the 73d Evacuation Hospital moved to Ledo, India, 15 months
after its arrival in the theater, its X-ray facilities consisted of six rooms,
including fluoroscopic and radiographic rooms, a darkroom, a storage room,
and clerical and reading rooms. The arrangement was simple but adequate
for the type and volume of work, and protection of personnel was good (p.
731). The outside covered porch was used as a waiting room and accommodated many ambulatory and litter patients (fig. 239). This was a particularly practical arrangement during the monsoon rains.
A completely blacked-out fluoroscopic room was constructed by using
galvanized iron sheeting to cover the rear wall of the basha, to cover the
windows and doors, and to roof the room to the 8-foot height of the brick
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71,

Fiauzz 238.-Basna construction at 69th General
Hospital, Ledo, India, 1944. A. Dental, Pharmacy,
Laboratory, and X-Ray Building. B and C. Surgical
wards.

'aIls. The room, which was satisfactory in all respects, was built by one of
te X-ray technicians with native help.
The radiographic room was partly walled off, to a height of 7 to 8 feet,
y the brick walls that were part of the protective system. Part of the back
Fthe room was screened and the remainder was lined with Hessian cloth, for
,osquito control as well as to insure cleanliness.
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Fi(it-iii: 239. -('o vered poroh of
ithu, (ueiral H ospital X-Ray Delepartment,
.Maihrgherita. 1945.
Patielelus are .iap,:umese prisoners of war. A. Exterior view.
shouwving 'onstrl.'tlion (of overihanging iouimiboo covered roof. it. View in"sie porch.

The darkroom consisted of a framiework of boards lined with eiloilih
ihickniesses of salViage,( British Itent clot hi to)achieve
('(o)ililet e darknes's. A
slill cemiiient sink was installed in one conier.i:1(1a
worndlt ench was hmiit
N
alolig lile wall l'acing thle radiographic roolii. A headlilled pass box, constructe d
thv
le tec'ili'iailiS, wVI.i• h1ill within thlie brwik wNall 1b)etweeln liethradiograip1hic room alnd dlarkr'Oo
the box olpeiied julist abuove t he workbenclih in
tli
the dai rkroom.
The

storage. r'•eiinilig, and clerical rooliis, Which wiere sepa,ratled b y alluinloo

walls, wvere parly
r
csreeliediliad wereIi neil withi
les'sian clotih.
A veleinilt floorw Was aidi in tihe dauilkrooni and a wi
woodli floor in the
lhioroslopic ri'oomn. In the oitliie[. rOollis, tie floors Wer', of red clav, ih'niily
stamnlPed down.

HOUSING INADEQUACIES
Sonie of

ite housinig inadequluacies encountered in the early months of
iai
? i .t effivietliirioliologic performaneiiii.
Att lihe 2i0th
(, iiml':1 Hospital. for lusinstace, hotlii laboraitory and X-ray facilithis Were
crowded 'into oliW siiall, leaky liasha, and thle nurii'silng. mielical, and surgical
ofhfies wIere crowdield iiito anotlher. All re(-ordls andi( dIesks. had
ia I
1ie covered
I at
niigiht. and when it rallned alird diluring liethday, work somitlielues haiad to be
Susipenii'diled. 0)1n one occasionii a fIloroscol ue was almiiost ruiniil wht,li
it,
le tllrpaiiin which was used as a roof over the tlhoroscopic ro00oin roltted anud the
Uliit was flooded with .tiallnat rainwat er.
For
lai nlliher of reasolls, ti i
l' isIo)rtat ioln of pat ients to andiii froni tlhe
X-Ray I)eptrtmnient was often difficult. For one tlhing, because of tlie inces-

opei'arit oiliiililltaeI
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sant rain and the poor drainage, the ground was always muddy, and the mud
was often inches deep. Then, because of the inflammable bamboo and thatch
of which the bashas were constructed, regulations required that the wards be
separated from each other by a minimum of 50 to 75 feet. Hospitals were
therefore spread over wide areas. The easiest way to bring patients to the
X-ray was by ambulance, and there were times at the 20th General Hospital
when one ambulance, or even two, did nothing but shuttle patients to the
department from scattered medical and surgical wards. There were also
occasions wl en transportation was impossible and the patients had to be
examined on the wards with field X-ray units.
The darkroom inherited by the 20th General Hospital from the organization which it succeeded had been planned by a surgeon, who happened to be
very stout. In planning the maze to the darkroom, his own size was apparently his only consideration; he took no account of the fact that an entrance
suitable for him made the baffle into the darkroom too large to serve as a light
trap and also accounted for the fogging of films that was the hallmark of this
special unit. To the trained radiologic eye, the trouble was immediately evident. Several strategically placed curtains easily corrected it and transformed
a previously inadequate darkroom into a reasonably satisfactory one.

PROTECTION OF RADIOLOGIC PERSONNEL
In the China-Burma-India theater, as elsewhere, the greatest risks of
exposure were in gastrointestinal fluoroscopy and foreign body localization.
Various techniques for protection were used, beginning with the simple factor
of distance. The length of the bashas and other buildings frequently made it
possible to keep radiologic personnel at a safe distance from exposure. On the
other hand, this was not always practical, particularly when space was tight.
Whenever possible, however, all wiring was lengthened, to take advantage of
the factor of distance for purposes of safety.
Entirely satisfactory protection was afforded by the brick walls employed
at the 73d Evacuation Hospital, at Ledo, which were carefully planned while
the building was under construction. Because it was immediately adjacent to
a shallow ravine, no protection of the rear of the building was necessary. The
other walls were constructed of brick, 12 inches thick, and extended 8 feet
above floor level.
When the Radiology Department of the 73d Evacuation Hospital was
housed in a basha in Shingbwiyang, Burma, the same type of protective brick
walls was employed. In addition, a brick wall 7 feet high, 3 feet wide, and 12
inches thick, was erected in the radiographic room, adjoining the X-ray table,
ýo serve as a protective screen for the technicians. Like the walls in the buildng at Ledo, it was found satisfactorily protective against radiation.
The 142d General Hospital, which occupied a new building in Calcutta,
iad mobile lead screens, and even the doors between the various rooms were
eadlined.
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FIGURE 240.-X-ray room, 20th General Hospital.
Note sandbags, held in place by bamboo poles, for protection of personnel against radiation.

During its first year in the theater, the 20th General Hospital, after trials
of other improvisations, found that sandbags, held in place by bamboo poles
(fig. 240), furnished excellent protection against radiation, just as certain
hospitals in the Pacific had found them (p. 531). All X-ray personnel wore
small pieces of X-ray film in envelopes at all times, to test the safety of this
method.
While X-ray technicians had excellent protection by these various methods, protection of the fluoroscopist and his assistants was more difficult. The
X-ray tube head was not well shielded, and during fluoroscopy, therefore,
considerable exrosure of the lower extremities could take place. It was thus
important that all lead shielding, including lead aprons, reach well below the
knees of the examiner. The danger was recognized in the Zone of Interior
and a leaded rubber shield for the tube head was devised by Colonel de Lorimier and his associates (10) to cut down radiation to the tolerance level, but
it was never received in the China-Burma-India theater.
At the 20th General Hospital, two lead aprons were used to protect the
fluoroscopist, one overlapping the other. In this manner, the limbs were protected well below the knees. The same plan was used at the 73d General
Hospital. Later, the principle was effectively applied in the development of
a simple protective lead shield (fig. 241), which could be used with the field
unit and which afforded the examiner the protection against scattered radiation -,o absolutely essential for the protection of his lower limbs (11). The
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FIGURE 241.-Protective device used in erect fluoroscopy
with Army field unit, at 20th General Hospital. A. Frame
constructed of scrap metal. B. Rubber aprons attached to
frame. Note that this device protects the feet as well as
the rest of the body.
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frame was made of pieces of scrap metal, welded together. One leadimpregnated apron was hung by straps from the top of the frame, the straps
being so adjusted that the apron touched the floor. A second apron was
inverted and clamped against the top of the frame. Its straps were fastened
to the sides of the frame. This device, which protected the technician from
the level of the fluoroscopy screen to the floor, was simple and portable and
could be constructed easily by ordnance personnel.
A protective chair improvised at the 20th General Hospital for vertical
fluoroscopy had a partial lead backing, with a rubber apron extending to the
floor. The chair was on rollers, and the fluoroscopist working in it was completely protected.
These cumbersome protective measures should not have been necessary and
would not have been if some sort of protective shield had been an integral part
of radiologic equipment.
Protective measures were generally satisfactory, but in spite of the precautions taken, two technicians at the 20th General Hospital caused some concern when their hemoglobin fell to about 75 percent. Although the chiefs of
the medical and laboratory services did not believe the drop was of any significance, since the total white blood cell count and the differential and
reticulocyte count remained within normal range, these men were permanently
removed from further possible exposure to radiation and assigned to clerical
duties. Within a month, their blood levels had returned to normal, and when
they were last heard from, 15 years after this episode, both were perfectly
well.

Section V. Equipment and Supplies
PRIORITIES
Radiologists in the theater were aware from the outset that there would
be major difficulties in securing equipment and supplies. They could not
operate without them, but they recognized the initial order of priorities as fair
because for the first months of operation the hospital load consisted chiefly of
patients with malaria, dysentery, and similar diseases.
Priorities were as follows:
1. Items that had to do with the actual building of the Ledo Road, which
was being constructed to connect with the Burma Road. Engineering materials had first priority in transportation from any port of entry into Assam, to
which the only routes of supply were by narrow gage railroad from Calcutta
or by air.
2. Food.
3. Combat materiel.
4. Medicines.
SX-ray supplies.
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242.-Deterioration of cable housing with breakdown of insulation In the terminal.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Except for some 200-ma. (milliampere) units in Calcutta, Karichi, and
Margherita, the only equipment available in the China-Burma-India theater
was the 30-ma. standard issue (Picker) field portable unit. In spite of the
pervading dampness and the fact that the generator was frequently rained on,
there was general agreement that this was an extremely efficient piece of
apparatus.
Comments on the larger pieces of equipment were less favorable. About
a year after the 20th General Hospital had arrived in the theater, its Radiology Department received Westinghouse and Philips units (both 2-tube, 200ma.). The Philips unit could never be used because the transformer was
broken when it was received. Its X-ray table was modified for use with the
Picker mobile unit. The Westinghouse unit functioned well until moisture in
the walls of the shockproof cables put it out of action (fig. 242).
So far as is known, high tension X-ray cables seldom failed because of
human error during the 3 years during which X-ray service was provided in
the China-Burma-India theater. Radiologists, however, lived in constant
anxiety that this might happen, for there were no replacements. Numerous
protective measures were used: The equipment was kept covered, the cables
were taped (fig. 243), and grease was used in the cable wells. In spite of all
efforts, high-tension cables did break down occasionally, usually in the wells.
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view of cable, showing misp of protective tape.
FluRE 243.--( losp
(ne cable is totally covered, with the second only half covered.

Most hosplital reports mentiioned no( (ifli('ult ies with electric current. The
usual soun'-'i' of p)ower, av''ording to ill(e 1911 and 11)45 annual reports of tlie
1-12d (eneral Hlospit al (6). was the 27-kva. Bl 'a D)iesel generator or the
25-kv. generaltor of the type use|d b)y lie 20tth (reieral IHospital.
All things, consi(dere(l, it is remarkalde how well hlie liehi unit and accesSO(jIl
eqipment witlistood extrenielv a'(lverse condlit ions (1.?). Evei the vonNoietheless. it would hav e Ibieen
t'()] palnels )rove(d ent irelv trustlrwotlv.
c(nf)forting to know that, if uniits shiouhl fail. replaceiiments wNouhld be available.
Priorities always prievented that assurance.
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transshipped to Calcutta and Bombay. The units were small and light, with
self-rectified heads.
The pleasure of the radiologic personnel was short lived. It was necessary only to pick up a box to realize that the X-ray tubes were broken. When
the boxes were opened, not a single tube was found intact. Investigation
revealed that, when the crates had been unloaded in Bombay and then in
Calcutta, they had been dumped on the docks, with no regard at all for their
fragile contents.
THE DARKROOM AND ITS EQUIPMENT
Theoretically, the portable darkroom designed for use in the field was
an excellent piece of equipment. It was made of cloth, on a metal frame, and
it was easily assembled. Apparently, however, it had not been tested under
tropical conditions, and it did not meet the needs of the China-Burma-India
theater. During the monsoon season, darkrooms did not last more than 3 to
6 months. Their cloth roofs acted as water traps, which could be emptied
only by pushing up on them from inside the tent. There was little to be done
to lengthen the life of these darkrooms; if the cloth did not rot, the accumulated water became stagnant, or both situations developed.
As in the European theater (p. 377), the small ventilating fan provided
for the darkroom was totally ineffectual; it did little more than make a great
deal of noise.
Developing Tank
The Army developing'tank, which could be used as soon as electricity
was available, gave excellent service for about a year. During the second year
of operation, corrosion due to humidity caused breakdowns, particularly of
the cooling units. To secure replacements was not a simple matter.
Water
Water for processing films was obtained with difficulty. There were no
facilities for collecting rainwater or preparing distilled water. River water,
even when boiled and filtered, was not satisfactory. Almost all of the water
available was either so heavily chlorinated or contained so much organic
matter that normal developing processes were interfered with. The water
used at the 20th General Hospital was secured, all through its tour of duty
in the theater, from the well of a neighboring tea planter. Colonel Hodes,
with Capt. (later Maj) George P. Keefer, MC, made a special report on the
difficulties of processing films with the water supply available in the theater
and the oxidation of solutions caused by water pollution (i1) (fig. 244).
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FIGURE 244.-Sciixi scraped fromn surface of developing solution.

CASSETTES AND SCREENS
All radiologic dlepartments in the China- Burma -India theater had (difficulty in obtaining cassettes of the proper size. Some departments had only a
single size, usually 14 by 17 inches. With films in short supply, as they usually
were, it would have been inexcusably wasteful to use such a size unnecessarily,
and it was the general practice to cut the films down to the desired size and
mnark the cassettes accordingly. In some hospitals that had only 14- by 17inch cassettes, the only films available were 8 by 10 or 10 by 12 inches. It
required considerable ingenuit~y to use these films for a chest examination in
14- by 17-inch cassettes. Obviously, the film would be of diagnostic value only
if the pieces were correctly fitted together.
Even when the sizes of cassette and film coincided, the heat, humidity,
rain, and monsoons created problems. In spite of filtration and settling taniks
used for solutions, enough silt still remained to clog surface drains, so that
.sedliment. formed a mud-line scum on the screens. Constant vigilance was also
necessary to prevent perspiration from marring the films and cassette screens.
A single drop caused an imprint on the screen or film emulsion which could
not be eradicated. 'Mold was a constant problem (fig. 245).
The most serious damage to cassettes occurred when ever-present moisture
cau1sed the emulsion on the film to stick to the emulsion on the screen, with
permanent. scarring of the screen (fig. 246).

To -void such damage, tech-

nicians were trained to open the cassette for only a few inches while they
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Fnouaz 245.-Examples of mold on anteroposterlor

roentgenograms of chest.

were removing the film and reloading the cassette. They were also trained to
cover their wrists and forearms with paper or cloth to absorb perspiration.
Little damage was sustained by 8- by 10-inch and 10- by 12-inch cassettes,
but the 14- by 17-inch size had to be remounted at least twice a year because
of the bulging of the Bakelite face caused by moisture. In spite of the most
conscientious care, more than half of the cassettes originally in use had to be
replaced.
At the 20th General Hospital, because dehydrating substances were not
available, cassettes were stored in a well-ventilated wooden box, underneath
which were 25-watt electric bulbs (fig. 247). This simple method proved
quite effective.
Not infrequently, blebs about 2 millimeters thick, and ranging in diameter
from 2 or 3 millimeters to several centimeters, developed on the surface of the
screens. It was never determined whether they were caused by perspiration
or humidity.
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FIGURE 246.-Blistering of screen of cassette and peeling of emulsion

from its surface.

OTHER EQUIPMENT
Other equipment, including grids (fig. 248)
(fig. 249), also suffered from the humidity.

and fluoroscopic screens

FILMS
During the early months X-ray departments were operating in the ChinaBurma-India theater, films were invariably found fogged. At first, it was
assumed that the films were old and that their expiration dates had been
passed. With few exceptions, however, all were well within the limiting
dates. It therefore had to be assumed that the films had not been properly
packed; that they had not been stored upright, to prevent damage from pressure; and that there had been no attempt to store them in cool places, to protect them from the ravages of tropical heat.
This situation continued for a considerable time. For many months,
there was no source in the theater from which satisfactory films could be
procured, and in spite of the volume of correspondence on the subject sent
through proper channels, it was well over a year before films arrived properly
packed for delivery to, and use in, a tropical environment.
Even proper packing, however, did not end the difficulties. In the hot,
humid atmosphere of Burma and India, the gelatin on the films provided an
excellent medium for the growth of various fungi, and a grayish-green mold
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FIGURE 247.-Drier improvised at 20th (General Hospital for storage of
cass•Attes. lleat is provided by electric light bulbs inside the box.

very often appeared in patches, particularly on exposed and processed films.
Rapid drying and the use of dry containers retarded the development
of mold, but did not entirely prevent it. At the 20th General Hospital, it, was
found that its appearance could sometimes be forestalled if the processed
film was immersed in 5 percent formaldehyde for 1 minute, after which it
was allowed to dry slowly in air.
The 44th Field Hospital Department of Radiology reported that high
temperatures had so affected its films that the emulsion was sometimes loosened
and, when the films were processed, it washed off the base completely (1.3).
This hospital also reported that some of its films, in addition to being outdated and of poor quality, had markings on them that indicated their exposure
to static electricity during shipment.
Other Processing Problems
Some departments of radiology made no mention in their reports of
lryiing facilities and the effect of delayed drying on films. Those which did
invarial)ly stated that the high humidity slowed drying. Some hospitals
iever achieved a satisfactory technique. The 69th General Hospital used a
kvoo(len rack to drain excess water off the films before they were put into the
Irier and found that this practice expedited the process. The 20th General
Elospital developed its own drier, a hybrid combination of a stove and the
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'14;vUHE 248.-Effect utr Iiiinwiity on eqiuipmenit and radiogniPhs. A. NVIa ipin of g'id
It. Anteroposteriuur roeiitgetlogr;L1ni of A-iu'4. shiowing, eff.evt of warping of grid.
-is resul~t of injoisture.

standlardi drying racks. At first, the drying racks were situated over a Coleman burner, which mfadle theiti look like baking, ovens; later, electric bulbs
were used as the source of heat. Thi~s dev~ce wvas a source of great anmusenient
to everyone and was shown to all visitors, including Gen. (later Field Marshial) Sir Archibald Wavell when hie visited the area. It was highly effective,
however, in spite of rain, monsoon, and constant. humidity.
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FIGURE 249.-Damage to fluoroscopic equipment from constant humidity. A. Warping
nd destruction of flu.oro~scopic screen. B. Accumulated droplets of moisture between
uoroscopic screen and overlying lead glass.

Chemicals for developing X-ray films provided a constant problem. They
rere often difficult to obtain and had to be secured from British sources. The
Iritish supply unfortunately proved inferior; films developed with them
,ere of correspondingly inferior quality.
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FIGURE 250.--Improvised horizontal X-ray table used with Army
portable field unit by 20th General Hospital. Japanese prisoners of
war are waiting for examination. Note protective taping of cables.

Several hospitals mentioned using ice to cool their solutions, but even this
arrangement, according to the 1944 report of the 14th Evacuation Hospital.
was far from satisfactory (8). The air-conditioning unit requisitioned in 1945
by the 142d General Hospital was never received, though the justification for
it was carefully spelled out (6).

IMPROVISATIONS
Numerous improvisations were employed, in addition to those already
mentioned:
Personnel of the 69th General Hospital constructed a cabinet, with
calcium chloride, which was frequently changed, in the bottom, to keep their
intensifying and fluoroscopic screens dry (7).
At. the 44th Field Hospital, technicians were protected by a booth constructed of pieces of corrugated tin secured from roofs of some adjacent
wrecked buildings (13).
It effectively lessened the risk of overexposure
from scattered radiation and also from secondary radiation emanating from
patients.
The 20th General Hospital improvised a horizontal X-ray table to be
used with the Army portable field unit (fig. 250); an erect flu'-r' :copic table
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FIGuBE 251.-Improvised chair and improvised erect
table used for fluoroscopy, with portable field unit, by
20tn General Hospital.

.nd a chair for fluoroscopist (fig. 251); a special fluoroscopic technique, to
ompensate for the absence of a darkroom (fig. 252); and metal tips (copper
ýr steel) for enema tips. These tips could be constructed by any heavy
1rdance outfit, which could shape them on a lathe.
Identification of Films
The 20th General Hospital Department of Radiology also devised a
imple and effective light box for the identification of films (14). The box
7as constructed of materials available at any military installation. The
irinting device was built into an ordinary ward bedside table, in the top of
7hich a slot 114 by 3 inches had been cut, to permit transmission of light
rom a light-tight compartment below the top of the table. Two wooden
uide strips, placed at right angles to each other, assured that the protected
ortion of the film would coincide exactly with the slot in the top of the
%ble. The lid that covered the slot was made light tight by lining it with
ponge rubber, which had the additional purpose of p:essing the film against
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the card. The source of light was variable: A 150-watt bulb was adequate,
but ait ordinary battery-powered flashlight was equally satisfactory. So(mewhat similar devices were use(d in other theaters.
Related to the accurate identification of films was the great importance
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of reports of the roentgenographs. It was seldom an easy matter to find an
enlisted man with enough knowledge of shorthand and typing to take dictation from the radiologists and to type the reports. It was even harder to
find a man with the educational background necessary to do the work satisfactorily. Errors in spelling and typing made constant vigilance mandatory.
Doublechecking the reports from this standpoint often caused delays in
reporting.3
The form sheets used in the European theater provided one method of
obviating these difficulties. Simple checklists also saved considerable time.
REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS
Some departments of radiology were hindered in their initial operations
in the theater by lack of essential pieces of equipment. The 14th Evacuation
Hospital, for instance, for several weeks after it was set up, had no film
developing tank nor could one be obtained (8).
The initial equipment, even if it was complete, was sufficient only for
the essentials; there was no excess. This was unfortunate, for equipment
simply did not stand up well in the hot, humid climate of Burma and India
(12). As the radiologist at the 14th Evacuation Hospital noted in his 1944
report (8): "* * * Once again it was demonstrated that if any practical use
is to be made of the modality of X-ray in a tropical country in monsoon
weather, there must be additional equipment to defeat the twin hazards of
heat and moisture."
On the other hand, the Department of Radiology at the 142d General
Hospital had few difficulties because it was located near a medical supply
depot in Calcutta (6).
All the radiologists in the theater, no matter to what type of hospital
they were attached, reported the urgent need for a source of replacements
and for some means of obtaining repairs. Requests for both replacements
and repairs were numerous. Instructions for requisitioning them were clear,
but those responsible for filling the requests evidently did not realize their
urgency, and the X-ray departments would have fared badly except for the
assistance they received from other groups, particularly maintenance units.
Poor communications and poor liaison within the theater were responsible for many delays in repairs. Communications were particularly poor
between forward echelons and headquarters in Delhi and in Karichi. A typical example was the difficulty experienced by the 20th General Hospital in
having its Philips unit repaired, at a time when it was needed very badly.
The hospital staff learned that a civilian representative of Westinghouse
International had just been flown to Bombay to repair essential therapy
equipment at the Tata Memorial Hospital, a large civilian institution for the
3The 20th General Hospital was remarkably fortunate In respect to its records: Captain
Keefer was as competent a typist as he was a radiologist, and its reports could therefore be completed and dispatched correctly and without delay.
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treatment of cancer. He apparently had been informed of the difficulties the
20th General Hospital was experiencing with the Philips unit and had been
instructed to get in touch with the chief of radiology at that hospital.
Before he left for the United States, he called on Colonel Tamraz at New
Delhi, where he learned that he was being sought everywhere because of continued requests for his services by Colonel Hodes. At any rate, he was
finally flown to Assam, where, after 2 weeks of work, he was obliged to admit
that he could not put the unit into satisfactory working order because of the
lack of essential replacement parts.
It should be said in conclusion, however, that in spite of such examples
of inefficiency, and in spite of shortages, inadequate equipment, technical
difficulties, polluted water, poor communications, and the ever-present factors
of heat and dampness, the number of X-ray examinations made in the ChinaBurma-India theater and their clinical value are a testimony to the efficiency
with which departments of radiology conducted their operations.

Section VI. Clinical Considerations
Combat-IncurredInjuries
HEAD INJURIES
Combat-incurred injuries in the China-Burma-India theater in general
did not differ from those encountered in other theaters of operations. Gunshot wounds of the head, however, because of the type of fighting in the
theater, were frequent and were, of course, extremely important because of
possible complicating chronic cerebral disease and the abnormalities that
might result later.
One such injury is worth reporting because of the unusual complications,
interstitial emphysema and pulmonary collapse, which were associated with
the skull fracture (15) :
Case 1.--The patient, a Chinese, was brought to the hospital unconscious after sustaining a gunshot wound of the head. From the time he was admitted until his death,
some 5 hours later, he experienced marked respiratory embarrassment. His respirations
were so rapid, a satisfactory chest examination was impossible. Foamy mucus was
blown out of the mouth with each expiration.
Direct examination of the nasopharynx revealed intense swelling of the mucous
membrane, interstitial hemorrhage, and bloody mucus in the roof of the cavity.
Permission for post mortem examination was not granted,4 but roentgenologic examination Immediately after death showed pulmonary collapse and interstitial emphysema.

Skull fractures of the kind this patient sustained, which extend through
the petrous pyramids and the basilar portion of the occipital bone, are easily
4 According to the 1944 report of the 78d Evacuation Hospital, autopsies were difcult to
obtain in Chinese patients because of the general racial belief that all scars and wounds present at
the time of death disappear post mortem, while those which occur after death remain in situ (5).
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demonstrated radiographically. Although in this case a tear in the membrane
lining the nasopharynx was not actually demonstrated, it seemed reasonable
to attribute the nasoscopic findings observed to the basilar fractures, which
were probably compound. Such a tear would open fascial planes, along
which interstitial air could travel to enter the posterior mediastinum. It was
not determined whether the partial pulmonary collapse was caused by a
pleural tear, which allowed air in the posterior mediastinum to enter the
pleural cavity, or whether the air, under pressure, stripped the parietal
pleura from the chest wall.
Encephalography
As a means of fully investigating the consequences of head injuries, the
radiologists at the 20th General Hospital enlisted the cooperation of the
neurosurgeon on the staff, Lt. Col. Robert A. Groff, MC, to study one such
case by encephalography, 36 hours after wounding. The method seemed
valuable, and since there were no untoward results in the first case, 18 other
patients were similarly examined, from 36 hours to 86 days after injury, with
special attention to the development of such complications as porencephaly,
shifts of the brain, and hydrocephalus, all of which tend to develop rapidly.
The results of the study were submitted to the Office of The Surgeon
General, with request for permission to publish the article. The permission
was refused, with the comment that the procedure was not considered wise in
combat casualties. It was apparently overlooked that the personnel engaged
in this study were both mature and certified in their specialties.
The subjects for the investigation were carefully selected, the possible
risk of infection being borne in mind and no patient being included whose
wound was thought to be contaminated. All those studied were in excellent
physical condition and presented no evidence of increased intracranial pressure, even when neurologic signs of brain damage were present.
Nembutal (pentobarbital sodium) was given an hour before the examination. The original dosage of 6 to 9 grains was gradually reduced to 3 grains
in order to obtain better cooperation from the patient.
The entire procedure was carried out in the Department of Radiology.
The cerebrospinal fluid system was drained with the patient erect. During
the first week after injury, blood was always present in the fluid, in varying
concentrations. Later examinations, several weeks after injury, usually
revealed no blood elements. Every effort was made to drain the system completely; the amount of fluid withdrawn varied from 80 to 180 cubic centimeters. Manometric readings were not taken routinely; when they were
obtained, they revealed no increase in spinal fluid pressure.
The technique followed the standard method for diagnostic air studies,
and the reactions were no more than observed with them. Intracranial hemorrhage, convulsions, infection, and other serious reactions did not occur.
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5 by 4 by 3 mm., lay near the base of the left parietal lobe 6 cm. from the wound of
entry.
Encephalograms, 7 days after wounding, revealed the midline structures slightly
shifted to the right of the midline. The subarachnoid markings over the entire left
cerebral hemisphere were poorly visualized; those over the uninjured right hemisphere
were normal. The left lateral ventricle was slightly dilated, but the right lateral ventricle and the third and fourth ventricles were normal. The cisterna chiasmatica was
poorly outlined, but the cisterna interpeduncularis and the cisterna pontis were clearly
outlined and normal. A small amount of subtentorial air was present.
At operation, 30 days after injury, the defect in the parletal bone was found to be
1 cm. in diameter. A bone fragment, driven into the dural defect, acted as a plug.
The dura was tense. When the depressed bone fragment was removed, thick, dark,
liquefied blood and degenerated brain oozed out of the opening in the dura. After
devitalized brain had been removed, the residual cavity in the lower portion of the
parietal lobe was 2.5 cm. in diameter. The shell fragment was left in situ.
Case 5 (fig. 256).-This casualty was admitted to the 20th General Hospital the
day after he had sustained a clean linear wound, 10 cm. In length, located just above
the right ear and extending posteriorly. It had been closed by four interrupted dermal
sutures. There were no abnormal neurologic signs. The blood pressure was 115/85 mm.
Hg, the temperature 980 F., the pulse 94, and the respiration 22.
Routine roentgenograms of the skull revealed a 3-cm. bone defect located 2.5 cm.
above, and slightly behind, the right ear. Bone fragments were driven 5 cm. into the
right temporal lobe.
Encephalographlc studies, 8 days after injury, revealed displacement of the midline
structures upward and toward the left. The subarachnoid pathways over the injured
right hemisphere were not visualized; those over the left cerebrum appeared normal.
The right lateral ventricle was considerably encroached upon by, and seemed smaller
than, the left, which was essentially normal. A small amount of air was observed in
the posterior portion of the third ventricle. The fourth ventricle was not visualized.
A large porencephallc cyst occupied part of the right temporal lobe in the region of the
island of Reil. The cisterna chiasmatic was normal. The cisterna interpeduncularls
and the cisterna pontis were not well visualized, although the cerebrospinal system had
presumably been thoroughly drained.
At operation, 37 days after injury, the cranial defect and the underlying dural
defect measured 3 by 2 centimeters. Degenerated brain, which had the appearance of
purulent exudate, and depressed bone fragments were removed from the temporal lobe.
One bone fragment had penetrated the lateral sinus; the defect was repaired.

Comment. -This study was undertaken with three objectives:
1. To ascertain whether it was possible to determine, from survey films of
the head, how much brain damage had been produced by an injury. This
objective was not attained. It was found impossible to predict the character
of the intracranial changes from clinical findings and routine roentgenograms,
probably because almost nothing was known concerning the circumstances of
injury or the forces exerted upon the head by the impact of the missile. The
impression was gained, however, that extensive gunshot injuries of the face
that extended into the cranium did not produce as much damage as was produced by injuries to the vault itself.
2. To determine whether changes in the brain after injury were diffuse
or were confined to the field of the injury. It had been observed that patients
operated on for. gunshot wounds of the cranial cavity often did less well after
operation than might have been expected from the appearance of the brain at
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injury was expended upon the face. Although the damage was severe,
encephalograms, obtained 5 days after injury, showed nothing rema'rkable.
In spite of presumably complete drainage of the cerebrospinal fluid
before the examination in every case, the subarachnoid channels were not
demonstrated in a number of cases. The explanation was twofold: Either
the subarachnoid fluid was trapped and not amenable to drainage or the
spaces were obliterated. In the 14 cases in which the spaces were obliterated,
the effect of the changes was most notable near the wound of entry.
At operation, various explanations were found for the impaired visualization of the subarachnoid channels, including edema and maceration of the
brain, subarachnoid hemorrhage, and arachnoiditis.
The subarachnoid markings were abnormally prominent in four cases, in
three instances beneath the punctured calvarium and in the other at a distance
from the wound. This observation, which in all instances was due to cortical
atrophy, was not made in any patient examined less than 22 days after injury.
In three cases, in addition to subarachnoid abnormalities over the involved
hemisphere, the cortical markings over the contralateral cerebral hemisphere
were poorly visualized. In one instance, in which the air pathways under the
bone defect seemed normal, the obliterative process was limited to the contralateral hemisphere (contrecoup).
The midline structures were found displaced in 6 of the 19 cases, the shift
invariably being away from the injured hemisphere. One of the six patients
had a small, penetrating injury, which produced minimal deviation from the
midline. The other five had very severe injuries, with several large and many
small shell fragments or depression of relatively large pieces of bone.
The ventricular abnormalities observed were extremely interesting. Ten
patients, all but two of whom had suffered extensive head injuries, presented
changes that involved large areas of bone and brain. In five cases, there was
encroachment upon the lateral ventricle in the injured half of the brain. In
seven, there was dilatation of the lateral ventricle within the injured hemisphere. Internal hydrocephalus, with dilatation of both lateral ventricles, was
encountered once. In another case, the same findings were associated with
diffuse cortical atrophy. This patient had been wounded 22 days earlier, and
a .25-caliber bullet had lodged in the basilar portion of the occipital bone.
In this series, the earliest encephalographic evidence of ventricular dilatation was observed 7 days after injury. In another case, in which the examination was made 8 days after a severe penetrating wound of the left temporal
lobe, a large porencephalic cyst was seen.
The basal cisternae were almost invariably well visualized. The cisterna
chiasmatica was not visualized in 5 of the 19 cases, in 4 of which the injuries
involved the frontal bone and frontal lobe.
That diffuse brain damage commonly occurred after penetrating gunshot
wounds of the cranial cavity was amply demonstrated by this study. This
situation was also well illustrated by the autopsy findings in another case, not
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included in this series and not studied by encephalography. This patient
died 52 days after sustaining a penetrating wound of the left temporal bone,
with lodgment of the missile in the medial portion of the right occipital lobe.
The left cerebral hemisphere, in addition to showing destruction of the left
temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes, also showed marked diffuse atiophy,
which was indicated by the size of the basal ganglia, the amount of white
matter, and the extreme dilatation of the lateral ventricle, which was found
bulging into the site of injury. The right cerebral hemisphere showed similar
atrophic changes, but they were much less prominent.

EYE INJURIES
In jungle warfare, in which many injuries were caused by hand grenades,
boobytraps, and small antipersonnel mines, multiple small penetrating wounds
were often encountered. They were characterized by the presence of multiple
foreign bodies, of various sizes, which looked like snow flurries of opaque
debris. When the eye was involved in this kind of wound, it was sometimes
impossible to distinguish intraocular and extraocular objects.
Sweet localization was not practiced in the theater, there being no
apparatus for it, but a satisfactory technique was devised by Capt. (later
Maj.) Harold G. Scheie, MC, and Colonel Hodes, which consisted of the injection of air into the retro-orbital tissues, followed by posteroanterior and lateral
stereoscopic X-rays, without the Bucky diaphragm (16).
This techniqne, while it expedited the location of intraocular foreign
bodies, had a serious disadvantage: It made immediate surgery hazardous,
especially if the anterior chamber had to be opened. Then the injected air
exerted pressure on the eyeball and predisposed to loss of vitreous and prolapse of the iris. Air was not absorbed for 3 or 4 days, and it was often
undesirable to postpone operation for such a length of time. Carbon dioxide
was next tested, but it was absorbed too rapidly to be effective as a contrast
medium. Oxygen proved the ideal agent when surgery was necessary without
delay. Most of it was absorbed within 4 to 8 hours, and only a small amount
was evident 24 hours after the injection. Absorption was thus rapid enough
to avoid the risk of loss of vitreous fluid at operation. Visualization was
excellent. The technique was widely adopted and proved useful in the
diagnosis of other retro-orbital abnormalities.
Semiopaque foreign bodies, usually bits of aluminum or impregnated
paper, could b- visualized by soft-tissue tangential views. This was a useful
technique when the eye was involved and concern was felt about the possible
development of contralateral infection (sympathetic ophthalmia) caused by
the persistence of an irritant in the homolateral eye.

DIAGNOSTIC FLUOROSCOPY
Radiologists at a number of hospitals reported attempting to use fluoroscopy whenever possible because of the shortage of films. The substitution
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was not satisfactory. Radiologists at the 73d Evacuation Hospital did not
find the method useful in determining the status of fractures put up in casts
(5). The casualties at this hospital were chiefly Chinese. and a large proportion had badly comminuted gunshot fractures of the extremities, many times
with involvement of the joints. They arrived from the front in heavy casts
applied after debridement, with very little accompanying information to guide
the surgeons at the evacuation hospitals in the further management of their
injuries. It was a waste of time and material to remove the casts if the fractures were in good apposition and alinement. It was essential to take action
if they were not. Practically always, it was necessary to resort to radiography
to obtain the desired information; fractures, especially when the joints were
involved, were missed altogether or poorly evaluated on fluoroscopic examination through casts.
Fluoroscopy for head injuries was also promptly abandoied as a useless
procedure. The gutter type of wounds of the calvarium, with fragments
driven intracranially, required surgery, and it was important that such injuries
be identified. They were well demonstrated on roentgenograms, but they
could not be seen under the fluoroscope, no matter how careful the examination.

Diseases and DiseaseStates
TROPICAL DISEASES
Much of the workload of departments of radiology in the China-BurmaIndia theater concerned tropical and other diseases and civilian-type trauma.
Tropical diseases were rampant, and a number of new and interesting observations were made in them.
Malaria
All hospital units that went to the China-Burma-India theater had been
alerted concerning the prevalence of malaria in the area and were prepared for
the high incidence encountered. The experience of the 20th General Hospital
is typical: It encountered a high incidence of malaria in both U.S. and
Chinese personnel and patients, though considerably less in U.S. troops than
had been feared.
From the radiologic point of view, an extensive investigation was conducted to establish the presence or absence of pulmonary lesions in patients
with very severe malaria, especially of the tertian type. Repeated examinations showed no relation between the bronchopulmonary symptoms often
present and the radiographic appearance of the lungs, which were almost
invariably clear. The occasional focal areas of bronchopneumonic infiltration
that were observed regressed as in the usual bronchopneumonia.
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Hookworm
Authoritative reports indicated that 94 percent of the total population of
the Assam area suffered from hookworm (Avkylo8toma) infestation, and a
high incidence was expected in U.S. troops. As a preparatory measure,
shortly after the 20th General Hospital arrived in Assam, radiographic studies
of the gastrointestinal tract were carried out on a number of healthy young
men, so that presumably normal films would be at hand for comparison with
films of those who might develop hookworm infestation. The opportunity for
comparative studies promptly arose, and it was possible to study the victims
of ankylostomiasis from the beginning of their illness-usually 6 to 25 days
after exposure-until their discharge from the hospital after treatment (17).
During the Battle of Myitkyina, a number of casualties were evacuated to
the 20th General Hospital with unexplained fever, abdominal pain, leukocytosis, and eosinophilia, which were found to be caused by hookworm infestation.
A typical instance of the disease is illustrated in the following case
history:
Case 6.-A 25-year-old soldier crawled under a mobile crane, with his back to the
ground, which was infested with hookworm parasites. Within an hour, he noticed
itching. A rash appeared the following day and lasted for 3 days. Four days later, he
developed a cough, which lasted for 12 days (cough was so common in soldiers with
hookworm that it came to be called "foxhole" cough). Vomiting appeared 16 days after
exposure, and diarrhea 4 days later. When the patient was admitted to the hospital 31
days after exposure, the diagnosis was made at once from the history and was confirmed by laboratory tests and X-ray examination.

In this case, as in 60 percent of all cases in which roentgenograms were
made, gastrointestinal abnormalities were observed (figs. 257-261). The
esophagus and stomach and the duodenal bulb were normal, but jejunal tenderness was always present. The first X-ray abnormalities appeared in the
proximal jejunum, about a month after the exposure, and then spread proximally, first into the distal duodenum and next through the ileum. The abnormalities took the form of excessive peristalsis, segmental contractions, and
distortion of the mucosal pattern, all indicative of disordered motor function.
The mucosal changes were explained on the basis of an abnormality of the
intramural nervous system and were considered to represent a disturbance in
the reflex arcs rather than an actual thickening of the intestinal wall. It was
difficult to conceive of changes in the mucosal appearance and the appearance
of the lumen of the indurated intestine occurring with the speed that characterized the changes in the small intestine in this study. The radiographic
observations seemed to bear out the views of Golden (18) who called attention
to the importance of thickening of the small intestine as "a delicate balance
between the sympathet-' and the parasympathetic nervous systems, illustrated
by 'disordered motor fLiction.'"
What caused the damage to the intramural nervous system, if it was
indeed damaged, was a moot point. It seemed highly likely that the hooklike
teeth of the parasite were responsible. As they cut into the mucous membrane
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FIGUoRE 257.-Hookworm disease in patient with nausea, vomiting, and severe
cramps for 6 weeks. White blood cell
count 40,000 per cubic millimeter; 70 percent eosinophiles. A. Roentgenogram obtained 1 hour after ingestion of barium
meal. There is considerable delayed motility and duodenal dilatation, and the
imucosal pattern is distinctly abnormal.
B. Roentgenogram obtained 2 1/ hours
after ingestion of barium. There is diffuse irritability of the small intestine
with long areas of peristaltic contraction
and segmentation.

at the site of the imbedded buccal capsule, they may interfere with the
elaborate network of nerve cells and fibers that extend to every part of the
intestine from the subserosal, deep muscular, Auerbach's and Meissner's
plexuses.
Bacillary Dysentery
Radiographic examination of patients with bacillary dysentery showed
distinct abnormalities of the small bowel. The distal ileum, particularly, was
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FiouRE 259.-Hookworm disease.
Roentgenogram
taken 30 minutes after ingestion of barium by patient who had complained of periumbilical pain, nau-

sea, and weakness for 10 weeks.

neurologic, pulmonary, and renal manifestations; and sometimes cutaneous

ulcers with satellite buboes. The disease was thought to be miteborne typhus,
the Japanese form of tsutsugamushi fever. Its appearance was important,
for with the opening of the campaign in northern portions of Burma, U.S.
troops were inevitably exposed to it.
Colonel Hodes, in collaboration with Lt. Col. (later Col.) Thomas FitzHugh, Jr., MC, Chief of Medicine, 20th General Hospital, undertook an intensive study of scrub typhus. Their principal roentgenologic findings, which
are recorded in the annual report. of the hospital for 1944 (4), were as follows:
Changes in the chest were remarkable and apparently characteristic.
Early in the illness, radiographs were essentially normal. Later, as dyspnea
and cyanosis appeared clinically, the films revealed a slight cardiac enlargement associated with increased hilar and "-uncal markings. Still later, there
was a considerable increase in the cardiac dimensions, and the appearance of
the heart suggested lack of tone. At the same time. the hilar prominence
increased, and the pulmonary findings suggested hypoventilation and were
characteristic of the so-called drowned or wet lung (20). The dilatation of
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FIGURE 2(10.-Hookworm disease. This
patient's chief complaints were nausea.
postprandial cramps, and pain in the
right upper quadrant for 10 weeks. A.
Roentgenograin obtained 34) imiinutes after
ingestion of barium. The barium stream
is ,ontinuous but the bowel is hypertonic,
narrowed, and shortened. The mucosai
folds are course and are irregular in
height, width, and spacing. B. Roentgenogram, 3 months later, also 30 min-

A

"small

utes after ingestion of barium. The barlum is already in the large bowel. The
intestine is less hypertonic than in
the earlier roentgenogram but is still abnormal.

the heart almost invariably demonstrated by X-ray patients who were very ill
with typhus was evidently a reflection of vascular collapse.
The lower lobes of the lung were more commonly involved than the upper.
Definite densities were frequent and resembled those seen in bronchopneumonia. In patients with cardiac enlargement and bronchopulmonary infiltration and exudation, there was evidence of almost complete fixation of the dome
of the diaphragm and absence of respiratory excursions.
Clinical improvement was followed by gradual regression of the abnormal
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FIGURE 261.--Hookworm disease. Roentgenogram reveals
marked disorder of the motor function throughout the duoand ileum, with hypertonicity. This padenun, jejunum.
tient complained of abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting
for 4 weeks.

chest findings until the lungs and cardiac silhouette eventually appeared
normal. Slight pleural effusions occasionally developed, and slight residual
pleural thickening was also occasionally observed after clinical recovery, but
empyema was an extremely unusual complication.
Fluoroscopic examination, which of course was never undertaken in
critically ill patients, showed no changes in cardiac pulsations or diaphragmatic excursions in patients who presented only slight cardiac and p)ulmonary
embarrassment.
Eosinophilic Lung
Eosinophilic lung, a rather common condition in India, had been reported
before the war in Englishmen who had spent a considerable time there, and it
was feared that U.S. troops might contract the disease. Special studies were
therefore undertaken to iaentify the condition without loss of time (21).
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FIGUE 262.-Anteroposterior roentgenogram of eosinophilic lungs. Note that all lobes of both lungs are
involved. This case is typical of those observed in the
China-Burma-India theater.

The most striking feature of eosinophilic lung was massive eosinophilia.
The total white count was characteristically 20,000 to 40,000 per cubic millimeter, and it sometimes reached 70,000 to 80,000.
The characteristic X-ray finding was pulmonary nodulation or mottling
similar to that observed in miliary tuberculosis, silicosis, periarteritis nodosa,
and metastatic malignancy. The diffuse pulmonary mottling present early in
the disease was distributed throughout both lungs by the end of the second
week of illness (fig. 262). The individual lesions were characterized by dense
centers and ill-defined, blurred peripheries. The mottling seldom lasted more
than 4 weeks, though the disease tended to persist in the absence of treatment
by neoarsphenamine.
MALNUTRITION
The Japanese prisoners of war admitted to the 20th General Hospital after
the Battle of Myitkyina in 1944 had been in hiding for 2 or 3 months, during
which time they lived on a little rice and whatever they could forage from the
land. All of them were suffering from severe malnutrition and from severe
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vitamin depletion, particularly lack of vitamins A, B, C, and D. Hyperkeratoses and changes in visual acuity were the rule.
Colonel Hodes and Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Kendall A. Elsom, MC, became
interested in these prisoners and undertook a comparative study of their status
and that of U.S. combat troops who had served in the same area.
A radiologic study of 15 Japanese prisoners of war with severe nutritional imbalance showed no demonstrable abnormalities in the small intestine.
In the comparable U.S. study, the tone and motility of the small intestine were
definitely altered, and the pattern was abnormal. These changes appeared in
patients with vitamin C deficiencies, and in those who were sensitive to
Atabrine (quinacrine hydrochloride), but, amazingly, they did not appear in
the Japanese, some of whom, because of their seriously malnourished state,
were litter borne. Yet their upper intestinal tracts, including the stomach,
duodenum, and small bowel, were entirely normal. No explanation for the
differences was ever found.
It seems still more remarkable that later, when the Japanese patients were
receiving an adequate diet and had begun to regain their muscle tone, radiographs of the small intestine began to reveal disordered motor function. It
was thought that at this time edema resulting from ingestion of large quantities of fluid was being reflected in the small bowel. The reasoning was that,
while the concentration of blood colloids was adequate when fluid depletion
was total, edema resulted when fluids began to be ingested in large amounts.
The disordered motor function persisted for several weeks before there was a
return to normal.
Although no special radiologic studies were made, it might be mentioned
that medical officers in the theater reported to the theater surgeon that the
efficiency of the command was being reduced because the diet was deficient in
calcium, thiamine, riboflavin, and vitamin C. A large proportion of the
troops reporting for sick call complained of such symptoms of deficiency states
as weakness, insomnia, lassitude, and gastric disturbances. An increase in the
incidence of gingivitis was thought to have been caused by vitamin-C deficiency (22).
Investigation proved the importance of supplementing the diet of troops
in the theater, especially those in the Ledo area, with B-rations and multivitamins. Implementing orders were given, but there were logistic difficulties,
it being necessary to employ an airlift to transport much of the subsistence
from Calcutta to Assam. There was, therefore, still some complaint of deficiency in the diet in September 1944. At the request of the theater surgeon, a
more liberal hospital supplemental ration was provided, and a uniform ration
system was adopted for all hospitals. The new Basic Subsistence Issue Chart
was put into effect on 1 January 1945.
Radiologists themselves furnished specific occupational examples of vitamin depletion resulting from abnormal living conditions. After some time in
the jungle, Captain Keefer noticed that he was missing fluoroscopic findings,
and Colonel Hodes also observed a similar decrease in visual acuity. The only
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explanation in both instances seemed to be a vitamin-A deficiency. The theory
was confirmed when fluoroscopic ability returned to normal in each instance
after quantities of vitamin A had been taken for several weeks, though not
in the same dosages.
BACKACHE
A large number of the soldiers who complained of backache in the ChinaBurma-India theater presented syndromes suggestive of retropulsion of the
intervertebral disk. Contrast media were available in the theater for
urography (23), but Pantopaque (ethyl iodophenylundecylate) was not provided, and when a contrast agent was necessary for myelography, air was
used. When the correct technique was employed, a remarkable proficiency in
diagnosis was developed, as was proved by surgery later done on these patients
(chiefly Chinese) in forward hospitals. So well were the abnormalities of the
intervertebral disk demonstrated by air that some medical officers came to
believe, as a result of this experience, that opaque solutions should be used
only in unusual or obscure cases.

Section VII. Radiation Therapy
The Picker field unit carried with it instructions concerning its use for
superficial X-ray therapy, but radiologists at the 20th and 142d General
Hospitals, among others, found that its use at the recommended dosage settings did not. produce satisfactory results, even when it was operated by qualified specialists. The 1943 annual report of the 20th General Hospital stated
that the figures given were unquestionably safe averages of "r per minute
affiux," but when they were utilized, they did not produce the radiotherapeutic
results that past experience with accurately calibrated machines would lead
one to expect (4).
Because no calibrating device was available in the theater, X-ray therapy
was generally discouraged or refused altogether. R-meters were repeatedly
requisitioned but were never received. If they had been available, a certain
amount of superficial X-ray therapy could have been administered, though it
would have been limited by the heavy diagnostic load, and patients who were
being hospitalized or being evacuated to the Zone of Interior could have been
treated and perhaps returned to duty promptly.
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Part VI

MINOR COMMANDS

CHAPTER XXXVI

Minor Commands
CarlPorterOlson, M.D., Burton W. Trask, M.D.,
and Edgar L. Dessen, M.D.

Section I. The Alaskan Department'
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The proximity of Alaska to both Russia and Japan was the probable
defensive motivation behind the landing of troops on Elmendorf Field, near
Anchorage, Alaska, on 26 June 1940 and the establishment of the military post
designated as Fort Richardson (2). Except for the airfield, the site of the
future post was then an undeveloped wilderness of low brush with some
scattered high timber. Field installations were at once set up, and permanent
construction was pushed as rapidly as possible by all hands, including the
medical detachment that formed part of the original contingent.
Five outstanding factors influenced medical, and therefore radiologic,
service in the Alaskan Department:
1. The extremely cold weather. The nights were cold during the summer,
and the cold, which was often wet cold, was biting and piercing during the
winter.
2. The high winds, often 100 miles an hour, were hard to endure even
when snow and rain were lacking. They scattered the volcanic ash that was
characteristic of barren spots in Alaska and that often covered floors with
blac, mineralized, siliconized dust half an inch deep. Its effect on X-ray
installations can be imagined.
3. The heavy snows, often from 12 to 18 inches deep on the roofs of
hospital and other installations. The accumulations had to be removed by an
ingenious system of boards pulled back and forth by ropes tossed over the
roofline.
4. The drenching rains that fell during all seasons. Flooding and subsequent undermining of installations were frequent. The buildings were not
1 (1) Unless otherwise Indicated, the material in this section of the chapter, aside from personal recollections, is derived from the official history of the Medical Department in Alaska in
World War II (1) and the annual reports of the various station hospitals that served in this
command. (2) Designation of the U.S. troops stationed In Alaska as Alaska Defense Command
was announced by letter, AG 820.2. dated 4 February 1941.

This command was assigned to the

Western Defense Command on 12 December '942. On 1 November 1948, Alaska became a separate
theater of operations and the Alaska Deter
Command was renamed the Alaskan Department.
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insulated, and the effects of both water and ensuing dampness on X-ray equipment again can be imagined.
5. The almost total darkness that prevailed during the winter months and,
in contrast, the almost total daylight that prevailed during the 4 summer
months, though fog was frequent even during the summer. The darkness
contributed to the high incidence of serious fractures of the hip sustained by
soldiers who fell into trenches and emplacements while using inadequate
slit flashlights (p. 792).
All the problems of medical practice that arose in Alaska proper were
multiplied in the outlying islands, particularly the Aleutians, where the only
combat in the command occurred.
ESTABLISHMENT OF HOSPITALS
The considerations just listed indicated the urgent necessity for replacing
field (tented) installations with quonset huts and then with wooden hospitals
as rapidly as possible. All phases of the weather demanded that medical care,
including its roentgenologic phase, be carried out where heat and water
were available and where water as such or in solutions would not freeze.
Construction of the 183d Station Hospital, which provided medical service for Fort Richardson, was one of the first medical projects undertaken in
that area. It was a 250-bed hospital, of the cantonment type. Patients were
received late in November 1940, and the hospital was completed the following
April (fig. 263). Although it was termed a station hospital, it served in other
capacities. In 1942, it began to receive patients from other small outposts and
stations in Alaska, thus serving as a regional and general hospital. Also in
1942, it received casualties from hospitals on the Aleutians and evacuated
them to general hospitals in the continental United States.
A second station hospital, the 500-bed 184th Station Hospital, was begun
in 1942 and was located in the Dispersal Cantonment Area, 8 miles from the
post. When it was opened in May 1943, the circumstances that had dictated
its location had disappeared: Attu and Kiska had been retaken from the
Japanese, the latter without a struggle, and there was no longer fear of
harassing air raids. This hospital also provided services of a general hospital
nature and was frequently, though inaccurately, referred to as a general
hospital, the terminology perhaps reflecting the original intent of the
command.
One of the most useful radiologic functions performed at the 183d and
184th Station Hospitals was the screening not only of combat casualties but
also of patients with bleeding ulcers or other intestinal bleeding, and those
with pulmonary tuberculosis or other diseases, before their evacuation to the
Zone of Interior. The X-ray report was often used to help in the decision as
to the mode of transportation; that is, by ship or air.
Aside from temporary tented field installations, which were evacuated as
rapidly as possible, only station hospitals were employed in the Alaskan
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A. Hospital site,
FIlGtRE 263.-183d Station Hospital, Fort Richardson, Alaska.
B. Musical program in ward under
with wooded areas and mountains in background.
direction of American Redo Cross recreation worker. C. Main radiographic-fluoroscopic
,
room, with faeilities for
,graphc-tlioroscopiexposure
I). Another radi
,xposiire
room.
E.
ltadiolozist's office and consultation room, with
dental radiography with fiold unit.
The office occupies space formerly occupied by a
tiln-realding conference in progress.
F. Another office and consultation rooni, connminiicating directly, in
waiting room.
L-shaped fashion, with office showf( in view F. (G. Combined office, classroom. stu(dy for
technicians, and administrative unit. Note bin for filing films.
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FIGuaR 264.-X-Ray Section, 179th Station Hospital, Adak Island, March IV43.

Department. In all, 30 were set up. The 23 that were activated as numbered
station hospitals on 7 September 194. (3) were widely dispersed. Those
located farthest east were 'he 207th F, .tion Hospital, which was on Annette
Island, near Ketchikan, ar.d the o212th, which was at Juneau. At that time,
the farthest west .hosp-ils were the 42d Station Hospital on Amchitka Island
and the 179th (fig. 26-', on Adak Island. The 328th (fig. 265) and 329th
Station Hospitals, whicii were on Attu and Shemya Islands, respectively, were
not activated until 26 September 1943.
These 31) 1- piials. n,' always with the same personnel, served in the
Alaskai. T)epartment for periods ranging from 5 months to almost 61/) years
(map
"' Ty vried in size from the 25-bed hospital at. Nome (fig. 266) to
the 250-k
Lnd ,oa-bed hospitals at Fort Richardson.
PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
Personnel
Although the tables of organization called for a radiologist for each station hospital, the medical records of the Alaskan Department show that only
19 medical officers served in this capacity for the 30 hospitals in Alaska and
the adjacent. islands. None of them were certified by the American Board of
Radiology. The comparative isolation of the command, and the urgency and
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265.-Facilities of 328th Station Hospital. Attu. Alaska. SepAdministration hut is in foreground, and thiird ( frame)
bufilding houses the X-ray section and laboratory (camiera faces northeaist.
tembler 19)44 .

haste withI which th mi
ied1ical units dlispaltched to it hadi( been se~t ill) and
activated, resultled in staffing p~rob~lem~s which extendedt to the radiologyv service. Affiliated units, from which qunalifiedl radiologists could have b)een
secured, were not sent to Alaska. Moreover, Iii the siale. mr
u~im
hospitals, thle radiologic officer oft en read fuis as a matter' of necessity andl
not b~ecause of any qual ificat ions lie p)ossessedl. In these hospitals, in fact, the
radliologric officer was often, again of niecess-iiv, a general p~ract itionier anid
sometimes the hospital surgeon as well.
A single radiologist, Capt. (later Maj.) Carl 1'. Olson. MIC, was assigned
to the. 183d Station HIospital at Anchorage andl served1 there. for 28 months,
meantime p)lanning, andl helping to supervise, the construct ion of the 184th
Stationi Hospit al nearby. H-e served, in effect, as conisultant in rmidiolog~v.
Shortly after his appointment, AMaj. (later Lt. Col.) Conrad I,'. Albrecht, .1c,
was nmalmedl commtmandlI ing officer of the hmospit al
p). 779) and p~rovedI most
cooperative and sympathetic in all respects. including supplies, training, and
all other radiologic inatters.
X-ray technicians were generally iii short supply, and few of then)
arrived already trained unt il 19403. Furthermore, their assignments were not.
always oil the basis of their qualifications. One trained private, ordered to
Kiska as an X-ray t echinician, wvas found digging ltrines andI bur'yingr
Japanese clothing because of fear of cholera, (lyspntery. and other dliseases.
Fortunately, hie. was recognizedl by a noiealcil officer as a graduate of tile
technicians' school at the 183d St at ion H ospitalI (1p.786) amid was promptl1y
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FIm'wRIm 264.--Facilities of 202d Station Hospital, Nome, Alaska. A. X-Ray Department. showing Picker and Westinghouse units. I. X-Ray Room No. 1. C. X-Ray Room
No. 2 and darkroom.

])loved to a field hospital where lie proved so useful (1p. 7S6) that he was forthl-

with promoted to T/3.
The morale of the medical personnel, including radiologic personnel, in
the Alaskan l)epartmenlt was remarkably high. The physical inconveniences

of living, the hard and unfamiliar climatic conditions, and the restricted
dietary coul( have produced disgruntled medical officers and enlisted men, but
it did not, though the food supply, which was originally canned and stored
foods, contributed to the development of a prescurvy situation, as indicated
by the gingivitis, bleplharitis, periodic diarrhea, and loose teeth experienced
in 1942 and 1943. Food restrictions were inevitable during the first years of
the command because all space on ships was allocated an'd air transportation
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Training
Officers.-The majority of medical officers who served in Alaska were
from mixed sources, with key personnel supplied from the 183d and 184th
Station Hospitals. An exception were the officers who served with the
Arizona-trained troops who participated in the Attu campaign and some of
whom were reassigned to the forces which landed at Kiska. Medical personnel of the latter forces consisted of medical officers indoctrinated in headquarters at Anchorage.
Captain Olson had been trained in the School of Roentgenology at Walter
Reed General Hospital, Washington, D.C., under Col. Alfred A. de Lorimier,
MC (p. 30).
The lack of formal training in radiology of officers assigned to the
Alaskan Department as radiologic officers made local training imperative.
Seminars and study sessions were set up at the 183d Station Hospital, and,
with the cordial cooperation of Colonel Albrecht and of personnel of the sections of medicine and surgery, a great deal was accomplished.
Captain Olson, at the suggestion of Colonel Albrecht, reviewed the current medical literature available in the hospital library for presentation to the
professional staff, as well as to enlisted personnel. In 1944, conferences lasting for several days were attended by all radiologic personnel in the command
who could be spared.
Of particular value in the officer training program was the joint attendance on the weekly (later biweekly) conferences of the entire professional
staff of the 183d and 184th Station Hospitals. These conferences were conducted in the fashion of clinicopathologic conferences in civilian hospitals.
Also of great value were the special studies conducted on tuberculosis and
other clinical problems (p. 794).
There was no formal training of radiology officers (or technicians) at
other hospitals in the command, but the monthly conferences held at the 179th
Station Hospital on Adak proved useful educationally to the medical officers
without hospital connections who were assigned to nearby infantry battalions
or first aid stations. At times, as many as 100 medical officers attended these
conferences.
Technicians. -Few technicians, as already noted, arrived in the Alaskan
Dept.tment already trained until after 1943, and requests for trained men
were not honored. Some assigned to the last hospitals to arrive had been
trained at the School of Roentgenology in the Zone of Interior (p. 40) and
were intelligent, well qualified, and capable of handling routine work independently.
Some sort of training was essential for the untrained who arrived before
this period, and a School for Roentgenographic Technicians was established
at the 183d Station Hospital early in 1943. By the end of 1944, 20 students
had been graduated from it.
The required course of study lasted for 3 months, and most of the stu-
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dents elected to continue postgraduate study for another 6 months. Students
were selected on the basis of (1) a previous interest in X-ray, including technical and mechanical interest or experience or sales experience, and (2) high
school or college scientific training. The most fruitful training was accomplished in college graduates. An interesting observation was that several of
the students registered in the school were educated personnel, disgruntled
because of their assignments or in trouble with their superiors. They did
highly creditable work both in the school and in later assignments.
The course of instruction was based on the curriculum of the School of
Roentgenology at Walter Reed General Hospital (p. 40) and the School for
Medical Department Technicians at Fitzsimmons General Hospital, Denver,
Colo. (p. 123). Col. William W. McCaw, MC, the director of the latter
school, incidentally, later served as area surgeon in the Alaskan I)epartment,
Anchorage.
Personnel of the school originally consisted of Captain Olson and two
enlisted technicians, both well trained and one of them an expert in techniques
of X-ray installation. Two of the graduates remained as instructors. One
of them later rendered highly creditable service in the continental United
States and, after the war, became a major executive in a commercial X-ray
company. It. might be added that in the Alaskan I)epartment, as elsewhere,
many medical officers and technicians without previous experience in radiology became so interested in their specialty that they remained in it after the
war.
Army manuals on roentgenology (p. 357) were used as texts. Standard
texts on radiology were also privately purchased in Chicago and were flown
into the command through the courtesy of the Air Forces. Eastman Kodak
Co., the Picker X-Ray Corp., General Electric X-Ray Corp., and Westinghouse X-Ray Co., on request, sent, useful educational literature on current
X-ray problems, including hot only medical but. also industrial radiology.
Instruction covered X-ray physics; fundamentals of electrical wiring
and wiring diagrams; electromagnetism; atomic theory with discussions of
electrons, protons, and neutrons, X-ray circuits; the manufacture of X-ray
tubes and their theoretical basis; the complete use of both the Army field
unit and the Army airflow unit, with emphasis on both field use in combat
and institutional use. Students were also taught to identify, label, and file
films and make use of clerical aids.
A great deal of attention was paid to the proper positioning of patients.
This work, with other practical training, wits conducted intensively and
under careful supervision. Sterile techniques necessary for gallbladder and
other special studies were also taught.
Requirements for graduation included passing oral and written examninations and the presentation of a thesis representing independent work.
Time trials for mounting, disassembling, operating, and packing Army field
units were held beforehand, and the best team was chosen for official inspection at graduation. The formal ceremonies were attended by the surgeon of
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the command, the post surgeon, and the medical staff and nursing personnel
of the hospital.
One very practical arrangement at the 202d Station Hospital, on Unimak
Island and later at Nome (fig. 266), was the training of a pharmacist and a
dental technician to substitute for the single trained X-ray technician when
he was not on duty and to assist him in possible emergencies, when demands
on the section would be increased.
Promotion
Graduates of the school for technicians at the 183d Station Hospital
proved extremely efficient. They were proud of their technical work, and
many medical officers agreed that their morale was greatly improved by
their attendance at the school.
This attitude was fortunate, for the tables of organization were so set up
that advances in rank were not possible for radiologic officers and promotions
were similarly impossible for enlisted men. The situation was particularly
disappointing to the technicians who had graduated from the school, which
was one reason that so much emphasis was placed on formal graduation ceremonies. There was also emphasis on such morale-building considerations as
personal cleanliness, proper uniform, and general appearance. The students
were allowed extra privileges such as keeping their lights on beyond the specified time, so that they could read and study together. The privileges, of
course, scarcely seemed to deserve that characterization when they were closely
examined: Because of the burden of regular work, school instruction had to be
carried on as an afterhours' activity, from 6 until 11 p.m., Sundays included.
Most attempts to provide ratings for enlisted personnel commensurate
with their training and responsibilities were not successful. It took a great
deal of maneuvering to secure specialist replacement for two technicians who
had developed neutropenia and leukopenia (p. 790). When the radiologist put
in his request, he was informed that in the Army privates were privates and
specialists specialists, and substituting one category for another was not permissible, except in a combat area, which the Alaskan Department was not then
considered. The specialist replacement eventually secured was valid only in
the Alaskan Department. In spite of the proficiency of these two technicians,
they would lose their promotion if and when they were assigned elsewhere.
FACILITIES
Temporary hospital facilities, as already indicated, were not practical in
Alaska, particularly in the island chain. The combined effects of wind, snow,
and rain played havoc with tented installations. When the 329th Station
Hospital, for instance, landed on Shemya Island early in 1944, some men
were quartered in pyramidal tents with wooden floors at the beach aid station,
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but vicious winds and slashing snowstorms promptly "hammered and clawed"
the tents to shreds and made it necessary to move the men immediately to
unused hospital buildings.
X-ray facilities varied with the location of the hospital. The 183d
Station Hospital (fig. 263) was a wooden structure, and its facilities consisted of a small X-ray room, a smaller darkroom, and a combined office and
consulting room. The only viewing equipment was a stereoscopic machine in
the middle of the corridor leading to the surgical wing and the pharmacy and
adjacent to a door that let in 40'-below-zero weather when it was opened.
The planned approach to expansion was quite simple: The small office
was filled with officers examining the films of their cases. Stale cigarettes,
personally purchased as such by the radiologist, were handed out. The door
of the office was closed, but the front door was opened for ventilation after
the room was filled with cigarette smoke. Almost at once came the instructions: "You will have to do something about this." The result was a fulllength shed attached to the original building for use as a second X-ray room.
The errors incorporated in the X-ray department when the 183d Station
Hospital was built were avoided when the 184th Station Hospital was built.
When the first air raid warning was issued after Captain Olson became
radiologic officer at the 183d Station Hospital, he was also Officer of the Day.
He at once commandeered all the heavy, wide tar paper in Anchorage, and,
by the time other services tried to obtain priorities, he had all the windows
in the hospital protected for blackout against air raids.
Quonset huts, such as the one occupied by the 179th Station Hospital
(fig. 264), were frequently used and could be expanded as necessary.
The personnel of the 329th Station Hospital, with occasional help from a
detail of infantrymen, or a few artillerymen, erected their own hospital facilities on Shemya. The main body of the detachment arrived on 12 June 1943,
after a 7-day trip from Adak. Their original equipment consisted of three
shovels, four or five hammers, a couple of saws, and a keg of nails. By
various means, not always orthodox, the equipment was increased to include
100 shovels, a number of picks, and other tools. Ground was broken on 17
June for the first permanent building, and within a week the beach (tented)
hospital, which was exposed to the fury of the elements, could be closed. The
work was carried out energetically, for many of the men had experienced one
winter in the Aleutians. By mid-December, most of the 40 Pacific huts had
been erected, at one time at the rate of 2 per day.
The X-ray section of this hospital moved from the beach area a week
after its arrival and occupied a tent in the hospital area for the next 6 weeks.
It then moved to its permanent quarters, two Pacific huts, which were later
connected by a passageway that gave access, through another office, to the
hospital library. During 1944, 2-inch wooden flooring was laid to reduce
sympathetic vibration, and a better utilization of space was accomplished;
like most other departments of the hospital, the X-ray department complained
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of inadequate space. At no time, however, did the hospital reach its allotted
capacity of patients.
In many hospitals, it was the custom to house the X-ray department and
the operating rooms in the same building. The X-ray personnel of the 183d
Station Hospital, contrary to the experience of most hospitals in this command and in other theaters, considered this an unwise plan because of patient
traffic, the risk of surgical contamination, and the crowding experienced by
both services when either had to be expanded. "A busy surgery and an active
X-ray section," said the annual report of the hospital for 1944, "do not integrate well into the same housing facility."

EQUIPMENT
Basic Equipment
X-ray machines. -The larger station hospitals in the Alaskan Department were equipped with 200-ma. (milliampere) stationary X-ray units
(items 60905 and 60915). The 183d Station Hospital at Fort Richardson was
equipped with Philips Metalix (Dutch) units, which were installed before
the United States entered the war. The hospitals at Fort Glenn and Fort
Randall were provided with similar equipment in 1942, and the 184th Station Hospital later received the same kind.
This was an unfortunate selection. The experience reported by Maj.
(later Lt. Col.) Isidor Ochs, MC (fig. 267), at the 179th Station Hospital,
was typical of reports from other hospitals concerning this unit. It was
assembled with the most careful attention to all details, but with the greatest
difficulty, for many of the directions were in German. There were no German
prisoners in the area. Navy technicians and engineers, Army engineers,
Army Air Force electricians, radar officers, and every available physicist were
called in to help. Some 20 persons worked on the machine continuously but
unsuccessfully for 72 hours. The machine was taken completely apart and
reassembled, still without success. Finally, one of the Picker mobile units
was placed beside the stationary machine with the tube head mounted on the
Bucky table.
At Fairbanks and at Fort Glenn and Fort Randall, the use of the Philips
Metalix unit was meager, and films received for review by Captain Olson were
of poor technical quality. At Dutch Harbor, the Philips unit was not
operated at all until Sgt. James G. Hines, a graduate of the Anchorage technicians' school, was able to put it into working order.
This equipment repeatedly required new tubes and rewiring, which complicated the already difficult repair situation (p. 786). The use of foreign
equipment in the U.S. Army was not wise and should not be repeated. Difficulties with its use in World War II would of course have been fewer if an
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FIouRu
267.-Maj. Isidor Ochs, MC, Radiologist,
179th Station Hospital, Adak Island, April 1943.
Note that the use of a single leaded apron affords
incomplete protection of the lower extremities.

efficient repair service had been in operation when the United States entered
the war.
In September 1942, the Surgeon, Alaskan Department, decided that
extensive and specialized X-ray procedures should be discouraged in hospitals with only portable facilities and that patients who needed such studies
should be transferred to the 184th Station Hospital, where adequate equipment and trained personnel were available. Hospitals which had only the
Picker Army field unit (item 96085) should limit their work to "field type
operations;" that is, chest surveys, fractures, and other emergency work. The
field machine was not intended to serve as a power source for special investigations of the gastrointestinal tract, the urinary tract, the skull, or the endless complaints of pain in the back. This regulation was designed to protect
both operator and patient from excessive exposure to radiation.
The field unit, when used for the purposes for which it was intended,
gave the same excellent service in the Alaskan Department that it gave in
other parts of the world. It was easily transportable, easy to repair, and easy
to operate. The 179th Station Hospital on Adak had three portable Picker
units, which its trained technicians could put into operation within 5 minutes.
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One unit was kept in surgery for cystoscopic work, and another was used for
portable roentgenograms on the wards.
It was reported from many areas in the Alaskan Department including
the Aleutian Islands, that the Picker unit had been subjected to subzero
temperatures without adverse effects. The cold climate, in. fact, had little
effect on any radiologic equipment and supplies except fixing powders, which
were sometimes spoiled by moisture.
Loading.-There had been careful planning for the loading of X-ray
equipment for the Kiska invasion, and two units of each type of portable
machine were to be stocked on separate ships. The plan did not work out,
and the equipment was hopelessly jumbled on the beach when the graduate of
the technicians' school already mentioned, who was occupied burying Japanese clothing (p. 775), was assigned to the task of sorting the equipment out
and setting it up. Sgt. Thomas Johnson, then still private, first class, did a
highly creditable job and set up an efficient diagnostic unit, with which he
took an emergency roentgenogram of the fractured hip of a colonel.
Tubes.--Tubes were frequently received broken, because of poor packing
and rough handling during shipment. A particularly inefficient method was
the packing of tubes in orange crates, with web suspension. Although the
manufacturers were repeatedly informed of the breakages, they were still
occurring, and for the same reason, as late as 1944.2 In January 1942, the
command surgeon authorized all hospitals to stock one replacement tube for
each machine on hand. Later, it was recommended that the supply depot be
allowed to keep in reserve anode and cathode tubes, which are not interchangeable. Such a• policy was necessary because of the several months required to
replace broken tubes by requisition. It took 3 months to replace a tube that
arrived broken at the 329th Station Hospital, and a tube that burned out
early in November 1942 had still not been replaced at the end of the year.
Current. -Fluctuations in voltage and abnormally low current made for
persistent difficulties at many stations. Only a brief experience was necessary to show that it was unwise to rely upon local sources of power, at least
during the early operation of new stations, and it was recommended that a
generator (item 96060) be part of all shipments of departmental X-ray
equipment.
Repairs.-Repairs of X-ray equipment could not be accomplished at individual station hospitals by hospital personnel, and, by the end of 1942, there
was urgent need for the assignment of an X-ray serviceman who could visit
the hospitals and perform the necessary repairs. Although a request was
made for the assignment of two officers or enlisted personnel for this work
early in February 1942, no action was taken on the request until July 1943.
Then, during July, August, and September, an officer of the Sanitary Corps,
assigned to the Seattle Army Service Forces Depot, was placed on temporary

2

As late a. 1960, tubes were being received by civilian radiologists packed in this same ineEfelent manner. In 1968, they were being packed securely In Styrofoam and were being received in
good condition.-K. D. A. A.
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duty in Alaska for this purpose. He visited the major mainland stations,
provided the necessary repair and maintenance service, and made recommendations for the improvement of X-ray facilities.
Repair of X-ray equipment formed part of the instruction at the technicians' school at the 183d Station Hospital, and Sgt. James G. Hines, after
having completed the prescribed course there, was assigned to service the
equipment in the command.
Sergeant Hines carried out his assignment most satisfactorily. He found
that most of the difficulties encountered with the equipment in the command
were caused by improper packing and inadequate care by inexperienced personnel. The troubles, linguistic and otherwise, with the Philips Metalix unit
have already been mentioned (p. 784). When the Picker field unit was correctly operated, it seldom gave any trouble.
Sergeant Hines found that at times merely getting to the hospitals to do
the work was a major undertaking in itself. Air travel was the most efficient
means of getting about, but he was frequently bumped because of the weight
of his tools or for other reasons. On one occasion, en route to Dutch Harbor,
the ice spray froze to the superstructure of the boat, which would have
capsized unless everybody on board had assisted in hacking and chopping
the ice away.
Darkroom tanks. -Most X-ray departments complained that they needed
more processing tanks, but most of them also complained of lack of space and
agreed that they would have no room to place additional tanks in the darkroom if they had been available.
The chief problem with processing equipment was not related to shortages but to lack of running water. The 329th Station Hospital, for instance,
had none for 8 months, and some hospitals never had any. In such circumstances, water had to be dipped from a nearby lake or stream, usually after
the ice had been broken. Water from these sources was almost always dirty,
and, while grass and debris could be filtered out, of it, sediment could not be,
and the dry films were often coated with it. Also, without running water,
the wash water could not be changed as often as was desirable, and most films
were not thoroughly washed. If water was available in pipes well below the
surface, they had to be pumped out constantly to prevent freezing.
When X-ray sections were housed in tents, it was often impossible to
keep the temperature in the developing solution at even approximately correct levels. In fact, the solution was often found frozen in the morning. One
ingenious technician slipped a laundry bag over his tank at night and kept a
kerosene lamp burning under the bag. The solution did not freeze, but his
idea did not solve the problem of daytimnu fluctuations of temperature in the
solution. These difficulties did not develop in hospitals with adequate heating
arrangements. In these hospitals it was also possible to store water for
future use without fear of its freezing. The use of baffles to keep the wash
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water in motion in the processing tank was helpful when water supplies were
low in freezing weather.
Accessory Equipment
Cassettes were often in short supply, and screens were often outdated as
well as mismatched (with 2A or 2B screens, instead of A and B screens).
Each cassette should have been prepared selectively, with a front screen and
a back screen, since fluorescent quality of screens is different, and properly
molded and paired front and back screens have a balanced intensification
necessary for satisfactory films.
Film trimmers and shears were not provided, but these deficiencies could
be overcome by trading with members of other services.
Repeated requisitions for extra view boxes were ignored, and, at the 183d
Station Hospital, in spite of this hospital's heavy workload, most interpretations were made on stereoscopic view boxes with the single illuminator provided in the radiographic room. The 184th Station Hospital, 8 miles away,
was well supplied with illuminators, but attempts to transfer some of them to
the 183d Station Hospital, where training of officers and technicians was an
important radiologic function, were never successful.
Inadequacies of equipment included the toilet facilities essential for
barium enema examinations. At the 179th Station Hospital, the X-ray hut
was built against a wall of earth, for protection against bombing raids, and
a crude ladder was erected from it to the top of the earthen embankment and
to the slit trench, about 30 yards away, which substituted for toilet facilities.
The arrangements worked a considerable hardship on patients but on occasion
furnished considerable amusement to technicians watching them from below
as they tried to reach the summit.
Improvisations
Some improvisations were no more than adaptations of old methods.
Folded towels, for instance, were used as compression bands, or the radiologist
without stereoscopic equipment learned to cross his eyes when reading stereoscopic films. All students at the technicians' school were taught this trick.
Other short cuts and improvisations were as follows:
1. The fluoroscopic unit (item 96215) was not satisfactory for routine
radiography, and, at the 329th Station Hospital, the table was combined with
the field unit (item 96085). The combination, though cumbersome to manipulate, gave satisfactory service. The attempt at reconversion was admirable in
the absence of standard equipment, but it made protection against radiation
damage more difficult.
2. At the same hospital, with the help of Ordnance personnel, vertical
fluoroscopy was carried out with a stand designed and constructed for use with
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the controls and shockproof head of the fluoroscopic unit (item 96215). The
usefulness of the original equipment was thus greatly widened.
3. Many hospitals, before permanent facilities were available, used
wooden frames covered with blankets for their darkrooms.
4. Wooden yokes were constructed at the 183d Station Hospital to cradle
X-ray tubes above improvised tables.
5. At this hospital, and also at the 184th Station Hospital, polygraphs for
gastrointestinal studies were constructed by the hospital utilities section.
6. Various expedients were used to dry films. A drier was constructed
consisting of a wooden frame suspended above an oil heater. An exhaust fan
to the interior of the processing room warmed the frigid air and shortened ibe
drying time. A drip rack placed over the wash tank reduced the time within
which wet films could be read.
7. Sinus boards and headrests were made from Bakelite obtained from
the Signal Corps.
8. A telescopic cone improvised by civilian engineers and adaptable to
field units made for greater local clarity and better definition in spot views.
Films
Films were generally in adequate supply in the Alaskan Department,
though, in November 1943, headquarters advised that orders would be reduced
and shipments delayed. At this time, a year's supply of films was on hand,
according to the annual report of the 329th Station Hospital, but, if they were
used with the stringency advised, all of them would reach and exceed their
expiration dates. Many of them, moreover, had already deteriorated, as the
result of exposure to heat on shipboard and to moisture because of unavoidably
poor storage facilities. Some of them also had static marks on them, which
hindered interpretation.
Whenever a temporary shortage of films was in effect, it was the practice
of many hospitals to evaluate all requests for examination and refuse those
not considered justified. Fluoroscopic examination was sometimes substituted
for the radiographs requested.
Disposition of radiographs.--At the 183d Station Hospital, the radiologic
officer insisted that, when groups of patients were evacuated to the Zone of
Interior, their radiographs, properly identified by requests and requisition
numbers, must be packaged and sent with them. This arrangement was
entirely satisfactory. Permitting the individual patient to carry his own films
was not. Whenever it was tried, numbers of films failed to appear at the
Zone of Interior hospitals to which the patients were assigned.
The Alaskan experience indicates the advisability of protective tropical
packing of films, even in cold climates. The cold itself does no damage, but
moisture, dampness, and heat during storage can do a good deal.
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Records
In connection with the discussion of films, it should be mentioned that a
serious bottleneck in departmental records could have been averted if an
adequate number of standard record forms (WD MI) Form 55K-2, Radiologic Report) had been provided. If they had been, triplicate records could
have been made, one copy to be retained in the X-ray section, one copy to be
sent to the ward, and one copy to be attached to the films that accompanied
the patient when he was transferred. In some hospitals, the shortage was
made up by the use of mimeographed forms. In others, in which radiologic
work was done by officers without training and simply of necessity, little
attention was paid to the maintenance of either records or radiographs once
the films had been read.

PROTECTION
Protection of personnel in X-ray departments was a matter of great
importance and of considerable difficulty. In permanent installations and
in the quonset hut type of installations (p. 783), lead lined fluoroscopic rooms
were usually provided and operators could retire to protected control rooms
during the period of exposure. When such protection was not available,
the chief reliance was on the factor of distance. Wearing of rubber gloves
and aprons was regulation. Leaded rubber aprons, however, did not extend
far enough down the operator's body to protect his legs completely (fig. 267),
and a second apron was frequently used below the first.
The ineffectiveness of protective measures was well demonstrated at one
station hospital in 1944, when two technicians had to be relieved from duty
because of progressive leukopenia, neutropenia, lassitude, and weakness.
This situation developed in spite of the insistence of the radiologist, Lt.
(later Capt.) Paul C. Dietz, MC,3 that the operator (1) maintain maximum
distance from the X-ray tube (as far as was possible without a remote control room), (2) wear a protective apron and gloves (0.5 mm. equivalent lead
thickness when they were new) for all exposures greater than 3 seconds, and'
(3) employ a sheet metal screen for exposures of lesser duration. These
instructions had not been uniformly obeyed by the affected personnel.
Lieutenant Dietz repeatedly demonstrated (on one occasion to an assembled medical staff) that millamperage and kilovoltage of a degree commonly employed during fluoroscopy was sufficient, under the arrangements
then in force, to illuminate a radiographic screen at a distance of 20 feet
through the full thickness of the walls of both Pacific huts and the intervening 4 feet of space and to reveal clearly the skeletal structures of an
interposed hand. This phenomenon occurred whether thie tube was directed
3 Lieutenant Dietz was one of the numerous medical officers assigned to radiologic duties without previous experience In the field. He was most proficient, and, as this experience proved, most
conscientious. He well deserved the commendation he received In the annual report of the 329th
ration Hospital for 1943.
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toward the screen or away from it. Scattered radiation of similar intensity
was demonstrated within a radius of 25 feet throughout the area, regardless
of intervening walls and structures. The tube housings and the protective
apron in use proved permeable to radiation. When, however, oil drums
filled with water were stacked between the two huts, there was an approximately 50-percent reduction into the adjacent room.
This demonstration clearly showed that, in addition to the risk to radiologic personnel, no portion of the X-ray department, of the hospital library,
or of the offices of the chiefs of services was protected against direct and scattered radiation in cumulatively harmful proportions.
All possible precautions were at once taken to eliminate this risk. The
working hours of technicians were reduced. Scattering of rays was reduced
by the use of a grid provided on the screen of the fluoroscopic unit. An
improved cone was used. A vertical screen, 36 by 72 inches, covered with
sheet metal, was improvised for the protection of operators. Rules about
gloves and aprons were strictly enforced for all exposures. Complete blood
counts were made monthly on all radiologic personnel. Finally, requests for
all-radiographs were scrutinized, and only those considered really urgent were
filled until the lead sheeting ordered by the Corps of Engineers for complete
screening of the department was received.
At some hospitals, rules for protection of personnel continued to be
broken. When a broken fluoroscopic glass was replaced by ordinary window
glass instead of leaded glass, the radiologist who permitted the substitution
developed such a severe radiodermatitis that he had to be evacuated to the
United States.
A similar instance was observed by Captain Olson. A recently commissioned radiologist, assigned to the 183d Station Hospital, reported to duty
with obvious X-ray burns of the face. Knowing the conditions in Alaska,
and especially in the chain of islands, Captain Olson recommended that he
be returned to the United States and denied further X-ray service in the
Army. His history indicated that, while he was in private practice, he had
replaced the broken leaded glass in his fluoroscopic unit with unleaded plate
glass, which offered no protection from the X-rays. Their cumulative absorption in the skin produced severe telangiectatic areas, especially on the
forehead, nose, and malar prominences, and the severe radiodermatitis had
culminated in basal cell carcinomas in the various affected areas. It should
be emphasized again that these injuries occurred in private practice, not in
military service. The condition was probably considered acne on the officer's
preservice examination.
Two precautions against X-ray damage were recommended in the Alaskan Department:
1. Hand fluoroscopes should cease to be Army issue.
2. All fluoroscopic units should be supplied, when they were delivered,
with additional leaded protective glass, so that, if the original glass were
broken, it could be replaced at once with the same kind of glass.
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CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Aside from the casualties from the Attu campaign, there were relatively
few wounded combat casualties cared for in the Alaskan Department. Most
of the other casualties were suffering from cold injury, which was sustained
on both Attu and Kiska. Some were suffering from gangrene of the foot,
toes, and ankles, and, in a few instances, of both lower legs. The particular
radiologic interest in these cases was a determination of the bone damage
which occurred in the severer types (4).
The combat casualties from the Attu campaign were received at the
183d Station Hospital by air transportation. which was frequently interrupted by fog, snow, wind, and cold. Casualties from the Kiska campaign
occurred within the occupying forces, during the initial patrols, before it
was evident that the Japanese had already evacuated the island. These
casualties were usually transferred to the 184th Station Hospital. The
casualties from both Attu and Kiska were often examined in the X-ray
section while infusions and transfusions were running. Wihen they became
transportable, or if they needed no immediate surgery. they were evacuated
to Zone of Interior hospitals on the west coast.
Many combat casualties had sustained fractures, and the incidence of
noncombat fractures was unusually high in all hospitals. Attention has
already been called to the large number of fractures of the hip sustained
when soldiers who had lost their way and were using slit lamp flashlights
fell into trenches and emplacements during blackouts (p. 772). Many of
these injuries were so severe that evacuation to the Zone of Interior was
necessary. Fractures of the carpal navicular bone were frequent; many
were sustained under the circumstances just described. A number of march
fractures were also observed.
Aside from these special injuries, radiologic practice in the Alaskan
Department was much like civilian practice. Patients with such conditions
as pulmonary tuberculosis, bleeding ulcers, colitis, suspected malignancy of
the lower bowel, and other serious diseases were transferred at once to the
183d and 184th Station Hospitals for further diagnosis, as were all obscure
cases seen in the smaller hospitals. Electrocardiograms were processed in the
X-ray section. Intravenous pyelograms were usually carried out in the
X-ray section and retrograde pyelograms on the surgical service. Fluoroscopy was only occasionally used to set fractures, and then with extreme
precautions; the practice was not encouraged. Fluoroscopy was not used for
the removal of foreign bodies. Sweet localization was used for the removal
of foreign bodies in the eye; there were numerous such cases.

Caseload
The caseload in the hospitals in the Alaskan Department averaged from
3,500 to 8,000 examinations per year per installation. In 1944, for instance,
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the 329th Station Hospital made 3,630 roentgenograms, the figure including
the dental examinations made from January through May. At this time
(May), the dental section acquired its own X-ray equipment. The X-ray
section also carried out 190 special studies, such as gastrointestinal and
K.U.B. (kidney, ureter, and bladder) examinations, cholecystograms, barium
enemas, pyelograms, stereoscopic studies of the chest and skull, and softtissue roentgenograms. The hospital equipment was designed for field use,
but the exigencies of medical practice necessitated its use for practically the
entire field of roentgenography. Such precautions as were possible were
observed, and routine blood counts were made on all radiologic personnel.
In 1945, the 206th Station Hospital made 3,803 roentgenograms but
conducted only 139 fluoroscopic examinations. In this hospital, as in other
smaller hospitals equipped only with field units, the radiologist had to
accomplish his tasks as best he could, with the assistance of his technicians.
He did not have proper facilities for such studies as bronchography, sinus
examinations, and gastrointestinal series, and patients who required them
were, as previously stated, referred to the 183d and 184th Station Hospitals.
In 1944, the activities of the X-ray section of the 183d Station Hospital
covered 8,588 examinations on 7,845 patients, the figures including the processing of 3,998 dental films and 190 electrocardiograms. The number of films
used averaged 2.4 per case.
During 1945, the X-ray section at the 179th Station Hospital performed
6,797 examinations on 5,567 military personnel and 1,174 civilian personnel.
The work was distributed as follows:
Num ber of
examznations

Area or type of examination:
Skull (including mastoid and sinuses) ----------------------------

Extremities
------------------------------------------------Chest (fluoroscopy, bronchography) ------------------------------Chest (excluding fluoroscopy and bronchography) -----------------Ribs

538
2,189
135
2,442

--------------------------------------------------------

32

-------------------------------------------------------

679

Abdomen, flat plate -------------------------------------------

121

Spine

Esophagrams -------------------------------------------------

41

Gastrointestinal series ----------------------------------------Barium enemas ----------------------------------------------Gallbladder studies --------------------------------------------

329
98
101

Intravenous pyelograms

-......................-------------------

Retrograde pyelograms ----------------------------------------Urethrogram. -------------------------------------------------Foreign bodies (fluoroscopy and X-ray) ---------------------------Total

-------------------------------------------------

67

15
8
2
6,797
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SPECIAL STUDIES
A number of special studies made at the 183d Station Hospital were
described in the annual report for 1944. Two concerned pulmonary tuberculosis:
1. The first of these studies was a survey of the 279th Infantry Reginlent, most of whose men had been inducted into service before X-ray examination of the chest had become routine at induction centers (p. 101). In
all, 21 cases of tuberculosis were identified, ranging from minor to unstable
types to lesions of serious prognostic importance.
2. The second of these studies was a survey of natives (Eskimos, Indians,
and Aleuts) and mixed strains of French, Russian, and German extraction
who lived, for the most part, on or tiear Fort Richardson. The survey was
undertaken to screen them for civilian employment or military induction.
It covered approximately 800 persons, 30 of whom were found to have open
tuberculosis; the ratio was about 8:1 as compared with the ratio of U.S.
Army personnel serving in Alaska. Only a few months, and in some instances weeks, before, some of these men under the control of G-2 (intelligence) had carried out scouting operations on Attu, Kiska, and Shemya,
and it is believed that the ruggedness of the weather and terrain had precipitated recurrences of latent tuberculosis.4
Apicography, which was developed at the 183d Station Hospital, was a
refined delineation of the apices. Radiographs were taken in the routine
anteroposterior and posteroanterior positions, and subsequent projections permitted a minute study of the apices to determine the existence, nature, and
position of suspected lesions and adhesions. These studies were particularly
important in the preparation of native-born Alaskans (Eskimos are a pure
race) for neumothorax, a form of therapy used with considerable success on
the medical services at the 183d and 184th Station Hospitals.
In cooperation with the internist, fluoroscopic and teleoroentgenographic
studies (posteroanterior and bilateral oblique) were made of the chest with
barium in the esophagus. This technique permitted the identification and
recording of universal cardiac hypertrophy or other changes in the cardiac
silhouette. It also demonstrated pathologic changes in the aortic outline and
clarified cardiovascular and related pulmonary lesions. Finally, in the absence of nomographic cardiac charts, it was useful in mensuration of the
heart.
Equipment for spot film studies of the gastrointestinal tract was lacking
at the 183d Station Hospital, but a satisfactory substitute technique was
developed. The initial fluoroscopic investigation was made, and the roentgenologist dictated the findings to a technician who used a system of shorthand devised for this purpose in the X-ray section. Then, using the so4 This survey, which was duly reported to Col. Esmond R. Long. MC. Consultant In Tuberculosis. Office of The Surgeon General, it believed to have been at leaast Indirectly responsible for the
millions of dollars later appropriated for the control and treatment of tuberculosis in Alaska.
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called physiologic contrast load, X-ray projections were made with weighted
amounts of barium at various time intervals. The technician carefully
recorded all c' ••ese details. This technique greatly enhanced the accuracy
of the diagnosi•s f such lesions as gastric and duodenal ulcers and frequently
differentiated between nonorganic disease and organic disease that had been
diagnosed elsewhere.
Intubation studies of the small bowel and double-contrast studies of the
large bowl were also made.
No proprietary medium was available for contrast studies of the gallbladder, but tetraiodophenolphthalein mixed with grapejuice proved both
palatable and efficient. Lipiodol was used for contrast studies of the paranasal sinuses and mastoids and for bronchography. I)iodrast (iodopyracet)
was used for intravenous urography and proved particularly useful in the
delineation of tumors as well as other renal pathologic processes. A number of men with renal tumors had to be operated on at the 183d and 184th
Station Hospitals because their hematuria was too severe to permit even air
evacuation to the Zone of Interior. No myelographic studies were made.
Interesting observations were made on cleidocranial dysostoses, several
of which were found in the examination of Eskimo natives. In one family,
the absence of clavicles was associated with the presence of multiple dental
roots.
RADIATION THERAPY
X-ray units provided to the station hospitals in Alaska had been calibrated for superficial therapy, but the command surgeon did not permit their
use. Chronic skin conditions were sometimes aggravated by climatic conditions, and, in such cases, since radiotherapy was forbidden, the patients had
to be evacuated to the Zone of Interior.
CARL PoumnR OLsoN, M.D.

Section II. The Caribbean Defense Command, Trinidad,
Brazil, and Liberia
THE CARIBBEAN DEFENSE COMMAND
The Caribbean Defense Command was established in the spring of 1941
to coordinate the military activities of the Panama and Puerto Rican Departments with those of the Caribbean bases acquired from Great Britain in
the destroyers-for-bases agreement of September 1940. Three sectors were
set up:
1. Panama.
2. The Puerto Rican Sector, which included the Virgin Islands, Cuba,
Jamaica, and Antigua.
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3. The Trinidad Sector, which includled British, Dutch, and French
Guiana, Saint Lucia, Aruba, and Culra~ao.
In 1941, Bermuda, together with the Newfoundland and Greenland Base
Commiands. was put. under General H~eadlquarters. Its medical as well as its
radiologic prob~lemls were the same ats in till of thle sectors of the Caribbean
D~efense Command, of whose medlical installations only Trinidad warrants
more than a few words of dlescrip~tion.
Panama. -The radiologic service at thle 333(1 Station Hospital (later the
-262d General Hospital), Fort Clayton, Canal Zone. was op~erated1 by surgical
and other nonradiologic personnel until April 1944, when Capt. (later 'Maj.)
'Mauirice 1). F'razer, MIC, wats appointed radiologist. Hle had excellent technical assistance from Army-trained technicians, who (lid capable. coniscientious work. Tile workload averagred about 60) patients per (lay. Equipment

was generally satisfactory, but fogging of films, by chemicals atid

heat, Was

a major problem until thie Eastman tropical pack'was introdluced1. Captain
Frazer believed that there wvould have been miuchi less trouble with filmls if
they bad been ob~tained locally instead1 of from thle Medical Supply D~epot at

St. Louis.
Puerto Rico. -Tile usuial type of radiologic care wats capably p~rovidled at
the 326th and 359th Station fiosplitals by Capt. (latter Maj.) Lutis R. Perea,
MC, and Capt. (later Maj.) Mlanuel G. Rodriguez, MIC, whose fluent Spanish
eliminated many (difficulties that might ot herw~'ise have occurred with local
patients.
Jamaica. -The radiologic service prov)~idled iin Jamaica wvas of the infirmlary type.
Saint Lucia. -In Saint Lucia and other islands of the Windlward1 Chain,
radliologic work wats routine. muost of it consisting of fractures andl pnenimonias. P~atients requiring more elaborate diagnostic work were evacuated
to tile 41st General Hospital on Irrinidlad (p). 8(X).
The Guianas.-The radiologic care in bo0th British and Dutch Guilina,
was of the type p)rov'ided in tile Windward Islands. with evacuation of
patients requiring compjlicated1 dIiagnost ic work to Triniidad.
French Guiana, on which some 0,0001 civilian prisonlers were incarcerated, proved to be a trouble spot. The 2.5-bed station hospital there was
staffed with officers and( enllistedl ineii onl detachedl service fromt Surinam (5).
The. X-ray technicians used the French equipment already installed and
found it highly satisfactory.
Bermuda.-In Bermuda, where Lt. (C01. Leslie M. D~obson, MIC. served
the 221st Station Hospital ats radiologist fromt April 1941 to D~ecember 1945,
the X-ray equIipmIent arrived1 badlly damaged, and his first task wats to suipervise its restoration. The field unit was dlelivered1 without at chassis, but a
satisfactory woodlen scaffolding was built in its place. For several monthis,
the department had to op~erate with 10-ma. cuirrent because of the shortage of
rotary converters to convert AC to D)C current. Tihe radiologic workload
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was entirely routine; "all the interesting cases were promptly evacuated to
the States."
Although these hospitals were widely separated, the problems in all of
them were generally the same. They provided the infirmary type of service,
which is always necessary but seldom interesting. Their most interesting
patients were immediately evacuated to larger hospitals.
The standard equipment was the 30-ma. Picker field unit, which, with
very few exceptions, performed well. The chief difficulty with equipment
was that it was often broken in transit and that small, but often essential,
parts were missing. Until tropical packing was introduced, fogginig of films
was a common complaint.
TRINIDAD
The Trinidad Base Command,5 organized late in April 1941 at the Port
of Embarkation, New York, consisted chiefly of a Coast Artillery unit of
about a thousand men, supported by a 100-bed station hospital (the 359th)
under the command of Maj. (later Col.) John A. Isherwood, MC, a Boardcertified radiologist. The Army transport, the American. Legion, which
transported the troops and hospital personnel also carried a highly explosive
cargo of bombs and high-test aviation fuel. Indoctrination of personnel en
route included not only the important nature of the mission but also a warning
against the vampire bats that live in hollow tree trunks and that were a menace
to human beings as well as to cattle. 6
359th Station Hospital
Facilities.-On arrival at Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. British West Indies,
the troops were kept on board ship for 5 days until a tented hospital could
be set up for use. This arrangement was necessary because it was the rainy
season and some sort of cover was required.
The site selected for the hospital was at dockside, and, within a month
of the arrival of the task force, a complete hospital had been set up with
Quartermaster storage tents over wooden floors. The sides of the tents were
extended, to provide circulation of air as well as protection from the continuing rains. Electricity was procured from Port-of-Spain. Later, a conventional, tropical-type hospital was provided.
Equipment.-The situation with respect to equipment was much less
propitious. Through error or inexperience or too much haste, many essential
• The material for this section of this chapter was provided by Dr. Frederick W. Van Buskirk
(formerly Major, MC), Dr. Nathan G. Gordon (formerly Captain, MC), and Col. John A. Isherwood,
MC (Ret.).
6 The indoctrination concerning the animal life of Trinidad proved inadequate. Bats did live
in the eaves of barracks, and bars were necessary at night. Other fauna Included boa constrictors
(anacondas), a wide variety of other snakes, buzzards, voracious moths, grasshoppers 7 inches long,
mongoose capable of killing snakes, tarantulas, and rats the size of rabbits.
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items for the hospital, ranging from bedpans to mess equipment, were not.
transported with the troops and hospital personnel.
The X-ray department was particularly affected by the shortages. Not
a single Army field unit was complete. A transformer was provided, with
a control stand, a tube, two cables, and a safelight. But missing items included the X-ray table, the Bucky, the grid, and the tube stand. Darkroom
supplies consisted of chemicals, films tropically packed, and one developing
tray, but no tanks.
The first task of the radiologic personnel was to build a darkroom. This
was done by erecting a frame 6 yards square, extending from floor to ceiling,
around which blankets were tacked. A crude door was fashioned of blankets.
The result was a room that was lightproof but was universally described as
"infernally hot."
An X-ray table and stand were constructed of scrap lumber. The mobility of the tube stand was sacrificed for rigidity, and the table was therefore
made considerably wider and longer than usual, so that the patient could be
moved transversely and longitudinally in relation to the tube since the tube
could not be moved in relation to him.
Thie only trays available in Port-of-Spain were the shallow porcelain
kind. One was used for developer and one for hypo, and the single deep
tray that had come with the X-ray equipment was used to rinse the films
between developer and hypo and for the final rinsing. The water had to be
changed very often, as did the developer, which heated up very quickly,
especially in the available darkroom. A supply was kept in the laboratory
icebox. With these precautions and with a careful check on the temperature
of the solutions used, quite satisfactory films could be obtained.
The field unit worked very well, though care had to be taken to insure
against breakdown of cables, which were vulnerable to humidity. The machine was seldom operated en voltages above 80 kvp. (kilovolt peak), especially on humid days. The cables were in short supply, and, when one broke,
a machine might be out of order for as long as 3 weeks. It would be advisable in any future war to anticipate this difficulty by providing an extra
cable with each field unit and to keep the supply depots well stocked with
this vulnerable and essential part. Except for the cables, the machine was
an excellent piece of equipment, rugged, readily transportable, and highly
efficient for all kinds of work, including gastrointestinal and barium enema
studies and intravenous pyelograms.
Ordnance personnel made the necessary repairs. It was frequently said
that the machines operated more efficiently after the repairs had been made
than they did when they were new.
Personnel. -The original hospital personnel consisted of nine medical
officers, including a radiologist, one dental officer, one veterinary officer, and
one MAC (later MSC) officer. The first radiologist was Lt. (later Maj.)
Frederick W. Van Buskirk, MC, who served from the landing until November 1941. He was succeeded by Capt. Nathan G. Gordon, MC, who was not
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a radiologist. Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Burton W. Trask, MC, succeeded Captain Gordon on 1 September 1942 and served until 29 January 1944. Capt.
Oliver W. Welch, MC, was head of the service for the remainder of the war.
When his duties permitted, Major Isherwood gave advice and assistance.
As soon as the lack of X-ray items was discovered, Major Isherwood had
an inventory made and dispatched an airmail requisition to the supply depot
in the Zone of Interior, describing the situation. At the end of 6 weeks, he
was informed from the depot that, if his requisition were correctly made out
and the numbers for the items in the supply catalog were attached in the
proper arithmetical sequence, his request would be given prompt attention.
Shortly aftei'ward, the Surgeon, II Corps Area, under whom the task
force was based for supply, visited the installation and took immediate steps
to procure the necessary supplies. It was 5 months, however, before they all
arrived.
Meantime, the departmefit had been moved to a newly constructed wing
of the hospital, where its facilities included a darkroom with running water,
set off from the rest of the department by a wood partition and a door. Working conditions thus became more tolerable.
A standard tube stand and field X-ray table also replaced the improvised
stand and table. A 5-gallon tank replaced the makeshift trays, but it was not
refrigerated, and warm developer had to be siphoned off and replaced with
developer from the icebox every hour or two.
The 15-kw. (kilowatt) gasoline generator which had arrived with the
original equipment was never used, since current from town, though the voltage was uncertain and inconstant, was always available. The generator was
loaned to the Engineers, and was never returned to the X-ray department.
The two technicians in the department had been trained under Colonel
de Lorimier at Walter Reed General Hospital and were extremely competent.
They had worked with the Army field unit and were of great assistance in setting up the radiology section.
Radiotherapy. -The field X-ray unit was also used effectively for superficial therapy, particularly for otitis externa and recurrent furunculosis, both
of which were extremely common. The average output of the tubes was calibrated in the instruction book provided with the machine, which stated the r
(roentgen) per minute, and was estimated at 100 kvp. 5 ma. at a given distance.
To avoid the risk of cable breakdowns at this voltage, the treatments were
given at 80 kvp.; but it was assumed that the output was what had been calculated at 100 kilovolt peak. The patients therefore received less than the
calculated dose.
Workload. -In addition to the U.S. personnel cared for by the radiology
service at the Port-of-Spain hospital, the department also examined men from
the British Navy Air Training Center, from flattops when they were in port,
U.S. Navy personnel, survivors from ships sunk by enemy submarines, and
civilians. On one occasion, the department examined part of a British airplane, in a search for flaws in a vital area.
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About 25 films and one or two fluoroscopic examinations were made daily.
The findings were usually run-of-the-iill lpeumionias and fractures, with an
occasional peptic ulcer and an occasional case of tuberculosis. Survivors of
submarine sinkings in the Atlantic were also investigated, usually to diagnose
or eliminate pneumonia.

41st General Hospital
In October 1941, plans were drawn for a 1,000-bed semipermanent
general hospital to be established at Fort Read, some 40 miles inland, near the
town of Fernandez. The Surgeon General approved them, and building was
begur in February 1942 and completed in October of that year. The site
selected was originally jungle, heavily infested with malaria.
The hospital was built in two sections one with 900 beds and the other
with 1,600 beds, though neither ever functioned to full capacity. The buildings were put up to face the trade winds, which blew through them and kept
them cool and pleasant almost all of the time.
The X-ray department in this hospital was well planned. Space was
ample, and the darkroom was conveniently located in the center, with radiographic rooms and offices around it. It was provided with 200-ma fluoroscopic and diagnostic units, both with shockproof cables, with exposed wires
under the tables. The Westinghouse unit insulators were inadequate at the
takeoff reel wire under the table. Because the humidity and use caused this
reel wire to arc back. it could not be used. The General Electric unit had
heavy insulators of a special type of glass, about 12 inches high, 3 inches at
the base, and 2 inches at the top. The borders were serrated, with deep ridges.
There was no arcing from these insulators.
A Picker field-type unit had a timer with a calk clutch, which dried out
and shrank in the heat of the tropics. The trouble, located by a serviceman
from Venezuela, ended when the clutch was replaced with one made of calk

obtained from the laboratory.
The processing tank for the darkroom of the new hospital went down with
a ship sunk by a submarine, but a local contractor built a substitute that functioned satisfactorily. One insert tank was provided, and a second was made
of tropical, nondecaying local hardwood. Valves were handmade and adjusted
to the water cooler. The time-temperature development technique was used.
Cassettes with Bakelite fronts warped, and poor apposition of screens
resulted. The trouble was corrected by insertion of thin sheet wadding of the
chocoiate-box type between the Bakelite and the screen. All screens developed yeast mold except Patterson screens. Since the daily environmental
temperatures were from 840 to 940 F., cooling was necessary for solutions,

which had to range between 640 and 680 F.
Materials deteriorated rapidly in the tropical heat and hu.,iidity. If processing powder, for instance, was not used within 6 months, it simply ate out
the tin cans in which it was put up.
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The 41st General Hospital served, as already indicated, as a central hospital for the Caribbean Defense Command. It carried a heavy workloadbetween 6,000 and 7,000 patients during the 18 months of Major Trask's service
in it.
The hard core of disease in the tropics, as the work in this hospital indicated, was malaria, which in many cases eventuated in rupture of the spleen.
The first radiologic evidence of the rupture was blunting of the left costophrenic sinus by pleural reaction and fluid, with discoid atelectasis of the lung
above the diaphragm.
Pulmonary tuberculosis apparently occurred only in troops already infected when they were sent to Trinidad. In these cases, the radiographs
showed strands of fibrous tissue that had healed so firmly that they looked like
banjo strings. Tropical bone abscess began in the skin, like a carbuncle, and
penetrated into the bone, particularly the femoral bone. Kidney stones were
uncommon. There was the expected incidence of ulcers, but gallbladder disease was extremely infrequent.
An interesting radiologic observation was that fractures in the native
population healed with unusual rapidity. Fractures in U.S. personnel healed
more rapidly than was usual in the United States, but not so rapidly as fractures in the native population.
BRAZIL

7

Hospital facilities had to be set up in Brazil because, when the Air Transport Command was established in June 1942. its most important route was
across the South Atlantic from Florida, across Brazil, and then across North
Africa to Cairo. One of the important wings of this command was at Natal,
Brazil, and the 194th Station Hospital was established there, with 100 beds
(fig. 268). The 193d Station Hospital, of the same capacity, was established
at Bel6m, Brazil, in January 1943 and the 200th Station Hospital, which served
as the central hospital for U.S. Army Forces, South Atlantic, was established
at Recife, Brazil, with 200 beds (fig. 269), also in January 1943.
The 100-bed 194th Station Hospital, which was sent to Natal in the middle
of November 1944, had an X-ray department that served the entire command
as well as the hospital. The radiologist, Capt. (later Maj.) John B. Cooley,
MC, was the only trained radiologist in the command. Part of his experience
had included instruction at the Medical Department Enlisted Technicians
School at Billings General Hospital. The technicians who assisted him were
trained in similar schools.
Equipment.-The hospital equipment consisted of two Picker portable
field units, one of which was mounted on a Westinghouse Bucky table and
was used for fluoroscopy and for gastrointestinal and barium enema studies
as well as for other routine work. The other unit was set up in a semiper7 The material for this part of section II was provided by Dr. John B. Cooley (formerly Major,
MC).
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FmUrm 269.-X-Ray Rtoomi, 200th Station H~ospital. Recife, Brazil, 1945.

to the. waist, found it hard to tolerate the apron and gloves requiredl for protection. R~eading films dhiring the day. when windows and shutters had to be
kept closed in ordler to keep) light from striking the view box, was entirely
intolerable. andl most readings were clone at night, when windows and shutters could be opened and when there was usually an 8-mile wvind1.
Films.-Wlien Captain C1 ooley arrived at the 194th Station Hospital, he
found a stack of films, 4 feet high, waiting for interpretation and rep)orting,
as iii) to this time there hiad b~een no radliologist in the entire Command.
When he found all thle unexposedl tilins apparently l ighit fogged, and found
no leaks inl the (lark-rooni to expl)ain the. trouble, lie went, throuigh all the filmis
inl the bin and finally opened all the new packages. All the films were light
struick.

Ile Iinunedilately requiestedl : days' temp~orary (luty inl Recife, where, with
the Qua rternmaster, hie checked all the films inl storage. There were no outdlatedl fuis, buIt all of those developed at the 200th Station Hospital were
also fogged.
With siome dlifficulity, a rrangemients were made for- the fuiture (lel ivery of
aill films by plane instead of 1by shiip. WithI this plan inl effect. there were no0
fuirt her (lifliclilt ies. Films were always stored on endl and great. care was
takeni to use themen inl tle. proper' rot at ion.
Oil One occasionl, a rep~resentat ive from the Insp~ector General's office was
hiolrnfiedl to finld thle fiflms st ored inl wooden racks. This was, of course, contrary to Armi y regulations, which specify that all films shall be filed in metal
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racks. Metal, however, was a very scarce commodity in Brazil, as Captain
Cooley explained to the officer, and even wood was scarce in some areas. It
would be difficult to correct the infraction of rules, since metal filing racks
would be bulky equipment to fly in. Ile was allowed to keep the wooden
racks after, as lie expressed it, "frightening 2 years off the inspector's life
when I picked up a film and held my cigarette lighter under one corner."
"Naturally," Captain Cooley continued, "there was no flame from the film,
no explosion, and no deadly fumes."
Workload.-In Natal, there were some 5,000 military personnel and the
same number of civilians, chiefly natives, engaged in duties directly or indirectly connected with the Parnamirim Airport. Natal was the jumping-off
place for Africa and the Far East, and in July, August, and September 1945
there were as many as a thousand flighls daily in and out of this airport.
In addition to its routine duties, the hospital had to be prepared to handle
a minimum of 80 casualties if C-54's should crack up. The emergency, fortunately, never came to pass, but many hours were spent planning for it,
including corridor traffic patterns and practice. All personnel walked through
the entire plan many times before the first Green Project planes landed at
Parnamirim Field.8
Since Captain Cooley was the only radiologist in the command, films were
sometimes flown to him from the 175th Station lHospital on Ascension Island
(fig. 270) and the 193d Station Hospital at Bel6m. On one occasion, lie
received a tightly sealed, TOP SECRET 14- by 17-inch envelope, containing
the radiographs of the chest of a high-ranking officer: they showed bilateral
pulmonary tuberculosis. A second, similar experience concerned films from
the detachment of U.S. Navy personnel at Natal, which had its own medical
officer but no radiologist. Captain Cooley was asked to X-ray a dental technician, whose nocturnal coughing was keeping his whole barracks awake. The
test film showed bilateral pulmonary tuberculosis with cavity formation, and
the laboratory had no difficulty in isolating acidfast bacilli in the sputum.
The technician was imnmediately evacuated to the Zone of Interior, and the
rest of the detachment wits X-rayed by Captain ('ooley and his technicians,
fortunately with negative results.
Once a month, Captain Cooley was sent to theater headquarters at Recife,
about an hour's flight, from Natal, in a (C47, for 3 days' temlp'orary duty, to
conduct fluoroscopic examinations and to settle any other radiologic problems
that might have arisen since his last visit.
The routine work at Natal was equivalent to that of atny station hospital
in the Zone of Interior. It covered permanently based personnel, numerous
transient flying persominel, and, occasionally, (er'naln or Itialiaini prisoners of
war who had been brought in after surface raitds or submarine sinkings.

8 Green

Project, which was the Air Transport Command program for bringing some 50.000

passengers a month from Europe to the Zone of Interior, began officially on 16 June 1945. Originally, the passengers were to be troops coming home for rest leave before being redeployed to the
Paciflc.
The route followed by Green Project planes was Casablanca, Dakar, Natal, Belm, British
Guiana, Trinidad, Puerto Rico, and Miami.
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270.-X-ray

room

ini surgical buildingr,
Ascension I 'lfhIin, 19453.

175th Station Hospital,

LIBERIA
Hosp1ital Ieqipi )neiit and lpersonnlel for the 25th Stat ion Hosp5
1 it al departed
from Charleston. S.(., in May 1942 and arrivedl otf Liberia iii mid-June. The
hospital, wIlnch was set IIp at Marshall. Liberia, close to the Firestone Tire
and Ruibber C o. plant at ion, beg-an iii tents, w~ithlout any elect ricityv. It took
al)oitt 6~ weeks for thle niiat eri al for its coist rtict lol ain(l equipm
1 )lent to be
unloaded in lighters suppl)1ied lw thle Firestone plant at ion. Byery Septeiiiber, a w-oodeni, t rolpical-tvIpe luospita I had beenl construct ed. bu~t it was somle
time before wviring wvas at tachedl for tile X-ray 1i nit to operate. Current was
fiIrst suppi)1 edl by a grasol i ll generator and1( lieu froml a1cent ralI source. I it ii
it. was suppli1 ed. tilie radliologric work was done at thle Fi rest one H ospital. 20
miles awav.
iMx
C, was not a
The blead of the radiologic serv ice, Cap~t. Jaimes M. Palv
trained radiologist, but lie operated a highly eflicietit departmilent. well la id out
Physically, and1( withI conlifetent teclhnicianus whomi lIe t rainied himinsel f. During
his tour. of dluty, fromi June 194-2 to Februa ry 1944. thle 30-mia. field unit in thle
department wvas thle on lY X-- m.N maclinme in Liberia except thle one at thle Firestone Hospital.
The X-ray depart ment at the 2.5'th St ation H ospit al caired for thle lpersoilnel of Roberts Field, near Monrovia, Liberia, seamen froml torpedoed Ships,
usually Brit ish, and Liberian personinel.
The field X-ray uinit operated miost efficien tly excelpt for t lie special attenl-
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tion required by the cables in a location 5 degrees above the Equator, where
the humidity was very high at all times and the rainy season lasted 7 months.
There were not many breakdowns, but, when they occurred, since there was no
maintenance service available, repairs were not always made according to the
instructions in the manual.
The temperature of the solutions in the darkroom required the same careful attention in Liberia as elsewhere in the tropics. In this connection, an
experience in another part of Africa might be related. When Lt. Col. (later
Col.) Kenneth D. A. Allen, MC, was on his way to the European theater to
assume his duties as Senior Consultant in Radiology in that theater, his plane
put down at Accra, Gold Coast, for refueling. The senior medical officer at
the installation, who had recognized his name on the passenger list, asked for
his help because the films being produced at the hospital (the 67th Station
Hospital) were so dark and fogged they could scarcely be read. They were
developing them, he said, at a temperature of precisely 65' F., and that was
precisely the reading shown when the thermometer was taken out of the tank.
When Colonel Allen examined the thermometer more closely, however, he saw
that, probably because of the extreme heat, the mercury had separated, and the
thermometer was useless. No other thermometer was available, but the temperature of the solution, to the hand, seemed at least 850 to 90' F.
BURTON W. TRASK, M.D.

Section III. The Middle East and Persian Gulf Commands"
This section of this chapter concerns radiology in World War II (1) in
the Middle East command, which included Egypt, the Sudan, Libya, Eritrea,
Palestine, Arabia, and Syria, and (2) in the Persian Gulf Command, which
consisted of the gulf, desert, and mountain districts of Iran (6, 7).
The story of radiology in North Africa (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco) is
told in detail in chapter IX of this volume, dealing with the Mediterranean
theater (p. 237). There is little to tell of radiology in the remainder of the
African Continent. U.S. medical activities in this vast area were limited to
small, scattered, and relatively minor installations set up by the ATC (Air
Transport Command). The medical service provided in them was chiefly of
the dispensary type. Only occasional installations had any X-ray equipment
9 (1) The U.S. North African Military Mission was discontinued on 17 June 1942, and USAFIME
(U.S. Army Forces in the Middle East) was established in Its place. On 15 September 1943.
Headquarters, USAFIME, was expanded to include Headquarters, USAFICA (U.S. Army Forces in
Central Africa). Effective 1 March 1945, USAFIME was further expanded to include Northwest
Africa and was redesignated AMET (Africa-Middle East Theater).
(2) Effective 13 August 1942,
the Iran-Iraq Service Command was redesignated the Persian Gulf Service Command. The Persian Gulf Service Command was under the War Department for operational purposes and under
USAFIME for administration and supply. It came under Services of Supply. USAPIME. when the
latter was activated on 4 November 1942 and resumed its former status under USAFIME on 20
January 1943. On 10 December 1943, the Persian Culf Service Command was relieved of its attachment to USAFIME, became a separate theater directly under the War Department. and was redesignated the Persian Gulf Command.
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was in full flight from El Alamein, after which active flighting in Africa was
confined to Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco.
For a time, the 4th, 15th, and 16th U.S. Field Hospitals served U.S. serv-

ice troops, the Ninth Air Force, and the Air Translort Command in the
Middle East. Their chief function was to supply emergency treatment and
then to evacuate the sick and injured as rapidly as possible to the .'h General
Hospital. Each hospital was split into three platoons, each of li~± was a
functioning unit.
These field hospitals were bivouacked in unlikely places, once iii a gutted
airport in Tobruk, once at an Italian zoo near Benghazi. They operated in
standard Army tents, erected over excavations from 3 to 4 feet deep and so
heavily sandbagged that patients and medical personnel were safe except from
direct hits. Each platoon had a single tent for X-ray laboratory, and dispensary purposes. There were no radiologists attached to the platoons, and
their X-ray equipment was limited to field units.
The 38th General Hospital supported the Air Force units in North Africa
and Sicily. Station hospitals were set up in Tel Litwinsky, Palestine;
Asmara, Eritrea; and Khartoum, Sudan. A few field hospitals and a great
many dispensaries were scattered through the remainder of the Middle East.
THE PERSIAN GULF COMMAND
The Persian Gulf Command was established for a single purpose, to
supply materiel to the Soviet Union. In all, approximately 30,000 U.S. troops
were sent to Iran to deliver supplies through this corridor. Over a period of
31/2 years, from 1942 to 1945, some 5 million tons of supplies were delivered,
enough to maintain 60 combat divisions (7). The supplies were landed in
Persian Gulf ports and transshipped by truck convoys to the Soviet Union
over the vast Iranian plateau.
Army posts were established for rest and repairs along the convoy route
at the following places in Iran: Ahviz, Andimeshk, Khorramibid, Hamadin,
and Kazvin, where the Soviet zone began. During the entire war, there was
only one general hospital in the command, the 113th, which arrived in Ahviz
on 11 May 1943 as a 750-bed station hospital and was converted on 7 September 1943 to a 1,000-bed general hospital. This hospital supported the
station and field hospitals located at the Army posts along the convoy route,
and also received patients from units in Tehrin, Sultinibid, and elsewhere in
Iran.
PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
Staffing
The original tables of organization for general hospitals called for three
radiologists, in the respective ranks of major, captain, and lieutenant. The
38th General Hospital was duly organized with this number, but one radiolo-
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gist was transferred out of the unit before it left the United States and
another was transferred to Italy from Egypt within a year after the hospital
was established. At no time thereafter was there more than one radiologist on
duty. Similarly, there was never more than one radiologist assigned to the
113th General Hospital in Iran.
Since neither of these hospitals was ever exceedingly busy, a single
radiologist could easily handle the work in each. The 38th General Hospital
averaged 10,000 admissions a year, about 5,000 of which required diagnostic
X-ray examination. In a typical week, there were between 25 and 30 gastrointestinal and barium enema studies, and from 70 to 80 examinations for other
purposes. Combat casualties were few and were far outnumbered by various
accidental injuries such as those caused by jeep accidents or falls into slit
trenches.
There was general agreement in both the Middle East and the Persian
Gulf commands that two radiologists would have been sufficient in each
general hospital, even if combat casualties had been numerous, which they
never were. A table of organization providing for a lieutenant colonel and a
captain was considered logical.
It was neither practical nor necessary to staff each of the station and field
hospitals in these commands with radiologists, but regular trips to them by
radiologists assigned to the general hospitals would have been helpful and
would have resulted in better and more economical radiologic service than was
always provided in them.
Since even in general hospitals radiologists were not fully occupied with
their radiologic duties, nonradiologic assignments were to be expected. They
ran the entire gamut of medical and administrative chores. Maj. (later
Lt. Col.) Edgar L. Dessen, MC (fig. 272), at the 38th General Hospital, at
various times served as ward officer for the officers' medical ward; librarian;
auditing officer; inspection officer; officer in charge of the reconditioning programs for officers and enlisted men; adjutant; executive officer and detachment
commander. Radiologists in smaller hospitals had even more varied duties,
including, in at least one instance, that of latrine inspector. The multiple
duties were usually accepted without complaint and regarded as interesting
rather than onerous in view of wartime requirements.
Training
Maj. (later Col. Melvin A. I)illman, MC, of the 38th General Hospital,
was the only Board-certified radiologist assigned to either the Middle East or
the Persian Gulf Command during the war. This hospital had been formed
from medical personnel at Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia Hospital.
Several other radiologists in these commands had been called out of their
residencies as activated Reservists and had had certain amounts of formal
radiologic training. Major Dessen and Capt. Paul S. Friedman, MC, also
from Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia Hospital, were in this cate-
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nIoum 272.-MaJ. Edgar L. Dessen, MC, radiologist, 38th General
Hospital.

gory. Other medical officers who served as radiologists in smaller hospitals
in the commands had no training in this specialty before the war. Apparently, anything in their 201 files that connected them with radiology, however
remotely, was sufficient to dictate a radiologic assignment. Thus, Maj. (later
Lt. Col.) Edgar S. Weaver, MC, 21st Station Hospital, who did such a superb
job in the distribution of X-ray equipment both in Iran and in Egypt (p. 815),
had had 2 years' experience in a tuberculosis hospital when he was a medical
student. Similarly, Capt. William H. Rosenblatt, MC, who was radiologist
at the 104th Station Hospital in Eritrea, had done chest fluoroscopy as part
of the routine workup of patients in a tuberculosis clinic. Capt. John Siddal,
MC, who served in the Sudan, was interested in photography. Still other
radiologic officers were primarily interested in other specialties or were general
practitioners.
These untrained, ersatz radiologists performed remarkably well under
difficult circumstances, considering their lack of atny training, the paucity of
reference books and journals, and the absence of any formal program of
radiologic consultation in either command.
On the other hand, many errors were made in the interpretation of films.
A patient with hypertrophic changes of the spine, for instance, was put into
a body cast for a supposed fracture of the hip. Gas in the stomach was interpreted as a subphrenic abscess or a ruptured viscus. Accessory bones and
suture lines in the skull were diagnosed as fractures. Aortic knobs became
mediastinal tumors. Pectoral shadows were diagnosed as pneumonia and
azygos lobes as tuberculosis.
No irreparable harm was done because of these errors, since practically
all the patients were sent to the general hospitals for disposition board pro-
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ceedings, in the course of which most mistakes were corrected. The correction,
however, involved considerable inconvenience for the patients and considerable
cost for the Government.

Rank
As in all other theaters and areas, lack of opportunities for promotion
was a perpetual source of discontent among radiologists. There were three
majors in the Middle East and Persian Gulf commands, two of them at the
38th General Hospital in Egypt. All the rest were captains. Under the
existing table of organization, none of these men had any real chance for
promotion. If a vacancy did occur in the field, it was likely to be filled by an
officer from headquarters in Cairo or Tehrin, by the simple expedient of placing him on detached service in the field while retaining him at headquarters.
Numerous radiologic officers were never promoted. Capt. (later Maj.)
Maurice N. Harris, MC, for instance, served competently for almost 3 years
in Iran in the same rank. He admitted that this was a matter of some concern
to him but wrote (in 1959) that he found considerably more irritating the use
of stationery in the peaceful, comfortable and metropolitan headquarters at
TeherAn imprinted "In the field, Teheran." With others, the lack of promotion was also an irritant, not a major morale problem.
Rotation
Rotation became effective in 1945, but was entirely academic in both the
Middle East and the Persian Gulf commands. No trained radiologists were
supplied as replacements, since the activities in both areas were rapidly
decreasing The few radiologists in excess had been redeployed to Italy or
India long before. When the war ended, Major Dessen was the only U.S.
radiologist on the entire African Continent. He had served there for 33
months.
Technicians
When the 38th General Hospital arrived in Egypt, in 1942, it had four
technicians, two of them staff sergeants, one a sergeant, and one a corporal.
Each of the larger hospital units in the command also had at least one trained
technician. These men were all Army-trained, and no word of criticism was
ever heard concerning their training and abilities.
Technicians, however, were usually in short supply in Iran. Four
trained men arrived late in 1942; but, after they had been unassigned for
several months, except briefly to the 18th Field Hospital, all applied for
Officers' Candidate School and all were accepted. Thereafter, tost technicians
were trained on the job, chiefly by Captain Friedman, at the, 113th General
Hospital, and Captain Harris, at the 19th Station Hospital. The training
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included lectures on physics, anatomy, and physiology, and practical demonstrations of X-ray technique. The USAFI (U.S. Armed Forces Institute)
correspondence course in physics was put to good use, as was the Army X-ray

manual.
Liaison
The wide distances between Army installations in the Middle East and
Persian Gulf commands prevented much liaison between U.S. radiologists.
Relations with our British allies were, however, uniformly amicable and
mutually helpful. Before the 38th General Hospital began to function, Major
1)essen had very close relations with the staff of the 15th Scottish Hospital in
Cairo, in which X-ray studies were done on U.S. troops. He also had a close
relation with Squadron Leader Forbes Rees-Jones, radiologist for the Royal
Air Forces Hospital in Heliopolis, Egypt, with whom he consulted frequently
on interesting cases. The relations included loans of items in short supply and
substitution for each other for detached duty or leave. U.S. medical officers
frequently attended British hospital scientific meetings and social functions,
and vice versa. The same situation prevailed throughout. the command, as
well as in Iran, where the British were usually represented at U.S. monthly
staff conferences.
U.S. relations with civilian physicians and radiologists in locations near
U.S. hospitals were equally good. Egyptian, Sudanese, Eritrean, Iranian,
Palestinian, and Syrian physicians all freely exchanged information with
their U'.S. counterparts, and many interesting and unusual cases of tropical
disease were observed as a result (p. 821). The Italian radiologist in the hospital at Massawa. Eritrea, which was taken over by the 104th Station Hospital,
was extremely helpful. In short, in both the Middle East and the Persian
Gulf commands, the practice of radiology, like that of the rest of medicine,
transcended international barriers.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
Distribution
The 38th General Hospital in Egypt, a 1,000-bed hospital, occupied
a number of detached, one-story buildings, extending over half a mile, and
constructed in the fall of 1942 for hospital purposes (fig. 271). The buildings
were made of desert sand block. A long row of medical wards extended eastward, and a similar long row of surgical wards extended westward. Between
these rows were a number of individual buildings used exclusively for X-ray,
laboratory, and dental departments, administration purposes, and messhalls.
The X-ray building (fig. 273), 90 feet long, which had a hall running
through its entire length, opened flush onto the paved sidewalks provided
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FIGURE

275.-Urologic unit and 100-ma. unit in radiographic room, 38th General Hospital.

Iran, a good deal of X-ray equipment was either not listed at all or listed
incorrectly because the supply officers could not identify particular pieces.
They were therefore unwilling to issue anything or they issued material which
did not match the items requisitioned. The result was that some hospitals
had inadequate equipment, some had equipment that could not be used because
parts were missing, and some had excess equipment.
In the fall of 1943, when Col. Eugene W. Billick, MC, Chief Surgeon,
USAFIME (U.S. Army Forces in the Middle East), and his supply officer,
Maj. Andy V. Little, PhC, visited the 21st Station Hospital, Khorramshahr,
Iran, on a routine inspection trip, Major Weaver, the radiologist, told them
bluntly that the X-ray equipment in the command was poorly distributed. In
accordance with military custom, he was immediately detached from the
21st Station Hospital to correct the situation of which he had complained.
Major Weaver's first step was to inventory the equipment in the 21st
Medical Supply Depot and catalog it correctly. He then visited every hospital in the command and inventoried all of its X-ray equipment. In his
report, he recommended that excess equipment in all hospitals be shipped back
to the supply depot and that missing items be requisitioned. He also pro-
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Special Items
There were seldom any complaints about the stationary X-ray units
provided in the larger hospitals. Considering the rough usage to which the
Picker field unit was subjected, its performance was generally regarded as
superb. It was rugged and easily transportable. It required a minimum of
maintenance and repair. It gave good service in installations ranging from
general hospitals to dispensaries, and it was equally suitable for departmental
and bedside use.
The Picker unit was assembled for fluoroscopy with the fluoroscopic
screen (item 96145) and for radiography with the portable grid (item 96070).
The lightproof tent (item 96175) was eminently satisfactory for processing films but extremely unsatisfactory when it was used for fluoroscopy.
The tent was quite small, and, when it was filled with processing and fluoroscopic equipment and occupied by radiologist, patient, and technician in
areas of extreme heat, conditions became intolerable. It was acceptable for
darkroom purposes when erected within a building or within a larger tent,
but again heat was a major objection. Separate tents for processing films and
for fluoroscopy would have improved matters.
Processing equipment, including the film bin, drier, and loading bench
combination (item 96055), was durable and satisfactory (fig. 276). It seldorft
needed repair, and it operated well under the varying climatic conditions
encountered in both commands. Its complete efficiency, of course, depended
upon an adequate supply of running water, which was not always available in
mobile field units in Libya and Iran.
The master chemical section of the processing unit (item 96115) proved
both practical and durable. The necessary chemicals usually arrived in good
condition.
Only the two general hospitals had electric film driers. Sooner or later,
most hospitals received one or two fluorescent illuminators.
The gasoline generator was often a problem. In field hospitals and some
station hospitals, it was the only source of electric power and was used to light
both the interior and the exterior of the hospital. In addition to the difficulties
with the power supply that resulted, the duststorms in Iran and the sandstorms in Egypt did a great deal of damage. These storms were thick,
suffocating, stifling fogs. The dust and sand permeated the smallest crevices,
and, within a few minutes after a storm had started, equipment looked as if
it had stood unused for years.
Generators were usually located in the open, where various methods were
used to protect them. Sometimes small sheds were built. Protective drapes
of heavy cloth, plastic, and other materials were also used, but, in spite of all
efforts, the generators frequently became badly clogged, and extensive,
repeated cleaning was necessary.
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Improvisations
Shortages of various items were overcome in both commands by
improvisations:
When X-ray departments of small hospitals operated in tents, as some did
for fairly long periods of time, a concrete slab was poured for flooring, to
facilitate movement and operation of portable X-ray units.
In semipermanent installations, field units were equipped with tabletops
constructed of Masonite or plywood.
Early in the operation of both commands, cassettes were in pitifully short
supply. The 154th Station Hospital in IHamadin, Iran, had a single 11- by
14-inch cassette that had been loaned to it by an Indian radiologist. Until
more cassettes were provided, 14- by 17-inch films were cut down to fit this
cassette and smaller films were fitted into the corners. In other units, various
similar improvisations were resorted to. Thus, cardboard holders were used
in many hospitals until cassettes arrived. Almost every hospital had a vertical
cassette holder made of plywood. It was used chiefly for chest radiography
and, with panel cutouts, for radiography of paranasal sinuses, the cervical
spine, the skull, and other special studies (fig. 277). Dental and occlusal film
holders were also improvised.
When film was scarce, as it sometimes was, larger films were cut to small
sizes. Dental films were often improvised in this fashion, or small lead cutout diaphragms were used.
Homemade furniture was used in all radiology departments and in the
radiologists' quarters (fig. 278).
Captured Equipment
In Tehrin, Iran, the British had taken over a German-built hospital that
they were operating as a military hospital. It contained a portable Siemens
X-ray unit, which was compact, highly efficient, and so light that it could
easily be handled by one person. This unit was used temporarily by Captain
Harris at the 154th Station Hospital.
An Italian hospital at Massawa was captured by the British, who permitted the 104th Station Hospital to occupy it from February to June 1943.
The equipment. included an upright fluoroscopic unit and a fixed horizontal
table unit, both excellent pieces of equipment, according to Captain Rosenblatt, the radiologist. The helpfulness of the Italian radiologist at this hospital has already been mentioned.

FILMS
After the first few months, there was no shortage of X-ray films at either
the 38th or the 113th General Hospital. Occasionally, the films would arrive
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Frouys 277.-Field X-ray unit in radiographic room
at 38th General Hospital. Note improvised cassette
holder, with cutout for sinus and mastoid examinations.

damaged by heat, light, moisture, or all of these factors. This did not happen
often, perhaps because the supply officer had a tendency to send the most
presentable boxes to the larger hospitals.
In other hospitals, the situation was distinctly different. They were
located in desert areas, or in areas of extreme heat, and delivery of the perishable items to them was a major logistic problem. The difficulty was compounded by damage done to films by storage in warehouses and depots at very
high temperatures. In Iran, it was the exception to receive films clear and
entirely undamaged. Most films were discarded because they were completely black or so dark as to be entirely unfit for use. It was often necessary
to use films of varying shades of gray. It became the practice to develop
samples of the films in each package as soon as it arrived, to determine
whether they were usable.
Films that were unusable for X-ray purposes were at a premium for
other uses. Cleared of emulsion, they were used to cover hospital charts,
bulletin boards, signs, and many other items. They were in great demand for
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The field fluoroscopic unit was the greatest source of radiation exposure,
and, while it was in use, lead aprons were regularly worn by radiologists and
technicians. The radiologist wore lead gloves during fluoroscopic examinations. Every installation had at least one lead protective screen, and technicians were trained to use it during radiography. In tented departments
they wore lead aprons while making radiographs.
The inherent filtration of the field unit tube was about 0.5 mm. Al, and
additional filters were seldom used. The 100-ma. units in the larger hospitals had additional 1 mm. Al filters.
Large fields were seldom used in superficial X-ray therapy. There was
adequate lead sheeting for the protection of patients, and lead lined screens
protected the operators.
X-ray personnel wore dental films for radiation monitoring. Films were
also used to test the walls of X-ray departments. Blood counts were done on
all personnel every 6 to 12 months.
CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Combat Injuries
Combat injuries were only occasionally seen in the hospitals of the Middle East and Persian Gulf commands and presented no special problems
when they were encountered. One exception might be mentioned: In 1944, a
group of Indian soldiers brewed tea in the center of a railroad car that was
part of an ammunition train standing in the depot at Ahviz. In the explosion that inevitably followed, dozens of men received multiple metallic
foreign objects of all sizes and shapes in all parts of their bodies. Captain
Friedman, radiologist at the 113th General Hospital, worked overtime to
localize these objects; it was a highly unusual, concentrated use of a special
technique.
Diseases
Since war wounds presented no problems in the Middle East and Persian Gulf comands and other injuries presented only the problems usually
encountered in civilian radiology, they need no further comment. The clinical discussion in this chapter is limited, therefore, to the radiologic aspects
of certain tropical and subtropical diseases encountered in these commands.
All of these conditions are discussed in detail in other volumes of this series
(8,9, 10, 11, and 12).
U.S. troops were immunized against many of these diseases and, fortunately, seldom developed the others. The potentialities for trouble, however, were always present, and it was important for all medical officers,
including radiologists, to become acquainted with unfamiliar diseases and
with unusual manifestations of familiar diseases.
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Most of the patients observed were natives, who were seen with the
cooperation of local physicians in the two commands. The Kasr-EI-Aine
Hospital in Cairo, in particular, was a veritable museum.
No manifestations demonstrable by radiologic techniques were observed
in a number of diseases, including cholera, yellow fever, sandfly fever, and
dengue fever, in which roentgenograms of the affected joints were invariably negative. In helminthic diseases, chiefly hookworm, which is discussed
in detail in chapter XXXV, entitled "China-Burma-India Theater," (p.
758) native physicians, like U.S. radiologists, could not recall ever having
observed barium in the intestinal tract of any of the worms responsible for
the infections. Filariasis, so far as is known, was not observed in U.S.
troops in either Africa or the Persian Gulf Command but was occasionally
seen in soldiers returned to the United States.
Radiologic manifestations were observed in the following diseases in the
two commands:
1. Hepatomegaly and splenomegaly were frequent in smallpox, which
was omnipresent among natives.
2. Bronchitis and bronchopneuinonia, as well as nephritis, were frequent and often fatal complications of typhus. Endothelial proliferation in
the smaller vessels was part of the pathologic process.
3. Bubonic plague was characterized by visceral congestion and considerable splenomegaly. The pneumonic variety of plague was characterized
by intense pulmonary congestion, involving whole lobes, and enlargement of
bronchial and hilar lobes.
4. Leprosy was highly endemic in Equatorial Africa but was never
contracted by U.S. personnel. In the large leprosarium in Upper Egypt,
many roentgenograms were studied showing bone atrophy and destruction.
frequently with loss of digits and with bony deformities.
5. In leptospiral diseases, such as Weil's disease and epidemic jaundice,
the pathologic process included hepatomegaly with areas of degeneration and
focal necrosis; swelling of the kidneys and degenerative changes in the convoluted tubules; and, in some instances, associated bronchopneumonia.
6. Lymphogranuloma venereum was characterized by superficial and
deep lymphadenitis that gave rise to suppuration and fistula formation that
terminated in healing with extensive scar tissue. A late sequela of roentgenologic importance was rectal stricture.
T. Malaria, which was notably frequent in Air Transport Command personnel, was of little radiologic importance except for varying degrees of
splenomegaly. In the acute variety, the spleen was congested and soft, and
traumatic or spontaneous rupture might occur.
8. In relapsing fevers of spirochetal origin, areas of infarction were
demonstrable in the liver and spleen, with enlargement and parenchymatous
degeneration. Pneumonia was a frequent complication in fatal cases.
9. In hydatid disease, which was particularly frequent in Egypt, encysted parasites were observed in the liver and lungs, after the ingested ova
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279.-Splenoniegaly, with depression of left side of colon. This
type of splenoinegaly was frequently observed in leishmaniasis.

FIGVRE

had hatched in the duodenmm and penetrated through tile wall to enter the
bloodstream, whence they were chiefly filtered out to these structures. The
unilocular type of cyst slowly but steadily enlarged in a single area, with
resulting pressure symptoms. The alveolar type, which resembled a sponge
on section, was a metastasizing growth that spread by direct extension to
surrounding tissues and sent daughter cysts through the blood
0and lymph
streams to other sites. Hydatid cysts could cause extensive bony destruction.
They were not uncommon in the lungs and brain but were most frequent in
the liver, where they sometimes became calcified and produced bizarre and
dramatic radiologic findings. Two patients with calcified cysts were observed at the 38th General Hospital, and two others have been since the war
in the writer's private practice in Pennsylvania.
10. The variety of leishmaniasis known as kala-azar (also as I)umdum
fever and tropical splenomegaly) was particularly prevalent in Egypt, where
it chiefly affected children. Multiplication of parasites within the reticuloendothelial cells caused extreme splenomegaly (fig. 279), usually associated with some hepatomegaly. Both organic enlargements were accentiated by the emaciation that. accompanied the (disease. Roentgenograms taken
in these cases showed some of the largest splenic shadows on record.
11. Brucellosis in the Middle East caused the splenomegaly and lymphadenopathy commonly observed in this disease in the United States. In
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addition, small areas of confluent lobular pneumonia were observed in several cases in Egypt.
12. In one instance of cestode infection caused by cysticerci of Taenia
8olium observed at the 38th General Hospital, characteristic calcific subcutaneous nodules could be visualized by soft-tissue studies. Cysticerci were
always kept in mind in patients with suspected epilepsy and brain tumors,
but they were not identified in any case.
13. In dracunculiasis, if the parasite was not completely removed when
it presented at the skin surface of the lower leg or foot, partly or completely
calcified worms could later be visualized by X-ray. Local physicians reported that they sometimes determined the exact position of the living worm
by roentgenography with Lipiodol.
14. Trichinosis, which was frequently observed in natives, was not a
problem in U.S. troops. Encapsulated larvae usually became calcified and
radiologically demonstrable within 6 months after ingestion.
15. Amebiasis, often in the form of amebic dysentery, was one of the
commonest diseases in the Middle East and was frequently contracted by
U.S. personnel. Parasitic invasion of the intestinal mucosa caused necrosis
and ulceration, most often in the cecum, ascending colon, sigmoid, and rectum. In some of the cases observed, the disease took the form of an acute or
chronic typhlitis, with only the cecum and ascending colon involved (fig.
280). Amebic granulomas (amebomas), which were observed in all portions
of the colon, at times produced partia intestinal obstruction and were misdiagnosed as annular carcinomas. The spastic and irritable cecum and
ascending colon often seen in amebiasis were helpful in the differential
diagnosis.
16. When the amebic invasion reached the liver, causing amebic hepatitis, hepatomegaly was evident. A further complication was liver abscess,
which invariably occurred in the right lobe. A chronic abscess, which was
usually large and single, was radiologically evident by elevation of the right
diaphragm. Roentgenograms of the chest sometimes showed signs of consolidation of the right lower pulmonary lobe, which led to an erroneous
diagnosis of pneumonia.
17. In severe cases of bacillary dysentery, a disease remarkably prevalent in both natives and U.S. personnel, a diphtheritic membrane was often
observed in the colon, with necrosis and ulceration. In the chronic variety,
in which there was extensive secondary infection by other intestinal bacteria
and in which the chronic inflammation periodically became acute, the clinical
findings resembled ulcerative colitis, which the indolent ulceration and scarring in the colon also often suggested, pathologically as well as roentgenologically. On fluoroscopic examination, irritability and spasm of the cecum
and ascending colon were observed, as well as stasis in the proximal half of
the colon.
18. Schistosomiasis was prevalent in Egypt, the Sudan, and Eritrea; the
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Fxouiw 280.-Amebiasis Involving most of right half of colon.

Nile Valley is one of the chief endemic centers of the world. The disease
appeared in two forms:
a. In schistosomiasis caused by S&1istosoma Aaematobium, the ova, which
grew in the wall of urinary bladder, penetrated into the mucosa and muscularis, where they acted as foreign bodies. Clusters of these bodies sometimes
became encapsulated by fibrotic tissue, with resultant formation of calcific
bodies or of cysts that ruptured into the bladder and left ulcers. The
mucosa in these regions proliferated, with occasional formation of polyps
that might undergo malignant change. In severe infections, there was total
derangement of the mucosa. Large calculi formed, which were demonstrable by X-ray. Less often, the flukes in this variety of schistosomiasis involved the bowel, vagina, and vulva, or passed to the lungs, where they
caused small abscesses.
b. In schistosomiasis caused by S. mansoni, the snails entered the intestinal wall, where they caused small ulcers and abscesses or mucosal thickening and epithelial hyperplasia. These processes might go on to papillomafa.
which sometimes underwent malignant change. The pathologic changes
were predominantly in the sigmoid and rectum. In this variety of schisto-
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somiasis, the ova might also migrate to the liver, where they caused cirrhosis
and hepatomegaly. Splenomegaly was also present. At other times, the ova
entered the lungs, kidneys, adrenal glands, pancreas, spleen, or myocardium.
In such cases, the first manifestation was an inflammatory reaction, followed
by encapsulation and calcification readily visible on roentgenograms.
19. The roentgenologic manifestations of yaws were similar to those
already described in the Pacific Ocean areas (p. 641). In Equatorial Africa,
as in the Pacific, invasion of the skeletal structures caused otitis and periostitis, with resulting bony deformities, particularly the so-called saber shin
and dactylitis.

RADIATION THERAPY
Superficial radiation therapy was administered at the 38th General
Hospital from January 1943, and at the 113th General Hospital from October 1943, until the end of the war. Superficial therapy was also given
briefly in 1943 at the 154th Station Hospital in Iran.
Picker field units were used for all treatments. A Victoreen r-meter
had not been provided, but, when one was requisitioned by the 38th General
Hospital, it arrived promptly, which was a decided contrast to the experience in the European theater (p. 487). The output checked by this meter
was found to be very close to the predicted figures.
Theoretically, therapy given with a field unit was hard on tubes and
cables, but there were no such difficulties in these hospitals. It is true that
the caseloads were at first very light, but, by 1944, from 15 to 20 patients at a
time were undergoing treatment at the 38th General Hospital and almost as
many were being treated at the 113th General Hospital. Since most of them
were outpatients, who came from varying distances, they arrived at various
times during the day; the resulting spacing of treatments further spared the
tubes and cables.
The conditions treated, such as chronic dermatoses, fungus infections,
acute infections of other types, and various other dermatologic diseases,
seldom presented problems. Doses were small and were given at infrequent
intervals. Only plantar warts were an exception to the rule of small doses,
and they were seldom treated in order to avoid strain on the tubes.
Some conditions treated, such as lymphadenitis and bursitis, could
scarcely be classified as superficial. In these conditions, radiation was administered through sharply localized fields, which were barely large enough
to include the affected areas.
Radiation therapy was found to be rapidly and extremely effective in
the cutaneous variety of leishmaniasis (oriental sore, Aleppo boil), which
was frequently observed in Arabia, Iran, and Palestine and was fairly frequent in U.S. troops stationed in these countries. Superficial doses of
approximately 75 r were applied to the affected areas, and a total dose
larger than 225 r was seldom necessary.
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On two occasions, X-ray therapy was given to patients with acute lymphatic leukemia, to control hemorrhagic phenomena. The treatments were
emergency measures to permit the patients to be evacuated safely to the
Zone of Interior. They were given in the X-Ray Department of the KasrE1-Aine Hospital in Cairo. This department had a well-trained and cooperative Egyptian radiologist and a modern Westinghouse 200-kvp. unit.
This unit was available at any time for deep radiation therapy, but air
transportation to the United States was so rapid-about 40 hours-that no
sustained deep therapy was indicated overseas.
So far as is known, only one patient with malignant disease was treated
in a U.S. hospital in either the Middle East or the Persian Gulf Command.
Shortly after the invasion of Italy in September 1943, an Air Force colonel
arrived at the 38th General Hospital in Egypt from Naples, to be treated
for a basal carcinoma of the cheek that had been discovered on biopsy of the
base of an innocent-appearing wart. He was given highly fractionated
treatment and returned to Italy. Naturally, no followup was possible.
EDxAR L. DESSEN, M.D.
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Part VII

RADIOLOGY AND THE ATOMIC BOMB

CHAPTER XXXVII

The Role of Radiology in the Development
of the Atomic Bomb
Stafford L. Warren, M.D.
THE BACKGROUND OF THE ATOMIC BOMB
This chapter of the history of radiology in World War II tells the
story, in necessarily brief form, of the role of radiology in the development
of the atomic bomb that was first detonated at Alamogordo, N. Mex., on 16
July 1945, dropped for military purposes on Hiroshima, Japan, on 6 August
1945, and at Nagasaki 3 days later.
The atomic bomb had been in the making indirectly for at least 15
years and directly for the preceding 3 years. Since it was an entirely new
development, a certain amount of backgroui.J information is necessary to
make clear the relation between its military aspects and its medical aspects,
which were practically entirely radiologic. Therapy did not enter the picture
in the Zone of Interior because there were no radiation casualties.
Even when it was militarily over Japan in August 1945, each bomb was
still a scientific device, an experimental model, and the first of its kind.
Before these bombs could be dropped, a new agency had to be created, the
Manhattan District of the Corps of Engineers. The uranium oxide required for the manufacture of the bombs came from several sources, about a
seventh of it from the network of mines in Colorado that had been actively
developed early in the war to supply the large demand for vanadium in war
industry. The uranium oxide for the Manhattan Project caine not from
further mining operations but from refining the large stockpiles of vanadium tailings at these mines. Ores were imported also from Canada and
the Congo. Ore-refining and metallurgical plants were set up all over the
United States. Finally, new techniques had to be developed for the fabrication and delivery of uranium 238, the metal used in making material for
atomic bombs.
Many other scarce materials were required for the production process
and the chain-reacting piles. The procurement of these materials would
have been impossible without the high priorities assigned by the War
Department for all the operations of the MED (Manhattan Engineer
District).
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Probably close to a million civilians were engaged, directly or indirectly, in this gigantic effort during the final 6 months of the war.
There were three so-called secret cities (sites) involved in the production of the bomb and the materials for it:
1. Oak Ridge, Tenn., which in 1945 had a resident population of more
than 70,000. It was responsible for the isotopic separation of U-235 from
U-238, which could be accomplished readily by three different methods
(p.854).
2. Hanford and Richland, Wash., on the Columbia River. Here, plutonium Pu-239), another bomb material, was manufactured from U-238 in
chain-reacting piles.
3. Los Alamos, N. Mex., situated on the top of an almost inaccessible
mesa. Here was located the scientific-engineering laboratory for both the
design and the fabrication of the bombs.
The first bomb was tested on 16 July 1945, on a high tower-which disintegrated during thl- detonation-at Alamogordo (p. 884). This site was
part of an Air Force bombing range in the desert-Jornada del Muertosouth of Carthage.
Among the university and federal laboratories engaged in extensive
secret isotope separation projects were:
1. The Columbia University Laboratory, N.Y. (under Harold C. Urey,
Ph. D.), known as the SAM (Special Alloyed Materials) Laboratory.
2. The University of California Radiation Laboratories (under Ernest
0. Lawrence, Ph. D.).
3. The Special Research Division, the Naval Research Laboratory (under Philip H. Abelson, Ph. D.).
4. The National B,:reau of Standards (under Lyman J. Briggs, Ph. D.).
5. The University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory, generally known
as the Met Lab (under Arthur H. Compton, Ph. D.).
Manufacturing plants that participated in the project were numbered in
the hundreds and were distributed all over the country.
Every step of these research and manufacturing processes in which uranium or plutonium was used was fraught with radiation hazards. Some of
these hazards were-or could have been-of fantastic magnitude, such as
those from the pile ashes produced during the chemical extraction of plutonium from neutron-bombarded U-238. Every step in the procurement of
U-238 from mining to metal fabrication was accompanied by the constant
production of the unwanted and dangerous daughter-products, uranium X1
and uranium X2, which are strong beta-radiation emitters.
Radiologists had had a wide experience with high voltage X-rays and
with radium or radon, as well as a more limited recent experience with radioactive isotopes. They were familiar with tissue reactions from radiation" and
with the lethal effects and absorption dangers from X-rays, gamma and beta
rays, alpha particles, and neutrons. They also possessed electroscopes, roentgen meters, and ion chambers, all new and all at once in great demand. It
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was natural, therefore, that radiologists should constitute the initial personnel concerned with the protection of the workers in this vast organization.

RADIATION THERAPY
The principal approach of radiology to the atomic bomb was by way of
the effects of radiation therapy, supplemented by the first laboratory experiments with radioactive isotopes. In the interim between the World Wars,
radiation therapy was an empirical specialty rather than one based on precise
fundamental knowledge. Its motivation was a frantic search, against hopeless odds, for a cure for cancer. The clinical diagnosis of cancer was still
discouragingly inexact, and all too often the radiologist first saw the patient
when his disease was already far advanced and already in the metastatic
stage. Treatment therefore was usually little more than a temporizing procedure, intended only to relieve pain and reduce the bulk of the growth.
Although the radiotherapist was generally limited in both approach and
facilities, some progress had been made before 1940 by courageous and
imaginative workers in tracer technology (p. 835) and allied fields, who took
advantage of the availability of radioactive isotopes in large quantities. Perhaps the first large-scale, well-organized therapeutic assault on malignant
disease was on chronic leukemia and polycythemia by Dr. John H. Lawrence,
at the University of California School of Medicine on the San Francisco
campus, who used phosphorus 32 secured from the cyclotron developed by his
brother, Dr. E. 0. Lawrence, on the Berkeley Campus (1, 2). Dr. J. H.
Lawrence's work was shortly verified at the Harvard University Medical
School, Boston, Mass., by Dr. Shields Warren, who used similar material
supplied by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge (3). In
spite of the hopeful results obtained by both Dr. J. H. Lawrence and Dr.
Shields Warren, clinical hematologists remained skeptical, and the controversy raged for years before the usefulness of radioactive isotopes in malignant disease was generally accepted.

STATUS OF PREWAR RADIOLOGIC RESEARCH
Research in radiology in "he medical schools of the United States in the
late 1930's was grantec'
0 f some-though limited-value. It developed
teachers. It provided a field of work for graduate students. It helped to
train hospital residents, and there was considerable discussion about making
some research work a minor requirement for certification in radiology. But
research in radiology had little official recognition in the allocation of funds
or the provision of space and facilities for it. Few research groups were adequately financed, efficiently organized, and properly equipped for basic experimental work in this field. Grants were small and were seldom given for
more than a year. The investigator frequently had to build his own equipment, operate it in a basement or in some unfinished space in hospital or
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school, and use hospital radiation sources at night or on weekends. A machinist or a physicist was seldom available for more than part time, if that,
and a grant that provided for a technician or two was a major production.
The system described was not productive of scholars or of significant
research results. By its very nature it restricted research to small Arbeits
that could be finished within a limited period of time (seldom more than a
year) and that involved small numbers of small animals.
The results of this kind of research were seldom accepted until they had
been repeated and verified by other observers, a criterion that often took
several years. There was every reason why they should not be accepted offhand. The experiments were seldom well controlled. Not enough animals
were used to be statistically significant. The variations normally present in
small series of stock animals, particularly animals obtained from pounds,
also altered results. Paucity of personnel and equipment and lack of continuity prevented any long-term §tudies of healing or degeneration after irradiation, though the need for specific information on these phenomena was
apparent almost daily in cancer clinics. Growth and fertility cycles of larger
animals were too long to fit into such an erratic pattern, and acute, shortterm experiments had to be devised. The number of fruitful investigations
of this type was limited, and many potential research workers lost interest.
The situation just described is not an exaggeration. It was characteristic of research and advanced training in radiology up to the outbreak of
World War II. It was not until 1942, when data were urgently needed in
the development of the atomic bomb, that funds for research and engineering
became available in larger and significant amounts.
The cyclotron was first developed at the University of California in
Berkeley in 1930 by Dr. E. 0. Lawrence and his associates, and, as would
be expected, some of the most active prewar experimentation and training
were conducted there. The physiologic significance of these developments
and of the associated development of instruments and techniques was soon
recognized elsewhere, and active work along these lines began to be conducted
in other universities. The clinical use of phosphorus 32 at the University of
California by Dr. J. H. Lawrence has already been mentioned. In the
Department of Ratdiology at the same school, Dr. Robert S. Stone and his
group undertook therapeutic trials of high energy particles (neutrons from
the Sloan generator) in cancer.
On both the Berkeley and the San Francisco campuses of the University
of California young graduate students and young physicians were trained in
these new techniques. By this fortunate circumstance, some of the men who
played an outstanding role in the development of the atomic bomb were ready
for assignment when the need arose to safeguard the health of the increasing
numbers of participants in the University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory and the secret sites in which materials for the bomb were developed.
Many well-trained young physicians were also produced at the University of
Rochester, Rochester, N.Y. (p. 845), and later at the University of Chicago.
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TRACER STUDIES
The advent of radioactive isotopes in the early 1930's promptly corrected
the discouraging research situation just described and opened the way for an
almost unlimited number of short, cheap, highly productive experiments that
could be completed within a budget year. As a result, the end of this decade
and the beginning of the 1940's saw a recrudescence of interest in radiation
experiments, at a most propitious time for the development of the atomic
bomb. The era of intensive study of dynamic metabolic and physiologic
activity was now indeed at hand.
Tracer studies with stable isotopes were expensive, and most investigators
also found them too difficult to be practical. These isotopes were therefore
not widely used until after the war. Unstable radioactive isotopes, however,
had many convenient attributes. Phosphorus 32, for instance, which was
usually used as sodium phosphate, could be readily produced in the cyclotron
by direct bombardment of the element, and no subsequent chemical steps were
necessary to remove the stable phosphorus carrier; this step was necessary in
many other radioactive isotopes. Phosphorus 32 was nontoxic and highly
soluble. Its beta radiation was easily measured by available Geiger counters.
It could be safely handled and easily shipped by mail, since its beta radioactivity was weak enough to be protected against by a standard laboratory
brown bottle. When it was given intravenously or parenterally, it diffused
widely in the body fluids and was readily excreted. Its relatively short halflife (14 days) and its high rate of excretion were attractive features in metabolic and physiologic experiments as well as in its clinical applications.
Because of its high chemical activity and its widespread presence in most
body constituents, the use of P-32 as a radioactive tracer opened exciting
pathways for study in almost every field of biology and medicine. The conventional chemistry of phosphorus and its salts is so complex that up to this
time relatively little had been learned concerning its function in energy
exchange. Now for the first time there was open to relatively easy investigation its role in the appetite minerals of bones and teeth, in which it participates in the binding of calcium, lead, radium, strontium and other metals,
as well as its role in brain tissues and in the tissues of many other organs.
When isotopes once became available and their importance was recognized, there was almost as much interest in the application of tracer techniques as there was in the development of the atom itself. In fact, supplying
radioactive isotopes for biologic investigation consumed so much time in the
laboratories that owned cyclotrons that it often interfered with the experimental work underway in physics.
The first work with cyclotrons was done at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and at the University of California. Considerable work along
these lines was also done at the University of Rochester. Late in 1941, the
University of Rochester obtained a million-volt X-ray generator (fig. 281)
for industrial purposes, to make radiographs of armored vehicles such as
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ture of what is now known as radiobiology accumulated rapidly, and frequent
collective reviews were published. By 1942, a rather large and comprehensive literature existed, from which could be derived many of the safety policies and principles of operation and protection later put into effect at the
University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory and elsewhere by the contractors and the Medical Section of the Manhattan Engineer District. Many,
of course, had to be devised de novo.
FIRST STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE ATOMIC BOMB
The Uranium Program
At the Conference on Theoretical Physics held in Washington, D.C.,
26 January 1939, which was attended by most of the principal workers in
this field, reports were made on the work done on the fission of uranium by
Otto Hahn, Ph. D., Fritz Strassmann, Ph. D., Otto R. Frisch, D. Ph., and
Lise Meitner, Ph. D. Their work was confirmed by telephone during the conference by Niels H. D. Bohr, Ph. D., from his laboratory in Copenhagen,
Denmark. Shortly afterward, his observations were also confirmed by workers at Columbia University, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.,
the University of California, and the Carnegie Institution of Washington,
D.C.
By June 1940, 18 months later, the principal facts about fission of the
atom had been discovered and were known to the scientific world. A chain
reaction had not yet been obtained, but the theoretical possibility, at least,
had been demonstrated, and several routes that might lead to it had been
suggested."
Meantime, because of their military implications, these developments had
I "Actually, it was In March 1939 that Joliot, Hans Halban, and Lew Kowarski, in the College of France, demonstrated that rupture of a uranium nucleus produced by one neutron is
accompanied, in addition to the formation of two fission products and corresponding energy liberation, with the emission of several neutrons called secondary neutrons.
"Actually, experience showed that the secondary neutrons which are emitted at very high
velocity become, when they are slowed down, more apt to provoke fission of uranium-235. But the
method of slowing down rapid neutrons was known. It is sufficient to place about them substances containing light nuclei in contact with which they give up, by successive shocks, a part of
their energy in the same manner that a billiard ball s slowed down when it hits against billiard
balls of the same size to which it gives up, little by little, its actual force. Consequently, one is
thus led to mix with uranium a material called a moderator which slows down the neutrons without absorbing them too strongly. This principle constitutes the basis for the first patent request
deposited in France in the beginning of the month of May, 1939. One of these is devoted to the
utilization of explosive power of uranium, the others pertain to machines generating energy on the
basis of uranium, which were later named piles, or atomic reactors. These patents, the first to
have been deposited in the world, have been recognized by many countries.
"The problem of slowing down agents began with hydrogen but the study of mixture of ordinary water and uranium rapidly showed that hydrogen absorbed the neutrons too rapidly to be of
value. Finally, the Joliot group arrived at the conclusion that two moderators or slowing down
materials could, without a doubt, be utilized in a practical fashion-pure carbon In the form of
graphite and heavy water." Extracts from L'Aventure Atomique by Bertrand Goldschmidt, pp. 24
and 27.
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been brought to the attention of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in the fall
of 1939, largely on the insistence of Dr. Albert Einstein. An Advisory Committee on Uranium had been appointed as a subcommittee of the NDRC
(National Defense Research Council), to review the progress of the research
and to keep the President and the Council advised.
The structural changes undergone by the Advisory Committee on Uranium (known as S-1 Section, NDRC) (4) are not essential to the story of the
relation of radiology to the atomic bomb. When they were completed, late
in November 1941, the S-1 Section had been placed under the OSRD (Office
of Scientific Research and Development), directly under Vannevar Bush,
Sc. D., its Director, and had no further connection with the National Defense
Research Council. In its new position, the S-1 Section was administered by
James B. Conant, Ph. D., representing Dr. Bush, and Dr. Briggs was its
Chairman. With this change, the section became a full-scale operating agency.
The element of secrecy had entered the picture well over a year before,
when it became known that the British and German governments were both
interested in the possibilities of uranium fission for military purposes. It
was for this reason that the Advisory Committee on Uranium became known
simply as the Section 1 Committee.
After 1939, by the voluntary, self-imposed action of U.S. and British
physicists, there was an almost complete cessation of published articles in the
field of atomic fission. In the middle of 1940, the NRC (National Research
Council) organized a Reference Committee, with several subcommittees, to
control the publication of such articles in every field of possible military interest. Papers were forwarded by the editors of scientific and professional journals for review by the committee, which advised against publication if there
was any possible military information of significance in them. This was a
highly important and very successful action, for by this time little work in
the field of atomic fission was being done that was not already incorporated
in the OSRD program and therefore under its supervision.
By June 1940, it was known that fission was produced by thermal neutrons in U-235, the rare isotope of uranium. It was not yet known that it
was also produced in U-238, the more common isotope. Six months later,
active work in the field of fission was underway in 10 or more universities,
as well as at the Carnegie Institution of Washington, the Standard Oil
Development Co., and the National Bureau of Standards.
The year 1941 was highly critical. Results from various investigations
confirmed more surely the important military implications of uranium fission,
the work on which was expanded at a very rapid rate. At the request of
Dr. Bush and Dr. Conant, several special reports were made by the National
Academy of Sciences. When British scientists reported that a U-235 bomb
of great power was feasible, Dr. Urey and George B. Pegram, Ph. D., from
Columbia University were-sent to England fcr firsthand discussions.
On the recommendation of OSRD, the President agreed to broaden the
program, to set up a different organization, to provide funds for the expanded
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program from a special source, and to effect complete interchange of information with the British.
The "different" organization set up was a Top Policy Group, consisting
of the President, the Vice President, the Secretary of War, the Army Chief
of Staff, and Drs. Conant and Bush (4).
By December 1941, the largest research and pilot projects in the uranium
program were concentrated in three universities, Columbia, under Dr. Urey;
Chicago, under Dr. Compton; and California, under Dr. E. 0. Lawrence.
On the 16th day of that month, it was agreed at a meeting of the Top Policy
Group that the OSRD should press on as fast as possible with the development of the fundamental physics of atomic fission and with thte engineering,
planning, and, particularly, the construction, of pilot plants. Later it was
also agreed that the Army should take over the whole program as soon as
full-scale construction was started. This stage was reached on 18 June 1942.
When all S-1 Section activities were reviewed in April and again in
May 1942, various methods of producing material for the atomic bomb were
discussed. It was the decision of the Section 1 Committee that, since there
was no certainty of success with any single large-scale method, no chances
should be taken and all feasible methods of producing fissionable material
should be explored (4).
During this period of development, the committee was perpetually faced
with two anxieties: 1. Would the atomic bomb be a decisive weapon? 2. How
much were the Germans doing in this field? In the satisfactory answers to
these questions lay the justification for the withdrawal for the development
of the bomb of highly critical materials and always short manpower from the
remainder of the national military effort.
Establishment of the Manhattan Engineer District
In May 1942, OSRD S-1 Section was terminated and was replaced by
a smaller OSRD S-1 Executive Committee, with Dr. Conant as Chairman
(4). While Dr. Bush alone had the authority to establish OSRD policies and
commit OSRD funds, he ordinarily followed the recommendations of this
committee.
In a report prepared by the S-1 Executive Committee in June 1942, it
was stated that kilogram amounts of either U-235 or plutonium (Pu-239)
would be very highly explosive and would be equivalent to several thousand
tons of TNT; that the detonation time could be controlled; that it would
take large production facilities to produce the necessary fissionable material
to make such a bomb; that the bomb materials could be produced by at least
four methods (three using U-235 and the other Pu-239); that all four methods should be employed because the urgency of the situation made it unsafe
to rely on any single method; and, finally, that with adequate funds and
priorities, the project could probably be completed in time to be of military
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282•-Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves,

Commanding General, Manhattan Project.

value in the war then in progress. The project, however, would be a drain
on, and would interfere with, other war activities.
The report just summarized was sent by Drs. Bush and Conant to Vice
President Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, and Army
Chief of Staff Gen. (later General of the Army) George C. Marshall on 13
Jure 1942 (4). All approved it. On 17 June 1942, it was sent by Dr. Bush
to the President, who initialed it. A copy of the report was then sent by
Dr. Bush on 19 June 1942 to Brig. Gen. (later Lt. Gen.) Wilhelm D. Styer,
GSC, Lt. Gen. Brehon B. Somervell's Chief of Staff.
The day before, Col. (later Brig. Gen.) James C. Marshall, CE, was
instructed by the Chief of the Corps of Engineers to form a new district in
the Corps to carry on special work assigned to it (4). This district, designated the Manhattan Engineer District, was officially established on 13 August
1942. The special work assigned to it, the development of the atomic bomb,
was labeled, for security reasons, the DSM (Development of Substitute
Materials) Project (4).
On 17 September 1942, Secretary of War Stimson assigned Brig. Gen.
(later Lt. Gen.) Leslie R. Groves (fig. 282) to be in complete charge of all
Army activities of the DSM Project (4). General Groves thus became commanding general of what was soon called the Manhattan Project, and which
was the planning headquarters of the entire program. The Manhattan Engineer District was its major operating arm.
General Groves was specifically directed by the President to take all
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means to insure the security and secrecy of this project. Since the OSRD
report of 13 June had been approved by the President, General Groves, on
that basis, asked for, and received, the highest priorities for procurement of
material. Without those priorities the program could not possibly have
succeeded.
The research and development contracts of the OSRD were formally
turned over to the Manhattan Engineer District on 1 May 1943 (4).
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE MEDICAL SECTION
MANHATTAN ENGINEER DISTRICT
During the fall and winter of 1942-43, it became evident that the Manhattan Engineer District must develop an extensive and detailed medical
safety program for its uranium pilot and production programs, which were
now beginning to be spread all over the country, but particularly for the
secret cities (p. 832). The Clinton Engineer Works was being organized to
develop the 58,800-acre site at Oak Ridge, Tenn., whose purchase had been
authorized in September 1942. At Hanford and Richland, a site had been
selected for the operation of the Hanford Engineer Works, and construction
on its 420,000 acres would begin in April 1943.
Withdrawing medical personnel assigned to the University of Chicago
Metallurgical Laboratory (p. 864) for tours of duty in the Manhattan District
Office was clearly no answer, and in March 1943, under conditions of strictest
secrecy (p. 846), Dr. Stafford L. Warren, Professor of Radiology at the University of Rochester School of Medicine, was engaged to advise the District
Engineer on "special materials."
Dr. Warren's first consultation in the New York office of the Manhattan
Project with Maj. (later Lt. Col.) Hymer L. Friedell, MC, who had been
assigned to the new Manhattan Engineer District (p. 839), was very general.
Major Friedell, who displayed a knowledge of the new field of isotopes not
common in most recent residents in radiology, questioned Dr. Warren, without giving him any reasons, concerning shielding against radiation, protection against radioactive dusts, safe standards of exposure, and similar matters. Dr. Warren replied that there were no experimental data upon which
answers to most of these questions could be based. Major Friedell inquired
whether some of the experiments necessary to provide the answers could be
carried out at the University of Rochester, in secret, if laboratory facilities
and funds were provided. Would Dr. Warren produce an outline for certain
specific experiments within the next 2 weeks? As soon as his proposals could
be examined and it could be determined that they would meet the needs of
the project for which they were designed, a contracting officer from the Manhattan District would be sent to the school to authorize construction, which
would be begun as soon as possible.
In the meantime, Major Friedell continued, a hospital was being planned,
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FIGxR. 283.-Lt. Col. (later Maj. Gen.)
Kenneth D. Nichols, CE, at Oak Ridge Headquarters for the Manhattan Engineer District. During working hours the desk was
piled high with reports, all highly classified;
it was stripped for this picture, as it was
every night. There were severe penalties if
any papers were left out or if desks or safes
were left unlocked, even In the most closely
guarded areas.

and decisions must be reached concerning its location and its size. If Dr.
Warren would be willing to spend 3 days the following week looking over
the site that had been tentatively selected for it, Major Friedell would fill
him in on "some things." Lt. Col. (later Maj. Gen.) Kenneth D. Nichols, CE
(fig. 283), Chief Operating Officer for the Manhattan Project under General
Groves, who came into the office about this time, said that the trip would
impress Dr. Warren with the importance of the project and would convince
him of the necessity of staying with it, even though its specific nature could
not yet be disclosed to him.
The inspection of the hospital sit, at Oak Ridge duly took place (p. 872),
and by the end of May 1943, most of the information about the uranium
program had been disclosed to Dr. Warren. He accompanied Major Friedell
on inspection trips to plants in New York City, Buffalo, and Niagara Falls, in
which uranium ore concentrates were being refined in large quantities and in
which there were two problems, the toxicity of uranium salts and the radiation
hazards in the discard (p. 854).
By 1 August 1943, the medical activities of the Manhattan Engineer
District had become so unwieldy that it was necessary to define them more
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clearly. On 10 August 1943, Colonel Nichols, then deputy District engineer,
created the Medical Section, MED, with Major Friedell as executive officer
and Dr. Warren as civilian consultant to him. Capt. (later Maj.) John L.
Ferry, MC, was also assigned to the Medical Section.
In October 1943, Dr. Warren reported to General Groves that the organization of the Medical Section, MED, was essentially complete and that he
could no longer function effectively in a civilian status. On 3 November 1943,
he was commissioned Colonel, MC, AUS, and was appointed Chief of the
Medical Section, MED, and medical advisor to the commanding general,
Manhattan Project.
Later in November 1943, the office of the Medical Section, MED, was
moved to Oak Ridge, where it was operated under Colonel Nichols, then
District Engineer. The Medical Section functioned here until the end of the
war, with Colonel Warren as Chief, Major Friedell as deputy chief, and Capt.
(later Maj.) Robert J. Buettner, MAC, as administrative officer.
Mission. -The mission of the Medical Section, MED, outlined by Colonel
Nichols when it was created, covered the following functions:
1. The conduct of, arrangement of, supervision of, or liaison with, such
research work as is considered necessary for carrying out the functions of the
Medical Section.
2. The determination of health hazards and the institution of protective
measures against them in all operations of the Manhattan District.
3. The instruction of contractors and area engineers concerning the necessity of safeguarding the health of their personnel and making proper use
of hospitals and related service&
4. Assistance to, cooperation with, and periodic inspections of, the area
engineers' and contractors' programs, to be certain that the protective practices directed were being carried out.
The order outlining these functions of the Medical Section, which was
deliberately vague for security reasons, was distributed to area engineers in
charge of contractors, whose operations now covered most of the northern and
2
western parts of the United States.
The mission of the Medical Section, Manhattan Engineer District, thus
concerned three main responsibilities:
1. The coordination of the biomedical research programs in the universities. This was one of the most important functions of the Medical Section.
The rapid development of new information made it imperative that channels
of communication be developed among radiologists, physicists, engineers, contractors, and university research groups. The Medical Section helped to disseminate this information and thus expedited the development of the safety
programs that were introduced in the various stages of the production program.
2. The industrial safety procedures required for individual on-site and
2The document referred to remained classified when this volume was ready to be published,
and Its title, therefore, may not be given here.-A. L, A.
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off-site contractors in various locations, and the inspection program that
insured their observance.
3. The medical care and public health protection of populations at the
secret sites.
Procurement of supplies for hospitals and for the medical programs, both
on-site and off-site, was never a problem, since it was covered by the Manhattan Engineer District priority, about which no questions were ever asked.

PERSONNEL AND TRAINING
Prewar Training
It was extremely fortunate that training in radiology underwent a considerable expansion just in time for the young men who were to play an essential part in the later development of the atomic bomb to take advantage of it.
In most teaching institutions the residency in radiology had been lengthened
to 3 years, and in a few to 4 years Also a year of research was being
discussed as a residency requirement (p. 832) and was attracting an occasional
graduate student.
It is difficult to realize today (1965, some 25 years later) how little knowledge about radiation was available in 1940 and how important these few welltrained pioneers were to the successful production of the atomic bomb over the
4-year period in which frightening amounts of radioactive material were
handled in absolute safety. In 1940, a curie (1 gm.) of radium was considered
a dangerous amount and few institutions owned as much. A few years later,
the megacurie, equivalent to 1,000 kg. of radium, was to become commonplace.
The development of the Lawrence cyclotron at the University of California, in Berkeley, and the excitement created in the biologic world by the
many possibilities opened by the availability of radioactive isotopes, brought
not only young physicians but also physicists, biologists, and biochemists into
the field of radiology.
By the late 1930's, the need for physicists as permanent, full-time members of cancer therapy teams had become indisputable. The evolution was
gradual. Not infrequently the physicist first entered the picture when he
prepared radon seeds from radium salts, a technique by then employed in
many large hospitals. When a new high energy X-ray source was installed in
an institution, the physicist was needed to keep the equipment in operating
condition for the radiologist, who soon came to feel the need for the help the
physicist could give him.
A less frequent sequence began in reverse, with the exploration of high
energies in a department of physics, with the gradual involvement of the
radiologist in the project. Which method of association occurred makes no
saps a decade
l
difference now. What is important is to realize that for
before the United States entered the war, a gradual synthesis of physics and
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biology, which was both exciting and productive, was developing. The result
was the evolution of a new field of science, biophysics, and the widened education of young scientists who matured out of their Ph. D. courses and of young
physicians who completed their residencies in radiology and medicine just in
time to be incorporated in the program of the Medical Section, Manhattan
Engineer District.
At the University of California during the 1930's, many graduate and
postdoctoral fellows worked on radioactive emitters on the Berkeley campus.
In the Medical School of the University, on the San Francisco campus, the
wo-k of Dr. J. H. Lawrence has already been mentioned. Dr. Friedell was
trained in Dr. Stone's Department of Radiology there. Another worker in
the program was Dr. Joseph G. Hamilton, an imaginative and brilliant
neurologist, who had an avid interest in experimentation. His association
with the Stone group proved ideal for them as well as for him. At this time,
Dr. Stone was deeply concerned with the hazards, measurements, dosages, and
effects of X-rays and neutrons in his work with the new Sloan generator. Dr.
J. G. Hamilton, in return for obtaining isotopes from the Lawrence cyclotron
for his own work, took on the supervision of the medical health and safety of
the physicists, engineers, chemists, physicians, and technicians working in the
rapidly expanding group on the Berkeley campus. He set the guidelines and
the exposure standards and instituted the protective measures against the
neutrons and other radiation emitted by the cyclotron as well as against the
radioactive emitters produced on the cyclotron target. He also participated in
the development of safe handling practices for the new radiochemical ("hot")
extraction purification procedures. He devised micromethods and other procedures for biologic testing of new radioactive elements as tracers. His
exploitation of radioactive isotopes and their biologic and biochemical properties was highly imaginative and even spectacular (5). He was an excellent
teacher, and by the middle of the 1930's he had begun to attract to the University a number of good graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and technicians who later participated in the atomic bomb program, among them
Kenneth G. Scott, Ph. D., and Cornelius A. Tobias, Ph. D.
Many well-trained young physicists were also produced at the University
of Chicago by the Compton group. These men (among them, David Rose,
D. Sc., Herbert M. Parker, Ph. D., and Ernest 0. Wollan, Ph. D.) devised
most of the instruments necessary for both the small and the large quantities
of radiation of all sorts used in the biologic and safety work of the whole
program.
Similarly well-trained men were available at the University of Rochester.
In 1943, when the high-voltage generator unit was converted and expanded
for use in the intensive program of biologic research then under way, the program could be begun at once on tolerance doses of X-ray (Dr. Dowdy); on
genetics and tissue effects of radiation (Dr. Stern and Dr. Charles); on toxicology and standards of safety for noxious chemical substances (Dr. Hodge);
and on instruments (Dr. Bale).
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Procurement of Medical Personnel
The procurement of suitable personnel for the Medical Section, MED,
constituted a serious problem, though it was less serious than it might have
been: Fortunately, both the civilians and the medical officers who first became
concerned with health and safety matters were unrestricted in their point of
view. They promptly recognized the broad implications of large-scale uranium operations in almost every field of medicine, and they had both the intelligence and the courage to anticipate the needs of the almost incredible expansion of the program soon to occur.3
Since the medicobiologic program of the Manhattan District was a late
(1943) development in the general organization for the war effort, it was
feared in many scientific circles that the organization of an expanded research
program in radiation and radioactivity, both new fields, would be almost
impossible because of lack of manpower. This fear proved groundless, for
several reasons:
1. Many competent men, especially among younger physicians and scientists, had not yet been recruited for service because their dedication to their
work in cancer, metabolism, and similar fields was so great that their skills
did not seem particularly useful in the war effort.
2. The accelerated educational program in the medical schools was still
not fully underway in 1943, and the schools had not yet been as completely
stripped of their faculties by Selective Service calls as they were in 1944 and
1945.
3. A small but hard core of experienced personnel was available, as just
pointed out, because of the fortunate interest that had developed in tracer
experiments and similar studies just before the war.
The professional radiologists who first entered the Medical Section of the
Manhattan Engineer District were recruited chiefly from the field of cancer
therapy, in which they had been interested in high energy radiation, rather
than from the diagnostic radiology group. They included Dr. Simeon T.
Cantril, Dr. Dowdy, Dr. Friedell, Dr. Stone, and Dr. Stafford L. Warren.
Others were specialists in internal medicine (Dr. J. H. Lawrence, Dr. John B.
Hamilton, Dr. Leon 0. Jacobson, and Dr. Louis H. Hempelmann). Still
others were from the basic biologic sciences (Kenneth S. Cole, Ph. D., Karl Z.
Morgan, Ph. D., Dr. Parker, Dr. Bale, Dr. Hodge, and Dr. Scott). No matter
what their previous specialty, all were interested in using radiation or isotopes
as tools to explore basic mechanisms in biologic systems. As the project
became more complex, experts from other fields of medicine were brought in,
and eventually radiologists constituted only a relatively small portion of the
personnel.
Medical Corps officers. -Medical Corps officers were used as far as possible in the secret sites at Oak Ridge, Hanford, and Los Alamos, for two
3 See

footnote 2, p. 848.
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reasons. The first was that it was impossible to find civilian physicians with
the required quality of training in large enough numbers to staff the hospitals
and clinics at these sites. The second reason was that medical (military)
officers were more desirable, for security reasons, in locations in which accidents with radiation exposure might occur.
In September 1943, therefore, an arrangement was worked out by correspondence between the District engineer, Clinton Engineer Works, Oak
Ridge and The Surgeon General, to "commission or provide commissioned
officers and funds" for the medical and dental care of military personnel
wherever facilities for such care were available. Medical, dental, veterinary,
and administrative officers would be supplied as requested (as well as medical
supplies) for the military detachments assigned to the Manhattan District,
without disclosure of their destination or mission. Efficiency reports would be
retained by the Manhattan District. For security reasons, no transfers would
be made into or out of the District without the approval of the District
engineer.
Col. Arthur B. Welsh, MC, was appointed by The Surgeon General to
provide liaison between his office and the Manhattan District. In 1945,
Colonel Welsh was replaced by Lt. Col. Carl C. Sox, MC. Major Friedell,
representing the Medical Section, MED, conferred with Colonel Welsh on the
procurement of personnel as the need arose. On the advice of Maj. Charles E.
Rea, MC (p. S73), as many officers as possible who were to serve in a given site
were secured from the same medical school residency programs, so that they
would already know each other and would be used to working together. The
policy was very effective, one reason being that since the families were already
acquainted with each other, there was less loneliness and a better esprit de
corps is these isolated assignments.
On-the-job training expedited the production of special investigators,
supervisors, and monitors, as well as the special workers who were in charge
of the complex protective techniques considered necessary for safety.

SECURITY
As soon as the Manhattan Engineer District began to operate on a large
scale, it became apparent that safety practices were a primary requirement,
quite apart from humane considerations, for two reasons, both of which arose
from the necessity of maintaining absolute secrecy:
1. If scientists or workers in any part of the project should receive
enough radiation, or should absorb enough radioactive material, to produce
physiologic damage, with subsequent clinical manifestations, or should die
from the effects of the damage, it would be impossible either to keep the
project secret or to procure enough employees to carry on with it.
2. If controls over radioactive materials in effluent air and water and on
contaminated clothing were not strict, radioactivity might become measureable in the surrounding community and the knowledge might leak out that a
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secret government project was operating on a large scale with radioactive
materials.
Security was therefore, both directly and indirectly, the original driving
force that made the most hazardous, and probably the single largest, industry
under one control in World War II the safest of all wartime enterprises.
The assignment of special research projects in the program to a number
of different laboratories, in accordance with their special capacities and past
experience, made it possible to restrict and divide the whole program into
compartments without disclosing its goal and without the integration of any
special research projects with the whole project. This principle was so
strictly followed that each participant in the program knew only enough to
carry out his own assignment. The actual names of critical materials were
never used. The code names or numbers for them used by a local contractor
or research group might be known only to the area engineer, and he, in turn,
might use for the same materials a different code, known only to the District
engineer.
The pace and pressure were usually so great that there was little time
for speculation, and the general attitude of the niedicobiologic research
workers was "If this is all we need to know, we don't want the responsibility
of knowing any more."
The length to which security measures were carried is evident in the
method used when Dr. Warren was first invited to discuss becoming civilian
consultant "on special materials" to the Manhattan Engineer District. In the
middle of February 1.943, he was invited by Albert K. Chapman, Ph. D., vice
president and general manager of Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., to
have luneh with him, General Groves, and Colonel Marshall at the Rochester
Club. During luncheon, Dr. Warren was asked by Dr. Chapman to describe
some of his work with radiation and isotopes, and, particularly, to describe
the million-volt X-ray equipment for X-raying Army tank castings (p. 835).
Eastman Kodak Co. was inv.;, ed in this work. The two officers expressed
themselves as particularly interested in the shielding of this apparatus.
After lunch, Dr. Chapman took his departure, after first advising Dr.
Warren to agree to do whatever the officers asked of him. The officers then
took Dr. Warren to a private room, where one of them closed and locked the
door and closed the transom while the other looked into the closet. Both of
them then looked out of the closed window, and, when they sat down, there
was a moment of quiet, during which they seemed to be listening.
After these preparations, General Groves asked Dr. Warren if he would
consider working on a very important medical program for the Government.
Dr. Warren replied that he was already committed to the hilt with teaching,
OSRD work, and the tank castings program he had described at lunch. He
was asked if he could take on more important research in his own field at the
University if he were provided with research funds in adequate amounts and
a laboratory building, and if a replacement could be found for him in his
OSRD work. He would also be needed on occasional trips to look over certain
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research and other programs. Would he be willing to become a consultant for
a trial period of several months? It was exceedingly important that he
should, but the work was so confidential that nothing could be explained to
him until he had accepted the offer.
Dr. Warren was given a number to call in New York, to arrange for -a
trip there to talk over the matter with another officer (Major Friedell) already
on the staff of the project. He was told to talk to no one about the meeting
with General Groves and Colonel Marshall except Dr. Alan Valentine, President of the University of Rochester, Dr. George H. Whipple, Dean of the
Medical School, and Dr. Chapman. When they left, the officers shook hands
with Dr. Warren and told him that if they had not expected him to become a
consultant in the project they would not have met with him.
Luncheon had been brief, and the discussion after it had not lasted more
than 15 minutes. The psychologic impact of the technique used was enormous,
and the preparation for the interview, Dr. Warren found later, had been
thorough. The two officers had called upon President Valentine, asked his
permission to enlist the services of one of his faculty, and given him the name
of Dr. Conant, President of Harvard University, as their reference. When
Dr. Valentine phoned President Conant, he was told that the project in question was "a very important war program," and that he should agree to whatever the officers had asked of him.
Under these circumstances, Dr. Warren became a consultant to the Manhattan Engineer District on 2 March 1943, within 2 weeks after the original
interview.
Major Friedell, then a civilian, was engaged in much the same manner.
He had worked with Dr. Stone's group at the University of California in San
Francisco, and in early August 1942, he was hesitating between a third year
of training or volunteering for the Medical Corps; he was unwilling to enter
service unless his training and interest in radiology could be utilized. At
about this time, the laboratory was visited by Colonel Nichols, assistant to
Colonel Marshall in the Manhattan Engineer District, who was reviewing
OSRD contracts held by Dr. E. 0. Lawrence (p. 833). Colonel Nichols
-promised Dr. Friedell that if he would accept a commission in the Medical
Corps at once, he would be very helpful in a program that Dr. Stone had
already agreed to join (the University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory).
Dr. Friedell accepted the proposal without any more information concerning
it, was commissioned at once, and was assigned to the Manhattan Engineer
District as its first medical officer. Late in August 1942 he was sent to
Chicago to join Dr. Stone.
The secrecy imposed on the officers and civilian workers in every phase
of the development of the atomic bomb extended to their families. When
Dr. Stafford L. Warren was commissioned in the Medical Corps in November
1943 and was assigned to Oak Ridge, his family, for security reasons, moved
there also, as did the families of many of the other workers there. Mrs.
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Warren did not know until after the war had ended what her husband or any
of his associates were doing, and other wives were similarly ignorant. In the
beginning, there was no social life at all in the 58,000-acre barbed wire
enclosure. Families were allotted houses on the basis of the number of
children they had, not by rank. Children were registered in school by their
first names only. No one was permitted to say whence he came or what he was
doing. Pseudonyms were often used. Physicist Arthur Holly Compton was
Mr. Holly. Dr. Urey was Mr. Smith. When some one indiscreetly mentioned
heavy water at a dinner at which "Mr. Smith" was present, Mrs. Warren
realized who their guest was, though she had no idea what he could have in
common with her husband, whose specialty was radiology.
The men kept quiet about their work because they were ordered to. Their
wives and families kept similarly quiet about everything, for fear, or as a
matter of honor, or because they really though it was better to know as little
as possible. Dr. Warren was guilty of one breach of security: His two teenage sons rifled his pockets, after one of his trips, for match folders, which,
when they laid out, enabled the boys to trace his journey from Rochester, N.Y.,
to Hanford, Wash. All that he said to them, Mrs. Warren recalls, was
"touch6," but "something in the way he said it made them know that this time
it wasn't a game of cops anid robbers."
DOSAGE TOLERANCE
The first quantitative statement concerning tolerance dosage of X-rays,
later referred to as the MPD (maximum permissible dose), was made in 1934,
by the International Commission on Radiological Protection. It was set at
0.2 r per day (6). In 1936, the U.S. National Committee on Radiation Protection and Measurements set the level at 0.1 r per day, a level that was
maintained throughout the war.4 In 1938, the same Committee also set a "permismible body burden" for radium at a level of 0.1 microcurie. Although
these levels were accepted by the national professional organizations concerned with radiology, it was clear to all that they were speculative end-points,
not substantiated by any existing data.
Therapeutic Doses
During the 1930's and early in the 1940's, commercial designs of X-ray
machines were greatly improved and high energy radiation sources became
more available. As a result, there was renewed interest in the physiologic
4 In 1948, the tolerance dosage was reduced to 0.3 rem per week, and In 1957 to an average
of 5 reins per year. The permissible radium level was not changed. At the present time (1965).
the radiation exposure standard has been reduced from 0.1 r per day for a 5-day week to 0.3 r
(0.3 rem) for a 5-day week, or 5 reins per year. There is still, however, no satisfactory body of
substantiating experimental data to support this level. Satisfactory evidence of the safety of these
doses would require extensive, careful, fundamental research carried to a significant end-point
through the life time of a large species.
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epilation and scarring of scalp after radiation
therapy for ringworm.

effects of radiation of various intensities on organs and tissues of varying
sensitivities. A further result, was that it became possible to give higher depth
doses for deep-lying tumors with, at the same time, less severe skin damage at
the site of treatment.
Cancer clinics all around the world had for a long time been using
various X-ray techniques, with and without surgical removal of the cancer.
They were also using combinations of radium and X-rays over limited areas
of the neck, pelvis, lip, and other parts of the body. Courses of treatment for
carcinoma of the lip extending over 6 weeks and totaling 4,000 r were not
unusual. Healing was quite satisfactory. All areas so treated, however,
were very small. Larger areas were treated much more conservatively.
Injuries of the bowel and bladder were not infrequent sequelae of the first
attempts at pelvic irradiation for cancer of the cervix, with 200-kv. X-rays
alone or in combination with applications of radium to the cervix.
Recognized dangers of radiation included cataracts (7) , loss of hair after
treatment for ringworm of the scalp (fig. 284) and at other portal sites and
its return with pigmentary and structural changes, erythema of the skill with
pigmentary changes, atrophy, and scarring; desquiamation of cartilage and
even of bone; damage to the bowel and b)ladder; and( temporary (lestruction of
lymphoid and splenic tissues. All of these sequelae were well known, but
there was little systemic understanding of thO mechanisnms that caused them.
Coutard and his followers (8) developed very high repetitive dosages
schemes that resulted in advanced stages of desquanmition and inflamaition of
the skin and niucosal surfaces. These severe reactions were followed by healing and depigmentation, as well as by various degrees of scarring and degen-
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eration, but they were also followed by improvement in the 5-year cures
(control) over previous results.
As time passed, dosage comparisons became possible because of the introduction of standardized dosimeters; the Victoreen r-meter was most commonly
used in U.S. clinics. All these instruments and radiation source standards
could be calibrated in the Radiation Laboratory of the National Bureau of
Standards (6). This laboratory, which was established in 1927 as the result of
pressures by the radiologic profession, was able to calibrate instruments after
1929. In 1928, it employed three persons; in 1960 it employed 100.
By the time the United States entered World War II, a large body of
knowledge had accumulated in the cancer clinics of the country, as well as in
Canadian and British hospitals, from direct clinical trials in advanced and
hopeless cancer with higher and higher energy X-rays (from 200 to 1,000 kv.)
(9-13), and with gamma rays of radium salts and radon seeds and neutrons
(14, 15). The knowledge was empirical, however, and it concerned only
restricted areas of body and specific organs, including the lips, tongue, skin,
especially of the face, larynx, breast, and cervix.
Experimental Studies
In April 1942, when Dr. Warren was serving as civilian consultant to the
Manhattan Engineer District but still had not been informed of all the details
of the program which it had underway, he and Major Friedell agreed at one
of their conferences that certain experiments should be undertaken at the
University of Rochester Medical School, these investigations to include
tolerance levels and genetic low level radiation exposure (daily exposures at
the 0.1 r per day level), z• -sll as a search for improved instruments and the
development of techniques to 'arry out the tolerance studies. No explanation
was given of the need for such studies, and Dr. Warren, convinced that they
must be of great importance, asked no questions.
An office was promptly established at the University of Rochester, and an
area engineer, Capt. (later Lt. Col.) E. L. Van Horn, CE, was assigned to the
laboratory, which was enlarged to accommodate the planned experiments.
A million-volt X-ray machine was already available (p. 835). The studies just
mentioned were carried out, as well as studies on the deposition of heavy
metals in bones (Dr. Hodge) and on instrumentation (Dr. Bale).
Early in 1944, Dr. Dowdy began to test doses above and below 0.1 r per
day for 5 days a week in primates, dogs, rabbits, rats, and mice; his studies
included genetic observations. Experiments on fertility and genetics were
carried out by Dr. Stern on Dro8ophilaflies and by Dr. Charles on mice. In
1945, somewhat similar studies were carried out at the National Institute of
Health by Egon Lorenz, Ph. D., who used very small doses from a radium
source over long periods of time.
Another series of experiments was carried out at the University of Wash-
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ington School of Fisheries by Lauren R. Donaldson, Ph. D., with Columbia
River salmon and trout. X-rays were employed because there seemed no
feasible way of utilizing either mixtures of internal emitters from the Hanford
piles or long-term exposures. Massive single doses were therefore employed at
180 kv. over a range of 20-100 roentgens in both males and females and in
artificially fertilized eggs. Some interesting genetic observations were just
beginning to be made when the experiments were terminated with the end of
the war.
Maximum Permissible Dose
Up to 1943, not much attention had been paid in the uranium program to
MPD standards because the quantities of radioactive materials being produced
were relatively very small. With the expansion of the program and the
development of the chain-reacting piles, it became necessary to establish
shielded and protected working conditions. The first consideration was the
maximum permissible dose. After extremely serious consideration of added
costs and probable delays if levels should be changed at any later time, it was
the official decision that 0.1 r per day should be the total external body maximum permissible dose.
A large factor of safety was required because of the very large extrapolation of findings from the fly or the rat or mouse to man. There was therefore
extensive consultation before the MPD and other standards were determined.
It is interesting and gratifying to realize that the positions taken in 1943 are
for the most part still (1965) valid. Postwar research has refined some of the
end-points by less than an order of magnitude, and more is now known of the
laten effects of radiation than was then even suspected, but there has been no
major alteration in any of the postulates then employed.

RADIATION AND OTHER HAZARDS
In May 1943, Dr. Warren and Major Friedell attended a conference with
Dr. Stone's group at the University of Chicago, at which the wide ramifications of the Metallurgical Laboratory there were reviewed-and most of the
facts concerning the development of the atomic bomb were disclosed to Dr.
Warren for the first time.
A great deal of experimental work had been carried out by the Chicago
group since Dr. Stone's arrival 9 months earlier. The Fermi pile had gone
critical on 2 December 1942, and the physicists and chemists engaged in the
project, working under Dr. Compton, together with the engineers of the E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co., were just beginning to design the pilot plant to
be built at Oak Ridge (the Clinton Engineer Works). Although the designs
for the piles at Hanford were barely started, it was already evident that the
radiation problems of the larger piles would be similar, but vastly greater,
than the problems of the pilot pile at Oak Ridge.
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Uranium X1 and X2
All four methods for producing material for the bomb from uranium, as
either the common or the rare isotope (p. 839) or as the new plutonium were
employed at Oak Ridge. Three of these methods were assumed to carry only
the hazard of radioactivity caused by constant accumulations of uranium X1
and uranium X2. For every ton of uranium metal (element) produced, or for
its equivalent in ore or concentrates, some 40 curies of X1 and X2 were formed
naturally every 90 days. Discards formed a special problem when either
extraction of uranyl nitrate was employed, and their storage would obviously
present major difficulties if and when the production rate became greater,
particularly if the discards contained radium salts, as they frequently did.
The three isotope separation methods that accumulated uranium X1 and
X2 were the electromagnetic separation process designed by E. 0. Lawrence
(Y-12) ; the selective filtration or barrier process designed by Urey (K-25) ;
and the thermal diffusion separate schedule designed by Abelson (S-50). The
fourth production method, the Chicago pilot pile (reactor, X-10) or chainreaction procedure, was designed to produce plutonium (Pu-239) from
uranium (U-235). In the course of the chain reaction, a great many radioactive emitters were produced, each of which had to be regarded as a possible
hazard. In addition to the risks of external exposure of workers, there also
had to be taken into consideration the possible ingestion or inhalation of
these substances (p. 862), or their introduction into the body by some other
means, or their loss as stack effluent into the air or into the cooling water
systems.
Contamination
When radioactive tracers began to be used widely, problems of contamination began to show up in the laboratory, and waste disposal procedures had to be designed. Since radiologists were already aware of the
hazards of repeated low level exposures to radiation, there was already a
good deal in the literature about shielding and protection from increasingly
higher energies of the diagnostic and therapeutic beams by the mlwe of barium
plaster and lead-lined and concrete walls in new hospital installations (10.
16-20). Some standard criteria for levels of protection were in order, since
protective shields in the plants were expensive, and their weight created
structural problems.
Ashes and Wastes
A great deal of work was carried out in the laboratories at Oak Ridge
on the safe handling of radioactive ashes and waste products left after the
extraction of plutonium from U-238. Even though the extraction was
accomplished by remote control, with heavy shielding, occasional hazards
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had to be circumvented. New designs and procedures would be necessary to
eliminate them in the Hanford operation, in which the amount of radioactivity would be fantastically greater than at Oak Ridge and the Chicago
Metallurgical Laboratory. Moreover, the hazards, even with uranium X1
and X2, differed from site to site in the kind of discards and the amounts.
The area engineers usually solved these problems for a group of industries by stockpiling the discarded waste radioactive materials in a carefully
selected location, which was not subject to flooding or excessive erosion from
heavy rainfall, so that contamination would not be be introduced into a
river or lake that was an actual or possible water supply. Some sort of
barrier was erected around the location used. In other instances, waste
materials were stored in abandoned reservoirs, with the expectation that some
better solution would emerge after the war.
The ashes from the piles at Hanford and the radioactive material left
when the uranium was bombarded in them were another matter. By the
time the extraction had proceeded long enough to produce the material necessary for a number of bombs, there would be a sizable storage problem for
these materials, both in solution and in precipitates.
A number of wells were drilled to test the isolation of various areas in
the Hanford site, to be certain that the stored materials would not enter
either the water table or the Columbia River. At both Oak Ridge and
Hanford the best solution was the building of huge underground reservoirs.
with double concrete walls.
Dusts
Dusts were important for two reasons:
1. They were radioactive and therefore might cause damage from the
emitted radiation if they were inhaled or ingested.
2. They were often toxic.
Chambers in which animals could be exposed to dusts and fumes were
not well developed at this time, and there was no precise way of calibrating
Lhe dosage received by an animal exposed at a presumed concentration of
dust in such a chamber. Further uncertainties were introduced into the
mxperiment because of the animals' habit of licking their fur after the exporure, thus complicating the chronic experiment by the amount of material
;wallowed.
At Berkeley, Dr. J. G. Hamilton and Dr. Scott solved this particular
lifficulty by giving rats a single exposure of short duration, with only the
iead completely exposed. Na solution, however, was found for the technical
)roblem of repeated daily exposures.
Inhalation Hazards
Studies on inhalation risks were carried out chiefly by Dr. Hodge at the
Jniversity of Rochester and Dr. Albert Tannenbaum at Michael Reese Ilos-
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pital in Chicago. Two important conclusions emerged from their work:
1. A considerable excretion of inhaled particulate matter into the throat
was caused by the movement of cilia in the larger bronchi.
2. A great deal of potentially dangerous material was therefore probably absorbed by ingestion rather than by inhalation.
Great reliance was placed on the results of chronic toxicity experiments
performed by feeding test salts to mice and rats over 30- to 90-day periods
at low dosage levels. These experiments were usually carried out simultaneously in the laboratories at Chicago and Rochester, with only minor
procedural differences, so that one series would serve as a check on the other
and the experiments would not have to be extended unduly or repeated.
Other Hazards
Radiation was not the only hazard encountered in the development of
the atomic bomb:
1. Uranium hexafluoride, an important form of uranium employed in
very large amounts in several stages of the program, also introduced hazards. Elemental fluorine gas used in its manufacture was found to ignite
and burn up valves if a speck of carbon were left in the valve seat or aperture. Some short-term but extensive experiments showed that the risk here
was not from the effects of inhaling the gas but from the high temperature
of the fluorine flames. Hazards to the local population could occur if large
amounts of fluorine or fluorides were to be discharged in effluents in any
quantity. These hazards were studied, and contractors were advised of the
precautions that should be taken to avoid them.
2. Beryllium was fabricated in large amounts in one stage of the process, and several acute pulmonary-circulatory injuries occurred before this
risk was realized and controls and preventive measures were introduced.
3. The toxicity and toxicology of a great many new solvents was entirely unknown, and all of them had to be tested quickly. Since many of
them were employed only to clean pipes and other gear during the installation of plant equipment, special precautions were developed for this single
handling, but no extensive toxicity studies were made.
4. Carbon tetrachloride, which was used as both a cleaning and a reacting agent in various chemical chlorinating reactions, was an occasional hazard, particularly i! it came into contact with a hot plate or gas and produced phosgene.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HEALTH-SAFETY PROGRAM
Concept of Safety Precautions
Several fortunate circumstances combined to make it appropriate and
possible to introduce safe practices from the very beginning of the uranium
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ogram, although they were somewhat crude as compared to the more reed practices later initroduced:
1. Industry had long recognized the wisdom of protecting workers from
xious and hazardous materials (21-26), and compensation insurance against
iury in hazardous occupations was well established.
2. All radiologists and scientists, from reports in the literature or their
,n past experience, were aware of the risk of exposure of the body to peneLting radiation, even in small amounts (27). Bone and marrow damage
d been reported by Martland and his associates in 1925, in workers on
lium-painted dials (28), and similar hazards from inhalation of radon in
)oratories were also recognized. It was generally assumed a!so that radio:ive materials in sufficient concentration could produce tissue damage on
ialation or ingestion.
3. Radiologists and physicists associated with them in the treatment of
icer with high energy radiation from X-ray units and with radium, as
eviously pointed out (p. 845), had already worked out protective measures,
d fairly reliable instruments were available (29). Thus a body of knowlge and protective policy already existed in principle, although it was
apted only to isolated units and rather low levels of operation.
4. Radioactive isotopes (p. 835) were beginning to be used with considtble frequency in many university and other research laboratories for bio,ic tracer studies (30, 31). The amounts used were small, but the mateIls had to be handled carefully, and decontamination and disposal proceres had to be worked out even for them. Interestingly enough, the com[ling need for these safety procedures was not so much the hazard that was
Oinning to be recognized as it was the local interference with the measurent of isotopes (the so-called background count) if precise techniques of
and disposal were not enforced.
In spite of the realization- of the hazards of radioactive materials just
icribed, little formal attention was at first paid to the health and safety
mects of the OSRD program. Uranium was being produced in only small
ounts in laboratories and for experimental purposes. Various contractors,
s true, had carried out bulk reduction of ore to oxides, but the amounts of
they handled were relatively small, and production of uranium oxide
s still on a small scale. University research chemists, physicists, and
liologists carried out their research activities as individual groups, and
en, occasionally, a physician, usually from the student health department,
3 questioned informally about the toxicity of these materials, he seldom
iw the answer.
Special Precautions
Where the need already existed, the beginnings of a specific, effective
Ith and safety program had already been developed in some laboratories.
Berkeley, Dr. E. 0. Lawrence and his group did their principal work on
electromagnetic (cyclotron) separation of U-235 from U-238 in their
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own laboratory, where the hazards of neutrons, radioactive targets, and
materials made in the cyclotron were fully realized. The personnel were
well protected by the measures outlined by Dr. J. H. Lawrence and Dr. J. G.
Hamilton (p. 845). On the San Francisco campus, Dr. Stone was equally
active in protecting his workers. Most of the safety procedures later set up
were adaptations and expansions of the elementary radiochemical methods
developed by the workers in the cyclotron programs. They were, of course,
expanded to almost astronomic proportions in the industrial production of
uranium that got underway a few years later.
At any rate, when the uranium program was begun, the principles of
safe handling of radioactive materials, although still in their infancy and
applied on only a small scale, were ready to build on, and some laboratories
already had effective programs.
In the early days of the program, the policy was to avoid all radiation
exposure, a desirable goal but one that proved impractical in some situations.
It was therefore necessary to set minimal daily dosage standards for various
types of radiation, such as gamma rays of various energies, beta rays, alpha
emitters, and neutrons.
In January 1942, when Dr. Compton's group at the University of Chicago agreed to concentrate their experimental work on plutonium, plans were
already well advanced for developing a uranium pile to produce the chain
reaction from which the plutonium was to be derived. The process would
be associated with the production of neutrons and radioactive products of
fission in amounts never before handled. Moreover, the exceedingly radioactive uranium slugs (biscuits) would have to be extracted chemically for
their plutonium content, and thousands of curies of radioactive fission products would be left over in the discarded waste.
At both Oak Ridge and Hanford, the possibility had to be considered
that one of these radioactive slugs might rupture in the reaction. Another
possibility was that certain radioactive gases would come out in the ventilation process and escape through the chimneys of the piles. A good deal of
study was devoted to both problems in both locations by Phil E. Church,
Ph. D., who made a complete investigation of the local meteorologic conditions. Although inversions were common in both areas, there was, fortunately, no escape of dangerous amounts of either radioactive or noxious
materials that might harm the population.
Eventually, many production procedures were carried out in closed
cycles, without human contact. In experimental laboratories, however, where
scientific and engineering groups worked in pilot-sized numbers with relatively large amounts of radioactive materials, stringent precautions were
always enforced. Until the end of the war there was a constant search for
improvement in the chemical separation of plutonium from the mass of fissioned products and unfissioned uranium in solution or in precipitates produced by dissolving the bombarded uranium. Constant supervision was
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FIGuEE 285.-Safety shower at Chicago Metallurgical
Laboratory. In areas such as these, personnel whose
clothing was accidentally contaminated with radioactive
materials could strip quickly and shower thoroughly.
Contaminated clothing was handled in a special laundry.

necessary to be sure that the safety precautions laid down were not relaxed
at any level of the operation and that no changes were made in it.
Once standards for exposure were agreed on, each industrial process
could be analyzed, and the protection necessary could be predicted. The
necessary measures varied from personal hygiene (fig. 285) and control of
clothing in the so-called changehouses (p. 865) to control of ventilation and
of air content. It was not only necessary to protect against total or partial
external exposure (hair, nostrils, hands, genitalia). It was also necessary to
control exposure from absorbed and internally located radioactive emitters
resulting from inhalation, ingestion, and trauma.
If the special construction and other procedures required to protect personnel against radiation and radioactive material could have been reduced
or eliminated, it is probable that the atomic bomb could have been produced
for considerably less money and in a much shorter time. The shielding and
ventilation requirements of uranium and plutonium production and the fab-
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rication of the bomb created enormous structural problems. Radiation and
radioactive material from a large variety of sources and in incredibly large
amounts were serious controlling and limiting factors during the total process. Remote control and protective personnel measures were necessary wherever radioactive materials and noxious chemicals were handled. Whatever
these precautions may have added to the program in terms of time and cost,
they were uniformly successful in the protection of the personnel engaged
in it.
DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH PROGRAM
During the preparations that preceded the entrance of the United States
into World War II, as well as early in the war, both the faculties and the
administrative personnel of medical schools and allied institutions often
found themselves frustrated by the uncertainty of their position in relation
to the war effort. Even with a contract from the OSRD Committee on
Medical Research, the responsible investigator could not be assured of h.gh
priority in research material or of deferment from military service for himself or his associates. It had apparently not yet been realized that lime
could be saved by increasing the scope and pace of individual research by
the grant of more funds to provide more adequate staffing and facilities.
Military hardware factories and other plants manufacturing war materials were given priority ratings for the personnel, equipment, and supplies
required by a large military machine. No one seemed to have thought of a
similar system of priorities for important areas of biologic and medical
research. Even as late as 1943, investigators in these fields had to justify, in
competition with soldiers and bullets, their absorption of manpower, equipment, and materials.
It was the policy in the S-1 Section program of the OSRD up to 1943,
and thereafter in the Manhattan Project, to set up research and training
programs in institutions and departments that had displayed a previous
interest in the field of radiation and radiation effects. There were also many
programs not directly involving radiation or radioactivity per se, particularly in toxicology, in which special experimental biologic competence was
required.
Thanks to its high priorities and ready funds, the Medical Section,
Manhattan Engineer District, was able to utilize highly qualified investigators in university groups who either had no research on hand or who had
only small OSRD contracts, on which the pace was slow because of inadequacies of manpower and equipment. In such instances, the Medical Section
had to exercise diplomacy and discretion in order not to hamper the OSRD
project by giving the investigator a new and more urgent assignment, as
well as, for security reasons, not to disclose the existence of a competing
government group. It was sometimes necessary for the investigator to wait
until the fiscal year was up and then not ask for a renewal of his contract.
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Occasionally the OSRD grant was supplemented by providing laboratory
equipment with which the investigator could wind up his work more
promptly. In some instances, the equipment for the MED project was
installed before the OSRD project was completed, so that no time would be
lost in beginning the work.
The Medical Section personnel were usually able to convince the investigator they wanted that the proposed project was essential to the war effort.
Most important, perhaps, was the provision of an adequate budget, usually
for the first time in the investigator's experience. With the assumption of
the MED project, his time and strength were often taxed to the breaking
point, but the work was somehow done, and usually done well.
Data on Effects of Radiation
A considerable body of experimental data was available, upon which
further investigation cculd be built, when the Medical Section, MED, was
constituted in August 19,., (32). It was not so useful as it might have been
because prewar e;.perianents were usually devised with the purpose of creating
pathologic lesions by irradiation in order to elucidate organ systems and functions rather than rolely to study radiation effects. The available data were
derived from work on genetics (33-36), on the intestines (37, 38), and on the
hemopoietic system. The blood studies were particularly concerned with the
life expectancy of the red blood cell and the platelet and their precursors in
the bone marrow (39-41).
Short-term experiments by Dr. J. G. Hamilton had showed that many
very vigorous alpha emitters were also bone-seekers and were likely to damage
the human hemopoietic system. Large-scale ingestion and inhalation experiments were regarded as too hazardous and too costly to undertake. They were
really unnecessary, since the studies just mentioned had showed that the risk
of these emitters was present even in very low concentrations. On the basis
of these preprogram studies, handling and ventilating precautions were instituted wherever alpha emitters occurred.
Since many of the heavier metals were used in great quantities with various salts and various valences, Hodge, in 1943-44, ran a rather extensive series
of feeding, inhalation, and injection experiments with some of the more commonly used of these metals. He verified that uranium was excreted by the
kidneys, with some damage to the glomeruli and tubules. On the basis of this
observation, physicians in plants in which uranium salts were handled in
large quantities were directed to carry out tests for albumin and phosphatase
in the urine, in order to determine, from the pilo survey, how serious this
damage was. In the few cases in which renal injury was detected, investigation showed that the workers affected had not observed the specified precautions, which were forthwith tightened up. With these exceptions, all examinations were negative for albumin and phosphatase, and the investigation
was discontinued.
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The extensive feeding and ingestion experiments carried out by Tannenbaum and Hodge (p. 855) also showed that the kidney that had been damaged
was likely to become resistant, the damaged areas healing with no residua of
injury. As long as the dosage of uranium was maintained at a low level,
albumin and phosphatase would not be excreted in the urine, though the original damage would recur if the dosage was increased.
Development of Instruments
While the development of instruments is not ordinarily classified as
research, a most important feature of the control and safety aspects of the
Manhattan Engineer District program was the steady improvement in the
accuracy and reliability of the instruments used for measurement of radioactivity (fig. 286). Equally important was the reduction in their size and
weight. These instruments, to be fully useful, had to be portable, rugged, and
capable of maintaining their calibration under extreme conditions of heat,
humidity, and transportation. In other words, they had to be both precise
and convenient to handle.
The rapid adaptation to biologic experimentation of the Geiger-Muller
counter was spectacular. It was used successfully for tracer purposes both
experimentally and clinically.
Many institutions before the war built their own counters. Two techniques were widely used, the dry-ash, flat-dish technique and the wet-ash
dipping technique. At the University of Rochester, in June 1943. Dr. Bale
built a portable, battery-operated Geiger counter, with a probe and 10-inch
speaker (31). It weighed about 40 pounds and fitted into a large suitcase. It
was extremely useful in the industrial inspections that were part of the Medical Section's functions (p. 869).
An extensive study of film badges was made at both the University of
Chicago and the University of Rochester, in an attempt to obtain, from the
density of the silver deposit on the film, a standard measurement, and also
to distinguish the various energies of the neutron-measuring device. Gioacchino Failla, D. Sc., at Columbia, and Dr. Wollan. at Chicago, were among
those who devoted a great deal of time to devising a suitable field method for
measuring alpha emitters and neutrons.
By early 1945, standards of measurement and calibration had been well
worked out. The film badge and the Lauritsen pencil electroscope were
standard equipment in all areas in which there was any exposure to radiation,
and logs were kept separately for individuals who worked in them.
Others who participated in the development of instruments before and
during the war were Dr. Rose, Dr. Morgan, and Dr. Parker, at the University
of Chicago, and Malcolm Watts, M.D., at Los Alamos.
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FIGURE 286.-Measuriiig instruments used to monitor plants and other
areas for radiation hazlards.
Monlitors, wear protective clothing. A.
r4)ng-lhaidledl probe. It. Beta-ga ninia survey instrument carriedI by worker
full~y equipped against radliation contaminaItution hazardIs.
Note mask,
gloves, (lirivas b~ootees, b~adge, and pencil radiation meter. C. Fish-pole
meter. 1). Probe counter usedl to examine container (luring transportation for radiation leakage. Note washable uniforms, radliation measuring
filnm badges, and] pocket pencil-size radiation meters on chest.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HEALTH-SAFETY PROGRAMS
University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory
Early organization.-In August 1942, Dr. Stone, Professor of Radiology
and Chairman of the Department at the University of California School of
Medicine in San Francisco, accepted the newly created position of Associate
Project. Director of Health in the University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory (42). As soon as he was appointed, lie was made a member of the
Laboratory and Project Councils, which placed him on a level with the
Directors of the Nuclear Physics, Technical, and Chemistry Divisions. lie
could therefore offer advice on necessary protective measures during the
planning stages of the work instead of after health and safety problems had
arisen.
Dr. Stone was able to assemble a group of workers at the Met Lab who
were capable of dealing with radiation hazards from the planning stage of the
problem, as just noted, through the completion and operation of the production piles in Hanford in 1944-45. Sound as was the policy of advance medical
planning, it was not a usual one at this time. Because it was initiated by a
scientific group of established reputation, this practice became standard
policy and was promulgated throughout the pilot and production programs by
the Manhattan Engineer District, and by all contractors. It can fairly be saia:
that this practice was, in large measure, responsible for the success of the protective measures employed and the greatly reduced risks of an inherently
hazardous operation.
By the end of 1942 (that is, by the time the Fermi pile had gone critical),
Dr. Stone, with the assistance of Dr. Cantril 5 and others, had coordinated all
biologic research for the Laboratory and had developed safety procedures and
training exercises which were later applied at the Oak Ridge pilot plant
(Clinton Engineer Works) and at Hanford.
The program was operated by three separate groups:
1. A Health Group (Drs. Jacobson and James J. Nickson). This group
performed routine physical examinations and made blood counts and urinalyses for all personnel employed in the Met Lab.
2. An Instrument Development Group (Drs. Rose and Wollan). This
group designed and calibrated Geiger counters, ion chambers, and electroscopes of various sorts for monitoring purposes and for laboratory use; film
badges of various designs; and other instruments for detecting radiation,
including alpha particles, beta electrons, and neutrons.
3. A Biological Radiation Effects Group (I)r. Cole and Clifford L.
Prosser, Ph. D.). This group endeavored to define the mechanisms of radiation injury, whether from external or internal exposure. in the hope of detect5 Dr. Simeon T. Cantril, a brilliant and well-qualified radiation therapist (43), also spent considerable time at the Oak Ridge pilot plant, at the Berkeley Radiation Laboratories. and at Hanford, training personnel. Ile was also eonsultant to the School of Fisheries program (p. 879).
Later, he went to Seattle, to direct cancer research at the Swedish Hospital, where a milion-volt
X-ray generator was being Installed.
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ing incipient or early and minor changes and providing countermeasures
which would prevent or heal these injuries. Inhalation and ingestion of
radioactive materials were of particular concern (p. 855).
All of these activities were so organized as to enable the Medical-Health
Group to keep ahead of design schedules. Because of the time occupied by a
single experiment, it was immediately evident that each one could be conducted only once and must be carried out the first time on a large enough scale
for results to be significant. The biologic group therefore worked at a rapid
pace and used experimental animals in numbers never before contemplated
in medical research.
Special protective measures.-The protective measures instituted at the
University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory were thorough and comprehensive, since, as already stated, those developed for the chain-reacting pile
here would be used, in turn, in the pilot plant at Oak Ridge and then in the
production piles at Hanford.
The training program set up for contractors' personnel involved testing
and perfecting a dry-box technique (fig. 287) for handling materials inside of
a box while controlling the operation by vision through a lead glass window;
devising suitable clothing, including gloves, shoes, and masks (fig. 288); and
development of laundry procedures for cleaning clothing and other materials
that had become contaminated. The last of these functions required a search
for efficient solvents and so-called complexing materials.
At first, surgical soap and, in extreme cases, aqua regia, were used to
cleanse badly contaminated hands. Later, some of the newly devised commercial detergents were substituted and proved most effective.
Since clothing, shoes, and gloves were readily contaminated, so-called
changehouses were set up in which clothing worn at work could be exchanged
for fresh clothing. The houses were so designed that there was an area of
transition from dirty to clean space, and they were amply provided with
lockers, showers, and washbasins.
At the beginning of each shift, as the workers reported, clean gowns,
jumpers, and coveralls were issued at the entrance of the house. Street clothing was removed and stored in lockers, and the issue clothing was donned.
Before the plant proper was entered, canvas boots or galoshes were distributed,
and each worker received a mask, a film badge, and a pencil meter (figs. 286B
and 286D).
At. the end of the shift, the workers returned to the changehouse, where
their clothes and boots or galoshes were removed and inspected. Each item
was cleaned and measured before it was reissued. The workers then stripped
off their coveralls, turned in their masks, and walked, in their clean shoes, to
the lockers, where they removed the rest of the clothes they had worn at work
and where they washed or showered as necessary. Workers in particularly
dusty and contaminated areas were checked with Geiger counters before they
were allowed to leave. If special contamination was found on the hands or
other parts of the body, official procedures for decontamination were enforced.
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F1GtIIE 28T.-IDry-box techniquesý evolved from wartime methwds and designed to
protect workers handling small amounts of radioactive manterials against radiation hazards. A. W~,orker at Los Alaniosa. N. iMex.. handling Irradiated materials with rubber
gloves Inside ventilatedi cabinet. It. Worker at Argonne National Laboratory weighing
snmall amount of radioactive barluiu
in dry box, with h i. ad
rtce
yrbe
gloves against soft beta radiation.
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The workers could not escape the routine just outlined for the exchange
of clothing took place just before they punched the timeclocks. Later in the
program, when contamination by dust had been controlled, many workers were
not required to go through the changehouse procedure.
These measures may seem elementary, but their importance cannot be
overestimated. When they were put into effect early in 1944, it was clear that
it would be a year or more before structural concrete of the proper thickness,
ventilating devices, and other protective features of large piles could be
implemented in the construction plans. These requirements had to be given
to the engineers well before construction began. In the meantime, the safety
of the workers depended upon the elementary precautions just described.
Other University Programs
By the end of 1944, most university pilot research programs had been
turned over to industrial organizations. In the meantime, their supervision
had proved somewhat more troublesome than that of the industrial field program. Since the chemistry and metallurgy of uranium had previously been
of little interest, relatively little work had been done on either subject. When
the necessity arose, fairly large pilot programs-almost semiproduction programs--were carried out at a number of universities, chiefly Chicago, Columbia, and Iowa State University, Ames.
With Dr. Stone and his group on guard, the health and safety problems
at the Metallurgical Laboratory in Chicago were soon under control (p. 864).
At other universities, the serious nature of the risk was not so readily appreciated, and proper precautions were not instituted until the staff physicians
of both institutions had been thoroughly indoctrinated and had agreed to
accept the responsibility for good housekeeping practices and health and
safety supervision of laboratory personnel.
Industrial Field Program
The most complex and most difficult assignment of the Medical Section,
MED, was the industrial field program, which ranged from discussions of
design with engineers before a plant was built to the safety housekeeping techniques necessary during the processing of ore to metals. Design, construction,
and operation of pilot programs were never stabilized at any single stage.
They were constantly changing and being scaled upward, to enable the contractor and the personnel of the Manhattan District to obtain data for
increased production.
Attention has already been directed to the continuing hazard of the
natural production of the strong beta emitters, uranium X1 and X2 (p. 854).
The refining process consumed a considerable amount of time, as did the shipping of the material from one place, or even one stage, to another. The
hazard was therefore present from the time the ore was received at the docks
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In New York from the Union Miniere in the Belgian Congo, or at Port Hope,
in Ontario, Canada, or from the Colorado areas, until it became a slug in a
pile. Some lots of the ore were contaminated with radium and therefore
gave off radon during storage. The emission of radon was a particular problem with ore from the Congo, and the drums in which it was shipped, and
aven the freight cars in which the drums traveled, had to be opened with
3pecial monitoring and ventilating precautions.
Plant inspections.-The inspection of industrial plants was an important
part of the health-safety program (fig. 286). In May 1943, Captain Ferry
was assigned to the Medical Section, MED, sent to the University of Chicago
Ketallurgical Laboratory and the University of Rochester Laboratory for
indoctrination, and then assigned to inspection of the industrial uranium
processing plants. He was later assisted by Capt. (later Maj.) Joe W. Howland, MC. Both were on the road almost continuously. The scale of operaLions was so large in Wilmington, Del., where the du Pont Co. was supplying
material for the Oak Ridge operation and also tooling up for the Hanford
operation that Capt. (later Maj.) Bert T. Brundage, MC, was assigned full
Lime to this location. All medical officers wore civilian clothes on these trips.
With the portable Geiger counter devised by Dr. Bale at the University
if Rochester, it was possible to check the situation and, when necessary,
lemonstrate to the contractor and his foremen that the quality of their housekeeping was sometimes not as good as it should be. The demonstration helped
these personnel to enforce among the workers the precautions that would
prevent accumulations of uranium X1 and uranium X2 in unwanted places
md also, indirectly, prevent losses of scarce uranium salts through spillage
md careless handling. The savings in salvaged uranium when undesirable
•ractices were stopped amply repaid the cost of the changes necessary to
ighten up the program and carry out the safety and health precautions.
The seemingly crude large-scale extraction procedures employed in the
ndustrial plants were surprisingly effective. Often only simple changes were
-equired to m, .e them relatively clean and dust free. This was fortunate,
or there was no previous medical or radiologic industrial experience upon
vhich to draw. The industrial concerns were equally new in the field, and
hey viewed the arrival of the inspectors with considerable apprehension and
,t first with open hostility. The inspectors, by frankly admitting that their
,wn ignorance was almost as great as that of the contractors and their peronnel, soon established a basis of genuine cooperation.
Plant personnel were told frankly that certain hazards existed but could
e prevented; that practices could be instituted which, if sedulously observed,
'ould prevent harm to them; and that the precautions necessary were really
uite simple and chiefly based on good housekeeping. The precautions were
len listed and described. They included reduction of exposure to toxic
iaterials and radioactive dusts, fumes, and ga 9; installation of showers and
rashbasins to improve personal hygiene; use uf overalls and masks in some
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plant locations, even though masks sometimes reduced operating efficiency to
a considerable degree; use of film badges; and routine blood counts, to assure
management as well as the plant physicians that every precaution was being
taken to prevent internal injury by these new materials.
Visits to the industrial plants were made with the authorization of the
area engineer, and he or an officer who represented him accompanied the
Medical Section officers on their inspections. Representatives of the contractors were also present. This was an excellent arrangement. The Area
Engineer could immediately authorize, under the contract, any changes
required by the Medical Section officers, while the ready compliance of the
contractor was assured because his apprehension concerning possible financial
losses by the changes indicated was immediately allayed.
OAK RIDGE, TENN.
Oak Ridge (fig. 289) was the town constructed by the U.S. Government
to provide living accommodations for personnel employed at the Clinton
Engineer Works, the organization that produced materials for the atomic
bomb. At the peak of operation, Oak Ridge had a population of about 71,000
persons. Approximately 40,000 to 45,000 of this number were workers in the
plants (including a disproportionately large number of unmarried men). The
remainder were wives and children and the service personnel who operated
the town.
The functions of the town were carried out by the Roane-Anderson Co.
(so named from its location, in both Roane and Anderson Counties), under
policies defined by the District engineer. Before this company took over its
full civic responsibilities, it operated as a subsidiary of Stone & Webster, the
engineering corporation which held the contract for housing. It was paid a
fixed fee and made no other profits.
Lt. Col. Thomas T. Crenshaw, CE (October 1942-May 1944), and Lt. Col.
(later Col.) John S. Hodgson, CE (May 1944-January 1946), successfully
served as Chief, Central Facilities Division, Clinton Engineer Works. They
supervised all nonindustrial facilities and really acted as the mayor of the
town during their terms of service.
The Medical Program
Dr. Stone and his group moved from the University of Chicago Metallurgical Laboratory to Oak Ridge in 1944, at a time when certain very critical
pilot work was being done with the reactor there and its waste products. It
was important to refine the safeguards employed in the operation of this
reactor. It was also important to have ready access to a source of neutrons for
animal experiments. It therefore seemed wise to bring the health-physics
group to Oak Ridge and also to bring there the personnel destined to go to
Hanford.
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set up their own first aid organization, as well as an industrial medical program concerned mainly with safeguarding their workers from radiation and
radioactivity hazards. Many of the personnel who were responsible for this
program had been trained at the Met Lab in Chicago. They included Dr.
Adolph G. Kammer (Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co.), Dr. James H.
Sterner and Dr. Christopher Leggo (Tennessee Eastman Corp.); and Dr.
Stone and Dr. John E. Wirth (Monsanto Chemical Co. Clinton Laboratories).
Public Health measures. -The public health problems that promptly became evident at Oak Ridge were put in charge of Lt. (later Capt.) Bernard
M. Blum, MC, in March 1944. It was his mission to see that milk was properly pasteurized; that soft drinks were free from insects (a persistent annoyance); that the bacterial counts in swimming pools were at least as low as
those in milk; and that sanitary measures of all kinds were observed.
At Oak Ridge, the intake for drinking water was in the Clinch River,
downstream from the sewage disposal plant. Both installations were so capably designed that safe, potable water was delivered to the town in ample
quantities, a record, incidentally, that-has been maintained to this time (1965).
All food handlers were required to undergo physical exahlinations -d to
be tested as possible• typhoid carriers. All eating placeis (restaurants and
sandwich and soft drink dispensing places) were i •.sected repeatedly. Flies
and mosquitoes were almost eliminated with DDT, in an intensive drive to
prevent malaria and poliomyelitis. Great ,-re was taken to trace exservicemen
and other workers who might have serve. sr been employed, in tropical areas.
All were tested for latent ma"arik, b'ut all smears were negative.
The supervisory and ,r-ventive public health measures developed at Oak
Ridge were instituted in A' areas under the control of the Medical Section,
Manhattan EngirieeiL District.

Hospital
Platen
.ýid , ,struction.-In March 1943, when Dr. Warren made his
first visit t, )ak Ridge with Major Friedell-before he had accepted the position of civilian consultant to MED (p. 848), and when he still did not know
the natur
f the project in which he was being asked to serve-the 200 beds
suggested for the hospital seemed somewhat excessive for an estimated population of "about 5,000." The inflated size, he was told, was necessary because
of the isolation of the area and for "security" reasons. It was therefore
decided to plan at first for 150 to 200 beds and to provide for possible increases
in size. At the peak of operations, in 1945, the hospital (fig. 290) had 300
beds (44).
The surroundings in March 1943 were not promising. The headquarters
of the Clinton Engineer Works were set in a sea of mud, which filled all the
sinall valleys between oak-covered hills. Bulldozers were everywhere, and
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building was also recommended, on the ground that it would save the workers'
time and enhance security if this service were kept on the site.
The hospital was planned and built along modern lines and had standard
modern equipment. Construction was begun in April 1943 and the first
patients were received on 17 November 1943, when 50 beds became operational.
The dental clinic was built the following year.
Personnel.-The Oak Ridge Hospital was operated administratively by
the Roane-Anderson Co., and all of its civilian personnel were company
employees. At the peak of operations, in August 1945, there were 20 civilian
dentists, 141 nurses, 54 nurses' attendants, 8 dietitians, and a total hospital
employment of 632, exclusive of 41 medical officers and 1 dental officer. The
dental staff, organized by Dr. Harry Pitluck and 1st Lt. (later Capt.) Peter P.
Dale, DC, the only Dental Corps officer in the program, was directed for most
of the war by Dan Claussen, DDS, later Dean of Meharry Medical College.
Medical officers were provided for the hospital by the Office of The Surgeon General, by the special arrangements already outlined (p. 847). Under
this agreement, The Surgeon General was to provide the budget for the
medical care of the military contingent assigned to the Clinton Engineer
Works. Since he knew no details of the operation, he must have been considerably puzzled by the large number of medical officers procured through his
office for what was actually a very small military detachment. The detachment, as a matter of fact, was essentially a guard force though, at various
times during the war, specialists and technical personnel, both commissioned
and enlisted, were also assigned to Oak Ridge.
Most medical officers assigned to the Oak Ridge Hospital were obtained
from the Minneapolis area, on the theory, borne out in practice, that men who
had trained together were likely to work well together. The radiologist, Capt.
(later Maj.) John B. Eneboe, MC, had only radiologic duties.
An efficient civilian staff was built up by degrees, largely by the efforts of
Dr. Holt, the first superintendent. He died on 27 July 1944, but lived long
enough to see the first 150 beds of the hospital in operation.
The outpatient clinic provided what was unusual for that time, a psychiatric and social welfare consultation service. The psychiatric service was
operated under the direction of Dr. Eric K. Clarke and the social welfare
ser~ice, under the direction of Capt. (later Maj.) William Fleeson, MC. They
were later assisted by Dr. Carl A. Whitaker, Capt. (later Maj.) S. Law, and
1st Lt. (later Capt.) John Warkentin. The clinic personnel, working with the
personnel officers of the industrial plants, greatly reduced the turnover of
trained workers.
Workload. -Since the population of Oak Ridge was chiefly in the younger
age brackets, and since all workers had had complete physical examinations
before they were employed, the incidence of illness was relatively low. At
that, during August 1945, there were 21,500 outpatient visits, 1,572 admimions,
and an average daily census of 322. Although a poliomyelitis epidemic oc-
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curred in 1944, in the area outside of the city, from which about 10,000 persons
commuted to work in Oak Ridge every day, there were only two suspected
cases, both mild, in the city population. The brief indoctrination the medical
staff had been given in the recognition of radiation illness was fortunately
never put to use.
During the approximately 3 years the hospital operated, 2,810 babies
were born in it. There were 344 hospitals deaths. For security reasons, no
funerals were conducted within the town, which was classified as an Army
reservation, except those of a few former residents who had desired to be
buried in their family plots. These funerals had Army escorts.
Insurance Program
A medical and dental insurance program was launched at Oak Ridge
early in 1944, patterned after the California Physicians' Service and planned
by Dr. Nathan Sinai, Professor of Public Health at the University of Michigan School of Public Health, Ann Arbor, Mich., who was an early pioneer
in this field. The dental program proved financially unworkable and was
soon abandoned; thereafter, dental service was rendered on a regular fee
schedule.
The medical program operated well during the entire war. The charge
was $2.50 per month for a single person and $5.00 per month for a family.
The program was supervised by a board of trustees, at first appointed by
the deputy District engineer from companies working on the site, and later
elected by popular vote.

HANFORD, WASH.
There were several reasons why Hanford (fig. 291), was chosen as the
site for the atomic energy project known as the Hanford Engineer Works:
1. It was necessary to conduct operations in an area large enough for
reactors and population to be separated from each other by a considerable
distance, in the event that one of the reactors to be built would blow out or
burn up and spread contamination over a large area. Hanford was even
more isolated than Oak Ridge.
2. Since Hanford was located in a bend of the Columbia River (map
10), it met the requirement for the large volume of cold, relatively pure
water necessary to cool the reactors.
3. Power in the desired quantities could be secured from the hydroelectric plants at the Bonneville or the Grand Coulee Dam.
The reactors at Hanford were designed and built by the du Pont Co.
The construction camp, set up in April 1943, at its peak housed 60,000
workers. After three piles were put into operation in the summer of 1944,
the population fell to between 4,000 and 5,000 and was composed chiefly of
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FIouRE 291.-Scenes at Richland, Wash., site of Hanford Engineer Works. A, B, C.
Business development and housing, 1.i5. 1). One of war-built reactors, where uranium
was transmutedl into plutonium. Several buildings in the picture belonged to the waterworks, which used the Columbia River (background) for cooling the reactor at a rate
of tens of thousands of gallons per minute. E. Postwar construction camp. with trailer
spaces (right, background) and barracks for single workers (center and left).

scientific and production workers. The town was operated under the area
engineer, Lt. Col. (later Col.) Franklin T. Matthias, CE.

The Medical Program
I)r. Wni. Daggett Norwood served as medical director for the contractors
at Hanford.

Ile had spent considerable tinie in the University of Chicago
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Metallurgical Laboratory with Dr. Stone's group, and he had a full understanding of the industrial hazards of the Hanford operation. He was able
to obtain the services of Dr. Parker, who had also trained with Dr. Stone's
group and who became local health physicist in the operating plants at
Hanford.
Dr. Norwood supervised the design and construction of the Kadlec Hospital, located in what is now the town of Richland, Wash., which served the
Hanford population. Construction was begun in late 1943 and the hospital
was completed the following spring. Its full-time staff was entirely civilian.
The health and medical operation at Hanford was extremely efficient.
While 40,000 construction workers were still employed there, a number of
cases of meningitis occurred. There were two deaths, but the disease did not
spread and its occurrence was brief. If it had reached even mild epidemic
proportions, the construction program would probably have ground to a halt,
for there was an extremely limited supply of physicians and nurses in the
area, the medical program was not yet fully organized, and the local hospital was not yet far enough along in construction to have handled even a
mild epidemic.
Protection of the Columbia River. -The public health and other problems at Hanford were much the same as at Oak Ridge and were handled
in essentially the same way. There was one special problem, however-protection of the Columbia River and its biologic contents from contamination
and other effects of the production of atomic material for the bomb. Outgoing cooling water would flow into the river, and the possible changes in
its temperature might have an adverse effect on both local and migrating
fish. A chemical effluent from the cooling water purification process might
also be harmful. Since it would be practically impossible to produce distilled water during the final refining process, the water that flowed back into
the river would contain a little sodium, potassium, silver, and other elements
that might have been made radioactive by neutrons as they passed through
the piles.
Dr. Cantril, who had been brought into the Chicago group as a consultant very early in the operation (p. 864), was transferred to Hanford and
assigned the problem of protecting the Columbia River and its inhabitants.
He promptly secured the assistance of Professor Donaldson, of the School
of Fisheries, University of Washington, at Seattle. Through direct observations and local experimentation, it was found possible to return the cooling
water to the river at such a point in the bank, and in such a direction, that
it offered no thermal barrier to migrating fish.
The water of the river was snow water and therefore almost pure to
start with. The very small amounts of minerals left in it, however, after it
had been purified were made radioactive while they were passing through
the pile, where they were subjected to neutron bombardment. Even though
the radioactivity was short lived, it was considered necessary, in order to
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prevent appreciable concentrations of these radioactive materials, to keep
the water in holdup ponds and to restrict the rate at which it flowed back to
the river. The essential point of the method was to increase the length of
the path, and therefore the length of the time, of the return flow of the
cooling water.
Constant monitoring devices were installed in the effluent, and small fish
were kept in tanks fed by suitable baffles from effluent waters to act as controls on the temperature and radioactive materials in the water.
LOS ALAMOS, N. MEX.
Orpnization and Operation
Los Alamos, N. Mex. (map 11), the site of the laboratory in which the
first atomic bomb was constructed was ebcablished as a regular military post.
The first commanding officer was Lt. Col. (later Col.) John M. Harman,
CE. In May 1943, he was succeeded by Lt. Col. Whitney Ashbridge, CE,
and was followed in October 1944 by Col. George R. Tyler, CE, who served
in that capacity until November 1945.
The Area Engineer's Office for Los Alamos was located in Sante Fe,
N. Mex.
The scientific program of Los Alamos was directed by J. Robert
Oppenheimer, Ph. D. The University of California served as the scientific
contractor.
The medical program was under the direction of Capt. (later Lt. Col.)
James Nolan, MC, whose staff of medical officers was procured through the
Office of The Surgeon General (p. 847). Most of them came from St. Louis,
Mo., and its environs. Health and safety precautions in the laboratories and
industrial plants were the responsibility of Dr. Hempelmann. A resident
veterinarian, Capt. J. Stevenson, VC, cared for the war dogs used in the
peripheral guard areas and vaccinated all privately owned dogs of the resident population against rabies.
The population of Los Alamos did not rise above 5,000 at any time and
was sometimes as small as 3,000. The local hospital was therefore always
small, usually between 16 and 20 beds. Obstetrics and pediatrics were the
busiest specialties. Hospital service was supplemented by a fairly active
outpatient clinic and a small dental unit. The excellent care given by Captain Nolan and his staff to this isolated population contributed greatly to
their morale and to the stability of this highly critical program.
Research Problems
Radioactivity during production of the bomb. -The problems at Los Alamos during the large-scale fabrication of the plutonium, U-235, and beryl-
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lium required for manufacture of the atomic bomb were of the housekeeping
variety already described. The safety precautions, which were the same as
those employed at Oak Ridge and the Met Lab at Chicago, covered ventilation, decontamination, personal hygiene, and disposal of wastes.
Research problems that originated from the wide variety of experiments
constantly underway with radioactive materials at Los Alamos covered
beryllium dusts, nitrite effects from handling of explosives, fumes from high
explosives, and solvents seldom or never previously used. Some of these
experiments, which involved the use of explosive mixtures and rather wide
dissemination of radioactive material, were carried out in deep canyons, so
that contamination was limited to inaccessible areas of wilderness.
Laboratory space for research not absolutely essential to the fabrication
of the bomb was limited, but some biologic studies were carried out on the
effects of radiation and on the metabolic pathways of certain radioactive
metals, chiefly plutonium and beryllium, by Wright H. Langham, Ph. D.
Dr. Hempelmann, with the assistance of Dr. (later Captain, MC) Harry D.
Whipple, investigated the absorption of plutonium and other metals through
traumatic wounds sustained by shop workers.
Effects of the Atomic Bomb
The chief effort at Los Alamos was devoted to the design and fabrication of a successful atomic bomb. Scientists and engineers engaged in this
effort were, understandably, so immersed in their own problems that it was
difficult to persuade any of them even to speculate on what the after effects
of the detonation might be. Their concern was whether any one of their
several designs for the bomb would actually detonate, and, if the detonation
did occur, how massive it would be.
Little attention was therefore paid to the possible effects of the detonation of the bomb until the spring of 1945, when the Medical Section of the
Manhattan Engineer District raised the question with General Groves and
was given the mission to investigate the whole matter. Two effects had to
be studied, (1) blast and (2) fission product radioactivity. There was little
time. to spare. By May, the tower for the blast and the accessory apparatus
were being erected on the flat desert at Alamogordo, 183 miles from Los Alamos (map 11), and it was apparent that the test would occur within the
next several weeks.
Blast effects.-Attention was first devoted to blast effects of the bomb.
A detonation on the order of several thousand tons of TNT would undoubtedly have massive effects, beginning with the formation of a lethal blast
wave front.
The literature contained little on the subject except the U.S. Army
Ordnance tests on goats, which had been carried out with small high explosive charges. Available data showed that lethal effects were produced by
relatively high pressures, in the neighborhood of 15 psi (pounds per square
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inch). Certain British studies showed that the terrain and the objects of
various sizes in the path of the concussion wave produced complex reflections,
skips, and concentrations. Jackets and other heavy clothing offered a degree
of protection, but how much could not be determined because of lack of precise
measuring devices. Debris carried by a blast wave at high velocity acted as
missiles, which were often more damaging than the wave itself.
Circumstances at Los Alamos were not favorable for controlled experiments, and time did not permit them. The best that could be done was to
verify the lethal effects of high explosives by hanging rats and mice on
wires suspended several feet above the ground at varying distances from
charges which were also placed several feet above ground. Dr. Hempelmann
and Captain Nolan, who conducted these studies, found that the critical pressures covered a wide range; they began at 5 psi but were more constant at
15 psi. Part of the discrepancy was explained by irregularities of wind and
terrain, and by the crude measuring devices used. Further experiments on a
flat desert area with a very large chemical detonation showed that mice
hung on wires 6 feet above ground would be killed by a blast wave at distances of a thousand feet and more.
Autopsy on these animals rather uniformly showed their lungs to be
full of plasmalike fluid. Small hemorrhages and hemorrhagic markings were
observed on the pleura, and large abdominal vessels were sometimes ruptured.
If the injury did not produce these extreme effects, recovery without lasting
sequelae was fairly prompt.
Radioactive effects.-The radioactive effects of the detonation of the first
atomic bomb were entirely sl" ýculative. When the Medical Section, MED,
asked the authorities at Los Alamos for help in this task, an advisory committee was appointed. cv isisting of Captain Nolan, Dr. Hempelmann, Paul C.
Aebersold, Ph. D., and Joseph 0. Hirschfelder, Ph. D.
It was estimated that during the detonation of the bomb, about a million
curies of radioactive fission material might be released. These products-all as yet unknown-would presumably be in element form, but they would
immediately become oxides and perhaps then would agglomerate with vaporized moisture and debris. It was also thought that these materials would
rise very high in the large, hot, ascending cloud expected after the detonation, and that, while they were falling back to earth, they might be carried
by the wind for considerable distances, perhaps even far from the test site.
Preparations for the Detonation
Over a 3-month period in the spring ,

'

1945, Colonel Warren made an

intensive study of cloud and wind situations over the entire southwestern
United States. The physical geography of the country around Los Alamos
was also studied, with special attention to areas of cultivation and population.
The facts of the explosion in 1883 of the volcano Krakatau in Sunda Strait
between Java and Sumatra, the largest such explosion of modern times, and
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of a number of large military detonations were reviewed in detail, in an
attempt to obtain some indication of what might be expected to occur after a
detonation of the magnitude anticipated for the atomic bomb.
Alamogordo, N. Mex. (map 11), was selected for the site of the detonation after careful study of the adjacent terrain. Along the main east-west
highway (380), between Socorro and Carrizozo, N. Mex., is the ghost town
of Carthage, and a little further (about 10 miles) east is Bingham, consisting of a crossroads store and a windmill. The area, 40 miles square,
selected for the test site had this highway as its northern boundary, with
the Carthage turnoff as about its middle point. The site, which was part of
the White Sands and Alamogordo Bombing Range, consisted of slightly
rolling gravel desert, with little grazing potential. It extended roughly
from the Sierra Oscura Cliffs on the east to the Elephant Butte Reservoir
on the Rio Grande on the west and was a part of the Jornada del Muerto
Desert. It is a place of great heat and drought, interspersed with violent
winds and thunderstorms.
The sites for the detonation and the base camp were separated from each
other by about 9 miles. The base camp served as scientific headquarters for
the group preparing for the test. Bunkers and other paraphernalia were
distributed about the area as necessary.
Since it was essential that the test of the bomb should be carried out in
good weather, without risk of the frequent thunderstorms that occurred near
Alamogordo, a meteorologist, Mr. Jack M. Hubbard, was attached to the
Los Alamos Staff, and Col. Joseph Hostrum, AAF, from the Air Force
Meteorological Service, was later assigned as consultant. Their studies
showed that what was now coming to be called fallout might, under certain
weather conditions, become a serious hazard.
A careful study of optimum test conditions was therefore undertaken.
The area surrounding Alamogordo was investigated in all directions by air,
on foot, on horseback, and in cars, to locate the smallest concentration of
population. It was decided that the test shot should be made only when the
winds at high elevations were in the northeast direction. In these circumstances, if there was a large amount of radioactive fallout, it would occur in
an almost uninhabited area extending about 100 miles northeast of the test
site. The wind on the day appointed for the test would thus be an extremely important consideration.
A field program was organized for local and distant monitoring, to
safeguard the regional population. For distant areas, monitors were furnished with cars and measuring equipment and had radio communication
with the base camp.
General Groves had been authorized to declare martial law if necessary.
He had made secret arrangements with the Governor of New Mexico for
procedure in the event of a catastrophe. Preparations were made to halt all
air traffic between Albuquerque, N. Mex., and El Paso, Tex. (map 11), the
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day of the test. All personnel not absolutely needed were evacuated from
the test site. When the detonation occurred, all personnel would be at least
3 miles away in bunkers or at least 9 miles away at the base camp. Those in
the base camp were directed to lie prone, with their feet toward the test
tower. Dark glasses of density two or welders' goggles were to be worn by
all personnel in bunkers and at the base camp. The bus loads of high officials
who would witness the test were located on some low hills 20 miles northwest of the test site.
Since all personnel not needed had been evacuated from the test site,
sufficient medical facilities were available at the base camp for any emergencies that might arise. Three medical officers were brought down from Los
Alamos, also for possible emergencies.
No therapeutic measures had been devised, and the measures listed were
the only protective provisions set up against the effects of the blast. Speculations as to what they might be were rampant, but were of little help in
preparing for possible eventualities.
ALAMOGORDO, N. MEX.
Detonation
The test of the atomic bomb was set for 15 July 1945 but was postponed for 24 hours because of unsuitable weather. The postponement raised
to an even higher pitch the fatigue and tension in personnel at the base
camp.
The bomb was fired at 0600 hours the following morning, 16 July, at a
time when, Mr. Hubbard predicted, there would be a lull in, or a general
collapse of, the wind pattern, followed by a general movement of winds to
the northeast above 20,000 feet. His predictions were entirely correct.
The details of the detonation of the first atomic bomb are well known
and need not be repeated here. The blast wave, as expected, produced an
abrupt push, and, almost at once, a great creamy white cloud, tinged with
magenta, formed and within 15 minutes rose to a height of about 70,000 feet.
It then spread out in a mushroom effect, about 8 to 10 miles in diameter,
and towered at this height, leaning slightly north and northwest, for more
than 3 hours.
For a few seconds after the detonation, the light and heat were intense
at the base camp 9 miles from the test site. During the first few minutes of
cloud formation, large objects could be seen skyrocketing down from its lower
third. About 3y/2 hours after the blast, the column could be seen to break
up at different levels with the wind shear (a sharp discontinuity caused by
two contiguous streams of air flowing in different directions). Small portions went in different directions at different levels, some to the west and
southwest, and a few to the north. The main portion of the cloud, however,
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?articularly the part composing the mushroom above the 40,000- to 70,000loot level moved, as predicted, to the northeast.
Fallout
By noon, 6 hours after the bomb had been detonated, the team appointed
;o survey its effect had identified a heavy fallout in a roughly oval area,
ýxtending about 10 miles north-northeast and including a slightly depressed
-rater covered with what seemed to be greenish glass. Fortunately, the fallut did not block any roads, especially the important east-west highway
)etween Socorro and Carrizozo.
A few days later, fallout was found in sorme canyons north of this highray, about 30 miles away from the area of the crater. Some was also found
Lt the base of the Chupadera Mesa, but the high cliffs and lack of roads
)revented further exploration at this time, in addition to the fact that preparations had to be made for the departure of the survey team that had been
)rdered to leave for Japan on 13 August, to study the effects of the bombs
;hat had been dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
When these observations were made, it was concluded, because the cloud
Lnd column had remained standing so long over the area in which the crater
iad formed, that most of the fallout had come down on the test site. It was
iot until almost a year later, when white-backed cattle were brought in from
he uninhabited upper stretches of the Chupadera Mesa, that it was realized
hat fallout from 60 to 100 miles from the test site had been significant.
rhe skip of 20 to 30 miles that occurred in the fallout pattern, about 20 to 30
niles from point zero, has been found, in subsequent U.S. tests, to be rather
ommon. Apparently it is brought about by the choice of slow winds for
he test period, with the aim of keeping the greater part of the fallout on
he test site. The failure to detect this skip in the first test gave the false
repression that the fallout had been restricted to the test area and also proluced the impression that it was less dangerous than subsequent investigaions proved it to be.
A much more detailed survey, made 5 years after the detonation of the
omb at Alamogordo by a team from the University of California at Los
Lngeles, showed that the fallout in the mountainous desert was much more
Tidespread than had been suspected when the observations just described
,ere made. Fortunately, intense radioactivity was never found at a signifiint biologic level in any cultivated or inhabited area surveyed. The potenal hazard during wartime conditions was, however, very clear, even at this
irly date, to those who had participated in the investigation from the time
ie first bomb was tested.
JAPAN
Preparations for Dropping the Bomb
In anticipation of a successful outcome of the test detonation at Alamo•rdo, the atomic bombs fabricated at Los Alamos from material supplied
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by Oak Ridge and Hanford to drop on Japan had been dispatched to Tinian
in July on the U.S.S. Indianapoli8. Captain Nolan went with them, to
enforce safety precautions during their transportation from the United States
and the loading of the planes on Tinian, which would be the takeoff point
for the bombing of Japan.
Meantime, the Medical Section, MED, had been asked by the Air Force
to investigate possible hazards to the crews of the planes that would drop the
bombs on Japan. It was agreed that there were three chief hazards.
1. It was at first feared that the bright light of the blast might blind the
pilot, so that he could not function. It was concluded, however, that the
plane would be too far away from the site of the detonation for the intense
light to affect him if simple precautions were taken.
2. The effects of heat and of gamma and neutron radiation were also
feared at first, but they also were eliminated because of the factor of distance
of the plane from the site of the drop.
3. Blast pressure was a more serious threat. It was known that a static
pressure of 0.5 psi could break the wings off a plane and severely damage its
flaps, but the situation in flight was dynamic, not static, and varied from
minute.to minute. No criteria existed to serve as guidelines. It was finally
concluded that since the plane would be under emergency (that is, full)
power after release of the bomb and, since it would be going in the same
direction as the advancing blast wave, it would gain so much speed and distance that it would present the smallest possible surface to the advancing
wave and thus would sustain the least possible damage in the conditions to
be encountered. If information on static pressure could be taken as a guide,
the estimated pressure per square inch at the time when the blast wave
caught up with the plane would approach the danger level, but this was a
chance that would have to be taken.
As events happened, the planes that dropped the bombs on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki experienced severe, but not serious, bumps, and, because of their
distance from the detonation, were not exposed to radiation.
Survey Team
An atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima on 6 August 1945, at 0815
hours. Seventy-six hours later, at noon on 9 August, a second bomb was
dropped on Nagasaki.
On 11 August 1945, Colonel Warren received orders by phone from
General Groves to organize a survey team to proceed by air to Guam, on the
way to Japan, under special War Department orders (fig. 292), with three
missions:
1. To take measures to insure the safety of troops that would occupy
these atomic-bombed cities.
2. To investigate radioactivity on the ground and, if it were present, to
record the amounts.
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FIouRE 292.--Orders from Secretary of War creating the first technical service
detachment ordered to Guam, to undertake a special mission for the Chief of Staff.
These orders procured support and transportation Into bomb-shattered Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Japan, before they were entered by military forces.
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3. To report on the amount of blast and other damage caused by the
bomb.
If Japan did not surrender unconditionally, the personnel of the survey
team would be used as the nucleus of a tactical force to support the III and
V Amphibious Corps in the later assault on that country. On the preceding
day (10 August), however, the Japanese had agreed to accept the Potsdam
ultimatum, though with certain reservations. The team left San Francisco
on 14 August, though the formal terms of surrender were not signed until
2 September.
As soon as General Groves' orders to Colonel Warren were received,
production plants and research laboratories were stripped of their portable
Geiger counters, and enough ion chamber instruments, calibrating sources,
and batteries were accumulated for a 2-month operation, since it was considered unlikely that any instruments or other supplies could reach the team
later in time to be useful to it.
Colonel Warren, Colonel Friedell, and the other officers and enlisted
technicians who constituted the survey team arrived at Tinian on 17 August.
Here the group was split. Half went with Colonel Friedell to Zamboanga,
Mindanao, with the III Amphibious Corps and, after many frustrating delays, reached Hiroshima on 26 September. They returned to Tokyo by train
on 11 October.
The other half of the team went with Colonel Warren via Guam to
Okinawa, to join the V Amphibious Corps. By this time, as just pointed out,
all fighting in the Pacific had ended.
On 8 September 1945, Colonel Warren arrived in Hiroshima by air from
Tokyo, in a party consisting also of Brig. Gen. (later Maj. Gen.) Thomas F.
Farrell, CE, of the Manhattan Engineer District; Brig. Gen. James B. Newman, Jr.; Capt. James Nolan; Col. Peer de Silva; Col. Ashley W. Oughterson, MC, Consultant in Surgery, Headquarters, USAFWESPAC; Dr. Junod,
of the Swiss Red Cross; and two Japanese medical officers, Adm. Masao
Tsuzuki (45) and Maj. Matao Motohashi, who were to serve as interpreters.
This party returned to Tokyo by train on 14 September, and 5 days later,
with their technicians and equipment, they flew to Nagasaki (map 12), where
they remained until 8 October (fig. 293).
Both Colonel Warren's and Colonel Friedell's groups left Japan by air
on 12 October, in the Manhattan District plane Green Hornet, just ahead of
the typhoons which struck those islands and Okinawa a few days later. The
party reached the United States on 15 October 1945. The officers of the
Medical Section at once prepared reports of their survey (figs. 294 and 295).
Japanese physicians and scientists were extremely helpful during the
survey, and the general population, including those injured by the bomb,
acted as patients act everywhere. There were no incidents, even though the
survey party were in the bomb-shattered cities and elsewhere in Japan before
the country was occupied by U.S. troops.
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"Nagasaki

MAP 12.-Nagasaki, Kyushu, Japan, where second atomic bomb was dropped for military
purposes. Note area of fallout.

It was the consensus of -the U.S. survey team and of all the Japanese
with whom its members came into contact that a coastal assault on Japan
could not have been made without tremendous losses of ships and men, including U.S. casualties of perhaps 500,000, two to four times as many Japanese casualties, and complete destruction of Japan. The use of the atomic
bomb, some observers held, gave the Japanese Government the opportunity
to surrender without loss of face or need to commit hara-kiri. Fewer were
killed by the bomb than had died in the Tokyo-Yokohama raids with conventional bombs. The ethics of the use of the atomic bomb had been raised
by U.S. newspapermen in Tokyo, but many Japanese told the survey team
they could not understand why the question should have been raised at all:
Their own forces would have used it without the slightest qualm if they had
had it themselves.
It is realized that this information was not the concern of the survey
team, but the discussion came up when fixed coastal gun installations and
Kamikaze stations were visited in the downwind area, and it is included for
record.
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Radioactivity and Blast Damage
In spite of priimitive transportation conditions and almost continuous
rain. tile instruments brought with them by the members of the survey teamn
functionled sat isfactorily and lasted well enough to permit tii extensive survev of tile detoliation area in Nagasaki (inap 13) and a somewhat less comnplete surveyv of the Iliroshinia area, where team activities were hampered by
lack of roads in the down (northwest) wind areas.
In all the areas exaliilled, ground containiation with radioactive materials was found to be below the hazardous linit; when the readings were
extrapolated back to zero hour, the levels were not cons"idered to be of great
significamice. The exlplanation was that (lie detomnation occurred at about
1.800 ft., and thle fireball therefore did not actually touch the ground. Vaporized miaterials arose froin the ground in the updra ft and mixed with tissioned
materials, but at that, the amount of radioactive contamination was lower
than had been expected.
In Nagasaki, where the affected area was e-:amined more thoroughly than
in lliroshinma, the approxiinate center of the detonation (figs. 296 and 297)
was indicated by a uniform c.iarring of the top and sides of a single fencepost. Other posts in the sanie area (fig. 298) were more charred on one side
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U'Gumc 294.-Analyzing observations made in
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, In offlce of Medical
Section, Oak Ridge, Tenn., November 1945. A. Lt
CoL Hymer Friedell, MC, Col. Stafford L. Wamre,
MC, Capt. Charles Varley, CE, and MaJ. James
Young, CE, all members of the party that went to
Japan immediately after the first atomic bombs
were dropped. Note Atomic Bomb patch, which
soon afterward became the official designation for
military personnel of the Manhattan Project and
Manhattan Engineer District. B. Lt. CoL Friedell
trying out some Japanese medical record translation on Major Young, who is not convinced.
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remainder of the tow- south of the northern reservoir and some part of the
lower Urakami Vaik. and the harbor area were virtually unaffected by
contamination.
Blast effects were well marked for 2,000 meters north and south of the
central detonation point in the Urakami Valley. Many peculiar concentration and skip effects were clearly evident, especially in a long series of steel
frame buildings of the steel and torpedo works that ran north and south
toward the harbor from the central area (figs. 299 and 300). Other stronger
concrete and steel buildings had suffered obvious structural damage. Most
concrete buildings had lost their steel window frames (figs. 301-303), which,
it was evident, could become dangerous missiles inside the buildings.
In the Nagasaki Medical School, bodies were found entangled in the
twisted window frames of the laboratory wing, which faced the blast. The
contents of many rooms consisted of the wainscoting, the window frames,
the ceiling, equipment, linens, and papers, which were all distributed over
the floor (fig. 304) in a somewhat circular pattern. Many fuses had apparently been replaced with metal coins, and the fixtures hanging from the ceiling had therefore been violently twisted by the blast. The resulting short
circuits had apparently lasted long enough to set the ceiling afire in many
rooms, with the further result that the contents of the rooms burned along
with the bodies of the staff. The prevailing wind carried the fire to the
northeast part of the building, along the maple flooring and even up the
maple treads of the staircase. The maple-floored ward areas on the upper
floors were also burned but only downwind from the staircase.
Many fires apparently occurred from similar short circuits. Overturned
stoves caused many others. In both Hiroshima and Nagasaki there was considerable testimony to the effect that the fires started in multiple places at
once but did not burn vigorously until about half an hour after the detonation.
The blast wave apparently put out the flames produced by infrared radiation in ripe brown wheat and smoldering wooden and dark surfaces before
the fires from this source grew to any size.
Clinical Considerations
When the survey team arrived in both Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it found
feeble evidence of first aid efforts. Injured casualties lay wherever any sort
of roof offered shelter from the elements. Mats were laid on the floor, and
the Prefectorial Government in charge of the country delivered rice and tea
to the patients. Helmets had apparently been used for carrying water to
them. Later, some of the supposed patients were obviously malingerers, who
had come to the aid stations for foods.
From their own observations and from testimony of Japanese, members
of the survey team divided the morbidity and mortality of the atomic bombs
that were dropped on Japan into the following phases:
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FiGuRE 297.-Two members of the Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission, Dr. John S.
i.awrence and Dr. Herman E. Pearse, Jr., visit ground center of atomic bomb detonation.
-iroshima, Japan, June 1947.

;remations carried out in the first few weeks after the bombings; all bodies
vere cremated, at first, for military reasons, to conceal the number of dead,
fnd later to clean up the area for sanitary reasons. Parties from the Japanese
ýrmy and the Prefectorial Government were still seaclching for bodies as late
s 25 September.
2. Large numbers of the population walked for considerable distances
fter the detonation before they collapsed and died. Many who crowded on
he trains that left both cities several hours after the blast died promptly, and
hleir bodies were taken off at the first and second stops.
3. Large numbers developed vomiting and bloody and watery diarrhea
vomitus and bloody feces were found on the floor in many of the aid stalons), associated with extreme weakness. They died in the first and second
eeks after the bombs were dropped. These manifestations gave rise to fear
f typhoid and dysentery, neither of which developed.
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Fiounz 298.-Telephone post at
considerable distance south of zero

. .

point, Nagasaki, charred on side to:
--

ward detonation. The fire apparently continued to burn for some
time after the blast. Note that radiation in this picture has come
from the side rather than from
above, as In figure 296, Intact pole
Is a postdetonation replacement.

4. During this same period deaths from internal injuries and from burns
were common. Either the heat from the fires or infrared radiation from the
detonations caused many burns, particularly on bare skin or under dark
clothing (fig. 307l).
5. After a lull without peak mortality from any special causes, deaths
began to occur from purpura (figs. 308-310), which was often associated with
epilation, anemia, and a yellowish coloration of the skin. The so-called bone
marrow syndrome, manifested by a low white blood cell count and almost
complete absence of the platelets necessary to prevent bleeding, was probably
at its maximum between the fourth and sixth weeks after the bombs were
dropped (that is, between 10 and 20 September). Most patients with purpura
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iO---Moderi pat tern W~ork" of G ermnan (lesig-n at Nag-asaki detonaition ot'
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7. No count could be made of those who dliedl out side of tilie (l(vast ated
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care.
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FitGou
303.-Interior of building shown in figure 30M, with front wall
displaced inward and window frames gone. There was no fire. Room
has been cleaned by Japanese Army workers, but bench lathes exposed
to weather are no longer usable. No information could be obtained on
casualties among the workers who, if they were standing at workbench
shown, were facing the blast.

312). Colonel Warren was assigned to the Task Force from the Medical
Section, Manhattan Engineer District, to serve as radiologic safety adviser to
Admiral Blandy and as Chief, RADSAFE (Radiologic Safety Section). On
President Harry S. Truman's instructions to Admiral Blandy, Colonel
Warren was to safeguard what was eventually a 42,000-man operation from
the "peculiar hazards" of the atomic bomb and was to devise a radiologic
defense organization and pattern for both military and civilian operations.
At the end of the JTF 1 Operation, it could be said that no one had been
injured by the "peculiar hazards" inherent in it.
Personnel.-The original RADSAFE group was made up of monitors
and laboratory personnel capable of measuring radiation in air, water, and
other materials. Experts in plotting, radio communication, and transportation were assigned later. During the 6 months of intensive planning and testing that followed the decision to conduct Operation CROSSROADS, cooperation among its components-the Armed Forces, university personnel, industrial contractors, and others--was almost ideal. Though each branch of the
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bodies were found in this clinic.

Armed Forces, had its special role ui the operation, personniel were assignedl
for their technical skill alone.
The war was only jusf over, anid thle,
Manpower w~as a major p~robleml.
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FIGuRE 307.-Healed flash burn of back. This man, wearing khaki
cotton clothing, was standing in the open, as shown in posed photograph. The blast threw him to the ground, and his cotton clothing
was scorched and destroyed. His burns healed, and lie recovered from
mild radiation symptoms which lie showed. This view shows scars of
healed flash burns on back, elbows, and lateral aspect of right arm.
The rest of the body was unhurt. Note huts in background, built for
temporary housing after bomb was dropped. Note also, on horizon,
trunks of trees denuded of branches by blast. Bushes and grass in
ditch have begun to grow.

Instrument Co., had to be shipped weekly to Bikini during the second
(BAKER, underwater) test in order to keep up with the repair rate. Some
equipment was improvised (fig. 315).
Because of the large number of men RADSAFE would employ, a laboratory and headquarters ship was absolutely necessary if t he target area were to
be properly covered. The hospital ship, U.S.S. Haven was assigned for this
purpose. It was refitted with special radiation laboratories and with instrument-calibration and electronic repair facilities. An 18-channel radio communication center was also installed.
Operating procedures.--The factual information required for the preparation of the operations manual, "Annex Easy," and the directions for the
techniques of monitoring procedures were painstakingly written in Washington by Capt. George M. Lyon, MC, USN, who served as safety consultant and
later as Chief, Bomb Safety Section. Colonel Warren, Colonel Friedell, and
occasionally the medical consultants of the Manhattan Engineer District frequently conferred with him on the content of the manual.
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FIGuIRE 308.--Purpura hemorrhagica in Nagnisaki after atomic bomb)
was detonateld over city. A, Ht. PiirpIIraIIi henmorrhagica of moderate seversity.
H•oth children show effetiNs of bone marrow damage; child in

view

I is obviously in extrenlis.

Ihemorrha:igic spols, while well distrib-

Wiled, are sinall andoh discretl.

mehy show most prominentlity on anms in
view A ainid oIlegs iii vie'w It. ('. lorearmn of Jalpanese womlan with skill
hesions and reulilnnts of vesicles which did not become confluent. Note
few sNmll, discrete, black, hemorrhagic spots.

In the spring of 1946, all safety procedures were coordinated with the
staff of .JTF 1. President Trumian had directed Admiral Mlandy to "see that
no one gets hurt," and it was the function of RAT)SAFI," of the oleration to
be present, at. all Task Force activities and to stand gunla(ld with their (,iger
counters to detect invisible dangers from radioactivity. The whole operation
was enorinously complex.
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FIGURE 309.-Generalized petechlae in patient obviously near
exitus, 6 weeks after bomb was dropped. This finding was
associated with profound leukopenia and thrombocytopenia
and was usually accompanied by other signs and symptoms of
bone marrow damage. Note subcutaneous extravasation of
blood and bleb caused by bleeding around needle puncture
wound at elbow. The wound did not close by the normal
clotting mechanism and sufficient serosanguineous fluid oozed
from it to saturate the mat. Large numbers of casualties
died In this manner during the fifth and sixth weeks.

Test ABLE
Test ABLE, which took place on 1 July 1946, was an airdrop o'
fled altitude. It sank several of the largely obsolete ships that comp
target field. The mushroom cloud formation, by now familiar to
curred as in all previous drops of an atomic bomb.
As soon as it was considered safe-about half an hour after the

inspeci;ed the
all, ocdrop-
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companies, even in the heavier ships, such as the U.S.S. Nevada, if the ships
had been close to the target area.
Test BAKER
Test ABLE was a shakedown for the monitoring operations of the second underwater test (Test BAKER), and many improvements in procedure
were introduced in anticipation of the more severe contamination expected in
it. Additional personnel were flown to Bikini before it. New measurements
were planned, and additional equipment, including deep underwater Geiger
counters, was secured. Dr. Dowdy, responsible investigator for the Manhattan Project contract at the University of Rochester, rendered great assistance
in these matters, as he had for Test ABLE.
Test BAKER was carried out on 25 July 1946. Nine ships were sunk
when the bomb was detonated under water, and the radioactive contamination of the ships not sunk was extreme and in many instances apparently
permanent; it could not be removed by any means.
The immediate effect of the detonation was a lethal radioactive mist,
about 3 miles wide even upwind, which developed under the great mushroom
cloud of water and steam that formed immediately after the bomb exploded.
This mist drifted north across the target area, crossed the reef between
Bikini and Aomoen Islands (map 14), and then went out over the ocean,
where the radioactive fallout was soon lost or dispersed by the vigorous
action of the waves.
Radioactivity was so high on the surface of Bikini Lagoon that for some
hours it was not possible to go into the target area beyond the periphery to
examine the ships. Later attempts to wash the ships down were futile, even
when detergents and alkalis were used. At first, tugs could not be brought
alongside them for more than 20 minutes at a time. Later, when the ships
could be boarded, the length of the stay on board had to be strictly limited.
It was soon clear that many of the most contaminated ships would have to
be sunk or be towed away to Kwajalein (largest of the Marshall Islands) or,
later, to the west coast.
All the water in the lagoon remained highly contaminated, because of the
presence of the highly contaminated water at the detonation site. Rope and
rusty surfaces exposed to the water soon became highly contaminated also.
Clothing was quickly contaminated in the course of the investigations and
was soon in short supply. Rusty radioactive water dripping off the superstructures of the contaminated ships left residual stains, even after the clothing had been laundered, and a good deal of it had to be confiscated because it
could not be cleaned. Boots and shoes tracked contamination from the ships
onto the tugs, and the footgear had to be discarded also. A change tug, to
serve the purposes of the changehouses at Los Alamos and other laboratories
(p. 865), improved the situation but did not entirely solve the problem.
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A wide variety of weapons and equipment used by the Army was exposed
during Test BAKER, under the supervision of Maj. Gen. (later General)
Anthony C. McAuliffe, Army Ground Forces. RADSAFE furnished monitoring services, especially in Test BAKER, in which many instruments and
much of the equipment were in such highly contaminated areas that special
monitoring and cleansing procedures were necessary before they could be
recovered.
Marine and animal studies. -The details of the scientific data collected in
Test BAKER cannot be related here, but special mention should be made of
the comprehensive studies of the Marine Biologic Group under the direction
of Prof. Lauren Donaldson of the School of Fisheries, University of Washington (p. 878), assisted by Arthur D. Welander, Ph. D., and Charles F.
Pautzke, Ph. D. Their investigation of the radioactivity of all sorts in the
lagoon, from plants, seaweed, corals, and shellfish (fig. 317) to herbivorous
and carnivorous fishes, showed all of them to be contaminated to some extent.
This was a most important finding, for it made all of these fishes unfit for
food. It also introduced the possibility, if not the probability, of the spread
of contamination as larger uncontaminated fish ate smaller contaminated
fish in an endless cycle.
Termination of Operation CROSSROADS
The third test planned for Bikini, Test CHARLIE, which was to be a
deep water detonation, was canceled in September 1946. Test BAKER had
shown clearly that an underwater detonation of an atomic bomb would create
lasting problems from the radioactive fission materials produced by it, not
only because of the involvement of surface vessels but also because of the
continued radioactivity in the crater area, which would continuously add to
the radioactivity already present in the lagoon. The health problems, aside
from the economic problems, which could be created by the detonation of an
atomic bomb in a large harbor were beyond calculation or even imagining.
After Test CHARLIE was abandoned, Colonel Warren appointed a
civilian committee (composed of Dr. Robert Newell, Dr. Robert Rodenbaugh,

FIOuRE 311.-Epilation In survivors of Nagasaki atomic bombing. A. Acute epilation, 1 month postexposure. B. Acute loss of scalp hair, with eyebrows and eyelashes
Intact. Note extensive purpura (30 August 1945). C. Almost complete loss of scalp
hair. Note that eyebrows, mustache, beard, and hair on neck have not been affected.
D. Almost complete epilation of top of head. Eyebrows and eyelashes intact. Purpuric
lesions in skin of face and on upper lip. Hemorrhagic area in lower lip. Evidence
suggests that this picture was made about 4 weeks postexposure. E. Epilation with
very sparse regrowth of coarse hair. F. Slight amount of permanent epilatlon over
ipper part of scalp caused by X-ray radiation. Scalp above ears and neck was not
protected by cap, and side of head, down to neckband of shirt, is badly scarred from
nfrared burns. Skin and cartilage of the ear escaped severe injury, which is unusual.
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FIGL'RE 312.--News conference on U.S.S. Appalachian
during Operation CROSSROAI)S, summer 1946. In foreground, Admiral Parsons, USN, Gen. William E. Kepner,
USA, and Vice Adm. William II. P. Blandy, USN; at
microphone, Col. Stafford L. Warren, MC; in background, Capt. George Lyon, MC, USN.

I)r. Failla, and Dr. Eugene P. Pendergrass) to determine which ships could
be brought back to the mainland. In August, after the scientists had obtained
their instruments and data from the target ships and Joint Task Force One
began to prepare to leave Bikini, Admiral Blandy appointed Rear Adm. F. G.
Farrington, USN, to select the ships to be saved or towed to Kwajalein and
to arrange for sinking the rest. When most of the RADSAFE personnel
departed in the U.S.S. JIaiýen, Colonel Warren left Lt. D)avid Bradley, MC,
to monitor the vessels to be towed to Kwajalein."
The remainder of the RADSAFE party returned to San Francisco in
September, on the U.S.S. Henrkco. During the voyage, Captain Lyon
organized a Radiologic Safety School, which was the first. such course ever
6 Lieutenant Bradley's "No Place to Hide" is an extremely vivid account of the Bikini experience (48).
The book makes very clear what an atomic bomb can do to ships, water, marine and
animal life, and, by extension, to human beings.
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FIGuRE 313.-Col. Stafford L. Warren, MC, and Capt. Robert J.
Buettner, MAC, in Radiologic Safety Section office, Operation CROSSROADS, summer 1946.

given and which served as the nucleus of a similar expanded (4-week) course
later given in Washington.
When Colonel Warren was separated from service on 6 November 1946,
after spending his time between that date and his arrival in San Francisco
from Bikini on 7 September. 1946, on the final details of the RADSAFE part
of JTF 1, he became temporary civilian Chief of the Medical Division,
Atomic Energy Commission. He served in this capacity until he was replaced
by Dr. Shields Warren in February 1947.
CONCLUSIONS
At no time during the period between 1943 and 1946 were facilities
allotted, or time provided, for the Medical Section of the Manhattan Engineer
District to prepare a comprehensive history of its activities. The material in
this chapter is a running account of the program, chiefly derived from memory
and supplemented by only a few records. Regulations forbade notetaking.
Official records were scanty. There were few charts and photographs. Many
dedicated workers in both universities and industries which participated in the
atomic bomb development have undoubtedly been omitted from this account
because of the paucity of formal sources.
No one caught up in the excitement and drive of the Medical Section,
Manhattan Engineer District, program could ever again be quite the same.
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MAP 14.-Bikini Atoll, from which Operation CROSSROADS was conducted. Note fallout
pattern.

Other laboratory and industrial programs carried out during the war were
perhaps similarly stimulating, but this program was of such a special nature
that it left its permanent mark on those--and there were many-who were
intensively involved in it.
Most of the medical and other personnel, including biologists, biophysicists, and health-safety personnel, who were engaged in this program have
continued in the field of atomic science since the War. Many worked in the
newly established Atomic Energy Commission. Many of those who returned
to their former university positions or their former industrial environment
have retained their interest in this new field and have worked on the application of the knowledge derived from it to education and further research.
The speculative imagination of the workers in this program was greatly
stimulated by their wartime occupation. Few, however, at the end of the
war could have conceived the real extent of the use of isotopes and of the
allied knowledge in medicine, biology, and industry that has come about since
the end of World War II. To those who had both the privilege and the
responsibility of carrying out the tasks so briefly outlined in this chapter, it
would seem that little imagination is required to accept the fact that nuclear
weapons can be the ultimate destructive weapon for all mankind, and that the
way to peace, unclear and difficult to attain though it be, must somehow be

attained by the people of the world.
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FIG~ai~ 31G.-Dis~p:tehing roomi, U.S.S. Ilaren. during OpeŽration CRIOSSROAD)S, summier 1946. Equipmtent is beCing issued to monitoring- personnel.
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Fioupz 317.--Biologic materials collected from water of
Blkini Lagoon after underwater (BAKER) detonation. All
grasses, sponges, shells, shellfish, and other fish became
radioactive at once and so remained, particularly In eastern or crater portion of lagoon. A. Autoradlograph of
surgeonfish caught In lagoon after detonation of bomb.
Digestive tract contains radioactive materials picked up in
food. Vertebral column and bony orbit can be seen. B.
Shells recovered by divers off hull of U.S.S. Saratoga on
29 July 1947, 1 year after Test BAKER. Each shell is
extremely radioactive, as can be seen from its autoradiographic image (bottom).
Radioactivity has slowly increased with passage of time.
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APPENDIX A
First mud Third Weeks, intensive Basic Course in Roewgesolog for Mediczl
Water Reed General Hospital
Period

Monday

j

Tuesday

Wednesday I Thursday

Friday

Oeers,

Saturday

FIRST WEEK
8:009:00 a.m.

Outline of
course
plan

Special
problems.

Special
problems.

Special
problems.

Special
problems.

Special
problems.

(special
9:0010:00 a.m.

problems).
Roentgen- ----- do---------- do---------- do---------- do ----ology,
roentgen
physics,

Do.

roastgenog-

raphy,
roentgen

10:0011:00 a.m.

11:0012:00 m.

diagnosis,
and
roentgen
therapy.
Radium,
radium
physics,
and
radium
therapy.

Nature and
origin of
X-rays

Rheostats,
solenoids,
choke,
and
coils.

Rectifltation:
mechanical,
thermlonle, and
inverse
suppressors
TransDetailed
former,
wiring
step-up
diagrams.
and stepdown.

Mobile
units.

Technical
factors
(ma.,
kvp, T.
and D.).

Processing, and
chemicalS.

Line requirements.

Physiology
and
treatment of
electri-

Film proeessing,
and testings.

Cal
1:002:00 p.m.

The electron,
static,
chemical
thermo,
and
pleso
imbalances.

Auto-trans- Dissected
formers,
stationvolt seary
lectors,
units.
and line
compensators.

Handling
of controls,
and stationary
units.

shock.
Films,
cardboard
holders,
and cassettes.

Examination.
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APPENDIX A-Continued
Period

2 :003:00 p.m.

3:004:00 p.m.

4:005:00 p.m.

Monday

Tuesday

]Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Magnetism8:
terrestrial,
natural,
artificial,
and
electro.
Electric
currents,
units of
electricity.

Measuring
instruments.

Handling
of controls,
mobile,

Stationary
units.

Film handling,
captionIng, and
filing.

Conferences,
WRGH.

X-ray
tubes,
filament,
and circults.

Military
courtesies, and
customs
of the
service.

Facilities
of post
chaplain's
duties.

Simple
wiring
diagrams.

Mobile
units,

Stationary
units.

Organization:
Medical
Service,
and Surgical
Service.
Darkroom
construction features.

Dynamos,
and
motors.

Do.

Do.

THIRD WEEK

8:0010:00 a.m.
10:0011:00 a.m.

Special
problemns.
Nonarthritic lesions of
Joints,

11:0012:00 m.

1:002:00 p.m.

....

Special
problems.
SpondylItis.

Special
problems.
The skull:
blastlc
lesions.

-- do----- Tumors in
and
about
the
spine,

The skull:
intracranial
lesions,

do.....Film interpretation.

Facialmaxillary condItions,
general.

Special
problems.
Fractures,
and infections
of paranasal
sinuses.
Neoplasms
of paranasal
sinuses.

Special
probletns.
Thoracic
cage and
pleurae.

Special
problems.
Induction
Board
examinations.

Medlastinum.

Film interpretation.

Lung
fields.

Photoroentgenology .
cardiac
configurations.
Examination.
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APPENDIX A-Continued
Period

2:003:00 p.m.

Monday

Film interpretation.

Tuesday

Wednesday

-----.do----- FacialmaxUllary

Thursday

Fluoroscopy.

Friday

Saturday

Heart:
generalities.

Conferences,
WRGH.

fractures

3:004:00 p.m.

4:005:00 p.m.

----- do----- The skull:
general
considerations.
The spine:
development
and
anomallea.

The skull:
lytic
lesions

and Infections.
Facialmaxillary neoplasma.

Radiation
incurred
during
fluoroscopy.
Paranasal
The
sinuses
thorax,
and masgeneral,
tolds,
general.

Cardiac
mensuration.

Do.

Heart: abnormallties of
configuration.

Do.
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APPENDIX B
First Week, Basic Course in X-Ray Techniques for Enlisted Men,
Army School of Roentgenology, University of Tennessee
Period

8:008:50 a.m.

9:009:50 a.m.

10:0010:50 a.m.

Monday

Wednesday

Thursday

Training
filns.

Introduction to
course,
its purpose and
alms.
Registration and
Issue of
texts.

Function
of the
supply
office.

The wave
spectra.

Training
flhns.

Examination In
basic
arithmetic.

Radiology,
Its scope
andapplication; responsibilitles
of X-ray
technician.
Historical
background
of
X-rays.

Energy
and its
transfornhation.
Structure
of the
atom.

11:0011 :30 a.m.

12:301:20 p.m.

1:302:20 p.m.

Tuesday

Close order drill.

Demonstratlon:
production of
X-rays
in gas
tubes;
factors
involved.
Demonstratlon :
production of
X-ray In
modern
tube;
factors
Involved.

Electron
theory.

-.-.-

Demonstrations:
d.c. and
a.c. currents.
do ----- Resistance

Saturday

Function
of personnel
office.

Exam.

Refresher
course
In mathematics.

Refresher
course
in mathematics.

Do.

Electrical
units
and terminology.

Denmonstration:
evidence
of current
flow.
Ohm's law
and
power
law for
d.c. and
noninductIng a.c.

Review
and
questions.

Elementary concept of
electricity.

Magnetism

Friday

('lose order drill,

Series and
parallel
circuits.

Inspection.
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APPENDIX B-Continued
Period

2:303:20 p.m.

3:304:20 p.m.

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Mass athletics.

Photographic,
fluoroscopic,
and electroscopic
effects.
X-rays:
nature,
origin,
and
characteristics.

Fundamental
units of
electricity.

Mass athletics.

ElectromagnetIsm.

Electricity:
static
and dynamic.

Demonstration:
electromagnetic induction.

Saturday

Police.
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APPENDIX C
The following communication from Mr. E. R. Goldfield, of the Picker X-Ray Corp.,
was fortunately available when the preparation of this volume was undertaken, having
been producd by him in response to the request for information on the prewar and
wartime experience of his company. The communication has been somewhat shortened
but otherwise is published essentially as it was prepared because it seemed to the
Advisory Editorial Board for Radiology to represent an important aspect of wartime
procurement that is not ordinarily recorded. In the opinion of the Board, the informality of the presentation added considerably to its value.

26 MARCH 1956
PICKER MILITARY X-RAY EQUIPMENT PROJECTS
In 1935, it occurred to me that there might be both a military and civilian interest
in a lightweight, shockproof head with a suitable tube stand, and within a year, such a
device was developed. The military application was so strongly in mind that this
device was developed in a manner that permitted changing X-ray tubes in the field
without draining the transformer of its oil and without special tools or skill.
A folding tripod, especially lightweight, tube stand was developed to support this
head and the necessary control. The unit had a capacity of 15 ma. at 80 kv. It was
assembled in two packages and could be readily carried by one person. With tremendous enthusiasm, I made my way for the first time to the Army Medical School and
there demonstrated this equipment to a Maj. W. W. McCaw and a Sgt. Lawrence F.
Black. They were favorably impressed because the only military X-ray equipment that
was available at this date was that which was left over from World War I. This consisted of the Waite and Bartlett Army bedside unit (covered in great detail in the
first and second editions of the Army Manual, Hoeber Publishing Co.) and a table frame
built during the first World War by the Kelly-Koett Co. This consisted of several long
steel rails with quick attaching means to two cast aluminum legs. These in turn supported the litter. To this was attachable a tube stand.
In. spite of the interest shown as the result of the demonstration, time went on and
nothing happened.
I then started to correspond, sometimes with Major McCaw and
other times with our Washington representatives. Still nothing happened. Some years
later, war clouds began to appear in Europe. Even the laymen could not help but
believe that trouble of a serious nature was brewing. The middle of September, 1939,
I was lamenting the lack of action in a conversation with Mr. James Picker. He urged
that I discontinue writing and that I make a trip to the Army Medical School. I was
by this time quite worked up, especially because through our foreign sales representative we had been asked by Belgium to develop a piece of military X-ray equipment.
We had spent about a year experimenting. As a result of this work, we had come to
the definite conclusion that the entire military X-ray installation was no stronger than
the X-ray tube itself and its loss might leave an installation unworkable. We therefore
considered it essential to find a means of eliminating one of the great hazards, insofar
as the X-ray tube was concerned, that of prolonged fluoroscopy. After much experimental work, we'came up with the idea that the most dependable method would be to
find a means of prolonging the permissible operational cycle of an X-ray tube during
fluoroscopy. We met with some success In our efforts and the unit that we had developed experimentally for the Belgian Army could be operated continuously at 3 ma. and
80 kv., but we were not satisfied for we felt that to be on the safe side it should be
possible to operate at a minimum of 5 ma., 80 or 85 kv. continuously. All of this was
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In mind at the time I visited the Army Medical School on 26 September 1939, where I
met Capt. Alfred A. de Lorimier for the first time.
This visit started out with considerable disappointment but ended in a most encouraging way. The then Captain de Lorimier showed us some experimental models he had
been working with. They were reconstructed World War I apparatus, and he was trying to find some way to reduce the weight and dimensions to make it possible to pack
an X-ray table and an X-ray generator in one single Carlisle chest. I eventually learned
that this decision of compactness had been arrived at by a Col. R. D. Harden. It was
with considerable difficulty that I eventually located him just as he was leaving for
lunch. I was invited to go along to the Army and Navy Club and during the course of
the luncheon I was encouraged in the belief that, while it was most desirable to hold
the weight and dimensions of the equipment to a minimum, still there would be some
latitude depending upon the usefulness of he device. I reported this to Captain de
Lorimier after lunch somewhat to his displeasure, but eventually lie was most happy
about it.
Prior to this visit, we had written to The Surgeon General offering on a no charge
basis the facilities of our plant for any development work that we might be thought
capable of performing. A similar offer was made to the Navy. These proposals were
duly acknowledged.
During the afternoon of this first visit with Captain de Lorimier, he graciously took
me to The Surgeon General's office to meet some of the men stationed there. This group
Included the then Maj. M. E. Griffin, Maj. S. B. Hays' and Lt. Col. F. C. Tyng. There
we discussed the experimental unit that we had developed for Belgium. They were quite
Interested in the photographs and drawings. During the course of our conversation, I
laid emphasis on the need of an X-ray tube designed so that it might run continuously
at 5 ma. At this time, no tube was available with such a rating. Before our visit
terminated, it was agreed that we should attempt to develop such a device. This Is
how the so-called Army Airflow tube was started. It was a worthwhile project. It
tremendously increased the dependabiT ty of machines later in the field. It made use of
a standard X-ray tuibe insert and increased rating brought about strictly by the method
of cooling and protecting the insert.
I think everyone in the organization was thrilled by the fact that the ice had been
broken and that there was a definite interest in the military X-ray program. As a matter of fact, Captain de Lorimier had prepared a specification but, before our day's conversation ended, this had been completely shot full of holes so we were not much further ahead than if there had not been one. Month after month, we proceeded to experiment. Model after model was developed. These models were sometimes sent to the
Army Medical School but quite frequently Captain de Lorimier and Major Griffin came
to Cleveland to view the latest model so as not to delay us by taking It away from us.
We had in the meantime settled definitely on a unit of 30 ma. capacity. We had also
settled on the use of a shockproof cable fed tube rather than a lower capacity selfcontained shockproof head such as that demonstrated much earlier to Major McCaw.
As a matter of fact, one of the things that spurred us on to develop a tube better able
to dissipate heat was the fact that we had learned that there was some consideration
of using two shockproof heads and of ultimately cooling them in a bucket of water.
This seemed so impractical that it served to spur us on in the development of the
X-ray tube.
It must be realized that by the time our experimental work started, war had broken
out. We found ourselves under terrific pressure to push the development work as fast
as possible, and yet, each time we developed a new model, someone found fault with It

I Later, Surgeon General of the Army.
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If the military authorities thought it was all right, we here at the factory were dissatisfied with it.
We finally felt that most of our problems had been solved and that we now had a
suitable transformer, control, and X-ray tube, together with unique packing that was
exceedingly light, strong, and yet provided a high degree of protection. Just at this
moment, with never an inkling of this thought before, the Army Medical Corps decided
this unit must be so designed that it could be supplied In either one of two ways. It
must be possible to use less than all of the components and assemble It as a stationary
unit consisting of a transformer, a control, and a tube designed for ready adaptation
to the table unit now being designed by another X-ray manufacturer. Yet, It must also
be possible to disassociate this equipment from the table and without tools convert It to
a mobile bedside unit. Well, this decision threw the entire program Into a tailspin.
After several weeks' effort to try to convert it to such a design, It became evident that
we had to start all over again.
Further complications were added to our problem at the plant by the fact that the
Army Medical Corps actually wanted to get something into product!on as early as possible with the earliest possible delivery date, yet we could not learn the quantity that
they might wish. They first spoke of 12 units. During the months of experimental
work this figure advanced to 25, then to 50. With each new quantity we learned of,
we attempted to start the production of parts and components that we felt quite certain
would not be changed In this ever changing development program. At first we had 12
sets of parts, then 25, then 50, going through simultaneously with the experimental
work. Needless to say, by this time all development work of civilian equipment had
necessarily been stopped so that our full effort might be placed on the military program.
During the course of our experimental work, we became concerned about the possible failure of the terminals of X-ray tubes and transformers, knowing they would be
subjected to high humidity. We developed a special terminal for military application.
This was longer than was considered necessary for civilian use and had provision for
oil or petroleum jelly sealing to reduce the tendency for moisture entrance. The problem
of a continuously operating X-ray tube had by this time been solved and It was surprisingly simple. It made use of a small brushless motor-driven impeller within the oil
of the shockproof X-ray tube, arranged to cause the oil within the enclosure to circulate.
We provided a thermally operac'cd switch which, upon slow but excessive heating and
expansion of the oil, would shut off the X-ray exposure to protect the X-ray tube. The
complete unit also Included an external blower blowing a blast of air over the entire
tube housing, but the feature of continuous operation had been achieved using standard
X-ray tube Inserts. Another safety device incorporated in it shut off the X-rays If current to either motor within tP 2 X-ray tube housing failed.
As you may rE.
.ag the early months, the war was referred to as a phony
war but then Germany began to Invade the low countries and they moved so fast that
we began to wonder, had we done the right thing in advocating the design of equipment
as powerful and as versatile as that which was being developed, or would we have
been further ahead to have gone along with the Idea that the entire unit had to go into
a single Carlisle chest. One could not help but wonder if the time might not come
when the only means of transport would be by way of aircraft. I guess for the time
being, we kept such thoughts to ourselves for we were approaching the completion of the
development work. We had devised every conceivable type of test that we could think
of but we were fearful of the responsibility of being the only one who had tested the
equipment that might prove to be so vital. We offered to build three machines for free
that might be loaned to England to have them tested In the field. It must be realized
that at this time the Medical Division did not have the test facilities that would be
desired.
When the equipment was accepted, as can be expected, they wanted them overnight.
The first contract was for 110 units. Packed with each was a questionnaire by means of
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which we tried to determine what further improvements could be made, what faults
occurred in the field, and what we could do to make better units. Because we were The
only ones who had tested the equipment as severely as we thought it should be, we
proposed to guarantee the first 110 machines, except for the X-ray tube and cables, for
a period of one year, and we offered to take them back and completely modernize them
at the end of a year, bringing them up-to-date with any improvements that might be
made during that period of time. This offer was eventually gratefully accepted and 85
of the units were located and returned on a gradual basis for modernization. The best
proof of any device Is actual field usage and it was also true In this case.
We became concerned about the possibility of water getting into the packing. We
built a lawn type sprinkler system up on the roof of the building where we could put
packages and showered them day and night. We eventually developed a simple expedient of a large wax impregnated canvas bag. Each package containing a given list of
components was Installed In such a bag with the excess material of the bag simply
rolled and folded so that it could always be reused. This protection was applied before
crating and served as an ideal means of keeping water out even when units were submerged. Unfortunately large quantities of units had been produced before this improvement was made. Later In this. article, a story will be repeated thirt had to do with
the submersion of such equipment even before the protective covering was devised.
You will recall that early in the war a materials priority system was set up. This
was intended primarily to save critically needed materials from going into civilian applications that might possibly be avoided so that these materials would be available for
critical war application. Practically all components of X-ray machines became increasingly difficult to obtain, and of course compliance with the priority system was the first
order of business. This meant that one would have to have a contract and contract numbers in order to secure the material for production. The Army Medical Corps labored
under severe handicaps during the war. In other words, it was comparatively easy to
obtain the material to make a gun but it was exceedingly difficult to obtain the material
that might contribute to the saving of human life. This provided us with one of Its most
vexing problems. Theoretically, it would be Impossible to obtain material for production
without priority numbers. Actually we proved that It could be done for, with contract
after contract, we learned how to start production before the contract was received.
The officials in Washington would plead: "Produce them without contract number; you
will eventually get the contract but we must have the equipment without delay."
The Government was very anxious to prevent the priority system from breaking
down; therefore, inspectors called and investigated the purchases and commitments of a
manufacturer at regular intervals. In other words, one branch of Government was
sending out men to tell us that we could not continue to obtain material without priority
numbers, and therefore contract numbers. The Army Medical Corps, on the other hand,
was pleading for the early production and delivery of everything they required. This
produced many heartaches. The Medical Corps won out. Every contract was produced
before the date deadline and I am glad to report the priority division never put any of
us in jail. More than 10,000 units were produced.
This problem can best be appreciated If you realize that the military X-ray program
was being stepped up continually. The frequency of letting contracts and the size of
each contract was constantly Increased. Due to the fact that it was impossible to learn
anything about the eventual quantity requirements at the outset, we had made a modest
Investment in tools and production facilities. It was soon apparent that we would not
be able to meet the required shipment schedules unless these facilities were improved.
It was Impossible to obtain more floor space at the plant. The development program on
military equipment was slowing down and the engineers were transferred to one project
after another concerned with the design of automatic or semiautomatic facilities for the
manufacture and testing of parts and components. The entire machine Wras retooled.
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Over the years, the program continued to accelerate to such extent that it was retooled
for the third time. The amount of civilian production was limited by governmental
decree so that by far the greatest part of our effort was on the military equipment.
The number of employees that could be added to the payroll was limited by the floor
space available. The setup in program and reduction in costs had to come about through
new and ingenious methods of production. The volume became so great that there was
no room to pack the day's production. This then was done in the regular aisles of the
plant after closing time by a special crew who loaded each day's production In freight
cars waiting at the plant door.
We were still very much concerned with the fact that, at our first day's meeting
with Captain de Lorimier on 26 September 1939, they were hopeful of getting an entire
X-ray machine in one Carlisle chest and, by now, an X-ray installation included a table,
a generator, a darkroom, a gasoline generator, a heated or cooled developing tank, and
many other items-a small truck load. We inquired if it might not be wise for us to
develop a second, less versatile, less powerful piece of equipment to be used in more
advanced positions. We were told by all means to forget it, but, for some reason or
other, we simply could not get this idea out of our minds. So, as a sideline, without
interference with the military production, we started to develop a smaller, lighter unit.
Model after model was produced. We sent photographs of the different models to the
military authorities but they were never interested. On their visits to the factory, we
did show them what we were doing. They still thought we were wasting our time and
money but I guess in war one can never tell the turn of events that may follow. Eventually, more than a year later, they wanted this unit in production overnight. This was
eventually accomplished and it became known as the Air Corps Unit-more reference to
this a little later on.
Earlier, I referred to the development of a so-called Air Corps Unit. The object
was to provide the smallest lightest table and generating unit possible, packed so as to
facilitate transportation by aircraft. As I stated, we received a call from Washington,
inquiring if we were still playing with the idea and would it be possible for Colonel
Griffin, Colonel Ledfors, and Major de Lorimier to see it in Cleveland the next morning.
We stated it would be Impossible, that the last model had been completely dismantled
and the parts were undergoing changes or replacement in order to provide an improved
model. There was considerable difference of opinion as to when it should be made available for inspection, but they won as usual and within a week they were in Cleveland
examining it. They were very happy that we had insisted upon continuing on this
project. The design 'was not complete, and of course there were no tools for production.
However, they insisted upon an almost immediate delivery of a quantity. Four were
turned out in 10 days; 12 more within 30 days. This unit had a capacity of 15 ma. at
80 kv. and provided an over the table tube stand or an undertable fluoroscopic tube
with provisions for limited vertical fluoroscopy and with full foreign body localization.
Before the war came to its end, 1,500 had been produced.
I referred to the production of equipment without priorities, but, to elaborate on it a
little further, here were the problems that we were faced with. At times, we had outstanding commitments for the purchase of material as high as $2 million. We had no
contract numbers to support such purchases. We had no letter of intent to purchase.
We had nothing but a letter or, as a rule, a phone call from Washington explaining the
necessity of the earliest possible delivery. As I look back on it, it was a terrible,
almost unforgivable risk to run to have made such purchase commitments. On the
other hand, there was the feeling of absolute confidence in everyone that we were associated with In the military program and the belief that they shared in their minds and
hearts the risks that we would take. It all worked out OK in the end. Nothing ever
happened to affect our confidence in them. As a matter of fact, speaking for myself, it
was a wonderfull experience to work with the officers that we were privileged to work
with. Their word was always as good as a bond, appreciation knew no limits for the
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effort that we would make, and we had the feeling that we were trusted with the same
limitless degree Iwith which we trusted them.
This treatment probably had much to do with the desire on our part to save every
penny we possibly could in the production of the equipment and to pass it back on to
the Procurement Department. At any rate, the price of practically every bid was
reduced in comparison to the one before it. The increasing volume and experience, and
the fact that we were unable to employ more people but had to find various tricks and
shortcuts which resulted in laborsaving, helped bring the price down. At any rate, the
price dropped to less than one-half between the first contract and the last.
Before we had accomplished very much in the production program, we realized that
this equipment wvould require intelligent service in the field. We tried to cover as much
of it as we possibly could in a rather unusual instructional manual. We went further
by designing the equipment so that within the equipment itself, and not stored in packing cases, were a few simple tools and a group of spare parts as well as the instruction
manual, so that the users might perform some of the service operations that might be
required.
Some of the radiologists by now in various fields of operation were old acquaintances of ours. Many were men we did not know but a great many of them turned to
us when they were in trouble. There was by necessity much red tape to go through,
especially in the early days, in any effort the men In the field might make to obtain
much needed spare parts. So we had frequent requests from overseas directly from the
men Involved, begging and pleading for a few small items that it would be permissible
for us to send, for you will recall that one could send overseas, packages up to 5 pounds
in weight iwith certain dimensions. We took advantage of this opportunity to send, no
charge, highly prized packages of spare parts. The total value of all that was sent was
quite insignificant compared to the help it rendered.
We also realized in the early days of our effort that something had to be done to
train men. We volunteered to train any young men they cared to send to the plant in
the service and repair of X-ray equipment. Now it must be recalled that the Medical
Corps of the Armed Forces was also purchasing standard civilian X-ray equipment at
the same time that they were purchasing specially designed military equipment. By the
time we had trained a dozen or so men here at the plant, we became conscious of the
fact that this plan left much to be desired because it did not give these young men an
opportunity to become trained in each of the competitive lines of equipment, civilian in
nature, which they might encounter in their work. As a result of this, we started a
campaign to try to have established a school to be operated by the Medical Corps. We
offered to supply two instructors and we believed that our competitors would be willing
to do something similar, with each of us to supply the school with whatever models of
equipment were necessary for the instruction of the class. Such a plan was eventually
adopted and such a school was set up in St. Louis under Col. R. K. Stacey. This school
location also made possible something else that we frequently had called to our attention,
which we may or may not have been instrumental In Its creation, and that was a
government owned laboratory that could determine whether or not a piece of equipment
met the specifications, and the place where a piece of equipment could really be put
through its paces to determine its overall quality. We did supply two instructors for
this school. One of them was Maj. John Russel ýwho prepared the service Instructions
on all of the equipment. A great many young men benefited by the X-ray instruction
course that was conducted there under Maj. Dallett B. O'Neill who had many years of
experience teaching at the University of Pennsylvania.
Some excellent manuals were prepared during the war that anyone interested In
this subject might care to read. They touched on all Items pertaining to X-ray that
were used during the war. All three were published by the War Department and they
are:
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Technical Manual 8-633--X-ray Field Unit Fluoroscopic Foreign Body Localization,
complete item No. 9621500.
Technical Manual 8-632-X-ray Field Unit Machine Chassis and Table, items Nos.
9608508, 9608510, 9609005, 9609010, and 9614500.
Technical Manual 8-280--Military Roentgenology. To these might be added the
instruction manual included with the equipment entitled, "Army Field Unit Equipment,
Item No. 96215 and U.S. Army X-ray Field Equipment, Item No. 96085, Item No. 96090."
I would like to take this opportunity to list the names of many of the officers whom
we worked with throughout the war production program. Inadvertently I suppose a few
might be omitted but, because I have mentioned the excellent relations between them
and ourselves, I feel that their names do have a place in these recollections:
Col. Stuart G. Smith
MaJ. Gen. James C. Magee
Col. Martin E. Griffin
CoL Gustave E. Ledfors
CoL Alfred A. de Lorimier
Col. John A. Worrell
Lt. Col. H. S. Currie
CoL Charles F. Shook
Lt. Col. Burwell B. Smythe
Col. R. D. Harden
Lt. Col. H. T. Marshall
CoL Royal K. Stacey
Col. Francis C. Tyng
Maj. William Herzog
Lt. Col. Silas B. Hays
MaJ. Hal D. Oakley
Lt. Col. Charles G. Gruber
Maj. Dallett B. O'Neill
Capt. F. L. Mahady
I should like to conclude this story of the wartime development and production of
X-ray equipment for military use with the citation of a letter %written to me after the
war by Colonel Shook, one of the medical officers with whom I was associated during the
war:
4801 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 8, D.C.
Dear Mr. Goldfield:
The folowing story was written in the spring of 1944 in compliance with a request
from the War Department to submit evidences of equipment or supplies exceeding expectation. I have never learned whether this event was ever publicized or not. If not,
it should have been, for it was conclusive evidence that industries involved in the manufacture of medical and surgical supplies and equipment had not sacrificed quality for
quantity.
This tale was told to me personally by Colonel Harrison, the commanding officer of
the 35th Station Hospital. The hospital had been operating in a seaport town of northern Algeria when it was ordered closed and moved to Corsica. The movement was
accomplished but not without some difficulty.
One of your field units after being carefully crated for movement was unfortunately
riding upon a truck which left the road and rolled over a 20-foot embankment. This
was while enroute to the ship for transfer to Corsica. The truck and cargo were retrieved without further delay. Upon reaching Corsica, it was found that the ship could
not land because of damage to the harbor and the property of the hospital had to be
lightered in. The small lighter upon which the particular unit was riding saw fit to
run into a small mine and promptly sank In about 20 feet of water.
It was 10 days before the X-ray machine was salvaged and turned over to the
hospital. When it arrived, it must have looked like something the cat left but the
personnel went to work, drying and cleaning and when they were through, they threw
the switch and the machine worked beautifully. This was truly a miracle as it would
have taken days to get a replacement machine up from Africa and the opening of the
hospital would have been hindered.
I could enumerate many other stories of how medical and surgical supplies and
equipment withstood the ravages of war, weather, usage and transportation but I think
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It is all summed up in my aforementioned statement which I have repeatedly given to
the many industrial groups responsible for such credible results. At no time was there
any evidence that the manufacturers of medical and surgical supplies and equipment
sacrificed quality for quantity. Furthermore, no American soldier suffered for lack of a
critical piece of supply or equipment either in the Mediterranean or European theaters.
You know what positions I held and that if such a lack had existed I would surely have
heard of it.
Kindly extend my personal thanks to the staff and employees of your plant who
made the above possible.
Sincerely,
C. F. Shook
Colonel, MC.
Friday, 28 August 1942, was a proud and happy day for Messrs. James and Harvey
Picker, the company executives, and the men and women of the Picker X-ray Corp.,
for on this day the first Army-Navy "E" Award in the X-ray industry was made to the
company. The pennant was presented by The Surgeon General, MaJ. Gen. James C.
Magee. A great many of the officers, whose names are listed above, were present for
the occasion. It was quite a family reunion. Judge Stanley Orr was master of ceremonies. The mayor of the city of Cleveland, Frank J. Lausche, was one of the speakers
The last Navy nurse to escape from Corregidor was present, Ens. Ann Bernatitus.
Accompanying her was Lt. Helen L. Summers, Army nurse. Appropriate tribute was
paid to the employees.
E. R. GOWELD.
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to fard
of inexperienced radiologists in-2

ogy, 33
Arteriography, 278, 475
Arteriovenous fistula, 178
Arthritides, 167, 207
Arthritisin ETOUSA, 488. 489
of spine, 171, 536
Arthrosis of spine, 172
Articular surfaces (spaces), radiography
of, 634
Articulating processes of lumbar vertebrae,
fractures o&, 670
Artifacts on films inSPA, 554
SWPA, 616
Artillery, Japanese use of, in Oklnawa, 527
Artillery "time fire" as cause of spinal cord
Injuries, 479
Artillery wounds in MTOUSA, 244
Aruba, 796

ETOUSA, 354
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
811
of medical personnel to Manhattan District, 847
of personnel in OTSG, 13, 15-17
of radiation therapists, 196
of radiologists, 17
In auxiliary mobile units, 408
in ETOUSA, 345
in SWPA, 584, 586-587
to convalescent hospitals, 25
to evacuation hospitals, 25
to field hospitals, 24
to station hospitals, 26
of special projects in atomic bomb programs, 848
Assistant Secretary of War, 60
Aster X-ray solutions, 90
Asthma, 104
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Asthmatics, effect of Lipiodol on, 164
Asymmetry of spinal structures, 171, 670
Atabrine, 670, 680, 765
Atelectasis:
associated withbronchogenic carcinoma, 312
rupture of malarial spleen, 801
subphrenic abscess, 306
In blast injuries, 473
in MTOUSA, 304-305, 393
in organizing hemothorax, 298
in primary atypical pneumonia in SWPA,
652
management of, 292
Atlanta, 196
Atlantic City, 125, 126, 131, 158, 160, tIN,
278
"Atlas of Chest X-Ray Films," 16, 109
Atoll warfare, 525-526
Atom, fission of, 837, 837n
Atomic bomb:
detonation of, at Alamogordo, 884-885
early development of, 837-839
effects of, 881-882
preparations for detonation of, 882-884
role of radiology in, 831-932
testing of, 832
Atomic Energy Commission, 915, 916
Atomic reactors. See Piles.
Atomic science, postwar developments in,
916
Atomic theory, instruction in, In Alaskan
Department, 781
Atrophy of intestine after supervoltage
radiation, 217
Attrition ofaffiliated hospitals in ETOUSA, 241
personnel in ETOUSA, 346, 347, 352
Attu, 772, 774, 780, 792, 794
Atypical pneumonia. See Primary atypical
pneumonia.
burnaif., 1Authorization
Auburn, Calif., 120
Auckland, 50
Auerbach's plexus, 759
Augmentation ofequipment for invasion of Continent, 419
forward hospitals by auxiliary mobile
units, 414-415
personnel for invasion of Continent, 420
radiologic service for invasion of Continent, 405, 417
Augusta, Ga., 145
Australia, 495, 501, 561, 562, 606, 610, 612,
615, 617, 619, 621, 622, 628, 649, 650,
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Australia--Continued
655, 661, 662, 663, 664, 665, 666, 677,
678, 681, 687, 694, 695, 699, 702
arrival of hospitals in, 561, 562, 583
buildup of medical facilities In, 560-M62
civilian clerical help in, 624-625
drying of films In, 623-624
equipment in, 603
facilities in, 593, 594-597
filariasis in, 656-657
industrial circumstances of, 501
maintenance of equipment in, 625-626
planned Japanese invasion of, 694
provision of supplies by, 561
railroad systems in, 629
tropical diseases in, 633
U.S. bases in, 495
Australian Bush, location of hospitals in,
619
Australian construction of U.S. hospitals,
691
Australian equipment, use of, by U.S. Army
hospitals, 572, 626
Australian films, reading of, in U.S. hospitals, 572, 649
Australian hospitals:
early provision for therapy in, 677
in SPA, 550
use of, by U.S. units, 572
Australian medical officers, attendance atfilm-interpretation courses, 696
U.S. medical meetings, 574
Australian prisoners of war in Okinawa,
532
Australian radiologists:
liaison with, 572-578
shortages of, 572
Australian sources, procurement of films
from, 620
Austria, 193
Austrian border, 449
for auxiliary mobile units,
406-407
Automatic changeover of milliamperage
from fluoroscopic to radiologic load, 91
Automatic film processor(s), 138, 139
Automatic processing system -if film development, 140
Autopsy(ies)for malignant disease at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 202
on Chinese, 748n
Autopsy findings inblast injuries, 881-882
experimental blast injuries, 882
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Autotransformer (s), 42, 52
Auxiliary drying equipment, improvisation
of, in ETOUSA, 384-385
Auxiliary mobile units, 251, 253, 352,
359-360, 367, 405-417, 419, 426
concepts of, 405, 419
development of, 405-406
evaluation of, 415417
functions of, 414-415
in forward hospitals, 427-428, 429,
430-431, 432
in landing operations, 420
on near shore during invasion of Continent, 421
personnel for, 407-414
recommendations for, 417
Auxiliary radiologic teams in ETOUSA,
238-239, 249, 407-409, 413, 414-415, 421
Auxiliary Surgical Group(s), 330
lst-407, 412, 421
3d--407, 409, 412, 415, 416
use of radiologic teams from, 419
Auxiliary surgical group teams in
ETOUSA, 333, 420
Auxiliary wash tank(s), 78, 379, 521
use of field packing chest as, 82
Aviation, carrier-based, 495
Avranches, 445, 453
Auxilliary lymph nodes, radiation of, in
Hodgkin's disease, 220
Ayers, Mass., 121
Ayerza's disease, 654
Azygos lobes, 653, 810

Bakelite:
effect of weather on, 74
In improvised equipment in Alaskan Department, 789
Bakelite cassettes, deterioration of, 800
Bakelite tabletops in World War 1-49
Bakelite wall in filtration portal for primary beam, 86
Baker cysts, 635
BAKER test in Operation CROSSROADS,
155-5, 907, 911-913
15E-158, 907, 911-91
BAL,
W. F., 836, 845, 846, 852, 862, 869
Bale Geiger counter, 862, 869
BALL, Lt. Col. R., 325, 325n, 401, 461
Ballistics, science of, 24
Baltimore, 19, 109, 115, 837
Baptist Memorial Hospital, 34
BARcLAY, A. E., 331, 353, 365
Bari, 265, 267
Bariumin cholecystography for detection of malingering, 557, 665
In examination of esophagus, 177
in visualization ofabdominal flistulas, 306
small bowel in ascariasis, 316
Barium enema(s), 159, 168, 798
at 105th General Hospital, 700
In CPA, 539
in MTOUSA, 256, 272
in schistosomiasis, 655
in SWPA, 605, 664, 700

B-ration supplements in CBI, 765
Bacillary dysentery inCBI, 759-760
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
824
Backacheas premonitory symptom of malaria,
669-670
in Alaskan Department, 785
In CBI, 766
in CPA, 532
in MTOUSA, 245
in SWPA, 571
Background count In measurement of
isotopes, 857
Backlog of work in ZI hospitals, 17
Bacterial endocarditis, 582
Bad Salzungen, 449
Bagassosls, 653-054
Bailey bridges, 445
BAriD, COL. C. L., 364, 385

instruction In use of, 40, 129
preparation for, 121
provision of hot water for, 440
studies on, inBrazil, 801
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
809
toilet facilities for, 439
in Alaskan Department, 788
unnecessary requests for, 442
with field unit in Trinidad, 798
Barium examination of esophagus, 177
Barium meals, 168
Barium plaster for protection against radiation, 385, 337, 438
in atomic bomb program, 854
Barium sulfate, palatability of, 609
BABNER, Lt. Col. J. L., 133, 142, 206, 207
BARNES, S. W., 836
Barnes General Hospital, 119
BABqNwrx., Col. J. D., 511, 513, 517, 518, 520
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Barracksas hospitals In MTOUSA, 254
at Army School of Roentgenology, 31, 33
BARsosi, 1st Lt. C. S., 260, 261, 268
Barter procurement of equipment in
MTOUSA, 263, 267

Battle Creek, Mich., 196
Battle ofBulge, 447, 448, 456
Coral Sea, 690
El Alamein, 807
Myitkyina, 758, 764

BAaYsH, Lt. Col. N., 405

BAUTE,

Basal cell carcinoma originating in radiodermatitis, 791
Basal cisternae, encephalographic visual-

Bavaria, 400
Bazoilles, 7, 21
Beaujon Hospital, 487

ization of, 755

Lt. Col A. J., 412

BECK, Col. C. S., 209

Base camp at Alamogordo, 883, 884
disposition of personnel at, during detonation of bomb, 884
effects of detonation of bomb at, 884
Base consultants, recommendations for, irk
SWPA, 567, 570-571, 585, 626, 676, 678
Base hospital(s):
equipment for, in World War 1-2, 6, 7
hospitalization for suspected tuberculosis
in, 107
in ZI in World War 1-20
No. 18 in World War I-7
Base Section No. 3, Australia, 562
Base Surgeon, United Kingdom Base Seetion, =29
Base 3, Brisbane, Australia, 678
Basha-type facilities in CBI, 716, 727, 729,
731
"Basic Course in Roentgenology at Army
School of Roentgenology," 37
Basic electricity, instruction of enlisted
technicians in, 590n
Basic equipment inAlaskan Department, 784-788
SWPA, 603
Basic instruction at enlisted technicians'
schools, 128-129
Basic physics:
at Army Medical School, 37, 40, 42
at School for Roentgenographic Technicians, Alaskan Department, 781
in training courses in MTOUSA, 252
training of enlisted technicians in, 362
Basic Subsistence Issue Chart in CBI, 765
Basic techniques in named general hospitals, 162
BAss, Maj. H. E., 164

Bed capacity ofCamp Forrest Station Hospital, 120
Camp Stewart Regional Hospital, 193
Camp Wheeler Station Hospital, 185
convalescent hospitals, 25
1st Field Hospital, 687
Fort Benning Regional Hospital, 193
Fort Bragg Regional Hospital, 193
Fort Jackson Regional Hospital, 193
general hospitals, 25-26
Halloran General Hospital, 146
hospitals in Brazil, 801
Lawson General Hospital, 206
named general hospitals, 120
Oak Ridge Hospital, 872, 873
Provisional Hospital No. 2-515
regional hospitals In ZI, 193
Schofield Barracks Station Hospital, 514
station hospitals, 26, 185
in Alaskan Department, 714
Thomas M. England General Hospital,
161
Tripler General Hospital, 513
Bedside equipment at Ashford General
Hospital, 185
Bedside radiography, 121, 152
at Halloran General Hospital, 157
grids for, 877
in CBI, 731
in ETOUSA, 380, 382
in SWPA, 630
with field unit, 68
In named general hospitals, 138
Bedside tunnel-changer, 91
Bedside units:
In World War 1-7, 48-49, 52
use of, after World War 1-55

Bataan, 559, 560

BEzvoX, Surg. Maj. W. C., 2

Bathtubs in MTOUSA, 272
Battalion aid stations in CBI, 709

Behal Province, 713
Beirut, 670

Batteries in River War, 3
BATT-E1sY, Maj. J., 3

BzLANGzR, Capt. W. G., 319
Beldm, Brazil. 801, 804

Battey General Hospital, 123, 131

Belgian Congo, 867
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INDEX
Belgian hospitals in World War 1-53
inspection of hospitals In, 397
procurement of films from, In ETOUSA,
392
refresher courses in hospitals In, 354
Belgium, 473
BaLL, Lt. Col. J. C., 162, 164
Belladonna before gastrointestinal examination, 171
Bellevue Hospital, 146
Benghazi, 808
Benign lesions, therapy of, 178, 202,
203-204, 208
Beri ber heart, 528, 658-059
BEaKAN, Maj. H. S., 245
Berkeley, 573
Berkeley Campus, University of California,
833, 834, 845, 855, 857, 864n
Berkshire, 442
Berman locator, 89
Bermuda, 796-797
Beryllium:
fabrication of, 879-881
metabolic pathways of, 881
pulmonary-circulatory injuries from, 856
Beryllium dusts, hazards of, at Los Alamos,
881
Besangon, 388
Beta electrons, 864
868
Beta-radiation emitters, 8,
Beta rays:
hazards of, 832
measurement of, 835
minimal daily dosage of, 858
Blak, 501, 562, 571, 666, 698, 701
tubes, 3Blast
3 ocustube,
Bianodic focus
Blandic
Bichromate of potash in Tirah campaign, 2
Bicycle activation of dynamo in River War,

3

Biologists, entrance of, into field of radiology, 844
Biophysics, development of, as special field,
845
Biopsy, serial, of radiated malignant
tumors, 212-213
Biplane marker, 50-52, 53, 74-76, 460
Birmingham, Ala., 185
Bismarck Archipelago, 495
Bivouacking divisions, function of auxiliary
mobile units in, 414
Bivouacs of field hospitals in North Africa,
808
Bizarre movements of intracardiac foreign
bodies, 463
Bizerte, 245
BLACK, MaJ. C. L., 653
BLACK, T. Sgt. L. F., 68
Blackout(s):
at Tripler General Hospital, 510-511
in Okinawa, 529
movement of 35th Evacuation Hospital
in, 445, 446, 447
Blackout material, shortages of, In SPA,
558
Bladder:
diseases of, in SWPA, 667
involvement of, in schistosomiasis, 825
radiation injuries of, 851, 852
reactions of, to supervoltage radiation, 217
rupture of, 306
supervoltage therapy in carcinoma of,
214, 227-230
24 2-3
BLANDY, Vice Adm. W. H. P., 902, 903, 908,
914
damage in Japan, 890-8M
in
oapan,
bomb, 881-882,
Blast daae
effects of
atomic 890-88
892-8

BmDDLE, Capt. R., 429
Bikini Atoll, 902-905, 907, 911, 914, 915
Bikini Lagoon, 911
9
Bile hemopneumothorax,
L
Bilibid Prison, 560

Blast injuries:
in ETOUSA, 473
of chest, 393-394, 471
possible effects of, on plane crews
drop bomb on Japan, 886

BILLICK, Col. E. W., 815

Blast wave after detonation of bomb,
884-885, 886
Blastoactinomycosis, 207
Blastocysts, 222
Blastomycosis inMTOUSA, 312
named general hospitals, 168, 170
Bleb formation in blast Injuries, 473
Blepharitis, 778
BLassz, Brig. Gen. F. A., 419n

Billings General Hospital, 126, 135, 801
BINOHAM, Lt. H. E., 626, 627
Bingham, N. Mex., 883
Binmaley, 629
Biochemists, entrance of, into field of
radiology, 844
Biologic studies at Los Alamos, 881
Biological Radiation Effects Group, Met
Lab, 864-865

to
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Blistering of intensifying screens in SWPA,
615-616
Blood calcium in soft-tissue ossifications,
173
Blood changes after atomic bombing in
Japan, 898
Blood counts InCBI, 734
CPA, 524
production of atomic bomb, 861, 870
protective routine, 257, 259, 337
SWPA, 582
Blood dyscraslas In SWPA, 641, 685
Bm*o, Maj. R. J., 147
BLUM, Capt. B. M., 872
Boa constrictors (anacondas) in Trinidad,
797n
Board certified neurosurgeons in CBI, 749
Board certified radiologists, 16, 195, 704,
80W
in affiliated hospitals, 16
in CBI, 749
in general hospitals, 26
in MTOUSA, 249
in regional hospitals In ZI, 193
in SPA, 549
in station hospitals in ZI, 186, 187
in SWPA, 561, 583, 584, 585, 695
shortages of, after Pearl Harbor, 24
Boeck's sarcold, 168, 207, 653
Boer War, 3-4
BoHR, N. H. D., 837
BoL&.ND, Maj. E. W., 173
Bolero hospitals, 450

Bone(s)--Continued
neoplasms of, 167, 185
osteogenic sarcoma of, 207
sarcoma of, 54, 204
X-ray diagnosis of diseases of, 1
Bone changesafter therapy, 851
in hydatid disease, 823
in leprosy, 822
in paraplegia, 157, 173-175
in yaws, 641-645, 826
Bone damage from cold injury in Alaskan
Department, 792
Bone fragments inhead wounds, localization of, 476, 477-478
spinal canal, 289
Bone grafts, 176
Bone lesions:
in coccidioldomycosis, 169
radiologlc-historical aspects of, 142
Bone marrow damage after bombings in
Japan, 857, 861, 901
Bone marrow syndrome, deaths from, in
Japan, 898-899
Bone-free radiographic localization of intraocular (eitraocular) foreign bodies, 460,
468
Bonnet for daylight fluoroscopy, 76, 85
Bonneval, 453
Bonneville Dam, 875
Bony metabolism in march fractures, 176
Boobytraps:
casualties from, in SWPA, 694
ocular Injuries from, in CBI, 756

Boloskop, 461

BORDEN, Maj. W. C., 4

BoLTox, Col. V. L., 559n, 617, 646, 690,
691, 693
Bomb(s), laboratory for production of, at
Los Alamos, 832
Bomb Safety Section, Operation CROSSROADS, 907
Bombay, 718, 720, 737, 747
Bombing wounds in MTOUSA. 244
Bone(s):
anomalies of, 175-177, 635
carcinoma of, 207
condensation changes in, 162-163
cystic disease of, 167
echinococcus cysts of, in SWPA, 649
experimental studies on deposition of
heavy metals in, 852
injuries of, 175-177
in named general hospitals, 167
(Joints), examination of, 145

Borderline pulmonary lesions, separation
radiographs of, 114
Boredom of inactivity in POA, 505, 574,
575, 577-578, 585
Borough of Richmond, 143
Boston, 833
Boston College, 29
Bottleneck(s):
caused bycasualty load at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 455
poorly planned departments, 439
shortages of litter bearers, 254
shortages of personne, in ETOUSA,
359-60
in MTOUSA, 254-20R5. 419n
prevention of, by auxiliary mobile units,
415, 417
Bougainville, 500, 501, 682
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Bou Hanifia, 302
BowEN, Col. A., 538
BoYD, H. B., 34
BoYER, Lt. Col. R. C., 514, 516
Brachialls anticus, 175
BRADLEY, Lt. D., 914, 914n
BRATLsFOaD, J. F., 359
Brain:
aerocele of, 433
echinococcus cysts of, in SWPA, 649
glioma of, 178
neoplasms of, 167, 204, 207, 685
possible cestode origin of neoplasms, 824
posttraumatic atrophy of, 168
space-occupying lesions of, 649
See also Cerebral.
Brain abscess:
complicating intracranial wounds, 283
encephalography in, 285
of actinomycotic origin, 312
Brain tissues, role of phosphorus 32 in, 835
cyst, 556
Branchogenic
Brazi, 801 n
st4 55incidence
Brazil, 801--804

Breast-Continued
isoeffect recovery curve In carcinoma of,
213
recurrent carcinoma of, 231-233
Brentwood, N. Y., 124
BRICK, Maj. 1. B., 216
Brick construction, protection by, on Continent, 335, 337
Brick walls as factor of protection in CBI,
731
BRIGGs, L. J., 832, 838
Brigham City, 125, 196
Brisbane, 501, 561, 562, 565, 572, 579n, 584,
589, 595, 596, 605, 606, 616, 620, 621, 624,
628, 664, 677, 678, 684, 690-4691, 696, 697
Brisbane General Hospital, 685
Brisbane River, 691
Bristol, 332n
British:
Chief Consultant in Radiology to, 356
cooperation with, in development of
bomb, 838
of pulmonary tuberculosis in,
in World War 1-97

Brazilian troops in Fifth U.S. Army, 247
Breakage (losses) :
and repair in World War 1-7-8
during landing operations in MTOUSA,
266-267
during transshipment, 266
in Bermuda, 797
in CBI, 735, 736-737
in CPA, 521
in ETOUSA, 367, 367n
in MTOUSA, 265-267
in POA, 627, 705, 736-737
in SWPA, 627-628
in World War I-47
of commercial equipment, 93
of fluoroscopic screens, 91
of illuminators in ETOUSA, 379
of tubes in Alaskan Department, 786
reduction of, with improved packing, 40
Breakdown ofcables, 80, 530, 614-615, 677, 799
darkroom equipment in MTOUSA, 263
equipment in SPA, 553
field generators in CPA, 527
pulmonary lesions in service, 99
therapeutic equipment in SWPA, 677
Breakers, 131
Breakup of hospital units in SPA, 547
Breast:
deep therapy for carcinoma of, 207, 211,
852

liaison with, inCBI, 812
ETOUSA, 330-334, 354
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
812
provision of care by, in World War I-53
British access to India, 2
British accessory equipment, delayed delivery of, 376
British airplanes, X-ray search for flaws in,
799
British Army (ies), 247, 324, 354, 355, 359,
362, 3.39, 370
British casualties:
at Battle of Omdurman, 3
care of, in U.S. hospitals In MTOUSA,
247
British chemicals, 743
British Consultant in Radiology,
NATOUSA, 341
British Emergency Medical Service, 333
British engineers' concepts of protection,
335
British equipment:
in World War 1-21
inspection of, at Depot M-400--401
procurement of, in ETOUSA, 332, 367-370
U.S. resistance to use of, 355, 362
varieties of, 370
British Expeditionary Forces in World War
1-7
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British facilities, use of, for U.S. personnelin CBI, 718
in ETOUSA, 331-332
British grids, delayed delivery of, 377
British Guiana, 796, 804
British hospitals:
cancer therapy in, 852
in World War 1-53
radiation therapy of U.S. personnel in,
331-332. 485, 486, 488
training of U.S. personnel in, in
ETOUSA, 353-354
British Institute of Pathology, 371
British Institute of Radiology, 333, 355
British Journal of Radiology, 836
British loans of equipment in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command. 818
British Lucidex grid. 377
British manufacture, circumstances of, 370.
373
British manufacturers, standardization of
equipment by, 371--372
British medical officers in Greco-Turkish
War, 2
British Ministry of Health, 331, 353
British Navy Air Training Center, Trinidad, 799
British participation inRiver War, 2-3
staff conferences. 720-721
British patients:
1
care of, at 35c!t
Rtation Hospital, 799
in CB[, 720
British portable unit, 370. 373
British radiologic practices in World War
1-53
British radiotherapists, cooperation of, 485.
486
British reaction to General Stilwell's
appointment in CBI, 711

Bronchial occlusion in blast inJuries, 473
Bronchiectasis-complicating primary atypical pneumonia,
169
in named general hospitals, 168, 169
in SWPA, 652
of congenital origin, 313
Bronchitis, 104
complicating typhus in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
Bronchogenic carcinoma, 312
Bronchogenic neoplasms, 155
Bronchography, 149, 164, 168
at 105th General Hospital, 700
before Induction, 168
in Alaskan Department, 793, 795
in primary atypical pneumonia, 169
training in, 129
Bronchopleura! communications in empyema, 473
Bronchopleural fistula (s), 168, 305
Bronchopneumoniacomplicating typhus in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
in leptospiral diseases in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
in malaria in CBI, 757
in MTOUSA, 310
in World War 1-54
Bronze Star Medal, 332
Brooke Army Medical Center, 93
Brooke General Hospital, 126, 131, 176, 196
Brooklyn, 115, 428n
BsooKs, MaJ. W. S., 583
BRowN, MaJ. C., 528, 529
BRowN, Lt. Col. H. 0., 173
BaowNq, Lt. Col. W. H., 549, 551
BsucE, Lt. F., 3
Brucellosisin Middle East, 823-824
of spine, 668

British Red Cross. 1

BRUNDAGE,

British Solus table. 380
British sources, procurement ofchemicals from, in ('BI. 742
films from, in ETOUSA. 392British studies on blast effects in goats, 882
British training of enlisted technicians, 362
British transportation system, overtaxing
of, 373
British West Indies, 147, 797
Brittany, 445
Bromhidrosis, 682
Bronchial asthma, rejection of draftees
with, 104

Bruns General Hospital, 121
Bubonic plague, 822
Bucket water circulation in film processing
unit, 78
Buck-X-Ograph Co., 61, 79, 627
Bucky (Potter) diaphragm, 94, 137, 138,
190
construction of, from grid in SWPA, 605
equipment of table unit with, 377
equipment of urologic table with, 317
improvisation of, InETOUSA, 386-388
SWPA, 611

MaJ. B. T., 583

INDEX
Bucky (Potter) diaphragm-Continued
lack of, infield unit, 261
MTOUSA, 271-272, 273
need for, In injuries of spine, 289
nonuse of, ingastric radiography, 373, 383-384
localization of intraocular foreign
bodies, 24n, 468
production of, from critical materials, 371
recommendation for provision of, 273
shortages of, inSWPA, 605
Trinidad, 798
Buda Diesel generator, 736
Budapest, 400
Buxrrrzs, Maj. R. J., 843, 90W
Buffalo, 842
"Bugs," elimination of, .In early models of
equipment, 69
Buoutr, A., 463
Buildings used forhospitals in MTOUSA, 254
personnel centers, 104
Buildup of medical facilities in-Australia, 560-502
CPA after Pearl Harbor, 513-516
New Guinea, 560-562
Philippines after return, 562-563
SWPA, 559-564
Bulge, Battle of, 447,456
Bullet (s) :
removal of, at front, 4
X-ray localization of, in pre-World Wars
period, 1, 2, 3, 4
Bullet wounds in MTOUSA, 244
Bulious pulmonary emphysema, 104
Buna, 661, 695
Buna-Gona area, 691
Buna-Gona campaign, 633, 663, 691
Bumm, Lt. Col. W. E., 513
BunwouD, Maj. T. H.. 302
Burlington, 192
Burma, 709, 711, 719, 728, 731, 736, 740,
747, 763
defeat in, 71S-716
Burma Road, 711, 716, 734
Burning out of-o
cables in OWPA, 614
darkroom equipment in 8WPA, 618-019
Burns:
after supervoltage therapy in Hodgkin's
disease, 218
deaths from, after bombings In Japan,
898-899
in Air Force personnel, 698
Bursa (ae.), abnormalities of, 635-036

951
Bursitis, 141, 207, 682, 826
BusH, V., 838, 839, 840
Bush (scrub) typhus inCB1, 760-763
SWPA, 633, 656
Bushnell General Hospital, 125, 131, 137,
144, 170, 196
Butler, Pa., 126
Buttocks, wounds of, 442
Buzz (V-1) bombs, 473
C rations, 609
Cable(s) :
added length of, as protective factor, 88
care of, in SWPA, 614-615
effect of moisture on, in CBI, 735
shortages of, in Trinidad, 798
Cable breakdowns, 530, 677, 799
Cadre of enlisted technicians for station
hospitals in ZI, 187
Cairo, 3, 801, 807, 811, 812, 816, 822, 827
Calcaneus:
noncombat fractures of, 634
solitary cysts of, 176
Calcificationin hydatid disease, 823
in peritendinitis, 490
in posterior Joint spaces of spine, 172
in schistosomiasis, 654, 825, 826
of chest as disqualification for commission, 191
of faIx, 478
of liver, 175
of pancreas, 175

of pineal gland, 478
of soft tissues, densitometry in, 162-163
of worms in dracunculiasis, 824
Calcified larvae in trichinosis, 824
Calcified pulmonary lesions, 102-108, 114,
191
Calcified subcutaneous nodules in cestode
infection, 824
Calcium, role of phosphorus 32 in binding
of, 835
Calcium tungstate screens, 871
Calculi:
diagnosis of, 1
in schistosomiasis, 825
Calcutta, 717, 731, 734, 735, 737, 747, 765
CALDWzLL, Col. 3. M., 504
Caldwell-Carman Lecture of 1944--ln
Calibrating supplies for survey team in
Japan, 888
Calibration of-dosimeters, 852
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Calibration of-Continued
field units for superficial therapy, 141,
192, 109
by Australian physicians, 572
by manufacturers in SWPA, 678, 682
in MTOUSA, 319,321
in SWPA, 678-679
in Trinidad, 799
recommendations for, 704
intensifying screens, 91
California, training camps in, 536
California Physicians' Service, 875
Callus(es), therapy of, 208
Callus formation, delay in, in SWPA, 634
Calvarium:
fractures of, 754
gutter wounds of, 757
Cambridge, England, 332n
Cambridge, Mass., 833
Cambridge, Ohio, 126
Cambridge University, 212
Camels InRiver War, 3
Tirah campaign, 2
Camp Atterbury, Ind., 134
Camp Barkeley Station Hospital, 188,
189-190, 361
Camp Blanding Regional Hospital, 194
Camp Butner Station Hospital, 185, 187, 189
Camp Claiborne, 724
Camp Forrest Station Hospital, 120
Camp Greculeaf, 20-21
Camp Haan, 134
Camp hospitals, X-ray equipment in, in
World War I-6
Camp Limay, 5W
Camp McCoy, 115
Camp Meade, 51
Camp Russell B. Huckstep, Sahara, 807
Camp Stewart Regional Hospital, 90, 193
Camp Upton, 135
Camp Wheeler Station Hospital, 185
CAMp'ILL,

Col. E. M., 245

Canada, 831, 869
Canadian hospitals, cancer therapy in, 852
Canadian prisoners of war, 445
Canadian-U.S. First Special Service Force,
247
Canal Zone, 796
Cancellation of Test CHARLIE, 913
Cancellous bony structures, involvement of,
in yaws, 644
Cancer. See Carcinoma; Malignant disease,
special types.

Cancer therapy, recruitment of workers in,
for MED, 846
Cancer therapy teams, need for physicists
on, 844
Cannibalization of spare parts In ETOUSA,
402
Cantonment facilities at Halloran General
Hospital, 149
Cantonment hospitals, 131
equipment for, in World War I--6
in Alaskan Department, 772
in Australia, 596
in SWPA, 600, 691, 697
CANTRIL, S. T., 846, 864, 864n, 878
Canvas:
fluoroscopy under, in ETOUSA, 377
operations under, inAlaskan Department, 772, 782
ETOUSA, 371, 414, 421, 422, 423, 429,
437, 439
Liberia, 805
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
818
MTOUSA, 254, 256, 257
New Guinea, 598, 600
North Africa. 808
Philippines, 562-563
SPA, 552
SWPA, 593, 600
Trinidad, 797
operations under, of1st Evacuation Hospital, 688, 689,
692-693
12th Evacuation Hospital, 453
35th General Hospital, 695
75th Station Hospital, 529
132d General Hospital, 701
233d General Hospital, 530-531
practice operations under, 452
protective factors in operations under,
317, 578
in MTOUSA, 257

Capacity ofenlisted technicians' school at O'Reilly
General I1ospital, 127
field generators, 81
field units, 90
Cape of Good Hope, 807
Cape York, 694
Capitol Awning Co., 77-78
Captive lung. See Hemothorax; Organizing hemothorax.
Captured equipment inETOUSA, 398-401, 460-461
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Captured equipment in-Continued
Japan, 630-631, 698
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
818
MTOUSA, 264-265, 268
Captured German equipment for localization of foreign bodies, 460-461
Captured German hospitals, auxiliary mobile units in, 415
Carbasone, 663
Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Co., 872
Carbon as slowing-down agent, 837n
Carbon dioxide localization of intraocular
foreign bodies, 756
Carbon tetrachloride:
hazards of, in atomic bomb program, 856
use of, on cables in SWPA, 615
Carcinoma ofbladder, combined surgical-radiation
management of, 227-230
in SWPA, 667
supervoltage therapy of, 214
breast, 231-233
cervix, 204, 207, 211, 851, 852
supervoltage therapy of, 230-231
cheek, 827
esophagus, supervoltage therapy of, 214
face, 204
intestine, 168
lip, 178, 204, 205
lung, 168
maxillary antrum, 231
mouth, 231
isoeffect recovery curve in, 213
nasopharynx, 204

Cardiac chambers:
shell fragments In, 290, 658
visualization of, 177
Cardiac changes in scrub typhus, 761-762
Cardiac disabilities, rejection of draftees
for, 658
Cardiac disease in MTOUSA, 314
Cardiac enlargement in arteriovenous fistulas, 178
Cardiac shadows in natives in CPA, 526
Cardiac status,794demonstration of, by
apicgraphy,
aricosrvey i95
Cardiac tamponade, 292, 297, 893
Cardlo-angiography, 177
Cardtokymography, improvisation of, in
ETOUSA, 391
Cardiorespiratory imbalance, correction of,
292
Cardiospasm, 168, 170, 662
Cardiovascular anomalies in MTOUSA, 313
Cardiovascular conditions in named general hospitals, 177-178
Carentan, 438, 445
Cargo carriers, utilization of radiologic
personnel on, 250
Caribbean Defense Command, 795-806
Cariga, 689
Carlisle Barracks, 22. 93
Carlos Island, 526
CARLSoiI, Lt. Col. G. D., 176
Carmarthen, 452
Carnegie Institute for Terrestrial Magnetism, 208
Carnegie Institution of Washington, 837,
838

pancreas, 178

CARNEY, Maj. H., 269

parotid, 231
pharynx, 231
isoeffect recovery curve in, 213
prostate, 233
supervoltage therapy In, 214
rectum, 205
sigmoid, 664
skin, 178, 204, 205, 207

Carpal area, osteochondritis dissecans of,
536
Carpal bones, involvement of, in yaws, 644
Carpal navicular, fractures of, inCPA, 535, 536
SWPA, 634
Carrier aviation, 495
Carrizozo, N. Mex., 883, 885

stomach, 151

CARROLL, Brig. Gen. P. J., 560

in named general hospitals, 170
in SWPA, 662
testis, 215
tonsil, 205
See aleo Malignant diseases; special
types and locations.
Cardboard film holders as substitute for
cassettes, 137, 569

Carthage, N. Mex., 882, 883
Cartilage(s) of knee, injuries of, in
MTOUSA, 275
Cartilaginous changes after radiation
therapy, 851
Casablanca, 804
CAsr., Lt. Col. J. T., 53, 606, 645n
Case finding by mass radiography, 107

964
Case histories:
accidental administration of plaster of
paris, 364-365
actinomycosis of brain, 312
agenesis of lung, 313
amebic liver abscess, 550, 665
anomalous subclavian artery, 178
bagassosis, 653--654
basal carcinoma of cheek, 827
bilateral massive pulmonary fibrosis, 652
calcified cysts in hepatic disease, 823
cancer of skin, 209
clostridial myositis in SWPA, 682-683
connective tissue sarcoma, 685
encephalography in CB1, 750-753
excessive exposure to radiation, 338
fracture of os calcis, 696
hookworm, 758
localization of foreign bodies, 821
migratory foreign body in chest, 290-291
multiple injuries at Pearl Harbor, 512
neoplasm of thymus, 658
penetrating gunshot wound of head,
755-756
perforating gastric 0Acer after supervoltage radiation, 226
presentation of, at staff conferences, 121,
130-131, 154-155
pulmonary infarction, 177
radiation burns of face caused by carelessness, 791
radiation therapy in clostridial myositis,
542
reaction to intravenous pyelography,
667-668
regional enteritis in SWPA, 664
rupture of diaphragm, 652
skull fracture with chest complications,
748, 750-753
tablespoon in stomach, 647
tumor of testis, 719
Caseload. See Workload.
Caseous pulmonary lesions, 108
Caserne des Volontaires, 455
Caserta, 245, 253, 254, 256, 268
Cassette bins in SWPA, 618
Cassette changers:
at 42d General Hospital, 797
at 132d General Hospital, 701
critique of, in ETOUSA, 379
for cerebral angiography, 151
improvisation of, 89-N0, 137, 610
rejection of, 60
space for, 438
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Cassette tunnel-changers, 91, 152
Cassettes:
deterioration of, inCBI, 738-739
SPA, 615-616
in auxiliary mobile units, 414
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
813
positioning of, for spot-film radiography.
133-134, 150-151
procurement of, in ETOUSA, 367
production of, from critical materials, 371
recommendations for, 139
shortages of, 137
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 449
in Alaskan Department, 788
in ETOUSA, 376
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 818
in station hospitals in ZI, 189
in SWPA, 700
sizes of, in CBI, 738
use of, as film holders in SWPA, 616
warping of, in Trinidad, 800
Casual medical officers, arrival of, in
Australia, 561
Casualties at Pearl Harbor, 510, 511-512,
515, 542
evacuation of, to named general hospitals, 185
from Buna-Gona campaign, 562, 633
from CPA, 499
from island campaigns in CPA, 525
from Okinawan campaign, 527
from Palawan invasion, 693
management of, in Alaskan Department,
792
provision of data on, on X-ray requests,
426
reception of, from LST's after D-day in
ETOUSA, 427
selection of, for radiography In ,orward
areas, 426-427, 428, 429, 430, 431,
432-433
transfer of films with, in forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 427, 428, 431, 432
"Catalina" (PBY) flying boat, 551
Cataracts after radiation therapy, 851
Catastrophe, arrangements for, at detonation of first bomb, 884
Cattle, effect of bomb on, 885
Cauda equina:
trauma to, 173
wounds of, 479

INDEX
CAuLx, R. M., 216
Causes for separation from service in
World War 1-113
Cavitation:
in coccldloidomycosis, 169, 537
in lung fluke, 537
in primary atypical pneumonia, 538
l tuberculosis in SWPA, 651-652
rejection of, draftees with, 102
Celanite, 2
Cell destruction by supervoltage radiation,
210-211
Cellulitis, 141
radiation therapy for, 67, 488, 490, 540
Celhdoid protection of screen in River War,
3
Cement flooring inCBI, 730
fixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 440
forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 423
hospitals on Continent, 423, 424, 437, 439
SWPA, 695
Townsville, 596
Centers for specialized care:
allotment of equipment to, in United
Kingdom, 370
at named general hospitals, 185
in ETOUSA, 348
in MTOUSA, 241
recommendations for equipment for, 157
Central clearing agency for difficult-toidentify films, 154
Central Committee of German Red Cross, 1
Central electric power generators in
ETOUSA, 378
Central Europe, campaigns in, 443
Central Facilities Division, Clinton Engineer Works, 870
Central filing of films in ETOUSA, 341
Central nervous system injuries, X-ray
diagnosis of, 1
tolerance doses of supervoltage radiation

for, 216n
wounds of, in ETOUSA, 476-481
Central Pacific Area, 495, 497-499, 509-543
administrative considerations in, 517-524
clinical considerations in, 535-543
logistics of, 517--524
structure of, 568
Central power from hospital plants, 420
Central power units, poor location of, in
MTOUSA hospitals, 260
Cerebellum:
penetrating wounds of, 280-281
priority surgery in wounds of, 270
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Cerebral angiography, 149, 151, 157
Cerebral arteriography in SWPA, 649
Cerebral atrophy, 755
Cerebral damage, encephalographic demonstration of, 753
Cerebral neoplasms, 155
Cerebral shifts, 749
Cerebral substance, loss of, in debridement,
285
Cerebral trauma at named general hospitals, 167
Cerebrospinal fluid, changes in, in penetrating cerebral wounds, 285
Certification:
credit toward, for service, 109
in radiation therapy, 194
Cervical adenitis, 488
Cervical curves, 172
Cervical disks, lesions of, 142
Cervical lymph nodes, radiation of, in
Hodgkin's disease, 220
Cervical spine:
improvised radiography of, in Middle
East (Persian Gulf) Command, 818
lateral radiography of, 385
Cervical vertebrae, congenital dislocation
of, 173
Cervix:
carcinoma of, 204, 207, 230-231, 851, 852
serial biopsies during radiation therapy
of, 213, 230
supervoltage radiation for carcinoma of,
211, 230-231
Cestode infection in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 824
Cevitamic acid in march fractures, 176
Chain letters to describe improvised equipment in ETOUSA, 379
Chain-reacting piles, 831, 832
CHALEX, Capt. J. L., 245
Chalfonte-Haddon Hall, 131, 158
CHAMBEMAIN,

W. E., 89

Change(s)in designbecause of materials shortages. 71-72
of film processing unit, 78
in subarachnoid air patterns in encephalography, 285
of positions as source of error in foreign
body localization, 74, 76
of tubes as sources of error in foreign
body localization, 74
Change tug, 911
Changehouses in atomic bomb program,
859, 865, 911
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Changeover switches, 135
Channel Base Section 328
Chaoul contact unit, 319
CHAPMAN, A. K., 848
Characteristics of combat-incurred fractures, 634
CHARLES, D. C., 836, 845, 852
Charleston, 805
CHARLIE test, cancellation of, 913
Charters Towers, 617, 694
Chartres, 453
Charts for reactions to radiation therapy,
210
Check of protective measures in ETOUSA,
337
Cheltenham, 367, 409
Chemical activities, effect of supervoltage
radiation on, 210
Chemical fogging of films, 140SW
one,796SWPA,
Cnal
In
in Canal Zone,
619
in SWPA, 619
Chemical section of film processing unit,
78
Chemical warfare agents, 265
Chemical Warfare Service, ETOUSA, 396
Chemicals:
in forward areas, 94
in CBI, 743
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 817
in water, effect of, on films, 372
packing of, in field chests, 82
procurement of, in CBI, 472
Chemistry Division, Met Lab, 864
Chemotherapy, 24
Cherbourg, 357, 445
Chest:
abnormalities of, 24
diagnosis of diseases of, in World War
1-53
diseases of, 169-170
in MTOUSA, 310-314
in SWPA, 654-657
examination of abdomen in wounds of,
442
fluoroscopy of, 134-13.
fungus diseases of, in- MTOUSA, 312
named general hospitals, 169-170
improvisations for radiography of, in
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
818
instruction in diseases of, at Army School
of Roentgenology, 43, 44
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Chest-Continued
involvement of, in schistosomiasis in
SWPA, 654-655
localization of foreign bodies inin ETOUSA, 357
in MTOUSA, 290-291, 292
in SWPA, 646-647
manifestations of tropical diseases of, in
SWPA, 703
modified optimum kilovoltage technique
for radiography of, 162
neoplasms of, 312-313, 654
rejection of draftees with nontuberculous
lesions of, 104
stereoscopic examinations of, 611, 793
studies of wounds of, at 36th General
Hospital, 240
on trauma of, in ETOUSA, 459
studies
technical memorandum on lesions of, in
,57
571
techniques of examination of, 164
training in radiography of, 129
tropical diseases of, in SWPA, 654-657
wounds ofat Halloran General Hospital, 157
in ETOUSA, 473-475
in MTOUSA, 244, 245, 290-305
In SWPA, 650
serial examinations in, 535
Chest board, improvisation of, in SWPA,
608
Chest cassette racks, improvisation of, in
CPA, 521
Chest examinations:
at Halloran General Hospital, 156
at 105th General Hospital, 700
at 12th General Hospital, 243
before induction, 67, 97-101
before movement overseas, 191
by photofluorography in CPA, 522
improvisation of cassette holders for, 615
in CBI, 714, 718, 738
in ETOUSA, 364
in personnel centers, 97-117, 794
in SWPA, 650-658
in ZI hospitals, 145, 191
of native children in Okinawa, 532
on separation from service, 191
techniques of, in SPA, 554-555
with field units inBrazil, 802
MTOUSA, 273
Chest findings inbush (scrub) typhus in CBI, 761-763
hookworm In SWPA, 663
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Chest findings In-Continued
natives in CPA, 526
SWPA, 656-657
Chest injuriesat Pearl Harbor, 512
in MTOUSA, 245
Chest radiography:
indications for, 100-101
policies for, in Office of Surgeon General,
98-101
practices in, in personnel centers, 97
Chest survey(s)-in Alaskan Department, 785
in SWPA, 650-651
of Japanese personnel, 698
of officers' training school candidates in
SWPA, 620
Chest units in Honolulu. 514
Chest wall:
actinomycosis of, 668
fractures of, 393
in clotted hemothorax, 473
retraction of, in pleurisy, 104
Chests for packing of field equipment, 82
CHLANO KAI-SHEK, Generalissimo (President), 711, 716
Chicago, 19, 23, 26, 60, 79, 85, 131, 135,
278, 326n, 781, 849, 856
Chicago Beach Hotel, 131
Chief Consultant in Radiology to British
Army, 354
Chief of Redeployment, Office of Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 353
Chief of Staff, Chinese Nationalist Army,
711
Chief of Staff, Philippine Army, 605
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA. See Office of
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA; Maj. Gen.
P. R. Hawley.
Chief Surgical Consultant, OTSG, 205
Childhood, fractures of skull in, 650
Children's Hospital, Denver, 326n
China, 353, 498, 711, 716, 717
China-Burma-India theater, 709-767
administrative considerations in, 717-721
clinical considerations In, 748-766
equipment in, 734-748
facilities In, 727-734
medicomilitary considerations in, 709-711
military considerations in, 709-711
origin of, 710-711
personnel in, 721-727
therapy in, 766
China theater, creation of, 710-711
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Chinese Armies, 713
care of, in U.S. hospitals in CBI, 709,
719
casualties of, in CBI, 757
difficulties of otaining autopsies in, 748n
examination of, in CBI, 717
malaria in, in CBI, 757
medical personnel, training of, in CBI,
719
Chinese Nationalist Army, 710
Chinese Republic, 710
transportation system of, 710
Chiniofon, 663
CHITTENDEiN, Maj. G., 164
Chlorine content of water inCBI, 737
SWPA, 622
Choked disks, 182
Cholecystographyfor detection of malingering, 557, 665
in Alaskan Department, 793
preparation for, 121
training in, 129
Cholera:
absence of radiologic manifestations in,
822
fear of, in Alaskan Department, 775
Cholesteatomas in SWPA, 650
Chorlopapillary trophocarcinoma of testis,
223
CHuaSTu, Col. A. C., 4n, 5, 6, 8, 45, 45n,
47, 53, 89
Christie Hospital, 331, 332n, 485
Chromosomal activities, result of supervoltage radiation on, 210
Chronic bronchitis, rejection of draftees
with, 104
Chronic diseases existent before induction,
168
Chronic eczema, 141
Chronic fibrinous pleurisy, 104
Chronicityin yaws, 644
of bone lesions in coccidioidomycosls, 170
Chronology ofspondylolisthesis, 173
ventricular damage in gunshot wounds
of head, 755
yaws, 643-644
Chungking, 711
Chupadera Mesa, 885
CHURCH, P. E., 858
CHURCHILL, Col. E. D., 209
Cincinnati, 428n
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Circuits, instruction in, at Army School
of Roentgenology, 42
Circular Letters, Office of Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA:
No. 46, 23 Mar. 1943-485, 486, 490, 491
No. 98, 30 May 1943-328
No. 71, 15 May 1944-421
No. 80, 10 June 1944-440
No. 149, 31 Dec. 1944--337-338
No. 72, 8 Oct. 1945-401
Circular Letters, OTSG:
No. 147, 6 Nov. 1942--624
No. 193, 30 Nov. 1943-144
"Circular of Information for Supervising
Inspectors of X-ray Laboratories Concerning the Method of Preparing Inspection Forms," 9
Circulating film library, 142-143
Cirrhosis of liver in schistosomiasis in
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
825
Cisterna Chlasmatica, encephalographic
visualization of, 755
City health departments, cooperation of, in
mass radiography, 107
Civil Service, 123, 188
Civilian centers in United Kingdom, provision of radiation therapy In, for U.S.
troops, 331-332
Civilian clerical help InMTOUSA, 246
station hospitals in ZI, 188
SWPA, 624-25
Civilian clinics:
preinduction radiographs in. 116
reference of draftees to, 110
Civilian Conservation Corps, 106
Civilian consultant(s)at Halloran General Hospital, 155
at personnel centers, 115--116
Manhattan Engineer District, 872
to Surgeon General in plastic surgery,
141
Civilian criticism ofArmy training program, 28-29, 41n
field unit, 83-85
Civilian current, utilization of, in
ETOUSA, 379, 425
Civilian equipment In CPA, 518
Civilian experiencein maintenance (repair) of equipment,
138
in supply, 253
with foreign bodies in eye, 275
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Civilian hospitals:
in Hawaii, prewar preparations in, 509,
511
liaison of radiologists with, in named
general hospitals, 143
personnel of, in MTOUSA, 239
procurement of equipment from, in
MTOUSA, 261-263, 265
protection of personnel of, 334
supervoltage therapy in, 199
tumor boards in, 208
utilization of, in MTOUSA, 254
Civilian housing for officers at Army School
of Roentgenology, 33
Civilian laboratories, chest radiography of
draftees In, 101
Civilian maintenance of equipment in station hospitals in ZI, 190
Civilian management of malignant disease,
202
Civilian medical schools, cooperation of, in
Army training, 125
Civilian participation in atoi ic bomb production, 832
Civilian personnel atFitzsimons General Hospital, 123, 124,
126, 147, 151,627, 781
Halloran General Hospital, 147-148, 151,
155
personnel centers, 110
regional hospitals, 194
Schofield Barracks General Hospital, 514
Walter Reed General Hospital, 123
Civilian personnel InCPA, 519
MTOUSA, 254
named general hospitals, 124-125, 126
Civilian physicians, liaison with, inAlaskan Department, 749
Australia, 573
ETOUSA, 327, 330-334, 354, 369
Malaysia, 701
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
812
MTOUSA, 247-248
Philippines, 573, 697, 699
SPA, 550-551
Civilian practice:
closed injuries of abdomen in, 306
German equipment used In, 400
handling of films In, 340
Injuries of spine in, 289
preparation for gastrointestinal studies
in, 664
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Civilian practlce--Continued
training of enlisted technicians for, in
MTOUSA, 252
Civilian radiologists, cooperation of, instation hospitals in ZI, 192
World War I-8
Civilian repair of equipment by British
in ETOUSA, 401
Civilian technicians:
after return to Philippines, 590-591
in station hospitals in ZI, 188
training of, at enlisted technicians
schools, 127
Civilian-trained enlisted technicians inCB1, 725, 727
MTOUSA, 267
SPA, 551
SWPA, 589
Civilian training o*.Army radiolo&1stss, proposal for, 28-29
radiologists in ,tation hospitals in ZI,
186
Civilipn type Done diseases in SWPA,
41-45
Civilan-type dir.ases of extremities in
MTOUSA, 275
Civilian-type fractures of spine in
ETOUSA, 479
Civilian-type radiologic service in Australia, 52
Civilian use of depository of films in VA,
111
illi
Civilian wastage of films, 27458
Civilians:
care ofin Philippines, 563
in Trinidad, 799
examination of, in CBI, 717, 718
incidence of tuberculosis In, in Philippines, 651
liaison with, inAlaska, 779
CBI, 718-719
prohibition of care of, in CBI, 718-719
CLARK, K. C., 359
Clark Field, 559, 560
CLARSx, E. K., 874
Classification ofclinical publications from named general
hospitals, 168-169
experts in tuberculosis, 109
Hodgkin's disease, 218-219
malignant disease of testis, 221-223
personnel in ETOUSA, 345-348
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Classification of--Continued
spondylolisthesis as congenital anomaly,
671
Classroom space for Army School of
Roentgenology, 29
CLIUSSEN, D., 874
Clavicles:
absence of, in Eskimos, 795
fractures of, 535
involvement of, in yaws, 645
Clearing stations:
In CBI, 709
limited use of radiologists in, in
MTOUSA, 238
recommendations for radiologic service
in, 6834
workload in, 405
Cleidocranial dysostoses in Alaskan Department, 795
CLEM.NCEAU, P., 42
Clerical assistanceat regional hospitals, 194
in CBI, 747
Clerical dutiesat Halloran General Hospitalý 147
in CPA hospitals, 519
of enlisted technicians, 519
Clerical personnel in named general hospitals, 122
Cleveland, 61, 88
Climate:
Ciae
as cause of skin infections in SWPA,
582
as desideratum in relocation of Army
School of Roentgenology, 29
effect of, onbooks in SWPA, 575
equipment In POA, 505
equipment in SPA, 553, 554
equipment in SWPA, 612-616
films in CPA, 522
island campaigns in CPA, 526
processing equipment in CPA, 501, 522
radiologic practice in SWPA, 575-577
skin diseases in Alaska, 795
of Alaskan Department, 771
4' CBI, 709, 727
" CPA, 520
of Memphis, 30
of New Guinea, 601
of POA, 495
of SPA, 500
of SWPA, 495, 501-502, 576-577
pneumonia attributable to, 161
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Climate-Continued
See also Environment; Humidity; Rainfall; etc.
Climatic etiology of delayed callus formation in New Guinea, 634
Clinch River, 872
Clinical considerations inAlaskan Department, 792-795
CBI, 748-766
CPA, 535, 543
ETOUSA, 459-489
Japan after atomic bombings, 893-901
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
821-827
MTOUSA, 274-317
named general hospitals, 166-182
SPA, 556-557
SWPA, 633-674
Clinical experiences, exchange of, among
ZI hospitals, 143
Clinical histories:
correlation of, with X-ray findings, 27
with X-ray requests, 426-427
chest
for mandatory
Clinical Indications
-~Alaskan
IIn dratees
radiographs radigraps
draftees, 1W0101TetBKR91
in MTOUSA, 247
Clinical photography
Clnialpitue
f-control
Clinical picture
of-anmebic liver abscess in SWPA, fl66om,55
anomalous subclavian artery, 1&8
East
dysentery
In Middle824
bacillary
(Persian
Gulf) Command,
bagnssosis in SWPA,
824
Ewing'is inrcon
A, 651
Ewing's sarcoma, 181
gastrointestinal diseases in SWPA, 661,
662
herniated nucleus pulposus, 673
hookworm, 758
malaria in SWPA, 669-670
pulmonary paragonimiasis, 654
tsutsugamushi fever in CBI, 760-761
urinary tract diseases In SWPA, 666-6M7
Clinical radiology in World War I-53-54
Clinical relation of voltage to skin
erythema, 211
Clinical studies with phosphorus 32-835
Clinical teaching in native installations
In SWPA, 550
Clinical trainingat enlisted technicians' schools, 128-129
in radiation therapy, 196
Clinically insignificant pulmonary lesions,
113-114
Clilnicopathologic conferences at Army
School of Roentgenology, 44

Clinton, Iowa, 125
Clinton Engineer Works, 841, 847, 853, 864,
870, 872, 874
Closed coil transformers, 45
Closed cycle in atomic bomb production,
858
Closed drying racks in ETOUSA, 378
Closed injuries ofabdomen, 306
chest in MTOUSA, 393
Clostridial myositis:
absence of, in MTOUSA, 320
diagnosis of, inETOUSA, 481-483
World War 1--therapy of, 67, 208
in CPA, 541-542
in SWPA, 634, 682-683
Cloatridium welchii, 481, 482-483, 542-543
Clothesrack, use of field packing chest as,
82
Clothing:
cnamian

of, i
5- 786
Department,
775,

TestrBAKoR,
of, in 911
production
bomb, 859

of

atomic

effect of rainfall on, in SWPA, 577
influence of, on blast effects, 882
Clotted hemothorax :
apparent clostridial myositis after,
482-483
in ETOUSA, 473-475
In MTOUSA, 298
Clotted pneumothorax, 393
Coarctation of aorta, 313, 658
Coastal assault on Japan, probable mortality of, 889
Coastguardsmen in Army hospitals In
SPA, 547
Cobalt bomb, 198
Coccldioldomycosls, 155, 168, 169,312
in CPA, 536-537
in MTOUSA, 312
Coconuts, fractures of skull from, in
SWPA, 634, 648
Code forcritical materials in Manhattan Project,
848
radiologic qualifications, 195
CoE, F. 0., 4n, 45, 45n
Coen, Australia, 694
COHaN, Capt. M., 58

INDEX
Coils InRiver War, 3
Spanish-American War, 4
Tirah campaign, 2
World War I-7
Cold injury in Alaskan Department, 792
CoLE, K. S., 846, 864
CoLEs, Maj. W. C., 559n, 614, 618
Colitis inMTOUSA, 314
named general hospitals, 168
SWPA, 664
Collagenous diseases, 155
Collecting stations in CBI, 709
College of France, 837n
College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, 143, 155
Collimators, 215, 682
Collinor units, 399
Colon:
carcinoma of, 207
rupture of, 306
techniques of examination of, in named
general hospitals, 165
Colonial War Memorial Hospital, Suva,
550
Colorado, 831, 869
Colostomy, examination after, 165
COLTON, MaJ.CoL~o,
B., 147malignant
147 Ma.
B.
Columbia River, 832, 853, 855, 875
protection of, from contamination at
Hanford, 878-879
Columbia University, 143, 155, 837t88,
8
Alloyed Materials) Lab(Special
SAM
oratory,
832incrioaocev,85
Columbus Barracks, 45
ColubusBarrcks
45units,
Combat, relation of gastrointestinal complaints to, in SWPA, 661-662
Combat casualties:
examination of, 67
in CPA, 535
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 809
in Philippines after Pearl Harbor, 559
radiography of, in ZI, 371
Combat experiences of 35th Evacuation
Hospital, 443-450
Combat injuries:
in CBI, 748-757
in Middle and Far East Commands, 821
of extremities in MTOUSA, 275
presentation of, in circulating film
library, 142
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Combat material, priority of, in CBI, 734
Combat wounds, tropical diseases superimposed on, 633
Combat zone, nonradiologic duties of radiologists in, 24
Comberg contact technique of Pfeiffer, 165
Combination field and table units, display
of, to civilian radiologists, 83
Combination field unit, research on, 92
Combination film drier and loading bin,
79-80, 82
Combination machine-table (air flow) unit,
71-72
Combined Anglo-American Chiefs of Staff,
710
Combined British-U.S. professional meetings in ETOUSA, 333
Combined Chiefs of Staff, 71
Combined fluoroscopic and darkroom tent
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 817
Combined neurosurgical-radiologic studies
on encephalography InCBI, 749-756
MTOUSA, 283-285
Combined radiation-surgical management
of-inoperable carcinoma of prostate, 233
disease, 209
maliisant2isease,220
tes
221, 22322
radiographic-fluoroscopic unit,
Combined
134
Combined radium-X-ray therapybefore World War II--51
in carcinoma of cervix, 851
Combined use of mobile and fixed table
256
units 256
Commanding General, U.S. Army Forces In
China, Burma, and India, 711
Commercial film demonstrations at enlisted
technicians' schools, 129
Commercial generating equipment in ZI
installations, 82
Commercial generators, unsuitability of,
for field use, 80
Commercial X-ray equipment:
breakage of, 93
comparison of, with Army equipment, 88
in Army hospitals after World War I55
safety of, 85
Comminutionin penetrating wounds of spine, 289
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Comminution-Continued
of combat fractures, 634
of noncombat fractures, 634
Committee on Medical Defense, Medical
and Chirurgical Faculty of Medicine,
University of Maryland School of Medicine, 109
Committee on Medical Research, Office of
Scientific Research and Development, 860
Committee on Medicine, NRC, 99
Committee on Military Affairs, American
College of Chest Physicians, 98
Committee on Preparedness, American
Roentgen Ray Society, 6, 19
Committee on Surgery, NRC, 89
Commonwealth agencies in Australia, 561
Commonwealth X-Ray and Radium Laboratory, 678
Communications between OTSG and theaters, inadequacy of, inCBI, 722, 747
SWPA, 566, 567, 571
Communications Zone, ETOUSA, radiology
in, 435-442
Communists inside of China, 710
Community cooperation with Army School
of Roentgenology, 35n
Community relations in named general
hospitals, 144
Community water supply, attachment of
film processing unit to, 78
Comparative reliance on radiography in
World Wars, 113
Comparative techniques of photofluorography, 106-107
Compartmentalization of atomic bomb
program, 848
Compassion in disposition of personnel
with malignant disease, 205
Compensation claims after radiation therapy, 487
Compensation for errors in equipment for
foreign body localization, 74
Compensation for lack of total dark adaptation, 76
Compensation insurance, 857
Compensation policies in U.S. Army, 335
Complexing materials in atomic bomb
program, 865

Complexity of radiation therapy, 196, 199
Complications :
deaths from, after bombings in Japan,
899
of cerebral trauma, 167

RADIOLOGY
Complications-Continued
of primary atypical pneumonia in SWPA,
652
of radiation therapy, 321
of wounds ofabdomen, 306-308
cerebellum, 280-281
chest, 292-293
radiologic investigation of, 146
Components ofauxiliary mobile units, 406, 413-414
bedside unit in World War I---4"9
biplane marker, 75
circulating film library, 142-143
desired combination field unit, 92
film processing unit, 78
filtration through portal for primary
beam, 86
knock-down X-ray table in World War
I--46-47
modified field equipment for general hoepitals, 93
portable unit in World War I-47-48
reorienting device for foreign body localization, 76
review course in radiology oetween
World Wars, 22
training at Walter Reed General Hospital, 196
training coursesat Medical Field Service School, 27
in Alaskan Department, 780-781
in MTOUSA, 251-252
Composition of water, effect of, on films,
372
Compression band, improvisation of, in
ETOUSA, 380
Compression exposures, spot-film tunnels
for, 185
CoMPTox, A. H., 832, 839, 845, 850, 853,
858
CONANT, J. B., 838, 839, 840, 849
Concept ofauxiliary mobile units, 406
military radiologic service, evolution of,
62-63
overdevelopment of films, 140
pulmonary tuberculosis between World
Wars, 97-98

Concrete flooring InSWPA, 593-594, 000
tented hospitals in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 817
Condensation changes in bone, 162-1683

INDEX
Condensation on equipment in SPA, 553
Condensers In Tirah campaign, 2
Conductors, shortages of, in MTOUSA, 260
Condyles of femur, soft-tissue ossifications
about, 173
Cones:
improvements in, in Alaskan Department,
791
improvisation of, inETOUSA, 383
MTOUSA, 268
SWPA, 60, 610
lack of, in MTOUSA, 264
shortages of, in SWPA, 606, 682
Conference on Theoretical Physics, 887
Conference(s) :
at Army School of Roentgenology, 34-35,
44
at Halloran General Hospital, 154-156
at named general hospitals, 130-131
case material for, 121
during tours of inspection by Consultant
in Radiology, OTSG, 15
during training courses, 27-28
in MTOUSA, 245-246
of Tumor Board at Walter Reed General Hospital, 209
on equipment, 9M-94
on Oahu, 585
to determine radiographic policies in
fixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 441
with British radiologists, 338
with enlisted technicians by Consultant
in Radiology, OTSG, 17
with other hospitals in World War 1-9
with radiologie personnel on tours of
inspection in SWPA, 567
See al8o Staff conferences; Teaching
conferences; Professional meetings.
Confirmation of doubtful findings in personnel centers, 107
Confusion concerning equipment at onset
of war, 95
Confusion of lines of command in SWPA,
55

Congenital absence of odontoid proes,
172-1it
Congnita aKadlec
Congenital anomales of spine In-named general hospitals, 172-173
POA, 670, 671, 708
Congenital bronchlectasts, 818
Congenital cysts of lung, 818
Congenital heart disease, 177
Congenital heart lesions in SWPA, 658
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Congenital heart origin of spondylollatheusb
In SWPA, 671, 672
Congenital urinary tract lesions, 168
Congenital variations of spine, 808
Congo, 881
Coning technique in SWPA, 605
Conjunctival sensitivity test for Diodrast,
667
Connections In Tirab campaign, 2
"Conscripted" radiologists in SPA, 549
Conservation of filmsby Italian technicians, 274
in CPA, 521-52M
in ETOUSA, 892-396, 442, 459
Conservation of water inETOUSA, 454
SWPA, 621-623
Conservative management of Hodgkin's
disease, 218
Constancy of film densities, 163
Constantinople, 1
Constitutional symptoms in Hodgkin's
disease, 219
Construction at Halloran General Hospital,
149
Construction companies:
operation of safety program by, at Oak
Ridge, 871-872
provision of first aid facilities by, at
Oak Ridge, 871
Construction ofbedside unit in World War 1-48-49
biplane marker, 75
combination film drier and loading bin,
79-80
compression bands, 880
film processing unit, 78
flash box for marking films, 839-340
Hasselwander apparatus for foreign body
localization, 460-461
hospitals InAustralia, 595-596
CBI, 716-717
Philippines, 562
SWPA, 590, 598, 600
illuminators, 384
Improvised headrests, 385
Hospital, 878
kymographs, 463-465
laminographic equipment, 271
lightproof tent, 76-78
mazes, 489
mobile auxiliary units in ETOUSA,
827-828
mobile units in World War 1-49
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Construction of--Continued
Oak Ridge Hospital, 872-873
office (quarters) furniture in Middle
East (Persian Gulf) Command, 818
operating room fluoroscope, 269-271
pass boxes, 133, 159, 264, 268, 390n, 439,
448, 456, 607, 730
Picker field unit, 89
portable unit in World War I-47-48
prototype of auxiliary mobile unit,
406-406
radiation therapy department at Walter
Reed General Hospital, 199-202
radiology section at Lawson General
Hospital, 207
reading desk, 611
vertical Bucky diaphragm, 38-8
vertical uoroscoape,
38,
6
8
vertical fluoroscope, 38085,5
X-ray table in World War I--46
X-ra
n Wold
tale
ar
-46of
Construction Section, Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 334, 335, 437, 440
Construction work by hospital personnel
at125th Station Hospital, 695
329th Station Hospital, 783
Consultant in Medicine, Sixth U.S. Army,
567
Consultant In Neuropsychiatry, SWPA, 565
Consultant in Orthopedic Surgery, SWPA,
565
Consultant in Radiology:
OTSG, 13-18, 119, 128, 135, 138, 186,
190, 722
to British Army, 355, 359, 3M2, 370
to British Ministry of Health, &W
Consultant in Surgery:
First U.S. Army, 421
Headquarters, USAFWESPAC, 888
OTSG, inspection of radiology sections
by, 14-15, 17, 133
SWPA, 565
United Kingdom Base Section, 329
Consultant in Tuberculosis, OTSG, 794n
See also Acting consultant; Senior Consultants; special areas; names.
Consultant systemin radiology InCBI, 721-723
CPA, 517-518
ETOUSA, 325-348
in SWPA, 565-582
lack of, InAlaskan Department, 775
MTOUSA, 248-249
SPA, 557
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Consultant system-Continued
recommendations for, 704, 809
Consultationbefore rejection of draftees with calcified
pulmonary lesions, 108
with radiologists on facilities before
construction, 131-133
Consultative aspect of staff conferences,
155
Consultative function of radiologists, 28,
427
Contact lens technique in foreign body
localization, 275
Contaminated clothing,
Met Lab, 865

handling

of,

at

Contamination:
in production of materials for bomb,
84 5
fishes in Bikini Lagoon, 918
offsestin B
L
n
prevention of-l
in Columbia River, 878-879
in storage of radioactive wastes, 855
Continent:
estimate of film supply for, 391
expanded functions of auxiliary mobile
units on, 412-413, 414-415, 417
invasion of, 237, 241, 346, 349, 722
planning for invasion of, 419-420,
422-426
protective measures on, 387
provision for accessory equipment on, 376
radiation therapy centers on, 487-488
radiology infixed hospitals on, 435-442
forward hospitals on, 419-433
regional consultants on, 328-329
service depots on, 402
standing operating procedure for invasion of, 420-421
tours of hospital inspection on, 333-334
Continental fluoroscopic unit, 138
Contract(s):
for biplane marker, 75-76
quantitative aspects of, 69
termination of, in World War 1-6
Contraction of bladder after supervoltage
radiation, 217, 230
Contractors:
advance medical planning by, in Manhattan Project, 864
first production of uranium oxide by, 857
for Operation CROSSROADS, 903
training of personnel for, at Met Lab,
865-868

INDEX
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Contractors--Continued
warning of, against beryllium in production of bomb, 856
Contralateral cerebral damage, 755
Contralateral lung, tuberculous involvement of, in SWPA, 652
Contrast techniques, 86, 372
Contrecoup, 755
Control(s) :
adjustable limiting resistance built into,
87
in tuberculosis program in Philippines,
651
of critical materials in ZI, 371
recommended amplification of, 138
Control booth(s), 183
construction of, in MTOUSA, 268
malplacement of, 132
protective lead lining of, 133
reconstruction of area for, at DeWitt
General Hospital, 132
Control panels:
efficiency of, in CBI, 736
location of, in MTOUSA, 257, 258
Controversy overprotection against radiation, 83-85
techniques of mass radiography, 105-107
training of radiologic personnel, 28-29,
41n
Convalescent hospitals:
assignment of radiologic personnel to,
25, 252
in MTOUSA, 242, 249
radiologic mission in, 25
recommendation of generator capacity
for, 260
tables of organization for, 249
Convalescent section at Walter Reed General Hospital, 204
Conversion ofexisting buildings in Australia, 594-595
hotels into hospitals, 131
inputs by portable transformer unit, 82
local current in Australia, 616-617
Converters in World War 1-52
Convulsions in penetrating wounds of
brain, 285
Cook Islanders at Suva Medical School, 550
CooLur, Col. E. E., 716
COOLrr, Maj. J. B., 801, 801n, 803, 804
CooLrDGE,

W. D., 47

Coolidge filament control for World War I
portable unit, 47
Coolidge tubes:
breakage of, in World War 1-7-8

Coolidge tubes-Continued
In CPA, 520
in World War 1-45, 47-48, 49, 51
Cooling motor for developing tank, difilculties with, in MTOUSA, 263, 273
Cooling of overheated tube heads, 56, 58-59
CooN-Y, Col. J. P., 16-17, 143
CooPER, A. G. S., 572, 573, 685
CooP•z, MaJ. F. W., 165
Coopin, Col. W. E., 559
Cooperation ofindustrial personnel in atomic bomb
program, 870
local radiologists with hospital staffs,
144
other sections of hospitals in training
of enlisted technicians, 128-129
Coordination, lack of, in SWPA, 589,
584-5
Coordinators in ETOUSA, 830
Copenhagen, 837
COPLEMAN, Col. B., 164, 172, 175, 176, 178
Coracoclavicular ligament, ossification of,
175
Coral base for hospitals in New Guinea, 600
Coral Sea, Battle of, 690
Cornea, foreign bodies in, 165
Cornell University Medical College, 6, 19
Coronary arterial disease in SWPA, 658
Corps Area Command, 187
Corps clearing companies, reinforcement of
divisional clearing stations by, 420
Corps of Engineers, 31, 199, 691, 799, 840
cooperation of, in Alaskan Department,
791
Corpses from atomic bombings in Japan,
8Crc897, 900
Copse, 900
Corpsmen, enlisted technicians functioning
as, 128
Correction ofdiagnostic errors in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 810-811
light leaks, 132--1p3
Corrective shoes after therapy for plantar
warts, 489
Corregidor, 559
Corrosion ofequipment in SPA, 553
tanks in CBI, 737

Cortex of bone:
involvement of, in yaws, 644, 645
radiography of, 634
Cortical atrophy in gunshot wounds of
head, 755

9
Cost ofrotating anode tubes, 135-1386
spot-film device for gastrointestinal radiography, 137
supervoltage radiation, 199, 211
Cotentin Peninsula, 444, 445
Cough, 98
Coughing, fractures of ribs caused by, 169
Council of National Defense in World War
I-5, 6
County health department, cooperation of,
in mass radiography, 107
Course(s)at Army Medical School, 27-28
at enlisted technicians' school, 128
at School for Roentgenographic Technicians, Alaskan Department, 780-782
for enlisted technicians-at Army School of Roentgenology, 26,
32, 40
at Lawson General Hospital, 127-129
at Letterman General Hospital, 590n
at 183d Station Hospital, 78W-782
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 109
in CPA, 519
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 811-812
in ZI hospitals, 361
for radiologic personnel atArmy Medical School, 26-28, 37, 107
Army School of Roentgenology, 36-40,
109
Halloran General Hospital, 155-156
In radiology at British Army Medical
College, 870
of instructionduring mobilization period, 23
in local medical schools, 143
Sec also Schools; special schools.
Course of missile, radiologic demonstration
of, 8%:
Coutard technique, 211, 851-8,52
Coverings for films in CPA, 522
Covington, Ky.. 46, 61
Cowxz,
D). B., 83, 88
Crab yaw
in, 8
A, 64, 6259,
CrabCOWDa,
Crating of equipment, use of, for hospital
construction, 600-601
Credit toward certification for service, 109
Cremation of bodies after bombings In
Japan, 897, 900
CaxsMIAw, Lt. Col. T. T., 870
CuMMINOs, Lt. Col. F. J., 176
CRIsLEa, Col. J. A., 417
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Criteria ofauxiliary mobile unit, 406
bone examinations in SWPA, 634
conductors in MTOUSA, 260
diagnosis ofpulmonary schistosomiasis, 654
pulmonary tuberculosis, 97, 98, 99-100
encephalography in CBI, 749-750
equipmentfor military use, 1-2, 6, 56, 61-68, 95,
456, 705
in ETOUSA, 377-379
evaluation of radiologists, 17
field units, 59
generators for field use, 273
instruments developed by MED, 862
lead-impregnated apron (gloves), 87
localization of foreign bodies, 53
mass photofluorography, 111-114
radiologic research before World War II
-- 834
rejection of draftees withcalcified pulmonary lesions, 103
history of pleurisy, 104
pulmonary tuberculosis, 101-104
therapy in ETOUSA, 486
X-ray inspections in World War I-9
Critical materials:
manufacture of equipment from, 371
shortages of, 69-71
in United Kingdom, 373
Critical pressures In detonation of high
explosives, 882
Criticisms of field equipment, 90, 98-95
Critique of equipment in named general
hospitals, 138-139
Cross arm rectification, 45
Crossed eyes for stereoscopic vision, 788
Crossfile of pathologic diagnoses in SWPA,
625
Crossfire techniques, 199
Crossfiring in supervoltage therapy, 212
Cross-indexing of films, 121
CROWDza, Lt. Col. E. R., 245, 248, 249, 252,
260, 261, 267, 272
Lt. Col. R. M., 245
Cuba,
795
Cumulative tumor dose, relation of serial
biopsies to, 212-213
CuraCao, 796
Curative effects of supervoltage therapy in
malignant disease, 214
Crmuz, M. S., 21, 400

INDEX
Currency of specifications, importance of,

967
Cyst(s):

95
of sinuses, 650
Current:
therapy of, 207
arcing of, in SWPA, 614
Cyst formation in primary atypical pneuat 1st Evacuation Hospital, 692
monia, 538
at 75th Station Hospital, 530
Cystic disease ofat Thomas M. England General Hospital,
bones, 167
159
lungs, 104
at 233d General Hospital, 531
Cystic process in yaws, 644
conversion of direct, to alternating, in
Cystitis-World War I-49
after supervoltage radiation, 216
difficulties with, In ETOUSA, 372
cystographic diagnosis of, in SWPA, 666
effect of, on wastage of films in
in schistosomiasis in SWPA, 654
MTOUSA, 274
Cystography, 308, 666
for British units in ETOUSA, 373
Cystoscopic equipment atfor military equipment, 95
42d General Hospital, 697
for therapy on Continent, 488
Percy Jones General Hospital, 135
in Alaskan Department, 786
Schofield Barracks Station Hospital, 515
in Australia, 616-618
Cystoscopic tables, 138, 605
in Bermuda, 796
Cystoscopy:
in CBI, 736
In Alaskan Department, 786
in CPA, 516
passage of stones during, 666
in ETOUSA, 260, 372, 375, 378-379, 425,
437, 440
Dactylitis in yaws, 644
in Greco-Turkish War, 1
Dalchi Building, 698
in Liberia, 805
Daily tolerance dose, 85
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) ComnDaisy cutter bombs, 696
mand, 813
Dakar, 804
in MTOUSA, 259-261, 273
DALY, Capt. P. P., 874
in named general hospitals, 136, 139
Damagein North Africa, 260
at Pearl Harbor, 510
in River War, 3
by bombs in Japan, 888
in SPA, 553-554
to equipmentin SWPA, 612, 614-615, 616-618, 630.
by movements in SPA, 547
676, 677, 678, 690
by rough handling, 94
in Tirah campaign, 2
during landings on Guam, 527
in Trinidad, 799
during transportation to SWPA, 606
iortality of Coolidge tubes attributable
in Bermuda, 796-797
to, 7-8
in local current, 616
on Taaman, 702
to films from excessive heat inoverloading of, 139
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornoverseas in World War 1-7, 52
mand, 818-819
rectification of, in World War 1-47
South, 107
Current performance status in carcinoma
to films from poor handling in SWPA,
of testis, 216n
625
CUTLER, Brig. Gen. E. C., 401
to Nagasaki Medical School, 893
Cycle changers, 553-554
to portable units during transportation in
Cycles, range of, in local current, 82
World War I-47
Cyclotron separation of U 235 from U 238
to Thomas M. England General Hospital
---857-858
by 1944 hurricane, 160
Cyclotrons, 883, 835
Damaged films, use of, in Middle East
development of, at University of Call(Persian Gulf) Command, 819
fornia, Berkeley Campus, 833, &1 844
DANNLxUs, Lt. Col. G., 137
early work with, 835-836
DAMI, Capt. S., 429
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Danville, Ky., 120
Darb Al HAJJ, 807
Darkness in Alaska, 722
Darkroom(s):
air conditioning of, 189
at fixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 437
at Thomas M. England General Hospital,
159
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 454
at 23d General Hospital, 531
bottleneck in, at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 449
duties of enlisted technicians in, 251
in ETOUSA, 438, 439
in MTOUSA, 256
inadequacies ofat DeWitt General Hospital, 132
in MTOUSA, 256, 263-264
inadequate lightproofing of, 132
lack of, in River War, 3
operational difficulties of, in POA, 705
recommendations for, 705
supplementary, 133
temperatures in, inAlaskan Department, 787-788

CPA, 522, 526
Okinawa, 531
SPA, 551-552
SWPA, 618-619, 621
Darkroom equipment:
improvisation of, 137, 268
in CBI, 737
in forward areas, 94
in MTOUSA, 273
in SWPA, 618-620
shortages of, in station hospitals in ZI,
189
Darkroom facilitiesat 1st Field Hospital, 688
at 42d General Hospital, 696, 697, 698
at General Hospital No. 1-5W
at 132d General Hospital, 701
at 73d Evacuation Hospital, 729
at 20th General Hospital, 731
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
in Alaskan Department, 787-788
in auxiliary mobile units, 406, 414-415
in CBI, 737, 745
in ETOUSA, 422-423, 439, 737
in Leyte, 593
in Liberia, 806
In New Guinea, 597
in SPA, 551-1552, 555-556
In SWPA, 605, 618-620

Darkroom facilities-Continued
on Tasman, 702
Darkroom supplies, shortages of, innamed general hospitals, 137
Trinidad, 798
Darkroom technicians, prisoners of war
as, 123
Darkroom techniques, instruction of enlisted technicians In, 126, 128, 362, 590n
Darkroom tents:
at Army School of Roentgenology, 33
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
fluoroscopy in, in field hospitals, 25
in CPA, 522, 526
in ETOUSA, 377
in evacuation hospitals, 25
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 817
indoors, 448, 526, 618
shortages of, in ETOUSA, 376
Darkroom timers, effect of humidity on,
616
Darmstadt, 448
Darnall General Hospital, 120, 144
Darwin, 561, 655, 661, 665
DAUER, Col. M., 54n
Daughter-products of U-238--832
Davao, 694
DAVIS, Maj. Gen. R. C., 149
DAY, S. Sgt. R., 68
DC current in Bermuda, 796
D-day, 237, 351, 412, 460
handling of films after, 341
professional meetings after, 357
DDT dust guns, 577
DE AaREu, M., 105
Deactivation of hospitals in SWPA, 562
Deaths from purpura after bombings in
Japan, 898-899
DEBAKEY, Lt. Col. M. E., 13
Debarkation functions of Halloran General Hospital, 120, 146
Debridement, 24, 320
at Pearl Harbor, 512
in clostridial myositis, 543, 543n
in penetrating wounds of brain, 283
in World War 1-53
in wounds of chest in MTOUSA, 297
of extremities, 275
of spine, 289
Debris of bomb as missiles in Nagasaki,
882, 893
Decompensation in acquired cardiac disease, 314

INDEX
Decontaminationin production of atomic bomb, 881
of clothing in atomic bomb program,
865-868
of hands in atomic bomb program, 865
Decortication of lung, 291n, 473
revival of, in MTOUSA, 299-304
Decubitus ulcers, 173, 174, 175
Deep radiation therapy:
at Lawson General Hospital, 205-207
at Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
515
at Walter Reed General Hospital,
198-205
centers for, 196
in CPA, 540
in ETOUSA, 490-491
in MTOUSA, 317-319
in named general hospitals, 140
in SWPA, 684-685
on Continent, 487
prewar development of, 850-851
production of secondary electrons by, 211
skin tolerance in, 215
See also Supervoltage radiation,
Deep structures, tolerance of, to supervoltage radiation, 215-217
Defeat in Burma, 713-716
Defects of pars interarticularis of spine,
671-672
Deferment:
of radiologists in training, 28
handling of films during, 111
Deficiencies-274,
in accessory equipment at named genInralchspstl 137ip n ade
eral hospitals, 137284
in diet in CBI, 7W5-766
of equipmentbefore World War I1--2
in Bermuda, 796-797
of record-keeping in Alaskan Department, 790
of tables of equipment in ETOUSA, 376
See also Shortages.
Deficiency patterns in small bowel inMTOUSA, 316
SWPA, 664
Deficiency states in named general hospitals, 168
Definitive care:
at Halloran General Hospital, 146
delay In, due to radlologic workload, 17
in ZI hospitals, 152, 153
Deformities of feet, 278

969
Dehydration in SWPA, 667
De La Salle College, Manila, 599
Delaware, 869
Delayed callus formation In New Guinea,
634
Delayed delivery ofBritish equipment in ETOUSA, 367-368,
376, 377
equipment to named general hospitals,
138
Delayed reactions to supervoltage radiation, 215
Delayed replacement ofcables in SWPA, 615
tubes (valves) in named general hospitals, 136
Delayed resolution in primary atypical
pneumonia, 169
Delayed surgery in intracranial injuries,
278
Delayed urography, 164
Delays inequipment of named general hospitals,
134-135
procurement in Trinidad, 799
Delco engine, 47, 49
Delhi, 747
Delivery of sheet lead in MTOUSA, 258
Delivery problems in SWPA, 628-629
Delivery status of films In SWPA, 620-621
D n LoiamiR, Col. A. A., 23, 23n, 24n, 26,
27, 28, 30, 32, 41n, 42, 48, 44, 45n, 44,
54n, 59, 60, 72, 75, 99, 100, 106, 107, 109,
429, 722, 732, 780, 799
24 2,72
3,70
9
Lorimier's "8-week (90-day) wonders,"
28, 41
DELOR
atE,
E., 301
Demineralization of amputation stumps,
162-163
Demobilization in SWPA, 588
Demonstration in instruction of radiologic
personnel, 36, 126, 129
DEMY, Capt. N. G., 530
Dengue fever, 633, 657, 689, 822
DENIT, Brig. Gen. G. B., 565
Denmark, 837
Densitometry, 162-163
Density offilms, variations in, 139-140
intraocular foreign bodies, 468
DENT, Capt. R. F., Jr., 248
Dental Corps, 22
film holders, improvisations of, by, 818
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Dental Corps-Continued
film monitoring of radiation hazards by,
134, 257, 523, 582, 698, 821
Dental radiographyat 42d General Hospital, 69M
at 105th General Hospital, 700
in A.E.F. in World War 1-54
in Alaskan Department, 793
in reconditioning centers in MTOUSA,
241
in SWPA, 606
Dental roots, multiplicity of, in Eskimos,
795
Dental service at Oak Ridge Hospital,
873-874
Dental technicians, 198
exposure of, in CPA, 523
grades of, in ETOUSA, 360
training of, in radiologic duties in
Alaskan Department, 782
Dental units in SWPA, 605
Dentistry, 22
Denver, 26, 55, 123, 196, 326, 627
Denver General 11ospital, 326n
Department of T tadiology, Army Medical
School, 55, 58
accelerated instruction in, 22-23
Department (s) of radiology:
organization of, in named general
hospitals, 120-122
recommendations for "05
Department of urology, er'".ograde
urography in, 164
Departmental organization in SWPA,
568-569
Dependents ..- - f, in nampe general
hot ,:tals, 120
Der•" - -- t of hospitals in Philippines, 562
)nnel center films in VA,
Dep
111,
Depot:
M-4----371, 406
MM-409-402
See also Supply Depot; Service Depot.
Depth phantom in foreign body localization, 74
Depth scale marker in foreign body
localization, 72, 74, 87
Dermatitis (dermatoses). See also special
varieties.
Dermatologist (s), 196, 319, 320
consultation with, in ETOUSA, 486
cooperation with, in CPA, 589-540

RADIOLOGY
Dermatologist (s) -Continued
radlologic assignments of, 549
radiologic duties of, 514
Dermatology clinics, references from, for
therapy, 515
Dermatology sections, 206
Dermatophytoses inCPA, 515, 540
SWPA, 683
Dermatoses:
restriction of therapy for, 197
superficial therapy of, 67, 140, 207, 208,
485
in CPA, 528
in ETOUSA, 488, 489, 490
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) '0mmand, 926
in SWPA, 675, 679-682
Dermoid cyst of mediastinum, 178
Dervishes, 3
Desert areas, fungns jiseases of chest in,
169
Deshon General hospital, 126
Design (s) :
cha's es of, because of materials
sho:tages, 71-72
of atomic bomb, 881
of facilities in fixed hospitals in
ETOUSA, 438-439
DE SILVA, Col. P., 888
Desk, use of field packing chest as, 82
DESROCHEBS, Lt. Col. B. C., 490
DESSEN, Lt. Col. E. L., 809, 811, 812, 827
Destinations of ships, changes of, in
SWPA, 628
Destructive effects of supervoltage radiation, 210-211
Destructive process of yaws, 643-644
Detached service for enlisted technicians In
MTOUSA, 252
Detail, sharpening of, 86, 610n
Detector unit of exposure meter, 162-163
Deterioration ofaccessory equipment in SWPA, 616
aprons (gloves) in SWPA, 580-581
cables in Liberia, 806
cassettes in SWPA, 615-616
cassettes (screens) in CBI, 738-739
darkroom equipment in SWPA, 618-619
developing solutions inSPA, 555
SWPA, 622
equipment InCBI, 735-740

INDEX
Deterioration of--ontinued
equipment in-Continued
CPA, 553, 554
SWPA, 612-616
films inAlaskan Department, 789
CPA, 522
intensifying screens in SWPA, 569, 614
Determination ofexposure time by densitometry, 162-163
optimum conditions for test detonation
of atomic bomb, 883-884
Detonation of atomic bomb:
at Alamogordo, 884-885
preparations for, 882-884
Detroit, 237n
Developer stains on intensifying screens In
SWPA, 616
Developing equipment, improvisations in,
on Continent, 898
Developing of films in Boer War, 4
Developing powders, impurities of, 372
Developing solutions:
deterioration of, in SPA, 555-556
early exhaustion of, in SWPA, 622
effect of, on darkroom equipment in
SWPA, 619
temperature of, 274, 362
in CPA, 526
in Okinawa, 52
in SWPA, 620, 621, 622-623
Developing tanks, 78
improvisation of, atCamp Barkeley Station Hospital, 190
233d General Hospital, 531
in Alaskan Department, 787-788
in CBI, 787
in SWPA, 618, 619, 621
in Trinidad, 798
shortages of, inCBI, 747
station hospitals in ZI, 189
solder In, in named general hospitals, 139
Developing techniques, improvisations in,
on Continent, 397-398
Developing time, 139-140
Development ofauxiliary mobile unit, 405-406
biplane marker, 75
combination film drier and loading bin,
79-80
field generators, 80-81
field units, 71-72
between World Wars, 55-62
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Development of-Continued
film processing unit, 78
four-valve tubes, 93
hospital facilities in CBI, 712-713
lightproof tent, 76-78
multiple purpose packing chest, 82
Picker field unit, 62
policies of film handling in ETOUSA,
340-342
portable transformer unit, 82
station hospitals in ZI, 188
stereoscopic cassette changer, 79
Substitute Materials Project (DSM), 840
techniques of developing film in
ETOUSA, 372
therapy at Walter Reed General
Hospital ofHodgkin's disease, 218
malignant disease of testis, 221-223
DvxrI,
Maj. J. W., Jr., 527
Dz VoE, Brig. Gen. R. G., 145
DeWitt General Hospital, 120, 126, 131-132,
135, 136, 137, 141, 164, 172, 178
Dextrocardia, 658
DzYOUNG, Col. E. M., 514, 517, 518, 520, 522
Diagnosis ofcalculi, I
cardiac lesions, 658
central nervous system injuries, 1
clostridial myositis inCPA, 542
World War 1-53
diseases ofbones, 1
chest in World War I-53
dislocations in World War 1-58
draining wounds, 1
early pulmonary tuberculosis, 100-101
fractures:
in Boer War, 4
in Ethiopian campaign, 1
in World War 1-53
instruction between World Wars on, 22
osteomyelitis, 1
pulmonary paragonimiasis, 654
pulmonary tuberculosis in World War
1-97
skeletal deformities, 1
spondy!olisthesis, 672
thoracoabdomlnal wounds, 305
See also special anatomic areas; special
conditions.
Diagnosis, section of, in World War I
manual, 8
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Diagnostic accuracy ofmodified optimum kilovoltage technique,
162
Pantopaque myelography, 172
Diagnostic advantages of large chest films,
106
Diagnostic capacity of field unit, reduction
of, by foreign body localization device,
275
Diagnostic conferences at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 196
Diagnostic considerations itn-ETOUSA, &U, 432-433, 459-484
MTOUSA, 27.5317
Diagnostic criteria in-fractures of spine, 070
diseases, 1710ruteof
fungus
fngustdintsenases,
10
gastrointestinal examinations, 209Dipag
i SWP,
malaia 66-670Diaphragmatic
malahfriacties,
076-7
march fractures, 170
retroperitoneal hemorrhage, 306
retroperitoneal rupture of duodenum, 306
spondylolisthesis, 173
Diagnostic duties (nonradiologic) of
omba zoes,24
radilogstsIn
radiologists in combat zones, 24
Diagnostic errors indaylight fluoroscopy, T6
penetrating wounds of cerebellum, 280281
Diagnostic fluoroscopy in CBI, 756-757
Diagnostic limitations of field unit, 261
Diagnostic problems:
in wounds of spine, 289
management of, in named general
hospitals, 119
Diagnostic procedures in fixed hospitals,
251
Diagnostic quality of films in ETOUSA,
72, 397
Diagnostic radiology:
at Army School of Roentgenology, 27, 30,
87
divorce of, from radiation therapy, 206
expanded use of, in forward areas, 94
in CPA, 535-539
In diseases of chest, 44
In evacuation hospitals, 215
in named general hospitals. 119. 122
in World War 1-21, 53-54
qualifications in, 195-196
under canvas in MTOUSA, 254
"Diagnostic Standards and Classification of
Tuberculosis," 109

RADIOIA)GY
D)iagnostic value ofserial radiography, 342
staff conferences, 130-131
Diagnostic workload at1st Field Hospital, 687
Lawson General Hospital, 207
Diagnostically unacceptable films in
MTOUSA, 274
Diaphragm:
elevation of, in amebic hepatitis, 824
excursion of, after decortlcation, 475
involvement of, in primary atypical
pneumonia, 6k52
localization of foreign bodies in relation
to, 469
penetration
of, by foreign bodies, 290
rupture
of, 0`52
5
traction on, in clotted hemothorax, 453
tchen,10
hernia, 168
Diaphragmatic penetration in coccidloldomycosis, 170
Diarrheaafter
supervoltage
radiation, 216
in Alaska,
778
g
b
In Japan a
In Japan after bombings, 897
l)iastatic fractures of skull in ETOUSA,
477
Dibble General Hospital, 131
Didactic instruction for enlisted technicians in CPA, 519
Didactic lectures atArmy Medical School, 27
Army School of Roentgenology, 36
Diet deficiencies in CBI, 765-766
Dietary etiology of delayed callus formation in New Guinea, 634
DiETz, Capt. P. V., 790, 790n
Differential diagnosis ofamebiasis In Middle East (Persian Gulf)
Command, 824
cardiac lesions in SWPA, 058
cardiovascular lesions, 177
coccidioidomycosis, 169
lichen phanus and Atabrine-induced
eruptions, 680
lymphoma of chest, 312-313
nonorganic gastrointestinal disease, 795
organizing hemothorax, 298
paralytic ileus, 306
pneumonia in World War I-54
regional enteritis in SWPA, 664
unresolved primary atypical pneumonia,
311
yaws, 643

INDEX
Difficulties ofinterpretation In SWPA, 616
operation In SWPA, 612-618, 703
vertical fluoroscopy with field unit in
SWPA, 606, 609
Difficulties withcables in SWPA, 614-615
field unit in MTOUSA, 261
Diffuse cerebral damage, encephalographic
demonstration of, 733-754, 755-756
DILLMAN, Col. M., SW
Diodrast forintravenous pyelography, 667, 795
visualization of cardiac chambers, 658
Dipping finger Geiger counter, 836
Direct current overseas in World War I47, 52
Directives, lack of in SWAy
Director, Department of Radiology, Army
Medical School, 61
Disabilities, radiologic evaluation of, 241
Disability claims, value of films in adjudication of, 340
Disadvantages of biplane radiography
(fluoroscopy), 74
Disassembly (assembly) ofequipment, 68
field equipment, 128
lightproof tent, 76-77
X-ray table, World War 1-47
Discards:
from ether extraction of uranyl nitrate,
854
from production of plutonium from
uranium slugs, 858
handling of, at Oak Ridge, 870
radiation hazards in, 842
Discharge:
of radiologists after Armistice, 21
photofluorography on, 30
Discoid atelectasis, 305
Diseaseexistent prior to induction in named
general hospitals, 168
in CBI, 757-764
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 821-826
In Papuan natives, 6M3, M38n
of abdomen in MTOUSA, 314-317
Disease-casualty ratio In SWPA, 633
Diseases ofchest, 169-170
In MTOUSA, 8-0-314
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Diseases of-Continued
natives, contacts with, in SWPA, 575,
633, 633n
spine In SWPA, 668
urinary tract in MTOUSA, 317
See also special diseases; special
anatomic areas, etc.
Disk rectification, 45
Dislocations:
in CPA, 535
of cervical vertebrae, 173
of semilunar cartilages, 278
recurrent, 167
X-ray diagnosis of, in World War 1-53
Dispensaries:
equipment for, in ETOUSA, 327
In Middle East, 808
of forward hospitals, auxiliary mobile
units in, 414
Dispensary service in1st Evacuation Hospital, 690
168th Evacuation Hospital, 694
Dispersal Cantonment Area, Alaskan
Department, 772
Displacement of cerebral structures in
wounds of brain, 755, 945
Display of field units to civilian radiologists, 83
Dispositionin herniated nucleus pulposus, 310
of contaminated ships after Test
BAKER, 911, 913-914
of filmsat Halloran General Hospital, 152-154
in ETOUSA, 830, 338-342
in MTOUSA, 238, 246-247
of personnel with malignant disease, 205
Disposition boards In SWPA, 668
Dissemination of informationIn CBI, 722
In ETOUSA, 330, 379-380, 426-427
In MTOUSA, 245
on biochemical research programs, MED,
848
on maintenance in ZI, 138
on processing techniques, 111
recommendations for, in SPA, 556
Dissemination of reports of tours by Consultant in Radiology, OTSG, 15
Dissociated motion in intracardiac foreign
bodies, 463
Distance(s) :
as compensatory factor in use of British
equipment, 372
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Distance(s)--Continued
as protective factor, 88, 90, 336
In Alaskan Department, 790
in CB1, 731
In CPA, 523
in ETOUSA, 337, 437, 438
in SWPA, 580, 594
under canvas in MTOUSA, 257
improvisation for maintenance of, in
SWPA, 608
in SWPA, 501, 568-567
effect of, on radiologic assignments,
584
Distilled water for developing solution inCPA, 526
ETOUSA, 372
SPA, 555
Distortion of radiographs in wounds of
spine, 789
Distribution ofenlisted technicians in SWPA, 590
equipment inETOUSA, 355
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
810-816
SWPA, 603-606
mobile units in World War 1-51
radiologists in World War 1-21
supplies In SWPA, 561
technical memorandums in SWPA, 571
X-ray equipment overseas in World
War 1-7
District Area Engineer, Oak Ridge, 870,
875
District Manager, Clinton Engineer Works,
847, 870
Dive bombers, 688
Diverticulum (a) ofesophagus, 168
urinary tract, 666
Division clearing stations:
evacuation of patients forward from, 448
reinforcement of, by corps clearing cornpanies, 420
Division of Medical Sciences, NRC, 99, 101
Division of Roentgenology, Surgeon General's Office in World War 1-5, 6, 21, 45n,
47
Divisions, infantry, 661
8th-445
41st--691, 693
45th-188
DO-Ai Hospital, 630-031, 684
DoBsoN, Lt. Col. L. M., 796

RADIOLO)GY
DOHERTY, Maj. D. L, Jr., 583, 670, 693
Dollies, use of, with portable units in
ETOUSA, 373, 381-382
DONALnsON, L. R., 853, 878. 913
Dosage of radiation therapy forcarcinoma of bladder, 228-229
clostridial myositis, 542
dermatophytoses in CPA, 540
otitis externa in SWPA, 682
plantar warts in ETOUSA, 490
pyoderma in SWPA, 682
skin neoplasms inETOUSA, 487, 491
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
826
Trinidad, 799
Dosage of supervoltage radiation In
Hodgkin's disease, 218, 219-220
Dosage requirements for various tumors,
212-213
Dosimeters, 338, 852
DOTY, Maj. H. W., 584
Double-contrast studies of large bowel, 795
Double-tube shift localization of foreign
bodi
58
DouoT Lt. Col. J. M., 245
DouGLAS, B. H., 99
Douglas B. H 99
.,
Douglas Aircraft Co., 814, 816
Douty Clinic, Addenbrooks Hospital, 332n
DownY, A. H., 836, 845, 846, 852, 911
Downward trajectories, protection from, 87
Dracuncullasis in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 824
Draftees:
mandatory chest radiographs for, 98-99
rejection of, on photofluorographic findlngs, 107
with pulmonary lesions, rejection of, 97
Drainage facilities inETOUSA, 437
SWPA, 600, 622-623
Driers, 133, 137
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
critique of, in ETOUSA, 378
deficiencies of, inMTOUSA, 256, 264, 273
SWPA, 618
Drill facilities at Army School of Roentgenology, 3"-37
Drinking water supply at Oak Ridge, 872
DaxscHu. Col. Fi. G., 658
Drosophiia flies, 852
Drouville, 447

INDEX
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Drugs, radioactivity of, after Test ABLE,
910
Drums, contamination of, by emitted radon,
869
Drury College, 127
Dry-ash, flat-dish technique of radioactive
counting. 862
Dry box technique for handling radioactive
materials, 865
Dry films, interpretation of, 110-111
Dayroos, G. E., 402
Drying equipment:
improvisations of, 137
in ETOUSA, 398
!n MTOUSA, 268
in CBI, 741-744
Drying racks, improvisation ofat Camp Barkeley Station Hospital, 190
in SWPA, 623-624
Drying techniques, improvisations of, on
Continent, 397-398
Dual operations atFort Benning Regional Hospital, 193
Fort Bragg Regional Hospital, 193
Halloran General Hospital, 149
Tilton General Hospital, 196
Dual projection on single film in photofluorography, 108
DuBRIDGE, L. A., 836

Dural penetration, encephalographic
studies on, 283, 285
Duration ofproposed civilian training program, 28
service in SWPA, effects of, 588
Durham, N. C., 189
Duststorms in Iran, effect of, on equipment,
817
Dutch East Indies, 701
Dutch Government Hospital, 701
Dutch Guiana, 796
Dutch Harbor, 784, 787
Dutch prisoners of war in Okinawa, 532
Duty hours of enlisted technicians in
SWPA, 581, 582
DUVAL, P., 53
D. W. Onan & Sons, 80
Dynamic ileus, 306
Dynamic syndrome in penetrating wounds
of spine, 289
Dynamo(s), activation of, in River War, 3
Dysentery:
fear ofafter bombings in Japan, 897
In Alaskan Department, 775
in CBI, 734
in Philippines, 5600
in SWPA, 528
in rs is, 48
Dyshidrosis, 488

423
in darkrooms,
Duckboards
Dubars M,
d,
2Dyspepsia
Dulag, 6,
9
Dumdum fever in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 823
DUNCAN, Col. G. F., 567
Dunnage, construction of floors from, in
Philippines, 563
Duodenal abnormalities in hookworm inCBI, 758-759
SWPA, 663-664
Duodenal polyps, 862

Dysostosis, 157

Duodenal ulcers, 168

Eastman film Identification printer, 624

improvised spot-film technique for study
of, in Alaskan Department, 795
in CBI, 722-723
In CPA, 539
in named general hospitals, 168, 170
in SWPA, 662
technical memorandum on, in SWPA, 571
Duodenum:
aberrant pancreas in, 171
changes in, in post-yellow-fever hepatitis,
664
retroperitoneal rupture of, 306
segmental spasm of, 663-664

Eastman Kodak Co., 430n, 514, 781, 848
Eastman tropical packaging of films, 796
Eating places, check of, at Oak Ridge, 8712
Echinococeus cysts, 1.55, 649
Economic problems of Chinese Republic,
710
Economy in use of films in named general
hospitals, 139
Ectoplc bone deposits In paraplegia, 174
Eczemain ETOUSA, 485, 488
in ZI hospitals, 207
See also special varieties.

after supervoltage radiation, 227
Dysphagia after supervoltage radiation,
216, 217
Dyspnea, 110
Earthquakes at Milne Bay, 618
East Anglia, 450, 452
East Indians at Suva Medical School, 550
Eastern Base Section, MTOUSA, 241, 319
Eastern Defense Command, 129
Eastern Samoans at Suva Medical School,
550
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Eczenatoid dermatitis In-

SWPA, 679. 681, 683
ZI hospitals, 141
EDiDY, C. E.. 678
Edgewooxl. N. J.. 124
Education. relation of. to grades of enlisted
technicians at Army School of
Roentgenology, 40
Educational qualifications of students at
technicians' school at Lawson General
Hospital, 129
EDWARDS, H. R., 99
Effects of-atomic bombings. 881-882
supervoltage radiation, 210-212
Efficiency of photottuorography. 106-107
EGBsRT, lt. Col. E. W.. 171)
Egypt. 806, 807. 809, 810, 811, 812, 814, 817.
822. 823, 824
Egyptian participation in River War, 2-3
Egyptian physicians, liaison with. 812
Egyptian radiologists, cooperation of. 827
E. I. du Pont de Nenmours & Co., 853. 86M,
875
Eighth Air Force, 657
Eighth Infantry Division, 445
EINSTEIN, A., 838
El Alamein, Battle of, 807-808
El Mirador, 131
El Paso, 26, 55, 126. 196, 883
Elbow:
ossification of ligaments about, 175
pneumoarthrography of, 468
Elective surgeryin general hospitals In ETOUSA, 435
on knee In MTOUSA, 275
Elective therapy of benign lesions, curtailment of, 202
Electric film driers, 813, 817
Electric generators:
central power preferable to, 425
on 7eyte, !M
training in use of, in CII, 724425
Electric typewriters, 137
Electricity, basic instruction in, at Army
School of Roentgenology, 42
Electrocardiography:
in Alaskan Department, 792
in SWPA, 658
responsibility of radiologist in. 17
Electrolyte balance, disturbances of, In
SWPA. 667
Electromagnetic separation process (Y-12),
854

RADIOLOGY
Electronic repair facilities for Operation
CROSSROADS, M07
Elect rophysics, 8
Electroscopes. 832
Elephant Butte Reservoir, 883
Elevator serviceat Thomas M. England General Hospital,
100
in converted hotel buildings, 131
in MTOUSA. 253
ELLENIUO6EN, MaJ. L. S., 584, 663-664
Ellice Island, 551
Emnendorf Field, 771
Et.soM, Lt. Col. K. A., 765
Embolic phenomena after wounding, 312
Embryoma bodies, 222
Embryonal carcinoma of testis, 223
Emergency generators In ETOUSA, 378
Emergency medical care, Instruction of
enlisted technicians in, 128
Emergency radiography, 121, 124
by enlisted technicians, 251
Emergency repairs in ZI. 138
Emergency supply of tubes. recommendations for, 138
Emetine therapy in ainebic liver abscess,
663. 665
EmIrau, 150)
Emphysema:
complicating skull fracture. 748
In mediastinal hematoma, 296
rejection of draftees with, 104
Empyema. 392-49
complicating bronchopleural fistula, 305
In bronchopneumoniaIn ETOUISA, 473
In Japanese prisoners of war in CPA,
532
In MTOUSA, 393
In named general hospitals, 168
in World War 1-54
Emulsion on films:
damage to, in SWPA, 6115-16, 622, 623
loss of. in CBI, 738, 741
Encapsulated hemothorax. 393
Encephalography, 1315, 167
at 105th General Hospital, 700
before induction, 168
Improvised technique for, in ETOUSA,
384
In brain abscem% 298
in CR1, 749-756
in ETOITSA, 364, 43&5
Enchondroma (s) In SWPA, 641

INDEX
Endemic yaws in SWPA, 701
Endemicity of schistosomiasis in Nile
Valley, 825
Endogenous spread of pulmonary tuberculosls, 108
Endothelial myeloma, 167
ENzSox, Maj. J. B., 874
Energizing ofStanford tilt table in SWPA, 604
urologic units in SWPA, 608, 606
Energy exchange, function of phosphorus
32 in, 885
Energy release by supervoltage radiation,
210-211
Engineering functions, assumption of, by
radiologists in SWPA, 585
Engineering personnel, role of, inImprovisation of equipment in MTOUSA,
268
maintenance (repair) of equipment, 267268
Engineers:
assistance of, in hospital construction in
SWPA, 598
ignorance of X-ray needs in MTOUSA,
260
English prisoners of war in Okinawa, 532
Eniwetok, 525, 530
Enlisted personnel atHalloran General Hospital, 147-148
Walter Reed General Hospital, 123
Enlisted technicians, 184
administration of therapy by, at Walter
Reed General Hospital, 210
advancement of, 590
assignment of, 18, 148
in SWPA, 581
to convalescent hospitals, 25
to evacuation hospitals, 35
to field hospitals, 24
to orthopedic-radiologic section, 132
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 690, 693
at 1st Field Hospital, 687
at 194th Station Hospital, 801
at 165th Station Hospital, 593
at 1•2d General Hospital, 701
at Provisional Hospital No. 2-516
at Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
514
at station hospitals in ZI, 187-188

at 35th General Hospital, 696
at Tripler General Hospital, 513
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198
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Enlisted technicians-Continued
conservation of, 108
courses for, 26, 36, 40, 109, 127-129, 519,
590n, 780-782, 811-812
effect of experience of, on film usage in
MTOUSA, 274
evaluation of work of, InCBI, 725
ETOUSA, 449-450
exposure of, 85, 385
grade of, InCBI, 726
ETOUSA, 380, 590
In auxiliary mobile units, 418, 414n
in Canal Zone, 796
in CBI, 724-725
in CPA, 518-519
in ETOUSA, 359-M65, 397
in Middle East (Per4an Gulf) Coinmand, 811-812
in MTOUSA, 250-251
in named general hospitals, 123-124
In oversea hospitals in World War 1-20
in personnel centers, 110
in regional hospitals, 194
in SPA, 551-552
in SWPA, 567-568, 569, 584-590
In Trinidad, 799
in World War I-8
inadequacy of, in repair of equipment,
268
indoctrination of, In foreign body localization In ETOUSA, 459-460
inexperience of, in radiography of spine,
289
maintenance of equipment by, In ZI station hospitals, 188, 190
nonradiologic duties of, 124
on faculty of School for Roentgenographic Technicians, Alaskan
Department, 781
on Tasman, 702
on-job training of, 26, 126-127
photographic duties of. 142
presence of, at reading of films, 362
protection of, in ETOUSA, 835
refresher courses for, 704, 705
schools for. 125, 126-130, 194, 781
shortages of, 123
in Alaskan Department, 775-777, 780

in Middle Fast (Persian Gulf) Comnmand, 811-812
in SWPA, 589-590
tables of organization for, 251
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Enlisted technicians--Continued
training material for, in ETOUSA, 357359
training of, 126-130, 267, 725
at Fitzsimons General Hospital, 126
at Lawson General Hospital, 127-129
at 168th Evacuation Hospital, 698
at Thomas M. England General Hospital, 160
between World Wars, 22
in Alaska, 780-782
in British installations, 332
in CPA, 519
in ETOUSA, 330, 345, 361-3M2
in maintenance procedures in SWPA,
626
turnover of, 26
workload of, in forward hospitals In
ETOUSA, 427, 428, 429, 430
ENo, J., 151
Entamoeba histolytica, 663
Environment, effect of, onequipment inAlaskan Department, 782-783
CBI, 709, 748
SWPA, 575-578, 608, 612-418, 687n, 708
morale In CBI, 725-726
radiation therapy, 675
tentage In SWPA, 692
Environmental
problems in-EnvionmntalprolemsIn-at
Alaskan Department, 771-772. 778
CBI, 709, 727-728
Eosinophilic granulomas, 182, 2071516
Eosinophtlic lung, 763--764
Ependymomas, 276
Epidemics)of7pirat
Epidem ic(s) of primary atypical pneumonia inMTOUSA, 311
SWPA, 652
Epidemic jaundice in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 822
Epidermophytoses inETOUSA, 489
SWPA, 679
Epidural abscess:
Pantopaque myelography in, 172
soft-tissue oss:flcatlon secondary to, 173
Epidural space, 172
Epilation after bombings in Japan, 898, 899
Epilepsy, possible eestode infection in, 824
Epiphyses, involvement of, in yaws, 644645
Episcopal Hospital, Philadelphia, 146-147
Epitheliomas, therapy of, 488
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Equatorial Africa, 826
Equipment, 45-96
accessory items of, 76-82
allotment of, In United Kingdom Base,
369-870
assembly (disassembly) of, 68
at deep therapy centers, 196-197
at 18th Station Hospital, 605, 606
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 690, 691
at 1st Field Hospital, 687
at 42d General Hospital, 606, 606n, 697,
698
at General Hospital No. 1--560
at general hospitals, 25-26
at Halloran General Hospital, 149-152
at Hickam Field Station Hospital, 515
at Lawson General Hospital, 205, 206
at 105th General Hospital, 699, 700
at 158th Evacuation Hospital, 693
at Pearl Harbor, 511
at personnel centers, 97, 116-117
at radiation therapy centers in ETOUSA,
486
at Schofield Barracks General Hospital,
515
at 75th Station Hospital, 529-530
at technicians' school at Lawson General
Hospital, 129
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 449
35th General Hospital, 606
at Th
General Hospital,
at Thomas M. England General Hospital,
at 361st Station Hospital, 606
at Tripler General Hospital, 514
12th Evacuation Hospital,
456
a 2 h S ai n H s i a ,6 5 454,
6
at 12th Station Hospital, 605-606
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
available at beginning of World War I45
captured from enemy inETOUSA, 398-401
MTOUSA, 264-265, 268
cessation of development of, after World
War 1-54--55
conference on, 93-94
confused status of, at onset of war, 95
developments in, between World Wars,
54--62
distribution of, InETOUSA, 355
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
810, 814-816
SWPA, 608-W06

INDIBX
Equipment--Continued
effects of environment on, 577, 612-616,
708, 709, 747, 748
evaluation of, inCPA, 527
ETOUSA, 377-379, 449
island campaigns, 526
MTOUSA, 261, 272-274
SWPA, 605-606
World War I-6
first echelon repair of, in ETOUSA, 371
for darkrooms inCBI, 737
MTOUSA, 263
SWPA, 618-620
for deep radiation therapy, 140
at Lawson General Hospital, 205, 206
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198,
199
in CPA, 540
In SWPA, 684
for evacuation hospitals, 25
for fluoroscopy inMTOUSA, 264
SWPA, 606-M7
for foreign body localization, 72-76, 8586
in ETOUSA, 460-461
for medical research projects in atomic
bomb program, 860, 861
for military use:
before World War 11-1-10, 45-52
criteria of, 1-2, 6, 56, 61, 95, 548
for Operation CROSSROADS, 905-907
for photofluorography, 107-108
for radiation therapy:
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 196197, 199-202
In ETOUSA, 486
In MTOUSA, 319
in SWPA, 675
recommendations for, 704
for radiography of urinary tract In
MTOUSA, 817
for superficial therapy by dermatology
sections, 206
for survey team after bombings of Japan,
888
for training purposes In World War I20
for transit hospitals, 421
In Alaskan Department, 784-790
In Australia, 603
In Bermuda, 796, 797
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Equipment--Continued
in Canal Zone, 796
in CBI, 734-738
in CPA, 520-521, 532-533
in ETOUSA, 327, 367-408
in French Guiana, 796
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 812-818
in MTOUSA, 254, 261-274
in named general hospitals, 134-139
In New Guinea, 603
in oversea hospitals in World War 1-7
in Philippines, 603
In River War, 3
in SPA, 552-555
in station hospitals in ZI, 189-190
in SWPA, 568, 603-637
in Tirah campaign, 2
in Trinidad, 797-798
in World War 1-45-54
inaccurate listings of, In Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 815-816
inadequacy of, forgastrointestinal radiography In
MTOUSA, 314
radiography of spine in MTOUSA, 289
installation of, inleper colony in SPA, 551
World War 1-19-20
inventory of, inCPA, 518
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 815-816
SWPA, 603-605
limitation on production of, 149
local provision for shortages of, 144
loss ofby kamikaze bombings, 699
in MTOUSA, 265-267
in POA, 705
In SWPA, 627-028
off Omaha Beach, 444
maintenance (repair) of, 68
In CB1, 747-748
In ETOUSA, 401-402
In MTOUSA, 260-261, 267-268
In SPA, 555
in station hospitals in ZI, 190
in SWPA, 564, 570-571, 612, 625-627
in Trinidad, 798
in World War I-8, 19-20
movement of, with redeployed troops, 816
nonuse of, in SWPA for lack of personnel, 586
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Equipment-Continued
obsolete specification.; for, 60-61, 134, 69)0
of foreign make In ETOUSA, 370-372
of personnel in atomic bomb program,
865-868
on Tasman. 702
on U.S,S. Haven, 907
operation of, by Inexperienced personnel
in SWPA, 612
poorly timed landings of, 527
procurement of, InETOUSA, 326, 355
MTOUSA, 263
production of, in World War I--6
recommendations forrlevelopmentof, 703
revision of. 138-139
relation of, to changes in hospital functions, 435
replacement ofat 35th Evacuation Hospltal. 444
in CBI, 747-748
rusting of, in SWPA, 612-4113
salvage of, from Rufus King, 60M, 628,
691
shipment of, from overseas to ZI for
repairs, 816
shop for construction of, at Army Medical School, 59, 61
shortages ofduring hostilities in ETrOUSA, 420
in ETOUSA, 371-372
in SPA, 551, 553
in SWPA, 603-604
in Trinidad, 797-798
in United Kingdom Base, 368-369
in ZI, 371
single type of, for all hospitals, 67
specifications for, Inprewar period, 6"-11
World War
pI--6
Wup iord
Wr I
o ofrom
supervision of installation of, In Worhl
War 1--8
tables of, 136
t~tlg
o,
8-90cardliac
testing of, 8D-90
to simplify handling of patients, 94
training in use of, 27

between World Wars, 22
transportability of, 68, 398
weight limitations of, 68
wiring of, 20, 292
without milliamperage control In
ETOUSA, 372

RADIOLOGY
Equipment-Continued
See also Field equipment; Picker field
equipment; Improvisations; special
items, etc.
Eritrea, 8M0, 807. 808, 810, 814, 818, 824
Eritrean physicians, liaison with, 812
ERNST, 1st Lt. E. I)., 178
ERNST, Sgt. R. J., 590
Errors in construction of facilities, 131-133
lin ETOUSA, 424
in SWPA, 619-620, 697
In densitoinetry, 162
in distribution of mobile units In World
War 1-1
in foreign body localization, 74
in handling of films InFTOUSA, 395
SWPA, 620
in loading of equipment in SWPA, 628
in mass radiography, 113-114
In packing of tubes for Alaskan Department, 786
in processing of flmns, 111
In radiography InETOUSA, 347
separation centers, 114-115
Errors in radiography of spine, 289
Errors In redeployment, 352, &3M
Errors in triage. 238
Errors of Interpretationby untrained radliologic officers, 587, 810811
in ETOUSA, 347
in SWPA, 569, 587. 170
of photofluorograpbs, 113-114
of wet films, 115
Ersatz radiologists, 810
Erytheina (lose, calibration of field unit by,
In SWPA, 678
Eskimos, 794
congenital anomalies of, 795
Esophageal contents, pulmonary disease
aspiration of, 170
Esophagoscopy, 168
Esophagus:
barium examinatiotl
states, 177 of. for diagnosis of
diacrtatof, 177
diverticula of, l168
examinations of, in Alaskan Department.
793
Integrity of, in mediastinal hematoma.
296
peptic ulcer of, 168
supervoltage therapy in carcinoma of,
214
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Espiritu Santo, 500
Estimates ofBritish manufacturing capacity, 367-369
equipment needed, 69
losses in landing operations, 420
personnel required for Service Depot
M-I4OG-402
requirements in ETOUSA, 368, 391
tube unit requirements, 59-.0
Ethics of atomic bombings, 889
Ethiopian Campaign, 1896-1
283
Ethmoidal sinuses, fractures of, 283
Etiology of-

amebic liver abscess in SWPA, 665
bagassosis, 654
brain abscess in intracranial wounds, 283
in SWPA,
complaints691dermatoses
gastrointestinal661-M
66ow
2panmalignant
691k
oarck prainures,
in Smalignant
march fractures, 176
noncombat fractures3 in SWPA,
reticuloendothelioses, 182
ricuslfoenmthiosIn es, 182
,
sinus formation In empyema, 473
sofitartiystse osfficatons, 173
solitarycysthisof cacanes, 61676

Evacuation:
anomalies of, in CBI, 709
because of lack of facilities for therapy,
485, 487, 766
from Alaska, 772
from Bermuda, 797
from CPA, 499
from Okinawa, 527
from Philippines after Pearl Harbor, 560
from Saint Lucia to Trinidad, 796
in island campaigns, 525-526
of films
4 from-2
f24 with patients
ETOUSA, 246-247, 624

MTOUSA, 246
SWPA, 625
of patients with-f
drtosts from SWPA, 681

from SWPA, 681

disease from CPA, 540
disease from ETOUSA, 490491
malignant disease from SWPA, 684
peptic ulcer from CBI, 722-723
peptic ulcer from Okinawa, 531
of returned casualties from Halloran

General Hospital, 146, 198, 152-154
of Thomas M. England General Hospital

spondylolisthesis in SWPA, 671--672beasofhrin,1611
clcul
MTOUSA, urinry
317In-because

SWPA, 667

of hurricane, 160--161

Evacuation Branch, Office of Theater Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 348

Evacuation hospitals:
arrival of, in Australia, 561, 562
ETOUSA Jourmal of
392th.
4assignment
of radiologic personnel to, 25
assistance to convalescent hospitals by,
ETOUSA Medical News Bulletin, 342
25
European medical schools, graduates of,
augmentation of, by auxiliary mobile
193-194
units, 414-415
European theater, 93, 237, 325-492
darkroom tents for, in ETOUSA, 377
clinical (diagnostic) considerations in,
departmental organization in, 568
459-489
diagnostic problems in, in ETOUSA, 432consultant system in, 32.5-343, 722
433
equipment in, 367-403, 40.5-417
electrocardiography In, in SWPA, 658
personnel in, 345-365
functioning as station hospitals in
radiography inSWPA, 563
communications zone. 435-442
functions offorward areas, 419-433
during Invasion of Continent, 422-423
radiotherapy in, 485-492
on Continent, 424-425
special experiences in, 453-457
gastrointestinal examinations in, in
training in, 345-365
SWPA, 659
See also special items.
In CBI, 709. 716
Eustachian tubes, lymphoid hyperplasia of,
in MTOUSA, 237, 244, 249
682
shortages of personnel in, 238, 249
Evacuability of casualties, radiologic criin SPA, 547
teria of, 357
in SWPA, 567, 690-694
yaws, 641-643
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Evacuation hospitals-Continued
in World War 1-20, 53
initial wound surgery of head wounds in,
283

Evaluation of-Continued
radiologic serviceat 20th General Hospital, 717-718
in C13 11,717-718, 722

MOS radiologists in, in ETOUSA, 347
operation of, under canvas InLeyte, 593
SWPA, 593
radiologic mission of, 25
recommendation of generator capacity
for, 260
special experiences in, in ETOUSA, 443457

in ETOUSA, 863-365, 427, 428, 429,
430, 431, 432, 433
radiologists by Consultant in Radiology,
OTSG, 13, 17
work of enlisted technicians inCBI, 725
ETOUSA, 300, 400, 449-450
SWPA, 589-590
EVANS, Lt. Col. W. A., Jr., 647

staffing of, in ETOUSA, 349-350

EVANs, R. D., 836

tables of organization for, 249
workload of, on Continent, 424
See also Hospitals, evacuation.
Evacuation policies in ETOUSA, 348
Evacuees from Philippines, 668
Evaluation ofassignment of radiologists la SWPA,
584-585
auxiliary mobile units, 415-417
captured equipment in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 818
captured Japanese equipment, 631
darkroom facilities In CBI, 737
equipment InCPA, 520-521
ETOUSA, 377-374, 449
MTOUSA, 261, 272-274
World War I-6
field equipment, 93-95
in combat in CPA, 527
in island campaigns, 5V26
foreign body localizer inETOUSA, 475
SWPA, 605-0
personnel InCBI, 722-723
OBI, 722-723
ETOUSA, 327, 345-348
OTSG, 15-17
Picker field unit:
for therapy in SWPA, 677, 678
in Alaskan Department, 785-786
In CBI, 735-430
in Liberia, r805-806
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 817
in MTOUSA, 273
in SWPA, 608, 60, 606-607
pilot models of field unit, 59
portable unit In SWPA, 630

Eve Hall, University of Tennessee, 30, 31,
32-3
Everleigh, 490
Evolution ofconcept of military radiologic service,
62-63
policies of therapy in ETOUSA, 485-487
Ewing's sarcoma, 179
Examinations:
at Army School of Roentgenology, 37
during training courses, 27
in enlisted technicians' schools, 129
of returned casualties at Halloran General Hospital, 146
positioning in, 67
Excess equipment:
at hospitals in SWPA, 604-605
at 38th General Hospital, 814
return of, to supply depots in Middle
East (Persian Gulf) Command, 815816
Excess personnel in general hospitals in
ETOUSA, 349
Excess talent In affiliated units in POA,
585, 586
Exchange of clinical experiences In ZI
hospitals, 143
Excretion of uranium via kidneys, 861
Executive Order No. 8570, 18 Oct. 1940101
Exfollative dermatitis, 141
Exhibits-at professional meetings in ETOUSA, 857
by Radiation Therapy Section, Walter
Reed General Hospital, 233
by 36th General Hospital, 278
on bone lesions, 142
on "Captive Lung," 291
on decortication of lung, 291
on "Million-Volt Irradiation of Normal
Tissues," 233

INDEX
Exhibits--Continued
on "Radiation Injuries and Tolerance
Dose of Normal Stomach," 233
on tumors of testis, 233
on wounds of chest in MTOUSA, 291
prepared at Halloran General Hospital,
157-158
Existing buildings, utilization of, inAustralia, 616-617
SWPA, 593
Exit of primary beam, portal for, 86
Exostoses in SWPA, 641
Exostosis of facial bones In yaws, 645
Exotic diseases atHalloran General Hospital, 155
named general hospitals, 166
Expanded functions of auxiliary mobile
units, 414-415
Expanding new growths of hypophyseal
fossa, 182
Expansion ofArmed Forces in ETOUSA, 327
bed capacity at Halloran General Hospital, 146
capacity of field processing unit in
ETOUSA, 375-376
courses at enlisted technicians' schools,
128
facilities at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198-202
station hospitals during invasion of
Continent, 421
Experience of enlisted technicians, effect
of, on film usage in MTOUSA, 274
Experience with field equipment, lessons of,
95
Experimental models of field equipment, 61
Experimental studiesin canyons near Los Alamos, 881
on tolerance dosage, 852-853
Exploration in wounds of abdomen, 306
Explosion of Krakatau, 882
Exposure:
from routine fluoroscopy for foreign body
localization, 460
in optimum kilovoltage technique, 162
length of, in Boer War, 4
of enlisted technicians in CPA, 523
of films-.at 233d General Hospital, 530
in SWPA, 620
to static electricity in CBI, 741
of operator, 83
in World War I-86n
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Exposure--Continued
of patients, 86
in biplane radiography (fluoroscopy),
75
in foreign body localization, 74
relation of, to film density, 140
requirements in photofluorography, 108
special studies of with field units, 85-89
to radiation, 256
by disregard of regulations, 338
by insufficient protective distance, 438
in ETOUSA, 349, 352
Exposure values in collected data, 88-89
Extension cables for field equipment, 90
Extension cylinders, 264, 268
Extent of Central Pacific Area, 498
Extent of South Pacific Area, 500
Extracapsular foreign bodies in knee, 466468, 469
Extrapolation of insect and animal findings
to man, 853
Extremities:
civilian type entities of, in MTOUSA, 275
difficult examinations of, 135
examinations ofat 105th General Hospital, 700
at 12th General Hospital, 243
in Alaskan Department, 793
in CBI, 718
in ETOUSA, 64
fractures of, in Chinese casualties in
CBI, 757
inclusion of Joints in examination of, 442
lateral radiography of, 382
localization of foreign bodies in, 475
use of paper folders for examinations of,
616
wounds of, 3
in MTOUSA, 275
Eye(s) :
in World War I-54
localization of foreign bodies in, inCBI, 756
CPA, 521
ETOUSA, 425, 466-468
MTOUSA, 275
SPA, 554
melanoma of, 178
protection of, during detonation of bomb,
884
Sweet localization of foreign bodies in,
43, 139, 165, 275, 384, 466, 554, 605, 606,
646, 756
Eye center at 64th General Hospital, 375
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Fabric-covered articles, deterioration of, in
SWPA, 616
Face:
carcinoma of, 204, 852
involvement of bones of, in yaws, 644, 645
postponement of examination in wounds
of, 442
Facial bones, fractures of, 167, 648
Facilities:
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 691, 692, 693
at 1st Field Hospital, 688
at 42d General Hospital, 696, 697
at General Hospital No. 1-560
at Halloran General Hospital, 149-150
at Lawson General Hospital, 133, 206
at named general hospitals, 131-134
at 105th General Hospital, 699, 700
at 132d General Hospital, 701
at personnel centers, 104, 116
at separation centers, 114
at 73d Evacuation Hospital, 728-730
at station hospitals in ZI, 188-189
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 448, 449
at 35th General Hospital, 696-697
at Thomas M. England General Hospital,
158-160
at Tripler General Hospital, 511
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 453, 454,
455
at 24th General Hospital, 695, 697, 698
at 233d General Hospital, 530-531
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198202
built without radiologic consultation,
131-133, 697
at 125th Station Hospital, 695
evaluation of, in ETOUSA, 439-440
for photography in named general hospitals, 142
for radiation therapyat 12th Evacuation Hospital, 455-456
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198202
in ETOUSA, 486
in SW SA,
14-186
In SWPA, 184-185
for radiologic research before World
War 11-833-834
in Alaskan Department, 782-784
In Australia, 594-597
in CBI, 727-734
in CPA, 518
in ETOUSA, 422-426
in fixed hospitals on Continent, 435-439
In forward hospitals on Continent, 427

RADIOLOGY
Facilities-Continued
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
812-818
in MTOUSA, 254-274
in New Guinea, 597-598
In Philippines, 598-601
in SPA, 552
In SWPA, 568, 593--601, 697
in Trinidad, 797, 800
of maintenance section in SWPA, 625,
626-627
of Service Depot M-400, ETOUSA, 401
on Tasman, 702
on tea plantations in CBI, 716
prior consultation with radiologists on,
131-133
recommendations for revision of, 138-139
FAiLLA, G., 862, 914
Fairbanks, 784
FALLUS, Capt. D., 198
Fallout:
at Alamogordo, 885
hazards of, in relation to weather conditions, 883
in Nagasaki area, 892-893
in Test ABLE, 909-911
in Test BAKER, 911-913
potential hazards of, in wartime, 885
speculations on, 882
Falx, impaction of bone chips against, 478
Families, imposition of secrecy on, in
atomic bomb program, 849-850
Far shore, invasion policies on, 420
FARB, MaJ, H. W., 527
FAtgaLL, Maj. Gen. T. F., 888
FAwBNoTON, Rear Adm. F. G., 914
Fascial planes, obliteration of demarcation
of, 306
Fat pads, demonstration of, by pneumoarthrography, 635-6
aroa o56
FNa
ofNew Guinea, 577
Trinidad, 797, 797n
Fecal Impactions in ascarlasis of small
bwl
4
bowel, 141
Federal agencies, use of, for Selective Service registrants, 101, 110
Feet, surgery for deformities of, 278
FELSON, Maj. B., 428, 428n
Female genital tract, 668
Femoral artery, 543
Femoral condyles, involvement of, In yaws,
644

INDEX
Femurs:
erosion of, in paraplegia, 175
fractures of, 535
management of fractures of, by
Ktintscher nail, 176
march fractures of, 176
soft-tissue ossifications about, 173
tropical abscess of, 801
FENTON, Col. B. C. T., 437, 438
Fermi pile, 853, 864
Fernandez, Trinidad, 800
Fzaay, Maj. J. L., 848, 8W
Fertility, experimental studies on, 852
Fibrinous pleurisy, 104
Fibroid lesions in pulmonary tuberculosis,
102
Fibroma of stomach, 178
Fibrosarcoma, 207
Fibrosis-in organizing hemothorax, 298
in pulmonary coccldloidomycosis, 537
of lungs, 104, 651-652
FICK, Sgt. F., 151-152
Field conditions, instruction in radiography
under, 128
Field duties of Acting Consultant in
Radiology, SWPA, 565, 566
Field equipment, 24-25
approval of safety features of, 89
civilian criticisms of, 83-85, 90
criteria of, 94-95
development of, 55-62, 71-72
display of, to civilian radiologists, 83
four-valve rectification for, 93
incorporation of foreign body localizing
equipment in, 72-74
instruction inmaintenance of, 128
use of, 22, 27
modification of, for general hospitals, 93
packing of, 82, 92
requests for increase in output of, 94
safety of, 85
shockproof cables for, 90
testing of, 85-89
transformer of, 92
Field fluoroscopic unit, exposure from, 821
Field generator(s), 80-81, 82
inadequacy of, for general hospitals in
SWPA, 614-615
problems of, in CPA, 521, 527
use of, InMTOUSA, 261
SPA, 553
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Field hospital (s)
arrival of, in Philippines, 562
assignment of personnel to, 24, 354
augmentation of, by auxiliary mobile
units, 415
departmental organization of, in SWPA,
568
enlisted technicians in, in ETOUSA, 359-

360
equipment in, 24-25
in Alaskan Department, 778
in CBI, 709
in ETOUSA, 350, 360, 426
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 808
in MTOUSA, 237-238, 249
in Okinawa, 527
in SPA, 547
in SWPA, 567, 687-689
in Tirah campaign, 2
in World War 1-53
on near shore during invasion of Continent, 421
operation of, under canvas in SWPA, 593
overactivity of inexperienced personnel
in, In SWPA, 587-588
radiography of abdomen in, in ETOUSA,
471
radiologic mission of, 24-25, 350
recommendations for generator capacity
in, 260
requirements of, 56
research in, in ETOUSA, 459
staffing of, in ETOUSA, 350-351
tables of organization for, 249
workload in, in ETOUSA, 350-351
See also Hospitals, field.
Field hospital platoons, 420
Field housing for fixed hospitals in
e
UA 4i h
f4l9
Field packing chest for control unit, 87
Field practice at enlisted technicians'
schools, 128
Field processing tank at 75th General
Hospital, 530
Field processing unit for darkrooms, 375376
Field stereoscope, requests for, 94
Field stereoscopic cassette changer, 79
Field table:
at 42d General Hospital, 698
for foreign body localization, 460, 461
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Field table--Continued
use of, inCPA, 520-521
SWPA, 008
utilization of, with field unit, 68
Field training, arthritic symptoms after, in
CPA, 536
Field trips of consultants in SWPA, 565
Field unit. See Picker field unit;
special features, etc.
Fields, size of, in daylight fluoroscopy, 76
Fifteenth Scottish Hospital, 812
Fifth Amphibious Corps, 888
Fifth Bombardment Squadron, 694
Fifth U.S. Army, 247, 376, 419, 419n
Fiji, 500, 551, 552
Filariasis:
at Halloran General Hospital, 155
in Papuan natives, 633n
in SWPA, 697
incidence of, in returned troops, 822
Filing envelopes, shortages of, 189
Film (s) :
adaptations of, to nonstandard cassettes,
818
backlog of, to be read in Brazil, 803
condition of, on delivery InBrazil, 803
CPA, 522
ETOUSA, 837, WS8
SWPA, 620-621
conservation of, in ETOUSA, 442, 459
criticism of quality of, 531-532
damage to, from excessive heat in South,
107
densities of, constancy of, 163
destruction ofat Halloran General Hospital, 152-154
In ETOUSA, 330, 88
in MTOUSA, 238, 246-247
In SWPA, 625
deterioration of, in CPA, 5=
difficulties of processing of, in SWPA,
618-619
disappearance of, In MTOUSA, 246-247
drying of, infixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 437
SWPA, 628-624
ZI, 37
effect ofcurrent variations on quality of, 136
environment on, 575
estimate of needs of, for invasion of
Continent, 419
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Film (s) -Continued
fogging of, inBermuda, 797
Brazil, 803
Canal Zone, 796
CBI, 731, 740-741
ETOUSA, 394-896, 438
Liberia, 806
SWPA, 619, 705
ZI, 94, 139
for mass fluorography, 107, 108, 109
for routine chest radiography, 100
for training of technicians at Army
School of Roentgenology, 34
handling ofat Halloran General Hospital, 152-154
at personnel centers, 111
In Alaskan Department, 789
in CBI, 723
in CPA, 523
in ETOUSA, 330, 338-842, 352, 357, 398,
427, 428, 431, 482, 441-442, 025
In island campaigns, 525
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 820
in MTOUSA, 238, 246-247, 380
in SPA, 556
in SWPA, 624-625
in X-ray departments, 121
human fallibility in interpretation of, 113
Identification of, 111, 426
improvised identification ofat Camp Barkeley Station Hospital,
189
in CBI, 745-747
in ETOUSA, 888-40, 891, 427
in SWPA, 624-625
in CBI, 740-741
in CPA, 521-523
in MTOUSA, 274
in named general hospitals, 139-140
in SWPA, 620-625
in World War I-52
interpretation of, 130-181
monitoring with, 732, 862, 864, 870, 905,
910-911
multiple exposures on, InMTOUSA, 274
named general hospitals, 139
packing of, forAlaskan Department, 789
CBI, 740-741
field chests, 82
SWPA, 619, 620, 621

INDEX
Film (s) -Continued
processing ofin CBI, 737
in CPA, 522-523
in forward areas, 94
in island campaigns, 526
in lightproof tents, 76-78
in SPA, 551-552, 555-556
in SWPA, 621-623
in World War 1-21
under canvas in MTOUSA, 256
procurement offrom British sources, 367
in ETOUSA, 391-396
quality ofin CBI, 740, 743
in MTOUSA, 240
in SWPA, 623
interpretation of, In SWPA, 569
reading ofat night In Brazil, 803
for Australian physicians, 572, 649
in operating rooms in Okinawa, 527
reporting of, 121-122
safety of, 132
search for, for POA, 393
shortages of, inAlaskan Department, 788-789
CBI, 738, 756
CPA, 521-522
forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 427
island campaigns, 526
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
818-819
named general hospitals, 137
SWPA, 620-621
size of, formass fluorography, 105-407
separation examinations, 114
sizing of, to fit cassettes inCBI, 739
SWPA, 615
stockpiling of, at Tripler General Hospital, 511
storage ofat Halloran General Hospital, 132, 133,
149, 152-154
in Alaskan Department, 789
in CBI, 740
in ETOUSA, 439
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 820
in SPA, 556
in ZI hospitals, 132, 133, 186
time-temperature processing of, 800
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Film (s) -Continued
training in processing of, 40, 128
in Alaskan Department, 781
usage ofat 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
in Alaskan Department, 793
in ETOUSA, 391-896
in MTOUSA, 274
in SWPA, 569
see algo Plates.
Film badges in-atomic bomb program, 862, 864, 870
Operation CROSSROADS, 905, 910-911
Film bin-drier combination, 619
Film chest at 12th Evacuation Hospital,
456
Film cutters, shortages of, in ZI station
hospitals, 189
Film-developing capacity, shortage of, in
ETOUSA, 375
Film development, timing of, 362
Film drier units, 79-O, 82,90
for evacuation hospitals, 25
Improvisation of, in CPA, 521
shorovis of, InS PA, 554
shortages of, in SPA, 554
Film drying, techniques of, on Continent,
42F5--426
Film-examination ratio-in Camp Wheeler Station Hospital, 185
in named general hospitals, 139
in regional hospitals in ZI, 193
Film hangers:
rusting of, in SWPA, 616
shortages of, inSWPA, 616
35th Evacuation Hospital, 449
Film holders, 108
Film identification printer, 624
Film Interpretation section at Army School
of Roentgenology, 33
Film life, research on, 90
Film-loading bin at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
Film markers:
Improvision ofat Camp Barkeley Station Hospital,
189
in ETOUSA, 338-3
research on, 93
shortages of, InETOUSA, 456
station hospitals in ZI, 189
Film processing, improvisations in, in
island campaigns, 526
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Film processing units, 75, 78
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
Film trimmers, improvisation of, in
ETOUSA, 388
Filters, 821
Filtrationfor fluoroscopy, 86
of field unit tubes, 821
through portal for primary beam, 86
Finance and Supply Division:
Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 327,
328, 355, 367, 368-369, 371, 376, 391,
393, 398, 399, 400, 401, 402, 407, 420,
428, 487
Surgeon General's Office in World
War I-5
Findings by encephalography in penetratIng wounds of brain, 23-285
Findings inamebic liver abscess, 665
of small bowel In MTOUSA,
ascariasis
oFinschhafen,
3a6
316
arterlovenous fistulas, 178
aspergillosis, 170
bacillary dysentery, 824
bagassosis In SWPA, 653
bast Injuries of chest, 329
bronchogenic carcinoma. 312
chest in-dengue fever, 657
filariasis, 656-657

Q fever, 657
Rocky Mountain spotted fever In
SWPA, 656
clostridtal myositls, 481, 482-483
clotted hemothorax, 473-475
coccidioldomycosis, 169-170
cranial injuries in ETOUSA, 478
encephalography in CBI, 749
eosinophilc lung In CBI, 764
examination of hypophyseal fossa, 182
gunshot wounds of head, 755-756
hookworm InCBI, 758-759
SWPA, 663-664
hypertrophic arthritis in SWPA, M
lung fluke, 527
march fractures, 176
mediastinal hematoma, 296
missile tracts in lungs, 475
Monilia albicans infection, 170
orbitocranial wounds, 282-283
organizing hemothorax, 298

Findings in-Continued
ossificationin paraplegia, 175
of coracoclavicular ligaments, 175
osteochondritis dissecans, 536
penetrating wounds of spine, 289
phosphorus poisoning, 172
primary atypical pneumonia, 537-538
pulmonary coccidioldomycosis, 536-537
pulmonary paragonlmiasis, 654
pulmonary tuberculosis in Trinidad, 801
rupture of malarious spleen, 801
schistosomiasis In SWPA, 654--55
spinal survey of healthy soldiers, 171
tension pneumothorax, 297
thoracoabdominal wounds, 472
wounds ofchest In SWPA, 646-647
spine, 479
FiNE, Lt. Col A., 143
Finney General Hospital, 131
501, 562, 601, 671, 676, 683, 688
Fire hazards in-781
CBI,
Nagasaki, 83
New Guinea, 598
Fireproof, lightproof tent, 77-78
Firestone Hospital, 804
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., 805
Fijoa, CoL W. B., 583
First aid efforts after bombings in Japan,
893
First aid facilities at Oak Ridge, 871
First aid measures in island campaigns, 525
First Auxiliary Surgical Group, 407, 412,
421
First-degree skin erythema after supervoltage radiation, 211
First echelon maintenance of equipment in
MTOUSA, 267
First echelon maintenance (repairs) in
ETOUSA, 371
First Philippine Army General Hospital,
702
First U.S. Army, 129, 330, 371, 376, 407,
409, 412, 413, 415, 421
FiscHER, Lt. Col. F. J., 171
Fishes, contamination of, in Bikini Lagoon,
913
Fission of atom, 837, 837n, 838
Fissures in clotted hemothorax, 473
Fistula(s) :
formation of, in perforating wounds, 306308

INDEX
Fistula(s)--Continued
of urinary tract, 308
Frrz-HUoH, Col. T., Jr., 761
Fitzsimons General Hospital, 26, 55, 123,
124, 126, 131, 136, 141, 147, 151, 196, 627,
781
Five-day technique of billary tract examination, 665n

Five-year survival after supervoltage
therapy, 205

Fixed hospitals:
allotment of equipment to, In United
Kingdom Base, 327, 369-370
arrangement for movement of, to Continent, 435-439
care of naval personnel in, in MTOUSA,
248
chest radiology in, in MTOUSA, 292-293
deficiencies of equipment In, In MTOUSA,
273
electrocardiography in, in SWPA, 658
equipment for, In World War 1-45
extension cables for, 90
fluoroscopy in, in MTOUSA, 264
gastrointestinal examinations in, In
SWPA, 659
In Burma, 713
in ETOUSA, inspection trips to, 329
staffing of, on arrival, 345-346
in MTOUSA, 238, 239
training of enlisted technicians for
location of X-ray departments in,
255
management of intra-abdominal complications in, in MTOUSA, 306
MOS classification of personnel in, In
ETOUSA, 346
need for journals in, in ETOUSA, 359
neurosurgery in, in MTOUSA, 278
on Continent, facilities (equipment) of,
370, 435-M39
peptic ulcer in, in Australia, 662
radiologic mission of, 67, 485
rotation of personnel in, in ETOUSA,
352
specifications for, In ETOUSA, 438-439
thoracotomy In, in MTOUSA, 292
transient status of, on Continent, 370
wastage of films in, 274
workload of, InETOUSA, 363-3M4
MTOUSA, 241-243
See also Base hospitals; Convalescent
hospitals; General hospitals.
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Fixed setting for radiography, 85
Fixing powders, impurities of, 372
Flash box technique for marking films,
339-340
Flat plates of abdomen, 666, 667
Fleas, infestation of prisoners of war with,
in SWPA, 577
FuimsoN, MaJ. W., 874

FL=r, Maj. C. W., 641, 643
FtsMiNG, Col. W. D., 395

FLFTcH-za, Maj. D. B., 559n, 583, 695, 699
Fletcher General Hospital, 126, 130, 132-133
Flexibility of radiation dosages In malignant disease, 212, 213
Flexible light diffusion screen, 379
Florence, 245
Flooringfor hospital tents In Philippines, 563
improvisations of, for hospitals on Continent, 423, 424
in Australia, 586
in ETOUSA, 423, 437
In SWPA, 576-577, 593-594, 600
Fluctuations of current inAlaskan Department, 786
Australia, 616-617
named general hospitals, 139
SWPA, 617-618
Trinidad, 799
Fluid balance, disturbances of, in SWPA,
667
Fluid combat situations, equipment for, 67
Fluid levels inclotted hemothorax, 473
wounds of abdomen, 306
Fluid retention in prisoners of war in
SWPA, 658-659
Fluorescence from screen, reading of depth
scale measurements by, 87
Fluorescent illuminators, 817
Fluorescent screenfor photofluorography, 107
in early wars, 2, 3
Fluoroscopic bulbs, replacement of, In
SWPA, 616
Fluoroscopic capacity, continuous operation of equipment at, 59, 62
Fluoroscopic diagnosis of cardiac lesions
In SWPA, 658
Fluoroscopic equipment:
at Tripler General Hospital, 514
breakage of, in SWPA, 627
effect of moisture on, in CBI, 740
improvisation of, in SWPA, 609
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Fluoroscopic equipment-Continued
in Alaskan Department, 788-789
in CBI, 731
In CPA, 521
In ETOUSA, 380, 438, 439, 440
in MTOUSA, 264
in POA, 645-646
in SWPA, 606-M07
loss of, by kamikaze bombings, 699
operation of, by untrained personnel, 17
recommendations for, 705
Fluoroscopic examinations:
in World War 1-52
statistics of, 145
Fluoroscopic facilities at105th General Hospital, 699, 700
132d General Hospital, 701
73d Evacuation Hospital, 728-729
233d General Hospital, 530-531
Fluoroscopic localization offoreign bodies in World War 1-49,
53-54
Intra-abdominal foreign bodies, 305-306
Intraperitoneal abscesses. 306
Fluoroscopic machines, mal-location of, 17
Fluoroscopic reduction of fractures:
in Alaskan Department, 792
in CPA, 523
in named general hospitals, 165
prohibition of, 165
Fluoroscopic removal of foreign bodies in
SWPA, 645--646
Fluoroscopic rooms:
at Fletcher General Hospital, 132
at Torney General Hospital, 133
inadequate lightproofing of, 132
Fluoroscopic screen:
adaptation of biplane marker to, 76
effect of heat and humidity on, 74
in World War I-46-47
mounting of, 74, 86
movement of, in relation to tube, 85
protective factors In, 8.5, 258
speed of, 87
spot-film device for, 91
storage of, in CBI, 744
studies onbreakage of, 91
serialographic attachment of, 91
Fluoroscopic table:
evaluation of, in SWPA, 60M
Improvisation of, in CBI, 744-745
Fluoroscopic tents, 24
in ETOUSA, 439
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Fluoroscopic tents-Continued
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 817
Fluoroscopy, 24
after decortication, 475
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 691, 692
at 1st Field Hospital, 688
at 42d General Hospital. 698
at 75th General Hospital. 529-530
at 12th Evamuation Hospital, 455, 456
by base consultants in SWPA, 570
demonstration of cardiac tamponade by,
297
during invasion of Continent, 422
for chest survey in SWPA, 620
for head Injuries in CBI, 757
improvised technique for, in CBI, 745
in apicography, 794
in ascarlasis of small bowel in MTOUSA,
316
in bacillary dysentry, 824
in Boer War, 4
in CBI, 756-757
in clearing stations in MTOUSA, 238
In darkroom tents in field hospitals, 25
in evacuation hspttals, 25
in examination of abdomen, 470
in field hospitals, 24
in forward hospitals, 67. 94
In ETOUSA, 431
in gastrointestinal examinations In
MTOUSA, 314
In lightproof tents, 76-78
in myelography, 164
in named general hospitals, 165
in Pantopaque myelography, 172
in reduction of fractures in Alaskan
Department, 792
In scrub (bush) typhus, 763
in sitting position, 68
in SWPA, 606-007
in wounds of extremities, 275
instruction in, at Army School of Roentgenology, 36, 40
limited use of, In SWPA, 582
localization of foreign bodies by, 59,
72-74
about heart, 463
in CPA, 523, 526
in ETOUSA, 338, 460, 475
in MTOUSA, 275
of chest, 1.34-135
of natives in CPA, 526
of prisoners of war in Japan, 698

INDEX
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Fluoroscopy-Continued
out-of-door t night inCPA, 5=-, SPA, 554
SWPA, 8a4
phototiming in, 138
predicted use of, 59
quality of, in SWPA, 569
radiation hazards during, 133-134
reduction of, because of overheating of
tubes, 56
substitution of, for radiography during
film shortages, 789
table for, 377
through casts in CBI, 757
under canvas inETOUSA, 377
MTOUSA, 256
with field unit InMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
817
MTOUSA, 273
with Japanese tilt table, 631
with modified field unit in Brazil, 801
with salvaged equipment in SWPA, 611
without grids inforeign body localization, 87
ZI station hospitals, 190
Focal-film distances required with field
unit, 261
variations of, 86
Focal spots in British equipment, 372
FocH, M. F., 42
Fog in Alaska, 772
Folliculitis, therapy of, inETOUSA, 488
SWPA, e80, %3
Followup:
afoou rdainin
after radiation theray inETOUSA, 490
SWPA, 675

FoBD, MaJ. H. G., 398, 430n
Forearms, damage to, by fluoroscopic
reduction of fractures, 165
Foreign bodies:
about orbit, 650
as etiologic factor inbrain abscess, 283
empyema, 473
fluoroscopic removal of, in SWPA,
645-646
in abdomen, 305-306, 314
In (about) heart, 155, 408-463 , 658
in Alaska, 798
In chest, 104, 155, 292, 357
in eye, localization of, 143, 168, 435
by Sweet technique, 139, 275, 466, 554
by Sweet technique in World War I
-64
in Alaskan Department, 792
in CBI, 756
in ETOUSA, 464, 466-468
in MTOUSA, 272
in SPA, 554
in SWPA, 606n, 646
in knee, 468
in spinal canal, 289
myelographic localization of, 479-481
instruction in localization of, 27, 30, 36,
40,43,128,129
between World Wars, 22
in World War 1-54
localization of, 24, 24n, 67, 76, 85, 86,
94,168
at Pearl Harbor, 511
by fluoroscopy, 59, 67
by stereoscopy, 611
in CPA, 521
in ETOUSA, 459-463, 475
evacuation hospitals, 25
in field hospitals, 25
in mass injuries in Iran, 821
in MTOUSA, 269, 270, 273, 274-275

in Hodgkin's disease, 220-221
in schistosomiasis, 655
lack of, in SPA, 556
Followup studies with Pantopaque, 172
Fontainebleau, 446
Food, priority of, in CBI, 784
Food handlers, check of, at Oak Ridge, 872
Food shortages in Alaskan Department,
778
Foot switch, 87
Footgear, contamination of, in Test BAKER,
911

A,
708
o
SPA, 554
SWPA, 634, 845-447
World War 1--20, 21, 24, 53-54, 72,
45n
2
Wo n, 606 ,
85t 86n, 606, 645n
removal of, without fluoroscopic local-

in carcinoma of testis, 216n

i

riorna

ons

8

In
in
in
in
In

ization, 792
risks of localization of, 87
sources of error in localization of, 74
testing of equipment for localization of,
74
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Foreign bodies-Continued
See al8o Intraocular foreign bodies;
Localization of foreign bodies, etc.
Foreign body localizing apparatus, 24n,
72-76, 85-86, 274-275, 377, 456
evaluation of, in SWPA, 605-606
in named general hospitals, 136
incorporation of, in field unit, 261
nonuse of, 94
in CPA, 521
in ETOUSA, 475
in MTOUSA, 261, 273, 278
in SP, 551
in SWPA, 605, 645
recommendation for omission of, from
tables of equipment, 705
Foreign-made equipment:
fallacy of use of, in U.S. Army hospitals,
784-785
use of, inAlaskan Department, 784, 785
ETOUSA, 370-372
Foreign military hospitals, procurement of
equipment from, in MTOUSA, 261-263
Forest Glen, Md., 204
Form (s):
55K-2, X-ray requisition,
rm
ETOUSA
427 430
55L, World War 1-9
MD 55K-3, record of therapy, 684
in ZI station hospitals, 189
shortages of,ZD
M 55,
report, 121
WD) MD 55K, rdioogicreprt,121standardization
radiologic
processing
film
In
of,
use
Formaldehyde,
Inrmad 71e,
ovisits
in CBI, 741
Forrest Park, 35
FONT, Cdr. W. A., 60
Fort Benjamin Harrison Station Hospital,
26
Fort Benning Station Hospital, 193, 193n
Fort Bliss Station Hospital, 170
Fort Bragg Regional Hospital, 193, 194
Fort Clayton Station Hospital, 796
Fort Dix Station Hospital, 16, 123
Fort Ethan Allen Station Hospital, 192
Fort Glenn Station Hospital, 115
Fort Hamilton Station Hospital, 115
Fort Jackson Regional Hospital, 193-194
Fort Jay Station Hospital, 16
Fort McPherson Station Hospital, 129
Fort Mills Station Hospital, 559, 560
Fort Randall Station Hospital, 784
Fort Read Station Hospital, 800
Fort Richardson Station Hospital, 714, 784,
794
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Fort Riley Station Hospital, 20
Fort Sam Houston Station Hospital, 26,
55, 93
Fort Shafter Station Hospital, 510, 517
Fort William McKinley Station Hospital,
702
Forty-fifth Infantry Division, 188
Forty-first Infantry Division, 691, 694
Forward areas:
expanded use of radiography in, 94
foreign body localization in, in World
War 1-54
protection of personnel in, in ETOUSA,
387
radiologic service in, inBoer War, 3
ETOUSA, 419-33
utilization of equipment in, in ETOUSA,
397-398
Forward hospitals:
exchange of spare parts among, on Continent, 402
first use of X-ray in, 1
fluoroscopy in, 67
in ETOUSA:
auxiliary mobile units in, 414
equipment for, 327, 376
evaluation of radiography in, 427, 428,
49430, 431, 432-433
personnel shortages in, 348-349
protection of films in, 378
i,3
technq
rtion of
sta
of technique In, 357
stationary grids in, 377
of inspection to, 329, 427-431
workload in, 348, 363-364, 398
In MTOUSA:
auxiliary surgical group teams in, 405
chest radiology in, 292-293
detached service for enlisted technicians in, 252
intra-abdominal surgery in, 306
missions of, 327-828
screening of intracranial injuries in,
278
thoracotomy in, 291-292
waste of films in, 274
workload In, 241
inequalities of workload In, 405
location of X-ray departments in,
254-255
predicted use of fluoroscopy in, 59
radiologic service in, 24, 67, 333, 435,
476n
self-rectification of field equipment in, 98
use of airflow unit in, 72
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Forward hospitals-Continued
See also Field hospitals; Evacuation
hospitals; Portable surgical hospitals.
Forward radiologists, qualifications of, 25
Foster General Hospital, 139
Fourth Air Force Depot, 605
Fourth Armored Division, 445
Fourth Medical Supply Depot, 815-816
Fourth Service Command, 14, 15, 18, 129
Four-valve rectification for field unit, 93
FowLER, 0. R., 299
Fox, S.Sgt. H. E., 42, 68
"Foxhole" cough, 758
Fractionation technique of superficial
therapy, 677
Fracture (s), 54
iAacrskan Depar
,
in CPA, 535
in MTOUSA, 275
in POA, 703
in SWPA, 634-635
in Trinidad, 800, 801
in Windward Chain, 796
of ribs, 169, 292
of skull, 478
prohibition of fluoroscopic reduction of,
165
serial examinations in, 49
X-ray diagnosis ofbefore World War 11-1-4
in World War I-53
See also special anatomic areas,
Fracture line in march fractures, 176
Fragility of X-ray equipment, 1
Frames for use with rubber aprons, 438
Framingham, 131
France, 6, 7, 49, 51, 52, 440, 450, 455
auxiliary mobile units in, 397
campaigns in north of, 443
pulmonary tuberculosis in, in World War
1-97
Frankfurt, 450, 456
FsAszE,

Maj. M. D., 796

Free air in peritoneal cavity, 306
FREEDMAN, Lt. Col. E., 583
FREER, Col. A., 111
Freight cars, contamination of, by emitted
radon, 869
French Colonial Forces, 247-248
French equipment:
in World War 1-21
U.S. use of, overseas In World War I7
French Guiana, 796

French hospitals in World War 1-53
French portable units, 373
French radiologic practices in World War
1-53
French tilt Bucky table, 454
Frenchay Park, 490
Frequencies of local current, 82
FRIEDELL, Lt. Col. H. L., 841, 842, 843, 845,
846, 847, 849, 852, 853, 872, 888, 907
Friedlitnder's pneumonia In MTOUSA, 310
FRIEDMAN, Lt. Col. M., 43, 171, 198, 208n,
216, 218, 221, 222, 224, 227
FRIEDMAN, Capt. P. S., 809, 811, 821
FRIEDMAN, Capt. R., 514
FRIscK, 0. R., 837
Fic,0
. 3
Frontal sinuses, fractures of, 83
FucHs, MaJ. A. W., 102, 430n
Full-wave utilization of field equipment, 93
Fumes from high explosives at Los Alamos,
881
Function(s) ofActing Consultant in Radiology, SWPA,
566-567
Army coordinators In ETOUSA, 330
auxiliary mobile units, 414-415
base consultants in SWPA, 570-571
consultants inCPA, 517-518
ETOUSAr.343-353
evacuation hospitalsduring Invasion of Continent, 422-423
on Continent, 424-425
General J. W. Stilwell, 711
group at Met Lab, 864-865
hospitals, changes of, during active operations, 420, 435
lung, restoration of, by decorticatlon, 478,
475
maintenance officer in MTOUSA, 267-268
radiologists Inpersonnel centers, 97
SWPA, 564

regional consultants in ETOUSA, 329-330
repair technicians in SWPA, 626
Senior Consultant

In Radiology,

ETOUSA, 326-828
Functional capacity of lung in organizing
hemothorax, 298
Functional packing of field equipment, 91,
92
Functioning of affiliated general hospitals
in Australia, 561
Funeral regulations at Oak Ridge, 875

904
Fungus deterrent in developing solutions
in SWPA, 555
Fungus diseases of chest in named general
hospitals, 169-170
Fungus growth onfilms in CBI, 740
intensifying screens in SWPA, 615
Fungus infectionsin Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 826
In MTOUSA, 485, 488, 489
in SWPA, 681
of chest In MTOUSA, 312
Furniture:
construction of, InMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 818
MTOUSA, 267
SWPA, 598
improvisation of, at 233d General Hospital, 531
Furuncles, 141
Furunculosis inETOUSA, 488
SWPA, 679
Trinidad, 799
Fuzzy-wuzzles, 633, 633n
Gages of Australian railroads, M29
Gaiffe coil, 7
GALE, Maj. R. 0., 611
Gallbladder examinations:
detection of malingering by, 557, Ofin
in Alaskan Department, 798
in ETOUSA, 363, 435
in field hospitals in SWPA, 587
in general hospitals, 145, 171
in SWPA, 557, 664--665
In World War I-52
in frequency of, in Trinidad, 801
with improvised medium for contrast
studies, 795
GALLuccio, Maj. A. C., 171
Gamma radiation:
hazards of, 832
in advanced malignant disease, 852
minimal daily dosage of, 858
possible effects of, on plane crew to drop
bomb on Japan, 886
GAMSU, Col. G., 328
Gangosa in SWPA, 643, 645
Gangrene following cold injury in Alaskan
Department, 792
GARCIA, P. J., 699
Gardiner General Hospital, 121, 189
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GARaTrr, Col. L. M., 513, 517, 517n, 524,
535
Garrison phase of island campaigns,
526-527
Gas Casualty Division, Office of Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 395
Gas electric generators, central power
preferable to, 420
Gas gangrene. See Clostridial myositis.
Gas tubes, 51
GAscARD, A., 463
Gasoline, variations in octane content of,
in ETOUSA, 378
Gasoline generatorat 42d General Hospital, 698
at 132d General Hospital, 701
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
at 243d General Hospital, 531
in ETOUSA, 878
in Liberia, 805
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 817
in SWPA, 617, 677, 678, 692, 693
in Trinidad, 799
Gastric analysis required before gastrointestinal examination, 661, 69N
Gastric antrum, aberrant pancreas in, 171
Gastric examinations:
improvised polygraphy in, in SWPA,
615
restrictions on, in ETOUSA, 888-384
Gastric ulcer(s), 168
improvised spot-film technique for, in
Alaskan Department, 795
in CPA, 539
in named general hospitals, 168
Gastritis-after supervoltage radiation, 227
in MTOUSA, 314
Gastrointestinal abnormalities in hookworm in CHI, 758-759
Gastrointestinal disease:
in CBI, 722-723
in named general hospitals, 170-171
instruction in, at Army School of Roentgenology, 43
Gastrointestinal examinations, 43, 110, 124,
134-135, 145
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 691
at 42d General Hospital, 696
at Halloran General Hospital, 156
at 105th General Hospital, 700
at 75th General Hospital, 530
in Alaskan Department, 792, 793

INDEX
Gastrointestinal examinations---Continued
in CBI, 717
in ETOUSA, 363, 368
in field hospitals in SWPA, 587
in general hospitals in ETOUSA, 485
in island campaigns, 526
in MTOUSA, 269, 273
in neuropsychiatric patients, 191-192
in station hospitals in ZI-191-192
in SWPA, 805, 606, 659-864, 691, 898
by untrained personnel, 659
in theaters of operations, 245
instruction in, at Army School of Roentgenology, 40
preparation for, 121
unnecessary requests for, 442
without Bucky-Potter diaphragm, 372
Gastrointestinal findings in yellowfever
vaccination hepatitis, 664
Gastrointestinal fluoroscopy, radiation hazards of, 731
Gastrointestinal manifestations of tropical
diseases, 703
Gastrointestinal neoplasms, 1
Gastrointestinal radiography, training in,
129
Gastrointestinal spot-film radiography, 135,
187, 150
Gastrointestinal studiesat Halloran General Hospital, 150
in Alaskan Department, 785
in CBI, 765
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 800
Gastrointestinal suction after abdominal
surgery, 306surgry,306enlisted
Gastrointestinal symptoms after bombing
of Japan, 89(
Gastroscopy, 168
Gatton, 677, 690
Gatton College, 699
GayA, 717
Geiger (Mtiller) counters, 864, 866
collection of, for survey team in Japan,
888
in ETOUSA, 396
in Operation CROSSROADS, 905, 908
measurement of beta rays with, 885
spot check of protective measures by, in

CPA, 523
tracer properties of, 862
General Electric Bucky tables in CPA, 533
General Electric Co., 48
of England, 806

9
General Electric equipment, at42d General Hospital, 697
St. Lukv'c Hospital (Tokyo), 698
General Electric insulators in Trinidad,
800
General Electric Maximar Unit, 541, 698
for deep therapy, 184
General Electric processing equipment in
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
818
General Electric ijnits, 116
at Provisional Hospital No. 2-416
at Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
515
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
for deep therapy, 206, 515
In CPA, 514
In Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 814
in SWPA, 611
General Electric X-Ray Corp., 55, 56, 61,
105, 129, 159, 199, 376n, 781
General Hospital, Bristol, 382n
General Hospital No. 15-56
General hospitals:
administrative considerations in, 119-162
arrival of, inAustralia, 583
Philippines, 562
assignment ofinexperienced personnel to, 354
personnel to, in CPA, 518
radiologists to, 16
capacity of, 25-26
darkroom tents for, in ETOUSA, 377
technicians in, in ET•)USA,
360
e59,
equipment for, 25-26, 90
in Australia, 80-4
in Boer War, 4
in ETOUSA, 868
in Spanish-American War, 4
facilities in, at onset of World War I5
functioning as evacuation hospitals in
SWPA, 568
generators for, 259
In CBI, 709, 716, 728
in communications zone, ETOUSA,

435-440
in MTOUSA, 287, 289, 249
in Philippines after return, 568
in SPA, 547
In SWPA, 567, 69•-702
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General hospitals-Continued
inspection of radiology sections in, 15
limitation of refined examinations to,
in SWPA, 587
loss of equipment of, in SWPA, 628
mission of, 25, 119
modification of field equipment for, 98
organization of, inETOUSA, 351
SWPA, 568
plans for postwar traitting in, in
ETOUSA, 355
provision of enlisted technicians by, in
ETOUSA, 360
radiologic personnel in, 26
shortages of equipment in, in SWPA,
60•-04
staffing of, in ETOUSA, 349
supply of current for, in SWPA, 614-615
tables of organization for, 723-724,
808-809
training in, inMTOUSA, 252
SWPA, 589
training of radiologic officers in, 18
See also Hospitals, general, named; Hospitals, general, numbered.
General Reference and Research Branch,
Historical Unit, 325n
General Staff, SWPA, 562
General surgery center atHalloran General Hospital, 120
Kennedy General Hospital, 120
Generalized pulmonary emphysema, 104
Generalized pulmonary tuberculosis, 101
Generator (s), 92, 138, 425
at 42d General Hospital, 677
at 132d General Hospital, 701
at St. Luke's Hospital, Tokyo, 698
breakage of, during transportation, 367n
criteria of, 259-260
critique of, in ETOUSA, 378-379
for auxiliary mobile units, 406, 415
maintenance training in, 409
for field units, 273
in CBI, 724-725, 736
In Leyte, 598
in MTOUSA, 273
in SWPA, 617-018
inadequacy of field type, for general
hospitals, 614-615
instruction in, at Army School of Roentgenology, 42
maintenance of, in ETOUSA, 371
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Generator (s) -Continued
recommendation for, in Alaskan Department, 786
shortages of, in ETOUSA, 397
variety of, in SPA, 553
Generator capacity, recommendations for,
in MTOUSA, 260
Generator equipment in MTOUSA, 259-260,
261
Genetic effects of radiation, 836, 845, 861
experimental studies on, 852-853
Genetic observations on salmon (trout) in
Columbia River, 853
Genitourinary diagnostic equipment at
Schofield Barracks Station Hospital, 515
Genitourinary injuries, 245, 308
Genitourinary tract, examination of, 145
in ETOUSA, 836
in SWPA, 665-468
Geographic distribution of students at
Suva Medical School, 550
Geographic situation of Alaska, 771
Geography of-Asiatic-Pacific theater, 495
CPA, 497-498
New Guinea, 577
SPA, 499-500
SWPA, 501-50
German developments in atomic fission, 839
German equipment inWorld War 1-21
World War 11-398-399
German flexible light diffusion screen, 379
German Medical Department, 176
German orthopedic devices, 446
German prisoners of war:
brain abscess in, 283
In MTOUSA, 268, 283
pulmonary tuberculosis in, 311
small bowel diseases in, in MTOUSA, 316
spinal injuries in, 289
use of intramedullary pin in, 275
German radiologic personnel, surrender of,
448
German Red Cross, 1
Germany, 51, 448, 450, 455, 460
inspection of hospitals in, 397
surrender of, 562
Geta (shoes), 897
Gevaert Film Factory, & 2
Giant-cell tumors, 685
Giant follicular lymphoblastomas, 204
GIANTuaco, Lt. Col. C., 361, 463
"G.1. back," 308-310
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Gilbert and Ellice Islanders at Suva Medical School, 550
Gilbert Islands, 525, 526, 551
Gingivitis inAlaska, 778
CBI, 765
GLAszR, Lt. Col. L. F., 515
Glass in eye, 165
GLASSrED, 0., 75
Glen Cove, N.Y., 104
Glioma of brain, 178
Globe, foreign bodies in, 165
Gloucestershire, 409
Gloves:
as component of field equipment, 87
decontamination of, in atomic bomb program, 865
mandatory use of, 133
shortages of, in MTOUSA, 259
GLUCKSMANN, A., 212

Goalwin technique of localization of intraocular foreign bodies, 466
Gold Coast, 806
GOLDEN, R., 758
GoLDJmL, E. R., 62, 62n, 71
GoLmScHMm'T, B., 837
Gonadotropins, 204
Goodenough Island, 611
GOODSPEzD,

A. W., 6

GORDON, Capt. N. G., 797, 798
Gorgas General Hospital, 55, 196
Goundou In yaws, 643, 645
Governor control, 80
Governor of New Mexico, 883
Governor(s) on field generators In CPA,
521
Grades of enlisted technicians InCBI, 726
ETOUSA, 360, 450
MTOUSA, 252
SWPA, 590
Graduates
ofGradatesof-Gsoss,
Army School of Roentgenology, 37
European medical schools, 193-194
school for roentgenographic technicansAlaskan Department, 780-782
Lawson General Hospital, 128
training courses at named general hospitals, 125
Grand Coulee Dam, 875
Granulomatous phase of coccidioidomycosis,
169
Graphs for reaction(s) to radiation therapy, 210

Grasshoppers on Trinidad, 797n
"Graveyard Stand," 447
GRAY, Lt. Col. E. H., 328, 384
GRAY, Lt. Col. H. D., 559n, 655, 696, 696n
Gray Ladies, 124
Greasing of cables in SWPA, 615
Greco-Turkish War, 1-2
Greece, 1
Greek-American citizens of New York, 149
Green Hornet, 888
Green Islands, 500, 501
Green Project, 804, 804n
GREENBERGER, 1st Lt. E. D., 430
Greenbrier Hotel, 29, 131, 135
GREENFIMLD, Capt. M. M., 198
Greenland Base Command, 796
Greenslopes Australian Army General Hospital, 573
Grenz ray equipment, 206
Grid(s) :
barter procurement of, in MTOUSA, 263
critique of, in ETOUSA, 377
deterioration of, in SPA, 554
on fluoroscopic screen to prevent scattering of rays, 791
improvisation of Bucky diaphragm from,
605
movement of, in relation to scattered

radiation, 94
omission of, in gastric radiography in
ETOUSA, 383-384
production of, from critical materials,
371
shortages of, instation hospitals In ZI, 189, 190
Trinidad, 798
use of, with field unit, 261
Grid ratio, 94
GRIFFIN, Lt. Col. M. E., 99
GRIswoLD, Col. R. A., 208
GuoFF, Lt. Col. R. A., 749
Capt. R., 677, 6789 682
GRoss, Cap. S. 67, 672
GRoss, MaJ. S. W., 172
GrosschOnbrunn, 449
GRossMAN, Maj. J. W., 164
Ground contamination in Nagasaki, 890
Grounding of units in SPA, 553
GRovws, Lt. Gen. L. R., 840, 841, 842, 843,
848--849, 881, 883, 888, 902
Guadaicanal, 205, 500, 661
Guam, 525, 527, 879, 886, 888
Guard duty by hospital personnel in
SWPA, 689

9W8
Guerrillas:
contracts with, in Philippines, 668
incidence of tuberculosis in, in Philippines, 651
Gunshot wounds of head in CB1, 748-756
Gutter wounds of calvarium, 767
Gynecology, elimination of, from training,
28
Haddon Hall, 158
RAGINS, Brig. Gen. W. A., 566
HAHN, 0., 837
HATLAN, H., 837n
HA,.a, 1st Lt. C. H., 192
HALL, Lt. CoL J. B., 328
Halloran General Hospital, 120, 123, 125,
130, 142, 143, 144, 161, 163, 170, 172, 173,
175
accessory equipment at, 150-152
conferences at, 154-156
facilities at, 149-152
history of, 145-158
missions of, 146, 156
personnel at, 146-147
protected personnel at, 148-149
training at, 154-156
workload at, 146, 152, 156-158
HAM, Col. D. P., 677, 700
Hamadan, 808
HAMILTON, J. F., 34
HAMILToN, J. G., 45, 846, 855, 858, 861
HAMMER, Lt. Col. H. H., 164
Hammer dosimeter, 400
HAMPTON, Col. A. 0., 121, 122, 124, 140, 177,
199, 216
Hand (s) :
damage to, by fluoroscopic reduction of
fractures, 165
decontamination of, in atomic bomb program, 865
involvement of bones of, in yaws, 644
of operator, protection of, 85-86
Hand dynamo, 2
Hand fluoroscope(s), 165
in World War I-7
recommendation for nonissue of, 791
Hand grenades, eye injuries from, 756
Hand-Schiiller-Christian disease, 182, 649
Hand stereoscopes, improvisation of, 385
"Handbook HB-20," 86
Handles for table unit, 377
Handling of films:
by Navy in CPA, 525
errors in, in SWPA, 620
in Alaskan Department, 789
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Handling of flims---Contlnued
in CB1, 723
in ETOUSA, 441-442, 625
in forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 426,
427, 428, 431, 432
in named general hospitals, 140
in personnel centers, 111
in SWPA, 624-625
recommendations for, 705
Handling of patients, instruction of enlisted technicians in, 590n
Hanford, 841, 846, 850, 853, 855, 864, 864n,
865, 869, 870, 875-879, 886
Hanford Engineer Works, 841, 875
Hangers:
for auxiliary mobile units, 414
for personnel centers, 116
for photoroentgen films, 90
procurement of, in ETOUSA, 367,376
shortages of, in station hospitals in ZI,
189
HANNAN, Maj. J. R., 81
HANSEN, MaJ. A. S., 41n, 45, 584
Hara-kiri, 889
HAaBACH, Capt. H. F., 382
HAEDEN, Col. R. D., 60
HARMAN, Col. J. M., 879
HA~Ris, Maj. M. N., 811, 818
HAE¶zxz, E., 520
Harvard-affiliated unit, 699
Harvard University, 849
Harvard University Medical School, 122,
833
HARvEY, Lt. Col. R. M., 169, 328
HASSELWANDER, A., 40
HATT, Lt. Col. R. N., 176, 177
Hawaiian Department (Islands), 54, 55,
196, 498, 512, 513, 517, 518, 519, 521, 523,
530
coccidloldomycosis in, 536-537
medical units in, 499
prewar preparations in, 509
processing of films in, 522
HAWES, Maj. L. E., 146, 150, 170
HAWLEY, MaJ. Gen. P. R., 325, 326, 328,
332, 352, 395, 396, 407, 409, 420, 491
HAWORTH, Lt. Col. J. B., 386, 388
HAYMAN, Col. J. M., 655
HAYS, Col. S. B., 338,369
Hazards:
of Operation CROSSROADS, 903
of radiation therapy, 196, 197-198
of transportation of radioactive materials, 868-869
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Hazards-Continued
possibility of, to crews of planes to drop
bombs on Japan, 886
Head:
examinations of, 145, 442
at 105th General Hospital, 700
exposure of, 85
immobilization of, in localization of
intraocular foreign bodies, 468
Head injuries, 245
at Pearl Harbor, 512
during training blackouts, 690
in CBI, 717, 748-756
in CPA, 585
In ETOUSA, 476-478
in MTOUSA, 278-285
in SWPA, 648-050
instruction in diseases of, at Army School
of Roentgenology, 43
localization of foreign, bodies in, 64W
neoplasms of, 204
studies on, at 36th General Hospital, 240
suspension cradle for, 91
technique of radiography of, in ETOUSA,
Headache In penetrating wounds of brain,

285
Headhunters, 633n
Headrests, improvisation of, inAlaskan Department, 789

ETOUSA, 3
Healing in yaws, 644
Healing of fractures, followup studies on,
275
Health Group, Met Lab, University of
Chicago, 864-868
Health hazards, protection against, in
Manhattan Engineer District, 843
Health program, supervision of, for
Australian employees of U.S. Army, 562
Health-Safety Program of Manhattan
Project, 856-860
Heart:
aneurysms of, 177
anomalies of, 313
foreign bodies in (about), 155, 463-406
noncombat lesions of, in SWPA, 658-459
research on kymography of, 91-92
wounds of, InMTO, 296-297
SWPA, 65&8-59
Heat:
damage to films InMiddle East Command, 818-819

Heat--Continued
damage to films In-Continued
South. 107
effect of, oncalk clutches In Trinidad, 800
equipment, 3
fogging of films by, inAlaskan Department, 789
Canal Zone, 796
SWPA, 619, 621
from blast, possible effects of, on crew of
plane to drop bomb on Japan, 886
See alao Climate; Environment; Rain;
Humidity; etc.
Heat dissipation, 55, 56, 62, 116
Heated cabinets, storage of intensifying
screens in, In SWPA, 615
Heating component of film processing unit,
78
Heating of fixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 440
Heatproof properties, lack of, in lightproof
tent, 78
Heavy-duty equipment in named general
hospitals, 184-136
Heavy water, 837n, 850
Himm Lt. Col. H. D., 584

HoGs, Capt. H. V., 526
HHzLnowsa, Brig. Gen. R. C., 187
HrasuN, Maj. N., 145, 158, 158n, 164, 173,
174

Helenberg, 448
489
Helidor units,
Hellopolls 812
Helmopolts8a2
Helminthiasis complicating yaws, 648
Heiminthic diseases in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
Hzmx,, Maj. M., 579, 608, 609, 611
Hemangioma(s):
of skin, 207
of spine, 178
platinum radon Implants In, 233
Hematoma(s) :
of medlastilum, 290
ossification of, in muscles, 175
Hematuria, 796
after supervoltage radiation, 217
in schistosomiasis in SWPA, 654
in truekdrivers in SWPA, 655
Hemopericardlum, 296-297
Hemopneumothorax, decortication In, 808804
Hemopoletie system, experiments on effects
of radiation on, 861
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Hemorrhage Inblast injuries of chest, 473
experimental high explosive injuries, 882
missile tracks in lungs, 475
Hemorrhagic Infiltration in wounds of
chest, 646
Hemostasis in wounds of chest, 292
Hemothoracic empyema:
decortication for, 303-304
in named general hospitals, 168
Hemothorax:
complicating
thoracoabdominal wounds,
305

High explosive injuries, 175
In MTOUSA, 244
High milliamperage unit:
for photofluorography, 108
in centers for specialized treatment, 157
In general hospitals, 25-26, 93
Instruction in use of, 32
rejection of, 60-61
High-speed projections, 157
High tension cable:
effect of climate on, in CPA, 520
shockproofing
of, 155, 56
Hith
tension switches,
135

complicating wounds of chest, 392--3
In MTOUSA, 297-304, 393
in SWPA, 647
management
292
mangement of,
of, 2
7928HILLMAN,
HEMPKLMANNtL, 7846, 879,
Hepatic abscess, 472
sHiNts,
Hepatic complications of relapsing fevers,
822482
Hepatic manifestations of hydatid disease,
822-823
Hepatitis after yellow fever vaccination,
664
Hepatomegaly inameblasls, 824
amebic liver abscess, 665
brucellosis, 823
kala-azar, 823
relapsing fevers, 822
schistosomiasis, 82-5
smallpox, 822
Hermitage, 442
Herne Bay, 572
Hernia of mesenteric pouch, 171
Herniated nucleus pulposus, 151, 157, 167,
168
in MTOUSA, 310
In SWPA, 673
publications on, 157
Herniation of abdominal viscera through
diaphragm, 6152
HERPEL, Lt. Col. F. K., 107, 193
Herpes, 207
Herpes simplex in SWPA, 683
zoster,
Herpes
~ereszoer,
449488
Hersfeld, 449
HEUBLEIN, Lt. Col. G. W., 162, 178, 182
H. G. Fischer X-Ray Co., 61, 79
Hickam Field, 510, 512
Hickam Field Station Hospital, 515
HiCKEY, Maj. P. M., 8

High voltage generator at University of
Rochester, 835-836, 845, 848, 852
High X-ray, prewar experience with, 832
Highland Park, Brisbane, 596, 606, 626, 697
Brig. Gen. C. C., 98, 99, 103, 106
Himalayas, 716
Sgt. J. G., 784, 787
HINKIL, Lt. Col. C. L., 125, 171, 442, 481,
HINMAN, F.. 221

Hip:
erroneous diagnosis of fractures of, 810
fractures of, in Alaska, 772
osteochondritis dissecans of, in CPA, 536
soft-tissue oqsIfications about, 173, 174
Hiroshima, 888, 893, 899
dropping of atomic bomb on, 831, 885, 886
estimated deaths in, from bomb, 900
survey of detonation area in, 890, 892-893
HIflSCHFILDER, J. 0., 882
Hirtz compass localization of foreign
bodies, 53
Histologic classification of malignant
disease of testis, 221-223
Histologic effects of radiation in malignant
disease, 202, 212-214
Histologic reactions of intestine to supervoltage radiation, 217
Histopathology ofblast Injuries of chest, 473
pneumothorax, 482-483
Hlstoplasmosis, 114
Historical note(s) :
equipment and supply In World War I45-54 and
personnel
training in World War I19-21
pre-World War II military roentgenology,
1-10
primary atypical pneumonia, 538
pulmonary tuberculosis In World
War 1-97-98

INDEX
Historical Unit, U.S. Army Medical Service,
442, 548n, 608
History of pleurisy as cause for rejection
of draftees, 104
Honss, Lt. CoL P. J., 720, 721, 723, 724, 726,
737, 748, 756, 761
Hooex, H. C., 88, 845, 846, 852, 855, 861,
862
HODWMs, P. C., 135
Hodgkin's disease, 181-182, 204, 207, 217221
classification of, 218-219
followup in, 220-221
isoeffect recovery curve in, 213
of mediastinum, 168
radiation therapy of, in ETOUSA, 490492
routine of management of, 218-220
supervoltage therapy of, 218
HonosoN, Col. J. S., 870
Hoexter Military Hospital, 415
Hoff General Hospital, 144, 171, 173, 178
Hoffman Bauer unit, 399
Holland, 473
Hollandia, 501, 562, 633, 699, 701
HOLUz,
Capt. E. M., 583
Hollow viscera, perforation of, 306
HOL•STzIN, 0. C., 75n
HOLT, W. B., 873, 874
Honolulu, 509, 513, 514, 517, 520, 539
Honolulu County Medical Society, 509
Honorary Civilian Consultant in Radiology
to British Army in United Kingdom, 331
Hookworm inCBI, 758-759
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
822
Papuan natives, 633n
SWPA, 663
Horizontal fluoroscopy, 68, 264
in field, 67
with field unit, 88,273
Horizontal radiography, 68
Horseshoe kidney, 667
Hoawrrz, Lt. CoL M., 381
Hospital(s) :
anomalous missions of, in CBI, 709
arrival of, inAustralia, 561, 562, 583
Philippines after invasion, 562
built for war emergency, 131
changing functions of, in ETOUSA, 435
considered for Army School of Roentgenology, 29-30
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Hospital(s)-Continued
conversion of hotels to, 131
cooperation of, in training of enlisted
technicians, 128-129
designation of, for therapy in SWPA,
675, 676
equipment ofat onset of World War I--4, 5
in Boer War, 4
establishment of, InAlaska, 772-774
Brazil, 801
CBI, 716-717
CPA, 516
evacuation of, in World War 1-20
in ETOUSA:
construction of, by British, 385
missions of, after D-day, 347, 348
need for medical Journals in, 359
need for partable units in, 382
reassignment of personnel in, 348449
visits of inspection to, 333-334, 36-M7,
345,427-481
in Marianas, population of, 525
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 808
in MTOUSA, inspections of, 248
in SPA, 547-548
missions of, inCBI, 709
MTOUSA, 237-239
SWPA, 563
priorities of, in New Guinea, 597-598
protective measures in, in atomic bomb
program, 854
recommendations for location of, in
SWPA, 705
requests for, in CBI, 761
single-type equipment for, 67
use of, for personnel centers, 104
Hospitals, evacuation:
lst-584, 605, 622, 624, 646, 68 690-698
2d--363, 370
5th--34, 385
6th-246
12th--400, 429, 443, 450-457
14th-728, 744, 747
16th-245
21st--629
35th-360, 424, 443-450
48th-717
73d-717, 728, 731, 748n, 757
92d-584
94th-246
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Hospitals, general, numbered-Continued
Hospitals, evacuation-Continued
38th-SOT0, 8084M0, 811, 812--814, 816, 818
l00th-87, 480
82, M2,824, 82
168tb-641, 6W4, 682 696-64
41st-A00-801
Hospitals, Aedd:
42d-MO, 571, 574, 584, 589, 59A0, 05, 606
lst-68-w89
610, 611, Ojai 626, 024-625, M28640
4th 808
6451i, 649, 650-451, 652-M5, OW658K04
Sth-684
687, 88 677, 678,68M,64,685, N6
12th--429
48d-487, 488
15th-SOS
16th-SOS
45th-lOS, 245
lSth-ali
46th-819, S86 888
28th--429-480
48tb--408
31st-527
49th-SOS 590, 628 640, 696n. 690
4Oth-UG
50th-439, 487
44th-741, 744
51st-684, M9
4@th--427-428 480
524--M8 82
53d--857, 487
50th--415, 428-42
52d---51
54th-SOS, 600, 681, 03, 682, 685. 684
58th-4828, 487
Hospitals, general, numbered:
No. 1--M0
60th-701
1st-408
64th-275, 819
2d-M2, 870, 884, 896, 402, 465, 461, 487
65th-828 82
67th--M8 829 870, 487
4th-M5.6 540, 561, 571, 572, 57Wn 588, I88,
89th-7IS, 728, 741, 744
W
500,6001,618, 625,085,640, 649, 650,62
78d-782-734
OW W682064,086K6 671, ,678,,677,
79th--487
685, 70)2
80th-579, 582,006,651
5th-2,M 857,8$70, 489, 442, 487,090
83d4-829
Oth-249, 289,278
9Oth--460
Sth-126
91st-12
70
886,
M8,
880,
9th-71, 611, 617. 821,
95th--428
12th-248 266
96th-857
lsth-.888
OS h-442, 481
17th--241, 245, 817, 672
102d-4898i
18th-6.49, 550, 561, 552, 725
1O8d--320
19tb--828
606,-5
m608-M.9,617,619,628m
lMtb-710-718, 719, 720, 721, 724t, 725 727~t48,
866 677, 690-701
728 781, 784, 786 786 787, 741-742,
lO8th--828 461, 487, 48849 490, 401
744--745, 747, 747n, 748, 750, 751, 752,
113th-SOS, 809, 811-812814,820,821
.761,76476
7K8 757, 758,760,
826
214t--M
862
ll6th-4K8
24th--245
400
20l17th---487,
684
672,677,678,
l18tb-184,
NZ
,
OK65
NZ
O54,
27th-606-04W OK
l2Otb-.611
088
an
l3lst-82, 487
29th-418
d--W6 701-702
30th-SIS 870, 884 408, 4600
3d
884-245
187th-487, 70-702
85th-449-460. M0.,614,8618, 645, 6448.77.
142d-718, 728,
.781,788747,766
%5-4=
147t"-15,51
36th- -47n, 240, 242, 245, 247, 254, 2K8
isoth-ass
274, 278, 2K0 281, 288,289, 290, 291n,
1O~th-468, 465
816
lOem-agen
lS7th--487, 490
87th-245
-6h25
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Hospitals, general, numbered-Continued
192d--329, 487

Hospitals, station-Continued
183d-772, 775, 779, 780, 782, 783, 784,

196th--80

.788, 789, 792,7

204th--519

184th-772, 775, 780, 784, 785, 788, 789,

218th--5S, 540

7,

74, 795

219th---514-515, 519, 540
2MkV41-50--58

198d--801
194th-801

248dh--5

200th--801, S08

. M05, 6M, 624, 64OK 683, 690-

88

2024d-782
206th-798
207th-774
212th-774
221st-796
227th-6009610, 652

-26d-30-ý5,
717-796
297th--468 409
298tb---,
V2, 370,487
300th-245, 291
1Uth--622-M6,
651, 702

8

-228th-430,

432

Hospitals, station:
lst-626

SO6tb-398n, 480-431
815th--4m

24--78

82-th-796

Bd--370

12th,-50,

328th-774

5K6,005-008,619,6

M8,66
ON6

16th--487
17th--572 612, 613, 619, 628, 65k, 681, 662,
O804 670, 67
l8th-005, 615, 694-095

8th--

22d-516
2
-th-805
3Sth--870, 421, 427
42d--774
67th-271
75t

89th--788
Hospital admissions, limitations of, In forward hospitals in NIOUSA, 448
Hospital base In World War 1-20
Hospital centers personnel in, 26
Hospital Division, Surgeon Gem alu Office

76th--M•

in World War I-6
Hospital facilities at Bangar Training
Center, 713-716
Hospital generator equipaeit, inadequacy

95th--71
9th--712
97th-71_ 717

of, 80, 617-018

-712, 713-716

Hospital inspections In World War 1--

90th-712, 717

Hospital misions, relation of activity of

00th--712, 717
1Otub-810, 812, a
105th--21
112th-717
125Mtb-7, 0
144th--M2, 652
15i--209, 870
liSO-O
6M9
14tb--818, 826
10th-712-713
165th--M, 6
1714t-t
678,M676
1726---684
175th--804
10kh--774, 78, 79,784,M
7

829th-774, 782, 78K 78K 788, 78M 790n,
798, 796, 797-84
3-796
35Sth-796, 797-800
SO1zt--06014, 6M8-09, 654

321--69, 670

19tb.--811
2Ist--810, 815,230
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radiology section to, 144
Hospital movements, effect of, on equipment in SWPA, 708
Hospital policies after World War 1--4-65
Hospital population, In SPA, 500
Hospital-radiologist ratio in SPA, 549
Hospital ships:
equipment on, in Spanish-American War,
4
function of, In Island campaigns, 525
in SWPA, 006,270
Hospital sites, selection ofat Oak Ridge, 841-842
in CPA, 590
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Hospital training facilities at Army School
of Roentgenology, 29, 31, 88-85
Hospital training in enlisted technicians'
schools, 128-129
Hospital trains in MTOUSA, 289
Hospitalization, duration of, in malignant
disease, 208-204
Hospitalization Division, Office of Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 334, 335, 437, 440
HosTaum, Col. J., 888
Hot Springs, 55, 140, 194, 196
Hotels, conversion of, to hospitals, 131
Housekeeping arrangements at Army
School of Roentgenology, 33
Housekeepir~g duties of prisoners of war at
Halloran General Hospital, 148
Housekeeping practices inHanford operation, 881
industrial plants in atomic bomb program, 865, 868
Housekeeping preparations for detonation
of bomb, 883
Housing facilities at Army School of
Roentgenology, 29
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Hump, 614, 711, 716
Hungary, 193
HUNT, T5g. G., 158
HUNTINGTON, Capt. C. G., 429, 443, 450, 456
HUNTINGTON, Col. P., 5
Hurricane damage to Thomi
Al. England
General Hospital, 100
Hydatid cysts, calcification of,
Hydatid disease:
life history of, 822-823
of liver, 175
Hydro Majestic Hotel, 572
Hydrocephalus, 749, 755
Hydrodynamic compensation in penetrating
wounds of brain, 285
Hydronephrosls in-MTOUSA, 317
SWPA, 667
HYMAN, 0. W., 30
Hyperhidrosis in SWPA, 141, 680
Hyperkeratosis in_
ETOUSA, 488
yaws, 643
Hypernephroma (a), 207

Housing Inadequacies In CBI, 730-731
Hypertension in acquired cardiac disease,
Housing of314
deep therapy unit in SWPA, 184
Hypertrophic arthritis of spine in SWPA,
personnel of mobile X-ray units in World
ON8
War 1-49
Hypertrophic gastritis, 171
supervoltage machine at Walter Reed
Hypertrophied scars, therapy of, 141
eneral
machineat Walr RHypochromic
anemia in prisoners of war

General Hospital, 199

In SWPA, 6158-W59

tubes, 88
Howz, Capt. M. ,5
HowLaND, MaJ. J. W., 8f
HumDAD, J. M., 883, 884

in SWPA,
18 2
Hypophyseal fosa, 182
Hypoplasla of aorta, 318
Identification of-

Humn, Lt. Col. F., 400, 429, 443, 45456,
488
HuDsoN, Maj. G. W., 490
Human fallibility in interpretation of films,
113
Humidity :
damage of cables by, inLiberia, 806
Trinidad, 798
effect ofin superficial therapy in SWPA, 677,
681
on equipment in CBI, 747
on equipment in CPA, 520
on equipment in SWPA, 614-615
on Victoreen r-meters in SWPA, 678
on wiring in Trinidad, 800
in CBI, 709

captured radium in ETOUSA, 399, 400
films inCBI, 745-747
, 426,427
ETOUSA, 338-4
SWPA, (14
photofluorographs. 111
Identification tag, use of, for identification
of films, 338-839
InsTaox, Lt. Col. L. G., 333, 362
Iguana (s) in New Guinea, 577
Ileum, abnormalities of, inascarlasis, 316
bacillary dysentery, 759-760
hookworm, 758
Ileus in wounds of abdomen, 306
Illuminator(s):
improvisation of, in ETOUSA, 384
in ETOUSA, 379
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Improvisations in--Continued
Illuminator(s)--Continued
positioning techniques inCornGulf)
(Persian
in Middle East
ETOUSA, 428
mand, 813
Trinidad, 798
shortages of, in ZI station hospitals, 189,
serialography in SWPA, 608-609
190
SPA, 554-557
Illuminator glass, breakage of, in SWPA,
radiography, 134
spot-film
627, 628
Department, 794-795
In
Alaskan
138
Image amplification,
in SPA, 553
current
of
supply
charts,
instruction
with
provided
Images
SWPA, 569, 607-612
162
teams for auxiliary mobile units, 414
IMLES, MaJ. A. E., 165, 182
techniques of fluoroscopy in SWPA, 611
Immediate mortality of bombings in Japan,
use of tentage in ETOUSA, 437-438
896-897
visualization of cardiac chambers in
Immersion blast, 473
SWPA, 658
in
of,
improvisation
device,
Immobilization
on Continent, 397-398
Improvisations
SWPA, 611
Improvisations to prevent damage to equipImmobilization of head in localization of
ment in SWPA, 627--628
intraocular foreign bodies, 468
Improvisation training for service with
Immunization of U.S. troops against
auxiliary mobile units, 409
tropical diseases, 821
accessory equipment in CPA,
Improvised
488
Impetigo in ETOUSA,
521
Implementation of recommendation for
Improvised aerator, 137
universal chest radiography, 99-101
Improvised Bucky diaphragm inImprisonment of medical personnel in
MTOUSA, 271-272
Philippines, 560
SWPA, 605, 611
Improper packing of equipment, 367, 367n
cassette changers in SWPA, 610
Improvised
in World War I-8
cassette holders--Improvised
Improved laminography, 137
Barkeley Station Hospital, 189
Camp
at
Improvisations at379, 380
ETOUSA,
In
150-152
Hospital,
Halloran General
(Persian Gulf) CornEast
Middle
in
189-190
ZI,
In
station hospitals
818
mand,
Improvisations inin SWPA, 615
Alaskan Department, 788-789
Improvised chassis for field unit in
CBI, 722, 744-745
Bermuda, 796
civilian hospitals in ETOUSA, 440
chest board in SWPA, 608
Improvised
CPA, 519, 522-523, 526
closed drying racks in
Improvised
397
ETOUSA, 268, 371, 379-391,
378
ETOUSA,
inprocessing
film
Improvised combined fluoroscopicAlaskan Department, 789
radiographic eKuipment in Alaskan
CPA, 522-523, 526
Department, 788
ETOUSA, 427, 429, 431, 433, 437
Improvised cones inIsland campaigns, 526
ETOUSA, 383
SPA, 555, 556
SWPA, 605
SWPA, 621-624
Improvised cooling equipment at 233d
film usage In Middle East (Persian
General Hospital, 531
Gulf) Command, 818
Improvised darkroom facilitieshospital construction in Philippines, 563
in Alaskan Department, 789
medical service In Philippines after Pearl
in ETOUSA, 377
Harbor, 559-560
in Trinidad, 798
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
on Continent, 422-423, 425-426
817-818
Improvised developing tanksMTOUSA, 268-272
at Camp Barkeley Station Hospital, 190
operations at 42d General Hospital, 606
at 233d General Hospital, 531
POA, 703
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Improvised developing tanks--Continued
in CPA, 517
In SWPA, 621
Improvised dollies for portable units In
ETOUSA, 378
Improvised drying equipmentat Camp Barkeley Station Hospital, 190
i OBI, 741-744
Improvised drying techniques In M•DUSA,
256
Improvised equipmentat Fitzsimons General Hospital, 151
at named general hospitals, 1i7
at station hospitals In ZI, 189-190
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 446, 440
at Tripler General Hospital, 514
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 456
for Operation CROSSROADS, 907
for pelvimetry in SWPA, 668
for radiation therapy at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 210
for vertical fluoroscopy in SWPA, 600
in CBI, 722, 744-745
in ETOUSA, 871, 379-391, 897
in MTOUSA" 268-272
in SPA, 554
in SWPA, 509
Improvised facilities in SPA, 552
Improvised film-processing tanks-at Fletcher General Hospital, 187
in Trinidad, 800
Improvised flooring forhospitals on Continent, 424
tented hospitals in ETOUSA, 489
Improvised fluoroscopic equipment in
MTOUSA, 264
Improvised furniture at 288d General
Hospital, 581
Improvised kymographic equipment inETOUSA, 403-466
SWPA, 611
Improvised laminographic equipment In
MTOUSA, 137, 268, 271
Improvised lead film markers at Camp
Barkeley Station Hospital, 180
Improvised lead protective shield in CBI,
782-784
Improvised lightproof trap to expedite film
drying, 425-426
Improvised mastoid boards in SWPA, 606
Improvised medium for gallbladder stuies
In Alaskan Department, 796
Improvised photographic enlargers in
MTOUSA, 247
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Improvised planographic equipment, 611
Improvised polygraphic equipment for
gastrointestinal studies InAlaska, 789
SWPA, 615
Improvised protectionat 233d General Hospital, 531
in CBI, 732-784, 744
In CPA, 528
in MTOUSA, 259
in SWPA" 578-581
Improvised protective chair In CBI, 734,
745
Improvised protective leaded screen in
Alaskan Department, 791
Improvised screens In SWPA, 569
Improvised sinus equipment inSPA, 555
SWPA, 608
Improvised spot-film equipmentfor gastrointestinal examinations, 187
In CPA, 521, 530
in SPA, 555
Improvised storage cabinet for screens In
CBI, 744
Improvised switches in ETOUSA, 878-379,
425
Improvised table(s) at18th Station Hospital, 606
1st Evacuation Hospital, 606
Mason General Hospital, 137
Improvised table (stand) in Trinidad, 798
Improvised tabletops inCBI, 744-745
ETOUSA, 877
SWPA, 609, 611, 678
Improvised tracks for field unit in SWPA,
00W
Improvised tube adapter, 382
Improvised tube-angle meter in SWPA, 611
Improvised ventilation for-darkroom tents in ETOUSA, 877
darkrooms in SWPA, 619
Impurities in developing materials, 372
Inaccurate listings of equipment in Middle
East (Persian Gulf) Command, 815-816
Inactivity of hospitals:
in ETOUSA, 458
in SPA, 547
in SWPA, 585
recommendations for use of radiologists
during, 704
Inadequacies ofaccessory equipment in SWPA. 606-047
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Inadequacies of--Continued
driers in MTOUSA, 246
equipment In CBI, 747
facilities in CBI, 780-731
lightproofing of darkrooms, 132
research criteria before World War II884
waiting space in named general hospitals,
133
Incidence ofbillary tract disease in SWPA, 664
carpal navicular fractures in CPA, 535
civilian-type bone lesions in SWPA, 641
closed injuries of abdomen, 306
clostridial myositis in ETOUSA, 481
disease in SWPA, 633
fractures of ribs in atypical pneumonia,
169Ininptet
169
herniated nucleus pulposus in SWPA, 673
Hodgkin's disease at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 204
hookworm in CBI, 758
hypertrophic arthritis in SWPA, 668
infections, 07
intrecrn 6mandatory
bttiog
intracranial abscess in penetrating
low back painin SWPA, 668-669
malaria in CRI, 757
malignant disease
7 in Army,
maxillofacial injuries in MTOUSA, 285286
mycotic infections of chest in MTOUSA,
312
neoplasms of testis, 204
osteomyelitis in CPA, 535-536
paraduodenitis In SWPA, 663
penetrating head wounds in ETOUSA,
477
peptic ulcer in SWPA, 662
plantar warts, 320
primary atypical pneumonia inCPA, 537
named general hospitals, 169
pulmonary tuberculosis, 99, 113
in prisoners of war in CPA, 538
in SWPA, 650, 651
in World War 1-97
regional wounds in field hospitals in
MTOUSA, 244
respiratory infections in SWPA, 650
sacroiliac arthritis in CPA, 536
sinusitis in SWPA, 650
spinal anomalies in SWPA, 670
spondylolisthesis in SWPA, 670, 671, 672
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Incidence of-Continued
subdural hematoma in penetrating
wounds of skull, 478
thoracoabdominal wounds in MTOUSA,
305
urinary tract disease in SWPA, 665
yaws in SWPA, 641, 643
Incorporation of foreign body localizer into
field unit, 72-74
Incus, fracture of, 238
Independent circuit for radiologlc operations, recommendations for, 273
India, 711, 713, 716, 717, 740, 747, 763
Indian Ocean, 807
Indian participation in CBI staff conferences, 720-721
Indian patients In CR1, 720
nBI
2
Indiana In Alaskan Department, 794
Indiansoisk
D
Indianapolis, 128
Indications for-deep therapy in-4
ETOUSA, 485, 488-89
SWPA, 884--685
chest radiographs of registrants in Selective Service, 100-101
pneumoencephalography, 278, 285, 749-750
radical therapy, 213
superficial therapy, 486, 679-683, 826
Individual maintenance of equipment in
SPA, 555
Individual techniques, suppression of, in
ETOUSA, 897
Individualization ofsupervoltage therapy in malignant
disease, 221-222
tumor dose in Hodgkin's disease, 218,
219-220
urinary tract techniques, 164
Indoctrinationconcerning health hazards in atomic
bomb program, 843
of personnelassigned to Trinidad, 797
before invasion of Continent, 422
of units going overseas, 125
Indoor riding ring as hospital in MTOUSA,
254
Indoorpllly, 690
Induced radioactivit) from neutron bombardment over Nagasaki, 892
Induction:
bronchlectasis existent before, 169
coil units, replacement of, 45
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Induction-Continued
diseases existent before, in named general hospitals, 168
recommendation for routine chest radiographs on, in World War 1-53
Induction centers. See Personnel centers.
Industrial facilities inAustralia, 501
POA, 495
Industrial field program in production of
atomic bomb, 868-870
Industrial health program atHanford, 878
Los Alamos, 879-881
Oak Ridge, 871-872
Industrial plants, inspection of, In atomic
bomb program, 869-870
Industrial safety program in MED, 843844
Industrial uses of million-volt X-ray generator, 835-836
Ineffectiveness of protective measures in
Alaskan Department, 790-791
Inequalities ofdistribution of equipment in SWPA,
608-605
pay (prerequisites) of enlisted and civilian personnel, 148
rank and promotion, 16, 351
training of radiologists in SWPA, 584
workload In forward hospitals, 405
Infarction of liver (spleen) in relapsing
fevers, 822
Infection (s):
followup studies on, in wounds of extremities, 275
from intracranial bone fragments, 278
incidence of, 67
of wound In etiology of brain abscess,
283
radiation therapy for, 24n, 25, 67, 207,
208, 490, 540, 826
Inferior vena cava, art.eriovenous fistula
of, 178
Inferiority of chemicals in CBI, 743
Infiltrative pulmonary lesions In coccidiotdomycosis, 536-537
Infirmary-type service in Bermuda, 797
Influenza in World War 1-9, 49
Influenzal pneumonia in MTOUSA, 311
Infolded lung, 298-299
Information, dissemination of, in ETOUSA,
330, 379-380
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Infrared radiation burns after bombings in
Japan, 898
Ingestion experiments in safety program
in production of atomic bomb, 855, 856,
857, 859
Inguinal lymph nodes, radiation of, in
Hodgkin's disease, 220
Inhalation hazards in atomic bomb program, 855-856, 857, 859
Injuriesof bones, 175-177
of gastrointestinal tract after supervoltage therapy, 227
resulting from supervoltage therapy, 215217
See alao special types; special anatomic
areas.
Inputs, range of, in local current, 82
Insect(s) :
DDT control of, at Oak Ridge, 872
in native huts In New Guinea, 598
in SWPA, 575, 577, 688
in Trinidad, 78
Insert tanks for film-processing units In
ETOUSA, 376
Inspection ofBritish facilities for therapy of U.S.
personnel, 485
health programs, MED, 843
industrial plants in atomic bomb program, 869-870
oversea equipment in World War 1-8
protective measures in hospitals in ETOUSA, 456-457
radiology sections byConsultant in Radiology, OTSG, 13-15
Consultants in Surgery, OTSG, 14-15,
17, 133
hospitals inETOUSA, 329, 333-334, 336-337, 345,
378, 397-398
MTOUSA, 248
SWPA, 565, 566, 567-570
named general hospitals, 162
regional hospitals in ZI, 194
station hospitals in ZI, 186
Inspector General, Army, 191, 803
Instability of current inAustralia, 616
SWPA, 617
Instruction:
acceleration of, In mobilization period,
22-23

INDEX
Instruction-Continued
at Camp Greenleaf in World War I20-21
at enlisted technicians' schools, 128-129
in diagnostic radiology at Army Medical
School, 27
in foreign body localizationat Army School of Roentgenology, 33
between World Wars, 22
In World War I-4, 54
manuals of, 88
of technicians in typing between World
Wars-22
recommendations for, after World War
1-21
Instructional course in bone lesions, 142
Instructional facilities at Army School of
Roentgenology, 32-43
Instructional possibilities of service at personnel centers, 116
Instructional use of circulating film library,
143
Instructions for hospital inspections in
World War 1-9
Instrument Development Group, Met Lab,
864
Instruments:
development of, for atomic bomb program, 845, 862
for deep radiation therapy of cancer, 852,
857
functioning of, in Japan, 890
Insurance program at Oak Ridge, 875
Integration of personnel in replacement
pools into radiology departments, 125126
Integrity of affiliated hospitals, malntenance of, 16
Intended uses of field unit, 55, 56
Intensifying screens:
research on calibration of, 91
storage of, in CBI, 744
Interchangeability of parts of basic units,
67, 68
Intercommunications system(s), 136-137
Interhospital societies in SWPA, 574
Intermediate radiation therapyat Thomas M. England General Hospital,
161
in CPA, 540
Internal hydrocephalus, 755
Internal injuries, deaths from, after bombIngs in Japan, 898
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Internal medicine center, DeWitt General
Hospital, 120
Internal Medicine Series, World War II
Medical Department history, 97n
International Commission on Radiological
Protection, 850
International Roentgen Ray Committee on
X-Ray Protection, 206
Interpretation of films, 130-131
by nonradiologic officers in SWPA, 587,
688
course In, at 35th General Hospital, 696
errors in, in Middle East (Persian Gulf)
Command, 810-811
human fallibility in, 113
in CBI, 723
presence of enlisted technicians at, 362
problems of, in SWPA, 616
Interpretation of myelograms in SWPA, 673
Interpretation of photofluorographs, 108109
Interpretation of wet films, 110-111, 116
Interrupterless unit, 20, 45
Interstitial cell tumors of testis, 223
Interstitial infiltration in missile tracks in
lungs, 475
Interstitial therapy, 198
Interstitial tissues, hemorrhage into, in
blast injuries of chest, 473
Intestinal bleeding, screening for, in Alaskan Department, 772
Intestinal gas pattrii lb wounds of abdaieu, 410-471
Intestinal mucosa, pattern of, In hookworm
in CBI, 758
Intestinal obstruction, 168
in amebiasis, 824
Intestines:
carcinoma of, 168
experimental data on effects of radiation on, 861
perforation of, 471
polyps of, 168
radiation Injuries of, 215, 217, 227, 851,
852
Intolerance of normal structures to supervoltage therapy, 215-217
Intra-abdominal lesions, localization of, by
pneumoperitoneum, 469-470
Intracapsular foreign bodies in knee, 469
Intracardiac foreign bodies, 465
Intracavitary radiation in carcinoma of
bladder, 228-230
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Intracerebral hematoma in penetrating
wounds of skull, 478
Intracranial abscess, retained foreign bodle In, 478
Intracranial foreign bodies, localization of,
In MTOUSA, 278
Intrahospital conferences In ETOUSA, 857
Intrahospital transportation of patients,
258,255,781
Intramedullary pins, 275
Intramural aberrant pancreas, 171
Intramural cardiac foreign bodies, 465
Intramural nervous system, damage to, in
hookworm, 758-759
Intraocular foreign bodies, 148, 168
in World War I-54
localization of, 139, 165, 272, 275, 435,
464, 466-408, 554, 556, O66n, 646, 792
Intraocular surgery in CBI, 756
Intraperitoneal abscesses after abdominal
surgery, 306
Intrasellar adenoma, 182
Intraspinal hemanglomas, 178
Intraspinal injection of Pantopaque, 168164
Intrathoracie foreign bodies, localization
of, in MTOIJSA, 290-291
Intrathoracle lymph nodes, residual tuberculous lesions In, 108
Intravascular foreign bodies, 465
Intravenous gallbladder radiography in
ETOUSA, 390n
Intravenous pyelographvat 1065th General Hospital, 700
In Alaskan Department, 792, 798, 798
in island campaigns, 526
in SWPA, 666-667, 668
Intravenous therapy, instruction of enlisted
technicians in, 128
Intravenous urography, 164,
before induction, 168

in Alaskan Department, 795
Intubation studies of small bowel in Alaskan Department, 796
Invasion ofContinent, 287, 241, 346, 349, 722
planning for, 327, 422-426
standing operating procedure for, 420421
Italy, 237, 419, 420
Japan, planning for, 501, 562
Kiska, 786
North Africa, 249
Philippines, 562-568

Invasion of--Continued
Sicily, 237, 420
Inventory ofcaptured enemy equipment in ETOUSA,
398, 899
equipment inMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 815-816
SWPA, 608-W65
fogged films in ETOUSA, 394-896
techniques of mass radiography, 100, 104107
Inventory problems at 233d General Hospital, 530
lodochlorol, 808
Ion chambers, 882, 864, 888
Ionization measuring devices, 61
Ionization measurements, 88
lonometers in SWPA, 684
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts, 868
Iran, 710, 806, 807, 808, 810, 815, 816, 817,
818, 821, 826
Iran-Iraq Service Command, 806n
Iranian physicians, liaison with, 812
IlmLAND, Maj. Gen. M. W., 149
Iris, prolapse of, at operation, 756
Iron Range, 694
IRvING,
Isuzatwoon, Col.
Col.J. J. A.,
A.,72797, 797n, 799

island campaigns, 525-527
island commands In SPA, 500
Island hopping inPOA, 547
oA, 54674
Island Radiological
hoping I
Island
Society,
Islands adjacent to Alaska, radiologic service on, 771
Isoeffect recovery curve, 213
in Hodgkin's disease, 220
Isolation of radiologists in SWPA, 564,
566,

067

Isotopes, 206, 685, 882, 854
measurement of, 857
postwar development of, 916
Italian casualties, care of, by U.S. personnel in MTOUSA, 248
Italian prisoners of war, tuberculosis In, In
CPA, 538
Italian radiologist in occupied hospital in
Eritrea, 812
Italian technicians, conservation of films
by, 274
Italians, liaison with, in MTOUSA, 248
Italy, 1, 259, 282, 419, 809
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Italy-Continued
invasion of, 237, 419, 420
liaison with local physicians in, 248
movements from, to southern France, 250
Iviz, Maj. J. McK., 121, 141, 143

Java, 701, 882
Jaw (s) :
examination of, at 105th General Hospital, 700
fractures of, 648

Iwo Jima, 499, 525

JAY, Maj. B. D., 384

L. 0., 846, 864
Jackson, Miss., 139
Jamaica, 795, 796

Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia
Hospital, 709
Jejunum:

JAcoBsoN,

JAmisoN,
Japan, 549Lt. Col. H. W., 170
Japan
549ascarlasis,

campaigns back to, 526
departure of survey team for, 8M
deployment of hospitals to, after V-J
Day, =

dropping of bombs on, 831, 885-886, go,_
902
hospital expansion for invasion of, 532
occupation of, 590-591, 627
planning for invasion of, 501, 525, 694
preparations for bombing of, 885-886
probable losses in coastal assault on, 889
radioactivity and blast damage In, 890893
risks of war with, 509
surrender of, 501, 579, 588, 7 8
Japanese:
Incidence of tuberculosis In, 538, 650
tenacity of, in SWPA, 578
Japanese air activity in Leyte Harbor, 688
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, 509-512
Japanese bombing in SWPA, 691
Japanese clothing, burying of, in Alaskan
Department, 775, 786
Japanese control of Pacific, 495
Japanese encephalitis, 532
Japanese equipment, 630-631
at St. Luke's hospital, Tokyo, 698
Japanese incursions into China, 710
Japanese installations, utilization of, for
Allied POW's, 563
Japanese invasion of Burma, 718
Japanese physicians (scientists), cooperation of, with survey team, 888
Japanese prisoners of war, 577
diseases in, in Okinawa, 582
malnutrition In, in CBI, 764-765
Japanese retreat in CBI, 791
Japanese suicide planes, 629
Japanese technicians, 590-591
Jaundice-after yellow fever vaccination, 664
in amebic liver abscess, N5
in paraduodenitis, 668

aenomit:
abnormalities of, in-316

hookworm, 758
neurogenic sarcoma of, 181
neurogtc sro
o,181
JENNOS, Sgt. L., 151-152
John Gaston Hospital, 30, 33-34, 44
Johns Hopkins Hospital Unit, 54, 572
in World War 1-7
Johns Hopkins University, 837
JOHNSON, Hon. L., 60
JOHNsON, Sgt. T., 786
JOHNSON, Col. V. S., 155
JoHNsTON, Col. G. C., 4n, 5, 19, 46, 47, 49, 52
Joint(s) :
diseases of, 55
examination of, 145
inclusion of, in examinations of extremity
wounds, 442, 634
injuries of, 167
involvement of, inparaplegia, 142
yaws, 641, 643, 644
Joint changes in paraplegia, 157
Joint Chiefs of Staff, 902
Joint spaces of spine, 172
Joint Task Force One (JTF 1), 902, 909,
915
JOISTAD, MaJ. A. F., Jr., 463, 464
JomoT-CuRiE, I., 400, 837n
Jornada del Muerto, N. Mex., 832, 883
Journal clubs in SWPA, 574
Journal of the American Medical AssociaJournals:
delayed arrival of, in SPA, 556
maldistribution of, in ETOUSA, 359
paucity of, in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 810
procurement of, in SWPA, 574-575
recommendations for provision of, 706
Juneau, 774
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Jungle:
clearing of, for hospital construction inCBI, 716-717, 724, 728
SWPA, 600, 688
hospital construction in, in Trinidad, 800
Jungle growth in CBI, 709
Jungle rot in SWPA, 680-681
Jungle slime in SWPA, 682
Jungle warfare:
injuries during training for, 536
problems of, 588
Justificltion for Army Cancer Institute,
208Juvenile epiphysitis, 167
Juvenile round back, 668

Kidneys-Continued
effects of radioactive uranium on, 861
examinations of, In general hospitals, 435
rupture of, 306
tolerance doses of supervoltage radiation
for, 216n
KIMBEROUG, Col. J. C., 327
KING, Brig. Gen. E., 509, 511
KING, Lt. Col. J., 341
KiBKLIN, Col. B. R., 13-18, 89, 119, 133, 139,
162, 185, 186, 189, 193, 193n, 194, 341, 722
Kirschner wires, 275
Kiska, 772, 775
landings on, 780, 786
scouting operations on, 794

Juxta-articular yaws in SWPA, 643

KITCHENER,

K rations, 609
Kaar-EI-Aline Hospital, 822, 827
Kadlec Hospital, 878
Kala-azar in Middle East (Persian Gulf)
Command, 823
KALLUS, Lt. Col. E. G., 560
Kamikaze planes, 699, 889
KAMMmB, A. G., 872
Kaneche, Oahu, 514
Kansas City, 19
KAPLAN, Capt. G., 486
Karftchi, 711, 712, 713, 717, 723, 735, 747
KASTLER, Maj. G. J., 121
Kauai, 518
Kazvin, 808
KEEFER, Maj. G. P., 717n, 737, 747n, 765
Keleket bedside unit, 138
See a•so Kelley-Koett.
Keleket portable units In Middle East, 813
Keleket stationary units, 138
Keleket units, 514, 697
KELIKIAN, Lt. Col. H., 468
Kelley-Koett (Keleket) Manufacturing Co.,
46, 58, 61
KELLY, J. F., 67
Kely Radium Institute, 572
Keloids, 141, 207, 208, 488, 489, 490
Kennedy General Hospital, 29, 30, 35, 120,
133
KERLEY, P., 359
Ketchikan, 774
Khartoum, 808
Khorramabitd, 808
Khorramshabr, 815
Khyber Pass, 2
Kidney(s) :
adenocarcinoma of, 207
calculi of, in SWPA, 666, 667

KLEIN,

Lord, 2

Capt. A. J., 175
Knee(s) :
elective surgery on, in MTOUSA, 278
injuries of cartilages of, 275
ossification of ligaments about, 175
osteochondritis dissecans of, in SWPA,
em
pneumoarthrography of, 164
in ETOUSA, 468-469
in MTOUSA, 278
soft-tissue ossifications about. 173, 174
Knock-down table in World War I--46-47
KOCH, Capt. D. A., 139, 278n, 291n, 298, 316
KOCH, Capt. J., 147
Koch and Sterzel units, 399
Kodachrome motion pictures (slides), 142
Kodak Hawaii, Ltd., 514, 520, 521
KooHead, 518
Lt. Co1. S. I., 164
KOOPEaSTEIN,
KonANSKY, Capt. A. R., 514
Korean prisoners of war:
lung fluke In, 537
pulmonary tuberculosis in, 538
pulmnar573
Kotanica, 573
KowARsKI; L., 837
Krakatau, explosion of, 882
K.U.B. examinationsat 105th General Hospital, 700
In Alaskan Department, 793
KUHN, Capt. W. G., 174
Kunai grass roofing, 598
KUntscher nail, 176-177
Kwajalein, 522, 525, 526, 911, 914
Kymograph (s) :
built Into pilot models of field unit, 91-92
improvisation of, inETOUSA, 461, 46&-466
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Kymograph (s)--Continued
improvisation of, in-Continued
MTOUSA, 269, 293, 297
SWPA, 611, 658
localization of foreign bodies in (about)
heart by, 463-466
La Fertd Bernard, 446
Labor shortages in Australia, 594-595
Laboratories:
Columbia University Laboratory SAM
(Special Alloyed Materials Laboratory), 832
Commonwealth X-Ray and Radium
Laboratory, 678
Naval Research Laboratory, 832
19th Medical General Laboratory, 652
Rochester Medical Laboratory, 836
University of California Radiation
Laboratories, 832, 864, 864n
University of Chicago Met Lab, 832, 834,
837, 841, 849, 853, 854, 855, 856, 858, 862,
864-868, 869, 870, 872, 876-878, 881, 905
Laboratory and Project Councils, Met Lab,
864
Laboratory at Los Alamos, 832
Laboratory data, correlation of, with X-ray
findings, 27
Laboratory ship for Operation CROSSROADS, 907
Laboratory technicians, grades of, in
ETOUSA, 360
Labyrinthine arrangement of lightproof
tent, 76
LACKEY, Lt. Col. R. W., 443, 448, 449
Ladysmith, Siege of, 3
Lae, 695, 696
Laminae, fractures of, 479
Laminectomy in penetrating wounds of
spine, 289
Laminography:
equipment for, 139
improvisations for, 137, 268, 271
Landing craft, infantry (LCI's), radiologic
personnel on, in MTOUSA, 250
Landing operations inMTOUSA, breakage during, 266
SWPA, 593
Landing ship, tank (LST's), radiologic
personnel on, in MTOUSA, 250
Landings on Kiska, 780
Landmlnes, casualties from, inMTOUSA, 244, 275
SWPA, 694
Lane plates, 275
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W. H., 881
Language difficulties inCanal Zone, 796
CBI, 719
Japan, 590, 591
MTOUSA, 248, 268
Large bowel:
double-contrast studies of, in Alaskan
Department, 795
polyposis of, in SWPA, 664
Larynx, carcinoma of, 207, 852
Last-minute delivery of equipment,
proposal for, in SWPA, 612
Late radiation effects, 216n
Late reactions to supervoltage therapy, 217
Latent effects of radiation, 853
Latent tuberculosis, recurrences of, in
Alaska, 794
Lateral films in localization of foreign
bodies, 94
Lateral preference of amebic liver abscess,
665
Lateral projections in urinary tract lesions,
164
Lateral radiography ofcervical spine, 385
extremities, 382
Lateral trajectories, protection from, 87
Lauritsen pencil electroscope, 862
LAVNER, Maj. G., 164
LAw, Maj. S., 874
LAWRENCE, E. 0., 573, 832, 833, 834, 839,
844, 849, 854, 857
LAWRENCE, J. H., 833, 834, 845, 846, 858
LAWSON, T5g. A. M., 153
Lawson General Hospital, 125, 131, 133, 140,
142, 145, 181, 196, 225
deep therapy at, 205-207
Medical Department Enlisted Technicians' School at, 126, 127-130
Lay advocacy of universal chest radiographs, 98
LE WALD, Lt. Col. L. T., 20
Lead, lack of provision of, 116
Lead items, shortages of, in MTOUSA, 258259
Lead-covered tunnels in Improvised
serlalography, 383
Lead-impregnated apron (s), use ofas screens, 336, 337, 821
during mass surveys of prisoners of war
in Japan, 698
Lead-impregnated gloves:
as components of field equipment, 87
LANGHAM,
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Lead-impregnated gloves-Continued
deterioration of, in SWPA, 616
in Brazil, 802-803
in CBI, 732-734
in CPA, 523
in ETOUSA, 438
in SWPA, 580-581, 691
mandatory use of, 133, 337, 790, 791, 821
shortages of, in ZI station hospitals, 189
Lead-impregnated shield, 87
Lead-lined chest for protection of films, 378
Lead-lined fluoroscopic rooms in Alaskan
Department, 790
Lead-lined radiographic rooms in Middle
(Persian Gulf) Command, 820
Lead lining of control booths, 133
Lead markers for films, 338-339
Lead protection, 86
at Army School of Roentgenology, 33
in atomic bomb production, 854
Lead protective materials, 371
Lead shutters in spot-film radiography,
133-134
Lead splinters, localization of, 2
Leaded glass:
in fluoroscopic equipment, 627, 628
recommendation for reserve supply of, in
Alaskan Department, 791
Leaded rubber, shortages of, inMTOUSA, 258
ZI station hospitals, 189
Leaded sheeting:
at 42d General Hospital, 698
late availability of, in ETOUSA, 336, 338
shortages of, inCPA, 523
ETOUSA, 456
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
820
SPA, 553
SWPA, 579, 579n
Leakage of lightproof tents, 78
Leapfrog movements of 35th Evacuation
Hospital, 446
Leather items, deterioration of, in SWPA,
616
LEAvWEWORTH, W. M., 216
Lecturesat Halloran General Hospital, 155
for enlisted technicians, 126
in on-job training, 187
on basic physics, 126
on radiation therapy, 196
on X-ray techniques; 126
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Ledo (Ledo Road), 716, 717, 728, 728, 731,
734, 765
Lznoux, Lt. Col. A. C., 328, 461, 489, 490
Leeds, 333
Lmoao, C., 872
Legion of Merit, 332, 450
Legs of operator, protection of, 87, 88
LEGH, Maj. T. F., 526
Leishmaniasis, 823-826
LEMAY, Gen. C. E., 902
Lend-Lease Act, 710
Lend-lease material, dispensing of, 711
Length of cables as protective factor, 88
Lengthening of exposures in Boer War, 4
Lenox Hospital, 450
Lens for photofluorography, 106, 108
Leper colony at Makogai, 551
Leprosarium in Manila, 697
Leprosy, 143, 155, 822
Leptomeningeal cysts, 157
Leptospiral disease, pathologic process in,
822
Lethal blast wave front, 881
Lethal effects of high explosives, 881-882
Lethal tumor dose, determinations of, by
serial biopsies, 213
Lethality of wounds of heart, 296
Letterer-Siwe disease, 182
Letterman General Hospital, 26, 55, 60,
126, 131, 140, 165, 182, 196, 590n
Leukemia, 181-182, 207, 457
in SWPA, 641, 685
radiation therapy of, 827
treatment of, with phosphorus 32-833,
834
Leukopenia frombombings in Japan, 898
overexposure inAlaskan Department, 782, 790
MTOUSA, 259
LEnvN, Maj. E. J., 428n
LIevmn, Col. J., 116, 530
LEVY, Lt. Col. A. J., 245
LIwis, Lt. Col. E. K., 468, 469
L~wIs, Col. L. G., 216, 221, 222, 227
Leyte, 501, 562-563, 598, 628, 683, 688, 699

Leyte landings, 688
radiologic service during, 593
Liaison:
of X-ray sections with other hospital
sections, 143
training of enlisted technicians in, in
CBI, 724-725
with Malayan physicians in BRak, 701
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Liaison--Continued
with manufacturers, 61-02
with native medical installations in SPA,
550-551
with Philippine physicians, 573, 697, 699
Liaison activities InAlaskan Department, 779
Australia, 573
CBI, 718-719
ETOUSA, 327, 33-334, 354, 369
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
812
MTOUSA, 247-248
named general hospitals, 143-144
New Guinea, 701
SPA, 550
SWPA, 571, 572-573
Libell-Florscheim grid, 605
Liberated equipment in MTOUSA, 2,
264-265, 268
Liberia, 805-806
Library facilities-

at Army School of Roentgenology, $1,
33,35,36
in SWPA, 568,574-75
Library supplies, procurement of, by Australian radiologists, 572
Libya, 806, 817

Lichen planus, 141, 207
in ETOUSA, 488
in SWPA, 680, 683

Lichen simplex inETOUSA, 488
SWPA, 680
Lichenoid dermatitis, 141
Lifge, 357
Light fogging of films inBrazil, 803
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
818-819
Light leaks:
correction of, 132-133
in cassettes in SWPA, 615
in darkrooms in SWPA, 618
in lightproof tents, 78
Lightbeam localizers, 210
Lightproof tents, 76-78
Lightweight alloys, shortages of, 69
Limitation(s)of equipment for gastrointestinal radiography in MTOUSA, 314
of examinations in field hospitals, 587
of field unit, 261

Limitation--Continued
of radiologic research before World
War II-833-834
of refined examinations by untrained
radiologic officers, 587
of working hours as protective measure,
524, 581, 791
on activity of Acting Consultant in Radiology, SWPA, 566
on gastrointestinal examinations instation hospitals in ZI, 191-192
SWPA, 661, 693
on production of equipment, 149
Limited duty after treatment for malignant disease, 205
Limited National Emergency, 98
Limited service, relaxation of physical
standards for, 98
Limited service personnel:
as enlisted technicians, 123
training of, for personnel centers, 110
D. 0. N., 105
LINDmBA,
Line surges, 80
Line voltage, inequalities of, in field, 617
Linens, packing of, in field chests, 82
Lines of command, confusion of, in SWPA,
W5, 566
Lingayen Gulf, 629
UnULxY, Col. J. R., 249, 273
Lip, carcinoma of, 178, 204, 205, 540, 851,
852
in VIP, 491

Lipiodol:
contrast studies with, in Alaskan Department, 795
for myelography in SWPA, 673
in diagnosis ofbronchiectasis, 652
sinus disease, 650
lack of, in MTOUSA, 810
side effects of, in asthmatics, 164
Lipiodol visualizationin thoracoabdominal wounds, 472
of bronchopleural fistula, 305
of parasites in dracunculiasis, 824
Lipoid histiocytosis of bone, 283
Lipoid metabolism, 182
Lipoma (s), 178
Litchfield, 408
Literature:
development of, 836-837
Inadequacy of provision for, in SWPA,
574-575
on effects of blast, 881-8=
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Literature-Continued
on protection against radiation hazards,
854
Litter(s):
examination of combat casualties on, 67,
380, 450, 458
movement of, in SWPA, 600
positioning on, 68
recommendation for larger wheels on, 553
use of tabletops as, 609
Litter bearers:
during Invasion of Continent, 421
enlisted technicians as, in SWPA, 590
hookworm infection in, in SWPA, 663
in CBI, 719
in ETOUSA, 342, 430, 431, 432tes10-9
In 1st Field ,Hosi,
41, 42Local
in 1st Field Hospital, 687

Local current, 80, 82
in Alaskan Department, 786
in Australia, 616-617
in SPA, 553-554
Local engineers, help from, in MTOUSA,
261
Local hospitals, cooperation of, with Halloran General Hospital, 155
Local medical schools:
cooperation of, with Halloran General
Hospital, 155
participation in activities of, 143
Local procurement of films in SWPA, 620
Local professional help in personnel centers, 108-109
purchase of lead for protective purposes, 116

in hospitals on Continent, 425
MOUSA
in 253256Local
In
In MTOUSA,
SWPA, 687253-256
in 35th Evacuation Hospital, 445, 440, 448
in 12th Evacuation Hospital, 445

116
posesradiologists:
cooperation
with,
in named general
hsias
4
hospitals, 144
provision of supplies by, 137
Local sources of supply in Australia, 561

Papuan natives as, 633n
Litter patients:
accessibility of, to radiologic facilities,
424-425
waiting space for, in ETOUSA, 438
LrrrLE, Maj. A. V., 815
Little Bagulo, 560
Liver:
calcification of, 175
extension of coccidloidomycosis to, 170
hydatid cysts of, 823
localization of foreign bodies in relation
to, 469
rupture of, 306
Liver abscess in SWPA, 665
Living conditions-at Oak Ridge, 849-850
in CBI, 725, 727-728
in SWPA, 502-503
Loading bench-drier combination, 378, 623
Loading bin, 79-80, 82
Loading ofcassettes in SWPA, 615
equipment:
errors in, in CPA, 628
errors in, in SWPA, 628
for invasion of Kiska, 786
Loan of films to wards, 140
Lobar pneumonia in MTOUSA, 310
Lobular pneumonia in brucellosis, 823-824
Local chemotherapy at Pearl Harbor, 512
Local civilian radiologists in MTOUSA, 248

Localization ofbone fragments in head injuries, 476,
477-478
bullets in early post-Roentgen wars, 1, 2,
3, 4
foreign bodies, 24, 24n, 59, 67, 85-86, 94,
456
about orbit, 650
at Pearl Harbor, 511
by fluoroscopy, 70-74, 338, 523, 526
by fluoroscopy in World War 1-49
by pneumoperltoneum, 469-471
by stereoscopy, 611
equipment for, 72-76, 85-86
errors in, 74
In (about) heart, 463-466
In Alaskan Department, 793
In brain abscess, 283
In CPA, 521
in ETOUSA, 338, 459-468,475
in evacuation hospitals, 25
in extremities, 275, 475
in eye(s), 143, 165, 275, 466-468, 606n,
756, 792
in knee(s) by pneumoarthrography,
468-469
In mass injuries in Iran, 821
in MTOUSA, 270, 278, 274-275, 283
in SPA, 554
in SWPA, 623, 645-647
in thorax, 357

INDEX
Localization of--Continued
foreign bodies--Continued
in World War 1-20, 21, 24, 53-54, 72,
86n, 606, 645n
Instruction in, at Army Medical School,
27
instruction in, at Army School of
Roentgenology, 33, 36, 40
instruction in, at enlisted technicians'
schools, 128
instruction in, between World Wars,
22
instruction in, in World War 1-54
instruction in, risks of, 87
intra-abdominal foreign bodies, 305-W6
intracranial foreign bodies, 278
intraperitoneal abscesses, 306
intrathoracic foreign bodies, 290-291, 292
lead splinters, 2
Localized arthrosis of spine, 172
Localized pulmonary tuberculosis, 101
equipment inLocalizing
River War, 3
World War 3-7
Location of-facilities:
in evacuation hospitals on Continent,
424
in forward hospitals in MTOUSA, 254255
in named general hospitals, 133
in SWPA, 594
specifications for, in ETOUSA, 438-439
hospitals inAustralia, 562
MTOUSA, 249-250
pipes In SWPA, 622
radiation therapy centers inMTOUSA, 317-319
ETOUSA, 485, 486
service in forward areas in ETOUSA,
426
233d General Hospital in Okinawa, 530
units, flexibility of, in landing operations,
420
LoCxAaT, Gen. Sir W., 2
Loculated hemothorax, 393
LoDmrLL, Lt. Col. E. A., 329, 330
LorSTEOM, Lt. Col. J. E., 139, 278, 298, 316
Logistics:
in CBI, 765
In CPA, 498, 517-524
in POA, 495, 505
in SWPA, 501
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Logistics-Continued
of film delivery in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 819
of Ledo Road, 716
of move of Army School of Roentgenology to University of Tennessee, 31
relation of, to radiologic caseload, 239,
242
Loire Base Section, 328
London, 331, 332n, 355, 362, 371
LoNo, Col. E. R., 16, 99, 109, 111, 112, 794
Long bones, examinations of, at Halloran
General Hospital, 156
Long Island X-Ray Co., 61
Long-wheelbase chassis for auxiliary mobile units, 406
Loose teeth in Alaska, 778
Lordotic projections of chest, 164
LosEAlamE., 852
Los Angmls, 832, 4
LsAes,,
Losses-in landing operations, 420, 527
of enlisted technicians in CPA, 518-519
of equipment-TUA
conditions in SPA, 503
i
climatic 6-6
from
in MTOUSA, 265-267
In POA, 627-628, 705, 736--737
on Rufus King, 606, 628, 691
of films-by deterioration in CPA, 522
during evacuation in MTOUSA, 246247
In SWPA, 620-621
of sheet lead In-MTOUSA, 258
SWPA, 579
of uranium salts In atomic bomb program, 869
Louisiana, 653, 654, 724
Louisiana Maneuver Area, 191
Louisiana State University School of Medicine, 653
Louisville, 29, 126
Lovell General Hospital, 121, 125-126, 164,
172, 176, 178
Low back pain, 668-670
Lower extremities, exposure of, 732-734
LST's, 266, 661
Lubricating oil, viscosity of, 378
Lucite conductor in foreign body localizing equipment, 75
Lumbar disks, central protrusions of, 172
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Lumbar subarachnoid space, Pantopaque
injection of, 172
Lumbar vertebrae, sacralization of, 670
Lumbosacral angles, investigation of, 308
Lumbosacral joints, lesions of, 171
Lung(s) :
agenesis of, 813
anomalies of, 104, 313
carcinoma of, 168, 207, 685
changes in, after blast, 882
coceidioldomycosis of, 169
cystic disease of, 104
decortication of, 291
echinococcus cysts of, 649
foreign bodies in, 104, 155
hydatid disease of, 823
infolding of, 298-299
involvement of, in wounds of chest, 64
missile tracks In, 475
mycotic disease of, 104
neoplasms of, 104, 114
reticuloendothellosis of, 182
rupture of, through diaphragm, 471
See atso Pulmonary.
Lung abscess, 104
embolic phenomena after, 312
in schistosomiasis, 825
In SWPA, 658
resemblance of primary atypical pneumonla to, 588
Lung fluke, 587, 654, OK
Lupus, 207
Luxembourg, 447-448, 450, 455
Lymph nodes in Hodgkin's disease, 218-220
Lymphadenitis, 826
Lymphadenopathy in fungus infections, 170
Lymphangiomas, 141
Lymphoblastoma, 488, 489, 490-491
Lymphogranuloma venereum, 822
Lymphoid hyperplasta, 682
Lymphoid tissue, reaction of, to radiation
therapy, 851
Lymphoma, 540, 685
in named general hospitals, 181-182
of chest, 312-818
Lymphosarcoma, 204, 490
Lyon, Capt. G. M., 907, 914
LYons, Maj. C., 156
Lysholm grid, 605, 8Wa
Lyrnm, CoL C. S., 421
MAcArrnus, Gen. D., 495, 496, 501, 68
Machinegun wounds in MTOUSA, 244
Machlett Laboratories, 61
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Machlett tube, 116
Mackenzie-Davidson localizing equipment, 3
Macon, Ga., 185
Maggots In lesions of yaws, 643
Maginot Line, 447
Magneta Raumslcht units, 399
MAGauvas, Brig. Gen. J., 710
Maimonides Hospital, 428n
Maintenance and repair shop at Army
School of Roentgenology, 3
Maintenance of equipment, 68
in Alas*an Department, 789
in CBI, 747-748
in ETOUSA, 371, 401-402
i MTOUSA, 267-268
I POA, 705
In stai 555
In station hospitals in ZI, 190
in SWPA, 564, 570-571, 612, 625-427
in World War I--8
instruction in, 128
Maintenance of generators in ETOUSA, 871
Maintenance officers at supply depots, 18
Maintenance service, recommendations for,
705
Maintenance trainig In auxiliary mobile
units, 409
Makin Atolls, 525
Makogal, 551
Malallnement of primary beam, 85
Malaria:
associated with yaws, 643
backache as premonitory symptom of, in
SWPA, 009670
control of, at Oak Ridge, 872
in CBI, 734, 757
In Chinese troops, 713
in Philippines, 500
In SWPA, 688, 633n, 680, 689, 6•6
In Trinidad, 801
instruction in control of, at enlisted techniclans' schools, 128
splenomegaly In, 822
Malassignment (s)of radiologists, 15-16
in WTOUSA, 349
In MTOUSA, 258
In SWPA, 585, 695
to Army School of Roentgenology, 18
Malayan physicians In Blak, 701
MALCOLM, Col. R. L, 448
Maldevelopment of patella, 176

INDEX
Maldistribution ofequipment inMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Comnmand, 814-816
SWPA, 608-605
training material in ETOUSA, 357-59
MATLN, Lt. Col. D. I., 720
Malignant disease:
disposition of personnel with, 205
dosage requirements for special types of
of, 212-213
histologic classification of, 221-223
effects of radiation in, 212-214
incidence of, In military age group, 204
of chest, 312-813
of testis, radiation injuries in, 223-226
techniques of management of, 223-226
radiation therapy of, 178-179, 19,
208-222
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 195,
202-205, 208-233
in ETOUSA, 490
return to duty after therapy of, 205, 486
routine of management of, 208-210
search for cure of, between World Wars,
838
treatment ofby high energy particles, 834
in other countries, 206
See ahso Carcinoma, special types.
Malignant lymphoma, 204
Malingering:
after bombings in Japan, 898
detection of, in Telepaque examinations
of billary tract, 557, 665n
low back complaints In, 668-069
Malinta Tunnel, 559
nvolvement of, In cocdioldomyMali
Mafleol,
cils, 170
Mal-location of fluoroscopic machines, 17
Malnutrition InCBI, 764-766
Japanese prisoners of war In CBI,
764-765
Philippines, 560
prisoners of war In SWPA, 658-059
MALTBY, Lt Col. G. L., 172
Malunion of fractures in SWPA, 684
Malvern, 357
Manchester, 331, M32n, 48,491
Manchu Regulation, 56, 59
Manchurian incident, 55
Mandatory chest radiography, 98-101
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Mandatory use of lead-impregnated apron
(gloves), 87, 790-791, 821
Mandible, sarcoma of, 178
M&NazS, Maj. W. F., 8, 21
Manhattan, 148
Manhattan District, Corps of Engineers,
881
Manhattan Engineer District, 831, 837,
839-41, 842, 843, 84, 847-850, 862, 864,
868, 869, 872, 888, 907
Manhattan Project, 395, 831, 840, 841, 842,
843, 860
Manila, 559, 560, 598, 599, 600, 630, 651,
658, 671, 678, 697, 690, 701, 702
Manila Bay, 600
Manila Roentgen Ray Society, 574, 699
"Manipulators" in World War 1-19
Manipulatrices in World War 1-21
MANN, Lt. D. V., 584
Manpower:
salvage of, by radiation therapy InETOUSA, 485, 486, 487
SWPA, 675
saving of, by use of volunteers, 124-125
Manpower losses InITOUSA for lack of provision for
therapy, 485
POA, 704-705
SWPA from dermatologic states, 675
Manpower problems in JTF 1-08-M04
Manuals(s) :
"Annex Easy," 907
Army field, omissions in, 561
Camp Butner, for enlisted technicians,
187
for operation of X-ray departments in
general hospitals, 442
for use In auxiliary mobile units, 409
on positioning in ETOUSA, 357, 372
shortages of, in ZI, 189
War Department Technical Manual-8-240, 3 July 1941--27
8-255, 10 Sept. 1945--114
8-200, 16 July 1941--351
8-280, 30 Dec. 1944--M7
12-221, 30 Nov. 1944--10
12-222, 15 Oct. 1944 and 20 Sept. 1945
-114
"Manual of Roentgenologic Technique,"
357, 574
Manual of Therapy, ETOUSA, 421
Manufacturers of equipment (films),
62-47, 94
contracts with, 68-09
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Manufacturers of equipment (films)Continued
in World War I-6
liaison with, 61-412
Manufacturing plants in Manhattan
Project, 832
Manuscripts, review of, In OTSG, 13
Mapping of fallout after detonation of
bomb at Alamogordo, 885
March fractures, 166, 169, 176, (34-635
MARCUS, Capt. S. M., 245
Margherita, 716, 717, 727, 735
Marianas, 525
Marie-Strtimpell disease, 167, 536, 668, 671
MARIETrA, Maj. Gen. S. U., 199
Marine Biologic Group, Radiologic Safety
Section, JTF 1-913
Marine studies in Test BAKER, 913
Marines, filariasis in, 657
gastrointestinal complaints in, in SWPA,
661-662
noncombat fractures in, in SWPA, 634
"Married" tents, 437, 440
MARSHALL, Gen. G. C., 840
MARSHALL,

Brig. Gen. J. C., 419, 419n, 840,

848, 849
Marshall Islands, 525, 911
MARTiN, Brig. Gen. J. I., 419, 419n
Martinsburg, 126
MA•RLAND, H. S., 857
Mary Fletcher Hospital, 192
Mason General Hospital, 124, 135, 137
Masonite tabletops, improvisation of, 818
Mass lesions in penetrating wounds of
brain, 285
Mass radiographic program, critique of,
111-114
Mass radiography, 371
as case-finding (screening) procedure,
107
techniques of, 104-107
units for, augmentation of, by auxiliary
mobile units, 415
Mass surveys of chest, techniques of,
104-107

Ma•,sachusetts General Hospital, 122, 146,
150, 192, 199,833
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 835
Massawa, 812, 818
Massive pulmonary fibrosis, 652
Master chemical section of processing unit,
78, 817
Mastoid(s):
contrast studies of, with Lipiodol, 795

Mastoid(s) -- Continued
examination ofat Halloran General Hospital, 156-157
in ETOUSA, 383
in SWPA, 650, 700
with Japanese equipment, 631
Mastoid boards, improvisation of, 608
Mastoiditis, 750
Materials:
deterioration of, on Trinidad, 800
for construction of hospitals in
Australia, 596
for improvised equipment in MTOUSA,
268
for production of atomic bomb, 831
shortages of, 69-71
Maternity patients, 120
Mateur, 259
Mattern Co., 61
Mattern combination fluoroscopic-radiographic unit, 138
Mattern control, 268
MA1THEWS, Capt. W. C., 490
MATrHIES, Col. F. T., 876
MATSON,

R. C., 113

Maul, 516, 518
Maxillary antrum, carcinoma of, 231
Maxiliofaclal centers in MTOUSA, 287
Maxillofaclal injuries, 91, 146, 285-289
Maximar General Electric machine for
deep therapy, 206
Maximum permissible dose of radiation
(MPD), 257, 850, 850n, 853
MAyNEORD, W. V., 331
MAYO, CoL C. F., 209
MAYO, Lt. Col. 0. N., 170
Mayo Clinic, 13, 513
MAYs, T3g. E. H., 147
Maze(s) for darkroom:
at 20th General Hospital, 731
improvised construction of, in ETOUSA,
439
in SWPA, 618, 624
McAuLunz, Gen. A. C., 913
MCCAIN, P. P., 99

Lt. Col. J. E., 34-35
Lt. Col. R. B., 171
MCCAW, Col. W. W., 58, 59, 781
McCaw General Hospital, 137
MCDANIEL, Maj. P., 573
McGAw, Lt. Col. W. H., 636
McGILL, Maj. D. P., 427
McGnxoo, Brig. D. B., 330, 332, 333, 345,
354, 355, 359, 370
MCCARTHY,
MCCARTY,

INDEX
McGrigor localization technique for intraocular foreign bodies, 466
McGuire General Hospital, 125
McKinney, Tex., 144
Measurements:
of clothing before reissue in atomic bomb
program, 8W5
of exposure of personnel in ZI, 679
of isotopes, 857
reading of, in foreign body localization,
87
Measuring calipers, 616
Mechanism ofblast injuries of chest, 293-294
detonation of bomb over Nagasaki, 890898
photofluorography, 107-108
radiation damage, 851
reassignment in SWPA, 586
tension pneumothorax, 297
Mediastinal foreign bodies, 290, 465
Mediastinal hematomas, 296
Mediastinal lymph nodes, elective radiation
of, in Hodgkin's disease, 220
Mediastinal masses, 556
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Medical Department enlisted technicians'
schools-Continued
at Lawson General Hospital, 127-180
in Alaskan Department, 780-782
Medical Department repair shop overseas
In World War 1-8
Medical Department supply catalog, 373,
377, 378, 379
Medical Department tentative specifications, 60
Medical depot company, 29th-627
Medical Director, VA, 111
Medical Division, Atomic Energy Commission, 915
Medical equipment maintenance officers in
ZI, 138
Medical facilities at base camp for detonation of bomb, 884
Medical Field Service School, 22, 27
Medical Field Training School, 30
Medical gas casualty treatment battalion:
auxiliary mobile units in, 415
workload in, 405
Medical officers:
at Alamogordo for detonation of bomb,
in personnel centers, 108-108

Mediastinum:
220
Hodgkin's disease of, 168,
qualifications of, 102
Involvement of, in wounds of chest, 646
of, at secret sites, 846-847
use
lymphoma. of, 319
personnel:
Medical
810
658,
177,
neoplasms of,
committed on Okinawa, 527
retraction of, in4
effect of atomic bomb experience on,
clotted hemothorax,
1
915-916
pleurisy, 104
hospital construction by, in SWPA, 562
shift of, In tension pneumothorax, 29fMnata
rjct
4-4
Manhattan Project, 844-.847
o,
178of
teratma,
teratoma of, 178
Medical program attherapy of carcinoma of, 490LsAams
7
Los Alamos, 879
Medical activities of MED, 842-844
Oak Ridge, 870-875
Medical Administrative Corps officers:
Medical Replacement Training Centers,
assignment of, to radiologic service, 123
187, 188
recommended assignment of, to radiology
Medical safety program of Manhattan
service, 586
Project, development of, 841--844
Medical and Chirurgical Faculty of MediMedical schools:
cine, University of Maryland School of
cooperation of, with Army training, 125
Medicine, 109
liaison of, with radiologists in named
Medical battalion, motorized, 151st-717
general hospitals, 143
Medical Bulletin, Headquarters, Offlce of
Medical Section, MED, 837, 841, 843, 844,
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 370, 371
845, 846, 860, 861, 862, 868, 869, 870, 872,
Medical care, pattern of, in island cam881, 882, 886, 888, 903, 905, 915-916
paigns, 525-526
Medical students, radiologic training of,
Medical Department enlisted technicians'
131, 143
schools, 194
Medical supply depots:
at Billings General Hospital, 801
4th-814-815, 816
at Fitzsimons General Hospital, 126
in CBI, 747,

ion
Medical supply depots-Continued
in Washington, D.C., 7
21st-814-815
Medical Supply Division, Office of Surgery,
SWPA, 616, 626
Medical supply inNinth Corps area, 116
SWPA, 677, 678
Medicine, professional review course in,
between World Wars, 22
Medicines, priority of, in CB1, 734
Medicolegal advantages of universal radiography, 100
Medicolegal aspects ofpulmoneary tuerculosis
o,
pilmonryt
, 1
00
radiology, 17

Medicolegal implications of spondylollsthesis, 171
Medicomilitary considerations in CBR,
709-711
Medicomilitary structure ofCPA, 498-499
SPA, 500-501
SWPA, 559-560
Mediterranean Base Section, 319
Mediterranean theater, 237-322, 806
administrative considerations in,
287-248
consultant service in, 248-249
diagnostic considerations in, 275-317
equipment in, 261-274
facilities in, 254-256
personnel in, 248-254
therapy in, 317-320, 675
visit of Senior Consultant in Radiology,
ETOUSA, to, 237, 239, 243, 405,
419-420
workload in, 241-244
See alo special items.
Medlow Bath, 572
Medullary area, radiography of, 634
Meharry Medical College, 874
Meismner's plexus, 759
MErrmh, L., 837
Melanoma(s), 178, 207
Melbourne, 561, 572, 595, 601, 620, 621, 625,
646, 649, 650, 656, 657, 6W4, 665, 678, 677,
678, 685, M6
Memorandums in SWPA, 672
Memorial Hospital, New York City, 140,
146, 202
Memphis, 29, 43, 44, 46, 90, 109, 120, 125
Meningitis at Hanford, 878
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Menisci:
abnormalities of, 685
fractures of, 164
Menlo Park, 131
Mensuration technique in diagnosis of
spondyolisthesis, 671
Merchant Marine personnel:
amebic liver abscess in, 665
noncombat fractures in, 634
Merchant seamen:
care of, in Army hospitals in SPA, 547
Incidence of tuberculosis In, in SWPA,
650

Mercury interrupter, 45
Meridianal technique of localization of intraocular foreign bodies, 466
MZSCHAN, Maj. I., 686, 671, 672

Mesenteric pouch, hernia of, 171
Mess facilities at Army School of Roentgenology, 30, 33
Metabolic pathways of radioactive metals,
881
Metabolic tissue effects of radiation, 836
Metal containers for films in CPA, 522
Metal foils:
for Operation CROSSROADS, 905
radioactivity of, in Test ABLE, 910
Metals, radioactivity of, from neutron bombardment in Nagasaki, 892
Metaphyses, involvement of, in yaws, 645
Metastatic bone lesions, 167
Metastatic cervical lymph nodes, 231
Metastatic malignancy, resemblance of
eosinophilic lung to, 764
Metatarsal structures:
involvement of, in yaws, 644
march fractures of, 176
Meteorologic conditions, relation of, to
radiation risks, 858
Meteorologic studies in preparation for
detonation of bomb, 882-883, 884
Mexican Border, 5
MYzEDs, Lt. Col. P. T., 146
Miami, 804
Michael Reese Hospital, 855
Microfilms in SWPA, 625
Middle East and Persian Gulf Commands,
806-827
clinical considerations in, 821-827
equipment, 812-813
personnel in, 808-809
therapy in, 826-827
training in, 809-811
Middle East Command, 710, 806-808

INDEX
Middlesex Hospital, 331, 332n, 487, 491
Migratory foreign bodies In chest, 290-291
Mildew on equipment in CBI, 709
Millary dissemination in coccldloldomycosis,
170
Millary tuberculosis, resemblance of eoslnophilic lung to, 764
Military age:
estimated incidence of pulmonary tuberculosis In, 99
incidence of malignant disease in, 204, 312
Military considerations inCBI, 709-711
radiology, 24
Military courtesy, 239
Military criteria for X-ray equipment, 1-2,
6, 56, 61, 68,95
in World War I-45
Military Government In Okinawa, 532
Military Government troops in ETOUSA,
448
Military Hospital, Naples, 1
Military Implications of atomic fission,
838-839
Military indoctrination of radiologists, 196
In World War 1-20
Military life, occupational hazards of, 306
Military objectives in CPA, 498
Military Occupational Specialty (MOS)
3182--486
Military radiologic service, evolution of
concept of, 62-63
Military regulations for rejection of
draftees with tuberculosis, 97
Military representative of President in
Chungking, 711
Military structure in Pacific, 495-497
Military training, instruction In, at Army
School of Roentgenologists, 40
Milk, pasteurization of, at Oak Ridge, 872
MuLLEB, Col. A. C., 509
MIuzu, Lt. Col. H. A., 385, 490
MnMIz, Lt. Col. 3. F., 580
Mnxu, Capt. P. D., 427, 430
Musim Sgt. W. P., 124, 140
Miller-Abbott tube, 306
Milliamperage:
automatic changeover of, from fluoroscoplc to radiographic load, 91
of portable units in ETOUSA, 390
Milliampvremneter, 45
Million-volt X-ray machine atSwedish Hospital, Seattle, 864n
University of Rochester, 835, 848, 852
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Miine Bay, 69, 277, 575, 600, 604, 61U, 617,
618, 627, 633, 648, 652, 661, 688, 694, 69M,
702
Milne Bay Roentgen-Ray Society, 695, 697
Mindanao, 689, 694, 888
Minerals in water, effect of, on films, 372
Mines in Colorado, 831
Miniature X-ray machine for training purposes, 362
Minimal daily dosage standards for radlation, 858
Minneapolis, 873, 874
MIxioz, Maj. H. H., 164
Minor Commands, 771-827
Mismatching of screens in Alaskan Department, 788
Missile(s) :
effects of, 175
relation of velocity of, to chest findings,
475
Missile tracks in lungs, 475
Mission(s) ofCaribbean Defense Command, 795
enlisted technicans school at Lawson
General Hospital, 128
evacuation hospitals:
lst---691, 693
168th--693-404
field hospitals:
in ETkIJSA, 350
in North Africa, 808
lst---687, 689, 690
forward hospitals:
in ETOUSA, 426
in MTOUSA, 287-238
general hospitals, 119, 185, 192
Halloran, 146, 156
Thomas M. England, 116
20th-717
35th-696
42d--96
49th-499
233d-532
hospitals inBrazil, 801
CBI, 709
ETOUSA, after D-day, 347, 348
SWPA, 563
landing units in island campaigns, 525
maintenance section, SWPA, 627
Medical Section, MED, 843-844
Persian Gulf Command, 808
Radiologic Safety Section, JTF 1-908,
908
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Mission (s) of-Continued
Radiologic Safety Section, JTF--Cont.
in Test ABLE, 909-911
in Test BAKER, 913
regional hospitals in Zone of Interior,
185, 192
station hospitals:
in ZI, 185, 188
18th--694
25th--805
183d-772
184th-772
194th--801, 804
200th--801
359th-799
survey team in Japan after dropping of
bombs, 868-888
U.S. Military Mission to China, 710
Miteborne typhus In CBI, 761
Mitoses in carcinoma of cervix, 231
Mixed strains of natives in Alaskan Department, 794
Mixed tumors, 207
Mobilax 90-90 "A" and "B" units, 370
Mobile bases, improvisations of, in
ETOUSA, 449
Mobile carts for field units In SWPA, 603
Mobile chassis for field units, 68
Mobile Hospital No. 9-684
Mobile hospital.3-examinations in, 67
in World War 1-53
Mobile installationspacking of field equipment for, 82
use of airflow unit in, 72
Mobile photofluorographic unit for chest
films, 522
Mobilm,
p
l hscreens,
Mobile portable hospitals inSPA, 547
SWPA, 47, 691-55
Mobile tables, improvisation of, for use
with litters, 449
Mobile teams for invasion of Continent, 419
Mobile units, 51
at 42d General Hospital, 697
in ETOUSA, 327-328, 333, 373
in forward areas on Continent, 397-98
in World War I--49-51
instruction in use of, 32
Mobility of hospitals, relation of, to need
for repairs of equipment, 267
Mobilization period before World War II
22-23
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Mobilization RegulationsNo. 1-5--5 Dec. 1932-97
No. 1-9--31 Aug. 1940--101, 103, 109
No. 1-9---15 Mar. 1942-101, 103-104
No. 1-9--15 Oct. 1942-101, 103-104
No. 1-9--19 Apr. 1944-101, 103, 104
Model (s) ofcombination field unit, 92
flasher system film marker, 93
field stereoscopic unit, 92
field units, 68, 69
improvised equipment in ETOUSA,
379-380
Modification ofambulance for mobile unit in World War
1-49
bedside transformers in World War I5
Coolidge tube for portable unit in World
War I-47
Delco engine for portable unit in World
War --47
early models of field units, 68
equipment for foreign body localization,
72-74
existing organization in named general
hospitals, 121
field equipment, 94
for general hospitals, 93
recommendations for, 273
Japanese equipment for U.S. use, 631
Mackenzie-Davidson localizing equipment,
3
miilliamperage of portable unit, 390
optimum kilovoltage technique in radiography of chest, 162
serialograph device for fluoroscopic
91
techniques of mass radiography, 106-107
tubes of bedside units after World War I
urologic table in ETOUSA, 390
wheels of field unit, 68
MOEHRING, Lt. Col. H. G., 32, 42, 43
Moisture damage to films in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 818-819
Moisture, effect of, on-cables in SWPA, 614
darkroom equipment in SWPA, 618-619
equipment inAlaskan Department, 771-772
CB1, 735
films in Alaskan Department, 789
fluoroscopic equipment in CBI, 740
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Moisture-proof and humidity-proof equipment for tropical Installations, 554
Mold growthin CB1, 738, 740-741
on Army tentage in SWPA, 692
on equipment in SWPA, 612-613, 677
on intensifying screens in SWPA, 615
Molecular activity, effect of supervoltage
radiation on, 210
Molloscum contaglosum, 488
Mongooses on Trinidad, 797n
Monilia albican8 infection, 170
Monilia infection, 207
Moniliasis of chest in MTOUSA, 312
Monitoring of radiologic personnel in
SWPA, 582
Monitoring devicesin SWPA, 691
to prevent contamination of Columbia
River, 879
Monitoring equipment:
in atomic bomb program, 864, 883
lack of, in MTOUSA, 257
Monitoring precautions forore from Belgian Congo, 869
protection of local population at detonation of bomb, 883
Monitors of Radiologic Safety Section,
JTF 1-908-904
Monrovia, 805
Monsoons in CBI, 727-728, 737, 747
Monsanto Chemical Co., Clinton Laboratories, 872
Moonlight requisitioning inETOUSA, 388
MTOUSA, 258, 260, 263, 267
Moo,
Lt. Col. J. J., 55, 56, 58, 59, 60, 700,
701

Morale-Continued
problems at Halloran General Hospital,
148
Morbidity:
calcified pulmonary lesions as cause of,
103
of atomic bomb in Japan, phases of,
893-900
Moreton, 453
MORGAN, K. S., 846, 862
MORGAN, Capt. P. A., Jr., 147
Morgan Hodges exposure meter, 90, 162-163
Morgan Hodges phototimer, 135
Morocco, 806, 808
Mortality:
at Oak Ridge Hospital, 875
of atomic bombings in Japan, phases of,
893-900
of clostridial myositis, 543
of Coolidge tubes in World War 1-7-8
of decortication, 301
of postoperative Ileus, 306
of supervoltage radiation in malignant
disease of testis, 227
of tubes, 116-117, 135-136
in photofluorography, 108
Mortar wounds, 244
MORTON, MaJ. J. L., 559n, 575, 579n, 583,
590, 601-610, 645n, 646, 649, 654, 656, 663,
665, 670, 697, 698
MOS classification ofradiologists, 195, 486
in ETOUSA, 346-349, 350, 355
technicians, 408
Moselle River, 447
Mosquito netting:
mandatory use of, in SWPA, 577
in Trinidad, 79n

MooRE, Capt. R. C., 617, 619, 623
MOORE, Maj. R. L., 559n
Moore General Hospital, 126, 655
MOORHEAD, Col. J. J., 510
Morale:
effect ofprotection against radiation on, in
ETOUSA, 335
rainfall on, in SWPA, 577
In Alaskan Department, 778-779, 782
in CB1, 725-726
in ETOUSA, 357,443
In MTOUSA, 253, 330, 725
in relation to rank and promotion, 811
in ZI, 725
of enlisted technicians in ETOUSA, 360

Mosquitoes in CB1, 729
Motion pictures prepared at named general hospitals, 142
MOTOHASHI, MaJ. M., 888
Motor(s) in cooling units in MTOUSA, 263
Motor-driven Bucky diaphragm, improvisation of, in ETOUSA, 386-388
Motor-driven field generator inMTOUSA, 259
World War I-5
Motor-driven tables, 157
Motor mechanism for vertical fluoroscopy,
92
Mount Vernon Hospital, 331
Mountain stream, water from, in SWPA,
621
Mounting of fluoroscopic screen (tube), 86
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Mouth:
carcinoma of, 207, 231
effects of radiation in, in squamous-cell
carcinoma, 221
Isoeffect recovery curve in carcinoma of,
213
reactions of, to supervoltage radiation,
216
serial biopsies in irradiated carcinoma
of, 213
Movement(s) ofevacuation hospitals:
lst---O, 691, 693
12th-450-455
35th--443-449
168th--693, 694
foreign bodies in cerebral tissue, 478
general hospitals:
35th--695
42d---696, 697, 698
generators in ETOUSA, 378
hospitals,
effect of, on equipment in SWPA, 703
in SPA, 547
station hospital, 18th--694
Moving Bucky-Potter diaphragm, requests
for, 94
Moving grid:
lack of, on field unit, 2e
on combination field ur. it, 92
on field table, 520
Mucoceles of sinuses, 650
Mum, Capt. B. W., 584
Mules inRiver War, 3
Tirah campaign, 2
MuLmsa, Cdr. F. W., 60
Miller units, 399
Multiple exposures on single films, 139, 274
Multiple generators, use of, in SWPA, 617
Multiple myeloma, 685
Multiple portal techniques, 215
Multiple wounds in MTOUSA, 244
Multivitamin supplements in CBI, 765
Multoskop Sanitas units, 399
Munda, 682
Munda Airdrome, 501
Municipal Sport Stadium, Frankfurt, 455
MUBPHY, Lt. Col. F., 172
MURPHY, Lt. Col. G. W., 328, 329
Mushroom cloudafter detonation of bomb, 884-885
in Test ABLE, 909
in Test BAKER, 911
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Mustard gas, 265
Mutational dysostosis, 157
MX-1 unit, 370
MX-2 unit, 370
MX-3 unit, 370
Mycosis fungoldes in ETOUSA, 488
Mycotic infections ofchest, 104, 312
skin, 208
Myelography of spine, 111-113, 142, 157,
167, 171, 172-173
at 105th General Hospital, 700
at Percy Jones General Hospital, 135
before induction, 168
in ETOUSA, 364, 479-481
in MTOUSA, 310
in SWPA, 673
nonuse of, in Alaskan Department, 795
publications on, 157
technique of, 163
Myeloma, 207
Mywas, J. A., 113
Myitkyina, Battle of, 758, 764
MYLzs, Lt. Col. R. C., 831, 854
Myocardial infarction in SWPA, 658
Myocardium, involvement of, in rheumatic
heart disease, 658
Nadzab, 678
Nagasaki, 888, 893, 899
dropping of atomic bomb on, 831, 885, 886
estimated deaths in, 900
survey of detonation area in, 890, 893
Nagasaki Medical School, 89
Named general hospitals, 119-184
accessory equipment in, 136-137
administrative considerations in, 119-122
air conditioning in, 133
bed capacity of, 120
cardiovascular conditions In, 177-178
chiefs of service in, 122
civilian personnel in, 124-125
clerical personnel in, 122
clinical considerations in, 166-182
clinical publications from, 168, 169
conversion of station hospitals into, 189
current in, 136, 139
diseases ofgastrointestinal tract in, 170-171
spine in, 171-173
enlisted technicians In, 123-124
equipment in, 134-189
exotic diseases in, 166
facilities of, 131-134
films in, 139-140

INDEX
Named general hospitals-Continued
fluoroscopy in, 165
functioning as centers for specialized
care, 120, 185
heavy-duty equipment in, 134-136
liaison in, 143-144
liaison ofwith other hospitals, 143
X-ray sections with other sections in,
143
location of X-ray sections in, 133
lymphoma in, 181-182
maintenance of equipment in, 137-188
march fractures In, 176
mission(s) of, 185, 192
neoplasms in, 178-182
obsolete equipment in, 134
on-job training in, 26, 128, 193
operational periods of, 119-120
organization of X-ray departments in,
120-122
orthopedic-radiologic sections in, 133
orthopedic workluad in, 175-176
photography in, 141-142
population of, 120, 166-168
portable equipment in, 136
provision of radium in, 140
radlologic personnel in, 122-125
radiologic services in, 119-184
range of conditions in, 166-168
research in, 120
routine of service in, 121-122
special studies at, 120
spondylolisthesis in, 173
staff conferences at, 143
teaching possibilities in, 130-131, 168
technical considerations in, 162-165
therapy in, 140-141
187
training courses in, 125,-19
tumor boards in, 20,
urography in, 164
urologic-radiologic sections in, 133
venography in, 165
volunteer workers in, 124-125
workload in, 144-145
See also by hospital names.
Nancy, 443, 447, 449, 454-4,55
Naples, 165, 245, 248, 2,50, 268, 319
Nasal structures, involvement of, in yaws,
645
Nashville, 29
Nasopharynx:
carcinoma of, 204
tear of, 749
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Natal, 801, 804
National Academy of Sciences, 838
National Bureau of Standards, 206, 832,
838, 852
National Cancer Institute, 208n
National Defense Research Council
(NDRC), 838
National Guard, 15, 552
armories, personnel centers at, 104
routine chest radiography in, 101
National Institute of Health, 852
National Registry of X-ray Technicians, 26
National Research Council (NRC), 89, 99,
101, 1306109, 8
N0o,
T03,
106,
838
98,
National Tuberculosis Association, 98, 107,
109, 391
Nationalism, rise of, in Europe, 55
Nationality, diagnostic implications of, 22
Native(s):
bacillary dysentery In, in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 824
care ofas mission of Provisional Hospital No.
2 in CPA, 526
in Army hospitals in SPA, 547
in Brazil, 804
chest examinations of, in SWPA, 650
contacts with diseases of, in SWPA,
575, 633
examination of, at 75th Station Hospital,
528
fllariasis in, in SWPA, 656.-57
hookworm infection in, in SWPA, 663
pulmonary paragonimiasis in, in SWPA,
654
suspected Japanese encephalitis in, in
Okinawa, 532
trichinosis in, in Middle East and Persian
Gulf Commands, 824
tropical diseases of, in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
Native-born Alaskans, apicography in, 794
Native huts, operations in, in New Guinea,
598
Native labor in hospital construction in
SWPA, 688
Native medical installations in SWPA,
550, 701
Native medical practitioners (NMP) in
SPA, 550
Native population, care of, in Philippines,
563
Native superstitions, 1-2
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Nauruans at Suva Medical School, 550
Naval Research Laboratory, 832
Navy installations inOkinawa, 532-533
SWPA, 571
Navy losses at Pearl Harbor, 512
Navy-Marine campaign on Iwo Jima, 525
Navy Medical Corps, 99
Navy medical function in Island campaigns,
525-526
Navy patients:
care of, in Army hospitals inMTOUSA, 248
SPA, 547
SWPA, 684
examination of, in CBI, 718
Navy personnel:
gastrointestinal complaints in, in SWPA,
661--2
noncombat fractures In, in SWPA, 634
Navy radiologists, liaison with, inSPA, 550
SWPA, 5T2
Navy Seabees, 572
Near shore, 420
hospitals on, during invasion of Continent
420
421565
nent, 420, 421
visits of inspection to hospitals on,
427-481
Neck :
Nennck
entrance of missile by, in cerebellar
280In
wound,
wounds, 280
examination of chest in wounds of, 442

Neoplasm-Continued
of gastrointestinal tract, 155
of mediastinum, 177, 658
of pituitary gland, 167
of spine, 151, 668
of testis, 168, 204
of urinary tract, 168, 317
Nephrectomy, 308
Nephritis complicating typhus, 822
Nephrosis after supervoltage radiation, 217
Netherlands East Indies, 495
Netherlands East Indies Hospital, 573
Netherlands New Guinea, 614
Neuroanatomy, courses in, 143
Neurodermatitis, 141
Neurogenic ossifying fibromyopathy, 173
Neurogenic sarcoma of Jejunum, 181
Neurologic center(s), 150
Neuropatholoty, course on, 155
Neuropsychiatric casualties, debarkation
centers for, 124
Neuropsychiatric center at Mason General
Hospital, 135
Neuropsychlatric centers, 144
Neuropsychiatric patients, gastrointestinal
examinations In, 191-192
Neuropsychiatry, Consultant in, in SWPA,
d1
N
Neuroradography, 150
Neurosurgeons:
cooperation of, with radiologists, 240, 278
inBI74-5
CBI, 749-756
nonassignment of, to forward hospitals,
278

exposure of, 85
neoplasms of, 204, 851
wounds of, 5a5
Needle-insertion teconique of foreign body
localization, 461
Negative barium enemas, 664
Negative films, 139
Negro troops:
in SWPA, 653
sarcoldosis in, In ETOUSA. 357
Nembutal, 749
Neoarsphenamine therapy in eosinophilic
lung, 764
Neo-iopax, 308
Neoplasms:
deep therapy of, in SWPA, 685
in named general hospitals, 169, 178-182
of bones, 167
of brain, 155, 167, 204, 207
of bronchi, 155
of chest, 104, 114, 654

Neurosurgery in SWPA, 649
Neurosurgical center atDeWitt General Hospital, 120
Halloran General Hospital, 120, 146, 157
Kennedy General Hospital, 120
Thomas M. England General Hospital,
161
12th General Hospital, 242-243
Neurosurgical centers, 150
in ETOUSA, 348, 476, 478
In MTOUSA, 241, 278
special equipment for, 135, 138
Neurosurgical examinations in Okinawa,
527
Neutron bombardment:
effects of, in Nagasaki, 892
In Hanford pile, 878
possible effects of, on crew of plane to
drop bomb on Japan, 886
Neutrons, 864
hazards of, 832, 858

INDEX
Neutrons-Continued
in advanced malignant disease, 852
minimal daily dose of, 858
need for, in animal experiments, 870
Neutropenia from overexposure in Alaskan
Department, 782, 790
New Augusta, 682
New Caledonia, 500
New construction in SWPA, 593
New Delhi, 717, 748
New Georgia, 500-501
New Guinea, 495, 501, 503, 571, 577, 600,
601, 603, 605, 615, 619, 621, 622, 623,
624, 629, 648, 650, 652, 655, 663, 665,
666, 669, 670, 676, 677, 678, 681, 688,
691, 692, 694, 7.5, 699, 701
buildup of medical facilities in, 560-562
deployment of hospitals from, to Philippines, 562
equipment In, 603
facilities in, 597-598
priorities of hospitals in, 597-598
New Hebrideans at Suva Medical School,
550
New York Chapter, American Red Cross,
149
New York City, 19, 61, 124, 140, 143, 146,
149, 202, 842, 849, 869
New York General Depot, 60
New York Medical Supply Depot, 51
in World War I-8
New York Port of Embarkation, 115
New York School of Roentgenology, 19-20
New York State College of Medicine, 428n
New York University College of Medicine,
212
New Zealand, 499, 500
New Zealand Air Force, 551
New Zealand hospital units in SPA, 550
New Zealand prisoners of war in Okinawa,
532
New Zealand troops, care of, in Army hospitals in SPA, 547
Newbury, 442
NEwzLL, R., 913
Newfoundland Base Command, 796
NEWMAN, MaJ. E. B., 559, 619, 621, 655
NEWMAN, Brig. Gen. J. B., Jr., 888
Newspapers of World War I as wrapping
for equipment, 690
Newton D. Baker General Hospital, 126,
130, 136, 137-138
Niagara Falls, 872
NICHOLS, Maj. Gen. K. D., 842, 843, 849
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NICHOLS, Capt. R. L., 481, 482
Nichols General Hospital, 29, 126, 130, 171,
173
NICKERSON, Maj. S. H., 176
NICKSON, J. S., 864
Night (out-of-doors) fluoroscopyat 1st Evacuation Hospital, 691, 692
at 233d General Hospital, 531
in SPA, 554
In SWPA, 522, 531, 554, 617, 664, 691, 692
Night processing (reading) of films in
Brazil. 803
Nile River, 3
Nile Valley, 825
NiMiTZ, Adm. C. W., 495
Nineteenth Medical General Laboratory,
652
Ninth Corps Area, 116
Ninth Service Command, 197
Ninth U.S. Air Force, 808
Ninth U.S. Army, 413, 415
Nissen huts, 450, 452
Nitrite effects from handling of explosives
at Los Alamos, 881
Nitrogen mustard in Hodgkin's disease, 220
Niuans at Suva Medical School, 550
"No Place to Hide," 914
Nodular periosteal involvement in yaws,
644
Noemfoor, 614
NOLAN, Lt. Col. J., 879, 882, 886, 888
Nome, 774, 782
Nomenclature ofconsultant system, 327n
spondylolisthesis, 672
Noncombat cardiac lesions In SWPA,
658-659
Noncombat fractures in SWPA, 634
Nonossifying fibromas, 641
Nonportability of portable equipment In
SWPA, 629-630
Nonradiation hazards in production of
atomic bomb, 856
Nonradiologic duties ofenlisted technicians, 124, 519, 590
radiologlc personnel, 17, 24, 193, 250,
456, 548-549, 585, 690, 704, 809
radiologistsat Pearl Harbor, 511
in Australia, 561
in combat zone, 24
In SPA, 548-550
Nonradiologic medical officers, training of,
in ETOUSA, 345-346, 349
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Nonradiologic officers, iadlologic duties of,
InMTOUSA, 238-239
SWPA, 569, 583
Nonradlologic uses of unusable films In
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
819-820
Nonregulation Identification of films In
SWPA, 624
Nonshockproof equipment inCPA, 515
named general hospitals, 134
Nonspeciflc adenltls, 141
Nonstandard equipment, limitations on
production of, 149
Nontransportable casualties In field hospitals, 471
Nontuberculous chest lesions:
rejection of draftees with, 104
X-ray diagnosis of, 99
Nontuberculous pleurisy, 104
Nontuberculous pulmonary diseases, X-ray
diagnosis of, 114
Nonuse of foreign body localizer inETOUSA, 460
SPA, 554
SWPA, 605, 645
Nonuse of protective items in MTOUSA,
259
Nonwhite subjects, calcified pulmonary
lesions In, 103
Nordhaussen C(amp Ilospital for Displaced
Allied Personnel, 415
Normal cells, recovery of, after radiation,
213
Normal tissues:
acceptance of risk of radiation damage
to, 213
effects of supervoltage radiation on,
210-212
Intolerance of, to supervoltage radiation,
215-217
Normandy, 349, 351, 3.57, 359, 362, 460
campaigns in, 443
Normandy Base Section, 328
regional consultants in, 398n
Normandy landings, 241, 473
North Africa:
ATC routes across, 801
information from officers returning from,
405
Invasion of, 249
liaison with British evacuation hospitals
in, 247
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North Africa-Continued
problems of current in, 260
shortages of enlisted technicians In, 251
North African theater, 148n, 238, 453
performance of British portable units In,
373
shipment of equipment from, to Continent, 370
See also Mediterranean theater.
North Malir, 712
North Pacific Area, 495
North Sector General Hospital, 514
Northeast Missouri State Teachers College,
127
NoRwOOD, W. D., 876-877
Notching of ribs, 658
Noum~a, 499, 500
Nuclear Physics Division, Met Lab, 864
Nudgee Junior College, 690
Nuffield Institute, 331, 405
Numbered general hospitals. See Hospitals,
general, numbered.
Nummular eczema, 141
NUrnberg, 450
NURNBEiRGrR,.Maj. C. E., 31, 32
Nurses:
imprisonment of, In Philippines, 560
in affiliated hospitals In MT)OUSA, 240
nonassignment of, to forward areas in
SWPA, 689
Nursing care of cancer patients, 203
Nursing staff at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198
Nutritional diseases in l'apuan natives,
633n
Oahu, 4W9, 510, 514, 5M5, 516, 517, 518, 525,
531, 537, 538, 540
Oak Ridge, 832, 842, 843. 846, 847, 849,
853, 854, 855, 858, 864, 864n, 865, 869,
870-875, 878, 881, 885-886
Oak Ridge Hospital, 842, 871, 872-875
Objective(s) ofeneephalography in CBI, 75a-755
instruction at enlisted technicians'
schools, 128
Lend-Lease Act, 710
O'Ba1WN, E. C., 291n
Obsolete equipmentin named general hospitals, 134
overseas, (31)
Obsolete specifications for equipment, C0-4;1
Obstacle cours-As, injuries during, (16W
Obstetric workload at Oak Ridge Hlospital,
875

INDEX
Obstetrics:
at Los Alamos Hospital, 879
elimination of, from training, 28
Occupation of Japan, 590-591, 627
Occupation troops, care of, in Japan, 562
Occupational hazards of military life, 306
Occupied areas in MTOUSA, liaison with
citizens of, 248, 254
Occlusal film holders, improvisation of,
818
OcHs, Lt. Col. I., 784
O'CONNOE, Maj. R. W., 431
Octane content of gasoline in ETOUSA,
378
Odd-sized cassettes in SWPA, 615
O'DoNNELL, Capt. W. G., 412, 429
Odontoid process, 173
Office ofArea Surgeon, CPA, 517, 518
Chief of Military History, 710, 710n
Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 325, 327, 328,
329, 334, 335, 338, 347, 348, 349, 351,
352, 3,53, 354, 355, 360, 364, 367, 369,
371, 376, 391, 393, 395, 396, 397, 398,
399, 400, 401, 402, 405, 406, 407, 413,
420, 428, 435, 440, 442, 485, 486, 487,
491
Inspector General, OTSG, 191
Quartermaster General, 191
Scientific Research and Development,
838, 839, 841, 848, 849, 857, 860, 861
S-1 Executive Committee, 839
Surgeon, MTOUSA, 419n
Surgeon, Services of Supply, SWPA, 565,
625, 678
The Surgeon General, 18, 59, 61, 62, 89,
103, 119, 128, 129, 135, 138, 144, 186,
188, 190, 345, 346, 360, 391, 393, 459,
487, 520, 619, 722, 749, 874, 879
assignment of radiologists to, 13, 15-17
Consultants in Radiology in, 13-18
evaluation of radiologists in, 13, 15-17
Personnel Division of, 13, 20
policies regarding chest radiography
in, 98-101
review of manuscripts for publication
In, 13
Supply Division of, 60-61
Surgical Consultants Division of, 13
Training Division of, 30
See also Surgeon General's Office; special branches.
Office facilities at Army School of Roentgenology, 32-33
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Office furniture, shortages of, in ZI, 189
Office Order, OTSG, No. 140, 14 Nov. 1939
-99
Office routine, training in, 126
Office space in fixed hospitals in ETOUSA,
439
Officers:
in ETOUSA, 345-353
mandatory chest radiographs for, 98
Officers' Candidate School, 811
chest survey of applicants for, in SWPA,
620
Officers' housing at Army School of Roentgenology, 33
Official diary of Senior Consultant In
Radiology, ETOUSA, 427-431
Oil-impeller in field unit, 62
Oil leakage in generators, 617
Oise Base Section, 328
Okinawa, 148n, 527, 528, 530, 531, 532, 888
campaign, 499, 527
evacuation of repatriated U.S. personnel
to, 532
Okinawa X-ray Study Club, 532
Olecranon, involvement of, in coccidioidomycosis, 170
Oliver General Hospital, 145, 170, 172
OLSON, Maj. C. P., 775, 780, 781, 791
Omaha, 67
Omaha Beach, 443-444
Omdurman, Battle of, 3
Omission of chest radiography in enlisted
men, 111-112
On-job training ofenlisted technicians, 26, 28, 124, 126, 128,
187, 193
at Thomas M. England General Hospital, 160
In Alaskan Department, 781
in CBI, 724--725
In CPA, 499, 519
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 811-812
in MTOUSA, 251, 252
in named general hospitals, 143
In SPA, 551
in station hospitals In ZI, 187
in SWPA, 584, 586, 589
personnel of Medical Section, MED, 847
radiation therapists at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 198
Ontario, 86
Onychomycosis, 141
Open pneumothorax, 292
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Open reduction of fractures In SWPA, 634
Open wounds of chest, 393
Operating room(s):
location of X-ray department in relation
to, 165, 254-255, 425
use of foreign body localizing equipment
in, 76
Operating-room fluoroscopes, improvisation
of, in MTOUSA, 268, 269-270
Operation of-

RADIOLAOGY
Ophthalmologic equipment, 402
Ophthalmologist (s) :
assignment of, to radiology in SWPA,
583
in maxillofacial centers in MTOUSA, 288
Ophthalmology center(s)at Halloran General Hospital, 146
at 64th General Hospital, 375
in ETOUSA, 348, 466
in MTOUSA, 375

bedside unit in World War 1-48-49

OPPENHEIMER,

biplane marker, 75
combination film drier and loading bin,
79-80
departments:
In general hospitals, 442
in two sections, 123
instruction in, at Army School of
Roentgenology, 40
under surgical sections, 186, 192
dermatology section in radiation therapy
center, 206
film processing unit, 78
Health-Safety Program, Met Lab, 864-868
improvised Bucky diaphragm, 386-388
improvised operating-room fluoroscope,
270
Los Alamos, 879
Oak Ridge, 870
orthopedic-radiologic
section at DeWitt
Geneal
ospial,132O'Rellly
General Hospital, 132
portable unit in World War 1-47
radiation
sections, recommendations for,therapy
206Oraiton
raedtions 2at
for,
radioiogic service, recommendat ions for,
794

Optic foramina, fractures of, 283
Optimum test conditions for detonation of
atomic bomb, 883
Optimum voltage technique, 162
in ETOUSA, 372, 430
Oral surgeons, 287-288
Oran, 245, 255, 328
Oran Supply Depot, 272
Orbit, localization of foreign bodies about,
650
Orbitocranial wounds, 281, 282
Orchiectomy before radiation, 221-222
Ordnance personnel, cooperation of, InAlaskan Department, 788-789
construction of auxiliary mobile units in
ETOUSA, 380, 406
MTOUSA, 267-268
Ore contamination of, by radium, 869
O'Re,
Genta
l Hospital,
of, by 125, 168,
168, 172
172
General
enlisted technicians' school at, 126, 127
Improvised accessory equipment at, 137
Organization-

reorienting device in equipment for foreign body localization, 76, 85-86
Operation CROSSROADS, 901-916
Operation PEPPERMINT, 395--39
Operation* STiALEMATE N1-525
Operations Division:
Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 347,
348, 355, 413
War Department General Staff, 407
Operator:
exposure of, 83
in daylight fluoroscopy, 76, 85
in World War I-86n
protection offorearms of, 86-87
hands of, 85-86
legs of, 87, 88
secondary exposure of, 75

ata
of
of
of

J. R., 879

Lawson General Hospital, 206
at r Reed
R e General
e ea Hospital,
optl
9
Walter
199
1st Field Hospital, 687
Los Alamos, 879
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coi-

of Oak Ridge, 870
of radiation therapy section at Walter
Reed General Hospital, 198
of radiology section(s):
at Thomas M. England General Hospital, 159-160
in ETOUSA, 351
in named general hospitals, 120-122
in regional hospitals, 192
in station hospitals in ZI, 186, 192
recommendations for, in SWPA, 704
of schools of roentgenology in World War
1-19-21
of survey team sent to Japan after
bombings, 886-888
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INDEX
Orientationconferences on, before invusion of Continent, 421
of officer personnel in ETOUSA, 329, 353
Origin of CBT, 710-711
Ormoc, 689
Oro Bay, 622, 627, 669, 670, 691, 692, 702
O'RouaKz, P. V., 291n
Orthopedic case presentations at Halloran
General Hospital, 155
Orthopedic casualties at Halloran General
Hospital, 156, 160
Orthopedic centers, special equipment for,
135
in
Orthopedic felt, use of, for packing
628
SWPA,
Orthopedic-radiologic section(s)
at Percy Jones General Hospital, 135
at Torney General Hospital, 133
field units In, 136
133
in named general hospitals,
recommendations for, 138
HosOrthopedic section at DeWitt General
pital, 135
in, in
Orthopedic Surgery, Consultant
SWPA, 565, 64~
"Orthopedic Surgery in the Zone of Interior," 176
Orthopedic surgery centers, 144
at Halloran General Hospital, 120, 146
at Kennedy General Hospital, 120
Orthopedic wards:
hand fluoroscopy on, 165
location of radiology sections near, 165
Orthopedic workload in ZI general hospitals, 175-176
Os calcis, fracture of, 696
Osgood-Schlatter disease in CPA, 536
Ospedale Militare, 253, 254, 256
Ospedale Militare Lorenzo Bonomo, 265
Osseocartilaginous bodies in knee, 469
Ossification(s)of hematomas In muscles, 175
in paraplegia, 173-175
soft tissues
of
,
15
ple
tise ira
osecondar
175
trauma,
to
secondary
Osteitis in yaws, 644, 826
Osteochondritis dissecans, 167, 536, 635, 641
Osteochondroma(s), 178
Osteogenic sarcoma, 167, 207, 227
Osteology, instruction in, at Army School
of Roentgenology, 40
Osteolytic process in yaws, 644
Osteoma (s) in SWPA, 641, 649, 650

Osteomyelitis, 54
before penicillin, 175
diagnosis of, 1
In CPA, 535-536
in fractures in SWPA, 634, 635
in Japanese prisoners of war, 532
in penetrating wounds of head in
ETOUSA, 477
of skull, 649
of spine, 668
resemblance of yaws to, 644
Osteophytes, encroachment on, 172
Osteoporosis, in yaws, 644
Otittis externa inCPA, 540
ETOUSA, 488
SWPA, 650, 68
Trinidad, 799
Otitis media, 207, 488, 650
Otolaryngologists in maxillofacial centers,
OuoHERnSON, Col. A. W., 888

olm iOtdatlng
789
Department,
Alaskan
named general hospitals, 139
SWPA, 620, 621
Outdating of screens in Alaskan Departiment, 788
Out-of-doors (night) fluoroscopy inCPA, 531
SPA, 531, 554
SWPA, 522, 531, 554, 607, 617, 664, 691,
692
Outpatient dispensary (les):
at Los Alamos, 879
at Oak Ridge Hospital, 874
at Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
515
at Triplar General Hospital, 513, 514
in Australia, 562
in SWPA, 567, 605
population of, at 51st General Hospital,
634
Outpatient treatment of yaws, 693
Ovary, carcinoma of, 207
Overdevelopment of films, concept of, 140
Overexposure indaylight in fluoroscopy, 76
SWPA, 5W, 618
Overheating of tubes, 56, 58-59, 62
Overloaded current as cause of fogging of
films, 139
Overlooked foreign bodies in (about) heart,
463
Overlooked lesions in SWPA, 588
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Overpenetrated films in wounds of chest,
393
Overreading of films by untrained radiologic
officers in SWPA, 587
Oversea hospitals, equipment In, in World
War 1-7
Oversea personnel, mandatory chest radiographs for, 98
Oversea supply in World War I-6-7
Oversea training of radiologic personnel
in World War 1-21
Overstaffing of general hospitals in Middle
East (Persian Gulf) Command, 809
Owen Stanley Range, 562, 633, 683, 691,
694
Owl Island, 571
Oxford, 331, 396, 465
Oxidation of solutions in CBI, 737
Oxygen, in localization of intraoccular
foreign bodies, 756
Oxygen myelography, 673
Pacific huts, 783, 790
Pacific Ocean Areas, 496-706
Packing ofCoolidge tubes in World War I-8
equipment, 68, 91, 92, 401
in field, 266
under supervision In World War I-8
field equipment, 82
films forAlaskan Department, 789
CBI, 741-742
MTOUSA, 274
SWPA, 619, 620, 621
generators in ETOUSA, 378
Packing errors as cause of breakage, 91
in Alaskan Department, 786, 787
In ETOUSA, 367, 367n
in SWPA, 628
PADrN, Col. P. A., 17
Paget's disease of skull, 649
PAIR, Capt. 3. M., 805
Palatability of barium sulfate, 609
Palate, carcinoma of, 207
Palau Islands, 525
Palawan landing, 693
Palestine, 806, 807, 808, 826
Palestinian physicianb, liaison with, 812
Palliation of inoperable carcinomaby supervoltage therapy, 205
of esophagus by supervoltage therapy,
214
Palm Reach, 119, 181
Palm Springs, 131
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Panama Canal Zone, 55, 59
Panama Department, 44, 795, 796
Pancake Bay, 634
Pancreas:
aberrant, 171
calcification of, 175
carcinoma of, 178
Pangasinam Province, 629
Pantopaque, 142
injection (removal) of, 163-164
lack of, InCBI, 766
MTOUSA, 310
myelography, 172-173
in ETOUSA, 479-481
in SWPA, 678
Panzer patrols, 447
Paper clips, suspension of films by, 616
Paper folders in lieu of cardboard holders,
569, 616
Paperwork, 124
Papillary carcinoma of bladder, 228
Papillary trophocarcinoma of testis, 223
Papillomatosis of bladder, 228
Papuan natives, 633n
Para-articular ossifications, 173
Parachute drop(s) of field unit, 136
Paraduodenal hernia, 171
Paraduodenitis in SWPA, 663
Paraffin coverings for films In CPA, 522
Paragonimiasis of chest, 654
Paragonimus westermani, 654
Parallax localization of foreign bodies, 53,
74
Parallel wire localization of foreign bodies,
53
Paranasal sinuses:
improved techniques for radiograph of,
818
Lipiodol visualization of, 795
Paraplegia:
bone changes in, 142, 157, 173-175
Joint changes in, 142, 157
soft-tissue ossifications in, 173-175
Paraplegic program, 290
Parathyroid tumors, 167
Parenchyma, infiltration of, in missile
tracks in lung, 475
Parenchymal hematoma, 393
Parham bands, 275
Parietal-visceral thickening in clotted
hemothorax, 475
Paris, 21, 329, 399, 400, 455, 461, 487
PARKFR, Lt. Col. E. F., 245

INDEX
H. M., 845, 846, 862, 878
Parnamirim Airport, 804
Paronychia, 141, 683
Parotid:
carcinoma of, 231
mixed tumors of, 207
Parotid fistula, 488
Parotitis, 207, 489, 490
Pars interarticularis of spine, 671-672
Parts:
interchange of, in ETOUSA, 370
interchangeability of, 68
PASCUCCI, Col. L. M., 168
Pass box(es), 133, 619
at 73d General Hospital, 730
at Thomas M. England General Hospit.l,
159
construction of, by Corps of Engineers,
439
improvisation of, in ETOUSA, 390n, 448,
456
in MTOUSA, 264, 268
in SWPA, 697
Patella, maldevelopment of, 176
Patents for fission of atom, 837n
PATEaSON, R., 331, 332n, 333, 485, 491
Pathologic diagnoses, crossfile of, in SWPA,
Pho5
Pathologic process Inam eb lasis, 824
PA•EaR,

bacillary dysentery, 824
basilar fractures of skull, 748-749
bronchopneumonla in World War 1-54
civilian-type bone lesions. 641
coccidioldomycosis, 105, 106, 169-170,
536-537
complications of typhus in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
diseases of spine, 668
primary atypical pneumonia, 537-538, 652
sacroiliac states, 536, 670
schistosomiasis, 825
spondylolisthesis, 672
tuberculosis in SWPA, 651-652
wounds of chest, 297, 646-647
yaws, 641-43
Pathology, duties of radiologist in, 17
Patient(s):
exposure of, 86
handling of, in MTOUSA, 238
instruction in handling of, at enlisted
technicians' schools, 128-129
overexposure of, in daylight fluoroscopy,
76
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Patients-Continued
secondary radiation from, 85, 86, 88
use of, as technicians in SPA, 552
Pattern offire in Nagasaki, 898
medical care inisland campaigns, 525-526
Philippines after Pearl Harbor, 559-500
tours of inspection In SWPA, 567-568
wounds in Okinawa, 527
Patterson screens, 800
PAUTZKE, C. F., 913
Pearl Harbor, 495, 501, 509-512, 514, 515,
517, 518, 525, 555, 560, 711, 725
attack on, 509-512
clostridial myositis in casualties of,
542-543
planning before, in Hawaiian Department, 510, 511, 515
Pedestal section of film processing unit, 78
Pediatricians, conversion of, to radiologists
at Army School of Roentgenology, 40
Pediatrics:
at Los Alamos Hospital, 879
proposed elimination of, from training,

28
Pedicles, fractures of, 479
PpcsRAm, G. B., 838
Pellegrint-Stieda disease, 167
e v mt y I S W A 6 8
Pelvimetry in SWPA, 668
Pelvis:
carcinoma of, 851
examinations of, 145
In wounds of buttocks, 442
fluoroscopic localization of foreign bodies
in, 460
reactions of, to supervoltage radiation,
216
supervoltage therapy In tumors of, 215
wounds of, 244
Pencil meter(s), 865
PzNDmwRAss, E. P., 89, 667n, 914
PENDERoRAss, Lt. Col. R. C., 165, 172, 178
Penetrating cranial wounds, 278, 476-478
Penetrating wounds of abdomen, 471
Penicillin, 67, 166
In atomic bomb casualties, 901
in clostridial myositis, 24n
in cranial wounds, 477
in osteomyelitis, 535
in prevention of lung abscess, 653
in wounds of chest, 647
osteomyelitis before introduction of, 175
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Penicillin-Continued
studies on, at Halloran General Hospital,
146, 156
Peninsular Base Section, 317-319
Penis, carcinoma of, 207
Pension costs in pulmonary tuberculosis,
99-100
Pensions, 335
Penumbra as source of error in localization
of foreign bodies, 74
Peptic ulcers:
in CBI, 722-723
in CPA, 531
in MTOUSA, 314
in named general hospitals, 151, 155, 170
in SWPA, 608-609, 662
in Trinidad, 800, 801
of esophagus, 168
screening for, in Alaskan Department,
772
Percy Jones General Hospital, 130, 135,
162, 164, 167, 169, 178, 182, 196
PERrEA, MaJ. L. R., 796
Perforating wounds ofabdomen, 306, 471
heart, 296
intestines, 471
Perforation ofintestine after supervoltage radiation,
217
stomach after supervoltage radiation,
226-227
Performance status of personnel with
treated malignant disease, 205
Perlarteritis nodosa, 764
Pericardial effusion, 463, 647
in prisoners of war in SWPA, 658-659
in rheumatic heart disease, 314
Pericardial foreign bodies, 465, 658
Pericardial hematoma, 393
Perimeter guard duty by enlisted technicians in SWPA, 590
Perlnephric abscess, 667
Perlostitis, 54
in yaws, 644, 826
Peripheral involvement in blast injuries
of chest, 473
Peripheral vascular thrombosis after
trauma, 312
Periphery, localization of intraocular foreign bodies In, 466
Perirectal fibrosis after supervoltage
therapy, 217
Peritendinitis, 67, 489, 490, 540
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Peritoneal tuberculosis, 316
PERKINS, Capt. E. W., '165
Perleche, 488
Permanence of radiographs, 94
Permanent records, photofluorographs as,
111
Permissable dosage, 338
Permissive chest radiographs in Selective
Service registrants, 100-101
PERRY, Col. W. L., 355, 369, 407
Persian Gulf Command, 806, 806n, 808-827
Personal conveniences in MTOUSA, 272
Personal followups in SPA, 556
Personal hygiene as protective factor in
atomic bomb program, 859, 868, 869-870,
881
Personality clashes in SWPA, 575, 578,
586-587
Personnel:
assignment of, in OTSG, 13, 15-17
at Halloran General Hospital, 146-147
at Tripler General Hospital, 513-514
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
attrition of, in ETOUSA, 352
augmentation of, for invasion of Continent, 420
evacuation of, before detonation of bomb,
884
evaluation of, inETOUSA, 345-348
OTSG, 15-17
exposure of, below X-ray department, 437
for Medical Section, MED, procurement
of, 846-847
in ETOUSA, 140, 237, 354-365
in field hospitals during invasion of
Continent, 421
in MTOUSA, 248-254
in radiation therapy sections, 195-196,
206
in radiologic research before World War
II-, 834
in small hospitals in World War 1-9
in station hospitals in ZI, 186-188
misuse of, in MTOUSA, 250
morale of, In ETOUSA, 357
of affiliated general hospitals, 239-241
in Australia, 561
In MTOIJSA, 239-241
of Alaskan Department, 774-782
of auxiliary mobile units, 407-414, 414n
of CBI, 721-727
of Depot M-400, ETOUJSA, 401-402
of ETOUSA, 140, 237, 354-365

INDEX
Personnel--Continued
of evacuation hospitals12th-450, 456
35th-443, 450
of general hospitals49th-699
105th--699-700
of industrial plants in atomic bomb program, 869-870
of lost field hospital, 687
of maintenance section in SWPA, 626-627
of Met Lab, 864-865
of Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 808-809
of Oak Ridge medical program, 872, 874
of Operation CROSSROADS, 903-905
of personnel centers, 102, 108-110
of Provisional Hospital No. 2--515--516
of Radiation Therapy Section, Walter
Reed General Hospital, 198
of Radiologic Safety Section, JTF 1903-905, 911
of R!mgarh Training Center Hospital,
716
of regional hospitals in ZI, 193-194
of station hospitalsat Schofield Barracks, 514-515
in Australia, 561
in French Guiana, 596
75th-529
165th-593
359th-798-799
369th-526
of therapy sections, 206
of Tumor Board at Walter Reed General
Hospital, 208
protection of, inAlaskan Department, 790-791
CBI, 731-734
CPA, 499, 523-524
ETOUSA, 327, 334-338, 438, 439, 440
evacuation hospitals on Continent, 425
named general hospitals, 133-134
SWPA, 679
redeployment of, in ETOUSA, 352-,35
rotation of, InETOUSA, 338, 352, 354, 355
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmands, 811
shortages of, inCPA, 499
ETOUSA, 345-346
forward hospitals In ETOUSA, 348-349,
359-360, 428, 432
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Personnel--Continued
shortages of, in-Continued
MTOUSA, 238-239, 249
personnel centers, 114
separation centers, 115
SWPA, 503
statement of problems, 23-26
temporary assignment of, to nonradiologic duties, 250
training of-between World Wars, 22
for personnel centers, 108-110
in ZI, 23-44
transportation of, in SWPA, 628
utilization of, in-ETOUSA, 349-351
MTOUSA, 249-250
with radiologic training before World
War 11-844
work assignments of, in forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 431
Personnel centers, 97-118
chest examinations in, 97, 193-194, 794
duties of radiologists in, 23
enlisted technicians in, 110
equipment of, 97, 107-108, 116-117
facilities at, 104, 116
handling of films in, 111
in Honolulu, 514
need for enlisted technicians In, 187
nontuberculous pulmonary lesions observed in, 104
personnel of, 108-110
photoroentgenography in, 26, 371
proposed use of tuberculin tests in, 113
pulmonary tuberculosis observed in, 97
radiographic techniques at, 104-107
radiologic routine in, 110-111, 116
special experiences in, 115-117
staffing of, 16, 102, 108-110
training of radiologists for, 26
workload of, 116-117
Personnel DivisionOffice of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 347,
348, 349, 402, 420
OTSG, 13, 20
Perspiration, marring of films (screens)
by, in CBI, 738
Prrxm&o,
Capt. V. L., 169, 170
Petrous pyramids, fractures of, 748
Peyronie's disease, 207
Pfeiffer technique of localization of intraocular foreign bodies, 466
PFORZHEIMEP, Mrs. C., 124-125
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Phalanges, involvement of, in yaws, 644
Pharmacists, training of, in radiologic
duties in Alaskan Department, 782
Pharynx:
carcinoma of, 231
effects of radiation in squamous-cell
carcinoma of, 221
isoeffect recovery curve in carcinoma
of, 213
Phase(s) oflocal current, 82
morbidity (mortality) after bombings
in Japan, 893-900
Phase loading of generators, 259-260
Phenobarbital before gastrointestinal examination, 71
Philadelphia, 19, 147
Philippine Army, 605
Medical Department, liaison with, 573
Philippine Women's University Hospital,
560
Philippines, 55, 495. 497-498, 501, 503, 5259
560, 588, 589, 606, 615, 618, 650, 652,
654, 668, 681, 693, 699, 702
buildup of medical facilities in, 562-563
drying of films in, 623
equipment in, 603
facilities in, 593, 598-601
incidence of tuberculosis In, 651
insects in, 577
invasion of, 501
medicomilitary situation in, 559-560
priorities of hospitals in, 597-598
prisoners of war in, 577
protective measures in, 579-580
return to, 562-563
transportation in, 6929
tropical diseases in, 633
Philips Metalix energizing unit for cystoscopic table, 138
Philips Metalix units, 139, 399
in Alaskan Department, 784-785
in CHI, 735, 747-748
in named general hospitals, 134
Phlebography, 177
I'hoenixville, 143
Phosgene, &56
Phosphatase in march fractures, 176
Phosphates:
radioactivity of, in Test ABLE, 910
tests for, in urine, 861
Phosphorus poisoning, 172
Phosphorus 32 (P-32), 573, 685, 833, 834,
835

RADIOLOGY
Photofluorographs:
errors in interpretation of, 113-114
identification of, 111
in CPA, 522
interpretation of, 108-109
omission of, 111-112
processing of, 111
Photofluorography:
critique of, 111-114
early deficiencies of, 106-107
on separation from service, 111
principles of, 107
technique of, 100, 105-108
Photographic aspects of photofluorography,
107, 108
Photographic enlarger, improvision of, in
MTOUSA, 247
Photographic section at Army School of
Roentgenology, 33
Photography inMTOUSA, 247
named general hospitals, 141-142
SWPA, 578
Photoroentgen films, effect of residual hypo
on, 90
Photoroentgenography inHsavalian Islands, 539
personnel centers, 26
Phototiming in fluoroscopy, 138
Physical findings:
correlation of, with X-ray findings, 27
diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis by,
97
Physical plhnt of Army School of Roentgenology, 31, 32-36
Physicists:
assignment of, to radiation therapy centers, 206
entrance of, into field of radiology,
844-845
Physics:
instruction in, 27, 196
of atomic fission, 837n, 838, 839
Physics laboratories at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198
Physiologic calcification of falx, 478
Physiology courses for enlisted technicians
between World Wars, 22
Picker airflow unit(s) in SWPA, 603
Picker century unit. WOr
Picker deluxe diagnostic unit at Halloran
General Hospital, 149-150
Picker field unit(s), 43, 62, 188, 189
as basic equipment in SWPA, 603

INDEX
Picker field unit(s)-Continued
as sole equipment in Alaskan Department, 781, 793
as substitute for portable unit, 373
at Ashford General Hospital, 135
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 693
at 42d General Hospital, 697
at Halloran General Hospital, 149
at 132d General Hospital, 701
barter procurement of, in MTOUSA, 263
calibration of, 141
In CBI, 766
in station hospitals In ZI, 192
in SWPA, 678
development of, 62
distribution of, in SWPA, 604
evaluation of, inLiberia, 805-806
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
817, 826
MTOUSA, 273
SWPA, 606, 607, 677
Trinidad, 799
generators for, in SWPA, 617
heavy duty use of, atMason General Hospital, 135, 137
Torney General Hospital, 134-135
in Africa, 806-807
in Alaskan Department, 781, 784, 785-786
in Australia, 603
in Bermuda, 797
in Brazil, 801-802
in CBI, 735, 736-737
in CPA, 520
in ETOUSA, 379, 397, 398
in Liberia, 805--80'
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 813, 814
in MTOUSA, 261
in named general hospitals, 136, 138, 139
in New Guinea, 603
in Philippines, 603

In SPA, 553
In SWPA, 603, 605, 606
In Trinidad, 800
limitation of use of, In Alaskan Department, 785-786
on Tagman, 702
operation of, by civilian current in
ETOUSA, 379
protection against radiation from, 257
radiation therapy with, 140, 197, 208, 319,
542n, 677
recommendations for modification of, 273
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Picker field unit (s)--Continued
replacement of parts of, in MTOUSA,
267
requirements of generators for, 2,69-260
techniques in use of, on Continent,
425-426
training in operation of, 126, 590n
in CBI, 724-725
in SWPA, 627
use ofin orthopedic sections, 132
in spondylolisthesis, 672
in station hospitals in ETOUSA, 368
with fixed table unit, 256
See also Field unit.
Picker tube stand, 116
Picker X-ray Corp., 61, 62, 62n, 71, 83, 88,
90, 781
Pierre Curie Institute, 40
Pigmentary changes after radiation therapy, 851
Pile(s) :
at Hanfora, 853, 855, 864, 865, 875, 878
at Oak Ridge, 853, 864, 865, 870
at University of Chicago Met Lab, 854
development of, 837n
possible escape of radioactive gases from,
858
PILLSBURY, Col. D. M., 486
Pilot health-safe program In production of
atomic bomb, 868
Pilot models offield X-ray units, 55-59
lightproof tent, 77-78
Pilot plants in atomic bomb program, 839
PINCOFFS, Col. M. C., 565
Pineal gland, calcification of, 478
Pipes, placement of, inAlaskan Department, 787
0WPA, 622
Pirating of films in MTOUSA, 247
PIRKFY, Capt. E. L., 430, 432n
PrrLUCK, H., 874
Pittsburgh, 19
Pituitary :
Irradiation of, in reticuloendothelioses,
182
neoplasms of, 167, 207
Pituitary adenoma(s), 182, 204
Plain radiographyIn localization of foreign bodies, 645
of spine, 172
Planigraphic attachment for body section
radiography, 152
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Planningat Tripler General Hospital before Pearl
Harbor, 510, 511, 515
for care of airplane casualties in Brazil,
804
for invasion of Continent, 419-420, 422426
for postwar training in ETOUSA, 355
for prefabricated hospitals in New
Guinea, 597
for supply in World War I-6
Planograph (s), improvisation of, 611
Plantar warts, 141, 208, 485, 488
In CPA, 515, 540
in ETOUSA, 488, 489, 490, 682
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 826
In MTOUSA, 320
In SWPA, 682, 683
Plasma infusions In atomic bomb casualties,
901
Plastic cassettes, 89-90
Plastic repair of ulcerations following deep
therapy, 21.1
Plastic rulers, 616
Plastic surgery centers, 141, 146, 241
Plate(s) :
fragility of, 1
French supply of, in World War 1-7
in River War, 3
in Tirah campaign, 2
in World War 1-52
Plate atelectasis, 305
Platelets, decrease in, after bombings in
Japan, 898
Platinum for X-ray tubes, 51
Platinum radon implants, 233
Platybasia in SWPA, 649
PLENOEB, Sgt. J. 0., 380
Plenomorphism in carcinoma of cervix, 231
Pleura:
hemorrhagic changes In, in deaths from
high explosives, 882
Involvement of, in primary atypical
pneumonia in SWPA, 652
Pleural effusion, 103-104
association of, withazygos lobes, 653
clotted hemothorax, 473
Pleural space, status of, In wounds of
cht;t, 646
Pleurisy:
possible relation of, to pulmonary tuberculosls, 103-104

RADIOLOGY
Pleurisy--Continued
serial examinations in, 49
Pleuritic complications of primary atypical
pneumonia, 169
Pleuritis:
decortication in, 303-304
in coccidioidomycosis, 527
in lung fluke, 537
Pleurography, inempyema, 473
thoracoabdominal wounds, 472
Plumbing in darkrooms inETOUSA, 437, 438
MTOUSA, 263-264
SPA, 526
SWPA, 618-620
Plumbing connections in field packing chest,
82
Plumbing deficiencies at DeWitt General
Hospital, 132
Plumbing duties of radiologists in SWPA,
622
Plutonium:
concentration of experimental work on,
at University of Chicago, 858
explosive properties of, 839
extraction of, 832, 854, 858, 879-881
metabolic pathways of, 881
Plywood for darkroom in CPA, 526
Plywood-sand protection in CPA, 523
Plywood tabletops, 818
Pneumoarthrographyat 4th General Hospital, 635
In ETOUSA, 275, 468-469
in MTOUSA, 275
In named general hospitals, 164
in SWPA, 635-640, 649
Pneumoencephalographic chair, 268
Pneumoencephalography, 149, 152, 157
in CBI, 749-750
in MTOUSA, 278, 283-285
in penetrating cranial wounds, 278
Pneumonia(s), 245
erroneous diagnosis of, 810
in MTOUSA, 310-311
in natives in Okinawa, 532
in SWPA, 652
in Trinidad, 800
in Windward Chain, 796
serial examinations In, 49
See also special varieties.
Pneumonitls antecedent to pulmonary
Infarction, 312
Pneumonoconiosis, 653

INDEX
Pneumoperitoneum :
bizarre types of, 43,3
in abdominal wounds, 647
in localization of foreign bodies, 469-471
Pneumothorax, 104
apicography antecedent to, 794
apparent clostridial myositis after, 482483
bizarre types of, 433
in clotted hemothorax, 475
in MTOUSA, 398
in wounds of chest, 297, 392, 393, 647
Polaroid cassettes, 139
Policies forchest radiography in OTSG, 98-101
disposition of films in MTOUSA, 330
protection in ETOUSA, 334-336
radiation therapy in ETOUSA, 4&8-487
return of captured radium to owners,
399-400
Poliomyelitis, 872, 874-875
POLLACK, Lt. Col. S., 599
Polycystic kidney, 667
Polycythemla, 207, 833,
Polygraphs, 139
improvisation of, for gastrointestinal
studies in Alaskan Department, 789
Polynesians, 685

Polyp (s) of-Poly

(s)of--369-370
In SWPA, 66236
duodenum
duodes
mine,
18
6at
intestine, 168
sinuses, 650
Polypoid aberrant pancreas, 171
Polypoid changes in hypertrophic gastritis,
171
Polyposis of large bowel, 664
Pompholyx, 488
Pooling of spare parts in ETOUSA, 402
Popliteal cysts, 635
Population around Alamogordo, protection
of. 883-884
Population ofHanford, 875-876
hospitals in SPA, 547-548
Los Alamos, 879
Marianas, 525
named general hospitals, 166-168
Oak Ridge, 832, 870
Thomas M. England General Hospital,
161
20th General Hospital, 717
ZI general hospitals, 120
Porencephalic cyst, 755
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Porencephaly, 749
Port Hope, Ontario, 869
Port Moresby, ,562, 29, 677, 682, 691, 694,
702
Port of Embarkation, N.Y., 797
Port-of-Spain, 797, 798 799
Portability of military equipment, 2, 68
Portable accumulator in Tirah campaign, 2
Portable Bucky grids, 521
Portable darkroom In CBI, 737
Portable equipment:
at onset of World War I-5
examination of native Okinawan children
with, 532
in named general hospitals, 136
in World War 1-7
Portable generators:
at 75th Station Hospital, 530
emergency use of, at Thomas M. England
General Hospital. 161
instruction of enlisted technicians In use
of, 590n
Portable grid (s):
In photofluorography, 108
shortage of, In SWPA, 605
use of, with field unit, 817
Portable (mobile) hospitals in SWPA, 594
Portable unit(s) :
allotment of, in United Kingdom Base,
7
general hospitals, 25-26
at Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
515
at Tripler General Hospital, 511
at 23d General Hospital. 531
improvisation of, in ETOUSA, 380-382
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 816
in Okinawa, 527
in SPA, 553
in SWPA, 629-630
in World War 1-47-48
movement of, 439
procurement of, from British in
ETOUSA, 367, 373
radiography of head with, 476
shortages of protective Items for, in
MTOUSA, 2.59
training in use of, 27
transformers for, 82
Portal for exit of primary beam, 86
POBTMANN, U. V., 89
Ports of embarkation, radiologic service at,
115
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Position, changes of, as source of error in
foreign body localization, 74, 76
Positioning:
based on clinical history, 392, 426-427
for serialography, 608
in examination of abdomen, 470
in foreign body localization, 460, 468, 475
in localization of intraperitoneal
abscesses, 306
In maxillofacial injuries, 289
in orbitocranial wounds, 281-282
in pneumoarthrography of knee, 469
in wounds ofabdomen, 646
buttocks, 442
chest, 393, 442, 646
instruction in, atArmy School of Roentgenology, 40
School for Roentgenographic Technicians, Alaska, 781
of biplane marker, 75
of combat casualties, 67
of severely wounded casualties, 398
on-job instruction in, 27, 126, 252
practice in, in staging areas, 361
preparation of manual on, in ETOUSA,
357
standardization of, in ETOUSA, 372, 426
"Positioning in Radiography," 359
Positions possible with field unit, 68
Post engineers, assistance of, in repair of
equipment, 138
Post hospitals, facilities in, at onset of
World War 1-5
Postal techniques, application of, to handling of films, 154
Postoperative radiation of hypcrtrophied
scars, 141
Postponement of first test of atomic bomb,
884
Poststenotlc dilatation of pulmonary artery,
313
S
r
i
f
duranium
Posttraining relation of graduates and
Army School of Roentgenology, 37
Posttraumatic atrophy of brain, 168
Postwar experiences in atomic science, 916
Postwar facilities for supervoltage therapy
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198
Postwar improvements in supervoltage
therapy, 227
Postwar management of tuberculosis in
Alaska, 794n
Postwar maximum permissible dose, 257

RADIOL4GY
Postwar practice of radiolugy by enlisted
technicians, 252
Postwar research in atomic science, 916
Postwar rotation techniques, 215n
Postwar specialization in radiology (radiation therapy), 43, 147, 186, 192, 198, 250,
428n, 549, 584, 702, 720, 781
Postwar studies in histoplasmosis, 114
Postwar survey of fallout at Alamogordo,
885
Postwar techniques ofblliary tract examinations, 6t5n
intravenous pyelography, 667n
Postwar training, plans for, in ETOUSA,
354
Potential hazards offallout from atomic bomb in wartime
conditions, 885
radiation therapy in malignant disease,
202
Potentialities of atomic bomb, 159, 913, 914,
916
Potsdam ultimatum, 888
Power. See Current.
Powers roll paper technique of mass radiography, 104-105, 107
Powers X-Ray Products, Inc., 104-105
Practical training of enlisted techniciansat Walter Reed General Hospital, 22
in Alaska, 781
PRA-r, S., 514, 520
Preauricular region, cancer of, 209
Precautions againstalpha emitters, 861
hazards in early laboratory work, 857-860
ingestion (inhalation) of radioactive substances, 859
new solvents in production of atomic
bomb, 856
overexposure in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 821
radiation from field equipment, 85-89
hexafluorlde in production of
atomic bomb, 856
Precision equipment for therapy at Walter
Reed General Hospital, 210
Predicted use offluoroscopy, 59
radiography, 24
Prefabricated buildings inNew Guinea, 597, 598, 600-601
Philippines, 562-563
SPA, 552
SWPA, 534-594, 695
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INDEX
Prefabricated facilities, proposal for, 600601
Prefabricated huts, plans for, in ETOUSA,
437
Prefectorlal Government in Japan after
bombings, 893, 897
Preferential assignments, 122
Preinduction chest radiographs, 539, 641
Preinduction radiographs:
omission of, 169
of chest as part of examination, 100-101
Preinvasion and postinvasion visits to hospitals in United Kingdom Base, 422
Preliminary scout film in urography, 164
Preoperative radiation of hypertrophied
scars, 141
Preparation(s) fcrbiliary tract examination in SWPA, 665
detonation of atomic bomb, 882-884
gastrointestinal examination in SWPA,
664
667
intravenous pyelography in SWPA,
special examinations, 121, 5.54
Presbyterian Hospital, Denver. 326n
Prescurvy situation In Alaskan Department, 778
Lt. Col. A. J., 144, 171, 173, 178
President, U.S.A., 98, 101, 711, 839, 840, 841
Prespondylolisthesis, 171, 672
Preston M. Hickey Memorial Lecture for
1944-167
Prewar industrial -.afety program, 857
Primary atypical pneumonia, 537-538
in MTOUSA, 311
in named general hospitals, 168, 169
in SWPA, 652
resemblance of, to dengue fever, 657
Primary beam, 211, 212, 337
malalinements of, 85
portal for exit of, 86
protection of operator from, 85-86, 337
Primary optic atrophy, 182
Primary phase of coccidioidomycosis, 169
Primary radiation, 211, 438
leakage of, below apron, 88
Primary wound closure at Pearl Harbor,
512
Primordial trophoblasts, 223
Principles of:
densitometry, 162
foreign body localization, 459-463
localization of intraocular foreign bodies,
466-468
photofluorography, 107
PRESENT,

Principles of--Continued
service in forward hospitals in ETOUSA,
422, 426-427
utilization of equipment in ETOUSA,
390 -398
Priorities:
for development of atomic bomb, 839, 844
for facilities in forward hospitals In
ETOUSA, 426, 427
for hospital construction in Philippines,
562
for platinum in World War 1-51
for research in Manhattan Project, 860
for shipping space in World War I-7
in CBI, 734
in SWPA, 597-598, 599
lack of, for research early in war, 860
Priority casualties, examination of, in
MTOUSA, 244
surgery in wounds of cerebellum,
Priority
280
of
8ar:
Prisoner(s)
as darkroom technicians, 123
as litter bearersin MTOUSA, 253-254
on Continent, 425
at Halloran General Hospital, 148-149
at 23d General Hospital, 532
beri beri heart in, 658-659
care ofat 168th Evacuation Hospital, 693
in Brazil, 804
chest examinations of, inCPA, 522
SWPA, 577, 650
in French Guiana, 796
in MTOUSA, 268, 283
In Philippines, 563
processing of, at-4th General Hospital, 702
42d General Hospital, 698
radiation therapy of, at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 203
Prisoner of War Hospital No. 2-120
Procer,singof film(s):
In CBI, 737
in CPA, 522-523
In island campaigns, 526
in SPA, 551-552, 555-556
Instruction in, at Army School of
Roentgenology, 40
(plates) In World War 1-21
recommendations for, 705
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Processing-Continued
of film(s) -Continued
training in, 128
under canvas, 256
of photofiuorographs, 111
of requisitions in MTOUSA. 238
Processing chemicals in MTOUSA, 274
Processing equipment:
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 813, 817
procurement of, in ETOUSA, 375-376
Processing film capacity in forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 427
Processing tank(s) :
loss of. by submarine sinkings, 800
shortages of, in ETOUSA, 376
Processing techniques, improvisations of,
inCPA, 522-523
SWPA, 621-623
Proctitis after supervoltage radiation, 216
Procurement and Assignment Board, 28
Procurement and supply In World War I5-7
Procurement difficulties in Trinidad, 798
Procurement ofaccessory equipment inETOUSA, 367, 376-370
SWPA, 590
British equipment in ETOUSA, 332, 367
equipmentfrom civilian sources in CPA, 518
from local sources after Pearl Harbor,
520
in ETOUSA, 326, 327, 332, 355, 367-379
films In ETOUSA, 391-396
medical personnelfor Los Alamos, 879
for MED, 846-847
for Oak Ridge Hospital, 874
personnel for auxiliary mobile units, 408
processing equipment in ETOUSA, 375376
photofluorographs from VA files, 111, 114
portable units in ETOUSA, 367,373
stationary equipment from British, 367370
texts (Journals) in SWPA, 574-575
training material in ETOUSA, 357
Procurement Section, Office of Chief
Surgeon, ETOUSA, 368-369
Production, problems of, 68-72
"Professional .Manual," 121

RADIOLOGY
Professional meetings:
at Halloran General Hospital, 154-155,
156
at St. Luke's Hospital, Manila, 699
in Alaskan Department, 780
in ETOUSA, 329, 330, 353, 355-357, 361,
380
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
812
In MTOUSA, 245-246
in Oahu, 535
in SWPA, 568, 574, 694, 695
recommendations for, 705
with Allies in CB1, 720-721
with British radiologists in ETOUSA, 333
Professional review course between World
Wars, 22
Professional Serv ice Division, OTSG, 98
Professional Service Schools program, 30
Professional Services Division325,
Office of Chief Surgeon, 360,ETOUSA,
420
327, of C 29, 352, eo,
327, 3289 329, 352, 353, 360, 420
Office of Surgeon, SOS, SWPA, 565, 567,
568, 571, 578, 620-621
Professional Services, USAFFE, 565
Professional Staff, University of Tennessee
College of Medicine, 35n
Professional standards, national differences
in, 712
Profondometer localization of foreign
bodies, 53
Prognosis in carcinoma of bladder, 228
Prognosis of calcified pulmonary lesions,
114
Progression of fibroid pulmonary lesions,
102
Prohibition of therapy in Alaskan Department, 795
Project Council, Met Lab, 864
Proliferative process in yaws, 648--644
Promotion ofenlisted technicians in Alaskan Department, 782
radiologists, 16
in CB1, 723-724
in SPA, 549-550
in SWPA, 588-589
See also Grades; Rank.
Properties ofPantopaque, 172
phosphorus 32--835
Property accounting, 124
Prophylactic radiation therapy in clostrldial myositis, 208

INDEX
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Prophylactic supervoltage radiation in
Protective chair, improvisation of, in CBI,
Hodgkin's disease, 220
734
Pnossmt, C. L., 864
Protective shield for tube head, 732
Prostate:
Protein in diet of prisoners of war in
inoperable carcinoma of, 233
SWPA, 659
supervoltage therapy in carcinoma of,
Protein levels In soft-tissue ossifications,
214
173
Prostatitis associated with sacroiliac
Proteus infections in SWPA, 682
Protractors:
arthritis, 536
for deep therapy, 210
Protected personnel at Halloran General
improvisation of, in ETOUSA, 388-389
Hospital, 148-149
Provisional Hospital No. 2 (147th General
Protection:
Hospital), 515-516, 526
against radiation, 82-89
Provisional hospitals on Oahu, 514
against secondary radiation from patient
Pruritus ant, 141, 207
In ETOUSA, 337
In
A88,338
ETTUSA
in ETOTSA, 488, 489
at Army School of Roentgenology, 33
In SWPA, 683
at Lawson General Hospital, 206
Pseudodiphtheritic membrane in throat, 216
at Met Lab, 8W5-8"
Psoriasis, 488
at 73d Evacuation Hospital, 728-729
restriction of therapy for, 197
at 23d General Hospital, 531
center:
Psychiatric
391
in
ETOUSA,
of,
improved factors
DeWitt General Hospital, 120
in Alaskan Department, 790
Kennedy General Hospital, 120
in deep therapy of cancer, 857
Psychiatric patients:
in ETOUSA, 335-337
difficulties in radiography of, 647
in modified optimum kilovoltage techin MTOUSA, 314
nique, 162
use of, as technicians in SPA, 552
in MTOUSA, 257-259
Psychiatric service at Oak Ridge Hospital,
in River War, 3
874
lack of, 7, 116
Psychogenic considerations in SWPA, 575,
of cassettes (screens) in CBI, 738-739
577-578
of generators in Middle East (Persian
Psychogenic infections of small bwel in
Gulf) Command, 817
MTOUSA, 316
of legs of operator, 87, 88
Psychologic effect of association of patients
of personnelwith malignant disease, 204
during mass chest surveys, 698
in Alaskan Department, 785, 790-791,
Public health measures at Oak Ridge, 872
798
Public Law 213--77th Congress, 98
in CBI, 731-734
Public Law 783-76th Congress, 98
Publication:
in CPA, 523-524
in ETOUSA, 327, 334-338, 390n, 437,
of material on atomic fission, cessation
of, 838
438-439, 440, 456-457, 487. 488
in evacuation hospitals on Continent,
of special studies in ETOUSA, 459
425
review of manuscripts for, In SGO, 13
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) CowPublications:
at Halloran General Hospital, 157
mand, 820-821
lack of, in World War 1-9
in MTOUSA, 256-259
in named general hospitals, 133-134
on chest Injuries in MTOUSA, 291
on clinical subjects In named general
In POA, 732
in SWPA, 184, 568, 578-582, 594, 597,
hospitals, 168-169
679, 691
Puerto Rican Sector, 795, 796
of populations at secret sites, 844
Puerto Rico, filarlasis In, 657, 804
problems of, in unpartitioned buildings,
Pukka hospitals in CBI, 728
439
Pulmonary apex, visualization of lesions
recommendations for, 838
of, 164
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Pulmonary arteries:
aneurysms of, 177, 313
Involvement of, In schlstosomiasis, 654655
Pulmonary changes inachalasia, 157
cardiospasm. 170
Pulmonary collapse complicating skull
fracture, 748
Pulmonary concussion, 3•3
Pulmonary contusion, 392-393
Pulmonary disease, value of wartime photofiuorographs in, 111
Pulmonary embolism. 177
Pulmonary fibrosis, 104
Pulmonary fibrosis. 104
Pulmonary foreign bodies, 465
Pulmonary infarction, 311-312
Pulmonary lesions In malaria in CHI, 757
Pulmonary markings, obscuration of. in
pleurisy with effusion, 104
P'ulmonary metastases, 114
Pulmonary paragonimiasis in SWPA, M54
Pulmonary tuberculosis:
breakdown of old lesions of, in service,
113
concept of. between World Wars, 97-98
criteria of rejection for, 101-104
erroneous diagnosis of, 810
general incidence of, 113
in Brazil, 804
in MTOUSA, 311
in personnel centers, 97
in Trinidad, 801
in World War 1-97, .1.•
management of registrants - Ith, 114
possible relation to pleurl-y to, 103-1(4
rejection rate for, 113
screening for. in Alaskan Department, 772
surveys of, In Alaskan Department, 780
Pulmonary vessels, movement of, in photofluorography, 108
Purchase, Storage and Traffic Division, Surgeon General's Office in World War 1-5
Purpura after bombings in Japan, 896, 898899
Pustular dermatitis. 141
Pyelectasis, 168
Pyelography in Alaskan Department, 6(55,
792, 798
Pyeionephrltis In MITOUSA, 317
Pylorospasm in post-yellow-fever hepatitis.
664
Pyoderma, 680, 682
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Pyramidal tents inAlaskan Department, 782-783
fixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 439
SWPA, 600
Q fever, 657
Quadriceps extensor, maldevelopment of,
176
Quadriceps femoris, 175
Qualifications ofbase consultants in SWPA, 570, 704
enlisted technicians in SWPA, 569
medical officers
in personnel centers, 102.
1
personnelIn auxiliary mobile units, 413
of Radiologic Safety Section (JTF 1),
90-904
radiation therapists, 140, 141, 196, 197
radiologists, 23n, 26, 581
in CBI, 722-723
in ETOUSA, .346-48, 433, 435, 486
in forward hospitals, 25, 26
in named general hospitals, 25, 26, 122
In regional hospitals in ZI, 26, 186, 193194
in relation to hospital functions, 435
in station hospitals in ZI, 186
in SWPA, 568, 708
radiology assistants, 122
regional consultants in ETOUSA, 328
Quality ofcare in affiliated units in Australia, 561
films at 233d General Hospital, 531-532
in MTOUSA, 240, 623
in World War 1-97
fluoroscopy in SWPA, 509
radiologic service InETOUSA,33
SWPA, 564. 568, 569. 571
Quantitative aspects of contracts, 69
Quartermaster, check of light-exposed films
with, 803
Quartermaster General, Army, 191
Quartermaster. Ninth Corps Area, 116
Queckenstedt test, 289
Queensland, 699
Queensland Radium Institute, 572
Quezon Institute, 6151
Quezon Supply Depot, 697
Quonset huts:
in Alaskan Department, 788, 790
operation of 75th Station Hospital in, 525
Quotas for courses in radiology for enlisted
technicians, 26
R meters. See Victoreen r-meters.

INDEX
Race, diagnostic implications of, 27
Radar equipment, 90
Radiation:
experimental data on effects of, 861
exposure to, in ETOUSA, 349, 352
from tubes, 335
genetic effects of, 845
histologic effects of, in malignant disease,
212-214
protection against, 82-89
in Alaskan Department, 788
in ETOUSA, 256-259
in field equipment, 85-89
in SWPA, 578-582
reactions of tissues to, 832, 834, 836, 845
Radiation casualties, 831
Radiation damage to normal tissues,
acceptance of, 213
Radiation dermatitis, confusion of, with
acne, 791
Radiation detection instruments for Opera7
tion CROSSROADS, 9
Radiation exposure:
from captured radium, 399-400
possible accidents from, in atomic bomb
program, 847
Radiation hazards:
chapter on, in Army manual, 88
in discards, 842
in Manhattan Project, 82, 841, &53-W
prewar recognition of, 857
survey of, in civilian hospitals, 83
Radiation injuries:
in malignant disease of testis, 226-227
studies on mechanism of, 864-865
Radiation Laboratory, National Bureau of
Standards, 852
Radiation Section, Walter Reed General
Hospital, 195-196, 199, 227
Radiation sickness, 211
after supervoltage therapy, 226
Radiation therapists:
limitation of therapy to, InETOUSA, 486
MTOUSA, 321
qualifications of, 140, 141, 196-196, 197
shortages of, in SWPA, 675, 675n
Radiation therapy, 28, 67, 196-234
at Percy Jones General Hospital, 181
at Thomas M. England General Hospital,
161
certification in, 194
clinical considerations of, 208-233
divorce of, from diagnostic radiology, 206
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Radiation therapy--Continued
effects of, in relation to bomb production, 833
equipment for:
at Schofield Barracks Station Hospital, 515
in SWPA, 675
hazards of, 196, 197-198
In CBI, 766
in CPA, 539-540
In ETOUSA, 320, 327, 485-492, 675
in MTOUSA, 817-320
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 826-827
in named general hospitals, 140-141
in station hospitals in ZI, 192
in SWPA, 675--85
in Trinidad, 799
inadequacy of training In, 208n
instruction in, at Army School of Roentgenology, 43
lectures on, at Walter Reed General
Hospital, 196
of benign lesions, 208
of ciostridial myositis, 24n, 67, 208
of infections, 24n, 25, 67
of malignant disease, 208-233
of plantar warts, 208, 485
of reticuloendothelioses, 182
of U.S. personnel in British hospitals,
485,486488
recommendations for, 704
records of, 197-198
research considerations of, 208-233
restrictions on, InAlaskan Department, 795
ETOUSA, 486, 487
named general hospitals, 141
skin reactions to, 196
supervision of, in SWPA, 570-571
techniques of, 231-233, 486-487, 826
training In, 195-196
at Tripler General Hospital, 513
See also Superficial therapy; Deep therapy; Supervoltage therapy.
Radiation therapy centers:
at 17th General Hospital, 241, 317-319
at 40th General Hospital, 319
at 64th General Hospital, 319
in ETOUSA, 485, 486, 487-488
Radiation Therapy Section at Walter Reed
General Hospital, 198-205, 208, 209, 210,
217, 218, 228, 231
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Radical radiation therapy, indications for,
213
Radio communication center for Operation
CROSSROADS, 907
Radioactive ashes (dusts) in production of
atomic bomb, 854-855, 869
Radioactive effects of atomic bomb, speculations on, 882
Radioactive gases, possible escape of,
through chimneys of piles, 858
Radioactive isotope tracer studies, 857
Radioactive isotopes, 835-836, 844
first studies with, 832, 833
in chemical warfare, 396
Radioactive material in luminous paint as
cause of film fogging, 394
Radioactive substances:
experimental ingestion (inhalation) of,
861-862
experimental injection of, 861-862
in Columbia River, 878-879
Radioactive tracers, 854, 857
Radioactive wastes in production of
atomic bomb, 854-855
Radioactivity:
after Test ABLE, 910-911
after Test BAKER, 911-913
hazards of, in Manhattan Project, 847848
in Japan after dropping of bombs, 886,
890-893
Radiobiologic data secured by serial biopsies of irradiated tissues, 212-213
Radiobiology, literature of, 837
Radiodermatitis, 791
Radiographic determination of vascular
competence, 278
Radiographic examinations in World War I
-52-53
Radiographs, selective filling of requests
for, in Alaskan Department, 791
Radiography:
at ports of embarkation, 115
before elective surgery, 435
comparative reliance on, in World Wars,
113
diagnosis of pulmonary tuberculosis by,
in World War I-97
evaluation of, in forward hospitals in
ETOUSA, 363-365, 427, 428, 429, 430,
431, 432-433
faults in, in ETOUSA, 347
fixed setting for, 85
in convalescent hospitals, 25
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Radiography-Continued
in evacuation hospitals, 25
in field hospitals, 24-25
in forward hospitals, 24, 67
in general hospitals, 16, 25
in personnel centers, 26, 371
in preinduction screening, 168
in separation centers, 114-115
in station hospitals, 26
in triage of casualties, 426
in wounds of extremities, 275
of abdomen, 469-471
predicted use of, 24
requests for, in ETOUSA, 440-442
technique of, in wounds of chest, 393
under field conditions, Instruction in, 128
Radioisotopes, provision of, for experimental studies, 835
Radiologic personnel:
assignments of, to hospitals, 25-26
courses for, at Army School of Roentgenology, 36, 37-40
in Alaskan Department, 774-782
in ETOUSA, in named general hospitals,
122-125
in MTOUSA, 248-254
in SWPA, 583-591, 703
medical officers serving as, 17
on-job training of, 18, 28
In SWPA, 584
postwar specialization of, in radiology,
43
training of, inWorld War 1-19-21
ZI, 7
utilization of:
at Royal Army Medical College, 370
in ETOUSA, 251-252, 353-359
in MTOUSA, 253
in SWPA, 564
Radiologic research before World War II
833-834
Radiologic Safety Schools, 914-915
Radiologic Safety Section (RADSAFE),
JTF 1-903-908
Radiologic service:
British Army, 369
deficiencies In tables of organization for,
420
for post hospital by mobile units in
World War I----51
lack of, in assault operations, 420
Radiologic-surgical planning conferences in
ETOUSA, 426
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INDEX
Radiologic teams from auxiliary surgical
groups, 330
Radiological Society of North America, 1n,
83, 126n, 142, 278
Radiologist-iospital ratio in SPA, 549
Radiologists:
allotment of, inauxilliary mobile units, 408
tables of organization, 249
assignment of, in OTSG, 13
consultant role of, 28, 427
correlation of abilities of, with surgical
requirements, 347
criteria of evaluation of, 17
discharge of, after armistice, 21
in Army at onset of World War I-4, 5
in CBI, 723-724
In CPA, 518
in ETOUSA, 346-348
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 811
in MTOUSA, 248-250
in National Guard, 15-16
in personnel centers, 16
in SPA, 548-550
in station hospitals in ZI, 186-187
in SWPA, 568
in training, deferment of, 28
7
isolation of, in SWPA, 5,
malassignment of, 15-16
nonradiologic duties of, 17,24
in Alaskan Command, 775
in Australia, 561

in ETOUSA, 456
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Cornmand, 809
In MTOUSA, 250
in SPA, 549-550
in SWPA, 585, 690, 704
in ZI, 193
participation of, in planning of facilities,
131-133, 424, 697
poor communications between, In CBI,
722
possible postwar excess of, 29
reclassification of, 15-16
refresher courses for, 705
responsibility of, for-protective factors of atomic bomb production, 833
training of enlisted technicians In
ETOUSA, 361-62, 397
role of, in postoperative ileus, 306

Radiologists--Continued
shortages of, 17, 704
after Pearl Harbor, 24
in Australia, 561
in CBI, 723-724
in CPA, 517, 518, 535
in ETOUSA, 350, 583
in MTOUSA, 583
in Okinawa, 527
in station hospitals in ZI, 186-187
in SWPA, 569, 570, 583-584
In World War 1-20, 21
T/O allotment of, for general hospitals,
548-549
training of:
for induction centers, 26
for theaters of operations, 26-27
in ETOUSA, 350-359
in SWPA, 584
See also Radiologic officer; Radlologic
personnel.
Radiology, 359, 836
Radiology:
and the atomic bomb, 831-982
certification in, 833
In communications zone, ETOUSA, 435442
in forward hospitals, ETOUSA, 419-457
In named general hospitals, 119-184
In regional hospitals, 185, 192-194
in station hospitals, 185-192
lack of facilities for, in portable surgical
hospitals, 647

mltr

osdrtoso,2

military considerations of, 24
postwar specialization in, 43, 147, 186,
250
prewar expansion of training in, 844-847
residencies In, 844
specialization in, at onset of World War
1-5
"Radiology of Bones and Joints, The," 359
Radiology section (s):
activity of, In relation to hospital mission, 144
inspections of, byConsultant In Radiology, OTSG, 13-15
Consultant In Surgery, OTSG, 14-15,
17
Radiology services In named general hospitals, routine of, 121-122
Radionecrosts after therapy for plantar
warts, 321
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Radiopacity, testing of new buildings for,
439
Radloresistance (radiosensitivity) incarcinoma ofcervix, 230-231
tonsIl, 212
Hodgkin's disease, 218
malignancy of testis, 222, 224
Radloresistant neoplasms, supervoltage
therapy for, 214
Radioresponsive neoplasms, radiation
therapy for, in CPA, 540
Radium:
at Lawson General Hospital, 206
at named general hospitals, 140-141, 206
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 198,
210
authorization for use of, 486
capture of, in ETOUSA, .399-401, 456
clinical application of, 196
contamination of ore by, 869
in carcinoma ofbladder, 228-230
cervix, 230-231
In SWPA, 685
nonuse of, in ETOUSA, 491-492
"permissible body burden" for, 850
prewar experience with, 832
recapture of, in ETOUSA, 399-401, 456
role of phosphorus 32 in binding of, 835
Radium-painted dials, bone marrow damage from, 857
Radon:
emission of, during storage, 869
prewar experience with, 832
risk of inhalation of, 857
Radon seed technique, 844
Radon therapy in malignant disease, 685,
852
RAnrrKS, T. Sgt. W., W88
Railroad systems In Australia, =9
Rainfall InAlaskan Department, 771-772
CBI, 709, 731
Leyte, 563
Liberia, 806
New Guinea, 600, 601
SWPA, 576-577, 623
Rainwater, use of, in developing solutions
in SPA, 555
RAKOVSKY, MaJ. M., 291, 292, 293
Rales, 97
Rdimgarh, 713
RANCOURT, MaJ. C. D. 406,409
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MaJ. W. S., Jr., 142
Range ofconditions in named general hospitals,
166-168
Inputs in local current, 82
Rangoon, 736
Rank of radiologists, inequalities of, 16,
187, 194
in CBI, 723-724
in ETOUSA, 351, 430
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 811
RANKIN, Brig. Gen. F. W., 204-205
Rapid exposure unit for neuropsychlatric
centers, 135
Rare isotopes, 854
Ratio ofduodenal to gastric ulcers in CPA, 589
films to examinations:
at Camp Wheeler Station Hospital, 185
in named general hospitals, 139
in regional hospitals in ZI, 193
Rationale of assignment of nonradiologic
officers to radiology, 810
Rats on Trinidad, 797n
RAVDIN, Brig. Gen. 1. S., 717
Rayproof walls, 438, 439
Rayproofing of tubes, 55, 56, 60
RA, Maj. C. E., 847, 873
Reactions:
absence of, to encephalography In CBI,
749
RANDALL,

after repetitive dosage therapy, 851-852
of calcified pulmonary lesions during
service, 103
of tissues to radiation, 836, 845, 850-852
to Intravenous pyelography, 667-468
to Lipiodol, 652
to supervoltage radiation, 210-211, 215217
Reactivation of fibroid pulmonary lesions
during service, 102
Reactor, X-10 production method, 854
Reading desk, improvisation of, 611
Reading ofmeasurements in foreign body localization, 87
wet films in forward hospitals In
ETOUSA, 428, 433
Ream General Hospital, 119, 131
Reassignment of radiologists InETOUSA, 348-349
SWPA, 584, 586-587

INDEX
REAvIS, Maj. C. W., 565, 567, 568, 569, 570,

571, 573, 574, 578, 579, 581, 582, 583, 585,
586, 587, 590, 597, 603-604, 605, 612, 615,
616, 617, 620, 624, 625, 626, 627, 646, 658,
667, 670, 672, 676, 678, 685, 697, 698, 702
Recaptured radium, 399-401, 456-457
Recife, 801, 803, 804
Reclassification of radiologists, 15-16
Recognized permissible dose, 88-89
Recomar camera, 247
Recommendations foraccessory equipment, 139
air shipment of films to SWPA, 621
assignment of personnel inETOUSA, 330
SWPA, 585, 586
auxiliary mobile units, 417
base consultant system in SWPA, 567,
570-571
changes in drier-loading bin combination,
378
consultant system:
for field hospitals, 809
in SPA, 557
in SWPA, 566, 676
dissemination of information in SPA,
556-557
dual generator system for tented hospitals in ETOUSA, 378
equipment, 138-139
equipment centers for specialized care,
157
facilities for future conflicts, 138-139
film storage in SPA, 556
generators in MTOUSA, 260
handtofrfilms in
named
2
r
o
handih~g of films in named general hospitals, 154
higher grades for enlisted technicians In
ETOUSA, 360
instruction in radiology after World War
1-21
larger wheels for portable units In SPA,
533
maintenance of equipment instation hospitals in ZI, 190
SWPA, 626
military use of X-ray in Tirah campaign,
2
modification of field unit in MTOUSA,
273
moisture- (humidity-) proof equipment
for tropical installations, 554
operation of personnel centers, 115, 116
portable unit in ETOUSA, 373
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Recommendations for--Continued
postwar training in ETOUSA, 355
protection In hospital planning, 338
protective measures in Alaskan Department, 791
radiation therapyat Lawson General Hospital, 206
In plastic surgery centers, 141
records in SWPA, 625
redeployment in ETOUSA, 352-353
reserve supply of cables, 798
revision of diagnostic criteria for tuberculosis, 99-100
routine chest radiographs on induction
in World War 1-53
tables of organization for general hospitals, 809
tropical packing of films ip Alaskan Department, 789
universal chest radiography in draftees,
98-101
utilization of radiologists in SWPA, 585586
Recommendations of Acting Consultant In
Radiology, SWPA, 566-567, 570-571, 704706
Reconditioning centers In MTOUSA, 241,
242
Reconstruction ofBoloskop, 461
facilities atDeWitt General Hospital, 132
Fletcher General Hospital, 132-133
Reconstructive surgery of bones, 176
Record system at Halloran General Hospitl 5-5
tal, 152-154
Records:
clerical problems of, in MTOUSA, 246
in Alaskan Department, 790
in CBI, 746-747, 747n
in ETOUSA, 747
in MTOUSA, 238
in station hospitals In ZI, 186
In SWPA, 568, 624-625
in World War 1-9
of atomic bomb experience, paucity of,
915
of auxiliary mobile units, 414
of individual exposures to radiation Inatomic bomb program, 862
Test ABLE, 910
of therapy, 197-198
in ETOTJSA, 486, 487
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Records-Continued
of therapy-Continued
in SWPA, 676, 684
in ZI radiology sections, 14, 121
on Consultant in Radiology, OTSG, 14
Recreational facilitiesat Army School of Roentgenology, 31,
36-37
in SWPA, 577, 578
Rectal stricture in lyinphogranuloma venereum, 822
Rectification:
of current in World War I-47
techniques of, 45
therminolc principle of, 55
Rectum:
adenocarcinoma of, 178, 205, 207
foreign bodies in, 314
reactions of, to supervoltage radiation,
217
Rectus abdominalis, 175
Recurrence incarcinoma of breast, 231-233
Hodgkin's disease, 218, 220
Recurrent dislocations, 167
Recurrent malignant lesions, 203
Red blood cells, life expectancy of, 861
Redeployment In ETOUSA, 349, 352-353,
459, 562, 804
Redeployment Officer, Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 354n
Redeployment Section, Office of Chief Surgeon, ETOUSA, 347
Redistribution of equipment inMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
815-816
SWPA, 604-605
Reduction:
in detail with British equipment, 372
in requests for unnecessary films, 130
of exposure factors in optimum kilovoltage technique, 162
of unnecessary examinations by transfer
of films with patients, 342
Redwood, use of, In film-processing units
in POA, 78, 517, 621
Reenlistments, routine !best radiography
in, 101
REEs-JoNEs, Squadron Leader F.; 812
Reexaminations, 426, 554
of rejected registrants, 111
Reference Committee, NRC, 838
Reference of patients for therapy, 206
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Refined techniques:
In general hospitals In ETOUSA, 368
in maxillofacial injuries, 289
restriction of, in Alaskan Department.
785
Reflex operation of equipment, 67
Refractory powers of lenses for photofluorography, 108
Refresher courses:
at Army Medical School, 27
at British hospitals, 354
recommendations for, 705
Refrigeration:
lack of, in station hospitals in ZI, 189
of darkroom units in SWPA, 618, 619
of developing units in SWPA, 622
shipment of films under, to SWPA, 620621
storage of films under, in CPA, 522
Refrigerator component of film-processing
unit, 78, 375-376
Regiment, Infantry, 279th-794
Regional consultants inETOUSA, 328-330, 345, 347, 351, 353, 362,
380
preinvasion indoctrination by, 422
SWPA, 570-571
Regional enteritls, 316, 664, 665
Regional examinations atHalloran General Hospital, 156-157
Stark General Hospital, 145
Regional hospital(s):
coccidloidomycosis In, 170
conversion of, from station hospitals, 185,
192
in Zone of Interior, 185, 192-194
inspections of, 15
mission of, 185, 192
mission of 183d Station Hospital as, 772
personnel of, 193-194
training of radlologic officers In, 18
workload of, in ZI, 192
Registered technicians in affiliated hospitals In MTOUSA, 240
Registrants for Selective Service:
routine chest radiographs for, 100-101
with pulmonary tuberculosis, 114
Regression of fibrold pulmonary lesions,
102
Regular Army radiologists In World War I
-21
Rehabilitation of Chinese troops, 713
Reinfection tuberculosis, 113

INDEX
Rejection ofdraftees forcalcified pulmonary lesions, 102-103
cardiac disabilities, 658
clinically insignificant pulmonary
lesions, 113-114
photofluorographic findings, 107
pulmonary lesions, 97
pulmonary tuberculosis, 101-104
high milliamperage unit, 60-61
Rejection rate for pumonary tuberculosis,
113
Relapsing fevers, hepatic (splenic) complications in, 822
Relocation of Army School of Roentgenology, 29-30
Remissions (recurrences) in yaws, 644
Remote control of stereoscopic cassette
changer, 79
Remote damage from uranium, 861
Remote processes, demonstration of, by
Dlodrast, 795
Renal calculi in Trinidad, 801
Renal changes in leptospiral diseases, 822
Rennes, 445
Reorientation device:
for foreign body localization, 76, 460
protective factor of, 85-86
Repacking of generators in ETOUSA, 378
Repair ofburned out cables In SWPA, 614
captured enemy equipment in ETOUSA,
399
equipment:
damaged in transit in ETOUSA, 401402
in Alaskan Department, 786-787
In CBI, 747-748
in ETOUSA, 371
in MTOUSA, 260-261, 267-268
in World War I-8
See also Maintenance.
Repetition of examinations in CPA, 525526
Repetitive dosage schemes, 851-852
Replacement fibrosis of intestine after supervoltage therapy, 217
Replacement ofcables in SWPA, 615
developing tanks in CBI, 737
equipment inCBI, 735, 736, 747-748
SPA, 554
SWPA, 569, 628
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Replacement of--Continued
field units in MTOUSA, 267
nonshockproof equipment in named general hospitals, 134
outmoded equipment in CPA, 520
parts:
in named general hospitals, 138
of Philips Metalix units, 134
recommendations for, 705
Philips Metalix units, 784-785
radiologists inCBI, 722
SWPA, 588
screens In SWPA, 616
tubes (valves), 136, 613
Replacement pools, training of radlologic
personnel in, 125-126
Replacement training centers, 129
Report(s) of-Camp Greenleaf School of Roentgenology
in World War 1-21
hospital inspections:
by Consultant In Radiology, OTSG, 15
in ETOUSA, 325n
In MTOUSA, 248-250
in SWPA, 567-575
in World War I-9
Reporting of films, 121-122
Requests forradiography in fixed hospitals in
ETOUSA, 440-442
unnecessary radiography, 144
Requirements forgenerators for field units, 259-260
graduation from School for Roentgenographic Technicians, Alaskan Department, 781
radiologic facilities, 59, 705
relocation of Army School of Roentgenology, 29
Requisitions, processing of, in MTOUSA,
238
Research and Development Laboratory for
Field Service Equipment, 32
Research considerations of radiation therapy, 208-233
Research problems:
at Los Alamos, 879-881
in ETOUSA, 459
Research program in Medical Section,
MED, 843, 860-863
Research project (s):
at Army School of Roentgenology, 42-43,
90-98
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Retro-orbital injection of air, 756
Research project (s) -Continued
Retroperitoneal abscess in filarlasis, 6.57
at named general hospitals, 120
Retroperitoneal hemorrhage, 306
on effect of humidity on high-tension
Retroperitoneal lymph nodes:
cables, 520
radical dissection of, 221, 224
on Radiation Therapy Section, Walter
supervoltage therapy of, 215
Reed General Hospital, 231-233
Retroperitoneal space, air in, 306
status of, in medical schools at outbreak
Retropulsion of intervertebral disk, 766
of war, 860
Return of captured radium to owners,
Reserve Corps, 109
399-400
officers, mandatory chest radiographs for,
Return to duty after98
Pearl Harbor, 512
radiologists, 16
therapy Inin World War 1-19, 21
ETOUSA, 486
Reserve tubes in Alaskan Department, 796
malignant disease, 205, 486
Residencies in radiology, 844
Returned casualties:
Residual hypo, studies on, (0
management of films of, at Halloran
Residual pneumothorax, decortication in,
General Hospital, 152-154
30--304
processing of, at Halloran General HospiResistance to use of foreign-made equiptal, 120, 146, 157
ment, 370
Reverse lend-lease, 712
Resonant transformer unit, 198
Review of manuscripts for pablication in
Respiratory casualties at Halloran General
OTSG, 13
Hospital, 149
Revision of diagnostic criteri i for pulmonRespiratory infections in SWIPA, 6R50
ary tuberculosis, 99-100
Restriction ofRevolver wounds in MTOUSA, 244
fields in superficial therapy, 821
REYNOLDs, L., in
gastrointestinal examinations in SWPA,
Reynolds Moulded Plastic Co., 137
692-693
Rheims, 357, 399'
primary beam, 85-86
Rheumatic heart disease, 314, 6.58
radiation therapy:
Rheumatoid spondylitis, 178, 536
675
by inexperienced personnel,
Rhine River, 448
in named general hospitals, 141
Rhineland, 443
Restrictions onRHojDEs. Lt. Col. G. K., 429
film usage InRhodes General Hospital, 146
Alaskan Departmnent, 78
CPA, 521-522
Ribs:
movements ofolog,
Acting Consultant
in
Radiof, in Alaskan Department,
elegy, SWPA, 566 SWA, ~examinations
793
shipping, 371
transportation
in ZI,
M.
51, 371
''~2notching
RE~wcKCap.
RetwicuendotheM.,ses4,5-182
Retteculoendothelioses, 182
Reticulum cell sarcoma, 204
Retired personnel in ZI hospitals, 120
Retooling because of material shortages, 71
Retraction of chest wall Inclotted hemothorax, 473

pleurisy, 104
Retreat in Burma, 713-716
Retrograde pyelographyat 105th General Hospital, 700
in Alaskan Department, 792, 793
in SWPA, 666
Retrograde urography, 164, 308

fractures of, 292, 646
fracture of,
of, 658646
pleuritic complications of fractures of,
169
169
Rice paddle, 5,6
Richarville, 446
Richland, Wash., 832, 878
Richmond, 19, 125
RICHTding,

MaJ. M. R., 583

'Riding gallbladders home," 557, 665n
Rifle wounds in MTOUSA, 244
Ring technique of localization of intraocular foreign bodies, 165
Ringworm of scalp, 851
Rio Grande River, 883
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Risk(s) ofbronchography, 164
localization of foreign bodies, 87
mass radiography, 114
River War (War of Soudan), 2-3
Roane-Anderson Co., 870, 874
Robb-Sternberg technique of cardiac visualization, 658
ROBBINS, Capt. J. V., 416-417
ROBERTS, Brig. Gen. E. H., 428
ROBERTS, F., 332n
ROBERTS, R. E., 331
Roberts Field, 805
ROBERTSON, Col. R. C., 536
Rochester Club, 848
Rochester Medical Laboratory, 836
Rochester, N.Y., 834, 848, 850
Rockhampton, 687, 691
Rockingham, 690
Rocky Mountain spotted fever in SWPA,
C56
RODENBAUGH, R., .' 3

RODRIGU•',

M J. M., 7696

ROEN'G"N, W. V., 1
Roentgenography. Jemands for, 67
Roentgeno~ogl'3. See Radiologists; Radiologic personnel.
Roentgenology
Division,
Office in World
War --8Surgeon General's
ROfftceinoWopy War
woud oRoyal

Roentgenoscopy in wounds of chest, 39

Rotting of-darkrooms In CBI, 737
equipment In CBI, 709
Rotuamans at Suva Medical School, 550
Round-the-clock service in named general
hospitals, 123
Routine blood cot.. ts for monitoring InAlaskan Department, 793
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
821
Routine ofdepartmental operations inMTOUSA, 238
named general hospitals, 121-122
examinations at personnel centers, 116
inspection of radiology sections by Consultant in Radiology, OTSG, 15
management ofHodgkin's disease, 218-220
malignant disease, 208-210
Routine radiography of chest:
before induction, 67, 101-107, 198

in regional hospitals in ZI, 193
in SWPA, 650
on separation from service, 67, 114
recommendations for In World War I53
Royal Air Force Hospital, 812
Army Medical College X-Ray School,

331

,

332,?5,

362, 37 0

Roll paper technique of mass radiography,
164-105, 107
Roman Catholic Cathedral (Monast,'y),
629
Rome, Ga., 123
RooSEVELT, President F. D., 838, 840, 841
ROMENTf,, Field Marshal, 807--808

Royal Park Zoo, W69
Royal Pri
Alo,
H9,
Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, 572, 649, 656,
677
RovEN,Capt. W. E., 622, 651
RUBENFELD, Lt. JCol. ., .359n
RtiE, Lt. Col. J. C., 32, 329

ROSE, D., 845, 862, 864

RUDIsILL, H., 30

RPs', Capt. F. A., 702, 864
ROSENBLAT'r, Capt. W. H., 810, 818
Rot, effect of, on canvas in SWPA, 692
Rotary converters, 159, 796
Rotating anode tube, 116-117, 135-5136, 606
at Tripler General Hospital, 521
recommendations for supply of, 138
Rotation ofclrcl-"ating film library, 143
personnel InETOUSA, 338, 352, 354, 355
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
811
SWPA, W
technicians in SWPA, 581
Rotation techniques, 215n

Rufus King, 606, 628, 691
RULISON, Lt. Col. F. C., 328, .T29
Rupture(s) ofabdominal viscera, 306
erroneous diagnosis of, 810
diaphragm, 652
nmalarial spleen InMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
822
Trinidad, 801
ýptic ulcers in MTOUSA, 314
radioactive uranium slugs (biscuits), 858
Russell Islands, 500
Russian POW's, 415
Rusting of equipment inCBI, 709
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Rusting of equipment In--Continued
SPA, 523
SWPA, 612-613, 615, 616, 619
Rutherford Kaye Scott's Tumor Clinic, 677
Ryukyus campaign, 518, 527
S-1 Section, 839
Saber shin, 645
Sacralization of lumbar vertebrae, 670
Sacroiliac involvement lit spondyiollsthesis,
173
Sacroiliac joints. arthritis of, 171
Sacroiliac plane of articulation, 670
Safe handling practices of radlioactive
materials, 845
Safety, distance as factor of, 90
Safety factors:
allowance for error In, 554
in MTOUSA, 257-254)
of field unit, approval of, 89
of films, 132, 803, 84)4
of occupation troops In Japan, 886
required in maximum permissible dose of
radiation, 853
Safety-health program atHanford, 878
Oak Ridge, 881
Safety precautions:
at Met Lab, 881
during transportation of bomb to Japan,
8864
Safety shielding requireuncets in atomic
-860
bomb program,
Safety standards for noxious chemical substances, 845
Sahara, 807
SaintSandstorms
Saint-IA breakthrough at, 445 453
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Salt water for washing films InCPA, 526
SWPA, 621
Salvage laws, 691
Salvage ofequipmentafter armistice in World War 1-8
from RuIuA Kin.# f"), (M8, 691
In MTOUSA, 268
manpower by therapy in ETOUSA, 485,
486,487
patients with inoperable malignancy by
supervoltage therapy, 205
platinum in World War 1-51
radioresistant tumors by supervoltage
therapy, 214
wounded extremities, 278
SALZAN,

E., 065n

St. Louis, 61, 627. 879)
St. Louis Medical Supply Depot, 7M
Saint Lucia, 796
St. Luke's Hospital:
De.nver, 326n
Manila, 699
Tokyo, q9
Saint-Sauveur-le-Vicomte, 424, 444, 445

Salzman technique of biliary tract visualization, CA5n
Sampling of films in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 819
SAMITL, Lt. Col. E., 331, 332
San Antonio, 26, 55, 126, 196
San Beda College, 701
San Carlos, 6`29
San Francisco, 55, 116, 126, 196, 5M0, %r5,
888, 914, 915
San Francisco Campus. University of Callfornia, 833, 834, 845, 849. 858, 8415
San Joaquin Valley, 170
San Lazaro Race Track.' 599
Sand protection inCPA, 523, 531
SWPA, 579-580
Sandfly fever, 822
in Egypt, 817
Sanitary Corps, 8, 20, 415n
relmirs by personnel of, in Alaska. 786787
Sanitary measures at Oak Ridge, 872
Sanitation:
in SWPA, 575
role of, In yaws, 641
Santa Ana, 170
Santa Barbara, 144
Santa Fe, 121, 879

Saipan, 525, 526, 527
Salaries of civilian personnel at Halloran
General Hospital. 148
Salisbury, 357
Salivary fistula, 490
Salt depletion in SWPA, (167
Salt Lake City, 116

SANTr, LFR. R., 357. 574
Santo Tomas University, .f0, 611
Sarcoidosis, 143, 3)57
SarcomaIn ZI, 204, 207, 211
In SWPA, 085
of bone, 54
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Sarcoma--Continued
of mandible, 178
of tibia, 178
Satellite collimator(s), 215
SATiNSKy, Maj. V. P., 291, 292, 293
Savannah, 193
Sawdust for flooring in ETOUSA, 439
Scabies in Papuan natives, 633n
SC&NLON, Maj. R. L., 380
Scattered radiation:
in Alaskan Department, 791
in CBI, 732, 744
in deep therapy, 211
in SWPA, 608, 691
in ZI, 94
protection from, by lead-impregnated
shield, 87
SCHATZKi,

Lt. Col. R., 115

ScHiKuz, L. A., 83
SCHEIN, MaJ. H. G., 756
Schenley British General Hospital, 354
Scherer units, 520
Scheuermann's disease, 167
Schick General Hospital, 125, 133, 135, 142
Schistosoma haemobium, 654, 825
Schistosoma japonicum, 654
Schistosoma Mansoni, 825
Schistosomiasis InMiddle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
824-826
SWPA, 633, 654-655
ZI, 655
Schmorl's nodes, 171
SCHNEIDER, Capt. R. C., 278n
Schofield Barracks Station Hospital, 514,
517, 518, 519, 520, 1540
Scholastic deficiencies of enlisted technicians, 22
School for Medical Department Technicians:
Fitzsimons General Hospital, 126, 781
Lawson General Hospital, 127-130
O'Reilly General Hospital, 126
William Beaumont General Hospital, 126
School for Roentgenographic Technicians,
Alaskan Department, 780-782, 784, 787,
788
School of Fisheries, University of Washington, 852-M85, 913
School (s) as hospitals in MTOUSA, 254
for enlisted technicians, 125, 126-130
of roentgenology in World War 1-19-21
See also special schools.

Schouten Island Group, 701
Schouten sls'.Ad Radiologic Society, 701
SCHfiLLEa, A., 646, 649
Sclerosis of bones in yaws, 644
Scoliosis of spine, 172
Scorpions in SWPA, 577
ScoTT, K. G., 845, 846, 855
Scorr, R. K., 677, 685
Scouts, Papuan natives as, 633n
Scrap metal, shipments of, to Japan, 59
Screen (s) :
deterioration of, InCBI, 738-739
POA, 554, 569, 614-616
mold formation on, in Trinidad, 800
shortages of, inAlaskan Department, 788

ETOUSA, 376
SWPA, 577, 005
use of rubber apron as, 336, 337
Screeningby mass radiography, 107
for bleeding peptic ulcer in Alaska, 7772
for pulmonary tuberculosis in Alaska, 772
of intracranial injuries in MTOUSA, 278
of registrants by Selective Service
Boards, 110
SCaRNER, Lt. Col. W. E., 132, 137, 178
Scrounge, 531n
Scrub (bush) typhus inCBI, 760-763
SWPA, 683, 656
Seabees, 634
SEA.&~vE, Lt. Col. G. S., 713
Seagrave Hospital Unit, 713-716
Seattle, 864n
Sebaceous cysts, 488
Seborrheic eczema, 141
Second-degree skin damage from radiation.
211
Second-echelon (ordnance) repairs in
auxiliary mobile units, 409
Second Service Command, 14, 15, 16, 142,
158
Secondary breakdown products, 211
Secondary collimators, 215
Secondary electrons produced by supervoltage radiation, 210, 211-212
Secondary exposure of operator in biplane
radiography, 75
Secondary infection in yaws, 643
Secondary neutrons, 837n
Secondary radiation, 92, 162, 211-212, 488
from litter tabletop, 87
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Secondary radiation--Continued
from patients, &5, 86, 88, 335
protection against, 337, 744
from shutter housing, 88
importance of, indeep therapy, 211-212
supervoltage therapy, 211-212
modified optimum kilovoltage technique, 162
obscuration of detail by, 610n
Secrelcy it development of atomic bomb,
837-838, 844), 847-850
Secret cities, 832
Secret sites, 834, 841, 846-847
protection of population of, 844
Secretary of State, 509
Secretary of War, &V
Section of Roentgenology. Division of Surgery, Surgeon General's Office lit World
War1-5of
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Senior Consultant InDermatology, ETOUSA, 486
Neurosurgery, ETOUSA. 476n
Ophthalmology, ETOUSA, 466
Radiology, ETOUSA, 75, 237, 325n, 325328, 330, 333, 334, 335, 337, 338, 345,
347, 348, 349, 31-351, 353, 354, 3A5,
357, 359, 361. 362. 363, 369, 370, 371,
372, 375, 376, 377, 378, 380, 397-398,
402, 407, 412, 413. 415, 419, 419n, 420,
422-, 423, 425. 427, 430, 432, 435, 451),
463, 466, 476n, 486, 487, 491, 542n, 806
See also Allen, Col. K. D. A.
Surgery, ET(USA, 401
Sensitivity to Atabrlne, 765
Separationfrom Service:
cau.•'s for, in World War 1--113
7. 9,114
W
before.
ches rorp
98, 114
iqe.
beforeh
radiography
f-chest
U-235)from U-238, tec'hniques of, &M2
War I-t839, 854
Security in-Separation centers, 1W0, 113. 114-115
development of medical research project
Serial biopsies-in atomic tnib program, 864)
lduring radiation therapy. 212-213
Manhattan Project, 847-8A)
in carcinoma ofSe.urity reasons for use of medical officers
bladder, 229--30
at secret sites, 846-847
cervix. 213, 230
Segmental spastic spasm of duodenum, M6-3 Serial radiography, 67, 535
664
in ascarlasis of small bowel, 316
Segregation of patientsin hemothorax. 297-298
in traction in SWPA hospitals, 630
in medlastinal involvement, 296
with special diseases at Walter Reed
in pneuimothorax. 2K7
General Hospital, 210
in primary atypical pneumonia, 311
Seine Basg -;ection. 328
in tension pneunxothorax, 297
Seine River, 445
in World War 1--49
Selection ofSerial spot-pressure devices. 456
patients for encephalography in CII.
Serial studies of foreign bodies in chest,
749-750
92%.--291
students for School for Roentgenographic
Serialograph:
Technicians, Alaskan Department. 781
Improvisation of, inSelective filtration (barrierl technique (KETOUSA, 383-384
25), 854
SWPA, 608-60"
Selective radiologic examinations during
requests for, 94
flim shortages. 781)
Sertilograph attachment for fluoroscopic
Selective Service. 28. 106i, 110. 111. 846
screens, 91
Selective Training and Service Act of
Serialograph spot-film device, 149
1940-98, 103
Serialograph units. 157
Selective use of dated flmi stocks in CPA.
Serofibrinous pleurisy. 10i
522
Serum calcium ini march fractures. 17I
Self-rectification of field equipment. t93
Serum phosphorus in march fractutres. 176
Senilnar(s4 i n SWPA. 1740
Service command surgeons, 15
Seminoina of testis. 178. 225, 252
Service depots:
isoeffect recovery curve in. 213
In ETOUSA, 401-4W2
Semiopatque foreign bodies, 756
in SWPA, 615
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Service depots-Continued
on Continent, 402
M-400---401-402M-407--399-402
M-409---402
Service technicians in CPA, 520
Service trucks in ETOUSA, 402
Services of Supply, Office of Surgeon,
SWPA, 563, 565
Servicing of equipment, 18
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 449
at Halloran General Hospital, 151
in ETOUSA, 371, 401-402
in World War 1-19-20
Set-down containers, 98
Seventh Army Corps, 445
Seventh Day Adventists, M
Seventh Service Command, 14, 15, 168
Seventh U.S. Army, 413
Sewage disposal plant at Oak Ridge, 872
Sex, diagnostic implications of, 27
SHANKS, S. C., 359
SIH[AAN, Capt. H. S., 147
of spine, 479
Shatter
49In
48 49
SliFsln, fractures
Lt. SiiFu~a
Col. J. 5.,.,Lt.Col
20,
0,46
46, 48,

Shockproof tables, 521
Shoes, decontamination of, in atomic bomb
program, 865
Shop for construction of equipment at
Army Medical School, 59, 61
Short circuits:
fires from, in Nagasaki, 893
in SWPA, 618
Shortages inAlaskan Department, 787-789
CBI, 736, 738
CPA, 518
ETOUSA, 376, 428, 456
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
814-815
MTOUSA, 258, 264, 265-267
named general hospitals, 137
POA, 508
, 563, 604-605
SWPA
Shortages ofAustralian radiologists, 572
cables, 71
cassettes, 137
in Alaskan Department, 788 Gf
o
eEast(ersa
In Ml
Middle
mand,
818East (Persian Gulf) Com-

in SWPA, 700

Col. D. J., 30, 700
SEfEEP, Brig. Gen. W. L., 206
Sheet tin, protective use of, in SWPA, 579

clerical personnelat Walter Reed General Hospital, 198

Shell casings, Improvisation ofcones from, in SWPA, 008
equipment from, in MTOUSA, 268-269
8,hell fragments incardiac chambers, 291
wounds of extremities, 275
SHELTON, Capt. C., 700
Shemya Island, 774, 782, 783, 794
Shield as component of field equipment, 87
Shielding requirements in atomic bomb program, 859-860
Shingbwiyang, 717, 728, 731
Ship evacuationfrom Alaska, 772
from islands In CPA, 525-528
in SWPA, 693
Shipping restrictions, 371
Shipping space In World War 1-7
Ships, changes in destination of, in SWPA,
628
Shock:
from control panels, 553
In wounds of chest, 292
postponement of radiography during, 441
Shockproof cables for field units, 90

in MTOUSA, 246
collimators in SWPA, 682
conductors in MTOUSA, 260
cones in SWPA, 605, 682
critical materials, 69-71
in United Kingdom Base, 373
developing tanks, 747
enlisted technicians, 123
in Alaskan Department, 775-776, 780
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 811-812
in station hospitals in ZI, 187-188
in SWPA, 589-590
equipmentat Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
515
during hostilities, 420
for deep therapy, 684
in combat areas in CPA, 520-521
in ETOUSA, 371-372
in general hospitals in SWPA, 603-604
in named general hospitals, 144
in SPA, 551, 553
In station hospitals In ZI, 189-190
in Trinidad, 797-798

SHEEHAN,
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Shortages of-Continued
Shortages of--Continued
equipment--Continued
radiologists--Continued
in United Kingdom Base, 368-369
in MTOUSA, 238-239, 249, 583
in ZI, 371
in Okinawa, 527
film-developing capacity in ETOUSA, 375,
in personnel centers, 114
384-385
in separation centers, 114-115
film driers in SPA, 554
in SPA, 548-550
film hangers in SWPA, 616
in station hospitals in ZI, 186-187
film trimmers in Alaskan D)epartment,
in SWPA, 561, •9. 570, 584
788
in World War 1-20, 21
films inrecommendations for, 704
Alaskan Department, 789
record forms in Alaskan Department, 790
CBI, 738, 756
rotary converters in Bermuda, 796
CPA, 521-522
shears in Alaskan Department, 788
ETOUSA, 391-39°.
ETOUA,
31-W-screening
In SWPA, 577
forward hospitals
in
ETOUSA,
427
scre
inrsW
islad
capaigs,
~spare
parts-Island campaigns, 526
for Philips Metalix units, 134
named general hospitals, 137SWPA
SWPA, 620
storage space for films in named general
flooring in SWPA. 576
hospitals, 140
food in Alaskan Department. 778-779
supplies Ingenerators in ETOUSA, 378, 397
CBI, 712
grids in ZI station hospitals, 190
CPA, 499
labor in Australia, 594-595
ZI hospitals, 143
lead items intrucks in SWPA, 629
CPA, 523
tungar bulbs in ZI station hospitals, 190
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
Victoreen r-meters in813, 820
ETOUSA, 486, 487-488
MTOUSA, 257-259
SWPA, 678
SPA, 553
StAt
ho
l iview
boxes in Alaskan Department, 788
station hospitals in Z1, 189wa
e In
SWPA, 29-30, 30n, 579, 579n
water in-D
lead markers, 137
Alaskan Department, 787-788
Liplodol in SWPA, 673
CPA, 521, 522-523, 526, 530
litter bearersOkinawa, 531, 532
Shortages. See also deficiencies.
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 455
Shoulder, examination of chest in wounds
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 445, 446,
of, 442
448
Shoulder joint, pneumoarthrography of, 468
in ETOUSA, 430, 431. 432
SHULTZ, 1st. Lt. F. W., 678
in SWPA, 687
Shurn battlefield, 531
189
hospitals,
manuals in ZI station
Shutters:
materials for film processing units, 78
limitation of opening of, 8W
18)
office furniture in ZI.
secondary radiation from, 88
platinum in World War 1-51
Siberian Expeditionary Force, 7n
radiation therapists, 210
Sicily, 243, 419
in SWPA, 675, 675n
Invasion of, 237, 420
radiologists, 17

Capt. J., 810

after Pearl Harbor, 24

SMDAL,

at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 445
in Brazil, 801
in CBI. T23-724, 726
in CPA, 499, 517, 518, 5M5
in ETOUSA, 345, 348-349, 350. 3W)-360,
428, 583

Siege of Ladysmith, 3
Siemens (Siemens Reiniger) units. 265, 268,
399, 818
Sierra Oscura Cliffs. 883
Signmoid. carcinoma of, 178, 664
SIGMUND, Sgt. E. R., 151-152
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Signal Corps, 129, 578
role of, In repair of equipment, 267-2C8
Silent pulmonary lesions, 97
Silicosis, 104, 764
Silicotuberculosis, 110
Silver nitrate, radioactivity of, in Test
ABLE, 910
SILVERSTONE,

Maj. S. M., 259

Simplified controls, recommendations for,
138
Simplified tilt tables, recommendations for,
138
SiNAI, N., 875
Single-shift cross-thread localization of
foreign bodies, 53
Single-tube stationary units, 190
Sinkings of obsolete ships inTest ABLE, 909
Test BAKER, 911
Sinus(es) :
angle board for examination of, 91
diseases of, 167
examination of, 139, 145
at Halloran General Hospital, 156-157
at 105th General Hospital, 700
in Alaskan Department, 789, 793
in ETOUSA, 364, 384
in SPA, 555
in SWPA, 608, 650
In upright position, 135
radiation therapy of, 207
Sinus formation in empyema, 473
Sinus thrombosis, 476
Sinusitis in SWPA, 650
SIRCA, Lt. Col. D. M., 115
Sisters of Charity in MTOUSA, 254
Situs Inversus, 658
Sixth Armored Division, 445, 446
Sixth Service Command, 14, 15, 139
Sixth U.S. Army, 566, 567, 688, 689
Size ofcalcified pulmonary lesions as criterion
of rejection of draftees, 103
dosage Indeep radiation, 212
supervoltage radiation, 212, 215
films formass chest radiography, 100, 105-107,
108
separation examination, 114
fluoroscopic field, 85
Sizing of films (screens) to fit cassettes in
SWPA, 615
Skeletal system, radiography of, 1, 684-645

Skeleton as accessory equipment, 137
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 873
Skin:
carcinoma of, 178, 204, 205, 207, 489, 491,
540, 685, 852
changes in, afterradiation therapy, 196, 851

supervoltage radiation, 211, 215
infections of, in radiologic personnel In
SWPA, 582
lesions of:
effect of climatic conditions on, in
Alaskan Department, 795
therapy of, 197
markings of, In foreign body localization,
75, 76, 85-86
mycotic infections of, 208
testing of, before bronchography, 164
tolerance of, todeep radiation, 215
supervoltage radiation, 220
Skiodan, 308
Skip effects of bombing in Nagasaki, 898
Skips In fallout at Alamogordo, 885
Skull:
diagnosis of abnormalities of, 24
erroneous diagnoses of conditions of, -10
examination of, 110, 156-157, 785, 793
fractures of:
caused by falling coconuts, 634, 648
in childhood, 650
In ETOUSA, 478
in SWPA, 648-649
improvised techniques of examination of,
818
lesions of, in SWPA, 649
stereoscopic examination of, 611
studies on angle board for radiography
of, 91
technical memorandum on fractures of,
in SWPA, 571
wounds of, in MTOUSA, 244
Sloan generator, 834, 845
Slowing-down agents, 837n
Small intestine:
abnormalities of, inbacillary dysentery in CBI, 757-760
hookworm In CBI, 758-759
malnutrition in CBI, 765
deficiency pattern in, in SWPA, 664
diseases of, 314, 316
intubation studies of, In Alaskan Department, 795
manifestations In deficiency states, 168
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Small intestine-Continued
rupture of, 306
Smallpox, hepatomegaly in, in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 822
SMEDAL, Lt. Col. M. 1., 328, 442
SMITH, Col. C. D., 245
Smith-type Immobilizing devices, 139
Snakes inPOA, 577
Trinidad, 797n
Snowfall in Alaskan Department, 771, 782783
Soap, radioactivity of, in Test ABLE, 910
Social welfare services at Oak Ridge Hospital, 874
Society of ETO Radiologists, 326n
Sockets, difficulties with in SWPA, 618
Socorro, 883, 885
Sodium Iodide visualization of chronic
abdominal fistulas, 306
Soft drinks, protection of, at Oak Ridge,
872
Soft radiation, 86
Soft-tissue (s) :
densitometry in calcifications of, 162-163
sarcoma of, 204
Soft-tissue encroachment on intervertebral
foramlna, 172
Soft-tissue injuries in CPA, 535
Soft-tissue lesions in yaws, 641, 644
Soft-tissue ossificationsin paraplegia, 173-175
of extremities, 175
Soft-tissue studies in cestode-Infection, 824
Soft-tissue techniques in-Alaskan Department, 793
fractures, 634
intraocular foreign bodies, 1&5, 756
Soft-tissue wounds:
of extremities, examination of joints In,
442
preoperative examination of, 431
Solder In developing tanks in named genteral hospitals, 1i39
Solid isotope sources for interstitial therapy, 198
Solitary cyst of valcaneus, 176
Solomon Islanders at Suva Medical School,
550
Solomon Islands, 551
Solus 90-30 unit, 370
Solvents:
for decontamination of clothing, 865
hazards of, at Los Alamos, 881
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Somerset, 332n
SoMRvu.ELL, Lt. Gen. B. B., 840
Soudan (Sudan), 2-3
SouLx, Lt. Col. A. B., 146, 170, 172, 173, 175
Sources oferror ininterpretation of photofluorographs, 114
localization of foreign bodies, 74
separation centers, 114-115
fires in Nagasaki and Hiroshima, 893
material forSPA history, 547
SWPA history, 559n
medical manpower for Manhattan Project,
845-847
patients in Radiation Therapy Section,
Walter Reed General Hospital, 203
population of named general hospitals,
166
students at technicians' school, Lawson
General Hospital, 129
uranium for atomic bomb, 831
South, damage to films from excessive heat
in, 107
South Africa, 3
South Atlantic flight route, 801
South Pacific Area, 547-564
clinical considerations In, 556-557
consultant system In, 557
enlisted technicians in, 561-562
equipment In, 552-555
facilities in, 552
films in, 555-5.56
hospitals in, 547-548
liaison In, 550-551
radiologic personnel in, 548-550
Southampton, 443
Southern Base Section, ETOUSA, 421, 430,
431
Southern Cross generators, 617, 619
Southern France, 248, 259, 283
Southwest Pacific Area, 501-503, 559-706
buildup of medical facilities in, 559-564
clinical considerations in, (M3-674
consultants system in, 563, 565-582
environmental considerations in, 575-578
equipment in, 608-631
facilities In, 593-601
maintenance of equipment in, 625-627
operational difficulties in, 612-618
radiation therapy In, 570-571, 675-685
Soviet Union, 808
Sox, Lt. Col. C. C.. 847

INDEX
Space:
allocation of:
at 329th Station Hospital, 783-784
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 453
in fixed hospitals in ETOUSA, 438-439
in hospitals in MTOUSA, 246
in New Guinea, 57
inadequacy of, at Camp Barkley Station
Hospital, 189
Spanish-American War, 4
Spare parts:
control of, in ETOUSA, 402
shortages of, in SWPA, 626
tubes, shortages of, 189
Spark gap in World War 1-7
Special cases, records of, 121
Special equipment for-J
neurosurgical centers, 138
special treatment centers, 135, 157
recommendations for, 138
Special experiences:
at evacuation hospitals:
lst-605, 690-69
21st--629
168th-093-694
at 1st Field Hospital, 687-689
at general hospitals:
4th--601
35th--606, 695-M6
42d--606, 696-698
49th-699
54th--000
105th--606, 699-701
132d-701-702
233d-530-533
at station hospitals:
12th--605-(606
18th--605, 694-695
75th-528-530
S5th---69
361st--606
attempted assembly of Philips metalix
unit inAlaskan Department, 784
CBI, 747-748
breakage in CBI, 736-737
changes of assignment for personality
reasons, 586--587
darkroom at 105th General Hospital, 619620
decrease of visual acuity in CBI, 7M5-766
emergency chest examinations before discharge, 191
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Special experiences-Continued
employment of medical personnel for
MED, 848-850
enlisted technician, Halloran General
Hospital, 148n
evacuation hospitals, ETOUSA, 443-457
expansion of facilities at 183d Station
Hospital, 783-784
first use of auxiliary mobile units, 412
fogging of films, ETOUSA, 395-396
food restrictions in Alaskan Department,
770

7
n9
in personnel centers, 115-117
in SWPA, 687-702
ineffectiveness of protective measures in
Alaskan Department, 790-791
Johns Hopkins Hospital Unit In World
War 1-54
liaison with Australian radiologists, 573
overexposure from carelessness in use of
protective measures, 790
Pearl Harbor, 509-512
problems of service technicians in Alaskan Department, 787
procurement:
of bathtubs in MTOUSA, 272
of lead sheeting in SWPA, 579n
(salvage) of Italian equipment, 265
promotion of enlisted technicians, 782
Provisional Hospital No. 2-526
radiodermatitis from carelessness in fluoroscopy, 791
radiology in Brazil, 804
replacement delays in Alaskan Department, 786
return of captured radium to owners in
ETOUSA, 399-400
secrecy at Oak Ridge, 849-850
shock from nonshockproof unit, 134
shortages of supplies, 190
sinking at Bart, 265
temperature of processing solutions in
Liberia, 806
treatment of VIP with carcinoma of lip,
491
visits of inspection to forward hospitals
in ETOUSA, 420-431
Special Research Division, Naval Research
Laboratory, 832
Special studies:
apicography in Alaskan Department, 794
at named general hospitals, 120
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Special studies--Continued
chest survey in Alaskan Department,
794-795
eosinophilic lung In CBI, 763-764
hookworm in CBI, 758-759
malnutrition in CBI, 756-766
myelography at 98th General Hospital,
481
pulmonary lesions in malaria in CBI. 757
scrub
(bush) typhus, 761-763
scrub(bush)tyhuisIn
671-76
,
spondylolisthesis in SWPA, 671
supervoltage radiation injuries, 215-216
inradioogy:Spirochetal
Specilizaion
Specialization
in radiology:
at onset of World War I-5
in World War 1-19
postwar, 43, 147, 186, 250, 294, 296
Specialized treatment centers:
at Halloran General Hospital, 1
at named general hospitals, 120
at Tripler General Hospital, 513
diagnostic radiology !n, 122
equipment for, M35, 138
Specific gravity of intraocular foreign bedies, 468
Specifications forequipment:
before World War II-60-61
it World War I-6
obsolescence of, 60-"1
revision of, 61-62
fihns for photofluorography, 108
fixed hospitals it ETOUSA, 438-439
protection in ETOUSA, 335-337
SPEED, J. S., 34
Speed of fluoroscopic screen, 87
SPENCER, Col. J., 170, 328, 329
Sphenoidal sinus, fracture of, 283
Spiculation in yaws, 644l
Spina bifida occulta, 171, 670
Spinal cord:
injuries of, after supervoltage therapy,
227
neoplasms of, 151
Spinal examinations-at Haloran General Hospital, 156
at 105th General Hospital, 700
improvised technique for, in SWPA, 611
in Alaskan Department, 793
In CBI, 718
Spinal surveys of healthy soldiers, 171
Spine:
anomalies of, in POA. 703
civilian-type fractures of, in ETOUSA,
479
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Spine--Continued
congenital anomalies of, 670, 671
diseases of, innamed general hospitals, 171-173
SWPA, 668
fractures of, 167, 479, 66"673
osteogenic sarcoma of, 227
studies of wounds of, at 36th General
Hospital, 240
wounds of, 157, 289-290, 478-481, 646,
ps,

etiology of relapsing fevers,.V

Spleen:
herniation of, into thoracic cavity, 652
localization of foreign bodies in relation
to, 469
reaction of to radiation therapy, 851
rupture of, 306
in malaria in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 8'22
in malaria in Trinidad, 801
Splenic complications of relapsing fever,
822
Splenomegalyas premonitory sign of malaria in
SWPA, 669
in bubonic plague in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 822
in kala-azar in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 823
in malaria in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 822
in relapsing fever in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 822
In schistosomiasis in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 825
in smallpox in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 822
Spondylitis, 173
Spondylolisthesis InEpod
st 171 s
ETOUSA, 171
MTOUSA 308 l
named general hospitals, 167, 168, 171,
173
SWPA, 571,670, 671-672
Spondylolysis, 171, 308
Spontaneous pneumothorax:
in SWPA, 652-653
rejection of draftees with, 104
Spot film (s)during fluoroscopy, 264
in erect position, 55M

INDEX
Spot film (s)--Continued
in gastrointestinal radiography in
MTOUSA, 314
in myelography, 164, 673
Spot-film cassettes, 124
Spot-film devices:
for fluoroscopic screens, 91, 521
for gastrointestinal examinations, 137
improvisation of, InAlaskan Department, 794-795
CPA, 530
MTOUSA, 268-269
recommendations for, 138, 705
requests for, 94
shortages of, in station hospitals in ZI,
189
Spot-film radiography, 150
hazards of, 133-134
Spot-film serialography, 149
Spot-film tunnels for compression exposures, 135
Springdale, Conn., 61
Springfield, Mo., 125
Spur-like projections from sacroiliac joints,
670
SPURTLJNG, Col. R. G., 172, 476n
Squad tents in fixed hospitals in ETOUSA,
437, 439
3quamous-cell carcinoma oflip, 207
mouth, 213
pharynx, 213
skin, 207
tonsil, 207
;quare-root technique of foreign body iocalization, 468
3.S. Brazil, 712
;.S. Rufus King, 606, 628, 691
ktability studies in spondylolisthesis, 671672
Itable Isotopes, 835
Itables as hospitals in MTOUSA, 254
Itaff conferences atHalloran General Hospital, 149, 154-156
hospitals in CBI, 720-721
named general hospitals, 130-131, 143
Walter Reed General Hospital, 196
,taffing ofArmy School of Roentgenology, 32
general hospitals, recommendations for,
586
named general hospitals, 122
personnel centers, 108-110
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Staging areas:
radiologic inactivity In, in SWPA, 502503, 585
recommendations for radiologic personnel in, 704
Staging periods, outdating of films during,
In SWPA, 621
Stainless steel for field processing units, 376
Standard Oil Development Co., 838
Standard X-Ray Co., Inc., 60, 61
Standardization ofequipment:
in ETOUSA, 371-372
in World War 1-5-12
lack of, in CPA, 520
recommendations for, 705
positioning in ETOUSA, 426
stationary units by British manufacturers, 370
techniques inETOUSA, 372, 420, 442
forward hospitals, 357
named general hospitals, 162
Standards for admission of enlisted technicians to Army Medical School, 22
"Standards of Physical Examination DurIng Mobilization," 31 Aug. 1940--101, 103
Standby processing tank, 139
Standing operating procedure (SOP) for
invasion of Continent, 420-421
Stanford tilt table, 604
Stanford X-Ray Co., 625
Stark General Hospital, 145
State laboratories, chest radiographs in,
101
State prison, location of personnel center
In, 104
Staten Island, 120
Static electricity, effects of, on films inAlaskan Department, 789
CBI, 741
Station hospitals:
arrival of, inCBI, 741
Philippines, 562
assignment of radiologists to, 16, 26
in CPA, 518
bed capacity of, 26, 185
coccidioldomycosis in, 170
conversion of, to regional hospitals, 185,
192
departmental organization of, in SWPA,
568
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Station hospitals--Continued
development of, in ZI, 188
during invasion of Continent, 421
enlisted technicians in, in ETOUSA, 359,
360
equipment for, 90, 189-190
excess equipment for, in SWPA, 604
functioning as general hospitals in
SWPA, 563
hospitalization for suspected tuberculosis
in, 107
in Alaskan Department, 772-774
in CBI, 709, 712-713, 718
in communications zone in ETOUSA, 435
In ETOUSA, 351
in MTOUSA, 237, 249
in Philippines, 659, 560
in SPA, 547
in SWPA, 567, 571, 628, 694--695
in ZI, 185-192
Inspections of, 15
organization of, 186
personnel in, 186-187
training in. 186-188
maintenance .)f equipment in, 190
mission of, 2%J, 161, 185-188, 772
tables of erganization for, 249
training of enlisted technicians in, iii
SWPA, 589
transfer of patients from, 185
to named general hospitals, 146, 166,
169
transfer of radiologic ,ersonnel from, in
ETOUSA, 34P
workload in, in ZI, 190-192
Station KGMB, 509
Stationary ,#,Ajjmentat ' -4ford General Hospital, 135
Jtospital, 697
Ad 'ral
8
an ueneral Hospital, 149-150
ac I.
at hIi am Field Station Hospital, 515
at named genera. hospitals, 134-136
at - hofield Barracks Station Hospital,
51j.
at station hospitals in ZI, 190
at Tokyo General Hospital, 698
at Tripler General Hospital, 514
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
in Alaskan Department, 784-786
In Australia, 603
in CBI, 735-736
in CPA, 521, 533
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Coinmand, 813
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Stationary equipment--Continued
in SWPA, 604-605
In Trinidad, 800
Stationary gridsfor modified optimum kilovoltage technique in chest radiography, 162
in ETOUSA, 377
Stationary-tube moving-eyeball localization
of intraocular foreign bodies, 466
Stationary units:
breakage of, in transportation to ETOUSA, 367, 367n
procurement of, from British in ETOUSA, 367-370
recommendations for, 138
work tolerance of, 134
Statistics:
Alaskan Department, 793
Army School of Roentgenology, 39-40
arteriovenous fistulas, 178
Ascariasis lumbricoiles of smali bowel
in MTOTJSA, 316
assignment of enlisted technioians in
ETOUSA 359-360
atte,-lance at training courses, Army
1,• -ical School, 2!
barium enema in SWPA, 664
benign lesions at Walter Reed General
Hospital, 202
biliary tract studies in SWPA, 664
bone erosions in paraplegia, 173-175
brain abscess complicating intracranial
w, uiis, 283
ircinoma ofbladder, 227-228
testis, 216n
chest examinations at Camp Barkeley
Station Hospital, 191
classes at Army School of Roentgenology, 31
decortication in MTOUSA, 303
desires of radiologists for discharge in
World War 1-21
DeWitt General Hospital, 120
diagnostic accuracy of Pantopaque myelography, 172
distribution of radiologic personnel inETOUSA, 349, 350
World War 1-21
encephalography in MTOUSA, 283-285
equipment in SWPA, 604-605
examinations on Tasman, 702
54th General Hospital, 504
1st Station Hospital, 526

INDEX
Statistics--Continued
followup of penetrating wounds of spine
in MTOUSA, 289-290
foreign bodies in (about) heart, 465
graduates ofArmy courses in roentgenolo)gy, 40
enlisted technicians' schools, 127
training courses at named general hospitals, 125
head examinations at 4th General Hospital, 649
herniated nucleus pulposus in SWPA,
673
Hodgkin's disease at Walter Reed General Hospital, 217, 220-221, 227
Johns Hopkins Hospital Unit in World
War 1-54
Joint Task Force One (JTF 1), 903, 904905
localization ofbullets, 3
foreign bodies by fluoroscopy in ETOUSA, 460
malignant disease at Walter Reed General Hospital, 2
,
march fractures in named general hospitals, 176
mass photofluorographic program, 111
mass radiography on Continent in auxillary mobile units, 415
maxillofacial injuries in MTOUSA, 285286
Medical Department Technicians' School,
Lawson General Hospital, 1
129
Mediterranean theater, 242-244
monthly quotas in training courses for
enlisted technicians, 26
MOS classifications in ETOUSA, 346347
neoplasms:
at Percy Jones General Hospital, 178179
in named general hospitals, 178-179
105th General Hospital, 700
ossification of coracoclavicular ligaments,
175
Pearl Harbor attack, 512
penetrating wounds Involving cerebellum,
280-281
penetrating wounds of spine, 289-290
peptic ulcer In SWPA, 662
Persian Gulf Command, 808
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Statistics--Continued
personnel inETOUSA, 351
World War 1-52-53
photofluorographic examinations in CPA,
522
photography at Schick General Hospital,
142
pneumoarthrography of knee at1st General Hospital, 468
4th General Hospital, 635
population of barracks, Army School of
Roentgenology, 33
portable hospitals in New Guinea, 597
postwar specialization in radiology, 250
preinvasion estimate of films for Continent, 391
processing of POW's at 42d General Hospital, 698
pulmonary tuberculosis inSWPA, &W-651
World War 1-113
radiation therapists, 195
radiation therapyat DeWitt General Hospital, 141
at Fitzsimons General Hospital, 141
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 210
in ETOUSA, 488, 489, 490
in SWPA, 669, 683-4684
radiologic assignments in SWPA, 584
radiologic personnel trained in World
War 1-20, 21
radiology in influenza epidemic in World
War I-49
Ramgarh Hospital Training Center, 713716
reassignment of personnel in MTOUSA,
348
regional examinations at Stark General
Hospital, 145
rejection rate for pulmonary tuberculosis, 113
relation of education to achievement at
Army School of Roentgenology, 40
rotation of personnel in ETOUSA, 352
sinusitis In SWPA, 650
soft-tissue ossifications In paraplegia,
173-175
spinal surveys, 171
38th General Hospital, 809
35th Evacuation Hospital, 443, 445, 446,
449
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Statistics-Continued
training ofenlisted technicians in CPA, 519
enlisted technicians in ZI, 120
radiologic personnel in MTOUSA, 249
27th General Hospital, 603-604
urinary tract disease In SWPA, 665, 666667
use of films inETOUSA, 392-393
MTOUSA, 274
named general hospitals, 139
workload atCamp Butner Station Hospital, 185
Camp Wheeler Station Hospital, 185
first hospitals in Australia, 562
Fitzsimons General Hospital, 123
Fort Dix Station Hospital, 16
Fort Jay Station Hospital, 16
forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 428,
4929, 430, 431
Halloran General Hospital, 146, 156157
Lawson General Hospital, 133
Mason General Hospital, 135
Oak Ridge Hospital, 874-875
Oliver General Hospital, 170-171
Provisional Hospital No. 2--516beoeWrd
Lawson Gentherapy center,
radiation
eraditionthrapy
c
, Lradiologic
eral Hospital, 207
radiation therapy center, 17th General

Hospital, 319
regional hospitals In ZI, 193
Schofield Barracks Station Hospital,
515
Torney General Hospital, 134-135
Tripler General Hospital, 513, 514
U.S. Army Dispensary, New York Port
of Embarkation, 17
1st Evacuation Hospital, 690, 691, 6926W
12th Evacuation Hospital, 450-453, 455,
4.56
35th Evacuation Hospital, 424
1st Field Hospital, 689
4th General Hospital, 702
6th General Hospital, 273
35th General Hospital, 696
38th General Hospital, 809, 814
41st General Hospital, 801
42nd General Hospital, 6W)6, 6(97, 698
49th General Hospital, 699
50th General Hospital, 439

Statistics-Continued
workload at-Continued
80th General Hospital, 582
105th General Hospital, 33, 34-36, 699,
700
311th General Hospital, 651
1st Station Hospital, 526
22d Station Hospital, 516
98th St-tlon Hospital, 716-717
125th Station Hospital, 695
333d Station Hospital, 796
359th Station Hospital, 799-800
369th Station Hospital, 526, 527
workload inCRI, 717-718
ETOUSA, 363-364
named general hospitals, 144-145
SPA, 547-548
World War 1-52-53
workload of auxiliary mobile units in
ETOUSA, 415
workload on orthopedic-radiologic section,
DeWitt General Hospital, 132
wounds of chest in SWPA, 646
yaws at 168th Evacuation Hospital, 643Status ofradiation therapy ar120
of malignant disease
20
ar1
beoeWrd
research before World War II
833-334
Staunton, 29
STEADMAN,

L. T., 836

Steinmann pins, 275
StenosisIn empyema, 473
of esophagus, 214
Stepdown transformer, 136
Stereoscope, improvisation of, inCPA, 521
ETOUSA, 385
Stereoscopic cassette changer, 79, 92, 94,
531
Stereoscopic examination In spinal cord Injuries, 479
Stereoscopic films in followup of photofluorographs, 107
Stereoscopic localization of intraocular foreign bodies, 466, 756
Stereoscopic projections In mass radiography, 108
Stereoscopic radiography:
in cranial wounds, 476
In orbitocranlal wounds, 282
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Stereoscopic radiography--Continued
on separation from service, 114
tunnel-changer for, 91
Stereoscopic section, Army School of Roentgenology, 33, 36
Stereoscopic studies of chest (skull) in
Alaskan Departments, 793
Stereoscopic technique, impLovisation of, in
SWPA, 009-611
Stereoscopic unit, research on, 92
Stereoscopic viewing devices:
improvisation of, 271
in field, research on, 92
Stereoscopy inpersonnel centers, 110
wounds of chest in MTOUSA, 393
Sterility:
attribution of, to exposure, 85
of foreign bodies in Intracranial wounds,
283
Sterilization as duty of radiologic personnel, 690, 691
STERN, C., 836, 845, 852
Sternberg General Hospital, 559, 560
STERNFa, J. H., 872
Sternum, injuries of, in SWPA, 646
STEVENSON, Capt. G. V. C., 879
STILWELL,

Gen. J. W., 510, 710, 711, 712,

713, 716
Stilwell Road, 716
"Stilwell's Mission to China," 510n
STINIAN. Secretary of War H. L., 840
Stimulus of teaching in named general hospitals, 125
Stockpiling at Tripler General Hospital before Pearl Harbor, 511, 515
Stomach:
aberrant pancreas In, 171
carcinoma of, in-named general hospitals, 151, 170
SWPA, 662
fibroma of, 178
for examination of, in World War 1
films
--5285
foreign
,odles in, 314
herniation of, into thoracic cavity, 652
injury of, after supervoltage radiation,
215, 227
tablespoon In, 647
tolerance doses of supervoltage radiation
for, 216n
STONE,

R.

S., 834, 845, 846, 849, 853, 858,

864, 868, 870, 872, 878

Stone & Webster, 870, 873
Storage:
facilities for, in forward areas, 94
of cassettes in CBI, 739
of discards in atomic bomb program, 854,
855
of films:
at Halloran General Hospital, 149,
152-154
errors in, in Alaskan Department, 789
in Brazil, 803-804
in ETOUSA, 439
in Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command, 820
in named general hospitals, 140
in SPA, 556
in station hospitals in ZI, 186
provision for, 132, 133
Storage batteries In-River War, 3
Spanish-AmericannWar, 4
Storage cabinet:
for screens, improvisation of, in CBI,
744
use of field packing case for, 82
Storage tents, shortages of, In ETOUSA,
437, 438
STORK, Lt. Col. W. J., 559n, 641, 643, 693,
694
Stove-in chest, 292
Strahlentherapie,836
STRANDQVIST, M., 213
STRASSMANN, F., 837
Stray radiation:
from field unit, 88
leakage of, below lead-Impregnated
apron, 88
protection against, 133
Stress fractures, 169
Strontium, role of phosphorus 32 in binding of, 835
Structural changes after radiation therapy,
Structural damage from Nagasaki bombing, 893
Structural errors in darkrooms in SWPA,
619-620
Structural problems in atomic bomb program, 859-860, 868
Structural protection InETOUSA, 335-336

MTOUSA, 257-259
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Structural reorganization of S-1 Section,
NDRC, 838
Stuartholme Convent of Sacred Heart, 616,
6206, 696, 697
Student body of medical school at Suva,
550
Student technicians, 162
Study clubs in SWPA, 574
STULL, 1st Lt. J. B., 486
STYER, Lt. Gen. W. D., 840
Styrofoam packing of tubes, 786n
Subarachnoid air pattern in pneumoencephalography, 285
Subarachnold findings in encephalography,
755
Subarachnold space:
in aeroceles, 478
localization of foreign bodies in relation
to, 480
Subarticular sclerosis in sacroiliac arthrltis, 536
Subclavian artery, anomalies of, 313
Subclinical peripheral thrombosis, 177
Subcommittee onRadiology, Committee on Surgery, NRC,
89
Tuberculosis, Committee on Medicine,
NRC, 99, 101, 103, 106, 109
Subcutaneous emphysema, 393, 542
Subdeltoid bursitis, 488
Subdiaphragmatic abscess, 305, 472, 652
Subdural hematoma, 478
encephalography in, 285
in SWPA, 649
Subhepatic abscess as apparent complication of primary atypical pneumonia, 652
Submarine sinkings, survivors of, 799, 8D4,
805
Submarines, supply of guerrillas by, in
SWPA, 668
Subperiosteal callus in march fractures, 176
Subphrenic abscess:
atelectasis with, 305
erroneoms diagnosis of, 810
localization of, 306
Sucking wounds, 297
Sudan, 806, 808, 810, 812, 824
Sudeck's atrophy, 488
Suez Canal, 807
Sulfonamide therapy, 67, 512
in clostridial myositis, 24n, 542
in etiology of urinary calculi, 667
In wounds of chest, 647
Sulfuric acid in Tirsh campaign, 2
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SultAnfibid, 808
Sumatra, 882
SuN, Gen. Li-JzN, 719
Sunda Steait, 882
Superficial "qdlation therapy, 132, 208
arcing, during, in SWPA, 614
at Lawson General Hospital, 207
at Provisional flospital No. 2-516
at Schofield 3arracks Station Hospital,
515
at 12th Evacuation Hospital, 455-456
at 22d Station Hospital, 516
at 75th Station Hospital, 528
calibration of units for, in Alaskan Department, 795
converted equipment for, at Tripler General Hospital, 514
in CBI, 766
in CPA, 539--540
in ETOUSA, 485-490
in Middle East (and Persian Gulf) Cormmand, 827
in MTOUSA, 319-320
In named general hospitals, 140
in SWPA, 676, 679-M82, 689
in Trinidad, 799
provision for, 196-197
in future wars, 138
secondary electrons from, 210-211
Supervised Installation of equipment
World War 1-8

In

Supervised packing of equipment in SWPA,
62t
Supervision of X-ray departments, recoimendations for, 570-571
Supervoltage radiation injuries. See Radiation Injuries; injuries of special structures.
Supervoltage radiation therapy:
at Walter Reed General Hospital, 140,
196, 205-223
effects of, 210-212
in advanced malignancy, 214
in carcinoma of cervix, 230
in malignant disease of testis, 221-227
in radioresistant neoplasms, 214
procurement of equipment for, at Walter
Reed General Hospital, 199-202
reactions to, 215-217
recommendations for provislo'a of, 206
tolerance doses of, 216-217
Supplies forphotography, 142

INDEX
Supplies for--Continued
Radiologic Safety Section, JTF 1-905908
Supply, 45-96
In Australia, 561
In CBI, 747-748
in CPA, 499
in SPA, 555
in World War 1-4
irregularity of, in SWPA, 503
of Chinese Army in CBI, 710
of films inMTOUSA, 274
named general hospitals, 139
SWPA, 620-621
of processing chemicals in MTOUSA, 274
Supply depots in World War I-8
maintenance officers at, 18
maintenance service in, in ZI, 138
Supply Division:
OTSG, 60-61, 62, 135, 393
Surgeon General's Office in World War I
-5
Supply operation at 105th General Hospital, 700
Supply personnel in MTOUSA, 253, 267-268
Supply routes in CBI, 712
Supply shortages In ZI, 143
Supply space in hospitals in ETOUSA, 439
Supply tables, Surgeon General's Office in
World War I-6
Supreme Commander, China theater, 711
Surgeon, Alaskan Department, 785
Surgeon, CPA, 499
Surgeon General, U.S. Army, 18, 29, 53, 59,
61, 62, 85, 89, 98, 98, 99, 100, 105, 106,
107, 109, 122, 141, 149, 197, 199, 325, 340,
387, 712, 847, 874
Surgeon General's Office:
Division of Roentgenology in World War
1-5, 6, 21, 45n, 47
in World War I--6, 8, 9, 21
See also Office of The Surgeon General.
Surgeon, Services of Supply, SWPA, 565,
568n, 582
Surgeons, radiologic responsibilities of, in
SWPA, 583
Surgery:
at front:
early facilities for, 4
in Greco-Turkish War, 2
in carcinoma of cervix, 230-231
in deformities of feet, 278
In herniated nucleus pulposus, 172, 766
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Surgery--Continued
In malignant disease, 209
In plantar warts, 682
in POA, 505
in varicose veins in MTOUSA, 278
survival after, in malignant disease of
testis, 221
timelag in, 173
Surgical Consultants Division, OTSG, 13,
204-205
Surgical hospital at Abadieh, 3
Surgical planning for invasion of Continent, correlation with, 327
Surgical-radiologic planning conferences,
426
Surgical services:
augmentation of, in theaters of operation,
405,419
operation of radiology sections under,
121, 186, 192, 351
in MTOUSA, 237-238
Surgical table, use ef World War I X-ray
table as, 46
Surinam, 796
Surplus -generators for emergency use in
SWPA; 617
Surplus hospitals in SWPA, 694-695
Surrender of-Bataan, 559, 560
Japan, 579, 588
Survey(s) of-back complaints In MTOUSA, 30"-310
cancer patients by Tumor Board at Walter Reed General Hospital, 209
chest in SWPA, 650-651
damage caused by bombings in Japan,
888
equipment situation In United Kingdom
Base, 267-268
protective measures inCPA, 523
ETOUSA, 336-=37
pulmonary tuberculosis in Alaskan Department, 771, 880
radiation hazards in civilian hospitals,
83
radiology in ETOUSA, 327
Survey team sent to Japan after bombings,
886-889
Survival-after bombings In Japan, mechanism of,
900
after wounds of heart in SWPA, 658
In purpura after bombings in Japan, 899
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Survival rates Incarcinoma of bladder, 227-228
combat casualties, 166
Hlodgkin's disease, 218, 2'20-221
malignant dis,-ase of testis, 221, 227
Survivors of submarine sinkings, 799, 804,
805
Suspension cradle for head. 91
Suspension of work for machines to cool
off, 134
Suva, 550
Swanage, 412
Swannanoa, 126, 655
Sweden, 354
Swedish Hospital, Seattle, 864n
Sweet localization of intraocular foreign
bodies, 43, 139 165
in Alaskan Department, M
521
In
in ('PA,
ETOUSA, 38-, 464
in MTOUSA, 274M
in SPA,
7
in SWPA, 5
, 0litter
in World War 1-,54
lack of equipment for, in CRI, 756
Swimming pools, bacterial counts in, at
Oak Ridge, 872
Swiss Red Cross, 888
Switches, shortages of, 71
Syeosis barbae, 141, 488, 683
Sycosis fungoides, 207
Sydney, 184, 595. 597, 604, 621, 677, 756
Synchronous motors in early equipment, 45,
47, 52
Syphilis, differentiation of, from yaws, 643
Syracuse University Medical School, 192
Syria, 806
Syrian physicians, liaison with, 812
Syringomyelia, 207
Systemic reactions in supervoltage therapy, 215
Table (s) :
corversion of, for portable use, 373
critique of, in ETOUSA, 377

Table (s) -Continued
of equipment-Continued
omission of leaded glass from, 258
omission of plumbing fixtures from, 5
omission of stereoscopic viewing devices from, 271
specifications for electrical conductors
in. 2M0
of organization (and equipment), 390, 351
deficiencies of, 238, 420
for convalescent hospitals, 249
for evacuation hospitals, 249, 350
for field hospitals, 249
for general hospitals, 548-549, 568,
723-724, 808-80W
for station hospitals, 249, 774
grades of enlisted technicians in, 2.51,
25,g r90
inflexibility of, 723-724
lack of opportunities for promotion on,
In Alaskan Department, 782
bearers in, 253
omission of clerical personnel from,
519
omission of consultant in radiology
from, in SWPA, 566
provision for consultants in, ETOUSA,
326
provision for enlisted technicians in,
360
recommendations for. 35%-36, 704
production of, from critical materials, 371
shortages of, in station hospitals inTrinidad. 798
ZI hospitals, 189
use of field packing chest as, 82
Tabletops, improvisation of, In SWPA, 609
Table unit:
original rejection of, 60
use of, with field unit, 256
Tacloban, 599, 628
Tacia solium. 824

improvisation of, 137

TAIMTER,

in ETOUSA, 377
in MTOUSA, 261, 268
in SWPA, 605, fill
in World War 1-46-47
of equipment. 136, 564, 705
deficiencies of, 273-274,.367, 376
for auxiliary mobile unit, 406. 408, 413414
for evacuation hospitals, 398

TAMRAz,

364, 386
Capt. E.
1.,
Col. 1. M, 712, 716, 748

Tanks:
check of, with million-volt X-ray equipment, 835-836, 848
of film processing unit, 78
deterioration of, in MTOUSA. 263-264
linprovisation of, at Fletcher General
Hospital, 137
In Brazil, 802.
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TANNENAtuM, A., 855, 862
Tarantulas in Trinidad, i97n
Tarawa, 525
Target-Skin Distance (T.S.D.), 543
Tarlac, 652
Tarpaulin flooring in ETOUSA, 439
Tasman. 702
Tata Memorial Hospital, 747
Taxi boats In Operation CROSSROADS,
905, 910
TAYLOR. Lt. Col. H1. G., 532
Tea plantations, location of hospitals on,
In CBI, 716
Teaching, beneficial effects of, in named
general hospitals, 1215, 168
Teaching conferences Inlocal medical schools, 143
named general hospitals, 130-131, 155
Teaching films at Army School of Roentgeniology, 43
Teacking methods:
at Army School of Roentgenology, 36-37,
40,
at,3-4
H 43-44
oafor
at Halloran General Hospital, 155
in MTOUSA, 247
wariations in, 125-126
Teaching personnel ofMedical Department, 8f
technicians' school at Law89 n General
tehospital, 128
Teams-p

Technical factors--Continued
In serialography In SWPA, 608
it use of British equipment, 372
Technical manuals. See Manuals.
Technical memorandums In SWPA, 571
Technical operations at 42d General Hospital, (10
Technical problems on Tasman, 702
Technical use of protected personnel at
Halloran General Hlospital, 148-149
Technicians:
in Tirah campaign, 2
training of Chinese as, in CII, 719
See also Enlisted technicians.
Technique(s):
advancements in, in POA, 703
charts of, for field unit, 162
evolution of:
at affiliated hospitals in MTOUSA, 240
in ETOUSA, 372
for apicography in Alaskan Department,

for auxiliary mobile units, 413-414
from auxiliary surgical groups, 411)
Teamwork, training of enlisted technicians
in, lin CAI, 725
Teano, 246
Technical considerations inETOUSA, 372, 425-426
named general hospitals, 162-165
Technical Division, Met Lab, 864
Technical errors, waste of films from, 139
Technical factors:
adjustment of, to vagaries of current,
(;17-618
in chest radiography in MTOUSA, 393
ill localization offoreign bodies in (about) heart, 463
intraocular foreign bodies, 468
In pneumoarthrography, 639
in radiation therapyin SWPA, (;82
of clostridflal myositis, 541-542
of plantar warts, 682
of pyoderma, 682

227-230
for diagnosis of spondylolisthesis In
SWPA, 671
for encephalography in CB1, 749-750
for examination ofchest, 164, 393
colon, 1(65
combat-incurred injuries in CPA, 535
for experiments on fish in Columbia
River, &53
for film conservation in CPA, 5*22
for film drying on Continent, 425-426
for gastric examinations in ETOUSA,
383-384
for interpretation of photofluorographs,
110-111
for localization of foreign bodies, 74, 275,
460, 646-4347
in (about) heart, 463-466
in brain abscess, 283
in World War 1-53-54
for localization of intraocular foreign
bodies, 143

biliary tract examination in SWPA,
6, &
for biplane radiography (fluoroscopy),
74-75
for cardiovascular examination, 177-178
for chest examinations in SPA, 1554--555
for combined surgical-radlotherapeutic
management of carcinoma of bladder,
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Technique(s) -- Continued
for localization of intraocular
foreign bodles--Continued

Temperature(s) of-Continued
processing solutions--Continued
In Brazil, 802

in CBI, 756
in ETOUSA, 406-468
for local'iation of intraperitoneal ab1cesse•
, 306
ford localization of intrathoracic foreign
bodies, 290
for mass examinations of Japanese
POW's, 698
for measurement of exposure, 679
for myelography, 163
for packing equipment, 367n
for photofluorography, 107-108
for pneumoarthrography, 63W-640
for production of fissionable materials,
832, 839, 854
for radiation therapy, 231-233, 453, 486487, 826
for radiography:
In personnel centers, 100, 104-107
of head, 384, 478
for spinal examination, 172
for superficial radiation therapy for plantar warts, 208
for supervoltage therapy inHodgkin's disease, 219-220
malignancy of testis, 225-226
for urinary tract examination, 164
improvisations of, InCB1, 722
SPA, 554-555
in field hospitals in ETOUSA, 350
in hospitals on Continent, 425-426
in orbitocranial wounds in MTOUSA,
281-282
in perforating wounds of abdomen, 306
modifications of, in Boer War, 4
optimum voltage, 430
standardization of, 162, 372, 420
Tehrtn, 808, 811, 818
Tel Litwinsky, 808
Telanglectasis of bladder, 217
Teleoroentgenography in apicography, 795
Telepaque, 665n
Temperature(s) ofdarkroom inCPA, 522, 526
Okinawa, 531
SPA, 551-552
SWPA, 618-619
processing solutions:
in Alaskan Department, 787-788

In CBI, 744
in CPA, 522, 526
in ETOUSA, 362
In Liberia, 80e
in MTOUSA, 274
in Okinawa, 532
in SWPA, 620, 621, 622-623
In Trinidad, 798, 800
recommendations for, 705
Temporary duty, recommendations for, in
SWPA, 585
Temporary duty assignments inETOUSA, 330
SWPA, 586
Tendon sheaths, involvement of, in yaws,
643
Tennessee Eastman Corp., 872
Tennessee maneuvers, 443, 450
Tenon's capsule, injection of air into, 466
Tenosynovitis, 488, 682
Tension pneumothorax, 292, 297
Tent (s) :
arrangement of, In 12th General Hospital, 453
improvisations in use of, in ETOUSA,
437-438
training in handling of, for auxiliary
mobile units, 409
Tentative acceptance of draftees with
fibroid pulmonary lesions, 102
Tenth Army Corps, 689
Teratocarcinoma of testis, 223, 225
Teratoma ofmediastinum, 178
testis, 181-182, 207, 223
Terminal recurrences in Hodgkin's disease,
220
Termination ofcontracts in World War I-6
research (testing) functions at Army
School of Roentgenology, 93
Termites in CBR, 728
Terrain:
around Alamogordo, 883
at 1st Evacuation Hospital, 691
at 1st Field Hospital, 688, 689
at 35th General Hospital, 695
in CBI, 727, 731
in SWPA, 593-594, 598, 599, 600, 635, 692
influence of, on effects of blast, 882
of hospital sites in Philippines, 562

INDEX
Tertian malaria, 757
Test ABLE, 909-911
Test BAKER, 911-913
Test detonation of atomic bomb, 832, 884885
Test dosage of supervoltage therapy inHodgkin's disease, 219-220
malignancy of testis, 221-222
Test site for detonation of atomic bomb,
883-885
Testing and Research Laboratory, Army
School of Roentgenology, 33
Testing ofauxiliary mobile units, 405
equipment, 69, 89-90
for foreign body localization, 74
in World War -- 8
field equipmimt from standpoint of exposure, &5--&,
field generators, so-81
film stocks inBrazil, 803
CPA, 522
SWPA, 620
improvised protective measures in
SWPA, 580
lead-impregnated apron (gloves), 87
mobile units in World War 1-51
packing methods, 91
Testis, neoplasms of, 168, 178, 181-182, 204,
207, 213, 215, 216n, 221-223, 225, 227,
540, 685, 719
isoeffect recovery curve In, 13
supervoltage radiation therapy in,
221-227at
221-227
injuries after, 226-227
booster injections, 512
Tetanus toxoid
Tetng,447atelectasis
Teting, 447'
Tetraiodophenolphthalein, 665, 795
"Text Book of X-Ray Diagnosis, A," 359
Texts:
in SWPA, 574
paucity of, in Middle East (Persian
Gulf) Command, 810
procurement of, from British sources in
ETOUSA, 359
provision of, in ETOUSA, 372
recommendations for provision of, in
SWPA, 706
Thayer General Hospital, 29, 121, 125, 131,
135, 136, 139, 140, 143, 165, 172-173
Theoretical Instruction of enlisted techniclans in Alaskan Department, 781
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Therapeutic measures, lack of, for atomic
bomb injuries, 884, 901
Therapy ofameblasis, 663
bagassosis, 654
yaws, 643
Thermal diffusion technique (S-50), 854
Thermal neutrons in uranium, 235, 838
Thermionic principle of rectification, 55
Thermostatic control of film processing
unit, 78
Thighs, wounds of, 442
Third Amphibious Corps, 888
Third Auxiliary Surgical Group, 407, 409,
412, 415, 416
Third-degree skin erythema from deep radiation, 211
Third-dimensional projection in film interpretation, 110-111
Third Service Command, 14
Third U.S. Army, 51, 330, 400, 407-408, 409,
413, 421, 445, 448, 453, 456, 488
Thirty-second Infantry Division, 661
THOMAS, Lt. W. N., 216
Thomas M. England General Hospital, 1617, 64, 126, 131, 158-161, 164, 169, 173,
174, 175, 176
Thomasville, 131
THOMPSON, Col. W. LaR., 27, 121, 124, 199
Thoracic spine, osteachondritis dissecans of,
536
Thoracic surgery center(s), 150
at Halloran General Hospital, 146
at Kennedy General Hospital, 120
General Hospital, 24
at 12th
12th General Hospital, 243
nTOS,4130
In MTOUSA, 241,303
Thoracoabdominal wounds, 393
yf, 3 03
sur
a ctasls af
after surgery for, 304-M0
In ETOUSA, 472
In MTOUSA, 292, 305
Thoracotomy in MTOUSA, 291-292
Thorax, reaction of, to supervoltage therapy, 216
Thromboangiltis obliterans, 207
Thrombotic phenomena after wounding,
312
Thumb switch, 87
Thymoma, 207, 490, 658
Thyroid:
adenoma of, 178
carcinoma of, 207
Tibia:
Involvement of, in yaws, 644
sarcoma of, 178
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Tidworth, 490
Tile as protective measure, 335
TILLINGHAST,

Maj. A. J., 580, 609, 623

Tilt table(s), 135, 138, 273, 454, 606, 697
Tilton General Hospital, 16, 123
Time intervals in radiation therapy, 213
Time-dose studies. See Isoeffect recovery
curve.
Time Magazine, 98, 176
Time-temperature development technique,
108, 139-140, 362, 618-619, 800
Timelag inradiation injuries in malignancy of testis,
226-227
surgical treatment, 173
Timer of Bucky unit, 608
Timing ofchest exposures, 608
deaths after bombings in Japan, 896-900
landing of equipment on Guam, 527
pneumoencephalography in MTOUSA, 283
serial biopsies during supervoltage therapy, 213
Tinea cruris, 488
Tinian, 525, 886, 888
Tirah campaign, 2
Tirah Plateau, 2
TOBIAS, C. A., 845
Tobruk, 808
TomD, CWO C. G., 371. 40 2
barium enemas, 159,
Toilet facilitlec f(
256, 439, 440. 597, 788
Tokyo, 495.,-,30, 698, 888
Tokyo Bay, 495
Tokyo General Hospital, 590
Tokyo-Yokohama raids, 889
Tolerance doses ofradiation, 697, 845, 8-)0-853
supervoltage radiation, 215-217
Tonga, 551
Tongans at Suva Medical School, 550
Tongue, carcinoma of, 207. 8&52
Tonsil, carcinoma of, 205, 207, 212
Tool kits, lack of, in MTOUSA, 267
Tools:
barter procurement of, in MTOUSA, 263
moonlight procurement of, in MTOUSA,
258, 263
Top Policy Group in development of atow'o
bomb, 839
Topeka, 169
Topography ofAlamogordo, 883

Topography of--Continued
Alaska, 771

Los Alamos area, 882-883
Nagasaki, 892-893
Torney General Hospital, 131, 133, 134, 144
Toronto Cancer Institute, 220
Torpin-Thoms technique of pelvimetry, 668
Torula meningitis, 656
Torulosls, 170
Total dark adaptation, 76
Total tumor dosage Incarcinoma of cervix, 230-231
Hodgkin's disease, 218
lipoid histiocytosis of bone, 233
malignant disease of testis, 222, 223-9225
Towels, use of, as compression bands, 788
Townsville, 579n, 595, 596, 622, 663, 670, 678
Toxic exposures in atomic bomb program,
869
Toxicity ofchemical substances, safety standards
for, 845
new solvents in atomic bomb program,
856
radioactive dusts in atomic bomb program, 855
tetraiodophenolphthalein, 665
uranium salts, 842
Trabeculation in yaws, 644
Tracer technology:
before World War 11-833, 835-836, 845
literature of, 836-837
Tracheobronchial lymph nodes, tuberculosis
of, 101
Tracks, improvisation of, for field unit, 425,
608
Traction, examination of casualties in:
at Halloran General Hospital, 149
in SWPA, 630
Train commanders in ETOUSA, 432
Training atArmy Medical School, 26-28
1st Evacuation Hospital in ZI, 691
Halloran General Hospital, 149, 154-156
named general hospitals, 125-126
Provisional Hospital No. 2-516
35th Evacuation Hospital in ZI, 443
Tripler General Hospital, 513
12th Evacuation Hospital, 450-452
Training inAlaskan Department, 780-781
ETOUSA, 327, 345-365
jungle warfare in CPA, 536
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INDEX
"'raining In-Continued

Training of-Continued

localization of Intraocular foreign bodies,
466, 468
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
809-811
named general hospitals, 125-130
processing of films, 128
radiation therapy, 195--196, 198
inadequacy of, 208n
station hospitals in ZI, 186-188
Tennessee maneuvers, 443, 450
use of field unit. 627
Training ofChinese Armies in India, 713
Chinese as technicians in ('HI, 719
Chinese medical personnel in CBI, 719
Chinese military personnel, 710
enlisted technicians, 26, 126-130, 267, 725
at 108th Evacuation Hospital, 693, 694
at Thomas M. England General Hospitwie, 160
between Worhl Wars, 2'2
by civilian personnel in ZI station hospitals, 188
deterioration of, in staging areas, 361
for auxiliary mobile units, 409
in Alaskan Department, 780-782
in CBI, 724-725
in CPA, 519
in ETOUSA, 345, 361-362
In named general hospitals, 187
in repair procediures in SWPA, 026
in SPA, 551-552
in SWPA, 589-590
inadequacies of, in CRT, 724
recommendations for, 704
nonradiioiogic medicai officers InETOUSA, 345-346
MTOUSA, 249
332,
officer personnel in British hospitals,
370SWPA,
W-0-35,

in SWPA, 584
in ZI, 23-44
radiologists, 17, 245
acceleration of, 24, 844-847
deficiencies of, in SWPA, 569
for theaters of operations, 2&-27
for units going overseas, 125
Training:
recommendations for, during staging periods, 585
suspension of, before D-day in ETOUSA,
254
with miniature X-ray macnine, 333
See also Courses; Instruction; schools,
etc.
Training aids at Army School of Roentgenology, 36
Training Division, OTSG, 30
Training jumps, injuries during, 634

personnel:
for personnel centers, 108-110
of Radiologic Safety Section, JTF 1radioogic personnel:
between World Wars, 22
in Alaskan Department, 780-782
in CPA, 518
in ETOUSA, ,3.3-.359
in general hospitals, 18
in MTOUSA, 251-252
in replacement pools, 125-126

Training manual for enlisted technicians,
187
Training material in ETOUSA, 357-359
Training program, march fractures during,

Training Section, Office of Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, 347, 355
Transdiaphragmatlc involvement In
wounds of chest, 442
Transfer offilms with casualties inAlaskan Department, 789
CPA, 523
ETOUSA, 340-342, 352, 357, 393, 427,
428, 431,432, 441-442
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
820
MTOUSA, 246-247
SPA, 556
SPA, 6
625
Health-Physics Group from Met Lab, to
Oak Ridge, 870
Transformer(s), 135
at onset of World War 1-6
ldelayed receipt of, at Thomas M. England General Hospital, 159
for field units, research on, 92
hurricane damage to, 160-161
in World War 1-20, 52
Instruction in, at Army School of Roentgenology, 42
procurement of, In ETOUSA, 373
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Transfusions Inatomic bomb casualties, 901
decortication, 301
Transit hospitals, 398, 427, 453
Transitional-cell carcinoma, -207
Transitional vertebrae, 171
Transmitted pulsations In foreign bodies
about heart, 463
Transport(s), radiologic personnel on, in
MTOUSA, 250
Transportability ofcasualties, radiologic criteria of, 357, 435
field unit, 261
military equipment, 2, 68, 95, 398
patients with malignant disease, 490, 491
phosphorus, 835
Transportation:
breakage during, inCBI, 736
CPA, 521
ETOUSA, 367, 367n
MTOUSA, 266
World War 1-8, 47
in Alaskan Department, 787
in CBI, 734
in River War, 3
In Tirab Campaign, 2
inadequacies of, in Australia, 561, 595-596
of patients to X-ray department inCBI, 731
MTOUSA, 253, 255
Transportation, Office of Chief of, 129
Transportation problems-in radiation therapy in Australia, 677
in SWPA, 628-629
of 233d General Hospital, 530
Transportation restrictions in ZI, 371
Transportation shortages in CPA, 499
Transshipment of equipment inMTOUSA, breakage during, 266
SWPA, 628
Transthoracic approach In thoracoabdominal wounds, 305
Transverse colon, tolerance doses of supervoltage radiation for, 216n
Transverse processes of spine, injuries of,
668
TrAsx, Lt. Col. B. W., 389, 799, 806
Trauma:
absorption of radioactive metals after,
881
as precipitating factor in yaws, 643
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Trauma-Continued
effect of, in spondylolisthesis, 671-672
relation of, to damage from radioactive
substances, 859
Traumatic arthritis, 167
defect, wide'ning of in skull fractures, 650
osteomyelitis of spine, 668
pneumatoceles in skull fractures, 649
pneumoperitoneum, 471
spondylolisthesis, 479
suture diasthesis, 477
Traumatically induced cancer, 204
Traveling teams from personnel centers,
104
Traymore, 131, 158
Treponema pertenue, 643
Triage:
at 35th Evacuation Hospital, 449
in transit hospitals, 435
limited value of radiology for, in clearIng stations, 238
of returned casualties at Halloran General Hospital, 120
radiologie role in, 357
use of radiography for, in forward hospitals in ETOUSA, 427, 428, 430, 431,
432, 433
Triangulation technique of foreign body
localization, 72-74, 461
Trichinosis, 663, 824
Trichophytosis, 141
Trier, 448
Trinidad, 147, 797-801, 864
Trinidad Sector (Trinidad Base
Command), 796, 797
Tripler General Hospital, 55, 196, 509, 510,
511, 513, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518, 519, 521,
539, 540
Trocar-cannula-harpoon localization of foreign bodies, 53
Trolley rails for mobile units, 456
Troop Mo-'ements and Training Branch,
Training Section, Office of Chief Surgeon,
ETOUSA, 347
Troop strengthat Army posts in ZI, 193
In Persian Gulf Command, 808
Troops:
arrival of, in Australia, 562
without attached medical support in
Philippines, 563
Trophocarcinoma of testis, 223, 225
isorecovery curve in, 213

INDEX
Tropical bone abscess, 801
Tropical diseases:
chest findings in, In SWPA, 656-657
contacts with, in SWPA, 575
in CBI, 734, 757-764
in Chinese troops, 713
in Middle East (Persian Gulf)
Command, 812
In POA, 495, 503, 504, 703
in SWPA, 501, 633
of chest in SWPA, 654-657
Tropical installations, recommendations
for equipment of, 554
Tropical packing of films:
in Bermuda, 797
in Canal Zone, 796
in SWPA, 621
recommendation for, in Alaskan Department, 789
Tropical splenomegaly in Middle East
(Persian Gulf) Command, 823
Tropical-type hospital inLiberia, 805
Trinidad, 797
Tropical ulcers in Chinese troops, 713
Tropical warfare, radiologic service in, 93
Troubleshooting course in enlisted techniclans' schools, 128
TROUT, D., 199
Truckdrivers:
for auxiliary mobile units, 409, 413, 414n
Trucks:
fluoroscopy in, 24
for auxiliary mobile units, 406
shortages of, in SWPA, 69
Trudeau Society, 291
TRUMAN, President H. S., 903, 908
Trunk, injuries of, W5
Tsutsugamushi fever in CBI, 761
Tsuzuxi, Adm. M., 888
Tube(s) :
breakage of, inAlaskan Department, 786
transportation to CPA, 521
changes of, as source of error in foreign
body localization, 74
damage to, by current Instability in
SWPA, 617
effect of photofluorographic techniques
on, 106, 108
fragility of, 1
in field units, 136
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Tube(s)--Continued
in named general hospitals, 135-136, 138
in River War, 3
in SWPA, 613
In Tirah campaign, 2
in World War 1-9, 51
mortality of, 108, 116-117, 135-136
mounting of, 86
overheating of, 56, 62
positioning of, 68
radiation from, 335
rayproofing of, 55, 56
recommendations for, 138, 273
replacement of, 136
Tube adapters, improvisation of, 382
Tube-angle meter, improvisation of, in
SWPA, 611
Tube capacity, shortages of, in CPA, 520
Tube failures, 80
Tube filaments, burning out of, 677
Tube heads, alternating use of, 58-59
Tube housing:
protection of, 86
radiation from, 88
Tube-life before World War II--60
Tube rail platform, improvisation of, in
ETOUSA, 382
Tube-shifting techniques in localization of
intraocular foreign bodies, 466
Tube stand (s) :
for radiologic table, 361
shortages of, in Trinidad, 798
Tube unit requirements, estimates
of, 5960
Tuberculin tests, 113
Tuberculosis:
associated with pulmonary paragonimiasis in SWPA, 654
centers for, in MTOUSA, 241
classification of, 109
in Allied POW's, 532
in ETOUSA, 357
In Japanese POW's, 538
in natives-at 75th Station Hospital, 528
in Alaskan Department, 794
in SWPA, 650-652
In Trinidad, 800
in U.S. troops in Alaskan Department,
794
in World War 1-54
nf small bowel, 316
of spine, 668
of tracheobronchial lymph nodes, 101
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Tuberculosis--Continued
Ulceration--Continued
of urinary tract, 317
in Hodgkin's disease, 218
in SWPA, 667
of rectum after supervoltage therapy, 217
rejection of draftees for, 107
of stomach after supervoltage therapy,
resemblance of lung fluke to, 537
217, 227
Tuberculosis Section, OTSG, 109
Ulcerative colitis in SWPA, 664
TUCKER, Lt. Col. D., 571, 580, 583, 609, 623
Ulcerative process in yaws, 643-644
Tullahoma, Tenn., 120
Ulithi, 530
Tumor Board, Walter Reed General HospiUnderdevelopment of films, 139-140
tal, 196, 208-209
Undifferentiated trophocarcinoma of testis,
Tungar bulbs, 189, 190
223
Tungsten, use of, In World War 1-51
Unimak Island, 782
Tungsten target tubes In World War 1-51
Union Club, 43
Tunis, 245
Union Minl~re, 869
Tunisia, 806, 808
Unit histories In named general hospibals,
Tunnel-changer:
145-161
for bedside use, 91
United Kingdom Base, 421
request for, 94
procurement of equipment in, 326, 367TURNER, C. B., 60, 61
372
Turnover ofradiation therapy in, 488
enlisted technicians, 26, 187
regional consultants in, 328, 329
in personnel centers, 110
shortages of eqi.ipment in, 376
radiologic personnel in personnel centers,
survey of equipment situation In, 367109
368
TuTTL=, Lt. Col. W. M., 291, 291n, 303
training ofTwelfth Air Force Service Command, 265
radiologic personnel in, 346
Twelfth Army Corps, 447
12th Evacuation Hospital In, 450-452
Twentieth Army Corps, 446, 447
transit hospitals in, 398, 427, 453
Twenty-eighth Hospital Center, 562
U.S. Armed Forces Institute, 812
Twenty-fifth Infantry Division, 652
U.S. Army Dispensary, New York Port of
Twenty-first Medical Supply Depot, 814-815
Embarkation, 17
Twenty-ninth Medical Depot Company, 627
U.S. engineers, concepts of, of protection,
Twenty-seventh Portable Surgical Hospital,
334-3
584
U.S. Army Forces in Australia, 560
Twenty-sixth Hospital Center, 562
U.S. Army Forces in Central Africa, 806n
TwiNING, E., 359
U.S. Army Forces in Far East, 565
TYLER, Col. G. R., 879
U.S. Army Forces in Middle East, 806n, 815
Types of malignant disease In Army, 204- 'U.S. Army Forces in Middle Pacific, 497
205
U.S. Army Forces In Northwest Africa and
Typewriters in SWPA, 624
Middle East, 806n
Typhlitis, 824
U.S. Army Forces, Pacific, 496
Typhoid, 4
U.S. Army Forces, South Atlantic, 801
fear of, after bombings In Japan, 897
U.S. Army Forces, Western Pacific, 497,
in Japan, 698
888
872
Typhoid carriers,
Army General Hospital, Camp Butner,
U.S.
888
600,
Typhoons,
120
Typhus inU.S. Army General Hospital, Camp CarCBI, 760-763
son, 120
Middle East (Persian Gulf) Command,
U.S. Army General Hospital, Camp Ed822
Typists, training of enlisted technicians as,
wards, 120
22, 121
U.S. Army General Hospital, Camp Pickett, 120
Ulcerationafter radiation therapy, 211
U.S.A.H.S. Mactan, 560

INDEX
"U.S. Army Medical Department in the
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